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Speak and Dailf
Otli*r*
One Westchester speak and
one New York newspaper ^ave

Ciistoinen who came
(27).
all their brilliance and splendor
evening clothes lookand
jewebi
oC
ed (for tbe hisbest promise at a
flcn'sation in the show world. When
lilght

office

boya up and Including

union help, a flat 10'% of their
entire year's salary.
Chester,
Port
Speat^
in

the 6,000 exited, every one became

handed out gold

.

!that 100,000

By

Broadway Is that way and that
«penlng crowd hiMl most of the
Broadway minds In th» theatre.
From, columnists to office lads the
Musle Hall and Its show Is the most
Important item of momentary dlscusBlon.
In restaurants, clubs

and

offices,

can get a thousand opinions of

why somehing happened

or didn't.
Apparently the high promise of

•n undertaking by Roxy, which had
the! backing

of

such minds

like

Rockefellef
and
Owen.
Toung
iipurred the people's Imaginations,
Besides which two years of con
staiit -and continuous advertising
and' publicity which climaxed with
te'rrlflc. opening campaign by RKO
impfelled people to the highest hopes
«f
new -marvel ent&rtainment In
•tage stuff.

a

The Ihdlfferent crljticlsm of tbe
Miow that followed trailed in the
wake of one of the most brilliant
jpj>ening night audiences that ever
llled into a theatre.
Certainly the
.biggest audience of its kind and

their mouth-to-mouth comment has
Veaohed extreme proportions.'
The opening night (Tuesday)
fras" the only capacity up to Sat
nrday evening. An unusual thing
considering that the house opened
at a time when show biz generally
expects and gets a hangup b, o.
week. For some time to come the
Music Hall will remain the central

focus of the show world. It's that
kind of an undertaking, and what
It will bring Is bound to have the
widest effect

Lafignage Films O.K.'d
With

tests

completed

In

New

fork on three language films, the
nternatlonal Cinema Leagrue Is
preparing a complete year's setup
©f once-monthly showings of pictures in each possible language.
Proposition has been worked out
with the aid of the New York Board
•f Education, and will be attempted
tn other states in the same way as
oon aa set here.

J

Mag

to Spur

or so folks, seemingly,

possible future.

ione

Rnbmoff Broadcasts
Personal

Response of Fan Majl

to

In discharging an assistant
a producer at Paramount'
sec was called by

'the latter's

one o'f the studio execs. Is Mr.
'So-and-Sp Inr hei asked. 'No,
he's
not,'
replied
the sec.
I^Vhen he comes In, tell him
ihe's out,' was the message.

ArtlHir Uiigar
Hollywood, Dec.

Year 1982 did not (ievelop any
outetanding box ofRce peraenalitiea.'
No dynamic star came to the fore
front.

.

fits by Renting Coast

Actuallyf prestige of the «o

$100

Payment

'

<

COAST READY TO START
TELEVISION
EVERY DAY
U
.

NERVY

DEALERS

ber.

Just prior to Christmas the nervy
cordial shop
proprietors started
sticking the cards
under hotel
doors, covering every floor of the
hostclries invaded. Office buildings
.

were heavily bombarded. Brazen
card distributors even got by reception desks, personally sticking the
cards under the doors of officials.

of

apartment buildings.

and Robert Montgomery following.
John Gilbert, with one picture,
slipped away to the tall end of the

with the value of the Barrymore brothers as draws being prac-

WHEN YOU LAST LONGER
Max
man—He's Going To

Playing Heavies,' Says

Max

Hoffman,

Hardy came ured out

one picture.
Jean Harlow, of course, did not
get Into the star group, but was the
outstanding featured name the company had to sell so far as exhibitors were concerned the latter part
of tbe year.
Karen Morley came
(Continued on i>age 36)

Jr.,

has

it

a growing tendenar
attraictlooa

Broadway and

it la

to

oa

'coUT

worrying man-

agers of theatres In txr-out apots.
The trend to'wurd l>rlvate perform*
ances played before Invited audl<
enoea Is the result of alleged unfairness by certain newspapers, say
some producers. They further con*
tend it iB a less costly method of
getting shows Into shape, eliminating preparatory road losses, almost
always attendaint upon' try-out
-

dates.

Stunt of printing excerpts of reviews accorded new productions In
the try-out towns has been piillod
by two New York papers, the
•World-Telegram'
and
'Mvenfng
Post.'
Managers claim that since
the purpose of going out of town la
to make deletions and changes prtor-'
to Broadway, advance commit on
an unfinished product virtually d[estroys the purpose of trying out.
Several of last week's piremleres
opened 'cold' following a series of
private performances. Among them
were 'Twentieth Cantury,'^ Broadhulrst,
and. 'Glris In. Uniform,'
Booth. Newspaper people were excluded and tickets of admission set
forth such a stipulation.

Paying Audienoe Tested

Management of 'Century' went
further than' others giving private
shpwlngs. Two' performances, actually dress rehearsals, were sold at
reduced rates to organizations seeking benefit shows. Players received
salary for both paid performances,
unprecedented foi; rehearsals. House
received Its share on. the tickets and
therefore had to pay the stage
hands.
Ordinarily the producer
must pay the crew for rehearsals.
No actual profit to the show, but
the reaction observed .from audiences who paid to attend was figured JuBt as 'Effective as' if the -show
were given at an outvof town try•

out spot.
There, are Instances where cold
openings on Broadway' have rbsiilted
In fiops, but failure to revise during
rehearsals was. regarded as the real
fault.
'Dinner at Eight' opened at
the Music Box 'to 'instant success, it
being the outstanding example of
the theoiT of. getting audience reaction right in. New York. Dinner*
gave three or four private rehearsals
before invited onlookers and little
comment was made prior to the
opening.
Musical shows generally require
so much changing that try-out
dates are a necbsslty, but Indications are that- the private performance method o.f. dress rehearsals has
solved at least one managerial
problem.
'

Hoff-

list,

tically nil. Liaurel and
In from Hal Roach for

Fam

'

Honsefr Acquired on

called big .draw .names .beijan . to
stimulating radio fan mail among wane and fada, resulting in about
l)o¥m
the peasants may become a feature only eight or nine of the big names
of that field, with ether showmen being <:9n>><lered worth while, when
Hollywood, Dec. 31.
seeing the possibilities of reward
Chap, near the starvation stage,
their names went up.
in better deals or otherwise.
a way to beat the Southern
Namea did not seem to mean found
Dave Rublnoff, whose contract
real estate game and at the same
with Chase & Sanborn, has Just much to the produeera, who soon
time assure hhnself of eating for
been renewed for 1933, Is making
They
began the next ,yean
began to realiae it.
a unique bid for fan mail with a
He borrowed $900 iand bought nine
pamphlet-size publication which he's banding big draw names together,
houses, paying )100 down on each,
sending to his complete fan list of aa in Metro'a 'Grand Hotel.' That
an easy thing under present real
10,000.
Sheet carries cuts of the was done also by Paramount, fliidie,'
estate conditions out here.
Then
fiddling maestro In a variety of
he rented the houses for anything
poses with celebs, etc., and is full WVirnsrs and others who realized
ao-oalled single he could get, prices ranging from
of blurbs. Come-on for fan letters that the day of the
136 to 165 a month. As it wilt rewith a view to increasing mailing star power had faded.
Some of the companies depended quire at least a year to take the
list Is announcement of a request
program and offer of autographed mostly on their unusual type Qf pro- property away from blm, due to
crowded
court dockets, he will conduction and attraction, tossing the
photo.
Trying out two Issues as feelers, value of the so-called name to the tinue to eat and show a real profit
before he loses his equities.
results so far okay enough that winds and relying entirely on the
Rubinoff may get out the publlca< picture to bring them in.
tl'on
nionthly.
Called
'Rublnoff
Universal did this, with Its lone
Topics.' It carries dignity befitting star, Lew Ayers, practically being
a fiddler turned maestro and has a forgotten soul when It came to the
Bob Faber, former editor of 'Pub value he had at the box office.
lix Opinion* on masthead aa edl
sold Its horror and unique produc
tor.
Los Angeles, Dec. 31.
tlona on story value alone, and mem
Rubinoff doubles between radio aged to show profit on pictures of
Don Lee Broadcaistlng system beand the Paramount.
this type, as well a« on 'Back gan a dally television broadcast
Street,' which had John Boles and Friday (23) on a 1,000 watts frequency, the first attempt at a regIrene Dunn heading the cast.
CORDIAL
ular schedule for the coast.
It Is
Dressier Outstanding
believed less than a dozen persons
Marie Dressier on the Metro list In California are equipped to reOverlook Little in Spreading 'Busiseemed to have had tblnigs all her ceive the sight ivnd hear stuff, ownness Cards'— Go Everywhere
own way In 1932 and was far ahead ers of sets all being amateur dabCordial shops are missing nothing in draw power of the other stars blers In the television field.
in digging for prospective cus- employed by this compaily. G^xbo,
Intention Is to continue the broadtomers. Coverage of New York Is of course, had little on the screen casts every evening, except Sunday,
now virtually complete. Cards and during the year and naturally between fl and 7, .etherizing sections
phone numbers indicating Immedi- skidded. Joan Crawford with Metro of talking pictures.
Material
is
being transmitted
ate deliveries go under hotel doors also -worked her way ahead, and If
the performance she gave In 'Rain' from KHJ here and handled ^ by
and into private offices.
Along with most of the cards are does not hurt her any should again Harry R. Lubcke, who has been carprice lists ranging from a low of 75c be well toward the front In the 1933 rying out television research for
for gin (fifths) up, A few cards M-G-M group. Wallace Beery was Hon Lee for the last two years.
merely carry promise of immedi- the leader of the male Contingent
ately filled orders and phone num- for this company, with Cflark Gable

Cinema League Is newly formed
For some time the cordialerles
by Edward Glnsburg. It has been have been leaving cards and price
given full scope to go ahead by the lists in mall boxes in their coverage

B. of E.

-

ia

pieces.

I4;'8

have become show doctors and are
talking or planning what to do with
the .Music Hall and conjuring up Its

aad StowM Mor«

tiont

ja fine art.

Fvoat

critic.

the mo9t unusua) effect ever
ifleposited by any theatre or show.
,The Impression of that opening:
crowd haa spread la such fashion

.Hollywood, Dec. VL
PIsmlssaAi. oC exeoutlTes at
;maJor Btudios Is getting to be

Draw Stamlmg— Produc'

Dally

on Broadway,

^Ibere ki
.open legit

Group«4

SteM Fa<Ud Siagl^ Star

their employees Xmas bonuses.
New£|^ banded all, from

In

a show

Mer»ly
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LEADERS FOR

By
No opealnff ev«r footM«d. more
mtteatton OB itoeU thaa did tbe kuBlc 'HaU im ttadlb Olty Tuesday

1933

3,

all fig-

Whoopee

Barter

Class nitcry patrons will get

down

'you last longer" playing to earth on unwanted Xmas presand is returning for an- ents Tuesday (3).
other RICO Radio picture next weelt
Place Pigalle has sent out Invltea
as a heavy.
to posslhio customers to bring the
Hoffman, lately divorced, is cast extra plnlc ties and mufflers In for
on a fiyer with his fiancee, Helen barter across the tables.
Kane. She is being angled for the
Xo money will be allowed to
heavies,

—

New York, but Is lioldinfr chan.'je ban(l.s c.\copt, of course, to
because of salary diPferencos.
pay tbe evening's bilis.

Capitol,
off

P I C T ll R E S

VARIETY

Tuesday, January

3,

1933
t'

Recent Fore^LqportsSwel
Studio Roster by

.

in Pictures

By Roy

3 Na^

—

Oiartier

.

-r
UA salary cuts to as hl«rh as 40%;
Bvery man, woman, usher and
maybe with execs.
office boy In show business
Chains always trying to rid
the cowboy opera horses, too— have

—

Hollywood, Dec.

Family Interest

31.

A

young foreign Invasion has hit
Hollywood In the p^st^f^w weeks,
yrith major studios contracting 18
players .one writer and two directors, from the other side. Talent
hunt continues
continental
for

names with
eral other

be

added

Hollywood's

to

two pictures.
England tops the newest

•'

'

is Ann Shaw, wife of Herb^t
Mundin, one of the principals.
Miss Shaw is not in the pic-

ture.

will

foreign

list

DEMPSEY WOULD LIKE
TO SUCCEED RICKARD

WILL MAHONEY
This

Week Loew's

State, Cleveland
said

The Minneapolis "Journal"

with

The entrance of Jack Dempsey "Everyone who has seen Will Mahoney at the Orpheum is' singing

Germany contributes
10 players.
seven, Spain sends one -player and
a writer, and France and Canada
each contribute one.

into the boxing field as a promoter
haa aroused no little Interest in New

paeans of delight in his honor. No
performer on the Orpheum stage
Uhderstood-the has
received so much applause In
Fox Is the heaviest hnporter, former heavyweight champ is am- years and he deserves it He's
adding 12 names to its contract list bitious to emulate the late Tex grand. He's marvelous."
Rickard as the sponsor of major
Lilian
abroad.
Players
are
from
Direction
He Is reported
Heather Angel, Philip ring contests.
Harvey,
G.
Merlvale.^Una O'Connor, Merle Tot- through with all other lines.
1660 Broadway
Dempsey's debut show will be
tenham, Alan Livingston, Catalina
Barcena; Directors are Paul Martin topped by Ma:x Schmeling, the Gerfrom UFA and-i Harry Lachman, man 'schlager.' and Max Baer, the
former Chlcagoan who made a rep on-cbining coast heavyweight' It is
Co4)p Diret;tion
In Germany and was brought here dated for next June, probably at
by the studio. Writer Is Martinez the Yankee Stadium.
Both the Stadium and Polo
Sierra, under contract to Fox a year
Hollywood, Deo. 81.
With Edgar Selwyn knocked out
ago, but let out. He was recently Grounds are tied up by Tini .Mara
and associates who operate profes- by flu, Harry Beaumont stepped In
re-imported.
sional
football
the
latter
spot.
at
as
ai
substitute on 'Men Must Fight'
Badio has brought' three'~players
here, Wera Engles, German i^ctress, Mara is reported having told Demp- forgone day, and Robert Z. Leonard
and' Hugh Sinclair and Patrick sey he would go the limit to fur- handled the megaphone the next
Jack's
promotional
aims. day:
Aherne, both English. Satne num- ther
Three different directors in as
ber- have been brought In. by -Metro. Dempsey's fight show plans will opThey ore Benita Hume and Edward? pose Madison Square Garden, which many days for one picture Is probStyles, English, and Charlotte 6usa, corporation walked out on the ball ably some kind of film record.
parks In the matter of outdoor cards
German.
Paramount's Imports so far re- and built a bowl In Long^ Island
main at two, though studio expects City.
Molly Picon Films
Dempsey's initial boxing promoto enlarge its Import list shortly.
Jacob Kalich, husband of Molly
Pair are Dorothy Wieck from Ger- tion was at Reno last July 4, when
Picon,
left Wednesday (28) for Holmany and Sir. Guy Standing from Baer and King Levlnsky met.
lywood to arrange for studio space
England^
for pictures starring Miss Picon.
Sam Goldwyn's Anna Sten has
Films are to be done in Yiddish and
been here for six months getting
English.
used to our lines, before evabarklng
Dec. 28 (Berlin to Hollywood)
New company Is being formed for
on. her Aiberlcan' screen career. So
Tom
Reed and wife (Bremen).
the pictures, with financing from
far she has -not been aJssIgned to a
DiBO. 27 (New York to Paris), the east.. Meantime Miss Picon Is
story despite the fdct that her German accent has almost disappeared. Jascha Hetfetz, Jos. von Sternberg, playing off several weeks of eastern

York

fl^^tic

circles.

—
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Guy Bolton (Europa).
Jan. 7\(New York to Hamilton),

MOVE

S.

INTO VAUOE

Ralbe
Diec,

Kan

(Southern Gross).
York to London),

28 ''(New

vaudeville d^tes.

Hollywood, Dec.

Rex Lease and Kit
They

vaude.

tried

31.

a

two.-act for

(Suburb).
formerly
worked In pics with Guard, Is also
angling for vaude dates with a
single which she has been rehearsing for several months.

Vaughn,

.

1

People, Acts, Opera Out at MusicHall

'

Preparatory Cost of Opening
Roxy's Dream Allocated at $12,000 Wkly.

$6|0O^0O6

Hollywood, Dec. 31.
Failing to reach an agreement
with Warners on terms, Rlan James,
former Bi'ooklyn 'Eagle' columnist,
leaves the Burbank lot' Feb. 1. Not
Pre-opening expenses of $600^000,
set if he Witt return' to his former inc\|rred before the doors of tho
eastern newspaper bdrlh or remain lioxy Radio City Music Hall opiened
on the coast to wrlte^ lor pictures. for !the first performance Tuesday
(27)^ will be charged off on the overhead at the rate of $12,000 a week.
On that basis the theatre must carry
thai; burden for the yoar.
Music Hall's weekly overhead will
Bills
81
exceed $120,000 through the necesChatter
.......101-102
sity; of covering the advance $600,'

.

INDEX

Editorial

82

"00.

Exploitation

26

Pre-opening money went toward
the initial show's production, rehearsal salary for stagehands and
musicians, adv^irtising and administration and house staff maintenance,
including Roxy's salary of $2,600 a
week.
Three days and nights of rehearsing under the direction of Roxy
who, although very ill, is sticking
It out, with M. H. Aylesworth, RKO
president. Neither got any rest for
that period.
It
caused several
changes in the .show at the Radio

Film House Reviews...
Film Reviews
Foreign Films
Foreign Show News. ...
Inside Music

—
Inside— Pictures
Inside— Radio

20-21
19

13
86

82
82
60

83-96

Legitimate
Letter List

100

Literati

98

Music

96-97

Acts

News from

-Dec. 81.

who

Rian James Out Feb.

New

Hollywood,

Sam. BlsohofC will meg: a second
Jan. .16 (Rio de Janeiro to Lis- picture, his first directorial effort,
bon), C. C. Macron (Arlan^).
'Last Mile,' having proved success
jah. 6 (New iTork to Paris), Bob ful. His next will be /Job,' an orle
Karie (Bremen).
inal^ he purcbased from Gregory
Jan. 4 (New York to London), Patoff, wbQ will be starred.
Arthur Caesar will adopt the KBS
George Batcheller, Maury Cohen
(Bremen).
story.
.

out their mjv-

terial at the Alcazar, Bell

Alberta

Megging Second

;

Giiard, screen

72

the Dailies..

100

Obituary

103

Pictures

2-57

58-C8

Radio
Radio Reports
Talking Shorts

60
19

99-102

Times Sq

69-80

Vaudeville

Vaude House Reviews.

.

72

checking
against
Closer
b.o.
shortest and easiest stretch of the
thefts and gypping exhibitors to
trail over the depression , period Is
Insure full rental.
ahead. The worst Its over, accordCuts by operator and stage handsT
ing to all signs and laws of aver- unions all over the country.
ages.
Metro-Loew salary slice from 6%'
36%
When 1931 was gasping Its last, to Intermittent
economy waves by
everyone sensed that 1932 couldn't
Publlx down to caution against
top It In economical chaos. While over-use of stamps, telegraph and
It did, all of 9how business, plus
phone.
the public which supports It, beSettlement of many contracts
lieves the new year, to be Incapable with players, director^, others, as
of beating or repeating In gravity cheaper way out.
Studios engage first line players
the adversities of the twelve-month
on a day-to-day basis.
semester going out.
Fanchon & Marco salary cut ot
Showmen d^ell In hope and prac^
for all earning $26 or oyer.
20%
tice In It.
From the small office, U. salary
cut for sales force. Fox
boy on cut salary to the high ex- putting through second 'slice for all
business and of from 6% to 36%.
ecutive with
his
money at crtake, optimism runs as
Third Par salary reduction of 6%
That alone on all salaries up to and including
high as it ever did.
6f 10%;
should help the amusement Industry $60 and second for
Theatre pooling to cut operatlne^
out of Its sorry plight.
costs. Increase cliances.
Low in June
Second cut f <r U sales force, thl»
In June, last, the low was reached. time 6% to 26%.
Rent reductions, moratoriums^
In grosses. In hope. In stability.
July was almost equally as bad but deferments for chains, Publix getrelief Ini 60% of houses.
toward ItBt end elgaa of a pickup, ting
Decentralization by Publlz and
showed with' the 'stock market detheaterlzing by WB.
starting a flurry and better pictures
Will Hays takes 60% salary out
coming along.
and brings down budget from $600,'
Economies of every nature, over 000 to $240,000.
Ad infinitum!
and above those engineered In the
Estimate of economies effected
previous two years, have been
within the Industry now total $18,'
forced on all branches. Reorganlzia000,000 a year or more, with room
tions Kave taken place, studios have held to be left for even greater
struggled viciously -to make better savings.
pictures, distributors to sell them,
In the theatre field notably the
theatres to profit by them.
cry to cut has been shrill and deExecutives In high places have manding. From' this side of the
vacated them, others taking their fence, as ^rom elsewhere. Including
place.
Allegiances have swung In the film bankers, the demand to
economize In production has been
all directions, destroyed morale has
almost equally as peremptory, while
threatened.
in distribution (in the best shape
Trade reforms have held the of all) cheaper operation has also
spotlight, union troubles have been been the watchword.
Decentralixation
/
numerous and annoying.
Decentralization of theatres which
Started Early
hung around the producer-disThe Industry had not more than tributor's necks, carried over from
passed the border Into 1932 than 1931, with the Skourases taking
things beigan to iiappen. First sur- over the Fox- West Coast group
Tbis was followed
prise was the sudden resignation of early In 1932.
Sidney R. Kent from Paramount by numerous partnerships In Publix, culminating in a final localizaThat occurred Jan. 20, and was to tion operating policy In the fall de*
be followed" by many other resig- signed to bring Publix' 100% opera*
nations, outs, sWltches and realign- tlon by Itself to a small minimum.
ment of man-power, duties and
Meanwhile RKO from as early OM
authorities. Iteiit'd resignation f romi February was mulling disposition
Par in J&nxiairy had the effect of of Orpheum, offering it in February
its own
elevating to greater power Sam to the Orpheum group for
'

as Is -Otto FasseU, both of whom
appeared In the night club scene,
ThO' Berry Brothers, who also appeared In that skit, have been taken
out and set ahead on the program as
an bidlvidual number.
Among others leaving are Caroline Andrews who sang In the opening number 'Symphony of the Curtains,'
with that 'entire number
!

Dedication
number
with William Haines been cut, also
eliminated.

Orchestral Interlude and Radio
City Overture with Harold Duzee,

this

tenor.

'

,

WB

'

'

.

Katz, who himself was to walk
from Paramotmt In November.
Disturbances were being felt In
RKO and Fox particularly. .Winnie
Sheehan was away 111 In January
and on a long leave of absence,
but finally went back to Fox, of
which Kent became president In
April.
Richard A. Rowland Joined
ahead of Kent, the same month
(February) that H. B. Franklin was
called to New York on a 60 to 90
days' trial as

RKO's

theatre oper-

fore.

'Doc'
to one

lease. Fox financing, and In No
Rockwell has been limited vember John D. Clark moved in,
showing in the flrst half of to eventually take over general

sales managership, succeeding J.

R

Grainger. Herman Wobber, who
resigned from Par, with Clark, becomes Kent's west coast representative after the first of the year.

Harold Kreutzberg and Martha
Graham remain as does Vera
Events
opening, DeWolf Hopper and Schwartz,
Ray Bolger, Dorothy
Moves in the direction of savings,
Weber and Fields were out of the Fields, Jimmy McHugh and others. occurring in chronological order,

the

Frid.-iy night,

the three

men

in again.

Since then Tito Ruffo hag been
replaced on the stage by Desire
Dcfrcre.
Latter directed the Carmen tab In the second half of the
current M. H. bill.
Joan Abbott, blues singer, Is out,

Show runs over

three hours.

were:

Fox tries to get rid of heavy
Glenn and Jenkins, Cherry and
and the Four Broun- money contracts, claiming them not
ettes, European turh, were In at ratified by board, but finally reJuhfe Preisser

rehearsals, but out before the opening.
Time Is being arranged for
in the
vaude theatres to
nil out their Radio City contracts.

them

RKO

scinded this notice.
Far drops 50% buy of Columbia

Broadcasting

operation.
On April 1 the major chains began considering pools all around the
country, followed by an
in
Memphis
,Pul?lix-Loew^ pool
which, however, later was dissolved. As theatre operating pools
were being organized, the. major
producers, after numerous conferences, agreed to pool stars for

RKO-WB-

.

mutual

benefit.

Interchange of stars, players and
immediately began, only
Metro toward the end of the year
directors
calling

a

for

mutual consent.
Story prices slump.

$5,000,000

by

Belief was
help
spots In studios

partial halt.

that loans
strengthen
;

Hiram S. Brown had restored Joe
Schnitzer to the presidency of
Radio Plcturea but Schnitzer shortly thereafter walked out, framing
a deal to produce Independently for
Radio release under such a plan
being tried out by this company.
J. G. Bachmann also making a similar releasing deal.
Hiram Brown Left
In April H. S. Brown stepped out,
new RKO setup having M. H.
Aylesworth (NBC!) as president of
the comblWed RKO companies, with
Frianklin over theatres and B. B.
Kahane over pictyres. Martin Beck,

The minstrel show now op^ns the
earlier, had become managing dishow, combined with a Roxeyette
over
vaude,
succeeding
number, besides DeWolf Hopper and rector
Weber and Fields. The Tuskegee Charles Freeman, who later went
Choir has added "Deep River' mod- to the coast Radio studios.
Jesse L. Lasky Joined at the same
ern selection to Its offering, doing
three songs instead of two as be- time to produce eight for Fox re

numbers. Other numbers have been
combined. On the second day after

werp

.

.

ator.

the program, while Taylor Holmes
City Music Hall.
now makes two brief appearances
Several of the cast were elimin- as an m.c. in straight fashion but
ated entirely as well as several before a mike.

.show.

i

.

Bischoff

Rex Lease, Kit Guard and Alberta Arthur Dertf, J, B. Ritchie, feddie
Klein (Manhattan).
Vaughan All Have Acts

actors, af9 preparing

•

.

«

contractce roster. Currently Paramount is looking for a foreign
femme star, French or German, to
play opposite Chevalier in his next

WB

'

Hollywood, ^ec. 31.
Only Hollywoodian scheduled
to make the trip to New York
for the opening of 'Cavalcade'

the possibility that sev-

European standouts

themselves of unprofitable theatre
cause for rejoicing over the. burial
«
handicaps.
of 1932. It has been, the industry's
dls<^
diB9ajr.ds
system In
sickest year.
shooting piciures.
start
Major producers
using
Even If 1933 may be trying, also,
there Is comforting relief In th$ footage as Indies had done for
almost certain conviction that the years.

would not only

weak

where occurrinp. but that a loan
basis with freedom would enable
the studios to keep contract stars,
directors and writers occupied at
all times.

10c Theatres
Distribs proposed various mean*
of cutbing the 10-cent theatres. Including greatly lengthened protection and rentals that would be prohibitive, yet the Woolworth operators thrived and multiplied.
Protection troubles were dlnrnilnp
the situation further in various
parts of the country. Readjustment

on booking was seen through Fedprobe of F-WC and distributors after accumulated suits had run

.eral:

up to $30,000,000.
The Youngclaus decision arrived
In Nebraska, with possible national

precedence,

making

and exhibs
agree on protection.

di£tribs

MPTO

for

it

illegal

in

groups to

of Cleveland's suit on zoning, with distribs and exhibs trying
to reach a compromise deal, left
zoning up in the air in 30 cities.
Finally in August prices and protection superseded interest in the
5-5-5 contract
The 6-5-5 form, debated and
kicked around for three years, was
agreed upon by Allied earlier in the
year, then repudiated by Abrara
Meyers.
Later, Allied wanted it,
distribs then kicking it out, until
finally in November, with S. R. Kent
a prime mover, a substitute uniform
exhibition contract grew out of
moves which initiated a flexible admission policy.
Contract was partially adopted by
distributors, exhibs and the Hays
office, virtually callinc; for return of
'Continued on page 48)
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East Cold on

Baby

By Jay Shreck

Stars

Hollywood, Dec.

No new

.Thinks Coast

Wampas Washed Up on

licity

Pub-

Plant Annually

Quip Brigade Stages Futile Comeback at

during 1932.

Many new

faces,

the most outstanding
b. o. recognition,

East Is taking up the cry against
baby stars as posed by the Wampas.
Is declared In New York that
while no official action by companies will be taken there will not
be another christening. In other
words, the Wampas are forced to
wash up the idea because, it is

Culver City, Dec. 31.
Picture celebs still bow to

Roach

studio

had

failed over three
years to get Laurel and Hardy
into the gallery for portraits.

Last

week

comedians

re-

stated, there Is little likelihood of

ceived an autographed photo
from the 12-yBar-old H. R. M.

any organization co-operation from

Crown Prince Michael of^Rou-

now

manla, with a request for a
picture of the comics in return.
Next morning Laurel and
Hardy were waiting at the
gallery when the photographer

on.

At the same time producers no
longer regard the Wampas as representative solely of publicity and
advertising men any more than they
in the east.
In
do at the
their eagerness to fill ranks and
mount dues. It is charged, the two
organizations have opened their

AMPA

.

royalty.
tried and

books to

many

classes,

including^

trade paper reporters,
also known that the biggest advertising heads in the business are rarely In attendance at
any of the meetings.
The 'baby star thing,' as it Is
termed cast, has outlived any nov-!
elty which it might have possessed.

salesmen,
etc.

showed

It is

Radio Doesn't Pick
Louise; Selznick

31.

Mary Plckford contemplates establishing a stock company for the
handling of a group of leading men

whom

she will put under term con-

tracts with the Mary Plckford Productions, -using them in her own
pictures and lending them out to

other companies.
She is at present negotiating with

Does

Buddy Rogers whom she wants
.

to

play lead opposite to her in 'Shanty
Town.'
She also wants Charles
Hollywood, Dec. 31.
Farrell for another production she
did not take up its has in view.
option on Anita Louise, inherited
A third leading man is also under

RKO-Radio

from Patho.

Dave Selznlck wanted the comB. B. Kato continue her.
felt otherwise, and told Selznlck that he could take her under
his personal management and if the
company needed her they would
buy her from him.
Kahane during the past three
months has been okayinc' all contracts renewed and made' by the
pany
hane

etudio.

B.

I.

After

And

Cummings

GriflSth for

One

Hollywood, Dec.

31.

Brltlr.h International is after ConCummings and ,E. H. Grif-

stance

for

one picture.

the Mirror,' 'Invisible ManA 'Suicide Club,' 'Only Yesterday,' and
'Out on Parole.'

Wynne
Too Many Baddie

NOT LIKE DURANTE'S
Douglas Montgomery Having
Schnozzle Sheared Down

dios. Harold Lloyd's 'Movie Crazy'
and 'Washlngrton Merry-Go-Round'
did much to advance her.

any more baddie roles and in consequence the debate is on for her
His next assignment.

la

bert Mundin's contract for another
year.
His first picture on the new ticket

be with Frank Atkinson, another Englishman, as his teammate.
will

too long.

Still

Pursuin' Hall
New Haven, Dec.

James Hall

1ST

Hollywood, Dec.
31.

Heather Angel,

British

31.

actress

Is due back here for due on the Fox lot next week, will
second time to answer charge, this go right Into 'House of Refuge,'
time for bond Jumping.
Picture with Alexander Kirkland handling
actor skipped town a while ago the male lead.
when his non-support case was due
Story is from the novel by the
for a hearing and forfeited $500 same name, with the locale laid in
bond.
a lying-in hospital.
Picked up later in New Orleans,
Hall fought return -here and was
Claudette's 3 Wk. Vacash
reported reoonciled with his wife,
Irene Gardner Brown, who asked
Hollywood, Dec. 31.
that case be dropped.
Claudette Colbert leaves here
Local police, however, rushed a Wednesday (4) for a three-week
cop south and Hall is now set to vacation in New York.
make his second personal before a
She will be accompanied by Elizlocal Judge.
abeth Wilson, fan mag writer.

the
honor,
the
Paramount
player concluded by saying:

'You

may

not recall,

b.ut Just

a few months ago, Wallace
Beery adopted a baby, and "recently

I

did the

same

thing.

So how you can. rate both of
us as having given the best
performances of the year, I
don't know.'

to

31.

The gag man, the chap who used
think up humorous pieces oC

business while silent pictures were
in the making, is back in the industry.
He now carries the magnified
title of 'dialog director.'
Not all dialog directors are gag

men

but currently all gag men are
dialog directors.
Use of the gag
reference is verboten around the
studios Just as it was toward the
end of the silent regime when the
gaggers were referred to as comedy
constructionists.

For a long while after talkers the
gag man became a dodo and couldn't
land a Job because it was 'believed
there was no place for him with all
dialog and business filmed exactljr
as written In the script.
Now that directors are allowed
more leeway in changing dialog
whenever it is felt that alterations
will bring a laugh, a place has been
found for the humorous brigade.
But Instead of currently thinking ot
different ways to slip on banana
peels the comedy constructionists

Pox in an executive capacity, pre- are expected to suggest
humorous
advance on the sumably that of personal represen- quips and wisecracKs.
screen during 1932 Is Edward Ar- tative for Sidney R. Kent, late In
Biggest laugh is the title 'dialog
more

A

securely.

legit actor to

nold. He came for 'Whistlin' In the January.
Before he came Into the film busiDark' and remained to find favor at
ness a couple of years ago Akerson
the studios.
was first secretary to President
Jimmy Durante a Draw
Hoover. During the recent camEntering pictures in 1929, It was paign he was in charge of Repubnot until the last 12 months that lican publicity east of the Missis-

Jimmy Durante

A

Comebacks
comeback was* staged by Anna

May Wong

Jimmy Durante Alone
Jimmy Durante will do a solo appearance in the Brown-Henderson
musical next month.
His former
stage partners, Lou Clayton and
Eddie Jackson, have not been engaged for the show.
The ptoduction has been In and
out of rehearsal for quite some time.
It will represent an Investment of
.

around (200,000 when opening.

the

youngsters

clicking

Tad Alexander, reported a
(Continued on page 68)

se^n-

Delayed Deab for 3

BEAOrnCIER
Sam Goldwyn wants to be the Flo
Zlegfeld of pictures as a picker of
lookers.
Hid organization Is pli^gglng heavily the -Goldwyn Girls
thing, going to great effort In standardizing this phrase on publicity for
'Kid From Spain.' Lynn Farnol la
playing up term In every way,
Now Goldwyn and his ^scouts aire
hunting for new beauts for the next
-

'

Cantor

plotiir^,

with i'red

in New York aitarting- to
interview prospects.
Robert M<i«
Intyre, casting director, will get In
soon after the first, and also tfike a>
hand.

Kohlmar

in 'Shanghai Express'

initialer.

Among

SAMCOLDWYN

Eddie

Not Roach, Coin
For Next Laurel-Hardy

Metro,

Culver City, Dec. 31.
after a long absence abroad.
Because of the high budget on
An
Oriental player new to the screen Is Laurel and Hardy's next feature.
Toshia Mori, discovered by Frank Metro, instead of Hal Roach, will
Capra behind a counter in a Los finance the production. It will be
Angeles store. She appears In 'Bit- made in the Roach studio starting
ter Tea for General Yen' as her Jan. 15 with Roach and James Par-

are

directors.'

established himself, sippi.

rott directing.
Story is to be a musical, based on
the Italian comic opera, 'Fra Diavolo.' Jeanle Macpherson
paring the script.

Le Roy Asking

is

pre-

Tilt

Hollywood, Dec.

Mervyn Le Roy has one more

31.

pic-

ture to go on his current contract
with Warner-First National.
On
the new deal he asks a considerable Jump over the $1,750 he is getting weekly.

Bhckton on Lecture Tonr
Tellmg of Pioneer Days
Hollywood, .Dec. 31.
J. Stuart Blacktonj former head
and pioneer producer,
contemplates a lecture tour to discuss early picture production and
famous personalities he has been
of Vitagraph,

associated with.

Blackton worked with the

late.

Thomas Edison, and most of his
lecture will be devoted to the wizard's early research on picture photography.
Blackton has several
thousand feet of Edison's first motion pictures, which will be used
to augment the discourse.

He has Mike Levee handling neMajor studios have contributed
gotiations to get the tilt.
Levee
Lyon and Miss Velez have swung has also added to his agency list footage of old pictures for the
around several companies while In Leslie Howard, who has been free Blackton talks.
pictures, but Rogers has not ap- lancing.
peared on screen except for Paradelaying signing of agreements not
intimated.

mount.

HEATHER ANGEL'S

Hollywood, Dec.

Hollywood, Dec. 31.
It's
reaching back a few
days, but Freddie March is
still being socially acclaimed
for his acceptance speech to
the Academy award.
After
thanking all and sundry for

AKERSON OUT OF
TO GO WITH FOX

Consummation of Metro deals
with Buddy Rogers, Ben Lyon and
Fox Renews Mundin
Douglas Montgomery, who uses
Lupe Velez, bringing each under
that name for legit purposes only,
the Metro banner as featured playHollywood, Dec. 31.
and who calls himself Kent Douglas
With two months to go before ers, is being retarded by contracfor picture purposes, has gone Into option time,
Fox has renewed Her- tural difficulties. Nature of trouble

a Baltimore hospital to have his
nose bobbed.
Montgomery, or Douglas, told
friends in New York that he hasn't
had any legit work in a long time
now, probably just because his nose

Freddie's Angle

Developing rapidly Is Bette Davis,
whose performance in '20,000 Years
PAR,
in Sing Sing* set her on the road to
bigger things after getting her start
in 'Seed.'
Also during the past 12
months is George Raft, starting
Although he has a contract with
with 'Scarface.'
Latter picture
brought Paul Muni back strong, Paramount not up until spring,
with 'Fugitive' establishing him George Akerson will probably Join

as a real draw.
negotiation.
Mae West, with a part In only one
released film, 'Night After Night,'
registered big, especially in her
team-up with Alison SkipwOrth in
II Lowest Roster
the comedy sequences. Year also
has seen Miss Skipworth push forward.
Hollywood, Dec. 31.
Russell Hopton's departure from
Although Herbert Marshall, EngUniversal cuts that studio's list of lish legit, and his Introduction to
regular contract players to nine.
American
pictures
In
^Blonde
Tom Mix's decision to quit films Venus,' it was Trouble in Paradise*
also dented the list.
that clinched a prominent spot for
Roster is now the lowest in U's him In Hollywood-made-fllms.
recent history.
Another standout of '32 Is Miriam
U is putting only five plctres in Hopkins, who, like Marshall, gave
work between now and March. an excellent account of herself In
These likely will be 'Kiss Before 'Paradise.'

British Gaumont is also dickering with the
actress on a ore picture deal.
Gibson Balks at
BI has ofTered to take over Griffith's contract which has 10 weeks
Roles
to run, from Badlo, which has nothHollywood, Dec. 31.
ing on tho fire for the director.
Taking advantage of her new
Griffith is currently in New York
contract
which
gives her a voice In
on a no pay vacation, and if the
deal is set he'll sail directly for the plays to which she is assigned,
Wynne Gibson has raised objecEngland.
tions at Paramount.
She has declared her dislike of
fith

that of Katharine

Cumminas in Demand
Constance Cummings Is in demand for femme leads at all stu-

CORRAL FOR LEADING
MEN, PICKFORD'S PLAN

Studios as Dialog Directors

and immediate

'Blessed Event'

up.

Hollywood, Dec.

however, with

Hepburn, from legit.
On the
strength of one picture, 'Bill of Divorcement,' she was given a contract by Radio calling for stardom
in 1933.
This represents the most
sensational of the year's build-ups.
Newcomers to the screen, players
out of the retirement they entered
with sound, and build-ups during
the year are chalked up in the list
of faces on the horizon.
Lee Tracy, another from legit,
appeared on his first picture in 1930.
but he did not win a spot until

That's Different

It

Gagsters StiD Gagsters
26.

film stars hit the lights

Spewacks' Chores

Taylor's 1st in 2 Years

Hollywood, Dec. 31.
Hollywood, Dec. 31.
Sam and Bella Spewack, brought
Sam Taylor has been engaged by on by Metro to help on their
play,
Hobnan Torch Story Leads Universal to direct the next Sum'Clear All Wires', have been given
mervllle-Pltte feature comedy at three-month
papers by the studio
Universal.
and assigned to collaborate with
Paul Lukas and Leila Hyams are
This is Taylor's first megglng as- Chandler Sprague on 'Gabby Joe',
set for the leads In 'Sing You Sinsignment since he made 'Du Barry' which will star Lee Tracy.
ner,' film for Majestic.
with Norma Talmadge at United
Spewacks will later also write an
That's the Libby Holman torch
Artists two years ago.'
original for Tracy.
yarn.

Jean Dixon's
Early Press Date

Ist

Hollywood, Dec. 31.
Jean Dixon, New York legit acgoing to Universal for 'Kisa
Before the Mirror', due to start next
week.
Miss Dixon had no previous film
experience and was picked from a
tress. Is

This issue of •Variety* went
to press, due to the holiday,
on Saturday (31).

test sent

on from Gotham.

Gable—Not

Gilbert

made as a
become a
Sound rights have

'Twelve Miles Out,'
by Metro, will

sllont

tallter this year.

Just been purchased.

John Gilbert did the silent but
Gable Is reported Metro's

Clarlc

choice for

tlid

sounder.

^
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Metro Tops at $450,00a-Others Too
McVICKERS LEASE EXPIRES

B&K Continues in House With Par
it cannot turn out major first
Feature
run pictures at an average cost of
Producers, after many
Chicago, Dec. 31.
$200,000.
McVlckers opened yesterday with
conferences, hold that even if the
Pararaount's 'The Devil is Driving.'
'western' feature, geared way under
No decision as to the destiny of
$100,000, were Included In the genthe house.
eral apportionment, stlU the avContinuance Is on a week-toerage budget would not be whittled
week basis, although the Beeandkay
to $200,000.
expires today.
This goes for major production as lease
a whole. According to a chart, uncompiled by production
officially
heads, average first run picture
costs, according to the company
which produces them, range now
ing

.

NAME STRENGTH

from

Topping itself on a. year of stage
show attention for both New York
and Brooklyn Paramounts, Publix is
Foxr Par- Radio
on final week of year that
Fox and Paramount are listed convinced
in-persoh draws are .equaling «r
fourth and fifth, although the avsurpassing draft at b. o. of picture.
erage' for both Is reported to be
Parjtly because the habit's been built
$26O,a00 and undet.
at these two Met N. T. houses, partRadio Pictures Is sixth, with the
ly because of the shows Christmas
general run of budget placed at
week.
$276,000.
With "Vanities' in New York gross
Disruption In the Btudio operareached $60,000, 'while in Brooklyn
tion of Fox and' Radio earlier in '32
Eddie Cantor and George Jessel rkn
Is held largely responsible for the
up that house to its highest during
cpmparatively high status of their
all of 1932, $63,000.
In comparison
budgets. The same, it Is pointed out,
with other Publlx houses over the
Is virtually true of Paramount.
Changes of any permanency are entire U. S., regardless of Xmas
week,
the
New
York-Brooklyn
Pars
expected to be reflected in 1933 proare on top.
duction costs. £iveh with' these,
Picture, 'Madame Butterfly' (Par),
however, the! industry's average will
be the other side of $200,000, It Is with Sylvia Sidney the name, at
both houses isn't being credited as
claimed.
$220,000.

.

much

BANK ORDAINS

for the eastern business of the
two deluxers as the stage attractions and the advertising campaigns
which stressed the* rostrum displays.
'

3D FOX-WC CUT

On

'

7%%

the advertising Publlx ran $2,-

000 over the usual budget.
'Vanities' show stood chain $12,000 on
week, while Cantor and Jessel also
cost $12,000.

Hollywood, Dec. 31.
Fox-West Coast have given their
employes a third salary cut since
Novelnber, 1931, and the second
since the Skourases took over the
chain last February;
New slash is from 6 to 20% and
is effective' Jan. 1. It Is understood
that the circuit will effect a saving
of around $7,600 a week by the re
duction.
Story here is that the new econ
omy was inspired by L. A. Woolams
of the Chase' National.
Scale of cuts calls for a reduction of a 6% cut in salaries up to
$29 a week;
on salaries up
to $74 a week; 10% up to $126;
12)^% up to $200; 16% to $300 and
the maximum cut of 20% on pay
envelopes that hold $600.

Hollywood, Dec. 81.
Fox sneaked in a preview on
•Face in the Sky', over which Miles
Connolly,

associate

producer,

was

discharged last week by Winnie
Sheehan. Connolly said the picture
not ready for a look-see, with
Sheehan thinking otherwise, and
the whole thing ending in an argument.
The director and his execs took
the print Friday (29) without a theatre in view and put it on the screen
at the California, Huntington Park.
Previewed thus, without background
music, and with the house organ
supplying off -screen synchronization, the audience was given an excuse by the management to the effect the studio wanted to see where
to spot tunes.
This is the flrst time a preview
of this type has been attempted.

was

Kruger's Col Test

28.

Trying to knock dollars off production costs of pictures has proved
a bigger task during 1932 than expected. The year started with quite
a furore about that The order of.
the day was 'production costs must
be materially lowered to meet the.
fast falling theatre grosses,' but as
the year's end's check-up looms it Is
apparent that as a whole, taking the.
average cost of major production
into consideration. It has been a los-.
ing .fight.
There has been savlpg in £ome
directions, but considering the ratio
between production costs and grosses in 1928 and 1929 .as compared,
with the ratio between costs and
grobses o%, 1932, there is still a w(de
gap to surmount before studio coits,
can be geared to a figure in baladce
"with- theatre returns. Due to a more
careful selection of story material,
and a closer supervision on flims in
production there have been fewer
pictures shelved. Yet, a few halve
reached that destination, with no
hope of getting a cent back for ^e
more than $1,000,000 in the red from
this one cause.
i

'

Then at

for

LOEWS CUTS
TO

25c

TOP IN

PROVIDENCE

.

•

.

<.

'

^

HAY OFFER HOLDERS

a

series of five pictures for $200,000

or less. Studio was enthusiastic for
the idea but when the quintet were
finally completed it was found that
none had come under that figure,
and with at least two going beyond
$300,000 or $400,000.
A general move 1^ on to reduce
the personnel payrolls of the. various, studios to .affect, mostly, the
acting, writing and directing talent,
but, as its stands at the close of the
year,, the contract lists are just as
topheavy as ever. Jn< this direction
some .-studios are giving fewer. term
contracts to writers and directors.
They are economizing by -paying
the former on a :week-^to-:week l^sls
and the latter paid oa a- straight
picture' arrangement^ yet withal
there iare still Instances of directors
being on a studio payroll for month

ly surprising

^1.

.

and

tured players.
Radio lists eight
associate producers, nine directors,
18 writers and 33 under acting contracts. .^Universal carries seven asso(;Iate. producers, 19 directors, 18
writers and 86 players.

Despite these names under confrom time to time
,

tract, all studios

bring, in outsiders while contraotees

rest

Some savlhg has been seen in the
rewriting of existing contract^ of
heavily ^aid name draws. In '^tiite
a few cases when the option perk>d
expired' calling for higher salaries
the player or director has agreed to.
continue "on at the same figure,
while in .spme instances the n^e^rlt^
ten contracts has called for, jipwer
salary.
Under the same economy
after month without going on a set. scheme, there have been several
Same conditions exist in the case of cases of players being contractedbeyond the usual 40- week period to
some acting talent.
>

i

~

agreements calling for straight

Lower- Priced Talent

ser^-

vices for two years, to avoid priceraising option periods.

Expensive Retakes
Despite the various moves in the
direction of economy,
the fact
stands out that the average cost per
picture has not been materially lowered. Much of the reason for this
can be laid to the now almost general tendency toward retaking o^ a
feature Immediately it is flnishjed.
This was once a practice of hut ene
studlb^Metrd.

Th*re' is scarcely a major studio
Contrasting these attempts at
economy are the existing contract that hasn't during the past year had
lists of the several majors which .its share of retaking and remaking
show that at Metro to make that afte^ previews had showed up |he
studio's 42 pictures a year are 16 pictures, as lacking in box ofl^ce
supervisors, 19 directors, 80 writers, appeaU Whole sequences have b^en
17 -'Stars- and 40 feature players. At refilmedi and in several note worUiy
Paramount,. i)roducing the same,: are cases pictures have been 'entirely
19 directors^ 64. writers and 42:play- remade,>'to -^finally reach the theatre
ere. Fox has seven- associate pro- ,wlth .ft. mU double and moce .ijhe
.

.

,

;

-

direetersi^^fli.

writers «ndi oBlgiDfO: J>u4eflfid coat, r

...

mm

1

ORPH

21 fea-

.

There has been considerable cutting during- the yeur In salaries to
freelance players, and an attempt is
being made to seek new talent at
prices considerably lower than those
paid in the iiast. Cases of prospecing indiscriminately of material.
tive starring timber going under
General salary cuts early in the long-term contracts at starting
year helped to lower some of the ex- prices of $76 and $100
a week are
pense. More efficient .methods in the
not uncommon, but it is too early to
mechanical and tschnlcal ends also
see whether this la going to work
assisted In reducing the bogeyout
overhead.
Metro's Overload

Average Unchanged
While a few major pictures were

tors, 23 writers, 17 stars

.

estimated $4,000,000 has been
saved the studios iu the lowering of
the purchase price of book and stage
material and the halting of the buy-

brought under the wire at. what,
measured by the past, could be considered surprisingly low cost, equal-

ih

make cheaper pictures was 36 players. Warners' list contains
Metro's stated intention to produce four associate executives, 16 dire'c-

to

studio execs shrieking for economy
t«lBt tor Columbia.
'Prospective -ehga^rement arranged and efficiency.
Illustrative ot the gener^^ attempt ducer^ 19
,
by sLeo MiQirrisoa.

make a

The output of a major newsreel
an entire year Is less In cost
than the budget for the average
single big roadshow feature. Therein
lies an economic key which the industry, halving Ignored for years. Is
suddenly discovering.
It is estimated that the cost of
producing 104 issues of a newsreel,
Including wastage, is little in excess

least 10 shotSi including th«
various angles, must be made of th«
person during an Interview whlcli
takes, quite frequently, a couple of
hours to make and yet which un^
ravels on the theatre screen in less
than a few minutes.
It is the rejected clips which con^
stitute real waste, again as fre»
quently unavoidable. If editors caij
Such a release In- get seven good clips out of 10 storioq
of $1,419,000.
cludes 728 useable clips, or news they are satisfied.
subjects, with an additional 218
So much for the financial side.
made but discarded and representThe B. O. Values
ing a production waste of 30% of
prestige of newsreels Is un^
The
the reel's efforts.
Virtually every theatre in opera- questionably higher right now than
tion uses a newsreel. Rentals vary it ever has been; Where even less
Providence, iJec. 31.
from a top, in a few de luxe spots than two years ago many prominent
Loew's State theatre threw a of $600 a week, to a mere $6. It people In varlctus walks of life shied
bombshell into an already chaotic is calculated that the average rental from the camera^ regarding such
theatrical situation here last week for
publicity as undignified, now the
16,000 theatres in the U. S. \&
when it announced a cut of 60% In about $26. On this basis the news- reels have cracked what has -heen
scale.
New prices will go into ef- reels, which cost under $10,000,000 considered their toughest nut—
fect week of Jan. 6.
The top will to produce in toto, according to this society.
be 26c as compared to 65c.
Elxhlbltors in many parts of the
figuring, are garnering $19,600,000
country are awakening to the value
The announcement, made In big at America's box offices.
ad splashes, was met with criticism
With such mathematics, uncov- of playing up an important news
by local exhibitors, who claim that ered here publicly for the first time; event. They are finding, accorijlne
price cutting Is not the proper solu- it is readily understood why ^he to home office reports, that like the
tion for boosting grosses. Leading
headline sells newspapers so is this
rest of the film industry, if it could
exhibitors have asked the Rhode
be geared on tha same basis of costs additional exploitation of a hot
Island Association of Theatrical
and intake, could laugh at depr$d-' screen, event selling more seats.
Exhibitors to call a meeting to conMore is required of the newsreel
slon.
sider steps meeting the situation
cameraman than perhaps any other
caused by the slash.
f1,600 Per Average Clip
individual in the film Industry. In
Newsreel costs, as estimated h'(^e,' the final analysis he has to be his
do not consider the elaborate as- own director, supervisor and pre«
signment where five and six cain^ view audience.. Although, it is true^
Technocracy Crashes
fhe there is a contact' men who handles
eras are brought into play,
average assignment is covered with the arrangements, much as the
Hollywood, Dec. 31;
a single' camera and, it Is with this, manager of a star^ and, in some in^
With the Country now all het up as well as other expenditures in stances, he also advises the cameran
over the subject, Bryan F6y has mind,, that neWsreel experts arrive man of what he believes would pro*
come across the line flrst with a at $1,600 as the cost of the siveri^ge vide a good angle. But in the final
analysis. It is up to the cameraman
picture on 'Technocracy,' a one- clip, or individual story.
reeler turned out In six days.
Wastage is necessarily great. The to decide.
What constitutes news for the
Film gives the lowdown on the average clip In the raw is 1,000 feet.
subject, with explanatory remarks Here again there are exceptions screen cannot be viewed from the
by Ollmore Brown, of the Los An- where occasionally enough film., is perspective a metropolitan city edi^
geles 'Record,' said to be an ex- exposed ;o satisfy a featur^ 'lengjth tor would use. After all, there ar4
pert on the subject.
production. And of that full reel only 14 clips, or stories, in the
Will probably be released through for each' average clip less than 200 week's releases.
Strangely, reelmen admit an ab«i
Columbia.
feet ever gets Into the released program. More often the 1,000-tooter horrence for bromides and yet de«
Clare they are forced to use theml
Is shaved down to 90 feet by. the
OOBSON'S BAITKHEAB PLAY time. It meets with editorial ap- because of public routine and ex«
pectancy.
proval for public perusal.
Hollywood, Dec. 31,
Other than having a turkey. ollpi
Andy Lawlor leaves Ifdr New
Excess footage, however. Is not
York Tuesday pext (3), for the un- considered ^travagant by newi^feol and a Santa Claus there are a lot
titleid play in which Max Gordon
people. It takes about 60 feet of of stock stories which clutter up the
reels
every yean But the blessing'
^vlll present Talliilah Bankhead on
negative before the film reaches the
Broadway.
required camera speed on both 'ends. of the hounds, as well as new sno^
on mountain tops, must be re-used
with each season.
It is estimated that there is alf
least one bromide for every news*
reel week in the year.

Usual estimated gross and
comment.

An

were Alms the cost of
which was way high for the result
Otto-ICruger arrives here by plane obtained. The monotonous average
frdm New York Tuesday (3) to appeared to be kept up, despite the
Hollywood, Dec.

the Newsreels

By Tom Waller

By Fred Stanley
Hollywood, Dec.

.

HUES CONNOIXY, FOX

1933

Production Costs Not Chopped

.

PREVIEW TIFF OUSTS

section.

3,

.

SEEN AT 2 PARS

Metrp-Goldwynwhile
Mayer continues as the highest.
Warners Is second from the bottom,
with an estimated average of $i200,000 for each feature. Universal is
third with a claimed average of
overhead

,

Lowdown on

Radio City Music Hall Is
listed with the Broadway legit
shows and theatres In the legit

Cost for Feature at $175,000 with

$176,000 to $460,000.
In this Columbia has the lowest

Tuesday, Janiiaiy

Music Hall Grosses

Columbia Has Lowest hoduction

In the elements of time and basic
cost the Industry seems to be find-

S

w

Chicago, Dec. 31.
Offer of an exchange of stock ooi
the basis of 2^: shares of RKO stock
for each share of Orpheum pre*
ferred.has been offered by RKO to
the holders of .60,000 shares or
thereabouts of the latter stock, ini
approaching a peaceable solution to
the disgruntled attitude of the Orph
shareholders.
The preferred holders in Orpheuni
are scheduled to meet in Frlspo Jan.
8 or 9, to decide what to do ai)out
it.
They are,^understood to have
asked for a ppstpohemeht until Jan.
16, which RKO thus far l^as declined
to grant
_
..
Charles Aarons, representing the
stockholders' .committee of those
who seek to protect the interests in
,the Orpheum Circuit which they assert are Jeopardized by tlKO, refl^ses tP .m<^c any statement' re>
gardlng the progress of develop*
ments. He declined to state, When
.

.

.

whether he had submitted or
would submit any propositl6h td

,asked,

RKO.

Women

Holders

Aarons Is a representative of l£
committee of seven disgruntled
holders of the preferred stock of the
old Orpheum Circuit, which was
taken over by RKO from the Keith
organization. Mrs. Caroline Kohl is
not a member of this committee, although one of the largest holders ot
Orpheum stock and banking wItU
Martin Beck that way.
As widow of Edward Kohl, of the
pioneer firm Of ICohl and Castle,
Mrs. Kohl is still a hea-vy holder of
Orpheum securities. At one time!
she was on the RKO board and last
year when the company stock holdings were reorganized asked for ft
voice- in the management of th^
company which Wasn't granted.
Her former- attorney, George
Schine, is now 'employed by RKO ill
the real- .estate department
'

Tuesday, Januaiy

3,
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UNIT PRODUCTION AS OUT?
Try Novice Writers at

$1(10

By Arthur Ungar

Widy

At Columbia-With Hopes Anyway
Hollywood, Dec.

Sec Gets Break

31.

Harry Cbtan has ordered a string
of youns and cheap writers sent to
Columbia's studios. Cohn wants any
of writers who show promise or have ability without name or
Top salary is $100 a
experience.
week, with orders golne out to New
Tork to that effect.
Four such young writers have
been sent out here, with more to

number

come when Columbia can And them.
CTohn's idea is that at $100 a week
hd can afford to gamble with unknown youngsters. Also, he says,
at $100 a week any youngster seemingly on the fence after that first

three-month period Is up could be
optioned for three months more to
get a real chance to make good,
with the studio still not losing very
much if the kids turn out busts.
Cohn's first thought was. not to
rive any of the $100 a week lads
contracts, but he lias decided he'd
rather get them tied up lust in case
they develop into big money possiOr Just in case they debilities.
velop beyond the $100 class.

Hollywood, Dec.

31.

Carroll Stroud, secretary to
Krumgold, Par's foreign
publicity head, has been given
a screen test by the studio.
Girl has been on the lot for
five years, but passed up until
now as possible screen materiaL

Joe

MAYER'S 'HANDS

OFF STORIES

.

WB

dosing Bnrbank

Stadios for

6 Weeks;

WiU Save

RmOOO

TOSUPES

Hollywood, Dec. 29.
Unit production is on the horizon.
All studios, major and Independent,
are of the opinion it is the way out.

But none seems to know how to
find the way. Nobody has a concrete idea as to how they want to
unitize their organization, or how
they can figure a central or control
plan that will allow them to apportion their product to different individuals, in a manner that will bring
.

about

economic

operation

under

.

can conceive with a view of holding
down overhead and costs.

They all talk the old First National plan as a model. It appears
so long ago the FN mode of production was in existence that none
of the present-day producers can
reconcile themselves to its precepts
or style of functioning.
Producers or studio production
heads who want the unit plan to
relieve them of work and responsibilities,
are not inclined to be
guided by that plan, nor is there
any indication that they will, unless
their power and authority will be
more closely defined and limited by
the eastern heads of their organizaCoast's Big Boys

and he thinks

The boys out here like to play
They hold important Jobs and
they want their Importance known
and felt. No unit man is going to
come in, if they can help It, and
Just get a story, cast and directorial
okay and go ahead and shoot his
boss.

picture uninterruptedly. This would

It's too much.
be a reflection on the power, autold the supes that they thority and dominant position the
were trying to inject ideas into the studio heads have within their
scripts which later failed to Jell, and grasp. They would feel that some

Mayer

WELL HANDLED CROWD
AT RADIO'S OPENING PHOrOPHONE UCENSDiG
Considering the inclemency, the
COAST INDIES' SOUND
crowds were well handled at the

nail in the pie.
Then, of course, the matter of setis important.
None of the comoutside of United Artists,
geared foi the unit plan, with
U. A.'s set-up having been prac-

up

panies,
1r

tically

that

since

its

Inception.

organization, stars, directors, actors and writer^ who have to draw
\^ages steadily whether employed at
a given task or not. The unit plan
does not lend itself to this set-up,

should the organization have in
mind unrestrained efforts on the
Hollywood, Dec. 31.
the collecting of sound part of the producer as well as ecoroyalties from independent pro- nomic squeezing.
The unit producer. If figrured as
ducers working on its lot. Republic
studio has made a new two-year an independent, cannot be burdened
agreement with RCA-Photophone with unnecessary or excess overwhereby RCA instead of the rental head charges. He must, if the unit
lot will license the tndle renters. plan be adbpted^ have his story, bis
Studio previously licensed the in- star, his director, his writers and

To avoid

Lasky's Pictores
Several of Fox's leading productions for early '33 release are being
relegated to the workmanship of
Jesse Lasky.
Of these, 'Berkeley
Square' and 'Peking Picnic' are being made ready. The- Lasky unit in
Hollywood starts today (3) on 'Zoo
in Budapest,' while the second In his
series, 'The Warrior's Husband,' is
reported In shape to enter produc-

hon Immediately

thereafter.

The Kid Was Right

Picture
linen

Film salesman walked up to
a chain theatre, asking for the
manager.
'He's gone out on an error,'

time

in

will

wash

its

for the first

S. senators

and con-

gressmen next week will be provided with photostatic proof that
letters

said the boy.

business

Washington

when U.

urging federalization of the
which they will shortly

industry,

start receiving

INEXPERIENCED

THEATRE MEN
SENT BACK
Minneapolis, Dee. 31.
Executives in the show game are

from many of their

constituents, aren't worth the paper

they are written on.
The precedent of showing any
part of its legislative hand is admitted not without Its dangers. If

major companies are willing to go
on the expose record, conceding an
open civil war, about the handiwork
of one faction In the business, then
they are Ukely to experience a
boomerang when they again get
,

those

same

constituents to write

back to their
endeavor from against adding to the Industry's tax
take Im- burden.
duties
involving
posts
portant
This point has been given serious
strange to them, it is pointed out thought by strategists for the maalong the local rialto.
jor Industry, representative of the
Two Instances in point now being Hays organization and the Motion
cited are the latest assignments of Picture "Theatre Ow:ners of America
L. J. liUdwlg and Charles Penine which are pitted agaihst Allied
of Publix. Ludwig was sent here hibitors, or the Abe Myers organizafrom the Publix New Tork account- tion of Indie exhlbs.
ing ofilce as manager of the NorthThe time has come, the major
west division of theatres, despite he Industry believes, when It will have
had had no previous theatre oper- to fight fire with fire.
ating experience. He has been
Steneil
transferred back as head of the
As the result Washington Is being
business and accounting ofllce here.
Perrlne was switched from the Informed that Allled's letters do not
accounting department to theatre represent individual thought and
operation, although he never had expression of the voters, but that
been engaged in any angle of the rather they are strictly a formula
drifting
original

erradually
fields of

which they were

exhibiting end.

lifted to

He

returns to the

dictated

by

Allied

chieftains

and

the letters from voters. Two serious errors are made In the Instnictlons, major attorneys have discovered. The first is that the 'Instructions' have been sent through the
mail without the signature of an
Hollywood, Dec. 31.
organization or IndividuaL Second
Paramount has finally signed the la
that the propaganda makes the
contract under which B. P. Schuldirect statement that senators will
berg is to make eight pictures for
consider federalization bills on the
Paramount release. Deal required
'
floor.
six months to set as Manny Cohen's
Identification of the Instructions
objections upset the original deal,
and
their authors is held established
made last July with Sam Katz.
signature by the fact that exhibitors are reParamount's
Before
was obtained Schulberg had already ceiving them in the same envelope
made two pictures under the con- with a letter from James Bitter,
Detroit exhibitor, who is known, as
tract and at present Ih working on
a front for H. M. Richey, Myers'
the third.
right hand henchman. In his signed

SCHOLBERG-PAR DEAL
FINALLY

MADE-8 PK

his own production staff. They are
his [roperty, and It la upon these
people that tie depends for success.
He does not want to be burdened
With deadwood. All he wants is his
letter Ritter, head of the- Co-opernucleus, which he can expand at
ative Theatres Service Corp., deIN
an^ time occasions require. But he
scribed by the majors as an Allied
does not want the expansion or
setup which Is irow bUng. attacked
other studie '~cnf>irgafl0n8~liUl!fer ~'o'tr
in the courts by several' indie exhibhim when he does not need them
itors, refers to the Instructions.
or they are of no help to him. He
Hollywood, Dec. 31.
The formula, which is being genstrives to make a picture for a preD. Ross Lederman did the quick- erally received by theatre owners
scribed sum. He wants to get the
Tork.
est of the quickie Jobs in the inProducer will attempt to state best on thei screen for the stipulated dustry last week when he brought throughput the country, according I
to
reports, has two form letters.
right his films from here.
(Continued on page 64)
in 'The Brand Inspector', Columbia One Is for women's organizations,
western starring Col. Tim McCoy, in while the second is for the average
exactly four days of shooting time. voter and exhibitor. Over both in
Also, he tightened the cost on the
parenthesis is this warning: Do
feature, holding it down to around
not copy verbatim.'
$16,000, which is $6,000 less than
Welfare and women's organizausually expended for these pictures.
tions are instructed to use this
McCoy win leave Columbia on the form
in petitioning Washington,
expiration of his present contract.
part of which is quoted:.
'As an organization Interested in
better motion pictures your active
IN
support is asked to favor Senate
Bin No. 3770, a bill which was recently approved by both national
After conferences with the bank- easily double the present figure in
organizations of theatre owners,
ers during the past week, John theatre rental savings. Adjustments
which will when passed eliminate
yet to be made, it is reported, inSan Antonio, Dec. 31.
Hertz left for a New Tear week-end
block booking of pictures, prevent
clude some of the biggest ParaMajestic, local RKO house, will
in Chicago, confident that all loans mount-Publlx properties and have
exclusive runs on pictures, prevent
close Jan. 12 until further notice.
unreasonable protection and set up
will be extended and describing been in negotiation for considerable It reopened for
the holiday period,
suitable machinery to see that these
himself as 'happier than I have been time.
for a three -week term.
In the past three months.'
Under the rearrangements with
Closing Is understood to have abuses so injurious to the theatreAlthough $3,600,000 yearly saving the landlords, long-term leases, ac- been decided as the company going public are not practiced.
'Under the present system of
has been so far realized In adjust- cording to Paramount'a aim, are be- figured carrying charges Includlnfc
ments of 637 releases, Paramoun- ing shaved down for the next two rental too high to meet the present things a theatre owner (unless he
financially
afilllated
be
with a
ites close to Hertz are confident that and three years, with provisions income half-way.
further adjustments scheduled to be made for any unexpected upward
House seats 1.000 ond Is one of chain) Is forced to buy his pictures
consummated earlr In January will trend in real estate valuesL
the sight spots oC th« ^ity.
(Continued on page 66)
'

punctuality of
the premiere attendants who seemingly wanted to arrive early and not
miss anything, in addition to the
staggered arrivals, eased the entering end of it quite a bit. But not so
on exiting, despite the many walkouts because' of the general lateness
of the show. There were still hundreds of that 6,200 left, with many
forced to await the arrival of their
motors.

Jam,

Other plants have too much over- accounting department, going to merely copied, or slightly revised,
head to absorb to place themselves Des Moines to look after this par- by the American masses.
in a position to unitize their orWhat Washington will receive
ticular assignment for Publix.
ganizations. They have story mathrough the. mall will be Inside interial, executive personnel, working
structions to exhibitors concerning

ing the Sixth avenue approach,
pillars of the elevated
railroad complicate matters considerably.
The four lines of automobiles dies, but. often found difficulty in
moved snappily enough, only 26% collecting.,
Rate is $1,600 for pictures with
direct-to-the-door
essaying
the
alighting, which helped consider- a negative cost under $30,000. Over
ably, especially with the rain eas- that price, it's still $600 per reeL
ing up as It did around curtain time.
It was a different story at the conGoldumth-Steiner Part
clusion,— when—the- rain- let—down
H«>riyw<>od, "DecT^T.
again and a taxi snarl resulted
Kenneth Goldsmith has left Wilwhich even the very efficient corps liam Steiner, who has
been disof cops couldn't accelerate. In view
tributing the indie's pictures from
of the pressure of anxlous-to-getNew

home flrst-nlghters.
The fairly decent

Legislative

With Dirty Side for Washington

tions.

Hollywood, Dec. 81.
Louis B. Mayer had another ason
producers'
meeting
sociate
Thursday (29) at which he told the
boys tha,t the cost of story preparComation must be held down.
pany is running from $40,000 to
$100,000 on this work, he explained,

stringency of the purse strings the situation or sequences concocted
brings this shutdown earlier than can't hold water.
He pointed to several recent story
expected. As was due for next summer; nearly all employees will be and play buys which were rushed
affecteOi and the company will save into production without any tampering by supervisors and which
about $2,000,000.
.About 46 pictures will be com- managed to turn out all right, referring esi>eclally to 'Clear All
pleted by the closing date.
Wires' as an example, that play being put. into production exactly one
month after purchase.

where the

Look Headed for

any they

their present set-up, or

blamed the supervisors for using one would steal the thunder and
Hollywood, Dec. 31.
Warner Brothers closing the Bur- up writer after writer on these walk away with the credit of acfalse ideas and hopeless trails before complishment, if they were not perbank studio Feb. 27 for six weeks.
Studio is ahead on production and they came to the realization that mitted to have more than a finger-

opening of the Radio City Music
Hall, although the carriage trade
will be a problem as it swings in
westward oft Fifth avenue into 61st
street (westbound street in New
Tork). Same goes for those essay-

Theatre Factions and Hays All

QUICKEST QUICKIE

4 DA¥S AT COLUMBIA
'

One Man Happy Anyway

John Hertz Felt That Way Over Par
Leavingr N. Y. for Chicago

When

CLOSING MAJESTIC

SAN ANTONIO FOR GOOD

'
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5^portaiit^%

3 of the World^

Plenty

Gts h Ti^ a

in 1932

European-BriL

hit,

Were

Gj. and Ufa

By Wolfe Kaufman

and manner of

comment verbally and In tyi>e
following the Radio CUy openings last week.
Included In the type was a
very frank article by Walter
Llppman of the New York
'Herald Tribune.'
Gags created out of the different events in connection
with the opening were Innumerable.

com- company financed too many smallles
in a and got worthless paper for cash
worW
panies
If and when this
profit during the past year. Three or equipment.
Pl)6 CAMPAIfiN
good the company
of them were European companies, paper Is made
good shape.
British International, G a u m o n t will be
Then there are ajiout 12 Indie
And in certain
R. C. OPENINGS
British, and Ufa.
quarters Gaumont British is men- companies, none of them meaning
tioned as the strongest film com- a terrible lot but all struggling
Opening
of
the new Mu8l<i' Hall
along
another.
Aafa
one
way
or
pany in the world at present. Which
managed to pay 8%, but It means an^ yie RjK^ Boxy theatres In
Is not quite aa fantastic as it apvery little.
Emelka is possibly Radio City benefited'
pears to be.
from one of
strongest of the Indies, because havIt's been a bad year for film com- ing quite a theatre
chain.
Un- the biggest publicity, advertising
panies abroad that weren't very fortunately It's the one theatre and exploitation -camp&lgns known
strong. It's been a great year for chain in Europe that's losing money,
to the film biz. It was a two. weeks'
those that had solid foundations. but o^glit tq .straighten out with
campaign which started in advance
Ufa and Gaumont -^British came out better conditibhs..
of the year Btrofager than ever.
France didn't have such a good of the opening and continued after
Only Metro and Columbia on this year. Pathe-Natan about has the the Sluslo Hall and the RKO Roxy*
side of the ocean did anywhere country, ."but Isn'C doing too well,,
opened fheir doorS. The campaign
near as well as either of these Eu- despite that ;^aChe-Natan has both
ropeans, and Colombia hasn't any theatres and ifllms, but the trouble cost $66,000, or more.
theatres to worry about.
It was a well handled campaign
here Is lack of an organization.
Plenty of alibis around both wayd. Natan himself Is the company. He and the publicity end particularly
The exchange thing helped the keepq it goings ancl fairly well^ but from
the hands of Martha WilchlnBritishers. Other things like that.
Only

five Important film
turned
in. the

HUCE
FOR

m

,

'

.

•

not enough.
Strangely enough Paramount Is
turning out about the largest
amount. «f .Fteneh program stuHt
which, booked by Natan, Is making
considerable headway. G. F. F. A.
is In trouble; Braurberger-Rlchebe
lost the money they made in theatre holdings bn film production;
It's

if

made a go

they hadn't

of.

the

year, the ^ame alibis would have
worked in reverse.
Engliand stands out in the foreign
film world for the past year. Brltv
Ish- fllmid: couldn't get anywhere In
the United States. But they ma.de
plenty of headway everywhere else.
Especially In the British colonies.
South Africa, Attstralia> and other
countries like that are now 'using
more British Alms than ever before.
And liking them. Preferring tbem,
in a number of spots, to American
product for the first time In film
-

now

:

Jacques Ralk had a^ tough time and
has .just found: some new money
which nxay help straighten It out;
Adolphe Osso tried to become a
European octopus all by himself and
Is now in the position where one
good heavy gust of wind will blow
over his house of cards. If that gust
history.'
Britain spent quite a bit of time, doesn't come, of course, he'll be sitdurinff the past year ^tlme and ting on top of the world. About six
money publlclzin^r British films. other companies, all smallles, and
'Buy British' was the slogan in about six more that are completely
Britain, but also In other spots of negligible. Two new groups "V^andor
the world whelre "Buy British' might and Comptoir Francalae that seem
mean something; 'Whether true or to have a chance but will have to
not, trade pttperti' wei-e fed- with prove themselves.
Italy Is all red. PIttaluga manfljgnres about the Increase In Brit*
Ish film distribution throughout the aged to hold on to Its domination
world. Eventually it became true. of the market but lost money and
Caesare couldn't quite get
It was not only carefully planned' ground.
liupprinl. seems
to be
publicity.; .It was carefully plaiin^^d started*
strategy. 'Where Hollywood product getting a good foothold with a program
that calls for .dubbing only.
was wet^kestr the Britishers stepped
In -heaviest.
They made Inroads At the last nioment there Is the reand they made them mean some- port that strong PIttaluga opposition is being, organized by the
thing.
At the same time they were not widow of General Stefano PIttaluga,
forgetting their home market. They who died about 18 months ago with
were seUlng liondon on how strong the bankers ;stepplng In.
Austria accomplished nothing for
they were becoming abroad. That
sales talk sold them at home as the year worth talking about. Sacha,
much as anything else. Then, too, the best company, went from bad
to
worse.
Seemed to be a boom
they took advantage of the current
situations and 'market and foreign in Hungary for a while, largely
exchange fluctuations.
Things In foisted by Osso of France, but it
Britain practically are narrowed didn't get far. Czechoslovakia and
down to two companies in the film Jugoslavia are fighting hard to
end.
(Strangely enou^, also in establish themselves, but are facing
the show end). BIP and G-B Just a tough time. Governments In these
about have the field to themselves. countries passed strict contingents
Bn* didn't do so well, because of to protect the local Industry with
a lot of losses abroad. But they the entire American force walking
out. But the localities haven't been
did well enough to pay a 6% dividend for the year. The film com- able to handle the market for themselves as ytft, and may have to give
pany's net was a bit under $400,up
,

—

—

:

.

while ABC, BIP's theatre company, netted Just about the same
000,

amount.
Gaumont-Britlsh netted

$1,700,-

skl, undiir

the direction of

,

.

.

.

department.

Carson

-

W^ts

Acconntiiig

Bpb

Slek,

a picture deal should be split,
Stanley Bergerman will superLester Carson has filed suit In .Suvise 'Beheaded,' an orig by Jack
perior court against Otto Lederer
Cunningham, at U.
of

.

and Elmer

with

Clifton,

whom he

German

Imported "two

pictures,
Universal has., given- Andy Divln4;[
Mongols' and a new seven-year option contract^
receiver apMetro has dusted :oec 'China Seas,^
pointed for the films and an acwith Gouvemeur Morris preparing
counting of profits.
Carson claims he invested <$12,000 a new story.
in the projects Lederer put in |2,600
Anita Loos -and John Emerson re«u'
and went to ^Germany to buy the optioned
at Metro.
pictures while Clifton did the editing and negotiated a distribution
Mascot has brought In the 24«
deal- with Beverly Hills Exchanges. reel serial, 'The "Whispering Shad-

God

'Living
'Nurl!^

of the

.

He wants a

'

ow,' In 18 days.
Al Herman ajid
Colbert Clark megge'd".

While Sidney R. Kent
to leave for Hollywood

Is

Because of a salary: disagreement,
William Wyler is leaving Universal
at the ternilnation of his contraot«
scheduled Jan. 7.

this

Bank

.

month.

RKO

Agnes

On Note

RKO town.
Agnes Ayres ReachI Is being sued
There were 30 photographers in Superior court by the California
from the dailies covering the spots, bank for a $17,769 deficiency on
while from the film end the open- prpmlssary notes -amounting to
ing was caught by the several news- $89,000. Bank
sold the former -film
reels.
star's property to satisfy Judgment
Broadcasting combined with this on the notes and was short- the
Intensive advertising and puhllclty amount sued for.
campaigning In the dallies. On the
Notes were executed In 1925, se
opening night of the Music Hall, cured
two pieces of Santa
NBC broadcast direct from the the- Monica byproperty
and one In Los
atre.
On the opening of the RKO Angeles. Bank Itself bought In all
Roxy, waved from the theatre di- three at the sale.
rect, the 'Animal Kingdom' opening picure was cut In by a east of

in every

'

-

to

Warners Is signing Robert Florey
a termer following his bringing
Moon Murder Case' In less

in 'Blue

than two weeks.

Tala

Blrell will be starred in U'ft

'Black Pearl.'

Five days, to a gross of $691,

wa^

enough for the "Friieberg Passi'od
play,', at the Music Box.
Picture
'

was yanked by Sam Feinstein, whdi
owns the coast rights, and secured
$81 for his bit.

Maurlne Watklns and Llewellyn
Hughes off Paramount's writing
state

Frank Morgan goes into U's 'KIstt
Before the. Mirror," In part previous^
ly intended for Charles Laughton.

Kay Mulvey has

'

left Columbla'ii

publicity department to take charge
of public relations at the Hunting-

ton hotel, Pasadena.

Director "Wllll^ C. Menzles and
Gordon Rigby and ^.gldney .MltchelL
writers, off the

Paul

comes

Fox

Martin,

payroll.

German

director,

America for Fox to co-i
Lilian Harvey In 'His Ma«
to

direct

Jesty's Car.'

Fox recently purchased 'Dangerradio players.
Reri In Berlin
ously Yours,' by Eric Noel, which'
On the day of the Music Hall
Berlin, Dee. 20.
they later found was the pen name
premiere Stb avenue was lined with
Rerl, South Sea Island native girl
of I^ul Hervey Fox, who had
been
flags in honor of the event. Hun- and
star
of ' Mumau's
picture discharged
by the studio on the
dreds of windows had displays on 'Tabou,' is at the Berlin 'Scala' as claim
that he couldn't write a suitRadio City.
dancer, this being her debut.
able story for filming.
Al Lewis will produce 'The Great
Magoo' at Paramount

Paramount
to play in
will

which
with

little

is after Evelyn Laye
a Maurice Chevalier plo"
be a dramatic subject,

music.

Harry Akst goes

to

poser.

Fox as a com-

Milton Gropper back in Par's seenarlo department, while
Sidney
Lazarus has been dropped.

<

'.

Spain still can't get started and
the other European countries have
nothing at all to offer one way or
the other.

Fox

,

Kent and Uniformity

„

Bernard Sec Arrested
Josephine Conway, until recently
secretary to Bern Bernard,
booker, was arrested on a alleged
forgery charge. It Is alleged that
Bernard's signature on checks Is-sued to acts, and. the indorsementa^
are spurious.

'

RKO

'

4

—

.

.

the fight.

000 for the year and paid 6%.
Same 6% was paid the year previous although the net was a good
deal smaller.
In other words, in
Allied Startmg
the year of depression, G-B had a
better year than ever since the war.
Hollywood, Dec. 31.
In the theatre end G-B did just as
Allied will start four pictures In
well, or even better.
January, Two a month has been
Inference drawn from those figtop up to now.
ures, and the figiires issued by GerQuartet slated are llth Comman companies like Ufa, is that the mandment,'
from G. Brandon FlemessenfiaJ difference between Euro- ing's
play, 'The Pillory*; 'A Shriek
pean and American companies is at Night,' by Kurt Kempler;
"Dude
that in this country film profits are Bandit,' Hoot Gibson
film by Jack
being eaten up by theatre losses, Natteford, and 'The Sphinx,'
by Alwhile abroad the theatres are hold- fred De Mond.
ing their own and the film profits
Last named will be released by
can stand or climb.
Monogram. Other three by Allied.
In Germany the field is pretty
nearly all Ufa. Four of the bigger
German companies went under durPublicity
ing the year Emelka, D. L. S.,
Terra and Suedfilm. But Ufa paid
Hollywood, Dec. 81.
In a general change at the Fox
4% on $7,000,000 gross profits. No
mention of net profits anywhere, publicity department, four men were
and likely there's a Joker there, but added to the staff by Arch Reeve,
the company nevertheless seems in new chief.
They are Cliff Lewis, recently out
good shape. Its theatres came out
okay for the year, the total business of Columbia; Oliver Garver, In
for the houses increasing despite charge of trailers; Al Parmenter,
formerly of the 'Times,' and Ray
general admission cuts.
Next to Ufa is Tobis, still strug- Jones from Universal, In charge of
gling with a reorganization, but still stills.
Mel Riddle succeeds Garver at
a pretty powerful combine. Trouble
here lies largely In the fact that the National Screen Service.

Jack Curtis, NeW York agent, has
taken, over the Melklejohh-Efaberg
agency and wIU operate .with .them

on a percentage arrangement. Harry
Askers and John Beck go into the
Los Angeles, Dec. 81.
organisation here.
Because he.^ could not. agree with
Wesley Rugglee will meg 'Col^
his two partners on how the profits lege Humor'
for Paramount.

It is reliably reported that the trip
advertising and will probably ,bte postponed until late
publicity oflSce.
Qther aides were in Februai*y,. or iintU Kent has a
Robert Reud, Leonard Hall and Jack final word on the Industry's attitude
toward uniformity.
Lewis.
Kent Is representing major dls
Under orders from M. H. Ayles- trlbution In Its efforts to arrive at an
worth, president of RKO, the bulk agreement which will be acceptable
of advertising expenditures went to the Independent exhibitors. From
present Indications the platform
Into the dailies.
There were 40 reporters from all should be finally decided by the end
the New York papers assigned to of January.
cover the premier^ of the Music
Hal].
Special correspondents also
from papers In Chicago, .Boston,
Sues
Ayres
Washington, Pittsburgh (uid Baltimore. All the syndicates were covSale's Deficit
ered. National publicity was planted
Los Angeles, Dec. 81.

head of the

V

Hollywood Bulletin, printed
Briefly rewritten extracts from 'Variety
wrapper upon the regular
each Friday in l-follywood, and placed at
weekly lyariWy,' v
The Bulletin does not Circulate' other than -on
Pacific Slops.
/ News from the Dailies in Los Ahgeles will be found ih that customary

:

But
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Tuesday, January

Assistants Switched
Junior producers switched

'

i

'

.

At

Paramount: Edward Blatt replaces
Arthur Lubln as aide to William'
LeBaron, with Lubln off salar^'^
Robert Sparks goes from LouisLighten assistant to a similar post(Continued on page 44)

L. A. fo N. Y.
Phil Goldstone.

Ann Shaw.
Elizabeth Wilson.

Andy Lawlor.

Shakeup

DICK and EDITH BARSTOW
Back Home After Successful Return Trip to Europe
"These Printers Ink Plaudits Speak for Themselves"
Palladium, London, England, Jolo of "Variety" said: "Dick and Edith
Barstow on their return here were an even bigger hit than before and

—

—

deservedly so. Their toe stepping is marvelous."
Boston "Traveler," Helen Eager, said: "'The Barstows' those sensational toe tap dancers, invariably leave the customers clamoring for more
after their amazing performance up and down the stairs."

—

NOW PLAYING LOEW'S THEATRES

New

Year's Week— Fox Theatre, Washington, D. C.
Picture Houses— NAT KALCHEIM— WM. MORRIS

Leew And

RKO— IRVING

TISH MAN

Claudette Colbert.
Elizabeth WUeon.
Kate Smith.

Ted
Nat
Jack

Collins.
Bruslloff.
Miller.

Homer
Lillie

Flckett.

Messenger.

N. Y. TO L. A.
Max Hoffman, Jr.
Jacob Kallch.
Pat Casey.
William C. Elliott.
M. Brewster Morse.

'

'

—
Tuesday, January
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VARIETY

FILMS
Fnufing
Publix

Ways

Men

to

By George McCall

Weed Out Losers

Concentrating on Black Again
or Deluxers Out

Hollywood, Dec. 27.
Past 12 months have seen the
ranks of the indie producers dwindle to where only 10 remain turning

They
features consistently.
made 88 in 1932.
Three of the 10 Majestic, Monogram and Allied g«t thsir producr
tion money on the line from the exchanges before their pictures go into
work. Majestic and Monogram operate through the franchise eystem,
whereas Allied has thrss exchanges
of its own and takes paper for the
rest of the country.
Remainder in the Indie production
field are George Weeks (Mayfair),
(Chesterfield),
Batchelor
George

Is

Publicity

glvlner

Pay-oft of the lens' lice at
the Radio City Music Hall premiere was the entrance of a
notorious
publicity
seeking
Broadway couple who, noticing
they were unnoticed, exited
through a side door and made
another entrance so that the
snapshooters wouldn't miss 'em

theatres
retaining
these
themselves or putting them In better business shape with a view to
finding buyers or lessees.
Many problems are Involved In
«onslderatlon of the situation affecting numerous Publix houses,
notably the deluxers, with no two
exactly alike due to local conditions.
Some cities present knotty downcither

Maury Cohen

Builon
King (Preuler Film), Albert Herman (Eagle Productions), Nat Levine (Mascot), Kenneth Goldsmith

this time.

P.S.—They got

took.

problems brought Competidye Bids
first-run
about of recent seasons In som%
Saving to Studios
cases by a deflection of potential
patronage. This has been due in
Instances to expansion of neighborTheir
bulldthe
and
hood communities,
tng In those communities of- flrstHollywood, Dec. 31.
run houses In competition with
In the current move for economy
downtown. Los Angeles probably is
the most typical of this problem, all studios are having considerable
work
done
off
the lot that heretodraining
everywith Hollywood
thing from downtown L. A., Includ- fore was handled by their own de-

town

Own Work

On

partments. Particularly is this true
ing transient trade.
How to get houses out of the red of set and prop building, plasterand Into the black again, with Pub- ing and similar technical work.
Paramount, which led In this
done
in
some
lix believing It can be
•r all spots. Is the reigning point efflclencyjmove. Is asking for bids on
at the h.o. Different policies, along almost all kinds of work that can
with other steps considered as pos- .conveniently be done by outside
concerns.
Studio's own departsibly helpful which may Include
turn in bids and lose the
readjustment of price, are being inents
work unless their estimates are
suggested.
lower than the outside competing
{Irms.

Hbllywood, Dec.
.

With Income from

31.

rentals drop-

Execs at

this studio estimate that
least $100,000 a year will be
savfed by this system.
One of the principal spots where
a saving is expected by this scheme
is on the building of sets on loca'

Mascot Feefing Drop

at

ping and the local production head- iion. By putting the work on a
quarters housing a large staff. Mas- competitive basis it Is expected to
cot Is emulating the majors by cat down cost of carpenters and
trimming the overhead.
other workers, sent from the stuNat Levlne is combing the cost dio, whose expenses and time start
sheets and slashing wherever pos- from the minute they leave the
sible.

lot.

Paramount

SPLIT BILL

also figures

it is

now

saving $60,000 by using a monorail
system in transporting sets and material from stage to stage.

N. S. G.

Separate Mat^ Night Films Bring
Mayfair $8,000 Red

Men

West
That experiment offered for the Casey and Labor
time In filmdom by RKO of
spotting separate Alms such as
Pat Casey, film producer contact
'Orphan Annie' on matinees and representative
on union matters,

first

*Pienguln Pool Murder' evenings at
the Mayfair on Broadway the
holiday week proved rather neg-

left for

the coast

William C.

Wednesday

Elliott,

(28).

president of the

Infrequent

the film capital.

AD CONTRACTS AS UNIT
Work Done

N. Y. for PublixDirect to Partner and Divisions
in

same

time. The management tried
to avoid this by advertising in print
and on the marquee that 'Orphan

Annie' was on only daytime and the
other film only at night.
In Brooklyn the trade signs were
the reverse with the same separated
program at the RKO Albee, Brooklyn, the house did $1,800 one matinee last week and $200 the same

Loew's Ziegfeld, N.
Loew's

Contact advertising In Publix

Is

now direct to partnerships and divisions, with redistribution from
there. Instead of direct to theatres
as in the past. All manuals, bulletins and other supplementary advertising for the theatres are being
prepared at the home office under
the new steup of Ed Olmstead, John

Smith and Rodney Bush.
Trio works as a unit In carrying
out ad contact duties for the entire

night

may

Y?

take over the Ziegon 54th and Sixth avenue, N. T., hard by Radio City. Negotiations are said to have been
opened during the past week.
Policy in mind by Loew's is similar to the Capitol but as second
choice first runs with stage shows.
Cap retaining first pick. First run
film problem has never existed for
Loew's at Its Capitol with releases
most always behind.
feld theatre

Publix chain, including the partnerships, rather than having country
ways between them.

split three

'Yen' Next at

A

Hollywood, Dec.

(Goldsmith Productions). Of these
all except Levlne sell direct to the
state right exchanges. Levlne has
several exchanges, and specializing
in serials sells in a number of cases
to the circuits.
Backing Comss Hard
Due to the lack of stability of the
indie exchanges, financial bacldng
for Indie features has been difficult
Bank of America
arrange.
to
(Giannini), which formerly did a
great deal of the financing of recog
nlzed indies, has turned down all
deals with the exceplon of MonoOnly reason the Giannini
gram.
organization went for the Ray
Johnson-Trem Carr deal Is that
they have contracts and paper covering the production costs of their
Majestic is in the same
pictures.
boat with Phil Goldstone, who produces for It, discounting Its paper.
M. H. Hoffman of Allied Is practically protected by negotiable paper
before he starts production.
Others have individuals contributing part of their backing, and discount exchange paper for the re-

mainder.
Production

Though Ben

calculates.

—

HAYS' MEMBERS

FIND FINDINGS
Following
session In

New Roxy

Columbia picture is slated as
the second for the RKO Roxy, New
York, following opener, 'Animal
Kingdom' (Radio).
Col selection, all but set for the
house, is 'Bitter Tea of General
Yen.'

their

final

fident that the yeaif Just

been

the
opener.

quarterly

Hays directors rehome offices con-

'32,

turned to their

industry's

and go over

31.

wait-

to
tion executive.

Metro as a produc-

few days and

Is

understood they

are anxious to have him.

Deal
which
Kahane wanted
okayed from New York, provided
for Selznick to make 20 productions aided by Merlan C. Cooper and
Pandro Berman, Selanick to continue at $2,600 weekly with 10% of

profits after productions and diseye tribution costs were gotten for the

picture.

Also understood that numerous
the industry are a executives, writers and directors
lot truer to each other than ever under new setup to be eliminated
before, they believe. That not only from payroll as soon as their contracts expire.
Howard Estabrook,
are directors mentioning the condiwho was scenario editor and wrote
tion of their respective companies, numerous stories, leaves Saturday
the same as they did of their wealth upon expiration of his contract. H.
during prosperity, but that ex- N. SwansOn, brought in from 'Colhibitors as well are undergoing a lege Humor,' is also out when his
similar metamorphosis. Now the contract expires during January.
Included in proposed Selznick deal
distributor is forced to look at the
was agreement that no independent
owner's books.
Conversation Is giving way to ink outside products would be' included'
in other directions, the directors ob- among those working oh Radio lot.
Kahane after disposing of the
serving this among their own activRadio studio situation will
Now questions never asked
ities.
before are common and answered. take up the matter of Increased pro-.:>
duotlon coming from, outside independents on the Pathe, lot for

Members

of

.

•

RKO

Radio

Wait for Xavakade'

—^run

.

—

Double

billing situa-

releiase.

Wanger

FARNOL AHEAD OF 2
'Kid'

and 'Cynara' Starting Out

Town—at

Lynn Farnol

Phila. Jan. 6

to

By

Be Recalled
Par, Expectation

with the attitude expressed that
it not only wants 'value received,'
but that it has 'a place for him now,»
Paramount, from all Indications,
call Walter Wanger^ back to
out his original producing contract, which has another year to

may
work
run.

If Wanger returns, it will be his
third re-aflniiation with Paramount.
Twice before Wanger left and rejoined Par.
In the event that Paramount Insists, Wanger will be forced to return or else forfeit a contract which
pays him a minimum weekly salary
of of $4,500.
The Wanger-Paramount alleged
breach of contract suit so far has

down to PhilaPresent unsettled condition of the delphia to set advance on 'Kid From
picture business generally has those Spain,' opening at Stanley there
established in the Inside ranks Jan. 6.
Monday (2) he started on
Closing of bouses a trip as far west as Kansas City
slightly shaky.
plus the agitation against double on additional dates for 'Kid' as well
billing h£Ui them figuring that their as for 'Cynara,' both Goldwyn.
returns may be substantially dlmin
First stop Columbus, where 'Cyn'
ished during the next year.
opens Jan. 6. Other dates on this
Total of 88 pictures have been picture Farnol will contact are Inproduced by the indies in HoUywood dianapolis, St. Louis and Kansas
during 1932. At the beginning of City, each premiering Jan. 13.
the year 150 yere announced. The
Farnol also goes into Cincinnati
difference represents those whose ahead of 'Kid' engagement there
hopes faded. Indications are that Jan. 13.
the independent market will absorb
about 100 features during 1933, pro'SCABFACE'
viding the double feature program
is not eliminated.
The Hague, Dec. 22.
shot

BALK AT

For weeks the Dutch Board of

reached only that stage in litigation
where depositions have been taken.
As things have existed up until now.
Paramount, it Is understood, has
paid Wanger the difference in salary
he has received in t)>e employ of
others, namely Columbia, where he
has been getting $2,000 weekly.

Wanger's

contractual

relations

with Columbia do not actually end
until January .16. Then Paramount
is expected immediately to exercise
its prerogative over his services.
On the West Coast, where he now
is, it is reported that Wanger, upon
the expiration of his Columbia contract, may go to either Metro or
Radio.

Hollywood, Dec. 31.
Walter Wanger's future, after
Censors has passed all the reels
submitted without many cuts, but leaving Columbia, has not been delast week they put the ,illd on cided. He has been conferring with
Metro to join as ah associate proUnited Artists' 'Scarface.'
It is not probable that it will get ducer, and has also huddled with
Hollywood, Dec. 31.
Notices of intention to wed were through when being reviewed by Bon Kahane on a possible Radio
setup.
filed
in the Los Angeles county full board.
court house by:
Marcel Rivet, writer, and Grace
2 6EBMAN UNITS CRASH
OAUTZENSTEIN A SUICIDE
Clements, artist; Edward C. KrueBerlin, Dec. 20.
Berlin, Dec. 20.
ger and Elizabeth I. Markley, both
Two well-known film companies
Maxim Galltzenstein, owner of
film technicians; Arthur T. Horman,
radio scenarist, and Eloise Currens; the Maxim Film company, commit- had to go into receivership: Messand
Biograph
Film
Gerald Morris, author, and Marie ted suicide. He has not been ac- tro-Orplld
Meyer, writer; William Travis, stu- tive in production lately, but ar- GmbH.
Both companies could no longer
dio scenic artist, and Margy Slmms; ranged theatre and film business.
William W. Watts, theatre musiHis stepbrother, with whom he fulfill their financial obligations. A
cian, and Margaret Johnson; Ralph worked. Was killed recently in an friendly arrangement with the creditors is being sought.
Erwin, actor, and Ellssa Langston airplane accident.

Marriage htentibns

"

Selznick has been
talking with LquIs B. Mayer and
Irving Thalberg during the past

$40,000 per picture.

prints.

Is

ended had

biggest

No road show dates pn 'Cavalcade'
will be lined up until Fox has
This studied the results on the New
sum has been found to give them York engagement starting Friday
the best results in casting, produc- (6) at Gaiety on a two-a-day basis.
for
tion and direction. Under that fig- Picture is considered a natural
where it was an
ure, $22,000 is about standard, with London, however,
one company turning them out for outstanding stage hit and may be
under
there
especially opened over
$16,000, with everything bootleg.
supervision of Clayton Sheehan reCompete With Majors
York showing.
At the $40,000 fierure Indies find gardless of the New
John P. Goring, with Publix at
they can compete with the lesser
Criterion many years, is in charge
.pcogramers_of the majoccompanlss,
^Rubs
Gaiety
enBseremCTit.
bT~the
at least in cast. Features made for
Moon, also vet P-P exploiter, is on
the smaller figures are sold for what
the ad-pub end.
they are fillers on the short end of
Scale will be $1 mats and $1.60
a double bill.
top nights.
During the past year Indle exchanges have fallen down on picking

Kahane

confirmation

of

major indies
and part of Allled's program
close to

for

thorative sources that Selznick may
before Tuesday change his mind

the three
Monogram, Majestic

costs

B.

from David
SarnofC and M. H. Aylesworth on
a new deal for David O. Selznick
to remain for another year at Radio
Pictures, is Is understood from auing

(Invincible),

lATSE, leaves immediately now for tion upis blamed for this; also the
House tumbled to $7,100 for the
purpose of going over the altu- poor standard of a large number of
the week, very low. Means around
ation at the studios generally and to
major studio features which made
an $9,000 loss for the house.
clear up numerous matters.
the attractions only for the smaller
The double showing idea was adJohn P. Nick, who went to St. house and twin bills.
vanced by one of the divisional
heads, on plea kids might be attracted to the matinees by 'Orphan
Annie' leaving the more adult film
fare for the night audiences. The
matinees turned out worse than the
evenings, leaving the kid angle In
the air at the Mayfair.
There isn't any way of telling
how many of the customers may
have been attracted to the Mayfair under the impression that two
pictures were being shown at the

Road Films

Since sound came In the industry Is turning out about one
road show picture every other
year, J. J. McCarthy, r.s. dean,

ative.

Louis to spend the Christmas holiday with his family, may accompany Elliott out from St. Louis.
He's an lA v.p.
This will be Elliott's first trip to

Set at Metro;

Kahane s New Year's Deal Mapped

—

Hogs

which certain houses in

AD

out

—

study to means
Its chain
b)r
zbay climb out of the red they have
two
years
consistently
for
been in
or more. This is with an idea of
Publix

Selznick Reported

'

8

PICTURE CROSSES
Grosses and That Corner

Tuesday, Januaiy

VARIETY

HOPEFUL L'VILLE

Grosut Picking Up a Little But No
Wow GrosMS Yet

By Roy

Chartier

Eyes of the amusement industry! and a low of $16,000; Paramount a
of $96,000 and bottom of $32,.000;
the box office, seeing all, knowing top
Mayfair, high of $63,800 and low
all, telling much, have been sad for
of $7,200, while the Strand's two
sometime now. Undergoing critical figures for the record are $78,800
strain since the common complaint and $8,000..
A key like Kansas City, for inadvanced on show business, they
stance, shows the folTowlng tops and
leave their dampest tears behind bottoms:
Malnstreet $32,000 and
and peer into 1933 anxiously, en $8,000, Midland $36,000 an<^ $7,000,
Newman $33,000 and $4,400. Libthuslatlcally, determinedly.
and $2,800.
erty
$13,400
Throughout the past year the box
With these new lows, most of
office, In size the smallest Institu- them established during 1932, the
tion In the world, yet the most im- theatres of the country have learnportant theatrically, has weathered ed what it is to have both deThe
pression and poor pictures.
public indifference and spending
former has hurt both good and bad
fear with a fortitude remarkable. product, but more than ever before
still
are
That so many ticket cages
in the history of show business the
peeling oft tickets to a public of public has been able to smell out
the good one:i, walking out on the
Is the wonder.
wary
customers

others.

Confidence rests in the assumpShoppers
That was
tion the worst is over.
The shopping instinct has reachwhen gate receipts ed a highly developed stage. It
June,
last
largely come through depresdipped fio low theatres were feeding has
sion, it is believed, with the pubon themselves.
lic learning to shop in all ways.
In July that corner which everyIn looking for the most at the
one had been talking about, loomed. cheapest price, the double blUers
While pictures went around it on and IQc. operations have thrived,
while in looking for the best the
two wheels, ]both from speed and big first runs have suffered whenuncertainty, the chassis has not yet ever their playdate had a 'dog*.
That the question of price has
come down and no one is sure
whether it will land on four wheels figured very Impprtantly In the
cash-and-carry business the thestanding up or on Its back.
That the comer^'waB approached atre box office does, selling direct
to the public, is borne out by the
Is shown by the modest gains in
grosses generally over the country percentage of patronage at early
toward the end of July, when the bird matinees as a.gainst later hours
price Is away up.
New York etock market began when
First runs have discovered that
showing some signs of rising out of
they do the bulk of their business
Its long slumber.
at the cheaper, earlier shows. In
Something Doing
^fore the mild upturn came volume that early bird patronage
close to Aug. 1, the chain -operators runs higher on good pictures than
stated they sensed something stir- it does on the clucks, but the difring. Estimates on the increase in ference isn't as great as on night
August over July ran all the way shows between pushovers and flops.
This In Itself tells some kind of a
up to 16%.
After they were nearly ready to story. Toward the end of 1932
throw in the sponge, as June showmen were being won over to
that
conviction
admissions
weather, poor pictures and condi- the
tions made the outlook its black- should be altered.
The flexible admission plan, fathest, yet, the theatre operators suddenly began to sense a change in the ered by S. R. Kent, is one step
This came about under consideration.
public attitude.
'Too IVIuch Difference
through the stock market's flurry.
Meanwhile, strictly from the theIncrease in price of cotton, wheat,
livestock, etc., in reports of a bump- atre operator's side, it is becoming
er wheat crop in the west, in re- apparent that the distance in price
opening of several factories here between the 'out front' operations
and there, better outlook on em and the subsequents is too great in
ployment and longer hours, return view of protection which has not
of some salary cuts notably the been lengthened sufficiently to bal
Akron Rubber Co. and ballyhoo by ance the situation.
The flexible plan, calling for
dally newspapers that prosperity
higher prlcei^ for A pictures, lower
was on the way back, etc.
For the film companies, a better prices for B pictures, In the same
grade of product, including a"~tew theatre, is also designed to aid the
Between adoption of
early 32-33 releases, were believed distributor.
stimulating the action of automatic this experiment and a lower level
of admission, film may get more
ticket registers.
ju:ound-the-corjxeE.-OE. b&-more-<ser
Roo3evelt_Nj»ai|tiyi».
Curlovusly enough, the nomination tain of making the long grade that
of Gov. Roosevelt as the Demo- the turn entails.
Beer, If coming. Is likely to reflect
cratic presidential nominee, with
likelihood strong that he would win, favorably on grosses for all theatres
did not seem to figure advanta- by attracting people Into the city,
geously for the box office at that getting them away from their
time. Nor has it since.
radios and generally stimulating
In fact, when grosses began to some hilarity.
totter on that comer they were
The foamy suds used to go with
turning, instead of going up along- music hall eptertainment in days
side of seasonal increases, the gone by, but with vaude gone bye
election spotlight took a lot of bye, it Is a question whether Schlitz
tickets with it away from the the- in Brown Bottles or Pabst'a Blue
atres. It was estimated that presi- Ribbon alone can bring vaude back
dential air ballyhoo kept 160,000,000
During the past year, some of the
at home at the radios.
big picture chains discovered the
On Oct. 26 grosses had increased real b. o. value of stri.ge talent, but
between 10 and 16% since Labor they still refuse to take advantage
Day, traditional birthday of the of a probable desire of the public
show season, but the level of busi- for the human element by sparingly
ness reached was still quite a dis- using it.
tance below that of the same
Doubled Averages
period for 1931, Taking into con1932 saw house averages in many
sideration the normal seasonal inspots more than doubled by what
crease from Labor Day on, over
the stage end drew. Names, natu
July and August, this was not much
that.
more than a snail's stride up a long rally, were required to do
.

.

-

Toward the end of October failure of cotton, grain, livestock and
other prices to hold proved discour-

some

An

activity.

idea of the long distance be-

tween highs and lows of some theatres, with length brought about
by the big difference in box office
at the height of talkers and the
height of depresdion, tells the story.
High to Low
Drop Is biggest for the Roxy, high
During the
of -wbliih Is $178,600.
past Qumm^i; It struck its low of
^9SM0, not lAdch more than 60% of
iW' overhead at that time. Capitol,
N«w' York, hoM a high of $110,400

an Interchangeable term

for Chi-

has gone In for admission

cuts,

especially

the

big

downtown and

neighborhood

In

deluxers.

While many , ehowmen pooh-pooh
the stimulating probabilities of taking eight cents' off 8Sc., and RKO's
Palace sticks to 88c., regardlesfi of
the
lead, the action does reflect a realization among the Balabans that money is tight In Chicago.

At $^000 and 15G

B&E

HAN

Zombie,' "Robinson Crusoe,* 'Movie

'Phantom

President,* Itain,
Night' and "Fugitive

and 'Magic
From a Chain Gang.'

OF OWN'
OUTSTANDER

mrS

RKO.

said before and must
always be said again in any estimate of the loop the absence of
rapid trainslt and the expensive
Item of parking automobiles at 60c
and up^te^ vitally important.

Chicago's grosses today are miles
the takings of the halcyon days
of yore.
Chicago theatre with a
high tide mark of $71,000 is now
grossing in the Idgh $20,000's. Orl
ental has been under $20,000 much
more frequently than over during
the past year. Tivoll and Uptown
are dohig |12,000-$16,000 right along.
State-Lake has tasted the bitterness of $8,000 weeks on several ocoft

casions.

Tacoma

Taeoma, Dec

31.

mlsm

for the

downtown

exhibitors.

It'll mean easy profits for prac>
tlcally every theatre. The only one
that will have to battle for it will

be the Auditorium where the A. B.

Marcus stock tab show

Is going Into
second week. Indie flicker is
Romance,*
meaningless,
'Parisian
its single fea-

its

with Lfiw Cody, as
ture.

Century and the Hippodrome are
once more battling it out for the
city lead, placing, currently, almost

Importance

equal

on

stage

and

screen. Rather unusual after weeks
of highlighting stage attractions.

Century

I9

'Strange Interlude' is back in town
for its pop run rather sooner than
expected, only about six weeks having elapsed since its fortnight run

at the Auditorium.

way

to

money

Appears on

at the Stanley

Its

thir^

week.

Estimates for This Week
Auditorium (Penn Mutual) (1,600;

—

'Parisian Romance*
(WW) and A. B. Marcus show. This
week the tab unit is labeled 'Hello,
New Year; last week it was 'Broadway Merry Go Round.' Last week,
the first of the run try. had 'Missing Rembrandt' as the feature, and
the tresults were not happy at $6,200.
House needs $7,600 to break

even. Currently may touch closer
to the even mark, but surely not
over. Looks like a short stay.
Estimates For This Week
Century (Loew-UA) (3,000; 26-36Albee (RKO) (3,300; 36-66)—'Ani- 46-66-66)—
'Match King* (FN) and
mal Kingdom' (RKO) and vaude vaude. Three
ace names oh ihi
with Charles King and Billy House
stage and fiicker rated strong. Tosplitting top billing. Ann Harding
gether should mean another $17,000,
is heavied above the film title. Super screen product for ^is-lheatre .fine—taking at the reduced- -tariffr
and special midnlte show New House is boiling over with stage
Year's Eve, scaled at 76-$1.60 a sell- names in the anti-Hipp drive. Last
'Madanie Butterfly*
(Par)
out, boosting take to good $16,000. week
Added acts brought on from Chicago rated on a par with Bing Crosby
for the special performance. Last on the stage to take v.g. $16,700 for
the
holiday
week.
Driving*
"Devil
Is
(Par)
and
week
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,600;
Grace Hayes headlining five-act
26-36-46-68-66)—'Animal Kingdom'
bUl, $11,300, fair.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 80-66)—'No (RKO) and vaude. Same situation
as
at the Century, but with radio
Man of Her Own' (Par). Clark
Gable followers should breeze turn- plug particularly helpful, and rave
stiles for a very good $16,000. Last notices for the flicker, which will
bring
much carriage biz. Looking
week 'Cynara' (UA), $10,600, okay.
Lyric
(RKO) (1.28€: 10-66)— for hotcha $16,000. Last week was
'Farewell to Arms' (Par). Holding excellent on the holiday draw, for
over and expected to bring $7,600, 'Half-Naked Truth' (RKO) and Esgood enough after a eomfy $8,600 telle Taylor on stage, to take $14,200;
lent for take of $16,000 or better.

As has been

Prices Aid

Baltimore, Dec.

Baltimore biz continues currently

on the profitable plane established
last week, and with the New Year
holldaya, It should mean more optl«

1 6-26- 36-40-66)

Cincinnati, Dec. 31.
good picture in combination
Extra New Year's Eve performwith a strong stage attraction seems
the only- workable answer to the ances at the downtown theatres are
providing b. o. zest to ring '33 in a
Chicago problem. BftK is proceed- winner.
Last week's grosses, while
ing in that direction and the Palace, quite all right by and large, were
the steadiest house in town during several shades under expectations.
the autunm has always offered Just
Albee bolstered its New Year's
that. It gets the cream of the pic- Eve midnight show with extra ta-

A

tures available to

Head Happy Balto

opposing "Match King*
against 'Animal Kingdom' at the
Hippodrome, with the latter reacting well to the tremendous effect of
the heavy NBC plugging for the
flicker in the RKO Roxy opening in
N. X. last week. On the stage, Leo
Carnio and Harriet Lee hold forth
at the Hipp as against Llna Basquette, Molly Picon and the Ritz
80-66)—They Call It Sin' (WB). boys at the Century. Both houses
Fair $8,200. Last week Handle with zoom into heavy taklnga.
Care' (Fox), not so good, $6,400.
'Sign of the Cross* managed a
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1.786; 26enough $9,200 for Its first road35.50)—•No Man of Her Own' (Par). good
show week at the Maryland and will
Off, $3,800. Last week, 'Silver Dolmake
it Just a fortnight before tak«
lar' (FN), $4,400.
ing leave with profit^ all around.
Brown (2,000; 26-36-40)—'No More
Keith's Is taking plenty of trouble
Oitchids' (Col). Fair $2,6«C in prosthis week to insist that "The Mummy*
pect.
Last week, 'Uptown New la "not a horror picture,' in an effort
York' (WW). $1,900.
to cajole all the skittish matrons
National (2,400; 16-26-40)—'Scan- who go shopping In that vicinity.
ties of 1933" (revue). Weak $1,800. Karloff
is being plugged, however,
Last week 'Shopworn' (Col). $1,600. as the 'uncanny,' and without the
Alamo (Fourth Ave.) (900; 16-26- Boris initial tag.

So pronounced is the bargain instincts of Chicago fllmgoers that It
Good
is debatable how long the United 40)—"Robber's Roost' (Fox).
Artists and McVlckers can run as $2,300. Last week "Me and My Gal'
is
on straight pictures. TTnlted (Fox), $2,600.
Artists has. had a series of pictures
the best of. which were Just so-so
grosseris.
Included were: 'White
16 Qs
Crazy,'

'Kingdom

make

.

cago,

1933

for six days.
Keith's (Lisbon)

•Match King'

81.

Biz oke over the holidays, with
price appeal counting. 'Conquerorf^
In for flve days at Broadway, heavily exploited, looks good.
Eetlmates for This Week

(1,600;

(WB).

26-40)—

nlfUck.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,400; 26'Mummy* (U). Femmes

expected to 80-40-60)

—

hit around $6,600, fair.
Last week are not frequenting particularly, but
'Silver Dollar* (WB), $6,600, good. the kids are rushing the register
Grand (RKO) (1,026; 16-30)— during this no-school interim, and
'Secrets of French Police' (RKO) on their strength may account for

and 'He Learned About Women*
(Par), split week.
Combination

$6,000, one of the best marks here
in recent weeks. Last session was

(Shef) with flock of well-balanced right.
Shuberl (2,190; 80-40)
"White
shorts and plenty of billing, first
half. Expected $4,600 is good. Last Zombie' (UA). Booked infer Xmas
week, 'Self Defense' (Mon), and 'Out week by Morris Segal on rental,
Window plugged in downtown stores
of Singapore' (Cap) good at $4,600.
with the sleeping woman-In-coffln
Blue Mouse (Hamrlck) (650; 26) stunt. Built up to
$7,600 with mid
house in a given situation, Is not
'Troubles in Paradise' (Par). Get
sufficient to make up for the normal ting along without much trouble for night New Year's Eve show after
return to be expected from subse- anticipated $2,700, oke. Last week, slow start. In the red for a couple
of G's.
quents.
'Silver Dollar* (FN), drew a big $3,
Ufa (400; 30-40)— Theft of Mona
Meanwhile, the theatre Is paying 000.
Lisa' (RKO).
Expected to bring
a much higher rental for the picture
Rialto (FWC) (1,200; 16-26-36)— $1,600, a winner. Last week "Monte
on an exclusive basis, thereby leav 'Old Dark House' (U), and 'Handle Carlo Madness' (Ist Div.), $1,000,
very slow. For New Year's Eve
Ing its profit about the same in the with CTare' (Fox), first half; 'Ehre
long run as with the distributor. If nings for Sale' (Par), and 'Men Are this house extra at midnight with a
Such Fools' (RKO). Expected $2, combination screen, dance and fes
not less.
is fair. Last week, 'Night Club tlve program at $2 per head.
The
The corner grosses hope to finally 000
Lady* (Col), and "Wild Horse Mesa' film was the 'King of Jazz' (U) re
pass is curvy and long like the Wall (Par), first half, then 'Rookabye' vival, a local band provided music
of China. On the way gradually to (RKO), and 'Sundown Ridei' (Col) and the groceries were in the form
itfs terminus, there are manjr things for nine days^ $2^0,
of a cold buffet.

right side of the books.
Nothing
else set to follow. House may revert to legit.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 26-30-4060)— 'Second Hand Wife* (Fox). One
of the first pictures in a long time
to appeal directly to the hearts of
the lady shoppers and on the.
strength of the heavy mat trade
looks a winner at $4,600. Last week
'Handle With Care' (Fox) managed

Trudlng through a critical year,
nearly everything else was tried re
gardless of odds.
Exclusives Out
Among the experiments was ex
aging to box offices in the south,
west and northwest. Greatest gains cluslves, believed already on their
way to the death house. It has been
In August, September and October
discovered in most cases so far that
werjB noted generally in the east,
with New England and other man- the increase in business through
exhibiting a picture at only one
exhibiting
ufacturing' territories
hill.

Louisville. Deo. 81.
Louisville theatres face the New
T^r after one of the most pitiful
the Journey easier. in its history. Gross receipts at the
Probably theatre decentralization box office during 1932 probably averwill be one of these.
aged lower than at any other time.
Some theatres, faced with a long
red line on their ledgers, are stlU
Chi's 10-16% Below
bucking the tlQies with spirit and
Chicago, Dec. 28.
courage. Others have managed, by
Chicago has had a disappointing cutting staffs other economies to
and early winter. National land on the black side, but the New
fall
surveys seem to Indicate that the Year's Eve celebrations in dear old
town Is 10-16% lower than averages Louisville were not on account of
elsewhere as regards picture gross- that, you can be sure.
New Tear's Eve prices at all night
There have been a multiplicity
es.
of cases where great expectations clubs, Including Kentucky, Brown,
curled up under the frost bite of Fort Nelson, Madrid and Log Cabin
were
at same level as 1931, and they
public Indifference.
were crowd^d Just as much. Town
Best showings of the first part of wide open. All theatres had midthe season were made by:
night shows, the Gayety burlesque
proving the goal for many stag
'Horse Feathers^ (Par).
whoopee-makers.
'Bird of Paradise' (Radio).
Triangle Club of Princeton had
'Back Street' (U).
society audience for play Wednes'Washington Merry - Go - Round' day, but southern spirit or something kept 'Black Rhapsody* from
(Col).
belner a howling success Thursday
'Red Dust' (Metro).
matinee and night.
•Grand Hotel' (Metro).
With adoption of title 'Scanties of
'Big Broadcasf (Par).
1983' for next show, Bert Smith's
Against this such pictures as National company seems more eager
Ijove Me Tonight' (Par), 'Rain' to buck the Gayety than the Rlalto's
(UA), 'Phantom President' (Par), vaudeville bill.
and 'Movie Craiy* (Par), did not
Ettimat.s for This Week
gather the^ antlolpaied volumes^
Loew's (8,400; ;!5-86-60)—'Strange
Chevalier's liove Me Tonight' was Interlude' (M-G).
Good $9,300 in
conspicuously poor at the box view. Last week. 'Cynara' (UA),
office.
$7,600. not bad.
Rialt<> (Fourth Ave.) (2,700; 26Balaban & Katz, which is almost

that will

V

3,

ought to produce $3,600, oke. Last another happy time when "Devil Is
Broadway (FWC) (1,400; 26-40)— week 'Little Orphan Annie' (RKO), Driving* (Par) managed $4,600.
•Half Naked Truth' (RKO). two pulled a good $3,400.
Maryland (Penn Mutual) (1,700;
days; 'Conquerors' (Rad), five days,
Family (RKO) (1,000; 16-26)— 60-76-$l-$1.60)—'Sign of the Cross"
Fair $2,800 pace. Last week, 'Fast 'Whistling Dan' (Educ) and 'Man (Par). Two-a-daying in the last
Life' (MG). and 'Call Her Savage' Against Woman' (Col), split. Count- of fortnight's stay.
Took a nice
(Fox), split week, around $8,100.
ed on for a good $2,900. Last week $9,200 for opener, and maybe $6,000
Roxy (Jensen-von Herberg) (1, 'Men of America* (RKO) and for the present session, which will
16-26) 'Strange
Adventure' 'Afraid to Talk' (U). $2,400, aU leave both house and picture oq
300;

—

—

—

$4,100.

Stanley (Loew-UA) (3,400; 26-36-

46-56-66)— 'Strange Interlude' (MG). Figures a better chance on its
pop than on Its roadshow, the latter class publicity proving an aid
Strength of
at the pop register.
Shearer and Gable may hit $16,000,

a

fine mark here.
'Cynara' (UA)
last week etniggled to make $11,700;

'

Tuescbqr,

Jamuny

3,
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Too Nice Weather
Help Despite Season

VASIETY

BuflTs

Holson's $55,000 Is the Big Noise

No

Plenty Nifty Grosses on B'way:

Buffalo, Dec. 31.

In the Loop; IGngdom' a Royal 23G

Springlike weather playing havoc
with biz this week.
Accordingly holiday expectations
are below par.

Good Array of Pix Picks
N. H. Out of It; Par, 9G

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Publix) (3,600; 30-40-65)

Chicago, Dec. 31,
Naturally the big expectations are
^entered at the Chicago theatre
^here Al Jolson is on the stage In
person. And B&K expects $66,000
minimum. That ought to be easy
With the Friday-Monday period a
Cast track for Jolson.
Holiday week Just ending proved
It was good but not In the
jBpotty.
0ame way other holiday weeks have

26)

(8,400 ;

—

capacity.

'Madame

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,940; 35-66-75)
fLawyer Man' (WB) and stage
iohow. ^Al Jolson in person naturally
eclipses everything else. Expects a
yrovr $66,000. Last week 'Butterfly'
CPar) and kids show ran behind
Oriental with straight pictures and
got (26.000.

good shape,

McViokers (B&K) (2,284; 36-5675) 'Devil Is Driving' (Par).—Air
though house announced to be abandoned by B&K, this booking came
tn Saturday (3J.) following IMg
Drive's' dandy fortnight to about
'Devil'
132,000 on the two weeks.
inay get

$16,000.

Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 35-66-76)
(Pair)
(2nd
to Arms'
Hope to get four weeks and
Got spankthree seems certain.
Ingly good opener, (30,200 and currently paced for $20,000 follow-up.
That's more business than house has
peen in months. Carriage trade all

^^rewell

—

week).

week

notable.

—

Naked Truth' (Radio) and

rHalf

Mltzi Green around $24,000, good
and pace-setter of loop with after-

noons

$8,400.

86-50)—

Palace (Arthur) (3.040;
Com'Strange Interlude' (M-G).
bination of holiday weekend plus an
exclusive showing at pop prices will

probably land around a fair $6,300
Last week 'Handle
for this one.

with

Care'

and

(Fox),

Killer* at $4,900

took

(RKO)

A

36-

New
Spain* (UA).
Tear's eve preview at 76c. should
help boost w^k's gross to a nice
$7,000. On a three-day run prior to
Xmas shift in opening, 'Scarlet
Dawn* (FN), and 'Orphan Annie*
(RKO) were light at $1,100. Last
week 'Silver Dollar* (WB), and "Uptown New TorkT (WW) okay $6,000.
Colleaa (Arthur) (1,666; 25-40)—
•Afraid to Talk* (U), and 'Red
60)—'Kid from

LC'S 4 DOWNTOWN 1ST
RUNS TOTAL OK $49,000
Kansas

City,

Dec.

31.

—

lONGDOM' lOG

Newspaper and

'Silver Dollar.'

Most important news on the
radio tie-ups used to put over the
opening, which had 'Rockabye' in the street is the price slash by Loew's
picture spot. The b.o. answered with Midland effective Jan, 6 to 25c for
record opening day and holding the all seats at all times.
pace all week. 'Animal Kingdom'
Estimates for This Week
this week is keeping up the b. o.
Liberty (Dublnsky) (860; 15-25)—
pace.
'Night Club Lady' (Col). Title at'Flesh'
connected at the Fox- tractive to the shoppers and with
Broadway for best biz in that house Menjou's name to help the draw,
for soni'e weeks, and 'No Man of Her business steady and good for $3,000.
Own' currently is oke, too.
Last week 'Age of Consent' (RKO)
Holiday season boosted grosses at drew the curious of both sexes for
all houses.
Mldnite mats helped in $3,500, oke.
spote to give extra boost to several
Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 25-40)
pictures.
—'Animal Kingdom' (RKO). Pic'Farewell to Arms' getting big ture given strong publicity and
local attention for a second week at with the reduced prices should
the U. A. First week went over big check near $13,000, fair. Last week
for nearly double the average biz at •Half Naked Truth' (RKO) nights,
that house.
and 'Little Orphan Annie' (RKO)
In general this is best b. o. for for the mats, fair at $12,000.
some time in the burg.
Midland (Loew) (4.000; 25-36-50)
Estimates for This Week
'Strange Interlude' (MG). Great
Broadway (Fox-Parker) (2,000; publicity on account of previous
26-65) 'No Man of Her Own* (Par) showings of the play, and considerand
unit.
Going fairly for able interest in the screen version.
extra holiday biz, should get $10,000. Opened nicely and will hit a strong
Last week 'Flesh' (MG) clicked for $17,000. Last week 'Fast Life' (MG)
credited as being the best entergood results at $12,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,000; 26-65) tainment on the street did not hold
'Animal Kingdom' (Radio). Regis- to expectations and slipped to
$12,000.
tering well and following up opening
25-35Newman (Publix)

—

F&M

week

of

results,

—

(1.680;
new house policy for good 60) 'Farewell
(Par).
around $10,000. Last week Opened Thursday,todayArms'
in advance of
the regular house schedule, and will
give the house a great start on its
New Tear's business. Should show
$16,000 on the eight days, good. Last

•Rockabye' (Radio) opened big, but
finished mildly at $8,000.
United Artists (Fox-Parker) (1,•00;
25-55)
'Farewell to Arms'
(Par).
Holding up splendidly for

good $6,000. First week answered
to big explanation and got $8,000.
Oriental (Hamrlck) ('Trouble in
Paradise' (Par). Answering to major exploitation and clickine*for big

week 'Madame

Butterfly' (Par) for
six days, $10,000.

'STORE'S'

NEW

LEADS

Hollywood, Dec. 31.
Going into production in January
instead of February at Fox. 'De$2,500.
partment
Store'
will have Norman
Liberty (Fox-Parker) (2,000; 1526) 'Evenings for Sale' (Par). Going Foster and Joan Bennett }n the
for nice holiday season biz and leads instead of James Dunn and
should get $3,000. Last week 'Fast Sally Eilers as originally planned.
Ufe' (MG) did okay at $2,700.
David Butler will direct.
$5,000.

phan

Last four days

Annie'

(RKO)

'Little Orfairly.

did

B.O.

INMINNTOLK
Minneapolis, Dec.

31.

Alibi.*

HOUDAY SPORTS ALL

policy.

BEAUCOUP

With the usual adverse preShould reach okay Chrlstmas influence and the stretch
of sub-zero weather left behind,
$3,000 despite competish. Last week
'Fast Life* smd 'Deception* not so things are looking up again. Boxofflce results since Christmas day
bad at $2,600.
indicate there are still plenty of

Haired

Four of the newest and biggest
pictures of the season are the New
Tear's offerings by the first runs,
customers are going for
and
week which is okey-doke at scale. them the
Extra New
in a big way.
Currently should do as well.
X'ear's eve shows together with the
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 36- two-day holiday following gave the
66-75) 'Cynara' (UA) (2nd week).— theatres a real break and a good
Good notices and deemed perfect start fdr 1933.
for flaps although across the street
At Loew's Midland 'Strange Inffom "Farewell to Arms' makes it a terlude' is in for a heavy play. Picdifficult choice for the ladles. Sec- ture was supposed to come Into the
ond week around $14,000 not far be- Shubert as a roadshow, but the
hind opening pace of $16,000.
booking was changed and it is now
showing at the regular Midland
prices, 50c top.
'Farewell to Arms' cut 'Madame
Butterfiy* a day to open Thursday
for ah eight-day showing.
The Mainstreet's bill is 'Animal
PORT.;
Kingdom,' with the Ed Wynn's revived 'Follow the Leader* (Par) and
a stage show for the specla,l holiPortland, Ore., Dec. 31.
day-midnight performances only.
Blg hnltday biz.
The big Fox suburban first run,
Orpheum flred exploitation broadside for Christmas opening of house 'Uptown,' Is holding up nicely with
under new

We

'

'Trailing

on the chin

it

Xmas trade.
Roger Sherman (WB) (2,200;

36-66)
(Radio). Re*Penguln
Murder*
sumed straight picture policy and
got $13,000 with 'Mummy' (U) last
(2,766;

at $6,300.
Lafayette (Ind) (8,400; 26) 'Her
Mad Night' (MaJ) and 'Night Club
Lady* (Col.) 2d half. With extra
New Tear's eve performance may
go $7,000. Last week 'Thirteenth
Guest (Ches) and 'Those
Love'
(WW), split week, so-so, over $6,000.
ofiC

despite aid of

selling out heavily.

State- Lake

(Par), in ditto

Butterfly'

^

Palace (RKO) (2,633; 40-66-88)
PAnlmal Kingdom'
(Radio)
and
vaude. ^Look for $23,000. Last week

Man/

$62,000; 'Son-Dai^hter,' 65G;

'Cynara MebbeSOG; Both Roxys

'No Man of Her Own' (Par) and
stage show. Better at $18,000. Last
New Haven, Dec. 31.
Broadway dried away its tears
Probably the greatest array of week 'Rockabye' (RKO), $16,000,
with arrival of Christmas week and
topnotchers ever to play this town
fair.
is looking to a first week for 1933
simultaneously, and it's a grand
Great Lakes (Publix) 8,400; 25-40) that will keep 'em away. With the
scramble for trade.
'Afraid to Talk' should draw some 'Farewell to Arms' (Par). Heading long weekend break, starting with
local interest as play (it came from for a nice $10,000. Last week 'Tou
Saturday New Tear's eve and the
'Merry-Qo-ttound') was written and Said a Mouthful' (FN) $6,000.
holiday
officially
celebrated
on
first produced at Tale University
(Publix)
Century

'Three on a Match' (WB). Oke at
To start with Friday and theatre.
l^een.
'Kid from Spain' Into Roger Sher- $8,600.
Last week
'Prosperity'
Saturday before Christmas were
(MG) (second run), not so prosperlight and that meant that it was man on Indef. run.
Estimates for This Week
ous, $6,300.
pnly on Sunday and Monday that
the trade started to really look like
Paramount (Publlx) (2,348; 40-60)
Hipp (Publix) (2,400; 26) 'Me and
6anta Claus for the payboxes. Mati'Farewell to Arms' (Par), and unit. My Gal' (WB).
Mildly paced for
nees were solid but nights were not Paced for oke $9,000. Last week $7,000. Last week "Fast Life' (MG)

—

1^0

shekels left for entertainment and
they can be tempted out if the
weather is favorable and attractions
worthy.

Tide has turned suddenly and
with a vengeance. A steady stream
of customers beating a path to the
box offices.
For example, the State and Orpheum have such box-office naturals
as 'Farewell to Arms' and 'Animal
Kingdom,*
respectively.
Helen
Hayes, Leslie Howard and Ann
Harding mean plenty as draw
names here, and the pictures are
arousing -the raves of critics and
customers alike.

Monday

(2),

there's

hunches hard.
While the Par

last

break In weather as for all others,
better $40,000. tremendous.
'Cyn' for the Riv will be between
$46,000 and $60,000. also huge.
Of the two-a-day roadshow pictures, 'Farewell to Arms', maintains
Its near-capacity gait of around
$15,000, while 'Sign of the Cross'
came out of the pre-Xmas ether

may

something to and the Rialto

In the way of box office
heaven.
Just as during the past week sotaio
healthy grosses were run up, so
does it appear some fine figures are
going on boxofflce statements for
New Tear's week.
Radio City has opened its two
theatres, with the RKO Roxy (filmunit house) expected to hit a big
$70,000 on its first seven days with
'Animal Kingdom.'
Advertising is generally heavier
along the street, partly attributable
to the R. C. amusement Goliath.
Paramount is notably doing that
with Clark Gable on screen In 'No
Man of Her Own* and Peggy JoyceLou Holtz on stage for a likely
House hit
$62,000, possibly more.
$60,000 Xmas week with the 'Vanities* show and is riding its stage

hope for

manna from

week

class.

'Cross'

Is

the

In

moving

is

$16,000
into the

Jan. 11, with 'Farewell'
going on general release into the
N. T. Paramount Jan. 13. Al Jolson
stage same date. Crlt should be a
Criterion

better site for the 'Cross' picture.
It came close to doubling
Its gross at Rlalto as compared with
previous week.
'Kid From Spain*, aided by. natural Xmas week upturn, last week
did $12,600, but goes out of Palace
Friday (6), when house returns to
vaudfllms for RKO. "Rasputin* at

Xmas week

Astor on $2 try for first week
around $20,000, good.
Another
loadshow
attraction
comes In during the week with
opening Thursday (6) of 'Cavalcade' at the Gaiety.
It's the first
Fox two-a-day picture in a long
time.
Hollywood, which reopened for

Saturday (24) with 'Lawyer
com- WB
Man* (Powell) hit $10,000 on Its first
week, mild, and ought to equal that
figrure on Its holdover.

led the

street, leaving the Capitol in

OK

paratively tough luck, the Loew de
luxer gets even over New Tear's
with 'Son Daughter*, screening, and
Phil Baker, Frank and Milt Britton,
Rex Weber, (reorge Givot and Boswell Sisters on rostrum. House
hopes for $65,000, possibly up to
That's big do-re-ml.
$70,000.
Cap is also doing some extra advertising this week and so is the old
Roxy, but latter's ads are far from
stealing pages. During the past
week the old Roxy has been no
ticeably disturbed by the opening of
the B. C. house bearing its name
after the
initials and has been
Inserting teaser ads as well as naming itself the 'famous original Roxy*,

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 83-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)
'Rasputin and the Empress' (M-O)
(2d week). Qpened okay and with

Xnias week to

help, hit

around

$20,-

000 first iseven days.
Capitol (6,400; 36-72-83-$1.10-$1.66)
'Son Daughter' (M-Q) a.nd stage

show.
$65,000

Should top the street with

and

mebbe

Stage show aiding a

$70,000,

lot.

big:

Last week

'Fast Life* (M-G) and rostrum personalities of Belle BaJcer, Paul Ash
Orchestra and Bill Robinson, dis-

RKO

appointing at $40,000.

etc.

Criterion

26-40-S3-$1.10The 7th avenue de luxer with "No $1.65) 'Farewell to Arms* (Par) (4th
More Orchids' (Col), and a stage week). Doing fine business, last
show, as usu&l, without b.o. names, week Just under $16,000, but set for
may hit a decent $45,000.
national release is going out Jan.
Cluistmas ushered in a couple 11, with 'Cross' moving in.
(876;

strong attractions In 'Silver Dollar*
Hollywood (1.400; 35-66-83-94at the Strand and 'Cynara' at the
'Lawyer Man* (WB) - (2d
$1.10)
Rivoli, neck and neck in a blaze of
black. 'Dollar' this week with the week). On first week ending Saturday
grabbed $10,000. okay,
'Madame Butterfly* and 'Air Mail.' normal New Tear's increase over and on (31)
second should equal if not
at the Century and Lyric, respec- Xmu, plus possibility of better
better th&t figure.
tively, are also receiving nice at85-72-83) .Half
Mayfair (2,200
tention.
Naked Truth' (Radio). Indications
Estimates for This Week
are $14,000, mild. Chaplin revival,'
IN
State (Publix) (2,200; 66) •Fare'The Cure,' added. Last week' Utwell to Arms* (Par). Picture excittle Orphan Annie* (Radio) on mats
ing plenty of word-of -mouth on top
and 'Penguin Fool Murder* (Radio)
B. 0.
evenings, under $8,000, disappoints
of critics' raves. Used pre-vlew of
lighter picture, 'No Man of Her
ing.
Own,' for New Tear*s eve midnight
Palace (1,700; 80-40-66-83) 'Kid
Seattle, Dec. 31.
show, with scale tilted to 83c. Looks
'Farewell to Arms* was given per- from Spain' (UA) (6th week). Golike big $16,000.
Last week 'Tess' sonal endorsement of Frank New- ing out Tuesday. (8). Last w^k^
(Fox) $7,^00, okay, considering that man, in special newspaper adver- with first of dual holidays aiding,
initial half of week was meagre.
tisement, as one of the big things $12,600. Pal reverses to RKO vaudOrpheum (RKO) (2,890; 65) 'Ani- of the year, which is helping its biz. fllm policy Jan. 7.
mal Kingdom* (RKO) and vaude. Grosses otherwise generally up.
Paramount (3,664; 40-72-94-$l.l0)
Real box office, with Leslie Howard
Coliseum Is coming to the front 'No Man ot Her Own' (Par) and
and Ann Harding magnets locally with low prices and good second stage show. Clark Gable on screen
and drama itself holding strong ap- runs. In fact, the pick of the field, and Peggy Hopkins Joyce and Lou
peal.
RKO National Revue, with bringing about transformation. For Holtz on stage sending-this one into
Minneapolis girl In company, first
the money again; $62,000 or possibly
first time In blue moon lines here
rate attraction for New Tear's week
and the balcony seats are dusted off. better, very good. Last week 'Maand probably helps draw. Special
Price slashes all around marked dame Butterfly' (Par) and 'Vanities*
showing of snappier picture, 'Age of closing of
on stage, $60,000, big.
the year. Top first run
Rialto (2,000; 40-65-72-92-$1.10)
Consent,' at midnight New Tear's
admlsh Is now 40c. Temporarily at
eve show, scaled at $1 plus tax for least also no stage shows or bands. 'Sign of Cross' (Par) (5th week).
entire house and all seats reserved
Lower rates may put public back Started to build in a big way the
About $15,000 indicated, big. Last Into show-going habit again; no de- minute the shopping period ended,
week, 'Orphan Annie* (RKO), mat- nying some of the old familiar faces last week kissing $16,000.
Prior
inees,
and
'Half-Naked
Truth' missing at the 65c. theatres are week, $9,900.
Rivoli (2,200; 40-56-72-94-$1.10)—
(RKO), nights, $11,000, good, espe- showing up again.
cially In view of takings first three
'Cynara*
(UA)
(2d
week).
Two -feature policy at Fifth Ave. week's high take of $46,000 bestFirst
days.
this
In experimental stage, with
Century (Publix) (1,600; 40) 'Ma- still
bookings decidedly run house has had in a long time.
some
possibly betdame Butterfly' (Par). Sylvia Sid- weak. ofFortheinstance,
horse ocera With New Tear's and
ney has some box-office drag and
ter weather break, second week's
does not belong at this spot, and
picture itself la drawing attention.
chances are for close to $50,000.
double bills go better for two-bit
Looks like pretty good $6,000. Last clientele.
RKO Roxy (3,625; 35-66-72-83-94week 'Handle With Care' (Fox)
$1.10-$1.65) 'Animal Kingdom' (RaEstimates for This Week
dio) and stage show (1st week).
$2,500. mild.
Uptown (Publix) (1,300; 40) 'If I
Paramount (FWC) (3,106; 25-40) Second link In the dual Radio City
Had a Million' (Par). About $3,000
'Farewell to Arms' (Par). Special theatre development ought to garindicated, good.
Last week 'Too ballyhoo, with dlv. mgr. endorse- ner big $70,000 on Its first seven
Busy to Work* (Fox) $2,600.
ment, looks excellent at $9,000. Last days.
House opened Thursday
Lyric (Publix) ~ (1.300; 86) 'Air week. 'Flesh' (MG), went for fair night (29), with all seats reserved
Mail' (U). Good spot for picture of clip at $6,600.
at $1.50.
this type and should breeze through
Fifth Ave. (FWC) (2,300; 26-40)—
Roxy (6.200; 35-55-83-$1.65) "No
to very good $4,000.
Last week •Fast Life' (MG), and 'Me and My More Orchids' (Col) and stage show.
'Undercover Man'
(Par)
With the new RKO Roxy a block
$3,200, Gal' (Fox). Headed for good $6,500.
light.
Last week. 'Wild Horse Mesa* (Par), away and a lot of stage name draf^
Grand (Publix) (1,100; 35) 'Rack- and 'Handle with Care' (Fox), good around town, old Roxy Is not in tj/e
ety Rax' (Fox), loop first run, and considering. $5,200.
best possible spot, but looks to do
'He Learned About Women' (Par),
Liberty (Jeneen-von H#berg) (2.- $45,000, good. Last week house hit
loop second run, split.
Strilclng 000; 10-15-25)— 'Self Defense* (Shef). $37,700 with 'Handle With Care'
fronts at this theatre talk of loop Expectation Is for good $6,000. Last (Fox) okay In view of everything
and attracting plenty of pedestrian week. 'Texas Bad Man' (U) went and a profit with overhead cut to
attention.
Maybe $2,500, pretty for big $6,500.
$29,000.
good. Last week 'Hat Check Girl'
Music Box (Hamrlck) (960; 26Strand (2,900; 36-55-83-94-$1.10)
(Fox) and 'The Crash' (FN), loop 35)— 'Trouble In Paradise* (Par). 'Sliver Dollar' (WB) (2d week). An
first runs and split
First Chatter- Held for second week and good for outstanding
money picture on
ton picture to play so minor a house $3,500. Last week. 'Paradise' drew B'way, with current week's possifirst run; $2,700, good.
nice $4,500.
Last week,
billlies $40,000 or over.
Aster (Publix) (900; 25) 'Jewel
Coliseum (FWC) (1,800; 16-25)— first, it got $48,400.
Robbery' (FN) loop firs t ru n, and •SmiUn' Thru' (MG). 'Washington
Winter Garden (1.418; 35-55-83'Successful Calamity'
(WB) and Merry-Go-Round' (Col) was can- 94) 'Laughter in Hell' (U). Ex'Speed Demon,' split. About $1,100 celled from double bill, managept^ pected to lure around $10,000, not
indicated, fair. Last week 'Love Is regarding the one plo as good efiodgjfit good but also not bad in view of the
a Racket' (FN), loop first run; '13 value at these prices, and the oork'^ opposition big street offers Just now.
Women* (RKO). loop second run, ing $5,000 substantiates this. Last Last week, second of 'Afraid to
and 'Wild Horse Mesa' (Par), loop week, 'Red Dust* (MG) and 'Bill of Talk' and 'Notre Dame vs. So. Calif'
first run, split; $1,300 pretty good.
Divorcement' (Rad) great at $4,900. football picture $7,200, poor.
;
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$20,0(10;

Man' 19G: 'Calgary; at

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 26-70)—
•Silver Dollar' (WB). Off to an interesting start and looks like easy
Last

(WB)

week 'Match King'

Juat so-80 with $7,000.

Los Angeles

(Wm. Fox)

CR•SSES

8G

15-25c.

BR00ia.YN DIZZY WITH

FANCY

BIZ;

PAR, $55,000

(Col)

and

first

Albee
'Half

(3,600;

New

15-20)—
(500;
Galax (Wllby)
'Pride of Legion' (Mono) first half
and 'Malay Nights' (Mono) second
half.
Both good for total of $1,000.
Last week 'File .113' and 'Hell's
Headquarters' around $850..

25-36-60-76-85)—

Very good
week way low with

(RKO)

and

at $36,000.

Last

Phs

%

ST. L.

DUSTING

OFF UNUSED

Fc^bound

1933

1

Pitt

Man'

Maybe 20G'$

.

of locally produced

Naked Truth'

different feature
15-26)—'Girl from Calgary' (Mono). for matinee for kidis, 'Little Orphan
At the 16-26 scale will get around Annie' (RKO) not Working out so
Last week well. It seems the kids wanted to see
$8,000, which is big.
''Should a Woman Tell' (MaJ) very Eddie Cantor. Night feature, 'Pengood with $7,400, which Is a profit guin Mystery' (RKO) didn't help get
any adults, either.. A disappointing
tor initial first week.
Pantages (Pox) (2,700; 26-40)— $13,900. The idea was o. k. on i>aper
'Handle with Care' (Pox). Got a- but just didn't work out.
Metropolitan (3,500; 26-36-60-65)
great kid play from thia start and
'Son Daughter' (M-G) and vaude.
with 40c top will bring in aroiiiid
Last week 'Divorce in the With no heavy draws but weekend
1^,600.
family* (MG) on first run here, business will lift week well above
fair at $7,200.
$26,000. Xmas week with 'Fast Ufe'
Parf mount (Publix) (3,695 r 36- (M-G) down to $21,000.
$1.10)—'No Man of feer Own' (Par)
Strand (2,200; 25-36-60)—'SUver
aijd stage show. With- scale reduced Dollar' (WB). Looks like an excel.tb 76c top for logos and night gen- lent $20,000. Last week 'Match King'
for
looks
scale 60c house
(WB) at $17,200, very nice.
"eral
around $19,000, which is little short
Last week
margin.
black
of
•Madame Butterfly* (Par) just so-so,
Cheery, with
bringing in around $13,000, disap-

Is Getting Its

Share at B.O.S
Pittsburgh, Dec.

31.

Rain and fog, the bugaboo of fly>
has become the bugaboo of the
picture business around here. Last
few nights have produced densest
ing,

fogs In history of city, with driving
extremely dangerous and several
fatal accidents resulting for some of
those brave enough to venture out.'

Papers have been full of this atmospheric mystery, with result that
night trade has dropped dizzily,
with embryo customers refusing to
step out of the house. It's a tough
break for the theatres, flgurlng as

they wei'e on" booming holiday takand It has cut in severely all
along the line.
'Strange Interlude' at Penn, Just
$2,800.
a month after fortnight roadshow
Circle (Skouras - Publix) (2,600; engagement at Aldlne, should pick
25-35-50)— 'Silver Dollar' (FN). Has up some trade, although nothing too
been reaping reams of publicity and mu-^h out of the ordinary. Couple
should go over with a bang, maybe of midnight shows expected to help,
around $8,000. That is something at with $16,000 in prospect. Stanley
this spot.
Last week 'Farewell to has 'Bitter Tea of General Yen,' a
Arms' (Par), closed with neat $7,- pre-release for this one, with picture scheduled for regular distribu000.
Indiana (Skouras-Publix) (3,300; tion next week. Increased advertis25-35-55-66)— 'No Man of Her Own' ing budget, together with favorable
(Par) and F&M 'Sally' on the stage. notices, should get it by safely with
With the .prosperous ending of fair enough $11,500.
Davis has 'They Just Had to Get
'Irene' on the stage last week at
around $19,000, the result of 'Sally' Married' and 'Hell's Highway,' likeshould be greater because of in- ly to flirt favorably with $4,000.
creased exploitation and advertis- Fulton has a weak sister In 'The
ings,

Maybe $20,000. 'Irene' had Thrill of Youth,' and will have
'Under Cover Man' (Par) on screen. trouble getting $3,750, while 'Lawyer Man' doesn't look any too forte
Loew's Palace (2,800; 25-36-60)
'Strange Interlude' (M-G). Maybe at-Warner and will be lucky to wind
hit around $9,000 for new top at up with $6,000.
this spot.
Life'
'Fast
(M-G) last
Estimates for This Week
week hit the ripple and went to *Davis (WB) (1,700; 15-25-40)—
St. Louis, Dec. 31.
'Interlude' has been ex- 'They Just Had
The depression is over. At least $4,600.
to Get Married' (U),
temporarily, for the cinemas this ploited to the sky but whether Its and 'Hell's Highway' (RKO). Dual
week, with prospects for grosses popular appeal will extend the b. o. bill looks like a bargain hunter's
even better tiian last ,week. Low cash further than $9,000 is doubt- holiday and ought to get $4,000 for
attractions ful.
and
added
prices
an okay showing. Last week 'Little
Lyric (vaudcfilm) (2,600; 25-36- Orphan Annie' (RKO), and 'Men of
brought big crowds to all of them
New Year's eve, and good bills at 50) 'Robber's Roost' (Fox) and America' (RKO) around $3,750. with
most houses will hold things for the Singer's Midgets topping the stage former picture falling to get the
bill.
Good kid pull as well as adult kids, as expected.
rest of the week.
Fox, with return of Clara Bow, is and should net around $10,000. Last
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 16-26>
away out in. front, although Loew's week 'Handle With Care' (Fox) 40)— 'Thrill of Youth' (Invincible).
Midnite Mats,
and
vaude,
dropped to $7,000.
State with 'Strange Interlude' is not
Weak indie programmer is going to
far behind. Bow pic filling up parts
Columbus, Dec. 31.
have plenty of difficulty doing $3,«
One heavy week is to follow an- of theatre not occupied in months.
750, not so forte. That's not countofHer in this man's town, with They stood In line in rain on opening New Year's eve midnight show,
plenty heavy breaks coming the ing day to buy tickets, and long
when 'Uptown New York' (W-W)
way of all theatres due to the holi- before first showing was over ushcomes in for the one performance.
day eve's extra shows starting off ers were announcing standing wait
Last week 'Me and My Gal' (Fox)
18G'S
for all seats.
the current session.
wound up strong to excellent $5,860.
Midnight
Estimates for This Week
Penn (Loew-UA) (3,300; 26-35performances
doing
Newark, Dec. 31.
60)— 'Strange
especially well this year as the city
Interlude'
(M-G).
Ambassador (WB) (3,000; 35-50RKO has settled with the unions Quick return for this one, picture
officials decided to enforce the no- 66) 'Lawyer Man' (WB) and vaude.
and
Proctor's
has
opened
with
having roadshowed at the Aldlne
dancing Sunday law and closed all Good at $10,000. Last week 'Uptown
vaude.
This
puts vaude in the three only a month ago. Didn't get much
spots in town when the whistles let New York* (W-W) $8,000.
go.
Several dance spots pulled a
Fox (Pox) (6,000; 26-36-60) 'Call regular houses besides the Shubert. at $1.50, so there should be some
last minute hot one, however, and Her Savage' (Pox) and F-M unit. Warner has decided to keep pictures trade around
for It at popular
took the rap with a small fine, Clara Bow doing the trick here for alone In the Branford. The Termi- prices; $16,000 in sight, with two
thereby giving the customers some- good $18,000.
midnite shows helping out, and a
Last week 'Handle nal has gone double features.
The Shubert, which is still doing possibility of going even beyond
thing for their $10 per couple.
with Care' (Fox) $15,000.
Last week the lid went off plenty,
Loew's State (3,000; 26-36-60) nicely, has given notice, but this that. Last week 'Cynara' (UA) all
with the Palace showing the way 'Strange Interlude' (M-G). Looks probably more for protection. Proc- right at $19,000.
Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-35-50)-i.
to all and sundry particularly be- like big week, probably up to $14,- tor's, Loew's and the Newark will
cause of its stage unit.
'Animal ODO. Last week 'Fast Life' (M-G) doubtless lead this week, with ap- 'Bitter Tea of General Yen' (Col).
proximately $18,000 each. All are Pre-release for this one, with house
Kingdom' is on the way to continue $11,000.
giving
extra
shows
Saturday
and
going
overboard on advertising and
doing right by the same theatre
Missouri (RKO) (3,500; 26-35-60)
this week, with 'Silver Dollar' and 'Animal Kingdom' (RKO).
Good Sunday. What vaude means to the netting a neat opening. One of Co'Strange Interlude' at top prices also $11,000 In view. Last week 'Fare- Newark is shown by their leading lumbia's best efforts, should manage
the
town
last
week
with
$16,500.
Last
doing better than good.
to hold Its own at $11,600.
well to Arms' (Par) and 'Breach of
week, picture of USC-Notre Dame
Promise' $10,000, oke.
Estimates for This Week
Estimalios for This Week
ing.

:

'

31.

W

Gable Fix;

Year's eve frolic of some sort. Rltz
using radio talent while Alabama
Indianapolis, Dec. 81.
added an Independent unit espeHoliday biz In some spots good,
cially for the midnight show.
others not so. But as always the
Holiday business pretty good.
good shows are reaping the works.
EstimatsB for This Week
Alabama (Wllby-Klncey) (2,800; Gable's pictures, 'No Man of Her
26-40)—'No Man of Her Own* (Par). Own' and 'Sally,' stage unit at InGable Is. good for around $6,600. diana, and 'Strange Interlude' at the
Last week 'Farewell to Arms' (Par)
Palace, are fighting It out for honmoderate at $6,000.
25-40)— ors, with 'Silver Dollar' (Robinson)
(RKO)
(1,600;
Ritz
Ann at the Circle in second position.
'Animal Kingdom' (RICO).
Harding should help, too, for a
The Lyric with 'Robber's Roost'
better than usual week, $3,600. Last
week 'Half Nalced Truth' (Radio) and Singer's Midgets on the stage,
and 'Sporting Age' (Radio) around is due for good New Year biz, be$3,000.
Strand (Wllby) (800; 25)—'Mask cause of the kids. Indiana staged
These a 76c show New Year's eve, while
of
Fu Manchu' (MG).
mystery stories usually get a pretty other houses had regular priced
good rake, $1,600. Last week 'Pack runs through the midnight hour.
up Your Troubles' (MG) went over
Estimates For This Week
nicely for $1,900.
Apollo (Fourth Ave.) (1,100; 26Empire (BTAC) (1,100; 25-40)— 35.60)^'Half Naked Truth' (RKO).
'Sherlock Holmes' (Fox). Another Will reap around
good. Last
mystery good for about $2,000. week 'Conquerors'$3,000,
(RKO), fell by
Last week 'Crooked Circle' (WW)
the wayside and ended up around
not so hot, $1,800.

stage shows.

vaude.
(2,800;

Birmingham, Dec;
Every show In town had a

Tuesday, January

Mfis. BoDbh vUSt

Generally

Brooklyn, Dec. 31.
New Year's trade brisk with Paryear.
amount out to break attendance recState with 'Son Dau'ghter' will run
around $21,000 and Paramount will ords again, following big Xmas
All houses benefited this
be on its heels with 'No Man of week.
Warners' week and grosses, in view of $1.50
Her Own' at $19,000.
Downtown and Hollywood, playing New Year's eve prices, will be fa•Silver Dollar,' day-and-date, should vorable.
Albee only house to run reserved
garner $9,000 and $11,000, respecOpening of 'Cynara' at seat shows for New Year's eve.
tively.
United Artists not at all torrid,
Estimates for This Week
and by no means in keeping with
Paramount (4.200; 26-36-50-76-85)
the usual take for a Ronald Colman
'No Man of Her Own' (Par) and
picture; may hit around $11,000.
Vanities' on stage. Packing 'em in
'Handle with Care' at Pantages to a great $65,000. Xmas week a
got a great kid play during the wow with house breaking all atearly part of the week and will tendance records with Cantor-Jessel
reach an easy $8,600. 'Animal King- show and 'Madame Butterfly' (Par)
dom,' a helpful attraction for RKO, at $54,000.
missed its New Year's eve performFox (4,000; 26-36-60-66)—'Handle
ance ajid opened for the first time with Care' (Fox) and unit. Conon Sunday, and got a more robust sidering New Year's eve help will
"gate than the house has drawn in get a good $13,000, very unusual
some time.
for this house. Ziast week nrutal at
Estimates for This Week
$10,000 with 'Man Against Woman'

$9,000.

E

HoMay'a Extra ImpsiiM • B««in

—

.

II

B'HAM BOOMS

A. Houses

Los Aneeles, Dec. 31.
With those midnight New Year's
eve performances and the half -week
holiday, the first-run houses will
come close to holding their heads
above water, although business will
not be anywhere near what was anticipated for the ace week of the

<

P

VARIETY

10

SEATS

—

Columbus

pointing.

25-65)—'Animal
RKO (2,960;
Kingdom' (RKO). Pace will be fairly temperate to around $8,000. Last
week 'Little Orphan Annie' (RKO)
and 'The Half Naked Truth' (RKO),

'

former shown at matinees andi latnew Idea, showed nothing unusual; axoiind $7,600 with

ter at night,

New

Year's eve thrown In,
State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 26-65)
—'Son Daughter' (MG) and stage
show. With exceptional stage and
extra performances thrown in for
the holidays will reach around $21,
poo. Very good. Last week 'Strange
Ihterlude' (MG) did much better
'than expected in getting $16,200.
United Artists (Fox) (2,100; 25

65)—'Cynara' (UA). Oft to a fair
start and may hit around $11,000,
which is below the draw usual with
.Colman releases. Last week 'Divorce
In the Family' (MG) and the Wll
llamson under-sea film brought the
house the poorest trade in its career, only garnering $2,900.

HoUday

NEWARK'S ALL THREE

COMBOS TO HIT

Branford (WB)
15-65)
(2,966;
Palace (RKO) (3,074; 36-66) 'An
'Lawyer Man' (WB). On six days
imal Kingdom' (RKO) and stage
should hit $12,000. Last week, eight
show. With show getting six bits
A.
Agencies
Split
days,
'Silver
Dollar'
(FN)
close
to
for
midnite special with vaude
$11,000.
should get $12,000 for the week
Capitol (WB) (1,200; 15-25-35-50)
Last week 'Rio Rita' on stage and
Hollywood, Dec. 31.
'Prosperity'
(MG)
and 'False Faces'
uptown New York (WW) garnered
Two agencies dissolved with the (WW). Should ring
the bell with
neat $11,500.
new year.
$7,000 or better.
Last week 'Red
Ohio (Loew-UA) (2,500; 25-40)
Wurtzel and Ullman broke up, Dust' (MG) and 'You Said a Mouth'Strange
Interlude'
(fitG)i
After
San Francisco, Dec. 31.
with Harry Wurtzel continuing the ful' (FN) swell at $6,900.
Those New Year's eve shows roadshow run here, olf nicely at pop
Little (Cinema) (299; 25-40-60)—
Looks like good $10,000. agency, and S. George 'Ullman probpadded many a gross this week prices.
'Virgins of Bali' (Prln) and 'Blame
and looks like several good takes Last week 'Fast Life' (MG) built ably going Into production. In dis- the Woman' (Prln). Holding
for
solution "of the Mayer-Lancaster
.around the town as 'Farewell to up to $8,600.
second week, with maybe $1,700.
Broad
(Loew-UA)
26-40)
outfit,
(3,000;
Jerry
Paramount
'Animal
G.
Mayer
Arms' at
and
continues on Last week
fair enough at $1,600.
.Kingdom' at Golden Gate flash 'Madam Butterfly' (Par). None too his own. John Lancaster, ill for
Loew's
State
16-75)
(2,780;
'Fast
forte
with
$7,000 in sight. Last week some time, may take an extended
across the screens.
Life' (MG) and vaude.
With extra
Meanwhile Eddie Cantor's 'Kid 'Call Her Savage' (Fox) heavy for vacation.
shows won't be much under $18,000.
from Spain' at United Artists ron- house at $10,400.
Last week 'Flesh' (MG) and first
Grand <Neth) (1,100; 26-40) 'Siltlnues at a swell holdover after acweek
vaude
of
okay
at
$15,500.
mumulating big money on its first ver Dollar' (WB). Away to real
Browning's
Mosque (WB) (3,281; 15^25-30-35Finale
week. And 'Maedchen in Uniform' sendoff and should hit nice $5,500
40) 'Rockabye' (RKO) and .'Match
at the Geary is doing okay, too. In at least. Last week 'Central Park'
Hollywood, Dec. 31.
King" (WB). Ought to reach 6,500.
(WB) fell off to mild $4,000.
Its deuce stanza.
Metro finally decided that Tod Last week on four days 'Conquerors'
Hartman (Great Lakes) (1,400; Browning, instead of Russell Mack,
Rest of theatres with Warfleld
and 'Trouble in Paradise'
showing 'Devil Is Driving' and oth- 50-$1.65) 'Sign of the Cross' (Par). ought to direct 'Rivets', from the (Radio)
(Par) and radio show $3,100.
Held over for second week at story
ers going $15,000, strong also.
by Jack McDermott.
Newark (Adams-Par) (2,248; 15top, should do but little less
$1.66
Week
Estimates for Last
Yarn is in for another rewrite, 99) 'Madame Butterfly' (Par) and
than
last'jveek
when
fair
enough
Golden Gate IKO) (2.844; 30-40with Carey Wilson making the vaude. Should be flne with close to
65)— 'Animal Kingdom' (Radio) and $11,600 go't into the b. o.
$18,000.
Last week 'If I Had a
latest treatment.
Studio is unde
Half
Strong at $15,000.
vaude.
elded on whether to cast Clarke Million' (Par) and vaude good with
Naked Truth' (RKO) a fair $12,000
$14J00.
fore and after first week's swell Gable or John Gilbert for the lead.
Proctor's (RKO) (2,300; 15-25-35IS-St \v6g1c
If Gilbert is chosen for the part 55-65-75)
'Half Naked Truth' (RKO)
Geary "(legit) (1,650; 85-$1.10)— $19,500 this $16,000 still okay.
Warfield (Fox) (2,700; 35-55-65)— it will be his last Metro picture, his and vaude. First week of vaude in
•Maedchen in Uniform' (Krimsky).
natural vaude house should reach
Biz has been right smart with $8,- 'Devil Driving' (Fox) and stage contract then being up, same sit
takshow.
after
Looks
good
for
week
Last
uation
this
$16,000.
also
being
or
on
true
of
beat
Browning,
expected
$18,000.
Last week mats
600
week was nearly $14,000 on 'Handle the director.
strong but nights n. s. g., with 'Liting $8,000 Christmas week.
tle Orphan Annie" (RKO) and 'PenParamount (Fox) (2,700; 30-40- with Care' (Fox).
Warners (Fox) (35-56)—'Silver
guin Murder* (RKO) not quite
65)— 'Farewell to Arms' (Par).

FRISCO FRISKY

—

Two

L

WITH GOOD BIZ

game, due to Interest In Pitt's Rose
Bowl clash with USC helped 'Match
King' (WB) along to $12,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)—
'Lawyer Man'. (WB). A weak entry,
but Powell and Blondell may help
out. Will be lucky to get near $6,000. Last week 'Silver Dollar' (FN)
at $10,500 best here in a long time.

—

—

—

MG

—

Hayes and Cooper an okay combo
and $19,000 is strong. Last week
•Silver Dollar' (WB) got by okay
with $11,000.
United Artists (1,400; 26-35-50)—
•Kid from Spain' <UA) (2nd week).
Cantor pulling better than hereto-

Dollar'

(WB). Moved over from the

Par, maybe $6,000.
House due to
close Feb. 1, reverting to landlord
will operate it inde-

TAGKSOH GETS 'CBUISE'
Hollywood, Dec.

31.

HUB'S

B. 0.

GOOD

OL'

UKE
DAYS

Boston, Dec. 31.
Boston's rialto rang in the new
year by putting on the bravest
marquees have borne In

front the

many a moon.

Every major house

has box offlce written jlll over its
programs.
The last week of '32
saw an upturn in quite decided
fashion,
houses
emphasized
in
where the attractions were standard or better.
Sentiment is generally optimistic on the basis of
queues forming in some places.
Met, with "Farewell to Arms,' is
packing 'em, and great credit must
be given Henry Taylor for his preliminary work. Taylor as manager
that buUt up Sevitzky and his orchestra Into an outstanding place
in theatredom, a classic orchestra
$9,000.
Terminal (Skouras) (1,900; 15-60) now becomes a popular magnet.
'Me and My Gal' (Fox) and 'Daring Taylor turned the orchestra's current effort into a prolog for the
Daughters' (Tower).

Fox has put 'Pleasure Cruise,'
Double feapendently. Last week 'He Learned originally written by Guy Bolton, in tures ought to be good for $5,600. Hayes film, so that its flnttlc n^^crges
About Women' (Par) drew poor for a rewrite by Horace Jackson.
Last week Bow strong Jn 'Call Her into the actual picture Itself, the
Frank Tuttle will meg.
$4,000.
Savage' (Fox) for $6,000.
(Continued on page 81>
<
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Capital in High; ^Frisco

C^^R

OSSE

By Tom Waller

Washington, Dec. 31.
Fox continuing to get breaks dur-

Brotliers

.

.

-

,

.

'

.

_

Ne

U

A

to strike.

110,000.

Cut was supposed to become efParamount (2,200; 15-50)— 'Farewell to Arms- (Par). Special per- fective along with a general salary
formances, etc., will probably put slash in all departments. Change of
money at |8,500. Last heart followed the recommendation
w6ek 'Madame Butterrty' (Par) $5,- by Pat Casey, picture company100, okay.
union contact that the pay of this
RKO Victory (1,600; 10-25-30)— craft be undisturbed.
'Secrets of French Police' (Radio)
and 'Klondike' (Mono). Bill getting
the business in neighborhood of
Danny Dare On Numbers
Last week '^peed
$3,000, swell.
Hollywood, Dec. 31.
Pemon' (Col) and 'Conquerors'
Danny Dare will stage dance
CRadio) clicked at $2,000 for four
numbers for 'The Magic Rug*
«iy run.
(Metro).

Will

Continue Operatin^r Larg«

Western Theatre Chain

.

wm

2 YRS. FOR

BOMBER

Los Angeles, Dec.

HAPPY NEW YEAR WEEK
IN MONTI; 'ARMS' 14G

chance to put Palace back to the
Last week 'Tess'
$14,000 mark.
(Fox) with Farrell-Gaynor draw,

Montreal, Dec. 31.
brightened up here
last week and outlook is for good
week currently with New Tear's
ftvo shows, despite some police interference,
appreciably
helping
grosses. Beat shows In months being featured.

grossed $12,000, a fine pick-up.
Capitol (FP) (2,700; 60)— 'Conquerors' (Radio), and 'Most Dangerous Game' (Radio). A better than
lately brace that should gross $10 ,000.
Last week 'Mouthful' (WB),
and 'They Call It Sin* (WB) did
nice gross at $10,600.
Loew's (FP) (3,200; 75)— 'Secrets

.

.

.

'

,

'

.

;

.

sion

San blego

Estimates for This Week
Hia Majesty's (Ind) (l.COO; 50-85)
of the Road' (Ind).
Sex
hygiene Dicture that has been well
ballyhooed .and will gross on a fourla-day Krind well up to $10,000. Last
week '(iroen Pack' (leKlt) on lowered prices picked up a nice $9,000.
Palace (FP) (2,700; 60)— 'Fare-

—'End

well

to

Arms'

(Par).

Has

territory.

Cmsy

street,

near 6th.

overhauling. Reported Strand may
reopen soon with grind pictures. at
15c operation by a small party of
stagehands.

Swanson's at Rivoli?
Gloria

Swanson's

British-made

Understanding,'
'Perfect
Into the Rlvoll, New Tork,
to follow 'Cynara'. Print Is expected in New Tork about Jan. 3,
at which time it will be more definitely decided.
Rlvoll date comes as a likelihood
because of Hie necessary retakes on
the Jolson picture, with no other
film ready at this time.
picture,

may go

(CT) (1,900; 35-60)—
Spain' (UA), and 'Speed
Bringing the Prln(Col).
bark to the big time at $11,000.
'Frightened Lady' and 'Criminal at
Princess

Kid from
ce.i.s

Largo," both British, Kro.^sed $7,000.
(Franco-Film)
Imperial
(1,900;
50)
'linlevez-Moi* and 'Cain.' May

—

hit $2,500.

,

Theatre is owned by several men
who were associated with the late
Rud Hynlcka and can well stand

Demon'

Last week 'L'Express
$2,200.
de Shanglmi' and 'Le Chlen Jaune'

realigned when
division manager,

Cincinnati, Dec. 3^1.
has terminated its lease on
1,300-seat house in
Strand,

Walnut

$14,500.

get

be

RKO
tho

.

for $11,000. Capitol brace better than average.
Nabos sliowing better returns last
Week, shniild also Improve.

to

Lets Go Strand,

(Radio), and
'Farewell to Arms' at the Palace, of French Police'
yaude. Another mystery picture but
•Kid from Spain' at Princess and
hygiene picture, 'End of the Road,' vaude is good and should gross $13.With huge ballyhoo for police, 500. Last week 'Me and My Gal'
Clergy and doctors, at His Maj- (Fox) though badly slashed and
vaudo with special matinees grossed
esty's, are sure to jack up grosses.

Chance of Palace reaching old figures around $14,000 and Princess

also

Frank Newman,

gets here Tuesday (3) from Seattl^.
Arizona division will continue as
heretofore with Tom Sorlero in
charge, and B. "V. Sturdevant will
'continue as .city manager in the

pL

good

31.

Skouras Bros, will continue to
CarroH Pleaded Guilty in Tacoma operate Fox- West Coast for at
least
another year. Savings of
$4;500,000 have been effected by theTacoma, Dec. 81.
Two to five years was handed to brothers in the 11 months they have
Greorge James Carroll, alias George bieon operating the house for Fox,
O'Belrne, for the disastrous bomb- and Sidney Kent has renewed the
ing of the Community theatre, local agreement in view of that showing.
To further tighten up the operanab house, S^pt. 7, when the entire
front of the nabe was Mown out tions, effective Jan. 1, the Southern
California district, comprising seven
with a loss of $1,600.
Carroll was arrested In Spokane divisions, will be repartltloned Into
shortly after the bombing and when three divisions with district auperarraigned pleaded not guilty. He vistors eliminated. City managers
decided to withdraw this plea, plead will be reinstated In a number .of
guilty and throw himself on thd towns,' including' Pasadenei, Glenmercy of the court. It weus found dale and Long Beach.
Albert Hansen, division ntaiiager
he was on parole for auto theft at
the time of the bombing.
for Sotithern California, becomes
Charges against Joe Chacky, ar- Los Angeles city manager. George
rested as an accomplice in the the- Bowser, Los Angeles division maiiatre bombing, and held in Jail, was ager, takes charge .of .a division
released for lack of evidence after covering Long Beach, Santa MonCarroll had made his speech.
ica and Santa Barbara. Dick Dickson switches from the- Santa. Barbara and North :Beach houses to- the
San Bernardino valley and suriUoroH Indie Bombed
rounding territory, Milton Arthur
continues in charge pf Santa Ana,
Akron, O., Dec. Si.
Fullerton and Anhelm.
Norman
First theatre bombing in a year Sproul and Walter Kohfeldt, other
did $260 damage to the Southern two dlstrclt managers, have not
theatre Dec. 26. Ticket booth was been spotted.
shattered and front wall of theatre
Reeves Espy, In addition to operscarred.
ating the de luxe houses on the
U. M. Gill, owner, says he knows coast, win supervise first run hookno reason why the house should be Ings tor the circuit and continue as
bombed. There has been trouble assistant to Charles Skoiira^
over union projectionists.
Sid Grauman -will relinquish suNo one hurt aa the theatre had pervision of Loew's State, Fantagea
closed for the night .
and United Artists to devote his
This
entire time to the Chinese.
opens Jan. 13 with 'Cavalcade.*
Other Sahifts
the courtroom, but which would
Hal Neides was dropped as dissatisfy him that home rule was Ifeetter tlian dictation from Washing- trict manager for Pasisidena, Glendale, and surrounding territory to
ton.
How to arrive at such a platform become cLty, manager for Glendale.
was another matter. Legally the Fred Rappaport, manager of Westround table had to be abolished. wood Village theatre, promoted to
That, more than anything else. waa city managership at Pasadena, and
why the 6-6-5 was tabled, then re- Marty Schwartz, managing the
vised and adopted after the new Belmont, becomes city manager at
record showed all movies had been Long Beach.
Checkup of local houses now bemade among Individuals and not
ing made with the possibility that
among groups.
_.
Another thorn was in many Indies numerous other changes and
as well as the distributors. Thia switches will be effected.
Rocky Mountain division under
was the organization. Allied ExhibRlcketson, reduced from four
itors.
It was credited through Us Rick
Stedge
leaders with burning a couple of to three districts with Will
resuming direction of the Montana
(Continued on page 66)
territory. Arch Bowles' San Francisco division reduced from four to
two districts with Northwest divi-

this one In the

Everything

m

variety

Skouras Reiiew on Fox-W€

Jenny' $20,000; F<»c 25G

There's a reason why the 5-5-5
platform, considerably augmented,
got through after two year* of tossing holiday season. B.o. last week, ing. There's a reason why, some
Providence, Dec. 81.
soared to beautiful $27,000 with time or 'another, everyone conContinued mild weather and fairly 'Cynara' and best all-around stage nected with the business viaiti the
sood film fare augers another good bill of season. House broke prece- Hays Office. And there's a reasop
Holiday trade bolstering dent and ran only midnight show in
Woe\i.
why the independeht exhibitor is
grosses, and chances are every town Christmas day, which helped,
buck on the throne he occupied
stand win come out okay when final but only drew $800.
slightly over a decade ego as the
New Tear's
Inventory is taken.
Pialace slid to record low last week
giving
stands
all
at
showa
most important factor in the exhimidnight
Pic was
Butterfly.'
with
'Madame
hold.
toe
good
a
bition end of the picture bushieas.
the box ofnce
too arty for mob, and dramatic
"
The Indie exhib looks to be enterBiz came back pretty strong last high spots drew laughs.
week after a siege of exceptionally
Rlalto opened Christmas day after ing 1933 for the biggest year; that
low grosses for weeks. Some of the two -week layoff with The Mummy'; is If he watches his step. This
tiouses on the main stem were un- and led all straight pix houses to time it would seem, more than at
»ble to shake, off the dearth despite tune of $9,000. Karloff has strangle-, any other, he is being compelled to
all efforts, at ballyhoolng bills above hold on kids here, and house's
watch his step for the next three
the usual standard.
straight 26c. for the youngsters years
by the terms of the very platFor the first time since stcg^t of brought 'em in droves.
which the leaders of his mathe season there will be. no legit
Keith's coming out on top for hol- form
attraction In opposition to the flbn iday weeks through Juggling four jority have accepted.
picture
the
Nevertheless
Just
two years ago major distribhouses.
shows vtrlthln two and a half weeks.
fltands will have plenty to worry Plan of spotting openings between utors were telling their salesmen
about with the two combo houses, those 6f other hoXises made money that the indie didn't count for more
there
wher*
Albee,
V^y's and the
for Hardle Meakin. Got nice break' than 16% of the industry's revenue.
aeems -to be no let up regardless of starting 'Animal Kingdom' New At this time the same distrlbs are
the conditlonfj.
Tear's eve at late show as only new correcting this to 65%, and before
Grosses soem to be pretty well pie in town.
the w;lnter Is over it Is predicted
^stPlbuted this week, although
Estimates for This Week
that It will, again be corrected upthere may- be one or two spots out
Earle (Warner) (2,424; 26-30-40- ward.
The Paramount will be
In front.
"Why or how did the indie climb
one of the leaders with 'Farewell to 60-60-70) .'Frisco Jenny' (FN) and
vaude. Two days of holiday prices back? .^t -first thought, and partly
Arms."
^
^
.
Last
'Stiange Interlude' is baok at ought to see good $20,000.
true, deipressibn worked automatpopular prices, but gross is not ex- week 'Lawyer Man' and Tastyeast ically fpr^ them.
Major circuits
Jesters took licking with $16,000.
pected to startle, anybody..
Palace (Loew) (2,363; 25-50-70) found home office operation wasn't
Estimates for This Week
Should so good. And then they decided it
'Strange Interlude' (MG).
RKO Albee (2,300; lB-6«)— get
$19,000. Last week worst of sea- would be better to divorce it, until
and son with
(Radio)
•Animal Kingdom'
$5,500 for 'Madame Butter- now the big circuits, directly conBarry Deliiiar's revue. Good show fly' (Par).
trolled, total slightly over 1,000 theiahd plenty of takers. Midnight show
Foic (Loew) (3,434; 16-26-36-60) atres.
This number, according to
New Tear's Eve with tickets selling 'Fast
Life'
(MO) and vaude. StiU
at $1.10 should bring the week's riding on top -of holiday season, circuit authorities, will be nearer
takings well over $10,600. Last week
headed for nice $25,000. Last week 600 by spring. On this depends how
rHalf Naked Truth' (Col) was iswell
be
figured the Fox-Skouras
may
'Cynara' (UA) was only show to
at 110,600.
open well on Friday and Saturday houses.
Fay's (1,600; 16-65)— 'Handle With
The individual Initiative of the
Bill not before Christinas, and turned In
(bare' (Fox) and vaude.
$27,000.
individual indie was little more or
ias good as what this house has been
Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 16-25-36- less on general industry matters
having, but gross Is expected to
'Animal
Kingdom
(RKO). than in other years. Singly the.
Last 60)
toucli at least 96,600, okay.
Opened with midnight showing Sat- indie complained a little more than
week 'Robbers' Roost' (Fox) and urday
and will see nice $9,500. Last
^^age circus got the kiddie trade
week six days of 'Half Naked Truth' usual. He went into court more
and was nice at S7,000.
often, most of the time being haled
16-65)— (RKO) got acceptable $7,000.
(3,700;
Loew's State
Rialto
(U) (1,840; 26-35-60) 'The there by the distributor. Contract
Film
(M-G).
Interlude'
•Strange
was a disappointment at road-show Mummy' (U). Going into second suits, in fact, that hadn't gone much
and
week
should
get
over a dozen a year before the
$5,500.
Last
monthfi
of
couple
engagement herd
ago, and house Is none too optimis- week, with 7 shows a day, six days Thacher decree, ran into the hunUjnless there is made $9,000.
tic over this week.
dreds In 1932. And the distributor
Met
be
(Warnet-)
16-26-40)
(1,688;
a sudden switch this one will
had to pay out a lot more money to
Fair with effect other collections that didn't
lucky to see |a,000; okay but should •Sliver Dollar* (WB).
b« double. Last week 'Fast Life' probable $6,000 for' second week. reach Judgrment.
:(M-G) expected upbeat failed to Last week got $6,600.
Columbia (Loew) (1,232; 15-26-40)
Anti -Trust Agitation
materialize for this spot, and it just
managed to garner $7,000 through 'Heritage of Desert' (Par). Headed
It cost the distributor another pile
no fault of the picture. Starting for nice $3,800. Last week 'Rackety to keep track of indie tendencies
this Friday <6) .new prices go into Rax' (Fox) did well with $3,600.
toward
Federalism. Anti- Sherman
effect at this house; admission- cut
and Clayton acts were Invoked more
Into half in an attempt to put this
by the Indie during the past year
house back in the lead where It
for years.
Cat for
SouidiiieD than in any combined three or four
years before.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 15-56)—
Xia'wyer Man' (WB) and 'Uptown
The distributor knew that someHollywood, Dec. 3L.
New Tork' (W. W.). House doesn't
thing must be done. The scope of
expect to encounter any difficulty
Universal withdrew its threat to things must be changed.
platIn hurdling at least $9,000, oke. Last cut the salary of soundmen 15% in
week 'Silver Dollar' (FN) and face of a veiled threat by the union form must be adopted that would
not only keep the indie away from
'Match King' (FN) a knockout at

>

WYNNE GIBSON
Who

since joining Paramou.n'".! roster of stars has appeared In a
number of successes. Including' 'Tlie Strange Cose of Clara Deane,' 'Lady
and Gent,' 'If I Had a Million' and 'The Devil Is Driving.' Currently she
is featured In 'The Crime of the Century.'
Two weeks ago Par^imount gave Miss Gibson a Now Tear's contract
with permission to take tlnte out to do a play In New T-ork during tho

Cinema de Paris (Franco-Film)
(600; 50)— 'SI Tu Veux' and 'Gloria.'
Should run around $1,600. Last week
'Embra.sscz-Mor and 'Sergent X'
oomlng
good grossed $1,200.

sprinig.

UA

Morse On Orig
N. Brewster Morse left for Hollywood Thursday (29) to write an
original for Freuler Film Associates, which recently look his story,
'The Savage Girl.'

|
'

»
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Problems of the Film Industry

the British folks that they are too

By Sam Shain
Lookine back on the film Industi-y
for the past two years and trying
to see ahead, the view Is advanced
that when It comes down to cases,
the one way to gauge the financial
problems of the film Industry la to
scatter and analyze the Inherent
squawks of show minds as they are
currently heaird.
In the most essential phases, the
finapclal problems of the film Industry are not unlike the present
problems of other Industries. The
financial problems of the film industry are operating problems.
Roughly, the financial Investment
In the film business may be esti-

only

it

is in

two

through

Decentralizatioivf
Pooling.
Before decentralization, however,
the industry has got to find means
for spreading Interest costs and ex-

tending mortgages, besides reducing
property rentals.
In many spots
none of these objectives can be had.
alternative is receivership.
As the number of theatres decreased, company income from film
distribution decreased but film costs
still remain high, at least higher
than is feasible for a paying busi-

this drop will not come back in a
Investments will be reasonably seday, a month, or a year. Herein the
the film biz Is on
cure and safe, and
'
Industry must get together on a
basis.
realignment of admission scales
That's a simple thought.
The estimated weekly b. o. for an wherever feasible.
Studios' Unit System
estimated 14,000 theatres is around
That's all cash and for
16,000,000.
While decentralization may be
the year would amount to around mostly applied to theatres It can
$300,000,000. The film biz has got to pertain to the studio.
Others call
shave down operation so it can con- it the unit system when talking of
..tinue and make a pxx>flt within this studios.
'figure which is plenty big no matWhat and how to deflate is anter how lookiad aC
other thing.
This can be divided

a paying

',

.

Into

Divisiona

There

An

industry b.o. Is 30% under. The
investing public, until the film infilm biz has got to consider that
dustry can demonstrate that these

Two

for the French.
That embargo thing is all-important in the foreign end of films,
just as In other businesses.
Only
in other lines, companies in big
business can negotiate an exchange
of product, and know how to handle
It.
But, If films for instance were
exchanged for wool In London or
Australia, who in the film biz would
know how to handle the wool.

means:

to run above. $1,000,000,000.
half of this amount Is spread
through the major companies. It is
ness.
an assured fact that there will no
Today and for a long time past, It
further money outlay in the film biz
has been estimated that the general
.by the bankers or through them the

mated
About

Intelligent a people to go for such
an embargo, but nobody can speak

.seating exists, since much
the larger cities, where the expansion of the major chains was concentrated. Overcoming this can be

of

accomplished

two

classes.

BARRY BARRINGER
Writer "Death kiss" for K, B.
"Kid Gloves" for Universal

S.

ducer personally responsible In his
pocket for overstepping the cost
budget.
The question of salary adjustments 1b a problem of a tougher
shade. It Is simpler wUh executive
salaries than with talent.

It

may be

that the studios may have to agree
on a central booking office for principal players and featured persons

such as

is

being contemplated by

the velvety circuits at present.

Man -Power
However, at the studio or In vaude,
a central booking office Idea is valueless and w^l only heap added worries and Injuries to an already ailing b. o. system unless the proper
prise theatres, real estate properties man-power is picked for the job.
and exchange systems.
That man-power problem Is a
Fooling of exchange systems Is
general one with the film biz. Perequally applicable as pooling of thehaps it may be unevenly divided, so
atres. It's a part of the reorganizato speak, with one firm having most
tion.
of the better minds, but moro nearly
Decentralization of theatres is a
the cause of the unieven spread or
faot also, and the unit system is
coming into vogue, rapidly. But the the lack of man-power is due to the
operation of a unit system and its neglect of the company heads who
have not seen to It that nan-power
ramifications can vary.
Through aH this analysis, the one was develo]>ed In the biz.
Settling of all these angles, and
aim that's uppermost is that inference that the film biz, from the nuinerous othOTS will tend to Impel
mSjor company end, at least, has producers and operators to concengot to get back to making motion trate on making entettalnment universal rather than speclflc. The enpictures.
tertainment that sells at a profit Is
Holding Down Costa
the universal appealing kind and
It can't operate theatres as the

Flexible investments;
Analyzing tho whole situation In
Inflexibis invsstin«.tita>
detail would take volumes, but wise
Among the flexible investments
Insiders of show bli: can grasp a
are
studio costs, film prdductlon and
concise picture of the layout by
salaries.
dividing these problems Into two
The Inflexible investments comclasses:
'

Problems that have grown out of
the depression period;
Problems that are b«»ie with tho
firm industry.
-

In
iRemedy is reorganization.
Wall Street they call It deflation.
,

who may stand

In the way
of such deflation are apt to disappear from the show biz map. With
the bankers now actively having the
say-so, there Is none to gainsay this.
The film industry has certain stirOne
ring examples of thia fact.
very pointed Instance occurred only
a couple of .months ago.
Thoise

These fiTftncdai mentors are ready
to shy olf any and all operators
who have lost their perspectives.
To these the bankers speak bluntly
that they will be replaced by others chains have been operating.

from the fold of show biz,
perhaps younger men, but certainly
knowing men, it necessary.
It's an ultimatum and known.
Reorflanization Overdue
Showmen, practical, are unanl
mous in their outlook that had talk
ers not arrived in that momentous
fall period of 1927, such reorganlza
tion of the film biz would have come

right

It

was

There

either that the theatres

were

being operated for the studios with
which the houses were affiliated or
vice versa. £ach side always had
its alibis.

Deflating flexible Investments like
studio costs and film production is
comparatively simpler than reor
ganizlng theatre setups and ex
change systems. Picture production
costs can be held down through the
regardless.
Talkers delayed the
unit system by having the unit pro
shift, and talkers also changed the
trend and attitude of amusement
operation to such an extent that
operators of the film biz completely
lost their basic perspectives, that
brought them into the biz.
Never in tho history of show biz
was such prosperity known as In the
early days of the rush of talkers,
and showmen lost their business
sense. They began to ride with the
tide.

not the ritzy or limited appeal type.
Foreign
What the Industry can do about
Its foreign entanglements Is almost
anybody's gues& Foreign end Is
foreign
In the hands of politics
politics mostly.
The War debt
situations have served only to make
the various situations so much more
difficult for American business interests. Including films.
Ever since the Dec 16th debt
payments got under discussion be-

Expansion set in and mergers
More were planned until

followed.

the film biz grew unwieldy on the

major side.
That novelty of the talkers for
about two yeaa's afterward was so
attractive to the public that the box
ofllce was able to stand any kind of

dustry.
That electrical end must still be
Rather than paying a
adjusted.
royalty on costs and seating to the
electrics, the companies, to save
themselves as well as the electrics,

may have to co-gather on a system
whereby royalties will come out of
the profits rather
costs.

than the original

Another way is for the ^flm Industry as a whole to organize a patent board and, through purchase or
on a royalty system, negotiate for
Inside film control of the talker patent rights and uses. Lawyers and
bankers may work out that angle.
Overseatlng was caused In the expansion era, and mostly that over-

—

is

1933

3,

ally in EIngland.
appears to have

.There the qoot^
been a desire t»
permit the native producers the
porfunlty to develop their own pro*
ductlop eysteniB to a jM>lnt whertf
such British companies could meet
the competition of American stands
ards of production.
The question of keeping native
production by American companies
within feasible financial limits muai
be considered.

Buying from Natives
Companies can overcome the quota
by buying native -made

regulations

product from native companies. They

may

also establish

a good

will wltni

the foreign nationals by buying a
certain quantity of foreign-made
product for distribution over here.
the suggestion that the
This latter Involves if building such

Amerlctui companies might just pull
out of their foreign situations. They
could give up their foreign exchange systems and let go of their
foreign exhibition Interests to native operators, with the usual booking safeguard for American films.
Objections to such a plan are
easily found, yet by the American
film companies restricting the selling of their product mostly in New
Torii, they could not only circumvent the money embargo bugaboo
which nearly a dozen countries
have already set up, but at the
same time these American firms
could relieve themselves of an expensively created and operated distribution system abroad.
So far as American theatre operation abroad Is concerned. It may
or may not be wise to give up such
houses, everything dependent on
the particular situation Involved.
There can, be no doubt that such
sj^ts as owned by American companies should be permitted by them
to be operated by the foreign nationals.

good will is worth the price which
Americans would have to pay in
exhibition losses through such showing of foreign -made films in Amer^
lea.

There is always the additlonjd
chance that with the American
companies possibly stepping out ot

own

their

controlled

exhibition,

and perhaps even distribution, that
the quota laws now in force may;

be impelled to disappear, altogetherj
oyer there.
On the other hand and oomlne
back to the money embargo anglqu
such theatre and distribution dl«
vestment looks to be a natural
course.

Money Embargo Countries
Of the big income sources, to dat^
only England and France have no
.

money embargos. Should

either or
both be forced by local flag waving
antics of their dtlsenry to go for
such a thing, the money embargo
will be practically all-inclusive
Un
the film companies' biggest sources
of foreign revenue.

On the other hand In countries
A partial list of countries which
where a money embargo exists and have exchange embargos wholly at.
where the local theatre situation is partly in effect ta:ke8 in Germany^
such that profitable operation is Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia^

not possible, the '^^merlcan companies would do well to give up
the theatre properties.
striking
example of this is in Australia.
During the era of eilents when
the American companies controlled
around 90% of the world's film distribution the income from foreign
sources may have amovBited to over
40% and In cases up
60% of the
American companies' annual gross
Incomes.
Foreign Gross Now But 20%
Today the Income from foreign
sources is estimated to reach under

A

New Zealand, Chile, Atm
gentlna and Brazil.
Ciurlng the foreign end may sound
easy, but it's going to take the utmost of the best head* in the sho^
trade, not to mention the bankers,
to figure out how and when some
of
these things can be accomplished.
Australia,

H

P

PUBLICITY PUSHING
•tx Par Planters in Daily Parade
L. A.

20% and may even be as low as
16%. There Isn't a single Individual

Itf

Newspapers

Hollywood, Dec.

31.

Local newspaper offices will b«
here or abroad who has any exact knee deep In Paramount
studitf
idea or information as to the ac- publicity men through
a system oif
tual Income which American com- planting copy Instituted
by Tom
panies are receiving from their for- Bally, new head of the
department!
eign sotu*ces.
Under this scheme each of the sts
It Is universally admitted that unit men will
be responsible fo4
for comparative results to over- their own planting.
Heretofore, tb#
head costik, Universal and RKO are unit men wrote the blurbs of
theii!
the biggest money makers on for- various production
companies, wltS
Neither owns Its dis- copy taken to the
eign solL
papers by ontf

tribution system abroad but sells planter.
Its product to a native distributor
Six Paramount nien
either on flat basis or percentage.- competing for spaoe

Besldes which Universal'g foreign suit in
\>roduction in Germany is stated to studio.

be unusually profitable.
In a general sense and from a
point,

aU American

at a XXtai

to likely to

a dally parade from

re^
thtf

b.o.

ffims exhibited

^2

Murders' Sold

abroad are doing oltay and Arms
Oidortmaln,' story by Cecil Asterly^
Metro and Paramount are taking large amounts out of rentals in first Issued In England under tb«f
England and France. There is, of tttle of 'Tale of Two Murders,' hai
quality
angle
of prod- been bought by Metro.
course, the
uct to be flgured, and the fact that
in France and England the folks are
unusually picture minded.
Studio Phcemeiite
Foreigns Coming Through
There was a time when American films were nearly everything
Iirneet Haller, cameraman, *M«h
like

that Europeans saw in the way of
pictures. In England, in the silent
era, fully 76% of the picture exhibition was American product.
Currently, it fluctuates greatly and
there are weeks now when the percentage of American product over
there runs to less than 40%.
European theatre operators do

overhead.

Everything Up
Attendance became automatic.
Theatre audiences of film houses
were estimated at high as 100,000,000 weekly. Cost increased In production. Theatre chains grew while
the electrics heaped added overhead
millions on top of the already heavy
operating budgets of the film in-

Tuesday, Januaiy
tween the foreign nationals and the
American government, there has
lurked the danger of a possible eni
bargo on exchange by the British
government and France. It is the
general estimation held here about

ders at the Zoo,' Par.
Gilbert Warrenton, cameramaiv
'Good Company,' Par.

George Meeker, 'Sweepings,'
dlo.

Richard Carle, 'Dtamond Cut DlaM

mond,' Bachman.
Gretchen Wilson, "Great Jaspen*
Radio.
BHly Bletcher, 'Good Companyv*little and spend even less on advertising.
In Italy, a theatre man
liandolph
Gail PatrtoH,
Scott,
might just place posters or cards
'Murder in the Zoo,' Par.
outside his house on the day the
Una Merkel,
Grantsnew picture is shown. He might 'Clear All Wires,' Lawrence
Metro.
run a half Inoh or so In a local
Ben Ryan and Bert Hanlon^
sheet, extra. There ta no wide ad- script of 'Bad Girl,' Fox.
vertising campaign. That's only an
James Murray, Joan Marsh, Jaokl^
example that holds true to the big- Searl, Theodore Von Eltz, Eddlel
gest extent in other countries. In Lambert, Ann Brody, Lee Morau
Italy there are no American -owned Gertrude Astor, "High Gear,' Lelgn
picture houses. In France the ad- Jason directing. Story by Rex Tay^.
lor, Charles Saxon and Ed Moranj
vertising which the French houses
for Kenneth Godsmlth, state righrl
do might be extremely limited but
for the fact that American-owned
Bob Steele, IDorie Hill, Ai-thur
houses In this country step out with Rankin,
George Hayes, WHfred
campaigns or big space.
Lucas, Dick Dickinson, 'The Rang-^,
So far as the quota angle on pro- ers Ride Again,' J. P. McCarthm:
duction goes, the American com- directing, Trem Carr.
DIRECTOR
Margaret Lindsay, Ernie Adamsk
panies can do little but continue to
In •DESTINATION UNKNOWN' Garnett has engaged upovi one of the
"West of Singapore,' Trem Carr.
most daring themes In the history, of motion pictures. 19 Is the first take It smilingly. Companies must
Hardle Albright, 'Adopted FathOF,*
picture of Gamett's to follow 'One Way Passage,' Warrer Brothers' continue to make a certain amount Warners.
of native product abroad. In time
production.
Jack Kennedy, Whistling in the
Universal plans on giving the sea special, 'Destinatics .''InknowD,' an these quotas may be dropped. It is Dark,' Metro.
early release^
hoped that this may happen, especiLya Lys, 'Clear AU Wires.' MetrOb
'
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~
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141

By Wolf Kaufman
Americana Imported 141 pictures
from the world market during tixe
12 months ending Dec. 1, 1932.
Of that number there were only
three foreign pictures that showed
I'eal box office strength over here,
although about half of the Alms
made money In a small way. Two
of the winners were Germans and
one Russian, none of the British
nims coming Into any sort of prominence, although several were given

MAGNifS WiTH DiM'OflT
Newspaperman in Hollywood as Asst. to Eminent For-

Berlin

aifln

Max Magnus, Berlin Journalist
and correspondent in the German
for 'Variety,' will accompany the German director, B. A.
Dupont, to Hollywood when the
latter comes here the end of January to do H. G. Wells' "The InH chance.
German pictures were by far the visible Man' for Universal on the
lanwest coast. Wells' story title is beleaders from the standpoint of
guage pictures Imported, 67 of the ing changed.
It's Magnus' first trip to America.
141 films having been turned out in
Berlin studios, for practically a B0% He is accompanying Dupont as an
flcore. Despite use of the same lan- assistant director and also story
seen
assistant.
In addition Magnus has
were
pictures
British
guage
only 22 time9 during the year, several scripts which Dupont enwhich still brought them to second dorses because of the 90-10% ratio
rank. French films are third with on action and dialog, the talk being
Dupont may do
13, and Russians right next with on the short end.
one or two of those while in Holly12.
Practically every modem lan- wood for U.
Dupont was with U In Hollywood
guage was heard on American
screens during the year, the list of 61ght or 10 years ago and came
Imports noted, and recorded In- over last summer for the Olympics
cluding one Arabian and one Greek to shoot a German talker around
Other countries repre- the games for the Matador compicture.
It's titled
'The Marathon
sented In the list are Sweden, Italy, pany.
Austria, Mexlc6; Spain, Hungary, Runner.'
Magnus ^ill designate a "Variety'
Ireland and' Poland.
Only pictures that rose to b.o. correspondent In Berlin upon his
'Maedchen in departure.
Importance were:
;

up a 1100,000 groda In 11 weeks before stopped. Considering that the
film oiily cost the American dis'
trlbutor $16,000 (for the American
rights only) it more than paid for

New York on the first run
and with the rest of the
country and New Tork's nabe busl
ness yet to be heard from.

itself In

alone,

to

hNades

German

07

British

22

French
Russian

13
12

Italian

Hungarian
Irish

Mexican
Spanish
Arabian
Greek

MAJESTIC-PDC DEM.

Majestic Pictures has completed

London, Dec. 20.
The one outstanding fact of the
British film field of 1932 was the
complete stranglehold the homemade picture established on the local box office.
Biggest draw on the British

a deal with Producers Distributing
Corp. of England tor showing Its screen Is no longer a Hollywood
Alms In that country. Another deal star, but Jack Hulbert, local stage
closed was one between Freuler comedian.
Hulbert's fllm 'Jack's the Boy'
Films and B. I. P. for 23 pictures.
Films will bo released in Britain booked to $660,000 at par, an easy

1
1

record for the British market, only

through Pathe.

1

1

BRmSHTRADE
TO GET A CZAR

Monogram Pictures has gone Into other pictures that have passed the
a deadlock with Producers Distrib- $600,000 mark also being British.
Arthur Jarratt, booking chief of
uting Corp. over British handling of
Monogram films. J. B. Ritchie, Gaumont-Britlsh, whose circuit is

Monogram
suddenly
(28)

sailed
foreign
chief,
lor London Wednesday
a reparation of

attempt

difficulties.

P.D.C., through Reginald Smith,
its president, signed to handle all
Monogram product in Britain about

eight

London, Dec.

to

months ago.

all

American

picture.

The new audience

here, he said,

wanted the English viewpoint and
would only pay for the home-made
product.

Eighty per cent of the top line
Trouble started pictures playing the leading houses
P.D.C. was on Gaumont-Britlsh are London-

The British film Industry is form- in negotiation with Majestic. Mona Hays organization here. The ogram feels P.D.C. has all it can do
prime movers in the project are to properly handle one American
Gaumoht-Britlsh, British Interna- assignment at a time.
tional, certain Influential members
J.
R. Ritchie's sailing on the
of the Cinematograph Exhibitors 'Manhattan' Thursday (29) at the
Association and Federation of Brit- same time with Arthur Dent, head
ish Industries.
of B. I. P., led to the belief that a
The big talking argument for Its deal win be attempted there, with
ing

Operators of the Hlndenberg, for-

.

the largest In Europe, recently expressed nervousness at playing an

when Monogram learned

31.

slogan Is 'British fllm industry for B.I.P. taking over the Monogram
the British.'
B. L P.
fllms to add to Its lists.
Under the newly organized Sun- through Wardcur and Pathe, both
der opening of picture houses, a releasing outfits, could use more
mer President, theatre* German film portion of the takings are set aside product.
house on West 48tfa street. New for charitable purposes, and it is
who
Harold
Auten,
Captain
York, gave up Saturday (31).
proposed to allocate a certain perHouse reverts to the owners, who centage to a fund calculated to sup- agented the Freuler-B. L P. deal,
also sold B. I. P. a series of threewill attempt to book legit shows or port the new organization formed
Beverly
Hllla
£2xmade
reelers
by
indie films on their own.
on Amerlccui lines.
changes.
House had been a German picture
spot for about a year.

One Gennan Hoo^e

.

Weltner's Title

made

product.

On

Associated British, the seccircuit owned by British International, the percentage is prob-

ond

ably

40.

Even realizing both these circuits
are producer-owned and have a
natural booking bias for their own
product, the flgures are a revelation on true b. o.' feeling here.
At present the Quota Bill Is entirely unnecessary; all but American-owned cinemas are fulfllling
their quota twice over.
Loyalt/
The huge success of the British
fllm can only be ascribed to temperamental affinity to the home audience.
No one could suggest the
studio output, as a whole, anywhere
approaches Hollywood in originality

Mex

or quality.
Gaumont, now working at full
pressure In thelc new studios Just
opened, are turning out some plctiu-es which equal the. best American program standard, but which
promptly gross twice aa much as.
the British, market.
Analysis of the pictures ^he^-.
selves confirms this.; The moist
successful British pictures always
land before the advent of the con- attempt and achieve a serene optiquering Spaniards In 1619 and to mism. In which treatment, acting,
use that study as a plot for, the fllm. story and direction iare not second
Durant also proposes to seek out to a light romantic atmosphere.
Pictures of this type, like 'Jack's
the best of pre- Spanish Mexican
music and use such compositions the Boy,' are slmPly eaten by the
production, natives, who have much less liking
his
prospective
for
which will be a silent with sound for sophisticated smartness than is
generally realized.
and tunes.
Further, the recent tendency in
The director has left to do re- American
films to relegate straight
search work in various historical
comedy in favor of non-stop wisespots throughout the country.
cracking by featured players finds
little favor lu the English, who are
at heart lovers of essentially simple

George Weltner has been named Dirafit Proposes
'Conaf*w DancM* Fair
Fierures Caiuida
Tax Assistant
Secretary of the Para'Congress Dances' was bought for
Drop Means
Fihi of Aiicieiit Era
distribution by United Artists. Not
Profit mount International Company, making him one of the company's offia signal b.o. success, as compared
Ottawa, Dec. 31.
cers.
to high-grossing home product, the
During the fiscal year ending OcMexico City, Dec. 27.
Title Is the one held by J. H.
film nevertheless did fairly well In tober 31, 1932, the amusement tax
Allan Durant, farmer Ufa direcPcu-amount-Publix
a number of theatres. It has grossed collected by the Ontario govern Seldelman In
tor, is here for the announced purthus far a bit over $20Q,000, not ment totalled $1,020,306, as com- until his recent elevation to viceof
making
pose
a picture. His Idea
of
counting th* figures obtained by pared with $1,096,306, or a decrease president. Weltner is in charge
is to study the life and xustoms of
the German original print In Teuton of $76,000. This makes a decline In Par's New York foreign office durthe races which hold sway in this
ing Seidelman's absence.
bring the sum
which

70%

No

nabes,

the tax revenue for the year of

up about 30% when finally around 7%.
tabulated. uA's terms on the deal
While the government considers
were very favorable ones, meaning thla to be an excellent showing for
a profit tot thd company on the the past year, the exhibitors have
film's rentals' on this side.
taken the view that it represents a
exception
total

.

'Road to Life' got a,n
ally good start at the Cameo, New
York, regular Amkino show spot,
and was booked Into a number of
BKO nabe housed In New York. It
Is a film based on child upbringing
and welfare and was quickly en
dorsed by women's and social clubs,

°

getting

a

surprisingly large

num-

ber of showings throughout, mostly
organizations. It prob
ably broke Into more spots where
foreign films were never previously
any
other Import and
shown than
made profits almost everywhere.

by sponsored

Up* and Downs
Year for foreign films in the
United States was one of ups and
downs, more so than natural. Year
started with foreign films on the up
movement, due to two of the bigger
Buropean companies making proUfa
here.
gressive movements
started distribution and theatre
operation on its own and also Tobls.
JBoth flopped, with monetary losses
to both stdes and everybody rait to
eover.
Then, when things looked most
hopeless, along came 'Maedchen In
Uniform.'
Whether the picture
ftnda up making or losing money
IVb eCtocta will be felt for a long
tima. Immediately after it became
apparent the film was clicking In

New York everybody in New York
and points west with $2,000 or more
•—or lesa began trying to buy Ger
maa flImiL As two years ago when

—

'Zwel Herzen' clicked in New York,
looks like many persona are in line
to be burned in an attempt to dupUbate with leaser pictures.
Film agenta la New York who
have had foreign fllma on their
hands for months and glad to get
almost anything for them, found the
t>ast three months the best in sev
eral yeara.
They've sold almost
everything available. Meaning that
foreign film bis in tHe country la

due for a new flurry by misman
bged and mishandled persons, with
the usual headache and grief all
around.
Distrifas

Distributors of foreign filina have
practically found tliolr lines, but
Will now b9 l>othered for a while

ENGLISH-GERMAN TWIN

BIU£,PnTSIH]RGHIDEA

decrease of $760,000 in gross receipts at the theatre as the tax
Pittsburgh, Dec. 31.
equals 10% of the box oOtce figures.
Avenue Cinema, foreign film site
It Is also taken as an indication of
giva 7% drop in theatre revenue for here, is double-featuring now,other
ing one German talker and the
the 12 months or, in other words,
Management in this
in BngUsh.
the probable profits of individual
way hopes to keep Its foreign trade
theatres.
and at the same time get more English-speaking clientele.
U. S. Film Imports Into
Braun at Paris'
First of the trial lay-outs has
Canada in Short
M. F. Braun has been named head 'Laughing Gas.' a Tobis feature
with
Felix
Bressart
and
Anny
of the Parla office of Universal un
Ottawa, Dec. 31.
Ondra, and 'Bachelor's FoUy,' ah
der Max Laemmle.
According
to an official estimate,
Braun haa handled the Universal English-made fllm with Herbert approximately 10% of the aggregate
Marshall and Edna Best.
exchange In Brussels for the past
gross rentals from all feature fllms
foor years.
in Canada during the past year will
VOIGHT REINSTATED
be to British producers, as compared with less than 10% only four
by little fellows trying to walk in Returns to Columbia Studio Pu6< trend in fllm Imports. During the
licity
Charoe
on
Coast
years
ago.
Three major distributors of French
In this connection, figures of the
and German filma ai'e Protex, Cap
Hollywood, Dec. 31.
Canadian Department of Customs
Ital and Associated Cinemas. Pro
Harry Cobn has placed Hubert are offered as an Indication of the
tex; headed by Ijeo Brecher who as
an exhibitor, haa the Little Car Vol^ht, with whom he had a six trend of fllm imports. During the
negle Playhouse, New York, haa the months' personal contract dating last six months, film lmi>orta from
slnod
November, back as publicity the United States totalled 1,746,000
pick of all Ufa product plus some
This feet, as compared with 466,000 feet
Indle French and German atuff. director at Columbia studio.
Capital has the choice of Cinema of was done over the objections of from the United Kingdom.
For the corresponding period in
Germany. Associated Cinemas, hold other Columbia executives.
cniff Lewis was eased out of the 1929 Canada's film Imports were as
Ing a whip In the form of the three
Europa theatres In New York, local job when the picture planter follows: From the United States,
Lewis
going
to
over
the
reins.
took
from the United
feet;
7,910,000
Philadelphia
and Baltimore, Is
the Fox pub dep't here.
Kingdom, 357,000 feet.
careful In Its choice of product, pre
Volght, It la understood, will be
There has been a considerable
ferrlng a smaller but more selec
subject to orders of the home office reduction In the Imported footage
tlve Ust
Tobls Forenfllms, in skeletonized publicity - advertising department from the United States, but this is
form, la stUl functioning with headed by George Brown, who has explained, to a large degree, by the
returned east.
growing practice of Importing the
fairly good product, mostly Ger
Joseph Jefferson O'Nell, former negative In bend for the making of
man, and attempting to cash In on
what they had. But no new stuff 'Bxamlner* reporter and more re- positive prints In the Dominion.
on the list and none being bought, cently handling publicity for the The comparisons show, however, inNew Bra haa a largelsh list of Roosevelt presidential campaign, creased imports of negatives from
British companies as against negasecond rate and program foreign goea in aa assistant to Volght.
Discontinuance of the ad layout tive shipments from the States.
films.
Swedish product is handled
by the Scandinavian Talking Pic department on the coast, to conturea. Amkino gets all the Russians centrate all thla work In New York,
HIULH-LINaiTAL LECTUSE
and distributes most of it, though lets out Ron Ferguson and Seymour
Hollywood, Dec. 31.
willing to soil outright anything Thompson. Kay Mulvahy, handling
'Sudan,' animal drama being refashion stuff, returns to her former
other people want to distribute.
British films, by and large, are p.a. berth at the Hotel Huntington, made for the American market by
Edwin Carewe, will have the acdivided between Pot Powers han- Pasadena.
companying lecture dialogued for
dling BIP fllma and Arthur Lee
the German, Spanish, Italian and
Miss Baum'a Renewal
handling
Qaumont-Britlsh. £k>me
Hollywood,
tl.
French markets.
Dec.
independents are ta the hands of
John Boyce-Smlth bfjuKht the
Vicki Baum, author of 'Grand
First Division.
All
other language flUns are Hotel,' is remaining with Metro an- ninj from Major C. Covn 'iYofitt,
the producer, after it hail plnyeil
pretty muoh a matter of single other three months.
the British market.
films bandied
bopefsl ootstdsnk
New period begins tbia month.

—

U
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Be^ B. 0. irt Home;

Other Foreign Distribution Agreement Reached in N. Y.

2
2
2

Austrian

NoBe«
T.

Jack Hulbert, Englaiid s Fdm Fad

8
6
4

Polish

Swedish

capital

'

'Congress
(Prohllch)
Uniform*
Dances' (Ufa), and <Road to, Life*
(Amkino). 'Maedchen,' a surprise
hit In New Tork, was put into the
Criterion, Broadway, for a two-aday run on a tryout idea and rolled

FOREIGNS

Foreign films shown In the
United States during the 12
months ending Dec. 1 were
lined UP as follows. All but 12
were reviewed by Variety' and
by reviewers who understood
the languages the films were In:

Direetor

•TABarr'S" pabis
CaUe AdOnwi

Drop

.

films.

English proc'ucers have found a
formula, and are making heavy
money out of it Last year their
formula was the straight pHotography of stage shows, a method
which reduced the gamble of the
production to a minimum, and was
the Ideal way 6f bolstering their
then faltering production resources.
Now It Is different. The rage is for
the lightly optimistic In a welter
of stuff about nice people in nlco
surroundings, meeting other nice
people, singing a song or two and
cracking an occasional and utterly
modest gag.
Something like 200 films will be
made here in 1933. Gaumont and

Gainsborough between them will
supply about 60, British International around 30, British and Do>
minions something like 20, Twickenham the same number, and lesser
companies making up the remainder.

Of that 200 It Is safe to say 100
will gross more money than average American programs, 60 will get
around $400,000 in local bookings,
and about a dozen will put up
really big grosses.
At the present rate of progress,
the English market is meaning less
and less to the States, particularly
with the fall of the pound, and in
about five years' time It will hardly
justify a string of local exchanges.

Ponmier-Ufa Status
Berlin, Dec. 20.
Contriry to reports which appeared in various German and foreign papers, Ufa has renewed Ita
contract with Erich Pommer until
19^4, In his capacity as productioB
m.'itiaarcr.

Fox has an option for

19&4>

PICTVBES
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Year

be laggardQ.
advance In tbe

in Stocks

active

By Al Greason
As

the

new year

starts

It

be-

ence that has been working for a

comes evident that the amusement year back may be found in a comstocks face a situation radically dif- parison of amusement stock prices
ferent from that of a year ago and as of the third week in December,
confront marlcet problems new in 1932, and those of the same week
Just before
Christmas a year ago the theatre
stocks as Indeed the whole market
hit a depression bottom up to that
of the previous year.

their experience.

The volatile character of price
movements in 1931 has changed enIn 1931 the active Issues were
subject to rather violent movements,
getting into rallies early and being prompt to register general declines.
In other words speculative
tirely.

—

—

time.

A

survey of the figures for the
two dates discloses that the amusements have declined during the Intervening year considerably more
than has the industrial average.
Dec. 17 (bottom for that year) the
averages stood at 73.80. Fierure for
early last week stood at 67.60, a decline of about 22% for the 80 industrial stocks used In the compilation, in the number being Loew,
by the way.
Against this general drift, comparative prices for the leading
amusements are as follows:

and

Tiie8day> January 3, 1933

^^salnst • moderate

Going Places

gen^l Itot, the most

typical

Itona

ot

the

amusenieDt bUBiness have dropped
By Cecelia Ager
an average ot 48%; that Is to say,
their market appralaal baa been cut
In half. These, It Is to be rememceiling, anyone may bonder the In.
Hidtawey
Music Hall
bered, are going concerns. Others
At the Met, they look at the dia- tent of the ballet corps' yellow and
have fared much worse, such as the mond horseshoe at the RKO Mu- grey tights finished with silver helShubert obligations, which changed sic Hall the money has to look at mets, but anybody knows that the
haiids the other day. at 60 cents per them.
male dancers sliding down a brass
iilOO of fbce, and General Theatre
The architectural layout of the pole, are going to a flre.^
s, which are quoted Just above a
The Roxyettes have new dresses,
new Music Hall sequesters the sodollar.
great new fans for their old
and
cial shots on the first mezzanine^
Some ot the marking down may Huddles them together In one tier. standby, prlncesse garments of
real
depreciated
to
attributable
be
They've either got to look down at fawn colored georgette with satin
Paramount
estate, but not alL
epaulets,
In the orchestra godets and little wing
prime the common bunch
representing
Broadways,
or train their lorgnettes on one an- ostrich feather fans that shade
Broadway sites, are selling around other. Nobody can see them from through pale yellow to flame. Maria
87, and lioew theatre and realty obGambarelli
is
a
fragilely
graceful
below, and that's what's going to
ligations, backed by similar properfigure in white tulle traced with dlhurt.
ties, not long ago changed hands at
Accustomed to being themselves amants as she fiutt^rs on the love>
47.
theatres, a
at the Met, now the way liest set In both
show
the
Heavy Maturities Ahead
the Music Hall seats them they'll stylized drawing rcorV with column
But there is an added considerahave to get used to the Idea of the pedestals flanking a nuge crayon
tion In the case of the more drasReyshow being on the stage. If they picture smart in the VTames
^
tically reduced amusement company
going to the Music Hall. And nolds manner.
own obligations. That Is the fact keep
Then there is Danzi Goodell in
if the Music Hall ever goes grand

•
—

.

cliques and pools were sufficiently
Interested in them to carry on camSuch manipulations were
paigns.
possible that year because the leading stocks in the group still could
command outside followlngs.
By 1932, the pool game was
played out pretty generally. Public
that most of the main units of the
Dave Apollon's act, an easy, strutdabblers had been burned before and
opera, it will still be like that, too.
Industries go into 1938 facing heavy
ting miss pert in a pulnpkln colored
stood aside. In consequence downswells have been cheated, but
Two Instances will soThe
maturities.
(Continued on page 80)
town cliques turned In other direcWhen
have
the
herd.
cominon
the
serve to indicate something of
tions for stocks to play with and
things
dull at the Met they
grew
p. c. of situation here.
the amusements flattened out rather
could always look up at the boxes
$10,000,000 of notes
Paramount
has
1931
1932
decline
chart
the
bottom
oC
close to the
and at least feel they were in good
Incorporatioiis
payable, 14,676,000 purchase money
E^ast.
84
62
37
picture, too thoroughly deflated to
company. What's the difC who's
obligations coming due within the
Fox
8%
40.
1%
go down much further and without
or Friday night?
year and $6,010,000 mortgages of here Wed mat
California
Loew
28
19
26
the vitality to move up abreast of
classify
fish
There's
way
to
no
subsidiaries due within the twelvePar
7
2
7t
Sacramento, Dec. 31.
These condi.general recoveries.
Imperlnl Sound Prodaots, Ltd. Capltali
month, not to speak of Its funded from flesh at the Music Hall.
Radio
6
4
33
tions governed the entire group of
none subscribed.
t2C,000,
Gordon A.
rough
|20,up
to
adds
a
That
debt.
4
31
but
2%
stocks,
Soule,
Charles R, Hawthorne, P. B.
a score or so of theatre
organization
an
met
by
to
be
000,000
Alvord,
Oliver
M.
Hlckey, Charles S.
W. B
Roxy Ducks Symbolism
40
2%
1%
was less apparent; In Lioew's than
Soule.
Inference Is rather obvious that that Is operating under a deficit.
In the others, probably because
Roxy stage show, ginThe
Club Ballyhoo, Inc.
Capital, |2C,000,
Loew's was the only survivor among there has., been special pressure First six months represented a net gerly side stepping the symbolic $30 subscribed. Bddle Richmond, Jay J.
Lee Alper.
the dividend payers and was able to against this group with d,n aver- loss of more than $8,000,000, includ- ceremony attendant upon the pre- Richmond,
Certified copy of Panunoont rrodac>
show black Ink sufflcient to coax age decline over the year of 40%' ing heavy chargeoirs of a special miere of its big sister, gets swiftly tlons. Inc. Wilmington, Del.
Certified amended copy of (Famous
against a more general Industrial nature.
along speculative, hopes,
to business with song, dance, and Playen-Iiasky
Corporation, Jersey City,
It Is not likely that the banks will
The year 1932 tuas tteen occupied loss of 22%. Comparison with gensimple sayings.
The traditional N. J., changing name to faromount Tub'
by film company administrations In eral Index is gloomy enough, but demand payment of these amounts. battle between the ballet corps and Ilx Corporation,
Permits to sell stock Issued to:
trying to meet th^lr. problems by nearly half the stocks used In Instead, many of the obligations the Roxyettes here Is won by the
Coast Produotlons, Inc.
Motion pichalf way measures. -Sconomles In the typical group were actually will be renewed or extended, and Markert Girls using an old strategy, ture production.
To Issue all 100, no
every branch have been put In ef- quoted at the year end at prices the fact that the bankers ai^e willing their fan routine. It's an easy vic- par, shares.
Thea>
Tlco Amnsoment Corporation.
fect, production costs have beep higher than those of 1931, among to take this course holds out an ele- tory, for the ballet corps has gone
tre operating. To Issue all ^lOO, tlOO per,
cut In varying degrees and the them being Air Reduction, Allied ment of encouragement, suggesting, in for a tld-blt over the audience's shares.
Massachusetts
movement toward decentralization Chemical, Brooklyn Union, ConsoU as it does, that the prospect, as the heads even if the ballet corps does
Boston;
Merton
Amusement
Co.,
creditor banks see it. Is that the understand it. Anyone may guess
of theatre holdings has been prose-, dated Oas, Harvester, National Bis
Incorporacapital 300 shdres no par.
cuted with considerable vigor. The cult. Public Service of N. J., Jersey company will work Itself out of its what the vari-slzed colored disks tors, Frank O. Merrill, Jr., Marblehead;
Texas Gulf Sulphur, difllcultles. Much depends upon the suspended about the stage are Mary Hi. Slayton, Boston, and M. H. N.
trading, community has de^Uned Standard,
Newton.
Hartstone,
l^owever, to be attracted by these United States Tobacco and Wool
state of employment and the degree meant to be, any one who likes may
Flail. Blver OItIo Theatre.
President,
devices, as company after company worth.
of public spending. Meanwhile cur- worry over the significance of the Hector L. Bellsle; vice-president. Miss
W. Hart: secretary, Mrs. Myron Fi
Inclusion of U. S. Tobacco is In
reported mounting deflclta, refundrent quotations for the obligations spiral wires crazlly ascending to the Mary
Bullock; treasurer, Barle C. Brown.
ing of obligations 4ind manipula- teresting, tobaccos being the other tell their own story of market aption of credits that merely soothed group that used to be regarded as praisal of values.
the patient's pain, but made small 'depression proof.'
These figures
The Wainer Bros, position difCers but the futui'd is a subject of mar- and February, and a steady retreat
progress toward curing the malady. are' also to be noted as being well only In degree. With a deficit for
ket speculation, idea downtown be- culminating in a new depression
above the lows for the current year, the year ending Aug. 27 of $11,260,
Year- End Situation
But there the
ing that in the absence of a sharp low in June-July.
while
those
for 1931 were the rock 000, the company Is subject to ma
improvement In general business, similarity ceased and the year's
The year ends with the whole bottom
up
that
to
time.
fiscal year
present
turltles
in
Its
common stock equities will be sub- pattern was changed for the first
market price structure In the soBond Values Melt
amounting to more than $10,000,000, ject to different appraisals through time since the 1929 cr&sh.
called twilight zone' that nsorow
sub>
like comparison of bond prices made up of these Items:
reverse split ups or other means.
stantlal recovery got under way in
range between 60 In the Industrial
in the same relation Is even more
First mortgages, $4,600,000; stand
Situation in which the Industry July and August that was mainaverage as a celling and Just above
startling.
Bond
averages
for
this
demand
mortgages,
$661,160;
Ing
Inside these limits
flnds itself invites gossip about tained into early September.
66 as a floor.
year-end are slightly above those other mortgages $790,000, and sinkmergers, but nothing has come of
Whether it was Inspired by pothere has been a fixed trading, range,
for the same period of 1931, figures ing fund retirements and Installany of the repeated reports. A year litical strategy or was merely a reresistance at the top to further
in the Dow Jones table being 76.66 ment payments, $4,669,476.
Com ago the idea was that there would bound from an oversold, panlo
progress and support as the Index
last week compsired to 78.36 on Dec pany officials have expressed the
approaches the bottom.
be a number of 'marriages' between market, has not yet been deterRoughly, the extremes of the 1932 17, 1931, an average gain of about assurance that there will be no diffl
burdened units, but little has been mined. But the fact remains that
culty In renewing the first mort- accomplished along these line^.
range have been a bottom around 3^ for the 40 liens used in the com
the July bottom has held through
pilation.
The four active bonds in gages as they fall due.
40 In the Index and about 80 as the
Personnel changes have been the autumn for the first time in the
the
amusement group compare as
What this new year will bring many and drastic during the year depression.
peak of the Aug.-Sept. rally.
follows
forth by way of reorganizations in and have had their effect upon
drift to around 60 would represent
Deliberations of the lame duck
p. c. of the Industry only time will tell market sentiment, notably
the half way mark of retreat. There
the de- short session of Congress are now
IMl
Jl8.a2- ..decllne- Paramount- officials-, have -formally-parture of—SMney—Kent-and— Sanr on and probably" tKat~lB~)ri5?^nce"bir"
or Jth.ere&JK>.uta_the..dojvnward_movelioew
80
81
1.2
company
has
not
declared
that
the
ment would not suggest a change of
Katz from Paramount. Development the market. Traders are looking
Par-F-Ij .... 49
13% —71
now any Intention of changing the freshest in the market mind is the forward to March 4 for a co-opertrend. Much below the present level
Par-P
41
—60
14
set up of the parent company, but opening of the
would Infer another drastic decline,
Music Hall in ating Congress and national adW. B
31
18^ —42
whether this assurance also covers Radio City and the adjoining
perhaps to the extent of a double
ministration under the new PresiThese figures tell their own story the
recently Roxy.
four
subsidiaries
bottom not far from 40. The Street
Event in normal times dent to solve the problem of bringand
reflect
graphically
specificwhy
In
being
was
not
a
se
brought
Into
does not believe a return to the
probably would have been the sig- ing the national budget into ballectlve
market
such as Is predicted ally stated. Other companies whose nal for bullish whoopee, but it ance, dealing with a troubled inJuly bottom Is likely for several
market fortunes are hard pressed passed unnoticed, except for a de- ternational debt condition and defreasons, chief among them being for the coming year. It Is almost In
the Improvement In the bank posi- evltable that the amusements will have shed no light on the subject, gree of pressure on the two listed initely settling the vexed question of
tion and measures taken by the
stocks most concerned, Radio cor- prohibition.
Exchange Itself to discourage short
poration and
common, both
These matters are of great Imselling.
of which were pressed for sale and port to the country and business.
In any event, the market's big
established new lows on the re- The way they are handled will help
test probably will not come until
treat from the September rally or hinder business, reacting
in
after the expected forward movepeak.
Apparently the market did varying
degrees
upon
stocks.
ment that normally comes with the
not think very well of the venture Whether tonic good news will help
turn of the year, along in January
at this time and expressed itself the amusement Issues to a prompt
or February as traders try to an
accordingly.
recovery is In the future. On the
ticlpate a spring Improvement In
In retrospect. 1932 followed the face of the returns so far the ticker
business. The late winter uptiu-n is
identical pattern of 1930 and 1031 doesn't display any great enthua traditional market movement and
with a seasonal run up In January siasm for the prospect.
there is no reason to suppose that
STOCK
It will be absent In 1933, especially
-1082In a market so completely controlled
IMlJan. 6,
Change
and starting from a pretty thor
Hlgta.
Low.
Issue and rate.
1932. High
Date.
Low. Date. 'Last. Ch'ge. In p.c
8
1% American Seat .... 1%
8% Sept. 12
June 20
1% - % -39
%
oughly deflated base as the present
16
8% Consol. Film
4
c% Jan. 11
1
June 1
1% - 2% -62%
price structure, which has held its
Columbia P. vtc...
Aug.
27
4% May 0
0%
7% Consol. Film pfd,, 9% 16%
18%
11% Mar, 7
own fairly well in November and
2% June 14
6% - 8% -40
186%
77% Eastman K. (3)... 88% 87% Jan. 21 36% July 8 6t
-28% -36
December against tax selling and
88%
2>A Fox, Class A
1
2%
6% Aug. 27
July 8
1% - % -84
political difficulties.
82
OOM
Keith, ptd
12
86
Jan. 10
May 10 14
7
+ 2 +16
03%
23% Loew (8)
-24
2614
87% Sept. 9
May 31 10% — e
Whatever the seasonal movement
98
60
Do
pfd. (0%)
Sept. 8
66% 80
18% July 7 67% — 8
-12V4
t>rings forth. It becomes more and
2
Mad, Sq. Garden..
714
2%
4% Sept. 8
2% Jan. 8
2%
% -20
20%
16
Met-a-M pf. (1.80). 19
22% Jan. 14 14
more evident that 1933 Is going to
June 9 17% - 1% — 0
76
4% Orpheum pfd.
Sept 10
6% 16
3% May 8
5% - 1% -16
be a year of highly selective mar
46%
-70
84% Paramount
0% 11% Jan. 14
1% Dec. 2
1% — .6
such
or
Outside speculators,
kets.
2%
1% Pathe Exchange.
1% Aug. 20
% May 4
%
19%
2% Pathe, Class A.
s% Feb. 17
1%
1% June 1
1%
of them as have survived three
-16
eo%
11% Radio Corp....
1.1% Sept. 8
2% May 20
4% - 1
years of tough going and repeated
17%
2%
7% Sept. 0
% RKO. new
1% June 1
2%
9%
disappointments over that disap
% Shubert
% 1% Aug. 10
% June 2 Note
24
Universal pfd
67V4
87% 60
Feb. 12 23
Juno 3 11% -26% -69
pearing 'corner,' now have to be
-08
16%
0% Wnrncr Bros...
2%
4% Sept. 0
% June 2 1% - 6 % -00
shown. As never before the dabblers
87
Do pfd
20
Fob.
8%
10
June 2
1
4
4

n^
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RKO

RKO
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RKO

RKO

RKO
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EXCHANGE
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are studying fundamentals and un
der close scrutiny the amusement
stocks do not figure In the money
as they are hooked up. In short
there are too many other sections
In the list that promise something
on the constructive side for speculators and more so Investors to
be attracted to the one time high
stepping picture Issues.
Something of the adverse influ

—

—

BONDS
74
78

99%
80

97

88%

HAMILTON MacFADDEN
Director

FOX FILM CORP.

26

74%

2
86
70
36
40
33

Gen. The. Eq.
Keith O's, "40

'40

2%

Loew

30%
76%

Pathe

60

'41
O's,
'37
7'b,
Par-F-L O's, '-17...

Par-Pub B%'s,

'59,

RKO

40%
30%

7%
ca

Jan.
Feb.

90

Mar.

63

'2

82

0

Warner

1%

26

26%

40

B, 6's, '30,

Mnr. 10

104% Feb.

debs 6'b
Shubert O's

* Close as of

15
20
0

80% Feb. 10
00% April 10
15
Sept. 8
Jan. 14

Thursday, Dec. 20 (bid Is no trade),
list,
Last trade at

Note— Stricken from

1

24
04

40
18
10

60
1

9%

May
May
May

10
25

1%
80

31
R0%
50
July 11
July
6 14%
July 1
14
May 28 00
Nov. 10^
%
June 2 18%

- %
— 9%

-30
-25

+ 3% +

5

-82% -83
—28% -02»4
-20
—22

- %
—8

-56
-31
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HITS!

"A FAREWELL TO ARMS''
HELEN HAYES — GARY COOPER — ADOLPHE MENJOU
CECIL

B.

DcMltlLE'S

"THE SIGN OF THE CROSS"

in

"NO MAN OF HER OWN"

in

MAE WEST
"SHE DONE HIM WRONG"
KATE SMITH
"HELLO, EVERYBODY

in

//
I

MAURICE CHEVALIER
in

"BEDTIME STORY"

"THE BILLION DOLLAR SCANDAL"
with

ROBERT

ARMSTRONG—CONSTANCE CUMMINCS
H. G. WELLS'

" ISLAND

OF LOST SOULS"

"KING OF THE JUNGLE"

MARLENE
FREDRIC
in

DIETRICH

MARCH

"SONG OF SONGS"

.
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FILM REVIEWS

1933

VARIETY

this time in

titles,

more illuminating

Miniature Reviews

Talking Shorts

'Animal

Comedy

Alexander GRAY and
'The Red Shadow*
Operetta Novelty

18 Mine.

19 Mina.

MoCULLOUGH

CLARK

and

'Jitters,

the Butler*

Beiuiice

Hollywood, N. Y.
Vita. Nos. 1471-2
Radio
Looks like a cheater with someone
Despite that Bobby Clark's antics
With the same old cane and cigar, having gotten the idea 'Desert Song'
plus the painted glasses, and Paul operetta offered some possibilities
for a two-reeler. Besides not being
original material for the screen,
Even their man- short iB short as an entertainer. It
this two-reeler.
won't arouse much enthusiasm anythe
ner of delivery goes good on
While okay on the song
screen in this instance, and the where.
numbers, from the story viewpoint
dialog is both fast and snappy.
Material is better than is to be pretty weak.
Apparently same sets as used in
found in the average two-reeler today. In 'Jitters the Butler* with a Warner Bros.' production of 'Desert
butler who seems to have a servll- Song' as a feature; are used over
iari indifference toward a kick in again. Alexander Gray does the solthe pants, the story is along novel dier with the inferiority complex
lines, fitting the Clark- McCullough masquerading as the 'Red Shadow/
with Bernice Clair as the girl. The
team snugly.
Boys are street cleaners having plot has little suspense and less extheir fun. When they accidentally citement.
Both Gray and Miss Clair record
street
the
toss a firecracker into
cleaning commissioner's car, they're impressively in a vocal way, singly
fired, only to become involved in an and on doubles, and an effort has
auto accident with the Commlsh's been made to give two-reeler some
wife. Believing them hurt, she takes production value with a lot of girls
Char.
'em home and they crash a party used in the tent scene.

McCuUough's stooging, are agey,
the team raises a lot of laughs In

-

cOat-tearing,

kicking,

which

etc.,

so funny, but on whole short

isn't

digs up enough laughs to compensate the average audience.
Mark Sandrlch directed and if in
no other way at least earned ^sredit
for keeping the short on a fastmoving basis. James Finlayson and
Dorothy Granger are included in
Miss
the supporting company.
Granger ^s an impressive figure.
Char.
'

HOLLYWOOD ON PARADE
Novelty
10 Mine.

'HAWAIIAN FANTASY'
Vincent Lopez band
mins.
RIvoli, N. Y.

A

Paramount

Hollywood, N. Y.

seashore grove of tropical aspect
and all in Kanaka costume. Cuts to
a quintet of male singers, also In
garb of the islands, with accompani

ment of the orchestra off screen.
Thence to the ^nd there are altersiihlit p'alins, fine bits

Pendleton

<Ore.) rodeo form the subject mat
ter of this latest release in the
•Sport Thrills' series with Ted Hus
Ing doing the narrating. An inter,
esiing flller and suitable to plug the
holes on any program.
Without identifying locale or time
of the bike race, sprinters are well
photographed In action. It's an out-

door track somewhere.
In the Pendleton rodeo sequence
the film is often stopped on a try for
novelty and laughs as a cowboy is
In mid-air going off a bronc's back
•r in some other odd position.
Char.

THE
W.

DENTIST'

C. Fields

20 Mins.;

Paramount
comedy that might

Sloppily tied up

have been something, but misses
because of a seeming lack of pur
pose. Wanders from subject to sub
with very little logical excuse,
thereby missing linear development
Some of the situations very funny,
however, and short will serve for
filler purposes.
Fields Is a dentist with a grouch,
First he's on the golf links with
everything somehow being turned
into gag situations, then into his
home and office for more. Some of
those dental scenes good fun, but
all seem slow, with Fields giving
the impression he's Just walking
around wisecracking and not caring much one way or the other.
It could be trimmed down to
corking one-reeler by dropping out
all the unnecessary footage.
Kauf.

Ject,

•THE ROOKIE'

Tom Howard

Numbers are all appropriate, with
native Kanaka melodies featuring
steel guitar harmonics, and prominent in the music plot is 'Pagan
Love Song.'

gives subject excellent

'Lawyer Man' (WB). Good
picture in the lawyer cycle, on
whole well done, and should
prove but at the box office.
William Powell the whole picture but bad casting in picking Joan Blondell as his opposite.

Half 'Naked Truth'
(Radio.) Better for the wise
cracking younger element, alcontaining
though
a few
laughs for the average adult.
'No Man of Htsr Own' (Par).
Entertaining film with national appeal and draw. Clark
Gable the b. o. bait, in addi'The

field).

(Chester-

Good names but stale
up fair produc-

For the lesser
houses and can single there,
'A Man's Land' (AlUed).
Western picture well done but
without novelty. Okay where
they

like 'em.
'Devil's Playground' (Principal.) Just another fishing ex-

pedition with nothing that has
not been shown before.
'The Son- Daughter* (Metro).
Helen Hayes and Ramon Na-

varro co-starred in

a

tragic

Chinatown romance that misses on old-fashioned story.

ANIMAL KINGDOM

Novelty Cartoon
7 Mins.
Projection Room

Radio production and release directed by

Edward H. Grlffltb. Ann Harding and
Krom FhlUp
Leslie Howard co-starred.
Barry's play of the same name with adapMaster Arts
Cameramen,
Jackson.
Swell short here that ought to tation by HoraceOpening
feature at RKO
Folsey.
make easy selling. Eton Boys, George
Roxy In Radio City, Deo. 29. Running
quartet, do the singing, with Lew time 00 mine.
White playing the organ, and the Daisy Sage
Ann Harding
Leslie Howard
whole thing backgrounded by a car Tom Collier
Myrna Jjoy
tooned burlesque of the animal Cecelia Henry
Nell Hamilton
thrillers.
Four songs, beautifully Owen
WUUam Gargan
Regan
banged out by the Etons in one Rufus ColUer
Henry Stephenson
Ilka Chase
two style, with no stops and olcay Grace
litnl Stengel
Franc
all the way.
i... Donald Dilaway
k
Only possible objection is the Joe
matter of penmanship In the car
wise and engaging picture adtoons, which in one or two spots is
dressed to the upper levels of fansloppy but not enough so to hurt.
excellent selection for the
Words of the songs are superlm dom,
opening of the new deluxer and
posed on the screen for the benefit should be pointed to the money reof the few in the audience who
turns it really merits, due to a comare dexterous enough to follow the bination of circumstances.
music and sing along.
Kauf.
This happy augury lies in considerable part in the hook-up of
ROUND THE
IN SONG
nationally
its premiere with the
Novelty
trumpeted dedication of the RKO
8 Mins.^
Roxy. Choice of the feature for
Projection Room
this event is bound to win it mass
Master Art
attention from coast to coast PresGood filler material and along
ence of Ann Harding in another
new vein. Title pretty well tells Philip Barry play, with its possithe story. It's a sort of round-tbe
bility of capitalizing its predecessor,
world travelog in song. Eight songs 'Holiday,' added asset. And finally
used, showing Broadway, France, the element of word of mouth will
Spain,
Germany, Russia, Japan, operate as strong sales Impetus.
Hawaii and California. Songs are
These favorable angles erreatly
Sung by Sid Gary and the 'High overbalance the handicaps of a
Hatters' quartet, with Don Wallace vague and perhaps misleading title
playing the organ and Norman and the fact that the story is a bit
Brokenshlre connecting the vari
fine and subtle for the generality.
ous items smoothly by some chat
In its acting and direction class
tor.
stands out all over the production.
Words of the songs are flashed The story hasn't the wide appeal
on the screen as they're sung, while of 'Holiday,' but in compensation
backgrounded is a bit of action for its lack in that direction it has
photographed, to lend atmosphere strong sexy angles and its theme
of a wife who practices the selflsh
Kauf.
wiles of a mistress in her losing
campaign against the Other Woman
'TIME ON MY HANDS'
will have an arresting interest for
Ethel Merman
the more mature femme fans, inCartoon
deed, for femme fans of all ages.
10 Mins.
The flnal scene, in Its surprise and
Projection Room, New York
curt completeness Is worthy of an
Paramount
Henry story tag. The woman
O.
One of Max Fleischer's song-car
tension has reached
against-woman
toons with the bouncing-ball busl
ness and Ethel Merman singing the a breaking point between the selfwife and the mistress-pal,
seeking
main theme.
the man's welfare.
intent
upon
only
Nicely handled for pretty good
The husband has been maneuvered
results, with the ball over each syl
position
lable of the superimposed chorus to by his siren mate Into a
where he must sacrifice his future
lead the audience for join-in pur
;

WORLD

i

New York

Kauf.

'WALPr

Indian Dances
Paramount
Sloppy Comedy made passable by 8 Mins.
Tom Howard's work. His phiz in Cameo, New York
Principal
shorts is funny, anyway, and his
Hopi Indians, In person, have per
mannerisms never fall to please
Here he's saddled with a pretty formed their dance routine in so
hopeless situation, but he almost many public parks that many audi
ences will find little that Is new
gets away with it.
Howard is the wise detective that liere on the screen.
goes out to break some rookies In
This short is In Cinecolor which
Bumps Into jewel store robbery and like the average- color, only makes
of course, helps the crooks and is it a little more difficult to differ

robbed himself.

women

Kauf,

entiate.

Waly.

and Henry Stephenson
able old man.
ler,

Technical

production

or break away. The Issue hangs in
doubt for a space as he ponders
the question of wife upstairs or
mistress in the distant city or
maybe the question which is really
wife and which is mistress. Decision
comes when he takes up his hat
and replies to the butler as he de
parts, 'I'm going back to my wife,'
meaning the other woman.
Picture Is the second stage adaptation this week that retains the
original name, although neither is
desirable for picture purposes. The
t>ther is 'Cynara' at the RIvoli. Ap
patently Just a Hollywood whim to
reverse the custom of revising

tlsls

release.

United At»
Ronald Colman.

prodi^ctlon.

Starring

Kay Francis featured. Directed by KInff
VIdor.
From stage play of same name by
H. M. Harwood and Robert Oore-Brown.
Adaptation by Frances Marlon and Lynn
Starling.
Cameraman, Ray June; film editor, Hugh Bennett.
Original source, Robert

Ooro-Brown's

'An

novel,

Imperfect

Lover.'
At RIvoH. New York, Dec 24.
Running time, 78 mins.
Jim Warlock
Ronald Colman
Clemency Warlock
Kay Franeia
Doris Lea
Phyllis Barry
John Trlng
Henry Slephenson
Mllly Miles
Viva Tattenall
Gorla
Florlne McKlnney
Onslow
Clarissa Selwyn

Joseph
Mr. Boots

Paul Porcaal
George KIrby
Donald Stewart
Wilson Benge

Henry
Morton

a likeGoldwyn this time comes through
always with a class production that also
has wide appeal. Stage play has
Rush.
been put on the screen with beauti-

Is

is

satisfying without production flourish.

rating.

Rush.

SING 'EM BACK ALIVE

poses.

Comedy
10 Mins.;
Projection Room,

about leading the musicians.

Romantic

A

Vita. No. 1489

Bike racing and the

cast.

Samuel Goldwyn

Ann Harding

does a brilliant bit
of playing here, demonstrating that
she was the perfect choice for the
role of the ex-mistress, a part the
right handling of which is vital to
the whole story. It's treatment has
to be quietly persuasive In contrast
to the showy acting opportunities
of the wife and the character of the
other woman has to win sympathy
while in an equivocal position. Leslie Howard plays the husband with
his always acceptable simplicity,
while Myrna Loy makes a vivid
figure as the Lorelei wife. William
Gargan is first rate as the expugilist serving as a makeshift but-

tragedy of special Interest to

plot to back
tion value.

Opens with the orchestra in a

nate views of

SPORT THRILLS

and splendid

scenic travelog.

'

of marine views, dashing surf and
New York
the singers. All ends with the full
Paramount
There've been numerous shorts on band and singing group posed in
this line, and all flops, because it's palm grove and Lopez wandering

Ted H using
8 Mins.

'33 manner.
'
C y n a r a ' (Goldwyn-UA)
Stage play beautifully screened.
Fine acting by Ronald Colman

tion to title.
'Slightly Married'

idea

Projection Room,

too hard to keep the items timely.
Also difficult to -1|ceep them from
looking scrappy.
This one has a title used on the
radio for a regular commercial
broadcast, which might help idenSkeets GalItfy it for customers.
lagher is the m. c. and about eight
subjects are Introduced, all interspersed with orchestral numbers by
Eddie Ldimbert's band, with Lambert doing comedy in each number.
Introduced as celebrities are Ivan
liebedeft, Claire Windsor, Vivian
Duncan and her baby, three of the
four Marx brothers, and Flfl D'Or^
ay. All for just short flashes, do
Ing nothing much and meaning less
Kauf.
than that.

Good women's picture with fine
Ann Harding and
Torrid sex
Leslie Howard.
stuff suavely treated. Opening
new Roxy feature a sales point.
'No More Orchids' (Col).
Carole Lombard featured and
while otherwise lacking marquee distinction, pic is a
pleasing programmer in the

here is used,
scheme being to place a musical
group in surroundings suggesting a
capital

(Radio).

acting by

CLAIR

Academy

at which the husband eventually
There is considerable
turns up.

Kinoctom'

CYNARA

two cases where
would have

titles

been better.

19

NO MORE ORCHIDS
Columbia production rind release featurLombard. Directed by Walter
From Orace Ferldns' novel ot same
name, adapted by Keene Thompson: screen
play by Gertrude Purcell; camera. Joe
ing Carole
Lancr.

August; assistant director, Snm Nelson.
At the Roxy, N. T., week of Dec. 80.

Anne
Tony

Carole Lombard
Lyle Talbot
Walter Connolly
Louise Closscr Hale
Allen Vincent
.Ruthelma Stevene

Holt..'

Holt

Bill

Oran Holt
Dick
Rita
Cedric
Serge

C. Aubrey Smith
Arthur Houseman

William V. Mong
Charles Hills Malls

Burkehart
Merrtwell
Prince Carlos
Captain of Ship

Cannon

Jameson Thomas

,

Ed Le

Saint

William Worthlngton

Benton (Butler)
Housekeeper

Broderick O'Farrell
Belle Johnstone
Harole Mlnjulr
Sidney Bracy

Modiste

Holmes

ful balance of directness and simplicity.
It finds Ronald Colman in

probably the best bit of clean-cut
acting he has done since 'Raffles,'
not excepting 'Arrowsmlth.'
Cast is admirably even and satisfying in support, and the story, even
in its restrained playing, takes hold
early in its telling and holds its grip
to the last. Treatment leans heavily to the British ideal of maintaining a calm and mannered surface
that only shaxpens the suggestion of
emotional tumult beneath.
Ordinarily the device weakens a tale for
American fan purposes, but here the
play makes its point in spite of it,
largely because it has to do with
gallant and likable people Colman's
very human husband, Miss Francis*
glamorous wife, and the eager young
London shop girl who stumbled into

—

being the other

woman

without very

well knowing what she was doing, ^
and afterward paying bitterly for*
nice little program picture,
her wayward impulse.
High society stuff in reverse EngStory really is a romantic tragedy
lish, with an ultra modem touch built out of a minor bit of philanFrenchman would have
throughout. Looks and acts more dering.
made it into high comedy, but this
costly than the production budget serious and sympathetic handling
probably discloses. No wow for the gives it powerful appeal for the
deluxers, but will please in a key women fans, and therein lies its.
prospect for commercial success.
spot like the Roxy with strong That and the genuinely
moving sinstage support, and more than sat
cerity of its acting.
The screen version can afford to
isfy in the lesser
spots.
woman's title and a woman's soft pedal the acting possibilities,
for it has a wealth of detail to bring
type of picture, the men steal it, al
though Carole Lombard acts up the people into closer focus than
much better than has been her was possible in the stage version.
Just
as an example, the summer rewont. But Lyle Talbot's opportuni
ties in the pursued male role, and sort swimming contest that bring
Walter Connolly's deft work as the the barrister-hero and his shop-girl
mistress
together for the second
self-sacrificial father, are the high
fatal time, is a graphic episode and
spots.
Title is derived from the spoiled built up splendidly to give the somAnne Holt's abjuration of orchids bre tale a light touch of comedy.
and all the luxury this typifies in score of other intimate touches Imher pursuit of the poor Talbot who possible to the stage help to mako
refuses to become another amorous these screen people Intimately perIncident in the social butterfly's sonal.
Picture retains the arrangement
career. Against this background is
Connolly with a failing bank, a high of prolog and epilog which was
pride which keeps him from asking rather a puzzle In the ^tage version
Lombard's uncle (C. Aubrey Smith) but fits better for screen purposes,
for financial aid, and the added men- helping to tie loose ends of the narace in the form of a foreign prince- rative. Only in the picture the start
ling, indifferently played by Jameson and end are in Naples instead ot
Capri.
Thomas.
The coroner's inquest sequence in
Story moves fast with the action
stuff aiding not a little in the un- the picture i.s a model of brevity in
folding of this fairly engaging ro- dialog, conveying a maximum of

A

A

A

A

.

A

mance.

While obvious in the main,
manner of treatment sustains it
on the whole.
Talbot is one of those Gable-Brent
personalities; a proud, brunet male
who has the heroine chasing him.
Louise Closser Hale as the spry
grandmother is his ally and about
the only other important player in

its

the doln's. Stqlth, usually a prominent participant In any celluloid
proceedlngrs, is rather trivial here,
and not particularly convincing as
the hardboiled moneybags who, having a great affection for his niece,
Insists on the foreign alliance with
the prince.

dramatic

effect

with

the

utmost

economy of words and

practically no
action at all. Tenseness of the passage is strangely conveyed by the
very terseness and immobility of the
actors.
Never did a court-room
scene deliver quite the degree of
dramatic tautness with so little apparent histrionics. The same is true
of many other sequences.
The family friend is played by
Henry Stephenson, who had the
same role in the stage play and
came within a narrow margin of
stealing the honors. Here he is excellent, but falls into the proper
balance of a perfectly patterned

Technique more than adequate in cast
Production Is in all respects
every respect, skillful cutting down
to the 66 mln. footage helping it all worthy of the quality of the play
(Continued on page 27)
along very nicely.
Abel.

Woman

The

Angle

'Cynara' (U. A.). Ronald Colman in a well knit class story presents
the man's side on casual marital infidelity. His charm and sensitive
playing captures all the potential femme sympathy in a subject replete
with femme appeal.

'Rasputin

promise a

and the

Empress' (MGM). Three Barrymores and title
but story unreels with only occasional punch,
Girls may be impressed with

lot to the ladles,

too little conviction

and negative romance.

the layout but disappointed In the results.

'Lawyer Man' (W. B.). William Powell's femme devotees will approve
of him in an engaging characterization though his escapades here are
repetitious and lacking in the simple dramatic bulld-up that drew the
gals to preceding lawyer pictures.
'The Animal Kingdom' (Radio). Leslie
ity

Howard and Ann Harding,

and polite sex. It all winds up Just as the
romance generous with femme appeal.

girls

would have

it,

qualthere-

fore a

'No Man of Her Own' (Par). Clark Gable as a hit and run sweetie
until a good girl teaches him true love.
No boiling femme lead and'
contrived story not quite strong, enough for that but enough sizzling
to keep the ladles entertained.

—

—

'No More Orchids' (Col). The ladies have long since ceased to tarn
about the poor little rich girl suffering amidst sables. Trite and talky,
this one's clothes are not enough to revive their Interest.
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RADIO CITY PREMIERES
RKO ROXY

MUSIC HALL

RKO ROXY

(SHOW)

(SHOW)

(THEATRE)

(THEATRE)

Out of the weeks Ot preparation
and reams of accompanying ballyhoo there emerged on this huge rostrum on Radio City's opening night
a big stage show that was bigger
than good. It started at nine and
ended at one, losing most of the

Applause honors on the opening
or dedicatory performance before a
packed audience went to an animated cartoon late in the running
and after a heavy display of pres-

ance,

besides a burst of
shrunk by an hour and a quarter. tion exercises
and lofty oratory by Will
That leaves close to three hours of grand M.
H. Aylesworth and a modwhat should be cream but can't be Hays,
est few brief remarks by Roxy in
more than Grade B. There simply persons.

wasn't that much solid entertainment in the first place.
The opening line in the program
reads:
'The Entire Performance.
Conceived and Supervised by Roxy.'
Roxy obviously proceeded upon
the assumption that with a garcusgantuan stage to fill and'
tomers to amuse, the spectacle Is!
the thing. That may be th^ correct
But
theory it properly followed.
talent is another thlhgl And iUent.
got the cold sbQiitder In this Initial
Music Hall vat-iety show.
New showmen and xkew styles In
shows come and go, but talettt always goes on. Evep the Rbckcifellens;
Uoiay become showii^en,'. but talent Is:
BtUI talent, and a show is not a ahowwithout it. That was never demonstrated so clearly as .before, 6,200'
people In ttie Ifiisio Half. Ahead of
aU-.the stage masses,', the costumes,
the settings, the lighting tricks and
the synthetic eye-bait, the premiere
ttildlence showed a decided prefer^ncie for a single dancer, Ray Bolger,
yffio. stepped out .In 'one' without
..'beneQt. of the theatre's pallIlon,;dol'

'

'

.

lar dolling
\
'

.

iijt

and made

facilities,

the classical and artistic interludes
look like a series of Intermissions.
.^There were 40j0 people ;on the stage
a,t once at other times, with less
entertainment resulting than from
.

.

Bolger's few

.

momenta 'all

alone.

atre Is only as

A

tourist striding apprehensively
into the theatre auditorium might

imagine he were entering the
Hollywood Bowl. The Music Hall
is huge, seating over 6,000, ofilcial,
and looks even bigger. If a theatre
can be described a.s beautiful, the
RICO Music Hall Is Just that. The
decorations and atmosinterior
pheric lighting are as ornate as a
Temple, but the decorative spread
the Music Hall arouses a
of
genuine kick, and even respect.
This Music Hall breathas an
opulent atmosphere suggesting Just
that kind of powerful background
as the tremendous financial con-

nections and resources of a Rockerfeller and General Electric combined, could supply. Yet ..the thefect in spite of tis dimensions, it atre pervades a homely and an
was riot intimate enough to serve honest warmth which holds cusas a setting for comedy talk de-. tomers spellbound.
Into this brilliant scene there
llvered in English that may not be

:

-

marched a blue book array the
opening night It Included besides
John D. Rockerfeller, Jr.. and a
large jtarty, Owen 'Young, Al Smith,
U. S, Senator Copeland, Dr. and
.

'

.

'

'

'

.

.

..

femme p. a., and delineated by Rob
ert T. Haines. Latter is in the tra
dltional Father Time outfit, flowing
robe and beard. It looks and sounds

number

in his characteristic style.

Preceding the news clips, back
stage is seen through scrim as the
stage crew manipulates the ponderlike an excerpt from an amateur ous scene shifting mechanism.
'Sonata' is a ballet idea involving
show in the high school auditorium
'Sept. 13, 1814,' arranged by Ferde five men and ten girls and very
Grofe, -with Taylor Holmes doing puzzling as to its symbolism and
import.
Stage Is a futuristic nightFrancis Scott Key under the dim
mare in dead black relieved only
mers, is a tableau oh the bom

by three enormous colored disks.
Ft. MclHenry which in'
There is a clutter of lines and cirspired the 'Star Spangled Banner,
cular platforms and a slanting silSet lb a British ship deck and Old ver bar leading up and plf stage.
Ol'ory Is raised on the fort in the Girls are in scant dress and men,
distance. Audience fell for an or
who slide into sight down the metal
chestral feint, rising when the open
rod, are in spangled tights. ThereJng medley Included a few bars after, there is ipuch agitated runfrom the anthem, but got .Its chance ning back and forth and gestures
to stand for a whole chorus at the by the girls, vkried by something

bardment of

.

.

was embarrassing.

adagio feats, but what It means
The overture, also arranged by remains with the creator of the effect, Liasar Galpern.
Grofe, by ^e lOO-piece pit sym
Boreo is on again, this time for
^horiy, conducted by Brno Bapee, is
more of a. PagllaccI recital. In Bng bis Versatile hat gag and talk about
^Continued on page .21)
(Continued on page ii}
finish.

It

like

can't

Thts second unit built by Roxy pulling stunts for a couple weeks
KkO In Radio City Is compactly now on the Joyce engagenaent, Jack
Roxy Mclnemey putting her on page one
It's new and different.
really has an achievement In the of several dallies through gag of
way of a practical show place In blonde captivator playing host to a
this house, excepting, of course, posbunch of Santa Clauses.
sible competitive show- conditions
Some other recent publicity for
oyer on Broadway.
Miss Joyce, through sale of some of
Seats 3,62S and Isn't altogether
her Jewels at an auction, whets apsmall, but compared to the Music
petite of a curiosity-seeking public
Hall, Its sister house, a block away, to see her.
As a booking, Publix
It's almost miniature.
picked bok office. As an entertainOpened Thursday (29) and was er Publlx did not pick a whirlwind,
greeted warmly by a class audi- but that Isn't expected from Miss
Joyce and she does okay.
ence. This is the picture house.
Her voice Isn't so strong. In a
M. H. Aylesworth, president of
RKO, Will Haye, and Roxy figured smaller house she'd be playing, to
In a brief dedication exercise In the better advantage, which also goes
for Holtz. Paramount. has a p. a,
auditorium.
but aside from some minor
"As a show place, the house is a system,
use of it by Holtz, It's idle this
pip. It's as acoustically perfect ad
The girl of the diamond
a non- technical observer can ap- week.
if she didn't ;sell all of
Its eight lines are weak trinkets,
preciate.
from the second mezzanine and up-! em, tries her luck without the aid
ampllflcation.
of,
theatre
other
.any
wards, like 'In
angle
particular
straining
a littlo to hear her,
It's
that reaches cirer a
That pairtloularly in the first bit with
or length from the stage.
In the office scene blackout
gl-ves It a slight under par rating for Hoitz.
later. Holtz does most of the talking,
the personality stage shows.
Its Interior walls In the auditorluni while In. the hillbilly, finish .with
are mahogaily colored and while Miss Joyce apparently faking., an
metal covered bre wood treated* Instriumental technique. It. again Is
aboUnds Qoltz's .voice that carries for all.
taste
coloring
Simple
throughout the- auditorium arid the
Holtz hem his cane and his antics
There dre leather covered with him, but he keeps his distance
foyer.
in one
pillars and like the M. H., all its pretty well with la Joyce,
floors are carjpeted -with a thickly mugging bit his advances .are reand softly woven fabric. The north ceived a little reluctantly. And that
wall ot the foyer is draped 'with also goes' for the bit with Lillian
special fabric cloths.
MUes.
The RKO Boajy has been built for
Unit around the Joyce-Holtz com»
motion picture presentation pri- blnation a very odd combination-

-

.

Holtz,

for

.

'

'

.

—

-

'

.

'

•Probably as disappointing to the
initial audience -as the scarcity, of
(Bound amusement yrafi thp lack, ot
novelty In the numbers theiDdselves,
No radical departures nor changes
iEcom routine formulas. First- part
closed tritely with a nite>olub scene,
bringing everybody on; and. the secoh4 ccctlon .flnlshed like a- minstrel
first part;.
Roxy; did not change
thjem but merely enlarged them
ecenlcaUy and numerically..In fieeking- to cover all elements
of variety the Music Hall show
ranges In content from Japanese risley to a shortened -version of the
opera 'Carmen.'
But everything
doesn't get an equal break.
Two Ical magnlficance.
classical dance items of the modern'
Evening started with the over
important and ture,
Istic school have
Aylesworth
after
Mosssr
lengthy positions on the bill, neither Rothafel and Hays had spoken
of which Is deserving. A couple of their pieces, the musicians remainbelow the orchestra level
ordinarily sensational dumb acts ing
from the circus field are sloughed throughout. Selection was especioff and robbed of their true value ally written for the occasion by
These are but a few of numerous Maurice Baron, associated with the
Radio City, and Is descriptive of the
examples.
The classlcal^modemistic dance history of Manhattan. With It went
numbers are by Harald"-Kreutzberg a. tableau po.sed behind a. scrim, Illustrative
of that early (24 real esand the Martha Graham Dancers.
Besides modernistic- 'th^ir' style of tate transaction with the Indians.
dancing is supposed to be Interpre 'Theme pi-ogresses to modem. times,
wheriB It becomes symphony of;
Kreutzberg's needs" a 117
tLve.
word program note to clarify the whistles, clanks and rivet blows, of
meaning and becomes clear' only to rising skyscrapers, and thus ap Inthose who carefully read the note, troductioh to another ballet Id.ea
while Miss Graham's billing carries by Von G^onau elaborating upon his
no descriptive matter, with the re- 'prevldus efte^ts of the iifdnstrlal
iftge.
sult that the Einstein theory Is machine
Von Gtrdna Is alorte oh the stage:
easier to understand. Kreiitzberg's
before a red background drop upon
is based on facial leers and i>aby>
which his vast shadow is Cdst In a
scaring gestures; Miss Graham's is
sequence of mechanical gestures.
founded on the running broad jump Climax, brings
the ballet group on
and plain and fancy springing.
as robots in metallic headdresses for
Viewing the show as' it ran, It stiff,
rythmic drills characteristic of
opened with 'Symphony of the Cur. the Von Grona idea, the choral entains.'
The main house 'contour semble backing up the dancing
curtain,' described by the program groups, with chaotic machine sound,
OS operated by 13 motors, went effects, as towering buildings rise
through « dance to trick lighting in shadow on the backdrop.
accompaniment. No hits, no errors
Follows the newsreel and then
No. 2 Is the Dedication, written the first appearance of Boreo with
by Martha Wilchlnski, Roxy's chatter and an Introductory song
.

.

Lou

miss for the Paramount this week.
The Joyce-Holtz combination la
being heavily advertised in ads
which make it appear that the Paramount Is trying to shout down all
ot Its opposition, including Radio
City. Business was okay, but not
tremendous. House also has been

built.

Murray .Butler,
Nichdlas
Maybr-eiect and Mrjs. John P.
O'Brien, John F. Curiry, David
Samoff, M. H. Aylesworth; Jqhn
Eq^ehe
Hiertz,
Zukor,
Adolpta
Zukor, Sam Katz and every bigwig
almost 'In show biz, finance, society
or ipolltlcB.
enough arid It wasn't any easier' for:
Any .new metropolitan theatre
Apollon. who found It embarrassing opening In a large city lei a sljghUy
to m. C his own elaborate .turn with; thing, .and It may be fair to state
still
more dialect announcements that' the annual opening night of
after the audience had been m. c'd the Metropolitan Opera may be as
abundantly and then pome through brilliant so far as audience imthe preceding half hQ.ur. At that, portance Is considered.
Only the
ApoUoh gave them the whole works, Music Hall, however, can boast of
which meant 27 minutes and ah opening to more than 6,000 people,
encore, and ait the tail end of the so far as Indoor amusement palaces marily.
It has a more elaborate
stage portion, the time then being go.
equipment than any legit theatre,
not far from 11 o'clock. The answer,
A Jarring Incident On opening, with
triple-tiered stage and revolvof course, is that these two turns night was when house -manager
besides a band wagon
shouldn't have been spotted in the Charles Griswold refused to permH ing turntable,
The audl-^
carriage.
slme show, particularly on a first newspaper photogs into the theatre. and console
indirect fashion
bUl.
An RKO official okayed their torium is lighted inof hundred aperThe whole entertainment was a presence and even then further an- through a couple
celling. The
mixture of gcod and bad and. the noyance was reported. Altogether, tures in the sculptured
descends from A
situation being what it was, the bad the theatre suggests Il03^ himself. stage floodlight
center of
attracted more attention and stuck The orchestra floor seats 8,700, giant chandelier in the
more emphatically In mind than the Grand foyer alone can accommodate the celling.
the theatre can
constructed
As
for
a
good. .Where the mob looked
2,000 people,: with an almost :e<iual
efperformance
of
any
type
present
succession of sensations, the stage number downstairs in the main
on
proceedings limped perceptibly, dis
lounge.
In substance, the RKO fectively, depending, ot course,
closed nothing suggesting, a new Music Hall is exactly what one the show quality.
lights
program
have
All chairs
type of stage show, to support pic would expect from Roxy,
The
air-contures and In short turned out to be Music Hall simply la a Greater and, curiously enough, are
Just a fair example of de luxe en
Roxy theatre. The old Roxy, with ditioned individually. Usual drInk->
tertalnment In quality In a new all its troubles, still is a sightly Ing fountains and telephone booth
house .of sublimated, dimensions show palace. Only where the old about and the usual Roxy service
They have the house and it really Roxy is Cathedral-like In splendor, throughout.
is a miracle of theatre building
The stage la 100 feet by 43 feet
the Music Hall Is modernistic, on
but they haven't yet found out what an American order.
and has a permanent cyclorama,
to do to make It live up to Its phys
The opening show Is detailed in with everything back and around
Mrs,.

cane-toting

the

yacht.

otters.

Assuming that the 8,700-seat
Roxy is an Intimate theatre, and it
does somehow give that magical ef-

broken but a bit bent by Da-ve
ApoUon on the one hand and Boreo
on. both. Boreo made no less than
four :appearances out In 'one,' an
expanse do broad that nobody enters, from the side but pops out.
through the traveler and fades the
same way, It was no place for &.
solo comedian, particularly on the
Cccaslbn ol itq m'uch heralded preknlere when a greiBit deal was expected of flourish And stage fanfare.
Boreo found the golnjg hard,

page-one Peggy Hopkins Joyce and

If the Radio Olty Music Hall in
Frauleln Vera Schwartz, of the
Staatz-Oper, Berlin, was singing a Its gradlose splendor aitects for cuslove waltz in German, Tuesday (27) tomers the main promenade of a
John
P.
Mayor-elect
but
night,
O'Brien of New York Slept on. The giant ocean steamer, the RKO. Boxy
RKO Radio City Music Hall had with Its subdued atmosphere but
proudly opened.
luxurious f umlshlng can conjure for
Which may prove that any the- patrons the effect of a private
good as the sho^. It

entation items. That tells the story
of a bady scattered, shapeless and

N. Y.

New York, Dec. 30.
Year's week-end with its
crowds and holiday prices, plus tho

New

MUSIC HALL

not very distinguished presentation
audience long before the conclusion. entertainment.
Friday following the introductory
Length was not the only fault.
Here is the largest and probably performance the previous evening,
the most magnificent playhouse ever the layout was revised, cut in runtime and somewhat rearranged,
cryning
built, spectacular in itself, and
ing out loud for an exhibition of with Emlle Boreo bowing out, probspectacular entertainment upon its ably thankfully, from an impossible
as m. c. and Informal
assignment
stage. There was enough money on
On
hand for production to pay off the Jester for the whole proceedings.
Bulgarian war debt. Tet the gen- the time element the arrangement
overboard, runeral reaction to the finished stage for the opening was
includproduct was whole disappointment. ning more than three hours,an hour
Since opening night the perform- ing a feature that took up dedicathrough eliminations, has and a half and preliminary

1933

3,

,

—

labeled 'Hello, 1933.' Very oi;igIwho cares? Boris Pej^r off
the producer, and strike, the audience dead, he hasn't provided a

Is

njEiI,..but.

I^

finale with a gorgeous gOym and
glitter hiickground for the seductive
It's the unit's big surprise,. -when
Miss Jbycel. Holtz and another bring
up the finish as a hillbilly iri6 .4<>ihg a mountain country fay, .witli
.

.the stage In terraced forwith appropriate hillbilly
characters In rows. Anything but
this might ha-ve 'been expected.
Boiled down, 'Hello, 1933,' is riot
the kind of a stage 'show that hangs
'em on the chandeliers. It plekdes,
satisfying any desire to glimpse
Peggy, and In other -ways amuses.
Holtz himself has landed better
than here on Friday night.
It's
probably due to the fact he is about
ready for -some new material.

the rest of

mation

Applause honors went on show
caught to the Robins Family of
Besides a Wurlltzer or
gan With a single console, the house acrobats, as clever as they come,
electrical
and
Instt-umerit,
an
to the Gordon; Reed and King
has
a
new
matinees.
No screen fare. Not
piano, German built and whose dis- Trio of tap dancers. Both acts are
even a newsreeL
Its mirrored foyer, 180 feet by 60 tinctive feature is that it has built distinctive In that their routines Ore
ingeniously
electrical
ampllflcation
worked out and fast.
feet tall, the errand staircase, marble within Itself
Lillian Miles is Al Slegel's latest
lobby, decorative rest rooms and units.
The auditorium itself is 168 feet find. She's the type SiegCl picks.
lounges, from tbe grand lounge
down and up are bound to attract wide and 128 feet from the rear of Miss Miles has a fair voice and fair
showmanship ability, but may- desightseers and impress.
Anybody the wall to the curtain line.
"The projection room is above the velop particularly in the latter dimay,. gasp at the outward display
Screen is 60 by rection as she goes along. It may
third mezzanine.
of construction, opulence and decor
be that different numbers worked
atlve extravagenoe as the Music 30 by 30 and can give a magna
out under the arrangement skill 6t
Hall presents, especially In these scope effect when desired.
Fronting on Sixth Avenue, the Slegel will also insure her a better
times.
When the construction waa con- theatre strangely enough has only showing than made down here. Friceived and Rockefeller Qentre with one entrance and exit,- outside of day evening. Miss Miles did two
Radio City was first planned early in emergency exits. Customers enter numbers, including a .povelty ar1S29, there were only few minds .In past two tleket choppers stationed rangement of 'Underneath the Haror onjt of.show biz who even faintly in the middle two doors of fouit lem Moon,' then stepped to one to
foresaw the present b. o. conditions that lead into' the foyer. The frbrit sing.. 'Bay It Isn't So,' with, Holtz
not to. m.en.tlon the depression pe- center ot the' lobby has a double clowning around and wisecracking
there box ofllce while on either side down during the .number..
Hoypiever,
riod geoierally.
Pctpullarly enough, the songster^ss*
were some who foresaw an over- front are two single window box
YQcal ability appeared h.etter suited
seating cidamlty befalling show biz offices.
The RiKO Roky is the fourth the 'to.; the number with Holtz than to
and the nemesis of a de luxe theatre craze besides, the faults of chain atre on Sixth Avenue between 43d the preceding duo. In the Harlem
operation. But apparently none who street and 64th street At 64th street ^novelty arrangement, there is a
foresaw these things were aftUlated: the Ziegfeld, legit house. The 'L' good deal of co-operation from the
with the present controlling owners turns before hitting down this far. pit musicians who raise their voice
Once the Hipp was the only house in song, at points.
of the Music Hall.
Unit 69 minutes on running time.
There was a brief span when on the street. With the M. H. the
Roxy himself Indicated that he four houses total a seating capac Feat)^ currently Is 'No Man of Her
might have foreseen what was Ity of over 16,000 seats, not to men- Own* (Par), with Clark Gable for
abounds
tion
what
on
Broadway.
box
office draft That name is bound
ahead for the show biz. That was
early In 1930, after a trip abroad. Weekly carrying charges of the to aid house into a Juicy gross.
Rublnoff leading pit ork In 'MusiIt was shortly after be retired from RKO Roxy are not available, but
the
opening
overhead
week's
is es
cal
Hits of 1932,' but on complete
the old Roxy.
At that time the
Trans-Lux boom hit RKO and the timated to run around (50,000. That first de luxe show Friday eve no
not Include film rental on 'An Paramount News, or Jesse Crawshow world. To some it looked likfe docs
Imal
Kingdom'
(Radio),
opening
ford.
Char.
the big theatres were doomed and
that the future show biz would hold feature, and it may not Include the
rent, estimated to run around (4,only the small houses of the Trans
weekly. The construction cost more than a year old, will play secLux or some other type. Since then 000
placed at around $4,000,000.
ond choice to the RKO Roxy. In
RKO has lightened its Trans-Lux is Officially
it is announced that the view of present production condicoi^nections.
This prediction was
house will employ around 400 peo tions the situation presents plenty
coiipled with television possibilities
talent
included,
and that's in a maze in RKO operation.
by Roxy before a meeting of the. pie,
plenty.
Backstage are employed
RI^O Roxy may be able to get
AMPA.
This new Music Han of his Is a something like 64 stage hands certain Fox films which will ndf. go
electricians
of
aren't to the old Roxy, on 7th avenue p.nd
complete reversal of that prediction, Number
known.
that
may help but it's not certain
but true to Roxy's handicraft PerHouse programs are figured to how many Fox films the .spot will
haps only the artists and building run
around two weeks for an inde- get.
Meantime it must depend
technicians on the Job are those
terminate period on the present pol- mostly on RKO product' besides
who are alone fit to describe the icy with a b. o. scale ot 36 cents to \^hatever indie pictures It can massplendor of this new house. For an
ter and. maybe some Columbia arid
observer this most and the least $1.«5.
Palace on Jan. 7 will play seb
Univerisal films. Unlversal's 'Muriir
that con 'be (Stated iif that If s a gt- end run product
on a combo policy
may follow 'Animal Kingdotta'
e^ntic enterprise.' It alpells theJn- with .vaude, while
the Mayfair, once present Incumbent.
X^i^thaued' cin^ jiage Sl^ s
the- Jlr«t rua .for B3S.0, and. hardly
controlled electrically by push-but'

this 'Vaj-Iety.'

o. scale ranges from 75
$2.60. evenings, and up
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cents
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Tuesday, January S/1933

MUSIC HALL
(SHOW)
(Continued from ptige 20)
ilsh by Harold Van Duzee, with the
orchestra flgurlng rather unimportantly.
'Impressions of a Music Hall' involves The WallendAS, aerial troupe,
and The Kikutas, Jap tumbling
They are together on a
family.
double stage and tend to kill off
each other's best tricks by distracting attention. Seemingly intended
for a two-ring circus impression,
but missed, with the natural value
of both acts almost entirely lost in
the confusion.
'In the Spotlight' concerns Sisterji
of the Skillet, two-man radio team
and their field's representatives on
this, bill, but not representative of
the best in radio. Their Imitations
of other radio voices on the mike
and at the piano is stale stuft by
now. From there they switch to a
lyrical skit, 'The Dentist of Seville,'
with the house chorus assisting,

and not so funny.
The ballet and Patricia Bowman
their Qld Roxy theatre
dancing serial in these new surroundings, with no change excepting that there are 60 girls In this
line as against 32 In the old one.
The Increased group Is imposing,
but sufprislngly less noticeable than
Xt might be under ordinary circumstances, because this stage is so
much larger. Numbers are quickly
swallowed by space here. Ballet
enters from proscenium portals on
both aides of the auditorium, like

continue

the old Roxy system but with

runways

here.

including Miss

ioniser

Everybody In white,

Bowman who

forms her toe feats
ily graceful way.

the warmth of box office handles advance sales.
close contact and the facial expresr There is an auxiliary window atsions that are so vital in the deliv- tached to the advance sale b. o.,
but apparently not in use. All arc
verbal
comedy.
ery of
Graham Dance Group completed at the 6th avenue entrance to the
chasing,
drawing house.
audience
the
Looks like It wasn't discovered
snickers instead of appreciation
when the remaining customers saw until after the house was finished
that Miss Graham and her girls that these entrance and exit proviwere working hard but nothing was sions were not sufficient for such a
house which Is being operated on a
coming out.
'Minstrelsy' is the closing spec- scale where practically a capacity
ntake must be had, for It to go over.
tacle, the stage holding the pit orIt looks like whoever overseered
chestra, both girl lines and the
house and colored singing choruses, the original plans was more interabout 400 in all. De Wolfe Hopper, ested in getting people out of the
stately and spry, introduces the theatre than getting them in. Maybe
scene in an interesting monolog, that accounts for there being three
and then serves as interlocutor. exits and only one entrance.
However, when the house opened,
Orchestra and singing gnoups wade
through an over-long southern sym- the two exits were used as enphony that starts the minstrel oft in trances for customers who may
the sack, then Hopper introduces have bought their tickets ahead of
Weber and Fields. It was pretty time at the only real entrance.
In actual construction, the audilate for these gentlemen to be up,
and It meant perhaps a five-hour torium of the theatre presents a
telescope
effect
that
wait for them backstage before they shuttered
got on. It seemed the only reason tapers from the staige, which is 140
why most of those of the few that feet wide to the wall of the grand
remained did so was Just to see foyer that Is 180 feet or so in width.
The stage, probably the biggest of
Hopper and Weber and Fields. Latter did- a little choking, a little rem- any theatre anywhere, is 80 feet
iniscing and then some stagey eulo- deep. With only 100 people on, If in
'full'
setting, the stage looks pracgizing of the Music Hall.
They
were a sentimental hit, without any tically deserted, as in one of the
help from the production or script scenes from a Carmen takeoff opening
night.
The current show has
departments.
The other principals walked on at some 500 pro pe6ple, not to mention
the finish, like the finale to any an orchestra of 110 pieces under the
show, and Roxy appeared for a capable leadership of Brno Rapee.
For some unaccountable reason the
short speech.
The future policy of the Music band is currently left entirely in. the
Hall should be determined by re- pit, save for one on-the-stage scene
sults
Information
gained by Roxy.
and
The lighting system perfected for
throiigh this opening bill. It clearly
Indicates that more spectacle of the the theatre Is such as to provide
novelty type and more talent that some 40 different combinations or
can make good on Its own are need- color effects. The continuous change
ed.
The Kreutzbergs, etc., are of coloring effect on the latticed
wasted motion. The theatre has celling Is a very effective sight to
everything at its elbow for the pres- behold, and more so from thb rear
entation of the spectacular, but full of the theatre and the mezzanines
advantage was not taken. The old than from the orchestra floor.
Hippodrome policy was considerable That's because of the tremendous
more salable as mass entertainment, depth of the auditorium and prosceand more than one good tip can be nium arch and the enormous width
found In the records of that old of the theatre which necessitates
playhouse. If the Music Hall stag^ much neck straining to catch the
can carry a tank, a water ballet Ight effects. The same goes for any
would look newer to this generation paart of the performance that Is on
than frlte ballets of the type that the side-wall pyramids that extend
they've been seeing right along in from the stage apron. The lighting
Is controlled from a pit near the
an variety and picture theatres.
of from the back
As for specialty talent, and par- orchestra Instead
stage or rear of the house.
ttculsu-ly comedians, the pantomlmAll the seats have program lights,
Ists will have a distinct edge over
can
elevated Into
The
be
stage
the talkers here. Talk carries to all

audience

per-

In her customarWhen the line

stretched out across the stage from
wing to wing, the audience applauded.
Frauleln Vera Schwartz, of the
Statts-Oper, Berlin, Imported expressly for Radio City, solos In
'one,' doing one number and an en-

FrauIeln'Schwartz is a large
lady with what la known on this
side as a swell pair of pipes. She
core.

sings native.

Routine stays In 'one'i with an
other importation, Klrkwhlte and
Addison, English adagio team of
ability but no novelty.
Equally
capable teams of the same type are
'
available over here.

missing

parts of the house, but by the time triple deck., formation and has a
turntable besides, which can be re
It reaches 6th avenue It's just so
volved while the stage elevator Is
many words.motion.
The seating, capacity Is 6,940, but In The
house is acoustically treated
the mental picture from a long or
for
broadcasting.
With certain
short look is that the place is big
weak voices as were heard the first
enough to hold the next Armyr night,
it is advisable
use a travelNotre Dame game. And that's the ing mike in order to to
carry the chatkind of show they're going to expect ter of such performers to the audiat this theatre. Without mention
ences in the rear of the orchestra
ing the present scales, up to |2.60 and
up to the mezzanines.
Bige.
top.
Back of the stage there are dress
ing rooms sufficient to accommo
him go.
date
600 persons, with elevators to
Kreutzberg uses the full stage
take the performers to and from
and a set of rising stairs, entering
any fioor, and mike facilities which
(THEATRE)
from the top and returning, there
permit
them to follow the perform
at the finish. Program note aays,
(Continued from page 20)
while
is in progress, from

Tuskegee Choir, all-colored and
brought up from the south, sings
three numbers, the third and last
behind a curtain of chemical steam,
drawing the heaviest audience re
sponse up to then. They sing in
the regulation spiritual manner, and
proficiently, although a better se
lection of numbers would help«
Bolger goes through his eccentric
dance routine here, getting, them
early and holding on for about 10
minutes. They didn't want to let

MUSIC HALL

ance

It

VARIETY

Bob Reud, who

is

the Music Hall ad office.
There is no doubt that the Aylesworth connection helped plenty in

namely, Danzi Goodell, Jeanne
when it first started.
and Bob and Nora Williams. The
The capacity Income of the thea- 'piccolo' song eccentricitv and whistre for a week of 14 performances, tling finale of the last liamed came
or two dally, is estimated at $147,- near show stopping proportions.
000. The second day at the theatre The cartoon comedy was worked In
(Wednesday) was not capaflty at at this point and proved the most
The opening week may do enlivening Interlude of the evening.
$14,000.

one of the 'Cubby Bear' series
from the Van Beuren unit called
'Opening Night' and very funny.
'The Animal Kingdom' (Radio)
with Ann Harding and Leslie How*
3.700, sells at the $2.60 topi price, as
ard was the feature.
Rush.
does the flrst mezzanlnb, which

helped by the /holiday
$100,000,
period, usually the beat jkeek In
show biz for the b. o.

The orchestra

seats
flrst
floor.

floor,

an additional 960
mezzanine

oriso.

Is scaled

another imported

singer;

it

is

yet there.

dividuals.

the

first

stage appearance for both,

and they manage a lot better than
others on this bill who do nothing
else but appear on stages.
Harry
Revel and Mack Oordon wrote other
music for the show.
Intermission is followed by a
boiled down version of 'Carmen'
nearer to the original in
length than to a blackout. It runs
close to an hour and, arriving at
midnight at the opening. It chased
about half of the audience home.
Tltta RufCo, Coe Glade, Arnoldo
Lindl and Miss Bowman are the
principals, but it's itot their fault.
Rockwell's second appearance contains the second half of his medical
monolog and ends with the dress
cutting bit with the comedy prima
donna. It should land better at a
more decent hour. Rockwell's talk
again had the same effect, with the
that's

costs declined, besides the Ingenious
business acumen of the Rockefellers

who

probably overseered

The

theatre

stories tall.

rises

all

costs.

around

It fronts right

10

against

on 6th avenue. That way
a terrific traffic problem is presented to customers and the district
the

'L'

Despite the best police
supervision on opening night, 6th
traffic and for blocks around
was terrifically tangled, coming and
going.
Outside of the emergency fire
exits, the theatre has only a single
entrance. This is on 6th avenue at
60th street.
There are two exits,
one on 60th street directly around
the corner from the entrance, and
the other directly opposite on the
generally.

avenue

51st street side.

staging to advertising.

Is

calculated

to have run around $600,000. That's
a big opening cost, no matter how

any reason. The
opening ad campalem alone Is understood to have run to $60,000, and
from a publicity angle was well
handled. The space In photo sections and story stuff looks to have
been the biggest ever handed any
figured

or

theatre

project

for

history of
of this publicity

in

the

Most
biz.
campaign was handled by Martha
WilchinskI, under the direction of
Bob Sisk, RKO advertising chief.
The space was nationally given,

show

but the

New York

dallies particu-

and unprecedented amounts in show biz. Besides which the NBC outlets were
ever open to broadcast the venture
the and Its show opportunities.
An-

Two box offices take care of
Immediate ticket sales.
A third

larly

allotted

large

other aide in the publicity drive

is

.

The

With the

The two upper mezzanines balance the rest The original report
of the capacity was given as 6,700.

New Haven

Paramount,
New
As

It

now

Haven, Dec.

29.

stands, this week's F.

&

M. unit, 'Hollywood Comedians,'
Is a misnomer.
Couple of Hollylowed put It at 6,260. That's 60
seats over the old Roxy capacity, wood comedians are amoi^ those
which is 6,200. Later reports, how present, but they are shunted so far
ever, and the official M. H. program into the background they count for
Official

announcements which

aeatlng

state

the

6,000.

So that

It'a

fol-

capacity to be
almost anybody's

guess, outside the official counter,
who is Arthur Clary, and apparently he's keeping It secret.
There Is no doubt that as a sightseeing place for tourists the house
can draw for a limited period. The
old Roxy did that and the Paramount still does. Showmen put It
variously at from six weeks to six
months. The problem of creating
shows that will maintain sufficient
biz to impel a payoff at $2.60 top
evening^ and $2 matinees is something else to conjure. Depending on
the type of show, this house may
draw better for matinees than evenings.
audience
Just
different
types.
Both the Music Hall and the old
'

—

Fassell,

It is

stated to seat

'

Construction of the theatre, genJoan Abbott, torch singer, and Miss
Roxy receives the top salary of
erally, is believed to have cost
Fields and McHugh.
If the individual
Latter pair
(2,500 weekly.
That's some
wrote most of the show's music. In around 18,000,000.
weekly jt&y averaged |60 the pay
less than
their stage appearance Miss Fields where around $3,000,000
budget alone would reach
this com- roll
cost.
Buc
old
Roxy
the
aings their best song, 'Hey, Toung
on the spot.
parative smaller construction cost around $40,000 weekly
Fella,' through a mike, while McThe opening expenditures for the
bo laid to the era in which
Bugh backgrounds at the piano. It's may
everything from
the theatre was built when building theatre, including

(SHOW)
(Continued from page 20)

impelling the papers to render big
space allotments, but none can over- how they love all around the world,
look what the Rockefeller. SarnofT, giving way to the Uoxyettes dressed
long, semi-transparent skirts of
Owen Young, and what Roxy per- in
sonality himself meant to any pub- canary and doing their fan num->
ber. chiefly striking for its color
licity chief in contacting the papers
scheme
of yellow and red against
and magazines.
a dead black drop. Routine is by
Writing off that opening $000,000. no means the girl's best routine,
if that is the amount, means just
but here It drew the first really
adding so much per weekly to the heartfelt applause of the evening
house overhead. Over a year's pe- up to that moment.
riod this would be around $12,000
'Caprice Viennois' is the flossy
weekly to the house nut, which is title of a very pretty number by
estimated presently to be around Maria Gambarelli.
Setting is a
The rent, French drawing room of the ro$100,000, without rent.
from last accounts, wasn't definitely mance age, with figures in court
settled, but is estimated to run at costume of the times, and Gamaround $8,000 weekly, which would barelli in floating draperies of white
make the house overhead some- entering in a flurry of snow to do a
where around $120,000 weekly, if solo dance on her toes, a delightthe present pace is continued. If fully graceful performance. Scene
the rent is Included in the 100 grand, ends with the choral ensemble on,
then it's around $112,000, and still also in court dress, for a song, led
Robyn, another of
the biggest in show biz for any one by William
house. It's a record weekly cost for Roxy's old regulars back in the
The item was cordially
all times, no matter which figure is limelight.
taken. It seems assured this cost greeted by the first night assembly.
Boreo on again for the Apollon
will be trimmed plenty after the
house gets under way this opening Introduction and then Apollon's faweek. The aim will be to reduce it miliar turn involving his novel
Mexican
orchestra and much gagsomewhere around $70,000 or less,
whtch is from $6,000 to $16,000 un- ging between the Latin musicians
der the pace which Roxy maintained in stUl more broken English, spacing out the Apollon specialty peoat the old Roxy, on 7th avenue,
ple,

Angel of Fate,' descending
Roxy management are now compet
rooms. Backstage is a veri
from heaven to perform his work finite In moral support and flnan their
table labyrinth with all kinds of ing in negotiations for a London
clal courage on the part of the men
on earth, visits a royal feast, etc.*
Arrows are painted on spectacle, such as the 'White Horse
The Roxyettes, also unchanged who gave unto Roxy the fullest stairways.
backing and free rein to realize a the walls like in the IRT subway Inn.'
excepting as to number—^2 to 48
to direct the people to any spot. In
How or where the Music Hall will
.are smartly. costumed.Jn their one dream that no other man in any tho'foyer of' the theatre besides~an
mostly aftecTfBe Broadway theatre
specialty spot, dancing to Dorothy Tifetime perhaps has been accorded elevator
used to take persons to the
Fields and Jimmy McHugh's 'With by so eminent a coterie of brains executive offlcee located on the 60th area, or vice versa, remains to be
figured.
There are around 20 or
a Feather in Your Cap,' sung before and money.
These men are John D. Rockefel street side, five passenger elevators more film and combo theatres In the
the traveler by Jeannie Lang.
are on the 61st street side to carry Times Square district. Their total
Dr. Rockwell does the flrat half of ler, Jr., Owen D. Young, David Sar
customers to the mezzanines and estimated seating capacity Is around
and
Hiram
noffi,
Aylesworth
M.
H.
his quack monolog, having no dif
downstairs to the grand lounge.
40,000. Addition of the Music Hall's
Acuity in getting his voice to all Brown, the latter Aylesworth's pre
There Is a men's lounge and a 6,200 seats, plus the new RKO
parts of the auditorium the acou- decesaor as president of RKO.
lounge on each floor except Roxy's capacity of 3,700, would add
From every angle the construe woman's
stics are super-fine.
Put Rock
on
the
main
floor
the
foyer.
of
Each
some 10,000 seats n the district.
well's stuff needs more intimacy on tton of this Music Hall is bound to Is separately and Individually deco
But at $2.60 the Music Hall is con
the audience's part.
While they have far-reaching effects on the in rated, as are the foyer walls also sidered
opposition to the legit
Aside from its
laughed, the laughter didn't come dustry generally.
over
staircase.
the
The
sides
Errand
from under the vest as It ordinarily size and operation angles. It brings of the foyer are lined full up with houses.
into active fllmdom parExactly what the size of the
tfoea for Rockwell.
He finishes his straight
gold mirrors.
Music
Hall means from a comparafirst appearance with the piccolo ticipation such men as John D,
Drinking fountains are on each
Rockefeller, Jr., and Owen Young.
tive standpoint Is ttiat its orchestra
bit.
Operation of the spot may be the floor also, except the foyer floor, floor seats 100 more people than the
The Doc Is next to closing In the
far these and check rooms are to be found on entire Paramount theatre on Broadfirst part, followed by the nlte club basic indicator of how
every floor, where customers can
industry.
will
with
the
two
men
ride
way holds and Is as big or bigger
finale, a black patent leather and
check their clothes conveniently.
than the old Roxy.
red lacquer affair in costuming and That's Roxy's responsibility. It's a
It is stated that it takes 90 stage
On the top floors of the theatre
mounting. Miss Bowman repeats great responsibility. It will all de hands to man the current performthe
stage
shows
at
pend
on
the
above the auditorium are
here, doing straight In a comedy
ance, while the total staff employed and
waltz with Bolger, who acts as m. c. Music Hall. It will take the finest at the house, some of whom may Roxy's suite of offices and living,
Other specialties are by the Berry booking judgment in show biz to spread their labors over the new quarters. These are modernlstlcally
over.
The
constructed and fumished> including
Bros., ott and on too fast; Jules and carry the Music Hall
Thursday
RKO
Roxy
which
opened
Indicate
Josie Walton, dance team; Otto opening performance didn't
(29) night, aggregate nearly 760 In- a private dining room, taking up
fThe
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RKO ROXY

associated with

three or four times the space he
reserved for an office and bedchamber at the old Roxy.
The theatre was built to provide
vision lines that would lend a certain illusion of Intimacy between
customers and the stage performance.
Unfortunately, while the
sound system of the theatre is okay
and the lighting angles fit, the sight
lines are off.
There may be a slight chance for
an actor to be caught okay from the
front row of the flrst mezzanine
while the lights are full up. But the
personality stuff goes blah from that
spot to the rear and upwards to the
roof, and on the orchestra floor,
from about the center of the house
back.
That makes the Music Hall
chiefly a sight spot.
For personality actors it's tough.
That's where
the rub comes in the size of the
theatre
mayl>e also the scale.
With practically a similar style of
show, but with a film for premiere
amu.sement going into the new RKO
Roxy, RKO is back to where it ia
operatlnR houses in direct competition with each other, IMCO Roxy
scale top Is $1.65.
Shan.

—

—

litUe.

Mostly a matter of material..
Seems too bad, too, as fans have
laughed at Walter Hiers and Snub
Pollard on the screen and they
might on the stage If the boys
were given a little snappier business
to work with.
Maybe the title meant more when
Ben Turpin was in, but pratt-falling four times daily was apparently more than the X-orbed comic

go for, so he stepped out
about three weeks ago.
Unit as a whole, however, clicks
as an oke piece of entertainment
and drew nice response in more
than one spot during its 42 minutes.
Staged by Le Roy Prlnz, entire
could

show works in a single set after an
opening silver scrim through which
Teddy Joyce steps to Introduce himself and start the ball rolling with a
hot overture played by house band.
Set is a- modernistic work of~stlver
bars and arches behind a modified
stairway, the whole against a blue
eye. Band Is seated on spilt plat-

form which relieves monotony of
single set by swinging first down,
then upstage for various turns.
Following Jazz overture, band
platform divides for Joyce (not

Teddy) and Gary who work before
an upstage mike for some nice harmony, with Joyce on a steel guitar
and Gary vocalizing to his won
stringed acompanlment.
Boy haa
an excellent tenor voice on the upper range, but swallows his low
notep. During Gary's second number, 'Shanty Town,' a flat piece representing a shack Is shoved on from
the wings and Cathleen Bessette
mokes her entrance through door of
shock In farmerette costume.

a black-haired
fast tap which
her turn

A

Girl,

a
a knockout, but

looker, goes into
Is

is altogether too brief.

subdued stage with an overhead
makes a nice setting for Teddy

spot

Joyce to follow with a violin solo

As number
come up and Joyce

which registered
finishes, lights

xrell.

goes into a soft shoe routine. Customers go for the lad's versatility.
Pollard and Hiers enter for a burlesque introduction in song, aided
by Joyce. Hiers stays on solo for
supposed monolog and is interrupted by Jeannie, the vest-pocket
comedienne who works with Hiers
for his most effective moments of
the unit. Jeannie follows her chatter with a song and closes with a
dance to a good hand.
Mary Miles on for an acrobatic

dance which is an unusual combo of
cooch, splits and handstands to slow
tempo.
Blossom Sisters on for
waltz with Joyce, followed by lat*ter's fake ventriloquist gag which
merely serves to cover a costume
change for the Blossoms, who return in a Spanish burlesque that
socks.
Comedians back for some pretty
terrible gagging.
Joyce then goes
into Ms Ice-'skating dance which

pot a nice re.iponse.

LambertC on next to closing,
(Continued on page 68)

all
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a
Fans

will toat

glory in the

Making
asses

«^ and o^„,

and

grosses soar as audiences

new antics di Flagg and

passes at a

Quirt.

new dame... and jack*

of themselves. Hotter and peppier...

faster

laugh

and
this

scrappier than ever.

The

belly-

cock-eyed world needs most.

EDMUND LOWE
VICTOR McLAGLEN
LUPE VELEZ
EL BRENDEL
Lilian

Bond

Gloria Vioy
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Behind the Ideas— No, 1

FAN C HON

Fanchoh directing

has put more than io,ooo girb on the stage in lo years

SHE

That's to be more

prolific

George White combined

A to Z, having

from

the age of lo

. . .

She knows the psychology of

been one for years

She knows music from

.

.

. .

Fanchon

floor

professional troupers ...

At

and

started acting at

sixteen she

shows for

cafe in the

artists

around Los Angeles ... At four-

in amateur theatricals

and Marco were

teen she

. . .

.

than Ziegfeld, Earl Carroll, and

years of practical study... Started producing

cafes in 191^

visiting plenipotentiaries there

in that time

Las Vegas,

.

New

ville

circuits

dumb

And

.

.Won

her way to the top of the vaude-

Did

special

with a flash act

stage

Orpheum Circuit at a fourR9of'^'T^w^d^^cr_
produced by herself. So she knows actors from

heap with Marco ... Headlined the

figure salary...

now by Hollywood

Mexico, when Jack Johnson beat Fireman Jim Flynn

shows

at the Ziegfeld
. .

acts to sophisticated

comedians

. .

At

.

. .

makes them applaud from Park Avenue to the hinterlands

knows what

more than

an extravaganza

.

Supervises dance routines

. . .

is

too busy whipping

mammoth Fanchon and

Originates novel settings .

supervises their execution ...

surround herself with the best brains in the
.

.

.

.

. .

studios in Hollywood-.-. vCreates original ideas for-shows

and

.

twenty-flve talkies ... Is sought

present, she oversees all production at the

Marco

technique
.

act to advertising

for

producers for more talkies, but

shows into shape

for costumes

Fanchon knows audiences from the same experience

She has studied every angle of production

. .

from hiring an

Fanchon has staged dances

Entertained in the £rst pay -as -you -dance ballroom in

for the world's championship.

Fair... Ten years

World

she has staged more than 600 units ... So she knows what goes and what

had

tan^g from cafes to two thousand seaters.
Arizona, New Mexico, California, Utah, Idaho,

Played the sticks in
.

during the

ago she started producing presentations for movie houses ... In that time

doesn't go in a movie house .

.

Staged the shows for the most successful

. . .

West, Tait's in San Francisco... Entertained kings, queens,

played hundreds of dates

Colorado

girb.

Bosses the

staflF

and the

Has

. .

Sets

the foresight to

of stage

busi^iess in all lines

artists

.

. * .

new designs

witK a sagacious and

sympathetic supervision gained from her years of practical experience

She knows production from a

single act to a topnotch musical revue

In 1920 she co-produced **Sunkist" with Marco
lyrics

.

.

.

. . .

. .

wrote the music and

designed the costumes ... It was a hit from coast to coast

.

.

both

sides

of the proscenium ... Turns out more than

productions every year... And

and a student of the times

. . .

still

That's Fanch<Mi .

FANCHON & MARCO,
HOLLYWOOD

•

SAN FRANCISCO

•

SEATTLE

•

fifty

complete

finds time to be a wife, a mother,

MILWAUKEE

„

Inc.
•

NEW YORK

Tuesday, January

3»
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EXPLOITATION
five double passes he thought carJig Saws
ries the most beauty.
Manager who wanted to know
In some instances lists have been
]iow to work the jig-saw puzzles prepared for the use of contestants,
which are now popular in many with, such unfamiliar words as
places has his answer, but the Idea 'bosky,' with the pay off coming on
may Interest others. It Is a bit too the night the awards were made.
expensive for general use, unless the Ten lists had been selected as best
cost can be laid off to a string ot in consecutive order and writer of
Best
houses, but it can be done.
the number one list was called to
way is to find some concern making the stage to define the words he
these puzzles and let them do the used. It was not until the seventh
cutting iro^ old dies, but if it must list was reached that the selector
be home made, here's the gag.
was able to tell what his words conWhat printers call steel cutting noted. It got one of the biggest
rule is bent into the properly er- laughs In months from a crowd,
ratic shapes. If one cut Is desired, most of whom could not define half
the cross bits must be welded In. It the words.
is better to use two Impressions.
One form ham the rule for the verNo Snow Cards
tical and the other for the horizontal cuts. After the first cut is
Recent snow storms with piles of
made the strips must be assembled snow on B'way and the side streets
properly on the second platen and was Just snow. No cards anywhere.
In earlier years the snow would not
the second cut made.
In cither event the rule is bedded have stopped falling before the
In molten type metal to within half cleaners would have been out forman Inch of the top. When cold, a ing plies for the wagons, and the
sheet of rubber sponge is laid on the lithographers would have been right
form, the metal is smeared with on their heels with tack cards fastcement and the block pressed down. ened to pointed laths. Bu this
The sponge is cut and adheres to is the year of costless exploitation,

each section. When it has dried,
the block is raised. If the rubber
extends slightly above the surface
of the rule, on cutting the i>a8teboard the rubber forces the pieces
out.
It

but

sounds like a big Job, and It is;
that's the way it's done.

EmboBMd Signs

and no one seemed

to

few years ago there would have painted raincoats and few noticed
Might have
been three or four cards to every the perambulators.
weather, but not

—

be.
than usual appearance.
Stuff is not dated until the bookFat Stuff
ing Is spotted, but put up as far in
advance as he feels sure. Of course
One manager made the recent cold
he uses only the favorable men snap work for him. When the thertlon material, but manages to get mometer shot down In the bulb, he
-gjiojigh .nf thl3-.ftvpn on. th&_ poorer, RJUt_ Pj?Lt..n_fioiip.l©_of boys _to, j»eddle
.

product.

palm-leaf fans and tickets to the
the three current attraction for the price of
months he has been using the admission. Large front and back
ficheme the room has done more signs explained the fans would keep
selling than the newspaper ads.
you cool, but the theatre would keep
you warm. Suggestion of warmth
was given emphasis and a compariEnlarged Telegram Ballyhoo
son with other theatres proved to
the manager that the gag had had
Hollywood.
Enlarged
telegram
throwaway its effect.
Only a few Jokers bought fans, but
that can be used for almost any
outstanding picture was successful- hundreds of downtown shoppers
ly employed by Pox West Coast were sold the Idea that the theatre
was
one place where they could be
Egyptian in announcing its dual
feature policy (currently). Reverse comfortable.
Might not mean much further
side of the mesase carries half a
dozen comerclal house ads, which north, where they are used to cold
covered the cost of the printing. wither; but this was in the district
Only expense to the theatre was the where cold snaps are rare and illy
distribution which was nominal. provided for. Just another Instance
Message, on regulation yellow print of cashing in on spot news.
stock, was 18 by 12 inches In size.
that

in

Time and Place
A manager thought it would be a
most great gag to give the kids a packbeautiful words should break Into age, of candy for a matinee premium
the theatre as it has done every- the week after Christmas. He ruswhere else and already theatres are tled around and promoted a supply
cashing In. The best results seem of cheap candy, portioned It In small
to accrue from a double contest for bags and handed one to each child.
the best and the most humorous
Kids came because there was a
list, with most of the entrants work- favorite western player, but almost
ing toward the latter. In one such without exception they went out
contest the prize went to a man with hammers In tholr hands. The
who suggested that 'Pass two' writ- candy was cheap, they declared, and
ten five times was the most beau- not so good; the portions were
tiful combination he knew, so In- stingy and they were sore on the
stead of the prize which had been house for several weeks. Too close
hung up he was awarded with the to Xmas.
^
10 Words

It

was

inevitable that the 10

an old round alarm clock.
It would have been safe to have offered diamond ringrs. But It got the
crowd, and the manager gets the
window the first time he wants it.
plate of

pile of snow throughout the theatre 'done better in clear
district, including the side streets. certain even then.

making

figures

Water prevented them from seeing that the hoop was moulded from
plastic wood around the glass-

A

much

He

tickets.

price of tho laths.
Quite possible that the
would not have paid off, but it is for the utilization of one of their
surprising, Oven in these times, that own Ideas, Weather proved to be
there were no cards in the banks. bad. all of the boys wer* wearing

Typical of present day conditions
to be able to af- with most of the theatres crjring
in the way of equipment that there's no business and then
sonie swank signs with a waiting for soineone else to do
cake decorator tube such as may somethliier about it for them.
be had at any kitchen utensila d«
partment for 60c up. Outflt in
Free Barkers
eludes a syringe with a set 6C noz'
Brussels.
zles for streams of icing of different
Through the local press the
Goo ia Cameo
styles and proportions.
(M-G^M) cinema announced
forced through the gun and tube to that It would call up a number
of
como out in a continuous stream telephone subscribers on Dec. 17 and
from the other ena.
19 and that the first to shout over
With, a little practice the manager the wire, before saying anything
has been able to turn out B6me else, 'Go and see The Champ' at the
etuft that would be credit to a dei
Cameo' would receive a prize of
luxe theatre, and at Very small cost.
$30 and the others |8, in adHe uses a thin plaster of jfaxlB mix, about
dition to free seatfi for the film. So
working up only enough for one for two
days everybody using the
charge of the gun at a tlmel S*or telephone has been advised to go
colors he gets cemeiit colors from and see The Champ.'
Been tried
the hardware store to tint the plas^ elsewhere and seems to cll<:k.
ter.
Stuff sticks well to the boairds
and cost is small, apart from the
Two Ways
Qold and silver letters are
labor.
Manager recently turned down a
painted after drying; but other
novelty slot machine which was
colors are mixed Into the mass.
EfCeotlve combinations are blue su-oosed to tell fortunes scientifiand silver, purple and green, green cally. It was a racket, but interestand black, red and black, red and ing In its way. Explanation was
yellow and black and orange. In that he did not want to clutter up
each case the card color is that first his lobby.
In two other spots the machines
named.
Cards really are boards
painted with quick enamel and had been set in. One manager admatted with a handful of fine steel vertised it on the screen, on his
front boards and in the liouse prowool either 0 or 00.
gram as the latest scientific novelty.
He even got some press work for it
Fablioity Boom
in the papers by getting the colManager of a house with a lounge umnist of one and the women's page
under the auditorium had the walls eds pt both sheets to come down.
more or less damaged when a radi People climbed stairs to the mezator valve blew out and the steam zanine to look it over, and the headcondensing on the plaster washed acher took In ample coin.
The other man merely spotted it
the decorations streaky. Didn't feel
that he could afford an elaborate in his foyer and the best he got was
restoration, so he covered with comment on the fact that the house
was
getting to look like a penny arcompo board and calls it his 'ad
vance room.' Boards are covered cade.
It's the same way with any ateye high with clippings on <iomlng
attractions.
Above are ads and traction. It can be made to seem
sometimes a one-sheet of better Important even though It may not
Is

Sold It Off
Just before the holidays a storekeeper offered a manager $10 if he
would provide a real window attractor.
Manager refused the coin but
sjjecifled that he could have the
window after the holiday for the
first big shew he wanted to put over.
A larpA aquarium was placed in
the window with about a dozen fish.
In one end was a hoop about three
inches in diameter. Gag was that
anyone seeing one ot the fish swim
through the hoot got 10 tickets for
the theatre free. People stood in
front of the window, but the fish always turned away and no one got

the. idea of painting

House too small

ford

Week later another picture was
put on the streets, but this time the
perambulators were a couple of
girls In painted smocks, and everyone sa.w. the ads. Worked so '^ell
that the manager has bought a
dozen from a Joblot house to use as
needed.

2S

By Epes W. Sargent

#1^

Changed to Smoeks
Hard to figure things sometimes.
Manager In a college town got the
up a couple of rain
coats for his coming attraction, figstunt uring that tlie students would fall

have

VARIETY

Meantbne a faotory

girl

for the marchers. For the remainer
of the month he is going to shout
prosperity in the hope of jazzing
things up.
First week he will have a phonograph in the lobby grind out 'Happy Days Are Here Again' in the old
familiar style, and if he can, he
alms to rope the local merchants
in on a big scale drive in the outlying towns.

Get the Host
Prevalent

valances

around

the

marquee Is effective for a change,
and gives additional sign space, but
It seems to defeat some of the other

advertising through covering the
line ot vision until one Is close to
the awning, where the hidden stunts
frequently could be used to draw
people to the house.
Nothing Is needed under the awnDoesn't mean anything, perhaps, ing but plenty of light. The stretch
but It's his experience that any- of sidewalk Immediately in front
thing that helps makes a noise is ot a theatre should be the best
good for the show business unless lighted space for a block or more
it's a pineapple from an inimical around.
It should be the focus of
labor union.
the street lighting, and once the
crowd Is brought Into the brightly

lighted area it should be sold on
True but Phoney
the cross banner and the ground
stinger gags are not always to be lobby display.
It should not be
recommended,' but now and then one asked to crane Its neck to look at
Mail'
seems to fit in. One is 'Air
too high an attractor.
when It plays cities not serviced by
Get the attractors' outside the
the flying postmen.
space and be careful not to let
Gag starts off with a letter to the them outshine the lobby.
paper urging e.n airport and airmail.
That always sounds imi>ortant, and
Sport Parade
the paper ./ill probably give It a
In the winter time the usual old
ride if the situation Is explained. It
should not; however, he egged Into reliable bathing suit parade is either
a serious campaign not knowing the out or drawn in by the neck, but
those who have the 'Sport Parade'
facts.
Next move is to come out with a coming will txr able to duplicate the
blazing head that the air mail Is pull of the bathing suit gag in midcoming, using a trick edition of the winter.
It's nothing less than a parade of
regular paper, and then tell It Is
coming to the theatre If not to the girls in sporting togs from skiing to
bathing, with tennjs, track, basketflying field.
ball,
the field sports and all the
Just a development of the old Idea
of renaming a street, but effective other branches to provide costume
suggestions. Most of the girls will
it not recently used.
feel they will not stand much chance
of getting a prize If they are all
Picture Talks
bundled up for skating, so there will
plenty of bathing, suits and shorts
Down In one small town where be
comings and goings are known, the to give an eyeful, and yet the oh.
local manager contacts all who have lectors cannot coniplsdn that It is
made a visit to the nearby city to Just a leg show. It matches the
learn what they saw and how they title and it suits the public.

asked for one of the old smocks to
wear at her work, and jgot It. Next liked It.
day the manager bad nearly 60 apIf they like what he has booked,
plications for the other. Still an ad. he gets them to tell about It the
next time they come to the show.
Biding ia
Flatters their vanity and gives the
Just to have something to talk personal guarantee touch without
about a theatre man In a strongly committing the manager.
Democratic section Is planning to
If they don't care for what they
start a drive on BCarob S with saw, they can do their own broadRoosevelt's inauguration the motive casting, but not In his theatre.
Incidentally it makes them open
power. " Plans to open with a street
parade, with that winding up at the to appreciation, for they know they
theatre In time for the first show, won't get the spotlight If they don't
which will be a free performance boost the shows.

ike

KEYS

Tied to 'Bollar*

Joe

Pittsburgh, Dec. 31.
advertising director

Feldman,

WB here, promoted a neat tieup with Bank ot America for 'Silver
Dollar.' Coupon tickets given each
customer, were stamped good for
for

one silver dollar If conditions of reverse side are followed.^
Conditions had to do with Xmas
funds, savings account and safe

box rentals. Bank stipulated
that every cuistomer who opened a
dollar-a-week Xmas savings or a
dollar-a-week savings account and
kept them up tor 49 weeks would
get the 60th tr^ee, a present from the
bank.
If a safe deposit box were rented,
$1 was to.be deducted immediately
from the rental with the presentation of the
coupon.

.dei>osit

^

Sloux City,

Phoenix, Ariz.

la.

Reopening of Capitol, Publlx,
Sans formality. Stetson Brothers
Christmas has resulted in shift of opened the Studio there, town's only
Joseph Kinsky, city >aianager. C. Independent, Dec. 22.
W. Peterson, formerly of Princess,
House win operate mainly with
four
has gone to Orpheum as manager; second-run
pictures
with
Charles A. W. Alderson, Norfolk, changes weekly.
It Is a SBO-seat
Neb., manager, transferred here as house, costing $80,000. Scale 16-26c.
manager ot Princess. Bernard Ryan
Marlon, O.
continues as assistant to Kinsky;
Warren Butlw, assistant at PrinOpera house at Larue, west of
cess, and Donald W. Shane, chief here, destroyed by flre with loss es
Playing pic
of service at Capito), becomes as- tlmated at $10,000.
sistant at Orpheum.
tures.
Decatur,

111.

Bijou, dark several years,
opened Christmas by Publlx.

re-

Woonsocket, R. I.
Morris Safner and Harry J.
Blanchette of Wllllmantlc, Conn.,

have opened the Olympia Woonsocket, R. I., dark for months. Second run, 10c. top. Formerly vaude
and pictures.
Bijou (Publlx), Woonsocket, R. I.,
reopened Dec.

26.

Closed for year.

Former— vaudo houso- with

RKO

WB

Hooks

to 'MiUion'
At first glance 'It I Had a Million'
might not seem to lend itself to a
cooperative page, but there's a
chance with proper copy such as
'U I Had a Million I would get a
new\ coat at Smith & Jones.' It
would cost only from $7.98 to $12.46,
but I couldn't get better value if I
had that million.'
A candy ad might show a cut of
a youngster with 'If I had a million
Alliance, O.
Morrison, recently under Warner I would buy $900,000 worth of candy
from Jones' fountain and give the
control, dark tor two weeks, reRaymond rest to Mom.'
opened with pictures.
Working along similar lines the
Wallace continues as manager.
entire list of merchants can be
taken in without trouble and for the
Youngstown, O.
sort
of page that will make talk.
Park, a Feiber & Shea house, has
fallen in line with Paramount In reKiddie Ear Nags
ducing scale to 16c till 6 p. m.
First-run films.
It you're looking for a new one for
the stage, nut on a kiddle-car polo
Martins Ferry, O.
tournament Usual polo game, but

-

-Elzane theatre has reverted to the the players ride kiddle cars Instead

Fenray Co., L. F. Elck, president. of horses, and, of course, undersized
House reopened for three days a mallets.
week, two days combination stage
Interesting when played by juveJack Stebblns, former house man- shows and pictures, and the third niles, but a shriek when full-grown
ager at Orauman's Chinese, now day straight pictures.
men man the cars and amble about
manager ot the F-WC Granada at
the stage. It's even possible to form
Pittsburgh.
Inglewood.
several teams and play off a tournaBen Steerman, ot St. Louis, new ment. With girls it should
be a
here. He suc- natural.
contact man for
Easton, Pa.
Boyd Enterprises appointed Harry ceeds Fred Jergens.
And after the grownups have esGammett district manager for Altablished the tad, there's a chance
Dallas.
lentown and Bethlehem.
to lay it off to the kid club for its
vaudeville.

Second rtm at a6o

top.

liOS Angeles.

WB

Easton, Pa.

William B. Huffman, ot Newcas-

manager

of College theatre, Bethlehem, Pa.
Richard Shamus, of Phllsulelphla, manager of
Transit theatre. Easton. Both theatres are owned by the United
Chain.
tle,

Ind.,

New York City.
George Brown, until recently Publlx
contact num on the George
Walsh Pennsvlvanla-New York division, has taken over management
of the Paramount Peekskill, N. Y.,
succeeding Theodore M. Horowitz.
He was placed in Peekskill by

U

R. C. Mcllheran, who recently left meetings.
after 24 years, Is hooking up with

Majestic as branch mgr. for Dallas
Also bringing over H. A.
Wortham, another ex-Unlversallte,
for head booker.

Clip- of -Film Stont
Los Angeles.
angle of using a frame of
from the pic for publicity
purposes has been worked out by
Dos Moines.
W. P. Grossman Is manager of the Fox- West Coast for local premiere
of 'The Son-Daughter.' Short piece
Circle, indie here.
Dreamland, Dubuque, sold by Ben of film is clipped to a card with an
Levinson to Leo J. Dlener, and will opening back of the celluloid, makbe reopened. House known as Pal- ing It a tran.sparency when held to
the light.
ace in future.
Slogan u.sed is: 'Here's a peek at
the first groat picture of 1933 with
Marshalltown, la.
1932's finest actress, 'Helen Hayes.'
Publlx h'as reopened Strand.
territory.

Walsh.

Fort Dodge,

New Haven.

New

celluloid

Iowa reopened. Nights

15c.

la.

Cen-

tral States circuit.

Ben M. Cohen, who came in recently to presswork for Paramount
Nevada, la.
houses, to mo.ve on. Par has withW. P.. Grossman takes Palace for
drawn stage shows and can get building and loan association of
along without a special p. a. Cohen Ames. Owned .md manager Circle
for many years.
has made no connection yet.

L. A. Celluloiding Itself
Hollywood.
Metropolitan Industrial division Is
producing a plug feature for Los
Angeles, which the city fathers plan
to use in making the balance of the
country Southerh Callfornla-mindcd.
L. A. open golf tourney will be ia«
curporated in the film.

Tuesday, January

1933

3,

VARIETY
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PICTil KES
CYNARA

In the theatre and gets her into herold carney routine.

(Continued from page 19)

Biggest laugh for the adults Is the
agent's trick of plastering Farrell's
office with an sizes of a 'still' compromising: him .^ith the dancer.
Nexi;:- jnove» ap°t)«a)lng especially
to .iftier, yjDupgst^ts,' 4s the nudist
cdlotQr' lc^ an'd'pac&do down 6th
aveiriuei^ which the ngentvuses to get

Backgfduiiids are always eldguent of the London, locale, although
unoptrualvely eo. Dialog is beautifully thrifty.
new'^omer to the ipcreen Is
Phyllis Barry, English elrt"'fl*om
piustcal. comedy. This story doesn't
It4«U.

.

Th|»,
Motro

Star-

and'- release.

ring Helemv losses and Rainoi) Noyarro..
Directed by 'Clftrea'ce' Bro\ra. Adapted
by John Obodrtoti and Claudlne West
from play )>^. David Bdlaaco and Georg?
M. Scar boro'ugh. Dialog by Leon Gordon.
SongH 'by An^elm .Qoetzl and Herbert StotKkT( and BC<>re' by Stothart
Oliver T. Wataji. photog^ At the CapiRunning
tol, New Tor:k, 'Week D4«,
time, 80 mfputoa^
Tom Lee.f4>'...*M»«..IU^n Novarro.
Lien Wha;.'-;^.,.».M;..i.*Rele& .Ba^yes
Lewis Stone
Dr. Dong Tpng^.M^*'*
Fen 8ha...'.....,«M.«..."Warier -CHaiid
.

-,

another girl into Farrell's show.
bring ou^ her .be^t points. For one >.
WaVy.
thing she' looks aind acts a good deal
too reflried fOr the role,- Chances;
are she wras cast for the satisfying-^
.Balpilt 'iSfiTSiuac
Fang Foa Hy..
k>lcture she makes In a bathing suit.;
Toy Tah..;*^>**>»«>I^utBe Closser BIhle
B. 'V^anter
Mls3 Barry Is a real classic* beauty^ ^ramount production and release. Di- SiB Kat. ..»,.»».
In repose, but she hftan't the knack rected by Wesley Ruggles. ^rom story by
Edmund Qouldlng and. Benjamin Glazer,
yet of making the most of her points screen play by Maurlne Watklns and MilBeyond JSelen Hayes' expert 'Lien
Rush.
in action.
ton H. Qropper. Stars Clark Gable, with
.

.

•

NQ MAN OF HER OWN
Lombard

Carole

heading

LAWYER MAN
Warner producllon and
by William

Mas

Directed

release.

Based on novel by
by Rlnn James

Dleterlc.

with adaptation
James Seymour. Associate director,
Stanley liOgan. Film editor, Thomas Pratt.
FhotQcraphy by Robert Kurrlo. Stars William Powell, with Joan Blondell featured.
At Hollywood, New York, week Dec. 21.
Running time, 08 minutes.
Wtlllatn Powell
;
Anton
.Joan Blondell
Olga
.Helen Vinson
Barbara
Alan DInehart
Bentley
Allen Jenkins
lasy Lsvlne
Trell,

sjid

.'

MackalU
by Leo

and Dorothy
Pbotography

support,

-

At Paramount, N. T., for week
Running time, 75

.Toyer.

starting Friday, Dec. 30.
minutes.

Babe Stewart
Connie Randall
Kay Everly

.....Clark Gable
Carole Lombard

Dorothy Hackaltl

Vane

.Grant Mitchell
George BarblAfElizabeth Pattetson

Mr. Randall
Mrs. Randall
Detective Collins
Willie Randall
Mr. Morton

J.

Farrell

Mattle
Minister

MacDonald

Tommy Conlon
Walter Walker
Paul. BlUa

Vargas

Lillian

Harmer

Frank McGlyoo,

Sr.

'

David Landau

Gllmurry
Virginia

'.

Claire rtodd
Sheila Tefry

.

Flo

Kenneth Thompson
Jack LaRue

Dr. Oreham
Spike

-

:

Rockcllffe Fellovs

Kovak

Roscoe KaAie
Dorothy .Chrlstv
Ann BTOdy

Merritt

Chorus Ulrl
Mrs. Levlne
Onts6ppI

Curley W>JSht.-

Edward McWade

M«yl?

An

audience picture of better than
average appeal, being closer to good
on merit, plus name of Clark Oable.
for draft at the "box office. Advertising apt>roach, if right, will insure
theatre added revenue with someIt can be seen.
thing hot to ;sen
Title alone 1^ l>ox office as far as
It, 14 borrowed from the
titles go.

Lewton best-seller of last
Any reports that 'Lawyer Man' Is spring. 'No Bed of. Her Own,' which
a steal of 'Counselor at Law' can be was originally lioli^ht 4^or Gable and
forgotten. It isn't. The only sim- Miriam HoplUns. -AJtler' coiislderable
'and
"Val

both the play
'Lawyer Mali* central charactfei- Isan East Side New York attorney.
Warners have fashioned a plcturie.
around such a oliaracter th&.t^ is'
ilarity is that in

surefire entertainment

and

froitt.all,

Wit-;
indications good box office.
I'.am Powell, as a draw In anythlfig
he goes, Is aided by the fact U\lfl:;JS
one of his best under the Warner
'.

banner.
Is the entire picture but In
Blondell as his secretary hfe
wrong type opposite. The'
wo don't seem to stack up right
ogether though perhaps Miss Blonr
•lell Is more the sec type than Kay
^'Yancis would have been.
Powell Is at his best In the early
sequences as a man who is sartorl.ally the equal of a -country hick.
He's playing a new role and dolng>

Powell

.Toan

las the

extremely well, by degrees coming out of the hick character into'
own. This occurs little by little
as 'he climbs to prominence in a
forensic way until the clidracter. Is
both interesting and sympatbetlc»
Quite a number of good laughs
nermeate the action, but there's lltxle in the way of courtroom itatt.
Most of wliat happens in oonrt
rooms is covered *y flashes of newis.naper headlines entirely out of^pr.o•)Ortlon to what would be giveh ;t»y
The conservative New York paipfer
w'liose masthead is photographed.'
In the main PoweU's supporting
oast Is good, Miss Blondell turning
In a fine Job even though she's in
the wrong picture and th6 wrong
role.
David Landau stands out as
the political boss who traps the
lawyer in a blackmail stunt in order
to gain control of him, only to pay
for it dearly in the end himself.
it

liis

'

-

William Dletorlo, who

came

first

'over to the U. S. to make foreign
versions, Is responsible for a workTianllke directorial job. Possibly he
'•an't be blamod for the coun3el*ia reurn to Hester street for an off-key
Inl.sli.
Script ni.iv have demanded

Char.

trtat.

The Half Naked Truth
Jln/.io

,

production

by Gregory Le

nnd

C.^vo.

pirccted

release,

Based

Herty

on'

nelohonbach's book. 'Phrntom Fame," with
Pcrei»n .Trrnnptomcnt credited four writers.
At .M.iyfalr. Now York, we<'k Dec. 30. Run'Jlng ilmc,
I'eresUu

7.1

ininuies.

iLupo Vclez
Iiee Tracj*

Eugsnp Pallette
Frank Morgan
Robprt MoKenzfe
Shirley Chambers

(•'nrrc;!
r'ht, Muiulny

Uliiil.vs

Tlic lu-es.s was gullible, for him, in
the (Inys wlion the Inte Harry Reichonbach was at his prime. Few out-

of tho ti-ade have lie.ird of
Harry's liotel-llon gap and others.
Fast-movinj,', .show -wise dialog is

side

recltod by Lee Tracy and
Lui)',-- Vclfz.
A picture that will appe.Tl ospocially to the smart high
school element of the country and
p'rovido .some lauRhs for the adults
is the result.
First 1.') minutes of tlio runnInK
time of 'Truth,' wliich should and
rould very easily he trimmed to tho
iormal period, concenir.ates on a
carnival.
Just when the audience
ia ;,'citin.c: the impression th.at this
is .imiilier circus, Lee Tracy quits
bajkii)^:,
turns press aprent, and
whislis
tlio
coocl\
dancer, Lupc
.sn.ijjpily

A'elez,

;iw;iy

to

JJroadway

and a

luiicl.

Things come too easily for the
Tracy does, even for .a credu-

p. a.

lous audience to hrlieve
tinio.
Hut tlie jir. .<s and
tlie liolcl ^'ain a conlraet

F.irrell.
And
to rincr d\)\vn

tragic experiences rival
those of another Belascd. maid of
the Orient,. Cho-Cho San CMme.
Butterfly'), the old Belasco-Scarborough 'Son-Daughter' as a picture contains nothing to distinguish
It from other subjects on EVlsco
Chinatown Intrigue^ It's old time
stuff, movlni^ slowly and laboriously toward a sad climax.
Miss Hayes is mor^ often playing
Helen Hayes than Ijeh 'Wha, although a heat change of pac« In a
role that calls tor a protean switch
frojoa lotua 4ower to tCger lily, makes
the part 'continually Interesting if
not always true to type. Others In
It's
the ca9t are less impressive.
hard to t9.ke Lewis Stone and H. B.
Warner as a couple of elderly Chinese gents, and as difficult to accept
Ramon Novarro as a young Oriental
Novarro,
prince without protest.
with his head shaved, is least fortunate of the lot, for his Latin
dialect does not conform with the
script's stilted and fancy English
father"

style

is

•

.

h^

•

It, nor snooty enough to discourage the hinterland mobs. It
promises a lot more than It delivers,

from

good box.

Is

office

but at the same time

it

Gruen

1st

Die Heide

strategy,

('Green Is the Heath')

has enough

(GERMAN MADE)

to Intrigue.

under loan to Par for this
(With Songs)
away from the Metro
Berlin, Dec. 20.
a break for
R. N. Film plctunt, and Eluropa Film rehim something lease.
Manuscript by B... B. Luetbge and
even if it wasn't a record-breaking K. J. Braun. Direction, Hans Behrendt.
Par has given the bor Songs, Karl Blume; musia, Walter Ulflg
grosser.
Crete Walter.
ProdwtUoa manage'
rowejd star every advantage and in and
ment, Hans von Wotzogen. Settings, SIt'
return ha^ the advantage of getting win Scharf.
Pho'tograpby, Slwald Daub.
Miss Lombard as Sound, Etall Specht.; Csfrt: Theodor Loos,
for
buildup
Camilla
Splra.
Hugo
Wemer-Kahle.
Peter
Gable's opposite.
Gable

.

dlowning

wUh

enthusiasm through-

of the

all
n.

lion

in

with Karl

wlten r'arrell is
the curlain on

.'ihout

flop
attraction the p. a. .chills for liis girl
n.

time, 02 mins,

out; all other members up to standard. Two singing numbers are old

Still another version of the strolltunes and could reasonably be cut. ing lady who gets married to keep
Not a big film, but a straightfor- out of clink. This time she's Mary
ward entertainment for tbe locals. It Smith, who's Just thinking about it,
-"'1
she's claimed by an utter
should gross up quite well. Chap.
stranger.
It moves along pretty
smoothly for a time and seems to be
making
the gralde, but half way
Bei Nacht through It's
Ich Bei
on the chute of banality
and stays that way. Production
CI by Day, You by Night')
often better than the indie average,
(GERMAN MADE)
sound
good,
and photography ac(With Songs)

Tag,Du

Berlin, Dec. 20.

Afa picture and release. Ludwlg Berger
picture produced 'by Erich Pommer for Ufa.

ceptable; bvit

While

it

can

it's

a second stringer.
more likely

single, it's

to score as the top half on a twin
Hans Ssekely and Robtrt Lleb- bill.
Trouble is that after they get a
mam. Direction', Ludwlg Berger. Music,
Wflrner B.- Heymann. Production manage- nice plant for a new angle'to the old
ment. Max PfelRer. Photography, Frledel- story, the baby comes along
and the
Behn-Orund;. sound, Gerhard Ooldbaum;
settings. Otto Hunte; recorded on Tobla- plot mushes up with Mary chasing
Cast Includes Kaethe von her errant spouse in a taxi as he Is
KlangiBlm.
Story by

.

Nagy, Willy Frltsch. Amanda Lindner,
Julius Falkenstein. EUlsabath Lennartz, Albert Llawen, Frlediich Gnas. Anton Polntner, Bugen Ilex, Ida Wuest, Ursula, van
Dtcmen. HelmuUt Forest, Carl Meranlcht.
Lydla Potechlna, Trude Lleske, Gerhart
Blenert, Karl Hellmer, Werner HoUmann.
Rudolf Platte, Werner Pledath. At Gloria
Palast, Berlin. Running time, OS mine.

The great success
is

of this picture

due to the excellent direction of

Ludwlg Berger and a good -manu'
script.

The

gifted

Kaethe von N&gy

Is In

heading for a marriage his mother
has arranged more to her liking.
Jimmy gets one look at the kid,
switches to the taxi and remarriage
to Mary.
BValyn Knapp does well enough
with the lead, and Walter Byron
doesnt ;try very hard. Marie Prevost trli^ to make; some second-rate
comedy relief .isotind right, but it's
no go. Herbert Svans ttUires an. even
worsei smadk with what' the author
seemed to.thln'- .waa thji way a butler ishould act
The others don't
,

a fine emotional actress, biit. matter.
has not yet the proper role. HowA little more hard thinking might
ever,. Bergec: releases her from the have pushed thl& into the A's.
As
marionette roles to which she was is. It fails to click.
Chic.
assigned .by tJfti, Inspired by the
successful :doll -like acting of it^ilUan
Harvey. Since her great success in
silent pictures, Miss von Na^ry has
Hoffman production; Allied release. Starnot been seen so sweet and charier ring Hoot Qlbobp. Directed by Phil Rosen.
reality

.

The 'Honorable

trouble adapting- tbe Le'wton story constantly In use, with-eyen the viltor the screen fljDd^foi?' Win Hays' latna when' resorting to torture not
oliay, it was decided' ti) turn out an- pemiltted to speak dlsrespcictfully
other stbry« untier the 'No Man of to their ylctlms.
>
Own' title and -^'ait Until next year
On the stage and at' a comfort
the oi"iginal Lewton able distance it's not as difficult for
to. re- tackle
Slnc^ then Miss Hopkins standard Occidentals to become
.novel.
sta^mped her feet ,if P.ar and Carole Chinese, but in the film close-ups,
icK>mbard was cast, ^ot' the part opp Lewis Stone, Instead of being Dr.
Gable the other blonde.' was to have Dong Tong, remains Lewis Stone.
done.
That's 'Son- Daughter's' chief weak
Gable is close to" the whole pic- ness, applying to others as .w^U as
ture ;HImself as a swank card' gyp Stone. Le.)$ore Ulrlc and- ^dipund
the leads in the
Lowe,
who
who hits the trail heavy for\ the
women, but In his supporting com stage production back in '19, were
Another
pany,' from Miss Lombard down. protected by distance.
'19
this sort of story
Paramount hasn't cheated .him' at point Is that in
was In vogue.
alj;. It Is largely the good cast> dl
rectlon'.and some of the. comedy
Production end first rate. Dtrec
ai"islng mostly out of wisecracks tlon paced the story at a smooth
that makes 'No Man of Her Own' gait, but was limited by the mateacqeptable film fare.
rial at hand.
The scene in which
Lien 'Wha Is alictipned off as a
its appeal idraw should be na
tlbrial, which counts a lot in these wife to th^e hlgliest bidder Is a mod
Not el of directorial restraint and In
days of regional rea<;tlons.
hackneyed nor banal, eiiotigt;! In any telligent trouplng. It's the picture's
Biffe.
way to turn the big towns away highlight

which

.

Is

A

acreeta

McGfouih/ asst. dir.
Story and
play, Adele Bofflngton; Harry NeuTom O'aUlgin. camera. Mildred

Also Fritsch, in hls ladt pictures manti,'
tired and stereotyped, is again the JohnsoHi editor. .Sidney Algler, production
OMt: Marlon Schilling. BlU RobBoth mgr.
fresh
and telling player.
bins. £thel .Wales, Robt £1119, Al Bridge,
prove that the vogue for marlon- Cliaa. .King, Hal Burney, «IU Nye. At
ette^ilke acting id gone, and th&t the Loew'e N0W Tork theatre, one day, ^>ec.
public again wants to see real hu- OT. on double bill. Running time, 08 mtns.
man beings. The manuscript, beGood story of Its type with .some
ginning a bit slow in action, deals
with the lov6 etory of two young^ nice scenic 'backgrounds^ better
people. She a little manicure, he a lighting than usual, hard rldiner and
temporary waiter in a night restau- a so-so fight, which ^dally i? not
rant. He works at night and sleeps necessary to pull tlie story along.
In the day, and she sleeps In the N'ot an outstander but good average.
Dialog Is sometimes a little better
Without them knowing it,
night.
their landlady takes advantai;e of than usual, but this is stlli stpry
this and has rented the room, dur^ No. 8, in which the: effete eastern
heroin^
gets one -half, the ranch and
Ing the night to Kaethe, and during
the day to Willy. Xbey get to know the he-man foreman the othel*, so
each other Outside; eaoh believes they eventually, merge.
Hoot
Olbsoii hai» ah elusy way and
the other to be rich and of good
family, and at the end flnd^ out .who the good sense not to let them make
they are and are united in their fur- hlin mushy. ; Marion Schilling is the
girl and acts right out in spots.
nlslied room.
Seems to be a trend toward letting
Hans Szekely's and Robert Lleb- cow heroines do a little
actingr, This
mann's manusci;>lpt is clean-cut but girl can troupO when she's given
.-

.

too much drawn out.
persiflage of 'Love Parade' and
'Congress Dances' Is too often rebut altogether It's good
work.
Frledel Behn-Grund's photography is, except ,for Frltsch's
badly-lighted close-ups, very good.
Sound Is medium. Otto Hunte'a settings are impressive. Werner RichFritz Odemar, Alfred Belerle. Ger- ard Heymann's songs are as usual
Story, when dissected. Is simpler Vosn,
hard Blenert, Frits Kampers, Karl Blume, popular hits.
Magnus..
In context than It Is in screen form. Gerhard Damann,
Bruno Zlener. Curt
Recorded on ToblsIt revolves around a crooked gam- Melssner, Ida Krlll.
Running tloM, 88 mhis. At
bler who marries a small town girl Klangfllm.
Tltanla
Palast,
Berlin.
Schwarze Hussar
on a bet and finally does time In
order to clear the mud oft his feet
great box-bfl9.ce prospect, well
('The Black Husar')
for her.
Producer Robert Neppach
(GERMAN MADE)
Dorothy Mackalll, steerer for the earned.
made a picture with much un
Protex release In U. 8.
Ufp. production.
gambling group, Is not appreciably has
derstanding of the taste of the Ger
.Starring
Mndy Christians and Conrad
In evidence. Grant Mitchell getting
Supervisor, Bruno Duday; direcVeldt.
public.
more footage. Mitchell is virtually man
Gerhart Lamprecht; story, J»<> Lenz;
A young forester is in love with tion.
letter-perfect, while J. Farrell Macadai>tatlon. Curt Braun and Phillip Maydaughter of a former owner of ring; camera, Franz Planer; music, Eduard
Donald and Elizabeth Patterson are the
an estate who has lost his inoney Guenlher. At the Little Carnegie, N. T..
standouts among the others in lessand is now poor. His district is on grind run beginning Dec. 22. Running
Char,
er assignments.
overrun with poachers who elude time, PO mlns.
Bernhord Goetzke
him. But Grete,' the daughter Of the Frledrlch Wllhelm
.Conrad Veldt
Capt. von Hochberg
former oWner, gets to know that her Llejt.
Wolf AJbaoh-Rotty
Arlbert
Mady Chitlstlans
father is the criminal. The father, M.trle Lulse
Ursula Grabley
Urigltte
in
fight
with
a
poachers.
Is
other
('Circus Life')
Otto Wallburg
Darmont.....
badly wounded, and the girl per
Guenther Hadank
Fachon
(GERMAN MADE)
suades him to leave the country and Potovskl
Grlgorl Chmora
one, his first

It's
apron-strings.
Metro that Par gave

MAN^S LAND
'

Wilbur

Ing.

sometimes

The

peated,

-

'

Der

something to work with. Bill Robinson kicks In with some Slim Summerville comedy and does well
enough,
playing
opposite
iE%heI
Wales.
Small cattle; stampede is the
mechanical punCh and well ^landlied,
but the payoff is Gibson >alloplng
all over the place.- Not much of a
cha^e; but plenty of fast hoofwork.
Photography Is good and so is the
sound. Dialog fair for a flat story.
One or two good laughs to help.
,

'

Okie.

A

Im a.

ZIRKUS LEBEN

Paramount Cuts

lis

'

Box

Office Scale

Los Angeles, Dec,

31.

The Paramount today lowered
admission

scale,

which,

It

is

Its

be-

win lead to a price-cutting
war between downtown de luxers.
New gate schedule, now on a par

lieved,

with the straight picture' de luxers.
Is 25c, 40c and 50c, drop from 36c,

'

'

Utilp.i

Vpl(l:ie3

Wha, whose

dialog.

Z7

SLIGHTLY MARRIED

SonrDaughter

piodiiictioii'

VARIETY

ployer's ward and tiies to cracli a
safe for her, getting mixed up with
Invincible production; Chesterfield tidleam.
a thief,, and a~ detective.
Directed by Rich. Thorpe; Mel. Shyeri aatt.
Nothing to It, but the pace Is dir.
Story by Mary McCarthy. M. A. Ati^
snapipy, the dlallbg amusing, the derson, camera, Sound, Peter Clatk.
€4^*1:
treatirt^ent pert an^ the acting right- IStailyn Knapp. Walter Byron. .|tarle Fr0>
ly tuned to the farcical lead. Pho- vost, Jason- Robards, Dorothy Christy,
Robt. Cillls, Clarissa Selwynne, Fhinips
togroiphyj however, took a backslide, Smalley, Herbert Bvans. Lloyd
loKrahiMn,
and looked, very feeble,
Mary Foy. At Loow's New Tork theatre,
Howes Is O. Ik. in the leading role, line day, Deo. 37, on double blH. Running

Haa.op

Kllm

Foreign-American
production.
Starring Ivl.me Hald.
In U. S.

re'.cft.se

Dirpcllon.

Hplnz

Buych

Frllr.

Paul; scenario. Pnula
Falkenstein: music, Urnst
72(1 St. PInyhouse, New
20.
Running time, 70

live in tho city.
Acting Is excellent, done under
Hans Bebrendt's direction, especially by Theodor Loos as
the

Corporal

Fritz Grelner

German costume piece with .an
attractive cast and very little else.
and over-complicated
poacher. Camilla Spira is charming. Over-long
The remaining ensemble with Fritz story winds slowly and will mean
Liana Hald
Elvira StarliO
Conrad 'Veldt's
O.smr 'Marlon Kampers, Fritz Odemar, Hugo Wer- little over here.
Osltar Jl^upt
Trude Derllner ner-Kahle and Gerhardt Blenert fit name has never meant anything at
Kitty Unllcy
Ilolpf von CJoth
Prad r.allny
American box office, Mady
will into the set-up. The songs of the
Ourl Ludwlg Dlchl Karl Blume and
irciU-y Ar;onis
the muslo by Grete Christians Is a questionable draw
Walter Tlllla
.Morlnl
Herman Plcha Walter (daughter of the well-known at this time, and the title of the film
ICduarilo
Hi-rm.-inn Blass
I-:llc;ifo:<lt
conductor Bruno Walter), and Wal- Is hardly likely to attract. Which
Valy Arnhelm ter Ulflgs Is enjoyable.
r.!(llns Mn.iler
Sound and adds up to mild returns In strictly
L'hct LVnimlssar. .Ilud. MelnharJl-Juenger
Magnus.
photography excellent.
German nabes.
Black Husars are outlaws. One
decides to do a bit of heroics to resToo bad A. K. Dupont didn't make
cue a princess.
Lliis one.
It's plainly a follow-up on
For the
of
"Veldt Is one of Germany's finest
circus
life,
and
the Dui)ont films of
(BRITISH MADEd
actors with an important history
not so fjood because badly in need
going back to the days of 'Caligari,'
But It's
of tempo reconstruction.
(With Songs)
But he's one of those lads who just
Kood enoush to do fairly well at
London, Deo, 20.
loves to flourish his arms and
most CiHi'man nahcs.
Tnleroadonal
picture
r'tleased
British
Deals with circus life as laid through Wardour Films. Directed by Monty heave his chest. Director here let
Banks. In cast: Bobby Howes. Constance him run loose with dlastrous rearound the Circus Buach, one of the .^hotter.
Viola Tree, etc. Running time, 00
biggest in Europe and mentioned mIns. Previewed Regal theatre, London, sults.
Miss Christians Is lovely to look
Om; of the acrobats is a Don Dec. 15.
liere.
still,
but isn't given much
at
.luan and gets one of the kids in
trouble, then turning to another
A booking proposition for the chance. Wolf Albach-Retly, splongirl.
home market, where It should do dtd young actor, is lost in the shufLlane Hald as the circus manager well. Picture la adapted from the fle; Otto Wallburg very effective,
Trudo Berliner, in Saville theatre success and follows as usual, and Ursula Grabley shows
Is badly miscast.
a new type of part for lier, docs sur- the original very closely, except in considerable promise.
Photography, espeoially In the
))rl.MinKly
well.
Walter Uilla, a one sequence where Banks goes
.sliarpshootcr, is quite erf.'jctlvc, also Kere Clair rather cleverly.
riding and some paHioral scenoa, iff
Carl Iliehl as Artonis, the guy all
Story Is an Inconsequential thing oxrpptionally fine and above averKauf.
the girls go for.
Kauf.
about a secretary who loves his em- age,
mill

Erich lluilT
York, week

At

EK'C.

Prices are effective
55c and 70c.
dally and Sunday.
Clyde Cook is featured in the
flrst stage show under the new fee,
with 'No Man of Her Own' on the
screen.

m'ins.

.

Love

Mike

COMERFORD DEAL CLOSED
Former

Owner

and Publix
50-60 Partnership

Now

Papers in the Publlx-Comerford
signed
were
partnership
deal
Thursday night (29) in New York,
with active management of tlie New

York-Pennsylvania string of around
70 houses immediately returned to
Mike Comerford.
Under the terms of the deal, .Comerford re-acqulrcs a 50% interest
In the chain, Publix holding .the
other 50.
Chain, taken over by Publix In
August, 1930, was 100% -controlled
by the Publix organization but had
not been paid for except In part.
George Walsh, Publlx's Comerford and lower New Tork division
manager, otllcially comes Into the

I'ub home office today (2) In charge
of the eastern half of the country

und'T

Sam Dembow. Louis

der has the west.

Schnei-
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1933
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1933

VARIETY

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES
etudlosf Path* Studios,
Culver City, CaL

Allied

OfllOMi 729 Saventh Ave.,
New York, N. Y.

Bolllno Point, The. Hoot Olbson learns to curb hla tempev. Dte. George Melford. 67 mlna. Rel. July 16. Rev, Nor. 8.
•owboy Counsellor, The. Hoot Olbsoa posea aa a lawyer. Dir. Cleorge Melford. 66 mlna. Rel. Oct. 16.
Iron Master, The. Success and romance in a steel mlU. Reginald Denny, Ula
I«e. J. Farrell MacDonald, Virginia Sale. Dir. Chester M. Franklin. 66
mln. Rel. Nov. 16.
Officer 13. Motorcycle officer exposes racketeers. Monte Blue^ Llla Lee, Seena
Owen, Mickey McGuire, Jackie Searle. Dir. George Melford. 63 mine.
.

Rel. Deo. 16.

Parisian Romance, A. Famous atage play. Law Codr. Marian Shilling, Gilbert Roland. Dir. Chester M. Franklin. 74 mlim. ReL Oct. 1. Rev.

Oct

18.

Chesterfield

Offices: 1540

New

Broadway,
York, N. Y.

Comedy drama. Barbara Kent, Joyce Compton, John HarroK.
Dir. Rich. Thorpe. Time, 63 mins. ReL July 15. Rev. Oct. 4.
King Murder, The. From the noveL Conway Tearle. Natalie Moorehead. Robt.
Beauty Parlor.

Frazer, Dorothy Revler.
26.

Rev. Nov.

Dir. Rich. Thorpe.

Time, 64 mlns.

Rel. Sept.

1.

Slightly Married. Comedy drama. Evalyn Knapp, Walter Byron. Marie Frevost. Dir. Richard Thorpe. Time, 66 mlna. Rel. Nov. 16.

ThrHI of Youth, The.

Kemp.

Modem

society.

June Clyde. Allan Vlnoeat, Matty

Time. 63 mlna. Rel. Aug. 16.
Romantic drama. Sarah Padden, Otia Harlan.
Time, 67 mlns. Rel. Dee. 1.

Tell.

Rich. Thorpe,

Dir.

Offices: 720 Seventh Ave.,
Gower at 'Sunset,
New York, N. Y.
Hollywood, Cal.
Thrilling atory of the adventure and romance of a 1933 girl who
fearlessly flies across the continent in passenger ships. Evalyn Knapp,
James Murray. Dir. Al RogelL ReL Dec 6.

PnlnmlkSn
V^OIUmDia

Studio:

talHilatloiM

ar«

eemplUd Ohandu

release.
Listing is given when re*
lease dates are definitely eet. Titles
are. retained, for six months.
Man-

Air Hostess.

Aug. 23.
Handle with Care. Comedy. Jas. Dunn, Boots Mallory, Bl Brendel. DliL
David Butler. ReL Dec 26. Rev. Deo. 27.
agers who reeeive service subee- Hat Check Qirl. Murder and mystery in a nite club. Sally Bilers, Ben Lyon.
Ginger Rogers. Dir. Sidney Landfleld. Time, 63 mlns. ReL Sept. 26.
quent to that period ehould preRev. Oct. 11.
serve a copy of the calendar for Me and My Gal.
Comedy drama. Joan Bennett, Spencer Traoy. Dir. Raoul
reference.
Walsh. Time, 78 mins. Rel. Dec 4.
The running time ue given here Painted Woman. Drama of the East Indies, with Spencer Traoy. and Peggy
is presumably that of the projection
Shannon. Dir. John BIystone. ReL Aug. 14. Rev. Sept. 6.
room showings and can only approx- Passport to Hell, A. Drama of African jungle. Eliasa Landl, Alex. KIrkland. Warner Oland. Dir. Frank Lloyd. Rel. Aug. 7. Rev. Aug. 30.
imate the actual release length in
those statee or communities where Rackety Rax. Football satire. Victor McLaglen, Greta Nissen. Dir. Alfred
Werker. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Oct. 23. Rev. Nov. 8.
local or state censorship may result
of Sunnybrook Farm. (Mary Plckford's silent hit.) Marian Nixon.
in deletions.
Running time in the Rebecca
Ralph Bellamy. Dir. Al Santell. Time, 81 mins. ReL July 3. Rev.
reviewB as given in 'Variety' carry
Aug. 2.
the actual time cloclced in the the- Sherlock Holmes. The Conan Doyle story with a newgangster twist. Cllve
Brook. Miriam Jordan, Ernest Torrence. Dir. "W, K. Howard. Time.
atre after passage by the New York
68 mins. ReL Nov. 6i Rev. Nov. 16.
state censorship, since pieturee are
reviewed only on actual theatre Six Hours to Live. Murdered diplomat Is revived to avenge his murder.
Warner Baxter, Miriam Jordan. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. Time. 78 mlns.
showings.
ReL Oct 16. Rev. Oct. 26.
While every effort is made to hold Tese of the StOrm Country. Talk version of aa old silent. Janet Gaynor.
this list accurate, the information
Chas. FarrelL Dir. Al. Santell. Time, 76 mlns. Rel. Nov. 20. Rev.
Nov. 22.
supplied may not alwaya be correct,
even though official. To obtain the Too Busy to Work. Talking version of 'Jubllo.' Will Rogers. -Marian Nixoa.
Dir. Jas. BIystone. Time, 76 mlns. ReL Nov. 13. Rev. Dec. 6.
fullest degree of exactness 'Variety'
While Paris Sleeps. Thrill drama. Victor McLaglen. Dir. Alan Dwan. Time.
will appreciate the co-operation of
67 mlna. ReL May 8. Rev. July 14.
all managers who may note discrep-

Freuler Associates
NVw'vor'k, flfVl
Fighting Qsntleman, The. A fighter who goes to the top and back 'again!
Wm. ColUer, Jr., Josephine Dunn, Pat O'Malley. Dir. Burton King.
Time, 69 mins. ReL OcL 7. Rev. Nov. 16.
Forty-Nlners. The overland trek in pioneer days. Tom Tyler. Dir. J. P.
McCarthy. 40 mins. ReL Oct. 28. Rev. Dec 20.
Qambling Sex, The. Racing story with a society slant. Ruth Hall, Grant
Withers. Dir. Fred Newmeyer. Time, 64 mlns. ReL Nov. 21. Rev.

ancies.
American Madness. Melodrama of a. run on the bank and how It was checked.
Walter Huston, Pat O'Brien, Kay Johnson, Constance Cummlngs. Frank

Time, 76 mlns. Rel. Aug. 16. Rev. Aug. 9.
dir.
Romance and adventures of an American girl
of General Yen.
caught In the maelstrom of Shanghai. Barbara Stanwyck, Nils Asther,
Walter Connolly. Dir. Frank Capra. Rel. Dec. 20.
By Whose Hand. Murder on a fast express train. Ben Lyon, Barbara Weeks.
Dir. Ben StoloIC. ReL July 6. Rev. Aug. 16.
U. S. c^Valry offlcer, who Is court martlaled. and
End of the Trail, The.
redeems himself. Tim McCoy, Luana Walters. Dir. D. Ross Lederman.
68 mins. ReU Dec. 9.
Capra,

Bitter

Tea

Coast Rentals Get

$3,000 Weekly Nick

Dec

A

Hello Trouble. Buck Jones quits the rangers—but he goes back. Buck Jones,
Llna Basquette. Dir. xiimbert Hlllyer. Time, 61 mii^B. Rel. July 16.
.

Rev. Oct. 18.
Hollywood Sneaks.

Inside story of Hollywood. Genevieve Tobin, Pat O'Brien.
Eddie Busgell, dir. Time, .. mlns. ReL June 26. Rev. Aug. 16.
Last Man, The. Drama of outlawry oii the high seas. Chas. Blckford, Constance Cummlngs. Dir. Howard Hlgglns. Time, 65 mins. Rel. Aug. 31.
Rev. Sept. 20.
Holt,
Man Against Woman. Man's strength against woman's wUes.Rel.Jack
Nov. 16.
Lillian Mlle& Dir. Irving Cummlngs. Time, 68 mlns.
Rev. Dec. 20.
MoKenna oiT the Mounted. Canadian poUceman drops below the liorder. Buck
Jones. Greta, Gransted. Dir. Ross Lederman. Time, 67 mins. ReL Aug.
Rev. Nov. 8.
26.
Rurder of tha Night Club Lady. Seo 'Night Club Lady.'
. ^ . ^
Unique murder mystery, done from a novel. Aaolphe
iolit Club Lady.
Menjou, Mayo Methot, Skeeta GaUagher. Dir. Irving Cummlngs. Time.
66 mlna Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Aug. 30.
Niflht Mayor. Political story based on Jas. J. Walker. Lee Tracy. Evalyn
Knapp, Eugene Palette. Dir. Ben Stoloff. Time, 66 mins. ReL Aug. 19.
Rev. Nov.* 29.
by the new American
Mo More Orchids. A millionairess who Is regenerated
spiriU Cuole Lombtwd. LyU Talbot, Walter Connedy, Louise Closser
Hala. Dtf. Walter Lang. 70 mins. ReL Nov. 26.
That's My Boy. Football story oft the usual lines. Rich. Cromwell. I>orothy
Jordan, Mae Marsh. Dir. R. W. NieL Time, 71 mins. ReL Oct. 6. Rev.
Nov. 22.
This SportlnoAgo. Revenge on die polo field. Jack Holt, Evalyn Knaw».
Dir. A. W. Bennison. Time, 71 mlns. ReL Sept. 16. Rev. Oct. 4.
charge.
Tw« Fisted Law. •Tim McCoy cleans himself of an express robbery
McCoy, Alice Day, Tully MarMialL Dir. Ross Lederman. Time, 64 mins.
Rel. June 8. Rev. Sept. 20.
Vanity Street. Girl breaks a window to get Into Jail, but lands In the 'Fol
Helen Chandler, Chas. Blckford, Dir. Nick Grlnde. Time, 67
lies.*
mlns. ReL Oct. 16. ReV. Oct. 11.
Virtue. A street walker who goes straight. Carole Lombard, Pat O'Brien.
Dir. Edw. Buzzeli. Time. 68 mlns. -Rel. Oct. 26. Rev. Nov. 1.
War Correspondent. Chinese war story. Jack Holt, Ralph Graves, LHa Lee.
Dir. Paul Sloan.- Time* 76 mine. ReL July 26. Rev. Aug. 16.
Washington Merry-Go-Round. Political satire. Lee Tracy, Constance Cummlngs. Dir. Jas. Cruze. Time, 76 mlns. ReL Oct. 16. Rev. Oct. 26.
White Eagle. Buck Jones as an Indian pony express rider. Jones, Barbara
Weeks. Dir. Lambert Hlllyear. Time, 66 mlns, Rel. Oct 7. Rev.
'

the Magician. Dramatized radio broadcast. Edmund Lowe, Beta
Lugosl, Irene Ware. Dir. Marcel Varnel. Time, 72 mlns. ReL Sept. 18.
Rev. Oct. 4.
First Year, The. Domestic drama from a stage play. Janet Gaynor, Chas.
Farrell.
Dir. William K, Howard.
Time, .. mlns. Rel. July 31. Rev.

•

Dir. Rich. Thorpe.

Women Won't

Th*M

from information aupplied by tiia
various production eompanios and
chocked up as soon as potsiblo aftor

As 27 HoHses Ckse
liOa Angeles, Bee SI.
27 picture houses In South
California, mostly indie, going
dark In the last 10 days, territory
has been hit harder than at any
time in six years.
The darkened
theatres, with few exceptions, have
been money-makers in the i>a8t for
their owners.
Closings mostly have hit the indie
distributors, with film rental losses
figured at around the |S,000 mark
weekly.
Aside from lios Aogeles
proper, towns where houses have

27.

'

.

Savage Girl, The. Big game hunters find a white Jungle beauty. Rochelle
Hudson, Walter Byron, Harry Myers. Adolph Milar. Dir. Harry
Fraser.

Rel. Deo,

U

6.

Mj>
mnjeKlC

With

em

Broadway,
^ew York City
Evelyn Bren.. H. H.

Ofllces: 1619

Drama of a crusading district attorney.
Warner, Ned Sparks, Lew Cody, Walter Byron, Marcellne Day.

Crusader, The.

Dir.

Frank Strayer. 72 mins. ReL Oct. 1. Rev. Oct. 11.
Western drama. Jack Hoxle, Alice Day, Matthew BeU, Dynamitehorse. Dir. Otto Brower. Time, 65 mlns. Rel. Sept 16. Rev. Oct. IL
Hearts of Humanity. Drama of Now York's East Side. Jean Horsholt, Jackie

Gold.

SearL J. FhrreU MacDonald, Claudia Dell. Charles Delaney. Dir. Christy
Cabanne. Time, 70 mlns. Rel. Sept 1. Rev. Sept 27.
Lawless. Western drama. Jack Hoxle, Hilda Moreno. Yakima Can-utt Wally Wales, Dynamite -Horse. Dir. Armand Scbaeffen Time, 01
mlns. ReL Nov. 30.
Outlaw Justice. Western drama. Jack Hoxle, Dorothy Gulliver; Donald
Keith, Dynamite-Horse. Dir. Armand Schaeffer. Time, 61 mlns. ReL

Law and

Oct L
gone dark Include Santa Patila,
Express, The. Railroad melodramatic mystery.
J. Fan'ell Mac«
North Hollywood. Qlendale, Whlt- Phantom
Donald. William Collier, Jr., Sally Blane, Hobart Bosworth, Eddie Philtter,
LaHabra,
Korwalk,
lips.
Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 70 mlns. ReL Sept 16. Rev. Sept. 27.
Long
Beach, Burbank, Bl Centro, OJal, Sing, You Sinner. Dramatic life of a torch-singer. From the play by Wilson
Colllson. ReL Jan. 1.
and Tuma, Ariz.
Until a few weeks ago the theatre Unwritten Law, The. A drama of betrayal and vengeance. Greta Nissen,
Skeets Gallagher, Mary Brian, Lew Cody, Louise Fazenda, Hedda Hopsituation in this section was parper. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 70 mlns. ReL Nov. 15. Rev. De4^ 20.
ticularly bright, but the last fortVampire Bat, The. A thriller. Lionel Atwill, Fay Wray, Melvirn Douglas,
night has spelled plenty of grief,
George E Stone, Maude Eburne. Dir. Frank Strayer. Rel. Dec. 15.

particularly for the smaller ezhlbs.
Offices: 1600 Broadway,
Studios: 4376 Sunset Drive,
Mnwfnia>
Only a few circuit houses have gone
mayittir
Hollywood, Cal.
New York,
dark, with several of these expected Alias Mary Smith. E>vents follow a chance meeting. Seml-detectlve. John
Darrow, Gwen Lec, Ray Hatton. Dir. E. Mason Hopper. Time, 61 mlns.
to reopen shortly.
Rel.
July
15.
Rev.
Aug.
30.
Only city In tlie Southern California territory that Is holding 100% Heart Punch. Murder story with a prize ring angle. Lloyd Hughes, Marlon
Shilling. Dir. Breezy Eason. Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Oct 16. Rev. Dec 13.
strong on b.o. returns appears to be
Her Mad Night. Mother assumes guilt for a daughter's crime. Irene Rich,
San Diego, where, instead of houaas
Conway Tearle. Dir. E. Mason Hopper. Time, 67 mlna. ReL Oct L
closing, one new one is getting unRev.- Nov. 29,
der way.
Honor of the Press, The. Crook-newspaper story. E. J. Nugent, Rita Le
Roy, Wheeler Oakman. Dir. Breezy Eason. Time, 66 mlns. ReL May
Harry Hartmaa, former division
16.
Rev.
manager for Fox West Coast, has
No Living Witness. Novelty crime story. Gilbert Roland, Noah Beery, Bartaken over the Ramona, on the east
bara Kent Dir. E. Mason Hopper. Time, 72 mlns. Rel. Sept 16. Rev.
the
Oct
side
of
border
11.
city,
and
expects
Sept. 27.
Broadway,
to get going early this week.
Tangled Destinies. Mystery in a deserted desert home. Lloyd Wbitlock,
17».»
Crxwn Offices: 1600
i^<Mrp.
irSt
r
New York, N. V
Doris Hill, Glen Tryon, Vera Reynolds. Dir. Frank Strayer. Time. 50
mlns.
ReL Sept. 1. Rev. Oct. 26.
Sondemned to Death. Mystery drama from Jack O'Lantern. Dir. Walter
Trapped In TIa Juana. Army life on the Mex. border. Edwlna Booth, Duncan
Forde. Time, 78 mlna. ReL Sept. 21. Rev. July 19.
Xross'
Renaldo. Dir. Wallace W. Fox. Time, 65 mlns. Rel. Aug. 15.
Missing Rembrandt, The. Last of Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes stories.
Widow In Scarlet, The. Society crook melodrama. Dorothy Revler. Kenneth
Arthur Wontiier. Dir. Leslie Hlscock. Time, 78 mlns. Rel. July 20.
Harlan, Glen Tryon. Dir. Geo. Sletz. Time, 61 mlns. Rel. July 1. Rev.
Rev. Mar. 29.
Though doing good business at the
Aug. 2.
Criterion, New York, as a roadshow
Studios: Burbank,
Offices: 1540 Broadway,
Studios: Culver City,
National
y.
First
IWIaAwa
^^n^w
PX'^'.
Calif.
picture, 'Farewell to Arms' is being
Calif.
Now York, N. Y.
Barthelmess.
Rich.
Sabin In the Cotton. A social study of the poor whites.
sent out on general release during
Dorothy Jordan, Bette Davis. Dir. Michael Curtlz. Time, 76 mlna. Rel. January. It goes out of the Crit Blondie of the Follies. Self explanatory title. Marion Davles, Robt MontBilly
Dir.
gomery,
Dove.
E.
Gouldlng.
Time,
91 mins.
Rel. Aug. 13.
Oct. 16. Rev. Oct. 4.
13.
Jan.
Rev.
Sept
11
and
after
two
days
moves
Joan
park.
Oentral Park. Western cowboy hunts bancMts In a New Toric
BlondeU, Wallace Ford, Guy Klbbee. Dir. John Adolfl. Time, 66 mlns. Into the New York Paramount on Divorce in the Family. Jackie Cooper saves the family happiness. Jackie
Conrad
Nagel.
Lewis
Cooper,
Stone,
Lois
Wilson.
Dir.
Chas.
F. Rlesner.
Rel. Dec. 10.
Jan. 13.
Time, 78 mlns. Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Nov. 1.
Brash, The. How one couple reacted to the panic. ^Ruth Chatterton, Geo.
Simultaneously, it goes Into other Downstairs. Life below stairs In
a titled family. John Gilbert, Virginia
Brent. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. Time, 69 mlns. ReL Oct. 8. Rev. Sept. 13.
spots
around
the
country.
Paul
Lukas.
Dir.
Bruce,
Monta
Bell.
Time,
mlns.
77
Rel.
Aug. 8.
Srooner, The. Comedy drama of a radio singer. David Manners, Ann Dvorak.
Rev. Oct 11.
'Sign of the Cross,' current at the
Dir. Lloyd Bacon. Time, 68 mlns. Rel. Aug. 20. Rev. Aug. 23.
Rlalto on Broadway as a two-a- Fast Life. Typical Haines story with a thrilling speed boat race. William
Dark Horse. Polklcal satire. Warren William. Dir. A. E. Green. Time, 76
lialnes, Cliff Edwards, Conrad Nagel, Madge Evans. Dir. Harry Pollard.
dayer, takes over the Criterion site,
mlns. ReL July 2. Rev. June 14.
82 mlns. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Dec. .27.
Doctor X. Mystery thriller In color. Lionel Atwill, Fay Wray, Lee Tracy. a much better house for the DeMllle Flesh. Wallace Beery as a wrestler. Karen Morley, Rlccardo Cortez, Jean
Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Aug. 9.
Dir. Michael Curtlz. Time, 77 mlns.
picture under its policy than the
Hersholt. Dir. John Ford. 95 mlns. Rel. Dec 9. Rev. Dec. 13.
Ufe Begins. Tactfully handled maternity story from a stage play. Loretta present Rlalto.
Faithless. Rich girl leams the lesson of the depression. Tallulah Bankhead,
Young, »lc Linden. Dir. Jas. Flood and Elliott Nugent. Time. 72
Robt. Montgomery. Dir. Barry Beaumont Time, 76 mlns. Rel. Oct 16.
mins. Rel. Oct 1. Rev. Aug. 30.
Rev. Nov. 22.
Match King. Fictitious romance of the Swedish financier. Warren William,
Kongo. Remake of the silent of the same title. Sorcery in central Africa.
Rel.
linden
79 mlns.
Dir. Howard Bretherton-Wm. Kelghley.
Llll Damlta.
Walter Huston, Lupe Velez, Conrad Nagol, Virginia Bruce. Dir. Wm.
Dec. 31. Rev. Dec. 13.
Cowen. Time. 86 mine. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Nov. 22.
Miss Pinkerton. A sleuth In skirts. Joan Blondell. Dir. Lloyd Bacon. Time,
Mask of Fu Manchu. Chinese plotter seeks the <3word of Ghengls Kahn.
Chicago, Dec. 31.
66 mlns. Rel. July 30. Rev. July 12.
Boris Karloff, Lewis Stone, Karen Morley. Dir. Chas. BrabTn. Time,
Harry Reckas has added the Lin68 mins. Rel. Nov. 6. Rev. Deo. 6.
Edw. G. Robinson. Dir. Alfred E.
Silver Dollar. Silver boom days In Col.
den on 63rd at Halstead to the Pack Up Your Troubles. Laurel and Hardy full length military comedy. Dir.
Green. 84 mlns. Rel. Dec. 24. Rev. Deo. 27.
Geo. Marshall and Raymond Carey. Time, 70 mlns. Rel. Sept 17. Rev.
Ramova
^hlch
he
operates.
Young,
Loretta
life.
T.
show
N.
breaks
into
girl
Thay Call It Sin. Kansas
Oct 4.
E..
Thomas
Beatty,
tenant
of
the
mlns.
Time,
70
Geo. Brent, David Manners. Dir. Thornton Freelarid.
Payment Deferred. Murder story from the play of that title with Chas.
Linden for 20 years, steps out.
Kel. Nov. 6. Rev, OcL 26.
Laughton In his original role, Maureen O'Sulllvan, Dorothy Peterson.
WarNew five- year lease between
Dir. Lothar Mendez. Time, 80 mlns. Rel. Oct 8.
tiros'' on a Match. Three schoolgirls have adventures. Joan Blondell,
Rev. Nov. 15.
ren William, Ann Dvorak, Bette Davis. Dir. Mervyn Le Roy. Time, 63 Reckas and William Voigt propProsperity, Post depression comedy with Marie Drenslcr ami Polly Moran.
mlns. Rel. Oct. 29. Rev. Nov. 1.
erty owner, guarantees |876 monthDir. Sam Wood. Time, 87 mins.
Kc.l. Nov. 18.
Rev. Nov. 29.
T^g \r Shark. Life and tragedy with the tuna fishers. Edw. O. Robinson. ly based on 1B% of the gross.
24.
Rasputin
Sept.
and
the
ReL
Empress.
Ilusslan
The
overthrow and Its cause. .Tohn,
Zlta Johan, Rich. Arlen. Dir. Howard Hawka 79 mlns.
Ethel and Lionel Barrymore. I)ir. Uich. liole.slav.-jky. lloadHhow time,
Rev. Sept. 27.
133 mlns. ReL Dec. 23.
Uev. Dec. L'7.
End Marriage Comedy drama of wives who work. Loretta Young,
at
\c
Red
Jean
Harlow
C'lark
Oalile
Dust.
find
;i.s a iicw team
In a story of IndoNorman Foster, Dir. Thornton Freeland. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. July 9.
Chlna, Dir. Victor Klcmlng. Time, Hi mlns. Ucl. Oct. 22. Rev. Nov. 8.
Los Angeles, Dec. 31.
'Rev. June 7.
Souls. Drama.
Warrnn William, Maureen O'Sulllvan, Anita Page.
Tony Archer, for the past four Skyscraper
Joe Brown swims to Catallna. Joe E. Brown. Ginger
^aid a Mouthful
Dir. Edgar Sclwyn. Time, 100 mlns.
Ilel. July IC.
Rev. Aug. 9.
Rogers. Dir. Lloyd Bacon. Time, 70 mine, Bel. Nov. 26. Rev. Nov. 22
months western division manager Smilln' Through. Remake of the Norina Talmadge silent and Jane Cowl play.
for Educational-World Wide, beNorma Shearer, Leslie Hf)\varfl. O. P. lloBpfe. Dir. Sidney Franklin.
Offices: 850 Tenth Ave.,
): Fox Hills,
Time, 96 mlns. Ilcl. Sept. IS. lt<:v. Ort. ]«.
New York, N Y. comes head of the company's
Hollywood, "Cal.
It
Married. Mystery drama of a musician and bis bride. Vlolot Hem- branch at Denver, due. to abandon- Speak Easily. Slapstick comeOy. Buster Keaton, Jimmy Durante. Dir. EHL
Sedgwick. Time, 78 mins. Rel. July 'Si. Uev. Aug. 23.
Dir. Wm. Menzles. Time, 52 ing of the supervisory post
Silng, Ralph Ballamy, Alex. Klrkland.
Vnlns.
Rel. July 17. Rev. July 26.
Joe Merrick will be circuit con- Strange Interlude. The famous O'Nrlll p!ay. Norma Sliearer, Clark Gable.
Dir. Robert Z. Leonard. Time, 11" mins. Not yet released. Rev. Sept 6.
Clara Bow, tact
ler Savage. Tiffany Thayer's story of a half breed glrL
man for the Paolflo coast terUonroc Owsley, Gilbert Roland. Dir. John Francis Dillon. Time, 82
(Continued on p.Tyc 33)
ritory^
bins. ReL Nov. 27. Rev. Nov. 2».
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VARIETY

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES
Path* Studioa,
Culver City, CaL

studio*

OflloMi 729 8«venth Ave.,
New York, N. Y.

Allied

Bolllno Point, The> Hoot Gibson learna to curb hla tempev. Dir. Qeorg* M«lford. 67 mlns. Rel. July 16. Bev. Nor. 8.
eowboy Counsellor, The. Hoot Olbsoa poses as a lawyer. Dir. George IMford. 6S mlns. Rel. Oct. IB.
Iron Master. The. Success and romance In a steel mill. Reginald Denny, Llla
Dir. Chester M. Franklin. 66
Liee, J. Farrell MacDonald, Virginia Sale.

Thaa* tabulation* ar* eempHad Ohandu tha MaglcUn. Dramatized radio broadcast Edmund Lowe, Bela
Lugosl, Irene Ware. Dir. Marcel Varnel. Time, 72 mlns. ReL Sept 18.
from information upplied by tha
Rev. Oct. 4.
various production eompanias and
First Year, The. Domestic drama from a stage play. Janet Gaynor, Chas.
checked up as aoon as poMibIa aftar
Time, .. mlns. Rel. Jnly 31. Rev.
Farrell.
IMr. William K. Howard.

raleasa.
Listing la givan whan raAug. 23.
lease dataa ara dafinitaly aat. Titlaa Handle with Care. Comedy. Jas. Dunn, Boots Mallory, Bl Brendel. Die,
David Butler. ReL Dec 26. Rev. Deo. 27.
ara retained, for six montha. Managers who raeaiva aarvic* aubsa- Hat Check Girl. Murder and mystery In a nite club. Sally Eilers, Ben Lyon.
min. ReL Nov. IB.
Ginger Rogers. Dir. Sidney Landfleld. Time, 63 mlns. ReL Sept. 26.
that
period
ohouM
prequent
to
Llla
Lee,
Seena
Honta
Blue,
racketeers.
exposes
Rev. Oct 11.
Ofllcer 13. Motorcycle officer
serve a copy of the calendar for Mo and My Gal. Comedy drama. Joan Bennett, Spencer Tracy. Dir. Raoul
Owen, Mickey McGuire, Jackie Searle. Dir. George Melford. 63 mlns.
reference.
Rel. Dec 16.
Walsh. Time, 78 mlns. Rel. Dec 4.
Shilling,
Marian
^11play.
Law
Codr.
Famous staere
A'.
The running time a* given here
Parisian Romance,
Woman. Drama of the East Indies, with Spencer Tracy and Peggy
»F
,
ReL Oct. 1. Rot. io presumably that of the projection Painted
bert Roland. Dir. Chester M. jYankMn. T* mil
Shannon. Dir. John Blystone. Rel. Aug. 14. Rev. Sept 6.
Oct 18.
room showinge and can only approx- Passport to Hell, A. Drama of African Jungle. EHlssa Landl, Alex. KIrkland,
Warner Oland. Dir. Frank Lloyd. Rel. Aug. 7. Rev. Aug. 30.
Ofllces; 1540 Broadway,
imate the actual release length in
Chesterfield
New York, N. Y. those stataa or communitiee where Rackety Rax. Football satire. Victor McLaglon, Greta Nlssen. Dir. Alfred
Worker. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Oct. 23. Rev. Nov. 8.
tv parlor. Comedy drama. Barbara Kent, Joyce Compton, John Harron. local or state censorship may result Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm. (Mary Plckford's silent hit.) Marian Nixon,
BeU July 16. Rev. Oct. 4.
Dir. Rich. Thorpe. Time. 63 mlns.
in deletions.
Running time in the
Ralph Bellamy. Dir. Al Santell. Time, 81 mlns. Rel. July 3. Rev.
Robt. reviews as given In 'Variety' carry
Aug. 2.
KIna Murder. The. From the noveL Conway Tearle. Natalie Moorehead,
Frazer. Dorothy Revler. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. T?lme. 64 mlns. Rel. Sept. tha actual time clocked in the the- Sherlock Holmes. The Conan Doyle story with a newgangster twist. Cllve
Rev. Nov. 1.
25.
Brook. Miriam Jordan, Ernest Torrence. Dir. W. K. Howard. Time,
atre aftar passage by tite New York
68 mlns. ReL Nov. 6. Rev. Nov. 16.
Slightly Married. Comedy drama. Evalyn Knapp, Walter Byron, Marie Pre- state censorship, since pioturee are
to Live. Murdered diplomat Is revived to avenge his murder.
vest Dir. Richard Thorpe. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Nov. IB.
reviewed only en actual theatre Six Hours
Warner Baxter, Miriam Jordan. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. Time. 78 mlns.
Matty
Vinoeat.
Clyde.
Allan
showings.
ThrHI of Youth, The. Modem society. June
Rel. Oct 16. Rev. Oct 26.
Rel.
Aug.
16.
mlns.
Time,
63
Thorpe.
Kemp. Dir. Rich.
While every effort Is made to liold Tesa of the Storm Country. Talk version of an old silent. Janet Gaynor,
drama. Sarah Padden, Otia Harlaa. Dir. this list accurate, the information
Chas. FarrelL Dir. Al. Santell. Time, 76 mlns. ReL Nov. 20. Rev.
Women Won't Tell. Romantic
Nov. 22.
Rich. Thorpe, Time, 67 mine. Rel. Dec 1.
supplied may not alwaya be correct,
even thougF> official. To obtain the Toe Busy to Work. Talking version of 'Jubllo.' Will Rogers, Marian Nlxoa.
OfUcea: 729 Seventh Ave.,
Studio: Qower at Sunset,
Dir. Jas. Blystone. Time, 76 mlns. Rel. Nov. 13. Rev. Dec. 6.
Y.
York,
N.
New
fullest degree of exactness 'Variety'
Hollywood, Cal.
Sleeps. Thrill drama. Victor McLaglen. Dir. Alan Dwan. Time,
who will appreciate the co-operation of While 67Paris
Air Hostess. Thrilling story ot ttie adventure and romance of a 1933 girl
mins. Rel. May 8. Rev. July 14.
fearlessly flies across the continent in passenger ships. Evalyn Knapp, all managero who may note diserep
James Murray. Dir. Al RogelL ReL Dec. 6.
ancies.
Freuler Associates
^V^YoTk, n.""'.'
American Madness, Melodrama ot a.run on the bank and how it was checked.
Fighting Qontleman, The. A fighter who goes to the top and back 'again.
Walter Huston, Pat O'Brien, Kay Johnson, Constance Cummlngs. Frank
Wm. Collier. Jr., Josephine Dunn, Pat O'Malley. Dir. Burton King.
Capra, dir. Time, 76 mlna ReL Aug. 16. Rev. Aug. 9.
Time, 69 mlns. Rel. Oct 7. Rev. Nov. 16.
girl
BKtor Tea of General Yen. Romance and adventures of an American
Rentals
Get
FortyNIners.
The
overland
trek
In
pioneer
days.
Tom
Tyler.
Dir. J. P.
caught in the maelstrom o' Shanghai. Barbara Stanwyck, Nils Asther,
McCarthy. 49 mlns. ReL Oct. 28. Rev. Dec 20.
Walter Connolly. Dir. Frank Capra. Rel. Dec. 20.
Qambllng Sex, The. Racing story with a society slant. Ruth Hall, Grant
Ben Lyon, Barbara Weeks.
By Whose Hand. Murder on a fast express train.
Withers.
Dir.
Fred
Newmeyer.
Time,
64
mlns.
Rel.
Nov.
21.
Rev.
Dir. Ben StolofC. Rel. July 6. Rev. Aug. 16.
Dec 27,
is court martlaled. and
End of the Trail, The. A U. B. cavalry officer, who Dir.
Hovses Close Savago Girl, The. Big game hunters find a white Jungle beauty. Rochelle
D. Ross Lederman.
redeems himself. Tim McCoy, Luana Walters.
Hudson, Walter Byron, Harry Myers, Adolph Mllar. Dir. Harry
68 mlns. ReU Dec. 9.
Fraser. Rel. Deo. 6.
Buck Jones,
Hello Trouble. Buck Jones quits the rangers—but he goes back. Rel. July 16.
liOa Angeles, Dec. 81.
Llna Bas^ettc. Dir. Xambert Hlllyer. Time, 61 mlivs.
OfHceo: 1619 Broadway,
With 27 picture houses in South
Majestic
Rev. Oct. 18.
New York City
O'Brien. ern California, mostly indie, going
Hollywood Speaks. Inside story of HoUywood. Genevieve Tobin, Pat
The. Drama of a crusading district attorney. Evelyn Bren., H. H.
dark in the last 10 days, territory Crusader,
Eddie Buzcell, dir. Time, .. mlns. ReU June 26. Rev. Aug. 16.
Warner,
Ned
Sparks,
Lew
Coofe', Walter Byron, Marcellne Day.
Dir.
Con- has been hit harder than at any
Frank
Strayer. 72 mlns. ReL Oct 1. Rev. Oct 11.
Last Man, The. Drama of outlawry on the high seas. Chas. BIckford,
stance Cummlngii. Dir. Howaid Higglns. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Aug. 31. time In six years.
The deurkened QoM. Western drama. Jack Hoxle, Alice Day, Matthew Bets, DynamiteRev. Sept. 20.
horse.
Dir.
Otto
Brower.
Time,
66
mlns.
Bel.
Sept
16.
Rev.
Oct
11.
theatres,
with
'few exceptions, have
wonmn's wiles. Jack Holt,
Man Against Woman. ^Btan's strength agalnflt
Rel. Nov. lb. been money-makers in the past for Hearts of Humanity. Drama of New York's East Side. Jean Hersholt, Jackie
Lillian Milea Dir. Irving Cunmilngs. Time, 68 mlns.
SearL J. Farrell MacDonald. Claudia Deu, Charles Delaney. Dir. Christy
their owners.
Rev. Dec 20.
.
«
.
Cabanne.
Time,
Rel. Sept L Rev. Sept 27.
70
mins.
i.
below the border. Buck
Closings mostly have hit the indte
McKenna oil the Mounted. CanadlM policeman •J'OP"Time,
Law and Lawless. Western drama. Jack Hoxle, Hilda Moreno. Taklma Can67 mlns. Rel. Aug. distributors,
Jones, Greta, Granstod. Dir. Ross Lederman.
with film rental losses
-utt, Wally Wales, Dynamite-Horse.
Dir. Armand Schaeffer., Time, 61
26.
Rev. Nov. 8.
mins. ReL Nov. 30.
flgured at around the |S,0QO mark
«urder of the NIoht Club Lady. Sea "Night Club Lady.'
a.,«,„i,.
Aside from Iios Angeles Outlaw Justice. Western drama. Jack Hoxie, Dorothy OuUiver; Donald
Adolphe weekly.
XInlQUO murder mystery, dona from a novel.
laht Club Lady.
Dynamite-Horse.
Dir.
Armand
Schaeffer. Time, 61 mlns. ReL
Keith.
Menjou, Miyo Methot, Skeets Gallagher. Dir. Irving Cummlngs. Time. proper, towns where bouses have
Oct L
66 mlns. Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Aug. 30.
gone dark Include Santa Paula,
Lee Twcy, Bvalyii North Hollywood, Olendale, Whit- Phantom Express, The. Railroad melodramatic mystery. J. Farfell MacNIoht Mayor. Political story based on Jas. J. Walker. mlns.
William
Collier,
Jr.,
Sally
Blane.
Hobart Bosworth, Eddie PhilDonald.
ReL Aug. 19.
Knapp[ Bugena Palette. Dir. Ben Stoloflf. Time, 66
tier,
lips. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 70 mlns. Rel. Sept 16. Rev. Sept. 27.
LaHabra,
Norwalk,
Zjoag
Rev. Nov.- 29.
by the new American Beach, Burbank, Bl Centro, OJal, Sing, You Sinner. Dramatic life of a torch-singer. From the play by Wilson
Me More Orchids. A millionairess who la regenerated
ReL
ColUson.
Jan.
1.
Carole Lombard. LyU Talbot. Walter Connedy. Louise Closser and Tuma, Ariz.
spU'ifc
Until a few weeks ago the theatre Unwritten Law, The. A drama of betrayal and vengeance. Greta Nlssen,
Hale. I>lr. Walter lADg. 70 mlns. ReL Nov. 26.
Skeets Gallagher, Mary Brian, Lew Cody. Louise Fazenda, Hedda Hopsituation in this section was parThat's My Boy. Football story off the usual lines. Rich. Cromwell, Dorothy
per. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 70 mlns. ReL Nov. 16. Rev. Dec 20.
ReL Oct. 6. Rev. ticularly bright,
JoTlan. toa MarshT
but the last fort- Vampire Bat, The. A thriller. Lionel Atwlll, Fay Wray, Melvyn Douglas,
Nov. 22.
night
has
spelled
plenty
of
grief,
George E Stone, Maude Eburne. Dir. Frank Strayer. Rel. Dec. 16.
J?**, H**^^'.J^nir*i
This SportlnqAoa. Revenge on Oje polo
Oct. 4.
particularly for the smaller exhibs. Studios: 4376 Sunset Drive,
Offlces: 1600 Broadway,
Dir. A, w. Sennlson. Time, 71 mlns. ReL SepL 16. Rev.
Mnvfnir
mayrair
Ney, york, n: y.
Hollywood, Cal.
ot an express robbery charge. Only a few circuit houses have gone
Two Fisted Law. Tim McCoy dea^ himselfRoss
Lederman. Time, 64 mlns. dark, with several of these expected Alias Mary Smith. Events follow a chance meeting. Seml-detectlve. John
McCoy, Alica Day, Tully Mar^halL Dir.
Darrow, Gwen L«c, Ray Hatton. Dir. E. Mason Hopper. Time, 61 mlns.
Rel. June 8. Rev. SepL 20.
to reopen shortly.
Rel. July 16. Rev. Aug. 30.
Vanity Street GlH breaks a wlndow^to ?•»
Only
city
in
the
Southern
Cali-rVmHelen Chandler, Chas. BIckford. Dir. Nick Grlnde. Time, 67 fornia territory that is holding
Punch. Murder story with a prize ring angle. Lloyd Hughes, Marlon
lies.'
100% Heart Shining.
mlns. ReL Oct. 16. Rev. OcL 11.
Dir. Breezy Easoo. Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Oct 15. Rev. Dec. 13.
O'Brien. strong on b.o. returns appears to be Her Mad Night. Mother assumes guilt for a daughter's crime. Irene Rich,
Virtue. A street walker who goes straight. Carole Lombard. Pat
1.
San Diego, where, instead of houses
Conway Tearle. Dir. E. Mason Hopper. Time, 67 mlns. Rel. Oct 1.
Dir. Edw. BuzzelL Time, 68 mlns. Rel. Oct. 26. Rev. Nov.
Rev. Nov. 29.
Holt, Ralph Graves, LHa Lee. closing, one new one is getting unWar Correspondent. Chinese war story. Jack
Honor of tha Press, The. Crook-newspaper story, E. 3. Nugent, Rita Le
Dir. Paul Sloan. Time, 76 mlns. ReL July 26. Rev. Aug. 16.
der way.
CumRoy, Wheeler Oakman. Dir. Breezy Eason. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. May
Washlnaton Merry-Go-Round. PoHtical satiro. Leo -rracy, Constance
Harry Hartmaa, former division
16.
Rev.
mlngs. Dir. Jaa. Cruze. Time, 76 mina ReL Oct. IB. Rev. Oct. 26.
manager for Fox West Coast, has No Living Witness. Novelty crime story. Gilbert Roland, Noah Beery, BarBarbara
Jones,
rider.
egress
pony
Indian
an
as
Buck
Jones
White Eagle.
taken over the Ramona, on the east
bara Kent Dir. E. Mason Hopper. Time, 72 mlns. Rel. Sept 16. Rev.
Weeks. Dir. Lambert Hlllyear. Time, 66 mins. Rel. Oct. 7. Rev.
Oct 11.
side of the border city, and expects
Sept 27.
Tangled Destinies. Mystery In a deserted desert home. Lloyd Wbltlock,
Broadway,
to get going early this week.
C:^.!. A~o1^ corp.
r'AMk Offices: 1600
Doris Hill, Glen Tryon, Vera Reynolds. Dir. Frank Strayer. Time, 69
rirSt
New York, N. Y.
mlns. ReL Sept. 1. Rev. Oct. 26.
•ondemned to Death. Mystery drama from Jack ©'Lantern. Dir. Walter
Trapped in TIa Juana. Army life on the Mex. border. Edwina Booth, Duncan
19.
July
Rev.
21.
Forde. Time, 78 mlns. ReL Sept.
In
Renaldo. Dir. Wallace W. Fox. Time, 66 mlns. ReL Aug. 16.
^stories
Hohnes
Missing Rembrandt, The. Last of Conan Doyle's Sherlock
Dorothy Revler, Kenneth
20.
Widow
In Scarlet. The. Society crook melodrama.
July
Rel.
mins.
78
Time,
Arthur Wontner. Dir. Ijeslle Hlscock.
Harlan, Glen Tryon. Dir. Geo. Sletz. Time, 61 mlns. Rel. July 1. Rev.
Rev. Mar. 29.
Though doing good business at the
Aug. 2.
321 W. 44th St.,
Tork,
roadshow
Criterion,
New
as
a
Offices:
!?•
a.
M_a.:^_.1
Offices: 1640 Broadway,
Burbank,
Studioa:
Culver
City,
Studios:
New York, N. Y. picture, 'Farewell to Arms' is being
Firtt National
Calif.
New York, N. Y.
Calif.
-B»^^^
sent out on general release during Blondie of the Follies. Self explanatory title. Marlon Davles, Robt. Montf\c^Ja
•abin In the Cotton. A social study of \}^f'Vo<yr^fiMt^s. Time,
Rel.
mlns.
76
Curtlz.
Michael
Dir.
Davis.
Bette
Jordan,
Dorothy
January. It goes out of the Crlt
gomery, Billy Dove. Dir. E. Gouldlng. Time, 91 mlns. Rel. Aug. 13.
Oct. 16. Rev. Oct 4.
Rev. Sept 13.
New York park Joan Jan. 11 and after two days moves Divorce
•antral Park. Western cowboy hunts bandits
Jackie
in the Family. Jackie Cooper saves the family happiness.
mins. Into the New York Paramount on
BlondeU, Wallace Ford, Guy Klbbee. Dir. John Adolfl. Time, 65
Cooper, Conrad Nagel. Lewis Stone, Lois Wilson. Dir. Chas. F. Rlesner.
-- Jan: -13v
itsinjHc-to:^
Tlnre^,-7fl-mlnsr- -Rch--Aug-i74— Rev. Nov. 1.
Geo.
Chatterton,
Ruth
panic.
the
to
reacted
couple
Simultaneously,
into
other
it goes
•rash. The. How one
Downstairs. Life below stairs In a titled family. .Tohn Gilbert, Virginia
Sept. 13.
Rev.
Oct.
8.
ReL
mlns.
B9
Time,
Dleterle.
Dir.
Wn:?.
Brent
spots around the country.
Bruce, Paul Lukas. Dir. Monta Bell. Time, 77 mins. Rel. Aug. 8.
Rev. Oct. 11.
•rooner. The. Comedy drama of a radio singer. David Manners. Ann Dvorak.
'Sign of the Cross,' current at the
23.
Dir. Lloyd Bacon. Time. 68 mlns. Rel. Aug. 20. Rev. Aug.
Rlalto on Broadway as a two-a- Fast Life. Typical Haines story with a thrilling speed boat race. William
Haines, Cliff Edwards, Conrad Nagel, Madge Evans. Dir. Harry Pollard.
Dark Horse. PolKIcal satire. Warren William. Dir. A, E. Green. Time, 76 dayer, takes over the Criterion site,
82 mins. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Dec. 27.
mlns. Rel. July 2. Rev. June 14.
Tracy, a much better house for the DeMllle Flesh. Wallace Beery as a wrestler. Karen Morley, Rlccardo Cortez, Jean
Doctor X. Mystery thriller In color. Lionel Atwlll, Fay Wray.
Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Aug. 9.
picture under its policy than the
Hersholt. Dir. John Ford. 95 mlns. Rel. Dec 9. Rev. Dec 13.
Dir. Michael Curtlz. Time, 77 mlns.
Loretta present Rlalto.
Faithless. Rich girl learns the lesson of the depression. Tallulah Bankhead,
Ufa Begins. Tactfully handled maternity story from a stage Play. Time,
72
Robt. Montgomery. Dir. Barry Beaumont. Time, 75 mlns. Rel. Oct, 15.
Young, Eric Linden. Dir. Jas. Flood and Elliott Nugent.
Rev. Nov. 22.
mins. Rel. Oct 1. Rev. Aug. 30.
Kongo. Remake of the silent of the same tltla.- Sorcery In central Africa.
Match King. Fictitious romance of the Swedish financier. Warren William,
Reckas Takes Linden
Rel.
79 mlns.
Walter Huston, Lupe Velez, Conrad Nagol, Virginia Bruce. Dir. Wm.
Dir. Howard Bretherton-Wm Kelghley.
Llll Damlta.
Cowen. Time. 86 mlns. Rcl. Oct. 1. Rev. Nov. 22.
Dec. 31. Rev. Dec. 13.
Mask of Fu Manchu. Chinese plotter seeks the •iword of Ghengls Kahn.
Miss PInkerton. A sleuth In skirts. Joan BlondeU. Dir. Lloyd Bacon. Time.
Chicago, Dec. 31.
Boris KarloCt, Lewis Stone, Karen Morley. Dir. Chas. Brabln. Time,
Rel. July 30. Rev. July 12.
66 mlns.
Harry
Reckas
has
added
Linthe
68 mlns. Rel. Nov. 5. Rev. Dec. 6.
Edw. G. Robinson. Dir. Alfred E.
Silver Dollar. Sliver boom days In Col.
den on 63rd at Halstead to the Pack Up Your Troubles. Laurel anj Hardy full length mllliary comedy. Dir.
Green. 84 mlns. Rel. Dec. 24. Rev. Deo. 27.
Geo. Marshall and Raymond Carey. Time, 70 mlns. Rcl. Sept 17. Rev.
Ramova which he operates.
T4»ay Call It Sin. Kansas girl breaks into N. Y. show life. Loretta Young,
Opt 4.
E.. Thomas Beatty, tenant of the
mlns.
Time.
70
Freeland.
Thornton
Dir.
Manners.
David
Geo Brent.
Payment Deferred. Murder story from the play of that title with Chas.
Linden for 20 years, steps out.
Rel. Nov. B. Rev. Oct 25.
Laughton In his original role, Mayrcen O'Sulllvan, Dorothy Peterson.
"bjiiionaen, WarJoan Blondejl,
Rev. Nov. 15.
New flve-year lease between
Iventures.
Dir. Lothar Mendez.
Time, 80 mlna, Rel, Oct 8.
Threaten a Match. Three schoolgirls have adventures.
~"
63
Reckas and William Volgt, prop- Prosperity. Post dcpres.slon comody with Marie Presslor and Polly Moran.
Tren William. Ann Dvorak. Bette Davis. Dlr. Mervyn Lo Hoy. Time.
mins. Rel. Oct 29. Rev. Nov. 1.
Rev, Nov. 29,
erty owner, guarantees |876 monthUol. Nov. 18.
Dir. Sam Wood. Time, 87 min.s.
Robinson.
G.
Edw.
fishers.
tuna
with
the
Tlffir Shark. Life and tragedjr^
Rasputin and the Empress. The nn.s.slan overthrow and Its cause, .Tohn,
ReL Sept 24 ly based on 15% of the gross.
£
Zlta Johan, Rich. Arlen. Dir. Howard Hawks. 79 mlna.
Kthel and Lionel Earryrnore. Dir, Rich. Dolcslavsky. Roadshow time,
.

,

Columbia
V^OlUmDW

CoaM

ROOD

Weekly

Nkk

As 27

U

:

,

W

Anglo

Tareweir Out—Cross'

Metro

—

-

.

L^

1

\

Rev. Sept.

27.

Young,
Comedy drama of wives who work. Loretta
July 9
Dir. Thornton Freeland. Time, 66 mlns. Rol.
Rev. June 7
/
Ginger
Joe Brown swims to Catallpa. Joe E. Brown,Nov.
MoutI
'^«u Said a Mouthful.
22
Rev.
DlT Lloyd Bacon. Time, 70 mine, Rel. Nov. 29,
Rogers. Dir.
f
Offices: 850 Tenth Ave.,
./studio: Fox Hills,
N
Y,
York,
New
/
Hollywood, Cal
Violet I^emhis bride
Almost Married. Mystery drama of a musician andWm.
Time, 62
Menzles.
Men:
mlng. Ralph Ballamy, Alex. KIrkland. Dir.

W^elc End Marriage.

Norman

Foster.

Fox

irilns.

•ail

Ilcl.

July

17,

Rev. July

26.

breed
Her Savage. Tiffany Thayer's story of a^halfFrancis
Monroe Owsley, Gilbert Roland. Dlr, John
mlns. Rel. Nov. »7. Rev. Nov. 29.

glxl.

Clara

Dillon.

Bow

Time, 82

133 mlns.

Archer at Denver

ReL Dec.

23,

Hev. Dec.

'11.

Red Dust. Jean Harlow .and CMarlc f!ablo ;is a new team In a story of IndoChlna, Dir. Victor Fkniinp. Time, 83 nilna. Ucl. Oct 22. Rev. Nov. 8.
W.irron William, Maureen O'Sullivan, Anita Page.
Souls. Drama.
Tony Archer, for the past four Skyscraper
Rev. Aug. 9.
Ilel. July IG.
Dir. Edgar Sclwyn. Time. 100 mln.s.
months western division manager Smilln' Through. Heraako of tlio Norma Talmadgf- .silent and Jane Cowl play.
for Educational-World Wide, beNorma Shcarftr, Leslie Howard, o. l>. HpgRlc, Dir. Sidney Franklin.
Time, 96 mins, U<-1. .Snpt. 18. 10 v, Oct, 18,
comes head of the companv'e
branch at Denver, due to abandon- Speak Easily. Slapstick comedy, Rustcr Keaton, Jimmy Durante. Dir. EMU
Sedgwick. Time, 78 niln.'j. Rol. July 23. Ucv. Aug. 23.
ing of the supervisory post
famous O'N'III play. .Vorma Shearer, Clark JSablaJoe Merrick will be circuit con- Stran0« Interlude. The
Dir. Robert Z. Leonard. Time, 11 n mins. Not yet released. Rev. Sept 6,
tact man for the Paolflo coast tor-

Los Angeles, Dec.

31.

(Continued on payc 33)
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|0M
cnwfocd
In a

new

deluKfe
role

MIX."
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with
dothct
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onJ luxuilout

HiSlOWf

TUGBOAT
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peppy
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dramadc

i'M^iet Join her. ^-

«cxy
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title

to be

nnnounced!
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jfith

each successive

picture
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GROWTH!
John

BARRYMORE

That's what HoUyrwood

won 'a newer and bigger £une
M-G-M pictures; From"Arseno

has
•)

In

ULGWt

limin" to "Gian4 Hotel'* his box-'
o&edtawhasleaipedl Nbwwatcht

Hb

ttiMii oMonuii^ ti

WHY DIDNT WE TWMK OF
THIS

BEFORE

we've B«. ''~»™' »°""
lOe (bi one. But now

to

be

saying about

tnnanoe

changed).

It't

ant^ter^HeO Diveis''savs.Co9Mp|iink».
Bob MoiitgoiiMiy»
In the cost:
Wattcr Hiiston, Jlmniy Duranta^
•tea Filmed with the oooperatioa
die U.S. Navy.
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toJ
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Claht submarine
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•tout

BIG enough for tiie
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1

IN APPRECIATION:
To my

friends

and

associates, for

tHieir:

expression of good wiU;

To

the

members of

the press for their

gracious support;

To

every

member

of

my

staff

organization for their loyalty, zeal

and
and

achievement*

May

the

new year

measure of happiness*

bring them fuU

Tuesday, January

3,

PICTURES

1933

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES
Stone.

Principal

Modern problem story. Helen Twelvetrees, Robt. Youne. Lewis
Dir. Harry Beaumont Time, 77 mlns. Rel., July 2. Rev.

July 19.
V^ashlngton Masquerade.
Nils

Astlier.

July

26.

Dir.

Political

Choa.

etudlo: 6048 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollyw^ood, Cal.

satire.

Brabln.

Lionel Barrymore, Karen Morley,
91 mlns. Rel. July 8.
Rev.

Rev. Oct. 4.
Virgins of Ball.

Time,

Mnnnm>om
WlOnOgram

Rel.

Western. Rex Bell. Dir. Harry Fraser. Rel. Dec. SO.
Western. Bob Steele, Arietta Duncan. Dir. J. P.
Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Dec. 15.
From Broadway to Cheyenne N. T. gangster meets the shooting West. Rex
Dir. Harry Frazer. Time. 62 mlns. Rel. Aug. 16.
Bell, Marcellne Day.
Rev. Sept. 27.
Qfrl from Calgary, The. Girl cowboy comes east to stage triumphs. FIfl
D'Orsay, Paul Kelly. Dir. Phil Whitman. Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Sept. 24.
Rev. Nov. 22
Guilty or Not Guilty? Betty Compson, Claudia Dell. Dir. Albert Ray. 67 mlns.
Rel. Nov. IB.
Klondike. Physician who falls In a major operation makes a comeback. Frank
Hawks, Thelma Todd. H. B. Walthal. Dir. Lyle Talbot. Time, 66 mlns.
Rel. Aug. 30. Rev. Sept. 27.

Diamond

Trail.

Man from New

Helen Foster.

Vengeance on the range.

Mexico.

McGowan.

Bell,

Time, 60 mlns.

Rel. Apr.

Dir.

3,

Tom

Rev. Aug.

1.

Dir.

J.

Walter Byron, Marie Prevost

Strange Adventure. Regis Toomey, June
Hampton Del Ruth. Rel. Dec. 1.

Clyde.

Dir.

Whitman and

Taylor,

a transcontinental

train.

Estelle

Cabanne.
Blood.

Rosen.

Studios: 5851 Marathon St.,

Pow<i*Mmm»
raramoum

Offlces: 1501

Broadway,

Hollywood, Calif.
New York, N. Y.
Big Broadcast, The. Broadcasting story with many air stars. Stuart Erwin,
Blng Crosby, Leila Hyams. Dir. Frank Tuttle. Time, 80 mina. Rel.
Oct. Rev. Oct 18.
Blonde Venus. Story of a stage woman's efforts to retain her child. Marlene
Dietrich, Herbert Marshall, Dickey Moore.
Dir. Jos. Von Sternberg.
Time, 86 mina. Rel. Sept 16. Rev. Sept. 27.
Devil and the Deep. Jealousy In a submerged submarine. Tallulah Bankhead,
Gary Cooper, Chas. Laughton. Dir. Marlon Goring. Time, 72 toilns.
Rel. Aug. 12.
Rev. Aug. 23.
Devil Is Driving, The. Wynne Gibson, Edmund Lowe, Dickie Moore. Dir.
Stoloff.
Rel. Dec. 9. Rev. Dec. 20.
Evenings for Sale. Viennese nobleman becomes a gigolo. Herbert Marshall,
San Maritza. Chas. Ruggles. Dir. Stuart Walker. Time, 61 mlns. Rel.
Nov. 11. Rev. Nov. IB.
FJirewell to Arms. Hemmlngway's novel of war on the Italian front. Helen
Hayes, Gary Cooper, Adolphe Menjou. Dir. Frank Borzage. 90 mlns.

June
Itel.

July

8.

Rev. July

Carole Lombard,

Sept.

Bed
Dir.

Studio,

Jack Oakle,
Time, 71 mins.

Clark Gable,
of Her Own.'
Wesley Ruggles. December

special.

Phantom

President. Political story of a presidential double. Georce M. Cohan,
.liminy Durante, Claudctte Colbert. Time, 77 mlns. Rel. Oct. 7. Rev.
Oct.

4.

Henry Hathaway. Time,
__.-__„

P
rowers

Her Radio Romeo.

GO

mins.

Rel.

Nov.

Offices: 723

Universal

Warner Brothers

25.

Seventh Ave.,
York, N. Y.
Matthews. Dir.

(it-nc

i

(Continued on page 34)

line.

trying doubles is Hon
loop Embassy, but since

still

Nickel's
he's In

an area where nothing
matters anyway, nothing is being
done to cajole him from his en-

deayors.
Interesting

angle on the Park
and Broadway cases is that neither
house is a member of the Allied organization,
yet
each
exhibitor
listened to Blum's t-easons In each
case and agreed to the wisdom of
Blum arguments regarding
the
double featuring and unfair competition.

Unusual exhibs in this town evidently; they're willing to listen to
reason.
Maybe that's why In this
town, not one theatre is closed,
either in the downtown or the nabe
sectors.

CHARGES ON T. MALOY
BY 7 OF HIS

mm

Chicago, Dec. 31.
Seven rebels within the local projectionists' union filed action yesterday (Friday) in the courts alleging a reign of terror in the union,
corrupt practises by Tom Maloy and
other ofHclals and intimidation.
Injunction was petitioned for,
also an audit of the books of the
union.

Away

Morrison Sent

Hartford, Conn., Dec. 31.
Allen C. Morrison, one-time theatre owner of Hartford, was sentenced to 30 days in U. S. District
Court here on contempt charge.
Charges grew out of Morrison's
million-dollar suit against United
Artists, Fox Film, Vitagraph and
New Haven Film Board of Trade.
Former theatre operator had claimed these companies were combining
against him in restraint of trade
and in the suit introduced as evi-

dence a false lease. Defense counsel proved that paper on which
was written was not manufactured until two years after date
on lease and Morrison was con°"'""l5l°w'Yo?k.''Nr'Y. victed on contempt charge.

""^''"'f^e^-yVZ^^.'y

Big City Blues. Country boy comes to New York for tnrllllng experiences.
Joan Blondell, Eric Linden. Dir. Mervyn Le Roy. Time, 68 mlns. Kel.
Sept. 10. Rev. Sept. 18.
Blessed Event. Columnist atory. Lee Tracy, Mary Hrlan, Allen Jenkins. Dir.
Roy Del Ruth. Time, 84 mins. Rel. Sept. 10. Rev. Sept 6.
Haunted Gold. Search for gold in a haunted mine. John Wayne. Dir. Mach
Wright 00 mlns. Rel. Dec. 17.
a Fugitive from a Chain Gang.' Paul
Am a Fugitive. From the story 'I
I
Muni, Glcnda Farrell. Dir. Mervyn Le Roy. Time, 93 mlns. Rel. Nov.
Hev. Nov. 15.
19.
British made story of a night club. British cast and director. Time,
Illegal.
Rel. Aug. 6. Rev. Oct. 4.
61 mlns.
Jewel Robbery. Romantic comedy drama from an Hungarian source. Kay
Dir. Wm. Dleterie.
Time, 68 mlns. Rel.
Francis, William Powell.
Aug. 13. Rev. July 26.
One Way Passage. Love develops for a prisoner. Kay Francis, William PowDir. Tay Garnett. Time, 69 mlns. Rel. Oct 22. Rev. Oct 18.
ell.
Purchase Price, The. Night club singer with a past. Barbara Stanwyck. Dir.
Wm. A. Weliman. Time, 68 mlns. Rel. July 23. Rev. July 19.
Ride Him, Cowboy. Western cowboy story. John Wayne. Dir. Fred Allen.
Time, 55 mlns. Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Nov. 1.

Am

brought into

Two cases concerned the Park
and the Broadway, both eastside
spots, and the latter an important
cog in the Rome local chain. One

Dir.

Dir.

2.

Calif.

New

Radio comedy. Gene Gerrard, Jessie
Gerrard. Time, 70 mins. Uel. July 15.
Her Strange Desire. Scandal in high life. Laurence Olivier, Nora Swinburne.
Dir. Maurice Elvey. Time, 59 mins.
Rel. July 1.

'"'ut^'V^P^.X-y.

27.

Studios: Burbank,

-

Dir.

13.

universal CUy,^

Aug.

In the Parlor. Comedy drama.
Claudette Colbert, Frederic March,
Allison Sklpworth. Dir. Stuart Walker. Rel. Jan. 13.
Phillips Holmes, Dorothy
Witnesses. Murder on the football f.eld.
Dir. Ralph
Jordan, Chas. Ruggles, Johnny Mack Brown, Lew Cody.
Murphy. Time, 69 mlns. Hel. Sept. 2. Rev. Sept. 6.
She Done Him Wrong. Paraphrase of 'Diamond Lll.' Mae West, Cary Grant,
Noah Beery, Owen Moore. Dir. Sherman. Rel. Jan. 20.
Sign of the Cross. Spectacular production of the stage play. Frederic March,
Claudette Colbert, Elissa Landl, Chas. Laughton, Ian Keith. Dir. Cecil
de Mille. Time, 124 mins. (roadshow). Not yet released. Rev. Dec. 6.
Trouble in Paradise. Cheating cheaters in Paris and Venice. Miriam HopIt Ins,
Kay Francis, Herbert Marshall. Dir. Ernst Lubltsch. Time, 81
mins. Rel. Oct. 21. Rev. Nov. 15.
Undercover Man. Secret service bests the gangsters. Geo. Raft, Nancy Carroll.
Dir. Jas. Flood. Time, 74 mlns.
Rel. Dec. 2. Rev. Dec. 6.
Vanishing Frontier. VVrstern drama. John Mack Brown, Evalyn Knapp,
Zasu Pitts. Dir. I'hll Rosen. Time, 65 mins. Rel. July 29. Rev. Sept. 20.
Wild Horse Mesa. Zane Gray's story. Rudolph Scott, Sally Blane, Fred

Queen 'Was

70,000

Koliler.

Lowell

Broadway,

Afraid to Talk. From the stage play 'Merry-Go-Round' about crooked politics,
Eric Linden, Sidney Fox, TuUy Marshall, Loula Calhern. Dir. Edw. L.
Cahn. 74 mlns. Rel. Nov. 17. Rev. Dec. 20.
Air Mall, The. Commercial flying thrill story, Pat O'Brien. Ralph Bellamy,
Gloria Stuart, Slim Summerville. Dir. John Ford. Time, 85 mina. Rel.
Nov. 3. Rev. Nov. 8.
Rich. Arlen, Gloria Stuart. Dir. Russell
All American, The. Football atory.
Mack. Time, 73 mlns. Rel. Oct 13. Rev. Oct 14.
Back Street. A one-man girl whose love defled convention. From a Fanny
Hurst novel. Irene Dunn, John Boles. Dir. John Stahl. Time, 91 mins.
Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Aug. 30.
Brown of Culver. See Tom Brown of Culver.
Life struggle In the Arctic. Eskimo playera. Dir. Ewlng Scott Time,
Igloo.
60 mina. Rel. July 14, Rev. July 26.
Mummy, The. Mystery thriller. Boris Karloff, Zita Johann, David Manners.
Dir. Karl Freund. Rel. Dec. 22.
Mix. Dir.
My Pal, the King. A wild west show In a Balkan kingdom. Tom
Kurt Neumann. Time, 75 mlns. Rel. Aug. 4. Rev. Oct 11.
Mystery of Life, The. Clarence Darrow on evolution. Clarence Darrow. Dir.
Geo. Cochrane. Time. 43 mlns. Rel. July 6. Rev. July 7, '31.
Nagana. Tropical drama. Tala BIrell, Melvyn Douglas. Dir. E. L. Frank.
Rel. Jan. 12.
Okay America. Columnist story. Lew Ayres, Maureen O'SulIivan, Louis Calhern. Dir. Tay Garnett Time, 00 mlns. Rel. Sept 8. Rev. Sept. 13.
Old Dark House. A night of terror In an English country home. Boris KarMelvyn Douglas, Chaa. Laughton, Gloria Stuart Dir. Jas. Whale.
loff
Tlnie, 70 mina. Rel. Oct. 20. Rev. Nov. 1.
Once in a Lifetime. Hollywood satire from the stage play. Jack Oakle,
Sidney Fox, Alice MacMahon. Dir. Russell Mack. Time, 90 mlns. Rel.
Sept. 22. Rev. Nov. 1.
Tom Brown of Culver. Cadet school story. Tom Brown, Slim Summerville,
H. B. Warner. Dir. Wm. Wyler. Time, 81 mlns. Rel. July 21, Rev.

12.

Dorothy MackaiU.

New

Rain. Jeanne Eaglea* famous sUge hit. Joan Crawford, Walter, Huston.
Wm. Gargan. Time, 93 mlns. Rel. Oct 12. Rev. Oct 18.
White Zombie, The. Haytlan sorcery. Bela Lugosi, Madge Bellamy.
Victor Halperin. Time, 69 mins. Rel. July 28. Rev. Aug. 2.

Harold Lloyd breaks Into pictures. Constance Cummlngs. Dir.
Clarence Bruckman. Time, 96 mina. Rel. Sept. 23. Rev. Sept. 20.
Mysterious Rider. Western. Kent Taylor. Dir. Allen. Rel. Jan. 27.
Night After Night. Kumor In the night clubs. Mae West Geo. Raft Constance Cummlngs, Allison SKlpworth. Dir. Archie Mayo. Time, 70 mins.
Hcl. Oct 14. Rev. Nov. 1.
Night of June 13, The. The neighbors react to a murder suspicion. Cllve
Brook, Llla Lee, Chas. Ruggles. Dir. Stephen Roberts. Time, 76 mlns.

No

Bennett,
19.

Offlcea: 1560

United Artists

Movie Crazy.

Rel. Sept. 23. Rev. Sept. 20.
Man of Her Own. From the novel 'No

n Do^IIa
RV"
KaaiO
•J^.V/.

Cynara. Philip Mertvale stage hit Ronald Colman. Kay Francis. Phyllis
.
Barry. Dir. King Vldor. Time, 79 mina. ReL Dec. 28.
Kid from Spain, The. Eddie Cantor masquerades as a bull lighter down in
Mexico. Cantor. Lyda Robertl. Dir. Leo. McCaroy. Time (roadshow),
22.
Nov.
Rev.
not
set
Releaae
mlns.
118
Magic Night. Viennese operetta. Jack Buchanan. Dir. Herbert Wilcox.
Time, 79 mlns. Rel. Nov. 2. Rev. Nov. 8.
Mr. Robinson Crusoe. Adventures in the South Seas. Douglas Falrbanka,
Maria Alba, Dir. Edw. Sutherland. Time, 72 mine. Rel. Sept. 21. Rev.

American republic
Dir. Ed. Cllne.

house

Time, 64 mlns. Rel. May 13. Rev. Aug. 30.
Price Hollywood. Hollywood lowdown. Constance
Sherman. Dir. Geo. Cukor. Rel. June 24. Rev. July

^

14.

Million Dollar Legs. Satire on mythical South
W. C. Fields, Andy Clyde, Lyda Robertl.

York, N. Y.

'

Rel. Dec. 25.
Rev. Dec. 13.
Qdllty as Hell. Murder mystery with Quirt and Flagg comedy angle. Edmund
Lowe, Victor McLaglen, Richard Arlen. Dir. Erie Kenton. Time, 82
mlns. Rel. Aug. 6. Rev. Aug. 9.
He Learned About Women. Comedy drama. Stuart Erwln, Allison Skipworth. Dir. Lloyd Corrlgan. Time, 67 mlns. Rel. Nov. 4.
Hello, Everybody. Radio story. Kate Smith, Randolf Scott, Sally Blane. Dir.
Selter. Jan. special release.
Horse Feathers. Marx Brothers go collegiate. Dir. Norman McLeod. Time,
Rev. Aug. 16.
70 mins. Rel. Aug. 19.
Hot Saturday. Gossip In a small town. Nancy Carroll. Dir. W. Setter. Time,
72 mlns. Rel. Oct 28. Rev. Nov. 8.
How
Million.
various
persons would react to an inheritance. Gary
If I Had a
Cooper, Geo. Raft, Wynne Gibson, Chas. Laughton, Jack Oakle and many
others, each In a single sequence. Directional sequences by various directors. Time, 85 mlns. Rel. Nov. Rev. Dec. 6.
liland of Lost Souls. Novelty story, Chas. Laughton, Richard Arlen, Leila
Hyams. Dir. Chas. Kenton. December special.
Lady and Gent. Sentimental story of a cheap pugilist. Geo. Bancroft, Wynne
Gibson. Dir. Roberts. Time, 84 mlns. Rel. July 15. Rev. July 19.
King of the Jungle. Novelty story. Buster Crabbe, Frances Dee. Dirs. Humbcrstone-Marcln. Jan. special release.
Lily Christine. British made. Corlnne Griffith, Colin Cllve. Time, 69 mlns.
Rel. July.
Rev. Sept. 20.
Love Me Tonight. Chevalier as a tailor In masquerade. Jeanette MacDonald,
Chas. Ruggles, Chas. Butterworth, M«>rna Lioy. Dir. Rouben Mamoulian.
Time, 90 mins. Rel. Aug. 26. Rev. Aug. 23.
Madame Butterfly. From the opera. Sylvia Sidney, Cary Grant, Chas. Ruggles.
Dir. Gearing.
Rel. Dec. 30. Rev. Dec. 27.
Madame Racketeer. Comedy of a middle-aged woman swindler. Alison Skipworth, Richard Bennett, Geo. Raft Dir. Hall and Grlbbie. Time, 68
mlns. Rel. July 22. Rev. July 26.
Madison Square. Sporting story. Jack Oakle, Marian Nixon, Thos. Melghan.
Dir. Harry J. Brown. Time, 70 mlns. Rel. Oct 7. Rev. Oct IS.
Make Me a Star Dialog version of Merton of the Movies. Stuart Erwln, Joan
131ondell. Zasu Pitts.
Dir. Wm. Beaudlne. Time, 86 mins. Rel. July 1.
Rev. July 5.
Merrily We Go to Hell. From a stage comedy drama. Sylvia Sidney, Frederic
March. Dir. Dorothy Arzner. Time, 82 mlns. Rel. July 10. Rev.

local Allied presithe situations which were
starting to break out with the freak
were straightened out and

dent,

Broadway,

What

Sept

Mystery aboard
Edmund Burns, Gertrude Astor, Crauford Kent Dir. Christy
Time, mlns. Rel. Aug. 10. Rev. Oct 19.
Western. Bob Steele. Story by Wellyn Totman. Dir. Phil
Time, 62 mlns. Ret. Nov. 5.

Western Limited, The.

New

Bring 'Em Back Alive. Prank Buck's animal thriller. Time, 65 mlns. Rel.
Aug. 19. Rev. June 21.
Conquerors, The. A story of American depressions and their surmounting.
Rich. Dix, Ann Harding, Edna May Oliver. Dir. Wm. Wellman. Time,
84 mins. Rel. Nov. 18. Rev. Nov. 22.
Hell's Highway. The horrors ef a convict camp. Richard Dlx. Tom Brown.
Dir. Rowland Brown. Time, 62 mlns. Rel. Sept 21. Rev. Sept. 27.
Hold "Em Jail. Wheeler and Woolsey play football on the convict eleven.
Dir. Norman Taurog. Time, 66 mins. Rel. Sept. 2. Rev. Aug. 23.
Little Orphan Annie. Based on the cartoon. Mltzl Green. Ed. Keennedy.
Dir. John Robertson. Time, 61 mlns. Rel. Nov. 4. Rev. Doc. 27.
Men Are Such Fools. L«o CariUo. Dir. Wm. Nigh. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Nov. 18.
Men of America. Bill Boyd, Dorothy Wilson, Chic Sale. Dir. Ralph Ince.
Time 57 mlns. Rel. Dec. 9.
Most Dangerous Game, The. Island recluse who hunts human beings for
sport Joel McCrea, Fay Wray, Leslie Banka. Dir. E. Schoedsack.
Time, 63 mlns. Rel. Sept. 9. Rev. Nov. 22.
Penguin Pool Murder, The. Stuart Palmer's novel: murder mystery. Mae
Clark. Robt. Armstrong, Edna Mae Oliver, James Gleason. Dir. Geo.
Archainbaud. 69 mlns. Rel. Dec. 9. Rev. Dec. 27.
Phantom of Crestwood, The. Mystery at a week-end party. Rlcardo Cortez,
Katherine Morley. Dir. J. W. Ruben. Time, 77 mlns. Rel. Oct 14.
Rev. Oct. 18.
Roar of the Dragon. Chinese war story. Gwill Andre, Richard Dlx. Dir.
Wesley Ruggles. Time, 69 mlns. Rel. July 8. Rev. July 26.
Rockabye. Sentimental mother-love story. Constance Bennett, Joel McCrea.
Rev. Dec. 6.
Dir. Geo. Cukor. Time, 70 mins. Rel. Nov. 25.
Secrets of the French Police. Foreign mystery. Gwill Andre, Frank Morgan,
Gregory RatofiC. Dir. Ed, Sutherland. Time, 68 mlns. Rel. Dec. 2.
Rev. Dec. 13.
Sport Parade. Novelty story. Joel McCrea, Marian Marsh, Wm. Cardan.
Time. 65 mins. Rel. Nov. 11. Rev. Dec. 20.
Dir.- Dudley Murphy.
Strange Justice. Oddities of the criminal code. Mae Marsh, Norman Foater,
Reginald Denny. Dir. V. C. Schertzinger. Time, 64 mlns. Rel, Oct. 7.
Theft 61 the Mona Lisa, The., Foreign made. Willy Forst, Trude von Molo.
Dir. G. Von Bolvary. Time. 83 mlns. Rel. Oct 21. Rev. Sept. IB.
suggestion.
Thirteen Women. Prom Tiffany Thayer's story of the Power
Rlcardo Cortez, Irene Dunne. Dir. O. Archainbaud. Time, 60 mina.
Rel. Sept. 16. Rev. Oct. IS.

falls In love with
Dir. Rich. Thorpe.

Thirteenth Guest, The. Mystery play by author of 'Scarface,' Ginger Rogers,
Dir. Alfred Ray.
Time, 66 mins.
Lyle Talbot, J. Farrell McDonald.
(Chadwlck.)
Rel. Aug. 25. Rev. Sept 6.

Young

Herman Blum,
Office: 1560

R.K.O. Pathe

York, N. Y.
Age of Consent, The. Love and trouble for a co-ed. Dorothy Wilson Kit'
ard Cromwell. Dir. Gregory La Cava. Time, 63 mins. Rel. Aug. B.
Rev. Sept. 6.
Story of a shell-shocked war vet By Clemence Dane.
Bill of Divorcement, A.
John Barrymore, Billlo Burke, Katherine Hepburn. Dir. Geo. Cukor.
Time, 69 mlns. Rel. Sept. 30. Rev. Oct. 4.
Bird of Paradise, A. Famous stage play of the South Seas. Dolores Del Rio.
Rev.
Joel McCrea, Dir. King Vldor. Time, 82 mlns. Rel. Aug. 12.

P.

Doubles Start

Baltimore, Dec. 31.
Fear of a repetition of a double
feature and cut-rate epidemic such
as liurrlcaned through Chicago, Detroit and Boston, were quieted last
week, when, through the efforts of

Beyond the Rockies. The racket moves West. Tom Keene. Dir. Fred
Time, 54 mlns. Rel. July 8. Rev. Sept. 20.
Tom Keene, J. Hayden, Roscoe Ates. Dir. Robt
Hill.
Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Sept. 23.
Ghost Valley. Tom Keene is hired to Impersonate himself. Dir. Fred Allen.

Calif.

30.

Phil

Rel.

Time, 31 mlns.

Again In

As Herman Bhun
Kills

policies,

Studios: Hollywood,

Society boy marries a street girl and then

her. Evalyn Knapp,
69 mlns. Rel. Oct. 16,

Time, 43 mins.

volcanos.

Come On, Danger. Western.

6elf< Defense. Story by Peter B. Kyne. Pauline Frederick, Theodore Von
Eltz, Barbara Kent, Robert Elliott, Claire Windsor. Dir. Phil Rosen.
Rel. Dec. 16.

Slightly Married.

Andean

Allen.

McCarthy.

P.

Tyler.

of the

Balto

York, N. Y.

1.

Calif.

McCarthy,

Rex

June

Studios: Hollywood,

Fighting Champ, The.

Lucky Larrlgan, Western.
Rel. Dec. 10.

New

Travelogue of the island of Bali.

Sept 16. Rev. Dec. 13.
Wings Over the Andes. Plane views

Seventh Ave.,
York, N. Y.

Office: 723

All Quiet

West 42d .St,

Offices: 11

Blame the Woman. British made with Adolphe Menjou and Claude Alllster
as a pali; of crooks. Dir. Fred Nibio. Time, 74 mlns. Rel. Oct. 1.
Hollywood. Unusual survey of the fllm capital. Time, 20 mlns. Rel. July 1.

.
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(Continued from page 29)

Unashamed.

VARIETY

Musical comedy farce. Gene Gerrard, Molly Lament Dir. Eugene O'SullIvan. Time, 69 mlns. Rel. Sept 1.
Man Who -Won, The. Story of a wastrel who makes good. Henry Kendall,
Heather Angel. Time, 70 mlns. Dir. Norman Walker. Rel. Sept. 15.
Woman Decides, The. From a stage play of Labor vs. Capital. Adrienne
Allen, Owen Nare.
Dir. Miles Mander. Time. 63 mlns. Rel. Aug. 15.

Lucky

lease

Salkin After Majestic
Chicago, Dec. 31.
a candidate for vauda big way. Former
vaudeville etJind is controlled by the

Majestic

is

fllm policy in

Lehman

estate

which

is

willing to

wire the house for pictures if given
proof of financial dependability in

a prospective tenant
Estate has been approached by
Tom Chamales and Leo Salkin separately. Salkin is the former B&K
manager of the Oriental and deemed
a shrewd showman.

Coston Supervising Two
Outside Indie Houses
Chicago, Dec.

31.

James Coston is supervising the
Sheridan and Terminal theatres
under a temporary arrangement
with the bondholders. Fox is no
longer Interested in the houses.
Although reported because of the
Warners
Coston
entrance
that
would take over the Sheridan and
Terminal, this Is deemed ImprobAffairs of the two properties
are very involved.
Warners has 19 theatres in
greater Chicago operated by Cosable.

ton.

Hearing that Warners
to

Is planning
reduce admissions to the Capitol

B&K

put
and Avalon to 40c. top,
their Harding back into the B
classinc-atlon Friday (30).
Although the Harding Is scaled
at 40c. It has been having a week
release, with other circuits not obwill combat James
jecting.
Co.ston's request that the Capitol

B&K

and Avalon be given a similar concession In spite of the slicing.

—
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Tuesday^ Januaiy
Rye, N. T.

ROUGH STUFF

Watching 'Cross' at $1.50 on Road
in First Few Keys
Picture's Several Angles

Good Openings

Woman

Toronto, Dec. 81.

Played

Breaking Into the Weston theatre, vandals ripped open cans of
film and strewed it about the floor,

slashed the projection screen from
top to bottom, damaged seats, lights
Bostand decorations, and demolished an
otherwise Publix Changes in
expensive radio In the lobby. The
ton Zone as Reported
radio was systematically battered,
the speaker being ripped to pieces,
Boston, Dec. 81.
the tubes smashed and the cabinet
Publix smashes precedent In the hacked into small pieces.
routine of its local organization, in
Manager Scott declined to venthe changes made, effective Friday ture an opinion ias to the reason for
the destruction but hinted that this
(30). The Metropolitan is taken out
was another chapter in the series of
of the Boston district and made an
acts of violence that have occurred
entity unto itself.
in Independent theatres during the
Reputedly, it's
There's a reason. Its new man- past few months.
ager is Edward A. Zorn, who was an outcome of recent legislative
until Friday the Boston district rulings when government officials
manager, with a salary higher than went contr«u:y to the Union of
the Met manager was getting. In Motion Picture Projectionists and
bowing to the decree that worked declared that two operators were
the change, Eddie argued that his not always necessary in a picture
house should be excepted from the house.
His talk won.
Only last month, Oscar Hanson,
district Une-up.
Otherwise than this Met mat- g. m. of Associated Theatres, prochain of 114 houses,
ter, all changes took place as re- vincial indie
was slugged by assailants who
ported in 'Variety* last week.
For the first time in his long the- police claimed, used knuckle-dustFred Falrley, his colleague,
atre career, Henry Taylor, changed ers.
from the Met to the Paramount, was also battered when a trio sidestill usfinds himself without stage talent: swiped his car. Hanson is
under his control. Paramount is all ing a guard. Stench bomb invasions
have also been reported ^y indies.
films.

last

week, opened In seven keys over the
Christmas week-end. To hoth Paramount and J. J. McCarthy, who's
roadshowlng It, openings were entirely satisfactory.

Of the seven dates, only two are
little below expectations, but far
from bad, according to grosses so
Other five keys are turning In
far.
a handsome profit- Opening day's

a

business In all spots was good, acNew Tear's
cording to records.
week will be a better test of 'Cross'
real strength as a road show. It Is
showing
under
not
believed, but If
for Xmas week, It'll still be okay.
Seven Initial current dates are
Detroit, Boston, Buffalo, Baltimore,
Philadelphia, Columbus and CleveNew dates eo far arranged
land.
are Shubert, Cincinnati, Jan. 8;
Blltmore, Los Angeles, Jan. 20; Erlanger, Chicago, Jan. 15; Tudor,
New Orleans, Jan. 21; Regent,
Paramount,
Jan.
8;
Rochester,
Syracuse, Jan. IB; National, Washington, Jan. 8; Nixon, Pittsburgh,
Jan. 16, and American, St. Louis,
Jan. 8.
All of these are legit houses with
exception of Rochester, Syracuse
and New Orleans, which did not. I
have wired houses. In other keys,
legit houses are equipping themselves for sound in order to play
Maryland, Baltimore, did
'Cross.'
this, and so has the Nixo^i, PittsScarlet Dawn. Russian refugees in Constantinople. Doug Fairbanks, Jr.,
burgh, each taking ERPI appaNancy Carroll, Lilyan Tashman. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. Time, 68 mlns.
ratus.
Rel. Nov. 12. Rev. Nov. 8.
In Film Houses
Stranger In Town. Comedy drama of real people. Chic Bale, Ann Dvorak.
Dir. Earle C. Kenton. Time, 66 mins. Rel. Aug. 6. Rev. July 12.
.Others, as bookings are ready,
win probably follow suit in the hope Successful Calamity, A. Merchant pretends poverty to check family's extravagance. .George Arliss, Mary Aster. Evalyn Knapp. Dir. John Q.
by McCarthy and Par that the picAdolfl. Time, 72 mlns. Rel. Sept. 17. Rev. Sept. 27.
ture can get a maximum of dates in Two Against the World. Constance Bennett in a murder Jam. Dir. Archie
Question of going
legit theatres.
Mayo. Time, 71 mins. Rel. Sept, 3. Rev. Aug. 23.
Into a lot of picture houses Instead, Winner Take All. Smashing fight' comedy. James Cagney. Dir. Roy Del
Ruth. Time, 67 mlns. Rel. July 16. Rev. June 21.
which It may be necessary to do,
brings up a psychological point that
^%^Tot;?.^?;{. Y.
Is held to be important.
This Is whether or not It Is Between Fighting Men. Conflict between the sheep men and cattle raisere.
Ken Maynard, Ruth HalL Dir. Forrest Sheldon. Time, 62 mlns. Rel.
against human nature to pay 91.50
Oct
16,
In a regular picture theatre which
Breach of f>romlse. The ruin of a'man's career. Chester Morris, May Clarke,
has consistently been less than that
Mary Doran. Dir. Paul Stein. Time, 67 mins. Rel. Oct 23. Rev.
When .'Cross'
Nov. Z2i
at the box ofBce.
goes Into a legit house at (1.50, that; Come On, Tarzan^ Ranch owner saves his horse from a gang. Ken Maynard,
Myrna. Kennedy. Dir. Alan James. Time, 64 mins. Rel. Sept. 11.
by
scale Is less than the Usual nick
Crooked Circle, The. Mystery story with ample comedy. Ben Lyon, ZaSu
606, |1 or more, making a strong
Pitts, James Gleason, Irene Purcell.
Dr. H. Bruce Humberstone. Time,
psychological difference with the
70 mlns. Rel. Sept. 26. Rev. Oct 4.
public^
Death Kiit, The. A murder mystery with a motion picture studio back'
ground. David Manners, Adrlenne Ames, John Wray, Bela Lugosl. Dir.:
Just how far road showing of
Edwin L. Marin. :Rel. Dec. 25.
•Cross* •will extend will depend on
how. the January dates pan out to a Dynaniite Ranch. Ranch manager fails to vanquish the hero. Ken Maynard,
Ruth Hall. Dir. Forrest Sheldon. Time, 69 mlns. Rel. July 31. Rev.
great extent.
Dec. 27.
'Cross* In New Tork, running up False Faces. Doctor makes a racket of his profession. Lowell Sherman, Llla
Lee, Peggy Shannon. Dir. Sherman. Time, 83 niins. Rel. Oct. 13. Rev,
from a $10,000 pace to $16,000 with
Nov. 29.
two
had
holidays,
the arrival of the
strikes against it through opening Fargo Express. Straight-shooting sacrince In the' career of a cow country
hero. Ken Maynard, Helen Mack. Dir. Alan James. Time, 62 mlns.
as. the pre -Xmas shopping mania
Rel. Nov. 20.
set in.
Hell Fire Austin. Racing In the ranch country. Ken Maynard, Ivy Merton,
Nat Pendleton. Dir. Forrest Sheldon. Time, 70 mlns. Rel. June 26.
Rev. Aug. 2.
Hypnotized. Jam following a big s^Areepstakes win. Moran and Mack. Dir.
Seeks Saving
Mack Sennett Rel. Dec. 25.
Drama In the death house, from the stage play. Howard
Mile, The.
Of $100,000 Yearly by Last Phillips,
Preston Foster, Geo. Stone, Noel Madison. Dir. Sam. Blschoff.
Time, 84 mlns. Rel. Aug. 21. Rev. Aug. 30.
Back, The. Man's regeneration through a woman. Conrad Nagel,
Standardization Man Called
Doris .Kenyon, Juliette ComptOn, Reginald Owen, Alan Mowbray. Dlri
Robt. Florey. Time, 80 mlns. Rel. July 17. Rev. Aug. 2.
Sign of Four, The. Sherlock Holmes story. British cast. Arthur Wontner,
Los Angeles, Dec. 81.
Isia Bevan, Ian Hunter. Dir. Graham Cutts.
Time, 74 mlns. Rel. Aug
In an attempt to save $100,000 to
14.
Rev. Aug. 30.
$200,000 annually. Fox West Coast Son of Oklahoma.
Western story.
Bob Steele, Josle Sedgwick, Carmen
is working out a plan of wage stanLaroux. Dir. R. N. Bradbury. Time, 55 mlns. Rel. July 7.
dardization expected to go in effect Texas Buddies. Cowboy, veteran of the AEF, turns aviator to balk the villains.
Bob Steele, Nancy Drexel. Dir. R. N. Bradbury. Time, 67 mlns
at once. Wholesale reduction in
Rel. Aug. 28.
Rev. Nov. 15.
operating expense will be brought
Those We Love. A woman's understanding averts domestic tragedy. Mary
about through a grading of wages,
Time
Astor, Lllyan Tashman, Kenneth McKonna.
Dir. Robt. Florey.
help
cover-*
and a pruning of excess
77 mlns. Rel. Sept. 11. Rev. Sept. 20.
ing every branch of the home office Tombstone Canyon. Western, In which the hero tries to solve the mystery of
Rel. Deo. 26.
his birth. Ken Maynard, Cecllta Parker. Dir. Alan James.
and 'all operating divisions.
Jbhn Ofil, efficiency expert, h&s Yralllng the Killer. Epic of the North Woods. Dir. Herman C. Haymaker.
Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Dec. 4. Rev. Dec. 6.
been installed as home office manager by the Skouras Bros., and is Uptown N^w York. Married happiness and a past. Jack Oakle, Shirley Grey.
'

World Wide o"""
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working

the

out

Dir. Victor Schertzinger.

standardization

Time,' 74 mlns.

Rel. Dec.

4.

Rev. Dec.

13.

Miscellaneous Releases

Idea.

Town,

The. (Invincible.) Vice crusade story. Lester Vail, Frances
Dade. Dir. Arthur Hoerle. 57 mlns. Rev. Dec. 27.
Face on the Bar Room Floor. The. (Invincible.) Temperance discussion
Dulcle Cooper, BramwcU Fletcher, Dir. Bert Bracken. Time, 65 mlns.
Rel. Oct Rev. Oct. 18.
Hollywood, Dec. 31.
Footsteps In the Night. (Auten.) Mystery drama. Benlta Hume. Dir. Mau
rice Elvery.
Time, 59 mins. Rel. Dec. 1.
Percy R. Kent, West-Coast v.p.
in charge of real estate Is in Mon- Goona Goona. (First Dlv.) T,ove charms on the Island of Ball. Dir. Andree
Roosevelt, Arm<ind Denis. Rcl. Nov. 2G. Uev. Sept. 20.
tana for two weeks for the purof 'Skyscraper Souls.' Romance
pose of negotiating house rent re- Manhattan Tower. (Remington.) Suggestive
Mary Brian, Irene Rich, Jas. Hall. Dir. Frank
In an ofl^ice building.
duction negotiatloiis and handling
Strayer. 62 mlns. Rel. Dec. 1. He v. Dec. 20.
tax adjustments.
Red- Haired Alibi, The. (Tower.) Gangster story. Merna Kennedy. Theo
Von mtz. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 76 mlns. Rel. Oct, 21. Rev
Big

Kent's Rent Dents

Par, N. H., DoubTe Bills
New Haven, Dec. 31.

Oct. 25.
Scarlet Week

In

Bng.

CANADIAN HOUSES

MET, BOS TON, BY ITSELF

'Sign of the Croas,* which noticeably Increased its stride In the New

York two-a-day engasement

Rel.

IN

Aug.

H. B. Warner. Ldla Lee.
Rev. Aug, 80.

Tragedy of a woman

(Anten.)

Chains.
east.

Dir. Basil

Dir. Albert

Bay.

3,

tied to «ii

Dean. Time, 68 mins. Rel. Nor.

1933

Tine, 76 minut

18.

hypochondria^
Rev. Nov. 21,

Foreign Language Films
mov^ent of foreign films, this list oovers on«
year of releases.)
(Most of these available with SngUsh titles.)
A Nous la LIberte. (Auten) (French). Comedy drama. Henri Marchand.^
Raymond Cordy. Dir. Rene Clalr. 93 mins. ReL May.
Barberlna, die Taeftzerln von Sanseucl. (Capital) (Oerman). Rocoeco musical
comedy. Lll Dagover, Otto Qebuehr. Dir. Carl Ftoellch. 88 mina.
Rel. Nov. 20.
Brand In der Oper. (Capital) (German). Musical drama. Oustav Froellctk
Dir. Carl Froellch. Rel. July 19.
Broken Vow, The. (Capital) (Polish). From a novel. Kryatyna Ankwlca.
M. C^ybulski. Time, 89 mlns. Rel. Aug. 26.
Coiffeur Pour Dames (Paramount) (French). Musical farce. Femand Gravev.
^-vey.
80 mins. Rel. July 1. Rev. Nov. 8.
<Note: Because of the slow

Das Ekel (German) (Protex).
76 mlns.

Rel. Feb.

Max

Comedy.

Rev. Feb.

1.

Adalbert.

Dir.

16.

Frans Wenzler..
m
^

Das Schoene Abenteuer (German) (Protex).
Romantlo comedy.
Kaethe
von Nagy. Dir. Relnhold SchunzeL 83 mlns. Rel. Deo. 1, Rev. Dec. 13.
David Oolder (French) (Protex). Drama. Harry Baur. Dir. Jullen Duvivler.
Der

80 mlns. Rel. Oct 1. Rev. Oct 26.
Ball (German) (Protex). Domestic comedy.
Thlele. 83 mins. ReL Oct. 9.

Dolly Haas.

Dir.

Wllhelm

Falache Ehemann (German) (Protex). Farce. Dir. Johannes Guter.
86 mlns. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Oct 23.
Der Falscho Feldmarschal. (Caplteil) (German). Military musical. Vlasta
Burian. Dir. Carl Lamac. Time, 81 mlns. Rel. July 12.
Der Herr Burovorsteher. (Capital) (Ger). Felix Bressart, Herman Thlmlg.
Dir. Hans Behrendt. Time, 86 mins. Rel. June 10.
Der Klelne Seltensprung (German) (Protex). Comedy. Renate Mueller. Dir.
Relnhold Schuenzel. 86 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Jan. 6,
Die Blumenfrau von LIndenau (German) (Protex). Comedy. Renate Muel«
ler, Hansi Nlese. Dir. Georg Jacoby. 70 mins. Rel. July 1. Rev. July 12.
Die Cslkos Baroness. (Capital) (Ger. Hung). Musical comedy. Gretl Thelmer;
Paul VIncentl. Dir. Ernst Verebes. Time. 82 mlns. Rel. April 1.
Die Grosse Llebe. (German) (FAF). Drama of mother love. I&nsI Nlese.
80 mins. Rel. March 1. Rev. Feb. 23.
Die Lustigen Welber von Wien. 'Capital) (Ger). Willy Forst. Irene Elelnger.
Dir. Geza von Bolvary. Time, 97 n.*ns. Rel. July 1.
DIenst Is DIenst (New Era) (Ger). Musical.
Ralph Roberts, Lucie Eng«
lische. Dir. Carl Bosse. Time, 84 mlns. Rel. June 8.
Die vom Rummelplatz. (Capital) (Ger), Anny Ondra, Siegfried Arno. Dir.
Karl Lamac. 9 reels. ReL Feb. 10.
EIn Prinz Verliebt Stch. (Capital) (Ger). Musical. Geo. Alexander, Lien
Deyers, Trude Berliner. Dir. Conrad Wlene. Time, 76 mins. Rel. May.
El Hembre Que Asesine (Paramount) (Spanish). Rosita Moreno. Rlcardo
Puga. 70 mlns. Rel. April 16.
EIn Walzer von Strauss. (Capital) (Ger). Musical. Gustav Froellch. Dir.
Conrad Welns. Time, 89 mins. ReL March 10
Qltta Entdeckt Ihr Herz. (Capital) (Ger).
Comedy. Oitta Alpar, Gustav
Froellch. Dir. Carl Froellch. Time, 90 mins. Rel. Oct 4.
Gloria. (German) (New Era).
Transatlantic aviation drama. Gustav FroehIlch, Brlgltte Helm.
76 mlns. Rel. Nov. Rev. Nov. 1.
Hurrah, EIn Junge. (Capital) (Ger). Farce. Max Adalbert, Ida Wuest, Lucie
Engllsche. Dir. Geo. Jacoby. Time, 91 mins. ReL June 24.
Kamaradschaft. (Asso. Cinema) (Ger). Sensational drama. Alex Granaoh.
Ernst Busch. Dir. G. W. Pabst. Time, 78 mine. ReL Nov. 8.
Koenlgin von Preussen. See 'Luise'.
La Chance (Paramount) (French). Drama of a gambler's life. Marie BelL
Francolse Rosay. 78 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. May 81.
La Couturiers de Lunevllle (Paramount) (French). Musical of a woman's love
and revenge. Madeleine Renaud, Pierre Blanchar. 90 mine. ReL July
1.
Rev. Oct. 22.
Le Bal (French) (Protex). Domestic comedy. Dir. Wllhelm Thlele. 83 mina.
ReL Oct. 1. Rev. Oct 4.
Legion of the Street. (Capital) (Polish). Life of the newsboys. Time, 89
mlns. ReL Aug. 26.
Le Rol Des Resqullleurs (French) (Protex). Comedy with music. Milton. Dir<
Georges Colombier. 90 mlns. ReL June 1. Rev. June 14.
Llebe 1st Llebe (German) (Protex). Musical comedy. Kaethe von Nagy, Hans
Albers. Dir. Paul Martin. 80 mlns. ReL June 1. Rev. June 7.
LJubav I Strast. (Yugoslav) (Croat). Drama of life among N. T. Imigrants.
Rakel Davldovlc. Dir. Frank Melford. Time. 1 hour. ReL Dec. 16.
Lulse, Koenlgin von Preussen. (Asso. Cinema) (Ger). Historical. Henry
Porten. Dir. Carl Froellch. Time, 92 mine. ReL Oct. 4.
Man Brauch Kein Geld. (Capital) (Ger). Musical farce. Dir. Karl Boese.
Rel. Nov. 10.
Melne Frau die Hochstaplerin (German) (Protex).
Comedy. Kaethe voa
Nagy. Dir. Kurt Gerron. 90 mins. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 9.
Mein Leopold. (Capital) (Gier). Musical. Gustav Froellch. Max Adalbert.
Dir. Hans Syeinoft Time, 96 mlns. ReL April 1.
Menach Ohne Namen (German) (Protex). Poignant drama. Werner Krauss.
Dir. Gustav Ucicky. 96 mlns. Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 16.
MIche (Paramount) (French). Musical comedy. Suzy Vernon, Robert Burnler.
Dranem. 80 min& ReL July 1. Rev. Dec. 6.
MIstlgrI
(Paramount) (French). Musical. Madeleine Renaud, Noel-NoeL
80 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1.
Morltz Macht Sein Qlueck. (German) (Capital). Farce. Siegfried Arno. 9*
mlns. ReL Dec. 16.
Namenshelrat. (German) (FAF). Drama. 76 mlns. Rel. Jan. 1.
1914.
(Capital) (GerJ Prelude to the world war. Dir. Rich. Oswald. Time,
73 mlns. Rel. Sept 1.
Oberst Redl. (Capital) (Ger). Spy thriller. Lll Dagover, Theo. Loos. Dir.
Karl Anton. Time. 79 mlns. ReL Aug. 30.
Purpur und Waschblau. (Capital) (Ger). Draniatic comedy. Hansl Nlese,
Else Elster. Dir. Max Neufield. Time, 85 mlns. Rel. July 30.
Cuando te Siiicldas (Paramount) (Spanish). Musical. Argentina. 90 mina.

Der

'

-

ReL March- 16.
Quand te Tuee Tu (Paramount)

(French). Farce comedy. Drean, NoelNoel, Robert Brunier. 80 mlns. Rel. March 15.
Reserve Hat Ruh. (New Era) (Ger). Military farce. Fritz Kampers, Lucie
Engllsche. Time, 94 mins. Rel. Aug. 11.
Rhapsody of Love. (Capital) (Polish). Hardships of an art career. Agnes
Peterson. Mosjukine. Time, 89 mlns. Uel. Aug. 25.

RIchthofen,

Robt

Red Ace
Slezlch.

of

Germany.

Time,

80 mlns.

(Gould)
Rel.

(Ger).

Aug.

20.

Self

explanatory.

Dir.

(74 mlns.).

Ronny (German( (Protex). Operetta. Kaethe von Nagy, Willy
Emerlch Kalman. 85 mlns. Rel. April 1. Rev. April 19.

Frltsch.

Dir.

Schubert's Fruehllngstraum. (Capital) (Ger). Musical of Schubert's
Carl Joeken, Siegfried Arno. Dir. Rich. Oswald. Time, 71 mlns.

life.

SeIn

June 28.
Scheldungsgrund

(German)

Dir. Alfred Zclslcr-

80 mins.

(Protex).
Rel.

Comedy drama. Lien

March

1.

ReL

Deyers.

Rev. March 8.
(Synchronized.)

Storm Over Zakopane, The. (Capital) (Polish).
Danger In
the mountains. Time, 89 mlns. Rel. Aug. 26.
Taenzerin von Sansoucl. Sqe 'Barberlna'.
Tajemstvl Lekarovo (Paramount) (Czech.). ReL Jan. 16.
Tempest (German) (Protex). Drama. Emll Jannlngs, Anna Sten. Dir. Robert Siedmak. 90 mins. ReL March 1. Rev. March 22.
Tingle Tangle. (New Era) (Ger). Comedy. Ernest Verebes, Fritz Kampers,
Elizabeth Plnajert. Dir. Japp Spcyer. Time, 93 mlns. Rel. Majr 16.
Trapeze (German) (Protex). Circus drama. Anna Sten. Dir. A. E. Dupont
80 mlns.
Rel. May 1. Rev. May 10.
Unknown Heroes. (Capital) (Polish). Polish police activity. Mary Bogda.
Adam Brodzlcz. Time, 89 mlns. Rel. Aug. 25.
Voice of the Desert, The. (Capital) (Polish).
Algerian story in authentlo
locales. Adam Brodzlcz, Mary Bogda. Time, 89 mlns. ReL Aug. 26.
Weekend In Paradise. (Capital) (Ger). Farce. Otto Wallburg, Julius Falkensteln, Elsie Elster. Trude Berliner. Dir. Robt. Land.
Time. 81 mlns.
Rel. Nov. 1.
Yorek (German) (Protox). Historical drama. Werner KrausB, Rudolf Forster.
Dir. Gustav Ucicky. 90 mins.
Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 27.
ZIrkus Leben.
(German) (FAF). Circus drama. Llane Hatd. Dir. Heinz
Paul.

70 mlns.

Rcl. Dec. 15.

Rev.

End. (Irving.) Murder at a house party. Dorothy Revler Zwel Herzen und EIn Schlag (German) (Protox). Operetta. Lilian Harvey.
Theo. Von filtz. Dir. Willis Kent. Time, 68 mlns. Rel. Oct Rev
Dir. Wilhelm Thlele.
90 mlns.
Rcl. Sept. 1. Rev. Sept 13.
Nov. 1.
Zwel Kravaten. (C.ipltal) (Oor). Operatic muplral. Michael Bohnen. Olga
(Capital.)
Murder story with a police hero. Jack Mulhall
Sinister Hands.
Tschcchowa, Ralph A. Roberts. Dir. Felix Roach. ReL Jan. If.
Dir. Armand Schacffer.
I'hyllia H.-iniiipUm.
Time, 60 mlns. Rel. June
although
22.
Rev.
Aug.
16.
College (Harry Arthur)'
Key to address— Amkino, 72."? Seventh Ave.
Speedboat raring with acrobatic trlmmlngf".
(Ciipilal.)
Speed Madness.
deal Is not yet dennltely signed.
Harold Auten, 1500 Broadway.
Rich. TalmaclRC. Nancy Druxel. Dir. (Joo. Crone. Time, 61 mlns. Rcl.
Par meanwhile plans to eliminate
Protex Trading. 42 E. 5.Sth St.
Aug. 27. -Rev. Oct. 11.
Capital Film KxclianKo. 6^0 Ninth Ave.
concert orch and organ solo along Tex Takes a Holiday. (Argcsy). All multi-color western of a niy.slerlous
Associated Cinema, 154 W. 55th St.
with stage shows and will probably
Wallace
MacDonald,
Virginia
Brown
Alvln
J.
Faire.
Dir.
str.ingcr.
Symon Gould. 261 W. 80th St.
13.
folmlnf.
Rev.
Dec.
59
policy
Nletz.
New Era, (!S0 Ninth Ave.
go into double feature
Foreign American Films, 111 W. 67Ui St
Unholy Love. First Dlv.) The classic, 'Mme. Bovary,' transplanted to
lowing next week's show.

&

Shift of F.
Jan. 13 from

locally due
Paramount into the

M. units

mwe^,

Jtaaary

3,

PICTURES
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Film B. O. Leaders For

VARJETT

RADIO

'32

Stan
(Continued from page 1)

nke a whiz bans at the b.o., and
glTM promise of being: one of the
fMta* powers for the company as

METRO

|ip

||M»

year goes along.

Marx Bros. Par Toppers
Though only having the one release, Four Marx Brothers were
tappers In the paramount organizawith Maurice Chevalier and
Bletrlch trailing them,
Iiloyd, who had been a
pcreen absentee for quite a while,
^iras relegated to the next position In
From acting standpoint
4raw.
Par's featured group excelled, their
vidue at the gate, however, was
tion,

Ifarlene

^arold

Here, of course, the

Quite negligible.

complaint was that the Paramount
yeoet&m was 'way oiT as far as theittre selling power was concerned
during the early part of the season,
but toward the latter portion of the
jear a better crop came along and
fdso brought George Baft to the
Core as star. His value Is undeter-

PARAMOUNT

Stan

MARIE DRESSLER
GRETA GARBO
JOAN CRAWFORD

NORMA SHEARER
WALLACE BEERY
CLARK GABLE
ROBERT MONTGOMERY
MARION DAVIE8

KEATON-DURANTE
RAMON NOVARRO
JACKIE COOPER

LAUREL-HARDY
JOHN GILBERT
WILLIAM HAINES

HELEN HAYES
LIONEL BARRYMORB
JOHN BARRYMORE
FEATURED
Jean Harlow
Karen Morley
Walter Huston
Anita Page
Madge Evana
Polly

Stan

Leila

SYLVIA SIDNEY

GEORGE Raft
TALLULAH BANKHEAD

Mary

FEATURED

Hyams

Nils Asther

Ruth Selwyn
Wallace Ford

Miriam Hopkins

Muriel Kirkland.

Hedda Hopper

Richard Bennett
Randolph Scott
Charles Laughton
Charles Starrett
Frances Dee
Alison Skipworth

Roscoe Karns
Sari Maritza
Irving Pichel
Lyda RobertI

Kent Taylor
Susan Fleming

StaiB

Spencer Tracy
Joan Bennett
Marian Nixon
Greta Nissen
Ralph Bellamy
El Brendel

Mundin
Minna Gombel

Herbert.

Elissa Land!
Ralph Morgan
Alexander Kirkland

RICHARD DIX

ANN HARDINQ
TOM KEENE
RICARDO CORTEZ

nbL.iiN
wbi-Vbi KbbV
WILLIAM BOYD
JOHN BARRYMORB
POLA NEGRI
I

FEATURED
Dunne
Howard
Robert Armstrong
Adoiphe Menjou
Lowell Sherman
Irene
Leslie

Dolores Del Rio

McCrea
Edna May Oliver
Neil Hamilton

Joel

Eric Linden

Rosco Ates
Katherine Hepburn

Hudson
William Gargan
Rochelle

Mitzi Green
Arline Judge

Creighton Chanejf
Dorothy WilaoD
Gwili

Andre

Bruce Cabot
Julie

Haydon

Betty Furneat

Other featured players
list with the exception of
Katherine Hepburn, who goes into
star
group,
were Just acceptable
the
for cast, but meant little on the distribution cash-getting basis.
Comedy Pair Lead at U
Universal had as outstanding
drawing power the Slim Summer
ville-Zazu Pitts combination, with
Murray and Sidney running a close
second. Following the duo was Tom
Mix with his westerns, after which
came John Boles and Irene Dunn,
followed closely by Boris Karloft,
with Lew Ayera and Walter Huston trailing.
In the featured group Sidney
Fox was top -mounter, with Tor
Brown running her a close race,
and Gloria Stuart also showing fli
promise.
This studio, of course,
used numerous free-lance people
who had bigger b. o. drag than
those under contract, such as Pat
Bela
O'Brien,
Balph
Bellamy,
Lugosl and Colin Cllve, but their
consistent draw value to any particular organization would be hard
1933 season.

on this

to determine.

minable, as he came to the horizon
the year was closing.
Gaynor-Farrell Combo
Fox showed the Janet GaynorCharles Farrell combination as its
ace draw, with neither of these
fltars able to do much individually.
"Will Bogers stood on his own and
was the strongest ace draw the organization had. Clara Bow, In late
on the year's program with one picture, of course, wou.d be hard to

M

olasslfy.

John Boles seemed to be the
mainstay of the featured group with
this company. Breaking up of the
Bdmund Lowe-Victor McLaglen
combo here had the two players
Jumping to other spots, and of course,
took them out of the top spot drawees
that Fox has. Spencer Tracy came
Tery much up the line. Joan Bennett and Marian Nixon lead the feof

players,

UNIVERSAL
stars

8UMMERVILLE-PITTS
MURRAY-SIDNEY

TOM MIX
BOLES-DUNN
BORIS KARLOFF
LEW AYERS
WALTER HUSTON

FEATURED
Sidney Foxe

Tom Brown
Gloria Stuart
Russell Hopton
Pat O'Brien

Ralph Bellamy

Andy Devine
Onslow Stevens
Noah Beery, Jr.

but

INSURANCE TOO

U1NN.Y.C
Completng this week a Job which
they started last summer, a crew
of insurance engineers report that
4B0 theatres In Greater New York
are paying a Are rate which they
consider from 30 to 70% excessive.
Armed with this report, the Theatre

Owners Chamber

of

Commerce,

as well as all of the major circuits,
are prepared to demand a general
revision In theatre Insurance.
Changes In the building laws are
held to make theatres less of a hazard.
For that jnatter the TOCO
claims there were not over 10 minor
picture fires in New York during
the past year.
At the same time eastern studios

and exchanges are going
claiming
rated by
that they
as many

to

bat,

that they are excessively
insurance companies and
should not be subjected to
inspections.
In the legit

Movement

fleld

to

have liability rates flxed by attendance and not by the number of
seats In each house Is also set to
meet with Btrenuous opposition
from picture ranks.

SUCE IN DUES UKEY
FOR BALTIMORE ALUED
Baltimore, Dec. 31.
Allied exhlbs of this state, under
the Incorporated title of Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Maryland, win meet in a general gettogether Jan. 16 for a discussion
of various matters. Other than
ordinary subjects to be gabbed,
about will be the problem of future^
rates for dues.
Various members of the organization have already broached the possibilities of shaving the dues out
of respect for the times, and it's
more than a likelihood that a
healthy percentage will be cut from
the present scale, despite the fact
that the Baltimore dues are far
below the Allied tax In other centers.
Which may account for the
happy state of the local Allied organization when compared to its
turmoils in other cities, in some Instances as high as 20c per seat annually, a rate which causes more
than one member to default en-

Holt Again Col's Mainstay
Columbia's malnatay was again tirely.
Jack Holt, as this company contract list is very meagre, with Buck
Jones also a heavy draw on his Acquitted Union
Western product. It also hiad BarStarts False Arrest Case
bara Stanwyck for a few pics, as
Ing power for this company Is con
well as Walter Huston. Tim McMilwaukee, Dec. 31.
cerned.
Following the acquittal of Chester
Coy, another western star, trailed
Stan
Radio's Constance Bennett
them, with Evelyn Brent, Charles Millis, business agent of Motion
RKO- Radio's outstanding cash Blckford and Leo Carrlllo winding Picture Operators' Union, Local 164,
JOE E. BROWN
getter
was Constance Bennett up the. p.arade. Heading their fea- of alleged complicity In the bombEDWARD S. ROBINSON
closely trailed by Bert Wheeler end
ing of the neighborhood Parkway,
GEORGE ARLIS8
Bobby Woolsey. Then came Rich
which resulted in injury to six perRICHARD BARTHELMESS
ard Dix and Ann Harding, with
sons in this audience, Leslie Jacques,
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.
Tom Keene, their western star, close
pleaded with Judge George
JAMES CAGNEY
34,
on the latter's trail. Radio also had
Shaughnessy that he be permitted
RUTH CHATTERTON
during the year In its star group
Stan
to take all the blame for the bombWILLIAM POWELL
Twelvetrees
Helen
Ricardo Cortez,
ing so that his younger brother
KAY FRANCIS
EDDIE CANTOR
and Pola Negri, now oft the roster,
might go free.
BARBARA STANWYCK
RONALD COLMAN
as well as Bill Boyd and John Bar
The Jacques brothers confessed
WARREN WILLIAM
JOAN CRAWFORD
rymore, now over there, but having
to a detective friend of the family
PAUL MUNI
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
no particular audience response.
that they had placed the Parkway
GLORIA SWAN80N
best
Radio's
group
In the featured
bomb and implicated Millis in their
PAUL MUNI
FEATURED
stories.
They failed, however, to
bets were Irene Dunn, Leslie How
CHARLES CHAPLIN
Loretta Young
Adoiphe
convince a municipal court Jury
ard, Robert Armstrong,
MARY PICKFORD
Joan Blondell
-that Minis -or-the union were In-anyMenjou, Lowell Sherman, Dolores
JOLSON
AL
George Brent
way connected with the Parkway
Del Rio and Joel McCrea, besides
Chic Sale
case.
numerous others coming in for
Ann Dvorak
Of their new tured group was Constance CumThe suit for )C5,000 against memcouple of pictures.
Bette Davis
mlngs with Ralph Graves also ap- bers of the detective bureau who
crop, Wm, Gargan, a stage recruit
Kibbee
Guy
pearing In a couple. Other players ratted union headquarters and took
gives the best Juve promise as lead
Evalyn Knapp
class used from time Millis and several other members
ing man quality, and no doubt will In the feature
Frank McHugh
be ahead of McCrea during the to time were Pat O'Brien, Joan of the local into custody is still on
Alins MacMahon
Marsh, Noah Beery and Lois Moran. file.
The complaint is false arLyIe Talbot
There were any number of out- rest.
David Manners
side feature players with considDickie Moore
audience
erable
drawing power
Dick Powell
working for all of them major com- were supposedly on their way out
John Wray
panies from time to time, but It of the picture realm and stop to
Stan
Vivienne Osborn
would be hard to give them classi- make a last screen gasp. These are
JACK HOLT
Allen Jenkins
fication as to value for those to usually fortified by a group of feaBUCK JONES
Claire Dodd
whom they are not under contract. tured players who still are conBARBARA STANWYCK
Helen Vinson
There are some 50 to 60 corking sidered as valuable draw power for
LEE TRACY
Glenda Farrell
good featured players who have a picture, and who would rather
TIM McCOY
some box office draw that are elim- get along this way than have their
WALTER HUSTON
inated from this resume for that salaries cut and stamped with the
EVELYN BRENT
added this year were rather an exbigger companies, for either picreason.
CHARLES BICKFORD
pensive luxury to the company.
ture engagements or contract peNo Indie Group Stars
LEO CARRfLLO
Especially Is this true of Buth
The independent erroup, natural- riods.
Chatterton, William Powell and Kay
Though 1932 showed little progly dependent upon stars gathered
Fr.ancls.
FEATURED
at random when and where pos- res.q in the actual Individual boxJames Cagney would have come
Constance Cumminge
sible, and doing likewise with fea- ofTlce stability of the stars, indicaclose to the top had he been steadRalph Graves
ture players, obviously have no ac- tions are that with lessened proily employed in productions during
Robert Cromwell
tual star drawing power to de- duction for the 1933 season, the mathe year. For the limited amount of
Pat O'Brien
pend on. Most of this product, go- jor companies may concentrate
product that included his image and
Joan
Marsh
ing through the state right market, heavily on developing a new group
voice the company got excellent reWilliam Collier, Jr.
turns.
They also developed a new
gets stars who are either In bad which has been showing merltorU
Noah Beery
male star in Warren William and
grace with the major producers and ou8 work during the last portion of
Lois Moran
had Paul Muni for one. Barbara
come along now and then for a the ye^ir that has Just gone Into
Stanwycic, used between thia comproduction, or utilize those' who oblivion.
Irene

Ware

Marion Bume
Arthur Pierson
Bert Hanlon

Man

WARNERS-FN

Gail Patrick

Bircll

FOX

FEATURED

WB

Mae West

who

additional

John Bolee

neither of them has tremendous
persuasion power to bring trade
into the theatre.
Joe E. Brown
Ace
Warner-First National, grouped
in selling operation, has Joe E.
Brown as Its ace money-getter.
Edward Bobinson came along close
on the heels of the comic, with
George Arllss on limited production
next.
Those outstanding names
which this organization could count
on last year and the new stars they

Gary Grant

Colin Olive

In

Edmund Lowe

Charles Rugglee

Tala

Plckford,

bring

money for the company, and would
score ahead of this contingent
Gloria Swansea had three releases
on the list, and though their returns
were not of the big money class they
were helpfuL
Then there were various featured
players brought in here for other
productions whose value it would
be hard to estimate so far as pull

Anthony Jowitt

Gibson

Stuart Erwin

contingent

to

GAYNOR-FARRELL
WILL ROGERS
WARNER BAXTER
DUNN-EILERS
GEORGE O'BRIEN
CLARA BOW

Carlisle

Claudette Colbert
Jeanette MacDonald
Carole Lombard

male

continued

Moran

Jack Oakie
Phillips Holmes

Mary

had no new pictures during the
Paul Muni with 'Scarface*

Lawrence Grant
May Robson

Clive Brook

Wynne

Chaplin and

Jean Hersholt
Phillips Holmes
Johnny Meism.ullar
Dorothy Jordan
Una Merkel
Maurene O'Sullivan
John Miljan
Robert Young
Myrna Ley
Ralph Graves
Louisa Cloaser Hale

MARLENE DIETRICH
HAROLD LLOYD
GEORGE BANCROFT
GARY COOPER
FREDRIC MARCH
RICHARD ARLEN
NANCY CARROLL

gle film. AJ Jolson, of course, can
not be qualified, likewise Charlie

year.

Lewis Stona
Conrad Nagel

MARX BROTHERS
MAURICE CHEVALIER

pany and Columbia, fell 'way off on
her value from the year before.
Warners
Juggled
Then,
too,
around a number of Its stars, such
as Loretta Young and. Joan Blondell, relegated to the feature group.
Miss Young is the leader In this
section, with George Brent the outstander in the male contingent.
Chic Sale showed well on the work
he performed, with Ann Dvorak, a
newcomer, giving indication of box
Bette Davis is
ofHce magnetism.
another of this group forging rapidly toward the front
Cantor Leads for U.A.
Eddie Cantor Is figured as the
hottest shot of United Artists, with
Ronald Colman, another Goldwyn
entry. Just as consistent a money
getter.
Joan Crawford, on loan
from Metro, showed better results
than Doug Fairbanks did In his sin

CONSTANCE BENNETT
WHEELER and WOOL8EY

SS

UNITED ARTISTS

COLUMBIA

PICTURES
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Steffes Tired of

Exhibs Wfthont Griefs

Hooey

Tuesday, Januaiy

on

Emitire Union Pickets

3,

1933

tmy

Dallas, Dec. 81.

—

Meaning Lightman

Calls Indie Meet for
Minneapolis^ Jan. 17

Texas Theatre Owners' Protective Assn. meets here Jan. 16 for
annual pow-wow. Judge Roy L.
of
legrfslator-exhlb
Walker,
vet
Iiampasas, still heads the group.
No dormant errlefs await blasting at this parley, and that's

Minneapolis, Dec. 31.
All Independent exhibitors in the
territory, resardlesa of their afEUlation or lack ot It, have been invited
by W. A. Steffes, Allied States' pres-

a mass meeting here
formulate a c:.mpalern to

ident, to attend

Jan. 17 to
oppose detrimental

legislation

In

forthcoming state legislatures and
to obtain federal regulation of the
industry.
In a statement issued in connection with announcement of the mass
meeting, Steffes said he is 'sick and
tired of all the hooey being passed
out through trade press channels by

M. A. Llghtman,

MPTOA

The

which

to

'hooey'

president'.
Steffes has

reference is Lightman's declaration
that independent exhibitors favor
immediate adoption of a uniform
contract, re-establishment of arbitration, recognition of zoning and
protection and a one-year trial for
an appeal board.
Steffes asserts that he himself is
unalterably opposed to the Lightman program and that he believes
the vast majority of other Independent exhibitors feel likewise about
the matter.
by Steffes that
It is charged

(Continued on page 100)

sum-

pin'.

WARNERS

LETS

HOUSES GO

8

IN INDIANA
Chicago, Dec. 31.
Warners has disposed of seven of
their theatres In this territory and
an eighth, the Harvard, was sold a
month ago. This Is believed to be
Warners' initial step In decentrali-

A

Greetings
PUBLIX—DETROIT

ler,

syndicate composed of Al SobAlexander Manta, D. J. Chrissls
Is taking over the

and Jack Rose

Jefferson, Goshen; Orpheum, Warners, Buckler, Elkhart; Indiana, In-

diana Harbor; Capitol and Hoosier,
Whiting. All are In Indiana.
In Elkhart the landlord released
Warners from leases on three
houses and made a new deal with
the syndicates who buy the physicequipment. In Goshen they
cal
bought the building. In Indiana
Harbor group will operate for the

PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT

LOU FORBES

As if by magic the Empire pickets
have gone oft Broadway and, from

son for the ohange In the situation

the inside reports, may eliminate
themselves from picketing of theatres in neighborhoods employing

belief, unofficially expressed,
that the major chains may hav^
prevailed upon Charles L. O'Reilly
of the T.O.C.C. to use his lnflu>«
ence with the Empire In calling ^
halt to the troublesome picketlngii
O'Reilly has long been given thai
credit for swinging Independent
theatre circuits In New York to Em^
plre, with resultant cross-picketing
bringing about pickets for every
theatre in New York regardless o(

No. 306 men. While it is a faot the
Empire squawk-marchers have dis-

appeared in front of all theatres In
the Times Square area, no one can

zation.

Season

Disappear Mysteriously'-No Reason

otter an explanation.
Harry Sherman, Publlx labor contact executive, 1b reported In some
quarters as personally responsible
for having obtained elimination of
picketing at the Paramount, and
tlirough that for the Other Broad-

way houses as well. Sherman will
not admit this nor suggest any rea-

picketiner.

One

who employing.
306 Continuing
This resulted In some bombing*
first, other damage to theatres
and a general decline In patronage
through public fear of union re;<
at

prisals.

RECEIVERS COMPUCATE

LOCAL 306 SITUATION
The New York booth operator
becomes more Involved
with sudden appointment by Judge
situation

Report, never verified, was that
circuits paying dues to the T.O.C.Ch
threatened to withdraw their eup^
port in view of the situation that
had been brought about by an ap^
parent swing to Empire, designed toi
eventually unseat Sam Kaplan In
306 and bring about lower salaries
.

in booths.

The 806 union Is continuing to
temporary receivers for
picket Empire-manned bouses, nons
806 on claim by Sam
Kaplan that lATSE representatives of which are In the Times Square
It is picketing around 84
zone.
now in charge of the local were
with cost no^
wasting its funds.
Appointment houses at present,
came Tuesday (27), with John W. where what it standsIts Empire
plcketa
through- latter's paying
attorney;
Cotillo

of

Local No.

Hugh

Davis,

Frayne,

New

and buy the Warners' York organizer of the A. F. ot Ia,
Whiting Is a straight and P. J. Dunn, attorney, taking
over the affairs of the union pendBooking Pool
ing trial of the Kaplan suit to set
In addition four partners have aside his
ouster.
taken over the Gaiety at 92nd and
This suit is scheduled

receivership

on
Is

$1

a

day.

equipment.

AND HIS MUSIC
Featuring LEE MASON Michigan

lease.

to

Commercial, Chicago. This was not
a Warner house. Al Sobler. whose

FRED EVANS
nSHER

AINSLEY LAMBERT

HYNES-HEINTZ CONFUSION

HILX)
Stuart's Asst., Bernie Hynes, Noth'
ing to Do With Empire, Bronx

MICHIGAN

Through confusion

ARSENE
Orgqj^t

SIEGEL
Fisher'

Opened Nov. 25th

Now

In 5th

for

MERLE

i

CLARK

the simi-

Organist Michigan

One Week's Engagement

reported that Bernie Hynes, assistant to Herschel Stuart, in RKO's
home office, had taken charge of
the Empire.
Bernie Hynes, personnel director
of RKO, hasn't even been in that
house which is under Lou Gold'

Indefinitely

HENRY DUNN

berg's

DUNN

supervision.

Sussman,

Prior to the Justice CotlUo receivership appointments the lA was
ready to either elect or appoint Its
own officers to replace Kaplan and
his men. Harry Sherman was re
ported the lA choce.
Under the Cotillo order the lA Is
directed to refrain from conducting
an election of officers or from Interfering with the receivers In the
management of the affairs of the
local which have been in the hands
of vice-president Holmden of the lA.

FISHER

still

LES

its

manager when Sydney Cohen oper
ated, is

and

In

Herbert Heintz,
former assistant manager at the
Empire, Bronx, who was translarity of nsmies of

ferred to the RKO 23rd Street, when
RKO took over the Empire, it was

Week and Booked Here

FORMERLY ROME

KINEMATRADE

to

Distributors of Outstanding

Foreign Films
presents

POTEMKIN
The

there.

certain

new

film

A

in

Sound

PARADE"

Picture of

Mass Enthusiasm

723 Sevwith Avenue
Bryant 9-5107

NEW YORK

ATHENA
Thanks

product for the

—Now

"SOVIETS

ON

to

WM. MORRIS AGENCY OF

Take at the house Improved cur
rently whon RKO managed to get

Greatest Russian Film

Classic

local.

and

DOROTHY

come

trial Jan. 16, with Kaplan seeking
reinstatement as president on the
resignation from Warners was efground that his removal during trial
fective Jan. 1, will headquarter in
of an action for an accounting
Elkhart. ManU will be in Whitingbrought by four members of the
Indiana Harbor. Chrissls, who owns
306 local was unfair and illegal.
the
personally
will
handle
Owl,
the
This action is also scheduled to
Gaiety. Meanwhile, the fourth partcome up Jan. 16.
ner. Jack Rose, also resigning from
During the past week an applicaWarners, will establish a film book^tion to restrain the I. A. from reing offlce for the seven houses and
moving the 306 charter, which came
with the expectation that other Inup before Justice Hammer, was dedie exhibs will join.
At Warners' Laurence Stien nied on the representation by the
moves up to take over Sobler's job lA that the International never bad
any Intention of wiping out the
with the latter's withdrawal.

NEW YORK

and

WM. MORRIS AGENCY OF PARIS

place.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

"The Miniature Williams and Walker"
MANAGEMENT OF A. J. W. BERRY, Sr.

Wishing a Bright and Prosperous

New

Year

to all

my

former associates of Paramount and

theatrical business

ETHEL HELLIWELL
BALLET MISTRESS FOR FRANCIS

REX,

A.

MANGAN PRODUCTIONS

Theatre Jacques Haik, Paris, France

my

friends in the

VARIETT

MYRON

SELZNICK

FRANK
^

JOYCE

VARIETY

Tuesday, January

Our Good

Best Wishes to All

3,

1933

Friends

STANLEY BERGERMAN
Producer

Universal Pictures
Hollywood

CHOICE OF

FOREIGN LANGUAGE TALKERS

PAUL

42 GERMAN PICTURES
8 POLISH FILMS'

•COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW"
PLYMOUTH. NEW YORK

CAPITAL FILM EXCHANGE

SECOND YEAR

630 Nmth Ave., New York

HOWARD HUGHES'
"SCARFACE"

HOLIDAY GREETINGS
FROM

FRANK

and

MILT

"I AM A FUGITIVE
FROM A CHAIN GANG"

BRITTON

WARNER BROTHERS

and Their Gang

With
This

GENE FORY

Week

Direction (courtesy of

TITO

and

(Dec. 30), Capitol,

WILLIAM MORRIS

Office,

BEN BOYER)

MURRAY

FEIL, Associate

New York

NOW
Season

IRVING PICHEL

s

Greetings

HARRIS

BOYS

Player-Director

BBd

LORETTA ALLEN

PARAMOUNT

Personal Direction

CHA8.

G.

HOGAN

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE BOOKINGS:
KAMERADSCHAFT— "Be«t °*""''!LS/.V'"iie.^d MinBeRated nnanlmoualy by the

3/
74

TAKT
rirv
1

1

^^^^

And Other Outstanding German Film

ALL WITH SUPERIMPOSED TITLES

Cinema

MUNDIN
Years Greetings

SEASON'S GREETINGS

HOWARD

J.

ENGLISH
inc.

Telephone Circle 7-6311

FOX FILMS
New

IN

Associated Cinemas of America,
154 West 55th Street, New York City
Cable Address:

Extends

as one

biggest box-orrice attrae^„ foreign plcturesi

1^

HERBERT

crltlca

of the ten best pictures of the yearl

ZWEI HERZEN IM
iivi
£.v«c.i nc.r\£.bi^

GREEN

I

Tuesday* Jamiaiy

8»

VARIETY

1938

89

CARLISLE
Metro'Goldwyn-Mayer

WAMPAS BABY STAR
FOR

1933

QREETINQS

A
California^iffanif Studios

Districted

hy

WORLD WIDE PICTURES,
E.

W. HAMMONS,

Pres.

Inc.

VARIETY

JOSEPH

L.

IMANKIEWICZ

Odd

Tuesday, Jairaaiy

3,

1933

JOAN

BLONDELL

Jobs

Season V

Love Scenes
and

Greetings

Funny Sayings
9 •

My

FULTON OURSLER
Mottot

**Cheaper

and

Patriotically Serving

Better**

LIBERTY
and

MAIN ENTRANCE

COLUMBIA

CLAUDE
BINYON

DAN HALL
PARAMOUNT

Art Director
"ONCE IN A LIFETIME"
"NAGANA*'
"OLD DARK HOUSE*"
••FRANKENSTEIN"
"DESTINATION UNKNOWN"
•*BACK STREET*

"WATERLOO BRIDGE"

Preparing

Odd

Jobs

Love Scenes
and

Funny

"KISS

STEPHEN ROBERTS

BEFORE THE MIRROR"
Preparing

"ONLY YESTERDAY"
FOR UNIVERSAL

Sayings

Season^s Greetings
SEASON'S GREETINGS

My

Motto:

EDWIN L MARIN

^'Better

and Cheaper**

AL CHRISTIE

Director
^^The
K. B. S.

Death

PRODUaiON

Kiss''

1

Tuesday, January

3,

VARIETY
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DOROTHY FIELDS
APPEARING

IN

PERSON

at

RADIO

''HEY,
other

FIELDS

'WH

"HAPPY TIMES"

All

JIMMIE M'HUGH

and

CITY

MUSIC

HALL,

Songs

A FEATHER
Published by

RADIO

in

IN

Introducing

Their

New

Song

FELLA"

YOUNG

McHUGH

and

41

CITY

MUSIC

YOUR CAP"

HALL:

''JOURNEY'S

END"

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

Season^s Qreetings

ED LOWRY
RE-ENGAGED
B.

& K.

CHICAGO THEATRE, CHICAGO

EIGHT WEEKS, COMMENCING JAN.
Direction

27.

1933

ABE LASTFOGEL, WM. MORRIS AGENCY

GREETINGS
From An Admirer Of

Season's Greetings

KARL FREUND
Director

THE MUMMY"
Universal Pictures

Mo Go Mo
PROTEX
PICTURES CORP.

American

East, 58th

St..

N. Y.

German and French
Features and

Leo Brecher, Pres.

32

and leading

distributon

of

Short subjects

CURRENT RELEASES
'Der Schwarze Jlusar*
'Das Shoonc Abonteur'
'Zwcl Ilprzon und EIn Schlag*
Tork." 'I.o ri.il," 'nnvld Colder'

VARISTT

Ttaesdiiy,

January

3,

1933

FRANK CAPRA
^Bitter

Tea of General Yen"

^^American Madness"
'^Soviet"- (M.G.M.)

ALBERT LEWIS
Member

PRODUCTION STAFF

i

PARAMOUNT STUDIO
Hollywood^ California

Anniv^Ysavy

Qreetings

FRANK LLOYD
I

Season^s Greetings

WILLIAM CONSELMAN
Writer
Fox Films

BEST WISHES
C.

HOLIDAY QREETINQS

TACK PARTINGTON

M.

Tuesday, January

3,

VARIETY

1933

O. K.

On Your

27th Anniversary

MERVYN LeROY

JESSE L

Productions

Outstanding Productions

Fox
"I

AM A

FUGITIVE"

STAR fINAL"

"LITTLE

for

Film Corporation
First

FIVE

LASKY

CAESAR"

"HARD TO HANDLE"

"ZOO

Four

for 1933

IN BUDAPEST"

''WARRIOR'S HUSBAND"

PEKING PICNIC
''BERKELEY

MMM

for

WARNER

BROS.-lst

SQUARE"

NATIONAL

HECTOR TURNBULL JAMES R. COWAN
Associate Producer

Executive

Manager

VARIETY
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Season

I^Mtday,

Jamnny

%

1933

Greetings

ARTHUR THEATRES CORP.
HARRY

C.

ARTHUR,

Jr.,

Pres.

New Haven, Conn.
Hollywood

Season 's Greetings

I

(Continued from page

with Bayard
Shauer goes

6)

Mel

and

Veiller,

from

Llghton

to

Barney Glazer.
Erie

Kenton

will

meg 'Murder

Holiday Greetings

Aboard' for Par.

Norma Mitchell, wife of Wilbur
Daniel Steele, gets ber flrst film
part in 'Woman Accused,' Far.
Mae West's Par picture, 'She Done
Him Wrong,' has washed up, with
Lowell Sherman bringing
19 days at Par.

Armand Schaefer
from Universal

until

gets

May

1

it

in in

a leave
owing to

Tom Mix's decision to quit picStudio is looking for another western star.

the

tures.

'My Dear* will be the inltialer
for Heather Angel, English actress,
arriving at the Fox studio. Robert
Gore-Brown Is adapting.
Cropper's Termer
Milton H, Gropper gets a six
months' contract after being called
back to Paramount's ecenarlo department, where he is doing 'Murder in the Zoo,' with 'Great Magoo'
to follow.

ARCHIE MAYO

Warren Duff will script 'Way of
Women,' KBS yarn dealing with
dress-making rackets, in which
Lowell Sherman will probably have
All

the lead.

Metro is again loaning Conrad
Nagel to KBS, this time for 'Gam-

Warner

Bros.='

bling in Souls.'

Frank Craven stays on for another
months at Fox to write and di-

six

rect.

MELWN DOUGLAS

Set by William Morris agency.

Zelda Sears and Eve Greene are
doing an orig for Merle Dressier,
which Harry Rapf will produce for
Metro.

The last .option on Jo Swerling's
existing contract has been taken up
by Columbia,

"The Old Dark House"

^^Nagana"

-

''As

-

'Tonight or Never"

You Desire Me"

Season

t

Greetings

SAM BENAVIE
FISHER. DETROIT

First

National Studios

Tuesday, January

3,

1933

VARIETY

m

FOX WEST COAST THEATRES
EXTENDS THE SEASON'S GREETINGS

TO THE

MOTION PiaURE INDUSTRY
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FANCHON

STILL

BROTHER
(JAY) JOYCE

TRit*

THANKS TO

FANCHON

MASTER OF CEREMONIES

WISHING FANCHON AND MARCO

MY

BEST WISHES

A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR

TO FANCHON

SNUB POLLARD

LITTLE

DOROTHY
A VERY PLEASANT TRIP FROM
& M.

F.

ANOTHER WONDERFUL
SEASON WITH FANCHON AND MARCO
WM. J. RILEY, Manager
JUST

Carpenter

Seasons
Greetings

All

Our Friends
Just Completed

Marvelous

4 ALBEE SISTERS

fo>F..aM

MARCO

SEASON'S QREETINQS
TO

FANCHON

JEANIE

MARCO

and

WALTER HIERS

TINY BUT LOTS
OF FUN

MY FOURTH

GREETINGS

TRIP FOR

TO FANCHON

VERY HAPPY
WITH THE

FANCHON & MARCO

AND MARCO

MANY THANKS

CATHLEEN
BESSEHE

"HOLLYWOOD
COMEDIANS'

EL GARY. THE GOLDEN VOICE TENOR WITH

to

and

AND MARCO

HELENE

FROM

COAST TO COAST

FANCHON AND MARCO'S PREMIERE

(GUITAR SOLOIST)

MACE TAYLOR,

A WONDERFUL

ON TOP

DDY JOYC

MY YOUNG

COAST TO COAST FOR

1933

MARCO'S "HOLLYWOOD COMEDIANS"

and

INTRODUCING

T.

3,

F.

& M.—SEASON

LONG
TACK

MARY
S

MILES

A BUNDLE OF PEP

GREETINGS TO EVERYBODY

Season 's Best Wishes
from

WALTER

A. FUTTER

now producing

SAM

"JADE"
for

Peer of

UNITED ARTISTS

Wits and Wizards

THREE

McCANN

SISTERS

And His
Incomparable
of

^'Rookies" Idea
Direction

FANCHON A MARCO

Cwnpany
/

Chinese Entertainers
Featuring

MI-NA and
NEE-SA LONG
Presented by

FANCHON & MARCO
Season

s

Greetings
to

FANCHON & MARGO
BELEH and LAMB
•HELLO, PAREE* IDEA

HARVEY THEW

In Their Oriental Idea

"Silver Dollar'*

"SHANGHAI"

(Warner Bros.)
Aleo Appeartner

SAM LOHK
Remarkable Chinese Tenor

Now

Writing for Paramount

Qeorge Wotherspoon, Co'y Manager

THE POPULAR YOUNG BROADWAY COMEDIAN

EDDIE BRUCE
Just Completed a Pleasant

Fanchon

Many Thankt to Fanchon & Marco, Mr. Jack

& Marco Tour

Partington and

Gas Edwards

SEASON'S GREETINGS
Eddie Bruce

Is

Now

Available

—Address Communications

KNICKERBOCKER HOTEL, NEW YORK

to

Tuesday, January

3,

1933

GREETINGS

The Season's Greetings

FANCHON

FANCHON & MARCO

"IRENE"
COMPANY

Frosi

HOT HOUSE"

IDEA

With

LE PAUL—^America's Foremost
MYRAH LANG

Card

KATHRYN CRAWFORD

Artist

BOBBY

SUNKIST BEAUTIES
SIYO SHAFER

VIRGINIA
JINA LEE

MARILYN CONNON
LEONA HUNT
DOROTHY AMBRBY
LOIS

BROWN

MAXINE BLISS
JILL BURDICK
ROD WAGGONER, Road

WATSON

GAMBLE

RUTH HAMILTON
KENT JACKSON
ETHYL LAMKIN
JOYCE RAYMAN
DIXIE EGAN
Manager

GEORGE DOBBS
WALTER REGAN
SYDNEY REYNOLDS
BUDDY KARSEN
"IRENE" OCTETTE

WANDA

BEnY FARRINGTON

ALLEN

ANOLYN ARDEN

DOROTHY lA MAR
GEORGE BALL

GRETEL BRIENT

"IRENE" ENSEMBLE

JOSEPHINB CAUFBBIib
VIRGINIA SMITH
JENBL.L.B BAQLET
OLIVB WILKINSON
MARaAKETT CRUZB
EDNA SALI/EB
MART MARIiAND
BNA DARB
WILLIAU GAVIN
JANBT PBRRT
BDWARO DETW
KAT CRANDELIi
RAIiPH DElMBRBa
HELEN COLE
BBRTfARD DOHBRTT
EJVHLTN BOOBRa
LOUIS LISSNER, Company Manager

ROBERT PRESNELL

MARCO'S

and

OliADTCB

HOf^MAN

BETTY FALCONER
MARION COTOIN
LTNELL -THURSTON
KIKI MILLER
MARJORIH HOWARD
MARGOT BRiniUX
PATSY RAE
.

LEB MOORB
ROY MOORB
WALTER STAPEjBTFON
ELBERT NICHOLS
KEN CRANDELL
JACK BARRETT
WILLIAM BRANDS

JERRY MAXWEiLIi

FRANK McCOWEN,

RALPH POLLACK, Musical Directed
GEORGE FOX, Stage Manager

Carpenter

LOUIS JENCKES. Propertyman
MRS, DOLLY CASE, Wardrobe

Mistress

Writer
For Immediate Releast

"What

Price

Hollywood

Qerman B^lms

Exceptional

Foreign-American Films

(Adaptation)

FRED HUBBR. Pres.
West 57tli St

\os\ Squadron"

1 1

Employees
The Keyhole"

1933

^ZIRKUS LEBEN'
And Other

1

Entrance''

WILL BE A BIGGER AND BETTER YEAR
LOTS OF LUCK TO

FANCHON & MARCO
From

Season't Creeling*

MAS

NOW AT WARNER BROS.

ABTia

LUBOW
FANCHON

RICE

and

MARCO'S

•HELLO, PARDE7 Idea

"TALENT

A

LA CARTE"

Featuring

PAT WEST

and

DEL CHAIN

wilh

TOMMY & BETTY WONDER STEVE SAVAGE

Creetingi to

PANSY THE HORSE
THREE ZAROS

Fanchon and Marco
froat

Joey Cey hon

ALLEN RIVKIN

Tourinc with

"OM

THE CASH

AND CARRY

KID

Troable"

EVERSON

NINA

Everybody Flrom

JAN RUBINI
Cart) Fanolion

&

Marco Stadlos

6600 Banaot Boulorard
Hollywood, Calif.

"ROOKIES" IDEA

*^OOKIES" IDEA

FOUR TROJANS

ARTHUR SHAPIRO. Co. Mgr.
DAVE BOWERS, Rdmn.

Ore«tlnff8 to

LES

DIANE

VARSITY TRIO

Direction

Fanchon &. Marco

a

Tuesday, January

VARIETY
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3,
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Jfk'

WILLIAM LeBARON
i

PARAMOUNT PRODUCTIONS
with

Year in Pictures
(Continued from page 2)
permanence of the Film
Boards, and a basis of standardization between dlstrlbs and .exhlbs
that has been absent since the old
contract was nullified by the courts.
Flexible admission scales arose as
an industry policy early in the fall
tai an effort to Increase return for
both theatre and distributor by
grading prices at which pictures
should play. Question of how it will
work out, with opinion somewhat
divided, remains to be answered.
arbitration,

settlements,

contract

was along very cauSaving on stories by
majors during the-year is estimated
at around $8,000,000.
Settlements of contracts which
run into seven figures or more with
the big companies Included those
held by Sid Kent, Oscar Oldknow,
Al Lewis, B. P. Schulberg, John D.
Clark, Charles E. McCarthy, Al
tious lines.

scaled operations getting the bulk
of trade.
All along it has been agreed that
poor picture product plus economic
distress has kept thousands away
from the box office. That condition
resulted in increased effort during
the past year to turn out product
that would have doubled the appeal
at the box office.
And in July knd August, when

.

releases began coming through,
the dlstrlbs started holding up, until
more favorable fall weather, the
hand-picked pictures ajnong them.
Among high prices paid during
High Admissions
the year for story material were
While flexible b. o. scales, and a 'Counselor at Law' (U), $100,000;
changed system under which pic- 'Blessed Eyenf (WB), $66,000; 'Retures would be marketed In line union Vienna* (M-G), $65,000; 'Cynwith it, was under discussion, con- ara' (Goldwyn), $67,000, and -Whistention began growing that admis- tling in Dark' (UA), $60,000,
sion prices were generally too high
While this may have seemed extill over the country, with the lowtravagance in a bad year, along

new

.

Fery Good Wishes

many

story buying

Rockett,

Buddy De

Sylva,

Victor

McLaglen, Violet Hemlng, Waterson
Rothacker, A. C. Blumenthal. Phil
Relsman, Saul E. Rogers, others.
On going to press, among con-

amounts
large
entailing
which remain to be settled are those
of Jesse L. Lasky, Sam Katz and
Par.
with
all
Wanger,
Walter
In the Hollywood studios, salary
cuts brought numerous disputes,
Metro contract players notably
kicking at slices which they contended had been figured out previBarbara
ously on lifting options.
Stanwyck's difficulties with ColumDietrich- Joe
Von
Marlene
bia,

tracts

tiflt with Par, difficulties
renewing Garbo and finally James
Cagney's hoWout against Warners

Sternberg's
in

featured talent ructions.
Coincident with producer-talent
bickerings, the Academy of the
Coast wrestled for months on adoption of a pact for arbitration of disputes, finally making concessions
Moves on the part of the Artists'
Managers Assn. out there, following
three months of conference, culminated in calling oft its pact with the
producers.
The Academy was particularly
active during the year, as was the
Hays organization east and west.
Tax for Public
Free from admission taxation for

to "Variety**

driving patrons away to the extent and at the convention last summer
went on record as now 95% exof a drop In gross as high as 40%.
suit, hibitor controlled as against prior
The Quittner- Paramount
asking $5,200,000 In triple damages, Hays and ohain dictatorship. Allied
spent most of Its convention analysNovember!
came to trial in
ing 'unfair' distributor contracts.
Wmi Fox Sued
Harmony between Allied
and
Throughout the year, numerous
may be restored with the
suits were filed against William Fox adoption of the new uniform conby Fox companies alleging mal- tract, superseding the 6-6-6.
feasance In office, manipulation of
During the year numerous other
assets, misappropriation of fundd, developments took place for future
etc.; while on the western Coast
tomes of the industry, among them:
anti-trust actions piled up against
Feature production dwindles in
-WC and dlstrlbs.
east with Par's Astoria, L. I., studio
The Trl-Ergon, Warner-Western closing.
Electric and other suits, over from
9,000 Accounts
other days, also came up during the
Film accounts dwindle from 16,000
year, but yet remain to be settled.
Of decisions which are local but in silent days to 9,000 for talkers.
Al Jolson back after a three-year
threatened to start something was
the Kansas Supreme Court order absence.
Radio City premiere.
that film companies cannot contract
Sam Kaplan, officers, ousted from
for showing of pictures before the
state's censor board have approved N. Y. operators local.
Gangster pictures pass with 'Sqarthem.
A mergerless 1932 was predicted face.'
Theatre building ceases.
in January and but for a Columbia
Educational reported hookup at the
Roxy doses for several weeks.
end of the year, with Sam Katz enFatty Arbuckle returns to screen
gineering, will have held good.
via shorts.
Nineteen thirty-two marked the
Chas. C. Shay, former president
customary turmoil among exhibitor LVTSE, reinstated.
Publlx closes deluxer Minnesota,
organizations, \\lth the two major
bodies MPTOA and Allied mostly Minneapolis.
pulling away rather than together
National theatre advertising for
for their common good.
and by chains cut 60%.
MPTOA during the year has im- Etc., etc., etc.
portantly increased its membership.
What a yearl

many, comforting years, 1932 marked
tlie return of a 10% levy against all
tickets of from 40c up. A similar or
higher state tax in New York and

MPTOA

—

—

WILLIAM

A. SEITER

elsewhere was successfully defeated

Rather than assume the burden
which would amount to millions,
theatres passed the tax onto the
public as In war and post-war times
It was calculated that the film in
dustry would shoulder 76% of the
$44,000,000 figured as coming from
theatre tax receipts.
In many instances theatres re
vised scales so that they would be
exempt from tax, this further increasing the opposition for the
larger first runs charging more.
Innovations during the year were
headed by exclusive exhibition
triple featuring of product in re
mote spots, a few 5c theatres get
ting around 10c minimum clause in
contracts through coupon gag, Par*
invitation of critics to New York
from all keys for preview of pic
tures, and WB's trade shows In a
majority of centers for exhibitors,
all designed to attract the elusive

Director

.

WARNER

i

BROS.

Seasons Greetings

PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Best Wishes to "Variety*

dollar.

Excluslves, fathered by Al Llcht
man, b^'Ve not so f&r threatened an
entirely new distribution-exhibition

machinery, and

isn't

expected

to.

Failures

'Prosperity'

'Jungle Bride*

(M-G-M)

(Monogram)

Receiverships have been fewer
than expected during the past year,
and litigation about normal. Aside
from the General Theatres, FoxMetropolltan, Roxy, N. Y., and Fox,
Brooklyn, receiverships, there have
been no notable failures in 1932.
Litigation aiid court decisions, as
In almost any year than can be
picked, have been disturbing and
troublesome. Though local, perhaps
the New York decision permitting
the 306 and Empire operator unions
to picket each other, has been the
most annoying, if not the costliest.
Trying to outsmoke each, other,
the unions bombed theatres at first,

WILLIAM KOENIC
General Studio Manager

'

The Big

Cage'

(Universal)

Warner

Bros.-First National Studios

RAL.F»H INCE
DIRECTOR

Current Release "Lucky Devils"

RKO-Radio

«

Management NAT

C.

GOLDSTONE,

Hollywood, Calif.

Pictures

1

Tuesday, Januaiy

3,
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Every Good Wish to All

Lth

My

Friends

GILBERT ROLAND
Current Engagement *Our Betters* with Constance Baitiett

RKO'RADIO PICTURES
GREETINGS

Luis Alberni
WlSf^

TO

HAPPINESS

AU

PoG Palace Theatre

JAMES KEVIN McGUINNESS

Worcester, Mass.'

AfiTHUR THEATRES CORP.
RALPH W. McGOWAN

HIS FRIENDS

ROBERT

Associate

1^

PORTLE

R.

ManasOT
flfDiirtli

Attenapt)

POLI PALACE
WILLIAM J. RYAN

RKO-RADIO PICTURES

for
Pbtt

Producer

Elm Street Tkesktre
JAMES GLEA80N

RKO

^State s Attorney"

PLAZA THEATRE
STAGE CREW

NATALIE M. KALMUS

JOHN HAVSEB
JAMBS WBATUY
BOGEB KATAiNATOH
DAVE TBOY
XXMER CABTIEB

For

COLUMBM

Color Director
Tediiiic€4c^ Motion Pictore Corp.
LaUmi Pioium

Warner D^o**
**Wax MtHeum**

Wah«
**SSiy

m

PROJECTIONISTS
OEOBGE KKf.T.KB
GEOBAE ROCK
WILLIAM BULXJVAN
JOHN MUBFHT

Teekmedor

"DOI/'

& M.

-

**M«mcal Revues"

Synphoir7"

Night Club Lady''

MUSICIANS

M.

DieneyV

Shopworn''

BRISSETTB

Director

.

EBNEBT METCALF
JOSEPH SHAPIRO
HAROIiD UEUmN
CHAKLES BOWUSS
PEBCT EIJJS
WILMAM DKWKy
'mLUAM BOBBINS
EABI4 BUY
ALEX WHTTB

^^his Sporting Age''
(Wrote OiigiMlSloiy)

'

Child of Manhattan"

LargeMt Importer of Foreign Language Produe^otu

World*sTrade Exchange, Im.
ARTHUR ZISHM,

1600 Broadway,

Gton. Mcpr.

Theatrical Trantfor

New York

Lac^waosa 4-7511

CaUe:

Export of American Productions

to

WOTEZ. N

All Parts of

Vanity Street"
Moving and Trucking

AHSLIERA
.Y.

Ae WotH

Attorney for

tfie

(Wrote

Haven, Conn.
EXCLUSIVE HAULERS

Of New Havea's Sta^e Oiows

In PFodiicdon for

AMERICAH-ROUMANIAN FILM Corp.
Offers

a Select Ust of

QUAUTT

and Others

1560

Congratulations

BROADWAY, NEW YOWC

to

Fanchon

Anniversary

LIGHTER'S
New

COLUMBIA

&

Marco on Their Eleventh

Qerman TaUiers

*HAUPTMANN VON KOPENICK*
TOIEDERICKE'
'A NIGHT IN PARADISE'

Defense'

BROS.

New

Haven, Conn.

^Hurricane Deck"
^^Cocktail

Hour"

(Wiote Ongifial Story and

CoHaboration)

CLEANERS
FANCHON & MARCO UNITS

"DESERT SONQ"

ASK AM.

FANCHON & MARCO

HOLIDAY
GREETINGS

HARRY SHERMAN

PARAMOUNT
PUBLIX

^

fneddar, Janoaiy

3,

1933

VARIETY

NORMAN TAUROG
Director of

^The Phantom President^
Now

Directing

MAURICE CHEVALIER
Paramount

QREETINQS
May

1933 be a year of happiness and success
to all

my

friends

Gary Cooper

VARIETY
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.Tuesday,

CARRYINQ ON
The same policy established by William Morris. An open door to
anybody and everybody in every branch of show business. .The
showmanship and fairness which are synonymous with the name
. .

.

of William Morris.

With

its

man power,

unlimited contacts,

reputation and facilities the

William

Morris Agency, Inc., will continue the
same associations with artists and managers. The William Morris Agency's
activities girdle the globe of show business

—

^vaudeville,

presentation,

circus,

revue, concert, musical comedy, radio,
motion pictures, legitimate stage, also
play, .motion picture and radio manuscripts.

and made countless
operation,

it

truthfulness.

never

It

misrepresents

nor exaggerates. For forty years, it
has earned a reputation of honesty and
fairness

among everyone

is

more than

an agency. It not only books, presents,
and secures contracts for artists and
managers, but renders inestimable servIt has discovered
ice to its clients.

"William Morris,

beams

new

forefront with

and

ideas, innovations

attractions.
staff offices in

New

York, Chi-

London and

William Morris Agency

still

is

and intelligent
show world.

service to

The personnel

of the Morris organiza-

is

any one in the

skilled in the principles of

first

show-

manship and reliability as inspired by
William Morris. No act is too big:

No

act

is

too small.

same conscientious

It

Ms

renders the

service to a begin-

ner as to the greatest of

the directing dytuxmo of

to see that

stars.

beloved

strong young hands and shrewd

has been his inspiration,"

Number, 1932.

Paris,

always
prepared to render a comprehensive
the

young

heads are with him to preserve and perpetuate the spirit which

from the

its

The William Morris Agency has always anticipated the trend of show
business.
It has always been in the

tion

tution,

co-

in the pro-

fession.

William Morris Agency

its

people, film and radio executives.

cago, Hollywood,
represents

By

lems of theatre, show business and

With

The name William Morris

stars.

has helped solve the prob-

—Variety,

Anmversary^

-

.

immw- 3»

1933

VARIETY

63

/tWV

The William Morris Agency Specializes
In

Show

Every Branch of

VAUDEVILLE

PICTURES

William Morris,

PLAYS AND
MANUSCRIPTS

Abe

Business
PRESENTATIONS

Jr.

Lastfogel

Ruth Morris

LEGITIMATE AND
MUSICALS

John Hyde
Lester

Hammel

Nat Kalcheim

FOREIGN BOOKINGS

Nat Lefkowitz

ROAD SHOWS

Harry Spingold

CONCERTS

James

J.

Geller

William

B.

Murray

Dick Henry

ORCHESTRAS

Martin M. Wagner

Lawrence

Henry

J.

Golde

Berlinghoff

Al Allen

TELEVISION

Sam Weisbord
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loM of squawking and no pleMtwe

soWHY SHOULD WISH ANYBODY A HAPPY NEW YEAR
I

GEORGE ROSENER
Dr.

X

70,000 Witnesses + Madison Square Garden
The Front Man + Alias the Doctor

+

The Devil Is Driving
Union Depot +
and 1,000

erolng to get It If he must participate In carrying the other fellow's
load.

Producer Must Have Say
In the old First National days,
the producer who goes into the unit
scheme must have something to

Aa

offer the
talents.

company besides

He must do

his

own

as the suc-

FN

cessful
crowd did; have his star
or 6tars, director, writing staff and
production personnel. His stories,
Then he can
too, he must choose.
legitimately go before the company
head for whom he is working and
say, 'here la
star and cast, here
is the stoiVt here is the director,
and the picture will cost so much

my

amount

to anything

Bachraan, who operate independenton the Pathe lot. Their product
Is not molested, nor are they annoyed, wlilch allows them to bring
in nominally priced pictures though
and be flntshed in such and such a bearing a brand that is individual.
On the other hand, the proposed
time.'

Unit Prod, as Out?
(Continued from page B)
production amount, but he Is not

tests that didn't

ly

major domo, though Hal
is the nominal production
head for First National. Here the
plan seems as successful as any
unit attempt being made at pres-

studio

charges, carry no contract people of

Wallis

consequence and charge to production only what expense Is actually
incurred during the preparation and
shooting periods, leaving out all the
luxury charges that accrue elsewhere during the idle seasons.
Therefore, though unit production
is on the horizon and may be the
only out for economic and quality
production during the coming year.
It cannot be done unless the studios
change their table of organization
and decide that meddling after pro-

ent. If not

tions as

a

more

so.

Zanuck func-

so-called city editor.

He

Radio has been talking rides through with the stories until
Then the company can say yes or unit Idea
about for its major plan, seems to the scripts are finished, with direc-

the obligation of the
company or studio head ends until
the picture Is completed. They do
not butt in on story suggestions
during production, cast changes or
alteration and various other things
they do now. They can look at the
rushes, watch the dally schedule,
check on production costs and then
wait for the completed product. If
that is done ^^lit production can be
successful, otherwise unit talk is
nothing but a lot of conversation
and means nothing.
RKO-Radlo has this plan in effect with two Independent producers, Joseph Schnitzer^ and Jack
no.

If

yes,

be Just In conversation. It has too
big an overhead to allow the unit
producer to come on the lot. However, means can be worked out easily by that company, also Unlver^l,
were U to try to adopt itself to the
unit plan, by allowing lapsing of

having

when they

everything

outlliied

start to shoot.

Artistic

with the possible exception of
three or four pictures known as the
prestige group.
Naturally those who have the best
chance for functioning along the
unit lines are the independent producers. Thoy make their output for
changed to keep the overhead to specific release; they are not oblirock bottom so that the unit oper- gated for studio overhead and
ator win have a chance to show
something for his commitment.
out,

contracts of excess baggage and
taking the valuable people and assigning them to Individual producers. Then, too, the executive and
working set-up would have to be

TO FAKOHON * MAB«0
ON THEIR KliEVSNTH AMNITISRSABT

CaNiOaATlII.A.TIONS

MONTE BLUFS
"MOVIE CIRCUS" IDEA
WITH

ANNETTE
MONROE
AMES
BROTHERS
BILLY and ANNA BARTLETT

KIRK and

LAWRENCE

and the

FREETHY AERIAL BEAUTIE8
NTTA I.CONABD,

tors

and unnecessary experiments are
eliminated from the commercial
style in which pictures are turned

Capt.

KABRIHT HABRIS HBLBN WOODHAMSBB JINI SALMOND
MASOIB COCKCROFT
FLORA DOWNTON EVELYN AUBURN
MIXiDRBD PATTERSON WANDA STEWARD
JAN KILQORB
LOUISE AtraUSTUS
UARCBLLA JOHNSON
BILL BENNETT, Manager
W. BARLETFT, Roadman

Metro on the other hand, with its
expensive set-up, can never be a
unitized organization. Their creative, executive and working personnel is too big, and with the Metro
productions hitting oyer a $350,000
average, it is hardly likely that producers <would want to gamble on the
box office results the way the returns on product are coming Into

HoUda}) Greetings

Fanchon

&

All From

to

Marco's

Bombay"

Idea

Produced by Gae Fostor
Featunog

distribution oreranlzations.

Situation at

duction is started Is costly, as well
as unnecessary. They must realize
that every producer wants to make
a good or outstanding picture and
that none who is left to take the entire responsibility, is going to bring
In unmarketable product, especially
when they know they will share in
tt« profits Gome way or another.

Paramount

Paramount, though working the
unit plan out okay with Charles R.
Rogers, who is wholly Independent
from studlo'management control
and general overhead charges, has
another problem on Its hands with
B. P. Schulberg- and the Halperln
Brothers, also there on the unit
plan. These jproducers are subject
to the okay and control of Emanuel
Cohen, Par's studio head. As a re
suit they must work out their plans
in accordance with the general studio system. Their product, cast,
story, etc., must secure the okay of
Cohen and his editorial and pro
ductlon boards. This Is not alone
for these two unit producers, but
the other so-called Par unit production heads as Lonls D. Lighten,
E. Le Baron, Uoyd Sheldon, Bayard

FLO LEWIS and CO.

GAYLEIsTC StSTERS

OXONNOR

FAMH.Y

and the

BOMBAY

BEAUTIES

HAROOT MoKINISTRT OLADTS DAT MAROARBT PASQUAU
ORCHID ARLEN
TVONNB LONBA SONJA KARLOW
DORIS LATTON
GLORIA LTALL
BLAINB ARDBIN
HBLBtN

BROWN

WM. McCarthy

OTRUa KTRIDBS

Roadman

Manager

MRS.

Z.

CAVANAUOH

Wardrobe

Wm

Benjamin Olazer, Percy
Heath and Al Lewis.
They all must go through the

Velller,

routine.
Story must be approved by the story board, produc
tlon by the production board, cast
ing and direction by Cohen, with the
end that the so-called bugaboo, the
unit producer tries to get away

same

Holiday Greetings

from confronts these unit and

Holiday Greetings

indl

vldual producers who are unable to
headway
make the Individual
granted along the best unit plan.

BORIS MORROS

Fox Is hooked up the same way,
with Jesse It. Lasky having to ab
sorb studio charges, even though
he has his own production staff. He

THE

also draws on organization for
players, and must pay all accrued
overhead charges. Sam Rork's deal
with the same company simply
makes the former a production supervisor,
but necessitates studio
control.
Success at

PARAMOUNT-PUBLIX

SAM GOLDWYN
IN NEW YORK

STAFF

WB-FN

'

Warner-First National are oper
atlng practically under one man dlrection, with Daryl Zanuck, the

WALDEMAR YOUNG
Writing
Current Assignment

for

Paramount

"A Bedtime

Story

Chevalier Special

TMBday, Jmuaqr

3,

VARIETY

1933

5S

Director

PRODUCTIONS

IN 1932

'Union Depot"
It's

Tough To Be Famous"

The Rich Are Always With Us"
'The Dark Horse"
Silver Dollar

99

Parachute Jumper"

WARNER

BROS, and FIRST NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS

John

S*

Robertson
Id Preparation

"Little

Or^xan

—

Teinporary

'The

Annie**

Failure^^
FOR RADIO

Josephine Lovett
PREPARING

Madame

Butterfly^^

(W COLLABORATION)

^^Jennie Qerhardt
(IN

COLLABORATION)

Schulberg Productions
UNDER CONTRACT TO PARAMOUNT

Season

Greetings

DONALD NOVIS

TMe

VARIETY

GEORGE ARLISS

New Names

^32

of

(Continued from page 3)
nation In the unreleased 'Baapntln,* at times almost stealing the
flhow from the Barrymore trlumVerate, and Oeorgle Brnest, who
gives a fine performiance In 'Speed
Demon'.
Alan Dlnehart, another hailing

from

New York

legit,

hit

a good

|>ace during the year and has found
himself much In demand.
Stevens From Pasadena
Onslow Stevens from the Pasa-

dena

Community

Players,

and

MacMahon stood out Cor their
performances la .'Once in a Lifetime,' with the latter doing another

Aline

piece of fine work In 'Silver Dollar*
and 'Life Begins*.
Oregory Batofl overcame a decided
accent to win favor with produc-

tion execs. He numbers among his Klbbee, Alexander Klrkland, and
good performances those In 'Once Mary Boland.
Interest Is Revived
in a Lifetime' as the producer, and
In 'Undercover Man^ as the bond
When it appeared af if Maureen
thief.
O'SulUvan had done a fadeaway
"Radio took Dorothy Wilson from after brought from Ireland for 'Song
the stenographic ranks at the stu- 0* My Heart (Fox), in 1929, Interest
dio to spot her in 'Age of Consent,' in her was revived and through
and subseciuently In two. Bill Boyd development she has* been kept busy
pictures,
'Men of 'America' and during recent months, particularly
'Lucky Devils.' Boyd, too, la num- in 'Tarzan of the Apes,' 'Okay
bered among those who have staged America' and others.
a return, as Is Sterling Holloway,
Karen Morley has had exceptional
who faded with' the {flients but Is opportunities and she made the
now In demand.
most of them, as have Gloria
Stuart, Verree Teasdale in a reInto the Light
Roberti, one of
Jumping Into prominence la a big turn to favor, Lyda
highlights of the year's comedy
way have been George Brent, War- the
successes through her performance
ren William, Louise Closser Hale,
MalSpain,' Boots
Johnny Welsmultor, brought from in 'Kid From (^ombell.
lory and Mlna
the aquatic world to star In 'TarOver 100 in '32
zan of the Apes,' Blng Crosby of
ether fame Ijn 'Big Broadcast,' the
New screen personalities and
two Morgans, Ralph and Frank. those who have staged positive re>

Charles Laughton

(English),

Guy

turns to films total

1932.

Additions to this imposing

list

Legislative

include:

Jam

Diana Wynyard, English actress
in
'Rasputin'
and
'Cavalcade';
Glenda Farrell, Lyle Talbot, Claire
(Continued from page 6)
Dodd, Dick Powell, Allen Jenkins,
Kane Richmond, Diana Toung, in blocks of from 26 to 66, generally
before
they are made and before he
Louis Calhern, Irene Ware, Susan
Fleming, Cary Grant, Gene Ray- is in a position to know whether the
mond, Randolph Scott, Charles finished product is suitable for his
Starrett, Ann Dvorak, Bruce Cabot, neighborhood.
William Cargan, Crelghton Chaney ^ 'Recent provisions in the con(son of the late Lon Chaney), Helen tracts he makes forces him even to
MacKellar,
Eric
Linden,
Lilian run some pictures, totally unsuitaBond, Herbert Mundin, John War- ble for children, on Sunday because
burton, Arthur Byron, Vine Bar- of percentage demands which
spenett, Henry Armetta, Zlta Johann, cify
these pictures must be played
and Shirley Grey.
on
Sunday,
i.e.,
'Red
Headed
Woman,' 'Grand Hotel,' 'Strange
Wider Recognition
Jean Harlow, although previously
won wider recognition

Interlude,' etc'

Instructions

established,

Here are some of the instructions
which the lawmakers will learn are
desgned to convince Washington
liked publicity.
nearly 100 for
Staging a tremendous comeback that the industry wants it to conduring 32 with 'Red-Headed Woman'
and 'Red Dust,' even with the dis-

Clara Bow in 'Call Her Savage.'
Eddie Carr, stage mimic, gets an
opportunity to show his stufC in
•East of Fifth Avenue.' Dick -Crom-

is

well,

Lillian Miles, Robert Young,

Gene Strong and Tom
Brown are among others in current

Gloria Orey,

trol pictures:
'If you as an Individual exhibitor
get busy with your friends,
with your women's and welfare or<
ganlzations, and with your legls«
lators, a new deal can be written—
a deal that will guarantee you all
you have ever asked for a square

will

—

and past 1932 releases.
Since the Olympio games, pro- deal.
ducers have made a play on swim'Write your senator flnit, later
ming stars, with Eleanor Holm at your congressman.
Warners, Helene Madison at Sen'Write or telephone your nearest
netts, and Buster Crabbe at Par. competitor to do the same.'
These three have been spotted In
'Talk the situation over with
feature roles.
every person and get them to write
your senator urging the passage of
Bill 3770 and BUI 170. Assist finanMOHTHUN aurrs
cially the campalgm that must be
Frank Monyhun has resigned as waged by sending your check to
advertising and publicity director Abram F. Myers at onoe. Unless
for the Mike Shea theatres in Buf- we keep him on the job we haven't
.

WILLIS

GOLDBECK

a

falo.

chance.

Who

Is

against the bill?

He is in New York with an as- The Hays organization, who If this
signment elsewhere, possibly in the bill passes sees their absolutely

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT

south, reported.

monopoly of the Industry broken.
'Will a uniform contract help th»

TO

Hollywood, Deo. 31.
John Huston Is o£C the Universal
scenario staff, forfeiting his year's
contract because he didn't like the
stories assigned him.

David O. Selznick

It will pro*
vide optional arbitration highly de«
slrable to distributors, meanilng the
distributors will be able to take the
exhibitor Into court and sue him,
something that they cannot do under their present illegal contracts.*

independent exhibitor?

Huston's Grouch

RKO-RadiQ Pictums
Theodore

Fithian

ll

Writer
UNIVERSAL

"Trailing the Killer"

A

F»

Zeldman

AND A MORE SENSATIONAL ONE
Distributed

World Wide

Production
IN

PRODUCTION

hf

Pictures, Inc*

Tuesday,, January

3,

VARIETY

1933

57

M.
SEED*

Now

STRICTLY DISHONORABLE'

BACK

in Production

ONLY YESTERDAY'

STREET'

For Universal Pictures Corporation

m

and Also

to

My

My

American Friends,
Newly Acquired

Season's Greetings to All

<

English Friends

MARILYN MILLER
To

My Many

Corporation

Friends of the

Who

Helped

to

gagement So Delightful, and

Gaumont

Make
to

My

My

British Picture

London Film En-

Old Friends

at

Home

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON

T^Msdaf, Jamiaiy

YARmTY

58

Broadcasting

May

Radio ID

New Glow

Bring

1933

3,

By Ben Bodec

To Faded Chi-But Not

Loop

in the

Outstanding impression made by Benny sessions show that the prod*
uct's plug can be kidded and al
the
same time put over effectively.

By Bob Landry
Chicago, Dec.

Script programs have been
numerous and successful here, as
Amos 'n' Andy, Myrt and Marge,
Easy Aces, eta
But not until the agencies are sold
on the possibility of getting a good
the show in Chicago will the town even
acter.

28.

In the great terrifying silence that
now envelops the loop every night
about 8 p. m. there is Uttle hint that
show business still lives ytihd

breathes In Chicago. Gone fr^
loop Is the hustle and bustl'e, the
Incoming trains unloading actors,
the N. V. A. clubrooms, the crowded
theatrical restaurants, and all the
other once familiar evidences of an

amusement

Industry.

start to get its proportionate share
of production.

NBC AUOmONING JOE
HOWARD'S RADIO MUSIC

business today has changed
manners, appearance and resi-

NBC has become amenable to tryof
radio. (Speaking here, of course, of ing out some radio musical shows
and for Chicago). Advertising Is for which music and material has
the motif and the motive, entertain- been especially written. Among the
ment simply a means to another musical comedies of this classificaend. This heir and assignee to what tion due for an audition this week
must still foe called show business Is Is one written by Joe Howard. Ina jealously-guarded microcosm. It cluded In Its cast when it gets ita
stretches along Michigan boulevard hearing before the network's profrom the "Wrlgley Bldg. south to gram board will be Howard himCongress street, arteries jut out self.
Another show with original mualong Wacker to the Merchandise
Mart, out Madison to scattered sta- sic that's scheduled for an audition
tions. It Is unexplored terrltoiy <or before the same board this week
show people, a comparatively new has 18 singers and a cast of comics
beat for theatrical trade paper re- and bit players.

,

It's

the

show business

porters.

Among these advertlalnflr agencies,
program
headquarters,
building services, station reps, and
talent, managers located In this area
there Is still the old time buzz of
buying, selling, chiseling. It has a
familiar viag to it. Disguise it as
they will with college fraternity Insignia on their watchchalns, fancy
charts and graphs, a dlfiCerent vocabulary, more conservative personalities and more business-like office
routine, the sensitive ear can recognize the unmistakable hum. Show
business has moved over and conVerted radio to the same habits,
network

.

and bluffing. Gossip and inhope and envy, all there, just

foibles
trigue,

as

it

used to be.
RacHo Oantre

Chicago

potentially

renialns

entertainment level. Year may be
chalked up an not only marking the
dawn of the age of sophistication in
radio diversion but the first real
milestone of the entry of show business In the broadcasting Industry.

per

Show
its

dence.

radio on the year 1932 was the huge
strides achieved in the field of production and in raising the general

Show Minus
Heavy Names This Time

Frisco Auto

San Francisco, Dec.
liocal

31.

motor car dealers will next
their annual show but

week stage

without the high priced names that

were a feature of previous exhibitions. Talent for the Jan. 7-14 show
at Civic Audito rium being sold by
NfiC and KFRC.

Admlsh

price this year Is slashed

from 76c to 60c with a giveaway
auto each day as a come-on. George
Wahlgreen Is agan directing activities.

Pollack Elevated
a

San Francisco, Dec. U.

broadcasting centre of vast imporWith
tance. But the possibility and the studios.

KTAB

production

radio

in

Chicago,

in

its

ROY SHIELD

New

ia.

WB

al-

though short staffed on showmanly
In this
brothers. They
talent.

NBC and CBS
still

are
salaam to the

salesman, belittle the showman.

Handicape
In consequence of the neglect of
Its

the showman side of radio in favor
of advertiser baiting by salesmanly
brilliance, the actual production of

commercial programs has slipped
more and more from NBC Into the
hands of aggressive individuals on
the outside. It Is from these independents that the hope of the future
lies.
Barring a revolution in attitude by the networks, which is
wholly improbable, because they do

showmanship

continuous narrative. Coca Coca is
considering a return to NBC with a
similar idea, while Squibbs toothpaste favors making its network
entry on the wheels of that type of
vehicle If It can find one to its lik-

in

Chicago could

to a very

a few hours from Chicago.
Yet most of the automobiles and
many of the food products, even
when the accounts are sold and
closed and contacted by Chicago, go
to New York to be produced.
Answer is that an adverse opinion
troit,

.

has existed about Chicago's ability
to put on a really good show of a
musical, variety or involved char-

'n'

presses as the forerunner of a
strong trend back to the one-hour
program with the same set of players and characters continuing from
week to week and the production
cleaving to the same theme and

York's edge is obvious. It
has the money, the big accounts, the
bulk of the talent.
But, despite
telling

Amos

to come anywhere within this classification.
Maxwell House's Showboat im-

New

more

rated

Vallee, the Mills Brothers,

Jimmy Wallington

severity.

offset the advantage
marked degree. Geography of broadcasting favors Chicago
as being nearly the heart of America.
It la pointed out that nearly 30% of
all broadcast advertising is of food
products, «the majority of which are
manufactured In the middle western
territory close to Chicago.
Another large advertiser, the automotive industry. Is located in De-

group may
Andy, Rudy
Myrt and
Marge, Stoopnagle and Budd, The
Goldbergs, Bing Crosby, Ben Bernle,
Morton Downey and Street Singer.
Distinctly from the precincts of
the theatre are the standout arrivals of 1932, numbering among
them Ed Wynn, Jack Benny, Jack
Pearl, Burns and Allen, Willie and
Eugene Howard, and most latterly
Eddie Cantor and Al Jolaon. (The
Marx Bros., Fred Allen, et al., have
to prove themselves.)
Debut of the hour-running program routined along the lines of the
vaudeville show was another highlight coming under the classification of radio entertainment in 1932.
Fleischmann Yeast's Thursday night
stanza, with Rudy Vallee as the
pilot, was the pacemaker.
But the first real mixer of the
specialties was the Robert Burns
show when it bolstered up the Guy
Lombardo presentation with Burns
and Allen, the first wisecracking
crossfire team to click on the airlanes.
Eddie Cantor the year prebe

vious had worked too close to a
story and character continuity with

not perceive their own flaws or consider the question very vital, the
tendency of production away from
them will continue with increasing

this,

ing.

Kidding the Plug

With the improvement

BOB WHITE
The "Dr. Petrle" of Fu Manchu Mystery Stories. He is now in his
third year of the weekly "Rin Tin Tin Thrillers"; during which time he
ha^ enacted over 140 different characterizations.
Bob, who heads BOB
PRODUCTIONS in Chicago, is the originator of "Brownstone Front" for Standard OU of Indiana, as well as
many other dramatic feat\ires on both chains, transcriptions and local
broadcasts.
On January 2 he Introduced a new mystery thriller for
Phillips 66 gas: "Milligan and Mulligan," the demon detectives, featuring Don Ameche as Milligan and Bob as Mulligan. Bob White la the
only actor-author in Chicago producing his own shotra.

WIHTK

can Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers over the music tax
on commercial programs. The indie
station operators contended, and are
still contending, that the method
of
assigning the tax was inequitable,
since the burden, passing over the
networks almost entirely, has been
shouldered upon them. To escape

So far the filtering in of show
business has been pretty well confined to the performer ranks. From
the producing coterie came the late anjr possibilities of infringement
Florenz Zlcgfeld, for a brief 13- proceedings Instigated by ASCAP,
the Indle operators have been adweek stay, but long enough to make
by the new set of offlcers,
GENERAL MUSICAL DIRECTOR his impress upon the development of vised
elected from the Indie ranks, now
National Broadcasting Co., Chicago
radio
entertainment.
From his heading the National Association of
Chrysler Motor series, radio at least Broadcasters, to go ahead and pay
LESSER EVASIVE
the tax. In the meantime, they have
borrowed a leaf on how to gather a been told,
an attempt to find a way
Dodging inquiries About Income group of marquee names and whip out of their plight would be made
them Into a cohesive, smooth-run- through either
Front Radio Clients
legal attack or Conning, punchy and deftly balanced
gre-gsional appeal, or both.
Referee Kmanuel Van Dernoot In production and to Inject it with a
Another method proposed for
the Ippollto vs. liesser case is hav- distinctive touch of personality. No combating ASCAP was the
organiing difficulty ascertaining Theodore others of similar standing In the zation of radio's own
performing
J. Lesser's Income from the radio legit field have as yet followed.
But the time isn't far off when rights combine or music publishing
clients. Frank Ii. Ippollto's counsel
organization. Project covering the
and the referee have had occasion directorial names of current sig- latter suggestion was outlined
to
to sharply question Liesser's evasive- nificance In the stage drama and the NAB convention In
St. Louis in
ness In testifying as to the part- musicals will be found thickly rep- November by its author,
Oswald F.
resented on the rosters of network
nership proceeds.
.Schuette. and described at the time
Lesser's reticence has occasioned commercials. Radio's cycle Is merely as the 'Radio
Program Foundation.'
testy inquiries from the referee. running parallel to that of the picAy lesvtrorth • Patterson
The lawyer's efforts to read mean- ture business. First a groping for
Incidents of major import includings into contracts prompted his and molding of form In entertain- ed the assignment
of M. H. AylesInquisitors to wonder about Lessor's ment; next, the budding of the
name or star era among performers, worth to head the RKO Interests as
testimony.
well as NBC, with Col. Richard C.
The hearings are being continued with most of them recruited from Patterson,
Corrections
CommisIts early ranks; then the entry of
acting names from other field of en- sioner for New York city, coming
and finally the center- In the early part of the fall as NBC
Agent Sets Jarrett tertainment,
ing of the spotlight upon the di- executive vice-president.
CBS proceeded with the policy of
rector himself.
assuring Itself of ample release time
Art Jarrett, radio single, leaves
The New Ark Names
for commercial programs In straIn
to
appear
Jan. 17 for the coast
Of second major note in review- tegic broadcast spots by buying
shorts for Warner Bros, and to flll ing the year In radio la the fact that
choice evening hours on a whole
stage engagements, now being set.
not
single name was created out
During the past week Jarrett of the ranks of broadcasting Itself basis at the card rate and by financswung from the Music Corporation during 1932. Whatever entertainers- ing the structure of high-powered
transmitters among its alTiliated
right
along,
of America, his agent
there were that hit the heights of
to the Leo Morrison office, which popularity came from the stage. stations.
Heavy Increase of these 60,000contrct.
closed the
Any of the names Incubated by the watt transmitters on
the broadcast
medium itself and classed, among
projected the question as to
HOSGHiS AlSfD TEAM SBOFFED the chosen clan with the ending of map
whether the country hasn't already
the year had achieved this memberSan Francisco, Dec. 3L
been over-radioed. In connection
NBC has dropped the harmony ship prior to January, 1932.
with this query it was pointed out
Among this holdover

Oakland
Grant Follack has been
dream is far shy of reality. The promoted from head announcer to
intrigue and gossip often seem Oakland studio manager.
team of Tom and Dudd.
premature as if the attainable reTom Morgan, station chief, wUl Also dropping Barle Hodglns, who
wards were petty for so much con- divide his time between the Frlsoo does 'Medicine Show' and other
niving, that they might reserve and Bast Bay offices.
progranM.
their frenzy for the time 'when richMushroome Air- Minded
er prizes will be available. But that
BLACKSTONE'S
3D
TEAR
may be a pointless gtiimble.
Chicago, Dec. 31.
Mushroom Growers Association
NBC confessedly ;would like to Blackstone Plantation has re
hultd Chicago ad a broadcasting newed with NBC for another 62 goes on the air Tuesdays and
center.
CBS seems less concerned weeks, making it the. third year for Thursdays over WMAQ In a local
program.
Studio musical Cdmbo
^Ith giving Chicago identity In pro- the cigar account.
Makeup of the program continues will be used and Pete Gallicchl::>
duction so long as a full quota of
accounts are sold. NBC has the as is, with Frank Crumlt and Julia will blurb.
J. L. Sudgen agency handled.
physical facilities for large scale Sanderson.
set

Away from the field of entertainment the top highlight of the year
in radio was the battle between
the
indie broadcasters and the Ameri-

high-powered stations have
been set up in localities whose po*
tentlal sales sources could never
that

an advertising rate com>
patible to that required for the
profitable operation of the 60,000bring

watt equipment.

Comparison wa«

made here with the theatre overseating situation in many commu*
nltles, where large deluxe houses
were built without giving Intelligent
consideration to the community's
population and draw possibilities.
Other highlights for the year were
the lifting of the. price-mentioning
^ban by the national chains; the
withdrawal of NBC from the band
developing and booking business;
the increasing trend among commercials to produce their programs
away from the networks; the
marked tendency among the agencies to do their talent

buying almost

exclusively away from the network
artists' services; radio's first aggressive move to combat newspaper
hostility, and the failure of the International Radlb Conference at
Madrid to protect American air
channels from Interference by Mexican transmitters.
Election of Franklin D. Roosevelt
has the broadcasters wondering
what effect the new administration
will have upon the political complexion of the industry. Two of the
present members on the Federal
Radio Commission are Republicans,
two are Democrats and the fifth
post is vacant.
Vacancy and the
board's chairmanship is expected to
go to a Democrat. With the shift of
the board's political balance it Is
anticipated that changes will be
made in the commission's personnel
setup, such as field examiners, onginebrg, executive secretary and legal
staff.

of enter-

tainment and production levels has
come a change of policy in the handling of the plug.
Devious ways
are being introduced for feeding it
the listener Insinuatingly. Copy
adroitly dramatized and either
In during the entertainment
intermissions or made an Integral
part of the performance, the former
resorted to, for instance, on the
Robert Burns show, and the latter,
in the Maxwell House continuity.
to
is

sliced

The Ed Wynn, Ben Bernle and Jack

0. R. COHEN FOB W. £.
Octavus Roy Cohen brings hU
Detective Jim Haney character to
the air Feb. 14, with Westlnghouae
Propram
Electric paying the bill.
will be carried over the NBC blue,
northwest, southwest .and southcentral links three times a weok
for 18 weeks.
i''- ^'^^
First of the serial .'^id-.
dramatizations will be laiiolcd t'^*
Townsend Murder Mystery.
i'

••

fnesday, Januaiy
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1933

3,

A
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EAer Psychology
Phrase

Ante to

KiH Spot Plugs
All

Los Angeles, Dec. SI.
major stations here are put-

ting additional surcharges on their
anprices for floating or spot

nouncements

In

an endeavor

to kill

type of commercial time buying. Principal stations have already
raised the ante for the evening
this

hours,

making them prohibitive and

virtually non-existent at the

stations after six p.

major

m.

charge the exorbitant
prices Is due to the heavy business
that came In from this direction by
advertisers who would rather tag
announcements to good sustalners
than pay for 'programs of their own.
With stations currently paying

Move

By Ben Bodec

crltl-

now

plays an Important
part In the vocabulary used by
NBC p. a.'s In the gentle art
of dealing with radio columnIt's
ists.
the latest subtle
touch of psychology devised
by Frank Mason, the network's press headman.
No longer do the chain's
p. a.'8 In their conversations
refer to a rip or slap as a
olam'

fihiiig

'constructive

They've been Instructed
describe these columnar
as 'constructive criticisms,' and let flattery do the

'pan.'

to

Jabs

rest.

Routine

also

the p. a.

make

marking

to

'That

was a

it

requires that
a point of recolumnist,

the

fine piece of

con-

structive criticism you had In
your
column yesterday.
I
marked It off and sent It up to
Mr. Royal.' Names of other
network v. p.'s are also used,
with the Importance of the
name Inserted depending on
the rating of the columnist.

Does It Pay to Have a Sponsor?

With the sharp swing of the popoomedy on the aircomedy at vaude and the musical
revue knew it( the funny men and
women of the atage suddenly came

By Goodman (*Ea8y Aces') Ace

ular fancy to

m

thought that title would attraot your attentloni K iMM nothing
do with this article.
into their own in radio. And that
'Variety' has asked me, because of my 12 years* experience on a new*'
comedy cycle has far'frem, as yet, paper, to set down my reactions to the two years I've spent on radio.
My flrst reaction Is that Fm afraid this depression will blow over and
reached its peak in the medium. As
I'll have to go hack to work on the paper.
1932 makes its bow-out, the name
When I do I shall spend my time between editions writing the book nt
holding topmost position in radio,
my radio career a book I am naming 'From a Rag to Riches'.
as an attention-puller, is Ed Wynn.
Writing three scripts a week for radio is much the same as writing
has
stage
the
comic
of
This vet
a dally column for your sheet. Only in the case of the scripts you have
achieved the popularity status held
only one advertiser to please.
by only one other personality act
On the newspaper the editor woud feel very offended It he learned
in radio, Amos 'n' Andy.
didn't subscribe to the paper you worked for.
^wlng to the cross-fire type of you radio the sponsor, of course, expects you to use the article yon
In
and
Inevitnatural
comedy was a
advertise. Of course In my case it's very easy because Lavorls Is thai
able rebound from the crooner
pleasant tasting mouth wash your dentist prescribes.
vogue. This fad had been maladroltly overdone. It left Itself open
to high, wide and heavy fun-poking.
In due time the listeners began to
Priced Favs
laugh at their own Idols. With that
I

—

—

Low

ripe moment for the expert wlsecrackers from the stage.
Same line of stuff had been offered
speaker populace before
loud
to the
and had flopped miserably. Merely because the medium was not
ready for It.
higher salaries to staff talent -"ho
Prior to this out and out swing
attempt to kill the floaters Is an
to the fast give-and-take style of
endeavor to force the advertisers
laugh fodder, the taste of the lisstock
utilize
Into programs that
tening mass had demanded that Its
talent.
comedy be wrapped up In sentiChicago, Dec. 31.
Same stations, for like reasons,
Chevrolet paid for the break- ment and sentimentality, and lots
are continuously boosting prices for fast In honor of Al Jolson.
But of It. Hence the smash success of
disc time during favored hours of Balaban
Katz thought up the the Amos 'n' Andy stanza.
the day and evening.
As Sam and Henry in straight
Idea.
Floaters, however, continue to be
currently has Al Jolson at comedy situations, Gosden and Corthe mainstay of the one-lungers. the Chicago theatre. It wanted the rell floundered and got nowhere, but
On these stations It Is still not un- picture critics to meet the star in- as peddler of the old sentimental
common to get half a dozen or more formally but advertising budgets are hoke, mixed with comedy, these
different commercial announcements depleted these days.
Would NBC lads attained a height of popularduring a 16-minute program.
asked ity, from the population angle. In
like to pay the bill?
no way approached by any screen
smiled back suavely.
and
Sponsor finally proved to be Im- star In his or her heydey.
bued with the southern hospitality
Amos 'n' Andy Still Top
and bankrolled the feeding of all
These boys, be It pointed out here,
the film, radio and miscellaneous
are still far from being on the way
newspapermen and girls in town.
out.
The Powel Crosley, Jr., surJolson broadcast Friday (30) from
vey may show that the team's lisChicago and will repeat again Jan.
tening percentage has taken a wide
(6) from WENR.
Los Angeles, Dec. 31.
slash, but they're still esconced In
Chains grabbing off several of the
top position as a more than-one-aoutstanding acts of the local air
week act and will likely go on mainfor
vaude programs has resulted In a
taining that position for another
Limited by his exclusive contract year because of the hold they still
contest among the stations for talent, and raising the ante for accept- with Pond's to only one radio com- have on the oldster and small-town
mercial, Leo Relsman 1b taking his listening population.
able acts.
Salaries being paid are stlU low orchestra Into vaudeville for some
Besides that, and what le more
compared with eastern prices, but personal apps. Benjamin David Is Important to the program's bankdue to recent switch of former booking him.
roller, the Pepsodent sales In 1932
locals to 'the chains there Is no
Relsman will probably have Lee show a gain of 98.2%.
dearth of prospects. Top starting Wiley and the Pond's tenor, WilReAl...lnaugurct,tlon of the erosssalary for singles has been boosted liam "Schbltze, with hlnS " fof" the
flre comedy vogue on the air startto $60 a night, and for doubles $100. vaude dates.
ed with the entry of the Burns and
It's more than twice the top of a
Allen team on the Robert Burns
few months ago.
program, and to Wynn fell the lot
Several vaude acts that In palmy
of solidly Intrenching It.
days reached the high three flgiure
Morton Downey resumes his
What Al Jolson will carve out for
class are content to go. Into radio
round of the New York houses In himself In this direction Is too early
for as low as $26 due to the opporthe New York area following two to predict at this writing, but the
tunities that the coast revue proIn Jer- veteran
percentage dates for
lieder minstrel bids
grams offer for a chance at national
sey. First of the latter two book- not only to become the top singing
time.
ings takes the tenor to the Regent,
Comedy types are mostly In de- Paterson. for Jan. 7-10, and the sensation of thie air. If his gagging
doesn't get in the way, but the premand, as currently this section of
other Into the Rltz. Elizabeth, for cursor of a complete revolution In
the country is long on the laugh
three days starting the 17tb.
ether warbling styles. That Jolson
stuff.
spotting that follows Is the manner of lashing out at a number
Loew
Two principal stations audition- Metropolitan, Brooklyn (20).
and giving It all the fervor and
ing for vaude programs are KFWB,
to

VARIETY

NAMES

RADIOS' TOP
Coast Statioiis

•

AD AGENOES

came the

Noteworthy that 11 of the 12
most popular radio acts picked
in 'Variety's' poll, are featured

on programs which advertise
articles selling for less than $1.
Sole exception is Al Jolson,
plugging Chevrolet, which is in

CHEV'LET LIFTS CHECK

FOR B&K JOLSON FEED

the low-price scale in its

own

field.

Products advertised on seven
of the broadcasts are of pocket

Two

size.

of

them

sell

for 6c.

or less.

&

B&K

.

B&K

NBC

NETWORK RAIDS BOOST

WC TALENT

SALARIES

Vaude

Reitman

Downey's 2d Round
RKO

which Is recruiting due to losing its
three star draws on the Hl-Jinks,
and KHJ, which is building up Its
Merrymakers since selling the time
to Union Oil.
Latter commercials
it starting Jan. 8 for the entire CBS
plus KOT, Phoenix, Ariz.
Heretofore, Merrymakers has been

coast,

almost a strictly staff affair, and
has been on the air for a year without any previous attempt to bring
in outside talent.

mammy

emotion In him will turn the cycle.

The Jolson Influence?
It comes at an opportune time,
tall end of the crooning vogue
and
for
a change the listener Is
for the first time, starting Jan. 3.
Chewing gum company will test ready to welcome a warbler who
the territory with the mystery se- gets his emotional self Into a num'Unseen Hands,' from discs ber besides his freakish larynx and
rial,
Once Jolson's style
over 17 stations. It Intends to use top notes.
real dough on the coast If the air shows signs of clicking with his lis-

BEECHNUT'S COAST T£T
Los Angeles, Dec.

Beechnut

trial clicks.

will

31.

Invade the west the

Serial will be spotted

make

twice a week.

a

Morris as Vallee's Rep
"William Morris office is taking
over Rudy Vallee for personal appearances, with some Loew and

RKO

dates to be set, Vallee will
handle the Brooklyn and N. T.

Paramounts himself.
Since
Vallee's
tiff
with Ed
Bcheuing of the NBC, long his personal manager, Ed Flshman of the
Orchestra Corp. of America has
oeen handling the crooner for onenighters.
Vallee has been doing a lot of
those all along, hopping out to
Pennsy or Ohio and coming back

the rush to Imitate will
the old crooner wave look like

teners,

ripple.

Passing year has seen no warbler
cutting a distinctive swath on the
road to ether fame. NBC has tried
Hollywood, Dec. 31.
Henry Murtaugh, formerly fea- hard with Donald Novis and altured at downtown theatres here, though the lad has a style that's
goes to KMTR as staff organist. He garnered wide appeal, he's miles
from the heights. Of last year's
succeeds Harold Curtis.
Other talent additions to the sta- vocal tribe that still number among
tion in a build-up program are top attention inveiglers are Rudy
Dorothy Labelle, soprano, from the Vallee, Morton Downey, Kate Smith,
New York Philharmonic; Peter Ruth Ettlng, the Boswell Sisters and

KMTR TAKES MUBTAUGH

Grosso, tenor, and the
dores, negro quartet.

Dusky Steve-

Street Singer,
the Mills Brothers.
too, rose to a niche of his own in
1932.

Bradshaw With KHJ
Los Angeles, Dec. 31.
Cliarles Bradshaw is added to th^

KHJ staff

as arranger.
to New York Thursday mornings
He succeeds Leigh Harline, now
in time to
rehearse for his Flelsch- handling music for the Mickey
»'inn Yeast hour that night.
Mouse film cartoons.

of

Neither chain gives promise

any other comers
Cantor,

4-WEEK CANCELUTION
Di

AR

CONTRACTS

NOW

Pearl

Rating next to Ed Wynn on the
year's name resume, la Eddie Cantor.
Cro.qley survey reports a huge
pickup of listener percentage for
(Conl.nupd on page 08)

UMRSTANDING
Like the picture studios, the atf
agencies seemingly have an unoffl>
clal understanding about talent that
becomes too tough to handle and
BtaHs giving orders on scripts.
This usually follows an attack of
fan-malUtls, the greatest curse oit
the air artist today.
There are quite ift few such peiH
pie, ranging from m.c.'s and coihem
dians to personality warblc^rs, who
won't make hay when it's optlo^
time in Dixie.

One notable object lesson is
popular ether funster who permitted
family stuff to Jau up a prograaj^
week cancellation clause, the same with the result the ghost Isn't wall»^t
as commonly obtains in time con- ing at expiration tlmo.
tracts with the networks. Explanation invariably given performwa is
that the commercial wants to feel
free to
auit without attending
obligations in case it finds suddenly
that resources won't allow it to
oairy on or it becomes convinced
that the program is a fliv.
Ad agencies with oomics on their,
Commercials may tie up a performer for a year, but reserving at programs have made it a regular
procedure of having stenographis
the same time the right to call all
reports taken of the patter. Notes
beta off with four weeks' notice.
serve as an accurate check on ai^
Ifecent instances of this were the
ad libblng that the comedian may
contracts held by Btng Crosby, Ruth
Indulge In and also to settle any
Eating, Tom Howard and Lennie
disputes over offcolor or
Hayton on the Chesterfield aeries. cracks attributed to the line other
tossers
Account's time covenant with CBS in the
show.
covers ~62 weeks, with the right to
Strict rule prevailing on all ne^
pull out on four weeks' notice. work
commercials Is that the patter
Each artist's contract, however, stick to the lines In the continuity
stipulates that the commercial obli- and restrain any impulse
to do a
gates itself for 18-week stretches little interpolating. But of late, say
If the time contract for the program the agencies, there's
been a tenisn't cancelled at the same time.
dency on the part of comics from
the stage once they've become es«

Few radio talent contracts are
now being written without a four-

CHECKS ON AD LIBBERS
NOW WITH STENO NOTES

Affiliated

Products Back

On

Larger Scale

drug and cosmetio group. Is arranging for a. return to the networks on an extensive scale. Figures on starting two
shows during January with the
probability of adding a third the
follow'ing month. Account, which in
previous years rated as one of
radio's major customers, has been
Affiliated Products,

inactive so far this season.
Musical shows are due to bring
back each of the Louis Phllllpe
and Klssproof lipstick products in
January, while a third program is
also being considered for the Bdna

tabllshed on a program to ring in aoi
occasional one oft the record.

Among the programs on which a
stenographic check is maintained is
Canada Dry, with the commerciia
finding it more difficult as time
goes on to keep Jack Benny from
cutting ]|oose with his faculty for
ad libblng. With the Benny show
due to fold Jan. 26 the only thing
that the account can now do is
compare the steno version with the
original
continuity and trust to
Benny's discretion.

CliappenOiit
Dmest

Chappell, program talent
out of the New York"
bureau.
Notice took
effect Saturday (tl).
John Baaib
succeeds.
EL's
Chat>pell
netwoA
the
Joined
General Elcctrlc's daytime series booking office at the same time that
over NBC did a sudden foldup last William Murray, predecessor to the
Saturday (30), with the advertiser present director of popular entei^^
deciding to confine its ether activ- tainment, Harold Kemp, came ta.
ities to Sunday afternoon muslcale. Previous to that Chappell booked
Weekday affair had four times a talent and built programs for ths
week spotting, and In addition to Judson Radio Program Corp.
Emily Post carried such literary

Wallace Hopper cosmetic brand.

booker,

NBC

Is

artist

Sudden Foldup

lights as

aklne
Loon.

Heywood Broun, John ErHendrik Willem Van

and

COLGATE POSTPONES
Chicago, Jan.

ASHLEY'S AD AGENCY BERTH

postponed.

New

9.

'Young
26,

was

starting date not
set.
Understood sponsor wished to
await normal family conditions and
end of holiday turmoil befloM
launching.
Will have a M-weedt test

Arthur Aehley, formerly in charge
radio for tho William Morris
Apency, In now executive v.p. in
charge of rartlo advertl.ilng for the
A, J. Sllborstoln ad agoncy.
WJONR.
of

new program,
due to start Dec.

Colgate's
'49ere,'

in this field.

Benny,

IN

RADIO REFOR T $ ^
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THE FLYING FAMILY

PONTIAC PROGRAM

Tuesdar, Jannair

With Stoopnagle and Budd, Jeannie Mr. and Mrs. and Katherine and Talk, Orchesra
Lang, William O'NfliI, Andre
Jane Hutchinson
16 Mins.;
Kostelanez
Serial Sketch
Sustaining
80 Minutes
WJZ, New York
COMMERCIAL

COMMERCIAL

WABO, New York
Built strictly according to studio

CBS.I No breaking of wrists will
result from the rush to sweep It in
oCe the alrlanes in time, but once
tuned in it will hold attention and
entertain, and substantially eo.
It doesn't introduce an iota of a
new idea to radio, or a new name of
promising distinction, unless it Is
that cute little giggle woven by

Jeannie Lang into her pop ditties.
Miss Lang maintains that touch
stride she revealed on the inibroadcast (28) and can each

If

and
tial

pick two perfectly fitted number to her warbling personality as
•Fit as a Fiddle' and 'You're Telling
Me,' the chances are that this miss
will turn out the star of this PonHers was the
tiac extravaganza.
highlight of the initial Pontiac per-

week

formance.
As for Stoopnagle and Budd, with
the exception of a couple lean sppts,
they were not so funny. These exceptions popped up in the last two
of the four blackouts they contributed. For this series the team has
been provided with an invited audience and a rented improvised studio, the first resort of this kind for
CBS, In Carnegie Hall. Of their four
appearances before the mike the
boys uncorked three laughs from
the studio congregation. It is quite
Chase Taylor
possible that F.
(Stoopnagle) has reached that stage
of idea stalemate where a couple of
outside Eragmen could help freshen
things up.
Musical makeup of the program,
it cleaves tightly to formula
in presentation, has the spice of variety and the punch in orchestra-

though

tion and choral effects that make
for general appeal. These numbers
are well balanced and the elaborate
studio combo put through its rousing paces by the Kostelanetz baton.
Mixed chorus Is woven In according
to studio formula. On the introductory show WiUlam O'Neal had a
couple of musical comedy excerpts
to give vent to a conventional
though melodiously soothing tenor
which fitted In nicely on this particular sesslom
Only feature about this program
that may drive them away Is the
overemphatlo stylo of plug delivery
by Louis Dean.. It CQrtiUnly Isn't
soothing on the .ear. and. most likely
.

not conducive to impressing upon
tbe listener the need of giving a
Pontiac the once-over before blowing the bankroll oi^.another .make of
car. That bellowing mode went out
of style with the warning to consider your Adam's apple. Pontiac
on this program, among other
things, takes advantage of the prlvOoee.
tnire to quote prices.
.

PAT KENNEDY
SONGS
15 Mins.;
Sustaining

WEAF, New York
3en Bernie's 'unmasked tenor,'
like /Bernie's other
protege, Jackie Heller, is getting
the solo buildup on
out of Chi.
with
In New Tork the eastPat Kennedy,

NBC

WBAP

outlet.

Kennedy's past warbling with
Bemle's band merits the solo dlstlnotion for he has the makln's, although the vogrue of the tenors is
regarded, from within, as on the
downbeat.
However, his manner of selling
fit's Winter Again,' 'Brother, Can
Tou Spare a DimeT' the 'Wishing
(with a topical seasonal
Song*
chorus, well written and in good
taste for the finale), leaves nothing
wanting. Unless it's a captiousness
about the manner in which he refuses to rhyme 'again' with 'rain'
In tlie first number.
The Bernie
thematic 'Lonesome Old Town' is
Kennedy's theme also.
Abel.
.

THE MARKET BASKKT
Household Talks

COMMERCIAL
WGY, Schenectady
Mardi Campbell delivers this basket of menus, beauty- fashion hints
and shopping tips three mornings a
week. Originally she worked under
the nom de radio of Betty Van
Hurler.
Apparently a young lady, Miss
Campbell speaks In a conversational,
almost intimate, tone; It's personal
without having a forced friendli-

There

some

advertising,
but it's kept within better proportions and is more smoothly sold
than on another of station's programs by a food-talker.
ness.

is

KOA, Denver
three-tlmes-a-weeker
Repular
ever NBC through KOA, and one of
the most popular orchestras in
Denver. The half hour is taken up
with fav dance tunes, with Morton

McElmerry

singing

the

choruses.

They have excellent voices and
have a lot to do with the popularity
'

of this broadcast. John Vorey and
Craig play a piano duet that goes

ver

nicely.

Inside Stnff-Radio

'Nothing But the Truth,* Is the
To millions of adults the plight of caption for this modified question
the Hutchinson family lost In the and answer morning feature on
wastes of the Arctic brought a WJZ at 9.45-10 a. m. EST. It's an
sense of resentment against the Interesting Interlude, nicely preparents for subjecting their two sented by McQueen, who opens, for
girls to its perils, but from mil- example, observing that the day
lions of kids it brought an entirely commemorates this or that historidliferent reaction. Among this ele- cal, artistic or other event
ment the feeling ooviously was one
Without being pedantic, he goes
of envy, for the great adventure al- into a sort of oral 'believe it or not,'
lowed the two .Hutchinson young- highlighting some freak aspects of
That is, if the kids read the the subject, as for example, Presisters.
papers.
dent Johnson's accomplishments as
Out of the Hutchinson front page a tailor, or when associating the
fame, anyway, came two achieve- date with Geraldlne Farrar's memments, a radio contract with Coco- orable debut in Berlin opera, the
malt and an autographed picture of orchestra plays a musical excerpt
the family in the window of Llndy's which serves the additional purpose
restaurant on Broadway. Recently of splitting up the sequence.
the advertiser renewed the family's
As done. It's away from the forcontract for 13 more weeks.
mula dryness of such educational
In the radio serial, on for three features, palatably mixing prose
Abel.
releases a week, the Hutchinsons with music.
dramatize their flight adventure. All
four are in on the speaklnig parts
and with the aid of sound efCects FIRST PRIZE JAMBOREE
With Scrappy Lambert, Gibson
make it pretty exciting for the kid
Girls, Songsmith Quartet
mind. And the actual participation
of the' family in Just such an adven- Songs, Orch., Comedy
COMMERCIAL
ture enhances many fold this Juve

WOR, Newark

appeal.

Five or six years ago this session
Wrlgley's gum has its mumboabout induction into the would have gained prominent ratvarious ranks of the Lone Wolf ing. Today It's not only Just another
Tribe for so many wrappers and program, but behind the parade.
Cocomalt has a similar come-on in 'First t»rize' represents the Albany
its Flying Cubs. With enough wrap- Meat Packing Co.
pers from Cocomalt cans the kids
Individual members of the singing
can in time become 'flying com- cast pass muster and the dance
manders.' And they have strongly combo under Al Sexton is easy on
impressed upon them the warning Jazzlcally attuned ears.
But the
that they cannot become a flying crossfire that's palmed off as conicub with a substitute for Cocomalt. edy spoils an otherwise good ImAs opposition on WJZ and WABC, pression.
An unbilled girl and
locally, the Flying Family has Kel- Scrappy Lambert alternate on
the
logg's Singing Lady and Weatie's gag tossing with Harry VonZell, the
Skippy, respectively, vets of their announcer. They bandy Joe Millers
kind on the alrlanes, but there's no of extreme moldy antiquity without
doubt that the Cocomalt entry is even an occasional apology.
gradually making heavy Inroads on
Proceedings are supposed to take
the reen^ar customers of the other
two progrrams. It's a natural for place aboard a steamship. Krautzthe kids, particularly that Flying myer's Alley would serve ^quallyras
well as a background. Only it would
Cubs membership angle. At least be a little
difficult to ring In the
for another 13-week stretch. Odeo,
French waiter for the dramatized
meat plug. For late 1932 and a station
of
WOR's
rating even the atSTAR OUTFITTING RCVUC
tempt to ease over the plug is
Disc Record
crudely done.
COMMERCIAL
>Hooked up with the program is a
KTAB, San Francisco
contest that explains the
Much of radio's entertainment Is prize
steamship
based upon the premise that listen- ceedings. background for the proTwo tickets for a nineers have an average Intellect of a
12-year old. This disc recorded pro- day cruise to Havana are offered
Odeo.
gram goes way under that. It's so for the best testimonial.
silly and stupid that a six-year old
probably would thumb his nose at DRENNEN
SMOOT
ORCH,
Its ad plugs and the manner in
Sustaining
which a fair-to-mlddling dance WKBC, Birmingham
band is abused on 30 minutes of
Orchestra, In the ballroom of the
A cut-rate clothmg house of Oak- Tutwller hotel, was caught at one
land pays KTAB for this nightly of the regular dinner dances, which
drivel.. And by following the direc- are broadcast for 16 minutes nighttions here's what one can get: buy ly.. Music was okay, but the hana suit for )19.60 (nothing down, six dling by the station was awkward.
months to pay) and the Star tosses In transferring from the studio to
in a top coat or |16 bucks worth of the ballroom there was a long
Christmas gifts; transportion paid pause.
Smoot's orchestra has a pretty
from any point in northern Caligood reputation around town, and
fornia.
If the listeners can overlook those this Is its first engagement at the
extra
long
ad
announcements Tutwller.
Station announcer made himself
there's still the downright foolishment of the announcer when he at- a nuisance by breaking into the
tempts to lend reality to the disc songs to tell about the new Peacock
ballroom,
and detracted from the
by remarks about the crowd going
wild, and 'keep quiet, please' and music. Listeners got very little for
sundry other chatter that Is highly their time. When it came time for
the transfer back to the station the
annoying.
Summing it all up, it's a pretty music faded out before the number
was finished, and there was another
lerzy program.
Bock
long pause.

Jumbo

Several major ad agencies have made It a policy of refusing to
enters
tain any discussion of program Ideas by outsiders or to accept
radio
presentations submitted by other tban Inside sources. Agencies
sav
they have resorted to strict adherence to this policy to escape being
tangled up in accusations of idea lifting.
Among agencies that have adopted this chilly attltiide Is Batten, Bar>
ton, Durstine & Osborne. Firm's latest Jam was with the team of
Dennis
and Reese, which was. pulled oft NBC after the agency complained that
the session was too much like the Wheatsworth King Kill Kare
show it
was piloting on the same network. To this ultimatum Dennis and Reese
retorted at the time that theirs was the act that got the original
audition
before the agency.

Radio showmen who are concerned with the plotting of air programs
point to 'Variety's' 12 Best on the Air, of last week, as substantiation
of a belief that stage favorites are most likely for air popularity, as
well
They argue that only those who have faced the public and sensed the
likes and dislikes of the masses possess sufficient showmanhlp
to similarly gauge what the unseen radio public prefers.
Cantor, Wynn, Pearl, Burns and Allen-IiOmbardo, Benny, Valle, Bernie
Etting, Kate Smith and Jolson'are substantiation of this. Sole exceptions,
are Amos 'n' Andy and Myrt and Jtfarge who, like the Goldbergs,
and
such acts, are strictly script-made artists. The passing of the crooners,
etc., further supports the belief that stage recruits who have
worked to
audiences are better radio risks than anybody else.

One of the fastest buildups concerns the Slzzlers whom Charles A.
Bayha discovered in BarnesvlUe, O., population 4,800, on a visit to his
wife's home town, and whom he put into his Ford and brought to New
Tork on spec. Three days after their arrival they were spotted on the

Flelschmann-Vallee variety hour; Victor signed *em for records, turning
out four discs pronto, and they're set for an NBC sustaining plug.

Selling radio 'surveys' is getting to be a new business. Average price
with almost every advertising agency subscribing to these regional
surveys of air popularity.
Any line on circulation or popularity of air features la hungrily di>
gested by the agencies.
is ISO

-

AIR LINE NEWS
By

Nellie Revell

Awards In the Bosch radio popularity contest: Male singer, Morton
Downey; feminine singer, Jessica Dragonette; band conductor, Rudy
Vallee; favorite instrumentalist, Dave RubinofC; announcer, John S.
Xoung; comedian, Ed Wynn; dramatic actor, Richard Qordon; musical
director, Harry Horllck.
Presents' purchased for Jessica Dragonette at a local Jewelry store
were ordered monogrammed J. D. M. The singer has been seen wearing
a handbag with the same initials.
Anson Weeks has signed a contract with the Matson and Grace Lines
giving him exclusive direction of all the bands on their nine boats.
Don ('Uncle Don') Kearney got the Spratt Dog Biscuit account on

NBC

beginning Jan. 20.
Gladys Rice heis replaced Evelyn Herbert on the Lucky Strike program.
Jack Fulton and Peggy Healy wHl do a short for Universal to be

called 'Organ Log*.

-

Shorts
Vincent Lopez has landed a commercial In Chi.... Frank Black's program for Squlbb's with The Revelers scheduled to get under way the first
opens next Sunday. . .WOR's 'Voice of Experience' goes commercial this
week. . .George Clarke, city editor 'Daily Mirror', trying his hand at radio
scripts... Basil Ruysdael's Red Lacquer and Jade back on WOR...Ia
addition to Mrs. Crawford, Frances Langford will appear on Jesse Crawford's NBC Sunday night programs. .Joe Lombardo; youngest of the
Lombardo lads, is going to Europe to study interior decorating. .Bill
Lawrence, blind musician on the Corn Cob Pipe Club program, will study
law at the University of Virginia. . .Fred Allen writes his continuity
locked up in a room at home. His wife, Portland Hoffa, carries his
meals into him during the process of labor, which lasts two days...
Eddie Doherty's air debut la delayed until he '^finishes his contract with
RKC.'The Bronx Marriage Bureau' returns to
Tuesday, Jan. 17
.Henry Lawea, baritone, will be heard on a new commercial next week
.
on WMCA...John Stein,
violinist, and Arthur Klein, pianist, are
.

.

WOR

.

WOR

mourning the loss of their fathers.. .'The Love Life of a Prize Fighter*
is coming back to WMCA shortly. .Martha Valentine Is directing programs for WEVD. .Guy Hunter, blind WOR entertainer, is recovering
from an attack of the flu... Leo Relsman is doing an article for 'Liberty'
magazine. .Adams Hats may return to WMCA with a daily program...
Ezra Macintosh is now announcing for WEVD... The Globe Trotter on
WINS is B. G. Fitzglbbon. .New half hour show, 'Sports Reminlscenees'.
written and produced by George Brlcker, scheduled for WMCA.
.

.

LEONARD

and

JIMMY

BABY ROSE MARIC

Serial Skit
Sustaining

.

Songs

WMCA, New

15 Mins.;

York

Another Krautzmyer Alley idea, COMMERCIAL
with a couple of boys doing all the WJZ, New York

.

High mark

parts. None of the nationalities are
omitted in any of the episodes, given
a thrice weekly a. m. scheduling Grossman's shoes with Baby Rose
here.
Mimicry is okay, but the Marie, eight-year-old songstress,
scripts not only lack suspense, but who, because of the circumstances,
an occasional line or situation to gets away with this type of radio
salesmanship as no one else could.
garner a snicker.
Episodes sound as though the But being a kid, and a good perLeonard and Jimmy team had done former besides, she can invite 'all
them elsewhere and not fresh off tho you kids' to come to the Grossman
griddle. Program caught (30) had shoe shop for a holiday party, as
the denizenry of 'Sunshine Alley' she did, and it's quite all right.
Baby Marie's pop song delivery
going through the quasi-comlcalltles of a summer strawride.
Seems is not merely that of a talented
out of place on a big time station. youngster, but competently professional in every respect At Sunday
Odeo.
noon for 15 minutes, with Herbert
Steinor assisting at the piano, the
kid entertainer who has already apCHARLEY ECKEL Oreh.
peared in shorts and on the wax,
IS Mins.;
gives out a good selection of pops.
Sustaining

in ballyhoo over a big
leagrue station is reached by Julius

.

WOR, Newark
..

Aftel.

Montclalr hotet In the fashion-

able

mldtown east

side

sector

of

DEWEY

GORDON
going In for the radio Songs
ballyhoo, although it's probably a
COMMERCIAL
sustaining feature for
as the
KLZ, Denver
spieling Is mild and bands usually
Dewey Gordon, bass singer of
rate gratis picklng-up from the
high quality, puts on a 15-minute
hotel spots.
program of requests. No requests
Charley Eckel's debut on
discloses a pleasing dance combo In are received over the phone.
All
the 1933 manner, with Eckel con- must be made by mall, and Gordon
tributing the vocal choruses and sends cards to tell when he will
familiar pops. For his debut pro- comply. He does his own announcgram he adhered to the standard ing, Including the bally for a biscuit
favorites although the waltz medley company, and sings under the title
Introduced a couple not so fre- of the Supreme Serenader.
quently etherized.
Has one of the largest listening
Eckel's is a competent dinner groups In this section fo.v his noontime interlude.
Al>el.
day program.
New York

is

WOR

FRANCIS CRAKI'S OROH.
Sustaining

and

193s

WEAF, New York

formula is this entry of the General
Motors Pontiac division on 68 stations each Thursday evening over

Am

3,

aIeXANDER MoQUEEN

WOR

Carnation Milk has

made

it

an

CONNE LEAVING SOUND
STUDIOS FOR OWN BIZ

additional 26 weeks for its Monday
evening affair out of the NBC Chicago studios. New contract gives

Ed Conne follows Frank Black in
resigning from Sound Studios, Inc.,
Morgan radio program builder, and will go
the batoning of the into the program plotting business
Current singing cast Independently. Conne handled about
90% of Sound Studios' 16 commer-

same 20
Eastman retains
the

it

studio combo.
also remains.

Mustecole
its

Co.

stations.

is

supplementing

WhispeMng:^Jack Smith show

over Columbia with disc versions
for stations on the Coast. Contracts
for the coast outlets stipulate 13

cial accounts and argued that the
new deal offered him by Percy
Deutsch and Gus Haenschcn wasn't
commensurate with the extent of

weeks and call for Tuesday and
Thursday evening 15-mlnute spots. his services.
Deutsch Is the principal owner
Soconyland Sketches has been
guaranteed another run of 13 weeks of World Broadcasting System,
on NBC. Program retains Its Mon- which is In the transcription busiday evening half-hour spot and ness, and of S.S., Inc., its program
hookup.
subsid. Haenschen and Black were
Wheatena has renewed for a sec- minor partners, Black turning back
ond 10 weeks its contract with NBC
NBC as a
on 'Whcatenavllle.' Coast broadcast his interest to ally with
Haenschen reof Ray Knight's yarn, which is done musical director.
in Frisco on a ditto schedule with mains.
Conne has Al Boasl>erg personthe Eastern presentation.
ally under contract as a radio
Allan Cross at Nitery
Allan Cross of Healey and Cross,
opened New Tear's Eve as m. 0. at
New Kenmore hotel, Albany.

scrlptlst
Latter authors Jocur,
Phillips and other of Sound Studios'

commercials, but is going with
Conne's new venture, as is Murry
Bloom and Louis Mindling.

—
fucflday, Janneiy 3, 19S3
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FAR

TELEVISION

By Tom Waller

RADIO CHATTER

4Where a couple or years
scientists like

Way

Public's

Operation

ago

Phil Spitalny played a onethe Schenectady, N. Y., works were
nlghter in Erie, Pa;, Monday
talking about television debuting in
(26) and when it was over
on Broadway, those years
there
were four agents splitcrease power from 100 to BOO watts. have passed and still the ether picting up the commission on the
Night power of KFSD, San Diego, ture is a mystery to the great
was one of those
date.
It
Increased from BOO watts to 1,000.
masses. Now, experts like Dr. GoldTinkers-to - Evers - to - Chance
KGFLi, Sante Fe, N. M., will move smith speak of the debut as 'posJim Healey, aJrcaater for Hearst's
affairs.
Albany paper over WGT, Schenec- to Roswell, N. M., March 1.
sibly a few years from now.'
hisradio
a
Erie who originalBooker
in
conducting
also
tady,
With withdrawal of KDYL's reTechnical perfection and commerhour.
ly got the Job was asked to
tory class. Both at luncheon
quest for facilities of KLO, latter's cial practicability are currently reSeeley and Fields may land a license has been renewed.
provide a combo with a radio
Latter
Ed
through
week
next
delaying
vealed
larger
factors
In
as
commercial
namef heading It. Erie agent
is at Ogden, and former In Salt
the ether picture for the fireside
Conne.
put a local coterie together
,
, ,
Lake city.
Opal ElEsant, former showelrl and
than the depression. In other words
and then started to look around
William L. Green, 38, studio manvaude performer, In need at N. T. ager
television wouldn't come out of Its
for the name batonier. He
for
KFXR,
Oklahoma City,
hotel, where, she's behind In her
even
If the country's
hole
today
advised
died
a booker in Chicago of
of
pneumonia Dec. 26.
room rent. Too ill to work and
his need, the Chicago agent
Myrl Harding, Denver radio sing- 120,000,000 residents could each afthreatened with blindness. At one
ford
televisor.
a
passed along the Info to a
time engaged to William K. Manton, er, and Myron B, Stevens, Denver
business man, have been issued a
band booker In Cleveland and
The attitude of the scientific
actor, who committed suicide.
the latter in turn got in touch
Tod Pearson, formerly of the NBC marriage license.
world toward revealing its progress,
with an agent in New York
Chicago announcing staff, now doing
B. M. Pray, employed by various step by step, as was the policy a few
a special dramatic spiel on the radio stations in Denver, later a years bade, has also gone into rewho contracted Spitalny for
Bulck show for Paul Whlteman.
police radio operator
the assignment.
applied verse. For some reason television
show for a marriage license there,
Nefitle
Spltalny's
Phil
at Albuquer- experts have suddenly closed the
makes its bow at the NBC Times que to marry Doris R. Chapman.
It
doors to their developments.
Bquare studio Jan. 6.
Joe Newman, old-time showman, seems that thoy are Intent upon resoon
on
a
starts
Queenle Smith
is acting as m. c. on the KLZ, Denbuilding the mystery atmosphere
sustaining route for NBC.
ver, artists bureau hour.
Hour is about an already much publicized
Squlbbs has advanced its debut on being used
for auditions for new
and yet partially unborn scientific
NBC to Jan. 8.
talent.
Scott Howe Bowen has retired to
promise. From a strictly lay viewJohn M. Henry, formfcr news- point, from one only suggestively
'
Florida for a couple of weeks.
Stout opposition to the adoption
Nat Shllkret starts his new series paperman, named director of KOIL, conversant on the subject, It would
owned by Barnsdall Corp., Council
for Moblloil Jan. 27.
that the great electrics' boys of a new system for the division of
appear
BTiiffs, la.
He has been director
of programs at the station the past are allowing whatever showman ASCAP's Income has cropped up on
two years.
sense there Is among them to make the Society's board of directors.
silence and secretlveness the big Setting aside
of the radio money
ballyhoo for the coming event of
perCarol Lofner orchestra added to
ether to the eye as well as the ear. for allocation by number of
South
KFWB, Hollywood, making three
formances
or
any radical change
business,
technical
bad
To get
Is
bands In a row nightly for station.
especially when the gentlemen won't from the present dlVvy method, deLambdln Kay and Brnest Rogers, talk about other than hypothetical clare the anti-revisionists on the
of WSB, raised $4,000 for charity In scientific conditions, which have board, would be in violation of the
a series of pre-Chrlstmas broad- long found their way Into print.
Society's by-laws which bind the
casts.
The long wave and the short wave membership until the end of 1935.

KMJ,

Fresno.

Calif.,

wants

Howls Put

'Memory Lane' Back

Dr. Alexanderson in

On

to in- the Palace

Coast Broadcast

.

Los Angeles, Dec. 31.
Dropped three weeks ago after
being one of the coast's outstanding
ether programs
for
years,
'Memory Lane,' commerclaled by
the General Petroleum Co., came
back without advance warning and
will stick, according to announce-

•,

ment.

NBC

execs thought so much of
resumption of the hour that
Gllman,
vice-president
In
charge of coast operation, made an
air appearance preceding the program. He said that recent dropping of the hour had brought such
an avalanche of protests and regrets that General Petroleum felt
there was no alternative "but to resume the 'Memory Lane' broadthe

Don

casts.

OPPOSISH AT ASCAP TO

NEW

Program
and

cisco,

DIVVYING SYSTEM

originates In

San Fran-

ethered locally over

Is

KFI.

.

BATEB EXTENDS
Bayer's Aspirin has extended th«
run of its Sunday evening show on

NBC

West

up of 44

LYMAN
AND HIS
CALIFORNIA ORCHESTRA
BrMem

Colombl* Broodcattlnr

PHILLIP'S
Vm*...

Than.,

live there.

DENTAL MAGNESIA
B»t.,

8 t« 8:18 P.M., K.S.T.

COAST-TO-COAST

ABC*

TED FIORITO
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS
SAN FRANCISCO
BBOAbCASTINO
IC.J.B. Deml-Tasso Revue, NBC,
Monday Nights
Colambia Network, Saturday Nights
ens-Don Lee Chain, NIffhtly,
10 P.M. PST

»»»
Lucky

Strike

Hit. HIHSIO CORP.

^»

OF AKERIOA

'

SOREY

Creator of the

Gauchos Program
lAni Many Other Superior Pro erama l
I

CBS

Sunday 11

P.

WABcl

M.

The Lone Star

of

Texas

Will Soon Be a Nationally
Known Star on Radio

THE TEXAN
The Sweetest Voice

in

the World

Its third year.

—

and Marconi's baby wave each one
Current activities of the comof those waves has a million and mittee assigned to devise a separone wavelets which would have to ate way of splitting up the radio
be defined if any attempt were coin, aver the opposition element,
made In this piece of writing to get will turn out Just eo much waited
precise.
effort.
To back up their attitude,

LA PETITE

Ted Doollttle goes commercial for
What do the scientists say about they cite the following section pera bakery on WGST.
the advance of television during the taining to the duties of the classiChick Wilson, WGST, eommer- past year? Well, the 1932 highlight
fication committee:
claling Sllvertown.
of air picture advancement was Just
'Such committee In fixing the
T. Stanley Perry, of Detroit, now systematic study in the laboratory
status of a member shall take Into
in Atlanta with WSB.
every
careful
deextremely
study of
consideration the number, nature
Roy McMillan, WSB program di- tail.
and character of the works comrector,
slugged by highwaymen.
30,000 TeU Listeners
posed, written or published by such
Doing O. K.
Owen D. Toung in the; past few member, the popularity and vogue
Ed Dunn, announcer for WFAA, months has been quoted to the effect of such works, the length of time in
Dallas, starts new year with wedthat tele Is Just around the corner
which the works of the member
ding bells.
but, the scientists don't think so. have been a part of the catalog of
Jlmmie Baxter, kid brother of They know It Isn't.
the Society and generally the pressongwriter
Phil,
warbling over
Right now the television audience tige, reputation, qualifications
WRR, Dallas.
In the U. S. numbers an unofficial standing and service which such
Mrs. Jessie Cope, until recently 30,000 listeners. And none Is In the member has rendered to the Sowith WOR, Newark, back to Dallas substantial night-after-nlght class ciety.'
for her kid yarns over WRR.
'Popularity and vogue of such
of patron which the radio holds.
Texas highway dept. figuring on
But, there are 12 BO-kilowatt tele works* clause, however, the opposshort wave receiving sets for mo- transmitting stations in the coun- ing faction admits, does permit the
torcycle cops.
Each one of these stations, 100 setting up of a comprehensive
try.
times as powerful of transmitters of charting of the performances accua decade ago, can Individually cover mulated by each member. But such
$300,000 for Discs
charting would not be accurate and
tens of thousands of square miles.
Why, then, will it be necessary to fair, this faction declares, unless
Dodge
Brothers
is
spending
have
as many stations. If not more each day's music log was obtained
around $300,000 for a limited camevery one of the Society's
from
than radio? The mathematical mind
paign over some 80 stations, using of the scientlots is forced to stoop licensees.
To maintain a clerical
a flve-mlnute disc show labeled to the primary school reminder that force for this purpose, estimates the
'Real Life Dramas' for the com- it Isn't tliousands but simple mil- anti-revisionists,
would entail a
bined plug and entertainment.
lions of miles that make up the clerical cost of $1,000,000 a year for
radio.
Waxed affairs will be carried on country's coverage.
each outlet for 13 consecutive daya
Wire or Air?

A delicate Issue, as gathered In
"coiirso of "fnany" rntertnewS" "On"
the television topic. Is admittedly
Chicago, Dec. SI.
that of whether tele will be broadL. J. Fitzgerald, head of the Chi- cast over the wire or air.
cago NBC Artists Bureau, will again
American Telephone and Teletake a ticket of leave from NBC to graph, after all. Is the parent of all
pilot a recital tour of Ignaco Pader- things electiic, despite the consent
Ho was gone about three decree. Radio Corporation of Amerewskl.
months last year on a similar mis- ica naturally prefers the air but
sion.
after all RCA Is but a grandchild.
Fitzgerald expects to leave about UnofTicially it would seem tliat tele,
Feb. 1.
more than radio, will finally arrive
at a conclusion which will split the
FHz Steers Paddy Again

IB,

stations.

Session will continue to carry
the Gus Haenschen orchestra, Ohman and Arden, Veronica Wiggins,
Frank Munn and Bertrand Hirsch.
New contract swings this one into

ABE

Pickens Sisters, billed in network
publicity as from Macon, Ga., are
really from Atlanta. Lived in Macon
for a time, but came to the Georgia
capital with their parents, who now

weeks beyond Jan

for 13

with the renewal calling for a line-

tiiie

method of

Its transit.

Partial proof of this is that teleas now designed, will be a
hybrid. The other component part
The
will be a telephone receiver.
telephone end, It is pointed out,
would, in itself, make televi.sors expensive.
Maybe all of the current
research will bring about a simplification wliloii would reduce the
price to the home. But, as yet, that
step has not been made for puhllcaAt present, It Is conceded. It
tion.
doe.<in't look as though the televisor
will ever be as cheap as the average
radio set.
One aniile to the sales end, again,
seems adjusted. This is that the
viewer won't have to pay the transHis initial
mitting station a tax.
paymeiit for the tele machine will
be his liist, unless on installmenta

BueWey

On

WINS

Kelly at

ROXANNE
AND HER

"MEN OF MUSIC"
BROADCAST

A

WMCA

WOR

ond o iiuilap

COLUMBIA
broadcastinC,.
[9
^ SYSTEM

B

TMOMWfcaOUWIU
Mill. .Rockatlt. Int.

m

Bjli

P.M

Mcn-Thur«.

PICK
and TXDGBtt
PAT
HAI/ONE
Tone lo—for-a-MUUon—I^oagHiito the Badlo World

m

Known

-Molasses and JanuaTy'

management of WINS. New York,
with its purchase by William Randolph Hearst, has been a.sslgned to
head the station's commercial department.
Replacing him in the managerial

hi

I

Maxwell House Show Boat|
WEAF, IHVB8DAT8, • P.M.
as

Buclfley Keliy, who comes
from the Hearst feature syndicate
interests as assistant to Joe Con-

as

Box Oar*

Tick nnd

'Sooty

Macy

Frtendslilp

WOR.

is

Pat'
to
Miastrela
Tae«.S:M p>,a.

St

In

PAT and PICK

nolly.

EARL HINES
AND HIS

M.D.C.

ORCHESTRA

Appearins Nightly at Grand Terrace Cafe, Chlcoffo

ManaKemcnt,

C K

I

Mon.

N

E

S

El Tore Eeview

PSISTERS
—
—
9PM

Tuej.

ind Wed.,

NBC—WJZ—Cottt

I

PATTI

II

to

P.

M.

Coaet

HELEN

Town

wjz, TuM. • -aa

visors,

JANE

-

Geo. Martin's Shift

George Martin, who took over the

post

Happy

New Year
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Ad

Agencies and Radio Theories
By Ben Bodec

No

other phase of show business the public taste, but the ad agency
Itself up and weighted within a short space of time has not
down with theories as has only uncovered the secret but found
ra^io. Nor has anythlnsr connected the straight line between the two
with the business of entertainment points. It's all down in the book,
mirrounded Itseif with so many pat this direct tabbing of the public
formulas to account for success or taste, only the agency calls it 'lisfailure
has the advertising tener wants.' All the agency has to
as
agency. To the average agency, it know is what product the adverwould seem, nothing Is achieved tiser has to sell and presto! right
through trial and error. Everything out of the book comes the suggesderives from a completely and com- tion for the type of show he needs
pactly conceived theory or formula. to absolutely corral the audience
Rest of show business may have he's after.
floundered and groped through the
That these suggestions from the
years trying to find a yardstick to book only the past year has turned
out one flop after another, as wUt
ness the large number of shortlived programs on the networks, and
the fact there are over 40% less accounts on NBC than there were a
year ago, hasn't affected the retention of these theories and pat formulas In the least. Example or two
upon which these theories or formulas were founded were at one time
successes of their kind; hence, reason the theory and formula compounders, repetition of the theme or
principle, underlying this example
or two, makes for sure-flre success.
Only a few months ago several of
these agency program impresarios,
in a published symposium labeled
'The Advertising. Agency Looks at
Radio,' expatiated definitely and at
length on a credo—comrhon among
them at the time and still clung to
a goodly number of them that comedy on the air must be mixed with
THE DnWNATIONAL, FAYOBITE sentiment and the homely things of
OF HINSTBELST
life.
Also that this appeal must be
personalized for the listener, or in
terms of which he, personally, can
apply to himself or In common with
his own life's experience.
And to
bear out this vaunted theory they
jclted Amos *n' Andy, the Real Folks
sketches and Clara, Lu and Em.

has tangled
ttaelf

EDDIE LEONARD

—

T H RE E

And then along comes Ed Wjmn and

Mod., Wed.,

—

7:80 F.Bf.

Trl.,

.4

.

ED WOLF

and His

ORCHESTRA
WEEKLY

via

BntlTC Columbia Network
9 P. H. (E.S.T.)

ism about the agency's ability to put
finger exactly on the 'listeners
wants.'
And they ply him with a

mass of surveys, charts, gi-aphs, etc.
But under close analysis, as the
Harvard School of Business pointed

entertainment, vocall
stellar I
of
instrumental,
rating immediate com-f
sponsorship.
mercial
Diversified

and

t|uality,

out In its prize-winning study of the
Crosley and other program cliecking
these surveys, charts and
graphs have proven applicable only
to the specific case and misleading
when used for generalization. So
that regardless of surveys or any
other class of data the agency may
fortify Itself with, its entertainment
lodestar status simmers down to the
same footing iis any other impresario
of popular diversion.

reports,

DOM-HALL TRIO
7:30 A. M.

Mod., Toes., Wed., Thurs., FrL, Sat., I

NETWORK
Lanox Av«.. New York

In the final analysis. It, like the
other entrepreneurs In the showfield,
have been subject to the same prln
clple of trial and error, with the ad-

BOASBER6

vantage of having a monopoly on
something that was new and from
which they (the agency men) could
shut out any would-be Interlopers
from show business. Keeping the

Sole Direction

E. R.
DO

CONNE

Street, New
Circle 7-7530

West S7th
)

York

I

I

OF NESTLE'S CHOCOLATEERS
VOICES
M.—NBC BI.CE liHETW OBK
WJg—FBIDAYS, 8-8:30
P.

THE RONDOLIERS
ROT

HUBEBT HENDBIE
FRED WUiSON
I
I
I

L.

SYI.VIA

'n'

Em

(NBC).

Malted Milk
The Devil Bird (Local).
Adventures in Health (CBS), with
Dr. Bundesen.
Pepsodent Co.
The Goldbergs (NBC).
Horlick's

Amos

Quaker Oats
(Sens and Glenn (NBQ).
American Tobacco Co.
Lucky Strike Hour (NBC).
U.

Xmas

Dept. of Justice.
Case Dramatizations.
Jack Pearl Baron Munchhausen.
S.

—

Evelyn Herbert and John HalUday, operetta revivals.
Elgin Watch Co.

Oldtmobilo
Gus Van, George Olses,
Shutta (NBC).

ERWIN-WA6EY A

Armour

&

Barbasol Co.

Sam (CBS).
Carson Robison and HlltbHIlefl
(NBC).
Old Singing Master (NBC).
Carnation Co^
Contented Program (NBC).

^

STACK-QOBEL ADV. AGENCY
Co<

Lady Esther Co.
Orch. (NBC).

East and Dumke.
La Choy Food Products
La Choy Melodies (CBS).
Kopper Seaboard Coke Co.

A

Wayne King

Swift

OSBORNE
Wildroot Co.
Wlldroot Chats (NBC).
Wheatsworth Crackers

King

Kill

Kare (NBC).

General Electric Co.

Heywood Broun (NBC);
Emily Post.
Theodore Webb.
Standard Oil of N. Y.
Soconyland Sketches (NBC).
Congress Cigar Co.

&

Co.

Pat Barnes (NBC).
Tastyeaat, Ine.
Tastyeaat Jesters (NBC).

Wayside Cottage (WOR).

S. S. Kresge
Spot broadcasting.

BLACKETT, SAMPLE A HUM-

1932

MERT

IS

BEHIND YOV

'.

'

1933

Floyd Gibbons (NBC).
Phillips Dental Magnesia
M. J. B. Coffee
Lyman Band a:nd Hollywood
Demi Tasse Review (Ted Florita Newsboy (CBS).
and John Medbury) (West Coast).
Wyeth Chemical Co.
Cities Service
Aunt Jemima (Tess Oardell)
Jessica Dragonette (NjBC), Cava- (CBS).
*
liers, orchestra.
Kolynos Sales Co.
Kolynos Playboys (CBS).
BATTEN-BARTON-DURSTINE-

Western Clock Co.
Big Ben Day Dreams (NBC).

Hthel

CO.

Singing

flop.

Andy (NBC).

'n'

Blackstone Cigar Co.

its

"THE GREATEST NOVELTY
TBIO ON THE AIB"

N. B. C.
Hit M. Q«l*, eOO

Super Suda

Lu

Clara,

'Intuition'

particularly to assuage his skeptic-

WJZ

LORD & THOMA8

Ralston Purina Co.
Adventures of Seketary Hawkins
(NBC).

Vorlly the average advertiser is a
practical, Missouri fellow. Before
he shells out his coin he demands
facts and figures and the agency
must furnish him with something,

(Except Sunday)

IN

low:

Chevrolet Motor*
Al Jolson (NBC).
Pontiao Motor*
Col. Stoopnagle and Budd, Fred,
die Rich Orch., William O'Neal
(CBS).
Buiek Motors
Paul Whiteman (NBC).

AHEAD OF TOV
INSURANCE
IS FOB YOU
GOOD TO HATE AND KNOW
IS

.

IT'S

We*re With You

General Mills, Ine.

Skippy (CBS).
Bayers Aspirin
Album of Familiar Melodies
(NBC).
Dr. Lyons Toothpaste
Lyons Melodies (CBS).
Jo-Cur, Inc.
Sunday Matinee of the Air (CBS).
Lavoris Chemical Co.
Easy Aces (CBS).
Wander Co.

Orphan Annie (NBC).
Diamond Tints
Girl Next Door (NBC).
Spot Programs

Edna Wallace Hopper.
Louis Phillipe Lipstick.
Phillips Milk of Magnesia.
Hill's

BI

-

Cascaret Quinine.

So

-

Dol's

Wandering

Boy

(WABC).

-^-INSURANCE-/BROADWAY
1674

Mm -YORK-crry

Information

without

obligation

t* radio folk

NOW AT

"

REGIS

ST.

-

J»IEW YORK,

ANSON
WEEKS
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

NETWORK
IN.B.C.
LUCKY STRIKE

I
I

HAPPY
NEW YEAR

CHESTERFIELD

TUNE

'

Colwnniats' Graft
Picture critics ara oquawkIng that perhaps they're now
in the wrong racket The radio columnists enjoyed more
Xmas plunderjthan In the heyday of the fllmeTwheii the picture columnists used to gross
the big graft.
The male ether columnlsta
received so much booze they
were giving It away, dhiefly
from the artists, as both the.
chains laid oft 100%. Heretofore, the NBC 'remembered'
The
all the boys and girls.
gimme radio chatterers are
blaming everybody for the 1932

TOM KENNEDY

LEONARD
HAYTON
SDC NIGHTS

to themselves hcts allowed

1933

3,

OAMPBELL-EWALD, INC

Frank
Sanderson
and
Julia
MeCANN-ERICKSON, INC.
To the showman, from the older
BRUNSWICK RECORDS
|
Crumit, Orchestra (NBC).
DIreoUra MUSIC CORP. OF AMEBIOA
forms of show business, the pat,
Standard Oil of N. J.
Edgeworth Tobacco
Marx
Brothers (NBC).
self-Confldent airs these agency ImCorn Cob Pipe Club (NBC).
Bonlme's orchestra and opera
Bond Bread
presarios give (what they term)
Frank stars (CBS).
Sanderson
and
Julia
their 'showmanship Intuition' and
Fanrtous Authors Series (NBC).
Crumit, Orchestra (CBS).
"VORKO"
achievements, in the referred-to
Aborn Operettas (CBS).
Time, Inc.
book, would not only cause amazeCharlie Chain mystery dramas
March of Time (CBS).
(NBC).
ment but likely a sense of inferiorHoffman Beverage Co.
ity.
The public's, or listeners', taste
Cheesebrough
Mfg. Co.
Nelson Eddy, Veronica Wiggins,
has been probed by surveys and set Margaret Speaks, Harald Hansen,
Friendship fTown (NBC).
down on charts, graphs and what- W. M. Daly, Orchestra (WOR, WIP,
Pacific Coast Borax
not, and to create surefire entertainDeath Valley Days (NBC).
WPAN).
ment on the air all that is necessary
Stanco, Inc.
Salada Tea Co.
is to adhere to these findings.
But
Johnny Hart
In
Hollywood
Frank and Flo Cronln (WOR).
one thing these findings notably
(NBC).
American Rollir)g Mills
overlook is the sharp shift the trend
Campana Corp.
Armco Concert Band (WLW).
in radio entertainment has taken
Alter January I5th, sixth floor.
First Nighter (NBC).
Gold Dust Corp.
since around the early part of 1932.
Fu Manchu Mystery Stories
Hlndermeyer and Tuckerman
Bldg.. Radio City

OBS—WABC
TYDOL JUBILEE
Personal Management

aJI.

no comparison.
Leading advertising agencies In
radio and their radio accounts fol-

for

others of the same school
not very far In the rear.

And with

SISTERS

field

Kate Smith (CBS).
DuPont Cellophane
Emily Post, Edward Nell, Mathllde and Irene Harding (NBC).

his out-and-out vaudeville, machinebuilt wisecracks and gags and becomes the top air draw of them all.

Jemile

1.

Tuesday, Januaay

nAI.T.EE

GEORGE GOVE

ArraaKer
CILABI.E8 TOUOHETTE

THREE
THE MARTHA
TONES
BOYEB
STONE
BARBARA
UNDER DIRECTION OF

WEEDEN

J.

RKO

(CBS).

(WHP).

WALTER THOMPSON CO.
Chase & Sanborn Coffee

Walnut Growers

California

Omar Khayyam (CBS).

Standard Oil of Cal.
Standard Symphony Hour (NBC
Eddie Cantor and Rubinoft (NBC).
Pacific).
Chase & Sanborn Tea ,
Standard Oil of Ohio
Willie and Eugene Howard (NBC).
Gtene and Glenn (WTAM, WLW).
Royal Gelatine
H-0 Company
Ward Wilson (NBC).
H Mar O Ranch (CBS).
Fleischmann Yeast
Rudy Valloe and variety show • NEWELL and EMMETT, INC.
Liggett
& Myers
(NBC).
Chesterfield Series (CBS).
Great Moments in History (NBC)

Cream

of

U. S. Industrial Alcohol

Arden and Ohman (NBC).

Loose-Wiles

Happytime (Coast NBC).
Wrigley

Gum

Lone Wolf Tribe (CBS).
Myrt and Marge (CBS).
Langendorf Bakerie*
Langendorf program (coast).
General Cigar Co.

Burns and

Allen,

Guy Lombardo

(CBS).
Swift

&

land).

Lament Corliss Co.
Nestle Chocolateers (Phil Spltalny) (NBC).
Pond's Hour (Leo Reisman, Greta
Keller and Lee Wiley, Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, (NBC).

W. AYER

Lucky Strike Dance Hour

(Yankee

LENNEN & MITCHELL, INC

X

Hotel

Victor Records

.

Whitman Chocolates

0

WJZ

Tidewater Oil Co.
(CBS).

WOR

Management M.

C. A.

Sisters, Orch.

Morton

Woodbury Soap
Downey, Leon Belasco

.4.

Orch. (NBC).

BENTON & BOWLES,

ART UNIGK

INC.

General Foods
Maxwell House Showboat (NBC).
Capt
Diamond
Adventures
(NBC).
Postum Football Review (CBS).
.

In

m.

Ills

Orlelnni Character

SCHUGENHAUER'
AST

Hponsored by

TA ST YE

n P. M. to 3:16 P.

M. CBT

WBBM— Chicago

Co.

Howard Thurston (NBC).
Happy Rambler (NBC-New Eng

N.

Waldorf-Astoria

net).

Shell Oil Co.

Shell

Serenade

WABC

WEAF

T-obse-Wiles Biscuit Co.

Wheat

Angelo Patri (CBS).
Jolly Bill and Jane (NBC).
Union Central Life Ins. Co.
Roses and Drums (CBS).

DENNY
JACK
AND ORCHESTRA

KUZNETZOFF

A.

with

"JOLLY RUSSIANS"

RUSSIAN KRETCHMA
TUESDAYS,

10; IS P.M., 57th

(Rest)

Consecutive

from

244 £• 14th

St.

STATION

WOR

Week

& SON

Canada Dry Ginger Ale
Jack Benny, Ted Weems (CBS).
Kellogg Co.

Singing Lady (NBC).
Buck Rogers (CBS).
J. C. Eno, Ltd.
Bno Crime Club (NBC).

"SWEETHEARTS OF THE AIR"

MAY SINGHI BREEN
"Ukulele Lady"

and

PETER DE ROSE
"Composer- Pianist"

ENTERING TENTH YEAR AS A RADIO FEATURE
Mnnngroniont

NBO ABTISTB BUBBAU

Tuesday, January

3,

VARIETY
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WOULD LIKE TO
EXPRESS MY DEEPEST

I

APPRECIATION

To:

Standard Brands for their continued faith

To:

J.

Walter Thompson Company's radio

me.

in

staff for their

invaluable aid, friendship and psychological help.

To:

N.B.C.'s production men, engineers, control
all

who have helped

men and

broadcast our programs.

To:

Every radio station large or small which
has carried our programs.

To:

All the fine artists

who

at

any time

over some four years con-

tributed their artistry toward the success of the broadcasts.

To:

The music
gers

To:

My

publishers,

who have

boys and

writers,

composers and plugwe play and sing.

given us the songs

my

office staff

who have worked with me

to continued success.

To!

And To:

My
Our

parents and ancestors for the talent
listeners-in

who have been

I

may

m
possess.

patient, loyal,

hope, somewhat entertained.

Microphonically

and

I
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GREETINGS

To

hosts of

all its

who

friends

devole

their talents to the

theatre,

Henrici s

extends

its

good

wishes for

an d

ETHEL SHUTTA
m

HENRICrS
ON RAlMDOI-.F»H
Dearborn

Between

O

PI

I

O
Established

Open from 7

a.

m.

to

and

Clark

Streets

A G O
1866

Midnight: Sundajfs 8

a.

m.

to

Midmght

m

VARIETY
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^ BROAQ CASTS

TOAU

Season^s Qreetings

GUS

Season

VAN
Appearing Ni^tly

On

WJZ

GUY

at

The Village Bam, 52 W.

8th

St.,

N. Y.

(El-Toro Program) Monday Evenings 8 P.

Starling Jan. 7th (Oldsmobile

Program)

Greeiings

WEAF 9

P.

M.
M.

LOMBARDO
and

WALTER BLAUFUSS

His Royal Canadians

MUSICAL DIRECTOR
FARM AND HOME

PEPPER POT
7:30 a. m. to 8:30

11:30

NATIONAL BROADCASTING

CO.,

a.

m. to 12:30

HOTEL ROOSEVELT, NEW YORK

CHICAGO

Indefinitely
SEASON'S GREETINGS
HiSKE WE ARK

REIS and

DUNN
ARTIE

THE WANDERING MINSTRELA
C. B. 8,

SPONSORED BY

ARMOUR

HAROID STOKES

CO.

"Siusical Director

NATIONAL BROADCASTING
CHICAGO

CO.

VARIETY
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Season

Januaiy

TuflBchjr,
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1933

Greetings

JACK BENNY
WILLIAM NfORRIS AGENCY

Dir«€tioh

Exhibs Best Break

Right
of

the

Owners

gestures and glowing ac- dates baok to Hays* entrcuice into
count of red, has held the hand of the business.
diotlon,

a

legislature.

•Politieians'

In Missouri or Oklahoma Hays
Just a namOb This goes for the
average state. It Is John Doakes,
the exhibitor, the native, the property owner, whose opinion regarding Hays carries weight.
On matters of censorship. Hays
Is the compulsory friend of the indle.
He Is forced to advise the
indle and to help him because every
dollar the lndle° loses through cenpresented itself.
sor
slashes
means a nick in the
Using the Stick
way that Allied leaders couldn't get revenue of the Hays office. It Is
about this time the leader MPTOA.
There was obviously too much the bough picture; that the con- fairly well known that every memMotion Picture Theatre
of AmerlcEi, who had been harmony for Allied, and so, with a tract and formula Is being pre- ber in the Hays organization pays
sented to every individual indle, a percentage of his receipts, and
regardless of his fraternal affilia- not a flat amount, in dues to the
and that Its good points Hays office.
tion,
Indies have a way of looking
eclipse anything the indle ever had
in his relations with the major dis- darkly' at leaders who visit the
tributor before. In other words at Hays headquarters 'during hours.*
this writing Abe Myers, Al Steifes, They, and some others, are inclined
H. M. Richey, Col. Cole and a few to the whispering campaign which
II
of the red shirt boys of the Allied
are sitting on the roadside watching their membership trail along
with Hays, the MPTOA and the

from page 114.
picture companies on franchise arrangements and entering upon a
number of other angles, all of widdi
flopped, to make money.
How to deal wl^' commerolally
minded India let^iers wais more a
distrlb problem than an Indle worry.
Finally things took the turn and a
(Ck>ntliMied

'natural'

promlBing for two years and whose iorowd of ringers applauding Fedpromises had come to naught large- eralism at the mass meetings In
ly because o£ the rest of the Indus- Chicago and New York in Novemtiys political status, already ex- ber, Allied got government control
plained, decided It 'viras tline to use on the record.
the stick.
All along dlstrlbs, advised of all
For that reason he allowed him- moves by Sidney Kent, who, howself to become aligned with Allied; ever, the record shows acted only
even did not say anything when the for Fox, were really hoping that
MPTOA was recorded as favoring Allied leaders would do Just what
federal control In the event the they did
^balk.
platform flopped.
Within less than a day after AlThere were those Inter-organlza- lied showed Its hand, dlstrlbs and
tlon conferences. And Allied figur- the MPTQA put through the plating all the while It had 'talcen' the form.
It was all done in such a

la

.

.

Comes

And when distrlb is mentioned
brings to mind the Hays emporium.

NOW 31U>.

office la a
peculiar
Only after years of constant
contact can the average trade
worker get an idea of what happens there.
When the exhib Is
losing he blames Hays. When he
wants a change he threatens Hays
with the Government. And when
he is happy he doesn't think about

D t SA4ARK HOTEL

modest Income

jBUPAPCASTlNG NIGHTLY
GREETINGS
AND

coNc^^iATK>«

NBC

is

essen-

is

Tou Througb

Mw

BATH CLUB REVUE

.. .ROT ATWBIiI^ PORTLiAND HOFFA,
JACK SMART, HDOH CONRAD, LILA COX

Featuring.

and

LOU KATZMAN'S ORCHESTRA
WABO.... Sunday Nights

by far the best

shield for the Industry against taxation.
Often the telling of such a
tale by such an indle, with all of his

to

and Hta

LIMIT

Haysltes at all.
It so happens
that the indie
exhib is one of Hays' most important assets.
The little indie of

SEASON

Showmanly competition
tially noisy.

FRED ALLEN

How Hays .figures
The Hays

place.

a

about an unfavorable paragraph.
There can never be complete harmony so long as there is a single
indiS, distributor and producer left.

Courtear of

It

ORCHESTRA

earlier visitors o£ 'getting orFrom the reportorlal point
ders.'
of view the Hays office is the last
to praise a story which happens
to favor it and the first to complain

•the

HAPPY NEW YEAR

When stories about the indle
exhib are written the distrlb of
necessity has to occupy, a featured
role.

andHis

have also been seen In Hay$' place
as well as those from a lot of other
cities and towns.
It's gotten so that even reporters
who are seen regularly around the
Hays office are accused by some of

THIS

platform.

massehJnthem

them by name Abe MyHays suite
as well aa M. A. Lightman, Charlie
O'Reilly and .smaller exhib henchmen of further east and west.
Washington and Albany politicians
Calllng^

ers has been seen In the

P. 8.

—"Wbett

Direction,

at Nine

WALTlEai BATCHBIjOR

70a hear tho mostoekl note

ad win b« paid tcm'

thia

MILDRED BAILEY
AAANAGEMENT-LEW COOPER

FORaVE THE SMALLNESS OF THIS COPY

.

.

.

BUT WE DO NOT WISH TO APPEAR OSTENTATIOUS

BEN BERNIE
and

ALL THE LADS

COLLEGE INN—HOTEL SHERMAN, CHICAGO, ILL

OVER

W-S-M
TUESDAYS
WEDNESDAYS
FRIDAYS

SEASON'S GREETINGS TO

"LASSES
(WHITE)

DIXIE'S

AND

BLUE RIBBON MALT

EVERYONE

OVER

HONEY"

SWEETEST COMBINATION

(WILDS)

W-S-M
TUESDAYS*

WEDNESDAYS
FRIDAYS

Tuesday, January

3,
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THE STAGE, FOR RADIO
AND OF RADIO, FOR THE STAGE

STARS! OF

SHEILA BARRETT,

BELLE BAKER, r»ir®f the incomparable.
laughing with and at the stars.

Club

orchestra.

BING CROSBY,

DUKE ELLINGTON

and

singing the blues.

FIELDS

GRAY

his

and

BROTHERS

and

four

and

his

orchestra.

his

r

ROSA LOW,

fV

boys

band.

and a

The MILLS

guitar

.

VICTOR

^^^^
and

musical director.

his orchestra.

Showmen
THOMAS

NED

O'KEEFE

E.

ROCKWELL
PHIL

WILLIAMS

Director of Advertising

Director Dance Division

G.

Director of Radio Division

President

SEVENTH AVENUE NEW^ORK Ciy
•

CIRCLE 7-2584*5-6

BLOOM

Director of Theatre Division

ills-tlocicweiMNC.
AR.TISTS REPR-ESENTATIVES
7^^

•

lyric soprano.

ie^slnn orchestra.
Connie

IRVING MILLS

C.

and screen

stage

GLEN

BLUE RHYTHM

Represented by

F.

,

Cotton

JEAN FAY,

famous orchestra*

his

CASA LOli^

DON REDMAN

radio

star of

& HALL, comedy songsmiths.

BARON LEE F-^ f

YOUNG,

CAB CALLOWAY vf^^^ and his

VAMIMTY

Tueedaj, JamuuT-

3,

1933

EDDIE and RALPH
RADIO'S

OF
THE
NOW—RADIO CITY MUSIC
"The

Sisters of the Skillet

were the funniest on the

bill

FEATURED ON ARMOUR HOUR EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
N. B. C. ARTIST BUREAU,

'32

Air Names

(Continued from page 59)

&

Sanborn coffee session
dating from the Cantor re-entry.
In third comic listing come Burns
and Allen, and close behind them
there's Jack Benny. Another established click In this fleld is Jack
Pearl, whose stride toward ether
popularity has been as rapid as any
of the stage recruits with the exthe Chase

Of the comedy reof the mark.
tinue on the air there still remains
one non-stage act that's as solidly
set as ever, Colonel Stoopnagle and
Budd.

Bands
Under the dance band heading
first popularity place goes to Ben
Bernie,
whose wit and general
showmanship has brought his re-

Paramount,

9:30 E.S.T.—N.B.C.

New Haven

(Continued from page 21)
but stopped the show with ten minutes of his slapstick. After tantalizing the customers for about eight
of those ten minutes with a flock
of sour chords on his trick xylophone, he wows them with two
legitimate numbers to top It oil.

that contains only four women, while
the Brittons clinch tbe sale at the

ing In between.
Show and picture, Metro's 'Son(Hayes-Novarro),
Daughter'
are
both overboard on time, -running 80
minutes eacl} and necessitating clipping the trimmings this week. Newsreel and trailers complete. No overEverybody In walk-on for finale.
Balance of program is Henry ture, but Tai|cha Bunchuk conducts
Busse's "Xmas Greetings' overture, the show with a 13-plece crew In the
Eddie Weaver organ solo, news and pit.
Business off to a good start early
'Madame Butterfly' (Par) with biz
Bige,
Friday.
picking up for holiday week.
Bone.

.

FRANK WILSON
JULES STEIN

EVANS FUR CO.

ROXY,

KHJ

New

N. Y.
York, Dec.

Probably now's the time

old Roxy as distinguished from the RKO Roxy in
Old or new, It holds a
fairly decent show this week with
Columbia's 'No More Orchids' the
prime picture pull.
With a holiday show strictly
primed for Juvenile edification and
holiday
sentimentality,
one
Is
crudely awakened by lll-advlsed
rhymes that don't belong, which a
calling this the

Radio City.

pronto.

it's

and the general

that

the

after.

which

Catherine

and satin dances the prince
part; Dorothy Swain la the good
fairy and Lemaire King and Mlbsie
Kerr, father and child, are conferenclers of the legend. The Roxy
chorus and ballet corps weave in
and out and go Into the wedding
silk

finale, when Cinderella Is discovered
as the exact fit for the lost slipper.
Cutter again wrote the original
score.
The baUet'a feather dance
was the ensemble terp highlight.

declamation.

Two Metro shorts, 'Flip the
Ub Iwerks' cartoonlc, and

FERDE GROFE

Greeiings

,

BEN
ALLEY
CBS

in the pit. One was in English, the
last in Russian to guitar accompani-

ment.

Her

:

effective

personality

which clicks in the cafe or In a
revue hous& didn't quite reach the
mezzanine.

doing straight.
Givot in the box is doing his Greek
ambassador with a considerably improved routlite and landing extremely well. Givot, Muldowney and
Baker in some three-cornered cross
fire
guarantee an extraordinary
quota of laughs this week.
The Yacopls make a fast opener
with their sensational teeter-board

loge

section,

•SRI

further

Seasor?s Greetings

From

THE lODENT SMILE GIRL

JANE FROMAN
Heard Each Sunday at

4 P. M. K. 8. T. Oror 60 Stations
Coast to Coast N. B. C. Network

Midway

Individual punch
comes from the Boswells, who comprise three of the femmes on a bill
feats.

SEASON'S QREETINQS

BURNS

AND

Frog,'

Willie
in 'Chalk Up,' rounded out a
well balanced show. Biz better than
Ahel.
usual recently.

Hoppe

lyrics by Monroe ICarasik, opened
this
presentation,
Robinson and

cated he figured that in advance.
When he got into a number similar to 'Brother,' announced as written by himself and a couple of other
fellows, Weber landed the entire
audience. His second ventriloquial
bit seemed to strike better In the
rear because he stepped out on the
pit platf/Orm for that one, with Baker

dis-

tinguished, in Its 1932 revue of per«
with some charitable applauding for Jimmy Walker, but
more razzing, especially In the
midst of the ^Clty of New York
sonalities,

Weber's ventrlloqulal singing, at
which Ije has no superior on the DeWitt, mixed dancing team, constage, was caught both from the tributing a specialty.
Tamara, who was last in 'Amerifront and back of this large theatre.
From the rear, where all stage faces cana,' the Shubert revue, and holds
are a white blurr, the lip control forth nightly at the Russian Kretwasn't very evident, although Web- chma, East 14th street nitery, did
er's application of extra paint indi- two numbers from a rising platform

Greetings

Llttlefleld

Wahl and Hodges are the
hokum ugly sisters; Igor Mellor in
dances.

and panto.

sumer

after,
Is

end

misguided comedian, Max Wahl, essays. Fortunately they are brief. A
sample are broad limericks which
suggest a suggestive fburth line.
Wahl was one of Earl Carroll's
'Vanities' Importees and he may still
be laboring' under the revue atmosphere, judging by these. He's
much better with his acrocomedy

program's
consistent plugging away at contests and whatnot has helped to establish it with the class of con-

is

consensus

missloQ.

Fox Movietone News was
30.

to start

Wahl opens with Mitchell Hodges
as a dumb stooge-straight, deriding him for ;not laughing at the
gags.
The
audience
endorsed
Hodges seemingly by similar silence.
The reason for this was their oldness.
Followed the Roxyettes and
then Dave Kraft with an acrobatic
dance finallng. This was the
commensurate with Weber's rise stairof the 'Welcome 1933' prefrom a comparatively unknown wlndup
sentation which was In three secvaudevllllan to near-stardom on
Broadway, but It might be remem- tions.
A 'Greeting Card' tableau, with
bered that he got there In comedy
clothes.
He should return to them special music by Murray Cutter and

Lavoris,

by the necessary mike trans-

foiled

The kids have their Innings with
finish.
Baker, Weber, Givot and
Muldowney should keep things mov- a realization of the 'Cinderella' leg-

CAPITOL,

Columbia Broadcasting System

Canntm (N. Y. World-Tel.).

COAST TO COAST.

NEW YORK

cognition among the broadcasting
trade as one of the best liked personalities on the air. Furthermore,
his weekly act Is selling goods.
From Indication on the Blue Ribbon Malt sales chart, at least,
Bernie has far from reached his
ception of Ed Wynn.
peak as a radio attraction and
N. Y.
Early survey returns give Fred should again be grouped among the
New York, Dec. 30.
Allen a promising future, with the ether topmounters with the wlndup
Capitol's
current
extra
heavy
buildup here indicating of 1933.
Interest
name specialty show, running In
In the strictly dance orchestra
that if it's the femme ear Linlt is
vaudeville fashion, lost its topper,
after, the account is shooting wide classification Paul Whiteman and Mary
Garden, at the last minute
Guy Lombardo maintained their when the opera singer was stricken
ether leadership through the year. with the flu. The Frank and Milt
The Canada Dry program brought Brltton band Jumped over from the
George Olsen to the forefront and State to fill In. Substitution brought
Season s Greetings
the Whitman chocolate show Is do- favorable results in adding another
ing the same thing nationally for comedy sock to the show and proJack Denny. The Wayne King viding a rousing laugh act for the
standing is s£lll pretty well con- closing spot.
and
Phil Baker, working through the
fined to the old mlddlewest groove.
Of 'the adult serial skits on tlie bill as m. c. with his .own Muldowair Gertrude Berg and 'The Gold- ney. in one box and George Givot In
other, alternated with the forbergs' wind up the year easily In the
mer in forgetting his lines at' the
Sponsored by
the lead. PhilUpp Lord's 'Country
first show.
He's probably In shape
Doctor* still depends on the older
by now.
and downcountry element for its
Boswell Sisters, in their 'steenth
Every Day Except Mondays
major source of Interest, while the repeat at the Capitol; Rex Weber
Myrt and Marge affair has made and the Yacopls are the other turns.
WBBM, Chicago
deep inroads into west and midwest
Weber, out of 'Americana,' was
Dir.: BIOOIE LEVIN
popularity but meant little in the restrained by the Shuberts from
Chicago WH. MOBBIS OFFICE
east.
Easy Aces is coming along singing 'Brother, Can You Spare a
sprucely in the east.
Stanza was Dime?' here, and had to explain It
strongly established in the midwest to the audience before they'd let him
when it went ofC the air for its go. He's working single with a
summer vacation. It's direct sales piano accompanist, and wearing a
The sartorial change is
that the Easy Aces' bankroller, tuxedo.

RAYMOND PAIGE
CALIFORNIA MELODIES

HALL—NOW

with their caricatures of Radio Celebrities in action."——James

ALLEN
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END OF POOR VAUDEVILLE'
Eni^

By Joe Bigelow

Vaude Looks Up

The year

193£

Rush Back

to

Vaude

Newark

in

commenced with

London, Dec. 20.
Which Is no novelty to some of them. vaudeville in the most strategic
Indies Playing
Chains
All
Another Idea, which will surely position it had enjoyed in more than
England has bad a
Everything looked set
see the light shortly. Is to put cer- five years.
Matters went
Stasre
tain towns under certain headings. for a come-back.
along
complacently
two
three
for
or
importance
comes
the
jpirflt in
Towns will be tabulated One, Two
mnalgamatlon between Qauiuont- and Three. No. One towns will be months, the outlook grew brighter
After seeing Loew and Publlx
Absent-Minded Seer
played at full salaries; No. 2 at 20% and brighter and then they slipped
Prltleb and Moss Empiree.
vaudeville the Queen of Spades.
turn them away last week in the
Then there is the new form of cut, and No. 8 at 40% cut. That
Vaudeville was like the fighter
first week of vaudeville's return to
preBentatlon In the West End, will not debar certain standard box- who, after taking a terrific licking
Pittsburgh, Dec. 31.
Newark, N. J., RKO decided to alsoi
dubbed by many names such as offlce attractions from taking over for five rounds, had recovered valNorman Frescott, the mindRevuedevllle, bills on the percentage basis, as iantly and seemed on the way to vicRevue,
Continuous
reader, addressed five Xmas
revive vaudeville there Friday (30).
hitherto.
Glorifying Variety, Express Variety,
card envelopes to friends here
tory, and then got hit all of a sudAlthough Loew and Publlx came
Over-theatred
and the best of all names, ContinIn the Variety club.
den without knowing whether it was
to terms with the Newark musiThe new form of entertainment, by a truck, a sandbag or a ton of
uous Variety.
In four of them he forgot to
cians' union, accepting the latter^S
enclose the card.
The grouping of two of the most commonly known as Continuous Va- bricks. Neither of these hit vaudenew eu'angement on the number of
Important circuits, Gaumont-Brltlsh riety, has not set the city ablaze. ville. But it felt like all three of
men required and settling the union
and Mobs Empires, with the Ukeli- The trouble Is there have been, and them and all together.
claim of (3,600 from each house for
still are, too many of these. After
And now It's Poor Vaudeville. He
Jiood of the Stoll Circuit being abback salaries for 60%, RKO preHartman, Cohunbus,
sorbed In time, under the same all, the number of people who can was a nice guy when he had It.
fered to remain In straight pictureoL
A box accompanying this resume
management, has in turn been afford to be entertained during all
The two major vaudeville houses^
hours
of
the
day
cannot
be
Inexthe
Kicks
Major
Time,
tells
Indie
Vaode
and
a
curse.
entitled
Vaude
blessing
a
called
In addition to two independents that
A blessing, because it has meant haustible. Eight houses devoted to story very briefly and concisely of
had stepped Into the wide open
the survival ot the fittest. What- this form of entertainment in the vaudeville In 1931 and why it's now
Unions
with
Up
Newark spot when the circuits
West End, coupled with the nu- Poor Vaudeville. The table shows a
ever, one may say of Gaumontdropped stage shows last spring;
picture
houses opening decline within one year of 77 weeks
Brltlsh, It Is at present thC/ llvest merous
drew heavy business last weel^
Columbus, Dec. 31.
and most Important factor In the early. Is much too much. Then in organized or major circuit vaudeHartman,
local Oreat Lakes the- while the RKO house with straight
there
is
the
difilculty
of
getting
of
the
start
ville,
from
102
weeks
at
English show field.
with most of these playing 32 to 25 at present. And almost as atre chain house, Is In for a batch films was burled by the opposish.
A curse, because when two of the talent,
RKO reverted to Its former fiverepeats a large part of the time. sharp a drop in major circuit pres- of difficulties with the opening of
most Important circuits come under There Is little doubt that before long
act full week policy.
entation time, which now totals but vaude booked through Gus Sun
one head there is the Inevitable there will
be about three houses In 31 weeks as against 77 at this time next week. A non-union band has
lack of competition, which In most
been' set for the pit and the opthe West End playing the contin- a year ago.
cases Is the ruination of any busipolicy. That will be ample.
Publix and Fanchon & Marco, erators and stagehands naturally
WILL
What Is true about other uous
ness.
In analyzing the vaudeville sit- which booked six and four weeks, will also be non-union. Union locals
businesses Is equally true about uation In England,
or the entire en- respectively, last year, are now off of the town are already preparing
show business.
$3,500
tertainment situation for that mat- the vaudeville list altogether. Loew their campaign, for the chain reBut. the fact remains, Gaumont- ter, one cannot help noticing that and Warners, both of whom booked fuses to accede to demands.
Harry Schwartz, owner, haa arBrltlsh Is now in a position to give it has encountered and still is en- 11 weeks of presentations a year
Mary Garden, who bad to cancel
20 to 30 weeks to acts, and if they countering many determined and ago, have since dropped completely ranged to run the bouse on a 10- last week at the Capitol, New Yoti^
20-30 scale, with five full shows her first pop priced booking, bedecide to cut salaries, which they dangerous oppositions, some from from that field.
seem determined to do, in some most unexpected quarters..
Loew was the only circuit to in- daily. A nine-piece pit band, from cause of cold, will play the Broad«i
cases even to the extent of 60%,
It Is not pleasant to think that crease Its vaudeville playing time Clncy, has torn up its union cards way picture house the week of Jan.
there Is the consolation some acts well over 60 million admissions are in 1932, but this was false Infiatlon to fill the assignment here.
27, following a break-In week, also
will be working for nearly a year being lost to theatres, picture and because the three additional weeks
for Loew, In Washington.
instead of the scattered few weeks. vaudeville houses yearly. These are were transferi;ed from the presenFor the revised bookings the
profitrun
that
Is
more
In the long
Hart Sues on
opera and concert star's original
actual figures given to "Variety,' on tation book.
Actually, Including
able for all concerned.
salary, |3,600, will prevail.
She
a very conservative basis:
both regular vaudeville and presenTied
Bank Account wants 16,000 for any additional picMillions of Admissions Lost
tation, the Loew stage book underGaumont-Brltlsh, in taking over
ture house time. Charlie Tates Is
Greyhound racing absorbs 20 mil- went a shrinkage of nine weeks.
Hollywood, Deo. 31.
the Moss Eimplres, have a very difhandling
the
act.
millions
added
6
with
another
lion,
It
Charging that a |2,900 account In
ficult job ahead and none know
'Good or Days'
Frank and Milt Brltton band was
better than the Gaumont-British for unlicensed tracks.
Completing the sad story are the the now defunct Bank of Hollywood transferred from the
State to the
Dirt track racing takes 6 millions.
executives themselves.
figures on acts, showing approxi- in the name of his then wife, Adele
Tote clubs consume about 2 mil- mately 200 are now employed on a Forrest-Hart, was his money and Capitol to fill In for Miss Garden
Talent Scarce
lions.
for his use. Max Hart has filed suit this week. Havana Casino orchesfull week basis in circuit vaudeville
There are many things to hinder
Bridge and solo whist clubs 2 mil- and presentations from coast to in Superior court here seeking to tra Is subbing for the Brlttons at
their progress, and foremost Is the
lions.
recover.
He names his divorced the State.
coast. In sharp contrast to the 800
lack of talent. It is childish to take
Five million licenses are sold by that were working weekly just a wife, and Edward Rainey, state sunote of the lay press' continual
the British Broadcasting Corpora- year ago. Tear 1931 and the start perintendent of banks and liquidaYaudeville

Now

In'

Major

«io$t eventful year.

and 2
Shows

—

Row

'

'

MARY GARDEN

TRY

AGAIN-SAME

Max

Up

harping there

is plenty of English
At no time has there been
such a shortage of local talent than
at this moment, especially as far as
comedy acts are concerned. Comedy
bets are, and always have been, the
backbone of vaudeville.

talent.

Such a state of affairs will mean
the wholesale Importation of foreign
acts,
particularly American, and
•with the exchange so low there is
no immediate likelihood of stabilization. It looks like plenty of headaches for the bookers.
Besides,
American comedy acts, although being quite good box-ofilce for Lon.don and a few big provincial spots,
mean almost nothing, or next to
nothing, for the smaller towns. These
are far less sophisticated and behind times to understand the modem and quick-fire comedy of the
American.

Which means

that, re-

gardless of the spread of the vaudehabit In the provinces, importations are still limited In their
ville

demand.
However,

it

is

a fact Gaumont-

now going out to offer big
time American acts 12 weeks, with
smaller acts as much as 20 weeks.
That's a step forward from the
three to six weeks' racket.
British Is

The Ageftts
ideas being introduced into
the Gaumont-Brltlsh vaudeville department are a productions head,
who is there to encourage revue
producers to come back on the old
basis of
60-50
Revues,
percent.
which are done by private Investors,
will have to pass the critical eye of
this expert, and If he gives the o.k
the show will be given 20 weeks
tour.
This revue idea is not done
because the heads prefer It, but to
counteract the shortage of vaudeville acts, and before long the franchise Idea for agents will be a fact.
There its a feeling there are too
many agents In the field. Although
the idea is not yet formulated, it is
understood about 12 agents will be
given a Gaumont-British franchise.
In .some cases they will be asked
to absorb a cerraTrTntnmje-rtn thrtr
offices, and thp rest will either have
to book Independently, or starve.

New

It Is figured

tion.

that every set

is

of '32 are

now being

referred to in

used by at least four people, making vaudeville as 'the good old days.'
a total of 20 million.
What happened? Did vaudeville
Some five years ago, "Variety's* fall or was It pushed? The same
London office set out to prove that question was asked a few years ago,
London and Its environs have and the answer then was that It fell.
reached the saturation point In seat- "This time It waa pushed.
That
ing capacity, and before long there makes It Poor Vaudeville, whereas
would be a surplus of seats. It has six years ago It was Vaudeville the
actually happened. There Is no Chump.
doubt that many smaller theatres
And so, what happened? The
will be closed before many months. nicest way to put it would \>6 to
blame it on the depression. That's
the best reason for everything and
anything nowadays. Of course, the
ACCIDENT

MAY

STAGE

COST JUGOER AN EYE
Reading, Pa., Dec.

31.

William H. Taylor, of Columbus,
O., professionally Van Cello, was
on the Park theatre stage In a barrcr'spinnlng act.
The 20-pound vai-nished barrel he
was juggling on his feet slipped,
while moving at high speed, and
It was
struck him In the eye.
feared for a time that the eye

aeyerely. .injured

to be removed.
Taylor tried to continue the act,
but was so dazed that his wife and
stage partner called for the curtain. Taylor is still at a hotel here
under care of an eye speclaJiBt, but
is to be removed shortly to a New

might have

York

hospital.

Acts Back at K. C.

Oakland Transfer

B

of

H

assets in the ac-

through most of the year, whatever
<transpired on that circuit in the
way of stage entertainment was the
1932 reflection of all vaudeville cir

RKO went through the larger part
of the year with new operating and
booking heads, both acquired not
long after the start of '32. The the
atre heads had a definite assign
ment, to cut down the present losses
by cutting down the overhead, re
gardlcss of con.sequencef?, and the
fact that cutting on the .stage has
never Increased the gross of any

N. T. agent is asking for all future dividends on the account as
disbursed by Rainey and all past
dividends, which the ex-wife received.
Brand, Zagon and Aaron,
representing Hart.

Dempsey on Percentage

Puck-Lang Agency
Harry Lang, formerly of Lang
and Haley, who became an agent a
few months ago, Is joining Larry
Puck as an associate under the
latter's

Lang

RKO

Toul!

unit, 'Joy Bells.'

Duffln has dropped the trio to re«
unite with his old partner, Jessie
Draper, who came on from the east
this week.
Combination were together for eight years in this coun*

and

In Paris.

Likely that they will be route*

with a F.

Boll

&

M. unit

shortly.

F«hter

witli

14

Sidney Franklin will wave his
toreador cape at some vaudeville
audiences. If any, starting Jan. 11
In Paters n n fnr Rifn
He has-.the
first half of Jan. 14 at the Pros*
pect, Brooklyn, to follow.
Act comprises 14 people besides
the Brooklyn bull fighter, including
.

a Mexican marimba band.
Jackson

is

Billy

agenting.

2 Berkoffs Marry
Gertrude Berkoflf, of the dancing
Berkoft family, and Garwood Van,
musician, were secretly married
Sept. 1 last at Napanack, N. T., it
revealed.
Another member of the clan, Lou
Berkoff, who stopped dancing recently to become an Indie exhlb^
was married Dec. 7 to Muriel Horn.
Miss Horn met Berkoff as a member
of one of his Publlx picture bouse
is

franchise.
leaves M. ,S. Bentham to go
ballets.

with Puck.

CUBTIS-AIXEN COAST EEPS
William

Hollywood, Dec. 31.
Melklejohn and Arthur

E.sberg will be the coast reps for the
new Curtis & Allen agency here.
It's a branch of the eastern KKO

'Ideas' tran.sfer to th.at hou.se, while
the Oakland goes ftraight picture,

credit to the vaudeville" for Keeiinif;
(Continued on page 70)

Tier,'

31.

F&M

Holljrwbod, Dec. 31.

try
State,

San FranclHCO,
Sarnoff— In '31
Fox-We.st Coast has shifted the
Toward the close of lO.ll David
of Its Fox Oakland to the
then
on the Coast, maile a
Sarnoff,
Orpheum In the East Bay city.
Walt RoeHnrr and Fanehon-Mar-co^ .statement in whloh ho gave full
Dec.

Reunite for

Matt Duffln and the Joyce Trto
are out of the Fanchon & Marco

Jack Dempsey opens Jan.

theatre.

policy

Duffin, Jessie Draper,

tion.

6 at the
Harrisburg, Pa., for three
depression was partly Instrumental weeks In the Wilmer & Vincent
Harrisburg will be folVaudeville, after all, is a part of the houses.
world and the whole world suffered. lowed by AUentown and Easton, all
But depression was nothing new to for full weeks on a percentage basis
against $4,600 guarantee.
vaudeville.
Vaudeville bad its own private
The three towns have been
panic back in 1926 and It never re- straight pictures, but will take on
covered.
special stage attractions when W.
"~TK€~d«pre39icn was responsible in & V. can dig them up. Sam How-,
this way: business was bad and ard booked Dempsey.
further economy was deemed necessary. Vaudeville, as usual, was the
That made $2,000-Stage for Carrillo
first to take the cut.
vaudeville a victim of circumstances,
Leo Carrillo opened Friday (30)
unable to defend Itself because it
had no sound argument to offer in at the Hippodrome, Baltimore, InThe grosses were dependent date, at $2,000 for the
its own behalf.
week.
a question that It couldn't answer.
Leo Morrison's New York office
This was particularly true at
RKO, and as RKO had retained Its is negotiating additional vaude
vaudeville
leadership dates for Carrillo with RKO.
inherited

cults.

RKO returns vaudeville to Kan
sas City Jan. 6 after several weeks
of .straight pictures.
Former policy of five acts on a
full week, booked out of New York,
will apply.

tor of the

Not

in

Red

Gertrude Bell, of the Tlirec French
Misses, described in a recent Issue
as being In the red after a recent
RKO tour, .says the data was evidently given out by a disgruntled

former employee of RKO.
.lack Curti.s will rejoin his partStates they've been working and
Charlie Allen, " lliT N"cw Ynrk- -are "sttH world ng-and-have-no-kiet
'
aftor getting the local ofllce .set.
as to their routings.
apency.

-
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The Desperate Acrobat

Vaude Bookers

I

3,

By Joe Bigelow

RKO

Martin Beck
Bronx went on a name and salary
(Continued from page 69)
George Godfrey
bender, recklessly offering a $16,000
six kids to teed and they're Btarf^
Cast of Cliaracters
ttie RKO theatres In the black and
Bill Howard
otto I^ldierkrani An acrobat with an Ing to deaths
stage show to a strictly nelghb
He's got a $10,000
out of the rod In the west. The
openine net and a «}««t-to-ciosing heart, double Indemnity Insurance poUoJ
Arthur Willi
audience.
Hasn t oaten In so long a bowl of soup that
.j. __,,„
vaudeville he referred to was the
i.„f^ *_
trt^
lTi
pays Off two
to one If
he dleq
His once
would make htm Beieick.
Desperation Acta and $
RKO Intact traveling bill of four
like.
accidental
I ain t saying you
decenup
muscles
are
taklns
bulelns
LOEW
of names and
acts which had standardized the
It was a battle
trallzation.
Promised a wife, six kids can bump him Off for your own
and three agents he'd support them and amusement, Nutsy, but I guarantee
J. H. Lubin
stage entertainment in the theatres salaries all around, with all circuits
they're all suing for breach of promise.
«.#
4.,af
a
j
Marvin Schenck
It played" and for the first time asagreeing it had to stop somewhere
Booking agent, you plenty of fun Just raisslng. And
Snake SnatoUberg
Sidney Piernriont
Just a nice guy who would take any- you can do all the ShOOtln
you
eured the patrons of RKO theatres but none willing to lead off. They
thing but burning timbers. Knows from want.
The
ot real entertelnment, whether or were afraid of each other.
nothing but commlsta, but knows comNutav: That'll okA wlt-h ma
T
not the picture that week was a bad limited supply of genuine names
WARNERS
mlsh for all angles. Charged his own „,r^x"„"f *
kids 10% for ai Introduction to flanta a'nt SO stuck on acrobats anyway.
This vaudeville was the goon was exhausted, but the thepicture.
Steve Trilling
Snake: Here's the layout. It'^
Glaus at Macy'B.
basls for the 'Always a Good Show' atres still, thought they saw a name
Harry Mayer
Takes gonna be a sort of a William Tell
Dolly Dally—Snake's stenog.
stood for Insurance necessity. So they commenced to
It
motto.
dictation with a stuttering pencil and ^ct.
Nutsy, you play William and
operates a typewriter and her ooy ^jx^ v./»»«
iri.»
against bum films and assurance create their own.
FANCHON & MARCO
Acts that had
Otto here will be his kid.
Otto may
friends by the touch system.
that the RKO combination programs been
sudde15ly
skyacts
Just
Mntsy Flanagaii Bs-hoofer who went be kinda big, but we can fix him
Doc Howe
screwy
trying to figure out how to do up with a pair Of rompers. The Idea
would not be complete flops when rocketed into the name class simply
Jesse Kaye
a time step with >»lo shoulder biade^ ig ^jjat you have been caught dethe film brodled. When a good pic- through boosts in salary.
Benny Kuchuk
Had to stop because they don t 4"*^ "v«"ng
llverine a barrel
of suas
nuds ana
and as
an a
n
oarrei oi
ture did come along (don't ask
dancing at Matteawan. Now a sort of
Desperation fooled the bookers
Jekyii-Hyde, delivering Grade A milk to penalty they put an apple on your
when) It had its place as good sup- into anything. Radio acts that had
PUBLIX
babies In the daytime and booze to kid's head and make you throw a
port for a good picture and the only not yet proved themselves even on
speakeasies at nisht.
Tho
big
thing
slug
at
It.
Is
the
Harry Kalcheim
dependable sales point for the the- the air
suspense, see. You're liable to mutC
were snapped up for vaudeatres until another good picture arACT I
the fruit and hit the kid.
vile and paid fabulous amounts
office on 46th
rived.
Nutsy: Why, the dirty bums.
while the bookers and theatres ferred to Radio Pictures. Beck (Snake Snatchberg's
street)
Snake: Never
.
mind. that. Here's
Those 70 weeks of vaudeville on prayed.
Acta whose boxofRces brought Godfrey back to the bookSnatchbergj Take a letter, Miss the routine, I can fix up a swell
the RKO book at the start of '32 limitations should have been well '"^
Godfrey, In turn, sold Daliy.'Mr7'Montgomery Slink. Con
full
_ stage set and doll things up
A%A
r««^a
mirrnr thA
enough known to these experienced Phil Bloom on quitting a good Job giomerated Booking Office. 1560 pristty. Nutsy. you'll have to look
«lf^« Biiuauon.
«i^L.?}?.; picture
oinfati.!^^^ rsemg
circuits
pjQokers, were suddenly mistaken with Panchon & Marco and coming Broadway.
Dear Moe. Just tell clean for a change. We'll figure out
weak in pictures, RKO out of nepes- f^j,
^^^^^ e\iyB.
The money over to RKO with a year's personal him about that new flash act and some business for up ahead. You
Btty was strong in vaudeyllle. Audi- ^^^g g^g^t, but when they flopped contract from Martin Beck. Bloom that I saw it last night and It was can knock off a few clay pigeons
ences dont come into theatres to ^.^^^y inevitably must, the reac- lasted seven months, settling the &reat. You know. Miss Dfjlly, the Und Otto can turn some handlook at the ushers. Entertainment ^j^^ dissolved most of the sweet- balance of his contract for about
match'll
h?^.*'"
f?n^K^°
®u* "L©
he can take my k^^^^
Tell him*^«.*^«rf«lA'*
night.
Nutsy, you get three
be the punch.
1b Necessary too, and vaudeville was
Kft«r
™^^'
""/o.
word for It Then just say 'give my practice shots every show and
that entertainment in the RKO the
'as
until
countless
synand
Godfrey
meanwhile,
kids'
as
bookerwife
the
and
to
to
miss
three
times,
regards
you're
supposed
45 weeks
nccivo B.
a year,
atres III
BvivD
And sign gee, to build up the blowoff. Thea
8o vaudeville had pictures or thetlc names had proved their true in-chief, with the largest book in ever, truthfully yours.'
all. Miss Dally, on the fourth shot you clip the apthe lack of them for Its 70 weeks value and the theatres had shown the office at the start, gradually my name. That's
Now when you miss, don't hit
they could not support such had the theatres taken away from Anybody outside?
AB KKU.
RKO Jjut
But tnose
those 70
^ * tIs 5}5j
<u have
nave since that
on
,
That would ruin the act.
otto.
M •» Dftlly: Yea, that acrobat
,
t*^"^ tho cirGiiitH noberAd him and eivAn to nthnr hnnk/rn w«
dwindled to 10, and yet there l^as
f^^'^*®?^'
i„t i^I^! rll^„^I!f/^^
i^! out there again. He's been sitting otto here Is wlliln' to take the
been little Improvement In the pic- "P- That lengthy salary Jag made remained booker-in-chlef, but not ^ ^
he matches the furniture
the
warring
factions
brothers
booking.
under
In
less
than
a
year
GodVaudeville lost 1
tare department
jj^.g ^jje
,^ith the cheesy name.
they got together, frey had obligated the booking ofSnake: You mean Lelderkranz, him, Nutsy. And don't get ner
Its ace In the hole. Its one good the gin, and
reason for existing its consistency. They talked of an amalgamated flee to acts, agents and producers All right, send him In. I'll shake vous,
(Enter J
for $300,000. Two years previously him for gob'd this time,
Nutsy: Okay, Snake. I'll go home
'always a good booking office for economy and eX'
II; was no longer
Heht now and practice up a little.
Otto.)
pedlency.
Then
similar
list
they
decided
a
of
obligations
that
Why?
show.'
1 always If 1 can't hit one apple In four tries,
Otto: Listen, Snake.
against a physical merge, but cost the circuit $200,000 to settle,
Aftermath In '32
Can't
on
time.
nobody
can.
commlisslon
pald
n>y
rpnnonBlWA fjM^
agreed to stick together to control moatlv in calh 'waV '^^^P'*"^'"*
tV'ttli the change In RKO's vaudel?ou get^ ™e A>i:!!:t«'l.rS"*S.°L.d °«>"y' ^r. Snatchberg,. may I
his dfsm^ssS
all salaries. As this Is written they
nice last half somewheres? There's make a suggestion? Willlafn Tell
booking administration and „g gj^ together, but the consensus
grille
other
RKO
bookers
besides
Fjee,
laid
off
350
I've
didn't
use
a gun. He shot the apple
^
and
year
366 days a
^ethbda there came a change In the °' oPlnlon.
T*:
V on precedent, Is
founded
man and Bloom who went out In straight
with a bow and arrow,
already.
Xiwa
Thet
w^re seiaom
seldom con
con- \^^^^_ it
iney were
vnows.
- ».
last until one circuit' '32
Snake: That's right Well, we can
were Willie Berger. Harry
Snake: Otto, you're a nice guy
needs a name badly enough to lor
and
Jack
Connally. and I like you but there's no routes fix that up. Nutsy. get yourself a
?!!?!r"r_.f.?'»v^:.
book get about agreements. That's al- Kalcheim
When the ^^IZ
Donslstently bad. '^''^I.T:^.
Berger later lost his life attempUng around and if I knew of a nice last bow and arrow and practice up on
ing department asked the theatre
to
save
his
12-vear.old
daughter half I'd play it myself. As long as that Instead. You can use one ot
?!£^'1',_.^^^^^
department the reason for the liable
,T5^,°.
you've laid off 350 days already you them things Just as well as a gat.
n!L^ri ^^t^^^Mi^
fr«,r^a^ flaming
tV^^l
to happen any minute now. from
automoblW in
an ^
o^e^ New It's Just a matter of timing,
latest switch to straight pictures,
^ ^^ ^ '
accident
Kalcheim turned agent year's.
Jolson, 1SG; Chev, $12,000
Nutsy: Aw, Snake. I never used
the latter answered, 'Look at the
^^""^ to
*° booking, with
otto: But Snake, Vve got to work, no bow and arrow. Them things ia
Thirty-three acts and attractions and then went back
shows:' Later the answer became
Publix.
Snake: Otto, I didn't want to tell strictly for Indians.
Tiook at the grosses.' RKO's vaude- rated salaries of $6,000 or more in
Snake:
N^tsv-^'m nj^^^^
^our
have
to
I
I
b€«
but
this
you
Walter
Meyers
was
succeeded
by
drawn
had
^'^i®"'
vaudeville
and
picture
theatres at
>»«le which previously,
^Blness to bad pictures, had be- one time or another during the Harold Kemp as the Warner book- act's passe, a^^^^^
n to keep business away from year. Al Jolson topped them all at ng head and Kemp later resigned ^^^^^^
but I
to go with NBC In the radio talent
«n the good ones. When cutting $16,000, straight.
otto- Veil Snake this is the fln- ain't promising that I'll be as good
"P ish. I tried to get a Job but couldn't with arrows as with slugs.
«toe arrived vaudeville had no
,5 000 class were Phil I^"/®*"Snake: Does the setup suit you,
^^'^P ^
^^'^ ^ ^^'^'"^ Now there's only on« thing left Td
slble
argument to offer, so Baker Cab Calloway's band Prime
^'^^
*°
commit suicide this minute If I knew Otto?
-iraudeville topped the list of cuts.
camera Duke Klllneton hand h**"
Otto: Anything's Jake with me so
throughout the year.
the insurance company would pay
ftconomlcs wa* the major issue
^nd rilnn rTm T^ndo, Pola
I^^et^-me work and some
my f-Uy^double. (Starts to walk long
»ost Of the year and especially dur- rg^L^^HaTr' RL^hm'^nT Lifyan
No Longer a Star Maker
Salaries
'or
In
borrowing
from
other
flelds
Snake: Now that's that, boys. We
Tashman, Weaver Bros.; Joe Cook,
""i'^^^.^'^ajt a second Otto. Did
^ t both ®u
the ^'.^u
high and low ex- E^^ard G. Robinson and -Hot Its headliners and forgetting about
touched
start rehearsing tomorrow afterj hear you say something about
tremes and both at the same time, ^^^^ Harlem' (Bill Robinson) drew the lesser acts, vaudeviUe developed harl-karl?
"oo"- ^n the meantime I'll grab a
With acts receiving unprecedented jg 500- Guy Lombardo band, Olsen a negligible amount of meritorious
Otto: Yes, I said Fd bump myself break-in date. We'll use rubber arrows at rehearsal^ so Otto 11 live
low money playing on the same
Johnson, Thurston, $6,000; Joe talent The former smaU time fac- off If the wife and kids could col- to play the big ti me.
ehows with acts getting unheard of ^
^
^
^
tory was gone and the remaining lect on It
twr
sums. The $20 000 specialty show
Snake: Otto, I've got an Idea. We
theatres offered little encouragekids would
ACT 111
Your
clean
up.
could
.became a reality.
Lou Holtz, $6,600; Ted ment to new acts or new act pro- be taken care of swell. Miss Dally,
$6,500;
(At the Majestic theatre, ToothThose Salaries
Lewis, Kate Smith, $7,600; Camel ducers. With no bookings assured
^^tay Flanagan on the phone ache, N. J., two weeks later. Tho
Chances were laKen.
taken.
Standard j.j
otanaara
An actor can't be condemned for V4,- Hour, Frank Fay- and Barbara no cnances
on
the
»„*
you're
Otto,
If
away.
in hrMkin? in and Qnnke otto
accepting $10,000 or $12,000 a week Stanwyck. Paul Whiteman orches- acts cautiously limped along with Ugyg, ^^^^^ that suicide crack, all we and
are talking b^^
But the effects of tra, 'Girl Crazy* unit, $8,600; Eddie standard material and new faces need is me, you and Nutsy and It'll before the first show.)
11 he can get It
«
fui.,». for
_
—-^ xt..*„...ii
_.
Nutsy'll do anything
be a cinch.
such salaries on vaudeville In gen- Cantor, Marx Bros., $10,000; Jes were not attracted.
with you
The
new finish,
Snake:
The results aei and Talmadge, $11,000; Maurice
"eral were not happy.
While a few good new acts such dough except take a bath. Be here! hirting'the aWie afiT oTto comes"' up
and If out of a nipup, Is swell, boys. The
had always been the same when all Chevalier, $12,000,
as Mills. Kirk and Martin and a at 10 in the morning Otto
^""^
^° through act's going to be a riot We^ll have
the money on a bill all went Into
couple
of
first
rate
specialty
people
Presentations
with it.
a route by tomorrow and for big
like Hal LeRoy and Mitzl Mayfalr,
one spot
,0
...
ui 1- 1- J tPresentations,
which
had been on both dancers, emerged, little In the
dough. But Nulsy., you got to be
This
It started at the Palace.
ACT II
more careful. You hit Otto twice
the downgrade for two years, Convenerable playhouse, minus pic
way
of star material showed up.
10 the next morn- out of four shots with that rubber
at
(Same
Joint
tinued to slide during '32. Loew,
tures and with little more than a
Burns and Allen reached the top. ing. Otto and Nutsy in Snatch- arrow in the rehearsal hall yesterreputation to sell, found itself in a with 11 weeks of de luxe theatres but they had been established In berg's office)
day. Now take a good aim before
Snake: Boys, If you follow In- you let go, and don't hit anything
precarious spot Vaudeville was no to supply with productions shows, yaudevlile before 1932 and their,
„
longer the spawning grounds for dispensed with Its own costly pro- highest status was attained through structions we'll clean up. Otto here but that apple on the last shot. I've
and
wife
a
**"<'tion_
department
got
in
the
He
spring
s
desperate.
is
got a board rigged up in back of
U-^^,^ hr"ad^aqt«"C
mi Unp Rprit.
talent and a new jahQW everx. week
___1-OWTd cafeh^thepttcttce-wl^^
at the Palace, with two and three and took on outside units. Finally Tgtood out as the single personality
new names a necessity, was a de- Loew saw a chance to improve to rise from the vaudeville morass
,
™^'"*^^;„!l!fi^^'
shows by appropriating the to vaudeville heights within a year, managers content to string along m> rod Instea^ ^w®ivm?c.™Vfn
mand that exceeded the supply,
production, girls and trim- and then on to success elsewhere, with more economical straight picThe Palace was forced to draw
^^^ars ago Ind the chumps doS't
extra
specialty
talent,
n»fnes
tures.
more on other show flelds—radio,
but Berle thus far is big on Broad,
remember all the details,
,
Wle standard acts, desperate for
musicals, pictures—for its head- Warners, which also had 11 pres- way only.
snake: You got to use the bow
the Und arrow. A gun would look
in
wildcatting
Uners.
But It had to offer these e"*^"°" weeks, mostly locally provaudeville which had supplied r*'®'''^'
dropped out but gradsticks on percentage and most of phoney. Realism is what we want,
names more than a single week's
rest of show business with its
themselves That's what's goin' to make the act
owing
up
these theatres closed or went
wound
them
work to entice them. The former
{afent for 25 years, now must borla smash. Why. by the time you lot
carfare back home.
„„,, to keep alive.
„„^^
policy of placing the burden on the straight pictures
row„ back
tragedy of vaudeville in 1932 go with that fourth arrow they'll
circuit's lesser theatres by carrying
Publlx still has its six big presbe hanging out of their seats,
In the way of progress for vaude^be death of William Morris.
the Palace acts for additional weeks entation weeks New York. Brook- vine, very little was done during the
Another tragic note was sounded ,^t°*^?„Vi^hav2''hf; wav'' He's 2
became less possible with so many lyn, Boston. Chicago. Detroit. St year. Money was tight and few
the passing of the Palace, ^^^ch bltte? shot with I pls^ran*
theatres folding up.
circuit
that
Louis but the trend on
Warners L,,^^ two-a-day It went to grind
would take a chance
y^^aln't^'lo'crSy^biu'l a bow
The Palace hit upon the Idea of lately has also been to the spe- gambled on a^straight vaudeville
spring, arrow myself.
long run bills and ventured to hold cialty or vaudeville type bill and try i^ partnership with Lou Holtz straight vaudeville in the
Snake: Oh. so you're gettln* yelthem as long as 10 weeks if neces- away from heavy production, al- at Its dark Hollywood on Broadway, vaudfilms in the fall and then to low
already, hey? Here's a guy
in
November,
pictures
straight
sary. That solved the time problem, though production is still carried on but it didn't go.
Vaudeville never knew what the who was starvin' to death, heee'"
but the matter of salaries remained. in a minor way.
bread and butter^and^willln ^to
Cooper & Carroll, 10c picture Palace theatre meant to vaudeville
play
order
to
'em,
Palace,
in
So the
Fanchon & Marco was left as the house operators of the middle west
theK,^g
g^^,, ^^p^t
^^^^f
had to pay 'em. It started some- only major presentation producer opened up the Hippodrome. New in the way of prestige until
passing was
Its
Palace closed.
^^ bedge. All right
thing.
in the field.
York, which RKO had given up, widely commented upon in the press
you (,umb dodo, if that's the way
Other Broadway theatres with
26c
adand
15c
the
headlined
and
Bookers
Beck, Godfrey,
throughout the country. But to the feel about It you can quit right now.
pictures to back them and large
over the show. They vaudeville actor it had long since
Otto: Aw, Snake. I don't want to
Changes in booking office per- mission scale
seating capacities to carry the
were selling, the price first and the ceased to be 'The Palace' and had quit My kids is still starvin' and
at RKO, were
salaries, went into the name field sonnel, particularly
show last, and it worked at the degenerated into Just another week. I've got to make some money. Ill
Martin
numerous.
and
frequent
Latter had
against the Palace.
But Nutsy »
Entertainment comprised a
through with it.
start.
eo
weeks
at
the
Vaudeville
had
70
floor'
reached its limit with a $16,000 Beck returned to the 'sixth
stage bill costing $150 a day and Start
in got tO promise tO be careiul.
ctnrl- nt
finished with
witn lo
of '12
32 and flnlqhpd
Nutsy: Don't worry about me.
show. The Paramount hit $17,000 after about 10 years' absence.
anything in the line of pictures and a headache. The boys who said
At first his was an advisory ca- with no holds barred.
q^^^ 'j, q^^^^^ ^ants arrows mone week, the Roxy went to $18,000
things were tough when there were stead of slugs, he'll get arrows. An
the
and the Capitol sought to cover up pacity with his chief concern
Indies, Ditto
still 70 weeks are now taking that i won't miss.
large Interest In
a summer of weak pictures with a protection of histhe
Snake : Okay, boys, get readyi
The indie bookers were still in- back. Meanwhile vaudeville Poor
Orpheum cirand
flock of- $l&.000-and-over shows, the Palace
changing Vaudeville—is still looking for the YoiTre-bn next. " Ntjt^t rememben
without
bookers
In a very short time Beck die
in tne
hitting the all time peak one week cuit.
They found guy who on Jan. 1, 1932, wished it Follow instructions and we're
tho booliing hoad, di.splac- methods or habits.
'
became
Loew's
Even
layout.
$20,000
with a
(Continued on page 71)
Indie a Happy New Year.
the ing Charlie Freeman, who trans- theatres scarce, with most
In
Paradise
neighborhood
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50 YEARS OF B'WAY TRENDS
century
For more than half
^Broadway' haa been the aymboV
word for the tenter of entertainlife
of
the
monight
the
for
ment,
la
the night-IIfe
ire^olia, whioh
center of the nation. In the AlaeIcen terrain the' miner haa panned
hia duet thinking .of the awath he
would cut on Broadway when he
made hia 8tril<e. in Honglcong and
Petrogradr In Capetown and Calgary, in Manila and Milan. Timbuctoo and Tipparary there have been
those who have longed for the
Hahts of Uittle Old Broadway. Even
glanced
expatriate
the Parisian
Jcngirigly toward these ehoree and
more than Qeorge M. Cohan's Little
Jphnny Jones haa voiced the hometick lament, 'OiVi....My Regards to
Broadway.
And look at the darned thing now I
Kquliy Is urging the drama to remove ^rom Broadway as a place no
longer fit to be the home of dramatic art because, according to
Equity, it no longer "provides the
dignified environment the product
qt Shakespeare and Mae West detnandSi The Broadway Association
Is Inferentially invltlnjg the theatre
to get fell outa there, and like
Dickens 'Jo;' It's been told to keep
a'movlng on.
It looks as though after a century
the stage center will move oft the
street from which it took Its name
and from which the street, in turn
derived its glamor.
Broadway is on the move, but
the direction and the destination
eeem uncertain. It may hurdle the
elevated structure at 63rd street to
cpngi'egate around the southerly
end of Central Park, or it may go to
the eastward and form the environs
of Radio City. But it wlU not immediately remove itself from the
vicinity of Times Square. It must
go, through with the Inevitable formula of dry rot which has marked its
slow progress from City Hall, a
progress which has required a century and a quarter to bring it to
Its present location, always with the

the Inventor of

Madison Sq. Garden,
{"he pit had the lowest admission
prices and was furnished with
benches instead of seats.
the present

In the 70*8 and later the rlalto lay
along Broadway around Nlblo's,
with an extension on Center street,

where the

'Clipper'

had

its offices,

near the Tombs prison. Booking
agents, costume shops and similar
establishments were over on the
Bowery, and the redlight district
was on Green and Mercer streets,
Just to the west. It got its name as
the 'redlight' district, not from the
lamps above the doors orTn^ the
hallways,

but because red

globes

were used on the gaslights In the
parlor,' the shades of which were
not drawn and the shutters but
loosely closed, with the blinds adjusted to give a clear view of the
scantily- clad Inmates. At night the
feeble street lamps were drowned
out by the crimson glare from the
interiors.

Union Square
But around 1880 the hejira to
Union Square was well set. The
south side of that square had be-

come the

—and

Broadway

°

tinguished from the same word
without them, connotes not a thoroughfare but a center of social life.
It was the congregating place of
the
amusement giver and the
amusement seeker. It was the site
of the famous restaurants, the
address of the then palatial hotels.
It was not only the heart of New
Tork, but the heart of a nation.. It
was the home port of the player and
sportsman, the harmonic center of
the .song business and the habitat of
the big book-makers. Big gambling
bouses hung on Its fringe and when
Broadway moved, the Sadie Thompsons of their day packed their
limited belongings and went along
with it. And they've always been

German.
In the Madison Sq. sector were
the Park (third or fourth of that
name), the Madison Sq., run by the
Frohmans aiid Madison Sq. Garden,
There
then a wooden structure.
In

was also Booth's
At 28 th was the

ill-fated

theatre.

still standing 6th
Ave. theatre, with Daly's Just above.
Lester Wallack moved from his
house at 18th to the corner of 30th,
the old house taking the name of

the Star.
Daly's was across the way as was
the Bijou, with Its stage entrance
in a 6th avenue cellarway, and at
33rd was the Standard, then home
of comic opera. At 35th stood the
old Aquarium, later the Wigwam
(a dime museum), the Park, Harrlgan's and lastly the Herald Sq. The
old Casino was opened in 1892, and
marked the furlherest north. The
new opera company was consider-

ing

the

high

price

of

brick,

but

finally decided to build.

By

1890

the

active

rlalto

was

a'movln on.
around Union Square, but there
Whien the bells of Old Trinity was a secondary rlalto in the
chimed the birth of 1800, the theatre stretch of street between 23rd and
waa in the vicinity of Fulton street. 33d. Every pleasant afternoon it
City Hall was slightly to the Jiorth, was the custom of the actors, of
and that seemed to spot the center both sexes, to turn out and give
of the town. In point of fact, when the matinee girls a treat.
Almost
City Hall was built, they cheated on any afternoon one could take his
the north facade, using inferior stand between those two streets
building material, since the tradl
and see almost any of the stage
tlonal 'No one' was likely to go
stai-s in town with the exception
north of that remote point.
Daly never
of the Daly players.
'

:

City Hall First
As City Hall Park developed, the
The
theatres gathered around it.
young blades and belles of that day

made

merrymaking below
their
Chambers street.
The city, grew, for a time extend-

ing to the east, along East Broadway, which still boasts many handBonio frontages, and down toward
the river. To meet the new switch,
the Thfvlla was built In
bolow Canal.

Park

Row

was frankly a beer hall, with chairs
and tables and the usual balcony of
boxes. It was respectably run but
a beer hall in spite of the fact it

—

—

drama

B'way

—

rlalto.
Nlblo's was still
was the only place in New Tork
going strong, though with a less imshowing foreign vaudeville acts.
portant line of attractions.
Tony It was suggested that Koster &
Pastor's theatre was still lower
Bial form a junction with Hammerdown Broadway (he moved into bis stein, and around 1896 they closed
last stand in the old Tammany Hall
the old place and gave America its
in 1881), but Harrlgan and Hart had
first approximation of such places
opened their new Comique at the
Empire and Albambra In
head of Waverly place, and here as the
they came to the apex of their suc- London.
Hammerstein was not built for
cess and here, too, came the parting
not long
of the ways. The site Is now a loft double harness and it was
before they split after a series of
buidlng.
rows which had commenced before
The Sq. Center of All
they had even opened.
Union Square was then the center

of all things theatrical.
Most of
the agents moved up from downtown and were scattered around the
Square or on 14th street, and here,
too, was the theatrical hotel center.
In 1880 there was the Union
Square, now a Russian picture
house, with the Academy of Music,
then the home of grand opera, the
14th St. and the Irving Place, where
drear' story of theatres abandoned
Helnrich Conried ran operetta and
In the once popular centers.

On city maps Broadway is seen
to be-a street which runs from Battery Park clear to the city line, and
finds continuation on the other side
of that line in Yonkers. But 'Broad
way' in quotation marks, as dis-

waa cheaper, sticking
Journal, was also property
numerous tobacco- cblefiy, for some reason, to the area
handling machines, including the west of Broadway. Today theatrifirst clgarmaking machine. He put cal Broadway is almost entirely
his enormous profits into Harlem above 42nd street, with only the
apartment houses. It was still the Empire still more or less in the
formative period for Harlem. Ham- money as a downtown house. The
mersteln observed that there were old theatre row on 42nd street has
no theatres, so he built the Columbia started going to seed, letting in the
theatre, later known as Proctor's Minskys, and it's 46th, which Is now
12eth St. and now a picture house. the leading theatre street.
Broadway has become almost
He later built the Harlem Opera
wholly cinematic on the main street,
House, still existent.
but the picture rialto Is on the other
Around 1830 he came downtown side of the
continent. There is little
with his real estate and patent vaudeville left
profits and built the Manhattan
Prophesy and Sorrow
Opera House. This waa in 34th
It does not seem possible that the
street and now forms the westerly
end of the R. H. Macy store. rlalto win dry up and completely
Herald Sq. as it had become known, vanish, and yet that might come to
pass.
Toung John D. Rockefeller
the
but
center,
theatre
the
was now
Manhattan was half way down the may put up a kick at the actors
block, and the people had not yet standing around the sidewalk of his
been trained to go down the side new toy, and when a Rockefeller
The bouse was a terrific speaks it makes a noise.
streets.
With Times Square getting deader
flop.
Down on 23rd. street John Koster by the day, even with the Minskys
and Albert Bial had for years con- chased back around the corner; but
not the same corner around which
ducted Koster & Bial's music hall,
prosperity is reported to be lurking,
near the corner of 7th avenue. It
a tobacco trade

By Epes W. Sargent

80 Years Ahead of Self
Then Hammerstein sprang his
bombshell. He was going to open
a place in Longacre Square. All
Broadway stood aghast. It was predicted he would never succeed in
drawing them across the deadline,

which was 42nd
heard

of,

street. It

was un-

impractlcaL

Hammerstein opened in 1897 his
combination music hall, theatre
roof garden and concert hall. What

•

Snake would

let

me

my

use

gat.

Otto (aside): 20 g's Is a lot of
coin and the kids would love it.
But I wonder if they'd rather take
a chance on keeping their old man.
This Nutsy couldn't hit ^300 on a
medicine ball. But ^20,000 at 6%
sounds good and I've got to take
care of those kids. I hope be don't
miss this time, (to Otto): Steady
yourself, kid, and be a little careful.

(Nutsy adjusts the third arrow

and as the drum

rolls,

,

louder this

The arrow misses the board by four feet
and tears Into the wings, knocking
a 350-hand out of a stagcgi-lps'
grasp.
Making it worse, it's in
time, he releases the boW.

spades.)
Otto:
Good God, Nutsy, what's
the matter? You can't even hit the
board, how're you going to hit the

apple?
(tiembllng) :
ni hit it.
it.
I got the range now.
still and don't worry,
If Snake would only let

Nutsy
Otto,

hit

I'll

Just stand
(aside)

:

.

use my "gun!
Otto (aside, and one degree above
20 g's.... the kids don't
the Square will lose its attractions. need all that Jack.... I can go out
It may very well happen that the and get myself a Jbb....but if I
they'll
starve. .. .and
they
rialto will be as completely dis- don't
persed as the once-famous Tender- could use the 20.... but they'll miss
their father.... and I'll miss them..
loin section. And perhaps the ab..If I walk out now Snake will be
sence of the Tenderloin Is one of the off me for good and I'll
never get
reasons or maybe a sign.
booked.... but this guy Nutsy is
It may be pointed out that in the nuts. ...If he misses that apple and
days of prosperity the bawdy houses hits me. . . .if . . .holy smokes, here
kept pace with the theatre, follow- it comes!
(Nutsy winds up for the final shot
ing up along the side streets to
alms at the apple. The drum
march with the theatres, and finding and
roll starts
he draws back the
a last spot in the low 30's. When bow. He's and
Just about to let go.)
the reform drives scattered them all
Otto (scared stiff): Hey Nutsy!
over town, there was one attraction Wait a minute! I forgot sometliln^r
less.
In the dressing room. I'll be right
Summing it, it would appear that back. I'll be right back next week!
the mythical Broadway took its first (Starts to run). An' tell Snake my
wife
Just called to say my policy
slap when the girls went into busilapsed.
ness and no longer had time to hang
The End
around stage doors.
The second rap came when the

me

fainting):

—

.

redlight district was scattered.
third came when the building
of the. I. R. T. subway got Broadway, the street, all dirtied up and
the best merchants moved over to
Fifth avenue, letting in the cheap
gift and novelty shops. Juice Joints
and store pitches.

A

Then came

"Bog Hoose' at Phoenix,

Hookies/ San Antonio,
Break Long F-M Jumps

Hollywood, Dec. 31.
with the
First of the Panchon & Marco
consequent disappearance of the old
Is now the New Tork theatre was
night places, which cannot be re- units to break the long return Jump
the Olympia music hall. The pres- placed by the. speakeasies. There from New Orleans and Los Angeent Criterion was the Lyric theatre no longer are places like Sam Mar- les by going Into the Fox, Phoenix,
In between was a hall, which is tins, Rectors, Shanleys,. Churchllls, Ariz., for a three-day stand. Is the
still standing, but which has been
tl^e 42d St. Country Club, otherwise 'Bug House'' idea, featuring Trixie
but briefly used. This was to be the Knickerbocker hotel bkr. The Frlganza.
Following week, starting Jan. 6.
an after- theatre resort for dancing Astor is not like Muschenheim's
and drinking.
Arena, nor is Janssen's like his old units will further break .the Jump
by going first Into the Empire, San
The Lyric never was a success Hofbrau.
and the Olympia tapered off after
Then the drama houses were Antonio Indie house, for a week, and
it was found that the Imported acts
moved down the side streets, and then to Phoenix. 'Rookies' Is first
could presently be seen at the somehow that didn't seem the same. unit slated for the Texas house.
Because no new locally produced
Keith or Proctor houses at a smaller Finally the talking pictures put a
tap. The mortgage was foreclosed, crimp in the drama, while the units are duo in Loew's State here
but Hammerstein was undaunted drama part of the talking pictures until Jan. 12, production activities
at the F&M studios here have been
Before he went out he nailed the Is another headache.
Perhaps it's Just as well we old practically abandoned, with the
flag to the mast of the Olympia and
predicted that before the flag was timers are dying off. The changes force reduced to a skeleton crew.
Return Wednesday (27) of M. D.
an
have
would
are breaking our hearts.
blown to pieces he
(Doc) Howe, gen. booking manager,
other theatre.
is expected to bring a number of
Hammerstein's Victoria
play date shifts in the next couple
of weeks.
That was the Victoria, which was
on the site of the present Rlalto
(Continued from page 70)
theatre. He was In such a hurry
being
cellar,
no
had
come
to
theatre
forget
Don't
that the
big scratch.
KEITH'S,
INDIE
out of that nipup with your head In
built on the solid rock which under
ex- the lead. Otto, and Nutsy, you keep
lies that section. There was an
on that apple.
the heating system but your mind
prohlbitlofr,

Desperate Acrobat

ACTS AT

PHILA.-LOCAL BOOKER

cavation for
no trap room.

Hammerstein, single handed, had
pulled Broadway across the dreaded
deadline. One or two theatres had
been built below 42nd and

off

Broad-

way — the Princess and Maxine

El-

liott.

acSt iv.

(On the stage. Nutsy and Otto
have completed the preliminaries
and are going into William Tell.
They're both nervous. Otto ties on
the apple and stands in f r jnt of the
practice board on tho right side of
the stage. Nutsy, over at extreme
left, fixes first arrow and takes aim,
accompanied by a drum roll. He
releases the arrow and it hits one

A five-act vaudeville bill with
pictures, booked in on less than a
week's notice, reopened Keith's Philadelphia, Friday (30) under SobloTho
sky & McGurk's operation.
Philly operators had been dickering
with RKO for the house for somo

Building trend was above the
time.
deadline. The Hotel Astor had taken
permitted his casts to associate
Vaudeville will be locally booked
block frontage and the Putnam
one
go
had
to
with the public. They
That built up of the exit signs In the orchestra.) by Henry Biben, indlo Philly booker.
another.
building
to the theatre to see 'em.
Otto (In loud etago whisper): Policy includes a stage band.
values to an almost prohibitive
The Matinee Girls
take it eaisy!
Nutsy,
Hey,
an
remodeled
Shuberts
The
Nutsy: Don't worry. Otto, it
There were few working girls in price.
old horse sales stable Into the Win- slipped (to himself):
This damn
those days and It was the heyday
on Erie Stage
ter Garden without great cost, and thing Is no cinch to handle. I wish
of the matinee girl, thousands of
Burlesque wheel had Snake would let me use my gat.
Western
the
youngsters between 16 and 60 mak.

F&M

reared the Gaiety, in opposition to
ing the parade as regularly as did
the Columbia at 47th and Broadway,
the players.
while the Globe was built for Charles
In a sense they were the backbone
Dillingham, but it remained for the
of theatrical support, and the first
interests to build the Para
down push was given the theatre picture State,
Strand, Rlvoll, Capi
when they went Into offices and ca- mount.
Lee
It was
Hollywood.
tol and
reers and the theatre no longer was
Ochs, a picture man, who built what
their sole engrossment.
theatre, and 1'..
Added to the old line hnuses were Is now the Warner
S. jMoss, a vaude-pic man, put up
the Broadway, at 41st, the AmeriAbbey's, the present Broadway (former Col-

Otto (to himself): Let's see. Ten
thousand doUar.s doubled up is

That will take care of the
kids okay.
But that crazy >Nutsy
better bit the board this time.
(Nutsy winds up for the second
$20,000.

stroke, shaking more than ever.
This waa the last house In New
A-nothcr drum roll and ho lot.s go.
to contain a 'pit.'
Then the
The arrow just mL^fSCs the orchestra
'dros.s circle' was the point of vanleader and hits the side of a stage
tage; a horseshoe of seats raised
IjliX.)
Rhovo the level of the orchestra
Nutsy, what'.s
Otto (in panic):
can, on 42nd St.. Empire
fl"or, and commanding the highest
wronji? Arc you cock-eyed? Take
ony j.
it easy, kid, lake It easy!
pricos. Just below was the aren.i of Inter the Knickbocker.
Legits
The
Thingfl-ha^-boen doA^tUiplng-clsCr
Nutsy (can't figure out wli.at's
tho -pit, readied by "turmels-below^
Most of the legitimate nianager.s wrong)
Tni
Don't worry, (nio.
In Harlem, to be specific.
the dres.o circle, much the same as where.
Oscar Ilamnierslein, then editor of built on the tide streets, where just trying to make It look harder.
tlioso which pierce the seat tiers at

Tork

That's showmanship. Didn't I come
lot closer that time? I won't miss
the apple, (aside): Boy, I wish

a

:

Pittsburgh, Dec. 31.
trying sta^e sho^^.s again at
Erie, Pa., with F-M
unit, 'In TIa Juana,' hooked in for
four days this week as a trial. Erie
Warner has been operating under a
-stralglit picture policy for almost

wn

the

Warner,

a year now.
If

it

KOCH over, there's a possi-

bility that

r-M shows may become

a perrr,.nnent feature.
tliey

h.-wc

Toronto
Krle an
city.

J

and
ea.iy

week

Inasmuch as

lay-off between-

now,

with

Jump from the

latter

Buffalo

:
.
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'Nothing but

the trans-
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3,

1933
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extra smart tumbling. Including
N. Y.
N. Y.
lation of NBC, said Jolson, gagging
double cartwheels. One of the best
Arthur Klein's two-a-day straight in the breathing spells. Not in the
Corking little holiday bill the tumbling acts ever put on here.
Minneapolis, Dec. 29.
vaudevlle venture at the Broadway, best of health opening day, Jolson Loew office has slipped In here. Audience gave curtain call and went
For Christmas the RKO booking
the flrst on the big street since the still gave everything and was his Even without the gay stanza In Its into picture, 'Me and My Gal,' well
office did right well by our Nell, the
Palace was frightened Into a pic- usual hit.
favor the combination of picture warmed up.
local brpheum, making It a most
ture policy, got off to a good start
Rest of the stage show mostly and stage array on tap would bring
acceptable gift in the form of a
because It commenced with a good stalling until Jolson.
this Yorkvllle spot an above par
rattling good five-act show with a
ehow.
Gloria Gilbert, toe dancer, an easy b. o. tinkle. Friday (opening day)
real classy name headllner and
Some tough circumstantial breaks winner with whirlwind pirouettes, night had them stacked to capacity
heaps of entertainment value. The
weren't helpful to the first week's topnotch in her line. Mills, Kirk on both fioors for the last show,
Jamaica, L. I., Dec. 30.
booking ofldce, for that matter, has
business, but If ensuing bills are as and Martin, using physical abuse with the turnout wallowing in a
The holiday vaude fare at Long been doing a mighty good job of It
entertaining as the opener, this pol- for comedy purposes, in the sort of consistent splurge of applause and Island's only deluxer, which plays
right
along and neither the theatre
icy at $1 top should sink In.
In modern hoke act that stick fingers laughter.
vaude on a week stand, Is not up
nor local vaudeville fans have
opening Monday (26) the Broad- up other fellow's nostrils for humor,
And there was good cause for the to the standard, which has been Itself
any cause for complaint. Bills have
Way was caught between the two did very well.
Land.
reaction.
'Prosperity' (Metro) had set by the house during the past furnished a mighty big 66c worth
Radio City premieres and the reMickey Mouse reel sharing the weeks. It needs plenty of pep. Herb of entertainment and this one holds
turn of the Capitol and Paramount
hilarity garnered by the screen de- Williams, who gets the honors of
up Its end In that respect with the
theatres to heavy name shows at
partment, while the vaude contin- the show was the only one .to get best of its predeclBssors.
N. Y.
heavy salaries.
That opposish
gent
was represented by two such solid applause. At the first show
lessened the attention that would
Leon Errol occupies the headline
Milt and Frank Srltton band comedy specialists
as Joe liesser Friday (30) the large house on
have been attracted ordinarily by originally scheduled to head the bill and
Collette Lyons. Besser had the Jamaica's main street was filled and position and nrovldes the name.
big time's return to Broadway.
at the State, were moved up to the
by virtue of place priority on almost every seat on the main floor Around him are grouped four other
As for the bills, It's a matter of Capitol whe)i Mary Garden took edge
top-notch
acts. There Isn't a weak
Charley
Paul
was
occupied
when
obtaining acts that are willing to time out to sneeze. Had they re- the bill, but that meant little to the and his boys finished their short sister In the entire bunch.
up and popping Mile. Lyons. The
iramble. Everybody's on percentage mained at the Loew sub-station It
overture. When the first show was
better than the usual openon the opening show, starting with would have made an Ideal comedy little girl with the red mop of hair over many were stand)"- In the ingMuch
dance offering Is that of DollnofC
Ted Healy at 15% of the gross and bill. As it was, the Havana Ca- mopped \jp where Besser left off, foyer. The crowds did not come
ranging downward to the opening sino Orchestra, which was moved her brand of madwaggery getting this week because of big names on and. the three Raya Sisters (imported act). There is novelty and diand No. 2 acts.
If enough pro- in, filled the gap nicely, rounding crack support from her new partner, the stage.
They came to see Paul version which ehtitlo the act to a
ficient material can be grabbed on out the hour period with some hot George Snyder.
By means of some
Unveiling of the stage parade Muni in *I am a Fugitive' (Warner better spot.
that basis, the policy has an excel- rhythm and hotter dancing. PreBros.).
When Bert Frohman and
lent chance to land.
Good acts ceding three acts were all comedy went to the Kam Tal Trio, whose Herb Williams names were fiashed clever effects and devices, two of
are the one and only necessity.
and they got the laughs, which does neat, scintillating little set In Itself on the screen to announce their the girls do a skeleton dance on
First bill is long on entertain- not always follow. With 'Fugitive' gave the turn an air of the some- acts not a ripple of applause was puppets and against a black background.
They later float through
ment because it's strong on com- topping the screen fare, the laughs thing different. Feats In balancing heard.
the air on Invisible wires and are
edy.
The Klein Idea for all bills were needed.
Combination was and contortion made up the routine
The show opened slowly with suspended upside down. Electric
is a comedy foundation, if possible. drawing nicely in spite of a muggy of this mixed pair of youngsters and
Partner, a boy and girl. lighted question marks on each side
Mady
and
a
male
adult.
often
opener's
laughs
come
Some
The
of it borders on
opening afternoon. Practically cagirl Is of the sta.ge are good theatre.
The
through four individual comedy pacity at three o'clock, but the the freakish, but withal a smooth, Continental gymnasts. The
turn with man, DollnofC, contributes- an unturns and the howls snared all heavy break following the film was novel assortment of double-Jointed diminutive and does her
They close nicely usual hopping dance number. There
through the bill by Ted Healy and not completely filled up by new- designs, and head and hand-stand expert grace.
their antics In which she is some nice toe work by the girls;
with
his flock of stooges.
comers for the swing, though what manipulations that held 'hem fascirope with the boy In a sit- a bit of adagio In which the man
After they've all taken cracks at did come in would have been re- nated here earned the trio a solid Jumps
ting position.
demonstrates great strength, twistIt during Healy's exile to the Shu- garded as big business In recent sendoff.
Bert Frohman had a tough time ing one of the girls about him and
berts, the stooges' Santa Claus re- weeks.
It didn't take Gus Mulcav. in the
turns and shows 'em how to really
Don Azplazu Is not with his Cu- deuce assignment, very long to n the deuce spot He had to re- later holding her high In the air by
manipulate the ^ondescrlpts. One ban aggregation, there being no warm them up and bring <ai the sort to many old gags to get the one foot, and rolling hoop and
And they woke bouncing numbers which are out of
of the original Howard Bros., with leader other than a first violin sit- customary appreciative round for folks Interested.
Shemp missing, but another and ting slightly ah,ead of the other 12 his mixture of mouth organ har- up after some old comedy by Mad- the ordinary.
funnier brother In his place, and men in the band. Made the differ- mony and pedal gymnastics. And, lyn Kileen and Bert's 'inspirational
Greeted by applause on her entry,
Dave Fine are principal stooges. ence between the Don himself and as usual, of his harmonica and hoof- songs.'
Ada Brown, colorfully garbed al la
Others are a girl, Marion Bonnel, Just a Cuban band. Smooth and tor- ing repertoire the 'St. Louis Blues'
Edgar Bergen, a ventriloquist had Aunt Jemima, syncopated with her
and the Stevens Bros, with their rid rhythm, but not quite the same interpretation made the deepest Im- the folks Interested. There Is real- usual zest and enthusiasm, displaywrassling bear. Routine is almost knockout.
press and sold him to all concerned. ly no appreciable difference in this ing an exuberance one has come, to
High cards were Ice Cream Man'
all new and a panic all the way.
For the Yorkvllle date Joe Besser type of turn. The difference, if any, expect of colored performers and
Joe Frisco, Jack McLallen and offered as the successor to 'Peanut unspread the 'Wildcat
what background Is used in the which is always welcome. A capable
Joe Dugan' Is
Sarah, Codee and Orth and Val and Vendor' and the Beguln. Some of collection of
act Bergen is a doc. and of course male pianist lent able assistance
nonsense.
Things
Ernie Stanton, are the bill's other the Ice appeared to get Into the moved along sprucely
^as a pretty nurse in Christina and did a good song number hfihnand consist- he
comedy entries, all standard and music, and, though well sung, the ently piled up the. laughs,
Graver. Although the Islanders did self.
The audience refused to let
with the not greet Herb Williams name they
Each works fast soloist was permitted to keep right comic as
all over easily.
her off with two songs and she rea nance Royal Mounted went
and effectively, excepting McLaUen on going when he left the stage, gendarme
for him before he got through. turned for a
dance.
getting effective support
who Is next to closing and on rather Not even a courtesy call. It's not a from a cast
His turn is still entertaining.
of two heavies and a
It Is so long since Leon Errol has
successor; just a sequel. That's
long:
Gracella and Theodore, who dance
In the dancing section are the something else. Beguin did better pair of fair lookers. One of the lat- very beautifully and sing nicely been seen here that his oft-repeated
and
tried
and
true routine did not
Mosconis, De- Wolfe, Metcalfe and with a dusky damsel putting every ter did a pop number that neither close the bill.
Their dancing is
Ford and the Twelve Aristocrats. shake in her system into the Inter slowed up nor enhanced the pro- great but their Interpretation Is too suffer from familiarity. It was the
usual fun hit, copping plenty of
The Mosconis, working with a new pretation. More of a personal hit ceedings.
classic for those who saw the VaCollette
Lyons
maintained
she
tribute
the
music,
but
laughs.
to
the lencia show. The same can be said
He puts as much as ever
and nice looking girl, haven't lost than a
Into his portraval of the inebriated
any of their pep and still kick In got more applause, though the cur- Besser laugh pace and gathered a of their operatic venture.
guest who smashes up the art
with a fine dance act. Despite the tains stayed shut when they cloised special vote of approval on the warThe remainder of the screen at- treasures, causing untpld agony to
Closing the
passing of years, and without chang- In. Girl also did a snappy earlier bling Interpolations.
trailand
tractions
Included
news
the butler, In charge during the
ing, they remain modern. It's due to number and there was a second occasion was a fiashery labeling
in Paul master's unexpected absence.
No
the fact that years ago the Mosconis woman who did a dance mostly Itself the Lee Galls. Warbling mo- er but they had enough
Is just swell.
less effective than of yore Is the
as clancers were years ahead of the with lier feet. Just about over and ments meant -little, an accordion MunL Biz here
Wag.
comedy business of the collapsible
times. 'The D., M. and F. trio com- that's all. Band seemed to lack as- solo drew generous approval, but
knee, the staggering back and forth
boy, each a sured pacing. Cadence was true and the real reason for the act's existprises two girls and
across the stage and his efforts to
different- type of stepper and blend- catchy, but the fires burned low and ence comes, at the finish.
It's a
knock 'er down and drag 'er out
N. Y.
attain a comfortable position on the
ing neatly in a grade of non-flash there was nothing to make the au
dancing act that's uncommon now- dience sit up and take particular Apache that doesn't allow for the
A little better vaude show of five bed.
adays. Twelve Aristocrats are un- notice. Turn did 16 minutes, which least restrain when It comes to halrIn
the
next-to-shut
position,
was plentyr .and In that time there pulllng or slapping each other acts than some sent In here recent- Brems,
der New Acts.
Fritz and the MUrphy Brothly, but not as good as It should be,
around. For the finish the lads
May Wirth and the equestrienne was no drag and no repetition.
with RKO having a wide field to ers offer their usual assortment of
Opener was Janet May, a shapely the girl crashing against onesend
Wlrth family, with this act Includof
pick acts from for the only house hokum comedy and harmonizing,
ing Stella, Marilus, Freddie, Ethel and vivacious young woman who those collapsible bars. It was the In
New York it now books. Book- with the slapstick clowning and
and Charles, open the show. Miss opened with a few tricks on the sort of roughhouse that tickles this
lesser dose
office could do better than It tomfoolery overdone.
"Wirth has lost none of her spright- webbing, went to a couple on the mob silly and leaves them pounding ing
has been doing for this Skouras of the f unmaking and more singlnff
flying rings and then did 61 roll
liness.
for more.
Odec.
would Improve the act, but the au«
operation.
Th6 Healy gang had four or five overs without stopping. Effect was
Present half week's show runs dience evidently found It pretty
spots while the Aristocrats work In hurt by a too-rapid clos6in of the
strongly to comedy and in that re- much to Its liking In the present
the deuce and later close the show. travelers, which shut off some of
The eccentric comic, who
spect passes muster. Four of the form.
Otherwise it's a regulation variety the applause, but enough was left
to bring her in front of the curtains
excepting the opener, seems a composite of Joe E. Brown*
five
acts,
layout.
Montreal, Dec. 29.
brisk
for
earned
bow.
very
an
work on their audience largely for Joe Penner and some of the other
Lou Forman, the. Palace's former
Eddie
Sanborn
puts
stellar
with
no
stalling.
on
a
provokers. Is respon*
five
minutes
show
laugh
fair
enough
laughs,
getting
'em
in
in
conductor, has a nifty 16-piece
Vic Oliver, In two, fdund them a with his orchestra, sandwiched be- measure.
sible for much of the merriment.
crew in the pit, making It easy for
At Thursday night's last show
the " acts. Forman's experience at bit cold, but he stoked the fires tween the comedy short and the
One of the best of the trained anl«
newsreel,
all
was
time
spotting
quickly
and
It
no
at
his
tramp
orchestra,
horn,
and
his
trom- Jack Shea
straight vaudeville pacing apparmal acts is Klutings' Entertainers,
ently ,helps out a great deal here. before the^ were laughing at about bone and three fiddles In a medley closing, landed best. Judging acts with doggies, cats and rabbits perof songs against a topical backdrop. from all angles this perhaps isn't forming
>flta Martan, songstress from the everything he cracked. Girl inter
on a narrow raised plat«
the best of the five, but It's the sort form. An ideal offering for a hoII«
Coast, left the bill after the first rupter helped to break the ice and Audience liked It.
the
other
end
then she waited until
Frisco's seals, three of them, of hoke that will land anywhere. day bill and a show that had for its
show.
Business Thursday night only of the 17 minute turn to repeat, but bounced balls on their noses, bal- The smash-up finish, when Shea afternoon screen attraction 'Little
fair with about half a house down- gave valuable aid then. In between anced lamps on the end of canes, and his musicians go Into a free- Orphan Annie.' The evening screen
stairs.
But It looked, acted and Oliver demonstrated that as a pi played cymbals, trumpets and drum, for-all. Is bound to raise the righf array included 'The Half-Naked
sounded like an old Palace audi- anist he's a particularly good co and waddled up and down ladders kind of a palm.
Pathe News, pictures of
Femme comedy team of Hilton Truth,' City,
ence, and that's the most encourag- median, or a darned good musician before a somewhat bored crowd for
and a Clark-McCulfor a comedian. He contributed a the first spot.
and Garon drew the ace spot, fourth, Radio
Bige.
ing sign of all.
lough comedy, 'Jitters, the Butler.*
brilliant piano solo, but used the
Reynolds and White, man-and- preceding Shea, but failed to click
Rees.
violin more for gagging.
His best femme turn, deuced.
more than fairly. Much of their
Character
act
recommendation is that he changes with instruments
built around a tiff between
and grotesque chatter,
his pace Instead of clinging to the makeup.
the two comediennes, falls on inChicago, Dec. 31.
Knockabout
stunts
by different -^ars, but some of it holds lOc
piano and talk. Took a hand that Reynolds
One hour and 20 minutes after with the
woke fans up a bit, and a
usual house would have
The shouldersurefire punch.
the house opened Friday its 3,940 been regarded as good for the head- girl played a fair fiddle and was smacking, ending in a spill for one
Palace Reopens
made up as man with whiskers and of the girls which is sold effectively Oke,
seats were occupied and a holdout liner.
was forming that by 12:30 had
Youngstown, Dec. 31.
Trey spot was taken over by French uniform. Act should have as unintentional, gets more laughs
spread beyond the lobby down to Loew, BurnofE anff Wensley with closed when girl shook herself out than the prattle.
RKO
Palace,
dark for two weeks,
Lake street. Not in two years has their burlesque adagio. Turn got of her whiskers and uniform to apJoe Young in his four-people act
there been such business early in a small hand when the annunciator pear In full evening dress, but antl- did better than the Hllton-Garon has reopened with vaudfilm, the
morning. Reason, of course, Is Al dropped, and another on their ap- cllmaxed with fiddle medley that team Thursday night, even if he first stage shows in nearly a year.
Jolson. Picture, Warners' 'Lawyer pearance.
Seven minutes of bur- was not so good. Fair hand.
goes burlesquey with that shirt bit Gus Edwards' revue shares the pro-*
Toto, headlined, In the third spot. and in the love bit with his chief gram with films.
Man,' is rated Just a passable pro- lesque dancing went over remark
grammer about on par with Para ably well with the holiday crowd Supported by two men and girl. of support, a looker who reminds
New low price scale, 16 and 2B
mount's 'Evenings for Sale' that and a smack recall. With Just a Usual clown act not out of ordinary plenty of Frances Williams and is matinees, and 26-40 nights; changes
was booked with Chevalier a month little more smoothness to the tum with plenty slapstick, climbing in the owner of a swell voice. The weekly,
and out of baggy clothes, wearing poorest part of Young's act is the
ago. Whether the higher prices of bles this could be worked into
one
in
PalaciS has opposition
the later hours will slow down the show-stopper anywhere. As it is half a dozen hats, playing various apache, in which he doubles for the
smash pace could not be reported it's Just a shade too mechanical to instruments, and making up as girl. He looks funny and that's other theatre, the Hippodrome, 10c.
It's a good dancing hound and girl In scene
about all, routine around idea be
grind offering stage presentations
as this review Is written, but ter- get the best effect.
knockout
act,
but
patently
cut
too
featuring
little
more
than
nothing.
Ing
Bavarian cafe with men
rific impetus not expected to falter
and films the past several months
Rodrlco and Llla (New Acts), a
Expectations of and dried. The falls have not the In costume. Is helping house a lot
at the hurdles.
appearance of accidents, and that by featuring in special matinee for dance flash carrying a harmony girl and doing well.
$45,000 for week were raised to
John R. Elliott continues man-»
holds it from the full effect. This kids all week. Audience cold.
trio
that will find no especial
$55,000 when officials saw the turn
•
ager
of the Palace.
act, done with
the same uncon
Seller and Wills in a dancing spot trouble In plea.slng. Opened show
out.
sciousness that marked Edna Cov
Jolson will do five shows Friday ey's ballet ctmedy, would be a sub with planl.st support for fourth act and the Vandorbllt Boys pro 'ed out
Girl is out of ordinary with trlcli okay on sev"^ond.
and six Saturday, counting special limated wow.
Vanderbilts (quartet) Is another
dancing,
double cartwheels, and
New Tear's Eve performance one. He
Fourth position went to Buck and
of those collegiate acts with a lot
Another Gone
has expressed himself as prepared Bubbles, always reliable and right worked hard all through, getting a of slap-around, but also some goo'l
Seller
to do as many performances as in the spirit of this congregation recall and pood applause.
burlesqued radio work and a dance
Beeandkay can squeeze in. Jolson's They had to come back lor an ad sings the odd song and does a little windup that sells.
Pittsburgh, Dec. 81.
stepping,
but
girl
could
carry
will
act
be
flop
a
$12,000
to
be
vow not
Couldn't quite make
ditional gag.
Feature with this bill 'Secrets of
Academy theatre here, for years
with plenty to spare the exit on bows alone, Not a very alone. Ho puts on one good turn the French I'ollce' (Radio) and not
fulfilled,
Guarantee and percentage deal generous added measure, but they with barrel staves on his feet which drawing Thursday eve, with house town's only burlesque house, is
was
new
here
and
a
got
good hand more than half empty.
makes Jolson doubly eager to co were on schedule and had to stick
finally giving up the ghost, going to
Easily the best act of the ehow.
to it.
Filler a two-reeler with Clark
presentations next
Closing act runs it close with ex- and McCullough, 'Jitters the But- pictures and tab
Film program in addition to 'Fu
In tribute to Chicago composer,
week.
clever
tumblers,
tht ler' (Radio). Fox Movietone News,
Gus Kahn, 'Toot, Toot, Tootsle' was gitive' (W-B) Included newsreel ceptionally
New policy will be a second-run
revived by Jolson and sent him fly- and a Mickey Mouse Christmas is Honey Troupe, three men and three ork overture and a borrowed short
talkie and an hour of condensed
ing to a wow getaway. He followed sue, along with the usual trailer girls. Girls take strong man stunt from anothv'^r house, picked up for
much on th*
with 'Brother, Can Tou Spare a Stage show Just an hour, and the with man somersaulting on to their only Thursday night due to show burlesque and vaude,
shoulders, and girls also show some running early.
order that's now being offered.
Chic,
Char.
Dime?' and thpn into old favorites whole a tliroe hour shift.
critics' Is

LOEWS VALENCIA

STATE,

.

ACADEMY,

A

'

LOEWS, MONTREAL

A

.

CHICAGO

Youngstown Combo

RKO

i

Eddie Cantor
Wish

to thank

who came

and

ffae

George Jessel

125,000 Brooklynites

them

Brooklyn
ParanHHint TTieatre Xmas Week.
to see

at the

Paramodht-Publix bffi^

elaun this to be

a record for paid admissions in any of

thdr

theatres.
Dir«clkHH

:

'

WflLUAM MORRIS AGENCY

NEW YORK

-life-

ME

HIPPODROME
Emends Holiday Greeting
to

CeCH.

i
CLOWN

'^ WATSON SISTERS
**NA1«(^R£

Br

W

THE ROAR^^

E.

MABERRY, MMMging

GEORGE SNYDER
PersoMl

Lo<«^AL GROSSMAN

EXTENDS SEASOifS
GREETINGS TO ALL

Sea90H*8

D(r*tttion

O. L
JACOBS

OZ
A OZ

Greetings from

JOHNNY PERKINS
PEReONAL MANAGEMENT,

Loew

Myer North-Joe Flewn

aLoz

DirMlsor

GREETINGS
COLLETTE LYONS
with

AL BQASBERG

RKO-JAOC CURTK

Afl of Show Bt^smeM

RKO

Jacobs

& Oz

VARlETr

74

sEAsoN^s

BURNS
Many Thanks

to L.

QREmmq^

and

K. SIDNEY,

KISSEN

MARVIN SCHENGK

and

J.

LUBIN

H.

There Is a StahJing Line Where Bergen Appears

The Largest Independeit Vaudeville Ageney

ARTHUR
FISHER
SUITE 414

1560 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

SEASqi^S GREETINGS
THE BEST tN DANCINQ

BETTY JANE
Want
Management

COOPER

a Production
V. TATBS

Seasoa'f Greeting?

CHARLES

EDGAR BERGEN

LOEW—Dinctioni JACK

Vitaphone Varieties

MANDElC

SIMON OFFICE

SEASON'S GREETINGS

MAXIMO
MANY. THANKS TO

Mr,

J.

H.

LUBIN—MARVIN SGHENCK
SIDNEY PIERMONT

Direction

Seasm^s Gratings

and

JACK MANDEL

SEASON'S GREETINGS

FRANKIE

a.'

269 West 45th

Nan

JOHNNIE'S

Street.

Halperin

New York
Direction

JACK WEHNER, A^m^
SEASON'S GREETINGS

CASS,

MACK

Direction

LYONS

and

OWEN

GEORGE DORMONDE
BAOK AOAOf

LYONS
9.

K. IiOBnri

VnW BROTHSai JACK

HARVDr SCBDBNOKi JOHNNT HXDB

Md

LONG MAY YOU WAVB

CLIFFORD —and MARION
—
Direction,

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

LYONS & LYONS

LEE STEWART

JACOBS aaA OS

Tuesday, Januaiy

3,

VARIETY
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Dear Old
I

'Variety'

many more happy,

wish you

healthful Anniversaries.

Love,

MITZI

GREEN
Broke All Records for Christmas Week^

RKO Palace^

Chicago

Orpheum, Omaha, Now
RKO

RKO

Mm»eapolis, 'Jan. 6

RKO

Riverside, Milwaukee, Jan. 13

Hippodrome, Cleveland, Jan. 20

Seasons Greetings

Season*s Greetings

JULIUS

KENDLER

o

Attorney-at-Law
Broadway,

New Yodc Chy

HO

Bryant 9-5780

NOW

Greetings

PLATING

LOEW DE LUXE TOUR

ROCCO
vocco

Thanks

to

MARVIN SCHENCK and LOEW STAFF
Dfoeetion

Season's Qreetings

SIVIIXH and
MARIO

and

GHAS. YATES

DALE

LAZARIN

VARIETY
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3,
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RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
"ROXY"

Personal Direction of
presents

AS PRINCIPAL COMEDIAN
NEW YORK

NEW YORK "MORNING TELEGRAPH"
'^t Is a majestic tribute (even clowns must have their golden mo>
of majesty) to Mr. Ray Bolger, that alone, a minute and agile

speech on the gleaming surface of a tremendous structure, he topples
the nineteen numbers of the bill, summoned 6,200 dazed persons from
their amazement and brought Into that high-flung, arched and golden
sunburst of architecture a moment of warmth, friendliness and downto ponder on

man

even,

triumph."

it

and

"The one really engaging feature oC the evening la Ray Bolger, who
teeters comically in his dancing wins many grateful and appreciative laughs." John Mason Broton-

when he

It

NEW YORK "DAILY MIRROR"
"The high mark, to our notion, was first and foremost, from the
standpoint of sheer entertainment, that droll young fellow, Ray Bolger.
He, like one of the liquids In 'Alice in Wonderland,' had the happy
faculty of being able to reduce the whole" structure to an Intimate bit
of space in which he capered about as indecorously as nobody's buslness. Never has he been more agile, more surprising and more hu«

"Whitney Bolton.

NEW YORK "WORLD-TELEGRAM"

morous."—Bernard

my

In

READY MONEY
When You Want

to

Happy

Utile

space alloiv

my many
and

friends

A

Net)

Prosperous

Marcus Loew

BOOKINOAOEWCY

Year.

HARRY

S.

WILSON

Union Dime> and keep adding
an incomebearing cash reserve, you will be ready

in the

regularly. Then, with

General Executive Offices

LOEW BUIIDING

Denver Rep.

SHERMAN CLAY &

to take advantage of those oppcMrhin-

ANWESX
N EX

CO.

that are certain to come.

For the 3 months ending Decembtf
3 1 st^ the regular quarterly dividend on

RKO STATE LAKE

deponts has been declared at the rate

CHICAQO

of

me

It

Begin 1933 with a Saving* Account

ities

ivish

3f^%

Bol}el.

ABE LASTFOGEL

Personal DirecdoB.

it

160

BRyant 9-7800

"PENGUIN POOL MURDER"
With EDNA MAY OLIVER,
JAMES GLEASON and ROB'T
ARMSTRONG.
_

per annum.

The Christma* Club for 1933 u being
formed— regular weeklydepbtitt from
25 centB to $10 will make a welcome

J.

•hopping fund next December.

EstablhhMl

Greetings

LUBIN

New

From

MARVIN

MAE WYNN

18H

6th Avenue and 40th St.

York, N. Y.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL. Many
Personal Manager,

MO L L Y
WM. MORRIS OFFICE

Season

s

— With

Greetings

PT

JL

thanks to

H.

SCHENCK

DooKnre makaqkb

4some with Zella
Direction WM. MORRIS OFFICE

WALTON

JULES and JOSIE
Currently at

H.

46^" ST*
NEW YORK CITY

GBNBBAI, MAMAOI

UNION DIME SAVINGS BANK

Direction:

BulUvan.

POST*

thrill to.

"Ray Bolger la so diverting a dancer that he puts you in mind of
the late JACK DONOHUB. Which is as high a compliment as any*
one could pay him." itohert Garland.

to

—Ed

NEW YORK "EVENING

was a feat for an actor of stature and fame
For a dancing man, an excellent dancing
was a miracle in 'frhlch he might with Justice feel

right entertainment.

"DAILY NEWS*

"If you'd rate the show, It would read like this: (1), (2) and (3)
(4) Ray Bolger, (6) the White Ballet, etc." (up to 12).

The Theatre.

ments

"ROXY"

for selecting us for his initial production.

MURRAY BLOOM

a Lot of

Good Cheer

TWT

in

ABE ELLSTEIN, at the

Throivn In

This

Week

LOEWS CENTURY. BALTIMORE

— Next Week CAPITOL. NEW YORK

Piano

Personal Management:

HARRY LENETSKA

^

—
T^e^dny, Janu^py

SEASON'S GREETINGS TO

The Modern

THE ENTIRE PROFESSION

Skilled Artist Requires Dignified Self-Respecting Representation

LYONS & LYONS, Inc.
Has concentrated In one organization a staff of experienced and efficient gentlemen
it is to serve the artists and look after the artists' interests in

whose function

Motion Pictures
Productions
Picture Theatre Presentations
Radio

Vaudeville
Cafes and Hotels

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
^.

PARAMOUNT BUILDING

Telephone

Lackawanna 4-7460
7461

Broadway and 44th

7462

New York

HOLLYWOOD
HAROLD ROY— In

Cable Address:
Lyonsinc,

St.

New

City

OFFICE: 322 EQUITABLE BUILDING

Charge

Telephone Hempstead 1138-9

Spreading Sunshine and Season

it'

The Long

I
Season's Greetings

From

ARTHUR LAKE
FLORENCE LAKE

Tall Girl

s

Greetings

From

Dixie"

IRENE
BEASLEY
(The Sun's 'Gonna Shine

Now Making

in the

Mornin')

Personal Appearances

Management

LYONS & LYONS

Personal Management

INC

DAVIDD BATH

LYONS & LYONS,

Inc.

York

Tuesday, January

3,

1933

^
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"
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SEASON'S GREETINGS

-YORK \ KING ^
Originators of

Now

"TIN-TYPES"

Presenting Another Great

Comedy

Success

WITH

Edith
l

Drake— Coly Worth

and

Herbert Kingsley

o

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT

JACK CURTIS

Season^s Qreetings

M.

K COMERFORD

MILLS, KIRK

AND

MARTIN

SAY

''YIZZLE SEE''
A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL
Direction

— MEYER B. NORTH

& JOSEPH FLAUM

VARIETY
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Tuesday, January

WARNER BROTHERS

RKO

MEYER DAVIS

EARLE

KEITH'S

ORCHBSTRAa AT

HARRY L.OHMETER

*

Manager

Weeka Mlatreas

ot

•

•

*

Ccremonlea

•

Arabian

Niglits Ball

Room

•

Anw

and Navy Country Club
Elks' Club
The Willard

•

H. L.

SORKIK

Asa't

Manager

WMAL

Theatrical

STUDIO

ORCHESTRA

FREDDIE* CLARK

1933

HOTEL
ANNAPOLIS

Congressional Country Club

•

Manager

MAXINE DOYLE
108

•

HARDIE MEAKIN

3,

Headquart«rs

Orchestra
in the

METROPOLITAN
VINCENT TOMPKINS

National's Capital

Managrer

Shofreham Hotel
Seasons Greetings

HAROLD

RUDT VALLBB
KATB SMITH
CONCHITA MONTBNBGRO
OLSBN ft JOHNSON
LORBTTA YOUNG
L,INA BASQUBTTB

MEYER

GOLDMAN
Regal

Hamilton

SIDNEY'S

WMAL

^

STANLEY
BELL

TOD L.BWIS
BBTTB DAVIS
KATHBRINB CORNBLL AMOS 'N' ANDT
BURNS & ALLBN
EDMUND LOWB
VICTOR MoI^UOHUN FIFI DORSAT
WARRBN WIIiLIAMa CHARIiBB JUDBLS
aBORQB BRDNT
CONRAD' NAQDIj

Leading

Washington's

Maurice

Kafka

buxom

singer whose good natured
bulk slmplieity would lessen.

Royalty and the Camera
(Continued from page 14)
The picture camera is a mechanwith pufled sleeves, triangle ical, heartless thing. It cares nothgold clips to fasten the jacket, and ing for tradition, not even the ma^a skirt neither short nor long, nlflcent tradition that is Ethel Barwhose fullness placed too low very rymore. Before its cold scrutiny
nearly destroys the good impression prestige fades, helpless, leaving in
made by the rest of the costume. scientiflo black and white the anNora Williams, In the same troupe, swer to the only question that Inwears a black velvet dress sten- terests the camera how does she
cilled in gold and topped with a screen?
large high sequin cape collar, quite
Picture glamour today, however,
a lot of detailed costume for a is combined from both sight and

ault

»^

Stan l»ho make

IVashingion

To

ANNOUNCER

—

1

DICK LIEBERT

sound.
press'

Night

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

in

the

nation's

who

—

capital

^with

tragle,

rigid

mask

all

Club

macabre

and knouth when a softer,
warmer makeup would have been
more humanly real and becoming,

eyes

—

Dear

**

Variety**:

Please teU

Abe

teen

weeks longer as

&

extended by Sivift

Diana Wynyard fares no better
with the camera nor her makeup
than Miss Barrymore. Her acting
Is
melodramatic and
undistinguished. She's pretty, a fact that
the heavy shading above her eyes
and attempt to enlarge her mouth
in tortured curves succeeds In hiding the greater part of the time.

Lastfogel I cannot accept an^

more engagements from

the Morris

Ofice

for thir-

radio contract has been

Company.

HOWARD THURSTON

Sisters Next to the Skin

^^Those Cerfain Things"

LINDYS
Nea/SSSt^.

DOUBLING ON BROADWAY

NEW YORK

The countary maiden and the city
child are sisters under their skintight dresses. No matter where they
live when sti-lpped for the camera
they stand modest in lace panlles
and brassieres. The chemise is now
obsolete as the camisole, a sociological footnote gleaned from a perusal of the Paramount and Roxy
screens, where Carole Lombard, the
poor little country girl of 'No Man
of Her Own' and the madcap heiress of 'No More Orchids* gallantly
contributes her endorsement of universal brevity In feminine under-

Season's Creetings

LLOYD HUGHES
NAT YOUNG
With

PLAYING RKO THEATRES
Direction:

MILTON LEWIS

pinnings.

Whether she be rich or poor, provincial or cosmopolitan, it makes no
difference to Miss Lombard's coiffure, it's going to b« so blonde hair,
sleek on top, one dip to cover an
eye, then rolled curls at her neck.

SEASON'S GREETINGS

ABELES & GREEN

Banter and cracks at all times in
a little more eye pencil

Best Wishes for a

Happy and

ESSANESS CIRCUIT

all places,

more fox furs for the rich
gIrL A young woman who photographs as attractively as Miss Lom-

Prosperous

of

540 No. Michigan Ave.—Phone

Ing, lots

Ne»

Year

THEATRES
Superior

9420

CHICAGO

bard flatters both sorts of girls.
Clothes weighted with beads the

SEASON'S CREETINGS

NORMAN THOMAS QUINTETTE
widi

FREDDIE CRUMP. Drum*— EARL SHANKS, Tenor—NORMAN THOMAS.
at

RKO— MTLBS INQALLS—CURTIS -ALLBN

OFFICOB

tU

PfeMk.

the

Budget Boys and me.

beth Patterson the mother. In tha
other corner, Ruthelma Stevens, the
vlllainess, Lrf>uise Closser Hale, the
grandmother. Miss Iiombard's menaces are both over-eager, melodramatic, her relatives women who can
warrant such emphasis.
get all there is and more'out of the
Dorothy Mackail Is the menace In lines assigned them. Mlds Liombard
'No Man of Her Own', and Eliza- suffers prettily in either group.

too.

Chief Organist

the visiting guest artists

of the stage and screen

have appeared before the mik

It la 'Rasputin and the Em- better to cUng In 'No Man of Her
Mtfls Barrymora comes oft Own,' or clothes pulled breathlessly tight across her hips In 'No More
Orchids' the effect Is the same, a
monotonous revelation of a figure
not quite symmetrical enough to

second la her tussle with the camera, she's gloriously triumphant In
her meetlns with the microphone.
Her famoua voice sings out rich,
authoritative^ melodiously impressive even though It tumbles from a
sound tK>z lush with heady Barrymore voices. Surely an empress in
her majestlo apeech, an empress,
too, la the regal dignity of her long
shots, and a vletm of the camera's
democraoy la her closeups.
The- mode of the period compels
Miss Barrymore to colfC her hair In
stiffly
waved ponipadours; her
harsh makeup lacks that precedent.
Her large dark eyes bum from her
strained white face without relieving shadowing', her mouth Is too
heavily rouged—creating of her face

a

Holiday
Greetings

WMAL.
CHIEF

CLUB MICHEL

Inc.

MAYFLOWER HOTEL

Going Places

in

MAXIM LOWE'S MUSIC

ORCHESTRA

ORCHESTRA

Sidney
Siedneman

the

fo

thw home

it

Jr..

and

FRANK ALLEN.

Dancers

NORMAN THOMAS
Persoaed Management,

LBDDY & SMITH

Tuesday, January
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Lqng Tack Sam
Buddy 'Traps' Rich
Mi-Na ft Nee-Sa L
Sam I/ohk
Pan ft Chang
The Manchu 3
Bellet

Lamb

ft

HARTFORD

WEEK

THIS

'

Numerals

(January 7)
(December 31)

In eonnectfon with bills below inL.catc opening

how. whether

aay •(

week

full or split

A M

Fltz

Detoregoes

(Two

2d

GRAND RAPIDS
Keith's

AI Verdi &. Thelraa
Bather Ralston
Fred Llghtner
Detoregoes
(«-<)

Horst
Kay Dolger
Tufkegee Cboir
Coe GIftde
liouls

&

Weber

Aces
Boyce & Marsh
Whitey & Ed Ford
Jordan & Woods
3

Fields

Nell Kelly
Collegians

C'Urmla

TBBNTON
Mae Wynn
(Two

Rayrn'od

fill)

Irving

(Three to

(7-10)

&

Costa Rev

to

Pansy
Diane

Trojans
3 Zaros

(Four to fill)
2d half (4-6)
3 St. John Bros
Weston & Gallagher
Walter Walters Co
Flushers
Hcn'yc'o Vlct'rla Co
4

nil)

New York

Loew
City

NEW YORK

Westwood
2
ft

London
Jean Moore Rev
Seed

KANSAS CITT

H

Garner, Wolf &
(Others to fill)

(31)

Joe Mandls Co

Trade

RoBcoe Arbuckle
Britton Orch
Valencia (6)
Kam Tal 3
Vic Oliver

Malnstreet

(7)

Whoopee Co

UNCOIiN

Bob Hall

(Two

(Three to fill)
2d halt (11-13)
Snoozer Jr
(Four to flll)
2d halt (4-6)

Grace Edler ft R
Kane & Hazelton
Nixon & Sands
Walter Powell Orch

to

flll)

2d half (10-12)

LYNBROOK
Hax Tbleloi) Tr
BlvoU (1)
Novla
La Rocca
Joe Mnndls Co
Amaut Bros
Jack ft Ruth Hayes
etuart & Lash
Tony Canzonerl Bd Seed ft London
Jean Moore Rev
BROOKI.TN
Sc.

MnLWAUKEB

Albee (7)

West & McGlnty
W
811m Tlmblln

Benny Davis Rev
(Two to illl)

Wisconsin

(7)

James Evans Co
F Seamon & F

Esther Ralston
Jordan & Woods

(31)

G

Berpico & Emily
Ann Lester
Bronettes

fill)

half

1st

2d half (9-11)
Vanderbllt Boys
Phil Bmmerton's Co

(7-10)

Orphenm

Rosy La Rocca
flII)

& Walker
AL

Aaronson Fayre

Rev

Josle Carole

haU

2d

Klrkwhlte

&

(Two

2d half (11-18)

Campo & Partner
Nell Kelly
Moy Wynn Co
fill)

(4-»)

Tokl Japs
Johnny Borkes
Kitty Doner
lieon Navarra
Rodrlgo & Llla Co

BOSTON

^
H

Keith's

half

(Two

to

flll)

2d half

State (7)
Al Verdi ft T

Paradise (S)
KrevofI Co

cmoAco
Palacs (7)
Gloria Lee

Jenkins

siB

Co

Bd

ft

CLEVELAND

Hippodrome
J

(7)

half

Welst

Roxy's

<Jo

&

Bcarlctt s

Albfo (7)
.
Colby & Murray
,

Boyce ft Marsh
Lpon Erroll Co
Ruth Roye

A

<

B

Swifis

I-iimont

King & K
BNly House Co
Charlie King
Kint'.

Dawn

Sis

& P

ELIZARETH
2nd

Keith's
half (4-6)

Jl'llllps

ft

M Ha vol

Hilly ClaRon
Scarlett's Monks
(31)

H

Delmar's R»v

TOLKDO
Keitli's

(31-1)

Aces
noyce & Marsh
Whitey & Ud Ford
3

4

A Lewis

snoozer Jr

Rennr.l & West
Chrl.otenncns

WASHINGTON
Fffix (6)

Gordon, Reed ft K
Llta Grey Chaplin

Wood

Brltt

Nicola
to fH))

4

Sharps
(8)

flll)

HARTFORD

Geo Jeseel

DeMuth Girls
0>llette Ryan
4

Holland

Knight

ft

Bobby Blxley

State
half (SO-2)
Bentelle ft Gould

WASHINGTON
Earle (S)
Stone & Gibbons
Radio Rogues

Furman, Sharkey L
ft Lockwood
Jack Pepper
Mel Klee
ft Claire
Colby ft Murray R Gray
Walter Dare Wshl
2nd half (3-6)
(80)
Cy Landry Co
Royal Vyena Japs
Bobby Plnkas
F
ft J Hubert
4 Ortons
Vincent Lopez Co
(Two to flll)

Leavitt

Block

I>A1TRENCE
Warner (SO)

IX>NDON

Garde (29)
Dave Harris V
Earle

ft

Sully

Frank Richardson

Hunter & Perclval
Rolsman's Alnib

Sid

Jordan & Woods
lllmaca Oroh

WATERDURY
Strand

(1-Z)

Honan ft Arden
Den Marks Co
Earl Lindsey Rev
Bobby PinkuB
Plchlanl Tr

(5)

Smith

Gary

&

Hart

ft

Marco

BROOKLYN

Poramonnt

Annette Ames
Kirk & Lawrence
Frcethy Co'

BOSTON

Scollay Snnore
'Star

rjazInK'

Zi»lila

S:intl<-y

(2-3)

(ff)

I

Athenas
Murk'l Gardner
folleni'tte Ens
Marcy Bnis

BRIDGEPORT

DetoregocB

TORONTO
47)

'Snowball'

Whittler

High Hat Co
Esther Pressman
Dortn Deane
Mlldrod Gaye
'Ted Lewis

Bd

Boffalo (0)
"Tla Juana' I
ncrt Gordon

F

Poll (5)
'Jubilee Show'

Esther Palston
Fred Lighlncr

mppodrome
Ada Brown

BirFFAIX)

(5)

'Movie Circus'

Monte Blue
Monroe Bros

Tfd I/f-wls
Jnmps Evans
Al Verdi A Thelma Dixie 4

Thompson
Bobby Bernard
Louis Pope
Muriel Moran
Arlette Toung

Nellie

Bombay Ens

NEW ORLEANS

T

ft J O'Connor
Buster Kelm

State (S)
'Ubangl' I

Dorothy Kelm
Sue St. John
Bstelle Haleska

Roy Curamlngs
Grace Du Paye

Armando

ft

WORCESTER

Llta

Poll (5)
'Sweet ft Lovely'

Crosby Bros
Sunklst

Blanche Sweet

Orphenm (6)
Joy Belles' I

Stroud

Nadlne Gay

Tommy

Atkins

King Bros & C

ft

B

Stetson

2

Chamberlln &
Loc Lorraine
Al Rtnker

H

Catchalots
Sunklst Co

X

Bushman. Jr
Bnrira ft Novello
Ilfrb Phafcr
Florpncp Hcdijes
I<rona Saunders
Virginia
PunltlBt

Crawford
Kns

CHICAGO

Chiracio (6)
•Sally-

Mary EJiton
Jack Waldron
T Roy Barncp
llal

Vnung

MisR Harriett

nrnrpe Ouhl
Harry Stafford
T^la BliHR

Jach IiulTy
Jarli

Kffnn

DRTRMT
Fox

'Shnnghal'

(6)
I

CITY

Mcatparaasse
De Marcos
Loomle Sis
Central PHc CasiM Jack Vance
Tacht Clnb Boys
Sheila Barrett
Bobby Sanford
Blllle Maples
Bddle Dachin Or
Kaye Oarker
Nnt Olnb
SImms ft Bowie
Jack White
Louise Cook
Jerry Bergen
Willie Jackson
Lulu Bates
Lucky Seven 3
Brooke Adams
Don Redman Orch
Irene Taylor
Jack Fulton Jr

Kamona

Club Moyfalr
ft Anita
Oscar Davis
Margie Londy
Millard

Madlyn Moore
Beth Cannon
AI Crawford Orch
8 Mayfair Beauties
Connie's Inn

Cora Green

Bobby Evans

P

B

Meeres
Smith
Bessie Dudley
ft

Lillian

Cowan

Red

Struggle

&

ft

Spencer
Blanche Latell

Bill

Maxine

Dorothy
Al Parker

Jimmy Murphy
3 Blake Sis
Lew DoIgoS
Joe Haymes Orch

.

Faramoant

Harriett Hllllard
Oszle Nelson Orch
Park Central Hotel

Terry Bis
Joe Peddles

Place Pi«alle

Peggy de Albrew
Velos ft Yolanda
Ord Hamilton
Dick Gasparre Orch

D

Alberto Tangoists

McQraw

Harry Rlchman
Benny Meroff
June Knight
C ft C Herbert

Francis Faye
Ei Cblea's

Duran

ft

Moreno

Lorenzo Herrera
EI Flamengo
AI Valencia Orch
El Flamenclto

Nina ft Moreno
Marqulta Flores

Hodges

Driving'
Mlclilgan (30)

'Devil

Dave Kraft
No More Orchids'

Ford, Marshal
Sidney Gibson

31.

Strangers.'
Fans like Z.asu Pitts
and are flocking In spite of imcomfortablo snowstorm that hit Denver
Thursday and Friday. The 25o. top

Henry Dunn
Dorothy Co
Willis ft Davis

ft

Denham

at

No Man Her Own' Olscn ft Johnson
Sisters Kappelle
Roxy (SO)
Robinson & De Witt Happy Moore
George Moore
Tamara
Hoitz ft Holtz
Max Wahl

Is

popular

who formerly went

among many

to

subsequent

rung.
J

Speedy Patterson

Down on

Curtis street 'Farewell
to Arms' at Denver proving big mat-

draw but dropping off at night.
falling for the picture but
not strong with men. Jackie KadCHICAGO
erly is putting on best organ numbers since his return to Denver and
Diackhawk
Connie Boo
getting lot of favorable comment.
Loma Ruth
Hal Kemp Orch
Don Pedro Orch
Orpheum looks better than past
Deane Janls
Rose ft Ray Lyle
two weeks and should go better than
Gronodo
Patricia Storm
$11,000. Orph the only first-run reJack
Miles
Orch
Paul Sis
serving seats midnight show New
3 Marines
Gladys DcFoe
Blue Grotto
Year's to sellout.
Keller Sis
Margie Talte
Paramount held 'Under Cover
Cblcagoettes
Marjorle France
Man' over from end of last week but
Connie Cella
Grand
Terrace Cafe crowds tapering off fast.
Did fine
Olga Hoyer
Cook ft Brown
Todd Sis
business first few days until snowBilly Franklin
Betty Van Allen
storm hit. Rialto headed for averJudith Wilson
Freddie Daw Orch
age
week
not
good
but
aa
as
last.
Vivian Brown
CInb Alabam
Earl HInes Orch
Estimates for This Week
Jeane Holly
Kit Kat
Denham (Hellborn) (1,700; 16-26)
BRle Burton
Harry Linden
Patsy McNalr
'Strangers of the Evening' (WW).
Joyce Jelke
Edna Lindsey
Very nice $4,500 in view. Last week
Ellce Lorraine
Freddie VlUant
'Speed Demon' (Col) did fair for
Irene Barba
Mildred Rose
Rosalie Jelke
Christmas week and turned In
Bernle Adler
Eddie Makins Orch Dot LeRoy
500.
Fred Janls Orch
Chez Force
Denver tPubllx) (2,600; 26-36-40Uontmortre
60)—
'Farewell to Arms' (Par). Jackie
Jay Mills
June McCioy
LaMay ft Louise
Kaderly at the organ. Strong $9,3 Rodions
Tina Tweedle
000 In view.
Last week 'Cynara*
Mildred Tooley
Dick Ware
(UA) did $6,500 In six days. OpenCarol Cook
Edna Mae Morris
ing delayed a day to give day and
F Quarteli's Orch
Ben Pollock Orch
Doris Bobbins
date opening with New York.
FaramooKt CInb
Orpheum (RKO-HuiCman) (2,600;
College Inn
Harry Glynn
25- 35-40-60)
'Animal
Jlnette Vallon
Kingdom'
Etta Reed
Ben Bernle Orch
Dl Giovanni
(RKO). West Masters at the orJackie Heller
Anita LaPlerre
gan. Oke $11,000. Last week 'HanKennedy
Pat
Billy Carr
dle with Car©' (Fox), $10,600, good
Brcelle Sis
Club dlfford
for Christmas week.
Sid Lang's Orch
Bradsh'w ft C'l'g'ns
Paramount (Publix) (2,000; 26-40)
Sunset Cafe
Eva Brown Co
'Undercover Man' (Par). HoldEd Carry Orch
Edgewater Beach Cass
over from end of last week, and
Simpson
Mark Fisher Orch 3 Rhythm Kings
'Island of Lost Souls' (Par), split
Olive O'Nlel
Winona Short
week. Upping to $6,000. Last weejt
Knicherbock'r Clab 3 Browns
'Payment Deferred' iU-O), and 'UnJesse DeArman
Mary Williams
dercover Man' (Par) did $4,000 on
Terrace Gardens
inee

Women

—

—

Peters

ft

Farreli

Nina Watson
Tony Corcoran
Bill Nolan Orch
FToUc's
Roy Sedley

Curry

ft

Eddie Clifford
Alice

split.

LoTartN

Collins

ft

Waitda

Joy Flnley
Paul Sis
Carl Moore

Bd

Cliff

DeSylvla

Bobby Cook

Riaito

Dolores FarrlB
Floria VestofI

Crawford ft Caskey
Peggy English
Barbara McDonald
Arthur Rogers
Don Carlos Orch
Jimmy Carr Orch

BooeeTeH Hotel
Lombardo Or

Chty

Russian

Arts

Joe Morantz Orch

Renee

Laura

ft

(RKO-Huffman)

(900;

20>

26- 40)—•Virtue' (Col), and 'SherHolmes* (Fox), split week.
Paced for oke $3,000. Last week
'Little Orphan Annie' (RKO) packed
the house three days and with
'Rackety Rax' (Fox) on split week
put the house up to $3,600. Nearly
2,000 children saw the film the open-

lock

Vanity Fair
Winehlll

Geo Haggerty
Yvonne Morrow

Peggy Moore
Jack Russell

ing day.

Empire Wheel

OillI

Blvlera
Nicholas Bros
Earl Rlckard
I^eltha Hill
Cab Calloway Orch Gertrude Niesen

CInb Rlchman

(30)

DXTTROIT

Eddie Jackson

Harry Barrls Orch
Loyce Whlteman

Cotton OInb
Aida Ward
Henri Wessel
Swan ft Lee
Anise Boyer
Roy Atkins
Peaches & Duke

Denver, Dec.

New Year week helping the:»trea
snap out of slump. Denliani looks
to go $500 over best yet with

—

HEW TOBE

Geo Olseo Orch
BUtmore Hotel
Paul Whlteman Or
IJdo Gardens
Jane Vance
Charlie Oafts
Red McKenzie
Wynne Ralph
Peggy Healy

Brown

York ft King
Mlchon Bros
Lopez Co
Eddie Cantor Co

NEW

'3ombay' I
T'lo Lewis
O'Connor Fam
Gaylenne Sis
Pasquall Bros

Emma

Paul Kirkland

to

(6)

Morosco
Edna Sedgwick
Charley Myers
Billy

(S)

Jazziips Richardson

flll)

Stanton Co

Urace Doro

Monks

Segal

ft

2nd half (3-6)
Tasty Jesters
Stone ft Gibbons

Fanchon

Keith's (7)
Dance Oddities

CINCINNATI

Orpheum

'School Days' I
Milton Douglas
Mary Price

Paramount

(One to

(One

'Tr

Ward Co
Benny Davis Co

4

PROVIDENCE

Gang

<5)

Ist

Jack, Shea Orch

Horry Burns Co

Miles

(4-6)

I'oggy Healy

VANCOUVER

James Klrkwood
Buck ft Bubbles

Trade Twins
Palmcro's Dogs

Bob Cnrnpy

ft

Maximo

(6-8)

Roger Williams

(Two

2d half (11-13)
Sidney Franklin Co
Amateur Night Lon

Gloria T^e

Baycs

half

(S)

Solly

V. A.

Keith's
half (7-10)

Annie Judy ft Z
Fred Llghtner

Orch

Loew's

1st half (30-2)
Pallenberg'e Bears

PATERSON
1st

Emerson

Co
Speck

N T Q Rev
BBOOKL.TN

BlU

Four Vespers
Morton Downey
Orvllle Stamm Co

Mae Wynn

4

NEWARK

WARNER

SIEGEL

2d

Gill

LEDDY & SMITH

Dir.,

Yacht Club Boys

EUKADETH

(31)

Aces

Lamont

WALTER POWELL
RUDY BUNDY BAND

C5o

Local Kiddle Rev
Millard ft Marlin
Joe Marks Co
Mltzl Green

Harry Burns Co
Buddy Rogers 6 O

Bud Harris

Armlda
Joe Termini
Ethel Pcu'ker
Sandlno Co

(k)

(31)

Grade Schenk

Sylvia Froos

R

Allen

McKenna

J

ft

(0)

&

Anderson
J

Holiday) Greetings

Morse

1660 Broadway
Boyle; Wm. Phllbrick

Ruth Roye

Rev

MONTEBAL
Loerw's

Les Ghezzls
Bert Frohman

Honey

OMAHA

Barney Rapp Orch

Dee Loretta
Earl Maestro

niUy Miller
Reese

(O)

Dunn

Connie's Inn

William Hali

State

Duncan

Alita

Dllly Mitchell
>fay Bros

Falls

ft

Benny RoSs

Edgar Borgcn Co
Bob Murphy
Burns ft Allen

Mlacahua

JUUAN

pollnoff ft
t Swifts
l^on Erroll

Loew's

Rclas

Sammy

Joe Kelso Co

(7)

Comedians

Thomas Harris
Chick Beeman
T. asses Brown

JERSEY CITY

A & Q

Frank Llbuse
(Two to flll)

HetrapoHtan

D'Orsay

TiSc

Georgia Browns

Eddie Tamblyn
Helen Wright
Franklyn Farnum
Madeline Sheffield
Bin Halllgan
Jerry Ross

Georgie Price
Le e Ga ls E ns

Wing Wah
(Two to flll)

Joe Morris
VanessI

(S)

Minstrels'

l

(9-11)

George Stone

NEW

Flfl

MILWAUKEE

& K

Rnsch Co

Mitchell

Plcclnnnl Tr
Radio Rubes
Medley ft Dupree

Leona Royce Co

Ist

IWsWk.: Johnny

ft

L

Joe Young Co
George Stone
Art Prank
(Three to fill)
Vaughn De Leath
2d halt (9-11)
Barto & Mann
Great Gaetonos
Ralph Cooper Bd
Lewis
ORLEANS (Three &toAmes
flll)

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THE N.

Glenn

8tnt« (6)

(E-8)

PrelBser

Delmar's Rev
Keith's (7)
(31)
Bee ft Rae Goman
Campo Co
I^ee Port ft D
Harmon & Clazton Art Jarrett
Ohella Barrett
Daphne Pollard
e Wolf ft Haklns (One to flll)

DR.

Jane Cooper
Lathrop Bros

CLEVEKAND

Gates Ave

to flll)
(30)

C & J

ramer & Hamilton
(Two to flll)

half

Herb Williams
Betty

Orpheum
1st

(31)

Keith's (6)
Devlto & Denny

Nick Lucas

Ist half (7-10)
fnoozer Jr

to

Irene Rich

I

Joe Pcnner
Olive Olscn
Mac Harris

OAKLAND

Bert Walton

Carl Freed Co

PiUaee

ad

Sailors

Mady Co
Jerome Mann

(6)

Baffalo
'Rio Rita'

Fisher (SO)

Miles
Al Slegal
Gordon, Reed

(6)
•Follow Thrji'

Gobs

CITY
(30)

Hoitz

Lillian

Poll

(30)

BUFFAEb

Robyn

Willie

Parnmonnt

IjOM

Peggy Joyce

SEATTUS

Puramoant

•Vanities'
(2d week)
Milton Berle
Lillian Shade
Dorco
Dora Maughn
Maria Gambarelll
Eugene Von Orona 'No Man Her Own"

NEW YORK

SPRINGFIELD

LOOKS UP; 'ANIMAL' IIG

BROOKLYN

Dave Apollon

Wee

B Wonder

Poramonnt

Unit

'Georgia

West

Girl Trouble'

(6)

LOS ANGELES
I^w's State (S)
Bug House' U

3
3
G

(«)

Steve Savage
Varsity Co

(6)

I

f^oast

Keith Clark

Eddie Duchin Orch
Contnry (S)

NBWABK

Ad'son

ALBANY

(Two

(7)

Diaz ft Powers
Millard & Marlin
Joe Marks Co
Mltzl Green
Oracle Schenk Co

(4-6)

Honan & Arden
John Mason Co
Mae Usher
Gregory Co

_

3

F Lake

Co

& Bros
Baddy Rogers
HINNEAPOUS

2nd half (11-13)
Princess Wahletka

Bemie

ft

(31)

Delmatt Tr
to

A

Carpentier Co

Klutlngs'

Prospect

(Two

flll)

Great Gaetanos
Aronson, Fayre ft
Lewis ft Ames

Ada Brown
HIH ft Hoffman
Duke Ellington Or Brems Fltz
let halt

(6-8)

Leona Royce Co
Newhoff ft Gorman
Roger Williams
Ruiz & Bonlta
Frank LIbuae

(Three to

halt (6-$)
Hazel Klatolt Rev
Cropley & Violet

1st half (7-10)
Kitty Doner

to

Boulevard

let

Acodeoiy

Nnn Halperln

Bros

(Two

Berry Brothers
Great Wollendas
eis of the Skillet
Gertrude Nlessen
Palace (7)

Thomas

ft

Benny MeroK Orch
Rltz

^ACKENSACK

Chilton

Molly Picon

The RImacs Orbh

pe Wolf Hopper
Taylor Holmes
Famous KIkutas

CITY

Capitol (S)

LEDDY & SMITH
Bowman

Pox

NEW HAVEN

Placed by

Patricia

SAN DIEGO

N'orvcllc

PLAYING
NOW

U

LONG BEACH

West

Wisconsin

RdBBINS FAMILY
Parantount,

Pantogcs «J)
Birthday Party'

ft

CITY
Boxy

RKO

R

Warfleld

T

Follies'

ft

Kramer

SAN FRANCISCO

DESPITE STORMS, DENY.

Pictore Theatres

NEW YORK

Co

Arthur Pat
Del Chain

John Wagner

fill)

2d half (11-13)

4

&

to

1st half

Campo Co
Herman Hyde

Flo Mayo
Harrison's

Charles Boyle
Sylvia Shore

Cottier

Doc Baker Flashes

2d halt (11-13)
Senator Murphy

&

Keith's

Daro
(Two

Capitol
Ist half (7-10)
Princess Wahletka

Cook

Whiteside

Con ley Co

J.

Gregory

& S
A A B
TROY

Chaz Chase

(6)

Top' I

John Merkyl

Hlte Reflow

R

'

Graham

jiartha

(31-1)

James Evans

Harry

(4-6)

Ray & N

Violet

to nil)
(31)

Corbett & Convey
Liloyd Hucrhes

Badio Oil
Magle Ht
(2d week)
Dr. Koekwell
Vera Schwara
Harold Kreuzberg

half

ParaaMmnt

Big

Jack Sidney
Adele Nelson

Dolly

HOLLYWOOD

Brems

81

Roberts

PORTLAND

Bee Hee

Capitol (5)
Desert Song'
Perry Askam
Tanzl
Bnrl Askam
Ncnnette Vallon

NEXT WEEK

Ann

BOSTON

Week January 2

—
— —

Bare Facts Star, Brooklyn
French Models Howard, Boston.
Lid Lifters Route No. 1.
Moulin Rouge-r-Modern, Providence.

—

Nlte Life in Paris Trocadero, Philadelphia.
Oriental Girls Capitol, Albany.
Parisian Flirts Hudson, Union City.

——

Record Breakers— Empire, Newark.
Step Lively Girls— L. O.

Keith's springs another b. o. hit,
'Animal Kingdom,' along with upto-snuf£ vaude. The Boston
strong on the stage side

comeo

The Loew houses saved 'Strange

BARHAM ON THE WATCH

Interlude' to set the New Year pace
and there's wisdom in this. The

roadshowlng
stirred

May Take Some Houses on
Own if Publix Don't Want
The Fubllx-Tracy Barham

(Continued from page 10)
band setting up a srlklng military
and love atmosphere.

some months ago
and made money,

Interest

Hia and numerous requests made Vic
Morris realize there was still gold
in them thar hills when the picoper- ture came in on a pop price basis.
'Lawyer Man,' at the Paramount la

ating partnerehlp over four towns box ofUce all over.
in Minnesota may be expanded to
In general, It looks like trekking
include other theatres in that ter- back to normalcy, with all showmen
far happier than they were a week
ritory. If not under the new part- ago.
nership with Publix, Barham himEstimates For This Week
self

may

acquire the others.

Fa-

Majestic (1,600; 56-77-$1.10-$1.6&/

Nlckolas Hadarlck
Barra Bira
MIsha Usaooft

Exmiliar with the Minnesota situation, —'Sign of the Ooss' (Par).
cellently paced at $14,000.
Two
through having booked midwest and shows each week day, one Sunday.
St. Reels Hotel
northwest for some time, Barham
Keith's (RKO) (4,000; 30-40-66)—
Darlo ft Diane
believes some possibilities exist.
'Animal
Kingdom"
(RKO) and
Dick Gsaparre Or
He and the missus left New York vaude. Fine for $24,000 or even
Russell Johns
Small's Paradise
Thursday (29) to drive out to Fari- better.
Lou Belard
Last week 'Half Naked
Black Rhythm' R bault, Minn., where he will make
I<arry SIry Orch
Truth'
(RKO),
good
$18,700.
Johnson
Nyra
Ragusa's Tango Or
headquarters. Before joining PubMeers ft Norton
Boston (RKO) (4,000; 26-40-55)—
El Fatio
3 Speed Demons
lix several years ago Barham oper- 'Uptown
New York' (KBS) and
Beatrice Llllle
Geo Walker
Fontana ft Coles
ated his own theatres in Florida. vaude.
Last
Okay for $14,000.
Wm Spollman
Endor ft Farreli
3 Palmer Bros
He has wanted to return to that week 'Little Orphan Annie' (RKO).
Henry King Or
May Alex
mats, and 'Secrets of the French
Held for some time.
Mabel Scott
Gypsy Trail
Police' (RKO) evenings; and vaude,
Roy White
Baroness Erzsl
Dorothy Turner
good for $12,100.
Iiouls Hegedush
Chas Johnson Orch
Ethel Pastor
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 26-50)—
Bill Schneider's Post
Kokosch Gypsy Or
Tatt ami
First
'Strange Interlude' (M-G).
ll'lyw'd R'staurant Geo Hall Orch
Splendid for
Bill Schneider, assistant to Milton time at pop prices.
Fowler ft Tamara
The Csarda
H. Feld In Publix for many years, $18,000. Last week 'Cynara' (UA),
Collctte Sis
Tgnaclo Ruflino

la Torre
Accordion Luis
El Garon
Frances Wllllama
Darlo ft Diane

Marts de

Frank Hazzard

Ulanche Bow
4 Cllmas
Marquerlte ft Leroy

Theo Phane
Harbara Blane
Joan
Ahl

Muna

Vc-rrcll

& Slonott

Oladyn Leslie
IrlH Adrian
Marian Marlin
Isham Jon's Orch
Hotel Lexington
Don Bestor Orch

Karoly Bencze

Zslga Bela
Mme Ilona deThury
Karoly Nyaray
Torch Clab
Jackie May

Frances Dunn
Arthur Budd

Duval

ISIIssa

Uiiddy

Wagner Or

Village

Basn

Gus Van
Sally

Mayo

Marlon

Kingston

.lanlce Walker
Art Jarrett
Laughlln
Hotel New Yorker Nina Vestoir
Val
n;thel Shutta
Joe Furst Orch
Fran Prey
Waldorf-Astoria
lla-Cha Gardiner
.Sfnll Coleman Or
.Bobby Borger
Jjack Clifford
/aifi Argentines
Tffscha Borr Bns
"O ft e Herbert

fair $15,000.

has resigned, to Join E. W. Ham30-50)—
State
(Loew)
(3,000;
First
mons, president of Educational as 'Strange Interlude' (M-G).
time at pop prices. Promising fair
latter's private secretary.
Steps Into the new post Jan. 2. $19,000. Last week 'Cynara' (UA),
Schneider isn't related to Louis E. more than fair for $14,000.
Met (I'ublix) (4,330; 35-50-05)—
Schneider, olio's an operating as•I<\arewcll to Arms' (Par) and lavsistant to Sam Dembow, Jr.
ish .staffo .<<h')W. Looks like a haloed
$35,000 f'lr a change to old time
fervor.
Jjant week 'Madame ButMystery for Lackey
terfly" (I'ar) and stage show, satisfactory at $20,600.
Hollywood, Dec. 31.
Paramount (Publix) (1,800; 26'False Front,' radio mystery, will 30-55)— 'Lawyer Man' (WB) and
be produced by William Lackey as 'JJandlo with Care' (Fox). Sterling
his next for Monogram.
at $10,500. LAst week 'Silver DolPhil Hoson (liroctlntf and Trifitam^ lar' fr<"N).J!ihd nWrtue' (Col), ex-Tuppor scripting.
cellent art $9,2D0.
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IS YEARS AGO
iFrom
Theatre

'Variety'

and

man was

'Clipper')

burning over

Asked to buy 8 seats
the specs.
an out of town friend within
first three rows. Got split seats
in the fourth, sixth and seventh
Nlsht of the show" only
rows.
seven other persons In the first
seven rows.
for

the

About 70 ex- White Rats were put
back on the regular books as forgiven for the strike.
Cohen, the vaude Mercedes

Jos.

had enjoined a previous asst., Mercedes Crane, from using moniker in
an act of her own. Michigan court
held she had a right to her own
name and reversed lower court's
decision.

on the secrets and headaches
New
Most prolific femme songwriter yet in tin pan alley Is Bernice Petkere
of foreign film business In the United States last week through an openwhose succession of hits prompted the ASCAP to waive the usual year's
letter feud between the publicity man for the Europa theatre and the
probationary^ period and promote her quickly Into a classification above
film critic of the 'Staats-Zeltung', German dally. Dr. Relss, the critic,
the novitiate. Promise also of quick promotion because of her prolific
had panned the current film at the Europa, with Martin Lewis, theatre's
song output.
p.a., answering with a column-and-a-half letter, which the paper printed
Miss Petkere (Mrs. Kd Conne, wife of the radio program builder) comIn full. Dr. Reiss, In his criticism, had pointed out that it was a shame
posed
'Lullaby of the Leaves', 'Starlight', 'By a Rippling Stream', 'Did
so many poor and impossible German pictures are brought to America
Tou Mean What Tou Said Last Night?', 'The Lady I Love', 'Hats Off,
regularly and good ones left on the other side.
Here Comes a Lady', 'Half a Mile Away From Home', 'Dancing ButterIn Lewis' explanation he said it's time the Germans understood a few
fiy', 'Rose of Snowland', 'And Then', 'At the Foot of the Hills', 'Sing
a
things, such as why it's hard to bring over good pictures. German proSong of Romance', et al., all In less than a year, and placed with all the
ducers, Lewis explained, keep asking ridiculously high prices for American rights on the theory their pictures are as good as American films major publishers. Her gross Income has been personally important, aland ought to gross as Well. Also a lot of the better pictures are never though regarded as a lark. It has also been Instrumental In antelng Joe
shown here because taken for version purposes or done over entirely in Young's rating and earning as her most consistent lyric collaborator.
English, with the result that a German exhib in America has a tough Miss Petkere also did both words and music on lome of her songs.
Anita Jones, 'Mary Earl' (nom-de-plume for the late Bob King), Mabel
time getting good product at acceptable rentals.
Lewis went so far as to say the general quality of German films In the Wayne, Dana Suesse and Carrie Jacobs-Bond, In the standard field, have
past two years has gone down, with the German public in New Tork, at been among the most notable femme writers In recent years, plus a
the same time, not supporting their own language films as well as pre- couple whose names escape. Miss Wayne's 'Ramona' and 'Little Spanish
Town' distinguished her signally.
viously.
But the German producers are still asking and insisting on high rentals
and prices.
Art Kassel, Chicago bandleader, is conducting at the Bismarck hotel
with a broken shoulder and his torso strapped tightly because of rib
Kent and Sam Katz trouble. Very little publicity was given aeroplane accident In 'which
Although no longer with Paramount Publtx, 9.
will be subpoenaed as defendants in the Joe Quittner action against Par, Kassel received his Injuries because Jimmy Doolittle, the pilot,
wanted
now on trial in the Federal court. New Tork. This presents a unique to avoid any .adverse comment. Shell Oil bankrolls Doolittle and a
situation since Kent is now president of a competitive company. Fox, smashup might be deemed a reflection the speed king feared.
and Katz Is at liberty. Should there be a Judgment la Quittner's favor,
Accident occurred over the Louisiana swamps with the aeroplane going
each might be held responsible with P-P.
210 miles per hour when one-half the propeller fell off. Danger In such
Only other offlcial of P-P at the time of the filing of the suit who's emergencies is that the motor will fall out of the plane. However, Doonamed as a defendant is Adolph Zukor. Many others In P-P are ex- little cut the speed to 90 miles within a mile and landed In muddy marshpected to be called, including Sam Dembow and probably heads who land where In due time the piarty was rescued and Kassel was rushed
have moved Into key posts since the suit was prepared. Only Leon to a hospital In New Orleans to get mended.
Netter, g. m. of booking, has been called so far among P-P ofDcials.
E. M. Schiller, Loew's general theatre operator, also testified.
York's

German colony was

let In

R

IMward Shayne, one of the leading bookers of the Western Vaude.
Turning down an offer of $140,000 for her Bali picture, Harriet HuntAssn., was forced by ill health. to ington, granddaughter of the late railroad builder, now flndd that through
Charles Freeman took his too much advice she has a picture but no release. When Miss Huntingretire.
pisuse, coming in to the Chicago ton returned from Ball last spring, pictures of the island were hot and
post from the Flnnan-Helman cir- Warners made the offer for it. Surrounded by advisors. Miss Huntingcuit.
deal in the belief that she could get others. Within
ton passed up the
the two months that followed, five pictures hit the market, all made at
Century theatre announced a loss Bali and all featuring the full breasted native women, something that
of $^0,000 for a year and a half of Miss Huntington had overlooked. Now pictures of the South Seas are
drugs on the market. The Huntington expedition returned here with
operation.
over 100,000 feet of negative photographed in Ball, India and China.

WB

Helen Gardner, one of the first
New Tork film reviewers might hfive felt a little miffed at not
players to go light on cosHall. That
tume, was astounding the public having been assigned to the opening of the Radio City Music
had their
with her 'Cleopatra.' Would be over- got the regular first string dramatic men. The film writers
chance two nights later at the opening of the RKO Roxy.
dressed In these days.
This seemed proper since the Music Hall carries a $2.60 variety stage
show with the Roxy a split picture-presentation. Roxy'a name is iden'Variety' was figuring out tbe tified with pictures, however, he having come up to his best fame
new Rivoli on Broadway. There through the 86c. era.
was a ground rental of |46,000^ a
Picture critics may have learned a lesson when retullng the Music
year, a $160,000 loan, of which 17,- Hall reviews by the dramatic people on their same papers, although that
600 had to be repaid, anually, an Is unlikely.

ft^ picture

Since the musicians union's special dispensation to Ted Weems for
commercial broadcasting from the Hotel Pennsylvania, It has tightened

up

drastically and is holding Anson Weeks and Isham Jones, notably, to
the letter and spirit of the union rules. Both bands are marking time
until their six months In New Tork transpire so they can Join the metropolitan local.
Weeks may be permitted to use his name with a studio combo, or one
comprising local musicians. Jones is similarly on the air sustaining,
under CBS buildup, pending the expiration of the six months so he can
then be allotted some commercial.

The 'New Torker's' two-part 'profile' on Gene Buck, president of the
'Fortune's elaborate display of the modus operandi of the
ASCAP as a $60,000,000 song industry. Is centering lay Interest more
than ever on the inner workings of tin pan alley's performing rights*

ASCAP, and

collection agency.
The printer's ink ballyhoo credits Buck for most of society's success.
Buck's colorful career, particularly In relation to his Zlegfeldlan ante.

cedents,

makes him good

copy.

—

investment of $260,000 and taxes at
Made the rent about $90,$16,000.
000 a year, and figured as plenty.
Strand was high mark with about
$172,000, but that included an ofRialto was about
flee building.
$83,600 and the still building Capitol prospective rental set at around
$81,000.

50 YEARS AGO
{From

'Clipper')

Stock taking time In baseball cirReport of the Boston club
cles.
showed It played to 50,981 people
for $30,000. That was for the en
tire season, but the money does not
Include the visiting clubs' cut. Gross
gate was $37,917.

No

opera at the Academy of

Mu-

one afternoon because Emma
Jucb had an ingrowing toenail.
sic

Salmi Morse applied to the Mayor
for a permit to erect a structure
for theatrical performances of a
moral kind. He planned to do the
'Passion Play' and about every
crape hanger in town was there to
oppose him. It was an obsession
with him and 26 years later Morse

was

still

trying.

Casino theatre closed for repairs,
reopened. Orchestra placed In balcony above the stage.

Percentage of the surplus accruing from the penny charged for every
copy of music that passes through the Music Dealers' Service Is set
aside tO; pay ,off losses Incurred by dealers going bust
Arrangement guarantees the publisher protection on misplaced credit.
The old Roxy, New Tork, last week, on day of. Radio City's Music Hall Hitch here is that the only publishers in the combine eligible to this pro*
tection against loss are those numbered among the charter 12. Others
opening Tuesday (-27) inserted teaser ads in the paper which were acclearing
through the MDS Just take their chances.
cepted around the trade as a competitive gag. Ad, separated from the
regular Roxy ad which carried show billing address, etc., read as follows:
'The Roxy, 6-star program for adults and children this Xmas week.
Borrowing a musical director from another studio for one picture,
No advance in prices.' It didn't carry anything else and Is the first ad execs of one of the major lots were so surprised and pleased with his
work that they immediately shook up their own music department tossto prefix fheatre's name with a 'The'.
Another item is the sign at 49 th street and 7th avenue, a block below ing out the old orchestra and getting a new one. This was done because
the old Roxy, with an arrow pointing the way to the new RKO Roxy over the results of the borrowed baton-waver and his own orchestra, which
on 6th avenue.
he brought with him, were so much better than the average on the lot
that the top men began asking how come.
'Bill of Divorcement' is among the low cost RKO-Radio features
turned out this season. Picture cost $265,000. 'Conquerors,' on the other
Hubert Prior Vallee adopted Rudy as a first name in tribute to his
hand, cost $620,000, while 'Animal Kingdom* came in at a charge of
saxophone virtuoso idol, Rudy Wledoeft the acknowledged peer of reed
$460,000.
'Hold 'Em Jail,' Wheeler-Woolsey, rang up $416,000, while the first soloists.
The master, Wledoeft, while still rating superlatively, is now the anonversion of 'Rockabye,' made by George Fltzmaurlce, totaled $466,000,
with the new version made by George Cuker running that amount up ymous and inconspicuous head of a sax quartet burled in the pit of the
around $200,000. *Klng Kong,' still in production, has run $660,000 and Radio City Music Hall amidst 100 other musicians.
win probably be brought in for around $626,000.
Brunswick has put Al Jolson and his ether fadeout number, 'April
Associate producer at one of the majors on the Coast rei>orted to the Showers', on wax, with the Guy Lombardo band. Other side of the disc
police he was held up and robbed by a bandit who jumped on the run- carries 'Rockabye My Baby With a Dixie Melody,' sung by Jolson on his
ning board of his car and forced him to ride around the block. Initial Chevrolet broadcast.
Now, it has been learned, the hold-up occurred when the picture man
was sitting in a parked car In a shady spot with a waitress from one
of the swank picture eating places.
running the country figured out by Howard Scott technical engineer,
Girl lost a wrist watch In the hold-up which was replaced this week as with the short explaining how the new goverhment would work and why.
a Christmas present.
Short is being rushed around the country and state righted, with the
hope of getting in quick while the subject Is hot In political and educaA trade laugh In the way Monogram Is seemingly teasing Metro as tional discussion.
regards Richard Boleslavsky, director of 'Rasputin'. Indie company has
a one picture contract with the megger and Metro a long term paper,
The only coast studio that has not ctit its payroll or laid people off
with the latter company openly annoyed at the fact that its man will
during the past two years is KBS. That studio lias 40 people on the
have to stop for a while in the next few months to turn out a quickie.
payroll, with a weekly overhead of $3,000.
Last week Monogram sent Metro a letter offering to tear up the conSam Plschoff and Bert Kelly, who operate the plant declare that cuttract with the director on condition that Mero loan Monoerram Jackie
ting of salaries never tends toward increasing efflciency or economizing
Cooper for the lead In a proposed talker version of 'Oliver Twist*.

—

in product.

Madeline Woods Is possibly the only woman ever to handle a picture
on a states rights road show basis. After several years with PubllxGreat States the veteran press agent has gone on the road handling
'The Big Drive' all the way from Chicago to California and financing
the deal herself. She has opened an office in Chicago as a base of supplies but will be traveling for the next three months herself.
Publlx offered a spot for Miss Woods In its New Tork offloe but she
preferred to roam the great open spaces.

Referring to a revival 'Clipper'
that 'Corslcan Brothers' was
played in Boston in 1832 for a run
Reof 10 performances to $3,963.
marked that 'the receipts of the
theatres of 30 years ago were by no
present.'
Still
at
large
as
as
means
Son of a former stage star, who recently secured his release from a
going up.
major studio where he had been under contract for several years, was
Immediately contracted by another studio and cast in a picture. His
Lily Liangtry was playing Phlla
quick landing has affected him to the extent that he now is completely
delphla with the specs doubling the royal, refusing to appear on time for his calls, objecting to his lines,
price of the $2 tickets. An effort to crabbing at the direction and otherwise making himself objectionable.
play Louise Montague, Forepaugh's
Studio has said nothing, but Is doping out chastisement following his
Beauty' against her fell current assignment.
$10,000
through.
Jan. 10 Paramount Publlx will begin publishing a distribution house
Charles L. DaVis, eccentric show
organ to be known as 'Paramount Sales News.' It will be Issued weekly
man who put .most of his money and deal solely with sales, as a contact between the home oflftce and the
in diamonds, had just bought a fur exchanges of the company in thd U. 9. and Canada.
Al Hlrsch, former editor of 'Publlx Opinion' and more recently atcoat. Made from the backs of pup
seals and trimmed with French tached to the Par editorial department in New Tork, wlH edit the organ.
beaver 'after the fashion of the
Capital Film Exchange has taken New Tork rlghtfl to the one-reel
Cost $1,000 and
Russian Czar'.s'
short turned out by Bryan Foy on technocracy. Thatfa a new way of
charged to advertlslnff.
told

Executives and actor pals of a star at Paramount were missing from
Christmas list Instead, actor and his wife made up 100 baskets of
food and distributed them personally in the San Fernando valley. At the
studio he paid off a remaining $1,600 mortgage on an electrician's home,
and the three remaining payments on the car of one of the doormen.
Both were about to lose the properties through Inability to keep up

his

payments.

Olga Baclanova was engaged by Metro for the femme lead in 'Clear
Suddenly the studio decided to switch the assignment to
Benlta Hume, British Importation. Baclanova did not squawk, as she
got two weeks' salary.

All Wires'.

Major company attorneys are holding a series of meetings Ip the Hays
headquarters preparing the Industry's deferse to eight exhibitor actions
against It.
These are all scheduled to come up in Federal courts earlfr in t4ie year.

While directors of M. P. P. D. figured for a time they would have to
add an extra chair to the round table, it now develops that John Hertz
only wanted to meet the boys and that Adolph Zukor continues as Paramount's Hayslte.

Paramount, figuring that Its 'Luxury Liner' wlU start a cycle of stories
grandhotellzlng the ocean schooner, has ordered its story department to
be on the vmtQh for any other good yarn along these lines.
/
/

/
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Year

in Legit

By Jack
1932 In the field called the legitimate theatre saw the legit battling
opposed diversions and the deprerjBlon, putting up a pretty good fight
indiof It The record of successes

Broadway

cated fliat

always

-will

have shows, though there probably
never will be as many as in boom
times.

As for the road, spots bare of attractions for seasons, are opening
lip and H Is a matter of worth-while
shows, with not enough in sight to

Keys
the available bookings.
fill
have been good for the good things.
Showmen, iearlier
B^^awked about thb

than

usual,

criticd.

After

the first flock of new plays made
hasty exits this season, the reviewThe hits arers- were bla,m«d>.
rived late, not. one. real oUck being
registered in September, ^roducer^
heI4 back n^w show schedules in
.

some cases

.

and..

.

Brpailway

may

not

unt;li. after the flrst
if .at alL The big money
dxoTm. by the seven^l October sucdly<9rted attention
somewhat
cesses
from the critics and gave confidence
to show people, .I^tef that was

reach full stride

ot the y^ar,

.

.

somewhat dispelled.
The Shuberts were plenty

in the
limelight with their, corporation in
pitolonged receivership.
Erianger's
publicity was mostly over the Charlotte Fizel claim to having been the
showman's common law wife, which
was upheld by Surrogate John P.
O'Brien, New York's new mayor.
The case is unique In that although
there were 8^ exhibits and 70,000
words of testimony, the decision
numbered 120,000 words, the longest
tn court history.
The ruling ocsupied 18
pages in the 'Law
Journal.*
Trial lasted 11 weeks.

Coat of $500^000

Cleveland, Dec. 31.

Premier of Noel Coward's Design for Living* at Hanna, Cleve-

week they were quoted at 50 cents.
The disintegration of the $24,000,000 Shubert corporation, which at
origin claimed to dominate the
legitimate theatre, seems certain.
The hope of the Shubert brothers
of ruling show business became a
dismal vision.
They went along
slapping up theatres and leasing
them to the corporation. When receivership came the leases for most
of the houses were disafllrmed and
the theatres thrown ba,ck into the
Shuberts' laps. A majority of those
theatres are dark, eating into the
personal funds of the brothers directly or
through the Trebuhs

Realty
own.

Company

first

Miss Fixe! the right to claim
of the estate

BOAT TOURING

was handed down

The Shubert corporation owes

98,-

000,000.
What with the decline in
realty values the only way debts
could be satisfied was through the
production of successful shows. The
receivers have failed to accomplish
anything in that direction.
They
were supposed to go into court early
In November for instructions to
either continue or liquidate (same

as bankruptcy sale). The receivers
will go into court tomorrow (4) and
admit they have failed. Sale of the
assets will follow.

Mid-November the receivers conferred

with

the four committees
representing
bondholders,
stockholders and general creditors and
frankly stated that the outlook was
dubious.

The committees were asked

they thought it best to continue
the business. The creditors replied
that there was nothing to lose and
the receivers might as well gamble
if

further.

Down

to 1c on $
The facts are that last spring
when the receivers went into court
and secured permission for an extension into the new season, it was

SPLITTING AS

Los Angeles, Dec. 31.
With booking ef Tattle Tales' into ibe Belasco, It la understood that
the production partnership of Ed-

ward Belasco and Homer Curran
has come to an end.
This production and operation
Agreement between the two baa
been In effect almost three years,
with Curran the means of providing attractions for the local bouse
as well as the Curran and Geary,
San Francisco, which he operates.
Curran also procured financial
backing for the shows from Herman Wobber and several other people in the Northern city. Belasco
simply had the local house which
is owned by the Edward L. Doheny
Interests, who did not participate
in

any production

reaponslbilities.

combination made money
to and with 'Cat and the
Then, with productions
difficult to get and box office response questionable, Belasco is reported to have informed Curran
that each house would have to carry its own load. Result is negotiations are being concluded to
break up the production combina-

The

up

right

Flddte.'

tion,

=

Belasco has been looking for other
connections. It Is likely that Curran will continue on his own with
the possibility that he may take
over the Mayan, next door to the
Belasco here and operate entirely

on his own.

Duffy to

Do

'Bridal'

San Francisco, Dec. 31.
the assets were
Henry Duffy will open 'Bridal
get foi'.r
order to Wise* at the Alcazar Jan. 8, followcontinue Lee Shubert agreed to dis- ing current two weeks of Charlie
Sidney in
pose of $300,000 in receivers certifi- Murray and George
Ctttea.
From the funds so raised 'Abie's Irish Rose'.
Include Lois
•Bridal' cast will
175,000 was to be .used for producMoore and
and
Matt
Tom
Wilson,
tions and had about been consumed
before Thanksgiving. Because the Blythe Daly and Jackie Kelt of the
certificates are first liens on the ae- original New York cast.
"eta, it was estimated the creditors
claims were worth one cent on the
CIVIC GUESTS
aoUar. with an additional $113,000
Worcester, Mass., Dec. 31.
in certificate money mentioned to
The Civic Ilepertory company,
•^arry on until the end of December, stock backed by subscribers, will
Indications are that the creditors open at the Worcester theatre Jan.
^•11 get nothing.
9 with Madge Kennedy as guest star
Included are the holders of de- in 'Paris Bound.'
benture 'gold bonds' totalling $6,Lynn Overman, Masgaret AngHn
460,000.
November bond quotations and Glenn Hunter also will be sucestimated that

If

sold the creditors would
cents on the dollar.
In

.

WORCESTER

Were $12.76 per $1,000 bond. Last

lar

'Of

comedy.

The

suit

was brought by Walter

named George Jean

LOW

NEW

In

The Shubert Theatre Corporation

Dec. 29.)

The musical comedy,

The play 'U. S. A. With Music'
was written between 1924 and 1929^
and copyrighted on February 11^
1930.
The dcore was composed by
George Anthell. Into the satirical
book are crowded burlesque scenes
dealing with most of the sensational
news happenings of the last decade^
from the death of Floyd Collins In
a Kentucky cave and the Heirrln, Dl.,
mine riots to the Sacco-Vanzettl.
case. It Is concerned with politics
only in the second act, whereas *0£

Robert Raines is handling Paul
Robeson's assignment and a real
colored .girl from the same singing
combo is in Aunt Jemima's spot.

80c

LEGIT

nomic

life.

.

.

collapse is that type of receivership which permits the continuation
of thd business for the expected
benefit of the creditors.
Receivers
were appointed in October, 1931,
the court twice extending the period of receivership.
But there Is
leaa chance of the creditors being
paid off than at the start of the receivership.

Tribune,'^ be 'living in the Latin Quarter In
Paris in an atmosphere of starvaThee I tion.' With £. E. Cummings, he received the Alderlngton poetry prize
Sing,' Pulitzer Prize play satirizing
for 1931. The profits from 'Of Thee
American political life, was not plaSing' for which he sought an acgiarized from a previously written counting were estimated at betweea
play called 'U. S. A. With Music,' $760,000 and $1,000,000.

(From New York 'Herald

Lowenfels, author of 'U. S. A. With

SOUTH, NUT

COAST'SPAIR
W%

August. Not long after that she
married.
.Previously
Saul
IBteuron in making o, temporary accounting estimated the estate as
wojrth $124.. .Shrinkage la value was
not explained but wcua probably
bbsed. on the collapse of realty,
"when A. 1*. Erlanger died the estate was variously estimated worth
from 112,000,000 to 176,000,000.

'

bunch of leases

disaffirmed

Cost of the Brlanger-Flxel case

wa^

Federal Court Finds Satire Does Not In*
fringe Walter Lowenfels

Music,* who
the
receivers
Nathan, Gieorge S. Kauf man» Morrie
started abandoning theatre proper
Ryskind,
George Gershwin, Irti
ties owned by the corporation. It be
Gershwin, Sam H. Harris, Irving "Thee I Sing* is a ..political
Ing. cheaper to let them slide back
satire
Berlin, Alfred A. Knopf and the throughout.
to the flr^t mortgage holders than
New World Music Company as de'The plaintifTs play was obvloysiy
pay, .interest and taxes.
Biggest
'Show Boat,* resuming at the fendants. The court ordered the
written in a white heat of resent'
parcel dropped was the Majestic, Hanna, Cleveland, last week, and the
plaintiff
to pay costs, including ment
against the social Injustice
Royale
and
Masque
theatres, Cass, Detroit, currently, is down to
$3,600 for counsel fees, $1,000 each displayed in some
aspects of life lil
grouped as the Royma Corporation. $19,000; which .it needs to break, and
to Messrs. Kaufman and Ryskind,
They had been absorbed from the will roadshow south into towns like and $600 each to Messrs. Harris, the United States,* Judge Wool&ey
wrote. 'It is described by its author
Chanin brothers and cost $3,336,000 Louisville, NSushville, New Orleans, Berlin and Knopf.
as an operatic tragedy, and is dedh
There was an equity of $600,000 over etc., at a flexible $2 to $3.60 e^cale,
'In this cause, as Is usual In plathe mortgages. When the proper
depending on the location. Helen giarism causes,* Judge Woolsey's cated to 'An Associated Press dlik«
patch.' As might be expected from
ties went back Lee Shubert lost Morgan is being starred, she alone
opinion read, 'obscurity is taking a this dedication, it
deals with a se^
$860,000 which he invested in a sec
remaining of the original cast.
long shot at success. Having failed ries of iBpisodes not
intelligibly ar^
ond mortgage. He dropped another
Margaret Adams, her understudy, to reach its mark, the plaintiff must
$270,000 second mortgage when Jol
has succeeded Norma Terries. Har be made to pay for the expense to ticulated with each other.
E<ach episode Involves certain of
son's was abandoned. The books of land Dixon and Peggy are in place which he has put the defendants.*
the
least
attractive
characteristics
the corporation now show realty of Puck and White who at flrst had
Profits Put at $750,000
of life in this country, such as^
which cost more than $16,000,000 refused to accept an additional 20%
At the time the suit was brought^
and with supposed equities of ap- cut, later offering to taHe .the com- last August, Lowenfels was said to for example, the tendency to pub^
licize tragic events like the Ken«
proximately $8,000,000 which nor
pany over on a cooperative basis.
tucky cave Incident of some yeara
mally would be enough to pay off. Bertha Bilmore is doing the Edna
ago, to exalt supersalesmanshlp in
Latter Item Is theoretical as most Mae Oliver role; Billy Kent is in
every connection, and to show in^
Charles Winninger's spot;
Paul
(Continued on page 87)
difference to the trajgedy ofteii bn^
Keats is singing the Dennis King
pllclt in many Instances of our ecd<i'
role; one of the Jubilee Singers,
.

were

was about |600,000. It closed last
January and the decision giving
.

on Monday night drew the
biggest crowd for an opening night
that the house has had in five
years. House was sold out three
nights before the premiere.
Coward arrived two days eaxly
to
rehearse the
Lunt-Pontanne
company. Max Gordon, producer,
and G. E. Calthorp, who designed
the settings, also came In. Broadway opening Jan. 24.
Cast includes Campbell QuUan,
Gladys Henson, Phyllis Connard,

land,

Ethel Borden, Alan Campbell, Ward Judge John M. Woolsey ruled yesBishop, Philip Tonge and Macleary terday in United States District
Stinnette.
Court in an opinion dismissing a
infringement
for
copyright
suit
brought against the authorsi prowhich the brothers
ducers and publishers of the popu-

Losses

After the

'0^ Thee I Sing' Original

Piece Cleve. Sell-Out

Pulaski

cecjllng guests.

The colored complement Is down
from 60 to 16; 24 showgirls now
number 10 and there are 12 each
of boys and girls In the line. Salary
cuts from the original Broadway
standard are practically 60%. Present road company now totals 126
people including the orew.
A. C. Blumenthal'a tiff with Puck
and White arose over their refusal
of an additional 20% cut, the team
instead offering to put up $10,000 for
floating expenses and take over
'Show Boat' on a cooperative basis.
When Puck and White. later learned
all the others were amenable to a
cut, they stepped out and received
a round-robin letter of thanks from
the entire cast for making possible
the show's continuance.

music'

Fouows

CINCINNATI

mr

AT

$2.20

Cincinnati, Dec. 81.
Advertised as the lowest prices
in 20 years,' Irving Berlin's 'Face
the Music,' featuring Mary Boland, opens a Week here tomorrow
at the Shubert with a $2.20 top for
all night performances, the scale
ranging down to 66 cents orchestra
seats at the single matinee, Saturday, at $1.66.
Similar —prices— will -obtain— ^heweek of Jan. 16, when 'Blossom
Time' and 'Student Prince' are offered, following seven days of the
'Sign of the Cross,' cinema.

This week 'Face the Music' is in
Pittsburgh with a $3.30 top. From
Cincinnati the show moves to Chicago for a $3.86 top.
The cut price on musicals for
this town was inaugurated several
weeks ago by 'Show Boat,' the top
being reduced from $8.30 to $2.20
for Monday and Tuesday nights
only.
The result was near capacity Monday a,nd a turnaway on
Tuesday with biz dropping to light

for the other night performances.

'American Flan' for Broadway
Hollywood, Dec,

31.

Manny Seff has withdrawn his
new play, 'American Plan', from
Pasadena Community Playthe
was to produce it.
Seff has a deal on with Whitakcr
Ray to do the play in New York,
and l^ay wants it first hand.
house, which

AT BUOU
New all-time low gross record for
a show was registered for 'Anybody's Game,* BI}ou, New Tori^
night of Dec. 27. Box-office siUes
none, but two tlcltets w«lr« sold
through cut ratas at 80 cents, total.
It was the night titter Christmas
when all show business was distinctly bad. More than two persons
were in the Bijou, entering on
passes which cost $1 per pair.
Dough over the government tax (60
cents) not on the statement, extra
40 cents beins a Shubert prerogaUve.
<Game*8* experience is the nearest
thing to the favorite story of the
late Percy Williams, who used to
tell of a legit dramatic troupe playing upstate one wintry, snowy
Curtain rose and just one
night.
•

found seated. The leading actor strode to the footlights
in a heavy bass voice told the
man out front that the performance
would be played Just as though the
theatre was Jammed to the rafters.

man was
and

'audience' answered:
'Well, do it in a hurry;

The

night
home.'

'Rhapsody* on Coast
San Francisco, Doc. 31.
Leslie's 'Rhapsody In Black"
been
has
set by Belasco As Curran
for a Feb. 6 opening at their Curran here.

I'm the

watchman and want

to

go

exhibitions of bad taste.
"The defendants' play, 'Of

Thee -I

Sing,' belongs on: an entirely differ*
ent species of dram&tio compo8ltioa«
It is a good natured satire without

a trace

of

bitterness,

which

—im^

porting a legal phraseology into literary comment ^fairly may be said
to sound in Gilbert and SulllTam;
for example, Throttlebottom, who
should be remembered as long as
men love laughter,' the Frenbh Ambassador and his song, and all the
episodes involving the Supreme
Court, are quite within that delight-

—

full tradition.
If, as it

may be truly said, tlie
spectrum of dramatic composition
shades from tragedy at one end
throdgh drama, comedy and burlesque to farce, at the other end, the
two plays here involved have almost the length of that spectrum
between them.'
Court Finds No Parallels
The court found that there were
no identic episodes in the two plays,
nor 'any structural grouping of Incidents in the second act of the
plaintiff's

play or in any part there^

of.'

'As is common in all cases of this
-klni!- Judge_Woolsey Wrote, T. am.
faced with page after page of alleged parallelisms of phrase.
Obviously the plaintiff cannot claim a
copyright on words in the diction'ary, such as the names of the seasons in the principal lyrics, or In
the usual English idioms, or on
Ideas; therefore the alleged parallelism of phrase does not infringe
anything that was copyrightable in
the plaintiff's play, and the plaintiff's contention to this effect may
be entirely disregarded.'
The plaintiff's play Ip, neverthe.

ILLNESS HALTS 2

SHOWS, HURTS

B'WAY

mODY'

Dlness forced the closing of two
Broadway shows last week, an unfortunate break during the holidays.
Alice Brady was in serious condition after an Influenza attack and
'Mademoiselle' was forced to suspend from Tuesday until Saturday.
Peggy Conklin in the same cast
was also ill with the grippe.
Influenza also put Judith Anderson abed and "Firebird' closed at
the Empire. Show did not resume
and was due off the boards Saturday.
The same affliction prevented
Evelyn Herbert from opening In the
new 'Melody' In I'hlla. last week.
Mildred Parisctte stepped Into the
prima donna's part.

less,

in

Judge Woolsey's

opinion,

'obviously a sincere and certainly

a

trenchant Indictment of some of our

contemporarry

tribal mores.'

The procedure followed in the
annexing the books of
the two plays to the complaint, was
praised by Judge Woolsey as "bold

case, that of

and

Intelligent.'

'It seems to me,' he wrote, 'that
constitutes an appropriate method
of dcallntf with a copyright suit of
thl.s kind, for It enables me, on the
record before me, to decide this
It

co-producer of
and GnorKC
pomposer, IxHh down cause by following the pragmatic
with grli)pe, hampered rc-shaplnB method of comparing the two books,
which rchumcfl In and In view of the time which is
mu.slcal
tho
UrouUlyn la.st wcok, Uroadway i)io- .saved by avoiding a trial under the
miere at tlie Majosiio .«f!t hac-k until firoi pflurc adopted I think It should
nrxl w( l<. .sh(jw moving to Newark bi I'otni- tho n.sual method of deaUsff
Willi copyright flults.'
Monday (2),

Vinton

Freoflley

My

'P.-irdon

Oorshwln

Lew

Plaintiff's. Satire Bitter
'The satire throughout is bltteik
Reading the plaintiff's play, howM
over, does hot leave me with any;
real sense of' tragedy, but ratheil'
with the feeling that I have beeoi
looking into a kaleidoscope of head>^
lines clipped from sensational new»«
papers or reading an anthology of

GROSS LOW

(

ItH

Kngllwh'
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Plays Out of

nCEONS AND PEOPLE
Providence, Dec.

26.
Three-act farce, but presented In continuous action without usual Intermissions
Premiere at the Carlton theatre with
George M. Cohan as the central flpurc.
Directed by Sam Forest.
Walter Qllbert
Joseph Heath

Goorge M. Cohan
Arvld M. Paulson
Olive Reeves Smith
Paul McGrnth
Eleanor Audley
Alney Alba

Parker
Token
Miss Giles

Pranklyn Chnse
Ellnore Payne
Winnie Lloyd

Edward Nannery
Howard Hull Gibson

(jllrcy

McGulre

Dr

Lucille Sears
Janet RathUun

Graham

'Plpeon and People' la a radical
departure from tradition, and will
command more than the usual interest over a new play. It has one
distinct advantage to start with,
and that Is the tag of the distin-

Land.

Man and

His Wife

Hollywood, Dec. 25.
Harry L, Cort, In association with James
P. Hanley and Ben Jackson, offers Louise
Dresser In a comedy-drama by Sophie Kerr.
Staged by Bertrand Roolnson; Earl Dwire,
Charles
•

associate

director.

well done
is
ple'
Providence was spontaneous In

.

.

its

reception to the plQce, and whether
this could be attributed to the fact
that this la Cohan's native city is
problematical.
The plot Is rather familiar, and
the success of the play may hinge
largely on Cohan's popularity, and
the extremely funny dialog.
Pigeons are preferred to people la
the most the flrst-nlght audience
could gather from the piece. Not
for one moment docs It border on
the aerlouB drama. It pokes fun at
the human race, and Intends to
show that birda of flight have more
brains than people because birds do
not waste time thinking.
The play is built about one Parker, who alta in the park daily and
talka to the plgeona. Prefatory linea
reveal that Parker has led a miserable life, and because of hia past
he prefers pigeons to people. Parker is happy with his pigeons until
a man about town. Heath, meets the
odd gentleman of the pigeons, and
engages In a conversation with him.
.

Parker

tells

Heath &

SEASON'S GREETINGS

Dow

Cast:

BELLE BAKER

TATTLE TALES
Santa Barbara, Dec.

A

26.

musical revue starring
Frank- Fay, produced by Felix Toung.
Sketechos by Frank Fay, Barry Trlvera,
Richie Craig and Howard Rogers.
Music
by Ralph Ralnger, Howard' Jackson, Hnrry
Akst and Eddia Ward.
Lyrics by Ekldle
sophlstipated

Leo Robin and George Waggner.

Ellscu,

Musical' numbers staged by LeRoy Prlnz.
Orchestral arrangements by Howard JackSam Wlneland, conductor.
With
Janet Reade, Guy Robertson, Paal and Leif
Rocky, Betty Ornble, Charles Kaley, Ruth
Gillette, Miller and Mack, Florence Bobinson, Olln Howland.^Dorothy Douglas, Don
Gumming, Lucille Day, Nick Copela'nd,
Adele Cutler, Three Blue Blazes, Charlotte
Nest, Louis Arnold, the Callahans and
Poggl. At the Lobero, Santa Barbara, tor
two nights commencing Deo. 26.

son.

male lead part for himself.
Show, was produced at the Pasadena Community theatre in July,
Thia la the best west-coaat revue
with Miss Dresser, Flobelle Fairbanks and young Jimmy Butler preaented, in the past five yeara.
holding over for the new produc- Unatlnted in
coatuming and scenery,
tion. Remainder of the cast is an
it is strong in every department exImprovement over the little theatre cept the most important humor.
showing, with the exception of Aa caught
the flrat night of ita enCharles Dow Clark, the husband,
at Santa Barbara, the
who was halting in his portrayal. gagement
comedy element mlased fire. That
This part la crucial to the succeas of new
and fresher laughs would be inthe play.
for the Los Angeles opening
Miaa Fairbanlcs shows a lot of po- jected
at the Belasco, Dec. 29, is in the
tential value as a dramatic ingenue,
cards.
Productionally, the Santa
while Lex Lindsay, opposite, was
Barbara unveiling was amooth and
pleasing at all times. The two sons
were played by Jimmy Rutler and without a hitch, thanka to Sam
Wlneland,
the baton waver, and a
Kenneth Howell, seasoned youngco-ordinating etagfi crew.
atera. £lalne Baker also atood out.
Thia la a production that should
Mlas Dresser does a aweet Job as
the wife who must put up with a get about a month of good business
tyrannical, bossy mate.
The third In L. A. It 'Cat and Fiddle' couldn't

—

act twist, when she changes the
household to the kind her hubby is

always harping

do better than seven weeks, that

town,

notoriously

partial

to

book

(Continued on page 97)

on, is elective.

What

s^ory.

No one

ever finds out.
to go to his
Heath's intention
apartment.
slant on life,
Parker's
to change
whatever that Is. But the process
la made rather dpacult by Parker'a
reluctance to accept help. Heath Is
determined to heap hospitality on
Parker, but Parker Is equally determined not to have it.
Parker berates Heath for taking a
stranger into his home without
knowing who he is. Then he begins
plenty of supposing, and before you
know it you are knee-deep tn the
dafflest, but most enjoyable, piece of
nonsense the theatre has witnessed

•etory?

Heath Induces Parker
It is

In

a blue moon.

The play

is all

Cohan.

He

—

The Shuberts' Idea

Long ticket buys are probably out
for good, and that goea for forced
buys. There is no buy at present
more than 12 weeks. Thera
waa a time when certain managers
lasting

speaks

forced the brokera to make buya,
that being a Shubert idea. What
with having a atring of theatres in
which some hits were housed, tha
agencies were told If they wanted
tickets for the successes they'd hava
to take a buy one some of tha

ojC the piece, and does another song
and dance near the opening.
The cast of the dozen or so play-

weaker shows.

ers are nothing but foils for Cohan's
witticisms. Cohan puts his Parker
In diverting dialog with an attorney, an Insurance agent, a psycholo-

Most of the agencies had to accept that ultimatum, but several
refused and never were allotted

a police sergeant, a pair of
girls, and a housekeeper.

pretty

Marcello.

FAMILY UPSTAIRS
Chicago, Dec.

27.

Presented and staged by Leonard Doyle.

Thomas W. Ross and Helen Carew

billed.

Three act (one set) comedy by Harry Dclf.
Opening Garrlck, Chicago, under Ray
West's management, Dec. 23, at $2.20 top.
Thomas W. Ross
ffoe Heller
Helen Carew
Bmma Heller
Florence Ross
Ijoulse Heller
Willie

Gilbert
Eileen

Heller

Anonbelle Heller
Charles Grant
Mrs. Grant
Miss Calahan

Morgan
O'Day

Leonard Doyle
Elsa

Ryan

Verona Sampson

This Is a revival of a domesltc
entanglement by Harry Delf which
dates back seven or eight years and
condensed form has played
In
vaudeville. It's aa almple as a radio program, as unpretentious as
the family cat. But lots of good
laughter reposes In Its situations
hinging upon a bashful $30-a-week
fluitor
of u girl whose mother
scares him away while trying to
Impress him with the family afflu-

ence.
all the way and
It's the. type of
often takes to its

Excellent cast
got nice notices.

show Chicago

bosom, although in the Christmas

week confusion there was no ecog-

Pulaski

The boya operating ticket agen- raw. The rule la to Journey to tha
cles haven't been doing so well these try-out spots and see the new atpast couple of seasons, what with tractions. The ability of the broker
a goodly percentage of theatres to detect whether a legit production
dark and the populace being badly has no' chance or whether It will
Right now most of the click on Broadway, despite what
bent.
brokers are wondering if they can the reaction is to the out of towner,
stand the gaff, even with rents re- often means his success or failure
duced and operating costs cut down. in the business. If his guess is
In the past year some have moved right and he makes an advance
ticket buy, he is likely to have an
off of Broadway, and are now occupying quarters on side streets or edge on the other brokera.
in ofllce buildings, depending on the
Some br'jkers have snown an untelephone to sell tickets for the few canny instinct and their word la
hits.
Telephones have always been often accepted by the producers
the most important factor in the or h,is been in the past. It la quite
agencies but there are fewer In evi- different this seaaon. Perhaps addence now.
versity has dulled'their wits for it
The ticket brokers are so used is a fact that for the first two
to red that they think its the na- months, this sea.^on, they didn't
In the boom seaaona make one right guess. They made
tional color.
they cleaned up and 'leg' to theatre Iicalthy buys on distinct failures,
treasurera was not begrudged. But then blamed
tbe critica.
They
with the agencies growing redder claimed they were not exactly
by the day the box office boya are 1,000% wrong, having bought for a
also suffering. Seems worse for the new hit before it opened out of
latter because many are out of Jobs. town. That waa Juat kidding. The
Formerly when a theatre was dark producer'a general manager had a
the treasurer found it easy to make hunch the sljow was not so good and
a touch from the brokers they he wheedled the specs into buying
never can tell when any one house for four weeks.
Is going to get a hit and a friendly
Two seasons ago something new
box office crew doesn't hurt any.
happened to the brokers, or at
One broker has been ducking out eight or nine of them. They least
were
of town, taking trips to Florida, go- propositioned
on bankrolling a new
ing to Saratoga or even to the
revue that had not even reached the
Coast, stating it is cheaper to take
rehearsal stage, and they fell for it
vacations than be 'touched to death.'
the tune of about )66,000. In the
A well known speculator recently to
past the agenciea often advanced
.admitted that in 1928 his agency and
money to revue producers with the
its branches netted a profit of $150,reputation of putting on successes.
000 and several previous seasons
That waa really money for tickets
were not much under that annual
to
be allotted when the show
take.
During the past two years
opened. In this case, however, an
he has been dipping into the gravy
agreement was drawn up and the
so much that there was nothing left
locations to be allotted each broker
and he haa alnce manipulated loane
in the deal waa aet forth._But the
to keep the business going.
ticketa had to be settled for weekBest gag among the ticket men
ly, while the producer was not to
was sprung recently when one
repay the loans until after the show
brought up the term 'ticket broker.'
played three months. It seemed
He remarked he'd rather be called had
like the specs took a long chance,
a spec because when brokers were
known as speculators they were but the show was a success and
they got their money back. Not
making plenty of sugar.
likely a similar deal will be accepted
The Boys Are Slipping
for the brokers are too near being
Ticket agency operators are sup- brolce.
posed to know good shows in the
They had.to take it on the chin In
another long advance buy from a
revue last season because of unforseen eventa.
The leaser agenciea
were required to put up the money
for the laat four weeks' tickets of a
32 weeka' buy. The ahow waa in tl i
producer'a own theatre, but was
forced to move. The show managed
to play a bit more than the length
of the buy, but as it was then ia
another manager's house the brokers could not hold out on settling
for the last four weeks, and no settlement has been made by tha
manager.

almost continuously for one hour
and 40 minutes before he makes hie
first exit, and that exit is for only a
moment. He manages to hold the
Interest of the audience at all times.
He injects a song in the last stanza

gist,

1933

i

and Juvenile gave a seplendld performance as the would-be Benedict
Florence Ross was sympathetic and
It wasn't
plausible at all times.
much of a part for Tom Ross, but
Rest
he was in easy command.
of the family was perfectly blended
to spell out Washington Heights.

Clark, Jimmy Butler, Louise Dresser, Lotguished playwright-actor, George M. tie Williams, Kenneth Howell, Flobelle
Fairbanks, Lex Llndsuy, Elaine Baker,
Cohan.
Joseph Da Stefanl,
Howard Hickman,
of
response
Grace
0oodall, Earl DwIre, Beth Madeaux.
It provides a running
laughter, chuckles, handclaps and At the Hollywood Playhouse, Dec. 23.
other evidences of aydlence appreA human, down-to-earth story of
Hair-triggered to the last
ciation.
degree, It carried the largest and a nagging husband and his patient
most fashionable audience of the wife who rebels when the happiness
season along with it line by line.
Cohan has chosen to entertain his of her children is at stake. Built
audiences with a one-act play that for a coast tour, the name of Miss
runs better than two hours. It de- Dresser is counted on for the draw,
It has elements of
fies diflnltion.
but another strong personality In
farce and satire and Is aptly described by Cohan aa 'a comic state the part opposite her should aid
materially.
Frank Craven stepped
of mind.'
But for all its wild and almost in to handle the direction the last
mad stluatlons, TPigeous and Peo- few days and is interested in the
entertainment.
"

By Jack

Garrlck la
nlzlng thb symptoms.
now under Ray West's management
with Ralph Kettering in the back
Upstairs'
Isn't a
'Family
ground.
bad starter for the new regime.
Doyle as stage director, producer

Plain

3^

B'way's Ticket Brokers

Town

Reynolds Dennlston

Frisby

Miss

Mr Dunlop

Tuesday, January

HARRIET HOCTOR
In
Reprinted from

"THE RAVEN"

"VARIETY" "GOING PLACES"—Cecelia Agar
On Capitol Stags

"Taste, chic and showmanship are Harriet Hoctor'a precious contributions to tha Cs^tltol stage show. Dancing that ia sure, fleet, delicately graceful, costuming dramatically simple, lighting that climaxes her sophisticated ideas.
"Miss Hoctor presents three ballets. All of them have been seen before; repetition of numbers so exquisitely executed Increases their Interest. Her Raven ballet on a dim blue lit stage, its musical accompaniment
fading away until Just the flapping sounds of wings are heard, fflowa with brooding beauty, eerie excitement.
It Is complete, restrained, hor beat."

Th«
tickets for Shubert theatrea.
hold-outs, however, managed to get
what hit ducats they wanted by tha
simple expedient of buying thenk
from another spec, paying the latter a profit and getting it back plus
his own profit from the customer.
Those were the 'good old days' and
most of the business of one broker,
now in the background, was selling
ticketa to other agenciea.
The late Flo Ziegfeld also had a
ticket connection despite his frantio
adj in the dailies about the specs
and the promise of tickets available
at the box office.
He had little
trouble until the last year or two
in raising money among the agencies.
Brokers made plenty with hia
shows in the past, but it wasn't
gratitude that led them to pay for
tickets In advance of ahow'a open-

They knew he was liable to
put over a smash at any time and
if they won his displeasure they'd
be shut out when the hit came
ing.

along.

That 01' Debbil Depression
There has been a change of front
on the part of the brokera about
'hot

house'

prices.

The

theatre-

(Continued on page 100)
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to Pull Met Onl of
By Epes W. Sargent

85

Re^

Due Shubert Receivers Et AL
Pushes $24,000,000 Co. Over Brink

Mr. Edward Zlegler,
Metropolitan Opera House, N.T.C.

Dear Ned:—
Although In the past you have
evidenced no particular interest In
jny suggestions as to titling your
slightly shopworn operas, I am
moved to go more fully into the
idea in view of the fact that the
opera has had to take a cut like the
common or garden variety of enTou may be in a
tertainment.
more receptive mood.
If you are not, then read what
Eddie Cantor haa been doing up the
street in 'The Kid.

From

and

Spain'

compare that with your take on
•Carmen.' Poes 'Carmen' give you
two shows a day and extra mats on
Sat. and Sun.? And yet a snappy
title might help the clgaret maker
out of the red. ;Tou can't coax them
below 42nd street with 'Carmen.'
They might come down to see 'Hot
Spanish Love.' I'll admit that both
Geraldlne Farrar and Charlie Chaplin did 'Carmen' under that title,
but Chaplin himself sued Essanay
for putting It out and the Farrar
version was saved by the flght
which the opera lacks. Geraldlne
showed more energy and other
things in that fight than Calve has
offered in an entire week. They're

,

•

—

—

comparatively

C

but

'Carmen,'

might lead them to

St.

Louis Stock Start

good cast and low

prices.

'Rolling

Her Own'

the follow-

ing week.

But

is

Opening Christmas night with 'As
Husbands Go', and with Catharine
Doucet as guest star, Casey Players
got away to good start and drew
unanimous rave reviews.
Upon arrival New York picking
his cast, Casey said the attitude
toward stock producers had changed
on Broadway.
Whereas, he once
C. J. Bulliet, In the "CHICAGO
had to beg the actors to act for him EVENING POST," said: "Behold
and the playwrights to let him pro- Miss Mltzl Mayfair alone worth the
duce th^ir plays, they now seek resurrection of Ziegfeld's Follies'
him out and do the begging, Casey for in the quarter of a century of
his 'Follies' Mr. Ziegfeld has dissaid.
played nobody with quite the fresh,
breezy, vivacious and marvelously
expert
personality
wholly
and
graceful little dancer.
To match
her vivacity, you will have to think
Los Angeles, Dec. 28.
back as far as Mr. Ziegfeld's Eva
Incongruous though it may seem,
Tanguay-"
during 1932, the coast's worst legit
Now Stopping All Shows with
season,
nine
road shows visited the
"TAKE A CHANCE"
Pacific slope.
Apollo, New York
Nine may seem a
small number, but that's live more
than came west during 1931.
Past
season
been tough for
has
The most radical slash in legit Comics Can Hamlet If

MITZI MAYFAIR

BAD FOR LEGIT

ON WEST eOAST

mORS' HALVES
TOP,$4TO$2

Monday

when the top
revue was cut from
(2)

that's Just

many do you suppose come

made

for

They'D

Imperial
price for
$4.40

Work

Gratis

On

NBC's Coast Melange

to

12.20.

San Francisco, Dec.

How

31.

to

emporium to bear 'Magric Flute'?
Tou could stand them out with the
same words and music as 'Only a
Pansy Blossom.' The title doesn't
The
fit very well, but few titles do.
,inaln. point is it would get them in.
Mow and then you put on 'The
,

.

{

'

MOVE FOR

OPERA At

are conductors and Liester Lu- slash will not materially aid the
19 -piece orther is producer.
gross but may move playgoers to
chestra will be used.
stay away from all shows, wjdting
(jlrand opera at populajr prices has
for tbe others to chop prices.
teen a dream of promoters ever
Since an outdoor venture last sumlet

Future

A

'

mer under Fisher- Salmaggl auspices made some coin.
However,

.

,

organize'

isn't

it

expected to re-

A, third undertaking dealing with
operettas' is still in prospect, but up
to now has g}ven out more con,Teraa.tIon than contracts.
Mean-

fl»en,'

?Manon,' 'Tales of Hoffman,'
and 'Lakme,' each for
On account of the
prior tenancy no per-

.•n.Trovatore'

WLS

one week.
'Showboat*

formances win be given Saturday
night.

Singers engaged include: Louis
Sherman, George Trabert, Charles
Mock, Florence TennyRuby Lyon, Harold Gels, Ula
..

Sears, Alice
ison..

Corner,

Lucille

Weinkoop

and

Joseph Hassner.

Rock Bottom Scales
Minneapolis, Dec.

31.

Two

local stock houses, the Shuand Gayety, bavie cut prices to
*hat Is regarded as an irreducible
minimum. At the Shubert, Buzz
Balnbrldge haa dropped night admission from 83c to B6c for the lower fldor and 15c for the gallery. Mat.

oert

B5c.

will get $20,000 and the same sum
goes to the Irving Trust company,

The

co-receiver.

Cravath,

Wood.

are

attorneys

&

De Gersdorff, Swaine
In addition William Klein,

Shubert
personal
attorney
claims a $5,000 fee which will probably be allowed.
The Shubert bonds were quoted
the

at 60 cents per $100 of face ($5 per

(Continued on page 100)

ROOM RENT ABSORBS
BULK OF REUEF COIN
The Stage Relief Fund has scheduled two Sunday night legit per-

formances for the coming week-end
The benefits will be 'Made(8).
moiselle' at the Playhouse and 'Of
a road show.
Henry Duffy was forced to close Thee I Sing,' 46th Street
It was stated that two-thirds of
the EI Capltim for a month during
the

fall,

the

first

been dark since

time the house has
went under Duffy

it

operation.
First week In

December saw Los
Angeles without a single legit attraction.

Top Gross

the

money

room

distributed had gone for

rent.

The average amount

given each applicant was between
$6 and $7, highest sum to any individual being $l6. Arrangements
for rooms have been made with
several small hotels, cost per day

Top gross for any one legit week hieing from 50 to 75 cents.
The Relief Fund will work closewent to 'Wonderbax' (Jolson) with
ly with the Actors' Dinner Club,
a take of (28,000.
Impossibility of getting any profits but larger quarters have not yet
Plan of having
with only two towns to play Los been secured.
Angeles and San Francisco have working actors contribute 1% of
killed off the desire of legit pro- their salaries to the Fund, has been
because
it was learned that
dropped
ducers to come out here.
Admission scale for both towns is most of those having engagements
giving at least a dollar a week
$2.50 top, unless for road attractions, were
which have a hard time getting $3, to the Dinner Club. All have been
Duffy maintained his $1.60 top, but asked to continue the donation.
prevalence of private perThe
had a hard time getting by with it
formances or pre-views of legit
this past year.
source of
Outlook for 1933 no brighter. Lit- shows may become a
some revenue. Persons who attend
tle is on the fire that looks like an
such showings will be asked to

—

—

actuality.

contribute to the fund. Since invited audiences are admitted free,
the collections may be sizeable.

A

A

10

Ruth Draper from

benefit at

boomeranged.

who

the

new

81
25
20
15
10
10

leaders of the

to every

•

Rita Gould
Mr. Weller
Elizabeth Huggins

By Jack Pulaski

—

Just

Edward Wasserman
Mary K. Minor

Constance Collier
Other contributions

of Broadway's best breaks in their favor that does not
known and formerly successful -4nean the chances of the shoestrlnger are any better now. The element
showmen began fading about the of luck has always been part of
time the depression started and it show business as in other "ventures,
those
broke
market
the
that
seemed
but In the long run it is showmanmanagers, not show business. There ship that counts.
ard some who were able to take it
Whereas formerly the men owning
downtown and still remain well in strings of theatres were the big
the van uptown. The others appear shots of legit, it would seem the new
to be on their way out.
leaders would be those producers
That does not spell the end of who connect with more successes
Broadway. There is a new genera- than flops. Show production is a
tion of showmen arising. They have fine art only In individual instances.
the essentially right idea, that of No manager can put on hits conproducing shows rather than trying secutively over an indefinite period.
to control other managers by con- There are producers credited with
trolling theatres. This is an era in
a string of successes but the record
which the producer doesn't have to of the same showmen also includes
worry about getting bookings. And a succession of flivs. Element of
the keen, independent manager has luck ligures.
It Is generally true
a better chance to clean up with a that a hit wipes out the red of the
hit than In the days of the 'syn- flops and earns a fortune besides.
dicates' whose system of theatre acqul.<;itlon

$7,831

$120
100
106

Legit Leaders

majority

legit are is not clearly defined. In-

Previous receipts

Eddie Cantor
Owen Davis
John Golden

Barbara Kobblns

More Intelligence
At best there are three failures
Broadway success. ProducThe Gayety, with stock burlesque, dications In this formative period ing is even more, hazardous than
has dropped from B6c to 40c at, emphasize the theoreom that a man- that. Managerial skill must be
nights for two-thiitds of its lower ager is no better than his last pro- many-aided. Tbe producer after sefloor, while the balcony is scaled at duction.
It is a:n open Aeld, more lecting a likely script must be able
25c Insteid of 40c. Only the fi'ont competitive than heretofore;
to detect the weak points for rerows down atalrs aire priced at 83c.
playing
visualize
the
Although produoera have the vision,
inees are scaled at 2Bc in place of

—

Pbys

.whlle, the LeBrun organization Is
cajled the Chlca,go Opera Produc-

'Car-

the receivers for

latter

'Modern
Association has given one beneMadness,'
Isabel
by
Dawn, stage and screen player, and fit and plans others, seeking money
Boyce de Gaw, will be produced by to build a cemetery memorial and
Joseph Bernard late this month. a little theatre where Negro acting
Clyde North win stage.
and art will be encouraged.

.

Company and announces

coast

EVELTir 7>EEEB MEMOBIAL

New

.^ume.

ine.

(4)

Los Angeles, Dec. 31.
'Wo The People/ written by Elprivate showing which will have an
To perpetuate thd memory of admission charge will be 'Big Night'
mer Rice and to be produced by
him, is due to open at the Empire Evelyn Preer, colored legit star who at the Elliott, Jan. 15.
Jan. 21. House went dark with the died here a month ago, the Evelyn
Christmas food baskets were disFire Ousts Stock
abrupt closing of •Firebird' last Preer Memorial association has tributed to 103 applicants at a cost
week.
Waterloo, la., Dec. 81.
'People' has a cast of 60 been formed by Clarence Muse, of $83.
Dr.
Charles
Hugh
McBeth
and
The Neal Helvey Co., stock, were people and will be played in 21
Contributions received by the
Johnson.
ousted from the Waterloo by a flro scenes.
fund lust week:

by the time Fisher- Salmaggl tried
to repeat in a theatre there was another story.
Salmaggl scrammed
Gerry
{precipitately and his 'season' failed that caused a $36,000 loss.
to materialize.
Grew, character, was rescued by
Stadium Saturday night venture other members of the cast from his
transCompany
di^esslng
room.
HIbo disappointed and its impresario, Maurice Frank, isn't around ferred to Paramount to aid pics.
either at present..
Although announced.as a postponement to 're-

:

producers. Belasco &
Curran have had three winning
shows 'Gmnd Hotel,' 'Cat and the
Fiddle' and 'Whistling in the Dark,"

the

This move on the part of Max
NBC Is quizzing Its artists in an
your Gordon and associates, including the
effort to ascertain if the latter want
Shuberts, ^id to have 25% of the to contribute their
talents to a once
show, caused no little speculation in weekly variety Uour on which each
ticket circles.
One indication was staff member could do as his ambithat the reduction was a slap at tions
dictate.
This free-for-all
cut ra.tes, tickets being sold at the broadcast with musicians singing,
box oftlce for what they would brij^g singers talking and comedians playif put into the bargain agency.
ing Hamlet may go into production
(Continued on page 96)
Reaction on the reduction will be if enough talent acquiesces.
watched by showmen. Latter In
Program department this week
part believe that the 'Colors' en- passed out a questionnaire asking
gagement is nearly through on for opinions and wondering if artCHI'S THIRD
Broadway.
It
was
caustically ists would work gratis in the hopes
pointed out the price reduction will 'that sometbliog good might come
$1.10 SCALE backfire because of the fact that the from
that'.
last
i)revlous
performance, New
Lew Frost, network's Coast proTear's
eve (Saturday) bad an_ ad- gram chief, says that if the proChicago, Dec. 81.
mission top of $6.60.
Understood jected hour materializes chain will
Grand opera at $1.10 top under tbe show must sell out at the $2.20
the direction of Mme. Antoinette level to better an even break, al- attempt to build It Into an ace vaXJeBrun is scheduled to start Jan. 9 though there is supposed to have riety period with a sizeable orat the Eighth Street theatre. Sig- been a further cut In cast salaries. chesra.
tnund Volstead and Adelard HugeAnother viewpoint is that the

.

Wednesday

.

the

Matter of Title
one example.

Top

Response to a Cut,
Stock TUts Its Scale

the Shubert Theatre Corporation
will appear before Federal Judge
Francis C. Caffey to ask permisLincoln, Neb., Dec. 31.
Liberty Players about to try an sion to sell the assets to the highest
experiment.
Opening two months bidder. In a notice sent to creditors
ago with top at 60 cents, six weeks It was stated that about $90,000 was
owed for administration of the relater the top was cut to 40c.
Noting the same attendance re- ceivership and the only way to raise
gardless led the company to be- funds was on the auction block.
lieve that the people who are com- That means the collapse of the $24,ing would come anyway, so they'll 000,000 Shubert corporation.
The money which the recelvera
push the tariff up to original scale
after Xmas and see what happens. intend to pay goes mostly to themLatter
selves and their attorneys.
House recently went co-op.
will receive $40,000, Lee Shubert

76 cents plus tax.

Etting had gone high theatre ticket prices was
and they would come pelting in.
'Flying Colors'
at the
this did not wow them you could

'call it

No

St. Louls« Dec. 81.
looks like Arthur Casey is going to make a go of his new stock
venture at Shubert, 1,800-seater,
here by combining good plays, a
It

Ruth

think
If

off

,

'Cigarette Girl'

Casey Troupe In Good

14

363

Rilz theatre
From the following companies
who have pledged a percent-

363

age of their weekly earnings
strength in picking the cast and enduring the run of their play:
gage the right director if he does
'When Ladies Meet," 'Of
not stage shows himself. After that
Thee I Sing,' 'Dinner at
there are many managerial details
Eight,' 'Biography,' 'Anothwhich demand close application, not
er Language'
140
the least being the conserving of a
hit when it does eventuate.
Total
$8,836
Leading managers arc more inThe following have pledged a pertelligent than their fellows and have centage of their weekly earnings;
theatre knowledge that comes from
Frank Gilmore, Betty Starbuck,
experience, though one showman Florence Reed, Paul Kelly, Sam H.
who climbed to the heights had a Harris (office), Constance Collier,
lucky start. He put on the most suc- Jean Dl;con, Eddie Cantor, Luise
Agnes McCarthy, John
cessful melodrama of a. decade but Sillcox,
Golden, Sam H. Harris.
it was only the Insistence of the
author that the performance was
given as a mcller.
The producer
Frisco
Grips
wanted it played as farce-comedy.
San Francisco, Dec. 31.
Had he not listened to the playDick Wilbur has non-unionized
wriglit the show would have probhis stage crew at the Tlvoli wh-re
ably flopped. The younger producers
he's In a fourth week of producing
often permit ego to overshadow
stock.
He's the flrst downtown
Judgment but in this case the man's
hou.'te to go non-union in a town
ego hadn't fully developed because
that's notoriously In favor of the
it was his first success.
organized crafts. But he's cut down
The Leaders
from seven scenery pushers to one
Grouping the legit leaders is or two helpers and a cast that's
rather like naming the producers willing to roll up the sleeves and
who should click on the record of shove the boards around.
past performances. That would rate
Wilbur's bu."«lne3S hasn't been so
as leaders those hit maker, sur- hot since opening. His top is 56
<Contlntied on page 86)
cents.

Non-Union

•

Bt.

Mairtln's

TnfalKar Sqnare

Place,

Mexico City Gets First
U. S. Troup in 15 Years
Mexico City, Dec. 27.
For the first time In nearly IB
years a revue company, chiefly of
Americans, will take over a local
Juan
announces
theatre,
legit
Palmer, manager of the Teatro Iris

Calloway and Band,
Mills
Burns and Allen and here.
Boswell Sisters. Only dlfflculty is
ue expects troupe to arrive
the money.
According to
during February.
Palmer, arrangements for the propPavilion
Bill at
osltion were made by him with Jack
Nothing outstanding at the Lon- lAughlin of Hollywood, who made
don Pavilion, week of Dec. 19. Best ^ trfp down here to ascertain prosof newcomers are the Cole Brothers.
Palmer
g^^s for such a venture.
American colored boys, who put
economic
^,
over some snappy talk. Boys have
_
these
mend in 4i,^„been around for a few weeks, com- conditions are on the
ing over from Paris, and look like parts venture would stand good
being in demand here. Low and chance.
Webster, a couple of local comics,
have nothing new. and idea of havIng one of them announce some of I|llAvi<»A'e TliAafra fnr
the Items on the program Is not so lilCAHfU 9 lUCaUC lUI
good. Act cannot b£ described as
West End.
Gentry, Broke,
Billy Cotton's Band, wltl^ Cotton
still out due to Illness, is better than
for Coin
To
the Harry Reso outfit, but does not
rank so well as Harry Roy's bunch,
who were better looking and less
Mexico City, Dec. 27.
brfissy.
National theatre here, which was
Bill as a whole looks cheap, and
below the quality one expects at a left half finished for years after
work started on it in 1906. and
house like this.
which wa;s becoming Mexico's white
Rebuilding Problem
t^s"
West End theatre owners who are dS:Sii? "anS^
often conslderlng 'the necessity i>f thanks to the $650,000 federal govOrigrebuilding their theatres on more ernment provided recently.
modern lines to compete with the inal plan called for theatre to be
new deluxe picture houses, are at silk stocking playhouse
loggerheads with the London CounDemocratic and biz plan figures
ty Council. When a, plan Is submit- theatre can be made to pay by

|
'

|

j

|

Toms

Mble

rsZsr

|

few
cai^rln. tVpublic Wea^^ ^
dltlonarbut whefbullding oFeVatlons b^re who can support grand opera,
start, they always think of some- etc. Orchestra seatage Is being inthlng they forgot to suggest to the creased from 400 to 1,000; balconies
owners, and If .they canijot think of and galleries will accommodate
anything, the local Borough Sur- 4,000 Instead of 1,000. Three more
veyor comes along with iwyr Ideas, elevators will be put in. Originally
This has usually resulted in 60% house had but one elevator for ex-.
more expenditure than originally es- elusive use of the President, cab
timated. Such a state of affairs has
ministers, national solons and

Truce on Actors

I

New

arrangement is being talked
^^^^^
of whereby B. B. C. would pay GenHotel-Betrlebs
eral Theatres a set. annual fee 'or
j^^j^^
the privilege of using actors on the

''"'"'^

|

Ottawa, Dec.

Considerable talk about actors
getting together Immediately to
form a Protective organization of
some sort on the matter, but probably won't eventuate,
Meantime no knowledge of what
B. B. C. will do to appease other
theatrical chains who may still go
on considering radio as opposition,

I
I

|

31.

The move to create a national
drama in Canada, as urged by His

^'^^^

'^"^h'^
The i'^'^l*
death of

|

'^^ ^^i;^'^-,^

|

possibility.

(Continued from page 85)

Of the older school

is

lar 'Of
calling

Thee I Sing.' Harris Isn't
a season. He is due to

She appeared

""^^^

the Empire.

Drama leaprue stars of four cities
In Eastern Canada were numbered
in the cast for the occasion, one be-

ing Rupert Caplan of Ottawa, who
left at the end of the week to Join
the National Broadcasting Co. in
New York.
Following this vice-regal start,
all that is needed now for the revlval of the stage in Canada on a
national basis Is the bulling of a
new theatre in Ottawa by the Federal government and the subsldizing of theatres in various other
cities, according
to the elaborate
plans.
Just how the government
is going to provide money for the
nationalized theatre In this time of
stringency has not been explained
yet.

^'^^ Cornell has taken over the
Belasco theatre and one-or two sue
cesses per season is not to be unexpected. B. ock Pembtrton Is an
alert

back from London also

center of the Zocalo, historic
main square, which has often been
the scene of stirring 'events in MexShow management
lean history.
vigorously defends snake exhibit,
contending it Is one of the fair's
best patronized features.

but lelsu.-ely producer
liable to click again,
.

and

...

.

I

r

^^1^

-

'

,

1

.

,1.

1
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Mexico City, Dec. 28.
Snake show, a carnl feature of the
Mexico City Christmas fair now
going merrily here, has aroused the
ire of local newspapers.
Prints are
clamoring for a civic government to
taboo serpent circus on ground that
it is a public menace.
Two rattlers escaped from the
tent and caused a panic. Show is in

incidental.

The semi-failure is due not to the
old motives, but to the impossible
unimaginative way in which Molnar
has arranged the story. The whole
Idea, that a high official who lives
as a man of high esteem with a
seemingly happy family life in real.
Ity is a philanderer who has a llai>
son with his manicure, is at the best
no more than enough for one act.
And even the idea that everything
Is rearranged by his own wife is
nothing new. Molnar's gift has been
to elaborate an original idea by
vivid background and witty dialog,
and to give new and unexpected
turns to the action. Of all this not
a trace in his new play, except a
few amusing twists of dialog. Action moves slowly and even the
third act is boring.
Molnar's former wisdom, his usual wit and intelligent observation are entirely

M'VOULA
('Tornado')

•M'Voula*
nado'), a

Brussels. Dec. 20.
for 'Tor-

(Congolese

melodrama

In 3 acts,

waa

presented at the Pare theatre, Brus>
The author, Chalux (pen name
of M. Roger de Chateleux). is a distinguished Belgian Journalist who
has made long sojourns In the Belgian Congo, where he has located

sels.

with the rights to several English
Gordon Waiting
successes to be presented here In
_
,
^
his play.
association with his British afflliate. L^^*'^ ? , f"..
r^Z*
musical field, with
three or !four
Charles B. Cochran. Crosby Galge.
The story of 'M'Voula* is slight,
declared which Is as it should be, for the in"®
formerly a Selwyn associate, is an- J*!*^
I?""*!
other likely hit producer, and has "'mself off that type of production terest lies in its presentation and
the
vivid portrayal of the life of empresent,
as
being
too
hazardscored on his own.
1
Gordon found out that his mu- pire builders in colonial outposts.
The newer managers have had
hits per season lately. Most of these
Robert Carller. whose love has
highly hooked up,
shows came along when he headed their ups and down, too, but their s**^*'^ ^^^^
been rejected by Simone, gets a job
^^"^^ ^®
the Frohman office for Paramount, records of clicks rates them as
as territorial administrator In the
He is on his own now and started leaders. Jed Harris went to the Probably again figure in that field Congo. The girl marries Henri de
present he is turning to dramas, Rives but cannot forget Carller. By
this season with 'The Late Chris- front faster than any producer In
^^^^ seemingly a surefire her intrigue her husband Is sent out
topher Bean,' a click. Miller Indi- memory. Then his announced recated he wished to lessen his the- tlrement. but with the b. r. badly \.lth the Lunts and Noel Coward as assistant to Carller and, of
One
course, she goes with him.
('Resign For Living).
atre activity but between New York shattered by the market, he re
Roland Stebblns, who entered the night a tornado strikes the post and
and London interests he will prob- entered the Broadway lists. A numSimone takes refuge in Carller'a
ably devote as much time to the ber of filvs were the result of his legit from Wall street under the room and in a
whirlwind of senticorporate
name
Laurence
of
Rivers,
stage as ever.
efforts, but he Is likely to crash into
ment offers herself to him. He rereceived much encouragement with
William A. Brady, the veteran the front rank at any time.
pulses her, but the couple are caught
success of 'The Green
^l.^^.,
among producers, has a way of
in compromising circumstances by
Herman Shumlln mav be well the large He
has had his fiops. too de Rives.
keeping his name befpre the pub- Lated a comlne leadwHe Indl
*^ becoming more active.
Steb
A fight between the men is averted
He by presenting worthwhile plays, ^ated that with several shows which
will
not
stick
dramas
^^^^
to
by the arrival of news that a native
and
is
He is not as prolific as previously attracted n7t*ntfnn «n/^^
tribe has revolted.
Carller dashes
but few managers are.
Brady is ^Ith I
.J^l^J^^
wio ^oon bowing in with a musical,
off
to arrest a witch doctor whom
watching conditions as much as J^*"" .t/JT^!* 7^^^
The Authors
he suspects of causing the trouble
eyeing 'Mademoiselle.' his most
Among the new leaders are to be and Simone, fearing for the safety
r.A^ZTotVJltTe^^^^
cent success In his own Playhouse
counted
contender any time.
author-producers,
that of the man she loves, follows. She
John Golden when associated
is struck down by a poisoned arrow
Laurence Schwab and Frank group being topped by George
with Wlnchell Smith reaped a for- „
,
ir„..,„„^
-tr- a^
Kaufman.
He
Mandcl
figured
split
sueprominently and dies.
after
producing
a
1,1=
titr>tt
oT.,q
K«>i„o. r.r>
The story is set in striking surIn
the
successes
of
Of
Jed
Harris,
^
musicals
News'
and roundings and the whirlwind tableau
('Gool
h"r'™.''r.
has
proven one ^.^'"f,,:^„^i^=?r„7
of the consistent
the standout) and declared them- for the past several seasons has where doors are wrenched off their
leaders.
Last season was not so
g^^d for him, quite an exception. selves out of it. Now Schwab is climbed with Sam H. Harris, having liinges, windows torn out of their
frames and trees go crashing down
He recently came back with 'When teamed with Buddy De Sylva, a a mjinaRerial Interest in 'Of Thee
Sing' and 'Dinner at Eight'
All the
in the forest is effective.
Ladles Meet' and there Is nothing ^^^m which promises to deliver reg
Elmer Rice came forth as a suc- supers are Congo natives recruited
ularly.
They started recently with
in-between about that success.
cessful author-manager last season in Brussels and have been coaclied
smash. 'Take a Chance,' mu
xhe passing of the late David
without
not
to
perfection,
thougli
with 'Counsellor-at-Law.'
Philip
Belasco was lamented because the sical.
M. Jean
difficulty.
^'^'^'^ A. Aarons and Vinton Freed
Dunning and George Abbott, who considerable
theatre lost its outstanding drama
Angelo, who has lately been doing
^""^ another hit musical show
wrote the smash 'Broadway,' are the film work, was excellent as Carller,
producer. There was rarely a soamanagerial
newest
combination
seawho
author-managers,
and arc and Mile, Helene Tossy Is first rate
son that did not bring forth at least
as Simone. Others in the cast inone success, which became tradi- sonally put across a success. Last due to click
cluded Mller-Genia Walu, a dusky
It is from the younger, more ener
tlonal.
Arthur Hopkins was re- season they rested up and looked
garded second only to Belasco. In over the depression, but are back gelic showmen that the new leaders belle; M. Paul Fabo and M. Mathis.
the play
will develop. Little is expected from The premiere audience gave
the past two seasons Hopkins has again.
an
enthusiastic reception. 'M'Voula
The
Theatre
Guild
established
a
the
Shuberts or Erlangers. Neither
curtailed his activity after a streak
is the greatest success the Pare theof ill luck.
But he Is still one of unique standing In New York and firm Is skilled In present-day lefelt atre has had since the armistice
the most skillful and a,lert managers on tije road. It generally holds to a production
and is certainly In for a long run.
I

Snake Show a Menace?

by whistling, but this was merely

tried to change It into a musiLondon during May. and
cal comedy.
He did not succeed,
in London in 1911 at however, in giving humor and light-

I

|

the actor, Max Pallenberg.
The
theatre had to deal with onlookers
who expressed their dissatisfaction

ness to this dry. heavy plot. It will
She Is now in a Berlin cabaret, largely be due to Max Pallenberg's
and will tour in Germany after popularity and skill if this play
8,tays on for even a few weeks. Pal1.
lenberg gives a flne performance.
His best are the quiet moments and
a few sharp, humorous lines which
^ix show per season production have an electric effect. Next
to him
schedule, which no single manager are Oskar Karlwels and Hertha
®v®r tried more than one season Thlele. Good also are Lore-Anna
or so. A fair percentage of its at
Moshelm, Hermann Vallentin, Karl
George M. tractions are, hits. Although high Etllnger and Johanna Terwln.
Magnus.
among the legit leaders, perhaps too

Producer to be counted on to stage
is

The Berlin performance was
saved from a like fate by the art of
ure.

Jan.

H«llw«.««rf
noiiywnoo

He

Molnar's new comedy came in
with the reputation of a flop. In
Vienna the play had proved a fail-

The fact that a Berlin manager
stages this play because It was
written by Molnar shows how Berlin
Claire
WaldorfT, Berlin ballad managers lack discrimination and
judgment. Relnhardt perhaps recsinger, has been signed for a Lon
don revue. Charles B. Cochran will ognized the slight value of the play,

it

successes.

Lore-Anne Moahetm. Her«

Vallentin, Johanna Tcrwln. Grete
FInckler,
Karl Etlinger and
Sleortrled
Breuer. At Deutaches theater, Berlin,

missing.

Edgar Selwyn has gone Hollymake one or two more productions.
one thing about legit leaders Is wood, but Arch Selwyn is another

Ital during Christmas week, when that they continually
take a chance
a company of All-Canadian play- with new tries. As for Harris'
ers, headed
by Lord Duncannon. Music Box theatre it is regarded
son of the Earl of Bessborough, the most consistently profitable thepresented 'Hamlet' before dlstln- atre on Broadway, with never a red
guished audiences In the LUtle season.
Theatre. Ottawa.
The son of the
Gilbert Miller Is also one of the
Canadian Viceroy played the title most consistently successful produrole, recelvingr praise.
cers. He has presented at least two

'

Hertha Thlele,

Berlin, Dec. 20.

among the bunch of better Cohan as a standout. He tried
known showmen who flourished be- Hollywood and declared himself much is eipected of the Guild
Katharine Cornell-Guthrle
^•^^
For Instance through with pictures. Right now
fore the depression.
Sam H. Harris has rarely had a los- he :s touring In a new play. So McCllntIc combination promises
The star and the director
ing season. He has had his flops, smart and knowing a showman can much.
in fact started with two this very be expected to duplicate earlier went on their own about two years
season, but came through with successes.
Cohan 1j America's *So, with 'The Barretts of Wimpole
Street,'
first try and a smash
the
'Dinner at Eight' and the still popu- foremost actor-manager.
I

Berlin. Dec. 20.

COCHRAN'S BEBIIN FIND

Flo Ziegfeld was another blow to the theatre, for his
spectacular musical productions led
the field. He may not have a peer
in his type of presentation, but
there are others to carry on, as, for
instance, George White, one of the
older and yet younger producers of
revues.
Earl Carroll Is another

Legit Leaders

Excellency, the Governor General,
made its start in the Canadian cap-

the

hotel

director of this concern. Dr.
Adolf Schick, has been elected manager of the International Variety &

iDlace her in

'°

vlvors

FEER AS HAMLET AIDS
CANADA STAGE UPUFT

by the

"'

^

air.

t^e stairs.
Presidential

honor room, withdrawing room solely for those who
attained the purple, will become a
public rest and wash room.

controlled

A Q German

l

I

('Harmony')
Play In three acta by Frans Molnar.
Staeod and presented by Max Belnhardt.
Muslcol arraneement, Theo Mackeben. Cast
Includes Max Pallonbe^x, Dakar Karlwels,

has mann

it

b England Near

I

fiP^^V^^

Alhambra here. Since the
it has had three managers;

salaries.

counsel for Stoll en
been more than once closed down
terprlses for the past quarter of a
and then reopened; prices of seats
century, has received three months'
have see-sawed; the stock company
notice, and Archibald Haddon, press
has rehearsed revue and played
j';^^---,^;;^^^^^
operetta, and been dismissed and
re-engaged so many times that It
never knows how it stands.
In spite of everything it still remains the Alhambra of pre-war
days although it Is now threatened
with another revolutionary chahge.
It is said that In February the Van
Stalle
brothers,
who own the
Vaudeville and Capuclne theatres
here, will take over the Alhambra
from M. Leon Volterra and run
operetta.
In the
meantime the
whole of the permanent staff, from
manager to call-boy, have once
again been handed their notices.
LondOHi Dec. 31.
Meeting was held Thursday (19)
WINTEBOABTEN IN FOLD
between executives oC General TheBerlin, Dec. 20.
atres and heads of the British
The Berlin Wlntergarten, which
Broadcasting Corp., which will for ^
a number of years was out of
ijj^ejy result in a removal of the
the International Variety "& cTrcus
Association, has again Joined as a
T. ban on etherizing.

I

HARMONIE

Deal for Alhambra
Report in Brussels

Vaud and Radio

I

tTom^eTnsTaS
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Brussels, Dec. 22.
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of the theatre owners
to lose heavily.
The situation has become so Impossible that a number of West End
theatre owners are appealing to the
Lord Chamberlain to help them,
claiming the position as Is must
eventually make a number of them
bankrupt. The entire situation will
be aired out In the early part of
New Tear.

a 20% cut

including

|

up',

Is

have been called oft.
Few theatres can boast such a
There will be som6 drastic econhectic post-war life as that of the
omies in Ihe Stoll executive' offices,
armistice

|

some

New

Liondon, Dec. 31.
All negotiations for the Stoll
variety bookings to be handled by
the Oaumont British booking office

|
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Plays Abroad

—

see the 'Big Broadcast' at the Plaza,
with the Idea of the General Theatres' bookers forming an Impreselon of the American vaudeville
Parnell Is
stars in the picture.
anxious to get Kate Smith, Blng

&*hew
causing

Teleithone:

Parleya All Off Eo9nomy Program
in Payroll in Fore*

London, Dec. 22.
Harry Foster took Mr. and Mrs.
Val Parnell and Clssle Williams to

SVvefblll^ a?re?- trce^tSr" co"n^:

C*bl« AddTMBt

NO BG-STOLL BOOKING

London Show World
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Mom^-Sidiiey's 'Abie^

Current Road Silows
Week Jan. 2

$6JOO

in

DoD

San Francisco, Dec.
Week biz was

nUSIC'S' $22,000 NOT UP

Blchmondi Va.
and the Piddle/ Apollo, Chl-

fitre

TO PITTSBURGH'S HOPES

5cat

Pittsburgh, Dec. 31.
**Coibourne and Jones, Brlanger-CoHoliday week 'something of a disSan Francisco.
here from a leglt standCornelia Otis Skinner, National, appointment
point, with 'Face the Music' gatherThat's
Majestic, ing only around $22,000.
'Counsellor - at - Law,'

luihbla,

profitable, of course, but more was
Brooklyn.
.
.
Mary Bo'Cyrano de Bergerac,' New Am- anticipated of .show with
land, Broadway rep and rave noterdain, New York.
not counting the expected
tices,
CleveHanna.
Living,'
'Design for
splurge between Xmas and New
land
the cricks, while
Face the Music,' Shubert, Cincin- Tear's. Some of
they went into ecstasies, lelt it was
mob and
*"^'Fanniiy Upstairs^' <3arrlck, Chi- strictly for tlje Broadway
not for the Interland.
Nixon has 'Student Prince' and
'Fifty Million Frenchmen,' Jan. 2,
Orpheum, fiaston, Pq.; 3, Temple, Blossom Time' current on a split
Scranton; 4, Irvlns, Wilkes-Barre; week, with Noel Coward and the
6^7, Playhouse, Lunts following in Coward's 'Design
6, Rajah,. Reading;
After that, no dates
for Living.'
Wilmington, Del.
'Good Earth,' Brlanger, Chicago. deflnite.
George Sharp stock at Pitt had
'Good Woman, Poor Thing,' Garanother old-timer in "Twin Beds'
ticlc, Philadelphia.
'Green Pack,' Hie Majesty's, To- and not any too encouraging.
,

•

ronto.

Pastures,' Forreet, Phila-

'Green

_

delphia.

'Land of Smiles,' Shubert, Boston.
'Last Judgment,' Hollis, Boston,
'Laugh Parade,' Grand O. House,

Chicago.
'Left Bank,' Harris, Chicago.
'Melody,' Shubert, Philadelphia.
'Of Thee -I Sing,' Davidson, Mil-

waukee.
'Pardon

My

People'

Cohan), Albany, Jan. 2-3-4 (CapiRochester, Jan. 5-6-7 (Ly-,
tol);
ceum).
'Rhapsody in Black,' Shubert the

Kansas

aire,

City.

'Show Boat,' Cass, Detroit.
'Sign of the Cross' (fllm), Detroit,
Wilson theatre; Majestic, Boston;
Erlanger, Buffalo; Maryland, Baltimore; Aldlne, Philadelphia; Hartman, Columbus; Ohio, Cleveland.
Sir Harry Lauder, Jan. 2. Corpus
Christie; 3, Harllngton, Texas; 4,
Baa Antonio, Municipal Auditorium;
Houston, Auditorium; 6, Fort
6,
Worth, Auditorium; 7, Oklahoma
City, Shrine Auditorium.
•There's Always Juliet,' Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia.
'Vanities,' American, St. Louis.

Coast
Curran,

Pacific

'Cat and
Francisco.

•Plain

San

Fiddle,'

Players,

Grand Guignol
Box, Hollywood.

Man and

Minneapolis, Dec.

Music

His Wife,' Holly-

$2,600.

company

•Private Lives^'

Vancouver.
•Tattle

Tales,'

Belasco,

Los An-

geles.

'The Marquise,' Bl Capltan, HollyWood.

Year in Legii
(Continued from page 83)
would not bring
more than the first mortgage total
There is an Independent group of
Bhubert

bondholders

who do

The merger of the Erlanger and
Shubert booking exchanges known
as the United Booking Office and re-

new

leglt circuit,

became official late last summer. It
was designed to eliminate opposed
bookings on the road, and In theory
believed to be the only hope to
bolster business there. The U.B.O.
is still in an experimental stage,
with various reports on its operations being pro and con in some respects. The combo fejl down in trying to force independent producers
to book in elther's New York the
atres, for one thing.

is

of the properties

not

care whether the corporation Is
liquidated or not, They have asked
for an audit of the books since the
inception of the corporation and if
that is ordered by the court It would
amount to a probe. They contend
there were certain irregularities
and have hopes of redemption in
full.
Last summer the court ap
pointed Charles Evans Hughes, Jr.

The reason was simple enough,
because there are more indie theBroadway than the combined total of Shuberts and Erlangcrs. Some of the indie houses
are bank-controlled or in the hands
of receivers.
The detached pro
ducers sensed the situation and
pounced on it, demanding and getting exorbitant sharing terms. That

atres on

arguments and to recom reverses the situation of several
mend the audit one way or another, years ago when there were more
He may report to the court this shows than theatres and the latter
week.
forced high stop limits and guaran
tees.
With some theatres disreErianger's Troubles
Erlanger's also dumped theatres garded because of picture and bur
t>ack to the owners or mortgagors lesque policies, there are 62 legit
theatres on Broadway and about 30
during the year, letting go especl
to hear

ally in Philadelphia. Erlanger's,

New

which established a new high gi'oss
at $29,600, playing 10 performances
(two added matinees). Nearest to
that was 'When Ladies Meet,' con
siderably under capacity with an

As Loop Perks

is

ferred to as the

are

independently owned

or

con

trolled.

.

My

that

the present short session

of

Congress will supersede it.
Tax had some bearing on revising the legit admission scales downward. There are no shows charging $5.60 top at the box office this
season. Most musicals are limited
Some dramas have abto $4.40.
sorbed the tax, charging a flat $3,
the ticket actually being $2.73 plus
27 cents tax.

fork, had defaulted on the bond in
A feature of tlie U.B.O that has Late last August Broadway's list
and foreclosure because of
non-payment of the ground rent not been worked out was a produc- dropped to six attractions, lowest
Kave possession to Vincent Astor tion affiliate which was later to be since the war.
The previous six
merged
with the booking office.
It cost
Erlanger
The
$1,000,000.
years' average was 26 summer atPlan called for a bankroll of $500,000
estate and Joe Toplltsky are guar
tractions. Labor Day saw eight leand
several
producers
were ap git shows.
antors of the bonds. No settlement
preached to direct on a profit shar
recorded.
In December there were as many
Charles Dilliiifhaiu lost the Globe. Ing arrangement. The money was as 37 shows, but eight were revivals
New York, in May when the mort not raised and that end of the mer or special attractions. Indications
ger is dormant.
eagors foreclosed it. It was form
be peak for the
The U.B.O. left out a number of are that total will
*rly one of Broadway's brightest
season, with from 18 to 20 houses,
first

Dillingham
a producer.

Zieggy

is

inactive

cla.S3 leglt houses in the key
Eight of Chicago's Loop
theatres are not on the books. With
indie houses paralleling the U.B.O
in all cities, there is always the pos-

the minimum continuously dark.
The '31-'32 critics' box score was
topped by Gilbert Gabriel, with a
percentage of .917. The 'American'
reviewer climbed from sixth posisibility of an independent circuit
tion over the previous season, Robforming. Not enoii>fh sliown for that
ert Coleman ('Mirror') was second
as yet.
(Moui-nal')
and
John Anderson
cities.

Broadway lost Its premier revue
producer in July when Flo Ziegfeld
a hasty Journey to the
Coast where his wife, BiUie Burke
was appearing l)efore the camera.
Admission Tax
He had been ordered to arid Arizona, but expired in Hollywood.
The new admis.«Ion taxes became
Zieggy lost two fortunes, made in effective 'in July, the rate boing 10%
Bhow business, in Wall Street.. The on all admi.s.sion.s over 41 cents. The
market collapse took him for no less law and its regulations proved it
than $2,000,000. He was the most one of the worst nuisance tax meas'•nique of tbtt musical show proures yet devl.sed and the hope la
died after

week which was

last

dis-

on chances this week.
•Honeymoon,'

Little

week)

(3d

In doubt; last week
estimated not

in holiday going gross
$5,000.

over

'Late Christopher Bean,' Miller
(10th week) (C-946-$3.30). Got goodly share of holiday trade with a

gross around $14,000; played nine
performances.
gross in 11 performances
'Little Black Book,' Selwyn. GenMatinees in nearly all theatres were
erally
withdrawn Saturday;
much better attended than the eve- playedpanned;
one week.
ning performances.
'Late
One Evening,* Plymouth.
Largest money for a show at $2.60
top was drawn by Radio City Music Postponed until next Monday (9).
Hall. On the basis ef $40,000 grossed
'Lucrece,' Belasco (3d week) (Dthe first three days, pace of the first l,000-$3.86). Finished up better than
full week was estimated around expected,
personal draw of star
Indicated business was (Katherine Cornell) counting; about
$100,000.
about 26% under capacity.
Cor- $16,500.
rected figures place the possible
'Mademoiselle,' Playhouse (12th
Weekly gross at $130,000. Perform- week) (C-876-$3.30). Performances
ance is of the vaudeville type.
suspended
most of last week
Among the musicals 'Music in the through Illness in cast; resumed
Air* and 'Take a Chance' were about Saturday matinee; 'Little Woman,'

tied for list leadership at $33,000
each.
'Walk a Little Faster'
perked up to real mony and
grossed $38,000. 'O Thee I Sing*
came back to $26,000. All musicals
boosted prices for Saturday night
and with 'Music' high at $7.70 it had
an edge. "Varieties' at the Casino
topped $26,000 by virtue of New
Tear's eve.
Most of the holiday shows opened
late in the week. '20th Cientury' at
the Broadhurst looks a cinch, driaw'Goodbye
ing excellent notices;
Holiday week around Again' at the Masque was also well
Indefinite.
received with 'Girls in Uniform' at
$21,000.
'Family Upsteirs,' Garrick (1,070; the Booth also a money possibility.
$2.20) (2nd week). Got swell breaks The Italian marionettes at the Lyric
from dailies; good laughing piece surprised by an approximately
for cut-rate trade. May be able to $14,000 pace.
The Irish players
hang around. Launched with profit- (Abbey Theatre) returned to the
able $6,500.
Beck, doing nicely at $12,600.
Earth,'
Erlanger
(1,100;
•Good
Illness of principal players forced
$3.85) (2nd week). Piece pepped up the suspension of 'Mademoiselle' at
in tempo and generally liked here. the Playhouse and 'Firebird' at the
Notices good, but not rave. Around Empire. Former resumed Saturday
$16,000.
but the latter is definitely closed.
Bank,'
Harris
•Left
(C-1,084; 'Little Black Book' a premiere at
Fortnight the Selwyn last week, was taken off
$2.20) (2nd, final week).
Washed np light with Saturday, at which time 'Absent
enough.
$7,000.
Father' stopped at the Vanderbllt.
•Laugh Parade,' Grand (M-1,366; There was some doubt whether sevThree more eral other attractions would con(5th week).
$3.85)
weeks to go. Holiday week gave tinue this week.
attraction its best week, around
English' was post'Pardon
$26,000.
poned and is now due into the Ma•Springtime for Henry,' Black- jestic next week. Also set back is
stone (F-1,200; $2.20) (.5th week). 'Late One Evening' at the Ply
House has a couple of attractions mouth. Other shows next week
lined up and 'Henry' may move. 'Good Woman, Poor Thing,* Avon
Clonversatlons with Lehman estate ('Dangerous Corner' due to move)
for Majestic also for Selwyn, but and 'The Last Judgment,' Times
demanding eruarantee. At Square.
latter
Blackstone around $4,000 has meant
Estimates for Last Week
Holiday
money for everybody.
Vanderbllt.
Father,'
'Absent
probably boosted to $7,000.

terest

leglt spots.

$15,000

appointing, but bettered even break.
in
•Girls
Uniform,' Booth (2d
week) (CI)-708-$3.30). Opened Friday (30) after series of dress rehearsals when now show was favorably regarded.
Again,'
•Goodbye
Masque (2d
week) (C-700-$3.3O). Opened middle of last week drawing favorable
notices; fair trade with better line

(C-580-$3.30).

pacity, that being 'Dinner at Eight'

Tarth' $15,000

(28) last week; forced suspension then, but Saturday date was
finale anyway; played six weeks to
disappointing business; house relights Jan. 21 with 'We The People.'
'Gay .Divorce,' Barrymore (6th
week) (M-l,090-$4.40). Drew about

day

$18,000

U.B.O.

Vancouver theatre

Week-End Saves DuD Holidays

Only one dramatic show did ca

81.

tour. Elarl Carroll promised much
in a new 2,560 seater and a revue at
$3.30 top but he was disposBessed.

Wood Playhouse.

Radio Hall

or into cut rates.

pHbfle' $21,000,

Chicago. Dec. 31.
grossed
Married,'
•Left Bank' at the Harris proved
This week
Fair,
presenting world pre- the only exception to the rule of
last
week. Elmer
business
good
miere of 'The Real Thing,' written
by Its leading man, Grandon Rice show just never got started
here and will call it quits with two
Rhodes.
that
the CorReduced prices also stimulated weeks. That -means
business somewhat for the bur- nelia Otis Skinner booking, which
company at the was to relight the Selwyn Jan. 9,
stock
lesque
has been switched into the Harris
Gayety, which did nearly $2,300.
The first Metropolitan attraction itself. Making the Selwyn's score
still a perfect blank.
in nearly two months will be Ethel for the season
All the matlilees were sell outs
Waters In 'Black Rhapsody'- for the
around the town and night performhalf week of Jan. IB.
ances were strong. But doubtful if
any show in town, including 'Laugh
ducers, a void that may never be Parade' and 'Cat and the Fiddle'
His last production was 'Hot went capacity any night.
filled.
Cha.' which finished in the red. His
Estimates for Last Week
final show was the revival of 'Show
'Cat and the Fiddle,' Apollo (MBoat,' which made a record at the 1,300; $3.86) (2nd week). Fine n.oCasino (renamed from the Carroll) tices may help, although not the
through the summer and is now on usual type of show Chicago adopts.
'Just

around

$28,000,

The expected harvest from Christgood $6,700 and are now doing a mas to New Year's materialized
second and last week before 'Bridal only in part. Tliere were some exWise' comes in.
grosses along Broadway, but
Maurice Colbourne and Barry cellent
for plenty of shows attendance was
Jones in 'Queen's Husband' at Er
distinctly disappointing.
langer's Columbia got a fairish first
Factors affecting business were
week with $7,000. 'Too True to Be
bad weather the first and last porGood,' with same cast now on.
'Cat and Fiddle' back at Curran tions of the week and prevalence
after nine previous weeks, and the of influenza which caused ticket
cancellations. No musical sold out
$9,600 gross will pull 'em through
okay. One more to go. Next door any night during the holiday week
the Geary is unreeling 'Girls in Uni- up to Saturday (New Year's eve)
form' to nice returns. Dick Wilbur when the leaders all claimed adHowever, it was
finding picking^ tough with stock at vance sell-outs.
different with the ticket agencies
Tivoli, current 'Little Accident' pull
Sales for the eve performance were
ing maybe $1,000.
so sluggish that on Friday the
brokers started dumping back tick
ets to the box office where possible,

With Ruth Dietrich from the Uni-

fering

U'

clinking at the turnstiles
for the town's three leglt shows and
one stock troupe.
All started off slowly but picked
up somewhat aa the week drew on.
Charlie Murray and George Sidney doing 'Abie's Irish Rose' at
Duffy's Alcazar grossed a pretty

versity of Minnesota little theatre
Broad group playing the feminine lead
and with reduced prices,' the BalnM, brldge dramatic stock company, of(O.

English,'

Newark.
and
'Pigeons

Street,

31.
fair,

money not

Bainbridge's Bargains

Get Fair $2,500 Gross
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Dinner Sets New Peak at

Frisco

Christmas
'Student
Time' and
<BI(»Mom
Prinoe/ Nixon, Pittsburgh.
'Brosdway Rhapsody,' Lyric the-

E

third.

There were 152 plays, produceil,
considf-rably less than other recent
flops were more
numerous, numbering 121. .Sixteen
shows were rated as hits and 15 as

seasons and the

intermediate successes.

Closed Saturday; 11 weeks to very
small takings.
'Anybody's Game,' Bijou (3d week)
(C-608-$3.30). Among lowest gross
shows on list; continuance in doubt

up to press
'Autumn

time.
Crocus,'

Morosco

(8th

week) (CD-893-$3.30). Had its best
gross last week with an approximate
$12,000; some profit but average
business should be better.
'Another Language,' Shubert (37th
week) (C-l,396-$3.30).

Got around

special matinees, good.
'Music Hall Varieties,' Casino (7tb
week) (R-2,500-$2.76). With New

Tear's matinee and eve expected to
draw $10,000, gross well over $26,new vaude-revue
000 estimated;

show opened Monday.
'Music

in

the

Air,'

Alvin

(9tb

week) (C-1.387-$4.40). Slight edge
on 'Take a Chance' for t6p gross
last week,
$7.70 top
eve).

being $33,000;
Saturday (New Year's
takings

'Of Thee I Sing,' 46th St. (64th
week) (M-l,413-$4.40). Came back
to about $26,000 with aid of one extra matinee; last weeks still an>
nounced.
'Pardon My English,' Majestic.
Opening set back until next week;
Newark this week.
Radio City Music Hall (2d week)
(5,945-99-$2.60). Initial week's gross
indicated around $100,000 based on
first three days' takings of $40,000
and extra performance New Year's
eve.

'Saint Wench,'

Lyceum

(1st

week)

(CD-957-$3.30).
Presented independently (Harry Oshrln); written
by John Colton; opened Monday.
'Shuffle Along,' Mansfield
(2nd

week) (R-l,050-$3.80).
Regarded
fair chance for moderate money;
first full week about $8,600.
•Success Story,' Elliot (15th week)
(D-924-$2.76). Final week;
drew

some

attention, but small grosses;
to be succeeded Jan. 16 with 'Big
Night.'

•Take a Chance,' Apoilo (6th
(M-l,270-$4.40).
week)
Estimated
close to $32,500 in nine times; leads
the musicals. coupled with 'Music in
the Air.'
•The Dubarry,' Cohan (7th week)
(O-l,300-$4.40). Got about $16,000;
only fair for operetta, which drew
critical
commendation;
business
this week will Indicate continuation.
•Twentieth Century,' Broadhurst
(2nd week) (C-l,118-$3.30). Opened
Thursday (29) to hit indications;
first nighters and critics praised

new comedy about show

business.
'Walk a Little Faster,' St. James
(5th week) (R-1.520-$4.40). Got real
last week when the takings

money

')erformances last were $28,000.
10
in
$10,000
•When Ladies Meet,' Royale (14th
week; due to road after another
week)
(C-l,118-$3.30).
Matinees
few weeks.
'Biography,' Guild (4th week) (C- excellent, but nights could have
Doing very well and been better; true of the field;
914-$3.30).
should have suece.ssful engagement; around $18,000 in 11 performances.
Other Attractions
last week up around $15,000.
'Criminal at Large,' 48th St. (13th
Expected to
(D-893-$3.30).
business
winter;
through

Abbey Players,
week);

stick

top;

tonned $8,600 last week, with profit
both ways.
•Dangerous Corner,' Avon (11th
With an
(CD-830-$3.30).
week)
added matinee takings around $8,600
profit;

to

moves after

this

week;

'Good Woman, Poor Thing,' next
week.
'Dinner at Eight,' .Mu.sic Box fl7th
Kiggest
(C-l,000-$3.85).
week)

money among dramas and
mark.s of leading musicals;
in 10

week)

close to
$29,000

performances.

'Flying

Colors,'

licck

(2d repeat

drew over $12,000 at
regarded very good;
House' added to bill.

week)

$2.75

'Big

drew

Marionettes, I^yrlc;
press praise and topped' $14,000 In
Italian

14 performances.
'Cyrano de Bergerac,' New Amsterdam; revival.
'If
and When,' Times Square;
three performances for sul).scriberB
only; pre.senled by the Stape Society a new group.
opens
'Fantasia,' Provlncetown
;

Monday.

Women,' riayhou.se; spematinees; I.i.st lime today.
'The Good Fairy,' J-'on-esi; revlvaL
'The Show-Off,' Hudsrm; revival.
'Whistling in the Dark,' Waldorf,
'Little

(IGth
After laying

Iinperlul

fi;)l

Il-I.-llG-^L'-CO).
re.sunicrl to kioss over $20,000;
Yenr'." eve; ad- .
bef:t money
revival.
mi-'csion scnle flinched In lialf from
(

off,

New

$4.10 Monday.
'Firebird,' Kmpirc. CU>n<d

Shakespeare Theatre

Wednes-

'=<liakeHponreftn revivals.

(Jolson's);

-

1.
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ECITIM A¥E
flourlBfa

names, It proves to be Jvst aa fine
as evec-!!^but still jiut a puppet
show, and a whole evening of puppets la a long evening:
One thing brought out by this
MacAr- performance is that Podrecoa cer-

Phy$ on Broadway
20TH CENTURY
Satiric comedy In three acts presented at
the Broadhurat, Dec. 20, by George Abbott
and PhlUp Dunning; written by Ben Hecht
end Charles MacArthur from the original of
Charles Bruce MlUhoUand; staged by Abbott.

Dr. Johnson
Trnln Secretary
Porter
.Orover LocHwood

Clare

Anita Highland

Owen O'HaUey

Qranvllle

Conductor
Oliver

Woodbury

Ross Hortz

Frank Badliam
James SpoUswood
Dennle Moore
William Frawley

Webb

Bates

Matt Brleea
Alfred Webster

Flannagan
Pullman Conductor
•Matthew Clark
First Beard
Second Beard
Oscar Jafle
Walter
«

William Worth
Etlenne Glrardot

Hans Hamsa
Edward La Roche
Moffat Johnston

Emesl Hunter
Kdney

.Florence

Sadie

Eugenie Leontovlch
ROy Roberts
;
Joseph Creban
J. Aecher Smith
...Henry Sherwood
Robert Brill
P. Cliff Jewel

Oarlnnd
George Smith

Lilly

First Detective

-Second Detective
Max Jacobs

Gateman
•Reporter

Charles

Photographer

Wagenhelm

cently completed the ••ob.
thur came on, but scrammed back
to the Coast after being satisfied
with a dress rehearsal.
The characters for the most part
are easily recognizable, but the lead,
called Oscar Jaffe, is a composite of
Jed Harris and Morris Gest. Charles
Bruce Millholland, who wrote the
original script, was on Gest's staff
for a time. Jaffe is a manager of
enormous temperament and extravagant production Ideas, going to any
extremes to gain his win.
Jaffe has had large successes, but
he enters the train In Chicago on
the brink of financial ruin, for the
reason that his more recent shows
were goose-eggs. He has just closed
what he calls 'a magnificent failure'
which cost $76,000. But he knows a
way to forestall the banks calling
his paper, and that Is to get Lily
Garland's name on a contract. Lily
was once his leading star and
sweetheart but when she caught

—

—

him with another woman she had
The promise of the producing walked out and went Hollywood.
combination of two such skilled men She Is In the adjoining drawing
of the theatre as George Abbott and room and, although she declares she
Philip Dunning came to fruition last detests him, how he ultimately woos
Thursday (29) at the Broadhurst her back to his management fur-

when they presented

'20th Century,'
laughable a satire on

as caustic and
the legit theatre as was 'Once In a
Lifetime' anent pictures. It should
roll through the storm of Broadway's hard times to deserved sucIts the funniest play of the
cess.

nishes

much

of the story.

But the machinations of his two
Webb, Jafte's general

aides, Oliver

whom he pretends to
'close the Iron door,' and Owen
O'Malley, his colorful press agent,
provide the fun of the play. O'Malseason.
ley Is especially from an original,
From a production standpoint the based on none other than Dick
ehow Is an admirable job. Smart Maney, the man of alliterate phrases,
casting has gathered together a formerly Jed Harris' p. a. CMalcorking group of troupers. Setting ley's favorite expression ia 'foul
. of the observation car of New York
Spaniard,' but he has many of them.
Central's famous train, the 20th Hecht and MacArthur got a good
Century, Is not only novel, but looks load of Maney In the 'Front Page'
days. As for Jaffe, he is described
like the real thing.
The set slides onward in Imlta- as an egomaniac, one of the O'Maltlon of a moving train an excellent ley's most apt remarks.
axe
Lily Garland as played by Eugenie
Two drawing rooms
effect.
shown in croiss section, also the Leontovlch (the dancer of 'Grand
olub portion of the car, curtains Hotel), Is as tempestuous a person
masking In as the action progresses as Jaffe. She barges onto the train
to and fro. More than usual stage with all the luggage and fanfare of
width Is required, which Is the rea- a temperjimental star, accompanied
son for the Broadhur^ booking and by her English maid, who can talce
perhaps the fact' that the Dunnlng- It, and a youthful agent-lover. Miss
manager, upon

.

.

•

;

—

>

,

°

Abbott melodramatic classic 'Broad- Leontovlch with much clown emoway' madjs Its run &t the same the- tionalism builds her part to a dazatre.
'20th

zling conclusion,

Century* has been

In

the

making for about two years. Ben
Hecht and Charles MacArthur,
whose rippling 'The Front Page' was
a smash on the stage tltat and in
pictures later, were 'discovered' In
Charleston, S. C, where they coyly
worked on the script but never finished the third act. It was on Dunnlng's suggestion that Hecht re>

Creelings from

M, SHEA,

William Frawley comes Into his
as O'Malley, who likes his Ucker

own
but

is

indispensable to his

'chief.'

Pre..

tainly Iiaa no rivals; he's in a class
of his own. Any mention of Tony

novelty and laughter
very worth while.
its

make

it

Ibee.

j

—

GOODBYE AGAIN

funny.

Blxby gets a surprise visit from
Mrs. Julia Wilson, wed about six
years. Julia and^Ken had had one
of those campus Intimacies. She is
sorry she was not true to him, her
alibi for the majTiage, whioh gives
an idea of the sitly dame she is.
Ken resumes the affair for one evening, with the result that Julia's
sister,

vey,

the latter's finance and Har-

Juiyi's

husband,

all

descend

upon Bixy's hotel room.

TEATRO DE PICCOLl

Shea Theatres
NIAGARA FALLS
BUFFALO

TONAWANDA

marionettes
preVUtorlo
Podrecca's
sented tor America by Sol Hurok. Twenty,
At
three human voices and 600 puppets.
the Lyric theatre on twice dally run at
In three parts and IT aoto.
i2 top.

to

New York

clared

first

put

this time as its de- looks romantic,
visit to these shores but eight years

on

with

big

Greetings

JACK HALEY
'Take

a. Chance',

After plenty of palaver which
doesn't mean much, the indications
are that a quiet divorce Is to be arranged. This plan is rather aided
by Anne, sulking over Ken's mis-

step with Julia. But Anne changes
her mind and solves the situation.
Teatro PIccoli is probably the Finale finds the novelist and his nice
most famous and undoubtedly the secretary agreeing to go on In their
flnest puppet show in the world. Bohemian way.
It has considerable reputation on
Featured are Osgood Perkins and
the Continent and has gotten to be Sally Bates.
Osgood's skill with
quite a big thing in Europe. Brought Hqos Is unquestioned, but he hardly

and

Apollo,

and

to believe that

previous he

was a

society college sophomore
la a stretch of
imagination. But Miss Bates does
impress as being the olever secretary and a girl of much class. Other
characters are well enough (diosen,
with Leslie Adams standing out
from the field, but ths Interest Is la
the two leads.

New York

Drama In three acts and ten scenes by
Chrlsta Wlnaloe, presented by Sldner Fbllllpa at the Booth Theaitre, Deo. 30 at $3
top.
Engrlleh' adaptation, Baitttra Barnham; staglnff Frank Gregory.
Frauleln Von Nordeck
Roberta Beatty
UKcellenoy Von Ehrenhardt.Jean Nawcomb«
The Qrand Duchess
Charlotte Walker
Countess Kernltz
Uthel Jackson
Frauleln Von Bernburgr
Rose -Hobart
Frauleln Von Kesten
Jane Seymour
Mademoiselle Alaret
Andree Caron
Mathilda Barlngr
Frauleln Von Atams
Manuela Von Melnhardls .Florence Williams
Wauna Lldwell
Marga Von Rosso
Mar^ret Oliver
Use Von Trelschke
Florence McQee
Use Von 'W'eBthafon
Llllt Von Kattner
Marcella Abels
Lily Marne
Oda Von Oldenslohen
Eldelgard Countess Mengsberg. .Helen Claire
Annelleae Von Beokendorf
Rose Lleder
..May Hdlss
Frua Alden

Sarg's or anybody else's puppets
In connection with this show Is extraneous; they're amateurs.
It's not just a marionette show.
Human voices are used- to give the
thing an almost human touch, although the puppets are but fou^
and five feet talL First euct consists
of a series of vaudeville acts, then
a shortened version of 'Barber of Frau Lehmtuin
...Hope Landan
Seville' la done and the third act Martha
Clara Thropp
JeBsamlne Newcomb
again variety. The opera thing Is Hannl
beautifully sung and handled, but
a
the weak spot, nevertheless;
This Is the British stage adaptacontinuous puppet thing la Just too tion of the German film adaptation
much.
of a German novel. And it's still
For matinee performances the not entertainment Delicate subRossini opera is replaced by a stag- ject matter, and word of mouth, are
fairy
ing of 'The Sleeping Beauty,'
still the main selling points plus a
tale flgnired to easier satisfy the deiflhite Import to women who are
children.
likely to gush over it, though men
PlccoU, despite the advertise- generally will be disappointed badly.
ments, vtblb in America about ten It won't get rave notices in the
years or more back in the little the- dallies, either, as did the film, with
atre atop the New Amsterdam. the result that it's matinee trade
That's the size theatre it ought to will be big and the general returns
be in, now ^the Lyric's too big. It's heading
towards profit, though
the type of ehow that could have nothing to shout about.
What it
asked Ave dollara or mora for open- will do more than anything will be
ing night and Insisted on big money to draw attention anew to the film,
'
It's playing at the near-by 44th Street,
for a small capacity house.
class, very much so; otherwise It and a much finer job all around.
has no leg to stand on.
It's a pretty good production that
Sidney Phillips has given the play,
It'll undoubtedly do surprisingly
well at the Lyric for several weeks; sticking very closely to the film
rave newspaper notices are almost original, with the scenes just outcertain. If getting out of the the- lining and underlining the high
atre quick enough, before the ebb spots of the rather slim yarn. Ac
Is
reached, it ought to show a tlon Is practically nil and a bit of
handsome profit. And for the road substitution has taken place for the
it's again a sure winner If handled
finish.
The girl in the play Is al
lowed to actually kill herself at the
as a concert and not aa a theatre.
Kauf.
finish, where in the film she's rescued.
In the film, however. Is a
last reel bulld-up of suspense, with
the girls running around and shouting their friend's name, such as is
Comedy In three acts- praaented at the unique in film history.
It's great
Masque Deo. 28 by Arthur J. Beckhard;
but, unfortu
written by Allan Scott and George Halght; dramatic suspense,
Osgood Perfclna and Sally Batea featured: nately, has been dropped from the
staged by tb« producer.
stage version.
Sally Bates
Anna Rogers
The story Is a tough one for stage
Osgood Perkins
Kenneth Blzby
with the
It deals
Harold Bassage presentation.
Walter
Bellboy
Myron McCormlck sensitive little girl who wanders
Mnld
Nell Burt into a harsh, repelling and military
Katherine Squire girl's school.
Julia Wilson
Her only outlet for
Chauffeur
Jamea Stewart
Dortha Duckworth humanity is a kind teacher, with
Bliaabeth Clochesay
Hugh Ronnie the result the girl falls in love with
Arthur Westlake
Leslie Adams her.
Harvey Wilson
That's found out, mlsunder
Mr. Clayton
Altred Dalrymple
Jackie Kelk stood and the poor kid is ordered
Theodore
never to speak to the teacher again.

Frawley has all the laugh lines, and
he does handle 'em. It Is frothy
A fairly diverting c'omedy, but Inwordage that shoyld he Irresistible betweeners have little chance this
not only to those of the theatre but season.
Impression was that the
The show reputed sharing
the average playgoer.
agreement between
w}»3 given privately several times, presenter and players may get It by,
but at the premiere Frawley discov- otherwise doubtfuL
ered there were more laughs than
It was produced by Arthur J.
were expected. After the first night
Beckhard, whose Initial try, 'Anhe took his time.
other Language,' was last spring's
Moffatt Johnson is Jaffe, loose
showman, hit and Is still playing (Shubert).
uncouth
and
lipped
careless of dress and with the flow- The ne^ comedy la less natural and
Matt Briggs, who plays a bit giddy. At the start there was
ing tie.
Webb the general manager, digs up promise of sparkling dialog, but that
an angel on the train and Jaffe petered out.
For instance, the lead character,
thinks his troubles are over. With
a check for two hundred G's In his Ken Blxby, popular novelist on a
pocket, Jaffe steams up Lily, whom lecture tour, is rehearsing a speech
he proposes to star as the Magda- in a Cleveland hotel room, and one
She of his observations Is: 'Drelaer and
lene In the Passion Play.
nearly signs the contract, but It Is ditch-water are synonymous, the
discovered the new-found backer Is same as lYeud and phooey are syna nUt. Latter part is assigned to onymous.' Best laugh came when
the veteran Etienne Glrardot.
Ken, after a tilt with Anne, his secOther characters include a busi- retary and also his sweetheart. \:all8
ness man and his secretary occupy- long distance.
It is New York,
ing the same compartment and on a Merldlai:! 7-1212. That Is the numjaunt to New York. The train and ber dialed for the correct time by
Pullman conductors are minor, but telephone. Natives present thought
well played, parts. There are white it immense, but it is auestlonable
red-caps on the Chicago end, and whether visitors would think it
colored grip-carriers when the train
arrives in New York. Closing scene,
a replica of the exit gates at Grand
Central station, also excellent.
'20th Century' has plenty of rough
stuff, but there are plenty of people
in show business just about that
way. It is a sleek peek at a side
of the legit that hasn't been playwrighting material heretofore, and
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and hundreds of blue book

'Goodbye

moderate

Again* flgi
sucoesstoL

to be
ilMS,

AHEAD AND BACK
Charles
for George
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SHUFFLE ALONG

1933

Mawln

Produotlon, Ina
(Mahleu am
produotlon of 'Shuffle aidS
version, with the rounltaS
Floumoy D. Mlllor. SUsIa and Blake
starred and Mantan Moroland sub-featured
Musical comedy la In two acts and elc^
scenes.
Book by Miller; music, Eub?:
irroniements!
'r"'**^
of 108»,'

a new

^

Will Vodrey; doncea by Da via and Catew
settings, Cart Amend; costumes by Mahleu.Staged by Walla*
Brooks.
At ttae M^nofleld commenolni
uuuonoing
Deo. 20 at J3.30 top.
Principals, Lavada Carter, Morshall HaiU
gers,
Bdlth Wilson. Mantan Moreiond
Louise Williams. George Jones. Jr? B^J
Oonty. George MoClennon, Clarence Robin,
son, Vivlenne Baber. Howard Hill.
Taoi
Miller, Joe Willis, James Arnold, Catherln*
Brooke, Herman Reed Ida Brown. Romalnl
Johns. Adolph Henderson, Miller. Slssii
ana-BWA-^trtter mortj* Jn the pit co"
duotlDs Nobl* Slaslft'a Hotel Park Central

one of tho producer*.

-

orcn«;U|4|,

•
.

..

.

,

Along of 1933' Is a braiid
musical, but so much stress has

'Shuffle

new

been laid In the advance publicity
of the reunion of Slssle and Blake

and Flournoy H. Miller (latter's
partner, Aubrey Lyles. died recently)

that mlslmpresslon exists this

a revi|val of the old show of 1921,
But old or new, It's not a clicker.
With Miller, In Lyle's place, Is »
funny mime, Mantan MOreland, who
is able comedy aide.
Moreland and
Is

Lyle

shoulder

the

comedy as the two

brunt

of the
presidents of

U-pat-Bm Molasses factory,
Slssle Is the promoter and Blake Is
chiefly in the pit maestrolng over
Slssle's Hotel Park Central orchestra.
As a show. It's something of a
the

medley.

It

has a tuneful enough

original score, a much better see*
ond half than the first and about

as

many

bright as there are dull
moments. In between, Slssle comes
into the pit from the rostrum to
lead his jazzists (Instead of Blake,
who has been doing so all through
the show) In a 'St. Louis Bluis*
entr'acte, while for the flnale Blake,
the composing half of Slssle ahd
Blake (Slssle writes the lyrics)
comes onstage for a planolog with'
his partner to reprise the old 'Shuffle
Along* score 'I'm Just Wild
About Harry,' 'Bandanna Days' and
'Love Win Find a Way* from the
memorable pioneering colored musical.
The pop song, 'Harlem Moon,*
Is also done, which is. a further de«
parture for a musical comedy.
The credits are a repeat, but the
•33 edition Isn't a repeat click.
In
1921, at (2 Including tax, with %1 for
the upper shelf, It was a bargain
when colored musicals were a novelty.
Miller
and Lyles hadn't
reached the Important money of re>
She kills Herself.
cent years
Slssle and Blake,
Almost every woman alive has at who humbly and
then gave credit to the
one time or another gotten a crush late Lieut. Jim Europe,
on her school teacher. Hence the bandmaster, for having the colored
'discovered'
play's Import and appeal to women. them,
were enthusiastic in their
For the New York production new-found opportunities.
Phillips Imported Frank Gregory,
The same Walter Brooks who did'
who staged the play in London, and so well with the Jimtown locale,
gave him pretty much a free hand. which Is geographically repeated,
Gregory picked an unknown girl for misses by plenty 11 years later.
the part of Manuela, the girl around That first half Is rather medloore.
whom the piece revolves, and a and a bore. The second half, muebpretty good choice, too.
Florence better, comes too late.
Williams will probably be able to
The $3.30 scale sounds aa if It's
do things on the stage. Nervous being primed for Leblang and 2'
In the first act on the opening night, for'-l trade.
Might be better to
she quickly straightened out and knock it down to two bucks, which
turned In a polished performance. sounds like a bargain. Show has
Rose Hobart, opposite her, as the possibilities for being jazzed up
teacher. Is also good, though a bit quite a bit but it's just so-so on',
too inclined to attempt copying the the whole.
school teacher In the film. A large
Miller 'and his new partner. Morecast of girls (there are no male land, are a couple of funny men.
parts) handle themselves pretty well Slssle and Blake sustain their end
throughout, but nobody else Is espe- of It handily. Lavada Carter Is a
cially outstanding with all attempt- competent
personality
soubret.
ing to ape the film characterizations Bdlth Wilson, who used to give out
too obviously.
those scorchy Ijrrlcs on the phonoThere mlghj;. be some quarrel with graph discs. Is more sedate In a
Gregory's staging from the stand- legit role as Moreland's henpeck-point that it'a old-fashioned, every- Ing spouse.
George McClennon
thing being carefully pointed to- proved a show-stopper with Ms.
wards exits and entrances, and al- clarinet specialty of 'Sore Foot
most all the oAln characters being
(Continued om peige 92)
handed at one point or another a
carefully prepared exit speech^ ^But
since those are the only points In
the play at whkdi there Is a bit of
lift. It's probably okay.
In the writing Itself there's plenty to be desired, almost an the dialog being
pretty stilted.
Piece has had a curious history
and It's hard to say Just what New
York will do for It Tt died in Its
original Germany, got a thin 18
Here's what you'v* bean/
week summer run in Paris, did wanting
off ttaget
splendidly in London, and then and OIL A for
real eyelarii
was revived in Berttn for good re- darkener: on* that go«<
In New Yoric it wlH pretty on right tha firtt tim« an^
sults.

—

NON- SMARTING
TEARPROOF

SMaybdUne
—

much entirely depend on how insistent the women are about dragging their men friends to see It
Kamf,

that won't run, imear or
smart with tear* or par«,
Potlttvaly non>iiMrtliigl fh* mgct
popular mascara with tha professioa. Psrfaew
harmlen. Try tha
Maybetline. Blacic Of
Brown, Tic at any toilet goodi coanter.

spiratlon.
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ENGAGEMENTS
Stella Adler. 'Bl« Night*

"Eleanor Phelps,

'We the

People.'

EYELASH BEAUTIFIM

Season's Qwetrngt

JACK BREGMAN
RobbiiM Music Corporatism
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Best

89

Wishes

for

a

Happy and Prosperous

NEW YEAR
To
English

All

My

and American Friends

JACK BUCHANAN

J?
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VAMiflTr

AoMUBCeS

*EVENSONG'
Hn Bo

ARCH SELWYM

When
with

are the
tlie

theatre

S(R

bjr

BARRY Ji^CKSON

with

people conearned

legitimate

Presented

ukI

mttten by

E»ITH EVANS
BDWABD KNOBLOOK and BrarHHUMT

NlOIKMbS

(rf

Opemmg

Selwy»^ N.

Y.

Ldfe in

Janmuy

America geiiig to wake up and
orgatrize all branches in a single

aeeoeiation for the

FR£>peR{CK LONSDALE^
Satke oa

common good

1^

League of NalioM

'FOREIGNERS*

of alt?

To Be

Too
Lmte To Mend**

**H Ms Never

Prattented

m

Februaiy

Opening Easier Week

in

New

York

'MOTHER OF PEARL'
A Play wMii

Music

Scon br OSCAR STRA.USfl
Adapted from

ALFRBD

a«MfX<rWALD'S Original br A.

HBiW&RIV

In the Spring

THE LADY
Bf

IS

with

MAR¥ BOLAND
And

JOHN
GOLDEN

TIRED'

FRANCES MAR40N

M AH Star Cadt
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TO MY FRIENDS IN
ENGLAND AND AMERICA

May

1^.

This Year Bring

You

All

The

Happiness You Wish Yourselves
*
i

«

<

+ + +

GERTRUDE LAWRENCE
Photo

bjr

Paul Tanqueray.

«ft8
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>
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SHUFFLE

(Continued from page 88)
Blues' and registered

with

aeraln

Gr««tin9s from-^

some eccentric stepping.

PEGGY FEARS

Others are likewise satisfactory
In what they do, but the flaccldness
whole structure counts
the
of
Too
against them In the main.
strict adherence to the book, and
lethargy In getting It under way,

makes

for laborious playing.
Show Is clean ^perhaps a little
much so. That probably accounts for McClennon's rousing
click with his hot reed-tootlng. They

Presents

—

too

were hungry for something snappy
and a little snakehlpsology would
have gone a long way.
The line uncorked some snappy

''MUSIC

'Bandana Ways' hearkens back to
'Bandana Days' from the previous
edition. It's a likely song number.
'Sunny Sunflowers,'
'Here 'Tls,'
'Falling In Love' and 'Sugar Babe'
also rate In the song dept
Show Itself was put on with a

THE
AIR

very thin budget.

'33

'Shuffling Along.'

LITTLE BLACK
Comedy drama

Musical Success by

Timothy Sweetman
Mort Pierce

2cl

Henry C. Roland
Tony Mazettl

Ward

Senator Thompson

REINALD WERRENRATH
TULLIO GARMINATI
NATALIE HALL
WALTER SLEZAK
KATHERINE CARRINGTON

AL SHEAN
Chorus of 60

Playing at the

ALVIN THEATRE
New

Abel.

York

Season 's

BOOK

VlrKlnla Stevens

Jonathan Hole
Howard Kyle

.

.Bmma De Weale

Al

Bemle Neory

Robert Mayors
Donald Foster
; . .
Atidrey Davis
Herbert Hey wood
Arthur OrlBln
Russell Hicks
Douglas MaoPherson

^'hello"

Greetings

Goodman

.

.

Claudia Pierce
Mr. Sternberg
Colonel Shutes
Officer

with

Now

Joe Forte says

in three acts presented at

L14IU May Porter
K. D. Porter
Rev. OrvlUe Sweetman
Mrs. Eunice Sweetman.
Daniel Sweetman

and

.g

^and

all

the Selwyn, Deo. 28, br American Plays
and Flayers, Inc.; written by Harold Sherman; staged by Karl Nielsen.
...Clara Palmer
Mrs. Gideon Tremper

JEROME KERN

.

it

—

the

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN,

looks

It

the way^ And there isn't enough
sockaroo in the talent ingredients to
offset the general sklmplness at
least not for Broadway longevity
at ?3.30. George Wintz will probably do better with It when touring

Broadway's Outstanding

And

was

hoofing in spots, but It
same formula stomping.

IN

LEON ERROL

of the

.

Jerome Cowan
Dodaon Mitchell

Understood 'The Little Black
Book' arranged for two weeks at the
That Is too long for a
Selwyn.
hopeless mediocrity. Play Is some
thing that might be expected from
amateurs and it Is not for $3.30 cus
tomers, even cut-rated...
Too bad a new group known as
American Plays and Players should
make such a poor start. Weakness
of the play should have been de-

Directing

George White's New Production
Of Romberg's Operetta

tected in the script Itself. Baals of
the story, which Involves congressmen and bootleggers, may not be
entirely fantastic, but It Is told very
crudely.
Small-town characters visiting

Washington, D. C, are no myth, nor
is their sponging on government,
employees from 'Centerville,' but It
is nil very drab and unentertainlng,
with nary a^laugh.
The home of H. D. Porter, a
youngster from the sticks, is the locale. With his even more hlcky wife
they are embarrassed by the sudden descent of the village parson,
the latter's wife and two kids. Then
the local political boss breezes In.
'H. D.,' as Porter is referred to. Is
given a proposition by bootleggers,
that of dealing in forged orders for
tha withdrawal of bonded liquor.
Although broke. Porter indignantly

Greetings
AH My Friends and Thanhs Po
Who Co-operated in the
Election of Our New President

To

Those

EDDIE

DOWLINC

refuses.

A little black book supposed to
contain the names of well-known
Washington

ofBcials Is

dropped by

'leggers.
Porter la arrested for theft, but is released in
the morning, when the black book
senIncident reaches the papers.
ator fearing exposure calls, and
when assured the book waa destroyed, promises the new state

one of the

A

highway win go through Center-

LEW

RAY

BROWN

HENDERSON

tunate.

LUPE

JIMMY

VELEZ
'STRIKE

DURANTE

ME

Ibee.

(Witndrofum Batvrdatf (M). Printed for the record.}

PRESENT

PINK"

HOPE WILLIAMS
HAL LEROY
GEO. DEWEY WASHINGTON

NAN BLACKSTONE
JOHNNY DOWNS

Seiison's Greetings

ville.

The playing Is even worse than
the play, and in some instances It
was painful. One of the known
actors made himself ridiculous, and
there were others' no less unfor-

BOBBY CONNOLLY

Tuesday, January

3,
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PRODUCTIONS

NEW YORK

w5'
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IN
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SAM

HARRIS

H.

THE
Presents

''LATE CHRISTOPHER

With

BEAN"

DINNER AT EICHr

WALTER CONNOLLY

ERNEST LAWFORD
BEULAH BONDI
CLARENCE DERWENT

GEORGE

S.

KAUFMAN

HENRY MILLER'S THEATRE

and

CONWAY TEARLE
MARGUERITE CHURCHILL

CONSTANCE COLLIER

AtW ANDREWS
LONDON

AT THE MUSIC BOX, NEW YORK

"BEHOLD WE LIVE"
WiA GERTRUDE LAWRENCE

aad

PULITZER PRIZE WINNER

GERALD DU MAURIER
ST.

JAMES'S THEATRE, London

THEE

''OF

GEORGE GERSHWIN
IRA GERSHWIN
WHh

GLADYS COOPER

THE PLAYHOUSE, LONDON

WILLIAM

LOIS

VICTOR

CAXTON

MORAN

MOORE

AT THE 46TH
If

With

ANOTHER LANGUAGE
EDNA BEST

and

STREET,

HERBERT MARSHALL

Special

Company

''OF THEE
On Tour

"SPRINGTIME FOR HENRY
RONALD

NEW YORK

If

LYRIC THEATRE, LONDON

With

1931-32

S\HC"

I

GEORGE S. KAUFMAN
MORRIE RYSKIND

"FIREBIRD"
With

EDNA FERBER

With

SING

with

DONALD
MEEK

HARRIETTE
LAKE

OSCAR

If

I

of

(MAW

SQUIRE, ISABEL JEANS,

NIGEL BRUCE, JOAN BARRY

APOLLO THEATRE, LONDON

In Preparation

'*FOR SERVICES

"MR.
By

GLAD TO BE HERE

RENDERED"

SOMERSET MAUGHAN

By W.

GRANT"

ARTHUR GOODRICH
//

^AS

THOUSANDS CHEER
A

New

Musical Play by

IRVING BERLIN

and

MOSS HART

and mine too

GEORGE

M.

COHAN

1^Aesda7»' JjUi^^
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SEASON 'S GREETINGS'-

EUGENE

AHo

WILLIE

HOWARD
WITH

^^MUSIC HALL VARIETIES
CASINO THEATRE, NEW YORK

GEORGE WHITE'S
.

Direction.

JACK CURTIS

and

SAM HOWARD

Met Problem

MAX GORDON
PreMRts

ALFRED LUNT

IB

and

Hell'

'Passport

Ingagl,'

'Conerorilla,'

LYNN FONTANNE
NOEL COWARD
'Ml

(Continued from page 86)
Bartered Bride/ always with Smetana's old title. Don't you suppose
that 'Purchased Wives' would bring
In a flock of people who never were
inside your place before?
Look what the Martin Johnsons
and others have done to Africa with
'Konero,'

LIVING"

NOEL CmikKD
CLIFTON WEBB

CHARLES BUnERWORTH

TAMARA GEVA
PATSY KELLY

TLYING COLORS"
by

to

and you keep

right on offering 'Li'Afrieaine' season after season. Instead of 'Cannibal Love.'
Oet a snappy title,
build up your marquee with a bunch
of hi-yallers in grrass skirts, and lift
the mortgage.
'Ballo in Maschera' was good
that old timer was in Its
prime and the flapper was still to.
be invented, but 'Love's Masquerade'
would click better at the b.o. and
you might do even better with 'Hie
Best Pal's Wife.'

when

DKIGN FOR

Sfy congratulations on the 27th

Anniversary of an interesting
and sincere newspaper

.

More Titles
Most moderns don't know whether
melstersingers are a new sausage
but put up 'The Stolen Song Hit'
or 'When the Minstrels Came to
Town' and get a new clientele.
Don't you suppose 'Aida' would
sell better as "The Amber Venus' or

And

'Burled Alive' 7

OSCAR
HAMMERSTEIN
2d

wouldn't 'Or-

sell better as 'Loye;
hell cycle is passing'

pheoet Burydice'
In Heir?
in titles,

The

but it would be new to
your crowd.
There is no time to go into this
matter in extenso. This should give
you a general idea, and convince
you that it is a mistake to offer
reissues year after year without'
even first run titles. If you are interested there are at liberty at the
moment scores of former advertising experts from the film home ofJust say the word and Til
fice.
send a couple of hundred down,
from which you can take your pick.
The trouble with you opera people
that you've become rutted in the
traditions of the past. Go modem
and you won't have to shut down
Modern titles
three days a week.
and modern exploitation methods
could make your enterprise a success, but you can't do much when
Is

HOWARD

DIETZ

and

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ

Chester Erskin

you have a whole block frontage on
Broadway and not even a single pictorial three-sheet.

With best personal regards,
Sarg.

"THE

CAT AND THE

FIDDLE

HAVE AN INCOME
YOU CAN

by

JEROME KERN
and

OnO

HARBACH

EN ROUTE "CARROLL

DEPEND UPON
Why

dread of an empty
.pocketbook wiien your working days
aro over? Toa caa replace fear- of
penniless old aff« with the joyful aaaurance of a

GUARANTEED RETIREMENT
to

be paid to yoa a»
even thonrh yon lUe to
—
hundred.
lonir

a

Season^ s Qreetings

GLENN ANDERS
LANGUAGE"
In

"ANOTHER

SHUBERT THEATRE, NEW YORK

JOHN

DURANT

AMERICAN,
Ind.,

1)

ST. LOUIS,

W. MORRIS, Agoncy

MO.

Prod., L.OUI3

3HURR

J.

KEM

DR.

551 Fifth Ave., New York City
Phones: Murray Hill 2-7838-9

EDMUND PAUKER

INTERNATIONAL PLAY BROKER
CAPITOL THEATRE BUILDING

GIvIns your

NEW YORK

Nnmo
Address

a-"

THIS W>E>SK (JAN.

as you
be over

If Interested, write

JACK

MITCHELL

INCOME
live

VANITIES'-

FRANK

In

live

Age

CITY

229 West 42nd

St.,

N. Y.

C

CABLE ADDRESS: HERSHUMLIN

Scene:

Office of Laurence

Characters:
Silvers:

Schwab and B. G. De

Sylvi.

Sid Silvers and Ethel the stenographer.

Tlease take a

letter*:

Dear Larry and Buddy:
I

want to .take this opportunity to

thank you for the ehance you gave me in 'TAKE A CHANCE.*

Hope the confidence you place In me

proves that you were right. Many thanks for the pleasant
weeks spent while writing the show with you.
Your Collaborator,
SID SILVERS

P.

S.

The fire

I

promised before the premiere, is off.

!
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Music

—Terrible

By Abel Green
The 1932 Year In Music was a ditto pened to the music biz, the main
mark on '31 terrible!
No other problem of the songwriters and
publisliers
has been devising a
word for It.
themselves means for revenue income from the
Publishers
asked
whether they were in business for performing or mechanical rights. In
their health, and their health was other words, what was heretofore a
by-product has become the prime
none too pood.
The two hlghliphts of '32 were the source of income, with sheet sales,
new deal between the American So- tlie former mainstay, now relatively
ciety of Composers, Authors and negligible.
Hence, with commercial radio
Publishers and the National Association of Broadcasters for a per- booming, and both of the major net-

—

centage royalty ;ii lieu of the music
tax on all gross commercial Income,
and the formation of the Music
Dealers Service.
Both deals looked good on paper
as means for the economic rehabilitation of a fast disintegrating industry, but both panned out more
or less negatively.
At this writing the radio-music
tax, after months of palaver and
considerable bitterness on both sides
^with the music faction accusing
the radio octopus of extermination
and the radio interests crying 'trust'
and 'holdup' still looks none too
good for the music men.
What Increase in the revenue
from the Radio interests is ultimately realized— even if it hits $2,000,000 per annum, which is twice
the $900,000 music gross revenue
heretofore it will be Inadequate.
For the music men have lost bo
much income from their other performing rights, such as the restaurants, cabarets, cinemas, ballrooms,
etc, that the increased revenue from
the ether is almost negligible. Especially considering that the ether
htu been such a song scavenger.
furthermore, are for
Indlca^tions,
only a $1,500,000 yield from the ether
for the music men.

—

—

—

a year-old quest, the SPA Is no further advanced than when they
started.

The tunesmiths readily grasped
the problems which were besetting
the industry in general, particularly
on the radio angle, and they voluntarily held back until that was settled.

With the ASCAP's three-year

royalty deal, the writers aired their
demands again, but It has resulted
In naught to date.
The writer of a hit still cannot
see more than $2,000 gross revenue

ciated pound dwindling ridiculously
works reporting turnover incomes
low on the rates of exchange by the
running into the tens of millions,
for himself where formerly it meant time It clears, through London,
Into
the music men rightfully looked to
$10,000 or more. That's an idea of the coffers of the American
copythe ether for a livable cut of that
the economic drop.
right owners.
Hence, moneys are
The argument is that
revenue.
Writing Exceptions
thus dormant In Australia and still
music popular, classic and operetta
There were singular exceptions due American firms.
is the mainstay of Radio.
Discs, Too
The Radio interests seemingly such as Bernlce Petkere, wife of
Everything slumped. Sheet music
concede this by the manner in Eddie Conne, head of Sound Studios,
which the copyright owners' ulti- a radio program plotting outfit, and records alike. Even more so
matum was accepted. A compro- whose 'Lullaby of the Leaves' 1q1- on the discs.
Where an International hit like
mise of 3% on the gross commercial lowed her 'Starlight' as a big hit.
income from stations was reached. She also contributed 'Lady I Love' 'Ramona' or 'Peanut Vendor* went
That covered this year. It antes to and other tunes, and, enjoying social 1,000,000 to 1,500,000 discs, gross, on
4% and 6% for the next two years. other 'cooperation' on them, through the Victor label alone, nowadays It's
Beyond that, new deals would have the marital connection. It placed her around 25,000 records. That's conmanuscripts in an advantageous ex- sidered a big sale.
to be made.
ploitive position.
The publishers' contempt for the
Didn't Work Out
Oddly enough, Joe Young, who high-priced 75c brands, inspired by
Three per cent, of the commercial since splitting up a* time-honored the 100,000-200,000 weekly turnovers
radio gross would be plenty oke for lyric-writing partnership with Sam of Durlum^ HIt-of-the-Week
recTin Pan Alley's economic needs, if M. Lewis had Indifferent success, ords, soon gave way
to economic
the writers and publishers are to again came to the fore prominently consternation when
they were reexist.
But as it worked out, there this year, chiefly through writing quested to make concessions
was so much loss on rebates for with Miss Petkere and also hooking alties, below the regulation In roy2c per
sustaining program music; for po- up with some of the year's best
copyright tariff, due to the 16c retail

—

—

religious program exemptions; for concessions to newspaper-owned radio stations (alwere later recalled)
these
though
litical

and

tunes.

price.

—

EDDIE

"A LITTLE STREET

WHERE OLD
FRIENDS MEET"
JOE MORRIS MUSIC CO.
1587 Broadway,

New York

rolls

3,

1933

were even worse.

Victor's 20o discs, along with the

American Record Co.'s 25c issues of
Banner, Regal, Domino, etc., didn't
mean anything. Tho^e people still
buying records apparently preferred
paying 7Bc for the artist, be It a
Vallee, Crosby, Whlteman or Bernle,
and as for the others, they got

enough mechanical music merely by
a twirl of the radio dial.
Need for Income

The

publishers'

dreams

of at least

a

$2,000,000 to $2,600,000 gross annuai Income from radio, to double
the previous year's $900,000 derived
fi-om the ether, thus became the obsession of the business, as the sole

salvation thereof.
That need for the $2,000,000, it was
argued, became imperative for the
writers and publishers to flourish,
since the closing of picture theatres
and the general Irresponsibility of
cafes, ballrooms and restaurants,

where music Is publicly performed
for a profit, had already caused that
Income to dwindle to a new low.
The Almighty Radio, it was argued,
should and must pay the pipers of
Tin Pan Alley.
A Music versus Radio finish fight
was threatened. An ultimatum to
starve the country foi> popular music was aired.
It never came to
pass.

The closest to an arbitrary stand
was Tin Pan's warning that unless
a new deal was effected by Oct. 1
the society would sue for copyright
Infringement of every popular song
iJlayed on and after that day over
the

air.

Meantime the sundry modificaand compromises have evl«

tions

Durium denced

to the Alleyltes that perhaps
they didn't do so right by themselves.
out of

Maybe

they'll get $1,600,000

Radio under the new deduc-

and computations.
deemed not enough.
The war is still on.
tions

That's

Burlesque—If Any!

—

and His Orch.

top of that, the

Flano

On

'

Orient Restaurant, Philadelphia
Featuring

On

Berlin's Hits
company floundered on flnanblal
Irving Berlin's 'Say It Isn't So' shoals and was taken over by the
and 'How Deep Is the Ocean?' Is banks, and ultimately passed out of
and sundry other kick-backs that also something of
milestone in the picture, leaving the publishers
a
the music tax yield to the music Tin Pan's
annals
1932, for the holding the bag for thousands of
men dwindled far below expecta- highly regarded of
songwriter had dollars. So much for the discs.
tions.

top of that, the radio interests have frankly set out to break
2d Bust
The MDS, the combined shipping up the 'Music Trust,' something
which the picture, dancehall and
service of the music pubs., is the
restaurant-cabaret Interests have
second busto-crusto of the Industry.
unsuccessfully tried to do in the
It was theoretically primed to serve
past.
as a big saving factor on the physiThe radio people, however, with
cal shipping of music from a cenWhether or not wheel burlesque
greater resources at their comout
it
has
worked
source.
But
tral
mand, and a more resourceful is gone by now, it might as well be.
with more or less unsatisfactory re- method of procedure, are not con- For the traveling show in burledque
Again, at this writing, the cerned so much with the validity of Is physically dead.
sults.
situation is very strained In the in- the copyright statutes, which Is the
When a matter of $80 a week can
dustry, In that the single-bill idea, Am, Society's greatest protective force a theatre to change from a
the too stringent credit ratings, and cloak, but are Inclined to assume wheel show to stock, as It has on
the general lethargn^ with which that same cloak for its own pro- the Empire wheel this season, nothsheet music turns^over, has created tection.
ing can help.
considerable dissatisfaction.
The rest of burlesque, meaning
The Radio Scheme
b^en detailed in news
It has
This is evidenced by the Inten- stock, must run as cheaply as poshow
the
stories recently in "Variety'
acquiring a sufficiently sible to run at all. And still contion
of
individual retailers, after counting large number of musical copy- sider Itself dead standing up.
It
up the number of copies ordered rights and using this musical cata- can exist only where there are
from the central Music Dealers log for their own purposes, and as enough epileptics, the trouble beService were' frightened by the fcr- a means to dodge paying the music ing there aren't enough of the eps
midability of the numerical total. tribute to the performing rights' around to permit any sort of burlesque operation but chiseling.
And, with the thought of minimized collection agency, I.e. the ASCAP.
return privileges uppermost in their
Burlesque got a first hand view
While one, branch of radio tried
minds, the dealers have Invariably it,
and flopped dismally Radio of the toll taken by seven years of
cut the shipping order.
Music Corp., as a holding company stripping and nothing else when
Result has been that the turnover for Feist, Fischer, the old Davis, the New York authorities finally
of music has been greatly retarded. Coots & Engel firm, and sundry put the slug on the goona-goona.
By the time It came around for a other subsidiaries all of the broad- Burlesque suspected, but never took
monthly reorder, the dealer no long- casters, acting in concert, are known the trouble to And out In those
er wanted the hits he was out of to bo interested in buying up the seven years just what would hapstock with, and instead he ordered performing rights themselves from pen If It had to clean or close.
from the newer crop of radio fa- the music men, dating from Jan. 1,
The trouble was not only that
1936.
people who patronize clean amusevorites.
That's the expiration date of the ment had departed from burlesque
No Price Setting
The MDS carried with it the Idea present pact between the wriler- in those seven years, never to be
of fixing the price of the average publlsher members of the society recalled, but also with burlesque
pop song at 25c retail, and so mark- and the ASCAP. The society has Itself, those in and back of it. New
ing it, with a 16c wholesale price, been intensively round-robining all people who had come into burlesque
as a means to generally spurt the Its members for a renewal of their during those seven years didn't
sales of pop sheets. That didn't pan contracts for 10 years from Jan. 1, know anything about clean shows
out, either. .The better songs were 1935. Considerable delay manifested because when they entered it was
higher priced.
Harms has yet to by said members who want to know not presenting them. Those who
wholesale a copy at under 18c. If the whyfoi-e "Sf 'thff " sudden -haste;- Tiaa"T}een''In BafIesquS^ Ift "the 'Cleai^^
the quality and the demand were since there is a matter of years In- show days had forgotten how to
produce them.
there, they sold just as much as the tervening.
All Year
When the New York authorities
others. And that hasn't been much.
The year 1932 was punctuated said 'clean up' burlesque didn't
With Radio getting the onus for
other ideas which, at know how to go about obeying
everything direful that has hap- by sundry
least, militated against It being as orders.
Some of the shows during
dull theoretically as it was blah on the period in which
the bars were
the monthly balance sheets. There down were
not short of being pucropped up and just as quickly died trid. It was only natural. Burlesque
out the thought of 20c. music for
couldn't change overnight, after beWoolworth's, when that store syndiing In the grip of a bad habit for
cae added double-dime counters. It
seven long years.
looked promising until the chain
The Minskys Socked
moguls expressed themselves as
Principally affected were the Minthe

BONNEILY

Tuesday, January
nearly been forgotten so
as pop
stuff was concerned.
But he not
only distinguished himself with
these pop ditties, which In better
times would have earned him com
fortable sums, but Berlin's score for
'Face the Music,' the Sam H. Harris
satirical musical production, was
equally well acclaimed.
Foreign Drops
The foreign music market, so far
as 'advance' money was concerned,
•took a sharp drop. An idea is that
as high as $87,600 was paid In one
year for English rights. The present-day high for British catalog advances Is around $15,000 or lower.
The Australian situation is a mess
through the other already depre-

lukewarm towards

handling of

sheet music.

The Writers
With the writers having a tough
time economically, many went Into
business for themselves with the
result that firms like Green & White,
Mario, Abe Olman, Freed & Powers,
Jack Yellen (splitting away
from Ager, Yellen & Bornstcln, Inc.)
et al., came and went.
Some still
in business but it's been a struggle
although the above-mentioned, who
active,
still
feel
that
they have
are

skys,

By Joe Bigelow
quite a problem. They had a theScribner got the Minskys' li- atre on their
hands, expensive if
cense back, for the authorities knew darkened
and Just as costly If ruu
the name Scribner and what it with clean
shows and no audiences.
stood for. The Minskys' promise to The Raymonds'
only alternative
clean up with the Scribner name In was
to pray until the eps could
back of them was good enough. again be satisfied
and wait mean*
Scribner went on the Minsky pay while for
the In Itcble climax.
roll as the firm's self-censor, needThe cheapness which burlesque^
ed by the Minskys who apparently wheel and stock,
now
flnds neces*
could not determine for themselves sary In
order to stay open, applies
the difference between dirt and to everything
In burlesque, from
cleanliness on a theatre stage. From the actors
to the oflnce. Talent sal*
last reports Scribner Is stiiron the
arles reached an almost unbellev*
pay rolL
able low during 1932.
Lost $76,000 Yearly Net
Stage Hands as Stars
Now the real stars of burlesque^
The case of the Star theatre In
Brooklyn may be taken as typical if salaries denote the stars, are th«
of the burlesque house situation as stage hands. At $100 a week and no
It now stands.
Thl^ old playhouse foolin' or no stage hands, they have
with small capacity and the balcony it a lot better than the $50, $60 and
posts that ruin the view downstairs $76 comedians, $40 strip women or
as evidence of Its senility. Is run by $90 teams who face the audience
collect their
Sam Raymond and his two boys, and have no union
Harold and Leonard. The Star plays salaries for them when the manager
forgets to pay ofl!.
Empire shows.
The low morale of burlesque's
During the first couple of the
seven stripping years the Star did actors is reflected perfectly in their
big business, turning a yearly profit performances. That goes for both
of $75,000, which was flattering for wheel and stock shows.
Burlesque and those in it have
a house of Its size. Then, as did
every other burlesque theatre in the lost all hope. They see nothing but
country, the Star found that all doom.
Nothing In the way of talent la
'nice' people and 99% of the women
were drifting away, driven else- looked for from burlesque by the
where in embarrassment. It wasn't rest of the show business any
good for one's social standing or longer. Burlesque puts nothing in,
moral reputation to be seen going so can't expect to take anything
—
Into a burlesque theatre any more: out of it
There Is nothing In sight for the
Finding itself left with only the
strip-lovers and with these, too, fad- few legitimate performers and managers
left
in
burlesque but to
ing away, having seen everything
there was to see, the Star, with the change the pattern completely and
That
rest of burlesque, was forced to give drop the name burlesque.
'em more stripping and less of the name Is 100% washed up and minus
other Ingredients of a burlesque all merit now as a title for a show
or
theatre that wishes attendance
show. They weren't coming to see
anything but clothes peeling by will- by the general public.
The strippers will have to go back
ing peelers. The more stripping the
more chance the theatres had to where they came from, wherever
hold what little was left of a once that may be.

Sam

large public.
But the stripping couldn't keep
the demands of the remaining epileptics, because after all
there are certain things that can't be
done In public, even In burlesque.
So the business continued to slip. It
reached a point where those and
only those theatres that could get
away with it, were just getting by.
When the censorship hit the Star
and the other New York houses the

who had become famous even up with

outside their own city as dirty burlesque impresarios, through their
extensive
advertising and
their

was a case

of turning
clean for the Minskys to satisfy the
authorities and regain their license.

shows.

It

The cleanest thing the Minskys
could think of

was_Sam

Scrlbner's

name. Sam Scribner in his day was
the very essence of clean burlesque bottom fell out completely of any
as boss of the Columbia Burlesque kind or shape of burlesque.
Wheel. He quit the business when
What to do? : he Star and the
a better chance through collecting everybody around him went dirty. others tried clean shows. The shows
both as publishers and writers. The He saw the name of burlesque go- were terrible and the epileptics
writers through their Songwriters' ing to the sewer, along with the weren't interested, nor could the
Protective Association demanded a shows. His problem was to do as 'nice' people be enticed back.
It
minimum basic agreement for their the Romans were doing or get out. was too late.
The Raymonds were faced with
song material and although it's been So he got out.

Boason'i G'^tionB

^J.^p

-
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MUSIC

1933

Plays Out of

TATTLE TALES
(Continued from page 84)
musicals, can't be figured to support

a revue lacking a N. T. rep and few

oamea that are vital for longer than
four weeks. And it cannot be forgotten that Frank Fay, the star of
the piece, together with his wife,
Barbara Stanwyck, did a terrible
week at the It. A. Paramount a year
ago. Whether the predicted month
of L. A. grosses will carry the $8,000
weekly nut of this show, let alone
bring back a large pre-opening cost,
la something for the producer and
his backer to wrinkle the brows
about. Fay is presumed to have put
up the entire flnancln*', with reports

around just before the opening that
•B. P. Schulberg contributed a few
grand to give Felix Young a Merry
Christmas.
In vocal and dance numbers, the
show Is solid. The single outstandlni7 sketch Is the 'Send for Lubltsch'
scene from the last 'Follies,' by

Best Sheet Sellers

Town

surefire in this town that they
leased the traditional Ford's theatre
not for one more week but for two.
is
doubtful if Baltimore has
enough serious-minded followers of
the theatre to make it worthy five
weeks of the same play.
It

Mayfalr Productions Is a newly
incorporated outfit, with the real
powers probably hidden behind
nominal Incorporaters listed in the
offlcial
document as Maurice R.
Brown, Mary Levy and Edward R.
Young. The local agent for the
company is Hyman Paul Rome,
which gives credence to the report
that Lou Rome, head of a string of
nabe Baltimore picture houses has
his finger in this production somewhere. Also Fred Schanberger, of
the local theatrical family, is understood to be financially Interested,
though, on the surface, merely manager of the organization.
There are plans for tour southward and westward, which means
first,' Washington, and, finally, Chicago. Negotiations now on for either
of two Chi houses, the offside Black

Barry Trivers. Only runner-up is
Hotel,'
'Majestic
Craig's
Rlchy
stone or the loop Adelphl.
which Is handicapped by the fact
Prices on the show are scaled
that it was done, and better,, as a dqwn sharply, 60c to $1.60, with the

UNIMPORTANT

OF

.

—

—
—
—

New

Ten best sheet music sellers
for the week ending Dec. 30.

'Little Street'

(Kelt).
'Please'

Publishers' $8,000
'32

Plain 'A's' Received Last Year
WOODS' 20 TRIP

(Famous).

'Fit as a Fiddle' (Feist).

'Rockabye Moon' (Robbins).
Willow Weep for Me' (Ber-

The newly

April for 12
for C.
C.
in

More

&

VALLEE FRONTS

FOR THE BOYS

Harry Wood 13 going abroad next
April to write another series of 12
songs with Jimmy Campbell and
Reg Connelly for C-C publication in
England. Woods recently returned
from London, where he turned out
24 songs for the same firm.
This precipitated the peeve by

over

ASCAP and

Both

for the last quarter of 1933.
are considerably under the
period for 1031.

same

pubs heretofore have realized
rate of around $9,000 per

'A'

the

at

quarter, or $36,000 per annum, which
the three 'A A' pubs (Harms, Feist,
American publishers that vesting Berlin)
don't touch this year, even
the world's copyrights with foreign
Class
publishers, especially via American with their increased rating.

songwriters, wasn't to the liking of 'AA' and

American music men.

and

come of

to

PS

Green & White, Inc., has Joined
list of wlthdrawees from the
Music Dealers' Service. Severance
the

of the connection with the publishdistributing

central

writers collected $1,400

a year ago.

Less Seats, Less

Tax

The drops are ascribed to the cut
in picture theatre seat taxes, due to
closings,
with the expected in-

It.

G.&W. Quits

ers'

'A'

$1,250

There has been talk of embargoes
on such songs, but nothing has yet

channel

creased revenue from the radio
promised for the first quarter of '33.
Decline in publishers' Income only
accentuates the bitter feeling In the
industry over the creation of an increased classification, double-'A', at
this time and under present economic conditions. It has the effect
of setting back the other 'A' firms
into 'BB' money and demoting the

became effective as of Jan. 1.
rest proportionately.
Break from the MDS followed
Some pubs aren't depositing thdlr
Elmore White's selling out of his in- checks but will protest the dividends
terest In the Green & White firm formally.
become general professional
to
manager for- Remick. White's share
in the publishing house was abMUSIC
sorbed by Buddy Green and Max

GROUPS

WARNER

Stark.

PERSONNEL SHUFFLED

Disc Reviews

Warner Bros.' music publishing
group has shuffled the personnel In
professional departments and
moved the Harms headquarters to
another building. Under the new
setup George Plantadosl becomes
Its

Victor Arden-Phil

Ohman

I'll See You in the Morning' and
'Lucky Little Accident* are Arden-

professional manager of
Wltmark and Johnny McLaughlin

Ohman and their orchestra's foxtrot chores on Victor 24203. Scrappy
Lambert assists vocally In both instances, but it's the two-man planology of the co-maestros which, per
usual, distinguishes their dance ar-

general

rangements.

Remick has been taken over by
Elmore White, who previously had

returns
prof,

<to

former capacity as,
of the standard cata-

hia-

manager

logs with the
Piantadosi's

same

firm.

former

spot

with

his own publishing house. Green &
Paul Whiteman
Snappy foxtrotology bjr the Jazz White, while the shift restricts Bob
king on Victor 24201-2. Jack Fulton Miller's duties at Wltmark's to
tenors with the Whiteman orchestra managership of the band departon the first, an English pair, 'Till ment.
Tomorrow' and 'Just an Echo in the
With removal of the Harms layValley,' both by HariTr Woods arid out to 1674 Broadway, Remick took
Campbell-Connelly, published origithe space thus made vacant In
nally in England by C-C.
Latter over
was the subject of Kelt-Engel's un- the Hollywood theatre building.
successful injunction suit against
Robbins over American publication
rights t.o 'Echo.' Both are engaging
Conducting
foxtrots made brilliant under the

Newman

Whiteman treatment.
The second disc features Ramona
at her grand piano doing the two
nifty ditties from "Take a Chance'
(musical), 'You're an Old Smoothie'
and 'Eadie Was a Lady.' The latter
is the classic lyric ditty about Eadie
who had class, 'with a capital K.'
Ramona does tricks with the lyrics,
backed up by a nifty male refrain
in 'Eadie,' and soloing 'Smoothie'
smoothly. They're not strictly foxtrot _numbers, but excellent parlor
vaudeville.

—
—

16 years as secretary Local 6, Musicians' Union, with Eddie Love getting the Job.

—
—

music

'AA'

slightly

this past royalty dividend

the normal class
A' pubs divided $6,600. 'AA' writers
received $1,000 and 'A' writers $750

of the

lin).

'Boy and Girl Were Dancing'
(DeSylva).
'My River Home' (Berlin).

on

$8,000

classified

received

publishers

Abroad Again

Greenbaum Defeated

—

Each

Period Less Than

—

—
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(Morris).

'Play Fiddle Play' (Marks).
'Home for the Old Folks'
(Donaldson).
'Sure of Everything But You'

San Francisco, Dec.

CAPTIVE

,

M

For Final

as reported by Jobbers and
syndicate stores In the east,
were:

Music publishers* concern over
Warner short. 'I'll Take an best seat on the week-day mat at
Option op You,' 'Echo,' 'Breaking Up 83c. It takes plenty patronage for plug songs being limited to two pera Rhythm,' "Walking In the Wind,' profits at that tariff. And It's a formances nightly over
the NBC
First
and
'The
Manana'
'Hasta
question whether the people to
Spring Day' were the cream Of the whom the extra four-bits means was roundly razzooed by John
musical crop as far as commercial something will be Interested In Royal of the network when Rudy
'Chains'
and He drama of this sort In the first place.
possibilities.
Passed Me By* were hlghspots pro- Will take more selling than the Vallee, as special enrissary for all
Former cashes in on^ mere tag line, 'the most discussed concerned, broached the subject.
ductionally.
the current prison picture cycle ef-' play of the century.'
Royal stated that naturally the
fectively as sung by Guy Robertson
Present production Is modeled
and the male octet. Later on there along the original production in as commercial programs must be given
a Bowery-dope Frankle and many ways as poslble.
Is
The set- preference on any numbers seJohnny torcher, staged adeptly. Le tings for the last two acts are from
program plotters,
Roy Prinz's routines were at all the original presentation. About lected by their
times good, and the only fault to be the only real switch is the closing but if a crack hotel band has a good
found with his wovk is his continual curtain, ending here with the femme arrangement It's to the Interests
of the chain to accord the -proharping on snake hipa<
protagonist merely banging the door
Opening was neat, containing the on her way out to meet the girl grams, as preferred, every considsole cracker or twist In the produc- friend, rather than, as in the first eration.
Finale
worth mentioning.
tion
Vallee not only spoke for the
production, giving the audience the
hadn't been put together opening same information by stage-phoning music publishers and songwriters,
night and was merely a finishing that she's coming right over. The but the orchestra leaders who had
bow and courtesy.
present method, though probably asked him to take It up at NBC, as
Fay hajjn't found himself when more subtle and less open to cenprejudicing themselves
the show opened. To do so in the sorship, Is somewhat less effective. they dreaded
three days Intervening before the But it'll do, since it's Just a minor by any squawks. The hotels, etc.,
go on mostly at 11-1 a. m. and, comL. A. premiere gives him a task; It's point.
a matter of trlmjnlng mainly. Fay
During the first week there was ing at the tag end of everything,
being on a bit too long, especially hesitancy on the part of nearly the understanding was that the
In the next-to-cloglng spot with his everyone but Ann Davis.
Roland more popular tunes were out for
two stooges, Bobby and Chuck Cal- Drew as her husband and William them.
lahan, Scores dramatically with his Kershaw as her father appeared to
Royal told Vallee that no band
'Extra Man' song. Don Cummlng, have the greatest difficulty In this
need fear making such
leader
a swell rope-twlrler, was on just respect. Probably some excuse for squawk and added that it stands to
often enough to register strongly. Drew's errors, since he has by far
reason
If
a number Is briefly
in
the
working
Miller and Mack,
the greatest number of side to
In
played
a medley, earlier in the
sketches as well, did their burlesk memorize.
Spanish dance to hearty returns.
Drama needs forceful acting or it evening, that chorus or two
Robertson was another who worked Is likely to degenerate into a choruses can't be regarded as a full
In the dialog stretches and then dls- lengthy talkfest, and as the present rendition, and that It wouldn't be
t)layed a clear, sweet voice when production stands it needs a tight- restricted.
The entire idea of raHe ening. Only Ann Davis and Lou dio's rule against over-plugging is
•tha music got under way.
dearly demonstrated that his forte Tellegen are able to give the play to avoid ether monotony.
Was operetta, where he would be of the power of intensity to make It
They Should Be Happy
The baritone Is vital and real. Tellegen is on for
far more value.
Spokesmen for the radio intertaslng this means of showing before one
important scene only, but
the film mob and deserves a chance makes It a standout. Miss Davis is ests add that the music publishers
have been delighted in such
should
to prove his picture w^orth.
thorough at every point.
Betty Orable is cute in her first
In towns where they've heard of an idea of starving the country for
number, but becomes monotonous in the show, but never seen it, there the good tunes, as a means to pergoodthe second. The Rocky Twins,
The
petuate the life of a song.
should be a chance.
looking boys, are shrewd enough
pubs have squawked, they argue,
to finish their so-so dancing with
that the radio kills off too much of
high kicks and spectacular bits to
their stulT, but as soon as the radio
good reaction. Charles Kaley didn't
decided to aid in such a movement,
Register at the initial performance
the pubs squawked even louder that
bnd Ruth Gillette had little to do.
'32 it
STATISTICS
was curtailing the extent of their
Florence Boblnson unleashed a
plugging.
brace of wildly tapping off-beat feet
that clicked prettily. Her last numRadio interests actually looked to
In 1932—
ber, however, was Tom Patrlcola
an upward spurt In music sales
horse opera stars fought 728 with the minimization of public
from start to finish. Another tap
turn, which cleaned up in the first fist fights.
Acrobatics in 726 of performance of the big hits. But
act flnale and repeated later, is the these.
the publishers, each greedy for a
have
Three Blue Blazes, youths who
were announced consistent spot on the air channels,
only
39
pictures
knocked around minor vaude on the
many plugs as
coast for a long time. This should as 'the greatest picture made since are out to land as
The new ASCAP point
possible.
set them on the path to the bigger the films started to speak.'
rating further necessitates
and better things.
Grace Poggl
863 picture theatres changed system
multiple performance as a means to
dances nicely, but has not been hanr'a 927 times.
given quite the setting she needs to
maintain standing.
38 foreign actresses were Imishow off her unusual personality.
-George- Mayor In- his sole opportun- ported ttr replace Greta Garbo.
ity, the Lubltsch sketch, almost runs
—37 attempts to get a different
SETTLING WIRE SUITS
away with the show.
climax. Three were.
newspapers discontinued Reports Triple Action May be
918
Washing Away Under-Cover
printing radio programs. 918 papers
put 'em back again.
Baltimore, Dec. 27.
Probability looms that the pres1,967,401 animals were shown in
Drama In tliree acts, two sets. Fresented
ent triple action suit against the
by the Mayfalr Productions, Inc., and fea- Jungle pictures exclusive of fleas.
A. T. & T., Western Electric and
turlner Ann Davis and Lou Tellegen. Adapt7 files walked over the main ERPI
ed from tiie French of Edouard Bourdct by
by Warners, the Duovac
Arthur Homblow, Jr. Staged and directed titles of 4 indie pictures without
Corp., and General Talking Picby Louis Cllne. At the Ford's, Baltimore,
causing a retake.
Deo. 20.
tures (DeForest) may be settled
DeMontcel
William Kerehaw
—1,971,992 feet of film showing out of court. It is known that the
Claele DeMontcel
Katherlne Bevner railroad trains and steamships were
electrical interest have moved unIrene DeMontcel
Ann Davis
Roland Drew used to indicate the players were der cover towards that possibility.
Jacques Vlrlou
P'ranootse Melllant
Emily Ross traveling.
The recent mysterious allusions
Mile. Marchane
Constance Pellssler
12,532 persons were given screen
Hosephlne
Ann Parker
In reports that ERPI may be about
Qeorgres
Stapleton Kent tests.
,
Four were engaged.
to make several new policy anDoVle
i»u Tellegen
given
were
7,463 automobiles
nouncements soon looks to have
Theatres been impelled by these under-cover
theatres.
This drama of sex vagaries in the away by sick
moves between the parties.
past had some degree of success In sicker.
7 released pictures corresponded
Baltimore, following its historic
banning by the authorities of New to their press book synopsis.
ar.York.
winners
953 film contests
In this town it has already
Brockton Barn Burns
played a total of three weeks (ex- rived in Hollywood. 952 winners reBoston, Dec. 31.
cellent and exceptional for Balti- turned home.
Other one got a Job
•aore) in two separate productions,
The cow exhibition building,
waitress.
as
once with the original cast headed
wherein some of the finest mllksupera
Mille
made
Cecil
de
and
by Helen Menken, and the second
in
the
stock
cream-and-butter
produced by the Edwin Knopf picture inside his time allowance world has been on display, bpmed
«f
Btock and featuring Ann Davis, the and budget
by night on the Brockton Fair
same Miss Davis who is lead in the
fire.
spectacular
Grounds, making a
present show.
Firemen said the flames were of
Sammy Watkins orchestra now
Bo certain was the Majrfalr Proincendiary origin.
ouctlons, Lno, that the '(3apUvef te at Addieon hotel, Detroit.
recent
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Al Greenbaum was defeated after

Walter

was

"Weber

re-elected

president.

Weil's

New Firm
Chicago, Dec.

81.

who has been inac
a music publisher for the
past two years is out seeking plugs
again.
He has 'Just Like Your
Shadow', by Benny Davl.s and Samm
Stept as a starter.
Randolph Music Co. is the nev/
Weil name.
Milton Well

tive as

'

Berchman Bankrupt

—

Henri ncrchm.m,
of 550
is

West

petition in
liabilities

orclin.sfra loader,

165th street.

bankrupt.
Scheduled

fllod

tnf-

New

York,

with a voluntary

P'cdoral tourt giv(-H

as $2,251 and

a.s.set.s

none.

Symphony Program

Full

Hollywood, Dec.

31.

Alfred Newman, musical director
at United Artists studio, will conduct the entire symphony program
of the L. A. Philharmonic orchestra Feb. 3 when 'Drudge,' the Ralph
Raingcr tone poem gets Its initial
reading. It's a departure for that
austere musical organization.
Remainder.-.of Newman's . bill Ja
an ambitious and Interesting undertaking, comprising 'Le Rol d'Ya,'
Lalo;
'Symphony in G Major,
Haydn; 'Grand Paque Russe,' Rim.

sky-Korsakov; 'Rhapsody EspagRavel; a new piece by R. RusBennett and "Victory Ball,'

nole,'
sell

Schelling.

Songs for Bebe Daniels
Hollywood, Dec. 31.
Al Dubln and Harry Warren will
do three songs for Bebe Daniels'
•Just a Pal,' for Warners.
Tune team was brought here for
•42nd Street.'

BOSIE'S QUICK OPENING
Harry Rosenthal did a quick
opening at the Embassy Club, New
York, Saturday night (31).
Spot was returned to the owner
for manaBemcnt following
sess proceedings.

dispos-

EDWABSS' PIECE
Leo Kdwards has joined Irving
music pub firm t^s genelf^t

r.aoBar'H

nian.'iKftr.

Kdwards has a piece

of the firm.

.

The Malevinsky Lost
One

of the

moat

distinct losses to

the show business In 1932 was the
passing of M. L>. Malevinsky. Of the
of O'Brien, Malevinsky &
Drlscoll in New York, with the firm
legal

LITERATI

VARIETY
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Arm

recognized as amongst the foremost
attorneys engaged more or less In
theatrical practice, Malevinsky for a
long while was the trial member.
tried the more Important cases
and personally ranked very high
with New York lawyers as a Jury

He

pleader.

The greatest loss to the show
business through Malevlnsky's death
is the absence of a determined and
able attorney, who followed his convictions and never hesitated to go
through with them. Not many attorneys who treat with the show
business are like that. Most of them
•go with the money.' They prefer
clients who are in the larger deals
and cater to them.
Not so with Malevinsky. He liked

semi-skilled families, 'True Stories'
headed the Action list with 4.8%.
Whereas only a few nationallyadvertised products like hair kink
straightener and cosmetics were
plugged in the Negro press a dozen
years ago, now Camel Cigarettes.
Bond Bread, Gillette Razors, Blue
Ribbon Malt, and Lifebuoy Soap are
The Ziff
included in this group.
Agency, which started 12 years ago
with the Chicago 'Defender,' now
has a large clientele among the
Negro Press. At first found it difficult to convince colored editors of
the necessity for submitting audited
circulation figures.
Few Negro papers have a well-

organized ad soliciting department
traveling representatives. Jim
Crow laws make it virtually impossible for Negro solicitors to canvass ofilce buildings In many South-

or

ern cities.
Since the ZifC treatise was published, Paul K. Edwards, professor
of economics at Flsk U. In Nashhis Arm to have influential clients ville, has come out with the stateand the Arm always has ha;d many ment much of the° material was
of the show business' leading lights, taken directly from his book, 'The
on and oit stage and screen, but Southern Urban Negro As a Connevertheless Malevinsky believed sumer,' printed
the case came first. If he accepted Inc., last spring.
the case, his client was wholly certain of 100% legal protection.

by

Prentice-Hall,

Too Many Pulps

tions of his many clients In the
O'Brien, Malevinsky
Drlscoll of-

&

fices.

Frequently meeting the question
of copyright, the firm became noted
In the show line for its expert
kuowledge on that subject, as well
as theatrical contracts. Malevinsky
became a copyright specialist In

Book,'

'Detective Classics,' 'Fight
Stories,' 'Frontier Stories,' 'Lariat,'

'Love
Stories'

Romances,'

and

Thurman
In-ltlw of

lent

subject

of

discussion

every-

where, and any number of papers
and magazines have ordered special
articles on the subject. 'New Yorker'
magazine la trying to get up a
'Profile' on the Inventor of the sys-

'Northwest

'Wings.'

T. Scott, eec'y and sonJohn W. Glennlster, prez,

lumbus

1933

study of the

vital

undercrust

of

amusements.
Chatter

With brisk

monthly,

has

assigned tion.

John Masefield will give his first
lecture here at Carnegie Hall on
Takes Five
Jan. 0.
Every time two or more of the
Edwin Balmer and Philip Wylle
a knock-down vein which caused town's younger serious thinkers ex- collabing again.
Danny Ahearn completing a new
considerable discussion, the Los press dissatisfaction with literary
Angeles 'Times' going strong the expressions or methods, plans are novel and it may be called 'How
immediately formulated for a new to Murder a Columnist.'
other way.
St. Louis 'Post-Dispatch' Is understood to have sent a' mag to set things to rights. QenZane Grey won't be back for two
erally the mags
Courtney Savage to write a feature explaining the workings of
technocrocy.
New York 'Herald
Tribune' had a series of articles In

much be- years, at least.
Occasionally
Herbert Farrell In New Orleans.
William Butler Yeats extending
run to a publicity agency and
his stay here, what with the return
started the thing running that way, yond a few issues..
of the Abbey Theatre Irish players.
Now It's a new quintet with the
although they didn't seem to be
Mrs. Marie Belloc Lowndes feted
needing it, and the whole thing only publishing bee. Describing themon her very first day here.
selves as 'articulate members of an
a few months old.
Houghton Mifflin publishing 'Pubexploited class,' the five, who are
lic
Faces' to coincide with the start
Joseph Vogel,
Nicholas
Worth,
Broke on Style
of Harold Nicholson's lecture tour.'
Inside
on ^Rus Arnold, Rlan Alexander Godin, S. Funaroff and Mrs.
Nicholson (Victoria SackvIUeJames' successor as columnist on Herman Specter, will become articWest) is over with him.
the Brooklyn 'Eagle,' leaving the ulate to the extent of getting out a
Janet Ayer Falrbank back to ChL
paper Is due to a difference of opin- quarterly to be called 'Dynamo *33.'
Publication office is at the home
Hassold Davis to Tahiti to do a
ion with H. M. Crist, the 'Eagle'
m.e., over style.
Arnold, who was of one of the quintet; in his bed- book.
James' secretary and appointee, room apartment, to be exact.
Louis Kronenberger will help
wanted to create a different style
Viola lima get out 'Modern Youth,'
rather than follow the James tythe new mag.
.
State Qoes Commercial
pography. Crist Insisted on followThomas Beer has written a new
Slashing of the overhead, made
ing style, resulting in Brooklyn
necessary by depression business, novel, his first in five years.
readers' squawks about the copy.
Louts Fischer coming back from
Art Arthur (Arthur BosSin other- has brought about the discontinuance of hundreds of house organs Russia.
wise),
special writer especially to New
York to figure It out. Meantime the

of Fiction House, Inc., made the
announcement. He explained that
the market was overcrowded with
competitive mags, many at a five
connection
with It, Malevinsky
a Toronto Journalist, who
wrote a heavy and big volume en- cent price, which reduced any pos- has been writing on both sides of
sibility of profits to the vanishing
titled, 'The Science of Playwrlting.'
the Atlantic for all types of newsHeld that cutting costs and
It nearly cost him his life.
papers, succeeded Arnold, which,
He point
worked on the book at night, after cheapening payment to authors incidentally, la also a nom-debis day at the ofBce and would re- would only prolong the agony, so plume.
main up until daybreak, to go considered best to suspend and wait
It is said that Arthur, who started
through It again the next night. Un- until the others die from natural last week, may. leave shortly. Rlan
able to avert the breakdown that causes.
James may return. Latter resigned
Magrs were buying plenty of new
had to come. Malevinsky survived
his newspaper post when going to
that breakdown some years ago, to Action, and their bulk withdrawal Hollywood oh a short term writing
will bring grief to many former
die last fall of pneumonia.
contract which experienced one reThe Malvinsky book is a formula smooth paper authors who have newal option, but which has not
turned to the pulps as the one con- been
on playwrlting. Through it, accordtaken up again. James, therefore, is reported Inclined to reing to Malevinsky, he could divine sistent market these days.
any similarity In plays or pictures
assume his Journalistic duties on
Two MO Best' Books
by placing his formula on the mothe 'Eagle,' where he enjoyed a sizr
Two books, each with the tenta- able following.
tivation of the disputed points.
Malevinsky offered his book in evi- tive title 'The Ten Best Pictures of
dence In the famous 'Abie's Irish 1932,' will emanate from Hollywood
Chi Times' and Technocracy
Rose' plagiarism action for Ann early In 1933. One, written by Nevln
Technocracy, the new theory that
Nichols against Universal films, but Busch, will be published by Double- has become dinner table conversahe lost that case In the lower court, day-Doran. The other, by Frank tion around the country in ttie past
after he had subjected himself to a Daughtrey, will be Issued by Har- fortnight, has possibly Its most agtough cross-examination when pre- pers. In both cases, books will in- gressive exponent In the Chicago
senting himself as a play expert on clude the scenarios of the pictures 'Times,' tabloid.
This Is a trifle
behalf of his client. Miss Nichols. chosen. How selection will be made droll in Itself for a tabloid to be
The lower court's finding was up- has not been clarlAed. Both the sponsoring, a complicated system of
Hays oflice and the Academy have economics whose very terminology
held on appeal.
Curiously enough and possibly ca- been approached by the authors. In and arguments are by general
pable of occurring in any plagiarism each case, the requirements of the thought over the head of the tabloid
suit, Universal
people before the official bodies have been considered mentality.
Purporting to be a solution of the
Nichols action had been started, ad- too stringent. A committee of picmitted a lift of the stage play for ture writers and executives has existing difllcultles, technocracy Is
their picture. It's quite likely Male- been asked to choose the 10 best for a formal philosophy that bases Its
vinsky never heard of this and It one writer, but some of the mem- claims upon what they announce to
probably would have made no dif- bers have been reluctant to accept, be an energy survey of the country
ference, as the admissions were not fearing a possible reaction through whereby the machinery displacemade by executives. Malevinsky excluding certain studio's product ment of human labor Is the key to
everything.
was concerned In several Important from the list.
Busch, formerly Hollywood corA prime principle of technocracy
play lifting suits and was attorney
for the authors against Metro in a respondent for 'Time,' was recently is a 16-hour week for everybody.
'Letty Lynton' accusation when he in the writing department at War- That does not appeal to the indusners.
Daugherty
was
at
one
time
trialists
or the business world genpassed away.
with Welford Beaton in erally and the 'Times' Is understood
A sterling character and lawyer, associated
the publication of the 'Hollywood to have received several strong
Malevlnsy seemed a strange man In
hints from advertising agencies.
a strange city of lawyers, to one Spectator.'
'Times' sought to have Kaufmanknowing 1,1m and also knowing
Fabry supply them with photoClaims on 'Magoo'
other lawyers. He's the kind that
O'Brien, Malevinsky & Drlscoll, graphic material on major induscan't easily be duplicated.
for Ben Goetz, have written letters tries to continue its series of leading
to film companies warning that 'The articles, but the photographers reAds to Negroes
Great Magoo,' Ben Hecht-Gene ported opposition from corporation
In a drive to increase national ad- Fowler fiop play. Is
considered a £.ources made It impossible.
vertising in the Negro press, the plaglarlzatlon
of 'Star
with
W. B. Zlff Company, white agency the script rights owned Dust,'
Big Start
by Goetz.
of Chicago, has published and cirA new magazine, 'Outdoor Sports,'
'Great Magoo' was bought for picculated a booklet, 'The Negro Mar- tures
by Paramount for $22,500. It slated to hit the market early in
ket,' containing voluminous statislasted about a week on the New March, will have a press run of one
tics, etc., to prove that ofay newsYork stage and was considered too million copies °for the first edition,
papers do not adequately serve the dirty
to survive. Al Lewis Is said according to Its sponsor, the comcolored reading public or sell that to
have recommended the buy. pany which also publishes 'Outdoor
group their advertising message. Lewis is
with the Par coast studio. Life,' at Mount Morris, 111. Having
The Zitt Co. quotes figures obtained
obtained from manufacturers name
in surveys of Southern cities like
lists of some 820,000 sportsmen who
Author Pubs
Richmond, Atlanta, Birmingham and
answered
In sporting goods
Two more instances of scribblers and generalads.
Nashville, with large colored poptype publications, pubturning
publishers
to
get
their
own
ulations, showing that from 50 to
lishers of the new Journal will mall
works
into
print
are
Angela
Morgan to each of them a copy of edition
75 per cent of the Negroes queried
had never heard of a national-ad- and George Henry Brinkler. Miss No. 1. An additional 160,000 copies
vertised soap, a flour, stockings, etc. Morgan, who is a Phlladelphlan, is will be sent to sporting goods and
The booklet carries statistics for publishing her new novel, 'Awful news dealers, for resale at five cents
1929-30 on the magazine-tastes of Rainbow,' under her own imprint, per.
Negroes in the cities named. The and Brinkler will issue his new
'Literary Digest' had the highest book, 'Foresight,' himself.
'Magoo' in Covers
Curtailment of publishers' lists
score, that weekly being read by
Release date (Dec. 20), of Ben
14% of 276 business and professional and exodus of the 'vanity' publish- Hecht and Gene Fowler's 'The Great
colored families. McCall's magazine ers has resulted In numerous scrib- Magoo' follows close to the heels
was second with 9%, and 'Ladles blers turning publishers themselves of the closing of that shortlived
Home Journal' third with 7%. If that anxious to see their stuff In production. That's a break for the
Among 700 common-laboring and print.
publishers, Covici, Friede, for there
.

3,

Interpretations of busiWalter Snow will cut 20,000 words
ness instead of the usual stuff that
appears in italics in a printed play, from his new 170,000-word novel
the reader gets a clear idea of the before turning it over to his agent.
tem, Howard Scott, although hav- action, which Is helped by the offBen Ames Williams in town, with
ing considerable difficulty because set lithographs of the scenery plates Mrs. Williams.
of any number of conflicting stories which head each of the eight scenes.
Dutton has Patrick Carleton's first
about. 'Columbian,' Knights of Co- As a book, It's a handsome produc- novel, 'Desirable Young
Men.'

technocrocy boosters have quickly

Coming to New York years ago
Fiction House, Inc., which pubfrom Texas, Malevinsky had only lished 12 pulp paper mags, has anhis grit. He had left something of nounced the suspension
of the ena local rep behind him in a Texas tire list until the present flood of
city as a go-getter lawyer but took
cheap pulps is dammed other than
nothing away with him but that rep. verbally.
Mags to go comatose are
In New York Malevinsky held onto
'Aces,'
'Action
Stories,'
'Action
bis grit.
Ho never let go and it Novels,'
'Air
Stories,'
'Detective
showed through the pro or con ac-

Tuesday, Januaiy

were plenty who Intended to 86t In
Smith's Eighth In March
Subject of technocrocy Is drivlnfe: to see the show after a run bad
'The C&ptaln Hates the Sea,'
editors all over the. country nuts. smoothed down the Joints.
eighth novel by Wallace Smith, will
It's Howard Scott's suddenly evolved
A question whether 'Magoo' does be out in March, published by Covlcl
new system for running the country not look better in print than on the Friede. Covarrubias drew the Illusto do away wth all present systems stage. It's the Intimate sort of atufC trations.
of government and substitute a that's best in the quietude of the
Smith gave up writing for films
technician's or engineer's govern- home and whatever the merits of for six months to do the book.
He
ment. It's become a pretty preva- the stage production, the thing is a is returning to Hollywood shortly.

Teeh' Qood for Writers

don't get

yond

the. discussions.

mag does get into the print.
Rarely does the publication last bethe

-

and company publications, and a
radical reduction in the size of many
others.
Now publications of government departments, federal, state
and municipal, are beginning to
feel the effects of the same pruning
knife.
An outstanding example of
this is the shifting of 'The Industrial Bulletin,' N. Y. State Labor
Dept. publication, long circulated
nationally and internationally, from
a free to a subscription basis.

Maurice Hindus will complete his

new book

while here.
Cohn, the bookdeals in rare and choice
literary items, turning book publisher as well. Coh^'s plans to turn
out a series of limited editions under
the Imprint of House of Books,
which is also the name of his bookselling concern. First volume sponsored by the House of Books is 'A

Louis

seller,

Henry

who

Defence of Ignorance,' by Leonard
Beginning January 1, there will A. G. Strong.
be a charge of $1 a year for the
monthly. It had gone gratis to employers of labor, safety engineers,
trade union officers, sociologists,
welfare workers, government officials, newspaper and trade press
editors, etc.
Victor T. Holland Is
editor of 'The Bulletin.'

WHEN A. K.'S MEET THEY
START TO GO BACK
Frequently the old timers gather

Best Sellers

& Schuster claim some
publishing record.
They
brought out seven books, each of
which averaged a sale of 1,000
copies a week, with Van Loon's
Geography averaging 6,000 copies
weekly, with a top week of 9,621
copies In the pre-Christmas week.
Frank Scully's 'Fun in Bed' is in
the list, along with 'Money Contract,'
'Mental Whooppee,' 'What
Simon

sort

of

in 'Variety's*

New York

office.

They

swap yarns with the other
A. K.*s on the paper's staff.
Mostly the visitors do the talking

love to

and as they do

little

under

yelling,

they are heard throughout the floor.
A recent confab between a couple
of A. K.'s ran along these lines:
'I
don't suppose you remember
when you gave Nelly that notice
about crossing her legs at the HarWe Live By,' 'God's Angry Man' and lem Opera House. I was in that
'Art of Thinking.'
company. We were all anxious
about your notice and didn't like
you saying that crossing the legs
A Happy New Year
wasn't nice. But Nelly said to
Hearst's 'American Weekly* staff never mind, you just didn't- know.
were advised that on Jan. 1 their But that started women crossing
10% cut would be paid back In lump their legs?
sum as per the understanding that
'There was a woman In that comthis would occur if conditions war- pany with something mysterious.
ranted.
I never could make her out.
She
Other cuts throughout the Hearst was always working but had nothorganization stand, with an addi- ing. Wall-eyed and a peaked face
tional cut ranging up to 10% going but she got along. That woman just
through on the N. Y. 'Eve. Journal.' had something we didn't have, that's
all.
I think '<t must have been amLittle

Theatre Mag

Newest coast theatrical publication is 'Guilds Weekly,' which made
its

appearance holiday week. Sub-

bition.
'I .finished a play the other day.
I'll bring it in for you to read.
If I
had written that play 20 years ago

my fortune would have been made
for life. It's a clean play. I don't
theatre movement. Cyr For- know what
to do with it now. -. But
publisher-editor; Pearl Rail, I can
wait. It was 100 years before
managing editor, and Muriel Noyes, they gave Shakespeare recognition.
business manager. Publication ofRemembered Flea
fice Is in Los Angeles.
'Did you go to Coney Island last
summer?
Too bad, because I
thought
maybe
Jones Sells His Woe
you saw the flea cirH. Bedford Jones has sold an ar- cus down there. I'm certain that
one of the fleas was the same one
ticle on his experience with a plagsaw at Huber's Museum on 14th
iarist who lifted one of the old Jones I
tales and peddled it to another mag. street 30 years ago. No, nothing to
Article appears in current 'Writ- know him by of course, but he had
ject matter is concerned with the
little

rest

Is

er's Digest'.

a funny

little

wobble

I

thought

I

recognized.
'S'long.
You don't look a day
Elizabeth Wilson East
older. Have you got your teeth in?
Elizabeth Wilson, western editor I'll drop in again after a while. I'm
of
'Silverscreen,'
en route from reading 'Alice in Wonderland' and
Hollywood to spend a month in New I want to finish it. It's a good book.
York at the mag's home olfice. Pre'Come in to -see us. Martha wants
vious to leaving the coast, she han- to see you.
You know I married
dled suflflclent copy to eliminate a her. Yes, she's the woman with the
substitute during her absence.
wall-eyes.'

Tuesday, J^uairy
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CELEBS
Cecelia Ager

By

Intarviewing i« a Mries a upsets,
revelation and a disillusionment.
Serious actors beconte cut-ups,
romantic actors turn into heavy
thinkeri; great lovers are henpecked. Only the comics call their
sou'* their own.

producers

Picture

are

wild

fbr

and lady picture stars the

publicity

moat indifferent. In between, in order, come stage actors, stage actresses, waning picture players making personal appearances in film
houses and vaude, picture

picture

directors, tnaJe
film writers.

lllm

and

'types,'

stars

Stage actors Iiaye the best maAners and foreign- stage actors lead
the field in suggesting to any
woman interviewer she is cbarming
and uniquely sympathetic. All stage
actors are disappointments in tbieir
dressing-room dressing-gowns.

Sometimes They Think
With patience, actors can be lured
away from talk of themselves and
induced to talk about the show
business, or life.
Sometimes their
comments indicate that they think,
or have listened to thinkers.
Actresses find it an insurmountable effort to wrench themselves
free from bemused contemplation of
their

own

fascination. Should they
pause for a moment during their
wide-eyed descriptions of themselves, it is to relate an Incident that
has had a direct bearing on their
careers.
Western (riding) stars are strong
end silent because they can't help

it.
Practicing to be quick on the perfection of their parts distindraw and first to leap on a galloping guishes them.
Living an Illusion
steed have left them little time for
The hie city challenges the best
the study of world affairs. The only
weapon they have with which to that's in them. If they hall from
confront lady Interviewer is their the provinces, they're metropolitan.
habit, learned from their picture If New Tork gave them to the
saying 'ma'am.' The world, they're cosmopolitan. They
dialog,
of
painstaking breaking of an idea over put on their best show for publicatheir manly faces is like the slow tion.
To them their best Is what
dawn on the mesa.
they are not.
Secretly dissatisfied with what
How They Change
can
remember really Is themthey
New York has a strange effect on
The sophisti- selves, encouraged by studio and
thfe Hollywood girls.
cates becomie simplis,' direct, sincere; fan adulation, picture pretties hope
the sweet home-girl Sortrayet-s go that maybe they will find peace of
smart; the hard-boiled dames ttirn mind; maybe they can believe In
naiVe at heart; the hoydeniS grow themselves. If they; can settle that
sniffy, smart alecky New York press,
quietly Introspective.
They all lunch at the class speaks, They are pals to the boys; eager,
wear their best at t^le'atrlcal open- trusting distributors of confldences
ing, submit to publicity Heas,' yet to .the chatterers. LiCt them arrive
the same process produces different In town with a cloud of scandal
Tork
refiulta, feccording to their types. It's preceding them In the New
a 1)lt bewildering until the Inter- gossip columns, they are the first to
viewer gets the hang of it. There's bring the matter up, frankly, fearinnocently.
lessly,
the
is
on
rule:
what
she
only one
It was BO .lovely the way Johnny
screen she's not face to face. She's
demure here in direct p'ropiirtlon to and I would meet for cokes in the
the fuss she kicks up back home. studio lunchroom,' eays one glamare
Hollywood's
hell-cats
New ourous gal. "There was such a bond
of understandiner between xia there
York's duck soup.
fountain.
They're here for a rest, for a at that little, soda
could
change, to get away from the studio didn't even have, to talk. He
bad gone sour for me
grind, to be themselves s6 they go tell if a scene
It
so splendid
afternoon.
was
that
and
right on acting. They're women
Marie,
friendship.
our
Platonic,
and
the world has called them actresses.
But, of
Isn't it true; all women are ac- his wife. Is such a peach.
course, soon we heard whisperings
tresses.
Acting Is the very core of them, should we walk to the lunchroom
Buzz, buzz, buzz, when
building outward In widening circles together.
until even the reflex blink of their It happened that we could both get
eyelids has been disciplined Into off of an afternoon and drive down
playing Its part In the role. The leas to the beach to let the breezes rumbright act unconsciously, Instinc- ple our hair.
'So I said to him, What the hell?
tively; the wise ones do It delibThey all act. Only the I flaid What the hell? Good by;
erately.
'
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EDDIE

CANTOR

I

UI1(m.»FRI.
~ tOAM.T>ll
On
I

the Bcreea

AM A

FUGITIVE

(r«m a Chain 6ang with Paul ManI
On tho Stage: Havana Casino Onh..
with Don Aplazu, Vie Oliver, Janet

May and Butk and

Bubblee.

It Is with much pleasure and with
great joy that I write to you tonight.
The chance to bid you au
revoir, toodle-oo, farewell and goodbye forever is Indeed a rare treat.
That you are going the way of your

sisters, 1928, 29, 30, 31, Is
celebration and I hope on

"The Kid from Spain"

with one advantage—It can't be any
worse.
Of course, it won't really
meet its new da^dy, Mr. Roosevelt,
until March but until then she can
be kept in an incubator. It's an
awful tough thing,, thls-being a New
Tear, like the sad plight of new
acts today
has no place, to break
.

—

^^It

in.

The

New Tear

opens cold and
everybody is hoping for It to make
good. The same critics will stand
by with poisoned pens waiting to
pan or praise It as the case might
be.
The big objection to the last
four years was the fact that they

were too long. Much dialog and
action coiild have been cut from
them.
No matter how big a hit
you are, you can't be held over so
here's hoping you are a sensation
and leave the audience cheering as
1934 follows you on the bill of life

SHOWS

2:45, 8:45
8at. 2:45. 8:45. 11:45

8:45

Sun. 2:45. 6:45,

mo 86th SI
Wed.

to

FrI.,

Jan. 4 to 6

BROADWAY
to

Joel

Hie
with

FrI..

Jaa. 4 to 8

McCrea

Sport Parade'
MARIAN MARSH

BROADWAY

rUEATBE
SSrd St,
at

B'way

DOME OF BIO TIME VAVDETTLUE:
HELD OVER BY PUBLIC DEMAND

TED HEALY—JOE FRISCO
MOSGONI BROS.
JACK McLALLEN Sarah
ANN CODEE
VAL & ERNIE STANTON

^

TWE1.VE ARISTOCKAT8
^ MAY WIKTH and Family
I>E WOLFE, MfTTCALF A FORD
MntB. 2Bc & BOo—Nights eOo, 76o, 11
All Scata

Reserved

Saitklni la Balcony aad

tbe Bcicen

Laon

—

babies ^babies, however, created and delivered strictly by the
They lose touch with the

stork.
facts

o^

life

somewhere en

route.

Nature and her elemental Impulses
are something that the fans seem
to find Interesting on the screen,
|jl
.
even try to read into their own
and
lives, but the girls don't quite understand about it. They're so busy
Shearer
la "Stranie iBttrlude"
working, anyway.
What a funny
'A speakeasy?
Tell me, what Is a speak-,
word!
JOHN GOLDEN Presents
easy?' asks a Ziegfeld 'Follies' gradwonder
shining
from her
uate,
beauteous blue eyes, but who knows
all the Joints in every key city, It's
By
so hard to keep up with things way
Rachel Crothers
out there In Hollywood. Work, a
lonely supper, then right to bed.
Royale Thea. W. 45UiSt Cn.2-0m
Tliun.
& ^'-^^ Some days, if I'm lucky, a set of
Hats. Wed.,
Bte. 8:40.
What a
tennis to help me sleep.'
speech to close with a custard pie
right In her face as in the good old
» Keystone days.
A new leading woman, celebrated
for the limited range of her mental
agility confesses that she doesn't
DRVAL
mind
interviews, if they're amusing.
JACQCTES
Dy
with A. E. MATTHXni'S
Beyond that phrase, she knows 'yes,'
PUlTHOrSB, 48 St. E.of B'y. nB. 0-2028 'no,' and how to nod her head.
Eres. 8:40. HATS. WED. ft BAT., 2:40
Once a star said Im not an ac-

'SON-DAUGHTER'
IM. 'SO
On
SUge:
ICIfrvH ^ B08WELL BISTERS. REX
WEBER, GEO. GIVOT
Sn
'PHIL BAKER
TOlCaa'i
& «abl»
tbe

."The Sport Parade"
with JOE McCREA
and
SPENOER TKACT
JOAN BENNETT
in "Me and My Gal"
Wed.

On

HELEN HAYES, and
RAMON NOVARRO in

AIX SEATS RESERVED

Ah

1

WHEN LADIES
MEET

GRACE

ALICE

GEORGE

BRADY

MADEMOISELLE
PEOGT FEARS

Music

In

Presents

The Air

By Jerome Kern A dear Hammenteln 2d
wllb Keloald Wcrrenrath, Tullln CarmlWalter Srezak, A1
•atl, Natalie Hall,
Shean, Kntheilne Carrlngton; Curtain, 8.30
ATXrntfTli., S2d Bt. W. of JS J. BvcB.

AXiVJH

g;SQ

rtmn.

A

Bat, 3.30

plant

the screen she greeted Leslie
'Veil

I'll.

How-

tall ye.'

Troubles of

'33

A playboy was bemoaning his fate
Herman Timberg. His chief
worry was that he didn't know how
he was going to get to Florida,
Herman felt sorry and told him that
his chief worry was how he wa^
to

going to get to 110th, street,
Osterm.ania

One

of the boys, christened

a

cer-

critic, a panhander....nezt
move will be to. buUd the 12,000
seat house... with only three rows
...four thousand seats in each row
...Benny Fields hums better at a
tain

piano than the average person who
sings out loud. .Llndy's announced
no rise in prices New Tear's Eve
...what, champagne and herring?
...NTG's Paradise is a beautiful
room. .Urban did the room,..
Granny did the promoting... and,
we take this opportunity to wish
you all a very happy and prosperr
ous New Tear and hope ve can .go
on asking... ARE TOD" REIADINQT
.

.

Novelty

The opening of the Radio City
Music Hall will linger in the minds
of those present, as a night of unsurpassed beauty.
The show ran
well past midnight and the most
the correct rising inflection, but novel sight was seeing 6,200 people
nothing new, not even platonic. asleep at the same time.
Only the richness of mascara on the
speaker's eyelashes, tbe slightly
What's in a Name?
slurred American wordsb the gallant
'Pardon My Bngllsh' is in the
close-up smile, to stir a whlfC of
throes of revision and
doubt.
She knows she's acting, chanan Is very unhappy Jack Buabout his
pauses a moment oat of habit to part in the
show. We suggested
give the studio prop boys a chance they
change the title to 'Pardon My
to applaud, before she realizes she
Englishman.'
did it all by herself in New Tork
without even a director tell her
Coincidence
where to stand.
Peggy Hopkins Joyce is headlinThe madcap arrives in town treming at the Paramount and the name
ulous at the high buildings, timid
of
the
current
plcturie with Peg is
of the surging crowds. Tip-toeing
around her suite at tbe tallest hotel titled, 'No Man of Her Own.'
she's a little California maid, bewilHigh Hat StufF
dered, helpless, appealing for proRipley tells of a high silk hat 79
tection.
When she played bits on
Broadway and aubwayed home to years old still being worn by a
That's noththe Bronx she could look New Tork southern gentleman.
In tbe eye, and talk back, too. Now ing Rip, how about the one Ted
she shrinks; Janet Gaynor is so Lewis is still wearing?
successful at shrinking!

ily of

TWICE DAILY,

3

you

Environment
Rosy opened his 'smaller' motion
picture palace with a bevy of dlalectians headed by Apollon and
Boreo. Accents were so thick that
by the time Ann Harding came on

cause for
ard with,
your way

out you will not brush against 1933
and cause her to catch any of your
germs.
The New Tear comes in

Johnny boy. It's be«n lovely. Saca career, you know?'
Alone in New York
A good monolog, good gestures,
accent delivered with
English
an

The Baby Talk
Hollywood play-girls talk dream-

your luck, after

'Just

them, more will grow.'

Dear 1932:

rifices

NEW YORK THEATRES

You

Telling

By Jack Osterman

Indians' Family Silver

Goes Into Gircdation
*•

•

Phoenix, Aria., Dec. tl.
Indians around Phoenix are ripping silver coins from their ornamental belts. Several of the coins

have popped up In circulation; recently and are hard to get rid of.
The Indians have to do Bomethi^g>
since there is a great lack of winter tourists to buy Indian pottery,
beads, baskets and such knickknacks from the old squaws. Who
park themselves
on
downtown
streets.

Test of

Reno Divorce
Couple Make Up

Fafls,

A

couple

of

Boston, Dec. 81.'
stage folk here

spoiled a test of the legality of Nevada decrees In Massachusetts.
Albert P. White; vaude, got a di-

vorce at Reno. Valeska White, the
wife, brought a Bay State suit
Precaution
against him for non-support. Trial
Reis and Dunn have a new du- started this week with much pubplex apartment In the Des Artistes licity due to larger aspeot of case.
which boasts of a 20 foot balcony
But a sudden halt came with anwhere their sleeping quarters are nouncement by counsel there was
situated.
As matter of precaution, prospect of an 'amicable settlement'
whenever they throw a big party of the actress* suit. White testified
they make sure not to Invite any he paid his counsel fees for the divorce by painting the lawyer's
adagio dancers.
house!
The wife is expected to get $800
It's Possible
An unlucky guy told Benny Davis In the settlement.
he was going to leave Broadway,
take his kids and plant them on a
farm.
Benny consoled him with.
Mary Louise Swlnnerton Scott,
daughter of Artist James Swlnner-

MARRIAGES

about being married to a great lover
that turns a wife Into a duenna.
The little ladles who graciously wait
outside the dressing rooms pound
on the door at two-minute intervals.

The wives who think It wise to be
In the room during interviews give

ton,

to

Raymond

L.

von Savoys

Dec. 21, at Redwood City, Calif.
Natalie
Martin
Adelsteln
to
Kashuk, Tuma, Ariz., Dec. 24.
Kashuk is a grip at Columbia studio,

Hollywood.

Mrs. Jo.sephlne Larkin, stage acRichard B. Baumgardner,
26.
Frederick,
Dec.
Md.,
Rugged, masterful men of the Bridegroom Is known as Dick "Hot
screen, stars whose elemental bru- Cha' Gardner on the air.
tality sends girls swooning to the
Frances I. Jones to Wheeler V.
box o/Uce, accept marital chaperon- Oakman, Las Vegas, Nev., Dec. 26.
age with only the meekest protest. Bridegroom Is the former husband
But the rebellion is there, for thf>ir of PrlsclIIa Dean.
routine suddenly flowers once they
Elinor Falre, pictures, to Thos.
escape.
W. Daniel, former naval aviator.
Then out come the burning Tuma, Ariz., Dec. 27.
tress; I don't know how to act,' and glances, the dramatic pauses, the
then waited, breathlos.<3ly pretty, lot vagtic hints for under.standinK, the
pertinent points suggested but loft
tbe denial.
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Krappman,
unsaid. Talk of the indu.slry, thnir
Wives as Interference
Romantic heroes aro deeply con- roles, their careers they will while son, life. 20 in Hollywood hospital,
Father is secretary to
scientious about maintaining their hcnimed in by a wife; find them Hollywood.
rriifii
duralone
and
how
insidiou.sly
love
lcs Skouras at Fox West Coast
sec
stage and screen personalities
homo ofTlce. Mother was former
ing interviews, but their wives porps in.
Fortunately they're aoldom alono. j'tagc revue producer.
won't let them. There is something
all

the answers.

tress, to

radio,

BIRTHS

i
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News From

the Dailies

during Ae week in the
This department contains rewritten theatrical nen»s items as published
Vmet}t laket no
Nei» York, Chicago. San Francisco, Hollyvfood and London.
news items: each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

a

daily papers of
crecdit for these

i
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East
Otis Skinner announcing that

If

he does not find a suitable play by
Feb. he'll go to Africa.
'Strike

Me

Pink,' the former 'For-

ward March,' with Jimmy Durante.
Brown-Henderson musical.
Bankhead's

Tallulah

"Forsaking

All Others/ formerly 'There

Jimmy Walker and Frank
('Variety')

Was

I.'

Scully

working on that blog In

Nice.

Max Hoffman, son of Gertrude
Hoffman, gets a divorce from
Chicago decree
Thelma White.

Anna Arnaut and her husband,
Herbert P. Field, who recently
sued Walter B. Reade for aliena- John, of the Arnaut brothers, bird
tion, has entered suit against his Impersonators, In Jamaica (L. I.)
wife for divorce naming Reade and court over alimony. They separated
a James E. Smith. Mrs. Field re- In 1927 and he paid her $100 a week.
cently obtained a divorce I y default. Lately that's dwindled to around
This suit seeks to reopen the matter. $40. Arnaut explained that vaudeFields contends that any Indiscre- ville was In a slump so the Judge
tions on his part were with her con- set a new low, $36 a week. Mrs Arnaut peeved because there's a new
nivance.
woman In the act who gets $60,
Abe White, In bankruptcy, lists when it works.
9250,000 breach claim of Gertrude
Representatives of the Actors'
Huhl, show girl, as among his liabilities, though the case has not yet Equity, American Federation of Musicians, International Alliance of
come to trial.
Theatrical Stage Employees and
Lee Posner, p. a., in a crash with United Scenic Artists' Local met to
discuss
a mall truck Wed. (28). Taken to erative a proposed plan for co-opstock companies with all
the French hospit 1; -Expected to
workers dependent on a fixed perrecover. His companion, Alice Locentage of the take. They voted
pez, nurse, was killed.
the thln^ down with the explanation

that similar stunts had been tried
24.
New Yorker theatre, formerly the before and unsuccessfully. Plan was
Gallo, sold In foreclosure Tuea. (27). advanced by WlUlam Blair, Harold
Jeanette MacDonald, denying in Bought In by Bowery Savings Bank, Hevla and James Coots.
Paris she is to marry Maurice Chev- which foreclosed the mortgage, for
her fiance, Robert $660,000. Property Includes 16-story
offers
alier,
"Firebird* withdrawn because of
Richie, as the reason why.
ofllce building.
the Illness of Judith Anderson.

handed down Dec.

Jules Bledsoe has written a play
Late Florenz Zlegfeld's summer
is shortly to appear in the leaid. home In Canada brings $2,600 at a
Michael Meyerberg will manage.
Near
Cost $60,000.
sherliTs sale.
Quebec.
Liina Basquette, who married Teddy Hayes in Newark last year, marHelen Kane gets a Mexican diried him again In Washington last vorce from Jos. Kane, dept. store
week.
buyer, it is announced by her sister.

and

June

Paget

that $100,000
Following picture players have
alienation suit brought against her
allowed rebates claimed on
by Mrs. Jeanette D. Kay has been been
Douglas Fairbanks,
1931 income:
dropped. The Kays are reconciled.
Novarro,
told

$72,186;

Peggy Lawton Rich in court
Suing the Mad. Sq. Garden
Beaned by a hockey stick
which flew from the hands of Bun
Cook of the Rangers. She claims
there should have been a net. Peeve
Is that hair around the scar on her
head came in lighter than the rest
of the thatch.
Asking |60,000.

again.
corp.-

Ramon

$7,694;

Nagel, $4,398; Louis B.
Mayer, $1,827. Chas. Rogers, Irene
Rich, Mrs. Adplphe MenJsu and Mrs.
Ernst Lubltsch get smaller amounts,
and $6,471 Is turned back to the estate of Milton Sills,

That 1% on the

salaries of

paid the

stage

workrelief

fund win be turned over to the Acas being the most
Joseph tors' Dinner Club
practical and immediate charity.

Bartlett,
suing
Schlldkraut for $8,760 alimony, had
him in court for examination before trial. Agreed to wait a little

Elsie

Courtney Burr and BT Itay Goetz
will work together on the production of a new revue titled 'Tres
Blen,' with music by Cole Porter.

Teleerram from the^ Minneapolis
Chief of Police stopped the trial in
New York of .Mary Nolan on the
charge of passing bad cheeks. Check
passing occurred In Minneapolis,
with that end now wishing to drop
charge.

Conrad

ing players

Taesdfl^, Janiiafy ^, 1933

Bway
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CO-OP YIELDS $2.50 WEE|

Ticket Brokers

Punle
(Continued from page 84)
going public cannot pay the stUC
excesses that were so easy to get

was

Minneapolis. Dec.

31.

— —

Hooey

ticket business. Whereas much of
his former business was cut rates,
which too has considerably fallen
In volume, that agency Is two-sided

what with the Postal end ot
combined agency

Is

It. The
known as Pos-

Edward J. Ryan's heart balm suit tal Telegraph-Joe Leblang's Central
in L. A. Superior court against Earl
Sink, Holl3rwood theatre operator, Ticket Agency.
McBrlde's Is still plenty In the
for $100,000, has been settled out ot
court Sink was blamed for the es- picture, but that agency no more
trangement between Ryan and his advertises '79 cents' advance, not a
wife.
penny more.' Tickets are sold for
whatever they will bring, dependent
Suit of $26,489 against Slim Sum- on the customer. It was known that

when

pi-actlcally flat

SHuberts

IRSTITVtlON
Shoes for

two

Minneapolis Unto«

before the depret..Ion. There is no
Musicians and stage hands, opet^
doubt that gypping exists and it
ating stock burlesque on a co-opei^
always win, but It's now to a lesser
extent.
Only the choice locations atlve basis at the Gayety. have kept
command the $7.70 and $8.80 per the enterprise going for tovr months
ticket tariff.
But one of the old despite the fact that their recomtimers In the racket who used to pense or share ot the weekly take
get fancy prices, am', was none too has been In the neighborhood ot
gentle about It, now often sells $2.60 a week.
How the boys many of them,
pretty good locations for 79c advance (76c premium and the tax) with families ^have been able to
and, at times, won't turn down a exist on this pittance Is the puzzle
ot the local rialto. The theatre was
60c premium.
Biggest attempted development In a member of the United Burlesque
the ticket fleld was the Theatre wheel until the circuit blew up.
League, which sought to rule Over
the sale of tickets. The managers
were all steamed up about it, as celvers are expected to propose that
some ot them thought they found a the assetEH-theatres, picture rights
and aU other rights—be sold in one
way to cure the ticket evil.
As a matter of fact It cured It- block. There may be opposition te
self.
When the stock market that proposal, the argument being
crashed the demand for tickets that certain theatres may bring a
dropped sharply and has never re- better price if sold individually.
If sold en-block it Is estimated
covered, nor could the agencies get
those high prices from the down- that the total bid win be about
town playboys. The steadily de- $400,000. Of thait about $100,000 la
creased number o". buyers and owed the receivers and attorneys as
visitors to New York further less- mentioned, while $300,000 is due on
efted the ticket demand. As for the the receivers* certificates, said to be
League, the ticket men knew it owned by the Shuberts themselves.
One alert showman stated that it
couldn't make the grade and, Ironically enough, they are still paying was questionable if the Shuberts
would get a bargain if they got
oft the League debts.
what
remains of the circuit for
The League brought Postal Telegraph Into the picture, the commu- $300,000. They might be buying a
nications company* taking over the liability It was pointed out because
League's ticket business as a pro- theatres without attractions are Just
motional stunt Now Postal is vir- that and there are too few shows
tually out except the name which tor the existing theatres.
Is coupled with that ot the late Joe
Leblang,
The net result ot the League was
Tired of
to put Leblang's into the premium

William H. Taylor, pedal juggler.
Injured in Reading, Pa., Dec. 26, mervllle
for
damages resulting
the actor explained he
when the barrel he was handling from an auto accident In which two the Bascom agencies, which were
but that he exhim In the face. people were killed was decided In absorbed by McBrlde's, sold tickets
pected to sign a picture contract slipped and struck
at excessive prices, Just the same
Fractured skull, broken nose and favor of the actor here.
shortly.
after merged with McBrlde's as bepossible los6 of sight. He Is known
on the stage as Van Cello.
fore. However, last spring the new
Gloria Winchell, the columnist's
Janet Oaynor and her husband, admissions tax law as framed hy
nine-year old daughter, died of
Buddy Rhode, two-year-old who Lydell Peck, have separated because Congress, which provided that 60%
septic pneumonia Dec. 26.
plays the child In 'Madama Butter- of a clash of temperaments, accord- of all ticket
premiums over T6c
fly' at the Met, broke up the show ing to the actress' attorney, Lloyd
must be paid to the government,
Story about that Freddy Rich is Friday (30). Scared by the make- Wright
was removed from the new code.
to marry a member of the Armour up of the Bonze, he bolted from the
meat packing family when his di- stage.
The
McBrlde
brothers appear to
Mother of Mary Miles MMiter
vorce becomes operative.
(Mrs. Charlotte Shelby), L. A., was have realized it could not stay In
It was A. C. Blumenthal who paid ainaong victims of alleged misman- business on the old basis and their
Martin Dray son, unemployed mathe bin against Mayor Walker and agement of an employee of Blyth & representation, if not t)iemselves, in
gician, was arrested Sunday (26) in
released him from receivership, but Co according to the State Corpora- Washington is credited with having
lobby of N. Y. Paramount theatre Blumey
tion commieston. Blyth firm Is in- the excess premium clause knocked
says no encores.
when he telephoned the police he
vestment bankers.
out.
In other words, that agency,
was implicated in the Lindbergh
Isidore Kalmus, from the Yiddish
along with the others, can charge
case. Police took no stock in that,
Music
Pub. Co., to get out sheet
Ruby Franz Chatterton has been
but they pinched him for carrying a
music. Began as song peddler In granted a Reno divorce from Thos. high, wide and handsome without
gun.
fear ot the government agents pokYiddish theatres.
Chatterton, actor.
ing their noses Into the business.
Gordon Godowsky, son of the
Stage Relief Fund opens a clothLillian Albertson will have to wait
pianist, committed suicide by gas In ing exchange at 39 W. 46th. Clothes
for alimony un^U her divorce action
his room in New York Tuesday (27). to be given needy players.
against Louis Macloon, legit proIn 1928 he married Yvonne Hughes,
show girl, and his father cut off his
Elks seek to lease the eight hotel ducer, goes to trial, Si'.perlor Court
Income. His act was du'- to worry floors of the N. Y. clubhouse to out- commission, L. A, ruled.
(Continued from page 86)
over flnances.
side Interests.
Has been reserved
Eleanor Boardman Is seeking $1,000 bond) last week and show
for Elks exclusively.
$4,113 a month from King Vldor In people question it they are worth
Kent Douglass, screen player, unthat
much.
The stock when last out
Only 16 current plays on White alintony proceedings preliminary co
der a plastic surgery operation In
was quoted at %, or 12^ cents. It
List issued by 'Catholic News' for trial of her suit tor separate mainBaltimore.
tenance.
was stricken from the Stock. Exguidance of the devout.
change list, eliminating the expense
Ethel Barrymore Colt lost an auto
Albert F. Holland, arrested after of maintaining a transfer ag^nt.
Padlock suit against Central Park
to Frank Chlramonte, who was
he Is alleged to have written annoy- Same thing happened to Fox Thefound In It Tuesday night. She gets Casino for set ups dismissed.
ing letters to Bebe Daniels, was atres stock on the curb not long ago.
the car back and the man, ex-con'Madamolselle' shuts while Alice found insane following a hearing
vict, was held without ball.
Chance of Action
Brady sneezes her way through the before Probate .^udge Thomas C.
The session before Judge Caffey
Gould, L. A. Committed to the PatFrank Greaves, of Albany, who flu. Lighted Sat (31).
is not expected to be a cut and dried
ton State ho:pltaL,
calls himself 'King Jazz,' sued Paul
There
Is a possibility of acevent
Mrs. Marlon Hosley, actress, arWhlteman, who Is called King of
Nils AstKer is seeking In Superior tion on the part of the Independent
Jazz. Supreme court denied an ap- raigned for homicide In auto crash court, L. A., to have the divorce deBondholders' committee which may
Had
plication to restrain Whlteman from near Hollis, L. I. recently.
been questioned and discharged, cree granted Vivian Duncan changed bring to light the plans of that body.
using the title.
but now must face trial.
Stage to stipulate that their daughter, That committee applied for an Incan never be taken from the vestigation of the Shubert corporaNew theatre traffic rules on ac- name Is Marian Warring Manley. Evelyn,
country without his written order.
tion.
A recommendation on that
count of opening of Radio City. No
Lenore
Ulrlc
suing
A.
BlumenC.
left turns on Sixth avenue at 50th
reported that Ruth Rob- application may have been given to
Police
thal
^0
for $1,6
for her last week's
and 61st streets during the usual
over the court by Charles E. Hughes, Jr.,
salary In 'Nona.'
Producer says bins, actress, and despondent
hours.
the time the hearing Is held toattempted
sul
by
unemplovment,
had
that the cotract was abrogated by
morrow. The committee has been
mutual
and that he owes clde by swallowing poL-on.
Supreme court Judge In Queens nothing. consent
working quietly without financial
handed down an order granting a
Engagement of John Wayne, ac- aid from the bondholders It acts for.
daughter
Josephine
Saens,
daughter
tor,
and
custody
of
their
on
couple
The committee represents several
Eva
LeGalllenne
Civic
repout
of
Consul,
Panama
Saenz,
of Jose
alternate weeks. Transfer of guarcurlty houses which sold the bonds
May Sarton L. A., announced.
dianship Is to be accomplished ertory through flu.
and who have promised to give their
weekly In front of the north Hon on replaced.
Refusal of stagehands' local, L. A-, customers a run for their money.
the Public Library steps, and the
There may be some contest as to
order so reads.
Metro buys the 'New Yorker' to pull up the curtain unless Ave
stories about 'Prince' Mike to make additional men were used, resulted how the assets of the Shubert corporation are to be sold. The re'Emperor Jones' as an opera gets Into film. Meanwhile Mike is on in the calling off of a circus benefit
Ellis Island until the Immigration at the Philharmonic auditorium for
Its flrst hearing at the Met. Sat. (7)
the Unemployed Voters' association.
Dept. decides where to send him
Lawrence Tlbbett wlU' be Jones.
which won't be Hollywood.
Mary Miles Mlnter's home In Los
receivProjectionists' local 306 in
Herrthe
l&te
Adelaide
Estate
of
Angeles, once assessed at $210,000,
John W. Davis, former
ership.
Hugh mann, widow of Hermann the was sold at auction at the oflBces of
candidate;
presidential
the Title Insurance and Trust Co.,
Frayne. labor leader, and JaM. J. Great, given as $3,682 gross and $1,
Would have been larger for $40,000 to satisfy claims of $90,
Doollng, atly.", named to co-operate. 128 net.
the
had It not been for a flre which 000. including a $75,000 mortgage
Joyce Cole4 back In 'The DuBarry' destroyed most of hor stage effects and interest It was fvurctuised by
the Security First National bank.
shortly before her death*
weeks' illnesfl.
after

longer

How

Is

IMen EKlst on Shares

.

(Continued from page 36)
LIghtman Is 'an ally ot the pro*
ducers*. He says Allied States will
not even consider the adoption of a
uniform contract or a working
agreement on trade practices' until
the majority ot independent theatre
owners vote tor this after hearing
the Allied side of the manipulations ot LIghtman and his two or
three buddies, all on the producer^
payrolls'.

Steftes further alleges that Light*
Is 'deliberately planting bear
stories In the press and whispering
them along to Independent exhibit*
ors'.
The purpose,
ccording te
Steftes, is to discourage any attempt on exhibitors' part to back
federal i%gulation. Stetfes says this
regulation is essential for theatre

man

;

owners' protection unless the dls«
trlbutors accept some form of regru^
latlon of business practices accept*
able to the Independents.
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Broadway

€H

Cbarlie LiQcaa and Liouls Schwartz

piay merge.

Bee Lemer aufCsring firom a sold
^e'B flshtlnff.
Joe Rlvklh went to bed last week
trltb la grippe.

.

Jack Hess went home Friday

$0 doctor

cold.
America's eruest, B.

to

.

(30)

a.

Ray

Goetz, off

Europe again.

Felix Feist has that big gas buggy
«f his In storage.
*Ale Rail,' eatery, is

a new Item

In

^Imes Square Neons.
Eddie Miller opened school for

and diction.
Venison and beefsteak dinners as

to save the bright little girl from
septlo pneumonia.
The Winchells'
other daughter Is Walda, 6.
Lou Donnatin, recorder of Mecca
Temple, getting a birthday party
at the New Yorker Thursday (6).
As many guests as he has years,
so there'll be 66, which is his age
and almost his waist measure.
Mrs. Duke Wellington, wife of
the designer and builder of Publix
house fronts, who died Monday (26)
from a heart attack, was burled
Friday (80) at Columbus, Kan. Wellington accompanied the remains

ATT E
The Hague

wiseaci^ wonder

If

enough cash

Is

In sight.

Florldian Supper club still In air
waiting to see how new Dade sheriff
is going to take gambling this seaGerman Comedian Harmonists son. Wise men say he will be lenihere sang also for AVRO broadcast- ent, but he gathered a lot of church
er's

microphone.
to bad times

Owing

votes.

court festivities off for this season; dressall

makers

build-up to attract folks with plenty
dough.
Clara Bow's 'Savage' to
capacity.
Frolics cafe stages

Empty Stock-

ing party as prelude to opening
New Year's eve, and the place is
jammed. Show, all free, runs four
hours with a little dancing and a
lot of tippling in between.

Kay.
Eyssell's mother from Kansas
City is visiting him over the holidays.

Gus

.

Nyman Nessler got downtown
He's at the Odeon
holiday week.

uptown.
Pat McNutt now press agenting
for John Golden. Jean Dalrymple

-

.

resigned.

Only Christmas tree along stem
Is the one on top of Loew's State
marquee.
Russ (Fox) Mooti' making headquarters at the Gaiety during run of
.

•cavalcade.'

Dover club, old Clayton, Jackson
and Durante hot spot, relighted with
no couvfirt policv
Simon Ackerman has set up a free
rehearsal to drum
trade for his suits.

'

up

theatrical

Christmas party thrown by Bums
and Allen and Jack Benny a sort of
who's who In radio.
One of the Broadway drug stores
has started something new by putting in an oyster bar.
Cafe in Par building getting
heavy play oh half price specials
from the Publix crowd.
June Knight is doubling between
the 'Take a Chance' show and the
Richelieu club.

New

Tork.

Shanty quick lunch chain in midtown backed by former official of
the Nedlck orange juice Joints.
,

.

Banks take

in

more gold

coin

after Christmas than they gave out
before and nobody knows why.
Ten years and all Swell for the
Charley Gartne^a.
He's head of
Paramount's foreign publicity ser'

vice.'
..S.

Kan

Ralbe

Of the Beiteiida

-^ress* In town: on

Jng on the
Jan.
..

S- S.

a vacash, retum-

Southern Cross on

7.

Al Ybgel

is

how making a

spe-

cialty of lockets with pictures of
family, loved ones, etc., for show
people.
Broadway cafeteria doing biggest
kross business in history, but, like
all chains, embarrassed by high
priced leases.
Meyer Beck's orders from his boss,
Lew Goldberg, were, 'Get me up a
nice Christmas card, but don't make
it too Gentile.'
Vivian Moses acted in a short the

London

'

'

.

ting .Christmas cards from May
Howard, the one-time burley queen,

holding hands at the Plaza; Just a
booking arrangement.
now in Hollywood.
J.. L. Sachs bent on getting the
Jos.. Portee, former associate of Adelphl for his new 'Smiles' sliow,
iToe Weil, pub. dir. at U, is 111 at bilt Alhambra more likely.
the Parsons hospital, Flushing, Ik I.
Gus Yorke giving credit to Barney
Wants to hear from his f rlendd.
Bernard as creator of 'Potash' at his
Dr.. Edgar Mayer .frpm SaranaC' Gallery First Night lecture.
:

.

,

Lake had

his

stomach looked after

by the surgeons

in Boston;- and

then

Cameo

.

'

Jean Paul King lectured on radio
at holiday get-together of his fra-

law.

Haymarket some weeks ago had
only one paid admission for a wresand refunded the gent

tling match
his dough.

Bruce Godshaw, former Karzas
now associated with Leroy
Alexander, his old partner, at the
Melrose Park theatre.
Garrick programs carry a 'point
with pride' blurbi from Ray West
publicist,

calling attention to the new seats,
paint and 'restful pastel shades' of

the whole joint.
After announcing from a trailer
that he would not embarrass anybody, Giovanni in Christmas eve
conviviality at the Palace was overly Insistent in his attentions to various down-fronters.
Speeded up in tempo 'Good Earth'
got over excellently at the Erianger.
Nazlmova and Claude Rains divided
an ovation. Critics were kind but
wouldn't completely refute their
Manhattan contemporaries.
Lou Dufor among several outdoor
people tied up during recent Fair
Secretaries convention when Carroll
Teller, assignee of Driver Bros. Tent

company

down

receivership,

swooped

to collect through attachments.
liarty Bloom trying to drag Art
Kassell's name Into a gag that concerned -WllUe Horowitz and Art
Stiller. Latter thopght he should go
south for his health, and Horowitz
assigned him to cover the Granada
cafe on the south side.

Hollywood
Sidney Lazarus

off

Par writing

staff.

Lee Chadwlck now with the Leo

Morrison

office.

Street hawkeri^ pushing sales of
booklets on 'Technocracy.'
Add screwy; 'hat actual, coriion^
the Grasshopper Flsb Bait

fions:

company.

UA

Richard Day.
art dlrPctor, entertained the British major who was
his superior officer In the war.
Valerie Taylor bete from New
York to join her. husband, Hue^
Sinclair, on contract at Radio.
Maurice C. Conn, auditor of Mascot Pictures, expects bis father, former Providehcei R. I., theatre owner.
'

Dave Hlllman threw a press- party
whose
band opens at the Blltmore tonight

to introduce Jess Kirkpatrlck,
(81).

About 60 of the. Hollywood mob
hopped to Santa Barbara for the
opening of 'Tattle Tales' at the
Lobero.
Republic studio getting ritzy and
throw a 'formal opening* In
Janxiary to celebrate change of name
from Tec-Art.
Harry O. Jones, script clerk for
Trem Carr, sold the studio an. original story, 'The Rangers Ride Again.'
now being made, starring Bob
will

here.

.

,

.

.

'

.

..

arrested a few more cases; untiring
dickering for Mar^ medicos that deserve a lot of real
que and Marquette tor the Frolics credit. .. Claris Hagedom Is .back
sanatorlum-lng after two operations
cafe.
Lots of. people In town some say and he anticipates another knlflpg
.Fred 'Bones' Bachman downtown
more than last year, but money's
looking over a talker, first time in a
tight.
Chester Browtaagle playing at long, long time, getting better and
All. the patients are rebetter...
Roney ^wUI shift to Auby Keoskl^'s
ported okay, two of the nurses have
Lagoon later.
Mayfair puts on social register flu... So what... John Regan, Bostheatrical,
hotel man, never
hostess to dish out free cigarets, tea ton's
forgets the sick. . .Marlon Greene
and coffee in lobby.
Swanky Community at Miami reported back In the cure city...
Beach starts matinee policy for first Russ Kelly, looking at his best, reports a nice holiday showing. . .Jotime In history of house.
Strings are out to bring Vallee to seph Parker's mother was here, Joe
town for a couple of engagements now claims that the woman In the
case Is Santa Claus... The father
following his go at St. Pete.
Ray Krlmm' busy promoting a and mother of A. B. Anderson holibetter homes and food exposition dayed him. .Cigarets that advertise
'Nqt a Cough in a Carload' are
for some date In February.
Amike Vogel, former Fox exploi- floppo here. ..Bert Ford Montrealed
tation man, goes to work for Wolf- It, only to get a cold. Had to wire
In here for something to break It up
son & Meyer, same capacity.
.Jack Nicoll Is General hospltalLannlng has Norma Wasser, the
Delwv,.-th8, the Sherwood
Sisters Ing with a mess of flu, resting nicely
and Al Parker on his bill at the and licking it... Flu has closed
everything in Tupper Lake but the
Slipper.
Bill
Dwyer reported to have show shops . Teddy Lorraine (H.
leased Palm Island club, private Lw Pech) U. S. Vets, hospital, Tupr
gaming joint, and will run it on per Lake, N. Y., is one sick boy. I
wonder if you all would New Year
club-casino plan.
Henry Santrev opens at Olympla card him. .Artie Lewis who is sanwith new acts for his Hollywood nlng out in Kentucky reports that
Collegians.
Crowd likes It plenty, he Is on the up and up. Burlesquers
so does management when seats all should write htm care of Sanatorium, Waverly, Ky....And start
fill up.
spring the New Year right by writing to
Colonial
didn't
Club
Christmas eve as promised.. Guy those that you know in Saranac and
Weaver says construction .hold-up, elsewhere that are IIL

Picture theatre making eve.
another attempt at news reels and
Hugh

came, to BrQad'way to rest It up.
shorts, under new management.
Ed° Oimstiead; who doesn't look the
Billy Arnold cabling Glna Malo to
bge, got a bathrobe ^from his mar- play in new Paris musical, with
)*ied daughter, Mrs. Dick Webster. Malo too busy making English films.
'Just what I needed,' says papa Ed.
Hassard Short lining up best bits
Helen Harrison, of Freuler, wrote from current and recent Broadway
her own Christmas greetings this revues to produce a revue In Lonyear, getting a chance to use the don.
red Ink half of her typewriter ribBalzar, the German conjuror, has
bon.
a stooge bearing an uncanny likeMayfair Club chatted $26 per for ness to Hitler, and looks Just as
guests New Year's eve, t^ith |16 dumb.
for each membei*.
This probably
With three feature films and a
reached a gross of |20,000 on 'the presentation. Paramount • Astorlaa
coveur nick.
are giving the best value In the
Sim Liinz running the Lobster suburbs.
while Max Fuchs headaches over
General Theatres ofllclal figure It
Rlls park, where they have the con- will take them six to eight months
cessions. Next year it'll be a real to straighten the Moss Empires'
winter iresort.
situation.
Jigsaw puzzle craze has reached
All English nobility visiting the
thc»
stage "^here the circulating Plaza, including the Prince of Wales
libraries now rent out th< more ex- and Adele Astaire, to see the 'Big
Broadcast.'
pensive w.ood-block puzzles at 10c
for three days,
Jack Webb out of Daly's theatre,
M. J. Meehan, spectacular oper- now that L. J. Seymour is through
ator in amusement stocks, reported there with his continuous vaudeready to quit commission brokerage ville season.
business and confine himself to proBobby Wright (Wright and Mafes.<;ional floor trading.
rlon) boasting he sat up nights with
Edna Courtleigh. widow of WU- Rome (Rome and Gaut) thinking
11am Courtleigh, lias opened a res- out new material, and now has new
taurant at Mamaroneck.
Called act.
Courtleight Cupboard, bi the Bvejyn
Metro is unloading its supers for
Court apartment house, Boston Post pre-release at their Empire, with
road.
'Prosperity'
being
followed
by
Gloria,
t,
elder
daughter of 'Strange Interval' ('Strange Inter-,
Walter and June Wlnchell, died Dec. lude'). Pictures will run for fort7C In New Tork., BUgbt doctors td^A night instead of uqual weelily 'gtrlnd.

nique.

Darius up
a 60% improvement In two
months, is getting, up for that walk
thing... Louie Rhelngold has passed
a siege of high temping that kept
him In bed for some tjme, little get- Steele.
ups allowed. .George Harmon, the
By Ben Prout
wow of the Ba.n returning last year'is
greeting cards with the P^ S, 'Please
Montreal
forgive
me for acting Scotch.' He
Etta Reed Is a knockout at 'the
returned cards to the last year's
Olympla.
Rupe Caplah ghosting In Ottawa.
Don Lannlng and Mannle Gates senders... Annual check-up dUe,
Buntle on annual rabbit shooting
open Silver Slipper club Christmas looks Iik$ our. doctors have agfUn

No s.a. but they needed
Fox Films want Ida Lupino for Milhaud
a man for a technical short who Hollywood, but staying in England
knew the game.
on £20,000 contract
Old-timers around the Square getHarry Foster and Clssie Williams

other day.

Saranac Lake

night with 'Blume von
Hawaii,' by Abraham.
By Happy Benway
New legit and operetta companies
springing into being like mushrooms
Every show-folk curing patient
West End In the grip of seasonal here; live just as long! Latest is a
shows.
new operetta company at Hague, here was remembered by Sophie
Ivor Novello has two secretaries, founded last week; probably won't Tuckers' three little kittens meow
both males.
last Ull Xmas!
Ing a 'Merry Christmas'. . .Ruth Et'
Albert Carson back from Paris
There is only one township in
business trip.
Holland now which has no unem ting's greeting coming out of a puff
Cecil & Mendelsohn publicity of- ployed; it is called lerseke, situated of cigaret smoke... E^d Sullivan's
fice on the bust.
near Flushing, and gets its living telegram (I liked best) which read,
Harry Moore now in the Palladi- from oyster beds, still a good busi'All's well, Grod seems nearer, friends
um 'Crazy Outfit.'
ness employing the whole little
are dearer, let's say Merry Xmas to
Mice chew up Daniel Mayer's town.
•Peter Pan' band parts.
Foreigners
still
pouring into gether*...!}. O. Dodds, manager of
Ralph Lyons, brother of Michael country, and this week on bills the Palace, Lake Placid. N. Y.»
Lyons, dying from T. B.
Russian Ballet headed by Serge
Goirlnge's summoned for selling Lifar;
German soprano, Maria greeted OCmas greetings to yourself
obscene pictures and books.
Freund; .Rqssian soprano, Maria and ell the good troupers'... Henry
'Peter Pan' again the afternoon Marova, and Polish violinist, Eu
Chesterfield's 'The Show Mu^t Go
holiday attraction at the. Palladium. genie Umlnska.
On'.., Jerry Vogel's imported Xmas
London Pavilion Sunday's news
Buziau, .Holland's
best
comic
reel and shorts looks like certain character, preparing a new revue novelties to every trouper in Sarahit.
which opens on New Year's J>ay at nac... Mrs. William Morris's yearly
'The Big Broadcast,' at the Plaza, Hague.
According to him, revue greeting of "God bless you all, my
voted here as excellent entertain- takings during 1932 were better children'... The card
from the N. V.
ment.
than in 1931 for this country. This A. Fund Board of Directors, a beaut
Rose Franken, authoress of 'An- sort of entertainment is up-grade that's helpful towards
the cure.
other Language,' is a cousin to Sid- now.
Bobby Graham. .Toronto's Dally Star
ney Bloch.
Princess Juliana, heir-apparent, man, cared enough to card 'A flock
Madge Tltheradge out of 'Business went to visit the Passage theatre In of
good health from Canada'. . .Kitty
with America' for a while, due to The Hague to see Marlene Dietrich Flynn,
the Paramount girl, a pound
breakdown.
In Paramdunt's 'Blonde Venus.' It
Charles Laughton definitely id- is an exception that the Princess of c^dy to every one here with 'Get
turning to Hollywood for Paramount goes to such filmis; formerly taboo well with a sweet,' very nice, eh. .
Bob
McGulre
from California ah:in the spring.
for her; only Instructive films were mailed. If the sun wiU help It's
enEdward Everett Horton definitely O. K.
closed
within'... Charley
Bordley
returning here in April for GauBig noise here this week was prer and bis better half shot In a greetmpnt- British.
miere for Holland of French wajr ing In gold', towards recovery:..
Springlike conditions in London, film, 'Les Croix de Bols,' based oh
with plenty of turkeys at the thea- novel by Roland Dorgeles, produced Elliot Norton, Guy H. PhiUlps, Joe
White^ Al Smith, Jr, Oscar Lortres and' stores.
by Raymond Bernard. First night
De Grbot could not finish week at at City theatre here society affair, raine, Joseph Vaughey. and so many
Newport, due to heart attack. Lee with French Ambassador and whole others, many, many more, greetings.
And that Adirondack fresh air has
Donn replacing.
corps diplomatlqu.9 invited.
Henry Sherek broadcasting that
Concertgebohw Amsterdam no luck set that temperature mark at 86
he is still the sole booker for the with big concert arranged for Maria below zero. CaUfomla here I come
.Fred Rlth is Bronx-ing. . .Lillian
London Pavilion.
Ivoguen, soprano. First Mengelberg
Anthony Bushell engaged for fea- got ill and had to be replaced by Zelgler is New Yorking. . .While
ture role in Ivor Novello-Gladys van Beinum, who also got flu and Danny Murphy is wiflng it in New
Jersey
a month... Tommy Vicks
Cooper new show.
Gorman conductor took his place, went tofor
Boston to bean it for three
J. T. Greln wants to revive "The while
at last moment soprano
Merchant of Venice,' with Gus muffed date too, as she got It as weeks... Millie Jasper visiting her
son,
flrst
leave
In two years, needs
Yorke as Shylock.
well.
Glttoes-Davies pulling plenty of
Deluge of foreigners here: Hun- the vacash. . .Andrew Molony Broadpublicity In the London dallies for garian Roth quartet, American 17- waying and looking for a Bluebird
.San had a wonderful holiday,
Charles Laughton.
i-ear-old violinist Ruth Posselt, GerJimmy Moran, formerly of Vic- man recitals by Wuellner, Russian every one happy, so thanks. . .Bentoria Palace, now managing the pianist Alexander Brailowsky, Rus- way downtowning looking for the
Vaudeville theatre.
sian violinist Tina Manteufel. Ital- New Year. . .John Montallese gets
Vaudeville theatre abandoning re- ian violinist Fernando Zepparonl, the 'get up' okay. . .Xray report very
vue and variety, and now playing and German soprano Marya Freund. good, the boy Is a newcomer, too...
Al Jocker told that he has showed
straight vaudeville.
Besides the French composer

opening

eve.

Laurence Faquln coaching Howard Thurston on radio mike tech-

ternity brothet-s.

Hortenee

AI Byt:nes switched the last montcker to Brent, so now It's Brent and

Mildred Consldine recovered front
her illness.
Nlles Trammel returned from a
family visit In east.
Palace only pop house in town
with reserved seats for New Year's

Wolfson and Meyer open Mayfair
Don Hoobler, Paramounteer, on
as extra de luxe preview housa sick leave in Bloomington, III., enPlace seats only 400, but has swanky gaged to Al Williamson's sister- In-

'

flat.
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By M. W. EttyLcal

in distress.
Taxi strike in The Hague which
t»ait for speaks New Tear's eve.
lasted seven months settled at last.
Monte Proser, p.a. for 'Strike Me
Compromise retushed by drivers and
pink, formerly 'Forward March.'
management over wage controversy.
out there.
Joey Abrams back in harness
La grippe and flu has a lot of
Prince Consort went to Scala
after a coupio of weeks of Illness^
show people on the sick list, some theatre at first night of Richard
Beer clock on the. Square was pretty seripusly stricken. Among Tauber in l/and des Laechelns;'
^ght ia. couple of times last week.
those suffering are
Charles not usual here that Royalty goes to
S.
Niaw high on Christmas cards and Elnfeld, R. J. O'Donnell, George musical comedies.
a new low on Santa Claus this year. Brown,
Schoor and
Fritz Hirsch Company back here
J. P. McBvoy Is back in town af- Wayne Pearson.
again from Berlin and got stormy
ter trying to do Europe in nothing
reception from old admirers at
Tolce, poise
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trip.

EMdie

Alexander

playing

Rlts-

Carlton.

Hold over Fan Dancers at Frolics
to

New Year.
Tom Archer

•

called the Canadian
Ernest Newman.
Klt-Kat rPopens for end of year

celebrations only.
Howie Morecnz,

darling of local

hockey fans, at Loew's personally.
Place Viger hotel closing Jan. 81,
high light of French life for past 35
years.

Moral wave striking city of late
thought improbable to be

weeks,

permanent wave.
New York party here Thursday
found spring
for ski-ing,
(29)
weather and no snow.
17. 8. tourists, showing some signs

New Year's festivities
after, liable to be disappointed.
Censors on slashing bee, many
pictures being mauled this and past
couple of weeks. Kids of 10 and
under barred from fiickers here.
Theatre men claim they are on
board of censors.
of revival for

and

Lord Duncannon, son of His

Sx

the Governor-General, headlined In

Hamlet' by
Theatre Dec.
local

Montreal

Repertory

29-dI.
Moyse Hall,
university theatre, a sellout

for event. His Ex designed sets.
Every nite club and cabaret In
town to be taxed $1,000 yearly undw
city charter, amendment being prepared for January session of Quebee
legislature.
Police control to be
automatic with licensea; In force.

—
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Tuesday, January

San Fnincisco

Boston

By Harold Bock

By Len Libbey

Jean Harlow a.nd mother up
Johnny Hamp's band opening.

Vic Morrla, Loew manaerer, keeps
on the Job despite a bad cold.
Bert McKenzte In town In the Interests ot

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Hotel reservations
llx

southern division,

.

product for Fine Arts theatre.
Eliot Hubbard, 76, teacher of stage
singers for a generation or more,
died at his home In Cambridge.
Jack Malloy. former Hearst executive in Chicago and New York,
m. e. of the Boston 'Sunday Advertiser.'

Binningham
By Bob Brown
George D.

Hay

Is p. a. at

WSM,

Nashville.

Howard Benedict around beating
the drums tor Noel Coward's 'Design for Living.'
Margaret Anglln guest-starring
for George Sharp this week at Pitt
in 'First Mrs. Fraser.'
Flock of new nlte spots opened
Just for New Year's eve and folded
right after getting a bit ot gravy.
Chicago radio paper picks the
Pittsburgh kid. Little Jackie Heller, as 1933*8 outstanding air bet.
Mrs. Mike Cullen's mother on
from Washington to spend the
holiday season with M. J. and Hazel.
Variety Club tossing Its annual
benefit show for Catherine Variety
Sheridan's fund Jan. 15 at Stanley.

Rollin K. Stonebrook got back
Local Fourth Estate amused by
report from Chicago that Hearst from Iowa o. k.
Jefferson, stock may reopen about
will buy the Biston 'Evening Tranof this month.
middle
script.'
Henry Halstead band at TootThree brothers have been arrested wiler
until first of year.
as the robbers who smashed a safe
Robert
Wllby threw a party for
in the Modem theatre, Harwich- employes at the Tootwller.
port, and stole $300.
Andy Smith writes one of the best
Two plays come In on Jan. 9
radio columns in the South.
"There's Always Juliet,' to the Plymfor stage
Radio talent being us
outh, and 'Counsellor-at-Law,' with show at: Ritz New Year's eve.
Kenneth Dalgneau, Jay C. FlipPaul Muni, to the Shubert.
Anne. Graham with Henry Hal- pen*s straight man, used to be
Countess Alektra Rosanska is try- stead orchestra leaving for Pitts- George Sharp's stock lead at the
ing to form a glee club with 600 burgh.
Pitt.
voices from the 40 posts of the
George Steele worked during the
Paul McGrath, Tech drama grad
American Legion hereabouts.
enforced Xmas vac&tion and with- and former stock lead here, in
Jack Goldst;eih (Keith) in demand out pay.
George M. Cohan's 'Pigeons and

to emsee radlfl 'shews' slnQe his hit
WAPI may increase to 60,000
with his theatre broadcasts and for watts. Financial blacking already
the Martha Lee (Boston 'American' secured, accoring to BUI Pape.
'Post' is all worked up over the
WAAB) entertainments.
Pierre de Reeder, former stage bombing ot theatres .and is demandmusloal director, is supervising the ing in strong language protection
new musical extravaganza by Mrs. for the public.
So far the state has collected only
Larz Anderson, to be produced in a
downtown theatre week of Feb. 12. (3,682.64 on tax on near beer from
Italian Night at the "Tuesday per- Oct. 16 to Dec. 19. Too much tax
formance of 'The Last Judgment- on the recently legsClized brew. And
had all the Italo-American notables too little beer also.
Leon Copeland was giving away a
assembled in honor of the authors
of the play, Eduardo Clannelll and pony for Christmas at Strand,
Montgomery. Had the pony parked
Gennaro Curci.
Suddenly
out
front as ballyhoo.
Alyce
SieGeorge McKlnnon and
mens, rival dailies' colyumnlsts, pony disappeared, ballyhoo or no
ballyhoo.
duelling verbally due to Mam'selle's
Jimmy
Case, chief usher at Ritz,
sayii^g she had a special Xmas card
was hopped on by eight boys one
from Sophie Tucker, and George re- night last week because he threw
torting uncourteously that Sophie one of them out for slipping in. At
had no special cards printed.
least there wero eight of them, according to Jimmy.
Billboards that have been vacant
for some time are being, razed by
Mjnneapofis
outdoor advertising company. .As
one
of the ad men says when times
By Le« Reet
are good they're an asset but when
times are tough they're a toe nail.
Mike Mayan, Publlx district manBates Post's show 'Tfie
Guy
ager, oh flu. sick list.
Play's the Thing* at Nashville went
St. Paul RKO Orph^um reopened on- with players in street clothes,
with' straight film policy.
minus scenery, and everything. Stuff
Jessie Rece featured, playei* with was going through couhtry by truck
Gayety stock burlesque company.
and truck got stuck in some of the
'Ingenues' finishing thfee weeks' Tennessee mud.
eng&gement at Flame Room night
Employes presented Rollin K.
club.
Stonebrook with a new wrist watch,
£ph Rosen, veteran local film engraved and everything, for Xmas.
salesman. Joins Paramount staff Then when some of the employes
here.
asked him the time he told them
RKO's National Revue proving to" look at the courthouse clock,
strong New Year's week attraction which hasn't been runlng for years.
for Orpheum.
RKO Orpheum only theatre \7ith
stage show New Year's eve aside
Toronto
from legit houses.
Clayton Neary, Orpheum assistant
manager, visited parents in Sioux
Frances Shelley resting.
City, la., Christmas.
Maurice Doyle to the Parkdale.
Crockett iBrown, Nashwauk, Minn.,
JNew Tlvoli mgr. is Clarence Apmayor and exhibitor, dead at age of pell.
61 after long Illness.
Rand Daly warbling at the SavBill Lawrence,
radio an- arln.
nouncer, writes bree?!..' column lor
Jeanne Dusseau home for the
;

WCCO

monthly magazine.
Harold Flnkelsteln's Iowa theatre
chain now comprises 15 houses, with
local

eight presently in operation.
Ethel Waters in 'Khapsody in
Black*, next Metropolitan booking,
coming in Jan. 16 for four nights.
'Gltta Discovers Her Heart' third
straight foreign talkie at new World
theatre to win 6-A top Journal
rating.

Guy Usher, character man with
Balnbridge dramatic stock company
for past two seasons, making good
in films.

Dick Long and Jack Malerlch,
heads of rival night club bands,
play In same loop tea room orchestra afternoons.

Balnbridge dramatic stock company staging brand new play, 'The
Real Thing,' from pen of its leading
man, Grandon Rhodes.
J. P. Frledl and L. J. Ludwtg,
Publix division manager and assistrespectively,

back from

New

York business meeting.
'Age of Consent' and 'No Man of
Her Own' pre-released at Orpheum
nnd State, respectively, for midnight

New

Year's eve shows.
Boulevards of Paris, Twin City's
biggest night club, reopened Kew
Year's eve and will stay open under
Jack Doyle's management.

Merle Potter, 'Journal* pic

editor,

already raving about 'Silver Dollar,*
witnessed at preview, though picture is not set in anywhere yet.
Ralph H. Ayres, formerly of Pub-

version of his 'Pearl ot Great
which Bradley Players will
do this month.
Fred Kohler, Jr., now em-ceelng
for 'Red' Nichols return at Golden
Pheasant.
Bill J. Eukert out as artist at
RKO Palace, and left with wife and
four-month-old baby to drive back

new

new Century

Julia Bradham announces she has theatre manager, succeeding Ed
a contract to sing with the Paul Ash Furnl, who returns to Duluth GarBy Hal Cohen
orch.
rick.
Bill Raynor, New England RKO
Charles Perrine switched from
Intercollegiate ball crowd booed
attended the Radio City here to Des Moines' Publlx accountchief,
Vallee's imitations.
Rudy
events.
with
department,
business
and
ing
The Roosevelt is town's latest
J. J. and Lee Shubert over to obL. J. Ludwig taking over duties at
hotel to install a supper club.
serve opening of The Lanjd of local office.
Lou Bralger back in town to hanSmiles.'
John Stroud, Spencer, la.,' won
LlUlan Evans, nlte club enter- Flnkelstein
dle
a couple of house openings for
Christmas
Theatres'
tainer, says she Is cabaretlng to de- cash prize contest for house man- WB.
Joe Penner's Xmas gift to Cathfray vocal culture course.
agers making best box-office shownext
by
Finn'
Is
the
'Huckleberry
erine Variety Sheridan was $25 in
ings during month of December.
Clare Tree Major's troupe, twice on
E. W. Hammons; president of Ed- cash.
January 7, In Jordan Hall.
Show Boat likely to close for two
ucational and chairman of World
Stan Meyers, emsee at the RKO Wide board of directors, here on biz weeks and reopen under a Harlem
Boston, reported engaged to wealthy trip and entertained at luncheon policy.
Chicago beauty this Tuletlde,
Harry Kalmtne back east with
party by Harold Johnson, his local
George Kraska home after New exchange branch manager.
his wife to spend the New Year
York trip shopping for the foreign
holiday.

ant,

1933

3,

Price,'

Los Angeles.

to

Buddy Rogers breaking

In his

tour, is Jumping back to New York
for new Yiddish operetta, 'Plain and
simple,' written by her husband,
Jacob Kalich. After that, plans to
organize Yiddish film producing
company of her own.
Floirence Williams, local actress,
.

now getting first break on Broadway as heroine of staged 'Maedchen

New

tor

Year's

Blythe Daly an'd Jackie Kelt here
from N. Y. to Join cast ot 'Bridal
Wise' at Alcazar.

Bunny

-Burson's band was to opea
McFadden's ballroom, Oakland,
it burned <iown.
Glickman
unanimously
elected prez Glickman Riding Club.
John Welser transfers from Seatat

but

Dave

office to
new tle
Constantine

act with band at Loew's State
Jan. 13.
Molly Picon, after finishing Loew

off

eve.

local center Botsfbrd,

& Gardner.
Harvey Morrison's band had a
rough holiday season on the S. S.
'

Yale.

Irving Ackerman was once a
practicing attorney here.
Stanley Swanberg to New York
on a brief business Jaunt.
Irving Auerbach, commercial film
producer, marrying Myrtle Levin
of Los Angeles.

Lloyd Hamilton in Oakland to recuperate from auto accident.
June McCloy wearing a huge diaKatherlne Squire, another home- mond
on the heart finger.
lass, has lead role in BroadMark Hopkins entertained halt
way 'Good-Bye Again.'
town's news and radio boys beNew foreign film house being the
fore Johnny Hamp's first night.
opened in Terminal by A. W. NewPierce home with the fiu.
man and Edward C. Flanlgan on Jennings
Jerry Kilgore serious ill: pneuJan. 7.
Jack Warfel, ex-radio organist monia.
Dlnty
Doyle*s
youngest youngster
here, now a newspaper columnist in
has been serlouslv ill.
El Paso.
Dorothy Burgess looking for Chi'Cleveland News' discontinuing Its
nese
atmosphere
for her play.
Sunday paper Jan. 8, although not
Nelson
Case formerly played
officially announced yet, with a lotta
piano in an exclusive San Jose hosboys worrying.
Joe Catallno, sax tooter who de- telry.
Fred Johnson ain't had no eddlcaserted Red Nichols band to go back
tion; he spells 'Variety mugg* with
to high school, signed up by Fred
one 'g'.
Waring.
The 600 people of nearby Bayshore
Moe Horwltz has pulled out of have
incorporated as a city and
new theatrical combine operating voted 'yeah'
on dog racing.
Allen, which took it over from
Tom Hutchinson, Ken Boucher
Loew's.
in Uniform.'

town

Ted Thomas quitting RKO Palthe dance team of ace sometime this month as manat the Nixon cafe ager, going to Keith's in Flatbush.
is a mute, but has a perfect sense J. J. Franklin, brother of prez of
RKO theatre, coming In as his sucof rhythm.
Ace Berry, who used to be gen- cessor.
Dave Morgan, Cleveland lad danceral manager for the Warner Interests here, now agentlng an RKO ing In Paris, married to Sally
Sethna.
vaude unit.
Louise DeForest, ot road 'Vanities,' spent her week layofC here
with family, rejoining company In

and John Blair are new members ot

Kansas

Carl Nathan, Earl Berkeley, At
Greenbaum, Cecil Underwood, Lew
Frost, Jimmy Hatlo without his dog
house, 'Mac' MacGregor, M. W. Ersklne and others too engrossed to

People.'

The

girl

in

Woods and Brae
.

Memphis

City.

McDonald

Brian

and

By Walter

Colleen

O. Botto

Ward,

of 'Face the Music, talking
over the tab 'Good News,' in which

they appeared.
Former Stanley Rockets have
turned to skates and are rehearsing an ice ballet tor Johnny Harris' Duquesne Garden.

Normal theatre closed.
Harry Travis now with the

Ritz.

Rosle Rosenblum's Orchestra
at Club Avalon.
A. B. Morrison
Warner's, theatre.

Tom

now

MacGregor-Solller's recording lab.
Harris Brown (Murray and Har-

KFRC

lies lll ln Santa Monica hospital as result of an actlngup appendix. What is this, a sick

ris) of

list?

George Smith's holiday beer bust
Fairmont hotel was nothing
than colossal with these biggies
among those in attendance: Harrison Holliway, Walt Bunker, Earl

at his
less

Gene Block, Eric Koster.

Burtnett,

mention.

press agent for

Cincinnati
By Joe Kelling

Hickey has the stage at the

old I^yceum theatre.

Clevdand
By Glenn

John Hamilton Fyte
mother at Covington.

C. Pullen

Sid Dannenberg's wife

still ^U.

Three benefits in one week.
Herble Miller flnaUy got bis Cotton Cli^b. after promising cops to be
a good boy.
Columbia threw luncheon, refreshments and pre-vlew ot 'Bitter Tea
ot General Yen.'
Bill McDermott'8 still wondering
how Morton Downey arranged to
have a case of Christmas cheer pop

...

.

up

in his ice-box mysteriously.
Ed Jacobs, retired 'News* movie
still keeps calling up theatre
boys to keep In touch with things.
When Loew's wouldn*t rent old
Met to him, Pat White Just decided
to open holiday hurley show with
ed,

Billie Bailus in

Abe Kramer
with
with

Harlend

Moose

manager

Hall.

directing

new

Allen,
assistant,

Fend as

of no
being appointed.

possibilities

regular

is

Will Lawo director ot
Lyceum stock company.
Seymour Simon and

with his
the local

Candy vending machines in RKO
orchestra
Cin- houses new stuff here.
A rash ot massage parlors down*
Rosemary theatre building larger town.
An idle hurley comic looks for the
stage going to vaudeville when
day when traveling stage hands
completed.
Jack Pettus and orchestra open come in for billing.
Bill Hastings and Joe Alexander
an eight weeks' engagements at Horule cheered with special material
tel Peabody.
Lyceum stock company opened at of their own.
Ray Milholland arted holiday
the old Lyceum theatre to capacity.
greetings for Clem Pope, Manny
L(^l backing.
Earl Kaye and his orchestra now Shure, Joe Goetz and Harry Schrelcloses at
cinnati.

Peabbdy and

off to

—

—

Orpheum organ up to now. ber.
Telephone company getting kicks
will help business.
Charley Boyd, former Impresai-io from subscribers about shrinkage
of numerous theatres here, now sell- of pages in new Greater Cincy directory.
ing screen advertising in this viFolks journeyed for miles to becinity.
Advertising rates in all papers re- hold Xmas electrical decorations on
duced. Managers' association made home of Ed Busse, the undertaker
a strenuous kick for the same after whose discarded profesh togs are
commercial rates had been reduced. used as wardrobe by Bobby Clark.
Mllford Unger, mgr. of ErlangerCapt. Bill Menke Show Boat tied
up here for three weeks; freezing Grand until it was taken over by
weather. Was to open this week, RKO for filckers,- is booked solid for
but police interfered account of 33-'34 at court house as clerk ot
costs.
scenery not being fireproofed.
Nelse Trowbridge has a loud-shirt
at

Think Kaye

Helen Morgan' in 'Show Boat'
played role of Santa Claus by giving $6 merchandise checks to everybody in company 134 of 'em.
Harry T. Marshall's rewriting
holiday.
Larry Lawson p.a.lng that 'Pas- second act of his 'Devil's a Lady'
for Molly Cohn, with a mid-Janusion Play.'
ary
production set.
Hector Charlesworth home for
Spokane
Sam Bradley's still fighting with
the holiday.
By Ray Budwin
Customs bans 'True Confessions' musician's union, which claims he
should have used a pit orchestra
from Canada.
American bank paid out 6% as
Alison Sutclif¥e will arrange those with his charity show at Hanna.
Howard Qulgley back from 'Merry a Xmas present for all Spokane.
'Peter Pan' dances.
Stores report heavy run on home
Dickson Kenwin closes his Acad- Widow' tour with new wife and Job
as m. c. at Freddie Carlone's Lido movie cameras and projectors for
emy of Dramatic Art.
seasonal trade.
Marion Porter, the pianist, will Club.
Billy Culllton finally got a night
Wash. State College band alterwed Eugene Moore, the broker.
Town's latest nlte spot is the club spot at Club Madrid when Al nated at Garden for special homeWaldon walked over to Creole Club. coming Xmas dance.
Grafton with Oley Kent's band.
Guy Toombes. manager DavenDave Hilberman returning from
Daniel Frohman will address the
high-brow Pleiades Club ond Jan. Soviet theatre in Russia to study port hotel, elected pres. Spokane
chapt. Greeters' Assn.
again at Play House.
19.
Dudley Wilson succeeds Carl
Llta Grey Chaplin taking NBC
Nancy (Victoria) Duncan rehearsing the cough for that Ca- radio audition as soon as she reach- Luck (state senator elect) as head
of local Musicians' Assn.
ed New York.
miUe revival.
Station KFPY to be first to InBebe Barrl off to London to direct
Gordon ('Variety') Sinclair is the
only reporter in town with a Cadil- dance routines for new tune show. troduce television here as a Don
As soon as he gets his divorce, Lee chain station in the near fulac 8, and it's new.
ture.
Capt Jack Randle of 'I'm Alone' Teddy Brewer, bandmaster, sez he's
Norm Thue and Dutch Groshof's
fame will sliortly launch a high- gonna marry Betty Astor In New orchestra
has moved into the GarYork.
seas series in tlie 'Telegram.'
Dancing Palace for one night
Esther Ralston and George Webb
William Farrell, Jr., Cleveland den
a weelc.
buying a Xmas tree and gifts here dancer on Loew time, revamped his
Clara Bow at the Fox In 'Call Her
for 16-moiiths-old Mary Esther.
act while here to include wife along Savage'
and 'The Conqueiofe' at
Beverley Owen replaces Ray Mul- wltli 74-ycar-old father and mother. Orpheum boosted holiday
Biz for
lins as editor of 'Radio Weekly'
Max Gordon and G. E. Calthrop both pic houses.
with latter now contributing ed.
here to view the premiere of tlic
Ronald L. Crozier, evangelist and
First
edition
of
Nina Moore Noel Coward -Lunts play, 'Design former actor, doing nice holiday by
Jamieson's posthumous 'Cattle In for Living.'
passing the plate on a "Faith" enthe Stair Is a sell-out in four days.
Phil Selznlck's black-and-tan re- gagement at city tabernacle.
The writer of that anonymous po- vue doubling between his night
Gltana de Haynes. Spanish dancer,
litical blow-off series In the 'Globe' club and Globe, for a nine-day holi- to Tiead Davenport hotel New Year's
Is Judith Anderson, a femme who day show.
Eye Frolic. Spokane hotel to stage
has more courage than most.
Robert McLaughlin has written a a^'fioor show for late entertainment.

—

Buddy Winthrop gone mustache.
Carlos Harrison shaping a system
to beat the ponies.

^

Nat

rival in

Holt.

Wilson in demand at dinners
gay tales.
Marshal letting his hair
flow since getting an A. F. of M.
card and switching from manager
to baton waver of Castle Farm.
L. B^

to loose
'Toots'

Lincoh, Neb.
By Barney

Oldfield

Free tickets flooding as ad tieups.
Lee Bennett to teach 'em how to
mike.
Bert Stern's father in for surprise
from K. C.
State and County fair mgrs. meet

mid-January.
A nice stag line formed for the
Ball gal show.
Slim chance of any more road-

shows

this winter.

Herb Wltte plnch-hlttlng for Abe
shaking the baton.
Bernard Fenner added to the
KFAB announcing staff.
Hill

Scotty Dye makes it a club and
chargeg a buck for the key.
Prices Scotch $7.50 per gal. Alky
for $4.60, beer almost for the asking.
Clyde Armstrong in bed trom losa
of blood aftec cutting an artery in
his thumb sharpening his razor.
Billy Trout closed with Liberty
Players and Into the director's boots
with the McOwen company at the
Isis theatre In Topeka, Kan.

—

Taesd»y> Jarim»y
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FRED CiEIOER
iVed Gelger,

86, Veifiran

of the

^how world, died. In .hls.hoine tow«,
Towanda, Pa., Deo. 19, just as he
'was about to assume 4liB -duties as
doorman at the evening show of the
Keystone theatre, where he bad
been employed for $9 years. Fascinated by theatre and circus life, the
deceased early built up a wide acr
quaintance in the. show world by
signing up with numerous minstrel
troupes and old-time stock companies, sometimes as billboard man,

103

day and bad supported John pital. He was a native of Portsagent, .bavlnl; been long connected Drew, E. H. Sothern and many mouth, N. H.
with JEtlhgling;Bros. and the -Buf- others.
One of the first to play
EARL TAYLOR
Alaska In the gold rush.
falo Bill shows.
Earl Taylor, 49, musician, and at
He was press agent for the K. &
one time teamed in vaudeville with
josepM ferrell
E',
production of 'Ben' Hur,' both
his
Taylor and Arnold, died
wife
.IS
during Its Isiew York run and on
Joseph FerreU, 46, died in Wilthe road. Iiater he, became general mington, Del., Dec. 31, of hemor- Dec. 24 at tlie Santa Monica hosHis
press representative for Klaw & rhage of the -brain. He had spent pital, Santa Monica, CaliC.
wife survives him.
Erlanger In Chlcdgo.
the first half of the year with the
He came back to New York to do touring Edition of 'Vanities,' as back
WITT
MOTT
DE
the press work for the 6corge M. stage man. He was a ihember of
De Witt Mott, 50, of the vaude
Cohan theatre but retired some Theatrical Union 84, of Wilmington
and a member of the Moose. In- act, Mott and Maxfleld, died Dec.
years ago to do magazine work.
28 at his home in Glen Falls, Xew
Survived by his widow, Frances terment in Wilmington.
York, after an illness of three
Survived by his widow, a son, JoParker Brady.
months.
seph, and a sister, £lla May Ferrell.
survived by his wife and

was best known as a

circus press

earlier

'

R Y

Jewish character actor to play here
and was connected w;*.h most linpbrtanf'qiovements leading to the
establlsliihent of the Jewish theatre
in iAmerlca.. He was a)so the author of 'I'he Immortals of the Jewish- Stage.'

Survived by. his daughter, Mrs.
Gertrude Litchensteln.

MAX ROGERS

-

He

is

five children.
GEORGE LiT^CHULTZ
Max Rogers, 69, one of the Rogers
CLIFFORD O'GRAIN
brothers, German dialect comedians,
George liltschultz, 38, Fox studio
AGNES A. HARTMAN
Clifford O'Graln, 21, for
died at his home in Far Rockaway musical director, died at the Cedars
three
Agnes A. Hartman, 72, former
of Ijebanon hospital, Hollywood, years a property man at the ParaSome Dec. 26.
other times as stage band.
Starting in the Bowery vaudeville Dec. 24. after on Illness of Ave days. mount studios, died Dec. 24 in Los Swedish actress and mother of Mrs.
years ago he toured .the country
Angeles as the result of an auto- Alan Hale, died Dec. 22, at her
with the Barnuin & Baitey circus.
mobile accident. Bom in Salt Lake daughter's home in 'Los Angeles.
His funeral was conducted at the
City.
Survived
by a mother, Three daughters survive.
theatre for which h6 had worked.
brother and sister.
.

L.

E.0/ JENKINS
Ed. O. Jenkins.; 82,. veteran circus
boss and Fort '^orth. musician for
87 years, died at hisihome there Dec.
24. Jenkins was tent stock boss for
Barnum St Bailey's Circus for nearly
than 40 years ago, the
half a century. He began his pro- bouses more
brotb,ers worked their way to the
Xesslonal ceureer as kn acrobat with
profession in vaudeville
Thayer & Noyea circus, iat the age top of their
and were, second only 'to Weberrand
Betlring .Irom blrcus life
of 12.
Fields for. many years. For a numabout. 12 years ago, he continued as
they played In musicals
a professloncj jnusiclan. He was ber of years
'The Rogers Brothers in
long secretary of the musicians' including
others In Wall Street,
union at Fort Worth< Survived by Spain,' with
Harvard, .and similar locations.
Ills w'ldow.
They retired about 16 years ago.
He )s^ survived by his widow, a
CAESAR QRgENBERQ
son, three sisters and a brother.
Caesar Oreenberg, 78, sometimes
luiown as the father of the Jewish
JAMES J. BRADY
stage In the U. S.) .ated Dec. 27 at
the Home for Incurajbles, Brooklyn.
J^mes J1 Brady, 72, died Dec. 27
Be la said to have boea the first
of the flu. He
Tonkers, N.
.

.

.

W. GREEN

L. Worthington Green, 74, author,
JAJLIUS STROBL
died Dec. 19 in Hollywood hospital,
Julius Strobl, 64, German stage Hollywood. Survived by his widow,
star, died in Vienna Dec. 29.
He daughter and two sons.
made his American debut at the
Place theatre In 1892 and
Mrs. Ellen Elizabeth (Kenney)
A pneumonia attack was com- Irving
was well known to German play- Crane, mother of Timothy J. Crane,
plicated by a ruptured appendix. He
goers of that era.
of Warren and Crane, vaudeville,
Is survived by his wife, Joan Schlrdied
at her home in Woonsocket, R.
mer Liltschultz.
E. A. LAVIOIETTE
I., Dec. 25.
For 10 years he was musical di-

rector at

a number

theatres,

Including

of Pacific coast

the

,

Warfleld,

Eugene A.

Dec.

22

at

Laviolette, 48, died
his home in Mllford,

Los Mass. He had been a pianist and
Angeles; Fox. Oakland; Fox Broad- organist in theatres at Framingham,
way, Portland; and the Fifth Av- Milford and Marlboro, Mass., Putenue, Seattle.
Before joining the nam, Conn., and Ellsworth, Me.
Fox studio staff, he was musical director at the Sir Francis Drake
HERBERT A. GILMAN
hotel, San Francisco.
Herbert A. Oilman, former Dor-

San Francisco; Loew's

State,

chester, Mass., theatre owner, died
Deo. 16 at a Fltchburg (Mass.) hos-

.

B. T,

CONNOLLY

90, of .Robert McGowan,
director, died Dec. 27, in
of a heart attack. She
survived by the son and a daugh-

Mother,

Hal Roach
Hollywood
is

ter.

Mother, 82, of Malcolm 'Buzz*
manager and
vaudeville
Eagle,
agent, died Tec. 24 In New Har-

monyk Ind. Complications due to
advanced age.

Bernard T.

<Benl) Connolly, best
flgmre In RochN. Y., and president of the
stage hands' union, dropped

known backstage
ester,

local

dead as he was moving a jilece of
scenery for the production of
'Babes In Toyland* In the Elastman.

theatre

Dec

He had

29.

toured

with road shows as a carpenter and
shifted scenery at the Academy of
Music, Cook's Opera House, and the
Lyceum before going to the Eastman in 1922 at the personal reHe
quest of George Sastii^an.
leaves his wife and a stepdaughter.
He was 69 years old.

TONY RYDER
Tony Ryder, 76, circus acrobat
and trainer of monkeys, died Dec.
20 In Hollywood following a long

He started his clrcus' career
New York In 1872 with the Robinson show as a water boy for elephants. It was then that he learned
to tumble, one of hi^ popular stunts
later being a leap over the backs of
three elephants.
In 1872, Ryder toured Europe and
on his return to .America, appeared
In vaude.
He Is survived by his
widow, Mrs. Frankie Ryder, known
professionally as Frankie Baker.

illness.

In

TO THE MEMORY OF

IN

OUR

MEMORY OF

BELOVED ASSOCIATE

ROBERT VALLIS

His Keart was

With

And

all

the

m

sjrmp&thy

mankind
world produced no

Bett^ friend of mine

Robert Vallls, former stage and
film actor, died In Brighton, Eng.
Dec. 19, In poverty, after having
eked out an existence as an unpaid
car park attendant for the past five
years. He used to act with Irving
and also held managerial posts for
some time. He appeared in several
films, playing characters and otfen
dangerous roles In Edgar Wallace
and Sherlock HolndKs-storlesrand-issaid to have given Roland Colman

his first film part.

JOHN THOMAS

E. V. R., JR.

John Thomas of Gloucester, Mass.,
an actor for many years, died Dec.
26.
He played a leading role in
Henry W. Savage's 'Merry Widow'
company and also toured the country with the John Thomas Concert
Company. After giving up the stage
he became a member of the Massachusetts legislature and was instrumental In passage of legislation to
curb theatre ticket scalpers.
Mr.

Thomas was

73 years old.

N. M.

VALERIO

Nicholas M. Valerio, 60, fiutlst
with the Rochester Civic Orchestra,
died of

pneumonia at

his

home

in

Rochester last week.
He had
played with the 64th Regiment
Band for many years before Joining
the civic group. He leaves his

widow and one

son.

MARJORIE BLOOMFIELD
Marjorle Bloomfleld, 78, died at
Palms, Calif., Dec. 27, of heart disease. Well known to the stage of nn
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KIND OF
NS Swank Name Plates and Dress at

Cost Films with Radio Names

R. C. Theatres, Front and Back Stage

To Replace Westerns in the Sticks
Holljrwood, Jan.
In an endeavor to build up buslnesa In the hinterland, major studios are working on plans to make
moderate cost productions with ra-<
dio st^rs as the draw to replace
the failing: westerns. Slump In cow
operas has small towners worried.
Studios figure the ether stars may
euccessfulljr supplant the hit and
run riders of the wide open.
Studios say radio and the personalities It has developed are far too
It will
Important to be ignored.
seek to do the next best thing and
capitalize this competition by turnpropicture
ing the name value into
ductions. Figured that the air line
names will replace the wearers of
the 10 -gallon hats with fresher appeal and at the same time permit
a departure from the now rigid
formula of the western product.
Recent compilations of the box
office figures show that while the
radio names may not have been
very profitable on the deluxe first
runs, the appeal in second and third
run spots has been remarkably con-

Dollars and Sense.

A

girl lead who has
five pictures at a coast

young

been in

getting |60 a week
wants to go back to her old
secretarial Job oh the lot at
studio

'

a week.
Figures there

$42

Is

only glory

in the acting Job, as she gets
the $60 for only 40 weeks and
is not paid for overtime. Secretarial Job is 62 weeks, with

COMING STARS
FROM WHERE
AND WHEN?

it.

HINT TO EXECS

made

here when Lulu Vollmer premieres
the stage version of her 'Moonshine
and Honeysuckle' Jan. 20 and 21.

Experiment

is

drawing more at-

Producers Invited to Attend USC's
Clasaes in Screen Dramaturgy

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
University of Southern California
has invited all studio execs to Join
its class lectures in the "Art and
Structure of Screen Drarna' under
the direction of Dr. Boris Morkovin.
Invitation roads: 'With the public's
reaction to current motion
pictures unkindly, It would be well

Meet the first doubling
stooge—and on Broadway.
AI Iticker doubled between
the Broadway and Palace theatres over the weekend for

Ted Healy and Ken Murray,
and would be
if the Broadway
hadnt folded Sunday night.
respectively,

doubling yet

THEATRES IN ACCORD
What Is regarded as the most
powerful influence ever brought to
bear on the national box office ia
being launched this month when 12
of the largeirt women's organize
tions in the country, representing
an aggregate membership of 30,0()0,
000 women and 3,000 xities and
towns, commence their first concerted perusal of industry product
What they like they will recommend their membership to patroii
ize. Their offices will be in irftimate
contact with the theatre, getting' all
of its bookings a month in advance
and checking these with the prod
uct which the combination's review
ing bodies have approved.
This cementing of such organiza
tions, which during the past two
years have been sporadic and nonuniform in their picture opinions,
into one film mind, with 500 women
in reserve qualified to be called upon
as reviewers, has potentialities suf
flclently vast. It is admitted by those
in the Industry familiar with the
movement, to change fllmdom's
mould within the next year.
If the pictures which they have
reviewed and approved in their first

ENTERTAINMENT

ORDERED OUT

activity is any criterion for
the future, then the industry can
its greatest break.
Of the
features and shorts contained in

expect

their initial official

compendium,

to

be released within the next few
weeks, approximately 82% have
been authorized for membership
patronage.
Against Censoring
Politically,

the

movement

is

re-

garded as the strongest enemy of

and

city censorship.

Picture
overseers are certain that before
long sufficient pressure will be
brought to bear by the organizations to deal paid censors a final
blow.
The reviewing policy Is
strictly a matter of picture positioning in the theatre. The women are
avowedly against straight censorship believing that by ignoring the
pictures they disapprove the industry will automatically regulate its
production course, accordingly.
Spokesmen for the '.ndustry declare that it welcomes the feminine
front for many reasors. Featuring
these is not only the guarantee of
box office support but provision of
a barometer for Hollywood.
In other respects overseers feel
the industry for the first time is
(Continued on page 34)

The ultimate In baokstage and
front-oftthe-house swank Is on
view at both the Radio City theatres, the Music Hall and the RKO
Rozy, where name plates on the
aisles and on the door, etc., advise
the patrons the name of ybur usher,
the ticket-chopper, et aL All surnames are prefixed by a 'Mr.'
Similarly backstage, a naitae plate
advises that 'Mr. Bamberger' is
your elevator chauffeur.
Bill Stern, the stage manager,
wears a formal cutaway afternoons
and is in tails at night. Max Manne,
who used to be the 'efYects' man for
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld at the Rialto
and Rivoll theatres on Broadway,
now wears a musical comedy goldbraided uniform of a general to facilitate his giving out the same effects.

The stagehands likewise have a
uniform a la that of
York policemen, only In
brown, instead of blue.
The music hall has a 'parade of
Rome, Jan. 9.
the ushers' number regularly on the
Mussolini has ordered all film stage during performances which
matters to be treated from a strictly leaves the theatre sparsely manned
for guidance of the patronage or
educational standpoint from now on, other possible things
while the
with
film
legislative
measures ushers drill on the stage.
turned over to the Ministry of Edu-

IN ITALY

distinctive

New

cation.

All

picture

companies

must

CDTTING B'WAY LEGTT

handle their product ;>s desired for
educative purposes, and must follow
orders of the educators, with no
mention of entertainment values

SCALE THE ANSWER?

Reduction of ticket prices for
pn.
Broadway's legit shows is a pressIt's practically the same system ing problem with managers.
Three
as current in Russia.
attractions have slashed, but the results have hardly been satisfactory.

from now

'Flying

CANTOR B'CAST ON BILL
IN MILWAUKEE THEATRE

merged

state

tention because Miss Vollmer, apparently wanting to get audience
reactions from a selected crowd, is
holding try-out performance in a
church auditorium instead of one
of the downtown houses.
Play will be tried out by same
radio cast that's broadcast It over
NBC for two years, including Louis for all executives to attend the lecM*eon, Sarah Haden, Therese Wit- tures and increase their knowledge
wr, Annie Eisner, Robert Straus, of the technical side of motion picSngenleuz Bromlnskl. Troupe is to ture production.'
™ake Its weekly Sunday broadcast
Course in screen dramaturgy has
over
Jan. 15 while In Cleve- had few piofe.<!slonal people In atland. Feature lias
been on the chain tendance. However, It has l>ecome
since July, 1930.
one oC the popular studies at USC.

WTAM

—

sors Six Classes of Features with Shorts

time at night.

Whence will come the new star
that the radio figures most promi- talent, is the concern now of the
nently as entertainment.
radio ttn^lrests as well as the re^t of
After Its 'Big Broadcast'
show business.
Paramount is making a drive to
Where the stars for stage, screen
round up the radio names. In addition to using names in Kate or air will come from tomorrow has
-Smith's 'Hello Everybody,' it has all showmen plienty worried.
'International House' with Rudy
The extreme of paying exorbl
Vallee, and Jack Pearl and Bing
tantly for the famed names, while
Crosby In 'College Humor.' In addition Par will try a national air permitting nascent talent to starve
serialization of 'Curse of Sunken through lack of •development, is too
Ck>ld/ an original by Charles Purth- well known tn ttie Industry. There
man. It will be slid onto the ether is no field or channels of gradation
along the lines of 'Phantom.' Radio by which talent can develop as
is also figuring on using the idea there was in the past.
for a repeat.
Accordingly, all bemoan the lack
Warners is looking for similar of the small-time, intermediary, and
naterlal for like exploitation.
big-time vaudeville, or the minimi
zatlon of burlesque which gave
forth some of our best comics.
Legit, too, is stifled almost at the
source, for as soon as a new face
pops up, the Hollywood scouts grab
Cleveland, Jan. 9.
First case of a radio sketch being
into a legit play, reversing
the usual process, will be tried out

—

.

two weeks' vacation and over-

sistent, since it is in these centers

mOONSHINE/ AIR AQ
READY AS STAGE PUY

Doubling* Stooge

Monthly Selections on Both
Looks Favorable
Coasts
to
Theatres-^ Means
Death Stab for Usual Cen-

Milwaukee, Jan. 9.
Alhambra theatre has made provision to bring to its audiences the
Eddie Cantor Sunday night radio
programs as part of the regular the-

Colors'

at the Imperial,

which started price cutting, looked
to be virtually through. Top of 14.40
was reduced to $2.20. First matinee

(New Tear's Monday) at flJl.BO top
was capacity and so was Saturday
afternoon; but nights were not as
•

for^ Gross first week
was around $16,000,
and business must Improve to keep

good as hoped

at the reduction

the revue
'Girls

in.

in

Uniform' was

in

doubt

from the

start.
It cut from $3.30
two days, but
the contention of Manager
could not make the grade. About
Al KtooI that many localities linger
$2,500 on the week and out at the
by the fireside on Sunday evenings Booth.
'Honeymoon' also a doubtful
to hear Cantor on the ether and that
show at the Little chopped to $2.20
by the time he is through entertainMonday When it moved to the Vaning them it is too late to Journey
derbilt.
downtown for a show.
Price cutting was accompanied by
Special amplifiers have been in- cutting
That hapcast salaries.
stalled
and connected with the pened twice with 'Ct)lors.' 'Music in
talker equipment.
the Air' salaries were also reduced.
Theatres all over the country tried Although the ticket scale Is the
something similar with Amos 'n' same ($4:40) the drop in business
Andy's broadcasts a few years ago was the cause.
Same applies to

atre presentation.

to $2.20

It

after first

is

•

"

until stopped

by NBC.

•Walk a
Looks

Little Faster.'
like all the musicals are too

highly geared.

Malone's Air

News

Dudley Field Malone, international lawyer, is going NBC as a current events commentator.

NBC will groom him along Floyd
Gibbons lines, with a commercial
sponsor practically set.

Matter of reducing

comparatively simple, but
to revise back stage labor
waffcs further than agreed on early
In the seapon, l-s a problem.
That also goes for fixed charges.

salarle.s Is

how

would seem the independent thewhich have passed to the
mortsaKors arc In a better position
to ijive attracjons a brealc
It

atres

;

'
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New Come-on Rail Rates Perk Up

WUy.

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Coast
New railroad rates for actors go- Novarro's
ing Into effect Feb. 1, whereby play
ers can purchase the equivalent of
Ramon Novarro can't go abrpad
$108 in mileage script for $84, is for pictures for some time, despite
causing a Jot of glee among show reports about htm. He still has at
people here, but is giving the least one, and possibly two pictures

Work on

P.P.,

boats.

Newest Boats Get 'Em
With rates governed by the Shipping Board, lines, have nothing to
offer
except modern equipment,
service and speed. They all make
the trip In the same time, 14 to 15
days, so the ]ine with the newest
boats gets the heaviest play.
All lines have concentrated, on
picture people, whp^ In traveling,,
usually' buy the best.
Beside this,
picture names are always good. for
exploiting the .boats and lln^. Accommodations, .on the three lines, are
$135 minimum, up to whatever the
traveler will s^nd.
With each railroad putting in the
same amount of effort at getting
plctur© patronage for ibi tralnsi the
new rated are worrying the- ship
lines, which now feel that only picture people who want to make a
trip leisurely will be pushovers for
the boats. Lessened rail rates plus
tho speed of choo-'choo travel htw
the marine boys, hoping that the
ShVppJng Board will permit a. reduction oiT boat' fares.
Recently, several foreign lines
h%ve added boats with limited passenger space to' thieir lnter-c6ast
runs. By stopping at Central American- ports, th&y get around the U.S.
marine law which prohibits the carrying of passeng'ers oii a foreign

boat between two American ports.
These boats are selling first class
accommodations from L.A; to' N.T.
for $100.

AFTER GERMAN LEGIT
GIRL FOR FILMS HERE

'Plain Dealer' said: "After careful
consideration' Td pick "Will iiahoney on the new bill at Loew's
State as the funniest chap In town;
in fact, he's one of the funniest in
the country."
Direction

RALPH
1660

aBroadway
FARNUM

.

name

in

ber of years and
tion

is

^.

of that

'"

"fliin.

BI Trying American
London, Jan. 9.
British International has taken
Constance Cummings for one picCarries

ture.

Alms

options

for

more

to come.

It's the beginning of a new policy
on the part of BIP to use American
names in films every once in a

while,

make

New

recent addi-

German Alms.

to

She starred In a German version
'Melo,' which has been doing
good b. o. In Germany, with Paramount Interested on the comments
of

and wherever practicable, to
sale of the pictures in the

Reversing all the legends, Doro<
thy Fields Is making her very first
Stage appearance at the Radio City^
Hollywood. Jan. 9.
Music Hall minus experience, minuai
Seasoned by iseveral months of
working in extra and bit and parts, tho usttal quest for the Job, minus
the il Inexperienced girle given stagcfrigbt and minus nerves.
stock contracts .by Warner brothTwo days liefore the premiere
ers, -will be handed screen tests to
Roxy thought it would be a good'
determine their possibilities for hlgIdea
for Miss Fields to sing a couple
ger parts. Busby Berkeley is mak*
of her own songs. The day befoi-e
Ing the tests.
Girls failing to pass the camera the premiere she bought her cos-*
tume and rehearsed. Opening night
examination will be dropped.
she went on. That's all. No fear;
she lost it at rehearsal.
Now she's installed in one of the
IK
de luxe new Music Hall dressing'
rooms, thick carpet on the floor.
glass inclosed shower, chromium,
plated fittings, shiny black dressing
tables—amidst back stage luxury
Arrangements are being made for unique to this house and never 'an
Ernst Lubitsch to make one film for out-of-town trj^out, not even an!
I>aramoUnt In Paris. Robert Kane, audition to discount the miracle. A
head of the Jolnvllle (Fratice)' stu- glorious lucky break such as a girl
dare not. dream about. Well, here
dios discussed the maite^r w^tb h, o. it Is, says heretofore song- writing
exeoa In New York last week. No Miss Fields, and she thinks It's
And Miss Fields was en- •
date set due to Insistence of New swell.
complete story okay be- gaged at |1,600 a week -by Roxy
York on
I

A

LUBITSCH

mM

Contrasting

-

,

•

:

'

Cantor Beants

a

fore the director Is allowed to leaVe

Route

this" week with a talker
thrown In; for 40 cents top.
But next week the house will ask
from four bits to $1.60 for the 'road
pho^' engagement of 'Sign of the

CTois.'

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Mackenzie's Relapse
Metro did not pick up its option
Maurice Mackenzie, secretary of
on Dorothy Jordan.
the Hays organization. Is suffering
It's understood she may go to
from a relapse from the flu. He left
Radio Pictures.

—

Fdm

'.

stage salary, and the magnificent
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
opportunity for plugging her songa
estimated $100,000 cost of the conDonald Brian, stage star. Is up more lucrative far than royalty.
As her father. Lew Fields, puts it;
test.
for the lead in Universal's 'Only
a two-million dollar debut for hla
Yesterday* film.
Negotiations between studio and daughter and he doesn't have to pay
Now she's a professional
player, now in the east, wilt prob- a cent.
Subduing Raft
ably wind up this week, with' Brian sure enough. She's learned makeup and all of it.
coming west Immediately.
Hollywood, Jan; 9.

Goldwyn figures the balmore than repay him the

the sicreen,
ly will

for

Blondell, Tracy for

for Florida.

B&K KAY

Chicago, Jan.

'

name bookings

closed for the fu-

ture.

:

With the Oriental closed,
names must play the Chicago

'International

all

the-

atre.

Radio City Houses

went a major operation.
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Dowdy

Gtli

Hollywood, Jan. 9. 'I
Kay Strozzl brought by Fox from,
the New York stage for 'Gian^.'
Swing,' has been dropped by th*!
She returns to New York^^»
studio.
Nell O'Day, a contract player for
almost a year at Fox, also out.
.

CRAVEN GOOD ACTOR

Avenue

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Night-time now brings thousands
Opening of the Radio City Music
Roger Imhoff of the old vaude
Curiosity seekers
into 6th avenue.
team of Imhoff, Conn and Corinne Hall and the RKO Roxy o- 6th aveand also cash customers for the
is here for comedy picture work.
nue has materially changed the Music Hall or the RKO Roxy.
He will be tested at Metro this contour of that street. The treIt's a conglomerous picture dayweek.
mendously lighted signs and mar- times when the splendor of the two
quees of the two theatres brighten theatres and their brilliantly lighted
the avenue, as the signs which marquees and signs herald the
Brent
front tho length of the two theatre legends of opulence In contrast to
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
buildings can be seen clearly up and the thousands of unemployed who
George Brent has been selected down the avenue from 42d to Cen- trudge to the employment agencies
by Warners to play opposite Ruth tral Park at Wth street.
looking for almost any kind of work
Chatterton in 'Lily Turner.'
Sixth avenue is one of those up and down 6th avenue.
Made from the stage play.
The 'L' lines have painted their
dowdy and dirty streets In the
particular neighborhood before and trestles in the Immediate vicinity
after Radio City, or was until Radio of the two theatres, aluminum gray
Vidor*8 Single Film
City came into being. The li' lines to Jibe with the construction outshroud the thoroughfare and the look of the fronts of the two theaHollywood, Jan. 9.
Paramount has given King Vidor street abounds with depression tres. But once outside of the immea single-picture contract as unit sights, such as manual labor agen- diate area of the two theatres on
cies In the neighborhood by the 6th avenue, the dowdy atmosphere
producer and director.
Communistic spielers from of the east side of the street strikes
scores.
Vidor will rustle his own story.
soap boxes, at 46th street. Most hard.
There's still the former monuof these are on the east side of the
Helen Hayes Eastbound
ment to RKO in the Hippodrome on
street.
^
Plenty of cheap speaks and res- 6th avenue at 43d street. Once the
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Following completion of 'White taurants around. After 64th street biggest spectacle house in the world,
Sister,' Helen Hayes leaves for New and up to Central Park It's a richer it is today relegated to a combo
York accompanied by Charles Mac- atmosphere with swank hotels and vaude and film policy at 25c. top
under indie operation.
apartment houses.
Arthur, Jan. 23.
I

O'DAY LET OUT AT FOXl

Fox Discovers It 8o Will Keep Hit'
Writing Assignments at Minimum

ImhofF for Pictures

Op Wife

STROZZI, NELL

9.

Balaban & Katz has set Joan
Blondell and Arthur Street Singer
Tracy as Joint headliners for the
week of Jan. 13. These are the only

Last summer Mackenzie Under-

Burlesque
Chatter

.

'

House.'

43

..

Op

Paramount

Dorothy Jordan Free

INDEX

..

.

San Francisco, Jan. 9.
Having had considerable trouble
Dorothy Burgess is the target for Dickey Moore in *Twist* with Georgie Raft. Paramount dea $26,000 damage suit and faces
cided to switch the lead In 'Police
Hollywood, Jaji. 9.
manslaughter charges.
Dickey Moore goes to I. E. Chad- iSergeant,' to RIcardo Cortez, Just
This as result of a late December
for under contract to studio.
auto accident In v^hlch her car col- wlck on loan from Hal Roach
lided
with another and killed 'Oliver Twist'.
Last time the Dickens story was
Louise Manfredl, 17.
Ethel Shutta on Film
made, silent, Jackie Coogan was In
Hollywood. Jan. 9.
Herbert Brenon will
the part.
Ethel Shutta is being taken by
direct.

Bills

himself.

She knew how to, sing a song-^:
Hollywood;
songs to publishers
Understanding Is the Idea would demonstrating
had. taught her that; she ought to
be to make the picture Xrlth Jeanette
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
bo able to remember the lyrics-7'
MacDonald starring .in Frencl^ and
Sam Goldwyn will stage a na- English
since she wrote .them taiers,e.lf; so all
versions. Miss MabDonald
tional beauty contest for ,«horInes
she ' had to ilo, was to see to It that
fs now in Paris for personal' theiatre
^or and as a bally -for the next
she was introduced as a writer aiid
Eddie Cantor picture. Girls under. appearances and Lubitsch Is due not as a performeir—that way noIn New York this week from a EuIf they
20. without previous stage training
'.y'- body could exQect anything.
*
'
ropean trip.
will be asked .to submit photographs
liked Tier, it was. all to the good.
and measurements to Ooldwyn |n
They did.
Hollywood. .Those who look good
And There She Was
win get screen tests at their near- Twehretrees
Cheyalier
Seasoned by a week on the stage.
est United Artists exchange.
Miss Fields looks back on her open"Winners. 70 in ail, will be. brought
ing night aplomb and marvels at
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
to Hollywood sometime in May on
Six thousand nother temerity.
Helen Twelvetrees will play op- ables, show-wise people in the auk 10 to 12 week contract. Contest
will be staged during tlie latter i^urt posite Maurice Chevalier In 'Bed- dience, and out she steps a novice..
'of March.
time Story,' going into production The premiere of a theatre the
Girls brought here wUl be re- at Paramount Jan. 12.
world's been hearing about for two
This is her first picture since she years, and there she was!
Now
quired to sign an agreement to leave
Hollywood Immediately following retired from the screen to bear a that she thinks about it, she exthe completion of the picture. Idea child.
plains it to herself so: 'You're not
is not to h.ave.any of the gals bangnervous when you know nothing*
It's when you're wise you worry.'
jfng' around Hollywood and giving
Goldwyn a bad name.
She gets no royalty tot her songa
Brian's
Lead from
the theatre, but there's .her
Outside of bringing fresh faces to

By^ Contest

DonaU

Syracuse, N. T., Jan. 9.
Mine. Ernestine Schumann-Heink,
whose last concert appearance
paid
Syracuse
$2 per, is at the Par-

for

week

!

i

PARIS AND MacDONALD

]

United States easier.

last

I

;

After His

femme leigit
Germany for a num-

has been the leading

amount

DOROTHY BURGESS' JAM
OVER AllTO ACCIDENT

WILLMAHONEY
This week, RKO Theatre, Toronto
Archie Bell in the Cleveland

tions with Elizabeth Bergner, 'German star, with a view, t^,' bringing
Miss IBeir^ner
her to iiollywoocl.
stage,

Confusion

"

Paramount has started negotia-

"

HaU-No

at Music

Testing 11 Amateurs

steamship companies a thumping to make for Metro.
headache. Latter have tried long
Novarro starts next week on 'Man
and hard to popularize coost-toof the Nile,' with possibly another
coast water travel through the
picture to follow. He has told
canal.
Metro execs that at such time as
Ship lines have been having a
he Is free he would like to make
tough battle for the past month
a concert tour, but has no plans
with three companies, Panama Pafor picture work elsewhere for the
cific, Dollar and Grace, all bidding
time being.

once the popular line, has been losing ground to
both Dollcr and Grace. Latter, a
recent entry in the Inter-coast
travel, is at present getting most
attention through its thr^e new

J^paiy 10, 1933

Dorothy Fields Made Pro at $1,500

Actors, but Depress Ship lines

for patronage.

;.;

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Fox in the future wil keep FrankCraven's writing assignments at a
minimum in order that it may give
him more acting parts.
This was decided upon after^t
viewing a rough print of 'Stat«
Fair,* the Will Rogers' picture iit
which Craven's bit was built into a
part almost second in importance
to the gum chewer.

SAILINGS
Feb. 9 (Berlin to New York), Brio
(Europa).
Jan. 28 (New York to London),

Pommer

Diana Wynyard (Bremen).
Jan. 7 (London to New YorkVy
George
Mill*
Kaufman,
Irving
(Europa).
Jan. 6 (Berlin to New YorkJi
Joseph Somlo, Sigrid Onegin, Frlda
Lilian
Laurltz Melchior,
Walter
Joe
Strassner,
Gieseking, A. E. Dupont (Europa).
Jan. B (New York to Paris). Willem Gerard, Laurence Hills (Lafay-

Leider,

Harvey,

•

ette).

Jan. 6
Garnett,

(New York to
Bob Fellows,

Berlin),

Dr.

Tay

Martin

Freudenthal, Leo Singer (Bremen).

Tuesdaj, Jftniuirf

ES

10*1938
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Music Hafl s $250.000 Liviiig Quarters

H. Griffith

Of

In the offices o< the Badlo City Music Hall are included the Uvlns
.quarters of its director. Rosy was the first occupant, but with his
illness Harold's. Franklin succeeded to the luxurious quarters and
seems to like It equally as well.
The offices and liviner quarters represent an expenditure ot
|250,0ob, altogether In turnishingrs and equipment and away from
as part of the
any construction coat, the amount chargeable to
The quarters have a dining room staff of a
opening cost.
headwaiter, two waiters, one cook and one pastry chef. The crew is
iko
notice
meal
for
30
people
at
flat.
spread
a
to
'.prepared
Among the furnishings are three solid silver table services, all
which might mean Roxy, Rockefeller or Radio
marked with an
City. Each service is for th& different -meal, starting with breakfast. The kitchen pots and pans reached a total of $2,200.
In the Jiving quarters other than the dining rooni which is. exactly 19 feet high, are two bedrooms.
Roxy is said, to have designed the quarters, inclusive of a private
elevator running from the office to the stage.
In the old Roxy, Roxy also had a similar though not so spacious
rooms for himself. There he allowed himself an appropriation of
$10iOOO yearly to maintain ithe kitchen and which was charged as
an expense to the theatre. When Fox Films secured control of the

i^ees

Fdm Making

Unit Style

Only Protecticn

.

Melodies Incidental to Story
—Not Dragged in—Far,
Metro, Fozy Warner*
Each at Least Two

RKO

WARNERS GETS JUMP

r

Roxy and with Roxy continuing as the
pany clipped off the table expenses.

director, the

Fox com-

not stated how the cost is allocated at the Music Hall, but
everyone who has eaten there so far, with elthet Roxy or Franklin,
agrees the food is great.

Shanghai Stuff at Chi R.R. Station

Chicago, Jan.

9.

Picture people will steer clear ot

any depot ostentation in Chicago
following a muscle Job attempt
which almost cost two boys from
Hollywood )15,000. The two picture
men's past friendliness with a rival
muscle man alone got them away.
Amidst great to-do at the station, the fllm company's still cameramen and reporters greeted the
two showmen from Hollywood.
Stopping oM in Chi for a day prior
to their New York destination, they
signalled a cab driver to 'show us
a hot spot for a couple of drinks.'
That was the cue for the cabbSe
evidently to tell the pair that they
had a car wAiting for 'era. The Hollywoodlans, Mil under the camerar
and-press influence, figured this
was some more of the royal welcome mapped out by the executive
branch office in Chicago. The private car took the pair to their ho-

Hop

Wynyard's London Legfit
Before Next Metro Pic
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
completion of 'Men Must Fight'
Metro. Diana Wynyard leaves
here to sail Jan. 28 on the Brenien
for London. She will do a play there
before returning here in June.

On

at

When

engaged

by

Metro

Boy

Hollywood, Jan.

Paramount

is

testing John

FOR REVIVE

9.

to the stories. 'His Majesty's Car,
first feature set for Lilian Harvey
(German), will have four numbers
and several dances. Latter will be

John Boles
staged by Sammy
is set to carry the male end of the
singing. William Kernell is writing
Lee.

faded.

the numbers.
'Cavalcade' has 42 musical numbers In the running of Knglish-tal?
Most of them are tradipicture.
tional British airs. There are four
numbers written especially for the
picture by Noel Coward and Louis
Francesco.

Revived 60 Club will hold formal
functions monthly, with each of
the members permitted four guests,
and the total attendance limited

make

to 300.

WIFE'S $10,000 IN PLAY

FAY WALKED OUT ON
Hollywood. Jan.

9.

Reported that Barbara Stanwyck
contributed $10,000 of her money toward the financing of 'Tattle Tales'
In which her husband, Frank Fay,
was starred and on which he walked
out after the first act the opening
night.

Mc

Carthy, graduate from'Fairfax High
School hcjre, as a possible lead for
the studio's westerns.
Lad appeared in several school
|xlays, where studio scouts caught
him.

Yam is based on the Times
Square sector with the cabarets and
theatres used as a logical atmos
Street.'

a team and their former partner.
Buddy De Sylva. as an individual,
to turn out Xour musicals within
the next two years. Studio Insists
that the music will be Incidental

paratively.

Testing High School

First

Ray Henderson and Lew Brown as

COAST 60CLUB

,

ship approach, all the time thinking
that their guides in the big llmou
sine were from the h. o.

Warners Out

First of the musicals to be re
will
'42nd
leased
be Warners'

six

permit them to wash up, etc.,
later developed was the cue
to spot their Chi stoppage, and then
tlie car took 'em to a couple of
At
joints for some refreshments.
Los Angeles, Jan. 7.
no time did they tip anything unCharles Furthman will revive
til
after the Hollywoodlans had the -60 Club of which he was one
been properly refreshed, when en of the organizers and which later
route to a supposedly third spot, became the' Mayfalr in Los Angeles.
their guides told the picture men
Exclusive list of 60 members in•not to talk fast or act foolish.' The cluding many picture names is now
money thing was then broached being complied, among them many
and both wore taken to a hideout whose interest in the Maytair has

The camera stuff at the depot
was the tipoff to the spotters on
the celebs. The two men being d«"y
and very hl-de-ho type ot guys,
were a clrjch for the good fellow

Soreen musleala, in the discard
for the. past three yaara, arc receiving major studio attention as a poaibie stimulant ...for the. under*
nourished box offiee.
Paramount,
Metro, Fox, Warnera and United
Artiaita are each planning at least
two musical talker picturea during
the coming season in which music
will be an important accessory.
None of the pieturiM. planned 'will
depend on tunea for the major porMelody
tion of the entertainment.
will not be dragged in by the heels
as before, but will be added to ad
vance the plot. In eiach case, the
music will be used aa in 'Cat and
the Fiddle/ and without a ohorua
appearing from nowhere or with a
young symphony orchestra aceom
panying a singer who is taking a
shower.

phere to bring in music. Picture
ago, stipulation was made has four special numbers written
that if studio took up her option it by Al Dubln and Harry Warren
would not become effective until Dances were staged by Busby Berearly summer, to allow her to re- keley.
Same team is writing five
turn to England. Option was taken nunjibers for 'Just Pal,' the Bebe
Daniels' picture which will be reup on that understanding.
'Reunion at Vienna' will be held leased In March.
until her return.
Fox Is currently negotiating with

which

to think It over.
Only by finally prevailing on this
mob that they knew some Impor
tant contemporaneous racketeer did
they put In a phone call for the
latter, who facilitated the picture
men's gettlns oft very lightly, com

9.

months

tel to

Hughes Keeps Gyroscope
Los AngelcK. Jan.

RKO

w

9.

office.

He's not going to Hollywood;
at least not for RKO.

means

AGEO.ECOHAN
FILM ECHO
SOON DUE

Fox Under Agreement

flnandail

responsibility

—

^to

the individual producer. Pay him
for his production on a percentage
basis, let him In turn pay his director, writer, star, a percentage of
the returns.
Let him buy what'

he needs when he needs

it.

Spare

him the

multiplicity of huge studio organization changes that relentlessly mount against him even
before he begins, pleads this experienced and adept fllm director.
' Unit production Cuts costs by direct action. It eliminates the unnecessary '.dteps in production.'
director-writer combination shoulA

A

Repercussions from George
Cohan's picture debut are being

M

.to make a picture without
the
middleman .costs assessedAl agalnst them, argqes .Griffith.
In executive picture circles.
It
though 'Phantom President' is co.m- they can't they don't belons In pictures. When their own. net returns
paratively old now. It looks likely
are governed by the; cost of their
that producers, in whole or in part, picture, they'll, keep the. coat
will take the Cohan matter under and still make a good picture.
collectively
before T^o^e salaries rolUner in 62 weeks, a
consideration
long.
year play havoc with, a. man's abilCriticisms from the legit field are ity to .economize, he believes.
They aro Just beginresponsible.
On Percentage
ning to seep back to fllmdom's imThe percentage basis appeals to
portant places with the chief char- Griffith because it permits a direcacterization that big people in the tor to chose, to work on Just the
legitimate cannot afford, to deal picture he believes in, to sidestep
with the picture industry in the the assignments he'd have to accept
future, unless through force of ne- on salary.
director should bci
cessity.
willing to gamble. Either he's got
It would seem, according to the something for pictures i>r he hasn't.
picture men who are now admitted- The sooner he finds out, or Is found
ly concerned about, the story, that out, the better for him and the inParcunount made an error one that dustry. If he's attached to a unit
may reflect against the entire' pro- production, ho knows first Just what
duction etid of the business in giv- he's to do, but more Important, he
ing Cohan a lesser billing in the has the time for preparation.. He
picture after he had gone to Holly- can work on the story properly,
wood with the understanding he without the nagging worry of salary charged against his production..
was to be starred.
He can turn out a better Jo1> more
economically, because a part of
what he spends comes out of his

be able

felt

dom

,

A

—

—

OPPOSED TO
RUTH EtnNG ON FUM

CIG. CO.

songstress' radio advertiser, refused
to co-operate on the coast wire pickup. Par was willing to pay the line
charges, as outlined in Cohen's telegram, but the clgaret account's new
radio program series doesn't permit
for remote control pickup.

Miss Ettlng who has made quite a
few shorts for Par and latterly for
Warners, took the position that per
haps it was Just as well not to follow anybody like Jeanette MacDonald. Chesterfield stated It would try
to work out something but didn't
fancy the Idea.

Vallee in the former, and Blng
Crosby in the latter. Both Mart
Harold Lloyds Betaming
Brothers pidures scheduled during
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
1933 will have songs and possible
Harold Lloyd is due to return
chorus routines, as will the two Feb. 15 from his vacation abroad.

paid $325,000 for Chevalier pictures. Just how much Comedian and his family will sail
revealed In the music the pictures will have has not from Rome.
unsuccessful suit of Hilda Olsen been determined, with the Par stu
Preparation on his next picture
loan Bennett Leaving
Boldt to recover a $5.(00 Sperry dio awaiting the reception of other will start immediately upon his ar
syroscope from Hughes and the companies' product, which will be rival.
released In advance of the Par tea
Cralff Shipbuilding Co.
Mrs. Boldt, wealthy Snnt.i Bar- lures.
Hollywood. J.in. 9.
United Artists has the current Two
Joan Bennett goes off the Fox bara woman, sold the yacht 'Hilda'
pictures
contemplated
for
contract list in March.
to HuKhos, hut did not realize the Al Jolson picture, 'Hallelajah I'm Eddie Cantor during this year will
Her contract expires at that time, gyroscope went with the s.ile until a Bum,' and his future, 'Wonderbar.' be of the same construction as 'The
btrl under an nRrcemcnt reached be- the court decision awarded It to Former,
though minus a chorus, Kid from Spain,' with the songs
tween player and the studio, latter Hughes. In the purchaje paper.<«, can be classed as a musical with and chorus work minimized, but
will not exercise the option.
nothlnp was reserved by the seller a gieat deal of the plot being in- nevertheless within the musical
Miss Bennett wants to freelance. except the title of the ves.sol.
terpolated through sojig and lyrics. class.

Howard Hughes
yacht, it was

Ager

of picture profits, must lose its
stranglehold as soon as film companies adopt decentralization of
production, says E. H. Griffith.
Decentralization is inevitable. It's
the logical way out of pictui-es'
financial morass, the only system
by .which pictures miade money in
the past, their only chance to make
money in the future.
Break up production Into units,
allocate
responslbility-r-and.
that

Emanuel Cohen wired Lew Dia'Widow' Modernized
mond in the Paramount home office
At Metro, plans are for the re- last week to secure Ruth Ettlng
of 'The Merry Widow* with opposite Maurice Chevalier for the
the original Franz Lehar score next Chev picture. Chesterfield, the
Studio is dickering
modernized.
with Rodgers and Hart to produce
two out-and-out musicals. Deal Is
being held up due to dlfilcultles attending the publication of any original music the pair might write.
Existing contracts for publication
of their stuff is held by Rodehari
Music Co., whereas, Metro wants
their pieces available for its subDeal
sidiary Bobbins Music Co.
Is supposed to be Ironed out during
the next two weeks.
Paramount will have muslcai
numbers In 'International House'
and 'College Humor,' with Rudy

Cecelia

studio carrying charges, that old
of the sea around the neck

Initial picture try.
^They're all telling me how
I guess I want
great I am,
more nibney and a new contract before I even start,' was
his unique ultlmatuni to the

RKO home

Cost Pic

man

over the weekend on his

.

Hollywood, Jan.

It's

Wefl-Primed but Unlooked-for

By

Believer!'

Top story for actor stuff concema a Broadway juvenile who
was .to have gone west for

Sight

.

old

A

m

R

:

Low

For Director and

.

own

i>ocket.

Stops Dependence
Decentralization allows a production to get exactly what It
wants, Instead of having to use
what the studio has on hand. No
more having to make a story chiefly
because somebody in a burst of enthusiasm bought a story and paid
a lot for it and now it's hanging
around.
No more heavy charges
against writing the story, because
there happen to be a lot of expensive writers languishing on the payroll.
With unit production, says
Griffith, first the right story, then
buy exactly the writer for that
story.
Utilize

the brains in Hollywood
that have been kept under cover
because Just a few men out there
are supposed to have a corner on
the brain market.
Develop more
men by sharing responsibility. Decentralization of production, says
Griffith.
Individual producers are
the ones who have always made
money in the business, and for the
business too.

12 Writers Flop

his

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Though about a dozen ot the
screen's beat writers for the benefit
ot the Writers' club wrote 'Don't
Call Me Madam' for Paramount, the
studio finds that all it can use of the
story is the basic idea.
It

has assigned William Slavens
to write

McNutt and Ray Harris

a story and treatment around

Bayard Veiller

will produce.^

It.
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Bankers Reported Ready to Advance

Paramount With Zukor as
1,000 for

Its

Head

Fmancing of Company

The John Hertz resignation aa
90'
to
chairman of the flnance committee
of Paramount signals the return of
that company to leadership by
Hollywood, - Jan. 9.
showmen. The bankers are reported
Bobby Jones gets here Feb. 1 to
desiring that.
start series, 'How to Break 90' for
The bankers thoueht that Hertz Warners.
had erone beyond his province as
C^eorge Marshall directing.
chairman of the flnance committee
and virtually assumed the entire
When
operation of the company.
this was brought to Hertz's attention during the conferences it was
suggested that he remain as chairman of the finance committee ov\i^
Hertz didn't take to the idea.
It is understood that the bankers
agreed that no one should replace
Hertz as ciiairman of the flnance
committee or in any other position

How

Break

Unreleased

Fdms

Tie-up $4,000,000

without Zukor's consent
At the board meeting yesterday
the resignations of

and Albert D.

For Warner Bros.

Warren Wright

IJaaker

were

ex-

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
pected.
,
With 19 features completed but
On Sunday and Monday Zukor
spoke Qonstantly to his department not released, Wamer-FIrst National
heads outlining his plans, -telling has around
$4,000,000 tied up in
each that he was in full charge of
bis department and to start again negatives on which they are getting

on the retirement
of John Hertz from Paramount
parallel

may be found in the condition
which arose in Paramount In
1921, when banking Interests
Paramount set In E.
H. Connick to represent the
financing

btuik at a salary of $60,000 a
year. Connick was the flrst effldency man to invade the
pictures as a playground.
To quote from the 1921 story

'Connick

is

regarded by the

Famous Players crowd as a
very able financial expert but
not schooled In show business'.
His blunders were frequent
and glaring and when the situation at last became intolerable Zukor called upon the
bankers and told them that
the company belonged to them.
He and his more Important
associates declined to continue
If their every effort was to be
thwarted because the moves
did not conform to the Wall
Street Idea of doing business.
Connick never re-entered the
Famous Players ofllces. When
Wall Street brought Hertz and
his associates Into the Paramount Publlx It created a sim-

Cut Costs and

No Plnma Donnaing

Culver City, Jan. 9.
Whdn Louis B. Mayer took charge
of active production at Metro, dtte
to the Illness of Irving Thalberg
Holljrwood, Jan. 9.
Indications that Fox will abandon last week, it did not take long for
horse operas are seen in the fact that every one on the lot to know that
the
big boss meant business.
He
George O'Brien, leaving for Burope
this week, will make no further pic- called in the associate producer^
tures under his current contract supervisors and executives for the

Fox Dropping Westerns

which does
March.

not

terminate

Rome

O'Brien goes to

until

to Join his

parents.

JoyBecmnesFox
A. P.; First Job
Is 'Giant

Swing'

TO OPERATE OLD ROXY

no returns.'

from scratch.
resignation

banker t^'
for Paraoutstanding
in his favor,

btought in. Name of S. A.
L>3mcb, founder of Southern Ebiterprlses which' prior to the organiza-

may be

tion of Fubliz, was an integral part
deof Paramount, is mentioned.
cision on that point may be reached
today (10) from report.

A

With Blisha Walker lately a
partner in Kuhn, Loeb & Co., the
tiicaxQ of Joa P. Kennedy has been
also mentioned. Walker and Kennedy, have been closely associated
in deals. Kennedy was the KeithRKO-Pathe promoter. He is not a.

showman.
Paramount

Hollywood, Jan.

FELD AND CHATKIN SET

officials,

with charac-

going on the record
any way so far as the bankers
are concerned, deny that Wall street
interests in Par objected in any
way to Hertz because of his moves
or because he was not a showmen,
hinting instead that it was solely a

teristic fear pf

in

question of who was to be boss.
Hertz or Adolph Zukor.
One report is that the Hertz resignation followed discussion on the
question of financing of around |30,000,000 from the Kuhn, Loeb & Co.
group, with other Par banks, to
carry the company along, with the
banking crowd believing it was time

It is reported as vlrtMally certain
Milton Fold and David J. Chatkin
will take over the old Roxy with
Date
production rush during the past Sam Katz financing them.
on which they would take control Is
few months.
Iiarge Investment in the unre- set at. Jan. 19. Any deal would require
court
consent.
leased pictures is understood to be
EiVerybody and his brother has
one of the reasons for the studio's
been named in connection with a
present money shortage. Company,
try at the old Roxy, New Tork,
however, figures to save cash in the
long run because the rush schedule among them Sam Katz, Charlie
Freeman, Bill Brandt, Cooper &
will -allow a shutdown later, and a
Carroll of the New Tork Hipporeduction in operating cost at the
drome, Harry O. Kosch, recently
Burbank plan^
resigned as receiver, and exhibitor
Films not released are icing's
Interests In the middle west.
VacaUon,'
The Sucker,' 'Grand
Cooper & Carroll are said to have
Slam,' 'Employees' Entrance,' '42d
considered the house In view of
Street,' 'Parachute Jumper,' "Blue
their 26c-scale possibilities at the
Moon- Murder Case,' The Mind Hip and have mulled matter of polReader.'
-Blondie Johnson,* 'The icy, but are said to be very unlikely
Wax Museum,' 'Hard to Handle,' to go any
further. That they have
lAdles They Talk About.' 'She Had enough to worry about at the Hipp
to Say Tcs,* "Bx-Liady,' 'The Key- seems to be the lowdown.
hole,' '20,060 Years in Sing SlniT
Kosch's name added to others
and two westerns.
during the past week, with the
'Grand Central Airport' finishes house's former receiver said to have
this week.
put out a feeler. Katz's name has
been mentioned for more than two
weelcs now. with no one placing
much credence in an ultimate deal
4,
there. John Zanft. with Katz in his
Fifth avenue suite, meantime, was
saiid to have Interested himself to
the extent of flguring out booking
possibilities.
He could be acting

Pictures total about one-third of
this year's program, and have been
piled up by the studio's intensive

>

2 OUT OF

MEMPHIS,

PLAY DUAL FEATURES
Memphis, Jan.

9.

for Katz until latter receives

his

Memphis now has four picture ?ettlement with Par, but Katz
ranking showmen were needed to
Two of them, enles any Interest whatever.
direct activities. Other banks rep- houses downtown.
resented in Par's finances are Chase, Warner and Loew's State, play
Freeman was Interviewed though
double
features.
Chemical and Transamerica. Banks
he having a special operating pro-

now holding $39,000,000 of Par's
obligations.
In line with the Hertz resignation,
other major moves in Par are expected to arrive. What they may
be no one ventures to say officially.
are

second time In a week, and In no

uncertain terms again told them
that the thought they possessed that

they were all prima donnas must
be discarded.
This time they were informed that
they were working for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and not for themselves^
and they must out out petty jealousies of each other and buckle
down to work.
To work they must not arrive on
the lot at eleven or noon, but early.
Mayer said be got on the Job by
nine, and that the others had to do
so too. Also, that when they got
on the lot they would have to try
and accomplish things, InstesMl ot
talking about bHdge and parties of
the night before. They must realize^
they were told, that Metro was pay«
ing for their time, aiid because of
the hectic conditions In the Industry he would expect them to give
value received tor it.
Telling Writers
Writers must be pinned down to
story material, they were Informed.
Writers were not to be allowed to
play around with hazy and fantastic Ideas, but were to be kept close
to their chores until they were com,

ilar condition.

.

With Hertz' sudden
linked to reports of
luctance on financing
mount, it is said some
showman, with a record

Jannury 10, 1933

MG Execs to Work Only;

Mayer TeDs

Par's Paralel

A

Tnw^j,

9.

Jason Joy, who two months ago
the local Hays' ofllce to handle
a multiplicity of Jobs at Fox Is now
an associate producer on that lot.
He is handling the preparation
left

of 'Giant Swing,* and will supervise
its production.- This was the picture
that, was to be first for Rufus Le

Maire when he was made an associate produ<ier at Fox. Later, the
yarn went to Julian Johnson. Garrett Fort is working under Joy rewriting the two previous treat-

ments.

When Joy went

to

Fox

It

Then Mayer again told the bunch
that costs must be held down, and
was not production schedules adhered too

anticipated he would be' Involved in
direction production, but was to be
aide to WInfleld R. Sheehan, as his
contact with outside organizations,
and would also look over all scripts
during preparation with an eye to

consorship problems.

HEADUNERS
AND 3 ACTS FOR 55c

2 FILMS; 2

Minneapolis, Jan.

The

RKO
when

It offers

He
as expediently as possible.
mentioned that 'Whistling In the
Dark' was brought in within 20 days
shooting tlmo, that 'Beer* Was also
coming In on short schedule, and
that as long as the executives had
titles that wore important, their uppermost task was to make good and
remember that they were working
for M-6-M; that personal vanity
must be discarded in its entlrelty if
they wanted to successfully continue with the organization.

9.

Orpheum next week be-

comes the flrst local loop or neighborhood house to utilize double features

pleted.

'Goona Goona'

and 'False Faces.'

In addition to
the two. feature pictures and Paths
screen, there's a double
headline' vaudeville bll of five acts,

INTEREST CUTS

GOTTEN BY PAR

News ^n, the

headed by Esther
Georges Carpentler.

Ralston

and

All for 65c top. Including tax.

Besides getting adjustments in the
rent of leased theatres. Paramount

now

Is

campaigning

among tho

holders of mortgages on its directly

Colony's Sick List

posal.

owned properties. Within a weeK
the company has been able to get
marked reductions on mortgage in-

terest. In several cases as much as
Old Roxy's overhead has been cut
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
60%.
by Receiver Cullman to $29,000 from
Par Is counting on saving a total
Hollywood's sick list last week
Profit
$32,000, depending on fllm.
of
over 1200,000 in Interest for the
Shirley
Mason,
who
is
at
included
as a result Is shown for the past
mortgage
life, according to the figthe Cedars of Lebanon hospital with
two weeks.
uring, on theatres where the InStage, together with orchestra. Is flu. Russell Mack is at the same
Is currently undergoing a reorganNo Hertz Settlement
hospital recovering from pneumonia, terest already has been cut.
a
week.
running
around
$18,000
ization.
The
entire
system looks
Hertz Joined Par In November,
The saving In mortgage interest
while at home are Eph Asher with
to be revamped. Certain of this
1931, as chairman of the flnance
the flu and Mack Sennett with a already for 1933 runs Into $66,000.
Gropper on Par Lot
committee and member of the board. division's personnel may be dropped
Mrs. Ruth Bloom, secretary
cold.
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
He holds a three-year contract at In the melee. Among these are reMilton H. Cropper is at Para- to Phil Goldstone, Is getting over
$2,760 weekly, which isn't up until ported Myron Robinson and Fay
Dietrich Still Objects
mount working on an original, 'The a severe case of pneumonia.
November, 1934. It will not entail White.
Pat Hartlgan is getting mastoid
At the same time, RKO, goes to Trumpet Blows.'
a settlement, it is hinted.
Philip
Wylle on the same lot on treatments at the Hollywood hosHollywood, Jan. 9.
When Hertz came in, along with a 62-week rent paying basis Instead his original
'Fifty Tears From Now.' pital.
Although Paramount withdrew
Albert D. Lasker and the late Wil- of the hitherto 40-week system.
its 1186,000 suit against
Marlene
Robinson has been with RKO
liam Wrigley, Jr., he brought a few
Dietrich
and
she
had agreed to bemen with him, notably C. R. Ham- (Keith's) for many years and in
gin work next Monday (16) on 'Song
mer, former radiator exec from De- various capacities. He, one time,
of
Songs,'
the German actress aptroit, who became head of combined
was treasurer of the company. Latpeared on the lot Friday (6) and In
real estate, maintenance, construc- terly he was In charge of the real
no uncertain terms told the studio
Re- estate department.
tion and other departments.
executives the story was even less
cently Hertz took on Glenn GrisCurrently the head of the division
to her liking in its present form than
wold, also a non-showman, who had Is Louis Cohen, who was brought in
it had heretofore been.
for It
left Fox as that company's director from Fox.
During the four or five
She declared she could not give
Grlswold be- weeks which Cohen has been In
of public relations.
her part a justifiable characterizaRules in '33
came a special publicist for Hertz charge, the company has cut sometion and rather than do injustice
on financial matters.
thing like $375,0^ off its aggregate
to herself and the company, she
annual rentals, according to unofBankers for Experience
Recalling the Shakesperlan line, spend most of their time on the would prefer release without comOtto ICahn and Sir William Wise- ficial accounts. Exact figure Isn't
pensation for the remainder of her
home grounds.
man are said to have been the known but Cohen's efforts have 'Neither a borrower nor a lender
In the future when a company contract, which expires Feb. 19.
leaders in the new Paramount move been
averaging
around $90,000 be, for borrowing dulls the edge of wants another's star there are sevStudio will endeavor over the
to keep Zukor alone on the presi- weekly so far.
husbandry and loan oft loses both eral companies already prepared to week end and Monday to reform the
dential pedestal of authority. Both
story more in accordance with her
itself and friend,' Haysltes are set- demand that the borrower borrow
are of the Kuhn, Loeb firm. Kahn
for twice the period he figures he ideas.
ting themselves to cut lending each
sailed Saturday (7) for Europe.
PRO-WAR EPIC
will need the star.
Kahn is reported to have exother stars and featured players
In this way, it is said, the owner
Ends
Month's Rest
pressed himself quite forcibly last Metro Wants
It
If
'Cavalcade' to a new low during this year.
can gauge his production schedule
week for a banker, that every busiUniversally Hits
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
The
vogue
for constellation inter- accordingly. If he has to make reness called for an experienced optakes on a picture of his own he
John Wexley, novelist, brought
changeability is largely credited to
erator, and with theatricals that
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
can delay the star's junket for a here by Metro to work on the
meant a showman; that no outsider
Metro has Ralph Graves and Sam Katz's brief career as a Para- week or so. But If the borrower Beery-Gable Soviet picture two
appears capable of taking hold and Tiffany Thayer writing an epic mount producer. But, unless it is finds he needs the star f<^r retakes, months ago, leaves the company
carrying through In the show busi- story dealing with the period from revised ,and none of the voting or the production is over-long in next week, without putting in any
ness.
Haysltes has anything except par- schedule, he can keep the star with time on the yarn.
the World War to 1942.
This Ifne of rumoring Is said to
Picture may be rushed should tial tabling of the idea in mind only an explanation and no fear of
On his arrival, studio switched
right now, ptaXB are certain to stirring the wrath of the owtier.
'Cavalcade' hit all around.
him to patching on other stories.
(Continued on page 11)

RKO

on 52-Wk. Rentals,
Cohen Cuts $90,000 Wkly
Beal estate department of RKO

Siiakespeare Foresaw
Hays* Members Not Hot

Loan of Stars

—New Ground

Two

PICTURES
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VARIETY

GRAND OPERA IN MUSIC HALL
Work Out

in Time, Pix

is a strong but guarded reNew York that Hollywood Is
awakening to the need for
economy, and that the first broad
gesture on Its part may be made

There

Feel
Up

Post-hollday grosses In all
keys across the country

seem to be holding up to uniform local surprise where managements expected drop's.
In several Instances the postholiday weeks' biz exceeds the
Year's
sessions
didn't materialize, but Instead

Increasing with the backto-normalcy attitude of the

The movement is not regarded as
not strictly a saving In .salary, because It is said that today salaries
Is described as designed to get
the most out of production at the
least cost in that a contingent, or
virtually royalty, basis would inspire all connected with a picture to
work for Its success. The royalty
or percentage Idea for Hollywood
has been discussed ofC and on for

years.

the

movement seems

to be

public.

Without Money Aid

Orpheum Houses
Blumbergs Grief

better under way.

Several heads of
production admit that policies the
Industry refused to consider In
prosperous times are being re-

Chicago, Jan. 9.
Under the decision of RKO to
make no further cash, advances for
Eventually
the support of Its subsidiary OrFormal denial that such a gesture pheum circuit houses, these the
including the Palace and
ts Imminent Is made by academy of- atres,
ficials with the qualification that It State-Iiake here, must stand on
may materialize 'eventually.' These their own,
Under this policy the burden of
point out that a contingent plan,
whereby studio folk would work on keeping the houses going rests
a weekly guarantee and a percent- wholly on RKO division director
age of profits on pictures In which Nate Blumberg and his organiza
they are directly concerned, would tio
tbe premature now. They hold that
the current situation Is too complex and that the whole matter is
further involved by many existing
studied.

May

contracts.

Again, Academicians declare, that
feeling on the coast that the theatre is to blame when a picture flops
Is still too strong. They doubt that

HAMMONS EMPHATIC ON
WRONG REPORT OF HIM

'It's a vicious lie,' is the way E
W. Hammons answers reports that
at present contract people would be he's leaving Educational; and he
adds,
'I wish people hearing these
willing to relinquish a guarantee of
employment and consent to specu- things would at least ask one of my
office boys about It.'
late along with the producer.

'I'm still In control of this

com

having a majority of the
stock, and I have no Intention of
getting out,' he says. Hammons
pany,

Schnitzer's Hearst Tie-up
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Joe Schnitzer has tied up with
the Hearst newspapers and will
produce for Radio Pictures releases
'Buy American.'
Bernard Schubert is writing an
original.

F-WC EXECS HIT BY

Retired Publicity Expert Returns to

Observe Business Operations

Around Feb. 1, Nate Spingold will
become associated for six months
with Columbia Pictures, as an observer in its business organization
In Xew York. Spingold will be directly under the tutelage of Jack

Cohn, who Is in charge of the business end.
If at the expiration of
the period a mutually satisfactory
situation exists, Spingold will remain with Columbia as an important executive, and probably as a
prospective stockholder.
Some while ago Splngrold retired
from business. At that time he was
rated a publicity expert. As husband of Mme. Frances, the very
fashionable and exclusive costumer
of her day in New York, he carried the business to a high sale
mark.
After Mme. Frances retired from dressmaking under the
terms of the purchase agreement,
Spingold brought his wife and hlmsel" into the millionaire class, where
they remain, as a result of his direction of their joint investments.
Personally friendly with Harry
and J.ick Cohn. the addition of
to

Columbia

is

contem-

plated as an eventual boom to the
business portion and a lessening of
Jack ff hn's work in that division.
Spin.r,"lil will give no attention to
the studio.

Chain-Big Stage Shows Drawing
Downtown

8Sc Scale
The downtown end

states it
believes that everything in pictures will work out okay.
No names of the downtown-

MAY DRAW

PRICE

ers.

converted into that opera spot
which the Rockefeller int^ristts
have been wantinor and possibly
replace the present Met. House
could be utilized for that purpose
with little reconstruction or alterations. To get a 'horseshoe' balcony
out of the Music Hall's first mezzanine might be sufficient to transpose
the Met's atmosphere.
This is claimed as the most practical use of the Music Hall, since
RKO isn't going to use it for the
policy for

which

it

was

originally

intended by Rcxy himself.
To the more practical It is felt
that Roxy In conjuring the Music
Hall had the right Idea on stage
shows but didn't execute It. That's
the big variety, spectacle stuff. With
this idea eliminated, and the bouse
going presentation and films, that
opera thing looks better ultimately.
Just as all of show biz watched
anxiously for the opening of the
Radio City theatres, Just that way
apprehensively are showmen looking towards the second show in the

WAGE CUT

Reduction of admission scale at
the Paramount, New York, for the
first time, coincident with the playing of costlier stage shows, may be
the forerunner of a general slicing
for Publlx around the country where
to merit.
As well, the
Paramount cut is likely to have Its
on Broadway. The street is

seeming

There is the possibility tjiat the
Music Hail in Radio City might be

effect

Thklberg Sick,

anxious to learn results of the experiment determined on by PublI.-«
Its New York operator, Boris
Morros.
The drop in prices for the New
York de luxer went into effect Friday (6) on current week's show.
Morros' reasons are that improved
theatre business warrants a drop in
prices which should be offset by increased attendance.
High for house is brought down
from $1.10 to 99c. and the low (early
bird mat) scale is reduced from 40c
to 36c.
The 99c high applies only
on Saturdays and Sundays with the
weekday top 86c.
As a result,
house's scale is under that of majority of the other Broadway film
sites. Including such straight fllmers
as the Rivoll, Strand and Rlalto.
Mayfatr is under the line with an
66c top, while the old Roxy, under
its recent cut, is scaled the same
except for its lege seats which sell
for 99c weekdays, $1.26 Sats and
Sundays.
Paramount led the street Xmaa

and

Mayer

in

Charge

Of Metro Prod.
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
With Irving Thalberg held home
illness, Louis B. Mayer, the executive head of the Metro studios,
becomes also Its production chief,
taking on the Thalberg duties of
that position. At the studio it is
stated that Thalberg is expected
back Jan. 23.

by

Thalberg has been threatened by

a breakdown

for somie time.

claimed that his present

It Is
illlness is

a Hu relapse rather than any ner-

vous disorder. Reports outside the
studio say Thalberg, now 33, will
Music Hall. That show is now in probably take a prolonged vacation,
the making and when seen Wednes- perhaps going to Europe for a com- week and last week (New Year's)
day (11) will have been the result plete rest before returning to the shared the gross top with the new
of six, days, as compared to several local Metro lot.
RKO Roxy^ Business has been
months' preparation for the first
Loew and Metro execs from New largely attributable to Par's stage
one.
Ray Bolger, dancing comic York are expected here this week, shows.
who stopped the first show at the to confer with Mayor on production.
Over in Brooklyn the Paramount
Music Hall, is held over for the Thalberg was repeatedly urged by is now operating at a low of 2ec and
second.
the Loew heads to chop oft produc- high of 75c weekdays, and a low f
5 Show Turn Over
tion costs on the expensive Metro 36c and high of 86c Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.
First film to siSfot the house will film features.
Under the lowered scales. New
About a year ago Harry Rapf, an
be 'Bitter Tea of General Yen' (Col)
Newsreel and comedy short will associate producer at Metro, went to York can do around $75,000, while
Brooklyn can hit $60,000.
a
nervous
breakdown
during
his
round out, same as the routine layOn top of the Paramount slice,
out of any presentation house or work and spent sometime In Europe.'
combo screen program. The show He speedily recovered and returned the Rialto laid out a new scale of
prices for 'Island of Lost Souls'
will be planned to permit a five- to the studio.
opening there tomorrow (Wednesshow turnover dally.
New York 'Times' yesterday (9) day), with top now 65c week days
B. o. will run to 86c top weekdays, with prolmbly a 99-cent level carried a story from Hollywood that and 75c Saturdays and Sundays.
Roxy reduced Its balcony scale to"^"
on Sundays, Saturday nights and Irving Thalberg was at home closely
holidays. The Paramount on Broad- attended
by his wife.
Norma 36c after recently having brought
way reduced its weekday scale to Shearer, suffering from a heart at- loges down to a low of 99c.
85c last week.
tack.
The Music Hall thus falls into
.

-

the category of the usual presentation house and goes into direct competition with the Capitol, Parathe Roxy on Broadway.
Besides tho other film houses all
with variable b.o. scales and most
Lios Angelas, Jan. 9.
Emanuel Cohen, Par's production
Although the latest pay cuts at of which are the same or lower than
Fox West Coast at first affected the Music Hall. Besides which the head, reached New York yesterday
only wages up to $500 a week, the Music Hail is on 6th avenue. The (Monday) on his first visit east
slash last week was widened to In- aim of the operating committee is since Oct. 1. He was called In by
clude all high-salaried execs. Those to reduce tho operating cost on the John Hertz, it Is said, prior to
drawing between $500 and $800 per Music Hall to $60,000 weekly. Open- Hertz's sudden resignation, for proget clipped 26% and all receiving ing week the cost ran above duction conferences, including discussion of next season (1933-'34)
over the hotter figure get a cut of $160,000.
The advertising budget on the plans.
30%.
With Paramount having brought
Salary reduction now affects the Music Hall is to be cut relatively
entire personnel.
with other
policies on first- the negative cost of pictures down
run spots, probably running to In tlie past few months. It Is underweekly.
$4,000
Altogether,
this stood further ways and means of
Forgotten Option places the Music Hall practically in curtailing studio expense will be
the same position with the old Roxy, gone into while Cohen is here, albecause of their correlative seating though Cohen does not believe costs
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
capacities of around 6,000.
can be brought down much farther.
Reason why Metro and not Radio
The Roxy type of presentation as
Cohen denied reports Par would
will make 'The Fountain' is that the
basically intended by Roxy (Roth- close its coast studio for a fourlatter studio, which brought G. B.
afel) himself will be In vogue In week period in February.
Stern from London to make the
both spots.
At the old Roxy bv
Par production head goes back
adaptations, forgot to exercise its
Frank Cambria, and at the Music west in a week or 10 days.
90-day option.
Hall by Roxy (Rothafel) himself
Metro was after it and snapped
and his disciple, Leon Leonldoif.
up the rights as soon as the option
There is the angle that the playlapsed.
house Itself will attract indefinitely Still Waiting
For Paramount Setat the lower scale as has the
tlement of Contract
Roxy. It has been stated that this
Closed
may be for from six weeks to six
Further progress on a settlement
months, according to Individual of Sam Katz's

25-30^

SPINGOLD WITH COLUMBIA

Spingold

also states that he knows nothing
about any mergers and that up to
this time he has never Indicated
there might be anV.

Start General Slichig Over

for

Conversion—Pictures and
Presentation Now Under

Xmas-New
Is

it

May

BE THE

where the anticipated spurts

basis.

compromise only 22% of the cost of
the average major feature. Rather,

Paramount on B'way with 85c Top

Few Changes Required

the

floon through the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. This
la expected by certain eastern executives In close contact with the
coast situation to be in the nature
of an offer from the academy membership. Including all branches of
production, to work on a contingent

Now

Men

Grosses Hold

port In
fanally

ULTHY

May

Bbii Makiiig on Percentage

COHEN EAST ON PAR'S
PRODUCtlON PLANS

mount and

RKO

Stage Shows Out of

Hlywood

RKO

Again;

Winter Garden Monthly

Closing the Hollywood, New York,
after a two week's futile try with
'Lawyer Man,' Sunday (8) Warners
will retain the Winter Garden on a

month-to-month

basis.
'Parachute Jumper' will be

showman

•

figuring.

Zukor

is

Is

60

being

held

Paramount contract
up due to Austin

Keough's illness and, In turn, is
holding up Katz in final decision on
his future.
Katz says ho hasn't
anything in mind so far and won't

Adolph Zukor celebrated his 60th take any definite steps until hid
WB's
next for the Winter Garden If a birthday Saturday (7).
contract is settled.
booking outside isn't consun\,mated
A small party gathered at the
Keough, Par's leg.il head, ha.s the
it.
Zukor home for the occasion.
flu.
Also a bum ankle.

for

40c Top;

A., at

Scale Fight

Maybe

Los Angeles, Jan. 9.
shows come out of the

Stage

Paramount Jan. 4. This will bring
a reduction In operating overhead
of around $5,000 a week with
elimination of acts and orchestra.
House now has 23c matinee scale
and 40-50C at night. Intention Is
to

make

It

40c top In the evening

with straight picture

Another

KATZ HELD yp

L

Par,

policy.

Indications of general scale cut
In

downtown

theatres.

M

WANGER AT M-G AS A
PRODUCER-EXECUTIVE
Culver City, Jan.

9.

Walter Wanger Joined Metro today (9) with the title of executive
and associate producer.

He

resigned as vice-president of

Columbia two weeks ago
of Jan.

effective

as

16.

Deal was clos«^ with Louis B.
Mayer Friday (6). It is understood
Wanger is counted upon to take over
considerable of the production burden which was carried by Irving
Thalberg, prior to the latter's illness.

Wanpei's

an
Harlow

first is

ture with Jean

untitled feastarred.
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RKO

Two Pix in

Extras Doubling in

Warner Plan to Save

cm R E

I

$250^

s

Tuesday, January 10, 1933

on 8 Floors

tow New WUy.

Removal of the present RKO offices from the Bond building, on
Broadway, to the new RKO build-

Ov(»'iiead for

Mnsic HaIl~$l,000,(IOO Cost to Open

ing in Radio City will start Jan. 13
and is expected to be completed by
Jan. 16.

ARTS
WITH
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Besides ttrlnelner down Us AimIS Years With Par in Several Depts.
ing schedules to 14 to 18 days, WarExec With M. A.
ners is cutting corners In several
other directions In an effort to slice
Sam Palmer, IB years with Para1250,000 off the budget set for the mount in various capacities, last
last 40 pictures on ts 1932-33 sched- week Joined Master Arts & Produles.
ucts, an offshoot of the National
One of the principal economy Screen Service which recently
moves Is In the engaging of changed hands. Palmer will figure
extras. Under the newly instituted In an exec capacity, as yet to be
efficiency scheme no mobs are en- worked out, on shorts production.
Master Arts makes the Organlog
gaged unless schedules ajlow for
the extra players to be used on at series, musical subjects with radio
The old plan of names, and has Just begun 'Melody
least two sets.
allowing directors to use atmos- Makers' shorts built around w. k.
phere players whenever needed Is songwriters and their works. Comout. Production slates are now ar- pany is also planning a cartoon of
ranged so that scenes calling for some kind.
While with Par in distribution,
mobs on two pictures are taken the
same day, allowing for doubling up advertising and theatre departments, Palmer last represented the
of the one pay check.
film buying department on contact
Saving on Mob Scenes
for shorts with the theatre end.
Warners has also been saving on
extras by utilizing practices heretofore confined only to the independents. Recently needing a big dance Plenty of hside in
hall scene Bill Koenlg, studio manager, vetoed the director's call for
Smt to
600 extras.
Scenes were taken at
one of the Santa Monica baUrooins,
Fox
Given
Notes
with the cash customers producing
the atmosphere and without getting
pay checks. Utilization of the real
Wilmington, Jan. 9.
thing also saved set construction
U. S. Senator Daniel O. Hastings
cost.
(Del.), receiver for General The-

MASTER

PALMER

GTE

Caned

Wm.

A

similar gag was also used for atres Equipment, filed suit in Chana picnic sequence' in a picture. To cery court Friday against William
get this background Warners sent Pox to force cancellation of S2,3Q0,Its camera crew to one of the State 000 In
notes held by All Conpicnics, which axe an institution tinent Corp., Fox subsld.
hereabouts.
Haistlngs received the <!0)irt's perThese economies went In follow- mission to bring the [action. When
ing, a check up at the studio at the the suit was filed. Chancellor Joslab
completion of the first 20 pictures O. Wolcott issued an order restrainon the current slate, when it was ing All Continent from disposing of
found the cost sheet was running the notes or from enforcing them.
$90,000 over the budget, which had February 28 Is set as the date for
been slashed from the previous year hearing on motion for temporary
when studio brought in its 70 pic- injunction.
tures around $300,000 less than the
Complaint gives the basis of the
expected gross cost.
action thus: In April, 1930, when
GTE acquired control of Fox Films
and Fox Theatres, It agreed to give
Fox a 10% interest in any subse

Company

will

occupy

around

ROGERS' FINAL 3

eight floors in the new 34-story
structure which adjoins the

RKO

Music Hall.

Having given notice to all at th«t
Roxy, or around 400 people^.

RKO

—

Dates Set for Starts Par Will De>
~
~
Option
eide Over
"

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Charles Rogers begins production

Pat Casey on Coast
Itearing

Differences

Of Labor and Studios
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Confabs between producers and
unions over labor differences are
expected to start this week with
Pat Casey sitting in on the meetCasey, labor contact for
ings.
the producers, has been looking
into the studio's side of the arguments during the past week.
One matter already settled is the
restoring to union scale of laboratory technicians at Universal, who
were given pay reductions In that
Rescinding
studio's general cut.
cut was a^ the suggestion of Casey.

of his final three for Paramount" release on Jan. 23, when he starts
'Legal Crime.*
Jan. 80, 'Bed Fellows' with Rlcardo Cortez and Nancy Carroll will
start, and on Feb. 20 'I Can't Go

Home.'

Rogers' productions for next year.

KOENIG AND WALLIS

WITH W.

B.

GONTRACTS

Hollywood, Jan.

9.

months to await Casey's and Hal Wallls, producer.
also be ironed out this
Koenlg has been with the commeetings between Casey pany 11 years, and Wallis, 10.
and Richard J. Green of the lATSK
Heads of the 16 unions of the
several

in

Motion Picture Crafts
meet the prpducer contact
on their demands of several months
ago for a minimum wage scale and

'The Lady'

Federated

eight-hour day.

New

Title

SCHAEFFER, DEHBOW,

COKELL ON PAR BOARD
George J, Schaeff^r,
Jr.,
and Walter B.

Sam Dembow,

Cokell were
Paramount board at
a meeting held Monday (9).
The resignation of John Hertz
was accepted. No successor was
elected to the

chosen.
Indications are that the three men
were nominated by Zukor. The resignations of Albert D. Lasker and

Warren Wright, Hertz

associates,

are expected.
Cokell and Dembow also were appointed to the executive committee
of the board. This executive com
mittee
includes
Adolph Zukor,
Ralph Kom, Emanuel Cohen, George
J. Schaeffer, besides the two new
appointees mentioned. Cokell was
also elected assistant treasurer.
Austin Keough, Par attorney, and
Emll E. Shauer, head of Par's foreign end, are alternates on the committee.

Bucher and Rioch at
RCA-Victor's in

Camden

Two former

RCA

Hollywood
from

'Variety's**

The

'Variety.'

Bulletin does net circulate other than en the Pacific Slope.
the Dailies in Los Angeles will be found in that customary

News from
department.

completLig script of 'A Bed
Time Story' for Maurice Chevalier
next month, Waldemar Toung goes
on a Rix mopths' world tour, sailing
quent underwriting by GTE of Fox from San Francisco Jan. 14. He will
Film stock and 'to use its best in return to Paramount.
terests* to increase this

up

to

10%

more.
Shortly afterward GTE acquired
1,600,000 shares of Fox Film Class
A, common stock, paying $48,000,000
Fox demanded 20% at the same
price, but GTE denied he was en
Stock mean
titled to over 10%.
while had risen on the market.
Greenfield In

On

1,

1930, Albert

with

GTE

'Farewell to Arms' only a two-day

advance campaign.

Pho-

the center of televisor production, to the complaint, in retirement of
is conducting extensive experiments the notes.
William H. Terhune has been pro
Complaint asks Injunction to moted to supervising film editor at
along the lines of tele reception. No
mass production In this direction cancel the notes and recover the Roach.
$200,000.
has been started and as yet no time
Richard Bennett's illness has
has been set for such activity.
spotted Lewis Stone in Metro's
L. A. to N. Y.
•White Sister.'

More Fox Turnover
Hollywood, Jan.

9.

Fox publicity staff, Frances Dlener, Ken
Whitmore and Sidney Brecker, who
had been Arch Reeve's secretary
In further phlfts In the

prior to her Joining Fox, are out.
New are Thornton W. Sergeant,
Jr., coming from the Ambassador
theatre, St. Louis, to handle theatre
contacts, and Helene Merrick, who
will have charge of the fan magazine material.

William K. Howard.
Lester Cowan.
Art Jarrett.
Hector Turnbull.
Georgo O'Brien.

Owing to the late start of previous premieres at the Chinese, stars
have been requested to be in the
theatre at 9 p. m. for the opening
of 'Cavalcade' Thursday (12).

Al Herman.

Sue Carol.
Nick Stuart.

N. Y. to L. A.
Chai lCR J. Freeman.
EdtHo T?iir::on.
Jean Dixon.

RKO

$60,000.

Roxy

grossed

around $71,000 but whether the
house made money or lost is still
to be determined.
Among those whose salaries have
been eliminated by resignations in-^
dude James Turner, and S. J. Kauf
man. These two resigned Saturday.
Turner was 'chief of administra'*
tion' at $260

weekly.

Kaufman was

'assistant to Boxy.'
Prior to these two resigning,

Bob

Reud

quit the Music Hall as its
publicity representative. Hereafter

Martha Wllchinski will boss all
Radio City publicity, under dlreo*
tion of Bob Sisk, RKO a. and p,
'

Outside of Miss Wllchinski only;
Charles Griswold, house manager^
and D. P. Canavan, In charge of
maintenance, remain. Retention of
Griswold Is reported to have been
requested by Roxy, personally.
More Cotte
In the meantime opening costs of
the two theatres In Radio City have
risen to
originally

around

$1,000,000

where

was figured to be
For the first time,
the other day, the operating committee discovered a sudden batch
around

it

$600,000.

of $360,000 in unpaid bills.
Allocated jover a year's duration this
$2,000,000
or thereabouts means
around $40,000 weekly for the two
houses, or $20,000 each if evenly-

Wanted

ment

Memphis, Jan.

here.

Buck Jones
series

of

weeks.

on

Is

eight

starting his 1933-34
° westerns
in two

Columbia took up an option

actor's contract.

Columbia has made Louis Sarecky
supervisor of the Action series.

He

replaces Ben Plvar, resigned.
was head cutter.
Par Burns at Raft
tophone, Elmer Bucher and Alex- finally settled with William Pox
Paramount has told George Raft
ander Rioch, have been transferred getting $2,800,000 in notes of GTE,
Alison
of
Instead
Poland,
Mary
from New York offices to the RCA- one of which, for |300,000, went to Sklpworth, teamed with Mae West he must accept his part in 'Story of
Temple Drake' (formerly 'SanctuGreenfield
his
as
cutln
from
10%
Victor headquarters In Camden,
in 'Don't Call Me Madame.*
ary') or else.
Studio is burned at
N. J. Bucher Is now In charge of Fox. Greenfield also got his $260,
his refusal to do the villain part as
Hal Roach has given a week's written, and also for staying away
the company's engineering research 000 commission from GTE, comdepartment, while Rioch has been plaint says. Fox turned his notes contract to Louis Farnum and Olga from the lot last Tuesday (3) and
Tberkorna, 10-year-old song and remaining in bed when Harry Brunmade overseer of Photophone equip- Into All Continental, his holding dance
team, to appear in an 'Our dage of the St. Louis 'Times- Star'
company, to which $200,000 has
ment production.
Gang* comedy. ...Team won the L. A. came to interview him.
The Camden plant, which will be since been paid by GTJB, according 'Express' better babies contest.

heads of

thei

Too much holiday festivity sent figured.
Charles Sullivan, Radio exec, back
There are to be more cuts alto bed for a few days. He got up though some of the back stage
Christmas day after a two months' talent
like the Roxyette group In
After testing Billle Dove for the attack of heart trouble.
the RKO Roxy may be recalled if
part, Helen Twelvetrees gets one of
a spot In the R.C. shows can be
Wyler Wants 'Kept Woman'
the leads in. 'Only Yesterday,' John
Robert Wyler wants 'Kept Wom- found for them.
There are two
M. Stahl picture for Universal.
an' as his first directorial Job at Roxyette groups.
The one in the
Universal. Story Is an original by
Glenn Tryon and Dorothy Tost Gene Towne and Graham Baker, RKO Roxy were given notice but
the
troupe
In
the
Music
Hall will be
have gone off Par's pay roll after and studio is negotiating for It.
retained and under Russell Mar^
completing their assignment.
Talker rights to "His Majesty kert.
On the back stage help some 20
George White, N. T. revue pro- Bunker Bean' have been bought by
ducer, has been offered to Metro J. G. Bachman. Picture will be made or more stage hands were cut off
and Fox for the direction of a mu- in February with Junior Durkin.
and a number of electricians. The
sical feature.
Music Hall still has around 60
Harrigan Leaving Broadway
stage hands, which vf&s about the
William Harrigan, currently In number
Al Jolson's 'Hallelujah I'm a
employed at the RKO Roxy*
Bum' Is back for a few days' re- 'Criminal at Large' on Broadway, The pit band was
voluntarily cut
takes under Lewis Milestone's di- has been given a contract by Paramount. He arrives here In two by Erno Rappee from 74 men to 70t
rection.
weeks to go into B. P. Schulberg's
Harry Niemeyer, Jr., son of the !Plck Up.'
Impostor Confesses He's
dramatic editor of the St. Louis
Florence EUchler, secretary to
'Post Dispatch,' has Joined the Fox
Gabe Tork at the home office, Is
p. a. department.
by Frisco Police
transferred to Fox publicity depart-

M. Greenfield
Harley L. Clarke
president, and offered to In
tercede for a settlement with William Fox. GTE agreed to pav
Greenfield |260,000 to settle with
Fox at 'the lowest possible figure'
But Mr. Fox had previously agreed
to give Greenfield 10% of his own
participation in the underwriting,
Greenfield thus standing to gain by
any Increase in the amount finally
paid Wm. For and cashing in on
both ends.
Columbia has taken Mae Clarke
Greenfield's
'negotiations*
with
and has
Fox lasted until Aug. 12. 1930, dur for the lead In 'Patrol Girl,'
on a term conIng which time Fox, the complaint also optioned her
tract.
further charges, knew all about
Greenfield's agreement with GTE
Eleanor O'Reilly and Gene Mann
for payment, with GTE not know
have started an agency.
Ing of Fox's agreement with GreenRichard Currier has switched to
field until September, 1932.
Fox's dispute with GTE was Paramount from Roach, where he
June

conferred

Hollywood Bulletin, printed

each Friday in Hollywood, and placed as a wrapper upori the regular

weekly

from

to continue until the
operating budget is around $60,000
weekly. So far nobody knows nor
can tell wha,t the operating budget

dhief.

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Meti'o has again switched the
title of 'The Lady' from 'The Secret
of Madame Blanche.'

GTE

Briefly rewritten extracts

$15,000

The cuts are

to

visit, .will

will also

something like
weekly payi'oll.

After that Rogers leaves for a is. The Music Hall grossed around
two-month vacation In Europe.
$112,000 its flrs-^ 15 performances,
Meantime Paramount will decide but is reported to show a deficit
whether to pick u.^ option for that way the first week from $36,000

Warners have given contracts for
Demands of the soundmen for a
year to William Koenlg, genminimum wage scale, left pending one
eral executive production manager,

week

the new operating commit^.
now at work slicing the op^
crating costs of the Music Hall. Byj
Saturday this conimlttee siiiped the
personnel list down from 1,000 per*:
sons to around 700, and cut ofC

Lofilclal,
tee Is

Following Paul Snell'e resignation

from Paramount to Join Fox, Teet

was appointed assistant to
"Fom Bally, head of the Par pub
Hcity department.
Carle

Paramount burned
West Coast, deciding
nara'

at the. United

when
to pull
Artists,

Fox
'Cy

gave

'Declasse,' produced by First Na
tional in 1926, will be remade by

Radio.

Story

is

for

Ann

Harding.

9.

After admitting that ne Is wanted
In San Francisco on a charge of embezzlement, Edward Ralph Gordonj
30, posing as a son of one of the
Warner Brothers, Is held at City
Jan pending advice from California
authorities.

When Gordon was
tody,

taken Into cus-

he insisted that his name was

Leon J. Warner. He claimed he
was In Memphis on a 'secret mission.'

After brief questioning, Gordon
admitted his Identity and confessed
that he was wanted in San Francisco for embezzling funds from
Roos Brothers, haberdashery firm-,
where he was formerly employed.

Kent

Splits

with

Maxim

Hollywood, Jan.

9.

Dissatisfied with rental returns,
Mel J. Murphy, who Jumped from Willis 'Kent has called off his disthe Pantages, Hollywood, to Tucson, tribution deal with Maxim and will
Ariz., to become city manager for release his
indie pictures diF-WC, resigned and has returned to rect for thefuture
state right market.
Los Angeles.
Kent starts a new untitled production this week, using Mrs. Wal'Cavalcade' Prolog
Sid Orauman will have about 200 lace- Reld as an advisor to Melville
people in the 'Cavalcade' prolog at Shayer, directing. This is first meg
the Chinese. Theme is 'March of Job for Shayer, former assistant drTime,' and Sammy Lee Is directing rector.
a chorus of 48. Tudor Williams, baritone, in the cast, and Aloys Reiser,
Fox musical director, will wield tlie
Chevalier Title Change

baton.

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Next Maurice Chevalier picture at
Arriving here by piano, Thomas Par following
current
'Bedtime
,Tr., formerly unchir contract
Story' has been tabbccd 'She Laughs
(Continued on page 27)
Last.'

Newton,

Tn^sdMj,

Jmutf

Paramoiint Stock Holds

Though Street

BES

ri € T

10, 1933

FEW KNEW

Own

Its

'CYNARA' VERSE

Alyesworth in Person Gave

Hou6« Mgr. SfMitt 2 Daya Getting
Copy--Good Publicity Dodge

Turn Cagey;

Bulls

VAJtlETY

Washington, Jan.. 9.
Eddie Qllmore, local Loew pressman, gave birth to swell gag to
'Cjmara' at Fox which
drew commendation from everybody but house manager Driscoll.
Shipped yarn along to papers that
anyone who recited poem on which
play was baaed could skip b.o. Driscoll drew assignment of passing on
recitations and spent two days trying to get copy of verse. Not over

Attention;

•t

RC Houses

Now on Operating Group

ballyhoo

Volume Drops, Prices Decline
By AL GREASON
Paramount etock opened

Yesterday's Prices
quiet

yesterday and held Its own through
the day within a hair of Its Saturday closing of 2%, suggesting that
the battle wlthlif the organization

Net
200 Col. Plots.
800 Con. P. . . .

T

800 Pathe
100 Pathe pf
6,800
1.000
2,000

lOfOOO shares, compared with 30,000
last Wednesday when the factional
conflict was on and the market had
not heard of the retirement of John

film leader,

was

distinctly

Prices generally were inclined to
recede as last week's bold bulls
turned cautious.
Final quotations were close to the
bottom for the day showing loaSes
of about a point in the focal Industrials such as Gas, Telephone
and American Can. The rails did
Disposition of the
relatively well.
bulls to take a less aggressive attitude generally was attributed to

RCA
RKO

%

.

.2%

W. B

- %
%

2

2%
6%
Cev-

2%

2% +

10%—%
18

%

+
%+
+
314 +

2% —

2%
5%

0

t>%,

3%

8V4

2

2

2

2

2

$7,000 Gen. Thr..
6,000 Loew's ...81%
16.000 Par-Las .. IQM
45,000 Par-Pub . . 14%
6.000 Shub
1
6,000 W. B
10'/4

%
%
%

H

1

+%

1

10

-H

H

failure

with

of

its

%

%

ing left the significance of the shift
in the air. Stock was apparently subject to early pressure yesterday, but was able to meet selling
with a bold front, suggesting that
there might be some truth In the
street reports that there were enormoMs support orders placed Just
tinder 2. Anyway, theJstock defended
that level to the close.

These stories were In circulation
Saturday and probably had their
effect in discouragrlng any bearish
operations, so that the new sponsors
of Paramount had only to take care
of selling from disgruntled or nervous long stock holders. One of the
stories in Times Square was that
new interests In Paramount, originating In banking quarters, stood
ready to take 60,000 Paramount at
1% and twice as much at 1, which
practically meant that the stock's
sponsors were prepared to t>eg the
lirice at those levels, no matter what

4

8%

1%

1%

Fear that theatres In Pennsylvania would be burdened with taxes
over an d above the Federal 10%
niclTbn all admissions over 40c, dissipates In exhibitor circles with rescinding by Philadelphia of its proCITY
posed 2c assessment on each tlcltet.
This additional municipal taxation
Harold Franklin Is In charge of was to have become effective Jan.
the operation of the Radio City 1, but was abandoned.
Explanation, In part, Is attributed
Theatres, as president of RKO, and
Philadelphia's decision that it
also on a committee of several se- to
would be difficult to handle the tax
lected by him as an operating comthe city
mitee for the company's two the- and make it necessary for
special machinery into
This operating committee Is to place

mmm

RADIO

censors and with few deletions.
•Kid' as a result goes Into the Penn
27, two weeks later than date
set, while Stanley gets 'Jenny' Friday (13), week behind schedule.
State board, after showing signs
of letting up for several months,
has become tough again, due to recent demand of State Board of
Education for more stringent censorship.

Warners for a time threatened a
lawsuit against board for deletions
they insisted
upon making In
"Frisco

Jenny.' Cen.^ors
relented
the
huff passed.

somewhat and

WB

operation.

Vigorous protest from theatret
and exhibitor organizations, which
feared such a Philadelphia tax as

proposed .'jilght set a precedent for liam Saal, will leave New York
other cities or states, may have also the end of the weelt for the Coast,
weighed in getting the tax called to assign uncompleted productions
and arrange for adequate financing.
off.
George Aarons, counsel and secre- While Educational could substitute
tary of the M. P. T. O. of Eastern any or all of three specials being
sold
over and above the scheduled
Pennsylvania, led the theatre forces
fighting against the added tax bur- program of 20, Hammons says he
is determined not to do this.
den.
These specials are the Moran and
Philadelphia's City Council hit
upon the Idea of the 2c tax per Mack picture and 'Trailing the
ticket with a view to raising needed Killer,' already out, and 'Out of the
Deep,' made by B. F. Ziedman In
money for the city.
Singapore,- yet to come.
At the beginning of the season

Educat-WW

Dr. Goldsmith Remains

sold a

program of 20

KBS was

pictures. Of this number,
to deliver 10, the balance

coming

from a World Wide group of Indle
producers

financing

KBS

themselves.
quota of

will deliver Its full
10 as a unit.

Accouiting of World Wide

Asked

Sam

not exercised.
executive business
function as super-

Jaffe,
will

manager,

visor of the Wheeler aqd Woolsey
picture and also produce the WestIt is exerns made or the lot.
pected changes will bo made that
will eliminate various writers, directors and executives.
As soon as Selznick gets under

way

on the new arrangements,
will work out plans for the
organization of various production
units at Pathe where around 20 independently financed pictures, costing around $76,000, will be made for
release by Radio.
Selznlck's contract is expected to
be signed Wednesday or Thursday

Kahane

(12).

new

Rumors that Roxy might sevet
his connections with the project appear unfounded. He holds a conto

that has three years or more
run dt $2,500 weekly.

When Martin Beck started on Roxy

Rappee

Is reported to have told the
assemblage he would leave the
meeting unless the panning talk on
Roxy ceased. Leonldoff took a similar attitude.
Both have been commended by the RKO execs for their

stand.

Committee
only after It was made
that Roxy would remain
In the hospital for a couple of
weeks or more that an operating

in N. Y. Action

committee headed by Harold Frank-

was placed in charge of the Radio City Theatres by M. H. Alyesworth. For several days and even
nights, almost continuously Alyeslin

worth himself labored over supervision of the theatres and directed
the show changes in the Music Hall.

The new operating committee
setup Is stated to have been made
with Roxy's personal okay. In effect, the operating committee has
full charge of everything in Radio
City belonging to RKO. Roxy, himself, • upon recovering will only be
a member of the committee although withal managing director of
RKO's Radio City enterprises.
The operating committee thing
switches the original B. C. plan
which was to operate the R. C. theatres Independently of the RKO cirPresently they're all In the
cuit
Passes over the
one caboodle.
KKO circuit hitherto not usable at
the Radio City theatres are now
recognized there. That in Itself details the over-all authority which
the operating committee holds In

Aaronson, lone
minority R. C.
Boxy's O. K.'s
stockholder,
against
Educational
and E. W. Hammons. Text of comSticking by Roxy In his illness,
plaint also asks that $500,000 al- Aylesworth was loath to make any
legedly borrowed by Educational change In the R. C. setup unless It
had Roxy's personal okay which U
from W. W., be returned.
Other claims made by Aaronson, has. Aylesworth is reported to have
in the employ of World Wide and visited Roxy in the hospital for
one of its organizers before it was that purpose. So did Harold Franktaken over by Educational, are the lin.
Ist Ron,
A.
That the company has announced
allegations that monies were diverted from one organization to the ofllcially that Roxy, upon recovery,
Los Angeles, Jan. 9.
other. The dual capacity of Ham- would return in charge of Radio
Failure of Dave.Bersbon, head of mons, as manager of both com- City may Indicate an aim to disWestlake Theatres, and Mike New- panies. Is also questioned.
solve the operating committee when
man, exchange manager for EducaAction was filed Saturday in the Roxy returns. To those in the know
tional World Wide to get together N. Y. Supreme Court.
this Is held unlikely and that Roxy
at
on a deal for first run of
himself, might want the operating
the Studio, Holywood 300-seater, has
committee to continue.
the distributing company still withIn the conunittee setup. Beck, who
H.O. Letouts
out a first run in the local territory.
Is in charge of the stage booking end,
Joe Leo, operating the Los Angeles
is limited to submit big acts only
(downtown grind) for Willam Fox,
Christmas Eve eight lesser em- and the operating committee okays
tried to sew up the product, but
were scratched off the Fox before the actj> are engaged. Same
Newman couldn't see a first run at ployees
homo offlco payroll, while New goes lor the film booking end or any
15c so called off negotiations.
Year's Eve 50 more were let out. ether .subject.
features are being used
Many of the people had been In the
mostly on uual bills locally under
Fox employ for years.
the existing setup.
Explanation is that only dupli- Trisco Jenny'
cated work is being eliminated and
Coast Critics
Hot,
'Married
First
there will be no marked changes
active and necessary departIn
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Musical Series ments.
Warners' newspaper advertising
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
on 'Frisco Jenny' has brought proMarried An Angel,' from a
'I
tests to the Producers' organizaTreasurer tion, rival studios and civic bodies
Hungarian play by John Vaszary, Metzler,
will be the first musical at Metro
charging that the Hays' advertising
Los Angeles, Jan. 9.
under that studio's proposed revival
code
has boon violated.
Fred L. Mctzler has been apIt goes ahead of pointed
of tune films.
Complaints wore to the effect that
treasurer of Fox West
'Turnabout,' originally Intended to Coast. Although this relieves L. A. the 'I've Made Men and I've Ruined
.start off the new series.
Woolams, vice-president and acting Women' copy was salacious and
Music for 'Angel' Is being written treasurer, of the financial details, suggestive.
by Rodgers and Hart with Moss he remains here as a representaWarner execs here said the copy
Hart writing the script. 'Turn- tive of the Cha.se banking people.
had been prepared by the New York
about,' based on Thome Smith's
J. N. Schmltz, V. p. and assistant office and passed by the Hays' home
book, goes into second place. Both treasurer, returns to New York un- office, which left the Producers'
musicals will be supervised by (lir the new setup to represent F- body here nothing to do but forLarry Welngarten.
W'C outHlcle IntCTCsts.
ward the complaints east.

$2,500 Weekly; 20 Pix,

as will Kenneth MacUnderstood that the option
Cormack, another pro-

Despite his illness, Roxy, in the
is reported still planning
things for Radio City and is
anxious to get about to help alon^
as fast as he can.

hospital,

ander

Selznick Agreement Calls for

of Bartlett
durer, was

throughout the transi-

opening of the Music Hall and the
1-tKO Roxy, both the Rockefellers
and M. H. Aylesworth are reported
to be sticking by him.
Roxy lies
111
in the Post Graduate hospital.
New York.

It was
Hammons, accompanied by Wil- manifest
by

World
Wide has been brought by Alex-

producers

Jan.

If necessary, and that is
able, B. W. Hammons will personally finance the number of independently made pictures required
to fill out the full Educational-WW
program of 20 sold for this year.
It looks like the number may be
four which cannot be expected from
indie producers because of lack of
financing.

Suit for an accounting of

Qowan.

illness,

tion that has taken place since the

in vei-Wal lashings during certain
meetings at Radio City, Erno Rappee,
friend of Roxy, and Leon
Leonldoff stuck by him.
At one
prob- time during one of the sessions,

Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith Is remaining:
with Radio Corporation of
America, although bis department
Is being reorganized.
Bull Fight Film
Dr. Goldsmith, one of the corporation's leading scientists and an exHollywood, Jan. 0.
Paramount will make a bullfight pert on television aa well as radio,
story from Porter Emerson Brown's has had the title of vice-president.
His new capacity Is that of consultnovel, 'Trumpet Blows'.
ant.
Al Lewis win produce.

deal provides for around 20
pictures to be made on the lot this
year. Merian C. Cooper and Pandro
Berman will continue as associate

ent

FULL PROGRAM OF 20

HOUSES

New

whom Roxv

trusted failed him after the Radio
City openini^s and during his pres-

ti'act

EDUCATIONAL FILLING

operating

studio.

Pittsburgh, Jan. 9.
'Kid From Spain' and 'Frisco
Jenny,' both of which have been
held up for some time, have finally
passed the Pennsylvania board of

PER TICKET

3%
1%

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Without a formal agreement
signed to date, David O. Selznick
will remain as production head of
Radio Pictures studios at $2,500
happened.
The time element also had some- weekly and a percentage of- the
thing to do with Par's steadiness as profits on certain pictures, until Feb.
the new week opened. If the Hertz 28, 1934. Deal was worked out by
announcement had broken as an B. B. Kahane, Radio prexy, and
Overnight development and Its full
Selznick.
Latter is subject to in(Continued on page 23)
structions of Kahane and the board
of directors in the operation of the

PENNSY CENSORS PASS
"KID,' TRISCO JENNY'

TAX

2c

%

Gilt edge

fitlll

DFF

Curb
100 De Forest.
000 Tech
400 Trans-t. . .

in wheat and perhaps
Congress to get along
revenue legislation.
atres.
bonds pushed into new offlclally substituting for Roxy
high ground, but secondary issues while the latter showman Is III.
were featureless. The amusement
This operating committee which
Hens were mixed. Paramount older has charge of the Muse Hall and^
obligations being weak In quiet the RKO Roxy comprises besides
trading giving up most of last Martin Beck, Herschel Stuart, Phil
week's advances.
Reisman, Robert Sisk, and from
time to time executives of the very
Amusements Show Pep
With everything against them, the theatres themselves. Roxy himself
amusement stocks gave a remark- is a constitutional part of this com
mittee
themselves
but owing to his Illness can
account
of
ably good
during the week, advancing moder- not function.
ately with the rest of the market,
This operating committee was
and practically all the active Issues organized on the moment Wedneskeeping abreast of the general day (4) following certain confabs
movement In a modest way.
with M. H. Aylesworth and FrankSurprise move In Paramount with lin. Aylesworth,
from the day folthe sudden retirement of John Hertz
from the chairmanship of the lowing the opening night at the
finance board came too late to have Music Hall and for a day or two
any effect for the first week of the even after the operating committee
new year, announcement coming out was organized, spent considerable
ian hour after the close of business time at the Music Hall offices overFriday. That development had to seeing activities as far as possible.
wait for yesterday's trading to get
the market's interpretation.
As it happened, the Monday trad-

a mild break

PHILA. CALLS

%

81% 81%—%
14% 14% —IVi
13% 14% + %
10

but papers treated

+1^

IS

2%

it,

While mlntir execs

It

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Thornton (Puff-Puff) Sargent took a taxi when he arrived at the Santa Fe station
here to go to Fox Hills ./here
he has joined the r-ubliclty department. The meter registered
$6 when he reached the studio.
Wanting to look up George
Bowser, also from St. Louis,
he hailed a cab and directed
that he be taken to the West
Coast theatre at Long Beach.
When the meter reached $14.85
iSargent decided to walk the
rest of the way.
Now he wants to start a
taxicab company.

2<4

10%

2V4

10 people tried
idea royally.

Now He Owns

B'H

CS

Bonds
.

soft In

a mixed market, ending the session
with a net decline of nearly a point.

2

2

8H

1.000 Con. F. pf. 0%
C-lOO Bast. K... SO
1,700 Pox
2%
a. 100 Loew's ...20^
800 M-O-M pf. 18>^
10.000 Par-P .... 2%

was all over. Measure of the quiet
that surrounded the Issue is apparent from the turnover of only

Hertz from company affairs.
There was nothing In the general
market situation to give aid and
Loew's,
comfort to Paramount.

Rleb.Low.Last.cbge.

Sales.

For Theatres, Headed by Franklin

No

Some

W-W

%

L

W-W

Fox

W-W

Ads Too

Say

an AngeP

Of

MG

F-WC

'

PI€T«

VARIETY

Holiday Boom in

BUFF DULL

L A. Drops Fast

'Jenny' Doing

Turnaway

Reaction

Post<Holiday

Woak

$22,000

L^ht

In 2 Spots, 'Arms'

GROSSED

E

$11,801)

— 'Cynara'

at |12,(»0

Buffalo, Jan. 9.
Little stirs here after two weeks
of holidays. The Buffalo is sagging
badly to $12,000. plenty red.
Lafayette, double billing, will do
okay at $6,600.
Estimates for Last Week
Buffalo (PublU) (3,600; 30-40-66)
'Cynara' (iJA). and stage show.
Falling to click at around $12,000.
Last week 'No Man of Her Own'
(Par), $18,000, still not good.
Great Lakes (Publix) (3,400; 2640)—'Flesh* (MG). May get $7,500
or better, mild. Last week 'Farewell to Arms* (Par) got good $10.-

m Man

New Year holidnye
some crepe on the front doors
of local Initial runners. Trade for
the current week is off again and
the operators are worrying once
more.
With biz shot all around, Paramount is the top money-getter, two
Warner houses tagging right behind.
'Farewell to Arms' got off to a
light start due to short notice that
it was coming In and the boosting
of scale, but is building. 'Fast Life'
at the State very poorly paced.
Outstanding draw Is at the HollyChristmas and

there's

BROOKLYN PAR $35,000,
FOX LOW NEAR $10,000
Brooklyn. Jan. 9.
getting a
is

Downtown

sector

good break in attendance. Paramount's 'If I Had a Million' and
stage show featuring Monte Blue
and Russ Columbo should do $35,000, dandy business at this time of
the year.

Strand with 'Silver Dollar' (WB)
figured for $13,000, okay for second
week.
Estimates for This

Week

Fox

Estimates f«r This

(4,000;

to Talk' (U)

W«ek

n.

$10,000,

OfC to turnaway start on opening
mat, and looks like corking fare for
Should hit
patrotis of the house.

very good "110,500. Last week 'Silver iDoUar* (WB) did remarkably
Veil at around $11,000.
Hollywood (WB) (?.766; 26-65)—
Campaign,
•Frisco Jenny' (WB).
used for this one seemed natural;
should bring; in big $12,000. Last
.

.

week

'Silver

Dollar*

(WB)

best

'The

26-35-50-66)—'Afraid

and stage show. Maybe
Last week 'Handle
did a fair $13,000.
26-36-60-76-'86)—

Mummy' (U) and vaude
in'

with

(RKO) with Duke
Ellington orch and Ann Lester, local
songstress, produced good $23,300.
26-36-50-66)

Metropolitan (3,600;
^featuring
$20,000.

R<)8coe.

Last week.

(MG)

ter*

(Col),

and vaude

Arbtickle:
'Soil

Mild

and Daugh-

did $24,000.

house has had'in long time; $12,800.
Strand (2,200; 26-36-60)—'Silver
Los Angelas (2,800; 16-26)—'Un- Dollar' (WB) (2d week). Oke $13,Last week good at
written Law' (MaJ). At scale long 000 on h.d.
drag win bring in around $6,000. $20,000.
Last week 'Girl from Calgary'
(Mono) okay at around $6,000.
PantagAs (Fox) (2,700; 25-40)—
^an Against Woman^ (Col), and Wash, in Great Shaiie;
'

Stage Bhbw; CVery bad at $6,000.
Last week 'Handle with Care' (Fox),
with heavy kid trade at matinees
helping, to good $10,000.

Paramount (Fubllx)

World's Premiere of
'Sing

(3,596; 25-75)

SingVOK $7,500

—'Island of Lost Souls' (Par) and
stage show. Picked up over weekWashington, Jan. 9.
end and will get around $14,000.
Second, holiday week brought
Top for town, but red ink. Last everybody
through with flying colweek. 'No Man of Her Own' (Par), ors.. New Year's eve midnight
with Gable as the draw, had healthy shows brought 'em in droves with
session of around $l6,100.
and nite clubs biting nails.
RKO (2,960; 26-66)—'Secrets of hotels
Biggest surprise was move of
the French Police' (RKO). Folks Loew's in yanking 'Strange Internot too keen for these secrets; will lude* after flrst week. First time at
get around' $6,000 on five days. Last
pop prices ran Palace gross up to
week 'Animal Kingdom' (Radio) not $18,500 and ads were already carryup to expectations, title hurting ing second week billing. Order came
draw that only reached $7,600.
through
Just in time for one-day
State (Loew-Foz) (2,024; 26-70)—
notices
on 'Farewell to Arms,'
•Fast Life' (MG), and stage show.
which opened Friday.
Haines means little here so house
Stories vary as to why pic was
Win be very' bad at $8,600. Last hauled out. Warner Brothers neighweek 'Son Daughter" (MG) just fair, borhood houses
get It on percentcnl
$18,000.
age basls-and have been squawking
United Artists (Fox) (2,100; 25
65)— 'Far«7ell to Arms* (Par). May against two -weeks runs at t.oew
build to $ll,806,. hot bad. Last week spots. Other tale is that Loew is
'Cynara' (UA), with boosted scale, planning to shoot sure stuff through
managed to make fair showing at in hurry for one week stands going
almo'^t $10,000; however, unfavor- after immediate cash.
Keith's opened 'Animal Kingdom'
able draw for Colman.
on New Tear's day and smashed all
time record on Monday. Staying two
weeks with $14,000 for first and
hopes for $9,500 this.
ST. L'S
houses doing well, but nothing exceptional against heavy oppoDOESN'T; BIZ STILL
'20,000 Years in Sing Sing*
sition.
opening as world premiere, doing
nicely, headed for $7,500 at Met.
St. Louis. Jan. 9.
Earle turned *em away New Year's
Although the cinemas expected a eve with 'Frisco Jenny' sending bulk
resounding thud, from the drop after of pasteboard seekers along to Fox.
the holiday grosses. It hasn't been
Estimates for This Week
-anything near as was expected. For
Fox (Loew) (3,434; 15-25-35-60)
this, they have some attractive programs to thank. At least three of 'Evenings for Sale' (Par) and
vaude..
Lucky to better $20,000.
the houses are doing better than
averages this week and the fourth Last week holidays brought nice
$25,000 for 'Fast Life' (MG).
may pull through not far behind.
Earle (WB) (2,424; 25-30-40-50Helen Hayes, Clark Gable and
Edward G. Robinson are the names 60-70)— 'Devil Is Driving' (Par) and
Alex Gray and Bernice
responsible. The pictures of all got vaude.
rave reviews and with some good Claire helping to acceptable $18,600.
plugging, as in the case of the Rob- Last week 'Frisco Jenny' (FN)
inson film, all managers are still weakened after nice start. Not bad,
though, with $21,000.
happy.
-

,

EXPECTED DROP

.

WB

OKE

—

Estimates for This

Week

Met (Warner) (1.683; 26-35-50-70)
—'20,000 Years in Sing Sing' (FN).

Ambassador (WB) (3,000; 35-50- Plenty of ballyhoo and should bet(FN) and stage ter $7,500. Last week second of
unit. Robinson name and good plug- 'Silver Dollar' (WB) turned in fair
ging keeping gross up to $13,000, $4,700 after disappointing start.
Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 15-25-35oke. Last week 'Lawyer. Man' (WB)
60)— 'Animal Kingdom' (RKO). Sec$10,000.
Fon (Fox) (6,000; 25-35-55)— 'Sec- ond week headed for $9,000. Last
ond Hand Wife' (Fox) and F-M week 'Kingdom' wag sole opener
unit. Doing fairly at around $9,000, New Year's eve and totaled nifty
Last week 'Call Her Savage' for five days and two of 'Halffair.
Naked Truth' (RKO).
(Fox), good $18,000.
65)-^'Silver Dollar*

Loew's State (Loew's) (3,000; 25P5-55)— 'Son-Daushter' (MG). Doing better than average, thanks to
Hayes* draw, around $10,000, oke.
Last week 'Strange Interlude" (MG)
big $14,000.
Missouri (RKO) (3,500; 26-35-50)

—

Rialto
25-35-40)
(U)
(1,832;
"They Just Had to Get Married*
Opened well with eyes on
fU)
Last week .second of 'Mummy' (U) got Kood $5,000.
56,000.

Columbia

(Loew)

(1,232;

15-25-

40)— 'Death Kiss' (WW). Better
Her Own' (Par). than usual pic at house and should
Gable getting them as usual here, fsgueezo above average with t.VSOO.
about $10,000, big. Last week 'The Last week 'Hcrltaijc of Desert did
o. k. with $3,500.
Animal Kingdom' (RKO) $8,600.

—'No Man

of

'

Kilto s in High;

(Par) did nice $700;

Mob

of linners,

Satisfactory
revue.
view. Last week 'Half-

—'Night Mayor'

BETWEEN

.

TareweD,' IGG

day.

Was

originally intended to fol-

Lincoln (LTC) (1,600; 10-26-40)
'I'm a Fugitive* (WB). Will top the
town with probable $2,000. Last
weelc 'No Man* (Par) ran along

low 'Farewell' at Oriental. At lowered scale $13,000 will be okay. Last
week 'Devil Is Driving' (Par) with

nicely to $2,200.

(B&K) (3,200; 35-56-75)
—Oriental
'Farewell to Arms'' (Par) (3rd

.

Qrpheum (LTC)

Naked Truth'
air.

9.

—

Benny \Davls'
$22,000

Chicago, Jan.

UNCOLN'S TOP DUO

After that happy Interlude of
crowded lobbies and the unaccustomed necessity of actually giving
'EM refunds,
$5,000
in some cases Chicago fell
back into its regular rut. Following $64,200 the Chicago will take
Lincoln, Jan. 9.
around $38,000. Following $31,000,
With the- post-holiday week by, the Palace will be satisfied, but not
and having done In-the-black biz, gratified, with $22,000.
McVickers continues open, but
the rialto Is more optimistic. The
pegged at 66c. *top.
Incidentally,
000.
some Jthat
55c. will give McVickers a disCentury (Publix) (3,400; 26)— current openings look oke for
basketball tinct edge in the opinion of moat
Collitch
'Penguin Pool Murder* (RKO). and nice takes.
Double feared for a slice into the available obsorvcrs ovi'i* the Unitecl Artists
'Age of Consent' (RKO).
Last week
still demanding 7Cc under the same
bill weak on only $4,500.
dough about two nights a week is policy.
'Three on a Match' (WB) around
out, the closing streak hurting poi>$8,500.
Estimates for This Week
Hipp (Publix) (2,400; 26)—'Half ular pull. Holiday vacation now
Chicago (B&K) (3,940; 35-55-75)
Naked Truth* (RKO). Mild $7,500 officially over, the rah-rah gang is
'No Man of Her Own' (Par) and
Indicated. Laat week 'Me and My
stage show.
Clark Gable being
back.
Gal' (Fox). $7,000.
by Carole Lombard and DorThe current top will probably chasedMackalll.
Lafayette (Ind.) (3^00; 26)— 'Allothy
Opened well and
Amerloan' (U)
and 'Breach of come from the Lincoln with 'Fugi- house
will get $38,000 or so, very
Promise' (WW). Double bill looks tive.* The Stuart has 'Strange In- good by recent averages.
Mary
headed for a nice $6,600. Last week terlude' for second, but won't click Eaton in F&M's 'Sal)y' is stage at'Her Mad Night* (WB), first half,
traction and consIdc;red an aid. Last
well.
and 'Night Club Lady' (Col), second too
week Al Jolson plus 'Lawyer Man'
Estimatss
This
Week
for
half, good for $7,000.
(WB) zoomed through with a
Colonial (LTC) (750; 10-16-20) reverberating $64,200 obtained on
Call It Sin' (WB) flrst half and 41 performances and setting a new
Haunted Gold* (V) last half. Mod- attendance record for house.
erate at $650. Last week 'Hot SatMcVicker's (2,284; 26-35-eS)^'Silurday' (Par) and 'Devil's Driving' ver Dollar' (WB). Opened,' Satur«

g.

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 26-70)— With Care' (Fox)
•Frisco Jenny' <WB), and vaudeville.
Aibeo (3,500-

Own; Chicago. rnOOO;

,

Paramount (4,200; 25-36-60-75-86)
wood and Downtown, with 'Frisco
(Par) and
'If I Had a Million*
Somewhat salacious ad cam- stage show. Russ Columbo and
paign helped the start for the pic- Monte Blue topping show. Around
ture at these houses.
Last week 'No Man
$36,000, good.
'Island of Lost Souls' at the Par- oif Her Own" (Par) and 'Vanities'
mount building, but not big. 'Secrets with Milton Berle produced $52,200.
of the French Police' at the RKO in more like the pre-depr'esslon days.
Jenny.'

bad shape.

of

'Afraid Talk,' $8,500, State-Lake

—

liOS Angeles, Jan. 9.
After a week of cheer between the

Tuesday, January 10, 1933

'Deception' (Col).

(1,200; 10-20-30)

holidays took $26,000.
.

Not so good at week).

Has done

excellently,

and

Last week 'Bvenings for Sale' fourth week se.ems assured. With
(Par) twaddled aIon£; to $926.
strong holiday trade held to $24,500.
State (Monroe)- (600; 10-26-36) Down to $12,000 currently with loop
Baltimore, Jan. 9.
'
'Trailing the Killer* (WW). Should crowds abated.
This town is about convinced that take moderate $1,000.
Last week
Palace (RKO) (2,633: 40-65-83)—
prosperity is not only here but sit- 'Hypnotized (WW) gained backbone 'No More Orchids' (Col) and vaude.
ting -in o\ir lap. Theatres are up-> at finish to nice $1,400.
Buddy Rogers and Sylvia Froos for
ping grosses to marks close to the
Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-25-35-50- •names' this week. Will buoy the
hey-hey-day figures. Profits in nice 60) 'Strange Interlude' (MG). May gross to a very acceptable $22,000.
big figures are showing on all the take a passable $2,600. Last week Last week's pip $31,000 with •Aniregular books of the houses In the 'Silver Dollar* (WB) was pushed to mal Kingdom'
(Radio)
includes
established zone.
About the oaly get a $2,400 toUl.
something like $8,000 grabbed on the
waller Is the hurley- girl outfit
two reserved seat performances
known as the Marcus show at the
Ncv/ Year's eve.
Auditorium. It's cheap and dimeState- Lake (RKO) (2,766; 35-55)
museumy, and this town doesn't go Cohnnbas Enjoying
-'Afraid to Talk* (U). Nice nofor such stuff. Has been giving the
tices, but picture won't better $8,500
house grosses of $6,000 top, at which
House giving
from indications.
there's no profit for the house.
Bufi Market; 'Arms'
product one week and out until
Show quits town next week after
$900.

.

.

,

,

a four-week

try.

On the run list patronage is being divided by 'Farewell to Arms*
at the Stanley and 'Bitter Tea of
General Yen' at the New, the seating capacity giving the former
house the big break. Both got ex-

Heading for $14,000

something outstanding available.
Last week the holidays helped 'Penguin Pool Murder* (Radio) garner
profitable $13,000.

Columbus, Jan. 9.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 35Another big week in sight with 55-75) 'Cynara* (3rd-flnal week).
most houses on way to third in row Will stick until next -veek when anof
out
the
red.
No
apparent
reason
Goldwyn opus, 'Kid From
other
cellent notices.
Outstanding on
'CynSpain' will take the screen.
the comedy items are 'They Just for the flareup, but it's here.
High spots for this week dfre ara' did well here and stayed longer
Had to Get Married,' at the Keith's,
'Farewell
Arms'
to
at
the
Broad,
andexpected.
Will wind up with
•than
and not-so-strtyig, 'Penguin Pool
Hartman,
the
which
opened
its
new
after
$11,100.
$9,000
Murder,' at the Hipp, where the
vaude array Is counting most at the vaudfllm policy at 30c. top Sunday.
indie vaudfilmer.
The gals are flocking to the Century for Ruth Chatterton's 'Frisco
Jenny.'
It's a battle all along the line for
business, but while the fans appear
in a whirl while trying to shop for
show values, there's enough show
coin around to fit into the boxoffices
of any of the theatres. It's shouting time everywhere.
Maryland closed its fortnight of
'Sign of the Cross' to pleasant profits and
reverts to legit.
Sister
house. Auditorium, dropping the
Marcus show, is figuring on continuing with Ackers.
Estimates for This Week

Auditorium (Penn Mutual)

(1,600;

—

Estimates for This Week
Palace (RKO) (3.074; 35-56)—
•Under Cover Man* (Par). Unlikely
Last week 'Ani-

to top mild $8,600.

mal Kingdom* (RKO) okay at $10,300 and switches to Majestic.
Ohio (Loew-UA) (2,600; 26-40)—
'Cynara* (UA). Started strong and
looks ripe for $11,000.
Last week
'Strange

Interlude*

(MG)

Double Bills, Cut Scales,
Big Bally Pull in Tacoma

Tacoma, Jan. 9.
Good attractions at bargain prices
week give the year a nice start
show - going volumetrlcally
at top speaking.
Blue Mouse continues
this

for

prices hit heavy $12,000.
one-week stand, only one In town,
Broad (Loew-UA) (3,000; 26-40) with 'Cynara' holding the screen.
—'Farewell to Arms* (Par). Off like
Broadway is on the two-and-flvo
a house afire and should garner
holding up
mighty strong $14,000. Last week day change with 'Flesh'
portion of the

'Madame Butterfly' (Par) rather
mild at $8,000.
Grand (Neth) (1,100; 26-40)—
'Match King" (WB).
Holding up
with last week, and should do $6,000.
Last week 'Silver Dollar' (WB) held
strong for garnered $6,500.
Hartman (Great Lakes) (1,400;
50-$1.65)— 'Her Mad Night' and
vaude.
First week of this policy
should see biz hit about $9,000. Last
week, second session of 'Sign of
Cross' (Par) at $1.65 top, saw only

well for the five-day
split

week.

Rialto

is

pretty well

steeled to its policy of double-features and split weeks them.

Roxy, the flrst house Jensen-von
15-26-36-40-66), 'Crusader' (WW)
Herberg acquired outside, of Seattle,
and third week of A. B. Marcus
since selling out their mint chain
show stock presentations. Policy
of N. W. theatres, is coming right
fioppo and after one more session
along with split week policy, lower
house calls it quits.
The highprices, and occasional double bill.
priced variety at the Century and
Lots of attention paid to exploitaHippodrome comparisons ruined,
tion and printer's ink, which has
chances for this show, and the
always been the J-V way. LeRoy
didn't
slight difference in price
Johnson, general manager for J-V,
mean a thing. Pictures particu- $6,000 into b. o.
has this house under his direction,
larly weak. House has been hitting
Majestic (RKO) (1,100; 20-35)—
around $5,000 a week, mostly on the 'Animal Kingdom' (RKO). Brought with Bob Armstrong the big shot
service charges on the poster ducats here from Palace; should hit fine on the exploitation.
Estimates for This Week
with which the town is flooded. Fol- $3,000 this session.
Last week
lowing the Marcus show house will 'Thirteenth Guest' (RKO) Just fell
Broadway (FWC) (1,400; 26-40)—
try straight pictures under Len 'Thirteenth Guest' (RKO) went to 'Man Against Woman' (Col), two
MacLaughlln's management.
$3,300.
days, 'Flesh' (MG) five days. Good
Century (Loew-UA) (3,000; 25Last week, 'Half-Naked
$2,500.
35-46-56-66), 'Frisco Jenny' (FN)
Truth'
(RKO) and 'Conquerors*
and vaude. Irene Rich and Herb ture's name and names, will hit it (RKO) okay at $3,000.
Williams on stage also powerful; off to Indicated $6,000, swell. 'MumRoxy
(Jensen-von H.-). (1,300; 16whirring off a fine $16,000 currently. my' (U) climbed fast to finish to 25)— 'Red Haired Alibi' (Mascot)
Previous session a hummer also at fine $6,600. House is traveling right and
split.
(Mascot),
(WB). side up now and roaring down the Looks 'Crusader'
$16,800 for 'Match King'
Last
to do a good $3,000.
These grosses are snorters when road.
Maryland (Penn Mutual) (1,600; week 'Strange Adventure' (Shef)
figured at the
reduced admish
first half, then double feature, 'Shop
50-75-$l-$1.60),
'Sign
prices.
of
Cross'
to
'Broadway
Angel'
(Mas)
and
Two-a-day flick flnished
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,600; (Par).
26-35-46-55-65), 'Penguin Pool Mur- fortnight to $15,000 approximate, Cheyenne' (Shef), solid b. o. wallop
Jay C. doing $5,800 on final session. House registering okay $4,000.
der* (Radio) and vaude.
Blue Mouse (Hamrlck) (650; 25)
Flippen of some strength locally due goes back to legit.
'Cynara' (UA). Nice ads attractNew (Mechanic) (1,800; 25-30-40to radio plugging for local com
pany.
Comedy names on screen 50), 'Bitter Tea' (Col).
Highly ing, expect a big $3,000. Last week
helping, and together house con- scxed ads are magneting the ladles 'Trouble in Paradise' (Par) caught
tinues its profitable stride to in- currently for this Barbara Stan- on fairly well for nice $2,600.
Rialto (FWC) (1,200; 15-25-35)—
dicated $12,000. Last week 'Animal wyck, and It means a heigh-ile-hiph
Kingdom' (Radio) played to stand- $6,000 for this house. Last week 'Devil Commands' (Col) and 'Robing room to garner $1'1,300, terrific. 'Second Hand Wife' (Fox) nifty at ber's Roo.sf (Fox) flrst half, 'They
Had to Get Married' (U) and
Ether plugging of the picture for $4,100.
Stanley (Loew-UA) (3,400; 25-35- 'Afraid to Talk' (17) double bill last
the RKO Roxy opening counted for
Look for fair $1,800. Last
45-55-05), 'Farewell to Arms' (Par). half.
much.
Run ace of town, looking for $16,000, week 'Old Dark House' (U) with
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,400; 25
30-40-50), 'They Just Had to Get socko.
Last week 'Strange Inter- 'Handle With Care' (Fox) and
Married' (U).
Zasu Pitts a local lude' (M-G) on Its pop run took 'Evenings for Sale" (Par) with 'Men
comedy fav with the shopping ma $15,200, another good mark in this Are Such Fools' (RKO), double bills,
trons. and on strength of the fea
sudden new era of good ones.
split week. Just fair, $21,000.
'
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Philadelphia, Jan. 0.
With hlehly-toiited pictures cpntlhulng to fair by the Wayside "hej^
\<r.eek,Mt wiaa ,a' ^llet
eviBi^r
Phllly
jn
and a pleasure 'tot the film managers to find "Farewell to Arms'
Btroner enough to istand up for a
Becond weeH at. the Boyd And to find
Eddie Cantor'^a 'Kid frpiu Spain'
etartlnir out at a fast clip at the
Sj^nley that Indicates at least a
fortnight..

M

O/S

StudM Back

'Maedchen' Drops L'vUle

House .froiQ 15G

to $3,800

Louisville, Jan.

9.

National, struggling to keep open,
gave up the ghost temporarily on
Sunday. Abe Bass, manager, not
surie "Whiether knbth'er show can be
obtained for house.' Bert Smith's
,Revue held final spot and grossed

!A sharp drop In scale of prices at $2,600.
Adrlanne now heads Fred Hurthese two houses^ as well as the
Gayety burlesque.
Stanton anid Karlton, which was an- ley's rtew
Nlte club business has been oft on
nounced yesterday and goes Into
Immediate effect, may also have a early nights of week so Brown and
The' Stanley and Kentucky hotels agreed to open only
t>eneflclal effect.
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and
Boyd are dropping night prices from on
Sunday nights, one theatre to take
76c. to 66 and are emphasizing 40c.
the first three of this quartet of
top all day up to 6 p. m. These are
and the other the latter three
days,
the two houses that have been -^probably dn
a rotating scale.
source of moat worry to StanleyLoew'ff fared disastrously with Its
Warner people.
experiment
with 'Maedchen In UniFox, which hasn't intimated any
form.'
lan^age films have
Foreign
ecale reduction and probably won't
hitherto been relegated to the neighdo so because of its presentation borhood, houses under sponsorship,
policy, having that field all to Itself
and while critics' preview Wednesyrest of City Hall, has been faring as
day night gave theatre favorable rewell as any film theatre in town and
alction, draw was negligible. Dropped
the current bill CMaedchen In Uni- from
$15,000 last week to under $4,form' on the screen and Grace 000
currently.
Hayes heading the stage show)
Strand's plugging of 'A Farewell to
started oft smartly with indications
Arms,' playsj up 'beat director' and
'Maedchen'
$22,000.
substantial
for a
"best actress angle as well as 'one
ro'adshowed for^ two weeks at the of 10 best pictures
of year' line.
Chestnut but didft't.do very well, alWeek otherwise looks better than
though getting an kinds of public- any for several fortnights.
ity and praise. Its. present advertisEstimates for This V/eek
ing at the Fox hliits at 'The Well of
Iionellness' angle.
Loew's (3,400; 26-36-60)—'Maed'Farewell to Arms,* which got a chen In Uniform' (Krimsky). Took
fine $17,000 in Its iflrst week at the a brodle with German film to $3,800
Bpyd, should go ios high as $12,000 from last week's 'Strange Interlude'
this week, although reduced scale (M-G) which clicked a big $16,000.
will, of course, have to be taken Into
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (2,700; 2630-65)— 'Second Hand Wife' (Fox)
consideration.
In view of what Eddie Cantor did and vaudeville. Nice $9,000. Last
Earle
the
headliner
at
show
stage
week
"They Call It Sin* (WB), with
as
last week (the gross was a few hun- Weaver Bros., $10,000.
dred dollars under $30,000), Itid
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,786; 26from Spain' Is expected to be a mop- 36-50) 'Farewell to Arms' (Par).
up at the Stanley. Gross should beat Good $6,300. Last week 'No Man of
Her Own' (Par) off at $4,600.
$20,000 even with the lower scale.
'Sien of the Cross' Is slipping badBrown (2,000; 26-35-40)—'Halfly and la to leave the Aldlne Satur-' Naked Truth' (RKO). Fair $2,600.
day. This roadshow didn't jell here Last week 'No More Orchids' (Col),
Last $2,600.
although ably catfipaigned.
week's shaky $9,000 Indicates, with
Alamo (Fourth Ave.) (900; 16-26New Tear's day, helping, under $7,000 40)— 'Island of Lost Souls' (Par).
Oke $2,200. Last week 'Robber's
this week.
?Hot Saturday' started only mildly Roost' (Fox), $2,300.
and won't get over $8,000 at the
Stanton.
The Earle Is sure to drop sharply
after the fast pace set by CantorJessel. Picture Is 'Half Naked Truth'
with York and King and the VinBIG $24,000»
cent Lopez Debutantes on the stage.
.

.

Ok*

Help—^No

INDPU.

Lucky

to hit $16,000.
Keith's, which opened last

week

Downtown

with a low-priced vaudfllm policy,
should do enough trade to get a

Indianapolis, Jan. 9.
spots in for good biz

this weelc. with Olsen and Johnson
Picture Is 'Savage Girl,' stage unit and 'Madame Butterfly'
Al Wohlman heading the five-act at the Indiana leading the pack.
bill; $8,600 indicated at 36c. top.
This spot has had good biz for the
Outstanding In prospect are 'Cy- last three weeks with stage and
jbara' at the Boyd and '20,000 Tears films together, but this unit looks
In Sing Sing* at the Stanley. S-W's to set a new high for the Indiana.
main problem Is to get some films Loew's Palace Is advertising heavily
that can hold up for a fortnight at with 'Son-Daughter' and may cash
in, along with the Lyric with vaude.
these two houses.
Terminal, downtown second-run
Estimates for This Week

little profit.

house, this week Is pulling 'em In
with 'Goona Goona' at two bits on
its first showing.
Olsen and Johnson pulled Broad-

Aldine (1,300; 60-$1.60)— 'Sign of
the Cross' (Par). Third and last
week, decision to close being made
on strength of last week's bad slip.
No more than $7,000 indicated, as
against poor $9,000 last week.. No

more roadshow

way
and
the

30-40-65)—'Red
Dust' (MG).
Harlow-Gabie ought
to get a solid $3,000.
Lost week
Talae Faces' (WW) about $1,600.
Boyd (2,400; 40-66)— 'Farewell to
Arms' (Par). Lowered scale In effect this week. This one with Helen
Hayes, though not sensational, had
enough strength to hold over, unlisual these days; $12,000 Indicated
against last week's strong $17,000.
Earle
35-65-76)—'Half
(2.000;

CIS

Naked Truth' (RKO), and vaude.
last

expected.
Indiana (Skouras-Publlx)

week's record

expected.
Lucky to hit $16,000.
Cantor-Jessel combo got within a
couple of hundred dollars of $30,000
last week with 'Breach of Promise'
(WW) as film.

Fox

(3,000;

Lyric and pulled them out

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Fourth Ave.) (1,100; 2635-50), 'Second-Hand Wife' (Fox).
Will get its quota, around $3,000.
Last week 'Half Naked Truth'
(RKO) started soft pedal, but ended
at $3,200 for good week.
Circle
(Skouras-Publlx) (2,600;
25-35-50), Isle of Lost Souls' (Par).
Might get up to $6,000, but will depend on the buildup during week.
Last week 'Silver Dollai-' (FN) only
fair at $4,600, not reaching heights

(600;

Sharp drop from

RKO

into the aisles.

again.

Arcadia

fiash stuff In front of Indiana,
helped close of 'Sally* on the
Last year this unit played

it

stage.

promised at
house which will probably go dark
films

25-35-60),

and

'Madame

(3,800;

Butterfiy' (Par)

and Johnson unit on
Expected to reach terrific
Last week 'Sally,' unit, and

Olsen

stage.
$24,000.

'No Man of Her Own' (Par) got
around $19,000, extremely good.
Loew's Palace (2.200; 25-35-60),
'Son-Daughter' (MG). Should reach
$7,000, but will have to build up

35-40-76)— 'Maedchen

in Uniform' (Krimsky), and stage
(^how.
Started briskly and should
Click to $22,000.
Picture recently

i-oadshowed at Chestnut and got during
wcok. This followed 'Strange
plenty of attention but not much
Interlude' (MG) last week, T.hlch
trade.
Last week 'Daring Daugh- collected
around $8,000, good for
ters' (Mono) and Estelle Taylor on
Palace house.
6tage hit $23,000 with aid of New
Lyric (vaudefllm) (Fourth Ave.)
Tear's shows.
(2.600; 25-35-60), 'They Just Had to
Karlton (1,000; 30-46)— 'Penguin
Get Married' (U) and vaude. Around
Pool Murder' (RKO). Another house
Last week 'Robber's
to drop scale. Looks weak, maybe $10,000. oke.
Roosf (U) and Singer's Midgets got
$4,000,
Last week 'Silver Dollar* around
$11,000.
(WB) $7,000 In seven days.
Keith's (2.000; 15-25-35)— 'Savage
Girl'
(Indie)
and vaude.
Won't
6qual first week's figure with low- here last week helped plenty; $20.trlced (Policy but may get $8,600, 000 possible even with lower scale.
which would mean .<3ome profit. Last Last week, 'Wife He Bought* (MG),
week 'Self Defense" (Mono) and so-so at $13,500.
yaude, $11,500. Overflow from Earle
Stanton (1,700; 35-40-55)— 'Hot
helped.
Saturday' (Par). Another house to
Stanley (3,700; 40-60)— 'Kid from drop scale.
Mild $8,000 indicated.
Spain' (UA). Looks very strong in- Last week. 'Lawyer Man* (FN), got
deed. Cantor's personal appearanc« $0,500, pretty good.
i

MOdness o{ Post^Holiday Drop

at $8,000

New Haven,

Jan. 9.
'Kid From

A

week of holdoviera.
Spain' stilcks at the Roger Sherman
four extra days primarily to return
house to former Thursday openings.
'Strange Interlude* goes Into second
week as an Arthur exclusive, but
shifts from Palace to lower priced

Encouragii^» 'Cavalcade' Smash;

B way

Par

^

G's.

Huge at Scale

College,

Return o.f studea to Tale bolThe lull aftet the hoUdays has and Ken Murray heading stage
a bit.'
not brought business as far down show, take should be around $16,000,
Last week town dug Into the old from Christmas, and. New Tear oke.
Estimates for This Week
socks for some startlingly good
expected. The street
grosses that managers are still try- levels as was
Astor (1,012; 8S-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20),
Current 'Rasputin' (M-G) (3d week). Doing
is generally encouraged.
ing to figure out.
Par goes straight sound after next auto show at Grand Central Palace well with name draw of three
week*s 'Desert Song,' F&M unit.
may be aiding, though fewer people Barryniores figuring.
86-72-83-$1.10Capitol
(5,400;
Estimates for This Week
in for car thing this year.
'Strange Interlude' (MO)
$1.66),
Paramount (Publlx) (2,348; 40-60)
Strongest note of hope on the and stage show.
Rushed in here
'No Man of Her Own' (Par) and dawning of a new stimulus at the week ahead due to last-minute deunit. Gable draw still oke and $8,- boxoffice Is the strong start of cision not to hold over 'Son DaughOOOis very nice. Last week 'Farewell 'Cavalcade' at the Gaiety, where ca- ter' (MG) which didn't make the
to Arms' (Par) and unit, strong at pacity and with a big advance sale grade strong epough at $56,000. 'In$9,500.
obtains. Playing three shows Sat- terlude,' after Its $2 run prestige,
Palace (Arthur) (3,040; S5-60)— urdays and Sundays, two during plus Molly Ficon and others on
'Bitter Tea'
(Col) and 'Penguin week, at a $1.66 top, house on first stage show, should gamer around
Murder' (RKO). Should be okay at three days took in $6,500. At ca- $60,000 and with h. o.
Gaiety (811; 65-$1.10-$1.65), 'Cavaround $7,000. Last week 'Strange pacity Gaiety can do $13,000. PicInterlude'
(MG) topped recent ture got rave notices all around and alcade' (Fox). Opened Thursday
looks to be in for a healthy run on night (6) and is doing capacity wltl\
months with swell $13,000.
heavy advance sale. First three
basis.
Roger Sherman (WB) (2,200; 85- an advance priceCross'
which last days $6,500.
'Sign of the
50)— 'Kid From Spain' (UA). A
Hollywood (1,553; 36-63-83-94),
the Rialto slipped
holdover for four days, and should week. Its sixth, at
After a secn-.oves Into the Criterion 'Lawyer Man* (WJ5).
at least break even around $4,000. to $9,700, (Wednesday), where It Is ond week of only $T,500, went out
tomorrow
Last week a reserved seat New believed it will have a better chance Sunday night (8) with house closTear's eve show at advanced prices
De Mllle ing down again.
to show Its b. o. mettle.
carried gross to a sweet $14,000.
Criterion
26-40-83-$1.10(876;
picture, It Is now agreed, should
College (Arthur) (1,666; 25-40)— never have gone Into the Rialto In $1.66), 'Sign of Cross' (Par). Opens
'Strange Interlude' (MG). Holdover the first place.
here tomorrow (Wednesday), a betfrom Arthur's Palace at reduced
Roxy hitting a big $71,000 ter house for a two-k-'day pictiire.
RKO
fare should snare a fair $2,600. Last first week and likely to come close 'Farewell, to Arms' (Par) closed
week 'Afraid to Talk' (U) and 'Red to that on Its second, does not seem Thursday night (5) after a final
Headed Allbf so-so at $2,200.
to have cut in anywhere. Rather, (fourth) week's biz of $12,600, good.
Mayfair (2,200; 36-72-83), "The
It appears, the Radio City thing has
stimulated new fan Interest which Mummy' (U). Boris Karloff chiller
catching on strong an,d wlU hold
Is generally helping.
over.
Gait first week around $22.adds
Although the Music Hall
Last week 'Half Naked
film tomorrow (Wednesday) with 000, big.
picture 'Bitter Tea of Gen. Ten/ the Truth' CRKO) hit $22,300.
RKO Roxy continues with 'Animal Palace (1.700; B0-40-66-8e-$l,10),
'Rockabye' (RKQ) and vaude. On
Kingdom.'
Old Roxy this week, with "Frisco return of th6 Palace to a vaudfilm
stered trade

—
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Prov.'s Cut Scale

Also Having Oke

—

liUnERFLY' PLUS O&J

VARIETV

IN N. H.

for Further

Mati'

Scales Help

CROSSES

E

Reaction at B. 0.

Jenny,* is faring fairly at

around

the Paramount and
$30,000,. but
Capitol are going strong. Former,
with Eddie Cantor and George Jessel on the stage, will hit $60,000,
very big considering reduced prices.
CapltoU giving first run grind

policy. Indications for Initial week
is eiround $15,009,

of this second run
not big but okay.

Paramount (3,664 ; 35-65-76-99>,
'Bllllon-Dollar Scandal' (Par) and
stage show.

Eddie Cantor and Geo.

Jessel drawing 'em In, .with $60,090
showing to 'Strange Interlude,' the answer and very excellent right
looks to also get $60,000. Hctuse has after New Tear's. Last wieek 'No
Providence, Jan. 9.
Molly Picon, Rltz Bros, and Benny Man of Her Own' (Par) and Lou
Town seems set f6r another good Meroft orchestra on its platform. Holtz-Peggy Ropklns Joyce team
week despite all the puzzling com- Show will hold a second week, cus- on stage a huge $65,700.
plications to be taken Into consider- tomary with virtually every |2 picRialto (2,000;. 26-40-65-75).. Island
ation. Two stands started the week ture up from the Astor.
of Lost Souls' (Par). Opens tomorwith cut prices In effect, and results
Mayfalr has come to life In an un- row (Wednesday), returning, house
augur well.
$22,usual way. Doing a very nifty
to a run basis at pop scales, .which
Picture houses where old prices 300 last week with Half Naked has been brought down.
'Cross*
still stand seem to be weathering Truth,' currently 'Mummy,' another (Par)
last week. Its fifth, dipped to
the opposlsh well, but at Loew's chiller with Boris Karloff, Is steam- $9,700.
State there Is a situation which has ing for around the same figure. PicRivoli (2,200; 40-65-72-94-11.10),
thrown things out of gear, and very ture's pace Is surprising the whole 'Cynara* (UA) (3d week). Holdlns
likely will aftect the gross when the street.
up nicely, with current take Indifinal tally Is made.
Hollywood Dark Again
cated $26,000. Last week, second,
Loew's Intended to put 26c. top
Warner Bros, gave up at the Hol- $36,800.
prices in effect last Friday (6) but
RKO Roxy (3,626^ 36-66-72-88lywood
last night (Sunday) after
refusal of United Artists to permit
lAwyer Man,' get- 94-$1.10-$1.66). 'Animal Kingdom'
house to show two n6w releases at two weeks with second seven-day (RKO) (2d week). After a very big;
top
brought complications. ting only $7,500
26c.
on Its first week, with Indi$71,000
but continues the Warner as
House had ballyhooed 'Son-Daugh- stretch,
cations for nearly as good biz this
a grind second run.
ter* as picture set to start new cut
'20,000 Tears In Sing Sing' opened week, doubtful that the house may
prices.
Day before opening switch last
night (Monday) at the Strand, be closed now.
was made and 'Cynara' substituted,
Roxy (6,200; 86-66-83-99-$1.25),
day for the Warners
house explaining that latter picture an odd openingweek
for 'Silver Dol- 'Frisco Jenny' (WB) and stage show.
second
could not be shown at low prices. aft^r.a
was Doing fairly at $30,000. Last week
lar' of under $26,000.
No question of the effect on box figured for at least threePicture
house was In the profit by a slight
weeks.
Strong pickup is needed if
office.
house, Winter Garden, margin with 'No More Orchids*
Other
'Cynara' Is to T-et any break.'
rete:lned on a month- (Col), which drew $34,600.
Paramount Is expected to be well which Is being
Strand (2,900; 35-6S-83-94-$1.10).
to-month basis> hobbles along with
In front this week because of new
'Laughter
in Hell.' On Its holdover '20,000 Tears In Sing Sing' (WB).
policy of double features at new
possibilities
are for only Opened last night (Monday), 'Silver
week,
admission scale.
The two combo $7,000.
Dollar' (WB) not holding for more
houses. Fay's and
Albee, are
has sold Its "Parachute than two weeks. Three or four were
okay largely because of the vaude.
Jumper' to the Seventh ave. Roxy expected. On Its final week 'Dollar*
Estimates for This Week
got around $26,000, nice business.
for early showing .there.
RKO Albee (2,300; 16-66)— 'Bitter Rivoli continues with 'Cynara,' Winter Garden (1.418; 36-55-83Tea' (Col), and vaude.
Plenty of starting its third week at a $26,000 94), 'Laughter In Hell* (U) (2d
week). But $7,000 In sight, weak.
ballyhoo on this one, and apparently pace, okay.
With 'Cross* moving from th« First seven days $10,300.
having effect Wlille vaude Is exceptionally strong the picture seems Rialto to Criterion, former goes
okay. House seems set for at least back to grind with 'Island of Lost
Last week 'Animal Souls,* opening tomorrow (Wednes$10,000, oke.
Kingdom' (RKO) and Harry Del- day). 'Farewell to Arms,' which
mar's revue was one week where the closed Its two-a-day run Thursday
picture outshone stage fare, and night (5) though doing a good busiIN
built up a fine $12,800.
ness right along, getting $12,600 final
Fay's (1,600; 15-65)—'Breach of week, opens at Paramount Friday
Promise' (WW), and vaude. Nicely (18). Picture was wanted for reBoston, Jan. 9.
balanced bill, but stage show doing lease by Par at this time.
Boston's silver lining, wide and
On 'Lost Souls' opening at Rialto, shining for some picture houses, had
most of the drawing. Not likely to
cross $6,600, but not bad at all. Last house cuts Its scale to a 65c top its dark side for others. Chief wail
week 'Handle with Care' (Fox) oke weekdays and 76c weekends. Old of lamentations surrounded the MaRoxy and Paramount also cut scales jestic where a sudden crumble of
$6,200.
Loew's State (3,700; 16-66)— 'Cy- during the past week, former re- business brought decision to fold
nara' (UA).
Oft at the start, and ducing balcony and loge prices to up next Saturday (14), making but
35c and 99c and $1.25, respectively, short run of the roadshowlng of
If there's no pickup this feature will
not see $7,000.
Nice notices may while the Par dipped to a 99c top.
'The Sign of the Cross' of three
returned the Palace to a weeks.
offset Juggling of program last minvaudfllm policy Saturday (7) with
ute, and if such proves to be the
Public is shopping as never becase the feature may do a surprise 'Rockabye,' second run. The picture fore. Out for most for the money,
hurdle.
Last week 'Strange Interand the cheaper the better. Long
lude* (M-G) was proof that the town
shows are the lure, and single film
still has 60c. for pictures worth It;
Gable prominence will help to feature with no stage show is
liouae came from scratch to smother around $7,000.
That figure repre- thing of the past for time being unall opposish at $16,500.
sents about double the average less film is unusual draw.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 15-55)— gross house has been getting for
All houses got an extra two hours
'Frisco Jenny' (FN) and 'Manhattan month.s.
Last week 'Farewell to Sunday (8) due to change in reguTower' (Rem). Not throwing any Arms' (Par) at 50c. top and with the lation permitting opening at 1 Inbouquets at this bill, but lure of aid of a couple of midnight shows stead of 3 p. m. Didn't help much,
twin-features always good here. hung up a swell $9,600.
hour being too early and conflicting
Chances are house will garner at
RKO Victory (1,600; 10-20)—'Old with the roast beef or what-not.
least a good $8,600.
Last wec-k Dark House' (U), and 'No More Or- New rule continues Indefinitely,
•Lawyer Man' (WB) and 'Uptown chids* (Col). Swell bill getting the with showmen glad at getting even
New York' (WW) wowed them at coin. House chopped 10c. off top a minor concession.
$9,600.
Unusual feature currently Is that
price and the ^'"nlng was great.
16-40)— 'No Should come near $V,u^ ^ Tiast week there are two Chinese films on tap,
Paramount (2.200;
Man of Her Own' (Par), and 'Iron- 'Secrets of French Police* vP'-''^). Bitter Tea of General Ten* at
master' (Allied). Not the best bill and 'Klondike' (Mono), was er<>at at Keith's, and 'Son-Daughter* at Loew
in the world to start off new twin- $3,200 with the aid of the holidays houses.
Former is better bet with
policy,
feature
nevertheless the and midnight show.
(Continued on page IV)
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Even Raincoat Dealers
UA Wrecks Midland's
Hope It Doesn't in Bliam

on the Up-Beat

Birmingham, Jan.

Over—'Bitter Tea' 13G'No Man' $8,5C0— Tlesh' $5,000

Biz Bullish All

to

Minneapolis, Jan.

Pin

9.

FETTLE
'ANIMAL' 13G; PENN 18G

parently

is

In store for the

IN FINE

the nabes discourage further against any downtown

commuting.

down-

i

Estimates for This
Pittsburgh, Jan. 9.
They're beginning to see a day of
sunshine around here with the new
Holiday trade all over the
year.
local

circuits

way out

front,

with

Warners reporting grosses for Xmas
and New Year's week exceeding

toward re.<:pectable grosses has
been made. The Orpheum particularly did a corking publicity Job for
etart

Mitzi and

it's

being reflected

at the box office.

New Year's week was surprisingly
good, running ahead of the correEpondlng period a year ago in the
aggregate. For several of the houses
it proved one of the most profitable
seven days in more than 12 months.
Estimates for This Week
State (Publix) (2,200; BB)— 'No

While
(Par).
Clark Gable has slipped as a card
during the past year, he ctill has an
okay box-offlce drag. Miss Lombard's presence and the sexy title
also helps. Picture looks like $8,S00,
okay. Last week 'Farewell to Arms'
(Par) 510,100, good.

Man

Her Own'

of

Orpheum (HKO) (2.890; BB)—'Bitter Tea of General Yen- (Col) and
vaudeville, Mitzl Green In person.
Mitzi a real card and, helped by
live-wire publicity and expIoita,tlon
Job, is pulling in some real dough.

.

pix doing the business, due to immense amount' of gab locally over

Panther Woman' contest; $6,000 on
week is fcdr. Last week 'No

.

timistically.

Newspapers are tickled, because,
with an uptrend in business, advertising budgets have been increased,
and theatre pages of late have
looked like the good old days.
Flock of class attractions this
week, and week-end takings priesage
a profitable session all along the
line.
Stanley had its best opening
in weeks with 'Animal Kingdom,'
and should have little trouble picking up $13,000, top here In recent
months. At the same time, great
campaign sent 'The Mummy' at
Warner off to flying start, with biggest b, o. line since the freak 'White
Zombie,' and if it can hold up should
skirt a neat $8,500 with ease. Film,
while a bit bewllderging to the layman, has a flock of good selling angles and should maintain pace If
word of mouth doesn't react against

the

Man

of Own' (Par) $6,700.
Ritz (RKO) (1,600; 26-40) 'Gen-

eral Ten' (Col)
Woman' (Col).

Last week 'Animal Kingdom' (RKO) pretty good $3,800.
Strand (Wilby) (800; 26) •Fast
Life' (MG). If they haven't forgot700 mild.

ten Bill Haines, |1,6Q0, oke. Liast
week .'Mask of Fu Manohu' (MO)

okay for $1,860;
Empire (BTAC)

also

26-40)

As soon as they get out and

start

Kansas City, Jan. 9.
The big news on the street this
week was the Midland's announcement Thursday morning that its
heavily advertised price slash would
not go' into effect on Friday, as had
been advertised for two weeks, and

SHEARER,

TOP MONTREAL

Montreal, Jan. 9.
Sex hygiene and Eddie Cantor
took everything last week and will
repeat currently at His Majesty's
and the Princess. The indie 'End of
the Raod' and 'Kid from Spain'
collected $12,000 and $16,000 apiece,
turning biz away all week and lining them up for blocks. Fine springlike weather with clean sidewalks
help(?d a lot.
'Strange Interlude,' scheduled for
the Palace, is liable to show some
drop from last week, but may get
Clara Bow flicker at the
$12,000.

A

with a second feature,
'Rackety Rax,' should gross $10,500

Capitol

$24,000.

Stanley

(WB)

(3,600;

26-35-50)—

'Animal Kingdom' (RKO). Class
picture should give Stanley some
carriage trade for a time and film
Is
likewise down-to-earth enough
for regular patrons.
Fine opening
and looks in the bag for nice $13,000
Last week 'Bitter Tea of General
Yen' (Col) all right at $11,500.
Variety (Jaffe) (2,200; 15-25-40)
—'Hot Saturday' (Par) and stage
show. Town's latest first-run site,

was formerly the Academy, Burlesque site, and with a cheap set-up,
should make a go of It, Gets under
way today (9) on a full-week policy.
Warne.- (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)—
'The Mummy' (U). Gfreat opening
laid to telling exploitation campaign
and on strength of it looks set to
gather $8,500. Last week 'Lawyer
Man' (WB) around $6,250.

Loew's has average vaude bill and
'Half-Naked Truth' and can gross
around $13,000. Nabes all showing Nakcd Truth' (Radio) and vaude.
well.
Average show that should take
Estimates for This Week
$13,000.
Last week 'Secrets French
His Majesty's (1,600; 50-85) 'End Police' (Radio) and fair vaude,
of the Road' (Ind). Should gross a $12,500.
Princess (CT) (1,900; 35-60) 'Kid
further $8,000 on second week. Last
Repeat and
week this film had them standing up from Spain' (UA).
should be pood for $9,000.
Last
all four shows ^nd hit $12,000.
Palace (FP) (2,700; 60) 'Strange week exceeded high expectations,
Shearer, locally giving house best figure in twelve
Interlude' (MG).
popular, should help to a $12,000
gross. Last week 'Farewell to Arms'
(Par) Jacked Palace's fading grosses

months at

Imperial

$16,000.

(Franco-Film)
(1,900;
(French) and

60) 'Rol des Palaces'

As Grosses Hold Up;
Trisco Jenny' 12G
Portland, Ore,, Jan.

TO NORMALCY
San Francisco,

9.

Post-holiday biz still holding up.
Last week 'Farewell to Arms' at
United Artists and 'No Man
of Her Own' at the Broadway finished in the class A count, all making plenty yardage.
Revival of stage bands under way
in the burg, Del Milne at the FoxBroadway and Jackie Souderd at
the Orpheum both getting exploitation. Bands seem to steady the b. o.
ticker, but the picture gets the bl#
the

other

'

—

change, will come
and the 26c. scale.

'Son-Daughter'

to $13,000.-

Capitol (FP) (2,700; 60) 'Call

Savage'

.

.

.

;

dollars off $20,000, plenty big.

Geary (legit) (1,660; 86-$1.10)—
'Maedchen in Uniform' (Krimsky).

The announcement oi the Mid- Moving nicely and third week good
land's price slash was a headache to at $7,600, Second week went up to
the other managers, and it Is no ee
good $10,000,
cret that attempts are being made
Paramount (Fox) (2,700; 30-40to block it.
66)—'No Man of Her Own' (Par),

RKO Malnstreet has changed back
from straight pictures to its old
stage show policy, with 'Whoopee*
as the attraction and 'No Other
Woman' on the screen. Looked like
the customers were waiting for it
as the lines were long and biz is
strong again.
Last week, with Its New Year's
eve shows, was a Joy to the man
agers, especially the Midland's skip
per. as the final count on 'Strange
Interlude' showed $10,000 better than
the estiniate. New Year's day and
night proved a record for the house,
in number of admissions.

,

and Bing Crosby short. Ferns fiock«
ing here and $14,000 is good pickings. Last week 'Farewell to Arms*
(Par) clicked heavy at slightly over
$20,000.

United Artists (1,400; 26-35-50)—
'Kid From Sptin' (UA) (3d week).
Cantor pulling 'em and 'only show«
ing in 'Frisco county* line also helpat $12,000. Second week

Okay
was about
ing.

$16,000.

Warfield (Fox) (2,700; 35-55-65)—
Park' (WB) and stage
Good at $17,000. Last week
'Devil Is Driving* (Par) with exceptionally good take New Year's
ove ran house up to great $23,000,
Estimates for This Week
Warners (Fox) (1,700; 35-55)
Liberty (Dubinsky) (860; 16-26)—
rise.
Secrets
of
the
French Police* 'Farewell to Arms* (Par). Moved
•Frisco Jenny' looks good this (RKO). This little first-runner con- down from Paramount It's still aceA
week at the Broadway in a tough tinues to grind along with just about at $7,600, 'Silver Dollar* (WB) also
after-Christmas spot.
Started ^o the same results every week, and moved, got $6,000 oh eight days last
week.
answer to, exploitation first half,
this one will probably not be far
'Strange Interlude,' at the United from $2,600, fair. Last week
'Nifeht
Artists, may stay two weeks, ac- Club Lady*
(Col), $3,600, good,
cordlner to the current gait.
ExTHIS
Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 26-35- CINCY'S PIX
ploitation getting okay early biz and 50)— 'No Other Woman' (RKO), and
it may click for^ a big winner.
'Whoopee,* stage show. Extensive
BIZ IS
Fox-Liberty's two-bit policy get- newspaper publicity given the return
ting results.
Par's 'Evenings for of the stage show policy. Looks like
Sale' at that house was a winner. old times;
$17,000, okay. Last week
Cincinnati, Jan. 9.
Currently the Liberty's 'They Call It 'Animal Kingdom' (RKO) at 25 and
An extra good screen line-up at
Sin' is okay.
40c., $14,000, oke.
the downtown theatres.
Estimates for This Week
Midland (Loew) (4,000; 25-36-60)
Favorable weather over the week'Cynara* (UA).
In spite of but end helped for a wham start and
Broadway (Fox-Parker) (2,000;
26-65) 'Frisco Jenny' (FN) and F & one day's publicity, on account of additional advertising for the major
stage unit.
Clicking for nice picture set In at last minute, ex- attractions is also reflecting box
post-holiday biz; should go about pected to draw better than normal; oflflce strength.
Last
$12,000. Last week 'No Man of Her probably about $14,000, fair.
Estimates for This Week
week 'Strange Interlude' $28,000, big.
Own' (Par) nicely for $11,600.
(RKO) (3,300; 36-65)— 'BitNewman (Publix) (1,860; 26-36- terAlbee
Orpheum (RKO) (2,000; 25-56)
Tea of General Yen' (Col) and
'Penguin Pool Murder^ (Radio) with 50)— 'No Man of Her Own' (Par). vaude.
With Barbara Stanwyck
Heavy
publicity
type
to
Clark
vaude and stage band for four days
blgged over title, and Leon Errol
Gable,
-and
the
femmes
coming
in
only. Should do okay round $8,000.
topping five-act vaude bill, first
Last week 'Animal Kingdom' (Ra- numbers. House is featuring free time here for Errol at pop prices
parking for its customers after 'six and he means
dio) did $6,800,
something at local
United Artists (Fox-Parker) (1,- at night. Week looks good for a b. o., may top $16,000 take. Last
000;
26-66)
'Strange
Interlude' fair $14,000. Lost week 'Farewell to week 'Animal Kingdom' (RKO) and
(MG). Well exploited and expected Arms' "(Par) eight days, $17,000, big. vaude co-headed by Charles King
to hold for second week; may hit
and Billy House pulled $22,000, big$8,000, oke. Last week 'Farewell to
gest figure here for months.
Arms' (Par) the second nice $4,000;
Lyric (RKO) (1,285; 30-55)— '20.ITS
first big $7,000.
000 Years In Sing Sing' (FN), Aided
Oriental (Hamrlck) (2,600; 26-36)
by extra advertising and registering
'Sport Parade' (Radio). Keeping up
BIZ $12,600, very oke. Last week 'FareImproved pace at this house and
well to Arms' (Par) in second week
likely for $4,000. Last week 'Three
got $7,600, oke.
Denver, Jan. 9,
on a Match' (FN) did fairly with
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 30-55)—
Perfect winter weather helping 'Flesh' (M-G),
$2,600 for five days.
Beery the berries
Liberty (Fox-Parker) (2,000; 16- theatres to good business, Orpheum for a juicy $16,000. Last week 'No
Orph put Man of Her Own' (Par) returned a
25) 'They Call It Sin' (Par). Going better than last week.
okay and should close with $2,000, on a broadcast from the orchestral sweet $13,700.
fair. Last week 'Evenings for Sale' lift for a half-hour Sunday afterKeith's (Libson) (1,500; 25-40)—
(Par) got attention and connected noon which helped Sunday crowds, 'Lawyer Man' (WB).
Powell and
Barbara Stanwyck draw in Or- Blondell the name power for a danfor strong $3,000.
pheum film, although Betty Craig, dy $6,000. Last week 'Match King*
'Post' reviewer, in her first review (WB) flared to a sparkling $0,200.
In a year after a long illness, says
Grand (RKO) (1,025; 15-30)—
'Central

show.

KEEN

i'

DinO

WEEK AND

—

M

DENVER TOPPING
GOOD NEW YEAR'S

Holiday's Extra Toll

Nils Asther steals film.

West Mas-

'Thirteen

Women'

(RKO)

and

organologa at Orpheum also 'Breach of Promise' (WW), split.
and applauded.
En route to $3,100, swell. Last week
Clark Gable not drawing as usual •Secrets of French Police' (RKO)
in 'No Man of Her Own.' Paramount and 'He Learned About AVomen'
on split week with 'Wild Horse (Par) fetched $2,900.
Mesa' and 'Madame Butterfly' doing
Family (RKO) (1,000; 13-25)—'
only fair.
This house may revive 'Boiling Point' (Tif) and 'Women
its twin organs,
Won't Tell' (WW), split. CombinRialto is set to'tie last week with ing for $2,200, okay.
Last week
responsible.
split week.
Tom Mix picture drew 'Whistling Dan' (Educ) and 'Msiii
Remainder of the week showed no well first half and 'Afraid to Talk' Apalnst Woman' (Col). $2,900.
peak, each day being within 50 looks good.
Shubert (2,100; 55-$1.65)— 'Sign of
Broadway last week had 'Another Cross' (I'm ). Given heavy advance
placements of the other.
ters

well liked

Hollywood, Jan, 9,
Extra placements were sour dur
ing the past week with 3,582 working days listed. This Is the lowest
in some time, with slackened production and a non-working Monday

Language' on stage, starting rather
weak but built up rapidly, due to
Her
exceptionally
favorable
word-of(Fox) and 'Rackety Rax' $1,800.
Langdon's 3 Shorts
mouth advertising, and finished
Cinema /•"•'^^"aris (Franco-Film)
Will gross around $11,000,
(Fox).
Hollywood,
Jan.
9.
strong.
Coming week Broadway
Last week 'Conquerors' (Radio) and je.QiUr^) Ma Femme, Homme d'Af
Educational
Arvid
gave
Gilstrom starting new experiment, an hour's
Aruom
•Most Dangerous Game' (RcuJicT' iu.lres' and 'Nuit d'Espagne.' Aruond
Last week 'Si Tu contract to make three more shorts music by 35 -piece Denver riillhar$1,000, average.
took $11,600.
starring Harry Langdon.
(Continued on page 19)
7.'))
'HfUf- Venx' and 'Gloria.' same figure
Loew's fFP) n.20n

up

'La Chance' (French). Nice, 2,000
Last week 'Enlevez-Mol' and 'Cain,'

Jan.. 9.

Managers probably won't have an>
week like last one for remainder of the year and current
stanza looks, bad compared to those
swell figures run up during the days
that the picture 'Son-Daughter,' set following Ne\7 Tear's.
Annual auto show cutting In on
to open Friday, had been changed to
'Cynara.' An- unusually heavy pub- biz generally.
Paramount looks like the big
licity campaign had been on for 'two
weeks, for the radical price change gravy center of the town with house
of 25c. for all seats, at all times, and making, a big. play for the feme.
for 'Son-Daughter,' all of- which was Clark Gable and Blng Crosby are
wrecked hy the sudden change, as the cards, former in 'No Man of
even the newspaper layouts and fea- Her Own,' and latter in a Paramount
ture stories for the Sunday editions short.
United Artists continues with
were up, but the papers co-operated
beautifully with ManaLger McManus. third week of Cantor's "Kid From
playing, up the sudden change as Spain' and gross is holding up
smartly.
Warners, only few weeks
one of those things in show business.
Made new art layouts for off from closing time, gets .'Farewell
both Friday and Sunday papers and to Arms,' moved down after a hlg
week
at
the
Paramount. Present
gave 'C!ynara' picture a nice openpolicy continues until Feb. 1. Paraing.
mount playing all pix one week, then
In a double columh annOuhoement moving 'em into Warners.
in the Thursday papers under the
Warfield and Golden Gate running
caption 'We're Sorry,' it was ex- about neck and neck knd both good.
plained the reason for the sudden Gate playing 'Bitter Tea of General
change was the refusal of the pro- Yen* and Warfield showing 'Central
ducer of 'Cynara' and 'Kid from Park.* Orpheum and Fox still dark,
Spain' to deliver .the prints of these though latter is said to be due for
pictures to the Midland to be shown a Jan, 14 opening.
for the reduced, price, and that as
Estimates for This Week
the pictures had been bought it was
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 30-40necessary to show them at the regular prices. For this reason 'Cynara' 66) 'Bitter Tea' (Col) and vaude.
Okay $14,000 in view. Last week
is now being showh and will be fol
lowed by 'Kid from Spain,* after 'Animal Kingdom' (RKO) aided by
which, unless there is some other New Year's eve biz w'ent Just a few

Portland Buoyant

'

1933

FRISCO BACK

Reacts to 'Cyn/ 14G

it.

—

12G,

(1,100;

Successful Calamity* (WB). Arliss
will certainly pep the b. o. up a bit,
$2,200. Last week 'Sherlock Holmes'
(Fox) couldn't comp<Bte with 'Fu
Manchu' at Strand^ $1,900.
Galax (Wllby) (600; 16-20) 'Fourth
Horseman' (Fox). All .week Instead
of usual split '^eek, about $1,100;
The kids go for Mix. Last week
Pride of Legion' (Mono) and 'Malay
Nights' (Mono) fair $900.

.

9fi.

and 'Man Against
Another deluxe go-

ing two-a- week' for this week; |2,-

talking about Helen Hayes' per
foirmance in 'Farewell to Arms' at
Picture well-liked and Miss Stan- Penn, that site should see a rush of
wyck regarded as a name attraction. femmes that oueht to account for
Last an all right $18,000 on the week,
Should reach gOod $13,000.
week 'Animal Kingdom' (RKO), while the, freakishly ballyhooed
'Gooha Goona,' on a twin bill, has a
116,000, fine.
Century (Publix) (1,600; 40)— good chance of sending Daivis away
•Flesh' (M-G). Beery a magnet and out front with $4,800. Bankhead and
Montgomery
considerable
atreceiving
good names for Fulton,
picture is
tention. Opened very well and should despite weakness of their vehicle,
continue to carry on strong. About 'Faithless,' and should gather $4,600,
Last week with no kicks coming.
$5,000 indicated, good.
•Madame Butterfly' (Par) $3.7«0.
Town has a new flrst-run house
Uptown (Publix) (1,300; 40)— in Variety, formerly Academy, bur•Prosperity* (MG). Around $3,000 In lesque house, -which will also be only
sight, good, Last week 'If I Had a site in Pittsburgh with stage shows,
Million' (Par). $4,000. very big.
It's a 2,200-seater and at 40c top
Lyric (Publix) (1,300; 3B)— 'They should manage to make a go of it,
Just Had to Get Married' (U). PittsEstimates for This Week
Summervllle combination always a
Davis (WB)
16-25-40)
(1,700;
pip box office card for this thes^tre
and attraction on Its way to a big 'Goona Goona' (FD) and 'King Murder.'
Bali picture lends Itself to
Last
week
probably
$5,000.
gross,
freak
ballyhoo
and
looks
like
a mop•Air Mall' (U) $4,200.
Grand (Publix) (1,100; 3B)— 'If I up at $4,800 on th<B strength of the
Had a Million' (Par), second loop sexy angle. Last week 'Hell's High
way'
(RKO)
and 'They Had to Get
run, and- 'Kongo' (M-G), first run,
Should breeze through to Married' (U) fine at $4,600,
split.
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,760; 15
good $2,B00. Last week 'Rackety
Rax' (Fox), and 'He Learned About 25-40)
'Faithless'
(MG),
First
Women' (Par), first runs and split, Metro slufT-o for this site in some
$2,000, with first named doing very time, and should do all right, with
well and getting major portion of Bankhead and Monligomery to bring
take; 'Women' brought In next to 'em in. In a deluxer, this one would
probably go plenty into the red
nothing.
Aster (Publix) (900; 25)— 'Afraid Here, with the low overhead, should
to Talk' (U), first run; 'Washington show a profit at $4,600. Last week
Merry-Go-Roynd* (Col), and 'Once 'Thrill of Youth' not so hot at $3,800
In a Lifetime' (U), second-runs,
Penn (Loew's-UA)— (3,300; 25
split. Maybe around $900. fair. Last 35-60)— 'Farewell to
Arms' (Par)
week 'Jewel Robbery* (WB), 'Suc- Helen Hayes will bring the femmes
cessful Calamity' (WB), and 'Speed and they'll go away talking about
Demon,' last-named first-run, split; this one, which presages a strong
$1,200, good.
finish. Looks like neat $18,000, Last
week 'Strange Interlude'
(MG)
plenty surprising with a sizzling

CANTOR'S

Week

Alabama (Wllby) (2,800; 26-3640) '2 Against World' (WB) and
'Island of LQst Souls' (Par). Split
week for a change, with the latter

town show houses. Only exception those of 1929 peak. Deluxe takings
picking up generally, and
State, where Gable is drawing under also
At least, a running everybody seems to be affected opexpectations.

little

wish for Bomf sunshine.

Some of the lesser houses are getting the breaks this week with better pictures; also

10,.

Price Slash, but K. C.

9.

keeps up patrons will
be parkiniT their boats out in front
of the theatres before entering.
Rain nearly every day, and even
the raincoat dealers are beginning
If this rain

Strong attractions helping tlie loop
to maintain the fast clip set since
the start of the new year, Follis
still have some dough left and can
bo induced to part with it If you
With
give 'em what they want.
'Flesh,' 'Bitter Tea of General Yen,'
•They Just Had to Get Married,' and
Mitgi Green in person as the current
lures, another profitable week ap-

Tuesday, January

pre.s.s
and on bulletin boards,
Look.q like $15,000, okay.
Ufa (400; 30-40)— 'Michael and

in

Mary' (Educ). Tough sleddlnpr despite added publicity splurge; $1,000
at best. Last week 'Theft of Mona
Ll.s.-x'

a

(RKO)

grp"^"*

floundered at

les.s

lhan
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GERMAN STAR WEDS

By

Elizabeth Bergner Bride of Czinner,
Her Director in' London

—

Eric 6orrick
f

London, Jan.

Sydney, Dec 11.
DUE OVER?
Independent exhibitors ore Yralt1ns to aee whether the AmericdA T9 Talk With Fox People on Eurodistributors operating in Australia
pean Production
are gettlns Bet to flsht the powerful

POMMER

G. T. group.

With one or two exceptions no

contracts for the supply of pictures
to the combine have so far been
signed. In .three weeks O. T. will
begin operations all over Australia.
Executives of Q. T. Informed 'Va>
riety' some time ago that friendly
relations existed between them and
the distrlbs. 'These relations would
continue eo long as the distributors
treated O. T. fairly as to film hire,*
eald an executive.
Very high exchange rates and
heavy taxation have forced the
American companies to increase
Some exhibitors say that
rentals.
they have been bled white by the
methods adopted by the American

Berlin, Tan.

9.

American

film

companies

were

strangllhg the Australian industry.
Truth Is, of course, that the
theatres there are closed the less
money the distributors can earn.
There Is a decided swing here to
British pictures, and many theatres
are screening solely British productions, especially the Fuller group.
However, there would not be sufflclent English pictures to supply the
entire O. T. circuit If a finish fl^t
did eventuate between O. T. and

mon

American

i^nable to show a
profit will be olosed. Irrespective of

that

theatres

A

the heat or anything else.
strange
situation Just now is that while
talker houses have closed, all the
legit theatres are in full swing to

good trade.

Sydney
'Autumn
and

with
'Chocolate SolPygmalion.' 'End of
'Smllln' Thru'

legit Is pretty strong,

Crocus,'

dier*

'Dr.

the

Rainbow' and

.

her

Is still

FOX MAY MOVE DUO
PAR'S FRENCH STUDIO
Deal

is

almost set for Fox to move

Into Paramount's JoInvIUe studio In
France, leasing two stages there for

French

production

and

dubbing

purposes.

Paramount, with its new set-up
and curtailed program, has space to
spare in Jolnvllle and has offered
it for lease to other American companies, with no one but Fox interested thus far. Nothing completed,
because Fox hasn't yet lined up a
schedule for France, but Fox also
has a proposition from Pathe-Natan
under consideration.

The

Rebel'

a

ffit

Among Those Forced to Reorganize

Bride and her director are here
a picture at the Elstree

OSSO'S ITALIAN DEAL

Berlin, Jan.

German
Distribution

Exchange With Pitta-

REP'S

9.

con«

blow coming through
the failure of Heros and the RelchCompanies were respecsllgafilm.
tively, the official producing and distributing bodies for the Union of

Paris, Dec. 29.

Adolphe Osso has reached a dis-

EXHAUSTIVE SI1IDY

bankruptcies

film

tlnue, latest

—On Percentage

luga

with Ufa and wlU

least until the middle of

With Some Fairly Important Cos.

9.

stage

screen productions.
place today In Lon-

CERHAN GOVT.

Pommer
remain at

tribution agreement with Pittaluga,

German

exhibitors.

Amount of liabilities estimated at
of Italy, for handling of each other's
about $400,000.
It's a straight percentage
Dr. Martin Freudenthal, special films.
Bankruptcies of German film comattache of the German government, proposition. Osso taking the Pitta- panies have come fast recently, with
luga films for Italy and vice versa.
sailed for Berlin Thursday (6) after
Move Is the latest expansion by a considerable number of fairly ImEmelka,
an eight-month study of picture Osso. who's been trying to gain a portant companies hit.
Tobis, Sudfilm and D. L. S. are
conditions In the United States. He foothold In every part of Europe.
among those who have gone bankspent most of the time In Hollywood
rupt or have had to refinance comand New York contacting film
pletely and reorganize, with a pretexecs.
ty large list of minor film companWhile in Hollywood Freudenthal
ies making the condition that much
looked over some prosjiectlve prodworse.
BIG
uct and made suggestions for story
eliminations In several places which
might have offended Germany. TJiat
Ottawa, Jan. 9.
may become a regular German gov'JULY 14' IS CLAIR'S
Francis X. Bushman, ^rstwhlle
ernment function on the coast, he
Indicated, as a genture to American Idol of the screen, took k rap at
plcturedom. Idea being to help by British film studio practicca^on the
giving official views on questionable
occasion of a visit to appear for
Paris, Dec. 30.
film matters prior to making. Same
With no local showing date set
stunt has been previously tried by examination In his Supreme Court
other foreign governments, but with action for $10,000 damages against yet, the new Rene Clair picture
the Hollywood studios paying for Albert E. Hamilton for Injuries al- 'July 14' Is set for Berlin and X,onr
the advice and always onsuccess- legedly received when struck by don. Eric Hakim has taken over
Hamilton's automobile last summer. the British distribution rights and
fuUy.
Bushman declared that British Europa, regular TobIs distribution
film players and the studio staffs company In Germany^ wUI handle
spent too much time eating and the; picture there. TobIs (French)
will handle the film In France.
Trinidad
Qnota
drinking tea.
Picture Is bunt around the French
*GIorIa Swanson, Esther Ralston
almost had hysteria over this Independence day holiday, like July
Trinidad and British Guiana have and I
tea business,* declared Bushman, 4 In the U. S. In the usual way
adopted a new quota law on films relating his experiences while work- Clalr has made the film in only one
version but In some trick way unwhich states that at least 20% of ing In a British picture last year.
'Everyone was at the studio by derstandable to any langruage speakthe films shown tiiere must be of
8:30 in the morning but they lin- ing country. It is claimed. He did
British origin. Law also orders that
over breakfast until 10: SO. that In 'Million' by having a couple
60% of the newsreels and short sub- gered
One scene would be shot and then of guides running through the picjects must be of either British orieverybody knocked off for two ture explaining the action In Enggin or about British matters.
hours for lunch. Another scene, and lish, German, or Italian, depending
While the territories involved are then
came 4 o'clock tea, after which on what country shown, although
small, with not much actual ImporThey went the rest of the film remained in
It was time for dinner.
tance from an American trade standFrench.
to work again around 9 o'clock and
point, fear Is expressed In foreign
kept at It until midnight. Next day
film circles that the thing may
everyone was too tired to do their
spread to all British territories
best work.'
Yiddisli Plrodocer
throughout the world, thereby beBushman said the British studios
ing a quite Important blow.
were well equipped and modern but
Productions, new company
LefC
highly trained technicians were
for Yiddish talkers formed by Jos.
conspicuous by their absence.
Selden, has gone Into production on
Mexican Exhibs
'Forgotten Parents' and is preparing the script of a second picture
Screen Natiye-Mades
'Child for Sale.' (Seorge Roland Is
In
Languages
Mexico City, Jan. 6.

TEA BUtBING BRTHSH
SnJDIOS'
BURDEN

FRENCH HOLIDAY

FM

on

New

Ullrich.

South Africa
By

H> Hanson

Must

Capetown, Dec. 11.
During the Christmas and New
Year holidays the towns generally
directing.
Local municipal government's naget a big crowd from outlying disCompany proposes to turn out IS
The postal authorities have tionalistic campaign, which deParis. Dec 28.
tricts.
features during the year.
decided to make heavy cuts In the mands that all cinemas exhibit at
Alexander Oranoweky has comstaffs throughout the country, hand- least two reels of made In Mexico
pleted shooting of four direct shot
ing a month's notice to a large num- pictures weekly. Is spreading into
language versions of "Rot Pausole.'
Prepares Resumption
ber. Increasing unemployment.
the provinces.
Latest common-

4

Opera for Capetown

Wm. Paganelli, local musician. Is
organizing concerts to put up a fund
for an opera season next July. His
Another Slug
Intended repertoire Includes 'II TroIt is learned from Melbourne that vatore,' 'La Travlata,' 'La Boheme'
the government Is seeking a furtlier and 'Don Pasquala.* The cast and
measure to tax films. Those In the chorus will be made up by locals.
know say that educational shorts,
and maybe newsreels, will be hit to
Rotha's Short
the tune of six cents or so per foot.
Paul Rotha, film critic and proShould this actually eventuate, ex- ducer. Is due in Capetown soon by
hibitors say they would be forced plane from Cairo, with three camto eliminate such shorts from their eramen.
He is under contract to
programs.
British Instructional Films. Ltd., to
direct a picture of the British Emair
which will carry the
pire
routes,
Double Bills
Wllllamson-Talt will play panto- title 'Contract'
mime matinees and Gilbert and SulEnglish Silver Not Legal Tender
livan revivals' nights during ChristArtists coming from the States
mas. Try to catch both Juvenile
and England must not carry English
and adult trade.
silver, as every coin is taxed 32%,
A Melbourne house Is screening or 6 shillings and sixpence In the
The Phantom President' and pound, with a further sixpence deIgloo* on the one bill.
Some ex- ducted for a stamp. This bombshell
hibitors have already gone In for has been sprung on every passenger
triple
feature programs.
Trade landing from ships at South African
waiting to aee if someone wUl go ports. Hitherto £2 In sliver was
allowed free, but this Is now canone higher!
celled, and after January 15 English
Wllllamson-Talt set to produce silver will carry no face value over
•Waltzes from Vienna' and "Treas- here and will not be legal tender.
ure Island' in Melbourne at ChristAmerican Boxers
mas. In the new year it Is
Walter Miller, once world's wresW-T will import some of expected
the hits
tling champion and now manager of
current in New York.
fighters in the States, cabled Transvaal National Sporting Club offering
to bring a leading American cruiserULTIMATE IN TAXES
weight and lightweight over here.
Prague, Dec. 27.
According to a report by the Reply to him says both would be
useful out here, but sufficient maCzechoslovak Ministry of Com- terial la available on the spot. Miller
merce, Czechoslovakia Imposes the mu.st bring both men out at his own
highest tax on picture
theatre risk.
tickets In Europe, excepting France,
namely 20% on tickets under 6
Tram Strike Kills Business
Capetown wol<c up a few days ago
crowns and a progressive Impost
of 50 7(, on all tickets above the 5 to find that a strilte of tram and bus
drivers and conductors was on, due
crciwn limit.
While France imposes 2',%, it does to the men wanting higher pay. The
strike hits amusements badly, a^
so only on film tlieatres having an
outside dl.strlcts depend entirely on
income over 100,000 francs.
reaching the shows by tram or bus.
Dest of the talker business.

all

Wedding took

Faflm'es

don.

wisek of February for New York, to
talk things over with Sidney Kent
of Fox.

and Clayton Sheehan,

diatrlbs.

then all theatres will be operating
for the Christmas trade.
In the new year, when General
Theatres tain over. It is likely

over

to make
studios.

Berlin. Jan. 9.
Probably by the time this report
reaches New York matters will be
The Rebel,' first of the Universal
settled between Q. T. and the dle- films under the new Berlin productribs.
tion set-up, was given Its premiere
at the Unlversum, Stuttgart on
First Summer Shutdowi/
Christmas day, and proved a hit.
For the first time in AustiraUan
Film has Luis Trenker and Ijulse

theatrical history two ace) film
houses have cl6sed because of the
heat and approach of Xmas. The
shutdown is only for two weeks, and

German

and screen star, married her director. Paul Czinner, who has presided

Those Eric Pommer-Ufa-Fox rumors begin to clarify with announcement that Pommer sails the first

October, but he has been granted a
leave of absence by his company of
four weeks during which to make
the American trip.
Idea seems to be that in mid-October he may assume charge of
distributors, and it Is time high Fox's Ehiropean production program,
charges were forced down.
Un- which is being lined up in a pretty
doubtedly there Is room for Im- big way, and the present Atlantic
provement In some of the methods trip is to talk over .future plans.

adopted by certain distrlbs, but vntil such time as the exchange rate
Itself
and the taxation
rights
charges are reduced film hire mast
remain high.
The real trouble In the Q. T.-dtstribiitor tangle Is the E. S. & Al.
Were Stuart Doyle and
Bank.
Charles Munro in the position to
handle the situation without the
dictates of the bankers the whole
matter might be straightened out.
The bankers want film for all the
theatres on the Q. T. circuit at a very
low flgvre—a figure which probably
the distributors will not agree to.
Because certalii theatres closed In
Sydney owing to thie heat and poor
business, the cry went up that the

Elizabeth Bergner,

More German Film Firm

WB

It's the first time in several years
wealth to adopt similar action Is that any film has been given treatCoahuila, an Important north cen- ment in so many tongues. Film has
tral state.
been done In French, English,
Coahuila legislature has passed Spanish and German.
a law which demands that all exhibitors must show at least one
nationally made production a week.
Tongue Foreigns
This action- by the states results
from a presidential request to all
For Cleve. Terminal
commonwealth governors that they
Cleveland, Jan. 10.
get behind the national campaign
A. W. Newman, former backer of
to aid the Infant native film proan
arty
little
theatre
that
duction Industry.
folded two years ago. has returned
to the business to back a new foreign film house at the Terminal.
Bankers
Opening this week (9) with "Theft
of the Mona Lisa' (RKO-Tobis).
Newman to be director, with Ed(Continued from page 4)
ward C. Flanlgan and Bob Steele
have brought In the names of Lynch managing and owning house, and
and Kennedy. Paramounters laugh- Ben Truesdale as p.s. Price scale
ed olf any Lynch report, saying his has a 40 -cent top.
name had not come up. These conAfter Theft,' Terminal has penflicting reports were many. In none cilled %litta Discovers
Her Heart,'
of the statements Issued by the German; 'Men and Jobs,'
Soviet; 'A

Of Foreign

Many

New York.
No foreign prints have been made
here since October, when studio
discontinued Its foreign department.
-

Henry Blanke and DeLeon Anthony,
members of the department, are still
on the lot in other capacitlea Previous foreigns made here were all
direct shot versions.

There has been some dubbing of
Warner prints In England and Germany, but company finds It can
book more of its features In Europe and elsewhere than are now
available.

CZECH CENSOB CUTS

company was there any intimation Nous la Llberte,' French.
of any new figure to be brought into
the Par organization.
Stories are that Hertz left Par Trade Envoy Bringing
without owning a share of its stock.
Another report la that Hert^ InForeign Scenic Library
vasion of Par with Alfred D. Lasker
Prague, Dec. 29,
and the late Wm. Wrigley, Jr., cost
Sam
Woods, assistant attache of
the trio around $5,000,000.
The
Wrigley estate was reported to have the Prague office of the American
Department
of Commerce, sails on
sold its Par holdings shortly after
the Europa for America Jan. 6.
Mr. Wrlgley's death.
Mr. Woods brings with him
This is the second time Hertz
has breasted New York.
Some photos and other material of inyears ago he tried operating a Yel- terest to the American film induslow Cab pool in New York. Before try. The Prague office of the Dewinding it up. Hertz called in as- partment was requested by the
Hays organization to obtain matesistance.
ties,

will
probably return to
to direct his outside activi-

including

Yellow Cab, Hertz

Drlvc-Ur-Self organization and the
Thompson chain of one-arm eateries.

rial

Mr.

for

its

Prague, Dec.

the sentence:

•The Roumanian crown prince
had to give up his visit to his
mother in London, owing to the energetic command of his father. King
Carol.'

The Gem>an sound
to delete the
for
equality

buildinfrf;.

hotrif:.

banks, railway station?, tr.iins,
other locations to serve ris fi
reference library.

film

PDC had

'In

our fight

In

throuffh the help of the position of
the AiDorlcan president.'

Krom ihf? Soviet Potemkln sound
waa eliminated references to

film
'

r\nr\
f

words:

disarmament in
Geneva, great help was given us

r(»search department.
colloctod phnloa of

public

28.

The Czechoslovak film censor in
November eliminated the following
sentences from films: From the
Paramount newsreel was stricken

Woods has

castles,

Work

vrtll

done here or In

and Par

Hertz
Chicago

Title

Burbank, Jan. 9.
shortly reopen its
foreign production department in
this country for the superimposing
Company Is now
of titles only.
weighing costs and other factors to
determine whether work 'is to be

Warners

tlif
>

l:,\

iiMitiny
yr'li'T.--

:r.<l

l;i>
(

-.i;

-

I.

I

nf

C.zf^r.h

and Jugoslo-

Bay of Cattaro In
the sentence: 'Wo
corruption.'

in tlie

also
iH'iirf-t
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Going Places

Tnesday, January 10, 1933

Pix for Pic People

By Cecelia Ager

Palm

Springs, Jan.

Hoflywood Production
Week

9.

The new Palm Springs 400seat

ing guarantees a Leslie Howard, the
Tamara a Rose Unseen
Tamara's name stands out In the daughters will be quite content.
Myrna Lioy, in such good comRoxy program in the boldest type.

stage show, pany, herself gives a performance
keep looking. Sure enough, she's topping anything she's ever done
there sitting on a bar in the speak- before. She acta, knows Just what
easy scene so far back, surrounded she's about, comprehends the fine
by so many people, so much set, It points of her role, an Intuitive vllbecomes a triumph to discover her. laineas who!s a likable, real person.
She's wearing a bright red sequlned She has sufficient Innate allure now
dress. Its lines, its style, carefully not to need such utterly backless
hidden by all those white tulln negligees as those presently foisted
garbed maidens clustered close upon her, and, besides, her back
about her the better to hear her hasn't the soft round contours essential for such thorough display.
Blng.

Liook for her in the

—

They're not sincere, those maidWhoever in the audience can't
see Tamara certainly can hear her,
for she pours her mellow, haunting
voice into a mike, flpodinj the theatre with her dusky tones. 'Speakeasy' is her song, an. Intimate wall
unleashed throughout the vast recesses of the Roxy.
Ayres and Rene dance in the
ens.

Jenny Prospers In 8Sn
Trlsco Jenny' can't say much for
St^n Francisco politicians, yet what
do .politics matter to a town with
a Fountain of Touth. For twentythe
five years Ruth Chatterton,

modernistic Roxy speakeasy set, an
adagio quartet headed by a young
woman with the good Judgment to
append a flowing long white chiffon circular skirt to her white satin

scarlet lady

whose informal name

gives the picture its title conducts
a thriving business in sin. Were it
not for her costumes, not a soul
could detect the passing years.

Her

theatre, forinally

now

(Picture*

by

COLUMBIA

—Ben

.

Badger

A —Maxrailllan

READY TO BE

-Ward Boiid

Clarence 'Muss
Donald 'Kerr

Krasna

Nydla W'^stman

Caat:

Mae Clarke

'Mnrde'rs In The Zoo*
(Srd week)
'

Ralph Bellamy
Hale Hamilton

D^Eddle

A—Setton

standard reel
by the executives of all the producers in the
east, as an economy move. Liester
Cowan, executive secretary of the
Academy 6f M.P. Arts aind Sciences,
who has been In charge of this
project (the last of three Industry
moves having to do with the standardization of films) will leave for
the HolljrwPdd' headquarters of the
Academy right after the formal

D—Frank Strayer
A—Paul Perez

be

Roalta Moreno
Joae MoJIca

rsitifled

figure retains its slimness,
her ^ace its soft bloom. In 1906 she's
wearing her hair in a pompadour
leotards, -thereby -achieving distinc- with a curl snuggling over her
tion and added grace for a well shoulder. In 1932 her blonde locks
enough executed- routine.. Those are cut. She follows the mode. As
nice old fashioned girls, the Roxy- time goes on she amasses more and
ettes, are loyal to pyjamas even If more money to do it with, that's all.
everyone else hAa given them up Right straight through she's always
long ago. Theirs are pale, pink had a way with clothes. The full ratification.
satin, trousers widening in sunburst gathered blouses of the beginning of
The 1,700-fQot length will save
plaits, with black bolero Jackets. the century were quite ad becoming
mutilation of prints and consldDeep rose colored satin loops In as the trim lines of the present, pro- *erable wasted blank film footage
match
to
back
the.
bustle bows at
vided a lady knew how to adjust which becomes
necessary
with
the glimpse of rose on their trouser them. And, top, a lady hearkening
leader lengths of silent action prior
hems and hatsto the devil can always find work.
to the sound-to-sound' change over
Tiiebestraum' brings out the best It used to be providing agreeable from one magazine to the other.
In the Roxy, places the white ballet young women, and naturally, along
While the average magazine can
on a full stAge platform behind the yrith the growth of monopoly, it accommodate 2,000 feet, the 1,700blue haze of the scrim, gives thie soon, developed into a trust.
length was decided
She assicpned the details to cap- foot standard
girls garlands of roses, t^Ua them
upon as most practical because of
to make a pretty picture as soon able assistants, retained a control t uniform weight for shlppage,
as
took
do.
gross,
and
They
the
minuet.
interest
in
their
ing
finish
as they
up bootlegging in an experienced, this will mean but three change2,000-foot -standard length
big business way. Tet with all her overs.
MissuB Cantor Gets Hand
still
three
would
require
Miss Chatterton's reel
responsibilities
Sometimes Sddie Cantor and
manner grew sweeter, her face more chaitgeovers, with an uneven final
George •J«ssel geit tlreft in the Par- mellow. She may have been en- spool.
amount stage show, and so the
There
are
10
other
projects the
never
but
she
vfclousness,
in
gaged
David Bines girls hurry on to the
Her loveliness Academy is now working out. One
affect her.
They don't have to do a let it only,
stage.
when she gave into .a is the standardization of working
faded
great deal, none of the relief corps
good Impulse, maternal self-sacri- scripts so that each department will
need bother very much,^ and yet
know at a glance where to start its
fice, and .found herself in prison
thejy're received -with- an enthusiparticufar phase of preparation.
asm hard to arouse had they worked awaiting the gallows.
The house is so
their heads off.
happy to be with Eddie and George,
Two Neelected Ladies
Soft
its glad to spare a' hah<^ for anyone
'The Billioii Dollar Scandal' is so
lucky enough to be. back stage with concerned with finance, politics, et
.

(Ist

Alexander KIrkland
Boots Mallory

—
—
Cast:

^

Marlon Burns

A—William .Roberts
Faulkner

METBO

them.

that Cohstance Cummings and
June Knight skims about grace- Olga Baclanova are left to shift for
fully in yellow satlh, circular skirt themselves. It seems that the hero's
violets
lined with violet satin,
brother had to fall in love with
clambering up the long fitted basque 'best people,' hence Miss Cummings,
Coletta Ryan is a white and the hero needed a femme partbodice.
lace clad Amazon, graciously con
ner for his massage parlor, hence
trasting her cool height with the Miss Baclonova. That's all the conelectrically busy £ddie and George. sideration the script is going to
The Bines Girls dance gaily, not give them.
worrying that their white fitted
As the daughter of 'best people,'
Spanish dresses deprive them of therefore. Miss Cummings gets tight
waistlines and widen their hips be- politely and hiccoughs delicately.
cause their black boleros narrow Miss Baclanova is far more contheir shoulders. Ida Cantor is real
vincing as a good natured, goodly the femme star of the show, looking masseuse, than in her old
though she doesn't even appear foreign siren roles, and quite as
that
suggests
Eddie
When in a song
smart.
there's one girl good enough for
him, the house agrees with a
spontaneous burst of applause, its
Kent in Hollywood
sincere tribute to a lady they've
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
heard about so much they feel they
Sid
Kent'
arrives tonight from
know her.

Pedaling Horse
Par
Opera Stuff for Erwin

l4idy'
(8th week)

C— Merrltt Gerstad
Cast:
Irene

New

Tork.
Spyros Skquras

AnwHa^d^^B'iB'^d«a^-flo^s
Wednesday (11).
her ups and
'The Animal
in pictures;
Kingdom,' her friends rejoice to
discover. Is one of her very best ups.
Here she's photographed with loving kindness, and then given free
rein to be herself, an earnest, allAmerlcan girl, fine, serious minded,
insistently noble far to worthwhile
a person to stoop to idle coquetry
or trifle with its hand maiden, chic.

is

due

Holljrwood, Jan.

horse opera curse off. Westerns
are knocked out in 12 days, which
is Erwin's main objection.
In the rewrite, yam will be built
Into a comedy with -the production
time and budget slightly stretched.

Vema

Hillie,

a Panther

contest winner, will get the

She

in

lives

an apartment

rife
signifi-

decor
plays the
in well-behaved, lady-like dresses. A fashion
artist who makes frequent trips to
Paris, she is too loyal to the U. S. A.
herself to adopt the Frenchy styles
she sketches. She believes in long
hair the whole way, not the current
chignon
deceptive
conception a
sparse enough to hide sleekly under a trim little cap. When she
prefers
she
dresses for the evening

with good

taste,

its

She
Victorian.
game, always sporting,
cantly

—

Let Ilka Chase be
A medieval black velvet
smart.
robe de style is Miss Harding's dish,
across its drop
band
a
Jeweled
with
shoulder decolletage to reflect that
line, understanding light in her eyes.
model for mothers to point out
to their daughters, Miss Harding.
Bowever, if being like Miss Hardto be artistic.

A

Holmes
Ruth Selwyn
Hedda Hopper
May Robson
Mary Carlisle
Donald Dlllaway

Phillips

femme

Robert Crelg

The White

for

&

rewrite.

Donald Ogden Stewart
Leonard Praskins

C—Wm. Daniels

'College
(ISt

The Ruffo contract was executed
in person and was not an

by Roxy

document, which might permit
his being shifted elsewhere. It mentioned two-a-day at the Music Hall.

eral tensity of things.

Hllburn

Cast:

Lee Tracy
Benlta Hume

James Gleuson

Una Merkcl

PABAMOUNT

The former

Metropolitan singer's cause for com •
plaint is that he abandoned a proposed tour of the British Isles In
concert to come over for the Music
Hall premiere.
Other artists in the variety show
who hold similar contracts are being shifted to RKO bouses, with
squawks that the Music Hall provided for two-a-day and they have
to play four shows dally elsewhere.
A songstress such as Vera Schwartz
is being taken care of via NBC
dates.
Both the NBC and RKO
will try to absorb the talent eased
out by the R. C. change in policy.

Sjie-

wack

—^Percy

D—
A—

•King of The Jangle'
(12th week)

C—

Wallace
Mcrlan C. Cooper
James Creelman
Ruth Rose
Eddie Linden

Cast:

Fay Wray
Robert Armstrong
Bruce Cabot
Frank Rclcher
Sam Hardy

Barbara Stanwyck
George Brent
Donald Cook
John Wayne

Henry Kolker
Doug Dumbrllle
Harry G ribbon
Arthur De Kuh
•Plctnre Snatcher*
(3rd week)

D—Lloyd Bacon
A—Danny Ahearn
Allen RIvkIn
P.
—Sol

C

—Ernest

Haller

Cast:

Noble Johnnon

Patricia Ellis
Alice White

Steve Clemento
'The Great Jasper'

Frances Dee
Robert Adair
Florence Britton
Ronnie Cosey
Robert Barrett

Sam Baker
Buster Crabbe
Sidney Toler
Douglas DumbrlUe
Patricia Farley

•From Hell To HeaTcn'
(Srd week)
D Erie C Kenton
A Lawrence Hazard

Lester Cohen
Ornltz

II. W. Hanemann
C— Henry Gorard

Tast:

Richard DIx
Dorothy Wllaon

Edna May Oliver
Wora Engels

Ralf Harolde
Robt. E. O'Connor
Robert Barnit
Geo. Pat Collins

—

Tom

Wllflon

'Elmer The Great'
(2nd week)

D— Mcrvyn LeRoy
A— Ring Lardner

C—

Tom Geraghty
Whitney Bolton
Todd

Arth\ir
Caat:

Jr-o E.

Drown

Fatrlcia Ellis

Florence Eldrldgc

r'ffston

Bruce Cabot

Clnlro Doild

'Topaze'

*

—

Wolfson

Pollto

James Cagney
Ralph Bellamy

James Flavin

Sam

J.

Cast:

D— H. Bruce Humberstone D— J. (Sth week)
Walter Ruben
Max Marcin
Oursler
A —C. Thurloy Stoneham A— Fulton
Robt. Tasker

C

'

—
Cast:
C

D—
A— Edgar

•Clear All Wires'
(4th week)

C

Guy Klbbee
Harold Huber
Robert Barrat
•Baby Face'
(2nd week)
Al Green
Gene Markey
James Van Trees

(23rd week)
Brnest B. Schoedsack

James Donlan

Ruffo will allegedly contend that
he wasn't accorded full opportunities at rehearsals, owing to the gen-

•The Snk Express'
(2nd week)

•King Kong>

Sidney J.tracey

mum.

Gertrude Astor
Wlnnlfred Drew

.

WABNEB-FIR8T NATX

BADIO

Henry Armetta

similar to other documents with
other artists, for four weeks' mini-

Jackie Searl

Eddie Lambert

Theodor Von Bits
Lee Moran »
Ann Brody

Hamor'

Richard Arlen
Blng Crosby
Frances Dee
Burns & Allen
Randolph Scott

Rol^coe Ates

Samuel

'

James Murray
Joan Marsh

'

week)

CaisTT

Buster Keaton
Jlmmle Durante
John Mlljan

D—Geo. Hill
A—Bella and

C—

Cast:
Sbetla Terry
Allen Jenkins

D—Wesley Ruggles
A— Dean S ales

Untitled
r4th week)

M'oran
Chas. Saxtoa
Eddie' Kull
Cast:

Maurice Chevalier
Carole Lombard
Charlie Ruggles
Ed. Bvorett Horton

C.

D—Ed.

Bd

D—Ray Enrlght
A—Houston Branch

Helen Hayes
Clark Gable
Edward Arnold

Henry Gordon
Alan Bdwarda

Young

(4th week)

D—
Leigh Jason
A—^Rex Taylor

Nunnally Johnson

Cast

Cast:

Trying to Take Care

sonally.

.

D—
A—Waldemar

D—^Victor Fleming
A—S. Marlon Crawford

—HaroldSedgwick
'Wenstrom
Cast:

Ruffo is endeavoring to
amicably adjust his four weeks'
contract with Radio City Music
Hall, through his attorney, Frederick
W. Sperling, following the
singer's dropping out of the variety
show after the first performance.
Ruffo was merely advised that it
wasn't necessary to report any
more.
The singer's attorney is asking
for a settlement of the contract
value of an opportunity to render
services twice a day in a tabloid
version of 'Carmen' as contractually
provided for. Sperling formerly was attorney for Roxy, per-

.

Jean Hersholt
Stuart Erwin
Wynn Gibson
Frances Dee
Robert BlUott
Glen Westcott
David Latadau
Wm. Janney
Bodll Rosing
Forben Meyer
Samuel S. Himes
•A Bedtime ^tory'
(let week)
Norman Taurog

C

Tito

RKO

Bister'

(4th week)

Of R. C. Stage Letouts-Ruffo Sues

—

Cast:
*

Folsoy

Bate

PICTTTBE

STUDIO
•BIgb Gear*
(Goldsmith)

(3rd week)

D—Wm. Bodlne
Maria
C—David Abel

Lewis Stone

Woman

WESTEBN

Henry Holman
Donald Stuart
•Crime of The Century'

A—Walter

week)

Anthony

Dale Van Every
Ferdinand Reyher
Cast
Clyde Boatty
Andy Devlne
VInce Bamett
Wallace Ford
Mickey Ro'oney

Gertrude Messlnger
Wm. K. Kelly

Cast:

lead.

downs

RKO and NBC

Marsh

Young

C—Geo.

Gibson Howland
Lenl Relnfenstahl
Sepp Rist
Ernst Udet
•The BIc; Cage'

t

Frank Sheridan
Lona Andre

Joan Crawford
Gary Cooper
Robert

A—

Fank
C—Hans Schnesberger

(Oth

John Liodge
Irving Plchcl
Norma Mitchell

Faulkner

Cast:

D—

(32nd week)

Dr. Arnold

D —Kurt Neumann

John Haliday
Louis Calhern

We

Franchot Tone
Tad Alexander
•Men Most Fight'
(Sth week)
Edgar Selwyn
Reginald Laurence
S. K. Lauren

•S.O.8. leebers'

D—Arnold Fank
A—Lt. Comm. Frank Waed

A—Ed.

Cary Grant
Niincy Carroll

live'
(0th week)

9.

at Paramount, studio Is trying to
build up the story and >take the

—

Cast:

Blleen Percy

over

JiUoM Llttlefleld
rNiTSBSAI.

Cast:

Polan Banks
Sophie Kerr
Paul Struss

D—Howard Hawks

Rim'

Oakie Steps In
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
With Stuart Erwin switched to
the lead in Paramount's western
'Under the Tonto Rim,' Jack Oakle
has been slated in the. part intended
for Erwin in 'College Humor.'
here^
'Rim' story Is back in the s hop

Ann Harding hag

C

Dunne
Phillips Holmes
Una Merkel
Lionel AtwlU

Dlnehart

Wm..Gargan
Nlnetta Sunderland

J. P. McBvoy
Ursulla Parrott

Louise Ctosaer Hale

With Stuiirt Erwin balking
gofngr' Into 'tinder thie Tonto

—Bddle Cronjager

Gertrude Atherton

Brabin

T.

Baum

Zano Grey
Vina Delmar
Irwin S. Cobb

'Damaged

al.,

.

Vicki

Cromwell
Cohen

Cast:
Lionel Barrymore
dregory Ratoff
Alai^

D—
A—

Walter Huston
Jlmmle Durante
Robert Toung
Eugene Palletto
David Newell

•

Howard Bstabrook
H. W. Hanemann

Guy Standing

Hattle McDanlels
•The Woroon Accosed'
(let week)
Paul Sloan
Rupert Hughes

Rossen

Robert Montgomery

C— Oliver

O—John

A—Lester

Miriam Uopkln'a

Cast:

A—William

•Sweepings'
(Sth week)

Irving Picket
Sir

Burke

Blllle

George Raft

D—Jack Conwoy
A —Comm. Ed. Bllsberg

•Today

Colin Cllve

Cast:

'Hell Below'

(<llth Vveek)

-

Katherlne Hepburn

C

(3rd we«k)

D—Stephen

Kane Richmond

Harry Wood

D—Charles

Cast:

Helen Chandler

Roacoe Kama
Geo. Barbler
"Warren Hymer
Dewltt Jennings
•The St<^
Temple

I>—Clyde Blliott
A James C. Spearing
Carl Berger

Frankan

Zoe Akins

C— Bert Glennon

Kent Taylor

C

A

D—
A—Gilbert

Roland Young

.

.

Phoeb Foster
Grant Mitchell
Minor Watson
Violet Kemble-Cooper
Virginia Howell
•The Great Desb*'
(ard week)
^Dorothy Arzner

Sari Marltza

Ware

'Man Kater*
(8th week)

—Hal

Constance Bennett
Gilbert Roland
.Chns. Starrett
Anita tiouise

Cast:
Alison Sklpworth

Cast:

C

—

Cast:

Miller

r.

D—
A—

Bradley King

Irene

C

Sutherland

Kathleen Burke
Harry Beyresford
'Good Company'
(3rd week)
-Merman McLeod
Nina- Wilcox Putnam

week)
John F. DlUon
Harry Fried

'

(4th week)

Jane Murtin
Harry Wagstaft Gribbee
Chas. Rosher

Phillip Wylle

'Road To Heaven'

D—
A—

•Oar Bettors*

.

Caat:

1,700-foot

Jobyna Howland

D—Geo. Cukor
A—Somerset Maugham

Cost: °.
Charlie Ruggles
Lionel Atwill
Randolph Scott
John liodge
Gall .Paitrlck

(Spanish)

new

Albert Contl
Paul Borcaal

.

-

(Stb week)

Today or tomonrow (Wednesday),

Reginald Mason

Thoniaa Jackson.
Bradley Gate
Walter Walker

•Parole Girl*
'<2nd week)
^ddl6 Cllne

'Kin* of The Oypsles'

the

Hlille

Jimmy Bagl^
Cecil Cunningham
Allen Wood

Bond

FOX

lengrth will

John Barrymore
Myrna Loy

'

Verna

Barbara BarondeS

D—
A—Norman

Cast:

Rita La R«x
ahlrley Grey-

Jack Holt

REEL

Chas. Led^rer
Andrlot
—Luclen

C

AdrteAne A'roea

Foster

Kline

Cast:
lillltan

below alphabetically
Ben Hecht

Lombard

David Ma,nner8
Jack Oakle
Sidney Blackmer

(Snd week)

D—Clarence

C

1,700 FT.

9

start, are listed

D— Director, A—Author, C—Cameraman.)

Cast:
Carole

'F«ver'

pictures.

about to

filmina> or

Symbols are

studies.

12.20 top.

This is the 4own Where picture people come to get away

from

of Jan.

opened

here Saturday (7) with studio
lights, Dick Powell as m.c,
teleappearances,
personal
grams read from the stage and

tOtli

D— Harry
A—^Marcel

week)

St«>rllng

S.

Ko."jt(r

HoUoway

Jpssle Rali)h

Beiton Churchill

D'Arrast

Emma Dunn

Pagnol

Charles Wilson

.

.
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WARNER SHOWMEN

"Vezzir, thafs

\\^tch

OUR bapyl'

this

iadustry
turn over a..

. .

.With our

NEW PRESIDENT
1:

Every schoolboy knows the
"I

Am

A

ABC

Fugitive^'

of picture businessrArllM
BarlhtliMM

''Silver Dollar"

"Life Begins"

"Three On

a

Match

D|iiiI«Is(Mm)

Edw. 0. RoMmmi

"Blessed Event"

Talbot

MuiRl

F«lilMuilfi,lr.

"The Mouthpiece"

P^Mmm.)

CUorcii Brant

"The Crowd Roars"

Ruth CliallM'ton

Joa E. Brawn
Joah

"Doctor X"

Bloiidall

Slanwycfc

;

T«riy(SliiRa)

Kayi^nHieia

"High Pressure"

Vinaon (Halan)

^

"Union Depot"

WairanlWIinaai

;

Young (Loratta)
.

.

And
this

John Public is
saving op now

taught .the tnule « lesson they'll never Uxgitl This
year taott iban ever cocEibiton are going to 109k
as the ..
to

WARNERS

NEW

iortlielr

MEW LEADERS

DEAL!

NEW HITS

And here's the year when you
cash in

on the

rich supply of

NEWSTMS
Warners have been
building for you ! .

Famous Sayings
"Warners have

uoeaiilied a

twycholoDr."

—

iV.

new

of

1932

. .

00 American
Y. Tthiraph, Peb^ 1932
slant

"Warners are brin^in^dynanueally powerlul atmosfAere
back

in as the ntovie art dureatens to l>econie effete."

-JV. Y,^mnrMoy,

"Your

pictures have been a lifesaver to
all others."

m2

us—head and

shoulders above

.

--Fred Leiberman, Mass. Exhibitor, June, 1932

is sets

the style in clothes. •

"Your company

in the past season turned out more hits
than any other two companies in the business."
Cadoret, Roche$ter,N.Y., Exhibitor, June, 1932

•

—Wm.

"Forty percent of all 3*star and 4<star pictures for the
past six months have been Warner Bros."
—Liberty, Dec^ 1932

Warners set

"Everyone should give a

STYLES

B"^' "

in shows!
'ff-

Remember!
''Blessed

"I

Event"

Am a Fugitive"

"TlieMouthpiece"

"Dark Horse"
"Union Depot"

Watch!

ALINE MacMAHON
DETTB DAVIS

GUY

KIBBEB

PRANK McHUGH
ELEANOR HOLM
RUBY KEELBR
GLBNDA PARRBLL ALLEN JENKINS
HAROLD HUBBR
CLAIRE DODD

«*42nd Street"

ANN DVORAK

"Hard to Handle"

DICK POWELL

'Employees' Entrance'
"Blondie Johnson"
*

"Grand Slam"

PRESTON FOSTER

8

PATRICIA ELLIS

Warner
Dee^ 1932

rising vote of thanks to

—Movie

Clotsie,

.

Taefldaj, Janiiay 19,

14

Ring out,

1^33

And Jimmy

Wild BeUes,

CAGNErS
next

i8

going to be
Aslc GinciniiAtl,
Scranton, Bingham-

ton.

New

York,

about Warden Lawes*

"20, DOG YEARS

\STREET*
16 STARS

^

IN SING SING
(A PJrat Natloaal

L

200CIIRLS

Piolnre)

They'll show you just how big it
in pre-release engagements!

"Give

me

a job

—at any price!"

is,

See

wax figures turn

See

to human beings,..
human beings turn to wax!
If

WAX mUSEUM
toatches ''Doctor X'' in
cast, "creeps/' and Color!

EMPLOYEES J

ENTRANCE
(A

Firit National Picture)

probes the most pressing moral
problem of our times ! Coming to
N.Y.Gdpitol, Jan. 20^--Starnng

Wanw WWnH

And

14

More of 1933*8 Ace

NI|BLii''UHirVBI

BMBMM STJUmrVCK hi 1MKS TREV TALK
HUMMMS,

JR. to

•'MMCMfff

WMnENmUUM in *'1NE MMO liEMEII''t
RAY nUINCIS
NEYHOir'*

- GEORGE

BRENT

la

"UK

HM 10 SR¥ VRV*t
LOREnR YOUNG ii
BCTTE DAWS to 'VMOT*
JR.
FMRRMRfS,
k ««ieMBr*
DOOGUS
««LtlE MOON MNRNR our «Rb RUSTAR oisr
JAMfiS CAGNEY

h 'imVRE ONAICHBr
4
•A WwM
tA

Yomg

WARNER

MM"*

€EOBfiE MUSSto'lVC WNTS VMAner*
OOUGlilS

Loretta

Attractiofis

READY NOW!
MUIMI

—

PkM NailMia rictw*

BROS.
SMASHING

FILM REVIEWS
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Hiniatqre Reviews

<THE CURE'

fTECHNOCRACY'
Leotura
10 Mint.

A

Reissue with Sound

W.

15 Mine.
Mayfair, N. Y.

.

.

Dignified and
'Cavalcade.'
beautiful spectacle that will
demand respect and get first
credit to
run b.o. response.

(Chas. Chaplin)

United Artists, U. A.

Lloyd and the American film

Foy-Maseot

RKO-Van Beuren

bid to cash in on the current thirst for knowledge regarding
the latest social formula, and, since
fast
Job, little thought was'
a
It is
invested in making this one-reeler
interesting or entertaining. 90% of
the footage is focused on Ollmore
Brown; city editor of the L. A. 'Record,' a Scrlpps paper that is playing
up technocracy. Brown looks uncomfortable In the too-siiappy set
of talis he is iencased Ih, and nine
nilnutes of that doesn't add much to
the cause of technocracy.
Little said that hasn't been printed before regarding the new gov-

Originally copyrighted in 1918 by
the lione Star Corp., 16 years later
the art of Chaplin, with or without
the mechanized supplementary sound.

SwUt

ernmental functioning', with still a
lot of details about wh^t it 'will do
and nothing regarding the method
of arriving' at the technocratic
Utopian stage.

Is still

industry.

supreme. The added sound
no deterrent and lend

effects are

'The Cure' a very modern atmosphere, as Gene Rodemich's orchestra has dubbed in the musical back-

groimd and the sound exclamations.

Sound heightens certain of the
broader elements, but it's still all
Chaplin, of course. Edna Purvlance
is in as tiie femme lead.
Chaplin has been analyzed time
and again, so further commentary
on Van Beuren's

^reissue

of

this

short is extraneous. But one can't
help but marvel anew at how much
expression and business the comedian gets out of trivialities. This
The few stock shots that are cut short, like any Chaplin, new or old.
machine
illustrate
the
domib.o.,
not merely a program
Is
In to
present-day
life
are
dull
nance of
rounder-outer.
Abel,
Brown has an Introducer
find fuzzy.
who forwards a fsouple questions ANDY CLYDE
and a U-shaped tableful of listeners <A Fool About Women'
In a set that is glass-shot for the Comedy
upper half.
20 Mine.

Orpheum, New York

«PARI8 ON PARADE'
Masio Carpet 8eriea

Educational

Andy Clyde, a laugh on loolcs with
a quality in his voice that helps, is

Travelog
10 Mine.

Embaeey, N. Y.
Fox- Movietone
Unusually interesting and well
done short on the city of Paris, taking In numerous sites that have not
become familiarized by newsreels or
travelogs. Worthy of Inclusion on
best programs.

deserving of better material. Here
again it's the usual formula, done
before in various ways, with a
chase the climax. Amuses, but doesBest suited for the B
n't excite.
houses.

Clyde does a go-getting woman
chaser from the wide open spaces,
visiting a married friend in the city.
Beautifully photographed, tour of Chase, much of It through rooms in
P." .'Is starts in the morning; works a hotel Is accompainled by the usual
'up through night life with Its signs, slapstick. There are some new and
cafes, etc., and winds up as the sun novel comedy touches, but basically
Is rising on another day.
Included the short is old stuff.

Harry S. Edwards directed, with
are numerous nver and street
Faye Pierre, Vernon Dent and Fern
scenes as well as parks.
Char.
Bmmett in support of Clyde.
Char.

'HORSE SENSE'
^

PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL
Magazine

Npw York

10 Mine.;
Projection

Columbia

'

'Horse

Sense'

Mummy'

Should
(U).
show profit, despite fairy-tale
theme, especially if properly
'The

exploited.

'Billion

Dollar Scandal.'
in
territory, precluding^
paced enterfor
well
chances
Not much pull In
tainment.

Many-sided plot that takes
too

much

ttlG CHrStU

'Frisco Jenny' <FN).

Ruth

a Barbary Coast
unsympathetic in
Combined with the

chatterton as

'Madame

X,'

the main.
general obviousness, puts it up
to the star for draw, which
looks limited.
'Mark Jt Paid' (Col). Mainly
for neighborhood houses. Motorboat version of themes like
•Crowd Roars.'
•Wild Horse Mesa' (Par).

Released as a silent in 1926,

it

that it swells along
on through three decades, up and
through the World war, and to toof world Importance
Nothing
day.
is lost sight of, including the sinking of the 'Titanic' And through
it all is a strong, wistful story of
the growth of a family, and the
clinging through years of a loving

on double feature programs.
'Come on Tarzan' (W.W.).
Western, with effort for different plot angle. Nice photography, vivid action and some
Topping its
story interest.
class, but still B material unless double billed.
(ScreenVariety'
'Hotel
'Grand Hotel' in accraft).
tor's boarding house built for
rural trade where the names
may count.

CAVALCADE
(With Songs)
'Wlnfleld
and lelease.
Direction Frank Lloyd.
by Noel Coward; screen play
contlnalty,
Sonya
Reerlnaldi .Berkeley;
LevlD; music and lyrics, Noel Coward; epe-

Fox production
Shcclian producer.

From

sub-captioned
Autobiography of a racehorse,' purporting to show the preparation and
training for a racing animal, with
Its $6,000 to $7,000. Investment beIs

Room, New York
Paramount

As

usual, in three sections ,and
only fair filler. First bit, in colors,
tells about that good old California
sunshine and consists of some

vlajr

and war scenes, William CameMenzlfls; director of dialog, George
Hadden; aislstant director, William Tummell; technical advisor, Lance Baxter:
musical direction, Louis Francesco; dance
direction, Sammy Lee; film editor, Margar
Clancy; chief cameraman, Ernest Palmer.
Oalety, New Tork, two-a-day run at $1.65
Running time, 110 mlns.
top.
ro%

Jane Marryot
Robert Marryot

Diana Wynyard
CUve Brook

Alfred Bridges
Ellen Bridges
Fanny Bridges

Herbert Mundin
Una O'Connor
Ursula Jeans
Beryl Mercer

it's ready for Its maiden race.
shots nicely photographed.
Cook
As presented, it's rather dull. The scenic
Old ladies will like it very much. Margaret Harris
spieling by th6 anonymous dialog
But th^se same old ladles will prob- Annie
epiUer Is colorless and uninterestblush a little at the second se- Joe Marryot
ing and at about the fifth nilnute it ably
quence, an illustration of the rumba Bdward Marryot
all becomes rather tedious.
The as she Is done, In Cuba by a pretty Edith Harris
George Granger
final minute or so picks it up again,
native girl.
Edward, age 12
with the clips of spills, etc., but one
For a finish some factory shots Joey, age 8
has been rooting for the flnile long
age 10
cannon
are made for Uncle Edltta,
how
of
Fanny, age 7
ago. Cut in half it would fare much
Kauf.
Sam's navy.

fore

better.

Irene Browne
^Merle Tottenham
Prank, t,awton

John Warburton
Margaret Lindsay
Billy

Sevan

Dick Henderson, Jr.
Douglas Bcott
Sheila MacOIIl
Bonlta Granville

Al>el.

'SCREEN SOUVENIRS'

EDGAR KENNEDY

10 Mine.;
Projection Room,

New York

Paramount

Radio
More of that old time footage
Probably the best. of| the Kennedy pasted together. Novelty has gone
matter a short that out of this sort of thing and It ought
should come close to getting Uie to be carefully done. If at all, at
year's maximum in laughs.
This one
this stage of the game.
Some real gag work went into has some pretty good material, but
this production.
Unlike the aver- needs snappier patter for the unage short, it wasn't Just slapped to- announced lecturer.
gether, either.
Items are an old-time fireman's
First laugh is when Kennedy, parade, Anna Held In the g.o.d. Incasting in his back yard hooks a auguration of President McKlnley,
mackerel from a flah cart.
called the first important event reBiggest laugh is held for the corded for newsreels, a group of
finis when a small boat is towed in New
England high school girls
by a speedboat. Pictiire closes with buried under those hats and a bit
the party tub splitting from stem to of drama with Francis X. Bushstern.
Waly.
man.
Kauf.
series; for that

Woman Angle

The

snickers in the.

>

Feeblest of the chain gang cycle,
its pseudo-artlness.

wrong places at

it

up.^^t the ladies

as

its

too much.

'Cavalcade' Is about as well made
as that subject could have been
for

the

screen.

At

first

bracing that the matter of nationprovokes ality and background is lost, or for-

predecessors have done.

'Cavalcade' n>'ox).
Shrewdly theatrical blend of spectacle and the
universal emotions, fascinating to women in the fine detail of its page
Plot m e wins thrm utterly by its glorification of womanhood, Its
Hp(t of the woman's point of view, its sensitive direction and
|i:- admli-iililp
rH.Tnn Wj-ny.ard.
i'ndor.<-.t,T.;-;

Running time, 76 minutes.
Robert Armstrong

0.

Fingers Parfos
Doris Masterson

Constance Cummlngs
Olga Bac1ano\'a

Anna

Frank Morgan
James Gloason

Mastcnjon
Rntsy
Griswold

Irving

Kid McGum
Babe
The 'Weraen."
Oir'.cr B. Moore

>>lchel

Warren Hymer
Frank Albertson
Berton Churchill
Sidney Tolcr

Weak all ai'ound with a story that
caves in and a cast that lacks box
office aggressiveness. 'While doubtful that any other acting pair could
have handled their parts better,
the troop ship for Africa, that due Robert Armstrong and Constance
to excellent manipulation of a big Cummlngs, film's chief candidates
mob. The parade aboard, the blar- for billing, can't be counted on for
ing bands and the thousands of well business.
Story seeks to cover too much
wishers on the piers are faithfully
and excellently staged.
ground for its length, yet the speed
Then, a half reel or so later, an that frequently makes up for qualinterior of a London music hall, ity in a many-sided plot such as
another big scene as the antiquated this one, is not present here. It
show Is reproduced and then broken tackles Just about everything, from
up by the audience and actors go- prison stuff to society, then on to an
ing wild with enthusiasm at the investigation in Washington, For a
announcement the war Is over. It's foundation the author fiashed back
the second big scene in the picture, some years to the Tea Pot Dome
the biggest scene in the original affair, tying a similar oil scandal
London play, and so well done in up with the career of a dumb cluck
the film that from that point on who's kidded into thinking he's the
the audience is completely won.
champion honest American citizen.
The passing of Queen Victoria is
At least 60% of the footage, or
also well staged but not quite as so it seems, is consumed before the
effectively, and the sinking of the
oil steal thing is reached. First half
It's here,
'Titanic' Is glossed over.
Is taken up with the building of
by the way, that the first of the characters. Apparent theory was
Marryot sons is drowned. Then by that comedy derived
through three
slow ^though not too slow stages,
Jailbirds would carry the first
on and through the World war and exthe death of the other son, mean- section, but it doesn't work out so
well.
ing the reduction of the family to
Armstrong as Fingers Partos,
Just Jane and Robert, now beginning to grow old. On to the present fight manager and professional
Jazz era, the little daughter of the masseur, starts off in prison, where
former Marryot maid sings 'Twen- some sentimental chatter with the
tieth Century Blues' in a cafe, their friendly warden gets him off as a

ert Marryot as the family who are
to be watched through 30 years, is
The
bit slow of development.
first thrill comes at the sailing of

a

—

—

right guy. He becomes tC wealthy
oil baron's private gym instructor
and by keeping his ears open, gets
some market tips that make him
rich. But the boss ruins his rubber
with a phony steer after learning
the ex-convict's kid brother is fooling around wUh his daughter.
Whatever Fingers does Is for the
kid brother. He wants to make him
'best people.' That 'best people' line
appears in the dialog with the regularity of a cuckoo clock, and Just as
cuckoo. There's some gangster stuff
during the last half, which gives
the plot a batting average of .999
on ringing In everything but the
abandoned babe.
Jimmy Oleason, minus the mustache, and Warren Hymer are Fingers' pals from the jallhouse to the

old friend, Margaret Harris, wants
to go to cocktail parties, there's

drinking and carousing on all sides,
womenly men and mannish femmes
may be seen, church pews are
empty. New Tear's has come again,
and the Marryots, as usual, see it
come in with a toast. A toast for

a 'regained

dignity'

and hope In the

future.

As mentioned Diana Wynyard as
Jane Marryot is exceptional. She's
an English actress on the screen
for the first time. Clive Brook opposite her is a polished and suave
an actor as always. Practically all
the other players are well chosen
and handle their roles capably, most
prominent mention probably going
to Frank Lawton and Herbert Mundin.
Nearly all are British, from

'

over there or over here.
Una O'Connor, Irene Browne and
Merle Tottenham play the same
roles in the film as they did at the

White House, and they have that
first part comedy assignment.
But
the lines are too much of a handicap.
They play a pickpocket and
London Drury Lane stage.
punch-drunk fighter, respectively.
William
Cameron Mehzles Is Since his performance as a slugcredited with the war scenes which
nutty wrassler In 'Madison Square
are very well done but might be
it looks like Hymer has
cut down somewhat
He went Garden,'
been exiled to that kind of role.
heavily into montage and super
imposition for these scenes, but That he does it expertly doesn't-detract
from the fact that too much
they nevertheless remind too much
of past war films.
Whoever and will be too much eventually. Miss
Cumniings and Frank Albertson are
there were probably several per
sons went over the details of a nice looking pair of Juves with
clothing and background deserves a the love section practically to thembow.
They were even careful selves, although Olga Baclanova
enough to have the busses in Lon- gets in a couple of times as 'Findon decorated with banners adver gers' lady friend. The once fiery
blonde Is plenty cool In this pictlslng 'Chu Chin Chow.'
The picture is long enough to cut ture. Frank Morgan gives a vel-

—

vety touch to the oil baron assignment.
Long support cast is a parade of
most of the banker types and middle aged character men In Hollywood. Among the names are Berton Churchill, Sidney Toler, Hale
Hamilton, Edmund Breese and Purnell Pratt.
Irving Pichel is the
righteous newspaper publisher, a
new style for him.
The 76 -minute running time
might be clipped for a faster performance, but the story moves so
slowly It's doubtful that cutting can
help much.
Bige.

THE MUMMY

gotten.

Noel Coward concocted the original stage pageant the film was
'Frisco Jenny' (FN). Madame X on the Barbary Coast. Colorful new made from.
In that London prosetting and routine maternal sacrifice don't atone for making Ruth Chat.- duction it was all Coward. In the
terton the spot's richest madam. The ladles forgive a fallen woman, but fllmization Coward, despite it's his
own, steps somewhat into the backno like she who collects from them.
ground. It's the way in which the
thing was put on celluloid that
'The Bil.lien Dollar Scandal' (Par). Romance shelved for politico- counts.
Very good performances by alflnnncc mIx-up, which hns never been a pash femme dish.
most the entire cast. Especlaly is the
acting Job turned in by Diana Wyn'The Half Naked Truth' (Radio). Purporting to give some Inside on yard Impressive. But above everypublicity ballyhoo. A swift, llkeably cast farce and exaggerated enough thing recurs the unison and tenseness created by Sheehan as proto make its laugh points with the matrons as well as young 'uns.
ducer, and Frank Lloyd as director.
What they managed to accomplish
'The Mummy' (U). Pallid Dracula, safe for the kids. Too mild to is to stick, almost painfully to ex-

anti y.

Jan.

Frau Muller

Katherlne Byron
Eddie Kane

Doctor...,

FRISCO JENNY

Tony Mnrlow
Maes Crane

Inspector

Pharoab
Knight
Marlon

Arnold

FN production and release. Starring
Ruth Chatterton. Directed by William A,
Wellman. Based on story by Gerald Beaumont, Llllle Hayward and John Francis
Larkln.
Adapted by Wilson Mlzner and
Robert Lord.
Camera, Bid HIckox; art
director, Robert Hans.
Running time. 70
minutes.
At the Roxy, New Tork, week

Grey

it would seem too foreign
Henry Victor
(MGM). Star picture dependent wholly on Helen thought
a matter for American consumption,
Charming for the matrons; locale against it for young but It's the first big historical epic
There are more reasons than not
on England that means something why 'The Mummy' should show a
over here. It's so powerful and em- nice profit. It has an excellent title,

'Laughter In Hell' (U).

femme

slow.
It's Just a bit too hard to
get into the British spirit of the
thing, probably due almost entirely
to the fact that the Boer war is
reaching back pretty far in American memories. That build-up, plus
the establishment of Jane and Rob-

Scandal

—

'Son- Daughter'

Hayes' draw.

first

Billion Dollar

Chnrles R. Rogers production; Paramount
Robert Armatmng and Constance
t'ummlngs featured.
Directed by Harry
Story by Oeno Towns and
Joe Brown.
Graham Biker, Dialog by WlUard Mack
Charles Stumar,
and Beatrice Banynrd.
At Paramount, New York, week
photos.
release.

Here's a big, brave and beautiful
picture.
It's
pretty certain and
solid road show materiaL It'll call
forth all the adjectives the critical
boys in the dailies can think up.
It'll bring Fox and Frank Lloyd all
sorts of eulogies and artistic praise.
And once in the first run houses in
the keys it should be a boxoffice with ease for regular picture house
cinch.
'With all around credit showings.
Kauf.
necessarily going to W. R. Sheehan
the Fox producing chief.
This is
the first big film out of the Fox
studio since Sheehan's retiirn there
Universal production and release.
and. this is a big picture from and
Directed by Karl Freund.
Adapted by John
on every angle.
Balderston from the
Wilcox Putnam
It is one instance where foreign and Richard SchayerNina
story.
Boris Kardistribution can be really taken into lofC starred. At the Mayfalr, N. '7., beconsideration. Pretty certain it will ginning Jan. 6. Running time, 63 minutes.
Karloff
be one of the all-time biggest Im-Ho-Tep
Grosvenor
Zita Johann
grossers everywhere in the British Helen
Frank 'Whemple
David Manners
possessions, which is a. mighty big Professor Muller
Edward Van Sloan
Arthur Byron
market. And It'll do well In about Sir Joseph Whemple
Bramwell Fletcher
every other part of the world, where Norton
Noble Johnson
dubbing or titling won't restrict it Nubian
Professor Pearson
Leonard MIdte

made

folks.

couple of reels, from an
American standpoint, at least, seem

The

-

Novelty

'Fish Feathers'
Comedy; 19 Mine.
Mayfair, New York

couple.

15

.

western entertainof the kind usually found

is still fair

ment

olal effects

iEdueational
10 Mine.

Roxy,

Sheehan, Fox, Frank

R.

VARIETY

From

war.

actitude and detail, and yet tal<c
the subject away from its natural
isolation, giving it an international
aroma rather than a British one.
Which was plenty accomplishment when the subject matter is
considered.
Coward's pageant begins at the birth of the 20th century and the beginning of the Boer

some weird sequences and

it is

the

of Jan. e.
Frisco Jenny

starring film for Karloff. Primarily, it lends Itself to exploitation.
Any exhibitor who avails
himself of a fraction of such opportunities in this direction should
check 'Mummy' off in black.
Revival of the
comes
comparatively early in the running
time.
The transformation of Karloff's Im-Ho-Tep from a clay-like
figure In a coffin to a living thing
is the highlight.
first

The sequence

Amah

Good Book Charlie
Harris

Jim Sandoval

possibilities (which should be carefully
watched, however), 'Frisco
But
.Tenny' has b. o. possibilities.
It
it's basically a so-so picture.

from
a meretricious
motivates
premise and shapes up as Hghtwpltiht stuff for a deluxei; and in
noed of plenty staffo support. Ruth
Ch.ittfiton as a Barbary Coast Madame X Isn't especially sympathetic
In viPw of hc;r profession as ma-

set.

Other members of the cast are
to figure as the puppets of
Im-ITo and to carry over the dialog during the few timos he takes
interml-sslons
from tho camora.
Zita Johann is attractive, but alrolo-consclou.«!, aa CJi'osvnor.
play.s oppn.'-iK? h'-v.
f'\'\
doctors.
nurKo<<

(l;itii"

Tlif

David MannfTs
rhaffodis are

llio

otliot-s.

W/tli/.

Frank McGlynn. Sr.
J. Carroll Nalsh
Emmet O'Connor

Robert

With an intrlffuinp title, torrid atmosphere and hotcha exploitation

in the museum with
to kill Helen Gros-

Sclenti.<?ts,

Pat O'Malley
Robert Warwick
Harold Huber
Helen Jerome EMdy

Weaver

made

ways

Hallam Cooley

O'Hoollhan
Kelly

venor, of Egyptian heritage, to revive her ancient state. Is too stagey.
The mustlness of the tombs excavated is also over-suggestive of the

Hollywood

Donald Cook

James Murray
Louis Calhem

Steve Dutton
Willie Oloason

mummy

Im-Ho planning

Ruth Chatterton

Dan Reynolds
Dan McAllister

of a
f.-illcn

pari!'.n.'il)le
i

retinue of loose ladles.

womnn

stuff

becomes

untUr certain circum-

(f'ontinii'-'l

on p.ige 17)
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PARAMQUNT,

Combo

is

-P^^nrdofng fou?* numbers.
stopped the show, big house like
meaning nothing to her. No
new songs in the Yiddish star's repthis

|
|

trimmings lighter than usual.
Stage shotv is 50% English and
60% Thomashefsky; but the laugh
response was heavy fof everything,
which is the, important point after
Nobody asked for an Interall.
preter, proving Cantor and Jessel
are right. There were a few Gentiles In the house, too, but not
enough to matter.
Principal niember of the support
Is bave Rubinoff, not in the pit, but
flddlini alone out in 'one,' being one
of several plugs for the Cantor com-

I
\

along

later.

Due to length of 'Interlude' and
stage show, nothing as filler except
usual H-M News.
Business Friday night at last delu^e show quite a distance from
capacity, but good
Char,

|

IMPERIAL,

TORONTO

Toronto. Jan. 6.
competition here offering 'Student Prince' and 'Blossom
Time,' Howard Knevels is taking no
cjiances this week.
Fighting the
enemy with their own weapons, he
S®^;i*''l./Vi,o^''f^i^^«^Sh^^I'*twch
None
'Of the -showmanship which
hookpri in 'Rio Ritn
tvi« flrnt
Loew tS^shiw to hit ¥Sroifo. l^l
,«*^h^»t^«^
past few
theati^e for the Vat
pit of this
ntraieht se mlnuto:fl of niaea nhow
I

With

legit

I

.

'

Jh?s

spi?

^

Balance of the support

in

Is

A

h^f

a

^T!V°
dozen"*"?ostumt

many months to take evident enflfennlri^ atvle rem^
in tt»eJ«- work. That's re-,
JlSSy I^^^cfught o^^^
fi^shlng.^ There seems to have been
brought Wm^bic fbSr^lS-enbore
cjitting.
The garden scene,
The extta tall Codetta hyaii Is
"^e
cabaret and pirate numfloating
good eeCantor-JesdeTs foil, ahd
lectlon.
She gets one chance, but oe^^ the naoonllght ballet and the
wedding
finale are all In.
epreeou6
otherwise plays tag with the=boys.
departure Company easily numbers 60,
Cantor - Jessel's
chief

I

I

M^t

CAPITOL,

for $14,
$10,000,
1

N. Y.
I

New

York, Jan.

6,

'Strange Interlude'
(MG) was
shipped In here a week ahead as
result of a last-minute decision not
to hold over 'Son -Daughter* (MG)

a second week. It's up from a long
forced run at the Astor and may
not be as big boxofflce here as in
other cities, where an advanced engagement has taken away a certain
percentage of first-run patronage.
Should 'Interlude' not click as
strongly on the Cap date as others
up from the Astor have, f tage show
show has Molly Picon, Rltz Bros,
and Benny Meroff orchestra as aid.
Miss Picon, with many followers,
should swell the normal intake of
the picture.
Despite length of feature, stage
portion eats up 50 minutes, with
perhaps tgp much time given Meroff,
who opens what's virtually a threeact vaude bill. No girls, no big sets,
none of the embellishments which
are associated with picture house
presentations,
Meroff heads a IB-piece orchestra
outfit, carrying a specialty dancer
of the collegiate type, Florence Gast.
There's nothing big time about the
Meroff act, with the exception of
Majority
Meroff's dance, closing.
of everything else Meroff does, including display of versatility on in-

struments» Ted Lewis Impersona
tion and attempt at comedy, fails
to assay more than average, ac
cording to vaude standards.
An overdose of clowning, talk and
slapstick exists, little of

it

drawing

but mild grunts of
musicians in the
band, one annoying the other in
various fashions, seem to supply the
out anything

laughter.

Two

away hansom, the cop and the donk

late ex-President talking.

iieht-

was unusually demonstrative dur
ing the filming. But the vaude was
good and liked.
_
Four men andJ itwo
the Franklin Troupe.

late

here, still, billed as
of 'Americana,' In

star

Her

briefly,

,

compose

After

all

of

Ayres and Rene, with Rasch and
Martin (unbilled), In one of those
adagio foursomes are most prominent In this portion, along with
'

Rolls In a negligible two -chair aero
interlude that wouldn't be missed
if it didn't transpire.
'Horse Sense,'
dull Columbia short, was the tagender, following the Chatterton feature.

stuff.

audience gave
political

and someone
It the Bronx

way Embassy

also

of House to tell of his New Year
resolutions. Another Is with Hoover
on his holiday fishing trip off the
Florida coast.

Skiing

isn't

new

either,

but

a newsreel the Pathe clip looks
more legit, and it's well photo-

,
Haven, Jan.
B.
,
"*®'"e weeks of
stage shows, house orchestra is tun
.

^"^^

F-M

shortle,

has a F-M subject on Rep. Rainey
and Mrs. Rainey which gets an unintentional chuckle €18 the missus
asks the probable future Speaker

in

New Haven

New

,

a

Against T-L's Columnist News^
reel with its convict dip, HearstMovietone provides this house with

~

is relatively negligible.

Paramount,

a

a subject oa.an Ohio convict talkrals. Par coveredi Induction of both
into ofllce, but no^ as thoroughly as ing over the radio following release
at the opposltloni house, ^ar m^y from prison and urging that society
have gotten something on Al Smith's give him a chance.
Outstanding news items on ballittle say at Albany, as F-M did^ but
ance of show the Toklo department
it isn't on the T-lji screen.
Large shipment of gold to the store fire, well shot, and a German
U. S., including part of British debt, motor train averaging 76 miles an
hour.
H-M credited with former.
Clifton hotel fire at Niagara Falls, -a.
swapping market at Nyack, N. Y., F-M with latter.:
In a fashion way Embassy starts
explanation of technocracy princithe new year off by giving 'em a
ples by a Columbia University prof,
and the Coleman-Plummer wres- glance at new styles in footwear.
Miniature stage used -and the cur»
tling match are Pathe items Which
tained raised only far enough for
the Embassy does not havie.
models to be seen from feet to
On an idea, digging up .major the
knees,
sports events of 1932, Pathe brings
John Masefleld's arrival in New
out a compact collection of file shots
York,
Toronto - Rangers
hockey
that make an interesting subject,,
game,
even if it isn't news any more. Beach, outboard racing at Long
Cal., small craft yachting
Stretch of assorted clips covers virand surf-boatlni: In Australia,
tually everything of note in major
parade in Philly, German
and minor sports during the year, Mummers
target practice, Kaye Don's air try
and very interesting.
10 years, Tuna flsh haul ofC
Pathe also covers opening of the after
Sicily and air patrol over the Khyskiing season at Lake Placid, one
ber Pass are other items not to be
of the other reels at Embassy going
seen at the T-L.
after a trick skating exhibition, old
Close to capacity when caught

,.t

.

girls

light

In

Lehman and Mayor O'Brien Inaugu

McStay.

identifloation.

Maybe as

With hot news apparently

in the
cheer.

house.
'Speakeasy,' a bolero type outside of the Coolidge death, next
of pong. Is the alcoholic song motif items of Importance dealt with Gov,

which she was only

to

when Mayor O'Brien was making

woii lalCs and salvos. Tamara, the a mark of tribute, though FoX'
songstress. Is featured In the get.* Movietone didn't look at is that way,

contribution

down

his inaucrural address

A

Paramount-Newark

I

Bige.

In

Friday night saw the logos more
heavily patronized than in a long
time.
That new 99c top for the
loges Is undoubtedly the answer,
and if the general appearance of
the crowd means anything the price
thing Is an unquestionable factor
A hold-out marked the opening in deluxe patronage.
Besides which, the old Roxy still
night this week and testified to the rates
top votes for cinematic deluxe
sweep of business that has attended comfort and atmosphere. That loge
the return of vaudeville here. The perch is one of the most ideal vanpicture, 'No Man of Her Own,' is tage points for pictures in any theatre, on or off Broadway.
Abel.
partly responsible, and the crowd

book for

If

down

midway.

the 'noon' portion, Identified as Calvin Coolidge's death, going Into
transpiring at Pairk avenue at the the flies for outstanding moments In
Waldorf. Here- Red Donahue and connection with his personal and
running offscreen
public life.
Pal. of which Pal Is a cleverly per
verse donkey* do their stuff. The narrative accompanies, Pathe sideanUcs of the cabby with the break- stepping any material that has the

the

principals all good, chorus
singing splendid, and dance numr
^^T^ a delight. In short, a grand SBminute show at picture-house prices,
show on opening night saw a
capacity house, a sight that has recently been rare.
Principals iinbilled. No program or even a press-

and the Crawfords absent.
There was a line in the lobby for
the last show Iprid'ay night, which
brought' back some' fond memories.

which Cantor gets

Is

week of Tamara
|

'avish,

ture

Cantor-Jessel are

nice sender-offer.

away, identified as a midtown
1

•

COO, of

a

Is

clip'

But It remained for the best laugh
on the Embassy shdW to be a
wholly unexpected one. It arrived

.

effect,

The comedy highlight

5

i

BUhway

Lilttlefield,

Hi^ novel

'Grand Hotel: takeoff, with Cantor
as the dancer and Jfessel 4oing Barrymore. It's not built for Sunday
school recitals^-yiet not so bald that
it will «iause any' trouble.
In any^
one ele's hanas It might offend, but
Cantor- Jessel make it funny all the
way, and the sting is removed as
they play l,t.
Outside of he newsreel (Par),
no preliminaries, this week. Over-

Lehman

running around 10 pilnutes,
Pathe is long in the Aumber of
on this show with a total of
12 and Universal short with only
four. Paramount Is represented by
a total of six.
Pathe leads off with a special on

with the Roxy
ballet corps, staged by Catherine

***

the

Ce^^tf^ft tK^iSf rUSis Khr^^^^^^^^

While at the T-L Pathe kept the

clips

tKw

X^Zt

of hearing the stock stuff they have
to say.
Leading off, as at Translux, with
the Coolidge death, which broke in
time to give all newsreels a hot
No. 1 item for programs. Embassy
follows up with the Gov. Lehman
ahd Mayor O'Brien Inaugurations.

short,

divided Into three portions. morn'

f^

I

House leans heavily to political
some of whom people may
be getting tired of seeing. Or tired
figures,

goes in for mbre of the gab handed
out,- Including Gov. Lehman's opening and a few words from Al Smith.
It's good audience showmanship,
dishes.
perhaps, to Ii\9lude anything on Al
This week. In addition to clips wherever found, a polht on which
from the three major reels, dressing Pathe may have erred,
Includes the Columnist Newsreel
F-M gives four -minutes to Cool(Educational), 'King Neptune' (UA), idge, going over some Incidents that
Disney cartoon short, and revival of Pathe left dndug on going into the
an old Charlie ChaQlin two-reeter, flies, including the Col. Lindbergh
'The Rink,' reissued by the Van reception In Washingrton, with CoolBueren Corp. with release through idge talking.
RKO Radio.
As a topper for laughs and otherOpposition house, Embassy, tops wise, F-M on show here has a clip
Translux on news coverage, .but on of former Mayor Walker. When
show the Translux has thie edge. title flashed, saying Betty Compton
Plan apparently is to avoid a. surfeit is the typist. Immediate reaction
of straight news matter, '^hlch In was a laugh. The former New York
the past at both houses may have mayor gets one laugh out of refmade It necessary at times to show erence to 'Fun in Bed' (book) and
4 lot of unimportant and perfunc- dictating as his first letter one to
tory clips in order to flU out.'
F. D. Roosevelt, gagging it up by
Running time of complete, turn flrst making the address Exec Man>
over here 68 minutes, whild at the slon, Albany, later- correcting It to
Embassy It's currently £5. I:atter read 'Please forward.'
Jimmie also pictured on the golf
house Is straight newsreel except
for weekly issue of Mkgic Carpet Hnks with Miss Compton and others.

assisted by %isch and Martin," plus
the ballet corps and choir, combine
Unto an artisticaUy effective production Investiture. The newsreel and
a Krazy Kat cartoon precede the
more elaborate stage revue, which

concerned. As a clincher, the feaA* SceS^^^ArrciiU^r'tr
AlmJl^^ one of the strongSSlfmSSiei^K'SeriJ c^^aVis^i
would look like a member of the h^Uh George Raft
Mound City 6lue Blowers.
T
nr^J^T^vA fliHn^ ^«t»r
t^l^n^^T
in X-eTf^ullSale
shfgffz t^Cetr *Un'|
^"»» ^ropa in one for scene
«on Cuban^^Sba and
changes.
There's
a Texas Ranger
wi?tz to SnlnlTh mus?o Imh his
.a Juve In the crowd.
TcSely bloKartn^^r? jSnSJS^^^^^^
^2?^^ with lu^^^^^
Repeating at this house Pretty
a 20-glrl dance line who go through
quick. They're a nifty dance team,

EMBASSY

TRANStUX
This 26c drop-In house, a pretty
comfortable place to while away a
lone hour, has reached ft happy medium In mixing short (subjects wlt^
newsreel matter of a varied description. Result Is a diverting program
of both novelty and news. Even In
the news material novelty exists.
Policy seems to be ideal so fiar as
building of the shows Is concerned,
making a whole of a miscellany of
Items that are designed to amuse.
One can get spot news at the house
providing Pathe, Paramount and
Universal reels haven't missed up
on it, as well as a lot of trimmings
which serve as entertaining' side

|

5^

^°„^f
the ^i?a£*"^He wUrKUlr^isSoL°aSKt
Says '1^o'^^^n^\^'txoi"^^o,Sl L\'»Ue^eSrhlz'^r?arL%S^^^^^^^
!^_rri_..
n Arxki .«.K/»i.iin the weck s olz as far a^ the other

fl.

Whether it's the underdog sympathy
psychology or what, the Roxy
...
has been grossing better and better
In the last few weeks. "While under
an aura of Mlnsky this week with
its redllghtish front on behalf of
the lurid 'Frisco Jenny' (FN) feature, maybe it's simply a sign of
the times that this stand, alohg with
the rest of the Broadway biz, is on
the upbeat. Then again maybe it's
merely the Chatterton draw,
The Roxy's front on BOth and 7th
avenue currentfy Is among the most
colorable any Broadway deliixer has
engaged In to herald its fllcker'feature. The subject matter of 'Frisco
Jenny,' with Us Barbary Coast background, will probably Inspire kindred stretching at the Hayslan re
strictlons along the lines of theatre
front bally, and exhibs may be
forced to caution their p.a.'s.
The rostrum Is more decorous In
'Llebestraum' Is
its stage otterlngs.
a conventional orchestra prelude,
although the L>Iszt opus Is distinctively productloned, with MIscha
konzermeister.
add
VloUn,
the
Nicolas Kopeiklne, pianist, doing
solo interludes, as lAyres and Rene,

and none in Yiddish, though
it might have been a good idea to
include one In view of the many
followers she has who might want
to hear her ln~ the native language,
Three nutty Bitz Brothers fol^^^^^ jjigg Molly and cleaned up on
laughs, with audience by this time
good and hungry for a few ribticklers.
Picture's heavy tragedy
natural for the
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^
audience to look for laughs on
slightest excuse. Probably held out
Meroff a little, figuring some^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ *'y,oxx\A come
ertoire

depended on by

the house to. deliver both •^a.ys this
,o,i.air
TuJth '-Riiiinn
Scandal'
BllUon Dollar Scanuai
week, y^lth
(Par) the picture and the -stage

1933

RKO Roxy In

Radio City
taking the veil temporarily next
week, the old Roxy will require no
ballyhoo dlstlhctlon that this is the
famous original Roxy,' whlcb Is
being generously placarded all over
the front of the liouse and In the
ads. But old or new. It seems to
be enjoying a sentimental reflex In
increasing attendance, or ao seems
to be the popular' attitude.
•With the

'"g^on
|

.

ability.

N. Y.
New York, Jan.

|

York, Jan, 6.
Picking up their stage palshlp
\7here they dropped It after that
Palace run, Sddie Cantor knd
Oeorgle Jeasel trotted it out In
Currently
Brooklyn last week.
they're at the New York Par, and
pals again for another seven days.
They kid each other goodnaturedly
through the 50 -minute show and
then reprise their Palace theme
Oddly enough, the
song, 'Pals.'
title of the Paramount's current
presentation is 'Pals.*
Cantor and Jessel as a combination for the stage and lights are as
^
good a guarantee as there Is around
of entertainment, while last week's
biz In Brooklyn and opening day
!^
J
u
i/i.>„««o their
thoi^ drawing
^«in,«np
evidences
here
trade

10,:.

ROXY,

best laughs, even though doins overlime with seltzer bottles.
impersonation
the
Lewis
In
MerofC's diction is close to terrible.
His hat Juggling is okay, but enIt was the
tirely too much of It.
band leader's dance specialty, a|
mixture of eccentric, Russian, etc.,
that got him the good closing hand
Friday night.
Meroff also doubles as m.c, Introducing the other two acts, and pull-

N. Y-:

New

Taesday, Janaary

i,

them balance on two ladders, a man
balances two small dogs and ends h-..^ up for their swan song. And in
with an even smaller one taken
from a hand-bag. He pleased. Fos mentioning the house band, here's a
feature that will be sadly missed
ter and "Vane, colored, cross-pxam
ined each other with many wise
when the place goes straight sound
cracks, do smooth stepping, and win
Unit this week attempts to offer a
A mixed quartet and pianist musical show with a plot and everycalled Bomby and his Radio Gang
thing, and it doesn't do a half bad
offer a long but well-chosen pro
gram, and they ^et a reception few Job of It at that. Opens In true
acts ever win nere.
Abbott and chorus-girl fashion, has a deflnite
Bisland with a girl and a man as a thread to it, and closes with a comcop, use a prop auto, repeatedly getpany finale that might do Justice to
ting the girl into and putting her
a more pretentious offering.
out of the car. The comic plays a
Broadway,'
of
Titled
'Hearts
violin, the girl drops most of her
theme is carried along by Vera Gorclothes, the cop does a flash of loose- don,
who runs a theatrical boarding
limbed dancing, and they close big. house aqd who buys an old theatre
'Broadway Snapshots' appears like so her 'guests' (being actors, they
a break-in built on two acts. It can't pay their board) can put on a
opens with a man talking with eight show. The idea offers an opportun
girls, but the girls can't be heard. ity to Introduce the various acts in
A blackout follows, the girls dance a logical manner, and the whole is
and a girl sings. A man who acts blended into a nice 40 minutes of
as m. c. sings and is interrupted by entertainment.
a plant in the box with the usual
Opens In two with line girls in
results. Then a girl is brought from green-and-yellow costumes against
audience who punctuates her state- a black curtain decorated with gold
ments with a cooch. Here the dia- hearts. Girls do a song and dance
log gets blue. She sings and dances to introduce Sidney Page, who carsolo, followed by a song by the m. c. ries on the musical comedy atmos
In full stage the girls come down phere with some chatter telling
They are what it's all about. Traveler parts
steps in revue style.
dressed in elaborate head-dresses to show a backstage setting with
and little else. An adagio pair are reversed curtain and girls supposed
wildly received. In one there Is a ly killing time till their number is
song by the m. c. and he tells the on. Fake curtain flies to show up
crowd that the act Is over for a stage footlights and a drop repre
senting audience, and girls do
"Weak ending.
i

graphed, particularly as to spills.
Universal, with a clip on 1,700
Chinese slain in sudden Japanese
warfare outbreak, apparently fitted
shots from flies to this late news,
while Par and Pathe, with one each,
are represented on non-news clips,
Pathe with a look at 1933 fashions,
and Par with a staged dialog between Oracle Allen and her brother,
U covered both the So. Cal-Pltt
game and the tournament of roses
In

Pasadena.
Columnist Newsreel quite novel

routine with their backs to real audience. Nice hand despite fumbling
of their exit.
Two of the Four Normans on next
before stage-door drop for some ball
Juggling. Sidney Page anl Max Lerner enter for some dialog, then stage
does full for set of Gordon boarding

house with full company on. Lernev does an oke tenor ballad under
a spot on a subdued stage backed
up by swaying troupe. Nice reception. After a line girl routine, curtains close as Vera Gordon steps to
foots _'or a scene from 'Humoresque.'
Four Normans then on for their
full turn of club Juggling.
Boys
work fast and draw a lot of laughs
with comic stuff. Close with a crisscross trick which is good but too
dangerous to be working in two.
Some day the boys will miss, and
they'll be removing the front-row

customers with a mop.
Line, on again in blue-and-whlte
ballet costumes for a routine in a
nature setting. Boy and girl offstage voices add nice touch. Girls
clear for toe dancer, then return in

•

'

^

Sat. afternoon.

Char.

With Leo Donnelly doing offscreen
honors, issue currently Includes poseiblfe new romance for Charlie Chaplin, Thaw-Nesbit team 25 years ago
and today; Paul Whlteman with the
avoirdupois off, look at Constance
Towne's school for girls, Gloria
Swanson's

lives

and

loves,

and a

very interesting visit among murderers at Sing Sing, one of whom
does a little spiel.
Business good Saturday afternoon.
Char,

spangled costumes as nature scene
drop flies.
The following set, a
flame curtain, is attached to bottom
of nature drop and lifts into place
as drop files, while girls go into a
dance on a red stage. Whole thing
is colorful, and novelty oi shift got
a nice hand.
Page follows in two before a blueand -white scrim of N. Y, waterline
scene. Page uses two femme stooges,
Peggy Earle and Topsy McMahon,
who go through a routine of nut
stuff before closing in a couple of
classy dances (Earle in a tap and
McMahon acrobatic). Page tosses
in some chatter, a tap and a vocal
accompaniment, and makes the
combo an oke next-to-cloain,.- turn.
Finale has a musical comedy

touch as company sings "Hearts of
Broadway' on a full stage In a modernistic setting with Vera Gordon
center stage under an amber spot.
Henry Busse 'Musical Calendar*
overture, Eddie Weaver orpanlog,
news and 'Farewell to Arms' (Par)
completed bill, with biz ol<.iy for
Bone.
holiday week.

,
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T
the Light' and 'How Deep
PARAMOUNT, B'KLYN IsPuttheOutOcean,'
besides his introducBrooklyn, Jan.

tory signature.

6.

Some strong and some weak

ele-

ments strung loosely Into a 45 -minute presentation at the Brooklyn
Par this week. For the marquee
lure they bill Russ Columbo strongly, capitalizing on the Interest In a
local name. Monte Blue, one-time
screen, personage, gets heavy exploitation also, functioning as m. c.
He Is leading the first FanchonMarco unit to play the house.

Heavy play
aljso

display

is

made

of

names concerned

the

in the lobby
multitude of

in the feature,

'If

Had a Million' (Par), a score or so
of the players In which are standard
picture people. Altogether the layout ought to have pull if there Is
any merit In the mere assemblage of

Paramount newsrcel was on time
with an Interesting series of clips
dealing with ex-PresIdent Coolldge,
dignified in tone and of topical import, the former President having
died the day before. Jesse Crawford presided at the organ for an
excellent light moment, doing numbers like 'In a Little German Garden' and others grouped with clever
projected rliymes about the prospect
for beer legislation.
Rush.

UPTOWN, CHICAGO

I

After

;.even

Chicago, Jan. 7.
years the Uptown

of the thing labeled 'Hello 1933.'

.3 a banquet scene with a neat
spotting of direct and indirect light-

There's lots of eccentric dancing
running through this 'Hello 1933'
confection. Gus and Wills unlimber
an acrobatic sample of it at the
start, the femme Johnson and 'Verdi

—

In the

Anyhow, there it is and there
country.
you are. The house absorbs the tax
Show doesn't work out to the full and your 60 cents Is net, and it's
value of the people concerned In It, pictures, more pictures, a.nd umpprincipally because' it has an awk- teen shorts to make It seem like a
ward vpattern. For one thipg, the lot. And there's Serena, the girl
entertainment doesn't build by grad- who greets you. "Venus in brocadie
ual step-up to a climax, but merely and plumes at the end of the mall.
ambles along after a too -fast start, She looks like a statue, does Serena.
to close on a cold Incident, with She stands so rigid, never batting
Coltimbo alone on the stage after an eye, a faint Mona Lisa smile of
singing a .four-song cycle Into the polite hospitality for each arriving
mike. Th6 usiial spirited ensemble 'guest.'
la absent and the effect Is tepid,
Serena ought to have a paragraph
particularly since a -line of 24 girls
had-made a flrstTrate impression In of her own. For she's more than
three or four appearances. .Colombo Just a pretty girl hired by Balaban
Katz to class up that bottleneck
&
should. .*h(ive' been worked Into the
lobby.
Serena is a symbol; as if
unlt.lnstead 'of following It.
Balaban & Katz, like a. southern
Ihey are ;the 24 Freethy Aerial colonel,
no longer able to play host
Beauties, who have a. number of
In the grand manner, still Insisted
hov^l and 'striking bits earlier and
that the corned beef hash be served
are missed on the finale.' The Co
the silver platter. Serena in her
lumbo appearance follova on the on
quaint gnrb for a moment makes it
heels of the girls' most spectacular
like happy days In Dixie again
number, lii which a group of 12 seem
She's that stately and ultra, as if
dancers go IntQ precision routines the
B&K ushers' college took in
on the roman rings tnd traps as a co-eds.
Just the right shade of hosclimax
ground
routine
to
punchful
a
pitality, the proper note of welcome,
which' Involves a strip from bright
not
gushing,
marked by that
red dresses to scant gym. costume. noblesse
oblige that
from
This was the spectacle highlight of awareness of belongingcomes'
to a tradi
the presentation, and putting Co- tlon. Serena will
do a lot
the
iumbo's single after it at the end of .Uptown. Nobody can pass for
her
on
thef' ishow had all the effect of a bruthe way and harbor for a
-

'

Reynoias ana White, 'and Rodcliffe
and Todd shared the comedy responsibility of the bill between them.
First lick at the customers went to
the former pair, whose musical
clowning smacked of the nabe
sfnallles but collected nicely on the
laughs and the applause at thts initial Saturday performance, where a

portion of the Radcliffe and Todd
patter exchange, but once they had
them warmed iip, the colored lads'
brand of Inverted English clicked off
the chuckles consistently, while the
Radcliffe warbling repertoire rounded out a generally favorable Impres.

sion.
girls ^as Interpolated
three time's in the hour's extr^va-,
ganza. Toung and shapely- 'io; the'
eye, but it's a simple, unarresting,

Line of 16

.

routine they unveiled
these occasions.
.

Sam Jack Kaufman

.

.

ta,l'

moment

antl-cllmax.

Monte Blue brings an agreeable
master of ceremonies role, and he carries out the
assignment vigorously, but he tries
over-hard to sell the performance
and one gets the feeling that he de
lays things by his gabby anxiety to
maintain 'speed. He got off to a
capital start with his artless an
then
went
nouncements,
and
promptly into a circus routine with
the acrobatic girls, putting them
through trained pony routines, hoop
Jumping and such business, all to
the accompaniment of rousing saW'
dust circus music. Stage Is set as
* carnival grounds, with a prop
Bierry-go-round In the center and
plenty of big-top atmosphere, Blue
working as ring 'master and signal.Ing change of pace with a whistle
Whole thing Is a fine anlmated^blt
presence

to

the

,

-

.

.

the foul thought that the Uptown
is
Just a grind house.
Single
handed Serena will give the yokels
Inferiority complexes. And Balaban
& Katz used. to spend a fortune to'
acconipllsh the same result.

Of course, if anybody wants to
dull and prosaic, they can speculate on the Uptown's new opposi
be.

That's

tlon, the Riviera.

B&K,

too,

and right across the Intersection.
But Friday, Saturday and Sunday
the Riviera

Is

adding four acts of

vaudeville.
Good vaudeville. And
for the same price as the Uptown
asks for straight pictures. Of course,
the Uptown has the better pictureis,
That's the theory. 'Will the pUbUc

understand?

For

on each
'

of
;

Is' stlil

on

hand

to put the -^It' coterie' through
its lively and tuneful paces, and Bob

West

still makes his organlog a
diverting five minutes.
'Afraid to Talk' (U) Is the screen
attraction. First matinee had them
near capacity on the meiln floor.
Odec.

STATE,

.

L.

A.

iiOS Angeles, Jan. 5.
After completing practically the

entire

Fancbpn

MULLER, EXHia

spot.

Madame X manner she refuses to
take the stand in her own behalf,
after killing her chief lieutenant,
who was about to splU the beans to
save himsielf from a bribery Indictment.
In retrospect, a 26-year-old district attorney of San Francisco is
likewise a bit far-fetched.
The
dates are forcibly established by the
1906 'great fire' up until early 1933.
Miss Chatterton hasn't much opportunity for much of anything, doing her histrionic chores competently but without any extraordinary distinction. It's not a Chatterton role.
The honky atmosphere and the
business when Frisco Jenny's submadames make their payoff to the
head taiadame Is Interesting, as is the
riest of the drab local color, but no
amount of direction by William A.
Wellman' to soften things up could
capture the sympathy. This confllctlonof interests never approachesr
any semblance, qf appeal.
From , the very start It misses.
.Even though Chatterton is. merely
caMt, as the cas.hier of her..old man's
Joint, the' manner in which the lush
workers roll their saps, with Frisco
Jenny lit on every angle of the
racket, as she pays off the fcmme
attaches of the honky, .there can -be
no compromise with the average
sympathies. As a result it's a rather
confused mess from start to finish.
Helen Jerome Eddy
character
aa the Chinese Handmaiden. Is next
to M[iss Chatterton in prominence.
Louis Calhern la most prominent
among the .male3 as a light heavy
All the rest are. very light, both in
characterlisAtlon 'or playing, so this
stressing of the 'heavy' roles doesn't
make for the best audience reac

.

&

Marco

route;

Charles Foys 'Bughouse' unit came
into the State today, with'' three
more weeks to go before folding.
Unit ran smoothly for 60 mlns,
giving the customers plenty of boke
and a lot of diverslfled Stage fare.
Charles Fqy works all the way
thropgh and Tdtea , aa tbjpnptch
trouper. '.His comedy Is spontane
ous, clean and never lagging. Bus
ter Shaver, with two of his former
midgets, Olive and George, pack a
lot of wallops and clicked solidly.
Maxine liowls found the going
tough for ber first vocallzlngi following the midgets, but later on
garnered her shariS of fhe applatise.

.

-

.

,

.

-

m

.

tions.

$147,658
Indianapolis, Jan.

9.

Harry Muller, former owner of
film theatres in Anderson, Ind., was
given a verdict against six film companies in the Federal court Sat. (7).
He asked actual damages of 1600,-

under the Sherman act,. charging that the companies conspired
to blacklist him when he failed to
pay in a case decided against him
in arbitration before the Indianapolis film board of trade.
000,

Companies named are Fox Film
Universal Film exchange.
United Artists. RKO Distribution
Corp.,
corp..

Tiffany Products,

and

Inc.i

Pathe Exchange. Erpi was also
named as a defendant, but eliminated by direction of the Judge.
After delit>eratlng for an- hour and
20 minutes the Jury brought in a
verdict of )49,189. Under the Sherman act this sum is tripled as
punitive
damages,
the
verdict

carrying $147,668.74.

Edward Raftery, of New Tork,
of
counsel for the defendants,
stated that a meeting will be held
today to perfect an appeal for a
new trial. If this Is not granted by
Federal Judge Robert C. Baltzell.
Raftery stated that the case will be
appealed to the Supreme court.
Muller, who formerly oDerated the
Crystal and State theatres in Anderson, Ind„ declared that be was
forced out of business through the
refusal of these defendant companies to supply him -wltli product,
following the disputed decision of
the film board.
,

I

.

Wilson ^zner's authentic

local

color Is 'appar,ent In tlie honky etuff.
White Wellman's direction and the
.regulation technical adjuncts are

sum -total isn't par
tlcularly ImpresslvCi
Abel.

.xidequate, the

'

Canada Govt. Moiinties
Fight Theatre Menace
.
Ottawa, Jon,

The

9.

Canadian. Qovemmentt

through the Feden^l Department of
Labor and the Royal Canadian
Moonted Police, is going out after
(With; Songs)
intimidation of theatre mSn. DurScreencraft .prodacUon, Capital releaae. ing the past four montlis botli InFeatured lUI Skelly and Oltvo Borden. Di- dependent
and chain theiitre nuinrected by RaysioDd Caimon.
Wr'ltten and
aupervlsed by Arthiir: Hottt;
t^alter B. agers have suffered acts of vandal^
Sberidan, east. dir. 'Bernard JtogM,. editor; ism and^ attacks often
linked with
Olga a,nd Mlschia have lost none At PAricI. ait Marcel Xe- Flc«N, Wip. disputes with ojierators' unioha.
Bltzer,
Stelaer, cameraa.
Mtislc and
of their old-time 4etexeri^y tWth the lyrics, Wm.
Paul Vincent, I.od HIractaer, Al Eight arrests |iavo air.eady been
dance. MIscha'B 'Old man' xaakeup Kopell, Allan Taub,' Ben Gordon. Produced
made
and
more
are
to
follow,
it is
Fox-Case
,at
studio.
New
York. Cast: Hal
gives him a doddering appearance,
but he displays the same agility as Bkellr, Olive Borden, Charlotte Walker, stated. The Mo'unttes have Joined
Sally Rand, aiorlan Qray, filiannon Day, forces
with Provincial And niuniof old.
Martin Burton, Jackie Jordan, Marahall
Balalaika Sextet are Russian mu
Montgomery, Ned NorWorth, Lllya Vallon, clpal police departments for the apslcl'ans, who also clown with Foy. HenibeU Mayall, Bernard Randall, -Alan prehension
of suspects and ,'ihe
Brooke.' At Iio^wra I|ew Tork theatre one
five of them constituting the oddest
day, Jan. 9, on double bllL Runnlngr time, warning has been Issiied that long
assortment of. etooges seen here n minutes;
prison terms, lashes' and deportaattouts In many a moon.
tion will be meted ^buL
Four solo dancers provide the bal
Another wrangle with the 'Grand
Bombings have "taken plac6/lii
ance of entertainiment, unit beidg Hotel' idea, with the scenarist doing
Toronto and Hamilton; pickets are
sans, an ensemble, but the girls not .his best, not
so good, to follow the in evidence In Ottawa, Montreal arid
being missed. Staging and costum- pattern. From another
angle' it's an W^Bteirn cities;
three
above the average
^

HOTEL VARIETY

'

'

-

example, 'Call
Her Savage' (Fox) at Uptown and
'Sherlock Holmes' (Fox) at the
Riviera plus four acts might seem
The Four NormaAs arc out In off balance to a mere layman who
possibly knows that one :played Mc
\>ne' for their club ptisslngaiid com
<edy in a swift change of scene, "Vickers and the, other United Ar
downtown. jCnd Is there any
^um Is crisply managed with clean- tists.
difference
between Mc'VIckers and ing were
F&M effort to clean up on vaudeville
out specialty matter in the deft
manipulation of the clubs and In- United Artists for polish|ng and type. Unit is fast-movingi and from nam^es. Picture made In New Tork
glossing
the audience standpoint Is 100% en- city, aiid' a number
purposes?
terspersed comedy bits by the dumb
of well-known
tertainment.
But, anyhow, there It is. Land.
bell comic who misses being, conked
'vaudevllllans
are used for the
'Fast Life' (MGM) News and Silly boarders In the single
by the flying missiles by a hair,
front buildSymphony on screen. Added at- ing which sports the ambitiousAnnette Ames, a cutis of midget
title
traction had £rnest Holmes, authorsize and extraordinarily neat figure.
of liotel. Just names. They mean
lecturer. In a descriptive talk on nothing
Is on promptly for an Introductory
to the story.
'Technocracy.'
Biz fair opening
Brooklyn, Jan. 7.
song, working thence into a delicious
Photography
good
average,
but
Impression gathered while the mat.
bit of buck-and-wing and ending
poor in spots, sound all right in the
with a bit of cross-fire with Blue, presentation is on here is that
lower notes, hut the women screech
the talk being weak in substance, there's an hour to be filled with
and the singing is terrible. It all
but getting over nicely because of stage entertainment, and the cheapseems to have been planned for the
the
discrepancy in size be- er the house can get away with It,
rural houses rather than with an
Detroit, Jan. 7.
tween the tiny Miss Ames and the the happier will be the bankers.
idea
breaking Into the top diviAnd that the bankers may have
Show this week reveals one of sion. ofProbably
towering Blue.
it can do that in
examples
Inexcussome
for
rejoicing
those
classic
cause
is
of
to
be
Drop files to black set of drapes
most spots where the customers are
and 16 of the Freethy girls are on deduced from the fact that the cost able bad booking that happens lo- not particular, but It's a long way
for a military drill In tights and of the stage show has been reduced cally with too much regularity. A from being what Jt apparently hoped
hussar uniform of unbroken white. by anything !rom 20 to 30%, and combined bill including Gene and for.
Girls go through the usual drill ma- that business has taken soniething Glenn, radio stars in person, and
Starts off with a speaker anneuvers with Qpeed.and spirit, all of of a spurt the past three weeks, with Mills, Kirk and Martin, knockabout nouncing through a mike
he will
EviIt with the girls on their toes, a the help, of course, of the holiday trio, and 'The Match King.'
take the spectator on a tour of New
dent In trying to please all types of
position they maintain for not less stretch.
York, changing to a rather lengthy
But in any event, what the new taste the answer is pleasing none.
than five minutes. Their graceful
clip of the Washington bridge over
Gene and Glenn are on the radio the
movements on the toes and the management has adopted as a replacement of the Fanchon & Marco early in the morning and appeal to and Hudson, a bit of Central park
white uniforms make a smash spec
several views of the tall buildunits can not be considered any- a certain type of audience, mostly
tacle.
ings. Pretty nearly into
second
Monroe Brothers take up the run thing approaching deluxe picture- rural. Material used Is particularly reel before the first hint ofthe
the story
ning with their comedy trampoline house entertainment. For a nabe well fitted to their own type of au- is given. Then It goes
stale.
turn, a bit of knockabout comedy spot of less ornate embellishment, dience and properly accounts for
Cabaret
singer
sees
a
more
federal
the
stage
outlay
on
their
being
popular
in
certain
tap
this
week
offithat fitted nicely in the spot, act
being brief and meaty in specialty would be hunky-dory from the en- localities than Amos 'n' Andy. The cer shot in a speakeasy. She dashes
tertainment viewpoint and if pegged type of people attracted by G & G out and takes rcfUge in the Hotel
material.
Variety,
where
a
real
murderer
alAfter another Blue Introduction, at 50c top. One factor in favor of merely wonder when the trio come
12 of the Freethy girls are on be- the previous Fanchon & Marco ideas out and knock each other down and ready has a room in which to hide.
The girl (Olive Borden) gets friendfore black drapes, this time In was that they at least gave the stage commit other mayhem.
Other act is Dollnoff and Raya ly with Hal Skelly, who is a hoofer
bright-red dresses for a brief dance background enough of a flash to be
with
a small son. The story Just
to 'St. Louis Blues,' and then strip in keeping with the decor of the Sisters doing a novel dance act.
Sklmpiness of the Main idea has been used here be- ambles alongr until the finish, when
to briefest costumes to go Into the auditorium.
the murderer, who is skulking in
aerial ensemble, worklnp on roman bankroll now rlrcumscribed for this fore, but still unusual enough to
Act from the house, drags off the fire escape
rings and traps hung on a frame, phase of the bills Is not only re- cause a little interest.
and then Into more aerial stuff, six flected in the acts, but more so In England is also used in the finale, the dive keeper, who is after the
but hasn't sock enough for that girl to save himself. They crash on
girls aloft on webs and six working the scenic Investiture.
the pavement. Skelly gets a Job in
on the ground. Between times a
Considering the cash and material spot.
In fact entire show runs In a sort pictures and persuades the director
single girl of the group mounts a he had to work with, Charles Nigto hire most of the others.
pedestal for striking contortion. gemeyer has turned out a pretty of monotone and Just lays there.
Skelly, in a role familiar to him,
This ensemble was a sock aild made good presentation Job for the cur- Lambert has a couple of nice line
the highlight of the eveninp.
rent stanza.
Niggcmeyer came in routines that are simple and well does his best to pep up the action,
but
without doing much. A deal of
First routine, the museum
Blue Is on for another Introduc- on the house producing as.olgnment done.
tion, this time for Colmubo, who en- when the F &
units went out statues coming to life, well done, footage is wa.sted on a party at
ters through the traveller and goes three week.s ago. Sets he makes use and the second, toe ballet number, which the vaudeville performers are
supposed to do their stuff but don't.
right Into his crooning numbers of are few and simple, with a blaclt well lighted.
with the mil<e. Four numbers here eye doing yeoman Juty all the way
Lou Forbes overture and Merle All told there's about three reels of
to a good reception, numbers being through. The one touch of color and Clark at the organ complete the bill. real footage in nearly a'.sht roels of
all familiars— 'Say It Isn't So,' 'Let's glow in the show came at the finish
film.
Lee,
Vhic.
-

FOX,

GIVES

In

of tootsle tossing.

—

anywhere

when she profits, in her
post-earthquake career, from the
gals, and later as a big shot booze
operator, that never hits the popular
stances, but

The climactic situation is transteam contribute their own graceful
version, and Davey Jones comes parent from the start. It is inevithrough on the finale with still an- table that her illegit son, now the
other twist to this same department d. a., should send her to the noose.

,

ably:.as fierce as

17

m. JURY

(Continued from page 15)

ing.

gave stage shows the bum's rush.
was harsh treatment for an old
boarder that had been with the
inany names. On this performance family since the helium-permeated large kid representation helped mak<B
the late Evening show of the open- era of 1926. Some think the Uptown things easy for them. Reynolds and
ing day ^the Idea worked out fairly will rue Its action in evicting an old White's strong dependence on firewell. house being better than thi^e- pal.
After all they didn't build cracker and rocket explosions would
quarters capacity downstairs, by no these neighborhood museums Just have Justified giving this show the
means a bad showing at this spot, for pictures. The architects put title of 'Hello 4th of July.' Draggy
moments were frequent in the early
where deluxe competition is prob- bathtubs backstage!
It

VARIETY

FRISCO JENNY

It

BROOKLYN

MICHIGAN

.

'

.

'

theatre

men

been assaulted; a theatre in
Weston was. wrecked recently and
tiave

threatening letters have been, received by Independent exhibitors in
various towns. A raid on the Capitol theatre In Gait was thwarted by
the vigilance of the police and three
participants were given two-year
sentences Just for planning the affair.

Many theatres ure being guarded
day and night while weapon permits have been granted to many
managers as a precaution.
.

The Weston theatre was recently
damaged to the extent of $5,000
when
electrical
fixtures
were

'

M

wrecked, the screen slashed, a radio
set damaged and a film cut to
pieces. The unknown offenders had

previously sent a threatening letter
Manager C. O. Scott.

to

The Avalon theatre, Ottawa, has
been jllcketed for .two years but
there has been no violence.
The
authorities have issued a warning,
however, that the picketing will no
longer be tolerated. Picketing has
been evident elsewhere.
Five men are in custody in Saskatoon where they are facing
charges of conspiracy in connection
with the bombing* of the Capitol
theatre.
They have been held for
two months while an attempt is being

made

offenders.

to

gather in more alleged
is in Jail at

Alex. Gula

Brampton following an attack upon
O.scar Hanson, general manager of
Allied Exhibitors of Ontario.

Walker-Savo Shorts
Johnny Walker, film comedian, is
turning indie shorts' producer with
a series Jn which he will star Jimmy
Both are leaving for the
Savo.
coast next week or so. Walker promoted backing, with a corporation
yet to be set up.

VARIETY
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(Continued from page

GABLE'S BIG 13G AT 40c
New

Orleans, Jan.

9.

changes affectingr grosses
locally. When Saenger dropped Its
top to 40c. It was thought Loew's
State and Orpheuna would do likewise, but lattei two houses decided
to await the effect of Saenger's reduction before cutting to lower
Saenger has Improved Its
scale.
business 25%, but, on the other
hand, the other two Saenger controlled theatres, Strand and Tudor,
former at 40 and latter at 35c., are
They
overpriced by comparison.
must eventually drop to 25c, top of

VAUD'S PULL ON TEST
IN

stuff at

any

Newark, Jan.

|

—

DOWN

TO SOME GOOD TAKINGS

H

PRICE WAR.

.

GROSSES HOLDING UP

DENVER

i

•

—

Care'

(Fox),

and

'Irene,'

tab,

,

on okay at

$3,000.

Coliseum (FWC) (1,800; 15-25)—
15-25-35-55)—Ma- 'Big Broadcast' (Par), and 'Phandame Butterfly' (Par) and stage tom of Crestwood' (RKO), double
show. Also eased off; $0,000, poor. bill. Seems no stopping this house
Last M-eck, 'Devil Is Driving' (Par), under this new policy of ace secand stage sliow. Mild at $11,900.
ond runs, double LlUed, for they are
Downtown (2,850; 15-25-40)— 'Pen- surely again getting the 'Coll.seum
guin Pool Murder' (RKO). Under habit' and how, so Manager Al
avcmpo at $7,000. Last week 'Ani- Baker can afford to smile. On way
mal Kincflom' (RKO) oke at $9,000. to $3,500, fair. Last week, 'Smilln'
UD'ted Artists (2,018; 15-35-72-76) Thru' (MG), and 'Masked Raiders'
'rarfwcll ti) Arms."
Big $16,000. (Prln), but not considered double
Last \v(i-'c, 'fyiinrfi' (L'A), very bill, as latter
two recler. added
poor $!.').iu on Hix days.
for plus-value, great at $4,800.
stage, big at $25,000.

Fisher

(2.665;

—

l.«i

By

Eries

W.

A

Corker

Unusual sign which got plenty of
attention in a lobby was made up
from the powdered cork used to
pack some fruits for transportation.
Manager got half a keg merely for
the trouble of sending around for it.
It \va3 sifted to remove the dust,

standing.

Shifts Queries
Theatres which have no

man and who

lobby
experience some diffiwho block the box

culty with those

merely to ask questions
can save annoyance by installing a
office line

telephone

in

the

lobby

for

these

people.

One house has an office phone in
and then second time to remove the
too-large particios. Remainder was the lobby which runs directly to the
used much the same as smalt beln;; manager's office, and there is always
sprinkled over a tacky yarnished someone there to answer the. calls.
surface. Gave a pebbled effect which Now and then some joker will try
was much admired. It can be sil- to get funny, but the stenog who
vered, gilt or colored with paint. usually answers the calls is no
One advantage is that it gives a slouch herself when it comes to riblight sign in proportion to its area. bing,' and there is a loud speaker
Same shop recently turned out in the lobby which can be cut in
another nice one, on a more elabo- when she wants to squelch an anrate scale. Sign was painted in re- noyer. It takes all the fun out of It
verse, or rather the background was to have the answers come back loud
painted, leaving the lettering clear, enough for everyone to hear, and
black varnish being used on a sheet turn the laugh on the would-be
of glass. Back of this was an end- Joker. Meahflme the fiouse figures
less belt, slowly moving, done in a it gets business from those whose
mottle Effect In bright colors. Effect was a constant change of color
in the letters without the metho<|
being discernible. This needs overhead spotting for the best, effect,
with the surface slightly titled to
let It catch the light.

Opposition
Manager who's having a hard
time to make expenses was real
pleased when a committee of women, not many of whom were mothers, visited him with the suggestion
that he turn his kid club to an outdoor organization and give the dear
little things skating, coasting and
other winter sports to fill their lungs
with iced ozone.
Some of the women were too Influential to be told he was trying to
make a few dollairs out of the club,

so he thought fast

and persuaded

are on the

calls

level.

Borrowed from Pics

'

Radio is commencing to sense the
value of exploitation for its entertainers who are, in turn, exploiter's
of merchandise and serviced
has lifted bodily from pic-

NBC

tures -thtf idea of

a club which,

if

memory serves, was originated by
W. R. Ferguson, of Metro. It announces the formation
consolidated' grouping
ous independent clubs
have been formed by
Jack Pearl's Baron

of a 'loosely
of the' varisupposed to
followers of

Munchausen

broadcasts.

Charters will be Issue4 to all who
apply for such, and only these will
be recognized as legitimate. Objective Is supposed to be the outdoing
of Pearl in pulling the long bow.
Stories that seem more extrfivagant
than his are to be sent to him at
the station. Claimed there are already siich clubs In Mexico City,
Montreal and other distant points.

them that the best gag would be to
form an outdoor section for the
afternoon after they had been given
a pep talk at the morning meeting.
Thiat seemed to be reasonable, so It has worked well In pictures. It
now some member of the committee should work well for the air st(ur.
Is given 10 minutes in the spotlight
each Sat. morning to tell the young
Uagic Book
sters all about it and how they
Something new in lob^y work is a
Manager Is already looking
love it
ahead to spring and the possibility magic book, the. pictures in which
change
each time the cover Is
Argument Will "be
of long hikes.
Book Is merely a cover
that It would tire the children too opened.
much to be out all day. But. he's hinged to a board, with a 'space cut
underneath It to. stiow one stlU'ot a
nervous. Just the same.
series. Stills are oiounted on a disc
back of the board, so that only one
Combinations
show at a time. Opening afid closNabe house Is getting a lot of ing the cover supplies the niptlve
extra play' with a stunt that sounds power to bring the next stllTlnto
almost childish, but It's new and place, and a half dozen .-stills are
Interesting, and a lot bf people come shown without a repeat.
around Just for a laugh. If they
Disc Is operated by a* spring trip
have the money to go anywhere, which' mov^s the disc one space, and
they drop In there.
the trip is operated by a cord fasEach night a scaled envelope Is tened to the edge of the cover and
put In the box office, where it can running through to the back of trie
be seen through the glass. Inside is board. Cord pulls up thie trip and
a card stating that seats for any it moves the new picture into place,
party up to six in number will be slipping back when the cover Is
given the first woman who arrives closed to engage the next pin.
with a blue dress and a red hat, the
first man with a grey felt hat and a
*Me Too'
blPtCk tie or any similar comblna
tlon, the set-up being changed each
Smart work of one manager gave
a tie into Radio City. House is In
Tdcht. If no one qualifies, the, en
v^lope is opened at 9:30 and posted a small town where they feel their
where all can see.
importance. Manager got hold of
Once or twice a week the comblna some roto sections of the New Tork
tlon Is hit off, all the party getting a newspapers showing the new Radio
refund after the purchase of tickets City theatres and made a large
If they do not win, they have the lobby display.
tickets so they use them. Payoff is
In the center waa a large card
the number of persons who come in lettered: "The chief difference be-

—

!

-

.

'

tween this multi-million enterprise
and this theatre is the matter of
seating capacity. We have the same
Pasliing Up Prices
sound
and projection and get the
With most theatres glad to get 10 same pictures.'
and 15c for kid matinees, the Little
Made the customers realize that
Picture House, N. T., still finds it
the small towners no longer have to
profitable to up the charges. Dec.
take the number two or three com27 there was a morning performance
panies. And somehow it seemed to
of 'Puss in Boots,' with the seats
sextets.

some

reserved and the slap 75c. A Mickey
Mouse doll was given free. On Dec.
30 there was a showing of 'Sklppy'
3l8t 'Tom Sawyer,' with
no reserved seats, no dolls, but the

give

slap 65c.

moving on. House is dropping stage
shows and will worry along without

and on the

These shows were to the small
capacity of the house, and mothers
welcomed the chance. The house
caters to the Park Av. crowd, which
is willing to pay for exclusiveness,
but there must be other locations in
other towns where careful mothers
would welcome a top nick for the
exclusion of the unwashed. So far
Sophie Smith seems to be the only
one to put it over, but that seems to
be because others have not tried.
It seems to be worth the trying.
It
has been successful for three years
under the Smith regime, so It*s no
experiment.

Clothing for Poor
Encouraged by the success of its
recent food shows. Dick Dickson,
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
F-WC
manager,
Warners did not like the story clothing benefit staged a monster
at the deluxe ArS. S. Van Dine wrote under title of
lington,
Santa Barbara. Several
'Blue Moon Murder Case', so had thousand dollars' worth of disCarl Erlckson and Don Mullalley carded clothing,
including suits,
write another to fit title. Van Dine overcoat.s, furs, hats, etc., were dosquawked and told studio he would nated as .idmlEslon.s.
Added
attraction
was Mrs. Walnot permit his name to be used in
lace Rold and her son Wally, Jr.,
connection with film.
appearing with the latter's first
It comes
ofC sheet with other
stellar picture, nncinc; Strain.' Thrwriters given credit for original, but big Arlington w.ns j.'urimod
to catitle

Sargent

9.

time.
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EXPLOITATION

NEW'K THIS WEEK

This week should tell something
about the pull of vaudeville. EveryEstimates for This Week
Majestic (1,600; 55-77r$l.lO-$1.65) thing looks all right so far, but as
—'Sign of the Cross' (Par). Third soon as the fans decide a film hasn't
and flnal week, expected $6,000. Last got what it takes there's usually a
howl about the cost of vaude.
week, $5,000, very poor.
The Shubert closed Sunday, deKeith's (RKO) (4,000; 30-40-55)— ciding it wasn't worth while to bu<ck
'Bitter Tea of General Ten' (Col) the regular vaude houses.
It reand vaudeville. Promise of $15,000, turns to legit with some musicals
okay. Last week 'Animal Kingdom' booked.
The Empire (burlesque)
(Radio) $25,000, tiptop.
closes shortly also.
Boston (RKO) (4,000; 25-40-65)—
Newark looks strong with 'No
'They Just Had to Get Married' (U) Man of Her. Own,' and Nick Lucas
the St. Charles, which Is now out- and vaude. Looks like fair $10,000. at Proctor's should mean something.
Last week 'Uptown New Tork' Anyhow, vaude at Proctor's is hurtgrossing them.
ing double features at the Capitol.
Last week Loew's State at Its reg- (KBS), good $11,300.
The holiday shows were not as
ular .60c top with 'Strange Interdrpheum (Loew) (3,000; 25-50)
lude,' went to $21,000,. a record for 'Son-Daughter' (MG). ' At $10,000 hot in most cases as expected.
the south for the past year, but this disappointing. Last week 'Strange
Estimates for This Week
week 'Farewell to Arms' is not so Interlude' (MG) should have been
Branford (WB) (2,966; 16-66)—
hot with not more than $10,000 In better than its $14,000.
'Frisco Jenny' (FN). Chatterton in
the ofllng. Saenger looks like $13,State
(Loew)
30-50)— a popular film should regain some
(3,000;
000 with Clark Gable In 'No Man of 'Son-Daughter' (MG).
Looks like of her locally lost popularity and
Her Own.' Fifl Dorsay in person is $9,000, away off. Last week •Strang*' Williamson's 'Beneath the Seas'
doing plenty for the Orpheum and Interlude' (MG) poor at $10,000.
should help draw $10,000.
Last
may send the biz to $14,000, 'Bitter
Met (Publix) (4,330; 36-60-65)— week 'Lawyer Man' (WB) $11,000.
Tea of Gen. Ten' the picture.
'No Man of Her Own' (Par) and
Capitol (WB) (1,200; 16-26-36-50)
stage show. Jubiliantly looking forEstimates for This Week
—'UflderCover
Man'
(Par)
and
for $24,000 or better.
Last 'They Just Had to Get Married'
Saenoer (3,668'. 40) 'No Man of ward 'Farewell
(U).
to Arms' (Ifar) and
Her Own' (Par). Gable showing week
Vaude next door hurts. Hardly $6,stage show, corking $36,400.
000.
Last week good, but disapreal pulling power and aided by 40c
Paramount (Publix) (1,800; 20-30- pointing with $6,800.
top will do fine $13,000. Last week 66) 'Island
of Lost Souls' (Par)
'Island 'of Lost Souls' (Par) good
Little (Cinema) (299; 26-40-60)—
and 'Billion Dollar Scandal' (Par).
$12,000.
Good
for $9,600. Last week 'Law- 'La Vecchia Signora' (Cesar). First
60)—
State
'Fare
Loew's
(3,218;
Man'
yer
(WB)
and 'Handle With time to play Italian film, but plenwell to Arms' (Par). War picture Care' (Fox) did fine
ty of Italians here. Intends to vary
$10,400.
farewelled locally, which will con
nationalities weekly.
Maybe $1,600
sign this splendidly done film to fair
on 6^ days. Last week second of
$10,000. Last week 'Strange Inter
'Virgins of BaU' (Prln) and 'Blame
lude' (MG) garnered a tremendous
the Woman' (Prln) only $1,000.
$21,000.
Loew's State (2,780; 16-76)—'SonOrpheum (RKO) (2,400; 60) 'BitDaughter' (M-G) and vaude. Weak
ter Tea' (Col) and Fifl D'Orsay in
opening strengthened to powerful
person. Latter drawing above picSaturday and looks good at $16,000.
ture in this French town. Stanwyck
Last week 'Fast Life' (M-G) good
fav also; looks like big $14,000. Last
Seattle, Jan. 9.
enough, but should have been bet
week 'Animal Kingdom' (RKO)
Local FWC bouses now operated ter than $16,800.
liked Immensely here, touched exby Pacific Northwest Theatres unMosque (WB) (3,281; 16-26-30-86
cellent $12,000.
40)— 'Faithless' <M-G) and 'Secrets
Strand (1,600; 40) 'Lawyer Man' der receivership with Frank
(WB). House not priced right, only Newman representing FWC and Don of French Police' (Radio). They
simply
won't go to the Mosque, and
poor $1,300. Last week 'Devil Is Graham representing Metropolitan
this bill will be lucky with $2,600
Driving' (Par) got bad $1,600, even
Building Corp. as receivers.
No Last week on six days 'Rockabye'
with New Tear's In.
(RKO)
and 'Match King* (WB) did
Tudor (800;. 35) 'Scarlet Dawn' changes In management.
badly with $3,200.
(FN).
Admission scale still too
Good attractions all around giving
Newark (Adams^ar) (2,248; 16high; terrible $1,200 evident. Last
99)—
'No Man of Her Own' (Par)
week -Central Park' (WB) badly good grosses this week.
John Hamrick puts his Blue and vaude. Big opening and will
titled for any city other than New
lead town with
or even betYork did fair $1,600.
Mouse back in the first-run fold, ter. Last week$16,000
'Madame ButterSt. Charles (1,800; 26) 'Man Called
opening this week with 'Rockabye' fly' (Par) good with $13,100.
Back' (WW).
Nice $1,500. Last
Proctor's (BKO) (2,300; .16-76)—
week 'Uptown New Tork' (WW) got at 26 and 36c. This Is Identical with 'Man
Against Woman' ((joL) and
his Music Box, located Just across
good $2,000.
vaude. Nick Lucas and Carl Freed,^
the street. Hamrlck'a spot making both Newarkers, and Should help.
a bid for a lone dime admish is the Film not so strong, but they're lookDETROIT'S
Rex (old Pantages theatre), and ing for vaude here; $14,000. Last
week 'Half Naked Truth' (RKO)
with Col. David Dow as manager Is and first of vaude led everybody
doing nicely. The vintage of the with over $18,000.
Terminal (Skouras) (1,900; .16-60)
pixes is old but the Rex gives great
—'Handle With Care' (Fox) and
value for that dime.
Detroit, Jan. 9^
'Speed Demon' (Col). Good openPrice wat- started by RKO Down'Grand Hotel' is now at the Em
ing headed for nice $6,000.
Last
town's cutting to 25 and 40 has been bassy (Joe Danz), third run house, week 'Me and My Gal' (Fox)
and
followed up by the Fisher, dropping and doing okay.
'Daring Daughters' (Tower) pleased
stage shows and cutting to same
Business has been good over the with $5,300.
scale, and further extended by Fox holidays at all houses.
Overheads
cutting to 40c. week days with week- are pretty well slashed, with Fox
ends 60c., but keeping its stage pres theatre dark, and no bands or stage
entatlon policy.
show, the musicians' union difllculty
Nabes haven't cut yet but are ex- continuing. Managements not wor(Continued from page 10)
pected to do so.
rying any, apparently.
monic orchestra and showing of
Gene and Glenn, radio stars !n
Estimates for This Week
'Maedchen in Uniform' on road show
person at the Michigan, and 'Fare
basis,
$1 top. Advance sale good.
Paramount (FWC) (3,106; 26-40)
well to Arms' at the United Artists
Estimates for This Week
only attractions of merit this week^ —'No Man of Her Own' (Par). With
but Michigan off. All the rest are Clark Gable getting the big type in
Denham (Hellborn) (1,700^ 15-25)
the ads, $6,000 is good but not big; 'Uptown New Tork' (WW). Okay
what-have-you.
'The Mummy' (U) plays the Pox Just Inside the black. Last week, $4,100. Last week 'Strangers of the
after the Downtown turned it down 'Farewell to Arms' (Par) big at $9,- Evening* (WW) went to a new high
That explains that, and 'Penguin 500.
for this low-priced first-runner, and
Pool Murder' Is co-billed with 'Isle
Fifth Ave. (FWC) (2,300; 26-40)— due to the Intense local popularity
of Desire,' In for only four days 'Under Cover Man' (Par), and 'Sec- of Zasu Pitts, took close to $4,600.
Which explains that one.
bill's
ond Hand Wife* (Fox). Double
Denver (Publix) (2,500; 26-36-40Otherwise everything is jake. expected $6,500 means a profit. Last 50) 'No Man of Her Own' (Par)
Gene and Glenn with 'The Match week, 'Fast Life' (M-G), and 'Me Katherine Kaderly at the organ.
King' looks to a pretty good week and My Gal' (Fox) both plxes liked, Gable not pulling big, $7,500. Last
with the radio stars credited for better at $7,100, big.
week 'Farewell to Arms* (Par) did
most of the draw. Terrific interest
Herberg) good $9,700.
(Jensen-von
Liberty
In 'Farewell to Arms* will see that (2,000'; 10-15-25)— 'Men of America'
Orpheum (RKO-Huffman) (2,600,
one to a nice week. The reat will (RKO). Looks to hit a good $4,000. 25-35-40-60) 'Bitter Tea of General
'also run.'
Last week, 'Self Defense' (Shef), Ten' (Col). West Masters at the
Last week some houses played to with this live management booking organ. Also up, $12,000. Last week
unusual business. With three holl
in first motion picture explaining 'Animal Kingdom' (RKO) a good
days in a row and New Tear's eve •Technocracy,' and other shorts, good $11,000. Ann Harding the draw
thrown in It mounted up and at $4,700.
said to be her best so far.
showed the first black In some time,
Paramount (Publix) (2,000; 25-40)
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (1,000; 25- 'Wild Horse
The Michigan led the parade
Mesa' (Par) and 'Ma(RKO).
House dame Butterfly'
with Olsen and Johnson in person 35)— 'Rockabye'
(Par), split week
and 'No Man of Her Own' with closed for two days, revamped and Average $5,500. Last week 'UnderFea- cover Man'
readied for first run policy.
Clark Gable all for a gross of $34,
(Par) and 'Island of Lost
'greatest
show
tured
Bennett
and
200.
The Fox with 'Irene' on the
Souls' (Par) got $5,^00 on a split
in
the
ads.
west'
value
prices
in
the
stage and weak picture still pulled
week basis.
Should do $4,000, getting lines. Last
a pretty $25,000.
Rialto (RKO-Huftman) (900; 20week, second run policy prevailed, 25-40) 'Fourth
Horseman' (U) and
Estimates for This Week
with top price 15c.
'Afraid to Talk' (U), split. Oke at
Michigan (4,046; 15-36-75)— 'Match
Music Box (Hamrick) (950; 25- $3,000, same as last weeks' "Virtue'
King' (WB), and Gene and Glenn in 35)—
Big bid for (Col) and 'Sherlock Holmes' (Fox),
'Cynara' (UA).
person. Off at $22,000. Last week
problem pix, par for this small deluxer.
'No Man of Her Own* (Par) and femme trade in this
ballying Ronald Colman bigger than
Olsen and Johnson, big $34,200.
Big
pix's
name In advertising.
Fox (5,100; 15-25-55)
'The
in view. Last week, 'Trouble
$4,500
Mummy' (U), and stage show. Off, in Paradise* (Par), second week,
Van Dine's Protest
$15,000.
Last week 'Handle with
Price

VAftmrv

9)

stage show to aid; latter stands
alone on the bill.
Coincidence of
showings unfortunate in sour reaction.
They don't care much for

chop suep

ES

pacity for the affair.

distinction to the house.

Moving On
Ben M. Cohen, who recently went
Paramount,

to the

New

Haven,

Is

a p. a. He only got there a few
weeks ago, moving down from
Springfield, where Par had sold its
houses to local operation.
For 'Mme. Butterfly' he used selections from the opera the week in
advance, and built a pagoda around
the organ to give emphasis to the
idea.

ment

He

Got more than the usual comat a small cost.
also capitalized the second

wedding anniversary of Walter
Lloyd's marriage, persuading the
manager to throw the party on the
stage and Invite the Fanchon-Marco
unit and the newspaper men. Girls
gave the leg touch to the plots, and
Cohen cra.shed every paper with
mention for Lloyd and the show.

Eickshaws Bevived
'Madam Rutterfly' seems to call
a revival of the 'rickshaw,'
which was a popular stunt some

for

yfar.s

a,c;o

when there were some

An old racing
will maki" a pood one, with an
wickpf fhair .swing for the seat,
frDiit wheels of an old buggy

Chlnr-.s(> i)irturos out.
.siill<y

nld
lull

will

fl'i

;>s

woll.

(Ciiti'Jnuod

P.lotise

.Tnd loose

on Tage 43)
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WHO

THE

"Half-Naked InMt a

you
.

.

.

MmA

riot off

TRUTH..

. .

howl ovor the mod oxploite
sparkling, morry and mod . . . fon
will

from

flfort

to flnidi''
Y» D&t9y ^4irroc

o
"Swift

and

hilafioifs,

fott^moving, ox-

portly acted ... the entire catt is
credit

amusing

the

to

«

and

lines

ingenious situations .... yesterday's

audiences expressed their approval
of

it

very definitely"

-N,

Y. Worhi-TitUgrMit

o
".

.

had the

the press agent's stunts

Mayfair audience roaring. The one
that got

me

rocking in

my

seat

was

group of

Bates* oxploitbtion of his

nudities . . .The Half-Naked Truth turns

out to be a whole-hearted laugh"

~N.

Y. Daily

'•

••••

"

'

.

\

•:

Ntws

o
"Mr. Lee Tracy

rises to

cent heights ...
roarious

new, mognifl*

one of the most up-

motion pictures thot ever

visited Broadway . . . not d c|uiet minute
in. the

whole show, not a minute of

dullness. ...

It is

d fine movie. It com-

pares favorably with 'The Front Page'

~very favorably.

"Lee Tracy
tillates,

It

should

— N. K Sun

be seen"

. . .

mi

sparkles, scin-

rampages, rants,

and wisecracks across the screen
a stampede of laughter
. impossible to describe the gags, so fast and
hilarious they are
but the show is
great ond Lee Trocy is the last word

raves
in

0

. .

—

in superiatives"

— N.

y.

fveoMig

JoumW

"Salvos of good fun furnished by. The

Half-Naked

Tiiith"

-N.

Y.

Tim-

VEL EZ

TRACY
iir

»,,

PICTURES

tv

[DAVia O. SELZNiCK

EUGENE PALLETTE
FRANK MORGAN
DIRECTION

AND DIALOGUE

GREGORY

LA

BY

CAVA

Exeoilive Producer

ANOTHER MONEY PICTURE FROM RKO-RADIO

PIC ¥ MR E
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Coast Retaumers

Heavy Losses Force 31 Fox-WC

VARIETY
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'Job Insurance for All Employees

Coast returners over the weekend were William VL, Howard and

Northwest Houses Into Receivership
liOi Augelea, Jan. 9.

With losses estimated In the miland wl^h 31 bouse-i Included,

lions,

Pacific Northwest Theatres, Inc.,
Fox West Coast subsidiary in the

Northwest, ^t'ent Into bankruptcy^
By order of the n.. S.
last week.
District Court at Seattle, Frank li.

Newman, Sr., operating: head for
F-WC In the territory, and Donald
O. Qraham, Seattle attorney reprewere
bondholders,
the
senting
named

co-receivers.

Included In the heavy losses was
close to $1,500,000 thrown In by the
bankers In an effort to halt the
failure, which la looked upon as the'
largest bankruptcy proceedings ever
entered into by a theatre circuit.
The bankruptcy action Is considered by circuit execs as a definite
step toward relief from the serious
financial condition which the circuit has faced, in recent months.
Houses Included ar6:Flve In Seattle, two In Spokane, two In Belllngham, three In Olympla (all Washington); two In Pendleton, Ore., two
in Tacoma, Wash.; two In Butte,
flvei In Great Falls (both Mont.),
three In Taklma, Wash., and two In
.

and

Wenatchee, Wash.
FormM* J-Von H. Houses
were houses
these
PrlinarHy.
taken over in 1927 by Harry C. Arthur from Jensen & Von Herberg,
and two. years later turned over to

F-WC

for operation.

In Seattle, the houses now being
operated by the receivers are the
Avenue, Strand, Coliseum,
Paramount and Fox. The Paramount is under sub-lease to Pacific Northwest Theatres from the
Other
Paramount Publlx Corp.
houses included in th& receiverSpokane,
are:
operation
ship
Belllngham.
State;
and
Fox
American and -Mt Baker; Olympla,

Fifth

Oh, Pop
Not long ago, young Elbert
Franklln> son of H. B., K-A-O
president, had to do a paper
for his English class. The subject being optional he chose
theatre advertising and taking
enlisted the aid of
his Dad, then on the coast.
Inasmuch as Franklin pere

no chances,

'Exclusive' Gets

Resentment of

Rex, Rlalto,
Capitol, Lib-

Liberty; Bremerton,
and Bluebird; Taklma,
erty and Majestic; Wenatchee, Liberty and Rlalto^.

SkoiirM Goes North
Charles Skouras, operating head
F-WC (west) and a vlce-preisldent of the circuit, was In Seattle
all last week, and P. R. Kent, vicepresident In charge of real estate,
of

was sununbned
in

an

there from Butte,
some of the

effort to salvage

wreck.

Graham, one of the receivers, represents the Metropolitan Building
Co., a subsidiary of the University
of Washington, which owns' the
Fifth Avenue theatre building.
Majority of the F-WC circuit,
with houses in California, Arizona,
Southern Oregon, Rocky Mountain
district and Nebraska, is not affected by the bankruptcy procedure.

Alfied's Blanket

hsurance

Des Moines, Jan.
Allied Theatre Owners of Iowa
and Nebraska have taken a group
9.

to
Insurance
according
policy,
Lester F. Martin, sec.-treas.
The policy, issued on the contributory basis, provides from $1,000
.

to $6,000 protection on lives of own£ra_and -manageTJj*_MSl?tant_.managers and other employes.
One hundred members and their
er ployees have already signed up
for Insurance totaling more than

ECONOMY IDEA
Hollywood, Jan.

Demand

for production

0.

bringing out a number of pictures
that are
from the revamped
or scrap negative of already released films. Not all pictures lend
themselves to later salvaging, but In
those that do, studios see a source
of revenue at little cost.
Warners are understood to be the
first of the majors to try making
new pictures entirely from old negative.
Burbank lot is getting out
two shorts for March release, assembling them from scenes shot for
'Tiger Shark,' much of the footage
of whlcli was unused.
Studio Is also making a feature,
Is

Bombed

Robinson Rephces Jones

At R.

t

Ro^'s Old

Staff

Clark Robinson, art director of
such situations as the local United the old Roxy, is moving to Radio
Artists setup where UA pictures are City at the solicitation of RKO.
Robinson
will succeed Robert EdFrisco
exclusively
into
the
booked
Jones as art director of the
UA and not sold elsewhere in the mond
Radio City theatres. Robinson has
entire county.
A preview committee of five has been with the old Roxy since its
been elected to view two or three Inception.
With Jones retiring from Radio
Indle pictures each week, making
unbiased recommendations to the 66 City, James Reynolds, Ids assistant
members of ITONC. Reviewers are and their various aids also go.
The second Mus|e Hall show now
J. A. Harvey, Jr., San Jose; Law
rence Borg, Santa Rosa; George In the making is being handled by
Mann, San Francisco; Al Hixon, San Leon LeonldofC^ production director
former associate of Robinson at
and
Francisco and C. H. Chamberlln,
the old Roxy. Robinson's gdlng over
Crockett.
ITONC with Morgan Walsh as to Radio City makes the R. C. theatres on the stag9 end full-up with
president, voted a resolution:
The so-called exclusive show- the staff which Roxy himself assembled and held together so long
ings by certain national producers
and distributors and the unrea- at the old Roxy.
This Includes Russell Markert,
sonable zoning and clearance setup in contracts between major Emo Rappee, Joseph Littau, Florence Rogge, Hattle Rogge and Gene
producer-distributors and chain
Snyder.
or aflSllated theatres has brought
about a concerted effort on the
part of the Independent Theatre
Owners of Northern California to
No Contracts by Radio
use their greatest weapon 'Buying
Power' to retaliate by throwing
Hollywood, Jan. 0.
Independent
protheir support to
With H. N. Swanson leaving
ducers wherever possible.
Radio Pictures this month, studio Is
'This organization believes that
not giving any contracts to people
commendation Is due the Indeassociated with It in presenting
pendent producers on the quality
'Hollywood On the Alr,»
of product manufactured so far
John Swallow who handles the
them
this season and memorallzcs
physical- end- has a -contract- extO" farther" improve -the cast- ^ndpiring in two weeks and will reBtar names, pledging the support
main on a week to week basis.
of this organization.'
-

Jolson Broke Attendance Record

At Ciiicago-mOOO Paid

SmaB Town

local exhibitors and representatives
of circuits operating houses in this
city have given 'job insurance' to

the

present employees, assuring

work during the present

theatre

classy.

Decision

on RKO

Roxy Delayed Wk.;
th

Houses Cut

$54,500

them

year.

'While the Syracuse Plan embraces a five-point agenda, sponsored by the municipal administration In cooperation with the three
local newspapers, the policy of 'job
Insurance' Is the dominant plank.
Every Syracuse employer of labor
Is asked to give a pledge to the employees he proposes to retain for
the ensuing 12 months. Idea is to
eliminate the fear of being 'fired.'
which has been keeping thousands
in the city from spending money.
Plan, Introduced here as the proving ^ound. Is the brainchild of

Mannle Strauss,

of

New York

City,

widely known in the

retail adverextension of 28
cities throughout the United States
The present bill at the RKO Roxy Is contemplated; as many civic
continues for a third week. Final 'missionaries' will be sent to the
disposition as to the future policy of municipalities.
Representatives of all theatres
this spot is expected to be made this
were invited to a conference with
week by the RKO minds.
With the change of policy at the Mayor Rolland B. Marvin at which
Music Hall Wednesday (11) the b. o. the plan ^as presented and Indorsed. Theatres will participate In
locale of the RKO Roxy cuts to 85c
educational campaign via trailtop weekdays and 99c Saturdays, the
ers and lobby, displays.
Sundays and holidays.
In addition to releasing frozen reThe stage show sticks with the
tail purchasing power through 'job
exception of Smll Boreo, who
insurance,' the plan calls for a 25%
opened as the m> c.
cut in' local taxes and a 1933 trade
There Is some talk of handing the
goal here of $160,000k000.
house over to a legit producer like
Max Gordon. Another sugestlon has
been under consideration Is having
Hassard Short or R. H. Bumslde
produce an extravaganza. Still a
third suggestion Is to have Noel
Coward write a special spectacle
show to be spotted In the theatre.
Productions

tising

Its

field.

SCALE CUTTING

BYWBINPHILA

Topping

this they are still
bringing
in
'White
Horse Inn' from London. Latter
would cost about $200,000 to proall

considering

Philadelphia, Jan.

9.

Sharp downward shove has been
duce here.
There appears to be a competitive given to scales of admission prices
Warners
downtown picture
bid for 'White Horse Inn' from the In
old Roxy. Here also the question houses here, starting this week.
Stanley and Boyd are dropping
of financing it In America is a problentL
their scale from 76c to 6Sc top and
Leo Singer, holder of the Ameri- stressing heavily, a 40c price all
can rights, sailed on the 'Bremen' over the house up to 6 P.M. StanThiirsday (6) to bring back the ton is dropping 10c, ^hlch means
show.
that there will be a 3Sc rate until
Another importation considered is 6, and 40c In the mezzanine and
the Max Relnhardt production, Tjo. Gi6c downstairs after that time. The
Belle Helene.' This was short lived Karlton keeps its 66c top In the
in London but Is a sizeable Teutonic evening^ but reduces, to 30 during
hit.
Bvelyn Laye was ta the Eng- the day.
lish production.
At all these houses, children's admissions win be 16c up to 6 and 2Sc
thereafter.

Mildred Harris-Baiisch

Neither the Fox nor the Barle has

Marriage Report Mixed
Kansas

City, Jan.

9.

Report that Mildred Harris Chapfirst wife of Charles Chaplin,

lin,

and James A. Bausch, decathlon
champion and crooner with the
Carleton Coon orchestra, would
marry, hit the papers and was not
denied by elli.er.
D. P. Roj)JnsQn,,jroanage.r_for Miss
Harris, stated the couple were betrothed. He said the courtship had
been a swift one, the couple first
meeting Christmas day.

Trenton, Jan. 9.
bomb that shattered windows
over a radius of several blocks did
heavy damage to the Little Cinema
theatre in the business district FriChicago, Jan. 9.
day at 4 a. m. Police say that labor
AI Jolson made good his promise
agitators are responsible.
The theatre, known as the not to be a $12,000 flop at the ChiGarden until It went artle about a
cago theatre. Although the lowered
year ago, has been employing nonunion picture operators for the past scale of prices at the house prevented him from taking the money
12 months.
record of $71,000 chalked up five
years ago by the Lombardo orchestra, Jolson set a new attendance
Saenger's
Cut record.
Over 100,000 paid admissions passed the ticket chopper, the
Pcnsacola, Fla., Jan. 0.
greatest number of adults ever to
Saengcr theatre has cut to 26c. attend the big house In one week.
Formerly 40c.
Change 4 times
In 1929 'Our Gang Kids' drew a
weekly.
slightly greater number of admisIsis, also Saenger, retains Its price sions but of this about 40,000 were
of 25c, but is only open on week- half-priced children tickets. Jolson
ends.
was undoubtedly far ahead of any

A

Syracuse, N. T., Jan. 9.
Pledging support to the Syracuse
Plan for 1933, which has as its slo'Prosperity Begins at Home,'

gan,

House wants all press stuff
aimed In the other direction
from 6th avenue, and mostly

m^e

1260,000.

Artie Honse

Ballyhoos

economy

California to get together with indle
distributors.

No RC

Orders to the Radio City and
RKO press departments say no
Broadway stunts or ballyhoo

at 6th avenue.
It's
to keep

Indies

Avalon

Hieatres a Part-More Spending

for the Music Hall.

titled
'Africa Untamed,' from a
series of 12 African travel shorts released by Warners a year ago. ^
Shorts made from 'Shark' are one
reelers, and will be called 'Sea
Devils' and 'Flsaermen's Holiday.'
They will contain mostly underwater
San Francisco, Jan. 9.
Both shorts and features
scenes.
Exclusive downtown bookings by
are to have running dialog. Frank
major companies and zoning and McHugh will spiel for the shorts,
clearaoice regulations have forced and Preston Foster for the African
Indle theatre owners of northern lecture.

Caltf.

Independent Theatre Owners of
Capitol;
and
Pendleton, Alta and RlVoll; Ta- Northern California last week voted
coma, Broadway and Rlalto; Butte, to throw their buying power behind
American and Fox; Great Falls,
Rainbow, American. Alcazar, Grand, Indle dlstrlbs as a protest against
Liberty,

SCRAP NEGATIVE

has dashed off two volumes regarding what makes theatres
tlck,.Eabert's discourse on sales
address was distinctly more H.
B. than Elbert by the time they
both got through.
In fact.
Franklin Sr., took a night off
to cooperate with his son.
Five or six days later the
father, now In New Tork, got
a long distance call from Elbert, which went,
'Hello, Pop. We got D.'

Put Into Effect at Syracuse, with

Lester Cowan.

The Fox director lingered, from
his European landing, for the 'Cavalcade' Broadway premiere.
Cowan, executive secretary of the
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
has been In New Tork since before
Xmas on behalf of the Academy.

When advised of what Mfss
Harris and her manager had said.
Bausch flatly denied fany engagement or Intention on his part of
marrying. Later he said he would
neither deny or affirm an engagement.

Bausch made

his debut with the

Carleton Coon orchestra here

weeks ago.

made any

official

announcements on

the question but It Is not believed
either house will drop their rates at
the present time. Both have presentation programs whereas the
houses have not.

WB

ROOD,
"

••

-

or Else
-Ehie,- Jan.-9.

A. P. Weschler, owner of Colonial,
two-a-day vaude, now a second
run film house was held captive In
his apartment overnight and then
with gun In ribs hustled to bank
where he was forced to withdraw
$2,000 and hand it over to bandits

"old

who scrammed.
Weschler, one of the town's
wealthy. They threatened death If

he squawked.

a few

He was a member

of

REMAKE

the football, basketball and track
ON ICE
teams of Kansas University In his
undergraduate days. Last August Garnett and Crew in Greenland for
week.
Recently Chevalier In person at he set a new world's and Olympic
U Picture
the same house for a week at $12,- record In the decathlon.
He was
000, did a gross of $36,000.
House awarded the Sullivan trophy last
On a flying assignment from the
lost $2,000 that week.
week for the greatest individual Coa-st, Tay Garnett and his aide,
Balaban & Katz were shoutinfi: contribution to American sport for liob yellows, sailed Jan. 5 on the
Jolson's praises as a regular guy the year 1932. He Is 26 years old. 'Bremen' for Berlin to pick up a
all week.
He did 41 performances
The actress who was married to Universal crew there prior to going
during the week averaging 26 min- the film comedian for two years, di- to Greenland.
utes, or better, each time. Saturday vorcing him In 1921, has been apGarnett Is to remake 'S.O.S.
(31) Jolson did seven shows and pearing both in vaudevlll'% and pic- Greenland,' to be shot in the Arctic
came back the next day with six. tures.
Dr. Karl Fanck first proisland.
Despite this pace he had energy
Evening papers on Friday carried duced it but
found it necessary
enough to broadcast twice for a short story saying that Bausch to export one of Its meggers to reChevrolet, to attend a press break- said: 'It's an unfortunate mistake,' vamp the production. Garnett just
fast, and to make personal appear- and that Mi.«<s Harris denied the
Dished 'Destination Unknown' for
attraction ever to play the
house.
He grossed $64,600 on the

single

U

(i

ances In

.hotels.

engagement.

U.

IHAWrr

22

,

ACCLAI MED
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FROM COAST TO ODAST
SENSATION OVER R.K.O. GIRCUir

,

;

'

Ttiiesday, Janii>tfy 10,

p I c ir in ji E

1933

s
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tr;-;-)W»a«

(Continued tirom ,pa^ 7)

attitude was partly accounted for
by the'^lslnclioation of showmen to
welcome control by outsiders.

tion over and, by ;Hte time the market opened aeain,- the fiurprl^e ele-

ment bad beeh

'.

C^orp.,

.

•

>

:New.-,

Twkj ...the'

the presisure

was lessened with the formal announcement of Hertz' retireactually

\

Seyenteea Ttttr jPonft HaQhattan; general theatrical} 200 aharea no 'PM*.
C«)uud'-Alr StaM^-Iaq., IliinhattitiB; theatrical,, radio, bro4ffcfUitlii#i $3,000.
Balaii^ JPndaeltoiu,-. Inc., Manhattan;
tbe'atrlcaf 'business; .100 shatea 'iH'o par.
17th, Street Tb'eattir, la^, Manhattan;
theatrical prodvotlbna; 20 shares
par.
Hldoa Theatna Corp., Mew Tork; ther
atrlcal; 91,000.
Blehard Bf.. Dedier, Ine., ManbaAt^;
,

ment, the real clash having taken
place two days before the Street
was definitely Informed of the
conflict within the company pereonneL There were evidences of a

Keystone Ttaeatie Corp., Manhattan
theatrical: $10,000.
We« 4^ I«ye0tbj|], Inf.i'tiew Tork; theatrlcKt.-bijLSlnesa; 200 sh^r^ no par.
'

.

WeMV'A

^Inoa,

Ine.,

New Tork;

t&e-

Detroit, Jan.

Notice

MHc4i;
.

'*ifl.<>i0Oi

Perfectlan

:-

-phwd^aMM
'

Mati-

Corp.,

.

JUDGMENTS

;

'

'

.

.

^bllx has an operating agreement on the house subject to approval of the Fisher Bros. It is
underatood that with PuUlx stand
.ing to cut the overhead on this
house from |7,000 to $8,000 weekly
by the change In policy the last objections .by Bros, was swept -aside.

.

.

^
'

.

..

.

helped appearances. .It Is conceded,
that fourth quarter statements, just
ahead, together with year-end inr
come figures, are going, to make
gloomy reading.' Point in tbe. cni;rent upturn: seem^i to be that, the
market Is completely reconciled!, to
bad earnings reports- and Is t>re.pared to disregard them. With such
a .complacent attitude on the part.'of
traders'- it is likely that company
executives will grasp the chance to
make a. lot of necessary adjustthents, Including in the statements
which are bad enough, many, further
cbarge-.ofFs that may clear the: way

otherwise; moderately quiet indicates
that It .wa$ a sharp engagement If
there vroi^Any concerted campaign
to depress prices or unload stock by
one factlp.n; It became fairly clear
by the pW.ce performance that the
opposing, faction had the situation
fairly well. lh hand, for the stocK
successfully de)(ehded the level of 2
and came to. the end of the short
week with ...thc) 'price level standing
practically, at the top of 2^. That
kind of def<§nse; In conjunction with
the stories
shi>p6rt orders stra-

U

.

'

.

tegically, placed which came out
subsequently,
was' sufllclent
to
hearten, butllali; partisans.
There was ^^om« further encouragement In the. behavior of the company's bonds, ..which remained relatively quiet during the flurry and
finished the' week net up, in line
with otjier speculative Hens, which
had been doing well,, and bringing
courage to the bullish element both
In stocks and bonds.
Both bond
issues finished the week net higher
-

on mlndr volume.

.

a

for

be^er showing

later..

The picture .company's method
probably will follow these lines.
There have beeti evlden<;ea of such
a technique iateiyt-DQtiably the ten
dency <to put film amortization
schedules on a drastic basis, a prac-

.

,

tice that la bQund to make .^ad <;ur.rent earnings statements look even
worse.
The mere decision to do this. In
the case of the film companies, has

4

Presumption Is that the departture of Hertz from the company
really signifies the entrance of new'
banking money, and. on the face of
the retUrija the new support is determlhdd Enough to. counterbalance,,
as far as the market goes, the. retlrement of the Chicago .group.
Whole situation is open to bullish
arguineiit as well as bearish. For
one .t)il|)g, a:.decisive «ngagement
such as seems to have taken place
settled.one way or the other an Internal conflict that might have been
worse for the company had it gone
on than a. clear-cut settlement.
On the facta, as they appear, it
seems definite that Paramount's
fate is back in the hands of Adolph
Zukor, who built the company up,
and some of the' fiame banking interests that' hav« long been associated with him and the company
are again influential in Its sporsorshlp. As far aa the situation can be
appraised from the scant facts
available, the retirement of the Chicago group (It seems likely that Albert Lasker, Hertz's associate, also
will withdraw) means the end of an
Inside conflict with the new interest, and a return to the old Zukor
banking control. The ultimate significance of that change will have to
await the market Interpretation. For
the present the new regime seems
capable from the market angle of
carrying on. The entrance of the
,

an encduraglng side. It shows man
agements are facing the facts and
there Is no longer any profit in
keeping up a false front. 'Getting
'

the real facts into the open. In
short, may well mark the beginning
of really constructive policies.
At the end of the week practically all the active amusement stocks
were up ftom fractions to. more
than a point, best gain being that of
1^ In liOew. Even more cheating'
•

•

was a unanimous creeping advance
In the amusement bonds.' a despised,
group that at last seemed to be gtettlng some scattered attention. Practically all the amusement bonds fall

In the speculative category an-d It
has been recognized for a long timie
that any substantial recovery would
have to start there, as cautious
money reached out for new bargains
after taking up all the prime fixed
Income securities it could well absorb at attractive prices.
There was an interesting spurt,
for Instance In the old Keith bonds
which were up more than 6 points,
and this In spite of the debacle of
the Radio City venture, publicity
about which would be expected to
do associated bonds no special good.

RKO

debentures on minor dealings

cHmbed more than 2 and the older
Paramount-lAsky 6's gained more

than a point, despite the uncertainty surrounding its stock. Warner
bonds alone were down minutely,
but on small volume. Loew Hens
Chicago financiers was never re- gained 1^.
Summary for week ending Friday, Jan. 6:

STOCK EXCHANGE
-1032High.
liOW.

%

894

B%

1

14%

4%
2%

3C%

87v„

B%

1

20\i

80

American Seat
ConsDl. Film
Columbia P. vtc
Consol. Film pfd
0. 400 Eastman Kodak (3)

80

8.700
45,450

Fox, Class
Gen. Elec.
Keith pfd

10,300
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Do

80

2%
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200

1%
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1,100
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31,000

1%

4..100
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%
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4
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+1
2%

8%

86%

2%
16
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19%

20%
+1%
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17%

17%

2

2%
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1%
6

6
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3%
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1%
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+1%
+2%
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2%
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Radio

RKO

1%
0%
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Met-Q-U pref. (1.80)
Orpheum pfd...
Paramount
Pathe Exchange
-Pathe,
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16t4
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8V4
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4.300
1,300
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Sales.
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14

200
200
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%
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Your

eiiirasement at

jdie

Chicasro Theatre

New

Year's Week%a8 so 1^
in miuly reafpects- dia
we are moire^- to express our appr^atioh to yota
publicly so that not bi4sr y^u may kiibw hbw W€^ feci
aboiit it, but that ifhe virhdle i^^
Idtoi/ir it too*
In all the years of our experience we nave never
received more whole heart^ and enttiiiilastib^
operation from a performer, or artist if you iileasei|
as diat which you gave us diU'ing this englikffemeiit^
'

'
.

'

'

'

'

'

'

.

.

(

*',''
,

-

..

Your eager >idHingness to
us in inaldiig
your engagement a succesi, yoiir 7 performances
Saturday^ December 31st and 6 New Yectir's Day
helped us to establish a
die Xihicagb Theatre.

iieiv

attendance record for

And were it not for the fact that our admission
prices are reducel
office records.

you would have smashed all box

There were sidewalk
and every evening.

lk>ldouts every afternoon

Without your enthusiastic help we could not
have begun to handle these great crowds. You
played more than 30 performances which your contract called for 41 to be exact^-an achievement
unheard of, at least in Chicago—and you played
these shows eagerly and willingly.

—

You were a
member of this

source of tremendous joy to every
organization and to every theatre
attache, radiating as yoii did a full week of wholesome happiness and whole hearted good fellow-

+%

ship.

-%

It is such co-operation as this that the theatre
business needs to assist it in these trying times, and
towards better days in 1933.

lint.

CURB
m

Columbia

%

%

Do Forest

%

3-4

1%

\\

1%

—%

1%

+ %

BONOS
0

1

$3,000

0:;

24
nt
40

17.000

nil

80'

12"^
r,.-.

10U

Ill

Jl'.i

r.

l.TiOO
.-.,000

•J'/i

Palhe

O's,
7'B.

'37

12.000

Warner Bros.

O's.

'

47.

'CO....

RKO

6's,

•

In d

•.•:iull.

Class

A.

+0%

82

+1V1

07

08%

14%
13%

18

18

13%
18
1

'89.

Over the Counter, N. Y.
Roxy.

1,'.

37

81%

10%
10%
18

debs 6's
•Shubert O's

Asked.

Bid.

1%

82%
08Vi

87

'41

Par-Fam-Losky
Par-Pub B%'s.

1

40

Loew

1%

'40.

•Gen. Thea. Eq.
Keith Oa, '40

20.000
01.000
2.000

20

'18%

last

im

+ %

+1%
+ %
+2%

-%

9.

up on the Fisher thea-

is

tre here to a)l stage hahds and electricians '~tha,t an .all-soUnd policy
battanr. Droadqaiitltttr busfttess; $20.0Q0b.
Manhattan: will start Jan. 20. Has been playIfieiure .Holdlak Co.,
theatre business: .10' shares no par.
ing stage presentations since open(Continued oii -Page 43)
ing of the house a little over four
years etgo. New policy to be at a
scale of 26 -40c.
no

engaeement between bulls and
bears in .Paramount on Wednesday
and Thursday/ but It apparently had
spent Its, force by Friday. ;t>roeress
of the, cotitest was suggested by a
turnover of .20,000 shar'es WednesIncrease. In dealings on
day and
Thursdai^, when volume exceeded repotted an increase in public parr
S0,000. .,;^That seemed to have ab- tlclpation and definite reports were
better
of
demand., from
sorbed. 'i);ibst of the action. Frldaly about
the tuchover dropped to around abroad.
Mere fact that prices had climbed
14,000.:
previous
barrier
at this time
a
Thl8:Jcihd of volume In a market

isharp

FISHER, DEIKOIT. GOES

'

'

Battle Over
fact,

tiimi

Group Doing Well
no
Aside from the uncertainty engendered by the Paramount blowup, the amusement group put on an amusementB 6(. all fcln41p;')i00 sffares
encouraging show, as did the whole parYarleiy ThepliM, Ooqi., Manhattan
market. The industrial list pushed
100 sharea no par.
Hopwood Plays, Inc.; C. Kemper, surup gradually through an old resist- thoatrloial;
Varleljr BooUna:
Office,
lao.,- Man- viving partner and others! ae executors
ance level around 62.50 in the In- hattan;- theatrical; lOO ehares no par.
and truat^at $112.
Jack Dempaey ''St^MlBir Cltfb.'. 'lBc.,
WafllmB. inc.;. J. -P. Bradford- and
dustrial index, to around 63, its best
Manhattans
busl-'
«n(|
thetttrloal'
aportlnir
others;
$2,E3T..
level In about a month, and this
noss; 200 shares no par.
Jean Schwans; Shapiro, Bernstein &
despite any definitely heartening
Bellaaee HieatTC, lae.. t,<io1cport; the- Co.; $4,028.
news. Sentiment in the Street was atrical; .too shares no par T«lue.
Mary. A. BoaettI and BIceker Theatre
Braa«CMtlB^ Be<eords •! Aineiijtfea. lae... Corii.; "B. Oronietsteio; $C73.
much improved by the- market's
performance, the advance having
heeh acpompllshed apparently for
the fltrst time on b.uylng strength
rather than at the expense of a
short interest. Brokerage circles

dissipated.

New« Out,
As a matter of

t

atrlcal; $2,000.

AlbMjr, N. T., Jan.

be ti^Ren up .bn the foi- garde'd as an unmixed blessing in.
owlncr'ijtiriiidlns tltiy, It inlght have the; trade, although ptpbably this,

{'orce

broiigbt'a^''vPhar p. retreat, hut tradera
had two bip<lldayi^'|9 think' the sltua;*

-23
Manli^ttan; general radio broadcastlns;

Stock Market
New York

-

;

.

BALABAN & KATZ
By John Bcdaban
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OPENLY TELLING THE ROMANTIC AND SWIFT
DRAMATIC STORY BEHIND THE CLIQUE
WHICH PICKED THE NATION'S POCKET.
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MORE THAN JVER THE GREATEST NAME IN PICTURES!
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Jwiiittrj

Tuesday,

A BABY AMD A

Loew s

Scale Cot in Providence

Providence, Jan.
atrical field here as the result of

aouncement

bjr

tioew's State of

a

450% cut In priced.' Three theatres
have switched policies and announced cuts since Loew's an-

nouncement.
Paramount,

said

Happy New Year

Affairs Finally Straighten

RKO

On

Victory and the
Modern are the three to switch to
meet the Loew's slash. Thursday
(B) Victory put Into effect new scalie but BO far have not been able to
This convince circuit heads that they
irlth 20c top Instead of 30c.
stand Is showihgr double features, will stick to their agreement if such
largely flrat run."
a general policy is worked out.
Paramdunt switched Friday (6)
Indie
organization's
directors
from slnsrld feature to double bill conferred
Wednesday
but
(4),
with top price of 40c Instead of 60c. reached no new conclusions on the
has
bufleque,
come
Modern,
The
agitating question.
through with an announcement that
on Jan. 16 the theatre will go on a
grind policy with pictures, vaudeTllle and burlesque at a top of 40c.
The new Modern scale represents
over 50% reduction.
ITS
ST.
When Loew's announced cut In
Bcale membei's of the Rhode Island
Association
lExhlbltors'
Theatre
Publlx may give up the Rialto,
planned to stand pat, and keep New York, giving Its Paramount
prices at most stands at same level the choice on all Paramount picThere was some disagreement with tures made by the company, best
several members refusing to partlc
of which have been hitherto picked
ipate In the stand pat idea, and the for the Rialto run house.
price cutting: war was on. MoUnder a contract with United Armentarily, it la expected there will tists, Par must deliver a total of
be other switches.
four for the Rlvoll on the year.
exhibitor
Edward M. ^ay, leading
This for sometime has necessitated
here. Is firm in refusal to participate booking of outside
product for
In price cutting. Fay doesn't believe either the Rialto or Paramount.
that slashing prices is the proper
Publlx will turn over the Rialto
solution to reviving interest in pic
to someone else on a lease. If Itr-can
ture biz. He claims that double fea- make a satisfactory deal, it Is said.
tures at Majestic, ace picture house,
Presently hdi'uslng 'Cross' which
ts bringing in the dough.
moves to the Criterion, Publlx
meantime has booked 'Island of
Postpones Cut
Lost
Souls' (Par) for Rialto open->
Loew's .State is having its trouble
-ing tomorrow (Wednesday).
in putting Its 26c top price 'Into ef
feet.
New scale was to have gone
with fThe Sonto Friday (6)
Daughter" as main picture. ThursFrisco's Fox?
day (6) house came through with
big ad spreads announctog postSon Francisco, Jani 9.
ponement of cut to Friday, Jan. 20.
Latest date set by Joe Leo for
Announcement blamed postponement on refusal of United Artists hlin to open the local Fox is Jan. 14.
to permit Loew's S^ate to show No' guarantee.
There have been a dozen dates
'Cynara* and "Kid From Spain' at
tee reduced prices. 'Cynara' opened set since Leo first took .over the
Jan. 6 at 60c top. 'Kid From Spain' William Fox house severai months
opens Jan. 13 at same price. 'The ago.
Son-Daughter* (Metro) follows Jan.
20 with the 26c top.

PAR WANTS TO LOSE
RIALTO AT 42D

It's
siic!^

CLAIMS TLYINC STAGE'
Looks

like

a

Is

tlfiE

In the

two

atres In Radio City.

under

the first time B&K ever made
a request of RKO. Uptown,

new

straight picture. policy, la-a. booklf^' problem for B&K.
Its

brewing on

the movable stage equipment which
Installed

B.&K.

picture.

PARTINGTON'S PATENT

Is

RKO

Out

to

each other from hospital cots.
The stork visited the couple
Continued Indie Fite on
Waivers Protection
Christmas Eve. The reason for Mrs.
Duals Finds Circuits Cold Carlton's confinement.
'Kingdom' to
New Year's eve a drunk threw ft
Los Angeles, Jan. 9.
Chicago, Jan. 9.
bottle through the Screen In the Fox
Balaban- & Katz asked RKO to
Independent Theatre Owners of Majestic theatre, operated by CarlSouthern California are still work- ton. In attempting to eject the waive its usual 14 days protection
souse a flghc started and Carlton on 'Animal Kingdom' which played
ing on plans to eliminate double
was removed to the receiving ward the Palace last week, RKO agreed
feature programs In the local ter- of the hospital with a broken ankle. to permit plctui-e to play Uptown
ritory. Indies are pledged virtually The drunk escaped.
Jan. 13, which means about $1,800
betterment on the local quota of the
100% to abandon the dual policy,

RKO

9.

broken out In the thean-

War has

Perhaps Long Delay Before No.

Spokane, Jan. 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Carlton of

Yakima

25

DRUNK

Each places a Parent On Opposite
Cots in Hospital

Brings Oilier Houses Into Cut Line
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OBJEa TO PROPOSED
NEW N. Y. BLDC CODE

Stages were
by Peter Clark's company, but
It Is claimed that the patents on
Serlouii objection Is-ralsed by the
these kind of stages are. held by major Ihieatre owners In N^w York

built

Denial by the Appellate Division
a stay
the receivership declared over
New York Operators No. 30C two
weeks ago takes the affairs of the
of I.A.T.S.E.'s application for

of

local out of. .the

hands

of I.A. rep-

resentatives.
Doubt Is expressed
that matters will be as easily
straightened out as It appeared
when the I.A. ousted Sam Kaplan
and his crew of officers in No. 306.

No. 306.
Kaplan, getting his first break in
a mistrial during the past week in
the conspiracy-coercion Indictment
against hlin and 21 former officials
of 306, was responsible for the receivership, and It is believed will
not be removed as a source of trouble for some time to come.
Jan. it argument on Kaplan's application for a permanent injunction restraining 806 from ousting:
him as the 306 president is scheduled to come up. Justice Cotillo
.

Jack Partington.
City, to tHe propcMed new Bulldlns
Partington Is a former Publlx Code. Tlwre Is much apprehension granted him a temporary Injuncstager who is now vice-president of that certain Invisible Influences are tion' in Decennber, at the same time
giving the LA. the right to install
Fanchon & Marco. He is the In- at Work to lUllroad It through.
ventor of the so-called *flytne
An Industry^ comnltlttee appointed temporary offlcen) of 306, which
stages' which he first Installed In by the major circuits to look Into would become permanent if Kaplan's injunction eventu^Iy Is_denied.
Chicago or the Coast around elerht the thln^ have found certain angled
I.A. was ready to Install handyears ago. The one in Chicago la at that lend the idea the new code may
picked officers and luUij made offers
the Oriental.
have been written partly, at least,
when the receivership arrived,
Partington called Us company by an architect more used to bnlittr
ticlng Its hands.
the Automatic Stage Company or Ing legit theatres rather than film
flomethlnsr like, and thia° Company houses.
Additionally the new code Is. held
Is still functioning.
It is .known
that since the opening; of the Radio hazardous to preisent theatre conr Ilnkfii Beal^^^^^
City theatres, Partington has con- dltlons as. certain of the provisions
sulted his attorneys on the mat- may be made retroactive caualne a
JF
San
II
rcjsultant loss, of thousands of dolter.
Around four years ago, so the lars to theatre owiaera.
A very objectionable angle to thestory goes^ Partington had a talk
San Diego, Cal., Jan. 9.
with Peter Clark, with the conver- atre men is the fOct that where
Unable, to come to satisfactory
sation running to the effect that the hitherto the building lawa were
terms with stage, .hands and musitwo men' might form a combine for placed In the hands of superlnten
dents of buildings, the new code cians, Foz-WeSt coast yanked the
maricetins such stages.
At the would
put the supervision in the Fanchon & M^rco stage units from
time Sam Kats, head of the Pubcontrol of the Board of Standards
llx chain, waa averse to PartingIts deluxe Fox heris last WednesOpenmg
Appeals. Feeling amonsr showton participating In any outside and
day (4) with house going straight
men Is that thus the new code ^ould soimd
business.
the foUpwin^ day.
Simulbecome a political football.
Partington, as Inventor of the
taneously with the move,, the cirRepresenting the clrcylts in the
•flying' stage probably knows more
cuit closed Its California (pics) and
committee are Henry Moskowitz,
switched the Orpheum to a double
about ther usages and tricks to
Ltoew's; Sen; Walters and Arthur
which such a stage- can be put by a Benllen, RKO; Herniah Maler and feature, split week policy.
producer than any other man, yet Drew £beraon,
Admission prices remain un«
.WOTners; ' John
he was not called in to advise at Schneberger, Paramount;, A. S. changed In all .^houses affected.
Radio Wty. It Is stated that~ Par- Dickinson of the Haya office^
Managerial shh,ket}p here with
tlnerton since has offered his ser- Thomas L^b, - the architect and Charles McMonuS moving from the
vices gratis in. order to help the Edward Baresel, his associate, are Efeyptlan, n^tborhood^ to the downRKO people.
COMERFORD'S EXECS
on the' committee. Drew Eberspn, to\im Orphenm, xeUsvlhg Charles Q.
Partington Is the resident boss representinir Warners; la the son' of Pincus. B» V, l^ausO, •whO'has been
Walker in Charge of Lately Re- of the eastern Fanchon & Marco John £:berson, noted theatre archi- managing the Callfprnii^ takes the
office.
turned C'ain as Gen. Mgr.
Egyptian post.
tect.
.

.

,

&

From

Di^

:

'

Same

in

K. C.

Kansas City, Jan. 9.
Loew's Midland after announcing
a reduction from 40 to 60c top timed

In operation of the Publlx- Com
with the opening of 'Cynara,* was erford partnership by Mike Comerforced by United Artists to post- ford, Frank C. Walker as general
pone Its cut not only for 'Cynara' manager Is in complete charge of
but for -Kid From>Spain* booked to the chain. M. B. Comerford, nephew
follow.
of the owner. Is assistant to the
House In advertising the post- president and doing the film buyponement of the new scale did so ing. William Cadoret, former film
largely at the expense of the United buyer for Comerford, is managing
Artists budget and the ad was so Fay'iS, Rochester.
worded that it was possible to
The other Cadoret brother, Jerry
gather the Impression, intentional or C, continues as district manager for
not, that the pictures were really Comerford over the group of around
only woi-th 26 cents but United Ar- 12 houses which were not originally
tists forced the house to charge 40 Included in the chain sale to Fublix.
cents. U. A. officials were reported
Comerford himself is actively
uprooting loads of hair when they concerned In the operation of the
read the ads they helped pay for. houses under the partnership with
Publlx and comes into New York
often.
Walker, also gen, counsel,
continues to headquarter in New
FILMS FOR MUSIC HALL
York.
So far there has been no material
First Few For Radio City Are in
change In the managerial end,, with
Sight
substantially the same setup as under
Publlx operation remaining.
Pictures which RKO has lined up
M. J. O'Toole, who at one time had
for Its new presentation policy Include 'Bitter Tea of General Ten' a district manager post for Comer(Col), which relights the new policy ford, will headquarter in New York
In the Radio City Music Hall, Jan. on the public relations end. O'Toole
H, with 'State Fair' (Fox), possibly Is secretary o: the M. P .T. O. A.,

4 DAYS AFTER OPENING

RADIO GITY MUSIC HALL
SENDS

SOS

>

and Radio's 'King Kong' which makes its New York offices
About Feb. 10, the Music Hall with Comerford's^
'State
'Topaze' (RKO).
Fair' is expected to stop over two
Ready
W. E.,
weeks.
In the deal which RKO closed
To Unload Met Studios
with Fox it gets first choice of Fox
following,

after.

may

got

FOR

WORLD'S GREATEST COMEDY ACT

Hammons

product with the old Roxy second.
HoJlywoud, Jan. 9.It's a plcture-by-plcture deal with
Sale of Metropolitan studio will
the rental figures reported not yet be one of the deals to be settled
set.
by E. W. Hammons on arri\'1ng here
Deal was closed by Sidney Kent next week. The rental Jot is of little
for Fox with Phil Resiman on the use to the Educational -World Wide
RKO end.
otfi;anl7:ation and it Is no secret that
Western Electric and Hammon."*,

owners of the studio, would

100%

like to

Hungarian Talking picture,
Urasagi Inas-Hippolit
all
star
cast.
Greatest Hungarian box office draw.
Running time 1 hr. 20
minutes; footage 7,320.
SolA distributors for the United StatesInternational
Exchange,
Cinema
1499 First Avenue, Tobis Theatre
BIdg., New York. Telephone: But-

Majority of World Wide's features are bping made by KRS on
the Tiffany lot. Troduccrs who were
to work at Mot woro unable to obtain financing, wilh the roault tli.nt
not over a dozen fcatiiros liavf; been
made thero diirinpr the pnpt Fix

terfield 8-8403.

montli.s.

<

—

iinljurden

BARTO AND MANN
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GALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES
studios: Path* Studlot, ^
Culver City, Cal.
Boiling Point, The.
ford. 67 mine.

Rel. July 16.

Counsellor, The.

Cowboy

66 mlns.

ford.

Ofllcet: 729

AlHeci

Hoot Gibson learns to curb
Rel.

Rev. Nov.

his temper.

Hoot Gibson poses as a lawyer.

Oct

Seventh Ave.,
York, N. Y.

New
Dir.

George Mel-

8.

Dir.

Geor?e Mel-

16.

Iron Master, The. Success and romance In a steel mill. Reginald Denny, Llla
Lee, J, Farrell MacDonald, Virginia Sale. Dir. Chester M. Franklin. 66
mln. Rel. Nov. 16.

Savage. Tiffany Thayer's story of a half breed girl. Clara Bow.
These tabulations are compitod Call Her
Monroe Owsley, Gilbert Roland. Dir. John Francis Dillon. Time. 81
mins. Rel. Nov. 27. Rev. Nov. 29.
from information supplied by the
Chandu
the Magician. Dramatized radio broadcast Edmund Lowe, Bela
and
various production companies
Lugosl, Irene Ware. Dir. Marcel Varnel. Time, 72 mlns. Rel. Sept. 18.
Rev. Oct. 4.
cheeked up as soon as possible after
First Year, The. Domestic drama from a stage !^1ay. Janet Gaynor, Chas.
Listing is given when rerelease.
Rel. July 31.
Rev.
Farrell.
Dir. William K. Howard. Time, .. knins.

lease dates are definitely set. .Titles
are retained for six months. ManMan's Land, A. Westem, with Hoot Gibson winning Marlon Schilling. Dir. agers who receive service subsePhil Rosen. 68 mlns. Rel. June lU Rev. Jan. 3.
quent to that period should preOfficer 13. Motorcycle officer exposes racketeers, Monte Blue, Llla Lee, Seena serve a copy of the calendar for
Owen, Mickey McGulre, Jackie Searle. Dlr, George Melford. 6a mlns.
reference*
Dec.
16.
Rel.
The running time ..a given here
Parisian Romance, A. Famous stage play. Lew Cody, Marian Shilling, Gil- is presumably that of the projection
bert Roland. Dir. Chester M. Franklin. 76 mlns. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. room showings and can only approxOct. 18.
imate the actual releaae length in
Offices: 1540 Broadway.
those states or comntunitiea where
Chesterfield
New York, N. Y. local or state censorship may reiult
Beauty Parlor. Comedy drama. Barbara Kent, Joyce Compton, John Harrop., in deletions. Running, time in' the
Rel. July 16. Rev. Oct. 4.
Dir. Rich. Thorpe. Time, 63 mlns.
reviews as given in 'VaTiety' carry
Kino Murder, The. From the novel. Conway Tearle, Natalie Moorehead, Robt. the actual time clocked in the theFrazer. Dorothy Revler. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Sept. atre after passage by the New York
Rev. Nov. 1.
26.
state censorship, since pictures are
Slightly Married. Comedy drama. Evalyn Knapp, Walter Byron. Marie Pre- reviewed
only on actual theatre
vost. Dir. Richard Thorpe. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Nov. 16. Rev. Jan. 3.
showings.
Thrill of Youth, The. Modem society. June Clyde, Allan Vincent, Matty
While every effort is made to hold
Kemp. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. Time, 63 mlns. Rel. Aug. 16.
this list accurate, the information
Women Won't Tell. Romantic drama. Sarah Padden, Otis Harlan. Dir. supplied may not always be correct
Rich. Thorpe. Time. 07 mlns. Rel. Dec. 1.
even though official. To obtain the
fullest degree of exactness 'Variety'
o""-'
studio: Gower at Sunset,
Hollywood, Cal
^VZVXX-'y. will appreciate the co-opeMitjon .of
Air Hostess. Thrilling story of the adventure and romance of a 1933 girl who all managers who may note discrep:
fearlessly flies across the continent In passenger ships. Evialyn Knapp,
ancles.
James Murray. Dir. Al Rogell. Rel. Dec, 6.
American Madness. Melodrama of a run on the bank and how it was checked.
Walter Huston, Pat O'Brien, Kay Johnson, Constance Cummings. Frank
Capra. dir. Time, 76 mins. Rel. Aug. 16. Rev. Aug. 9.
Hollywood
Romance and adventures of an American girl
Bitter Tea of Qenaral Yen.
caught In the maelstrom of Shanghai. Barbara Stanwyck, Nils Asther,
Walter Connolly. Dir. Frank Capra. Rel. Dec. 20.
(Continued from page 6)
By Whose Hand. Murder on a fast express train. Ben Lyon, Barbara Weeks.
Dir. Ben Stoloff. Rel. July 6. Rev. Aug. 16.
to George M. Cohan,' stepped Into
End of the Trail, The. A U. S. cavalry officer, who is court martialed, and Warners' 'Adopted Tather* with
redeems himself. Tim McCoy. Luana Walters. Dir. D. Ross Lederman. George Ariiss.

Columbia

Rel. Dec.

68 mlns.

Hello Trouble.

9.

Buck Jones

quits the rangers— but he goes back.

Buck

Jones,
Rel. July 16.

Llna Basquette. Dir. Lambert Hillyer. Time, 61 min&
Rev. Oct. 18.
Hollywood Speaks. Inside story of Hollywood. Genevieve Tobin, Pat O'Brien.
Eddie Buzzeil, dir. Time, .. mlns. Rel. June 26. Rev. Aug. 16.
Last Man, The. Drama of outlawry on the high seas. Chas. Blckford, Constance Cumroingn. Dir. Howard Hlggins. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Aug. 31.
Rev. Sept 20.
Man Against Woman. Man's strength against woman's wiles. Jack Holt,
Rel. Nov. 16.
Lillian Miles. Dir. Irving Cummings. Time, 68 mlns.
Rev. Dec. 20.
McKenna of the Mounted. Canadian policeman drops below the liorder. Buck
Jones, Greta Gransted. Dir. Ross Lederman. Time, 67 mios. Rel. Aug.
26.
Rev. Nov. 8.
Murder of the Night Club Lady. See 'Night Club Lady.'
Night Club Lady. Unique murder mystery, done from a novel., Adolphe
Menjou, Mayo Methot, Skeets Gallagher. Dir. Irving Cummlpgs. Time.
66 mlns. Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Aug. 30.
Night Mayor. Political story based, on Jas. J. Walker. Lee Tracy, Evalyn
Knapp. Eugene Palette. Dir. Ben Stol6fr. Time,. 66 mlns. Rel. Aug. 19.
Rev. Nov. 29.
No More Orchids. A mllllonalresa who la regenerated by the new American
spirit.
Carole Lombard, :Lyle Talbot, waiter Connedy, Louise Closser
Hale. Dir. Walter Xjang. 70 mlns. ReL Nov. 26. Rev. Jan. 3,
That's My Boy. Football story off the usual lines. Rich. Cromwell, Dorothy
Jordan, filae Marsh. Dir. R. W. NleL Time, 71 mlns. ReL Oct 6. Rev.
Nov. 22.
This Sporting Age. Revenge on the polo field. Jack Holt, Evalyn Knapp.
Dir. A. w. Bennlson. Time, 71 mlns. Rel. Sept 16. Rev. Oct 4.
Two Fisted Law. Tim McCoy clears himself of an express robbery charge.
McCoy, Alice Day, Tully MarshalL Dir. Ross Lederman. Time, 64 mlns.
Rel. June 8. Rev. Sept 20.
Vanity Street. Girl breaks a window to get Into Jail, but lands In the 'Follies.'
Helen Chandler, Chas. Blckford. Dir. Nick Grlnde. Time, 67
mins. ReL Got. 16. Rev. Oct 11.
Virtue. A street walker who goes straight Carole Lombard, Pat O'Brien.
Dir. Edw. Buzzell. Time, 68 mina. Rel. Oct 26. Rev. Nov. 1.
War Correspondent Chinese war story. Jack Holt, Ralph Graves, Llla Lee.
Dir. Paul Sloan. Time, 76 mins. Re). July 26. Rev. Aug. 16.
Washington Merry-Qo- Round. Political satire. Lee Tracy, Constance Cummings. Dir. Jas. Cruze. Time, 76 roin& Rel. Oct. 16. Rev. Oct. 26,
White Eagle. Buck Jones as an Indian pony express rider. Jones, Barbara
Weeks. Dir. Lambert Hlllyear. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Oct. 7. Rev,

Sept

27.

First

Anglo Corp.^""''

'^^VtP$rSi\.

to Death. Mystery drama from Jack O'Lantern. Dir. Walter
Forde. Time, 78 mlns. Rel. Sept 21. Rev. July 19.
Missing Rembrandt, The. Last of Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes stories.
Arthur Wontner. Dir. Leslie HIscock. Time, 78 mins. Rel. July 20.
Rev. Mar. 29.

Condemned

Studios: Burbank,
In

the Cotton.

o""-

National
^^N^w^k^ri'. y.
study of the poor whites. Rich. Barthelmess,
Dir. Michael Curtlz. Time, 76 mins. Rel,

First

Calif.

Cabin

A

social

Dorothy Jordan, Bette Davis.
Oct. 16. Rev. Oct
Central Park. Western

4.

cowboy hunts bandits

a
John

in

New York

park.

Joan

Adolfl. Time, 66 mins.
Blondell, Wallace Ford, Guy Kibbee. Dir.
Rel. Dec. 10.
Crash, The. How one couple reacted to the panic Ruth Chatterton, Geo
Brent. Dir. Wm. Dleterie. Time, 69 mins. ReL Oct 8. Rev. Sept 13.
Crooner, The. Comedy drama of a radio singer. David Manners, Ann Dvorak
Dir. Lloyd Bacon. Time, 68 mlns. Rel. Aug. 20. Rev. Aug. 23.
Dark Horae. Political satire. Warren William. Dir. A. B. Green. Time. 76
mlns. Rel. July 2. Rev. June 14.
Doctor X. Mystery thriller In color. Lionel Atwill, Fay Wray, Lee Tracy.
Dir. Michael Curtlz.
Time, 77 mlns. Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Aug. 9
Life Begins.
Tactfully handled maternity story from a stage play. Loretta
Young, Eric Linden. Dir. Jas. Flood and Elliott Nugent Time, 72
mins. Rel. Oct 1. Rev. Aug. 30.
Match King. Fictitious romance of the Swedish financier. Warren William,
Rel.
79 mlns.
Llll Damlta.
Dir. Howard Bretherton-Wm. Kelghley.
Dec. 31. Rev. Dec. 13.
Miss PInkerton. A sleuth In skirts. Joan Blondell. Dir. Lloyd Bacon. Time,
66 mlns.
Rel. July 30. Rev. July 12.
Edw. G. Robinson. Dir. Alfred E
Silver Dollar. Silver boom days in Col.
Green. 84 mlns. Rel. Dec. 24. Rev. Dec. 27.
They Call It Sin. Kansas girl breaks Into N. T. show life. Loretta Young,
Geo. Brent, David Manners. Dir. Thornton Freeland. Time, 70 mins
Rol. Nov. 6. Rev. Oct. 25.
Three on a Match. Three schoolgirls have adventures." Joan Blondell, Warren William, Ann Dvorak, Bette Davis. Dir. Mervyn Le Roy. Time, 63
mins. Rel. Oct 29. Rev. Nov. 1.
Tiger Shark. Life and tragedy with the tuna fishers, Edw, G. Robinson
Zlta Johan, Rich. Arlen. Dir. Howard Hawks. 79 mlns. Rel. Sept 24.
Rev. Sept. 27.
Week End Marriage Comedy drama of wives who work. Loretta Young,
Norman Foster Dir. Thornton Freeland. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. July ».
Rev. June 7.
Vou Said a Mouthful Joe Brown swims to Catailna. Joe E. Brown. Ginger
Uev. Nov. 22.
Rcl. Nov. 26.
Rot'ers.
Dir. Lloyd Bacon. Time, 70 mins,
Offices: B50 Tenth Ave.,
FoK Hills,
F#»v
New York, N Y,
Hollywood, Cal.
Almost Married. Mystery drama of a musician and his bride. Violet Hemming, Ralph Bnllamy, Alex. Kirkland. Dir. Wm. Menzles. Time, 52

fetudio:

mins.

FOX

Rel. July 17.

Rev. July

26,

.

Ben
visor,

Aug. 23.
Handle with Care. Comedy*. Jas. Dunn, Boots ^allory. El Brendel. Dir.
David Butler. Rel. Dec 26. Rev. Dec, 27.
Hat Check Qirl. Murder and mystery in a hfte club. Sally Ellcrs, Ben Lyon,
Ginger Rogers. Dir. Sidney Landflfeld. Time, 63 mins. Rel. Sept. 26.
Rev.:Oct 11.
Me and My Gal. Comedy drama. Jqan Bennett, Spencer Tracy. Dir. Raoul
Walsn. Time, 78 mlns. Rel. Dec. 4.
Painted Woman. Drama of the East Indies, with Spencer Tracy and Peggy
Shannon. Dir. John Blystone. Rjel. Aug. 14. Rev.; Sept. 6.
Passport to -Hell, A. Drama of African Jungle." Eliss^^jandi, Alex. Kirkland,
Warner Oland. Dir. Frank Lloyd. Rel. Aug. 7.' Bev. Aug. 30.
Rackety Rax. Football satire. Victor McLaglen, Greta Nlssen. Dir. Alfred
Worker. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Oct. 23. Rev». Nov. 8.
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm, (Mary Pickford's silent hit.) Marian Nixon,
Ralph' Bellamy. Dir. Al Santell. Time,' 81 -mlns. Rel. July 3. Rev.
.

.

.

.

Aug.

'

2.

.

.

Sherlock Holmes. The Coqan 'Doyle story with a new gangster twist. Clive
Brook, Miriam Jordan, Ernest Torrence. Dir. W. K. Howard. Time,
68 mlns. Rel. Nov.v jS. Rfiv. Nov. 16.
Six Hours to Live. Murdered diplomat is revived to avenge his murder.
Warner Baxter, Miriam Jordan. Dir, Wm. Dleterie. Time, 78 mins.
-

.

'

Rel. Oct 16. Rev. Oot. 26.
TeSB of the ^torm Country. Talk version' of an old silent Janet Gaynor,
Chas. Farrell. Dir. Al. Santell. Time, 75 mlns. ReL Nov. 20. Rev.

.Nov.

22.

to Work. Talking version of 'Jubllo.' Will Rogers, Ijlarian Nixon.
Jas. Blystone. Time, 76 mins. Rel. Nov. 13. Rev^ Dec. 6.
Thrill drama. 'Victor McLaglen. Dir. Aian Dwan. Time,
67. mlns. Rel. May 8. Rev. -July 14.

Too Busy

JDlr,^

While Paris Sleeps.

Freider Associates °"'?\^S'rYork.

n."*:

A fighter who goes to the top and back again.
'Wm. Collier, Jr., Josephine Dunn, Pat CMalley. .'Dir.' Burton King.
Time, 69 mlns. ReL Oct 7. Rev. Nov. 16.

Fighting Gentleman, The.
-

Forty-Nlners.

The overland trek

pioneer days.

In

Tom

.

Tyler.

Dir.

J.

P.

McCarthy. 49 mlns;' Rel. Oct. 28. Rev. Dec. 20...
Gambling Sex^ The. Racing story with a society slant. Buth Hall, Grant
Withers. Dir. Fred Newmeyer. Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Nov. 21. Rev.
Dec.

27.

Savage Girl, The. Big game huptera find a white Jungle beauty. Rochelie
Hudson, Walter Byron, Harry Myers, Adolph Hilar. Dir. Harry
Fralser.

Plvar, realgned as Col superwill Join KBS to produce
It is understood.

Rel. Dec.

U

&

Offices: 1619

Majestic

westerns,

Broadway,

New York

City

The. Drama of a crusading district attorney. Evelyn Bren.. H. H.
Warners' 'Hard Times Square,' by Crusader,
Warner, Ned Sparks. Lew Cody, 'Walter ByTon, Marcellne Day. Dir.
Earl Baldwin will be a story of the
Frank Strayer. 72 mins. ReL Qc;t;l. Rey.. Oct ll.
depresb In New York's famous dis- Gold. Westem drama. Jack Hoxle,° Alice Day, Matthew Betz, Dynamitetrict.
horse. Dir. Otto Brower. Time,. 66 mlns. ReL Sept 16. Rev. Oct, IL
of Humanity. Drama of New 'ITork's Blast Side. Jeaii Hersholt, Jackie
KBS has brought SI Bartlett's HeartsSearl,
J. Farrell MacDonald, ClauAla Dell, Charles Delaney. Dir. Christy
'Big Brain,' with the autlior dialogCabanne. Time, 70 mins. Rei, Sept. 1. Rev. Sept 27.
Ing.
Law and Lawless. Westem drama.' Jack Hoxle, Bllda Moreno, Yakima CanTime, 61
Dir. Armand Schaeffer.
utt, Waliy Wales, Dynaihlte-Horse.
mlns. Rel. Nov. 80.
George O'Brien leaving tor Europe, with a possibility that he will Outlaw Justice.
Western drama. Jaok. Hoxle,- Dorothy Gulliver, Donald
Keith, Dynamite-Horse. Dir. Armand Schaeffer. Time, 61 mlns. Rel.
make no further pictures under his
Oct. 1.
present Fox contract which has unPhantom Express, The. Rallrokd melodramatic mystery. J. Farrell Mactil March to run.
Donald. William Collier, Jr., Sally Blane, Hobart Bosworth, Eddie PhilDir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 70 mlns. Rel.'Sept 16. Rev. Sept. 27.
lips.
Nat Levine Is using seven writers
on the adaptation of 'The Three Sing, You Sinner. Dramatic. life of a torch-singer. From the play by Wilson
.

'

/

Musketeers,' seriaL Ben
latest to Join the crew.

Cohan

Collison.

is

Rel. Jan.

1.

.

Unwritten Law. The. A drama of betrayal and vengeance. Greta Nlssen,
Skeets Gallagher, Mary Brian, Lew Cody,.. Louise Fazeiida, Hedda Hopper. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 70 mins. ReL Nov. IS^ Rev. Dec. 20.
EUliott Franko's Ijoye Story of
Vampire Bat,' The. A thriller.. Lionel atwill. Fay Wray,. Melyyn Douglas,
Gilbert Brunton' will be Nonna
George E. Stone, Maude Ebume. Dir. Frank Strainer; Rel, pec. 16.
Shearer's next feature for Metro.
Offlcest 1600 Broadway,
.Mnvfikir
Adele Comandini dialoging and Studios: 4376 Sunset Drive,
WiayraiT
New. York, N. Y.
Hollywood. CaL
adapting.
Alias Mary Smith. 'Events follow a chance meeting. Seml-deteetlve. John
Darrow, Gwen Lee, Ray Hatton. Dir. E. Mason Hopper. Time, ei mlna.
Wellyn Totman and Lex Neal
Rel. July 16. Rev. Aug. 30.
have Joined Universal to write Heart Punch. Murder story with a prize ring angle. Lloyd Hughes, Marlon
originals.
Shilling. Dir. Breezy Eason. Time, 64 mins. Rel. Oct. 16. Rev. Dec. 13.
Her Mad Night. Mother assumes guilt for. a daughter's crime. Irene Rich,
Par has loaned Nancy Carroll to
Conway Tearle. Dir. E. Mason Hopper. Tlmei, 67 mins. ReL Oct. L
Universal for a femme lead in 'Kiss
Rev*>.Nov. 29.
Before the Mirror.'
Honor of the Press, The. Crook-newspaper story. E. J. Nugent, Rita Le
Roy, Wheeler Oakman. Dir. Breezy Eason. Time, 66 mins. Rel. May
16.
Rev.
Three Join Sennett
LeRoy Prlnz, dance director; Ed- No Living Witness. Novelty crime story. Gilbert Roland, Noah Beery, Barbara Kent Dir. E. Mason Hopper. Time, 72 mlns. ReL Sept 16. Rev.
die Ward, song writer, and JoseOct 11.
phine Dillon, dialog director, have
Joined Mack Sennett for his produc- Tangled Destinies. Mystery In a deserted desert home. Lloyd Whitlock.
Doris Hill, Glen Tryon, Vera Reynolds. Dir. Frank Strayer. Time, 61
tion of musical shorts, the first of
mins. ReL Sept. 1. Rev. Oct. 25.
which is 'Plumber and the Lady.'
Trapped in TIa Juana. Army life on the Mex. border. Edwlna Booth, Duncan
Renaldo. Dir. Wallace W. Fox. Time, 66 mind. Rel. Aug. 16.
Illness of Richard Barthelmess
Dorothy Revier, Kenneth
In Scarlet. The. Society crook melodrama.
delays production for the second Widow
Harlan, Glen Tryon. Dir. Geo. Sietz. Time, 61 mins. Rel. July 1. Rev.
time on 'Grand Central Airport' at
Aug. 2.
Warners.
Offices: 1540 Broadway,
Studios: Culver City,
Calif.
New York, N. Y.
W. O. Christensen, in Sawtelle
'Veterans hospital after a prolonged Blondie of the Follies. Self explanatory title. Marlon Davles, Robt Montgomery,
Billy
Dove.
Dir.
E.
Gouldlng.
Time,
91 mins.
Rel. Aug. 13.
flu siege, has temporarily turned his
Rev.
Sept
13.
clients over to Milton Hoffman-Fred
Divorce In the Family. Jackie Cooper saves the family happiness. Jackie
Robinson agency.
Cooper, Conrad Nagel, Lewis Stone, Lois Wilson. Dir. Chas. F. Riesner.- Time, 78 mlns. ReL Aug. 27. Rev. Nov. 1.
'Bridal Wives' at Alcazar
Life below stairs In a titled family. John Gilbert, Virginia
Henry Duffy's 'Bridal Wives' is Downstairs.
Bruce, Paul Lukas. Dir. Monta BelL Time, 77 mlns. Rel. Aug. 8.
playing the Alcazar, 'Frisco, with
Rev. Oct. 11.
Tom and Matt Moore, Marion Fast Life. Typical Haines story with a thrilling speed boat race. William
Schockley, Cleo Desmond, Ben ErHaines, Cliff Edwards, Conrad Nagel, Madge Evans. Dir. Harry Pollard.
way, Blythe Daly, George Hampton.
82 mlns. Rei. Dec. 16. Rev. Dec. 27.
John Ray, Walter Clyde, 'Hambone' Flesh. Wallace Beery as a wrestler. Karen Morley, Rlccardo Cortez, Jean
Johnson and Russell Fllmore in the
Hersholt. Dir. John Ford. 96 mins. Rel. Dec. 9. Rev. Dec. 13.
cast.
Faithless. Rich girl learns the lesson of the depression. Tallulah Bankhead,
Robt. Montgomery. Dir, Barry Beaumont. Time, 76 mins. ReL Oct 16.
Rev. Nov. 22.
Jim Tully will write an original,
'The Road Kid,' for Paramount Kongo. Remake of the silent of the same title. Sorcery in central Africa.
Walter Huston, Lupe 'Velez, Conrad Nagel, Virginia Bruce. Dir. Wm.
Bobby 'Vernon aSo Joints studio's
Cowen. Time. 86 mins. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Nov. 22.
writing staff.
Mask of Fu Manchu. Chinese plotter seeks the sword of Ohengls Kahn.
Boris Karloff, Lewis Stone, Karen Morley. Dir. Chas. Brabln. Time,
William Pierce, Nelson Carter,
68 mins. Rel. Nov. 6. Rev. Dec. 6.
Cliff MacDougall and Fanya Gra- Pack Up Your Troubles. Laurel and Hardy full length miliury comedy. Dir.
ham added to Columbia's publicity
Geo. Marshall and Raymond Carey. Time. 70 mins. Rel. Sept 17. Rev.
.

Metro

staff.

Oct 4.
Payment Deferred.

Murder story from the play of that title with Chas.
Laughton in his original role, Maureen O'SulUvan. Dorothy Peterson.
Lothar Mendez. Time. 80 mlns. Rel. Oct. 8.
Rev. Nov. 16.
Post depression comedy with Marie Dressier and Polly Moran.
tinue by train.
Dir. Sam Wood. Time, 87 mlns. ReL Nov. 18, Rev. Nov, 29.
Rasputin and the Empress. The Russian overthrow and its cause. John,
Ownership of Henry's, film colony
I3thel and Lionel Barrymore.
Dir. Rich. Boleslavsky. Roadshow time,
133 mlns. Hel. Dec. 23. Rev. Dec. 27.
eatery, has passed to Abe and Julius
Stern,
former
Century comedy Red Dust. Jean Harlow and Clark Gable as a new team In a story of Indochina. Dir. Victor Fleming. Time, 83 mlns. Rel. Oct 22. Rev. Nov. 8.
producers.
Former owner, Henry
Skyscraper Souls. Drama. Warren William, Maureen O'Sulllvan, Anita Page.
Berman, is ill with neuritis.
Dir. Edgar Sclwyn. Time, 100 mlns. Rel. July 16. Rev. Aug. 9.
Edward Rowland, Lorin Howard Smilln' Through. Rcmnke of the Norma Talmadge silent and Jane Cowl play.
Norma Shearer, Leslie Howard, O. I'. Heggle. Dir. Sidney Franklin.
and Edward Clifford have organized
Time. 96 mln.<j. Rel. Sept. 18. Rev. Oct. 18.
First National Radio Corp. to produce electrical transcriptions, with Son-Daughter, The. From the play by David Bflasco. Helen Hayes, Ramon(Continued on page 30)
'The Uosary' as the first.

John Flynn, flying here from New
York, developed ear trouble and was
g.roundod In Arizona, forced to con-

Dir.

Prosperity.

Men and women
cheering with tear-filled
eyes •

.

.

thundering roars

of applause. ..stamping.
shouts

• • •
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A

glorious portent

finr

die sensational career that dus gceatest

of aU pictures

everywhere!
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destined to win
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nUUMM
Greatest reviews since "Birth of a Nation"
TIm

finest

photoplay that has

yet been macte in the
language.

Engloh

Rkhard Watts,

H

Y,

A

stupendous

magnificently

A

undertaking

achieved

truly remarkable achieve• . acted to Utter periSec-

m«at •

thun-

ders across the screen.

Simply must be

tfon.

HerM Tritnme

seen.

miliam

Regina Crewe, N. Y. American

fi.

N, Y.

Boehnel,

mrlJ

Telegram

It must

Four

stars

(*^*'^).

Gbtiousty

beautiful, stirring pictuiv.

love

it,

and so

Irene Thtnr,

will

We

be seen. Supecbfy acted,
beautifully. produced • • • movMateohn jJhmont

K Y. Ddify Nim
A

A

Finest mob scenes ever screened.

into insi^iificance.

ing, inspiring.

you.

sttiring spectacle...p>olbundly moving and violendy eiuiting.

Fades the average film ^epic^

H

Rose Pekwkk, N. Y. Journal

and impcessive picture. Many an eye will
be misty al<ter witnessit^ tUs
mo8t..atfectmg

For sheer emotional sweep and
showmanship the scsecn has
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PICTURE el ilic GENERATIOM
Genm at white heat forged this

FOX
ACHIEVEMENT

superlative Fox master-picture.\.

a symbol <^ the greater product

coming from Fox

this year.

P I C TOR E

VARIETY

50

S
Office*: 7!23 SciVerith Avf.',

Powers

Her Radio Romeo. Radio comedy. Gone Gerrard, Jessie Matthews., ..Dir.
Gene Gerrard. Time, 70 mina. ReL.July 16.
Her Stranoe Desire. Scandal In high life.- Ijaurence Olivier, Nora Swinburne,
Dir. Maurice EUyey. Time, 69 mlnti. Rel. July 1.
Lucky Olri. Musical comedjr farce: Gene Gerrard, Molly Lament., Dir.. ^nr...
.

(Continued from page 27)

I

.

Speak Easily.

Studio: 6048 Sunset Blvd.,
Hoiiyw^ood, cai.

Mnnnnram
iwonogram

Office; 723

Trail.

Champ, The.

<
Rev. Sept. 27.
Girl from Calgary, The. Girl cowboy comes east to stage triumphs. Plfl
D'Orsay, Paul Kelly. Dir. Phil Whitman. Time, 64 mins>, Rel.. Sept. 24.
.
Rev. Nov. 22.
Guilty or Not Guilty? Betty Compson, Claudia Dell. Dir. Albert Ray. 67 mlns.
=

.

Nov. 16.
Klondike. Physician who falls In a major operation makes a comeback. Frank
Hawks, Thelma Todd, H. B. WalthaL Dir. Lyle Talbot. Time, 66 mlns.
Rel, Aug, 30, Rev, Sept. 27.
Rel.

Lucky Larrigan. Western. Rex Bell, Helen Foster. Dir. J. P. McCarthy.
Ret Dec. 10.
Man from New Mexico. Vengeance on. the range. Tom Tyler. Dir. J. P.
McGowan. Time, 60 mlns. Re!. Apr. 1, Rev. Aug, 30.
Self- Defense. Story by Peter B. Kyne. Pauline Frederick, Theodore Von
Eltz, Barbara. Kent.
Rel. Dec. 16. <

Slightly Married.

Robert

Elliott,

Claire Windsor.

Dir.

PliU Rosen.

Society boy' marries a street girl and then falls In love with
Waiter Byron, Marie Prevost Dir. Rich. Thorpe.

her. Evalyn Knapp,
69 mins. Rel. Oct. 16.

Strange Adventurej. Regis Toomey, June Clyde.
Hampton Del Ruth. Rel. Dec. 1.

I

Woman

Ph|l

niins^

:

R^L. Sept. 1^.

DlTc'

lYoip ^ a Btaga iday' ol" Labor vs. Capital. :Adrlenn^
Jtere. Dlr: Miles, Mander, Time, 63 mins. Rel, Ailg. IS.

OWen

'

.

West

Offlces: 11

Principal

New

British made with Adolphe Menjou and Claude Alilster
as a pair of crooks. Dir. Fred Nlblo. Time, 74 mlns. Rel, Oct. 1.
Hollywood. Unusual survey of the Aim capltaL Time, 20 mins, ttel. July 1,
Rev. Oct. 4.
Rel.
Time. 43 mins.
Travelogue of the Island of Ball.
Virgins of Ball.

Calif.

The racket moves West.

I

Beyond the Rockies.

I

Come On, Danger. Westrtn. Tom Keene,

Time, 64 mins.

Rel. July

8.

Rev. Sept.

'

J.

Time, 31 mlns,

1S60 Broadway,

R.K.O. Path6

New

Tom

Keene.

York, N. Y.

Dir.

Fred Allen,

20.

Hayden, Roscoe Ates.

Dir.

Robt

Time. 54. mlns. ReL Sept 23.
Ghost Valley. Topi Keene is hired to Impersonate himself. Dir. Fred Alien.
Time, 64 mlns. ReL May 13. Rev. Aug. 30.
What Price Hollywood. Hollywood lowdown. Constance Bennett, Lowell
Sherman. Dir. Geo. Cukor. Rel. June 24. Rev. July 19.
Hill.

f\ DbJIa
Rir
KadlO
.IV.LI.

1660 Broadway, ^
New-Yortc, N. Y.
Calif.
Age of Consent, The. Love and trouble for a co-ed. Dorothy Wiltfdn.l Rlcbard Cromwell. Dir. Gregory La Cava. Time, 63 mlns. Rel. Aug. 6.
Rev. Sept 6.
Animal Kingdom, The. The man who could not distinguish between^hls wife
and mlstresB. Leslie Howard, Ann Harding. Myrna Loy. Dir. Edw. H.
Griffith. .90 mlns.
ReL Dec. 23.. Rev. Jan. 3,
Story of A shell-shocked war vet. By Clemehce Dane.
Bill of Divorcement, A.
John -Balrrymore. Billie Burke, Katherlne Hepburn. Dir. Geo. Cukor.
Time. 69 mlns, Rel. Sept 30. Rev. Oct 4.
Bird of Paradise, A. Famous stage play of the South Seaa. Dpteres Del Rio.
Joel McCrea. Dir. King Vldor. Time, 82 mlns. ReL Aug. 12. Rev.

Studios: Hollywood,

'

Return of arbitration by summer,
or late spring at the

have sweeping
duatry since

Sept 16. Rev. Dec. 13.
Wings Over the Andes. Plane views of the Andean volcanos.
Rel. June 1.
studios; Hollywood,

Unifonn Contract

42d St., ^
York, N.-V.

Blame the Woman.

Offlces:,

-

.

Sept

Dir.

Tlqoijj,;^.?;);

Decides, -The.

Allen,

Seventh Ave.,

New York, N. Y.
Western. Rex Bell. Dir. Harry Eraser. Rel. Dec. 30.
Western. Bob Steele, Arietta Duncan. Dir. J. P,
McCarthy. Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Dec. 15.
From Broadway to Cheyenne N. Y. gangster meets the shooting wiest Rex
Bell, Marcellne Day.
Dir. Harry Frazer. Time, 62 mins. Rel. Aug. 15.
Diamond

Fighting

lerwith

gene O'SiiUlvan^ -Tlme;^$p mlnsr Rel.. .Sept. l.
Story, of a 9iFaatrel. who' makes good. .Heppy .Kendall^

°

Man Who Won, The.
If eather .^geU

Novarro, Lewis Stone, Warner Oland. Dir. Olarence Brown. 80 mfns.
Rel. Dec. 23. Rev, Jan. 3.
Slapstick comedy. Buster Keaton, Jimmy Durante. Dlr.~Ea.
Sedgwick. Time. 78 mlns. Rel. July 23. Rev. Aug. 23;
Strange Irit^rlude. The ianious O'Neill play. Norma Shearer, Clark Gable.
Dlr.'-Robert Z. Leonard. Time, 110 mins'. Not yet released. Rev. Sept 6.
Unaahamed. Modern problem story. Helen Twelvetrees, Robt. Young, Lewis
Stone. Dir. Harry Beaumont. Time, 77 mins. Rel., July 2. Rev.
July 19.
Washington Masquerade. Political satire. Lionel Barrymore, Karen Morley,
Nils Aather. Dir. Chaa. Brabln. Time, 91 mlns. Rel. July 8. Rev.
July 26,

...

13.

Whitman and Bring 'Em Back

Alive. Frank Buck's animal thriller. Time, 66 mlns. Rel.
Aug. 19. Rev. June 21.
Conquerors, The. A atory of 'American depressions and their surmounUnff.
-BSchr-DI^ Aim Harding, Edna May Oliver. Dir. Wm. WelUnan. Time,
84 mtea. ReL Nov, 18. Rev. Nov. 22.
Half- Naked Triith, The. From Harry Relchenbach's memoirs of a press
agent Lee 'Tracy, Lupe Velez, Eugene Palette, Dir. Gregory 1« Cava.
76 -mlns,- ReL Deo. 16. Rev. Jan. 3.
Hell»e Highway.- The horrors of a convict camp.^ Richard Dlx, Tom Bro-wn.
Dir. Rowland Brown. Time, 62 mlns. Rel. Sept 21. Rev. Sept. 27.
Hold 'Em Jail. Wheeler and Woolsey play football on the convict eleven.
Dir. Norman Taurog. Time, 66 mlns, Rel. Sept. 2. Rev. Aug. 23.
Little Orphan Annie. Based on the cartoon. Mitzi Green. Ed. Keennedy.
Dir. John Robertson. Time, 61 mins. Rel. Nov. 4. Rev. Dec. 27.
Men Are Such Fools. Leo Carillo. Dir. Wm. Nigh. Time, 66 mlns, ReL Nov. 18.
Men of America. BUI Boyd, Dorothy Wilson, Chic Sale. Dir. Ralph Inco.
Time. 67 mlns. Rel. Dec. 9.
beings for
Most Dangerous Game. The. Island recluse who hunts human Schoedsack.
sport Joel MccSea, Fay Wray, Leslie Banks. Dir. E.
Time, 63 mlns. ReL Sept. 9. Rev. Nov. 22.
Itoe
mystery.
ipurder
novel;
Penguin Pool Murder, The. Stuart Palmer's
Clark, Robt Armstrong, Edna Mao Oliver, James Gleason. Dir. Geo.
Archalnbaud. 69 mlns. Rel. Deo. 9. Rev. Dec. 27.
Cortez,
Rioardo
party.
week-end
Mystery
at
a
Phantom of Crestwobd, The.
Katherlne Morley. Dir. J. W. Ruben. Time, 77 mine, Rel. Oct 14.
Rev. Oct 18.
.
R»<*ar*
Roar of the Dragon. Chinese war story.. GwlU Andre,
Wesley Ruggles. Time. 69 mins. ReL July 8. Rev. July 26,
Bennett, Joel McCrea.
Rockabye. Sentimental mother-love stogr., Constance Rev.
Dec.
6,
Nov.
26»
ReL
mlns.
70
Time,
rSrT Geo. Cukor.
Frank Moi«an.
Secrets of the French Police. Foreign myatery. Gw 111 Andre,
Dec 2.
Gregory RatofC Dir. Ed. Sutherland. Time, 68 mlns. Rel.
Rev. Doc 13.
^
Marsh, Wm. Gardan.
Sport Parade. Novelty story. Joel McCrea, Marian IL
Dec.
20.
Rev.
Nov.
ReL
mlns.
66
Time.
-Dir. Dudley Murphy.
Marsh, Norman Foster,
Strange Justice. OddlUes of the criminal code. Mae
Oct
7.
Rel.
mins.
Time,
64
Schertzlnger.
"^^"^i^^raSd Denny. Dir. V. C.
Trude vOn Molo.
Theft of the Mona Lisa, The., Foreign made. WlUy ^^'a^
Rev. sept ib.
Dir. a. Von Bolvary. Time. 83 mlns. ReU Oct 21>
suggestion
of the powerrf
Thirteen Women. From Tiffany Thayer's story
Dir. G. Archalnbaud. Time, ._.60 inlns.
RIcardo Cortez. Irene Dunne
ReL Sept 16. Rev. Oct IS.

earliest, will

upon the in«
will virtually table

effects

it

certain economies and necessitate
additional expenditure of money.
With the revival of Film Boards
of Trade Into full strength, distributors are certain they will now have
to abandon their plans of cutting
down distribution costs by elimi-.
natlng .at least six exchange ckr'
ters.

Six companies,: Radio, Metro, Fox,
Educatlonal-World Wide

Ujfilversal,

and Paramount, which have okayed
the uniform contracc and the National Appeals Board, will start
submitting copies of the contract
during February. It Is not expected
that uniformity will have any opportunity of really asserting itself
until after the new selling season
This means,
starts In the. spring.
then, that the new arbitration setup cannot get underway In any
measurable proportions until the
hot weather.

>

Thirteenth Guest, The. Mystery play by author ot 'ilcarface.' Ginger Rogers,
Lyle Talbot. J. Farrell McDonald.
Dir. Alfred Ray.
Time, 66 mlns.
Rel. Aug. '26. Rev. Sept 6, (Cbadwlok.)

Western

Limltedi The. Mjrstery aboard a transcontinental train. EsteUe
Taylor, Edmund Bums, Gertrude Astor, Crauford Kent Dir. Christy

Cabanne,

Young

Blood.

Rosen.

Time, imins. ReL Aug. 10. Rev. Oct 19.
Western. Bob Steele. Story by Weliyn Totman.
Ret Nov. 6.

-

Dir.

PhU

Time,. 62 mins.

Studios: 5851 Marathon St.,

Offices: 1501

Paramount

Broadway,

^

AD

L

A. Hoflses Get

Permits Under

New

Law, Sans hspection

Los Angeles, Jan. 9.
Hollywood, Calif.
New York, N. Y.
New ordinance whereby every
Big Broadcast, The. Broadcasting story with many air stars. Stuart Erwln,
theatre and place of amusement in
Bing Crosby, Leila ^ywDa^. Dir. Frank Tuttle. Time, 80 mlns. Rel.
Oct Rev. Oct 18.
this city comes under strict police
Blonde. Venus. S^ory of a atage woman's eiforts to retain her child. Marlene
regulation, and operates under a
Dietrich. Xferhert MaijBhaU, Dickey Moore.
Dir. Jos. Von Sternberg.
perpetual license which can be reTithe, 86 mlUB,.' Rel. S^p.t 16. Rev. Sept 27.
voked only through conviction for
Devil and the D^ep. Jealousy in a submerged submarine. Tallulah Bankhead,
Indecent performance or exhibition,
Gary Cooper, Cbas, Laughton. Dir. Marlon Gerlng. Time, 72 mhis.
Rel, Aug. 12,
Rev. Aug. 23.
became operative New Tear's, LiDevil Is 'Driving, The. Wynne Gibson, Edmund Lowe, Dickie Moore. Dir.
censes were granted by the board
Stoloff. Rel, Dec. 9. Rey. Dec,- 20.
ot police commissioners to 93 theaEvenings for Sale. Viennese nobleman becomes a gigolo. Herbert Marshall,
tres, upon payment of the permaSan Maritza. Chas. Ruggles. Dir. Stuart Walker. Time, 61 mins. Rel.
nent fee of $1.
Nov. 11. Rev. Nov. 16.
Inability ot City Investigator Nick
Farewell to Arms. Hemmlngway's novel of war on the Italian front. Helen
Hayes, 'Gary Cooper, Adolphb Menjou. Dir. Frank Borzage. 90 mlns.
Carter to personally inspect each
Rel. Dec. 26. Rev. Dec. 13.
house before the new ordinance
Guilty as Helt Murder, mystery with Quirt and Flagg comedy angle. Edmund
went into effect necessitated the
;Lowe, Victor McLaglen, Richard Arlen. Dir. Erie Kenton. Time, 82
commission Issuiner a license for
mlns. Rel. Aug. 6. Rev. Aug. 91
every theatre making application.
He Learned About Women. Comedy, drama. Stuart Erwln, Allison SklpThey were granted with the underworth. IMr; Lloyd Gorrigan. Time, 67 mlns. Rel. Nov. 4.
later investigation
Hello, Everybody. Radio story. Itate Smith, Randolf Scott, SaUy Blane. Dir.
standing that
Seiter. Jan. special release.
revealed any recent convlctlonB for
Horse Feathers. Marx Brothers go collegiate. Dir. Norman McLeod. Time,
obscenity on stage or screen, the
70 mlns. Rel. Aug. 19. Rev. Aug. 16.
permits would be revoked.
Hot Saturday. Gossip in a small town. Nancy Carroll. Dlr« W. Selten Time,
There will be no annual renewal
72 rtlns. Rel. Oct 28. Rey. Nov. 8.
of permits, the licenses continuing
If I Had a Million.
How various persons would react to an Inheritance. Gary
operative until after a conviction
Cooper, Geo. Raft, Wynne Gibson, Cbas. Laughton, Jack Oakie and many
o""""
others, each in a single sequence. Directional sequences by various dl
of record.
Artiste
'"nST'v^M'V. lor obscenity by a court
rectors. Time. 86 mlns. Rel. Nov. Rev. Dec. 6.
Permit then wiU be revoked - for
Island of Lost Souls. Novelty story. Chas. Laughton, Richard Arlen, Leila Cynara. Philip Merlvale stage hit Ronald Coiman, Kay Francis, PbyUls
all time.
Barry. Dir. King Vldor. Time, 79 mins. Rel. Dec. 28. Rev. Jan. 3.
Hyams. Dir. Chas, Kenton. December speciaL
In
down
lighter
bull
masquerades
as
Spain,
Cantor
a
Kid
from
The.
Eddie
Lady and Gent. Sentimental story of a cheap pugilist Geo, Bancroft, Wynne
Mexico. Cantor. Lyda Roberti. Dir. Leo. McCarey. Time (roadshow),
Glbaon. Dir. Roberts. Time, 84 mlns. ReL July 16. Rev. July 19.
118 mlns. Release not set Rev. Nov. 22.
King of the Jungle. Novelty story. Buster Crabbe, Frances Dee. Dlrs. HumMagic Night. Viennese operetta. Jack Buchanan. Dir. Herbert Wilcox.
berstone-Marcin. Jan. special release.
Time, 79 mlns. Rel. Nov. 2. Rev. Nov. 8.
Lily Christine. British made.
Corlnne Griffith, Colin Clive. Time. 69 mine.
Mr. Robinson Crusoe. Adventures In the South Seas. Douglas Fairbanks,
Rel, July. Rev. Sept 20.
Maria Alba. Dir. Edw. Sutherland. Time, 72 mlns. Rel. Sept. 21. Rev.
Love Me Tonight. Chevalier as a tailor in masquerade. Jeanette MacDonald,
Sept 27.
Chas. Ruggles, Chas. Butterworth, Merna Loy. Dir. Rouben Mamoulian
Rain. Jeanne Eagles' famous sUge hit. Joan Crawford, Walter Huston. Dir.
Time. 90 mins. Rel. Aug. 26, Rev, Aug, 23,
Complete localized operation over
Wm. Gargan. Time, 93 mins. Rel. Oct 12. Rev. Oct 18.
Madame Butterfly. From the opera. Sylvia Sidney, Cary Grant, Chas. Ruggles.
White Zombie, The. Haytian sorcery. Beia Lugosl, Madge Bellamy. Dir. the Colorado and Utah division is
Dir. Gearing.
Rel. Dec. 30. Rev. Dec. 27.
Victor Halperln. Time, 69 mins. Rel. July 28. Rev. Aug. 2.
likely to be the next decentralizaMadame Racketeer. Comedy of a middle-aged woman swindler. Alison SkipAt present
tion move by Publlx.
worth, Richard Bennett, Geo. Raft Dir. Hall and GMbble. Time, 68 Studloi Universal City,
Offices: 730 Fifth Ave.,
T Tm{vAi>>nl
universal
mins. Rel. July 22, Rev. July 26.
New York, N. Y. these two divisions, each with PubCalif.
Madison Square. Sporting story. Jack Oakie, Uarlan Nixon, Thos, Meigban. Afraid to Talk. From the stage play 'Merry-Go-Round' about crooked politics. llx division managers over them as
Dir. Harry J. Brown. Time, 70 mlns. Rel. Oct 7. Rev. Oct 18.
Eric Linden, Sidney Fox, Tully Marshall, Louis Calhem. Dir. Edw. L- in the past, are tied In with the
Cahn. 74 mlns. Rel. Nov. 17. Rev. Dec. 20.
Make Me a Star Dialog version of Merton of the Movies. Stuart Erwln. Joan
home office under Louis Schneider.
Blondell, Zasu Pitts. Dir. Wm. Beaudlne. Time, 86 mins. Rel. July 1. Air Mall, The. Commercial flying thrill story. Pat O'Brien, Ralph Bellamy,
Territories are aleo booked from
Rev. July 5.
Gloria Stuart Slim Summerville. Dir. John Ford. Time, 86 mins. Rel.
Nov. 3. Rev. Nov. 8.
New York by Louis H. Notarlus
Merrily We Go to Helf. From a stage comedy drama. Sylvia Sidney, Frederic
March. Dir. Dorothy Arzner. Time, 82 mins, Rel. July 10. Rev. All American, The. Football story. Rich. Arlen, Gloria Stuart Dir. Russell along with Paramount, Los Angeles,
June 14.
Mack. Time, 73 mins, Rel. Oct. 13. Rev. Oct. 14.
and are the most remotely located
Million Dollar Legs, Satire on mythical South American republic. Jack Oakie, Back Street.
one-man girl whose love defled convention. From a Fanny houses at present under New York
W, C. Fields, Andy Clyde, Lyda Roberti. Dir. Ed. Cllne. Time, 71 mins
Hurst noveL Irene Dunn, John Boles. Dir. John StabL Time, 91. mlns.
Jurisdiction.
Rel. July 8. Rev. July 12.
Rei, Sept 1. Rev. Aug. 30.
I^buls J. Finske and Harry David,
Movie Crazy. Harold Lloyd breaks Into pictures. Constance Cummlngs. Dir. Brown of Culver. See Tom Brown of Culver.
Clarence Bruckman. Time, 96 mins. Rel. Sept. 23, Rev, Sept 20.
Dir. Ewing Scott
Time, Puhlix dlv managers, are over ColoIgloo. Life struggle In the Arctic. Eskimo players.
Mysterious Rider. Western. Kent Taylor. Dir. Allen, Rel. Jan. 27.
60 mins. ReL July 14, Rev, July 26,
rado and Utah, respectively. NuNight After Night. Humor in the night clubs. Mae West, Geo. Raft, Con- Mummy, The. Mystery thriller. Boris KarlofC, Zita Johann, David Manners. merous partners are Involved In
stance Cummlngs, Allison Sitlpworth. Dir. Archie Mayo, Time, 70 mins
Dir. Karl Freund. Rei. Dec. 22,
both territories.
Rel. Oct 14. Rev. Nov, 1,
wild west show in a Balkan kingdom. Tom Mix. Dir.
My PaL the King.
Night of June 13, The. The neighbors react to a murder suspicion, Clive
Kurt Neumann. Time, 76 mlns, Rel. Aug, 4. Rev. Oct, 11.
Brook, Lila Lee, Chas. Ruggles. Dir. Stephen Roberts. Time, 76 mins Mystery of Life, The. Clarence Darrow on evolution, Clarence Darrow. Dir.
Rel. Sept. 23. Kcv. Sept. 20.
'31.
Operating
Geo. Cochrane. Time, 43 mlns. Rel. July 6. Rev. July 7,
No Man of Her Own. From the novel 'No Bed of Her Own.* Clark Gable, Nagana. Tropical drama. Tala Blrell, Melvyn Douglas. Dir. E. L. Frank.
San Francisco, Jan, 9.
Carole Lombard, Dorothy Mackalll, Dir. Wesley Ruggles, December
ReL Jan. 12.
special. Rev, Jan. 3.
When
Dan
Markowitz
gets the
Okay America. Columnist story. Lew Ayres, Maureen O'Sulllvan, Louis CalPhantom President. Political story of a presidential double. George M. Cohan,
Warner theatre back at end of the
hern. Dir. Tay Garnett Time, 80 mlns, Rei, Sept 8. Rev. Sept 13.
Jimmy Durante, Claudette Colbert, Time, 77 mlns, Rel, Oct 7. Rev
Old Dark House. A night of terror in an English country home. Boris Kar- month from Fox-West Coast he'll
Oct 4.
ioff. Melvyn Douglas, Chas. Laughton, Gloria Stuart
Dir. Jas. Whale.
operate the house on a first run
Queen Was In the Parlor. Comedy drama. Claudette Colbert, Frederic March,
Time, 70 .mins. Rel. Oct 20. Rev. Nov. 1.
policy w'th Indle pix at 40c top.
Allison Sklpworth. Dir. Stuart Walker. Rel. Jan. 13.
in a Lifetime. Hollywood satire from the stage play. Jack Oakie,
Markowitz also runs the Pompeii,
Murder on the football field, Phillips Holmes, Dorothy Once Sidney
70,000 Witnesses.
Fox, Alice MacMahon. Dir. Russell Mack. Time, 90 mins. Rel.
Dir. Ralph
Jordan, Chas. Ruggles, Johnny Mack Brown, Lew Cody.
Market street grind.
Sept 22. Rev. Nov. 1,
Murphy. Time, 69 mins. Rel, Sept. 2. Rev. Sept. 6.
Brown of Culver. Cadet school story, Tom Brown, Slim Summerville,
Tom
Paraphrase
'Diamond
Lll.'
of
Mae West, Cary Grant,
She Done Him Wrong.
H, B, Warner. Dir. Wm. Wyler, Time, 81' mlns. ReL July 21. Rev,
Noah Beery, Owen Moore. Dlr, Sherman. Rel. Jan. 20.
Aug, 2.
Ariz
Sign of the Cross. Spectacular production of the stage play. Frederic March, Studios: Burbank,
W. 44th St
WjiVn«>r Rml-lij>rtt Offices: 321
Claudette Colbert, Ellssa Landi, Chas, Laughton, Ian Keith, Dir. Cecil
Calif.
New York, n. y,
Los Angeles, Jan, 9.
Rev.
(roadshow).
Not
yet
released.
Dec.
6,
mins.
124
Time,
de MlUe.
tried to unSIg
City
Blues.
Country
boy
comes
New
Deal
whereby
Publix
to
York
for
thrilling
experiences
Trouble In Paradise. Cheating cheaters in Paris and Venice. Miriam HopJoan Blondell, Eric Linden, Dlr, Mervyn Le Roy. Time, 68 mins. Rel load Its Arizona houses to Fox-Wcat
kins, Kay Francis, Herbert Marshall. Dir. Ernst Lubltsch. Time, 81
Sept. 10. Rev. Sept. 18.
mins, Rel, Oct 21. Rev. Nov. 15.
Coast for operation has gone cold
Blessed
Event.
Columnist
story.
Lee
Tracy,
Mary
tirlan,
Allen
Jenkins.
Dlr,
Undercover Man. Secret service bests the gangsters. Geo. Raft, Nancy Car
after hanging fire for three months.
Roy Del Ruth. Time, 84 mlna. R^T. Sept. 10, Rev, Sept, 6.
roll.
Dir. Jas. Flood. Time, 74 mins, Rel. Dec. 2. Rev. Dec. 6.
Publlx has turned over Its Mesa
Gold. Search for gold in a haunted mine. John Wayne. Dlr, Mach
Vanishing Frontier. Western drama. John Mack Brown, Evalyn Knapp, Haunted
and Wlnslow houses to Harry Nace,
Wright 00 mlns. Rel. Dec. 17,
Zasu Pitts. Dir. Phil Rosen. Time, 66 mlns, Rel, July 29. Rev, Sept, 20
the
'I
From
story
Am
a Fugitive from a Chain Gang,' Paul and will seek operators for Its other
Wild Horse Mesa. Zane Gray's story. Rudolph Scott, Sally Blane, Fred I Am a Fugitive
(Continued on page 32)
holdings.
Kohler. Dir. Henry Hathaway. Time. 60 mlns, Rei. Nov. 25.
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CT U R E S

Taesdaj, Janoarj 10, 1933

Der Hauptmann von Kopenick (A-R) (Ger).

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES

BeL Jan.

mlns.

Comedy.

Max

Adalbert

fl

16.

Der Herr BurOvorsteher.

<CapItaI> (Ger),

./

Felix Bressart,

Herman Thlmlp.

80 mina. BeL June 10.
Der Schwartze Haasar (Protex) (Ger.). Costume romance. Conrad TeUlt
Mady Christians. Dir. Gerhard Lalhprecht 90 mine. Rel. Deo, 1.

Dir.

Hans Behrendt. Time,

WORSE

INDIES

THAN

Rev. Jan. 3.
(Continued from page 30)
Die Blumenfi'au von Llndenau (German) (Protex). Comedy. Benato^Mueller. Hansl Nlese. Wr. Geors Jacoby. 70 mlna. Rel. July 1. Rev, July 1*.
Muni. Glenda FarrelL Dir. Mervyn 1« Roy. Time, 93 mins. Rel. Not. Die Cslkos Baroness. (Capital) (Ger. Hung). Musical comedy. Gretl Thelmer,
19.
Rev. Nov. IB.
Paul Vincentl. Dir. ErAst Verebes. Time, 82 mlns. ReL April L.
Illegal.
Britlsli made story of a nlRlit club.
British cast and director, Time. Die Grosae Attraktlon (A-R) (Ger). Musical romance. Richard Tauber. 80
Gl mlna.
Rel. Aug. C. Rev. Oct. 4.
mlns. Rel. > Feb. 1.
Jewel Robbery. Romantic comedy drama from an Hungarian source. Ray Die Qrosse Llebe. (German) (FAF). Drama of mother love. Hansl Nlese.
Francis, William rowelU Dir. Wm. Dleterle. Time, <8 mlns. Rel.
80 mins. ReL March 1. Rev. Feb. 23.
Aug. 18. Rev. July 26.
Die Lustigen Welber von WIen. '^.apltal) (Ger). Willy Forst. Irene Slslnger.
Lawyer Man. Inside story of the profession. William PowelL Joan Blondcll.
Dir. Geza von Bolvary. Time, VI n-his. Rel. July L
brand new slant or circuit deRev. Jan. 3.
Dir. Wm. Dleterle. 68 mlns. Rel. Jan. 7.
Dlenst Is Dlenst. (New Era) (Ger). MuslcaL Ralph Roberts, Lude Bng- centralization la ffleamlns out of the
prisoner.
Kay
Francis,
William
Powfor
develops
a
One Way Passage. Love
Dir. Carl Bosse. Time, 84 mlns. ReL June 8.
lische.
Theatre Owners Cliamber of ComRel, Oct. 22. Rev, Oct W.
ell. Dir. Tay Gamett. Time, 69 mlns.
Die vom Rummelplatz. (C!apltal> (Ger). Anny Ondra, Siegfried Amo. Dir. merce, Instead of helping matters,
Barbara
Stanwyck.
Dir.
Purchase Price, The. Night club singer with a past.
Karl Lartac. 9 reels. Rel. Feb. 10.
the minimizing oC major circuits is
Wm. A. Wellman. Time, 68 mlns. Rel. July 23. Rev. July IS.
Musical comedy. Anny Ondra. 90
EIne Nacht In Paradies (A-R) (Ger).
feared by the TOCC boys, strongest
Ride Him, Cowboy. Western cowboy story. John Wayne. Dir. Fred Allen.
mlns. Rel. Feb.
Time, 65 mlns. Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Nov. 1.
Musical.
Ein Prtnz Verliebt 8lch. ((^pital) ((Ser).
Geo. Alexander, Lten and one oC the scrappiest of indie
Scarlet Dawn. Russian refugees In Constantinople. Doug Fairbanks, Jr.,
Deyora, Tmde Berliner. Dir. Conrad Wlene. Time, 76 mins.- ReL May. groups In the country, as only makNancy Carroll, Lilyan Tashman. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. Time, 68 mlns.
El Hombre Que Aseslno (Paramount) (Spanish). Roslta Moreno, RIcardo ing matters worse.
Rel. Nov. 12. Rev. Nov. 8.
Puga. 70 mins. Rel. April 15.
Cniarlle O'BelUy fears Indle moStranger in Town. Comedy drama of real people. Chle Sale, Ann DvoraK.
Walzer
von Strauss. (Capital) (Ger). Musical. Gustav Froellch. Dir. nopoly worse than producer conEIn
Time,
Rel.
66 mlns,
Aug. 6. Rev. July 12.
Dir. Karle C. Kenton.
Conrad Welns. Time, 89 mlns. ReiL March 10
trolled box offlces. The TOCC head
Merchant pretends poverty to checic family's exSuccessful Calamltyt A.
Dramatic
Friederike
(A-R)
(Ger).
operetta
based
life.
Mady
on
Goethe's
travagance. George Arllss. Mary Astor. Evalyn Knapp. Dir. John O.
points to experience a,nd says that
Christians. 90 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1.
Adolfl. Time, 72 mlns. Rel. Sept. 17. Rer. Sept. 27.
Entdeckt thr Herz. (Capital) (Ger).
Comedy. GItta Alpar. Gustav Indle groups in power are more
Two Against the World. Constance Bennett In a murder Jam. Dir. Archie Gitta Froellch.
Dir. CsxX Froellch. Time, 90 mins. Rel. Oct. 4.
tyrannical than any circuit has ever
Mayo. Time, 71 mlns. Rel. Sept. 3. Rev. Aug. 23.
S!ra).
(Ctennan)
(New
Transatlantic
been. Says O'Reilly:
Gloria.
aviation
drama.
Gustav
FkpehWinner Take All. Smashing fight comedjr. James Cagney. Dir. Roy Del
llch, Brlgltte Helm.
76 mlns. Rel. Nov. Bev. Nov. 1.
•Where the major circuits deRuth. Time, 67 mlns. Rel. July 16. Rev. June 21.
Hurrah, Elii Junge. (Capital) (Ger). Farce. Max Adalbert, Tda Wuest, Lucie manded as much as 60 days' protec«
EngHsche. Dir. Geo. Jacoby. Time, 91 mlns. Rel. June 24.
'"'^JSrVX^'il. Y. Kamaradschaft. (Asso. Cinema) (Ger). Sensational drama. Alex dranMh, tlon over some ot the Independents,
theatre groups wlU deIndependent
Pabst.
Ernst
Busch.
Dir.
G.
W.
Time,
78
mins.
ReL
Nov.
8.
Between Fighting Men. Conflict between the sheep men and cattle raisers.
mand 120 days over weaker indeKen Maynard, Ruth Hall. Dir. Forrest Sheldon. Time, 62 mlns. ReL" Koenlgln von Preussen. See Xulse'.
Oct. 16.
La Chance (Paramount) (French). Drama of a gambler's Ufa Marie Bell, pendents.*
O'Reilly indicated that he conBreach «r Promise. The ruin of a man's career. Chester Morris, May Clarke,
Francolse Rosay. 78 mlns. ReL Feb. 1. Rev. May SL
Mary Doran. DIr, Paul Stein. Time, 67 mlns. ReL Oct 22. Rev. La Couturlere do Lunevllle (Paramount) (French). Musical of a woman's love siders the Indle his own worst
Nov: 22.
and revenge. Madeleine Renaud, Plerro Blanchar. 90 mlna.
July enemy. He reiterates his own theory
Rev. Oct 22.
Come On, Tancan. Bancb owner saves his horae trorii a sans. Ken Maynard,
1.
meeting the problem by forgetof
MyniA -Kennedy. Dir. Alan James. Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Sept. 11.
Lo Bal (Fren^) (Protex). Domestic comedy. IMr. WUhelm Thlele. 83 mlns. ting all about protection and letting
BeL Oct. 1. Rev. Oct 4.
Crooked Circle, The. ItySlery stoir with ample comedy. Ben Lyon, ZaSu
Pitts, Jamea Gleaaon. Irene PurcelL
Dr. H. Bruce Humberstone. Time, Legion of the Street. (Capital) (Polidh). Ufe of the newaiboya. Time, 89 all exhlbs who want to pay first run
70 Ynliis. Rel. Sept. 26. Bev. Oct 4.
money get first run pictures—on
mlns. Rel. Aug. 26.
Death Kiss, The. A niDrdflr mystery with a motion picture studio 1>ack- Le Rol Des Resquinsurs (French) (Protex). Comedb[ with mii8l& Milton. Dir. time.
gronad. David Manners, Adrlenne Ames, John Wray. Bela Lugosi. Dir.
Georges Colomhler.
mlns. Rel. June 1. Rev. Jane 14.
Bdwln I«. Uarin. Rel. Dec. 26.
Llebe 1st Ltehe (Gennan) (Protex). Musical comedy. Kaethe von Nagy, Hans
Dynamite Ranch. Ranch manager falls to vanqalsh the hero. Ken Maynard,
Albers. Xw. E^ul Martin. 80 mlns. Bel. June 1. Rev. June T,
Ruth Halt Dir. Forrest SheldoD. Time, 69 mlna. Rel. July 31. Bev. LJubav I Strast. ([Tugoslav) (Croat). Drama of life among N.
T. Imlgranta.
Dec 27.
Bakel Davldorlc. Dir. Frank Melford. Time. 1 hour. Rel. Dec. 16.
False Faces, Doctor makes a racket of bis profession. Lowell Bherman, Llla
Koenlgln von Preuasen. (Asso. Cinema) (Ger). Historical. Henry
Lulas,
Lee. Feesy SiMnnon. Dir. Sherman. Time, 83 mlna. Rel. Oct. IS. Rev.
Dir. Carl Froellch. Time, 92 mins. Rel. Oct. 4.
Porten.
Nor. 29.
Kein Odd. <Capltal) <Ger). Musical farce. Dir. Karl Boese.
Fargo Eiqiress. Straight-shooting sacruioe In the career of a. cow eonntry Man Braudi
Rel. Nov. 16.
hero. Ken Maynard, Helen Jfack. Dir. Alan James. Time, 62 mtais.
Omaha, Jan. 9.
Maine Frau die Hochstaplerin (German) (Protex). Comedy. Kaethe von
Rel. Nov. 20.
Dir. Kurt (Serron. 90 mlns. Rel Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 9.
Following death of Harry GoldNagy.
Hell Fine Austin. Racing In the ranch country. Ken Maynard. Ivy Merton,
Nat Pendleton. Dir. Forrest Sheldon. Ttlme, 79 mlna. Rel. June 26. Mein Leopold. (C!apltal) (Ger). MuslcaL Gustav Froellch. Max Adalbert. berg, his widow becomes president
_
*^
Dir.
Hans
Syeinolt.
Time,
96
mins.
BeL
April
1.
Rev. Aug. 2.
of the Popular Amusement Co. Sho
Hypnotized. Jam -following a tig sweepstakes win.. Moran and Mack. Dir. Mensch Ohne Namen (German) (Protex). Poignant drama. Werner Krauss. has appointed August Herman, vetDir. Gustav Udcky. 96 mlns. Rel. Nov. 1. ^ev. Nov. 16.
Mack Sennett Rel. Deo. 2S.
eran showman of these parts, genLast Mile, The. Drama In the death house, from the stage play. Howard Miche (Paramount) (French). Musical comedy. Suzy Vernon, Robert Burnler, eral manager of the company.
Dranem. 80 mlns. ReL July 1. Rev. Dec. 6.
FbOllpa, Preston Xbster, Geo. Stoiie, Noel Madison. Dir. Sam. BIschoff.
Herman made Irving Oossick
T^me, S4 mlns. BeL Auj^ £1. Rev. Aug. 30.
MIstlgrI
(Paramount) (French). Musical. Madeleine Renaud, Noel-Nod.
80 mlns. Rel. Feb. L.
booking manager and manager of
Man Called Back, The. Man's regeneration through, a woman. Conrad Nagel,
Doris Kenyon, Juliette Compton, Reginald Owen. Alan Mowbray. Dir. Merltz Matht Sein (Slueck. (German) (Capital). Farce. Siegfried Amo. 90 the Moon, Ralph Roach on billing
mlns. ReL Dec. 16.
Roht Florey. Time, 80 mlns. ReL July 17. Rev. Aug. 2.
and lobby display and Iiothrop boss,
Sign of Four, The. Sherlock Holmes story. British cast Arthur Wontner, Namenshelrat. (German) (FAF). Drama. 76 mins. ReL Jan. 1.
and J. E. Klrke, J. Burke and Duke
Isla Sevan, Ian Hunter. Dir. Graham Cutts. Time, 74 mlns. ROl. Aug. 1914.
(Capital) (GerJ Prelude to the world war. Dir. Rich. Oswald. Time, Owens mgrs. of the North Star,
14.
Rev. Aug. 30.
73 mlns. Rel. Sept 1.
all con«
Son of Oklahoma. Western story. Bob Steele. Josle Sedgwick. Carmen Oberst Redl. (Capital) (Ger). Spy thriller. Ul Dagover, Theo. Looa. Dir. Winn and Muse theatres,
trolled by the company.
Laroux. Dir. R. N. Bradbury. Time. S6 mlns. Rel. July 7.
Karl Anton. Time, 79 mlns. BeL Auff. SO.
Harry (Soldberg and his brother,
Texas Buddies. Cowboy, veteran ol the AEF, turns aviator to balk the vil- ParlS'BeguIn '(Protex) (Fr). MuslcaL Jane Mamac Dir. Augusta Genlna.
lains. Boh Steele, Nancy DrexeL Dir. R. N. Bradbury. Time. 67 mlns.
Dec. 16.
70 mlns.
Sam. wiere killed by a cousin and
ReL Au£. 28. Rev. Nov. IB.
Purpur und WaschMsu. (Capital) (Ger). Dramatic comedy. Hansl Nlese, business partner. Jule Bachman,
Those Wo t.«ve.
woman's understanding averts domestic tragedy. Mary
Else Easter. Dir. Max Neufleld. Time, 86 mins. ReL 'July 80.
planning to
Astor, LUyan Tashman, Kenneth McKeana. Dir. Robt Florey.
Time, Cuando te Sulcldas (Paramount) (Spanish). MuslcaL Argentina. 90 mlna. who now is reported
second degree
guilty
to
plead
77 mlTis. ReL Sept IL' Rev. £ept 20.
ReL Mariai 16.
Tombctone Canyon. Western, In which the hero tries to solve the mysteir of Quahd te Tuss Tu <Faramount) (French). Farce comedy. Drean, Noel- murder.
his birth. Ken Maynard, CecUIa Parker. Dir. Alan James.
ReL Dec. 26.
Noel, Robert Branler. 80 mlns. BeL March 16.
Trailing the Kilter. Epic of the North Woods. Dir. Herman C. RaTmaker. Reserve Hat Ruh. (New Bra) (Ger). MiUtary farce. Fritz Kampera. Lude
Time. %\ mlris. Rel. Dec. 4. Rev. Dec. «.
EngHsche. Time, 94 mina. Rel. Aug. 11.
Uptown New Verk. Married happiness and a past. Jack Oakle, Shirley Grey. Rhapsody of Love. (Capital) (Polish). Hardships of an art career. Agnes
Pick
Dir. Victor Schertzlnger. Time, 74 mlns. Rel. Dec. 4. Bev. Dec. U.
Petersen. MosJuklne. Time, 89 mins. ReL Aug. £6.
RIchthofen, Red Ace of Germany. (Gould) (Ger).
Self explanatory. Dir.
as Bait
Coast
Robt. Slezlch. Time, 80 mlna. Rel. Aug. 20. (74 mlns.).
Miscellaneous Releases
Big Town, The. (Invincible.) Vice crusade story, Lester Vail, Frances Ronny (Protex) (Ger). Operetta. Kaethe von Nagy, Willy Frltsch. Dfar.
Emerlch KalnuMU 85 mins. ReL AprlL-L Rev. April 19.
Los Angeles, Jan. 9.
Dade. Dir. Arthur Hoerle. 67 mlna. Rev. Dec. 27.
«
(A-R) (Ger). Cinderella romance. Dolly Haas. 80 mlns. Bel.
Ushering in the new year with a
Face on the Bar Room Floor, The. (Invincible.) Temperance discussion. Scampolo
Feb. 1.
Dulcle Cooper, Bramwell Fletcher. Dir. Bert Bracken. Time. 65 mlns.
series of theatre burglaries and
Rel. Oct. Rev. Oct 18.
Schubert's Fruehllngstraum. (Capital) ((3er). Musical of Schubert's life.
Carl Joeken, ^egfrled Arno. Dir. Rich. Oswald. Time, 71 mlns. Rel. stlckups, yeggs netted around $5,000
Footsteps In the Night (Auten.) Mystery drama. Benlta Hume. Dir. MauJune 28.
In four houses visited, killed a porice Elvefy. Time, 69 mlns. ReL Dec 1.
Goona Goona. (First Dlv.) Love charms on the Island of BalL Dir. Andree SeIn Scheldungsgrund (German) (Protex). Comedy drama. Lien Deyers. liceman while trapped in the act of
Dir. Alfred Zeisler. 80 mlns. Rel. March 1. Rev. March 8.
blowing the safe In the Alhambro,
Roosevelt, Armand Denis. Bel. Nov. 26. Rev. Sept. 20.
(Synchronized.) Danger In Alhambra, and created a reign of
Jungle Killer. (Century.) Expose of wild game hunting In Africa. With lec- Storm Over Zakopane, The. (Capital) (Polish).
the mountains. Time, 89 mlns. Rel. Aug. 25.
ture. Rel. Nov. 25. Rev. Nov. 29.
terror among house attaches.
Manhattan Tower.. (Remington.) Suggestive of 'Skyscraper SouU.' Romance Taenzerin von Sansoucl. See 'Barberlna'.
Heaviest haul locally was at Warin an office building.
Mary Brian, Irene Rich, Jas. Hall; Dir. Frank Tajemstvl Lekarovo (Paramount) (Czech.). ReL Jan. 15.
ner's San Pedro (beach suburb)
Strayer. 62 mins. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 20.
Tempest (German) (Protex). Drama. Emll Jannlngs, Anna Sten. Dir. Rob- where the
yeggrs got away with betert Sledmak. 90 mina Rel. March 1. Rev. March 22.
Red- Haired Alibi, The. (Tower.) Gangster story. Merna Kennedy, Theo.
Von Elts. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 76 mlns. ReL Oct^l. Rev. Tingle Tangle. (New Era) (Ger). Comedy. Ernest Verebes, Fritz Kampera, ter than $1,600. Strand (F-WC) In
Oct ^6.
the same town was stuck up for
Elizabeth PInajefC Dir. Japp Speyer. Time, 93 mlns. Rel. May 16.
Scarlet Week End. (Irving.) Murder at a house party. Dorothy Revler, Trapeze (German) <Protex). Circus drama. Anna Sten. Dir. A. E. Dupont $760. Safe In the Tivoll, naborhood
Theo. Von Eltz. Dir. Willis Kent Time, 68 mlns. ReL Oct Rev.
80 mlns. Rd. May L Rev. May 10.
here, owned by Berensteln and LusNov. 1.
Trenck (A-R) (Ger). Romantic drama. Dorothea Wlecke. 90 mlns. Rel. tlg. was cracked and rifled of some
Sinister IHands. <(^pltal.) Murder story with a police hero. Jack Mulhall,
Feb. 1.
$400. In San Jose yeggs tapped the
Phyllis Barrlngton. Dir. Armand Schaeffer. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. June
Unknown Heroes. (Capital) (Polish). FoHsh police activity. Mary Bogda, Fox West Coast California for bet22.
Rev. Aug. 16.
Adam Brodzlcz. Time, 89 mins. Rel. Aug. 26.
Speed Madness.
(Capital.)
Speedboat racing with acrobatic trimmings.
90 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. ter than $1,900. Most of the loot
Rich. Talmadge, Nancy Drexel. Dir. (5eo. Crone. Time, 61 mlns. Rel. Victoria und Ihr Husar (A-R) (Ger). Viennese operetta.
Aug. 27. Rev. Oct. 11.
Voice of the Desert, The. (Capital) (Polish). Algerian story in authentic was recovered later.
Safe in the Alhambra was just
locales. Adam Brodzlcz, Mary Bogda. Time, 89 mins. Rel. Aug. 26.
Tex Takes a Holiday. (Argosy). All multi-color western of a mysterious
stranger.
Wallace MacDonald, Virginia Brown Falre. Dir. Alvln J. Weekend In Paradise. (C!apltal) (Ger). Farce. Otto Wallburg, Julius Falken- ready to be blown when cops surTime, 81 mlns. prised ,the burglars. The yeggs esNIetz. 59 mins. 'Rev. Dec. 13.
Btein, Elsie EUster, Trude Berliner. Dir. Robt. Land.
ReL Nov. 1.
Unholy Love. First Dlv.) The classic, "Mme. Bovary,* transplanted to
caped without the $3,000 which the
Rye, N. Y. H. B. Warner, Llla Lee. Dir. Albert Ray. Time, 75 mins. Yorck (German) (Protex). Historical drama. Werner Krauss, Rudolf Forater.
safe contained after killing one of
Rel. Aug. Rev. Aug. 30,
Dir. Gustav Ucicky. 90 mlns. Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Noy. 27.
(German) (FAF). Circus drama. Llane Hald. Dir. Heinz the offlcerg.
Woman Jn Chains. (Auten.) Tragedy of "a woman
_
_
tied to an hypochondriac. Zlrkus Leben.
Erg. cast. Dir. Basil Dean. Time, 68 mlns. Rel. Nov. 18 Rev. Nov, 22.
Paul. 70 mlns. Rel. Dec. 15. Reiv. Jan. 3.
Zwel Herzen und EIn Schlag (German) (Protex). Operetta. Lilian Harvey.
Dir. Wilhelm, Thiele. 90 mlna Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Sept. 13.
Foreign
Lightman's Full
Zwel Kravaten. (Capital) (Ger). Operatic musical. Michael Bohnen. Olga
(Note: Because of the slow movement of foreign films, this list covers one
Tschechowa, Ralph A. Roberts. Dir. Felix Beach. ReL Jan. 19.
year of releases.)
M. A. Llghtman has given ofnKey to addresi -Amklno, 72S Seventh Ave.
(Most of these available with English titles.)
American-Roumanian Films, 1560 Broadway.
cials of the Motion Picture Theatre
Associated Cinema, 164 W. 6eth St
A Nous la LIberte. (Auten) (French). Comedy drama. Henri Marchand,
Owners of America assurance that
Harold Auten. 1560 Broadway.
Raymond Cordy. Dir. IJene Clair. 93 mina. Rel. May.
,
he win serve out his full term as
Capital Film Exchange, 630 Ninth Ave.
Barberlna, die Taenzerin von Sansoucl. (Capital) (German). Rococco musical
li'llms, 111 W. 57th St.
American
Foreign
As
president of the organization.
comedy. Lil Dagovcr, Otto Gcbuelir. Dir. Carl Froellch. 83 mlns.
New
Era,
630
Ninth
Ave.
the result he will be In oITlce until
Rel. Nov. 20.
Protex Trading. 42 E. 68th St.
March when a convention will be
Brand In der Oper. (Capital) (German) Musical drama. Gustav Froellch.
Symon Gould. 251 W. 89th St
Uel. July 19.
Dir. Carl Froellcli.
held and new ofHcers elected.
Broken Vow, The. (Capital) (Polish). From a novel. Krystyna Ankwlcz,
The
head. Incidentally,
M. CybuLskl. Time, 89 min.s. Hel. Aug. 25.
Rittenberg's
has been confined to his home in
Robinson's IJtde Giant'
Coiffeur Pour Dames (Paramount) (French). Musical farce. Fornand Gravey.
Memphis during the past week with
Rel. July 1. Rev. Nov. 8.
80 mlns.
Albany, Jan. 9.
an attack oC the flu.
Das Ekel (German) (Protex). Comedy. Max Adalbert. Dir. Franz Wenzler,
Arnold Rittenberg, publicity diRev. I-'eb. IC.
75 mins. Rel. Fob. 1.
Hollywood, .Tan. 9.
rector for
In the Albany disRomantic comedy.
Kaethe
Das Schocne Abenteuer (German) (Protex).
Next story for Edward G. Rob- trict, has been made manager of the
von Nagy. Dir. Relnhold Schunzel. 83 mlns. Kel. l>cc. 1. Rev. Dec 13
Publix Closes Loser
Proctor house at Troy, which
David Golder (French) (Protex). Drama. Harry Baur. Dir. JuUen Duvlvler. inson at Warners will be 'Littlo
reopened recently.
Rol. Oct 1. Rev Oct. 25.
90 mlns.
-Giant,' a political yarn by Robert
Dolly
Haas.
Dir.
Wllhclm
comedy.
Domestic
The
(Protex.).
publicity
work
in
Alb.my
(German)
will
Ball
Der
Woonsocket, R. I., Jan. 0.
Lord.
Thielc. 83 mlns. Rel. Oct. 9,
be done by Harry Black, manaper
SUdlutn theatre (Publix), hero,
Der Falsche Ehemann (German) (Protex). Farce. Dir. Johannes Guter.
Wilson Mlzner Is making the of the Palace, which has reopened 1,300-sealer, consistent loser -ilnro
23.
Oct.
Rev.
1.
Oct.
Rel.
mlns.
86
adaptation with Roy Del Ruth v/lth split week vaudeville and pic- opening In September, 1926, closed
Military musical. Vlnsta
Der Falsche Feldmarechal. (Capital) (German).
slated to direct
^res.
indefinitely Jan. 6.
Burlan. Dir. Carl Lamac Time, 81 mlns. Rel. July 12.
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NBC-CBS $39,000,000
NBC Turns Bad

RCA-Victor Artist

Bureau to Trim Booking Office Red
NBC

Artists' Service, in another

decentralization

and economy move,

has turned operation of the

RCA

Victor artists* and repertoire bureau back to the phonograph company. Losses suffered by the network from operation of the Victor
bureau along: with other divisions
in the NBC artists' service the. past
year prompted the breakup. Another division effected by the latest
prunfng is the speakers', or lecture, bureau, with Private Peat, its
booker, given his notice.

Victor artists bureau was among
those brought In under the NBC
roof when RCA at the instigation
of George Sngels centralized all its
booking Interests and affiliations in

With the Victor booking branch came its manager for
14 years previous. Cliff Cairns, and
his assistant, Joseph Higglns. Re-

mm

BOTH

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Film western stars will be the
piece de resistance on Radio's 'Hollywood on the Air' program, Jan. 19.
Tom Keene will be m. c. and Hoot
Gibson and Tim McCoy will tell of
film experiences, with music supplied by various hillbilly combina-

Againet $25,607,041 Previous Year CBS
$706,451 Over '31— But
in

*32,

—

Daytime

Commercials

—Gross

Fell Off

Artist

Excludes

Bureau Incomes

tions.

Jan.

men's'
night,
with picture neck-riskers
telling of hair raising experiences.
12

will

be

'stunt

COLUMBIA NUDGES NBC
INTO PUBLICin TRAP

$1,604,000

JUMP

NBC and CBS wound up the year
1932 with an increase of $1,604,000
in time calea between them. This
despite that December had turned
out a disappointino month for both
chains, cutting the NBC lead on

down to 3.5% and the CBS
margin to 6%. During the 12 months
NBC networks accumulated
air during the Flelschmann broad- the two
a total of $26,S04>891, while the facast Thursday (5) NBC walked cilities turnover brought Columbia
right Into a publicity trap laid by $12,601,490. These figures are excluthe J. Walter Thompson agency and sive of income derived through the
Patterson's Study
Both artist bureaus.
the CBS press department.
In 1931 NBC's time sales depart
Network's decision to relieve it- the latter had anticipated that the
self of the Victor booking depart- Grade Allen 'missing brother' ex- ment garnered $26,607,041, with the
ment followed recent studies made ploitation gag wouldn't get a rise comparison to the past year's total
of the NBC artists' service balance out of the radio columnists unless amounting to $897,850. CBS in 1931
sheets by Col. Richard C. Patter- NBC reacted the way it did, and accumulated $11,896,039, or $706,451
son, the new executive v.p. Some the space the cut-off incident got less than last year.
year

turn of the bufeau of the recording
outfit deprived Cairns of his job,
with his duties assigned to Fred
Erdman, who is also Victor's recording manager. Higglns has been
retained by Erdman.

to his entry the chain
bad come to the conclusion that
conditions in the orchestra booking
business made it impossible to operate its band department at anything but a loss and preceded to
divest itself of all its dance bands
but Paul Whlteman. Since then it
has booked no bands on tour or
Into dine and dance spots.
Richard Himber was retained to
handle what calls the artists' service may get for a musical combo
to play a club date.
His connection was severed last week, washing up completely the network's
activity in the band booking field.

HOT BIDDING BY 3
BIRMINGHAM STATIONS
Birmingham, Jan.

9.

A flght for the advertising business in Birmingham is being waged
royally by the three stations in this
price conscious town. The station
that gets the most business will be
the station that gets first place is
the way the studio officials feel
about it.
The three stations here are
"WaPI,

WBRC

and

In shutting

was

WKBC

Grade Allen

off

the

plenty.

'Missing brother' stunt was started on the Robert Burns show
(CBS), and the idea was to bring
this topic up during the Burns and
Allen guest appearance on the
Flelschmann airing, this also being
After the
a Thompson account.
agency had sent out publicity to
this effect, John Royal ordered the
publicity hookup out and instructed
the NBC program department to see
that there was no reference made
to the 'missing brother' during the
Flelschmann broadcast.
But when the show went on Rudy
Vallee was handed a continuity
with the 'missing brother* gag inserted, while Miss Allen got one
As
with the reference deleted.
Burns and Allen moved into their
spot on the program, Vallee, reading from his script, opened with the
query: "Well, Grade, have you received any word from your missing brother?
With that the engineer at the controls got busy and the program was
off the air for the next 10 seconds.
Meantime a Thompson man scurried over to Vallee with the revised
line of patter, and the program went
back on the air.

WKBC. Former

two are on chains while

Agent

TIME SUES yP

New Den

Slipped in July

After piling up an early 18.6%
lead between them over 1931, both
NBC and Columbia started doing a
toboggan act in July and with each

subsequent month showed an ap-

Bashful Cuppers

when they

fiew

down

last

Tuesday to get cups from Vice-

own

station,

KFWB.

Plug was

tried out with 'Silver
Next to be etherized will
Dollar.'
be the new William Powell picture,

Chicago, Jan.

paratively few radio acts have been
booked in Chicago. Both RKO and

B&K

moved

to

grandeur about

KNX

WLS

WLS

preciable slice from this combined
figure.
Chiefly represented in the
differences between the fall months
of the years 1931 and 1932 was the
severe falling off In daytime commercials. Making up this category
for the most part were the smaller
fry
of merchandisers
who had It is understood it will remain in
taken a stab at radio as a last re- Hollywood.
sort and running low on the bankroll had found K Impossible to resume in the fall.
had garnered $2,596,186 from time
Columbia last month
NBC's clip for the last month of disposals.
1932 came to 23%.
Total for the took In $1,005,229 as compared to
month had been $1,006,229, while In $1,197,106 for the previous Decemthe previous December the chain ber, or a dive of 16%.

Bam

atre.

KYW

All-Star Minstrels is both
a good attraction and a good entertainment for neighborhood theatres although it has yet to obtain a sponsor on the air. Minstrels
are all former vaudevllllans.
Minstrels at $3,000
Another minstrel group,
Sinclair, was offered by the NBC
artists bureau with no takers at
$3,000 for a week in the loop.
gave Clara, Lu and Em $1,000 at the

WENR
B&K

Oriental, and $1,600 for two weeks
to Jane Froman.
Ben Bernle's orchestra got $5,500 at the Palace.
It

is

understood

B&K may

play

Easy Aces' for $1,600. 'Myrt and
ilarge' got 5800 at the Palace seme
time ago

Another reason for the loop bookers
luke-warm attitude toward
radio acts in general is their unre-

WENR

on

Budgets Late, but

A

succeed Rush Hughes who bows
out in favor of an NBC commercial.

a

stage.

NBC

Says No Chi Letouts

SAM
COSLOW
*THE VOICE OF ROMANCE'

Critics' Critics

New

performances

Minstrels, for example. Is
partly of semi-amateur membership
and not accustomed to memorizing
lines. InIBC's high aski.ig price was
without any promise to build a proc'uc Ion suitable for loop stag'; preset .i.-ilim to .it the act.
NBC's 10% on talent means that
with the booking office's deduction
of 5% and that much or more for
the outside agent the talent is apt
to pay 25%.
But radio acts seem
not to resent this large chunk of
commission, figuring the theatre
dates as strictly gravy.

9.

NBC.

WMCA,

And what

KNX

also has several starf
shifts with Consuelo Gonzales, Mexican songstress, and Dick Aurandt,
new anorganist, being added.
nouncer will be selected this weelj

Brlckcr,

salaries.

is

LOT AFTER FIVE YRS.

agencies.
Station

George

share the opinion that radio

acts in general have delusions of

KNX QUnriNG PAR

exec appointments at
spoke of the Don Lee
network. Bill Wright moves up as
succeeding
manager,
production
Merle Matthews who goes on 'Feminine Fancies' program, taking the
Louthain
vacated
Wyn
by
spot
latter

com-

sonalities for theatre bookings

WB

Two new
KFRC, local

when

9.

While the east seems to have been
ga-ga for some time on radio per-

liable

San Francisco, Jan.

Li

worse, downtown Chicago simply doesn't care a hoot for radio
hcadllners as a rule.
'Lawyer Man,' on Jan. 11. Other
Paradoxically the best attractions
pictures will follow each week. and
most reliable for Chicago
neighborhoods and the nearby small
towns are radio acts. Sometimes
those that have flopped the worst
in the loop are the strongest in the
outlying sectors.
Outside agents aren't overly-keen
on radio acts because of the involved problem of collecting comHollywood, Jan. 9.
missions. Station WLS, which has
will split
Paramount and
the best local attraction,
Barn
April 1, with the radio station mov- Dance and its component parts, oping off the lot after a tenancy of erates Its own artists bureau, a very
has been officially aggressive one that collects
five years.
26% net
known as the 'Paramount station' from its talent for personal appearfor that period, during which time ances.
will give no part of its
it has plugged Par pictures. Studio
own 25% to an outside agent so
paid the station $6,000 for the plugs that an agent must add his comOriginal Idea was to have Par mission onto tLe artist. And with
After acts already giving up one-quarter
stars broadcast over KNX.
a few trials the idea was dropped, their salary further deductions are
with station continuing to throw in bitterly fought.
a few good words for Par product
WXiS' artists bureau has been so
between most of its programs.
successful in placing the Barn
Station has a tie-up with CBS Dance and various members therewhich it uses occasionally. During of and has piled up such nifty
Kate Smith's stay on the coast her grosses in the small towns and resprograms were released from KNX. idential
neighborhoods
that
it
Studio end of the Paramount-Pub- doesn't even specify the names of
llx hour was also released from the talent to be delivered under
the station. This hour was discon- some of their contracts. In other
tinued two years ago.
words 'WLS
Dance' can mean
No new spot set for the KNX, but anybody that shows up at the the-

Lee Execs

York, p. a., Is priming a revue with
the radio columnists and editors
participating so that the artists and
others may act as the critics' critics.
Jo Ranson is sot as m. c. and the
into It.
following metropolitan air commenVallee made speech at lunch tell- tators have promised to participate:
ing Arthur T. Murray, president of Mike Porter, Louis Reid, Orrin DunBosch Corp., that Whiteman should lap, Ben Gross, Kverelt Bragdon,
have won orchestra leader cup In- Everett Walker, Xirk Kenny and
stead of him.
Dave Bratton.
President Curtis. All but Downey
were NBC, but the CBS tenor stole
show at every move. Rest were
^oo bashful to perform at Press
Club lunch till Downey kidded them

the

WB

to

Washington, Jan. 9.
NBC ushered seven winners of
Bosch popularity poll around Washington

ChL Where Radio

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Finding the air dramatization of
current motion pictures a good plug
for theatre box ofllces, Warners
will now broadcast a tabloid edition of a picture each week over its

Hassell
Smith Is commercial
manager, a new post at this staFormerly with Hamman-Letion.
McCann
Erlckson local
san
apd
Lack of

fitate supported colleges.
funds was the reason it was leased
to Pape. This put a new competitor
Into the field and the Itching powers commenced to work.

in

Pix
Over Air as B.O. Plug

Tab Version of

is

purely local. All three are doing
everything to convince local advertisers that their station Is the best.
The situation has gone so far that
price cutting and under-bidding
have started. Advertisers let all
three stations know they are dickering for time.
Then they get a
ring-side seat and watch the match.
Bill Pape took over WAPI last
summer and prior to that time the
station was a non-commercial, operating by the state and the three

Diwy

Acts Enchant Nabes, Bore

Horse Opera Stars and
NBC SoM $26,504,891 Time
Stuiiters Take to Air

April, 1931.

time prior

WLS'(x)mdsh

Chicago, Jan.

9.

Departmental budgets at the local
hcadqu.artera have not been

NBC

This condition ha.s

set for 1933 yet.
Ciilifornia's latest contribution to the famous Western galaxy which
includes Crosby, Novls, the Boswell.s, Columbo now starring weekly on created much indecl.sion and rumors
economy affecting
the famed 'CALIFORNIA MELCDIICS' program, CBS Tuesday evenings, of impending
Ray Paige orchestra. Also has his own Bustainlng personnel were bullish last week.
periods, 15 minutes thrice weekly over the CBS-Don Lee western netMore stringent economy Is a forework.
gone conclusion but whether payAn exclusive Victor vocal artist, his recent recordings of 'Please,' 'Say roll-.shaving Is part of the economy
It Isn't So,' and 'Isn't It Romantic,' with Nat FInston directing, were
is what Interests the NnCrrs right
particularly outstanding.
An ace songrwrlter, he's been under contract to Paramount for four now. They are expected to know
years. Just completed all the songs for Kate Smith's 'Hello Everybody' by the end of this week.
OfflclaI.«)
stated no letouts were
in collaboration with Arthur Johnston and now doing the forthcoming
I'i- g ("rn-by velilcleL

—

with the sensational
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LITTLE PRICe MENTION

i

CblcagOi Jan. 9.
fellows Quartet and Hanr' Baiter's
Bingiilarly little uae baa been
orchestra.
made by national advertiseni out
'Wlnchell on the Air' Is a new here of the privilege now theirs of
Monday clepartment In the. N.- T.
Harry Bestry handling Puck and 'Mirror,' recounting: excerpts ot the mentioning price in their radio proA-dvertislng agencies ad"White for the ether, with J. Walter columnist's previous night's broad- grams,
vise against price-mentioning In
inteiested.
agency
Thompson
c4at
general, despite the networks' readisustaining
Mliievltch's
Borrah
Shirley- Garwlgr and Kail Von
contract with NBC up Jan. 1, and Berchtold (Jack and Jill) have ness to accept it fn copy.
Two main reasons are ascribed
a new deal being worked out.
Joined talent staff of
Cincy.
Billy The. Threesome, Grace Brandt, Ed- for the failure ot the prioe-menbecomes
Hlllpot
Billy
Hughes for a screen tfeSt. Lee Wiley dlei Albert and Herb Nelson, re- tlonlng liberty to be abysed as
turned to same station..
feared, or even used, as expected.
also testing.
Blllle Dauscha, son£rstress, with First, many stations assess a preAs a boy, Ted Husing lived in
Gloversvllle, N. T., and went swim- orchestra background, goes com- mium over card rates when prices
ming in the old, none-too-clean Erie raersh for Crosley's 'nation's sta- are mentioned and limit the numtion' on a toothpaste account start- ber of mentions per broadcast and
canal.
of ing Jan. 17.
director
Tidmarsh,
thereby lessen the advantage to the
Elmer
Second, and perhaps
musi" at Union College, Schenecadvertiser.
today, now broadcasting an organmore important, most national adand
log from the chapel over
vertisers don't want their product's
NBC one morning a week.
price to be forever fixed at a cerGrippe forced Mary O'Neill, r.c.
tain figure.
for Sunday 'Knickerbocker Press,'
Marion Mansfield has a contract
Too much ether publicity makes
of Albany, to do some horizontal to sing for KNX, Hollywood. For- price- boosting in the future a mattyping.
merly known as Gertrude Rldenour.
ter
of possible public resentment.
Bernard Levltow is the new musiFather of Sol Hoopil, who has a
cal director for WINS, New Tork.
trio over KNX, Hollywood, is chief
Frank of police of
and
Sanderson
Julia
Honolulu.
Crumit have their Bond Bread conTwo attaches at KI4X. Hollywood,
tact on CBS renewed for another

East

UNE NEWS

AIR

Has Dlsadvantaae*—Not
Uied E)denalvely

By

is

Nellie Revell

Beginning Jan: 19 over WMCA, Eileen Wenzel, eriatwblle showgirl, will
give a series of beauty talks, accompanied by Qypsjr Merkoff, girl accordionist Miss Wenzel's stage career was interrupted when she suf«
fered damages to her features In an automobile accident

•

WLW,

WGY

West

New

who will marry this month, but not
Mall response to Ted Pearson's eacli other, are Johnny Sllers, announcer, and Paul O'Hara, techniStreet Where Old Friends
Meet' recital on the Bulck show has cian.
Harry Jackson's orchestra supplyprompted a repeat scheduling of the'
ing the music for Marx Bros.' broadnumber.
On Jad Salts it's Freddie Berrens casts.
Al Herman, stage comic, has gone
conducting and on Phillips Dental
Magnesia it's atiU Victor Arden to New York, where he hopes to
close negotiations for broadcasting.
waving the stick.
Roscoe K. Stockton, director of
Benny Ross Is slated for an Impersonator and m. c. hearing before radio dramas at KOA. Denver, •will
teach a class In f>adie technique and
the NBC program board..
That rumor along Broadway that, continuity at the University of
Bam and Howard Lanln were having Denver.
Tom Jones, barytone, winner of
union troubles over free auditions
was started, says brother Jfimmy, by the Wyoming Atwater Kent contest
a musical clique that's trying to mo- last year, has been added to the
nopolize the radio business around artists at KLZ, Denver.
Dewey Gordon and Jack Jones
New Tork.
A. A. Sorenson, picture ed In the are singing a Sunday night Supreme
NBC publicity dept for the past Serenade half hour over KLZ,
Denver.
two years, has resigned to go in the
Frank A. McMahon of McCannp. a. business himself.
Gordon Graham, one of the CBS Brlckson in L. A. to handle the
Funnybonera, had & medic apply the Marx Brothers seven programs
from
that end.
chisel to his einus.
Charlie
Williams writing the
flcripts for William Gaxton- Victor
Moore for the new Hellman's NBC
Mid-West
program, with Jeanie Lang, Song-

Censoring

\

Jim Little departs from NBC's
Chicago publicity dept. Jan. 16 after

ABE

a

LYMAN

year's affiliation.

Brooks and Ross have

split

as a

(Continued from page 1)
provided with a stop-gap for the
pointing fingers ot reformers, ihlnImizlng their clamor. Not the least
In the changes expected Is the one
having to do with professional reviewers. With the greater bulk of
family trade in the 1^. S. now set
to get Its picture lowdown on .the
recommendations of motherhood.
Itself, regular film opinions, except
in the largest metropolitan centers,
may reach an all-time imiiortance
low.

Names of Organizations
Organizations on the West Coast
Include:
California Congress of
Parents and Teachers, Daughters of
the American Revolution, Federated
Church Brotherhoods of California,
General Federation of Women's
Clubs, Los Angeles Branch, American Association of University Women, National Council of Jewish

W

A B

C

"THE GREATEST TRIO

ON THE AIR"
and th«
get nn

"The 'man
bo*,'

Tvlth th« ihovel
incIadlDtr hte tanally,

early earful of the Don Hall Trio
btart off to work loaded with
("Air Dale" la Farm * Dairy)

and

pep."

DON-HALL TRIO
TUNE

IN

WJZ

7:30 A. M.

Mft M.

Best Foods

FrI., Sat.,

NETWORK

Qtle. 600 LoflK Aia.,

Ne«

Vsrfc

BOASBER6
Sole Dlreetloa

E. R.

WeM

an

Mayon-

interest In

the musical grocery store idea. Revised setup of this show has Billy
Gaxton and Victor Moore, Jeannle
Lang, the Songsmiths quartet and
a Harry Salter orchestra.
Program is figured to make Its'
bow on NBC within the next two
weeks. Time is now being cfeared.

WENR

Chi 'America' on
Chicago, Jan. 9.
Chicago 'American' starts forth
with selling Its articles for women
over
15 minutes daily.
Station donates time in return for
publicity breaks from dally. Hazel
flynn, film critic, will be on one of
the 'American' programs.
'American' follows Hearst's other
local sheet, 'Herald-Bxaminer,' an
intensive user of radio through Its
own leased outlet, KYW.

WENR

00

(Hellman's

naise) has resumed

occupation'; for editors who wish
to offer to their readers disinterested comments on the social as
well as entertainment value of current motion pictures'; for 'theatre
managers for exploitation and tieup suggestions: for use in selecting Junior matinee and family night
programs'; for
'Motion
Picture
Councils and Civic Groups Interested in aiding public appreciation
of the best motion pictures, in increasing the social usefulness of the

neighborhood theatre, and in ad-

Uon., Tues., Wed., Thars.,

N. B. C.

Gaxton, Moore, for B. F.

CONNE

67th Street. New Tork
Circle 7-1830

Justing the program of the motion picture theatre to the entertainment needs of the family.'

6 Classes
are divided

Features
into six
In the January program,
as so far arranged, the west reviewers classify and approve 20
features, of which four are foreign,
and nine shorts, while in the east
reviewers endorse 13 features, of
which six are foreign, and 38 shorts.
Under the heading of 'Social and
classes.

Drama* the Western group rules for

PAUL
WHITEMAN
I

SBC Network

-

Blltmore Hotel

RADIO STARS

Jan.

a

24..

Keller, Sargent
series over the

and Ross, formerly with British Broadcasting, begin

WABC-Columbla

net Jan, 17.

NBC

did not broadcast the Coolldge funeral service because of Mrs,
CooUdge's request that there be none. Columbia, however, did.
British Broadcasting Company turned down a program with Edna St
Vinisent Mlllay, American poetess.
British claimed they had hardly
heard of her.

The character of the department store efficiency expert on the Bath
Tub program has clicked so well, Fred Alien Is changing his plan of
having a different locale for each program.

Don Lowe, formerly with WZB at Springfield, and Bob Stanton, of
WIOD, Miami, are recent additions to the WMCA announcing staff.
Ida Bailey Allen, who has Just started a new series of commercial
programs on WOR, gave her first big broadcast on WOP. almost ten

WOR minstrels,

Pick Malone and Pat Padgett,
for

have completed a short

Warner Bros.

Daly spent a month on William K. Vanderbllt's yacht
being that Vanderbllt had sold it three years before.
Bill

—the

catch

Mildred Bailey received. an ultimatum Saturday (7) that she appear
at the Chicago NBC studios Wednesday at 10:16 or consider her contract cancelled. As a gesture of defiance, she leased a home in Forest
'
Miss Bailey's contract expires March 16.
In a hat store contest several years ago in Cleveland, John Royal got
the prize for wearing the largest size skimmer in town.
Dave Green spent, the weekend In his old home town, Easton, Pa. Dave
left Easton two years ago broke
and returned in a Lincoln, but still
broke.
Only three members of Rudy Vallee's original Helgh-Ho Club orchestra are still with him Joe Miller, Harry Pelton and Cliff Burweli.
Frank Black, a victim of neuritis for the past two weeks, has had to
conduct with his left hand.

Hills.

—

—

Short Shots
Three automobile merchants will hear auditions this week for network
programs. .Amos 'n' Andy 'n' the 'Missuses' will be in New York next
week. .Georglne Cleveland will make a series of shorts for Warner
Bros.... Ted Weems loaned his car to a song plugger, who smashed it...
Women, New England Women. On George Burns and Grade Allen leave for Hollywood Thursday night...
the East Coast the reviewing or- Marcella Shields has given 22 auditions for commercials in five weeks...
ganizations number: American Li- The modernistic photo outside the Music Hall at Radio City, depicting
brary Association, Boy Scouts of a pair of hands playing a drum, was posed by Joe McElllott, CBS photo
America, International Federation editor.
of Catholic Alumnae, Young Men's
Christian
Association,
National
Horse Mesa' and 'Robbers' Roost'
council of Teachers of English.
Foreword of the motherhood re- came under family designation.

partnership over WBBM, Chicago.
is manaerlng his wife,
Jane Froman. Mr. and Mrs. Ross
were in New York on leave of ab- viewers' first compendium notes
sence from NBC all last week.
that the opinions are designed to
AND HIS
C. A. Cllft pinchhit for -Yank guide local picture chairmen of the
Taylor of the Chicago 'Times' while 12 organizations; that it is for 'paCALIFORNIA ORCHESTRA
the radio editor ferreted around In rents who desire to select motion
Oolmbia Bfoadeaatiac 8j*t«M
PHILLIP'S DENTAL MAGNESIA Kentucky and Tennessee on mid- picture entertainment for their
season vacation.
Tnes., Thora., 8at., 8 to 8:18 P.M., E.8.T.
Niles Trammel, vice-president of children; for teachers' who use the
NBC, handled the Thurston deal motion picture theatre as an adCOAST-TO-COAST
personally.
junct to the classroom'; for religChicago radio editors have be- ious leaders 'who accept the recome competition-conscious since sponsibility for the guidance of
scooping became smart.
youth in the choice of leisure time

Dou Ross

series

Adair and Kay's comedy sketch, 'Crazy People', which has been on
WOft, opens on an NBC isustalnlng to riin twice weekly, beginning

years ago.

year.

•Little

Lee Hortlq^er, former columnist on the^'Mlirroi^ inaugurates a
WMCA next week. He will do a Broadway ''column\

over

adult patronage 'Animal Kingdom,'
'Cynara,' 'Flesh,' 'Son-Daughter.' It
classifies 'Handle With Care' as for
the family. There Is noted a difference of opinion on 'Farewell to
Arms.'
The dissenters were the
National Society of New England
Women and the United Church

Brtherhood who opposed its 'irregular sex relations due to stress of

.

.

TED FIORITO

'Fast
Life'
and 'Half Naked
Truth* in the 'Farce' register were
okayed for family.
The four foreign films approved
in the west were 'David Golder,'

AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS
SAN FRANCISCO

'Liebeswalzer,' 'Maedchen in Uniform,' 'Passion Play.'
Opinions of the eastern group In
the first release are not categorled
as to theme. Under the rating of
'adults and young' are: 'As the

BROADCASTINO
M.J.B. Demt-Taaae Revue, NBC,
Monday Nights
Columbia Network, Saturdar Nights
Cits-Don Lee Chain, Nightly,
10 P.M.

P3T

Lucky Strike

Devil Commands,' 'The Death Kiss,'
'The Iron Master,* 'Lawyer Man.'
For family trade are the following:
'Come
On Tarzan,' 'Dynamite
Ranch.'

Mfft.

Ml'SIC COUP.

OF AMERICA

"SWEIETHEABTS OF
MAY 8IN0HI

AIB"
PETER

Hal Grayson and a 16-plece band
started at the Roosevelt, Los Angeles hotel, Saturday (7). Succeeds
Carlos Molino orchestra.
Grayson IKNTERINO lOTH YEAR OF RADIO |
left the hotel about a year ago and I
Hurt. NBC ArtlBttt' Unreau
has not been active since.

l-BREEN »d DE ROSE-

KUZNETZOFF

A.

mth

"JOLLY RUSSIANS"

RUSSIAN KRETCHMA
TUESDAYS,

10:15 P.M.,

(Rest)

58th Consecutive

from

244 E. 14th

St.

STATION

WOR

Week

TOM KENNEDY
"VORKO"
RKO nnlldlng,

Flrbt Office I.01IHC Signed for

7— Academy. New Yerk City
RKO Albany, N. Y.

Jan.

C K

I

RKO

N

E

Otii

Kluor,

JORDAN & WOODS

LESTER COLE and the
RADIO SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE

S

Jan. 7
Palace, Mllwaukre

I

ICiitllo

RADIO

City

RUBES

Jan. 7
Cleveland
Lock's,

•

El Toro Review

Tp" M
Tiiet.

and Wed..

NBC— WJZ— Coast

II

to

P.

^
•

M.

Coast

SISTERS.
—
— HELEN

JANE

*

PATTI

war.'

Under

and Crime'
this group ruled 'Mummy' and 'Undercover Man' for adults, while it
'Melodrama

'Penguin Pool Murder' for
family trade.
Concerning 'Nature and Adventui-e' it approved both •Trailing the

clnssiflod

Killer'

and 'With Williamson Be-

neath the Sea' for family.
Under 'Westerns' both

EAEL HIKES
AND

HIS

N.B'.C.

ManaKement,
'W/^ti

J

ORCHESTRA

Appearing Nlghtlr nt Grand Terrace. Cafe, Chieac*

BDWARD FOX

API*

Tuesday, January 10, 198S

VARIETY

STRATTON'S DUTIES

Union Boycotts Ckve. Statk

On NBC
ing

WHK

Broke Agreement That
Musicians Say
Station Claims Didn't Exist

,

Air Act's Triple

9.

broke Its a^rreeClaiming
ment with the musicians' union by
staff
orchestra, the
its
out
letting
Cleveland local has started a radio
union musiall
ordering
by
battle
cians to boycott the station.
Louis Rich's station band, halfa-dozen dance orchestras, an organist and a theatre band are being tied up by the ukase, -which was
issued by Otto Kapl, president of
According to
union.
musicians'
Kapl, the union had agreed to permit its members to broadcast over
•WHK from remote control points on

WHK

condition that
staff orchestra.

Rels and Dunn wilt be tripwhen they open for
Lpew at the State, New York,
next week (13).
ling

The CBS

sustaining

team,

on seven times a week, started
a floor show engagement at
the New Yorker hotel, last
week.

MOST NETWORK TAIENT
FROM OUTSIDE SOURCES

would retain

This condition

a

it proper to critithe actor's liquor ')ven if
weren't good stuff. It's a viewpoint
that the agency execs admit has

also stops plans of

Myron

ditto.

maining.

Ad agencies are buying their talIngram face cream bought
Roman, leader of Loew's State pit ent from the Independent agents diweekly period for Its 'Tluru Looking
orchestra, to start a new commer- rect and
not dealing with the Glass' transcription,
which Is also
cial which was all set for WHK. It artists'
bureaus of the chains. being done locally over KPO.
also may cause the cancellation of Whether it's a matter of making
Campbell Cereal gave KFRC re
the Cleveland College musical se- better deals direct; or not trusting
newal
its Steamboat Bill disc
on
ries, since most of the~college mu- the networks who have been accused
upping last year's once weekly spot
sicians belong to union.
time and again of charging fancy to three
weekly with Bill Wright
tolls for $75. tenors; or because the
Filling With CBS Program
continuing as Steamboat Bill.
(legit). It

Until
settled,

half

union

the

WHK

an hour

Is

made vacant by union bands

spots

with

controversy

is quitting the air
earlier at night, flUing

CBS

programs.

Another complication, but not
connected with the ban, arose when
musicians' imion ordered Vincent
H. Percy, or;;anist at Cleveland's
Public Auditorium, not to broadcast his usual Sunday organ .ecltal over WHK.
Cause for this
cancellation lo believed to be the
decision of city offlclals to not pa.v
$750 to the Amerlcaii Society for
permission to
have copyrighted
Bongs played in Public Hall this
year, economy being n^ore important
than new tunes to them.
Musicians'
union got into a
third squabble when it tried to
make Sam Bradley's Players use a
union band In pit of the Hanna
during run of a Christmas benefit
revival of 'Tweedles.' With orchestra's cost

running around $375 for

desired talent isn't available fropi
the artists' bureaus, or what, the

networks'

own

booking

Paige Batoned Concert
Gets Approval and $800
Los Angeles, Jan.

music, special concert of the Philharmonic orchestra with Raymond
Paige, KHJ haton-wellder, conducting, was one of the most successful
of the local season with an almost
sellout house.
Station plugged the

Guy Lombardo, Burns and

Allen,

Star Theatre, Crime
'Sherlock Holmes,' etc.

Club,

U.

Spratt's Patent, Ltd., has taken
on Don Carney to glorify the lowly
pooch in a Monday evening series

Week

over

NBC

starting Jan.

30.

Contract

around Is for 13 weeks.
theatre Jan. 20.
Carney is the Uncle Don who tells
It's a week for Loew In Washingbedtime stories to kiddies each sunton.
down over WOR, Newark.
first

was

sore about.

actor whose program came off the
network airlanes several weeks ago.
The singer, according to the agency
versilon, assumed because of his
partly camraderie with the department head man that he could frame
his programs to his own liking.
When the agency insisted that it
would do the dictating, the songster took it as a rift In personal
relations.

WIBO EXPANDS
Station

mer

NBC

Chicago, Jan. 9.
moves into the forstudios on Michigan ave-

WIBO

Having obtained a
confirmation of its wave length and
restrained WJKS of Gary and the
Federal Radio Commission from
taking it away, WIBO anticipates
a period of expansion.
An additional studio is being added to those already in existence.

nue this week.

•

On
one of the most successful seasons in your career

Wei come

all

o zzie

To the Famous Terrace

Of

the

Hotel

New

i^ieison
Net

Restaurant

Yorker

We wish to take this opportunity to congratulate George
Olsen and his Orchestra upon the termination of his highly
successful season in the Terrace Restaurant of the Hotel New
Yorker.

At the same time we heartily welcome Ozzie Nelson and
Terrace Room. We sincerely hope that
he will enjoy a long and happy season
as well as a prosperous one at this unique restaurant.
his orchestra to the

—

—

INAUGURATiNG A NEW POLICY
FOR THE NEW YEAR

P.'s Stop Order
San Francisco, Jan. 9.

Carney on Pooches

V.p.'s.

a

fellow

Similar reaction, says another
agency radio department head, was
responsible for the blowup of an

9.

mercial in mind for Benny to take ni.shing news dispatches to NBC.
the place of his Canada Dry conNetwork's twice dally resume of
J^ection.
Latter program goes off current events is now being gathCBS Jan. 20.
ered from Iloarst and INS rf-ports.
Benny 'propositioning is being
done by Ed Klauber, one of the CBS

Sisters, recently of the

Former had

George Olsen

Congratulations

under direction of the networks' arUnited Press, on an order from
tists' service.
Chain has a com- the East, nut the stop sign on fur-

It's

is slated to fold.

Showing
the
possibilities
of
grooming new patrons of symphonic

Overtures have been made Jack
Benny by CBS for the comic to come

X

mer shows the regular fellow spirit
at the affair he's expected to carry
through the same way when the
pair on any subsequent occasion
talk about the actor's performance
or talents.
If the agency man's
opinion is unfavorable It should be
left unsaid, no more than the for

side for Its talent.

Five

'^^^^^

tells of his experience with a comic whose pro-

gram

attended a couple of parties tossed
by the comedian and during % subsequent conference about the program the agency exec took occasion
to remark that the performer had
badly muffed his laugh lines the
night before.
Instead of asking
where and how, the actor stared in
pained amazement at this sudden
jab of criticism and when he finally
recovered from this outbreak from
a guy he had considered to be his
pal, he wanted to know what the

It's an attitude, declare the agency
men, that's typical of the actor and
one that the trade hasn't heretofore
encountered In its .camraderie with
other professions or crafts doing
business with advertisers' reps. The
agency man says he has always
been accustomed to attending a
party, for instance, with a freelance
commercial artist and the next day
feel himself completely free to pan
a drawing that the latter has submitted.
Or to go golfing with a
printer and a day or so afterwards
reject a circular job.
Agency Boys Stumped
But not so, declare the agency
boys, in the case of an actor. If the
agency rep handling his program Is
invited out by an actor and the for-

other in detrimental competition, so
that the account goes to the out-

WHK

m
Tydol
show on CBS, play their

them stumped.
One agency man

agencies

aren't getting anywhere these days.
The talent bureaus squawk that
their
own program departments
don't co-operate with them, and
that's one cause.
Program departments accuse the personnel in the
artists' service of bucking one a..-

week, and a local blind society getprogram.
ting society getting half of proceeds,
In addition to the regular patrons,
Bradley refused to engage one.
there were enough Paige fans to
Union Is now fighting with theatre's boost the gross to $800, a big gate
management, claiming Its contract for a concert of this type.
calls for a pit band or a payoff.
As its latest move, the union now
threatens to appeal to the AmeriWednesdays Strong
can Federation of Musicians In New
York to stop CBS from supplying
the station with network musical
To the highly competitive Thursprograms that are played by union day and Friday night programs, in
members.
relation to theatre patronage and
Although at present without any the stay-at-home Influence, because
remote control pr,>giams featuring of the wealth of air talent these
-IffcafTinlen-baHiirs,- -H.- -H;-Howlctt, nights, now have Wednesday as an
manager, said he would con- added box office threat.
tinue to fight the union and Its
New programs starting Jan. 4 on
demands even if It means losing all the chains bring Ken Murray,
Its Columbia franchise.
Unless the Blng Crosby, Morten Downey, Donunion lifts its ban, Hewlett threatald Nevis and D. W. Griffith among
ened In turn to boycott union bands
the new commercials to the mike
and only book unorganized local
Regular Wednesday
that night.
talent for future programs.
nlgliters remaining are Kate Smith,

CBS Props Benny

cise

To

KFRCs New

Different

mer would think

w«^

Considering that the majority of
was broken and started the trouble, the newer commercial talent came gram plugging a mining possibility
Kapl says, when the station gave 'rem the outside, and that some of in that territory, and to get names
Is using the rights gag on lots with
Rich's band its walking papers.
ihe biggest on the air pay commish
In reply Insr, M. A. Hewlett, man- to outside agents, the networks* in a mile of the proposed diggings^
Another company trying to crash
ager of WHK, declared the union '.alent bureaus are worried about
never made such a ruling about re- :.he trend of things. On top of that, the air on the coast, but as yet un
mote control broadcasts. Also that 'he 1032 figures on Income and net successful, Is a middle west outfit
which
wants to use ether to sell
band's
layfor
the
reason
the real
iroflt evidence the minimization of
oft was because it hadn't been getmme talent bookings by the net- birth-control apparatus.
ting enough sponsored time to war.brks themselves.
rant paying the musicians' salaries.
Ed Wynn, Al Jolson, Eddie CanPair
Besides needing their time for CCr '.er. Burns and Allen, et al., pay
San Francisco. Jan. 9.
programs, Hewlett said he had iheir radio commish to Broadway
Don
Lee's
KFRC
has
pair,
of new
given Rich's band 16 days' notice -gents, chiefly legit. D. W. Griffith
commercials. General Paint Co
of a temporary layoff.
f the newer crop was booked by
Lockout leaves Rich, who was re- .Villiam Morris office which also drops its NBC program In favor of
cently dropped by a local commer- agents Cantor and Burns and Allen. a once weekly spot for 'Feminine
Fancies,' with Charlie Bulottl. tenor,
cial, without a radio hookup, al- Ken Murray was set from without.
out, and Fay Fraser, chatterer, rethough he still plays for the Hanna

Tom Howard

in Biz,

Say Ad Men; Actors Think

Chester Stratton, formerly RKO'8
contact man at NBC, went on the
latter's payroll Jan. 1 as a member
of the artist bureau.
Stratton will seU NBC's talent for
Ad agency executives have fecund
stage bookings to
(uid the inInquiry for their
die booking ofBces.
He will also a new source of
take over some of E<rne8t CbappsIVs addiction to graphs and charts. It's
duties, latter resigning last
the psychology of the entertainer In
his personal relations with his business contacts. And it's a psychology, say the merchandise ballyCoast Ginunick Offers
hooers, that's entirely new to the
advertising business.
Gold Mining Rights
According to the findings of the
program Impresarios, an actor canBuild Socker List not conceive of drawing a line between friendship and business. The
performer's outlook on human asLios Angeles, Jan. 9.
sociations, aver his psychoanalylsts
New way to build up a sucker list among
the agency verein, is prediis being tried by a mining Investcated on the assumption that a guy
ment company that offers gold rights that's a pal at a party will be the
In Arizona to everyone calling the
same pal when it comes to talking
station on the telephone.
business the next day across an
Investment company has a pro
office desk.

BKO

Cleveland, Jan.

WHK

Go

Party Friendships Don't

Payroll Exclualvsly—TakChappoll** DutiM

Up

Continuous Entertainment from 6 P. M. to Closing

Hotel
34tli Street at

New

Eighth Avenue,

BOOK-CADILLAC HOTEL, DETROIT

and

New York

Yorker

Ralph Hitz, President
HOTEL VAN CLEVE, DAYTON also under Ralph Hitz direction
City

.:.

MORTON DOWNEYoDONALD

ANGEL FACE RACKETEERS
COMMERCIAL
WWL, N«w Orleans

NQVIS

With Leon

There's a number of erood commercials
Independent of chains
around this part of the south; there
are also several worse than punk
ones.
'Angel Face' has a pretty
good following all over the south
where tuners can get them.
It Is a dally gangster program,
dealing with gangsters and their
molls.

Hijacking and bumping

guys are Just Incidents In the

The main idea

off

script.

for the gangster

Is

every
two minutes. From the time the
bill goes on till the time It goes oft
to slap the face of his moll

It

just

Is

slap,

.slap,

slap.

The

It's
molKs cry and cry and cry.
novelty for molls to cry.
Without the type of announcing
this program Is getting It would

lose

most of

its kick.

Program

Is

Belasco'a 6rch.

COMMERCIAL

WJZ, New York
In switching over from CBS to
NBC's blue chain (WJZ hookup)
Woodbury's has Injected considerable showmanship into Its new program which, apart from the 'battle
of the tenors,' Is car.nlly scripted.
Whether or not the booking of two
similar type warblers on the same
commercial was a bull or not. It has
been a frultous publicity circumstance and possibly somebody at the
agency wasn't so dumb after all.
For, as the announcer heralds, It
is unique, this doublc-tenoring, but
It is skillfully plotted to remove all
tensity;
stress
competitive
of
merely, in smooth alternation, it
gives both Downey and Novls full
opportunities for vocal prowess.

otherwise, and for mass consumption should prove palatable.
Spotted midway in the 30 mins., with the

Series)

lure, and the romantic
thread to further cement the Interest, it won't cause the tuner-lnners to tune out.
'-'he Dr. Sussman Interlude suggests that the settings and the song
motifs will be changed to the various nationals as each dermatologlcal authority of the respective countries is quoted. If not, they should.
When a Parisian beauty authority
is on the tapis, the French capital
should become the center and the
motif Gallic, etc. The cocktail ren-

two tenors as

WJZ, New York
Despite advance hokum draped
around the entry of this series on
NBC after a two-year incumbency
on Columbia, Eno Salts still turns
out one of the three ace mystery
play productions on the network
Other two rating niches
alrlanes.
on the same shelf are Blue Coal's
'The Shadow' and Campagna Italian
Balm's 'Dr. Fu Manchu.'
Fanfare advice preceding the advent of the Eno shocker on NBC

was to the effect that all the essential clues will be presented in the
first episode of each story so that
the smart listener can anticipate
the solution; that realism and action will take the place of ordinary
'deduction' and that 'sound effects
will be an integral part of the action
and not merely an accessory to It.'
And regardless of all this meaningless palaver and the interpolation
of a permanent central character
called Spencer Dean, it's the same
old Eno mystery conception, well
written, dexterously produced and
still the pacemaker for its kind of
ether entertainment.
This central character. Spencer
Dean, may give the series a touch of
newness and thereby Justify the in-

numbers some banality slips In
whefi Franz raves, 'What gave you
back your dazzling youth?'
Lili
stalls, significantly, but states, 'It's
a little 20th century magic which
I shall keep to myself so that I shall
keep you for myself.'

of the script Is that

It's a bit involved and unless the
auditor is all ears it will tax his or
her patience. Ether scripts are best
when catch-as-catch-can so that
the talk portion won't be too hard
on the resistance. Here, the easiest
tl.i- g about it all is the singing.
trusion. It neither adds any human
Another deficiency is the lack of
Interest or dramatic value to the
identification of the singers.
The
series nor does it get in the way of
new
ether trade-marked whistle of
the action. If the commercial has
Downey's
identifies him, as he preset out to create a character of the
cec'.es
number
with
little
each
a
Charlie Chan or Nyland Smith
chirping, and so it makes it simple
type it's bungled the job from the
conclude that Novls is the other
start.
To begin with, that Picca- to
tenor, but for the new fans it's not
dilly accent of his weaving in and
going to be that easy. If the idea
out of chinfests embracing plainclothes delegates from New York'H of the script is to avoid talent credit
Interruptions, the idea of singling
finest fits about as .nattily as Noel
Coward would in a.Minsky blackout. out one from the other, via the
But even If tii;!^' central character is whistle business, should be estab,

a hapless piece of insertion, the
punch of the story and production
remains Intact.
For the plug appendage Eno has
done away with the druggist who
had his shop on Amsterdam avenue
and delivered his cutomers' testimonials. In his place there's a dialog resort, with one guy telling the
other how pippifled he looks, the
other fellow admitting and the first

winding up with a testimonial. The

Amsterdam

ave. druggist

made

it

sound more authoritative.
Program Is carried on the blue
link- :riiesday and_Iimr5iiLaj:,_.wlth
an ideal spotting on the hookup, 8
p.

m. EST.

Odec.

GERTRUDE NIESEN
Songs with Orch.
15 Mins.

Sustaining

WABC, New York
Gertrude Nlesen may confuse with
Greta Nissen from pictures. They're
two different people. William S.
Palcy, CBS prexy. Is said to be particularly sold on the radio Miss
Nioscn, as a new find, hence the
sustaining buildup, with the choice
10 p. m. EST Wednesday night
P.alcy's
quarter
hour spotting.
judgment seems substantiated by

her premiere

efforts.

Miss Nlesen, who is recallable
when doing some vocal Interludlng
Lyda RobertI manner, when

in tlio

personal appearancing with Itoger
Wolfe Kahn's band, has an excellent
She Is more than the
conventional songstress. She's also
a mimic. Her mimicry will carry
her farther than her basically
air delivery.

worthy song delivery.
Holding it down to one 'impression' per quarter hour Is in itself a
la

a background

Jumary

10, 1933

SAFEWAY SQUARE

Community Singing

COMMERCIAL

KFI, Los Angeles
Getting listeners to join In the
singing with ether artists at the
other end of the set Is a new gag
for this part of the country. There's
no telling how many of the customers who have their dials turned
to this program twice a week really
do attempt to warble, but as the
scheme has been used by the Combined Plggly Wiggly and Safeway
chain stores It's a cinch that some
must have followed the urge.
Program has John T. Murray, film
player, as m.c.
He calls oft the
numbers to be sung, and the dial
twisters are expected to help out
the male chorus that Is doing the
vocalizing at the station.
Song
sheets are distributed at the many
chain stores weekly and contain a
dozen or more choruses of the oldtimers such as, on the night caught,
'Coming Through the Rye,' 'Kathleen Mavourneen,' 'Darling Clementine,' etc.
Should be a Jake program
for the transplanted middle westerners who used to attend the Odd
Fellow's sing-sings back home.

Ix>oJcs as though Royal Gelatine evening Chesterfield contribution
to
has picked a winner In this combi- popularity rating. Regardless of tho
nation, and in Ken Murray, spe- weak showing made by Tom
Howthe first candidate for ard and his straight, George Shelether name honors for 193). Here's don, on their debut program
the
a first-rate show In the making. comic has something in that(3),zany
It's got all that It takes, both on the characterization, of his that
may get
ball and In the offing, with the right them rooting for him
eventually
cifically,

material and steering.
It's a characterization that has
Besides this vaude headllner and replica on the network alrlanes, no*
though picture comic, the program has will by gradual degrees take and
hold
Hinds will Robert Russell Bennett on its pay- solidly, particularly with the fourprove an exception to the rule. The roll to look after the musical por- forks mob.
Griffith series has nothing new or tion of the show.
Initial broadcast had Howard and
But
draweven
with
much
musical
offer,
and
the
exdistinctive to
Sheldon as nervous as a pair of
ing value of the name to the listener perience in his favor, Bennett did hens.
Both were chattering into
not display the finer points of mike the mike at the same time,
mob Is doubtful.
making
From the writing and production technique and placement. Perhaps it Impossible to distinguish
one
angles first program brought credit this particular phase of the Job voice from the other or to
get an
to no one. The hand of the expert comes within the duties of the J. Idea of what it was
all about.
was lacking: In either department. Walter Thompson program produc- the following stanza Howard On
Running through It all was a vein tion department. Anyway, the or- slipped into his real stride and had
was
of cynicism that was entirely out chestra numbers and the mixed hitting It off smoothly
and amusof keeplner with the grandiose build- choral interludes on the initial show ingly.
Only trouble hero
up given the Industry and the first (4) did not achieve their best re- the pair Jumped from onewas that
extreme
of flimdom's top name directors at sults on the receiving end because to the other.
Advised to take it
the introduction.
One moment It of some bad miffing, with the easy, the team on the
raved at the romance and glamor brasses especially giving every In- ing paced their lines second showtoo slowly, but
of the business, and the next dication of maladroit spotting, and anyway it
gave a pretty good idea
heaped sc^om upon it for Its mad with the lad at the controls doing of the direction
which the act had
whirl that skyrockets some 'poor little to play down these deficiencies.
staked out for Itself on the air.
Otherwise
little Cinderella' Into stardom overBennett clothed this first
Incorporated In this Friday evennight and soon casta her Into the show with as fine and stirring a
ing sample were situations typical
collection of hit tunes as heard in
limbo of the hasbeens.
the Howard genre. The same old
As a production It's a hodge- recent months on the air. With the of
sap
stuff associated with his screen
podge of bits and ends, bereft of technical quirks straightened out,
coherence and direction. From a the musical phase will garner it shorts, packing similarly redic complications
and, above all, easy to
poorly-devised reproduction of a standout attention all Its own.
visualize.
It will take a Uttle while for Ken
Grauman Chinese theatre opening
For some reason not clear they've
night the first stanza faded into a Murray to adapt his style and tal-

mag.

And
W.

D.

it

doesn't

look as

Grlfflth^s stint for

RING CROSBY
With Lennia Hayton's Orch.
Songs
15 Mins.

COMMERCIAL
WABC, Naw York
Tom Howard, Blng

Crosby and

ents as a comic to the requirements
of the medium, and this regardless
of all the click responses that he
may gather from studio sideline
audiences.
Murray, among otlier
things, has yet to acquire the knack
of pacing his gags Into the mike, of
easing up his enunciation so that he
may be clearly understood on the
receiving end. As for mike personality, the Murray voice has it

ture, 'Big Broadcast.'
Sbllkret, indldentally, has since landed another
commercial.. BO It's Jake all 'round.
As far as this quarter hour Is con-

Ocean;' and finally ^Eoho.'
In taking Guy Lombardo -Burns
and Allen's time Wednesday nights
at 9 p. m. EST, it's a break for this
program. Lombardo-Burns switch
down to 9.30 p. m, and that half
hour's difference makes It tougher
for them through bucking the Downey-Nqvla 30 mins. on the rival
chain.
Abel.

inserted into *.he quarter hour one
of those hotcha warblers. Whatever
the motive for this intrusion, it is
doubtful whether the presence of
Betty Barthell will help out the

comedy team. Lennle Hayton band
has the knack for rhythm, melody
and all that It needs to make It
easy both on the ears and the shuffling tootsies.

Odec.

show had Murray doing a MILLIGAN and MULLIGAN
monolog between the musical inter- With Bob White, Don Ameche
ludes. The one exchange with Helen Episodic
Charleston was Juat long enough to COMMERCIAL
establish the girl's personality and WGN,
Chicago
Initial

to give the feminine touch to the
proceedings. Some of the gaga out
of this first script were of easily
recognizable vintage, while others,
though equally old, were palmed off
with a zest and rearranging that at
least gave them a fresh fiavor.
There was one gag that must have
got an eyebrow rise from the rocking chairs.
For the fadeout Murray unloaded
a string of gag newscllps, with the
idea behind this humor twist okay,
but their method of delivery too fast
and Jumbled to make much of an
Impression. With better pacing this
item of the Murray repertoire should
develop Into a snappy epilog to the
program's script, something similar
to the impression made by the letter

Ruth Ettlng are the new sequence
of the Chesterfield quarter hours,
with Lennle Hayton the new orchestral backup throughout In place of
Nat Sbllkret. It's a saving for
Chesterfield and a erreat break for
Hayton, -thanks principally to Cros"by, who had the pre^^ent ciggle account's maestro with him on tour as
pianist-arranger, and also during reading and answering in the
the making of the Paramount pic- Wynn Texaco stanza.

cerned It's highly palatable stuff if
not particularly distinguished. Crosby and Hajrton are both adept but
the presentation Is quite formula,
lished t ; the start.
featuring Crosby In three and a half
The lOc sample thing follows, with songs, not counting the 'Please'
the CIncy address of the soap men- vamp-ln, Hayton's orchestra In an
tioned as the sending course for a okay rendition of 'Let's Put Out the
sample kit.
Lights' and Norman Brokenshire's
WJZ at 9:30-10 p. m. EST rather saccharine and overly benign
Wednesday nights looks in for wordage, In between.
Woodbury's, chiefly because of
•Echo of the Valley,' which was
Downey and Novls, both of whom scheduled for the thematic, is the
acquit themselves most creditably, signoff Instead, broken Into by time
and with no irritation of a 'contest' limitation. 'Please,' after the open-.
or any such thing between them. Ing bars (In Itself a not bad associaWhat the public may conclude is tion In view of the Par picture from
something else again. That's smart, which It comes) give^ way to 'Love
Abel.
too.
Me Tonight' 'Please' Is later rendered in full, as Is 'How Deep Is the

Program also carries a secondary
Idea.
This time out she did
plug.
Song sheets
'Hotcha,' from the Zlegfeld show, a commercial
Lupe Velez, clicking on that, as passed out at the stores carry a
she did with scorch songs. Good titleless picture, and $100 worth of
orchcutral backup, too. Miss Niesen groceries are passed out each week
Stan.
Abel.
for the best handles.
looks 'in' on the air.
smart

with Hollywood as

that h&B proved a click from the
viewpoint of the sales chart. Two
notable flly Instances within the
past year or so were Francis X,
Bushman for Armour ana the eight
dramatic shows framed around that
number of current screen names
and put on by Columbia by a fan

scene out of Griffith's early Biograph days, sketching the meeting
of Mary Plckford and the director.
And for an apertlf the program attempted to convey something of the
hubbub on a studio set, with Griffith In the director part.
All It
amounted to was Just so much
meaningless noise.
In the sentimental, reminiscent
passages of his recital the Griffith
voice assumes a tremolo entirely
out of consonance with the persondezvous
hookup was skillfully ality that the average listener must
scripted so that it picked the dra- have associated with his directorial
matic sequence up in great style achievements. From any angle the
right after the ad blurb stuff.
program doea the Griffith tradition
Just before the last two vocal little good.
Odeo.

Prime fault

Tueaclajt

TOM HOWARD
D. W. QRIFFITH'6 HOLLYWOOD NEW ROYAL VAGABOND
With Qaorga Shaidon, Betty Bar.
Program
With William ArM Oreh.
thall, Lannia Hayton Oroh.
With Kan Murray, Haian CHarlasCOMMERCIAL
ton. Ward Wilaon
16 Mina.
15 Mina.
COMMERCIAL
Comedy, Songa, Oroh.
WJZ, Naw York
30 Mins.
WABC, Naw York
Broadcaat annala of racent years COMMERCIAL
It'a going to be alow
knows no aeries of dramaa, dramaprogress
building this Tuesday and Prld^
tized biographlea or reminiscences WEAF, New York
'

30 Mins.

staged by Mom's, a manufacturer
Against this is a Viennese backof some sort of wine brick or Ingredient used for making wine. ground, with a Franz and Lili idylAnnouncer Is a honey and sounds llcally sketching a romantic thread,
something like Joe E. Brown with which plausibly leads them into
Rpthschlld hospital, Vienna, where
bis 'old pal, old pal.'
His spiel about Mom's is carried Dr. Theodore Sussman, eminent
on in the same manner. For in- dermatologist, Is conducting a clinic.
In
course of this conclave of savants
stance, 'Pals, Mom's are made right
here in old New Orleans, folks, fa- he pays high tribute to an AmeriWoodmous for its wines and beverages, can contemporary and to
and beauso send me a buck and a quarter, bury's soap as a cleanser
pals.
Borrow a bucket, two cents tifler, mentioning a 10-day test with
for a yeast cake and enjoy It, pal, this '20th century wonder,' etc.
It's hokum of so colorful a charold pal.' He sings it right out.
acter that its naivete and ingeniousnes wlnsi respect, grudging or

ENO CRIME CLUB (New
Mystery
COMMERCIAL

REPORTS

RADIII

VARIETY

36

Ed

Once the headllner on the gelatine
contribution. Ward Wilson Is now
confined to unreeling the plug. Copy
here is brief and quickly registers
its points in two insertions.
Odec.

This

WGN,
lips

66

is

brand new and limited

to

although the sponsor, PhilGasoline, has had a local

show of an

entirely different character In St. Louis.
Bob White Is
author as well as comedian, with

Don Ameche playing

the detective,

whose serious efforts are constantly
muddled and misunderstood by the
dumbbell.

White has a good Idea. Just the
sort of tomfoolery that the public
often responds to. And he changes
the plot, or 'case,' each week, which
has advantages over the usual episodic script's endlessly prolonged
entanglements.

On a basis of its flrst week on tho
air the flaw in 'Milllgan and Mulligan' is the advertising copy. It was
a torrent of words. White in an effort to take some of the curse off
the extreme verbosity to which
either the client or the agency seems
addicted, Introduced an 'Enquiring
Reporter,' who Is supposed to ask
questions of motorists as to why

they Insist on Phillips 66.
Program has a melodious horn
Is used as a signature, and a
specimen of which Is the prize bait
WABC, New York
for mall.
This is a merchandizing
Forthrightness, a flair for getting Idea said to have been devised by
under the surface of national and White. It will captivate the fancy
international problems and a trip- and etch Itself upon the memory
hammer mind that breaks them more readily than any bombastic
down to simple essentials make up claim made on behalf of the prodthe long suits of this newcomer to uct.
At least 50% of the gabby
the cross-country airlines.
Philco plugs should be eliminated. It may
Radio is responsible for his every be necessary to sledgehammer a
evening but Saturday and Monday trade name across, but for every
release over a 15-statlon CBS hook- thick skull thereby penetrated the
up. He's been doing the same stint advertiser is apt to drive away jit-

BOAKE CARTER
News Commentator
COMMERCIAL

over

WCAU,

Philadelphia, the past

two years, and at the same time
doing a column for one of the local
sheets.- -

that

tery listeners

who

don't stay tuned

enough to get the program.
seemed as if that flrst commer-

in long
It

cial-announcement would never end.
Although he's been around PhlUy It may only have been two or three
the past nine years, Boake Carter minutes. It seemed as long as four
talks with a peculiarly burred Eng- blocks In heavy traffic.
lish accent.
His delivery is not of
With more self-restraint In the
the best, due to a tendency to let matter of talking about itself, Philit
flow on In a monotone, with Hps 66 is apt to have a popular
rarely a pause to indicate the end show in this
Bob White concoction.
of a topic or let a point seep into But the narrative
must have the
the listener's mental receptivity. right of way
and the plugs be inciBut it's a style and collection of dental Instead of dominating.
White
GORDIE RANDALL'S ORCH.
speaking mannerisms that the in- and Ameche are
both experienced
Sustaining
telligent listener can easily become and able
radio performers. Land.
WGY, Schenectady
accustomed to. It's what he has to
Name orchestras on the chain say that will pique the attention
spots, as well as on programs orig- and make him nn every evening 'ROMANTIC BACHELOR'
inating from Albany hotels, have habit for those who read and think With Tom McLoughlin, Mark War^
now Orch.
edged out many of the local units beyond the headlines.
formerly heard via WGY, but this
Though he speaks in rambling 15 Mins.
one Is etui a regular feature. Fills sentences the comments on the COMMERCIAL
a late-evening spot and a luncheon day's events come In pithily arrayed WABC, New York
If this Wednesday evening mixhour several times a week. Jerry observations. No hedging or JumpBrannon, singer, goes along.
ing on a popular bandwagon here. ture of song has been confected for
Comparisons are often Invidious, Carter digs down under the surface matronly consumer and that class
but can hardly be avoided here, In- of national and International inci- of listener alone, Vlck's has hit the
asmuch as Randall's combination Is dents and movements and bluntly mark. To the pater famlMas settled
heard on the same luncheon hour dissects their motives and back- In his rocker or easy chnlr the 'Roprogram (though on different days), grounds. It's a personal reaction mantic Bachelor's' vocal flutterinffs
which outlets music by well-known well fortified by facts and a keen and Interspersed chatter abotit the
bands from the New Kenmore and grasp of worldwide affairs. Mixed old Heidelberg days will evoke
De Witt Clinton in Albany. There up with these comments on front- haUdly more than an itch to .'^liift
is too little fire and precision In the
page items of interest is a certain stations. But not so with the wife.
playing.
Randall did a snappier amount of verbal chaff, but that's Wrapped up in this entertainment
Is the old sentimental pull, and it's
broadcasting job two years ago.
easy to overlook.
Brannon,
formerly
with
Hal
Carter also deals out the Philco well put together.
For around 13 weeks the program
Kemp, Is a pleasing pop tenor, with- plug copy. It comes only once in
out showing to much advantage the 15 minutes, brief and eased over had a limited eastern hookup with
with the present group.
in passing.
(Continued on page 38)
Odec.
.

Janmry

•ftieodaf,

4 A's Soggests
S«t, but

II I

•

VAXOTY
•NMionwide Broadcast
Of 'Cavalcade* Opening

Msrxes West Broadcast
Etker Pli)^i% hs.
For East Release Only
Finn CouUn't See
Hollywood, Jan. 9.

Friendly

MPPA

RA

1933

10,

Isn't

Marx Brothers here
$5,000 Music Chaife
next Paramount picture,
'Cracked Ice,' their NBC hour will
be continued from this end although
Union Mutual L<ife Insurance Co.
American nsoclatlon of Adver- released only in the east.
of Des Moines will hereafter use for
asked the Music
tlfllng AcrendflB has
Broadcasts will be from the
Publishers Protective Asaociatlon Radio studio's stage. First of the its plugging over the air music
slated
for
broadcasts
Is
west-east
culled from the public domain. So
whether the latter ^rould be a
today (9).
it notified the MPPA after the pubfriendly unit to determine by court
lishers' organization submitted an
ruling the MPPA'a right to collect
estimate of tho music royalties that
would be due from a series of proa royalty on a recorded radio prothe
ingrams the insurance company had
gram. Publisher's reply to
decided to record.
vitation was to the effect that if
Underwriter had submitted a list
there was to be any litigating it
of copyright numbers it had prowould have to be conducted on anyposed stencilling and advised the
San Fraiclsco, Jan. 9.
basis.
friendly
a
thing but
NBC is off to a good commercial MPPA that these recordings would
Four A's reason for the request start here for the new year with be placed on 40 Nations. MPPA
estimated that the accumulated
•was that its agency members were
seven accounts either renewing or broadcast
royalties for the series
complaining that they were getting
coming into the network fold.
would come to between $4,000 and
a headache trying to explain to
renewed
for
Oil
Co.
Associated
the wherefore of double
$5,000.
clients
Advertisers, the 90-minute Saturday night 'Spotmusic.
for
billings
Union Mutual practically confines
averred the agency body, have ex- light Revuo* for 52 weeks, and on its retailing of policies to radio.
pressed themselves as unable to Jan. 20 moves it to a 9 p. m. open- Usual arrangement it makes with
being
understand
With

SbPOi^^ for Friendship

the

for their

Western
Grauman's Chineee Thursday
will be etherized over the Don

at

after

billed

ing.

on their station time statements
for the 3% commercial tt^x collected
on the program from the outlet by

Wheatena went for another 16
weeks of tho serial 'Wheatenavllle."
Langendorf Bakeries on Jan, 16
American Society, they also
starts Ave quarter-hour a. m. perihave to pay the MPPA a fee for the
ods weekly with Rush Hughes comrecording.
QuesIn
the
used
music
ing from KFRC to handle news
tioning of these Items- on the billchatter over KGO and KFI. It's for
ings relayed to their clients have
26 weeks.
been, according to the Four A's,
Bordsn Milk this week began 26
embarrassing to the agencies.
weeks of once weekly 15-minute
To prove to the advertising ac- periods. Centaur Co.'s recent test
counts that the two-way music tax campaign on KGO, KFI and KFSD
was lawfully compulsory, the legal was so successful that the firm
spokesman for the agency organi- signed for a total of 30 weeks on
the

zation suggested that the attorney
for the MPPA, Francis Gilbert, get
together with him and take tho
question to court for further and

the 11 western stations, dividing the

schedule into two periods, first of
which expires Juno 12, when broad
caster goes off air until Sept. 11,
final determination.
returning then until Dec. 18.
last
between
meeting
week
At a
Network's morning variety pro
the Four A's counsel and Gilbert, gram, Woman's Magazine of Air,
tbe Estatutea and decisions bearing m. c.'d by Bennle Walker, has two
upon the publisher's rights to a new accounts.
royalty on music used in recordings
These accounts don't include the
but
over
were

and discussed,

gone

tho agencies' rep opined, after it
all over, that he didn't thinlc
his clients would be satisfied with
anyt)ilng but a test case.

was

PAT
PICK
and PADGETT
MALONB
ThiIa In for » Million Laughs
Known to the Badlo World

m

Maxwell House Show Boat|
WHAT, THVfiSDAYS, • PJH.
"PICK and PAT"

sold

days weekly until May. Eno Crime
Club records are now on, running
twice weekly and replacing the Inperson dramatizations which were
recently done on KFRC. Musterole
also using two records weekly for
13 weeks. Ingram free cream bank
rolling 62 weeks of 'Thru the Looking Glass' with Frances Ingram.

in

• MACY'8 MIN8TREL8 •
WOR, Tues.. 8:S0 P.M.

PAT and PI€K

payroll.
c.

Bill Royle has the new
assignment, continuing to

writ© 'School Days.'

DUMB

Thomas Cook & Son

CRACKERS 1 NBC

returns to
Feb. 12 for another scries of

Sunday matinee travelogs, with
Malcolm LaPrade again doing the

13

ROBERT
BURNS
PANETELA

blurb.
Studio combo will
furnish tho incidental music. Protourist

will take a 16-minute frame
over the basic blue (WJZ), the
niountatin and orange west-coast

gram

WABC
Every

links.

Wedneoilay
Erenlnv

Evans

nt 9:30 r. M.

BURNS \ ALLEN
WM. MORRIS AGENCY

ORCHESTRA
WABC

A

Waldorf-Astoria

Hotel

Whitman Chocolates

0

I

VOICES
W.JZ

OF

WOR
C. A.

Fur

program

SYI.YIA

NBCs

R^te Fast

programs few on

been

since

WMAL lost

last

November.

WMAL's

Rnsh, Headadie Again

its

B-8!.S0 P.

IIAI.LEE

OKOJUiK OOVR

Arvaii«er

CHART.ER T01JCHKIIVE

THE MARTHA
THREE
TONES
ROYTO
BARBARA

STONE

CNBER DIRECTION OT

WEBDRW

NBC

WMAL

Arrangement will pay WMAI4
owners $30,000 year. Station made
a brave attempt at independent operation, inaugurating the first studio
(band in city, but move resulted In
loss of nearly $1,000 weekly and was
dropped. NBC will take over elaborate
studios and most of
remote control stuff formerly ueed
for CBS pick-ups here.
uses 600-watts day and
250 night on Canadian -shared channel, 630 kc.
WRC, present lone
NBC outlet has straight 500 watta
on 950 kc. Power total would still
be under CBS' 10,000-watts with

WMAL

WMAL

WJSV.

WLW

Jarrett in Shorts
Art Jarrett has gone

make

to

to the Coast
talking shorts for Warners.
L. I.,
studio la

WB

The Flatbush,
closed.

Jarrett may also be spotted In a
feature length musical. Jarrett to ot
the radio crooning category.

BOASBEBG—B.
A. TAJBUI
Al Boasberg has withdrawn as on€l
of the authors of the Bums and
Allen material on tbe Robert Bums

&

session.

Move
of

followed Boasberg's algnlnff

an exclusive contract with Bddte

Conne.

Kennels

Spot

LEONARD
HAYTON
and His

CHESTERFIELD

ORCHESTRA

Zeb'

Brussels, Dec. 30.
Belgian National Institute of Radlophony, the various sections of
which are at present scattered
about In different parts of Brussels,
is to construct a building which
will house the technical and administrative services, studios, of-

auditorium, etc.
for the purpose has been
purchased In the upper part of the
town.

fices,

Land

N1GHT& WEEKLY

SIX

(Except Sunday)

vU

Belgian Radio Center

Executive setup of the CBS sales
department has been put through a
general revision.
Active direction
of the selling staff has been turned
over Karl Knipe, a newcomer to the
network and with no previous radio
experience. Ken Boyce remains a-j
vice-president in charge of sales but
the title of general sales manager
has been assigned to Knipe.
William Ensign has been moved
up from the selling ranks to asgeneral
manager,
sistant
sales
Knipe's previous contact was as executive assistant to the president of
Reuben H. Donnelly and he was at
one time manager of J. Walter

No Hotel Hookup
Los Angeles, Jan. 9,
With SUnley Smith's Blltmorc
Iiotel orchestra off KHJ a week ago
Roosevelt
Mollno's
and
Carlos
combination through this week, the
Don Lee CBS coast chain station
is without a local hotel hookup for
the first time in many months.
Evening dance stuff is now being
supplied by the Santa Barbara

Blltmore prthestra, being broadcast nightly from the Lee station,
that town.

KDB,^

affiliation

local outlets

here,

M.— NBC BI.rE NETWORK

CBS

Hitch
lay
in
on retainlner
ot

NBC demand

straight lease.
Compromise will
give
operation but retain port
of present
staff.

V.

bring the kid performers a cash re
turn on their services. Particular
instance is that of the Horn &

Waxing

blue clients

insistence

management and

WLW

has been re- dergone in two years.
merly with
newed by International Oil Burner
Family broadcasts from W.SM,
Nashville, Tenn.
'Eb and

NBC

THE RONDOLIERS
niTRERT IIKNnRIB
ROY
KHRI) WILSON

has

NESTLE'S CHOCOLATEERS

— FRIPAYS.

WLW

WLW

Los Angeles, Jan. 9.
'Eb and Zeb,' Don Lee chain's
small town serial, is now going out
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
records.
on
Marjorie Flfield, of KNX. will be
Substitution of wax for the direct
on the Marx Bros, broadcasts from
here, taking the part filled by Mary stuff is due to Al Pearce being here
from KFRC, San Francisco, with
McCoy in the eastern airings.
'Happy-Go-Lucky' hour, broad
the
Other locals engaged for the
seven Marx programs to originate casting over KHJ. William Wright
here are Stewart Wilson, Colin other half of the team remains at
the Frisco station on staff.
Campbell, Boyd Irwin.

Victor Records

Management M.

Special

WLW

cial

was

WMAL

when

NBC

Satire Colmnbl* Metwerii
0 P. H. <B.8.T.)

B«BtlBC

Vnm His rebor

CALVIN COOUDOE

[

SOth Preaident V. B. A.
INrector N. T. Ufe Ihsgisnce Co.

It I* flttlnc
feoaloii of

of

I

that th« hoiiorable prothe cUdus

Innmnce vaa

• Bplendld

career.

WE MOURN

HIS L088

KFWB'S 'TAHirr
Hollywood, Jan.

9.

Adding to the current coast vogue
for serials, KFWB starts a new one,
be broadcast weekly beginning Jan. 12.
South Sea island affair is authored by Kay Van Riper, who has
two other serializations running
over the same station, 'English Coronets' and 'Plain People.' Dale Gordon will have the top spot.

0ROADWAY
am
NSW/- YORK -crrv

'Tahiti,' to

WaraatlM

«ltlMBt tbllMtlM I* ridU

With Marx on Coast

Lucky Strike Dance Hour

WJZ

Aylesworth Gives

GET

MOSTLY NUTHIN

Matter

here.

head

to

landing Standard Oil Five
Star Theatre three times weekly.
Negotiations have been on ever
direct,

WLW

straightened out. Biggie Levin of
the William Morris agency keeps
the account, which will stick on
WBBM, Chicago, six nights a week
Sunday show on
as heretofore.
Wl-iS will henceforth include the
same talent as used on
Thompson's Paris office.
namely, Frank Wilson and Jules
Makes the first top executive re
Stlen.
shifting that the network has un
Plokard Family of hillbillies, for

WBBM

JACK
DENNY
AND
WEAF

AaORS

station

brought

started going after

"

character, are off the period's

lish

m.

Dir.:

CBS

assisting.

After a couple of the network's
p.'s had worked out a special
rate wlth'WI.W, Cincinnati, that
was accepted as satisfactory all
around, M. H. Aylesworth stepped.
In and ordered the deal called off.
stations is on a commission basis, Situation Is back to Its former headwith each outlet getting a definite ache status as far as NBC's sales
fee on all policies sold as the result and traffic departments are conof inquiries garnered by the sta- cerned.
tion.
Aylcsworth's reaction was predicated on the anticipation that if
special concessions were made in
the chain would
the case of
maneuver itseM into a ticklish position, with a fiock of other affiliated stations also liable to demand
similar concession. In the opinion
of the NBC prexy the jacking up
rate to the highest level
of
on the NBC rate card and splitting
of the fee with tho Clncy outlet was
radical a departure for the presOne class of talent that the too
ent, at lea-st.
studios around New York are u.slng
Proposition given the thumbs
without recompense are kid actors. down by Aylesworth increased the
price on the network card
Only In rare instances does a child
from $25'0 to $990 an hour, with the
player on a sustaining program
Cincy station collecting this differdraw a check for its services and ence in addition to the customary
that goes for both the networks (60 per hour fee paid by the cheiln.
and the indie stations. Usual come
Under tho arrangement that preon bait plied by the networks is the viously, and now again, prevails, if
promise of a commercial and an an advertiser figured on using
attending pay envelope. Recruits, for the local release of his chain
and with plenty of them available program he would In addition to the
for the contact and experience, come $250 fee have to pay
the marfrom the Juve dramatic schools.
gin between the network fee and
Even when it comes to commer- the station's local card rate ($1,152).

KID

2ii

Washington, Jan. 9.
Four year fight of NBC for a second outlet In Washington will be
over Inside of two weeks when a
lease is signed on WMAL, former

Hardart show on Sunday mornings
over WAEC. Program uses from
Tom Kennedy, RKO agent and
10 to 16 kids each Sunday, with the radio program man who triples as
only cash outlay for entertainment The Voice of RKO,* last week
Renewals
being the studio combo.
signed the first office lease issued to
an outsider in Radio City.
Having signed for another 62
Kennedy's cfflce will Include an
weeks. Associated Oil Co. is changCBS' NOVICE EXEC
equipped audition room for ether
ing the setup of its Saturday night
acts.
variety program, 'Spotlight Revue,*
Irving Kennedy, tenor, Karl Knipe Without Previous Radio
In Frisco.
and Monroe Upton, doing an Eng
Experience, New Sales Mgr.

'Molasses and January'

I

for release on
KPO only. Hancock OH Co. pre
sentlng musical variety discs three

transcriptions

Dunn

NBC

Washii^iHi Oidet

(12)
Iiee

coast chain, as well as 62 national stations and five short-wave
lengths. Nationwide broadcast goes
out from 9 to 9:30, with the Coast
chain stations getting 16 minutes
before and after that period.
Will Rogers will na. c, with Fred

Nlblo and James

Losses as

Iniye Gives

CBS

NBC GOOD COMMERCIAL
START ON COAST NET

why

WMAL's

Hollywood, Jan, 9,
premieres of 'Cavalcade'

Indie's Sth

Year

San Francisco, Jan. t.
Indie KJBS last week celebrated
its ninth anniversary.
Ralph Brunton, manager, figured
station in that time had done 6,668
hours of broadcasting, or more than
any other station In northern California.
Ing.

Of

this

76% was

su.staln-

RUTH ETTIN(3
GLORIFYING '>lePOPULAa
O/V

UONDAY

SONG

and TIIl'RSDAT. 9

P.

NT.,

KMt.

Mk

—
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FREELANCE

More Respect
Less 'Spec,' Is
Authors' Plea

Radio Reports

AR P. A.'S

CALLED A RADIO

m'

Freelance

are

radio

p.

a.'s

the

newest 'evil' being abjured by
everybody In radio circles. Stations,
like the picture studios on the coast,
are Irrevocably opposed to artists
engaging Individual p. a.'s on the
theory that the networks" own elaborate press bureaus are best manned

Chicago, Jan. 9.
for such exploitation.
Radio editors are also off them
Radio authors with peeves against
because of the wild stuff being cirand
that
agencies
advertising
culated.
James Cannon on the
seems to include all radio authors
New York 'World-Telegram,' for ex-

Dictate
principles'

is

of most of the
misunderstandings, that crop up
constantly between agencies and

interludes.

which authors are requested to submit scripts on approval has been

An

author's time
Is deemed to have less value than
a Chinese farmer's.
By common
consent writing on specalatlon is the.
great heartache of radio authorship
and no established writer will ever
put a sheet of paper into his Corona
without a down payment. But there
grossly abused.

in

patly

here.

Warnow's

an

Is

all-

Patter exchange between McLoughlln and the quartet that cues
into the song numbers has a silly
tang about It and, unless an expert
hand can be brought In to" write it,
its omission may make listening to
the program easier for the male
typanum. Good piece of judgement
here In letting McLoughlln also
handle the plug. It's smoothly and
effectively read, with that dramatized bit introducing an infant's cry
and explaining its ill-health conno-

pings.

Maxwell's Trios

tation

Maxwell House coffee is still auditioning icplaoements for 'Showboat.' Also for guest stars.
Slated for a listening by the account are Keller Sisters and Lyncn,
Three Keys. Pickens Sisters and the

among

certain

to

hit

the

mark

the mother element.
For the fadeout there's the trailer
unreeling a bar or two from a
number on the following week's
Odec.
program.
idea,

GEORGE 8CHERBAN ORCH.

Three Scamps.

Concert Music

the inside history

authors.
Money, of course, comes
first as the blithesome manner In

fits

string combo that suavely meets
with the requirements of this program's pattern.

-

'first

that

sisting quartet are confined to the

could boil down their ample, has a hard and fast rul(>
three major clauses against anything, whether legitimate news or not, from a p. a.
source gettinsr into his column. H.-i
tells all that the chains furnish all
his
requirements.
radio the wide open, unorganized,
The p. a.'s themselves, in their
guessing game that it is that its
anxiety to land new clients, make
writers could get a standard consomethinc: of a nuisance
tract when they can't even get an themselves
with the artists by sending out
Interview half the time.
and blurb stuff gratis, and
Still the three things the radio squibs
sanction,
and then proceedwithout
scribblers seem to think sliould be
ing to connect for a weekly stistandardized are:
A fixed price to be set upon pend on strength of the few clip(1)

tlicse

Impressive
especially
about the Tom McLoughlln baritone
from the trained-voice viewpoint,
it's got something of a romantic

Numbers by McLoughlln and an as-

into

Few Can

CBS.
Nothing

quality

apparently

Behind

no New Tork release. On Jan. 4 It
spread out over 66 stations, and
when it gets Its release tomorrow
night (11) there will be a total of 66
outlets relaying the stanza, making
it the largest commercial web on

Friml-Roniberg-Kern school, with
the same going for the orchestral

for the radio writers standard conNot
tract they like to talk about.
that anybody believes that with

every script and In the case of
scripts written to order at least 50%
down payment at time of commission and balance upon acceptance.
All changes or alterations to
(2)
be made by the author.
Author to sit in on all story
(3)
conferences with advertiser.

Inside Stuff—Radio

(Continued from paffe 36)

but

—

squawks

Tuesday, Janiiary lOj 1933

are few 'established' radio writers
and the competition is ini:rderous.
Author's desire to be present at
story conferences has a bit of van'ty
In it but has a business motive as
it would give the author a chance to
defend his brain children against
raps or to get the advertiser's slant
first hand.
Agencies are inclined to regard
authors and actors as tempermental
and to take them into their confidence as little as possible.

30 Mins.
Sustaining

It cost a vaude name $1,350 to get a sustaining spot on one of
the
networks and the chain employee who collected the money his job
After the inside of the take manipulation was uncovered, the chalii
buildup
when
started to call off the
the performer retortied that if it
did he would Immediately file suit to recover the kick-in. Rather than
chance that kind of publicity the chain went through and the program
is how on the air.
Stalt employees that brought the act into the network advised it there
would be a 'production charge' of $350. After several days cogitation
the performer agreed to pay it and was then advised to make out the
check payable to a certain agent, and to let this agent serve as his
business contact with the network employee.
Day or two following the okay of the program by the network, the
employee called the performer's home. The latter's wife answered the
phone. To her the chain employee explained that he was In immediate
need of $1,000 and he would appreciate the loan of it. Next day the
grand was in his hand, but at the Insistence of the performer, the employee signed a note for the amount payable v/ithin a month.
That
period expired two weeks ago.
When the coin passing got out the network gave the employee hln

notice.

Commercials or their agency reps are now giving attention to sustalning programs on which their contract talent appears. Even though
the bankroller may not have an exclusive service, he figures that if the
sustaining affair is below par the reflection on his actor may tend to
belittle the latter's standing in the commercial session.
Attitude taken by some advertisers is that the sustaining features are
usually slapped together affairs and If any item or items on the program
arc bad everybody on the show takes the slap from the listener. The
attraction on his payroll may have been all right, the commercial reasons, but its association with the floppo sustaining program doesn't do
any good.
One case was a request by the agency on the Nestle account that
Phil Spltalny refrain from handling the baton assignment on NQC's
slated minstrel show. Commercial's rep interposed no ultimatum in the
matter but advised .Spltalny that it would prefer that the leader stay
off the minstrel affair.

WEAF, New York
Big regret by Paramount is now said to be that it relinquished its 50%
Scherban etherizes concert music interest in the Columbia Broadcasting System. An equal regret is by
from the terrace restaurant of the Loew's that It only has
as a minor channel in New Tork. The
Hotel New Yorker at 1:30-2 p.m. radio outlet for picture exploitation would be highly welcomed by all the
EST, featuring magyar type of se- film companies, from the Inside dope. In view of the growing grip of the
lections principally, although em- ether medium on the public. Par's relinquishment
of its half in the CBS
other
popular
concert
bracing
for $5,000,000 was more or less an econonilc exigency at the time.
pieces.
The manner in which the coast studio executives reacted to M. H.
His Is a nice string ensemble, es- Aylesworth's invitation for all to avail themselves of
the NBC'3 ether
pecially oke for a luncheon crowd.
facilities is exceeded by the contemporaneous fever by the picture comIt's a thrice weekly 16 min. and
panies for the radio plug. NBC of course gives RKO Radio Pictures Its
half hour noontime Interlude.

WHN

Abel.

obvious

tie-in.

a holdover from the holiday spell but the Incident serves as a
sidelight on how NBC applies its rule against more than one plug a
night on a single number.
It was a Christmas program and Sam Herman, xylophonlst. Included
'Jingle Bells' in a medley. Just before he went on the program department advised him he would have to omit the Jingles because a band
pi-evlously that evening had used the tune.
.

RKO Tour January 6 at
Omaha En Route to West Coast to

It's

World premiere

Starting

of 'Emperor Jones' as

tirety.

First time a

time as

it

Limited Picture Contract

Fulfill

an opera at the Metropolitan

New York, was broadcast over the NBC chain In its ennew opera was sent' out on the ether waves same
was shown to the first nighters.

Opera House,

Weatherbee Back at NBC

WERE

Gets 30 Days
Erie, Pa., Jan.

Wilson Weatherbee has resumed

NBC

his connection with
as supervisor of station relations for the
eastern division. Prior to leaving
the network to go into broadcasting
on his own Weatherbee was midwest station relations manager,
operating out of Chicago

AMERICA'S SONG STYLIST

NBC

branch.

ART JARRETT
HAILED BY THE

NEW YORK

DAILIES

Before Joining the latter office in
1925 Weatherbee had acquired quite
a rep as a pioneer in radio entertainment while manager of KTW,
Chicago's original commercial outlet.

CBS

<

BEST

BET FOR

THE SCREEN

If

ment was

poor.
Some locals went to bat for owners and Senator David A. Reed
helped.
Competition is

WLBW

(Columbia).

VINCENT SOREY
Creator of the

will

And Many Other

0B8

months.
Flippen landed

ART

for six

a

m.

LINICK

SCHLAGENHAUER'

Sponsored bj

TASTVKAST

0 P. M. to 3:10 P. H.

"Hot Cha"

U'BDU—Ohlcaso

The Lone Star

with Walter O'Keefe doing an m. c.
has been dropped by Cheeseborough

O'Keefe hag asked NBC not to
submit the idea to any other prospective client because the script had
been specifically framed for the

Known

Star

"As
"Of
"It

3,

in the

NEW RADIO PROGRAM

ISSUE

and Budd, with the exception of a couple lean spots, they were not so funny."
appearanbes . . . the boys uncorked three laughs from the studio congregation."
quite possible ... a couple of outside gagmen could help freshen things up."

for Stoopnagle
their four
is

on

Texas
Radio

THE TEXAN
The Sweetest Voice

vaseline purveyor.

SEE WHAT "VARIETY" SAYS ABOUT OUR

of

Will Soon Be a Nationally

Vaseline.

LEO MORRISON—Associate, JOE RIVKIN

CST

Out

Paul Whiteman Junior stars show

Brunswick Recording Artist

TUESDAY, JANUARY

WABC

In His Original CIinmct«r

commercial

sustaining on
CBS last summer, but lately had
reverted to sustaining.
Jr. Stars

Exclusive Management,

Superior Programs

Sundny 11 P. H.

its

shortly after going

Successfully Succeeded Buddy Rogers
In Ziegfeld's

Flips Flippen

drop Jay C. Flippen
contract talent roster Jan.
21.
The former vaude blackface
comic has been with the network

from

"RADIO'S

ordered it off the air Jan. 1. Commission claimed that it had no financial resources and its equip*

Gauchos Program
CBS

AS

9.

Were, locally owned, got a 30day stay after the federal comish

GREETINGS, EVERYONE!

COLONEL STOOPNAGLE and BUDD

World

VAMBEVILLE
Caiior-liioms $2 Yaaile

Show Starts

Several Foreign Acts
Los Angeles, Jan.

WiA

on

21 (be-Niters in East

Bddto Cantor'a straight vaudeville
roadshow under William Morris ofsponeorshlp opens Jan. 28 for
n series o£ 21 one-niters along the
Atlantic coast, from north to south,
«U on percentage.. With Cantor -will
1)e Oeorge Jesgel, the Benny Veroff
l»and and four or five other acts.
Opening stand will be Shea's Buffalo or another upstate New York
town, with the bill then preceding
south to wind up with a week on
the Sparks circuit In Florida. Upon
fice

%

Harriet Hoctor Stops
Groiip Using:

Her Name

Through her attorney, Harriet
Hoctor forced the removal of her
name from the billing of a group
of girls playing the Allen theatre,
Hartford, under the act name of the

Harriet Hoctor Girls.
The girls. Miss Hector's attorney
reveals, were booked out of the
Metropolitan booking office, Boston,
and were trained in their routines
llnlshlng the one-niters thus far by Billy Sharp, of New Tork. It Is
hooked Cantor will return to New reported that they had previously
Tork, where bookings in the larger played Fltchburg, Mass., under the
eastern and middle western cities
will be arranged meantime by the
Morris office.
The 21 single niters are consecutive, but for Sunday layofCs. Cantor
trill relay his Sunday night CBS
broadcasts from wherever he happens to be at the time. Dates are
all locaUy sponsored by fraternal or
business organizations or civic as-

rAKBUr

same title.
Harry Krlvit, Miss Hector's personal manager, states that there is
no group of dancers entitled to be
known as the Harriet Hoctor Girls
other than those in her present support.
For a time last Summer,

Duel de Kerekjarto,

Warners*

at

violinist

Downtown,

thanked the audience following his first appearance, saya
it
considered
ing
he
compliment that silence was
maintained while he was play-

Caught

in

$30,000

Radio City s Red Upset;

Worth Goes to

Next act was Jed Dooley,
comic, who stepped out and
told the patrons he would consider It an Insult if the silence
continued.

F&M Hfhoopee'
3d Degreed After
Salt

Lake Holdup

EVEN FREE FOOD

NO DRAW TO

PENCILING LYOMS

.

1650 contract.
It Is to
free carfare, which
cited that the theatre management up to 80c for a family of four on a
claimed acts hfUl Inroken their con- round trip, was found to be the chief
tracts by playing at a cafe In Read- reason why they stayed away.
ing after night shows.
Theatre moguls think it's time to
According to Sherman, Fried & cut out benefits when even giveFishman, who operate the Park in aways won't get any patronage.
Reading, also have a cafe under
their theati'e and often gets acts
playing on vaude bills to double for
the cafe. Contracts in £ome cases B'kiyn Doesn't Get
stipulate this.
With the cafe thing confusing the
with
situation, sometimes acts work for
the other night spot believing that's
Only
N. Y.
the one they have to play, with result their contract at the theatre is
declared breached.
Mae West Is scheduled for the
New York Paramount week of Feb.
3, along with her second pic for Par,
'She Done Him Wrong,' the same

Plying

Hutchlnsons

first stage date thw
at Loew's Valencia,

.

play their
of Jan. 13
York. It's

week

New

a break-in date at showing

salary,

with further time depending on -ethere.
For additional bookings the Hutchinsons are asking

ults

12,500.

Act comprises the father, motheiand two daughters. Although an
NBC contract turn and currently on
sustaining broadcasts for the network, the Hutchinsons are being
handled for vaudeville by Charlie
Tates.

Her

Par

gage searched.
The Denver police the next day
admitted the action was hasty and
were of the opinion that any action
should have been taken in Salt Lake

The cast was there

City.

for four

days after the robbery, which should
have been plenty of time for Hendry to have Identified any of them
as the robbers.

Garden, Des M., Makes $
Even with the Cherry Sis
Des Moines, Jan.
The only theatre in town with

9.

live

8 Wks. Eng. Bookings

Arc 8 Wks. and Hikon

Mean

to

Phy 'Em

Twins) retained a firm of
Rubensteln
&
lawyers,
English
Nash, obtained a mandatory writ
an-.ese

England anyway.
left New York Dec. 26 to open
Jan. 9 at the Palladium, London.
booked
abroad
Hiltons
were
through the Weber- Simon agency
for eight weeks at 300 pounds (about
Contracts were
$975) per week.
signed and the act's steamship
tickets had been delivered when
Moss-Empire cabled to effect a can-

and
They

sailed

will

'clean,

neat and reilned.'

BILLY MILLEE'S ILLNESS

WEAVERS STAET EOLLING
Chiciigo, Jan. 9.
Bros, and lOlviry started

AL STRIKEB OUT
rolling over the rural roads in their
Al Striker, of Al and Ann Striker, automobile caravan
week. They
started the new year right by ob- opened their tour for a week at the
taining his
discharge from
St. Pantheon, Vinccnnes, Ind., opening
Francis hospital, Pittsburgh, where Saturday (7). Company of 20 peohe has been since July.
ple is being carried on wheels.
Recuuerating at the home of relBilly
Diamond arranged Vinatives in that city.
cennes date.

William Olatho

Poia's 5
Negri

RKO Wks.

or played in vaude. but probably

palmed

off to
seeking to
for that now.

NBC

Is

Beck

for radio.

make arrangements

Talent from both houses getting
the payoff without playing Includes
Fields, De Wolf Hopper,
Taylor Holmes, Tltta Buffo, Tuskegee Choir (another Importation),
Jules and Josle Walton, Otto Fas-

Weber and

sell
(Import), June Aibbott, Coe
Glade, Martha Graham Dancers,
Harald Kruetzhbrg,' Jeannle Lang,
William Haines, Von Grona and

Carolina Andrews.
Patricia

Some May Stay
Cowman, Harold

Van

ballet, Roxyettes, Brno
Rapee and the pit orchestra are due
to remain at the Musio Hall upon
Its reopening, whlfe Maria GambarelU and Willie Robyn of the RKO
Roxy show also may stick on a

Duzee, the

transfer to the larger house.

Some objections were received
from Musio Hall acts when RKO
notified them that vaude bookings
were being arranged, since the Music Hall engagement called for two-

RKO

a-day, while the other
theatres do three and four shows, with
no other two-a-dayer on the circuit. RKO referred the objectors to
the contract clause, stating that the

number

of daily performances shall

theatre,

ing

Long Beach Hoose, F-M
Break-in, Drops Units

for

Bob Murphy Abroad

.

theatres

be governed by the policy of the
and to another clause givRKO the right to switch bookings. In the event the substitute
Refusing to comply with Moss- bookings are outside New York and
Emplre's attempt to cancel their involve transportation expenses, this
will have to be carried by RKO.
eight weeks' of vaudeville bookings
In England, the Hilton Sisters (Sl-

Sis

entertainment is the Garden, Publix
shooting gallery, which Isn't complaining of business.
This second
week. She will not play Brooklyn. run picture house goes In for pop
Al Jolson's dates for both N. Y. corn, yelling kids and anything else
and B'klyn will probably be ahead that will make the customers feel
and behind of Miss West.
right at home.
They give 'em a
stage show that holds a six piece
stage band, an old-fashloncd m.c, cellation. After the girls' first reline of eight girls and whatnot, all fusal they were notified that the
English circuit had failed to obtain
Bob Murphy sails for England the for 15 and 25c.
Manager F. R. Peterson collects a labor permit for them.
end of March for four vaudeville
groceries and jimcracks for gift'
The permit was obtained by the
weeks over there.
Opens April 17 at Palladium, Lon- nights, amateur nights and Saturday .••Istcrs' London attorneys, however,
and the bookings forced through.
don, for two weeks, followed by a mldnlfjht shows.
The
Garden
When
sailing the Illllons stated they
is
currently
featuring
week each at Hojburne Kmplrc and
ofTlce the 'comeback' of the Cherry Sisters. will sue if not played as booked.
Morris
Victoria
Palace.
The girls insist on being billed as
agented.

Weaver

vaudeville

'FORGET' 5G

SHORT PAYOFF

ASK $2,5()0FR0M LOEW

RKO's

TELLS RKO

BOOKINGS

NBC'S HDTCHINSONS

Vaude

have to carry about $30,000 in unfulfilled Radio City contracts during
In
Audition
Courtroom
Agent's
the next few week as a result of
Actor's Suit, With Dialect
the booking changes by the two
R. C. houses. Ten acts from the
Sam Lyon's dialect will be starred Music Hall have been tossed on the
vaude books, while the rest of the
this week In the N. Y. Supreme
talent on the opening bill at the big
Court during the trial of Billy Hal- house, considered unplayable in the
len's suit against the Lyons & Lyons other RKO tlicatres, must be paid
$3,off.
Two acts from the RKO Roxy
for
a
agency and Loew's, Inc.,
600 balance on a 26-week route will also have to be taken care of
issued in 1929 at $450 a week. The by the booking office.
Obligation acts getting substitute
other agents knowing Lyons' native
sense of humor and with their little vaude dates for the cancelled Radio
black books klnda slim these days City time are Dave Apollon, Emll
anyway wUl attend Sam Lyons' Boreo, Berry Bros., The Wallendas,
courtroom audition and pencil him Kirkwhlte and Addison, Kikuta Japs,
Sisters of the Skillet (East and
In for something, mebbe.
Loew's denies that L&L had au- Dumke), Glenn and Jenkins, Cherthority to negotiate for a 25 -week ry Blossom and June and Four
route and states It played Hallen Brounettes.
Never Opened
9-12 weeks on a contract and then
16 weeks In all on a week-to-week
Latter three turns were In at re«
basis, around New York.
hearsals, but out before the open*
Hallen complained that he was Ing.
They get four vaude weeks
Infiuenced to set back some Aus- each,
while the others, having
tralian bookings for the Loew route. played two weeks at Radio City, receive two In vaude. All contracts
were for four weeks, with options.
The Brounettes were among the
acts caught and booked in Europe
last spring during Roxy and Martin
Beck's trip abroad and picked especially for Radio City.
They never
even opened there.
Another import. Vera Schwartx,
Berlin soprano, won't be paid oft

Aa

BENERT

Kc;

RKO

ing.

.

Mae West

Among Those

9.

Denver, Jan. 9.
during her absence abroad, the billing was used by her own trained
While Fanchon & Marco's Whoodancers, but they have not been pee* was playing at the Capitol, Salt
sociations. They were lined up for billed as a troupe since July of last
Lake City, the safe was opened and
Cantor and Morris by Liouis Ep- year.
$1,200 taken. Manager Ray Hendry
stein, who, with Garrett Cupp, goes
said two men stuck a crun in his ribs
out ahead of the show.
after he had locked up the cash and
Films Chased
starting home. He was forced
was
all
over.
Where
be
$2
Top will
back in the office, made to open the
the regular policy of theatres played
safe, kidnaped, put In a car, and
Is straight pictures, the Alms will
later let out in front of his home.
be taken out the night of the CanRobbery occurred Sunday night.
tor engagement. Cantor and Jessel
Dec. 18.
will play one picture house week
The cast stayed in Salt Lake for
as a team, Jan. 20 at Loew's Parafour days, not to help solve the robdise, New Tork. before going out
bery, but because F. A M. wanted
with the roadshow. They're at the
to make bookings to take up some
Paramount, New Tork, currently,
of the nine days between Salt Lake
and lay off next week to line up
and Denver. No move was made to
the rest of the bill.
any member of the cast with
link
Loew has withdrawn Its objecthe robbery in that time.
Cleveland, Jan. 9.
tions to Cantor's variety bill and
Arriving in Denver, the show
Morris' spdnsorship of the venture,
Three charity shows in one week,
with Morris back In the Loew book- one of which did a brodle even after stayed at the Broadway for four
ing office. It's possible Loew and town'i theatres contributed their days. On the last day, Sunday, Jan.
the other circuits may play the
1, Manager Hendry, of the Capitol,
best talent to it, finally decided theDr. Rockwell has notified RKO to
and the Salt Lake chief of ftolice,
show In their own theatres later.
atre managers that such benefits are
Hunaker, came to town and 'forget about* the two weeks due
more Inconvenient and bad for their Ross
wanted
to arrest the cast before the him
on his four-week Radio City
box offices than any good-will It
matinee. Louis Hellbom, manager
brings them.
booking. RKO planned
the Broadway, persuaded the po- Music Hall
One theatre mogul, after check- of to lay off until after the night to pay off the two weeks at $2,600
lice
ing up receipts, declared that the
show.
each in the vaude houses, offering
low prices of three benefits In one
The police, with detectives, copweek drew away a heavy trade and pers, policewomen and patrol wag- Rockwell the weeks of Jan. 20 at the
cut down his grosses 36%. Another
AJbee, Brooklyn, and Jan. 27 at the
ons, drove up to the stage door, and,
argument is that they over-tax perwhen the show ended, herded the Palace, New Tork.
formers.
Rockwell stated he'd rather lose
men into the wagons, and took them
pre-Chrlstmas
and
Glenn's
Gene
As result of complaints from acts
The women were the $5,000 than play vaude again
to the station.
he has booked Into the house, claim- charity show at Cleveland's Public placed in one of the dressing rooms, with his old act, preferring to make
ing failure to pay off In full, Eddie Auditorium recruited 26 acts and, at then taken upstairs, then down, and them later on with new material.
8herman, Philadelphia independent 26o for all seats, drew 16,000. An- then back upstairs, where they were
Blng Crosby, to have been on the
booker, has notified the Park, Read- other newspaper charity show also
second Music Hall bill, will play off
kept until 2 a. m.
ing, Pa., he will not handle the the- hit a record for attendance, but the
The men were fingerprinted and hlB four weeks in other RKO theatre in future. Sherman's last show pay-off was a benefit sponsored by
photographed, in spite of the fact atres, at the R. C. salary, $2,600.
finished Saturday (7).
the city's mayor for the poor.
that nobody was arrested or charged He opens Jan. 13 at the Albee,
Among attractions alleging only While theatres contributed talent, with
They were ques- Brooklyn. Crosby's contract was
anything.
partial payoff are Fletcher Hender- and the city assembled enough dinthe only one issued in advance for
tioned, and then allowed to go to
son's orchestra, booked at )l,'iOO ners to feed 3,000 out-of-workers,
He's
proposed second show.
their hotel, in bunches of four, in the
but only receiving |540 on engage- only 1,200 turned up to take advanweeks.
custody of detectives, and their lug- guaranteed four
ment, and Joe Sheftel's revue, tage of the free food and gratis enwomen
The
gage
was
searched.
which collected only |276 under a tertainment. Failure of promoters
were all questioned and their bagIn each case
runs
provide

INDIE VAUDE'S

S9

Miller, professionally Billy Miller in vaudeville In his
sketch, "The Sign Post,' Is ill In the
University hostiital, Syracu.se, his
native town,
lie has been 111 for

Los Angeles, Jan.

9.

West Coast

theatre, Long Beach,
coast house to drop
Fanchon & Marco stage units, following closely on the heels of Seattle and San Diego.
Coast produced units have been tried out in
Long Beach before coming into the
Loew's State here.
Dropping of the stage shows at
the Fox, San Diego, has that deluxer now in straight sound. With
the shift, F-WC closed its California, and put the Orpheum into a
double feature policy. Admission
prices at the Fox and Orpheum reis

the latest

main unchanged.
Managerial shakeup at .San Diego has Charles McManus moving
from the Kgyrtlan (nabmhood) to
the Orpheum, rfllnving Charlos G.
Plncus. B. V. Naiiso, who has been
managing tlie California, takes the

Egyptian

post.

returning to vaudeville
for
five
RKO weeks, set about two years.
Miller was at one time In legit, but
through Curtis & Allen, commencturned his interest to vaudeville
ing Jan. 13 in Kansas City.
Balance of' time Includes Omaha, where in addition to playing his own
Cincinnati. Loi i.sville, Pater.son and sketch he produced for the Louis

v.Tude, opens l''riday (13) at Elizabeth, N. Y. Jack Osterman Is his

Newark, in that order.

author.

Pol.'x

is

Splelman

office.

OSTERMAN'S PERKINS ACT
Ray

Perkln."),

ether

m.c,

going

VAniftE V I L

VARIETY

40

I-

and Mann

Ba.rto
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RKO FORCED BERNIE

No 20 Grand

Turner Resigns from RKO-Example

E

ofTered to

keep Arthur
put up
Klein's two-a-day vaude going
at the Broadway, New York, if

TO CHANGE PROF. NITE

NVA WILL PASS

$10,000 to

Of

'Outsiders' in

Show Business

somebody

One of the most glaring examples
of the outsider in the show business
of the past few years i-eslgned Saturday as business administrator of
Radio City. Ho Is James R. Turner.
Roxy set Turner at R. C. but
Hiram Brown, himself an outsider,
brought Turner into the show busiTurner knew less rbout it
ness.
than did Brown who knew nothing
at all when becoming president of
RKO. Brown made Turner his cs-

A

sistant.

banker downtown

but the Turner feeling remained
around the RKO offices until Roxy
carted him away, to be Roxy's assistant at Radio City at $260 a
week.
Before

Brown, a member, met him
Oply actual business experience Turner is known to have enclub.
there.

,

benefactor.

his

which largely concerned Brown and
of which Roxy was aware. It was
Turner
that
this
shortly
after
started to work for Roxy.
On Saturday shortly before the
Turner resignation was received at
the Music Hall offices by Harold
B. Franklin, It had been the
executives' Intention to give him
Roxy from report concurnotice.
red on the notice suggestion.

RKO

countered previously was in the tex-

Industry.
In the show business and under
Brown, Turner started to talk of
S. Jay Kaufman, another personal
•merchandising,' 'how they do It at appointment by Roxy to his own
Macy's' and other language foreign staff, also resigned the same day.
tile

to

showmen.

He

also nosed In to

depts of the RKO home office
and apparently with Brown's approval. In no time at all Turner
had cost Brown the loyalty and
morale of his RKO organization
Turner became Brown's
heada.
greatest error of his RKO adminall

Turned Back Youngstown

RKO'er

Is Indie-Booked

Youngstown,

O.,

Jan.

9.

Keith's theatre, turned back to
the Qulmby estate, original owners,
The Feeling Remained
by RKO, has goiie Into a five-act
The staff finally learned that vaude policy under James Elliott's
Brown was not altogether In sym- operation.

istration.

pathy with the Turner
helped

to.

restoro

tactics.

a better

This

feeling

Bstrto and
their $10,000.

Mann

Shows are being booked from
New York through Marty Forklns.

still

It

have

Chicago, Jan.

PLATE AGAIN

9.

Ben Bernle has moved forward
his College Inn theatrical nite. It's
Wednesday now instead of Thursday as for the past three ycoi's.

THIS YEAR

Own

RKO
leaving

would match
lOg's.

Reason Is that with the Palace
gone to Friday openings and the
RKO acts, more useful than, any
other talent source to £%rnle, scramMeeting of the NVA Fund board
Act
Sells
ming on late Thursday trains the of directors for action on the usual
College Inn was handicapped.
April drive is scheduled for the end
Competish
To Loew
Bernle tried to kid several acts of this month. Indications are that
to stay over and take Friday trains plate pa»f>lng will again go on for a
In Self-Opposition on the grounds that only acrobats week in the theatres, since no new
took
Thursday choo-choos. means for raising the coin has been
the

Brown, Turner wa;^ reported to have

given visual evidence of the regard
he had for what Brown had tried to
do for him. It is said that one New
Year's Turner sent Brown a 1,000word wire of explanation and apollater ogy over some move he had made

described Turner as 'a glorified secretary who seems to be getting
away with it.'
Turner had been something or
other at the Rye (N. T.) country

else

with another

.

.

Failing to deliver Will Mahoney
to Loew at $1,760, as It Is said to
have promised In payment of bookbooking
ing obligation, the
official has substituted Ken Murray
Is taking the latter
Instead.
so
of
Albee,
Brooklyn,
out
its own
Loew can play him at opposition
Metropolitan, three blocks away.
Murray, whose regular Loew salary Is $2,250, is at the
Palace,
New York, this week at $1,760 and
was booked for the Albee next week
(13). He agreed to a switch to the
Metropolitan at. his
salary
when Loew tossed in two additional
weeks. Murniy plays the Met. Jan.
20 and the Paradise and Jersey City
following. Met week Is on his
A,lbee contract.
The Jam was reported to have occurred when Mahoney refused to
accept $1,760 for the Loew Brooklyn
date at RKO's request. He insisted
on his old salary, $2,600.

RKO

RKO

:

RKO

RKO

RKO

PRINCE MIKE'S $500

RKO

Beats Skourases for PseudoRomanoff's Apps

Actors kidded him right back.

advanced.

It

looks like the collec-

have to be supplemented
by another fund raising method this
tions will

Friday Opening Helped

year, belief being that plate passing

alone won't balance the budget.
Last year's collections were $200,»
Chicago, Jan. 9.
Friday opening Is a success at the 000, about $100,000 short of the
Palace here. RKO Is highly pleased amcunt needed to maintain both
York and Saranac ends of
with the results having found that the New
NVA for a year.
the Friday averages are distinctly the
The expensive New York NVA
better.
Whereas formerly the last day of clubhouse on west 46th street is still
hands, all attempts to
the #eek, then Fflday, waaJovarl- on the club's
ably po6r this is not true of Thurs- dispose of the property on a sublease having been futile. Latest to
day as a wind-up day.
fall through was thd Edison hotel's
proposed leasing of the clubhouse
Roadhouse Floor
which backs up to It In the block
between 46th and 47th streets.
40 People for
Hotel's option ran until Dec. 31 and
Floor show from Ben Marden's was not taken up.
Riviera roadhouse on the Jersey
side of the Hudson, which remained
Intact for va*;deyllle purposed after
5 Vaude Acts Again
closing at the club Dec. 81, opens

Show

RKO

Of

RKO's

RKO

Jan. 10 at the Academy,
New York, on a showing.
Troupe Includes 40 people. Including a line of glils and the Jimmy
Carr band. At the Academy It will
comprise the whole stage show,
running an hour. Curtis & Allen

for

agentirig.

RKO last week beat Skouras Bros, N. T. O. currently has his Parathe punch <n getting Prince dise cabaret floor show at Loew's
Michael RomanofTs name to a con- State, New York.
tract. It's for one week at the Palace, with an option of nine additional weeks, at a figure which Is Mpls. Again Gets Stage
said to be $600.
Shows Via Breese's
Contract Is dependent on Prince

Orph

Into Seattle

RKO

Jan. 19

Los Angeles, Jan.
Orpheum, Seattle, will

9.

re-

open Jan. 19 after being closed a
month.
Five acts will be booked by Bern
Bernard here.

to

Band

release from Ellis Island
where a hearing on his deportation
has been under way two weeks.
RKO's agreement with the allegedly
phoney Prince also covers the company on picture work, if wanting.

Mike's

General Executive Offices

LOEW BUILDING

ANWESX
N EX
leb

H.

NEW YORK

Status of units, locally, uncertain
at pi>esent as deal whereby Harry
Arthur would take them into the
College has not been closed and possibility Is that town will be stageless in a couple of weeks. Arthur's
deal Is oke but no agreement could

LUBIN
a

The 300,000 city has been entirely
without stage most of this season.
The RKO brpheum tried out vaudeville on two different occasions for
brief periods this season, but box-

ter currently haiigs Are.

F

Erie's

chan

VANDERBILT
AL-NOR- BOYS

-JAY- KEN

This

Week

NEW YORK

(Jan. 7)

Dir.,

ORIGINAL
NOW RKO

PALACE» CHICAGO
HABBY BOBOI

DlrecUon,

PHIL TYRELL

By ED SULLIVAN

& M Try-Out Nil

Erie, Pa., Jan. 9.
theatre here gave Fan& Marco unit a Christmas
tryout.
'Tia Juana' unit

THANX

In here splitting between
Buffalo and Toronto. Warner called
off stage shows after the week. This

second

F&M

try-out.

Town

TOM PATRICOLA
Featured with George White's
"Music Hall Varities"
Casino Theatre, New York

Is all

sound.
Columbia, Warner house, is dark,
so Is Arls and Penn, Warner-owned
nabes.

.

Freeman Back West
Charlie Freeman, accompanied by

his wife, left New York Sunday (8)
for the
studios in Hollywood.
Freeman had been in New York
about two months, looking for picture material for Radio.

RKO

"Daily News," Jan. 4)

with real affection/'

week
Jumped

is

New York

"Feature of the White show was the
magnificent welcome which Broadway
tendered to Tom Patricola . . . making
his first Broadway appearance in five
years, Patripola got an ovation which is
reserved generally for a Lindbergh . . .
It was the Stem's way of welcoming back
a performer who always was regarded

Warner

PALACE,

8 pro-

GLORIA LEE

discontin-

(Reprinted from

be reached with musicians and mat-

SCHENCK

BOOKIMO MANAGBB

RKO

its

olio.

BROADWAY

CITY

OBNKBAI. MANAOKB

MARVIN

is

New Haven, Jan. 9. office results forced
Paramount, set to drop. F. & M. uance.
units this week (12) has added one
more week with ^Desert Song.'
House then goes double feature
straight sound and cuts top to 60c
on same basis as Palace (Arthur)
and Roger Sherman (WB).

4kS^ST'

BRyant 9-7800

J.

N. H. Stageless?

Minneapolis, Jan. 9.
spotting stage enterat the Paramount. St.
Paul, headed by Lou Breese's 14plece stage band plus singers ani
specialty performers.

Publlx
tainment

AT LfBERTY
Complete hlithkclass

(eMlonal Kota, Inoladlns soprano who
can sins In 6 IanfiiaK«8| ap-to-datc
monoloilsti and old-time fiddler.
rrorrain mns 4S to 60 minutes. Wc
ranr oar own accompanist. Excellent referenees from lendlnr critics.
Address Wrisht, 1 North St., Atabnm,
N. Y.

..

HARRY BURNS
Assisted

br

HELEN LOOKWOOD,

NOW RKO

OTTII.tB OOBDAT,

JANET MAE
Direction, JAS.

TONT DeLCOA

PALACE, CHICAGO

PLCNKBTr—MAX

TISHBIAN.

AERIALIST SUPREME

Loew and Independent Circuits— MAX

OBERNDORF

NOW

PLAYING LOEW CIRCUIT

RKO—JOHN

HICKEY, CURTIS A ALLEN AGENCY

THE AUSTRALIAN HONEY FAMILY
GYMNASTS DE LUXE

LOEWS METROPOLITAN, BROOKLYN (WEEK JANUARY
RK0—MILE8 INGALLd, CURTIS & ALLEN AGENCY

6)
Loew and Independent

— MAX

Circuits

OBERNDORF

<

VA n DC V I L L
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EEDfS

Cleveland's

2-A-DAY

Will

Wednesday

of last

as

early

RKO

as

week that they

Dolf Leffler is back in the RKO
as a booker on a permanent

'Muscling In

basis.
He has severed his connection with the Weber-Simon agency,
which he maintained while Just

CE

SETUP IN

I^ew York, stuck it out for the fqll
week. House folded Sunday night
(8), without paying oft, grossing
only $2,630 In the second and final
week.
George Goett, representing Felber
& Shea, who in turn were operating the house for the Prudence

grabbed tht entire gross,
with the acts, Klein and Klein's
Co.,

Union help
Walks Out on Cosmo,
was paid. The stagehands had refused to work Sunday night withBookmg It
out seeing some money, but went on
when receiving a down payment.
Ooett refused to give up any coin
RKO's first Vaudeville bill is playfor the acts, who were all in on ing the Cosmopolitan, New
York,
getting nothing.

RKO Now

percentage.
in spite of the Broadway brodie
Klein says he will try again. If the
Shuberts go through with a promise they are said to have made to
their one time vaude booker, Klein
will take over the Winter Garden
next month for the same policy.

this week, that

$7,000 in debts for printing, equipment, etc

operator, C. F. Zlttell, commenced
cancelling acts with contracts after
the first show.
Cosmopolitan, at 59th and Broad-

circuit starting to

book the house Saturday (7) after
Arthur Fisher quit.
The budget remains at $800 a week
for

the

RKO

five-act

will

make

split

week

bills.

$40 on the deal in

form of 6% commlsh from the acts,
deducted by the booking office. The
Broadway venture brought him house Is not paying a booking fee.
nothing but a headache and about
Fisher walked when the Cosmo

York
Singer,

representative,

midwest

;

EX-AGENT
Who

Married Betty
Compton, Gives Up

Eddie Dowling,

Eddie Dowling

&

Lyons

is

out of the Lyons
ofllce after a

New York

month's try as an agent. He connected with L & L. after leaving
the Metro studio on the Coast.
This is not Eddie Dowling, the
actor. He's the Dowling who married Betty Compton, being on the
shorts production staff at Paramount's Astoria studio at the time.

Actors, Agents, Bookers

Sigh for Old Times

At Thall's ByeBye

Harry

and

rep.

Discussion will revolve around a
new regional set-up with a view of
placing a new type of show in
towns where
.can play two

Chicago, Jan.

9.

Agents that used to be actors,
managers that used to be bookers,
houses.
and 'Pop' Cameron, still an actor If
Fanchon, Howe and RatclifCe will anybody will book him, gathered
return here immediately after the Thursday night in the Bismarck
meeting. Marco goes to New York, Hotel to say good-bye to Sam Thall
where he will remain until Jan. 20. and give him a watch. It was the
Larry Ceballos also left with the remnant of Chicago vaudeville that
party and will be installed in one used to be. Boyle Woolfolk comof the key centers to produce deluxe posed a poem commemorating the
There will be no occasion, Tom Powell said that
regional shows.
production activities here for the Thall 'came in ahead of Rip Van
next six weeks, due to units com- Winkle 23 years ago and is leaving
ing in from the east.
as Rip Van Winkle.' Danny Graham,

F&M

practically
With
negotiations
Marco
closed whereby Fanchon
Healy's Top, $315
will take over the Fantages from
In its first week with Klein's $1
top vaude the Broadway grossed way, is a few blocks away from Fox West Coast for operation, con
held up
$7,100, that week taking in New RKO's own Colonial and not far summation of the deal is
Year's eve. The The Prudence peo- from the Palace, which returned to pending Marco's return from New
York.
ple took the first $4,600, under vaudfllms this week.
operation
of the
Marco's
plan
for
the terms by which Kl^ln got the
Pantages would be to go in heavily
house on percentage, and the tact's
for radio names on the stage, in
received $2,097. Highest individual
Rescued, but an
endeavor to build up a theatre
salary drawn the' first week was
Slight
Injuries following among ether fans. Pro
$315 for the headllner, Ted Healy.
ducer has had some negotiations
He was in for 15% of the gross in
Chicago, Jan. 9
with local air stations for the borlieu of salary.
Fire broke out New Year's day
rowing of coast favorites, and would
Some of the acts wanted to quit in the Lido, owned by Jack MUlor. also spot some of bis stage talent
head
after the starvation opener but all
of M. P. T. O. A. in Chicago
on the air.
agreed to stick for a second week's Eaokstage and front hai* of orchesHouse picture policy. If and when
tra floor was dfs":r< yed.
try, with Healy credited with keeptaken over by F&M, would be secToleros Circus playing the house
ing the bill together. By Wednesond runs.
day, when the gross up to then was escaped with the loss of a mat. All
only $1,000 for six performances, the animals were safely removed
Utica's
Acts,
Healy started negotiations out of from building. Stagehand and firetown with Indle theatres to play man were slightly injured.
Utlca, Jan. 9.
the show Intact on percentage. No
Olympic, Independent, has started
guarantees were obtainable, how- Ernie Stanton and De Wolfe, Met- vaudeville with pictures.
ever.
calfe and Ford.
Five days a week of vaude with
The other acts on the seven-day
At the final show Sunday Healy, Harry McCormick's Orchestra acbill lor the bank were Ann Codee,
speaking for his fellow acts, an- companying; two days, Thursday
Jack McLallen and Sarah, Joe nounced that Klein was. after an- and Friday, pictures only. Started
Frisco, Mosconl Bros., May Wlrth other theatre
'on the cuft and a with five acts but down to three for
Family, 12 Aristocrats, Val and better location.'
second week.

&

Animal Act

Human

3

—

NBC s

— No Agents Squawk Again About

F&M PLAN FOR

and only two-a-day strr.lght
vaudeville bill at the Broadway,

41

Permanently
RKO
Longer W-S Agent

subbing on the RKO vaudeville book
during Bill Howard's Illness.
Lieffler Joined the W-S office when
it saved money by dropping costly
let out as a broker during the Novaude, house is being forced to put vember RKO shakeup.
stage acts back to meet compettlon
from next-door Loew's State, with
its deluxe vaude policy.
J. J. Franklin, new Palace manager and local RKO city manager,
is planning to change policies in all
three theatres.
Small-time vaude
may be dropped at the Hipp, according to plans, to be replaced with
tabloid musical revues or units.
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Ted Thomas, former manager of
Fanchon, Marco, M. D. Howe,
Palace, left Monday (9) to take over
booking manager, and Jack RatKeith's in Flushing, N. Y.
clifte, transportation manager, left
here for Chicago where they will
hold a meeting regarding future
Indie Booker Balks,
production plans and operation today (9) with Jack Partington, New

first

Btaft

Booking

office

probably were worklnc tor nothing the nine acts on Arthur Klein's

Bond

Policies

Cleveland, Jan. 9.
Palace is slated to return to
its vaudfilm policy around Jan. 22,
after experimenting for four weeks
with straight pics. Although claiming

PAY-OFF
knowing

Change

VARIETY

DOLF LEFFLER BACK

Pal.

Again Vandfihn; Three

BLOWS UP; NO

Despite

RKO

E

5 Days

the toastmaster, said Thall in

Other Tiffs Settled
Charges that NBC's artist bureau
is muscling into franchised agents'
territory in tho
booking office,

RKO

Latest complaint
are up again.
along that line is from the Jimmy
Plunkett office over Frances Langford, songstress, who Is under an

NBC management

contract.

Plunkett ofTices complaint to the

RKO

agents' association

is that it
booked Miss Langford in her first
stage cngagiement a couple of years
ago, with the girl at that time
broadcasting for WOR, Newark, and
since then has spent time, effort and
money in building her up foi vaudeville
purposes.
Now that she's
with NBC, the network's ;.,rtist bureau is taking her away from
Plunkett, the latter alleges.
At last week's meeting of the association the complaint was tabled
pending a reply from NBC.
Two other cases disposed of at
the same meei.ng Involved disputes
between the Weber-Simon and Curtis & Allen agencies, acts being the
Max Theilon Troupe and Nellie Arnaut and Bros. Theilon turn was

awarded

to

Weber-S'.mon.

Miss

Arnaut'a

request for a transfer
from W-S to Curtis & Allen was
denied, with the association ordering her to retain C.
A. as her
agent.
In another case Involving C. & A.,
the agency voluntarily withdrew to
settle June Pursell's complaint that

&

she ^as being represented without
authorization.
C. & A.'s controversy with Phil Bloom over the

New Runaway Four was tabled for further hearing.
On Wcyne Christie's complaint
against Bentham & Weincr over the

York should avoid Lou Holtz' cane,
Otto Shafter 's breath, and Harry
Richman's women.
Jack (English As She is Spoken)

Ralph Cooper orchestra, it was deSam 'Alimoney' Tishman, Billy cided that commlsh on the band's
Diamond, 'The DeWolf Hopper of current veek shall be spll* by the
two ofllces, with B. & W. becoming
the suitcasers,' Nate Blumberg, Ed
its sole agent In the future.
Bob
Morse, Morgan Ames and Pop CamMurphy's request for a release from
eron were among those called upon
Fitzgerald was turned down.
Tommy Burchill spoke Harry
to speak.
Three agents' petitions granted
without being called, upon.
were George Oberlander's to transPop Cameron as the only actor fer
from Larry Puck's office to Max
present, all the others calling themRichards; Jack Kalchelm's to
selves something else, spoke of Dick
sociate with Hugo Morris, and Milt
Bergen, the booker with one full
Lewis' to operate under hie own
week, four days, and a Sunday 'all
nanie instead of In association with
at cuts' and said that Bergen booked
Max Gordon.
these dates and Blumberg and
Fine,

Ames

supervised

Berger.

A

yer.r

ago, Martin E«ck, newly returned to
vaudeville, saw 'Pop' on the booking fioor In New York said: 'My
God, are you still doing an act?'
and 'Pop' hasn't worked since as
Beck doesn't want anybody older

a Job but to have somebody to argue
with.
In the cross-fire,

it

developed that

Nate Blumberg was the property
boy at the Majestic, Milwaukee,
that broke the pe'dal on Pop's
around. Pop is hanging bicycle 20 years ago. A letter from
Miami Beach having Fred Allen read Into the record by

than he is
around in
saved his money and Just happened
to be in town for the Thall shindig
He says his pals in Hollywood want
him to go out there, not to give him

Sam Tishman

referred to the new
City theatrt as 'about as
necessary as more coin -operated
comfort stations in Glasgow.'

Radio

A SENSATIONAL RADIO HIT!!
NOW A THEATRE ''NAME"

JACQUES
AND HIS FAMOUS

CAMEL HOUR ORCHESTRA
One of the Outstanding Musical Organizations

of the

Day

Preseating

FOR

52 CONSECUTIVE WEEKS
312 NIGHTLY PERFORMANCES
The Feature of Coast to Coast Network
of the Camel Hour
DIRKCnON

COLUMBIA ARTISTS SERVICE BUREAU

30 Minutes

of Novel Entertainment
Featurlog

Two Outstanding Radio

Favorites

DO-RE-MI and ETON BOYS

A POSITIVE BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION FOR ANYWHERE

VAUDE HOiiSE REVIEWS

VARIETY
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TONY CANZONERI ORCH.

Flash

17 Mine.; Full

.

Team

of Canzonerl's bouts to tell those
who don't know that he's a box
fighter. Interpolated chatter here is
crude. All right on 14th street, but

least

It's

of

ballroom

who

dancers

surprise in an apache assisted by
a girl harmony trio, the personnel
in

this

medium

grade

flash.

Shouldn't have any dlfllculty pleasing in nleghborhood combinations
of this class, but could increase Its
value some by replacing those ordinary backdrops carried. In every
other way act has the necessary
looks to keep It off the side streets.
Team opens In a Spanish waltz
with harmony trio at piano back-up.
Team back later for ballroom waltz
and closing in the apache with Its
double killing for a very effective
finish.
In between the harmony
trio is at work, their vocal arrangement of 'Rhapsody in Blue' the
standout. At one point one of the

Just a
not for further uptown.
couple of minutes and then to full
§tage with house drapes, and looking pretty bare.
Mild hand for the star, who shakes
the stick in time to the music over
a fair band, but nothing outstandA swell looker sings through
ing,
the mike. Later another does legmania; supple, but scarcely deserving the introductions; 'speaking of
world champions, here's the world
champion high kicker.'
For a finish, Canzonerl goes Into
a pantomimic battle, while etill
leading, which provides a good getaway. Champ has a nice personality, but he should not try to sing.
That's held against him.
Fair entertainment and a good
name value where they're interested

At

(5)

Full (Special)

16 Mins.;
Aoademy, N. Y.
Opens with a screening from one Academy

In fighting.

and LILA

RODRICO

(14)

girls does

excellent

a harp single, displaying
teclmlque.

Flash opened show down here and
Char.

scored nicely.

MAX THIELON TROUPE

not Just

(7)

some more shadow boxing and bag Acrobatic
Chic.

punching.

ARONSON. FAYRE
I

and

8 Mins.; Full

Academy, N. Y.
Five men and two women who
work In Russian peasant costume
and try to extend the act a little
Once
with singing and dancing.

LANE

mperaonationB

16 Mins.; Full

Orpheum, N. Y.
Two men and a woman are

'pre- that's over, the lot of them. Includsented by NBC,' suggesting they are ing the women, get down to bard
mostly with the teeter board.
a find of the network's theatre de- work,
partment, not available for broad- No fancy catches In chairs or bascasting and sent along for theatre kets, but some clean-cut doubles to
the floor and some nice formations
dates.
Arrangement of the turn la simple to shoulders, two and three high.
and effective. Two men are at the Showy trick Is a compound somersides and a statuesaue blonde girl sanlt by two of the men and a
In the center of a dark stage, ciach woman, all goins over together.
Slight effort at comedy, which
working with a mike. As each Is
engaged in an Imitation of a radio helps, but the singing could come
personality, he or she Is brought out without loss and the dancing by
Into view by a narrow spotlight from the two women doesn't mean anyGood opener or closer for
thing.
directly above.
Chic.
Man on the left does the an- the small time.
*
nouncements, varying straight stuff
with slightly exaggerated take-offs
on the various announcers, such as
N. Y.
Norman Brokenshlre. They cover a
Palace, the once sacrosanct temple
wide list of broadcasting stars, best
of them, being the girl's Kate Smith, of politest vaudeville, Is busier than
perfectly done for mimicry; Jimmy the chameleon on the Scotch plaid
the
Durante, and a crossfire bit in
manner of George Bums and Grade trying to keep up with the changes.
This week It goes back to vaudfilm
Take-offs registered bull's
Allen.
eyes before this audience, who policy with a pop price scale and
seemed to know their networks, rec films from the Mayfair.
House
ognlzing Ed Wynn, Arthur Tracy
at 10 a.m.
a,m. with a two-bit
and Rudy Vallee without identifica opens until
scale
noon, and those who get
tlon.
the
accurate there right after breakfast get douEffectiveness
of
mimicry is greatly heightened by ble features In addition to the
can last It out
the fact that all the sketches are vaudeville If they
caricatured just enough to give that long. Policy Is the same as
at the Hippodrome
them a comedy slant. Finish is a that followed
when
gag announcement about a prize under the RKO management,
In
winning contest and a sock laugh the additional feature was tossedInwithout
at this performance. Act is capable to keep the house busy
regular
schedule.
terfering
with
the
of holding a ^pot In any neighbor
vaude
brings
the
The
double
feature
hood stage show, as is, and has
show along to around one o'clock
promise of developing Into a stand
and still permits the picking up of
ajrd semi-feature.
Rush.
the early small change.
Show as
scheduled this week runs three
hours and 10 minutes without re
and
JOE YOUNG
CO.

PALACE,

,

Comedy, Singing, Dancing
16 Mins.; One and Two
Orpheum, N. Y<
Hoke salamagundl with two
women and a man in support, latter
doubling for an okay dance single
and for the travestied Apache with
Toung as a finish. Act contains a
couple pieces of business that verge

on MInsky, but aside from that (or
aided by it) gets the laughs.
Joe Toung formerly did an act
with Jean Joyson, herself previously
a single. He now has another young

woman opposite him on the slnglngGirl
end.
reminds of
atralght
Frances Williams in both appearance and voice. Also a good straight
for Young, Including the roughhouse stuff.
During the

first

part of the act,

Toung

looks . into bis straight's
dress. His other Minskylsh piece of
biz Is with a stiff shirt front.
In addition to the singing In the
opening stanza, the Williams type

does a number midway following the
dance single. It's a ballad which
Buffers only through poor diction.
Girl's

Apache with Young

hot, passable mostly because
Is funny.

Isn't

so

Young

In penultimate here and over
Thursday night, when caught. Char.

12

ARISTOCRATS

Adagio
t

10 Mins.; Full

Broadway, N. Y.
Six mixed adagio

teams, all
youthful looking, in precision lifts
and catches. They're out of the
the
vaudeville
For
picture houses.
combination is a novelty and play
able anywhere.
At Klein's Broadway the turn was
iiplit Into two sections to hold down
the No. 2 spot and later close the
show. They adagloed at first, while
In the second appearance the girls
got up on their toes.
Costuming neat with personal ap
peanince of both girls and boys Is
own,
first rate. No scenery Qf their
They are in front of
bppArently.
the relvet house eye Just as well.

BiQC

which an hour and 40 mln
is given to the five acts and a
tabloid.
Bill Is given an elegant shove-off

peat, of

utes

by Cherry and June Prelsser In
their dancing and acrobatics.
The
smaller of the twain sets a whirlwind pace that cannot be main
talned, let alone Improved upon
They stayed on rather long, but did
not outlast their welcome. Act has
everything but the voices, and that
doesn't matter in the face of the
smooth acrobatics and general
whoopla. Better than an opener In

Tuesdaj, Janiurjr 10* 1933

PALACE, CHICAGO

PAVILION

oped, but It's tame adagio from
modern standards, and opening with
this and changing so aulckly to

London, Deo. 28.
something else made the audience
John Southern beUevee it is better
resent the absence of sensational to have too much comedy on a procatches. The team would do better
This week's
little.
to re-routine, keeping the present gram than too
opener for the last and getting the bill proves he Is right. There Is
other ballet movements over first.
plenty to laugh at, and the holiday
Ken Murray, next, A^as the clean- maJters are responding with the
It's nonsensical stuff which
up.
seems silly when recalled, but Is house doing the best business since
funny at the moment because of the It opened.
way Murray gets It over. In addiBill has very little that Is novel,
tion to his two stooges and the girl
are less sophishe worked In the Vanderbilt boys, but holiday crowds
who really made a better Impression ticated and easier to please.
The
than in their own section.
Idea of dolne away with the cabthe
and
stooges help materially,
aret for the second half, but substlturn went over to a succession of tuatlng a sort of Christmas party,
laughs.
It should have been the with some of the acts sitting around
bow-off, since It was the outstander.
Instead there was the 'Carnival of
Fun,' which sounds like one of the
old-time Palace afterpieces, but
which Is a tab employing a line of

well-loaded table, and Naunton
acting as host. Is something

_

Wayne
Just

a

little

and

different,

that's

what's wanted nowadays.
Openers are the Two Diamonds, a
10 girls and iseveral more or less
ouple of whirlwind skaters, with
comedians. Mostly a succession of the usual routine, even to the ansongs and dances between comedy nouncement, in pidgin English, that
blackouts on the MInsky type, no- they are the creators of the swiveltably a scene In an osteopcith's of- neck swing.
Edwin Lawrence, assisted by a
fice with a nance patient. That and
the cafe bit. In which the girl gets diminutive stooge, in a couple of
parliamentary
the seltzer bottle on the poop deck, comedy
mock
still don't belong In the Palace In
speeches, Just fair. With good maspite of its debacle. The entire turn terial could do much better.
falls to measure up, for that matter,
Four Aurora Bronzettls are four
for It's calibrated for the smaller good-looking Italians with an Interesting Rlsley act, done mostly on
houses.
Apparently there was no time to huge metal rods. Just fair opener.
Scott Sanders in his old standby,
switch back to the old scenery, for
most of the drapes were those used the Oldtime Actor, Is still good for
A new characterization,
In the Cantor showing, and the laughs.
heavy black velvet did not help at that of an old taxi driver with his
decrepit vehicle, has great possibiliall.
Film was 'Rockabye' (Radio) and ties.
Herschel Henlere here again after
a newsreel. No shorts at the show
caught. House well filled at 4 p.m. playing around for Gainsborough
Saturday and half full at 7r20, with Films.
Still does the comedy Frenchman,
a steady dribble In. Midweek may
untMyIng the orchestra pit with
be another story.
Chic.
various utensils.
But his jriano
playing Is now, as ever, the best
there Is. They gave him 30 minutes.
N. Y.
Second part opens wltht a feastThey still ain't doing right by our ful of the Sherman-Fisher Pavilion
Nell down at the Academy, though Angels, who have quite a following
•

ACADEMY,

Tony Canzonerl seems

to be doing

pulling In. Five acts and all
them permitted to walk off without waving goodby. Three out of
the five depend on the orchestra to
get comedy, and the men In the pit
work harder than most of those on
the stage, but they seem to enjoy It.

a

little

of

here.

BerlnofC and Chariot, back after
an extended Continental tour, are
still a classy pair of smooth adaglolsts.

Julian

Rose,

this

time

minus

make-up, delivers plenty of the old
ones, some so old they eeem new.
Julian now has a picture rep. besides his vaudeville rep. That helps,
Walter Williams and Percy HaySecond is Roxy La Rocca, who's
dropped his brother In favor of a den sing their own numbers with
one at the piano, while Wright and
girl who works hard, which Is about
closing
the best that can be said for her, Marlon hold them in next to
though she does kick In with a neat spot, with Billy Cottons band clostap routine at the close. La Rocca ing.
Show cost just under £1,000, and
takes up most of the time with his
Is one of the best buys to date.
harp, and most of that time Is frit
Looks like the house will easily
tered away^in rather futile attempts
gross £3,000 this week, which Is
at comedy.' He Is not funny, and
plenty profit.
probably neyer will be, and he hurts
To date the Pavilion has averaged
his effect by flshing for laughs
£2,500 per week, which Is pretty
which do not come. A couple of good.
There is little doubt this
good solos, played straight, probably house will still play vaudeville after
would help him to bigger applause, all the others have been forgotten.
but he has the Idea they want com-

They

edy.

do,

still

is

RIVIERA,

family heirloom.
Their stuff
seems to get over, though there

no Insistent demand for more
Since they have a

when they exit

the act, they should make
more use of her Instead of stalling
with the whiskery musical clown
girl In

stuff.

Fourth spot goes to Stuart and
who oiler a Jumble of comedy
which are not sufficiently well
an act. They,
too, make very little use of the girl

Lash,
bits

knit to constitute

They start ofE to m.c. the
show, but do not get very far with
carried.
that.

a suit of clothes that doesn't
Which is a roundabout
fit.
of saying it was a passable
but not a distingruished bill that
opened Friday at the only vaudeville house tn th^ loop.
Business was good on the second
performance.
Business has been
consistently good at the Palace since
last fall, and If the rest of the Orpheum division was as healthy, the
minority stockholders wouldn't be
holding such earnest and frequent
huddles. 'No Morja Orchids' (Col)
is on the screen, sandwiched between last week's bright 'Animal
Kingdom' (Radio) and next week's
promising 'Bitter Tea of General
Yen' (Col). In general the Palace
has been getting a pretty good
break on product, and Its vaude bills
are more often exceptional on the
side of merit than otherwise.
Charles 'Buddy* Rogers, natty In
white, presided over his orchestra as
The ladles
the week's headliner.
like

quite

manner

loved

(NEW)
Chicago, Jan. 7.
Just to prove they're open minded
and to refute charges of prejudice
against vaudeville, Balaban & Katz
has made the Riviera a last half.
And not a niggardly, pinch-penny,
coffee-and-cake last half. Standard
acts and reasonably respectable
stipends. In Chicago, after all the
lambasting of the past three years,
it

seems

like

To make

it

a dream.
even more

like

a Hans
Is a

Christian Anderson fable there

looks,

.

A

I

in the audi-

talent entertainment.
Gloria Lee, who would

give an
orthopedic surgeon that Jitters, performs an astounding toe tap routine
running up and down a flight of

What

stairs.

corn plasters!

price

Her

partners, the Sherr Brothers,
have a slick eccentric routine of
two souses about to collide with a
curbstone and stay there.
Two standard acts aforementioned

are Harry Burns, next to closing,
and Glenn and Jenkins, next to
opening. Burns, as befits the relative ranking of the spots, obtained
the lustier laughs and the most enthusiastic endorsement. Glenn and
Jenkins diverted the customers capably but lacked the extra ounce of
wallop to really get over.
Some
years ago this team, practically unaltered save for some new gags, was
deemed highly combustible, but
their firecrackers don't explode so
robustly nowadays, possibly due to
combination of yesterday's material and yesterday's tempo. They
collapsed at the finish and couldn't
grab a decent pair of bends for
Land.
themselves.

Is

but less for her exit, of Chicago's thinning tribe of opwhich tells the story. Plenty of timists. He will bet gold collar but
but little voice and a poorly tons against huckleberries that the
selected song. Later a high kicker tide is setting in favor of something
spells the musicians to a faint score, that will still be known as vaudebut the only real appreciation came ville. Silvers has been encouraged
in the last number. Canzonerl gets in his hopes by the Riviera, the Bel
Into motion while leading.
After mont and the Congress, all Beeand
about a minute it dawns on the kayers and all booked by the Morris
audience that he's doing an imita
office (meaning Sam Bramson)
it does not get as many laughs as
tlon of a fight, and the applause
Riviera is, of course, the most Imsick stomachs. What hit they score
comes rather unexpectedly. Gets portant of the Beeandkayera and the
is gained by main strength, with
him a hand at the finish, too, but only lost half. Four acts frolic thrice
the burlesque radio Imitations get
no bows. It's a neat bit of work, daily Friday to Sunday Inclusive.
ting about the best chuckle
Hal Sherman in the trey almost for he is light and graceful on his Art Fraslck, late of the State-Lake,
feet, and he even shows some s.a.
overseers the six-man pit ensemble,
slipped into the soup. Some of his
Opener is Max Thlelon troupe of Riviera, once an Orpheum full week,
patter went over, but his best
is small enough for the intimacy
cracks were about his failure to acrobats (New Acts) working con
score, which the orchestra enjoyed slstently on the teeter board for all that's so helpfuL It's next door to
more than the pay patrons. Did not the tricks. Only act outside the B&K's Uptown, a sleeper Jump from
seem quite to fit In here, though he band not calling on the pitmen for the loop. It used to be a snappy
little in the act, but neighborhood, and they still are precollects for the family trade. Pos- comedy aid.
pared to laugh when given occasion
sibly the bookers relied on the torch not too much. Slow in getting un
There was an excellent bill on
singer to get him over, but the toi'ch der way because they stretch with
burned with a rather sickly flare a song, singing as you might expect view Friday. Roy Zastro Revue did
commencing.
Turn played
acrobats to sing. The two women the
because of poor selections.
Klrkwhlte and Addison, moved in the troupe also do a bit of Russe RKO's Palace not so long ago and
over from Radio City to play out dancing, but not new and not very is a better-than-average flash. Jo
seph Griffin Irish tenored four num
the pair of weeks they have coming good; they're too husky to be grace
bers to smacking flne reception
to them, did not fare very well, ful
Film division is 'Sports Parade Ross and Bennett proved a bright,
though this English act has sound
value. Trouble is that It's too much (Radio), a Chaplin reissue, which gay, ingratiating mixed twosome
very
modern in their comicking and
looks
screwy
when
run
at
24
to
off
ballet tor an adagio as It's known
much to the liking of the assem
over here. The man is a trained provide for the synchronism, and
dancer as well as the girl, and the newsreel. Entire show about 160 blage. Johnny Mason's well-tested
adagio bit, ^ which opens, gets the minutes, with a scant hour vaude. roller-skating novelty, heavy with
laughs, closed.
It was
smartly
oir'>'>>ie lower
.w..,-.
over.
luo House about half full «~
impression ovtsr,
It's the
iko
wrong impresBioii
and played smothly all the
Straight ballet adagio from which floor about 9 p.m. Fridajf'^>»* not booked
Land.
way.
the catch -as-catch-can style devel- coming in. Upstairs light. Ch%0^

the type of college boy act that
seems to be regarded, with favor,
though not over here to much of a
shout. It's noisy and frequently Ineffective comedy with a predisposl
tlon toward picking each other's
noses and wiping hands on coats
that never would have been coun
tenanced back yonder. Even now

and the gents

it,

ence permitted themselves to be
convinced that for a guy. that good
looking, Rogers was quite okay. Act
got over very well throughout.
Sylvia Froos was the secondary
headliner.
She is a young person
rich in Guteness, dainty in deportment, and quite a nice singer. There
was no applause of recognition*
which rather suggests that this far
west she is less familiar than is
probably the case around Gotham.
She uses, and perhaps has to, a
microphone, which necessarily hides
her young self and in some small
degree blankets her personality. If
the microphone can be forgotten, let
it be, for microphones in theatres
have a disturbing habit of being too
loud or too soft by turns, and is of
doubtful help except where the
voice is extremely whlsperish.
Charles Born plays a complicated
accompaniment for Miss Froos. His
make-up is an example of how not
to apply grease paint. In ostrichlike delusion that his neck cuin't be
seen by the audience he stops at the
chin line. The effect Is more junMaybe
glesque than fascinating.
he's saving on collars, but If It's too
much bother to put on a full makeup, he might Just- do the right side
of the face and neck, as the audience
Then he
can't see his left side,
could exit by backing off. Musically, Charley knows his stuff, but
that make-up looked like a home

CHICAGO

Tony Canzonerl, champ warm-hearted promise to put
fighter, who pulls a new one by vaudeville into other B&K houses
leading his own orchestra (New maybe. At least it's a buoy to cling
Acts).
Nothing distinctive about to and hope that a rescue boat will
the playing, but it's a difCerent idea, come along before Chicago is com
the present rating of Palace acts, at any rate. Audience made a mild pletely water-logged.
pat for him on his opening, and a
Morris Silvers, of the William
but helpful in that position
girl singer got a decided hand on Morris office, is the happy warrior
Next are the Vanderbilt boys with
her entrance
Closer

Chicago. Jaq. 6.
'name* acts plus two stand-

ard dittoes plus a danolng turn to
open hung together rather loosely

but not bis brand.

Arnaut Brothers on midway with
the

Two

ORPHEUM,

N. Y.

Just another five-act neighborhood layout of vaudeville to supplement the picture. Feature In this
case Is 1 Am q. Fu gitive from the
Chain Gang* (WB), which amply
accounts for Saturday afternoon capacity, picture being something of a
dramatic smash on Its pre-rclonse
and having the subsequent benefit
of plenty of publicity when the author of the autobiography was front
page in the New Jersey courts.
Mostly a routine stage show with
a first-rate opening, a dull No. 2
male single, spurt of speed in the
mid-section,

next-to-closlng

fair

which was spoiled by going overboard on time and a blah finish,
which might have been bricrlit. but
which lost out also by over-staying.
Great Gretonas, sensational wire
which was a click with the
Ringling-Barnum-Balley circus last
year. At the Garden their rifiving
was high in the air, and tlicir balancing feats were breath-t.iUinfr.
act

On

the stage they lose the puncli of
great height, but even witliin the
limits of a proscenium they Insiilre
a gasp with their threc-hlph balances
other feats. Four lioys
and a girl make up the group, and
they are a capital starting number

^d

for

any

bill.

Jimmy

Rcynold.s

following.

monolog

His

was a lot-down

is

in the style

a storeotypod
and spirit of a

bu.«5tllnp ontrance and goes after tho hokc
laughs with rowdy tenemMil -bouse
humor built around a family wrangle.
Some of It caught easy nelpb(Contlnued on page 54)

decade ago.

Makes a

,

'

Jack Bgan

Mary

TOBONVO

WEEK

THIS

Kathryn Crawford
Bobby Watson
George Dobbs
Walter Regan

(January 14)
(January 7)

Bobby Bernard
Pope
Muriel Moran
Arlette Young

Sydney Reynolds
Anolyn Arden
Ruth Fay

Sne Bt John
Elstelle Haleska

wnr tobk

city

lUU
''l^
DoJger
Ray

<U)

Ki%lfBAS OITV

MalmtrMt^ (14)
Kins King & Ktos

Choir

Tushegce

«e Davis
Pola Neerl
Oreat Wnllcndas

Gome* * Winona
Vodnoy
Aliaa Vane
ArnoM Wndl

Wills

]g

Wanda

Whoopee

Batmlrolf
Pdlaee <14)
fltartetfs MonliB
cookie Bow«r8

M1K.WAVKBB
Ra« Qoman

.ft

&

Millard

New Torb

MINNEAPOLIS
Orpheom

aiason
Grlce ft Co-eOS

(Three to All)

(Two

O

Joe Marks Co
Mltsi Green

(7)

Audrey Wyckoft Co

West

ALBANY
Palace

ft
ft

Ifae

'Wynn Co

K^th'a

Whoopee

House Oo
Rath Roye
Billy

(7)

Casting Pearls

4

Bns Port

">

Barry Delmar** Co

CHICAflO

Palace (14)
Xlkuta Japs

ft Dotty
Art Jarrett Co
Rosa ft Eldwards

B

R Ooman

ft

Oeorgle Price
Lee Qall Ens

Lee ft Sherr Boys
Olenn A Jenkins
Sylvia Froos

Bums Co
O
CLEVKLAMD

Marry

Bnildy Rogers

NEW ORLEANS

Sidney Page

(IS)

&

Monks
(14)

Johnson

Nadje Gordon

Long Tack Sam
Ix>ng
MAN
BcUet
Lamb

Chans
Manchu 3
ft

Fox

Broadway
Cvm. MitiMI A

8 Acc9
Lainont 4
Annio Judy & Zekc
Fred LIghtner

Emerson Gin

Keith's

Kelly

Oray Family
n'hree to fill)
2a half (18-20)

Rome

Co

Gene & Glenn
Nlacahua

Gaut

ft

(Others to All)
2d half (11-13)

(7)

R

Murray

ft

TROY

Nell

Albee W4)

Boyce ft Marsh
Leon Brrol Co

Great Johnson
Brent ft Kaye
George NIblo Co

Wong

Joe

Ruth Roye

D

3

Georgia Browns

'Big

Comedians

6'

Thomas Harris
Beemaa
Ijasses Brown
Nay Bros

Cliick

LmiIm

Ist half (14-17)

CINCINNATI

vaneasl

A

The Detoregoes
Will Mahoncy

O

LibonatI 3
Clyde Haeer

Colby

N. V.

JULIAN SIEGEL

Baker's Flashes

PORTLAND

Capitol (IS)
'Sweet and Lovely*

Beo Hee

HARTFORD

Stroud 2

H

Catchalots
Sunklst Ens

HOLI.YWOOD
Pantages (5)

'Birthday
Bill
Bill

Party'

Tclaak

Brown
Payne
Sharp

& Wynne
Ward
& Barnes
LOS ANGELES

Rogers
Arthur
Wallln

S'nny Meroft Orch
Molly Picon

Ritz Bros

(Two to All)
Roulevard
,

-.iNt half

Qleason
Joe

ft

(13-16)

Allen

Holms Co

EdKar Bergen Co
Jobcy & Gould
onuron-DeVrles Co
2d half <17-M)
Bryont Rains ft T
gene Sheldon Co
•fuck A Bubbles
(One to

All)

Orphonm

(One

'Buehouse'
Charllo Foy

Campo Co
Gardner 4
A & M Havel
BcBser A Balfour

Maxine Lewis
Olea and Miahka

to nil)
2d halt (17-19)

.(One to All)
Poradlso (13)
Honey Tr
Bert
Carol

8tate
St

(Two

g-ene Beaatey

•rry Howard

& Thomas
Dunn

to nil)

BROOKLYN
Ontes Ave.

Bros Co

Co

(IS)

John Bros

Chilton
Reles &
Nicola

iHt half (18-16)

Billy Parrell

Frohman

& Kluart
Radio Rubes
D & B Barstow

Ifit

halt (13-lG)

Leiands
Besser ft Balfour
Buck ft Bubbles
6

Balalaika 6
Flanchotte
Tiidy
Vlrplnla Peck

La

Flo Mayo
Harrison's Co

'Verne

JAMAICA

Valencia (13)
•Jubilee Show'
Ted Lewis

Dixie 4
Snowball' Whittler

High Hat Ens
Pressman
Doris Dcane
Mildred Oaye
Elsther

MILWAUKEE

WlHronsin (13)
Varieties of 1933'

SImms & Bailey
Renott Renova ft B

SAN ANTONIO
Empire

'Ubangl'

(13)

I

Roy Cunimings
Grace Du Faye
Keith Clarke

Armando

ft

Uta

Crosby Bros
Sunklst Ena

SAN FRANCISCO
Worfleld (S)
•Talent A La Carte'

and

the-

Fel-Grur Theatres, Inc., Bronx; theno par.
Berkova Theatrical lE^nterprlses, Inc.,
Manhattan: theatrical; $20,000.
Nordale Corp., Manhattan; theatrical;
200 shares no par.
•Goodbye Agoln Co.. Inc., Kings; mopicture
and produce 'Goodbye
tion
Again'; 100 shares no par.
Brace Qolsenberry, lac. Manhattan;

atrical; 200 shares

theatrical; 200 shares no par.

Uommy

Talks

Mayfalr, N. Y., is bringing them
dead stop with its lobby on
'The Mummy.' One side box shows
a clay modeled mummy in the upper half realistically colored. Lower
to a

Shea

ft
ft

Qauthler

Thoatre Advancement,

theatrical;

Inc.,

New

York;

$1,000.

National Sound Recording Service, Inc.,
Manhattan; sound for motion and talking
pictures; 100 shares no par.

radio business: $1,000
Planetary Recreations, Inc., Kings;
amusement places; 100 shares no

CITY

Jerry Bergen
Lulu Bates

Brooke Adams

Spencer
Blanche Iiatell
Dorothy Maxme
Al Parker
Bill

Seattle,

Helgns, Inc.,
shares no par.

Kings;

160

theatrical;

Statement and Designation

Faramoont Pictures Distributing Ckirp.,
100 W. 10th at,, Wilmington, Del.; motion
picture business; New York oflUce, 1601

$6,000,000,

Shea Theatres Corp. 100 W. 10th street,
Wilmington, Del.'; motion pictures; New
York

Bddle Jackson
Harriett EiUlard
Ozzie Nslaoa 0;-ch
Pack Central Betel

Russ Golumbo Orch
Hannah Williams
Place Plgalle

IBOl Broadway, New York
Jr., president; 100

office,

Sam Dembow.

City;

shares no par.

Change of Location
Antomatle Ikitertainev Company, Inc.,
Bronx; new location Route 22, near
Banksvllle. road, town of Bedford, N. Y,
Colonial Badio Corp., new location,
Buffalo, N, Y.

Change ot Nome

Vtom Norma Amusement

Cantor's Beattts

Abe Lyman Orch
Paramoaat Grin

Plugging Beery

public
par.

New

Corp.,

York County, to Minto Realty Corp.

Change et Capital

Amusement

Trie

to

$60,000

Co., Inc.,

New

York;

$250,000.

Dissolutions

Park

Olymple

Amusement

Corp.,

Rochester.

New York Bepertovy Co.,
York.
Big Two Amusement Corp.,
'

For 'Flesh' (MG) at Paramount
(P^WC) management pulled a *How
good a Wallace Beery fan are you'
Entirely via radio. Each
showing three Beery pixes
described briefly over air. Best anewers as to titles, won theatre tick-

contest.
nite of

ets.

Some

One of the oldest - stunts In exploitation is the old 'This is no bull'
blanket on a cow, but there's a new
angle even to that old timer that is
going to be revived for 'The Kid
from Spain.*
Ahimal will be perambulated with
the usual line, but It will run into
'but there are real bulls In 'The Kid
from Spain.' Come to the Belmar
and watch Eddie Cantor struggle
in the arena with a real he-bull.
You'll laugh yourself sick'
Manager has a living skeleton of
a cow marked down, ahd he's hoping it lasts until he is able to boQk
the picture.

New

Inc.,

returns.

Back from the Past

Good Anywhere

Kings.

Loi'cnzo Herrera

El Flamengo
Al Valencia Orch

Accordion Luis
EI Patio

Peggy do Albrew

&

Hartford.

Begla Hotel

Bt.

Anson Weeks Orch
Small's

Paradise

Black Rhythm* B
Nyra Johnson
Meers ft Norton
8 Speed Demons
Geo Walker
Spellman
3 Palmer Bros
May Alex
Mabel Scott

Wm

Beatrice Lillie
Fontana ft Coles
End or & Farrelt

White
Dorothy Turner
Chas Johnson Orch

Baroness Brzsl
Louis Hegednsb
Ethel Pastor

Geo Hall Orch
The Csarda
Karoly Bencae

Henry King Or
.Oypisr TraQ

Delawara

Yolanda
Madreguera Orch

Veioz

Roy

Tafi Grin

Shea Ttacotree Corp.; 100 shares, no
par; Frederick R. Gibbs, Preston C. King,
Jr.; Rose B. Selby, Washington, D. C.
(Prentlce-Hall, Inc., Delaware.)
Waner Bros.-^irBt National Pictures,
Ine. (Singapore); $10,000; Alfred Jervls,
C. 8. Peabbles, H. B. Grantland, Wilmington. (Corp. Trust Co.)
Motion Picture Corp. ot America;
$500,000 and 60,000 shares, no par; D. B.
Hilliard, B. P. Crawford, H. O. Brown,
Wilmington. (Corp. Fiscal Corp.)
Alrwynn, Inc., general broadcasting;
l,liOO shares, no par; C. 8. Peabbles, L. U.
Herman, Wilmington. (Corp. Trust Co.)
Eastern Institute at Eleotronlea, Ine.,
correspondence school; $100,000; Franklin
Mettler. M. B. Mettler, P, M. Oilkey.

U

publicity
time.

secured

here

for

some

Play Up the Comedy
After the raft of murder mysteries it will be a good lead to sell
•Penguin Pool' murder from its
marked comedy angle as 'The fun«
niest murder mystery you ever witnessed' or with the title followed by
'It's a scream.'
No use trying to sell the thrill
stuff these days.

That's out, and

Wilmington.
Keystone State Hovlng Flctore Oper-

when a murder story has a sound
comedy angle It is more profitable

attors' Assn., to advance the welfare and
interests of moving picture operators; no
capital stock; T. Lea Porot. William C.

them a good laugh.
It might even pay

Kokosch Gypsr Or Zslga Bela
Wright, Daniel A, Ward, Philadelphia.
il'lyw'd B'staarant Mme IlonadeThnry (U. S. Corp. Co.)
Karoly Nyway
Increase In Capital
Fowler ft Tamara
VUlace Ban
PabUx Netoeo Tlicatres Corp., N, Y.
Collette Sis
30,000 to 32,000 shares, no par.
((^orp.
Frank Hazsard
Gus Van
Blanche Bow
Trust Co.)
SaUy Mayo
Change In Name
4 Climas
Marlon Klngatoa
Rhea Operating Corp. to Erie Operating
Marquerlte * Leroy Janice Walker
Theo Phane
Corp,, N. Y.
(Corp. Trust Co.)
Nina Langhlln
Barbara Blaae
Val Vestofr
Jean Muna
Joe Furst Orch
California
Ahl
Waldott-Astoila
Vercell ft Slnaott
Sacramento, Jan. 9.
Jack Denny Orch
Gladys LesMe
H. B. Edington-F. W. Vincent, Inc.;

to ease that facet

over and offer
to dig out the

good old laugh record and run that
in the lobby.

It's old,

but

it's still

Bureflre.

Bisected
'Son-Daughter* offers a natural
for houses where they respond to
trick exploitation.
The picture is
not

so serious that it cannot be
kidded a little, so it will be a good

gag to copy the half man, half
woman stunt and put out a peramCEICAeO
Moore.
bulator who has one leg in trousers
Arthur 'Pat' West
Vaughn Sts
Blacfcbawk
Ccrtiflcate
of dissolution
of Harry and the other in
Del Chain
Carl Lorraine Orcb WurtieU-S. George UUman,
a skirt, •with half a
Ltd.
T ft B Wonder
Rose ft Ray Lrte
Certiflcate changing name of California bodice on one side and half a coat
Vanity
Pansy
Deane Janis
Broadcasting Co., Ltd., to ColUster Hold> on the other. It means splitting an
Diane
Hal Kemp Oreh
Cliff Winchlll
lag Co., Ltd.
old dress and an old suit, but the
3 Zaros
Phylls Ray
Certiflcate
copy changing name of
Clies Paree
Trojnns
Edna Mae Morris
Paramount Dlstrlbatlng Co., Ine., Jersey returns will probably be worth the
capital stock $50,000, $300 subscribed;
H. B. Edington, F. W. Vincent, P. H.

Mr

Stovp Savage

Co

VartJity

SPRINGFIELD
Poll

(13)

Tia Juana' I
Bert Gordon

F X Bushman Jr

Enrica

ft

Novel lo

Mob Shafor
Florence Hedges

Sophie Tucker
Shapiro
'i'f-d
Ross McLean
Stanley Twins
Bi-n
3

Omar

nod Ions

Mildred Tolle
Edilh Griffith
n"n Pollack Orch

T.oona Saiimlers
'VlrRinia Crawford
Sunliint Bns

ST.

Lonis

Fox

FlroUc's

Gulnan Co
Austin Nack Orch
Ti'X

(13)

ParamooBt

•Sally*

Mary Eaton
Jack Waldron
T Roy Barnes
Hal Young
MIfls

Harriett

George Guhl
Harry Stafford

Barney Grant

I.ela Bliss

Ted

Jack Duffy

Claire

R

ft

Kramer

Dolly

Blanche Sweet

Chamberlin ft
Loc Lorraine
Al ninker

(5)

'Big Top'

lAMsw's State (5)

>1EW YORK CITY
^ fnpitol (18)

Annette Ames
Kirk ft Lawrence
Freethy Ens

Jack Sidney
Adele Nelson

Sally
Sylvia

Loew

(13)

'Movie Circus'

Monte Blue
Monroe Bros

Norvclle Reese

Inc.,

amusement business; $20,000.
Palmer Amassment Corp; general

A good bit of publicity was gained
by Manager James F. McCarthy of
B
the Warner Strand theatre when he
Wilmington, Jan. t.
Alberto Tangolsts
D
260
Theatre
Ctaestant
Street
Ce.i
secured
time on a local station with
Brown ft McOraw
.'iliures, no par; J. Vernon Pimm, Albert
an announcement of the 'Kid from
Nicholas Bros
BoOMvel* Hetcl
6. Bauer, Philadelphia; R. Lw Spurgeon,
l.cliha Hill
Spain' just previous and following
Cab Calloway Orch Guy Lombardo Or Wilmington. (Corp. Guarantee ft Trust Eddie Cantor's appearance on
the
Co.)
Club Blcfamaa
Acta
Ultra Class Hagazlnee, Inc.; 100 shares, Chase &
Sanborn hour Sunday
B. SUmle, John A. Hill. night. Hundreds who subsequently
Harry Richman
Morants Oreh no par; Douglas
Benny MerofC Orch Joe
John M. Briley, N. Y. (Corp. Trust Co.) came
Renee ft Laura
to the theatre commented on
June Knight
Boosevelt City Centre, Tnc, real estate;
Nickolas Hadarlck
C ft C Herbert
$100,000; Franklin I. Mettler, M. B. Met- the fact, and at the cost it was one
Barra Birs
Francis F&ye
tier, P. M. Oilkey, Wilmington.
of the cheapest and best bits of
Misha 'UsanoS

Mar<iulta Flores
Ignacio Rufflno
Xarta de la Torre

Broadway

Billy Mitchell
Billy Miller

Aida Ward
Henri Wessel
ft Lee
Anise Boyer
Roy Atkins
Peaches ft Duke

Swan

Bl Flamenclto
Nina & Moreno

Fox

Gobs

Bowie

Stetson

(IS)

.1

ft

Willie Jackson
Lucky Seven 8
Ck>ttOB dob

Tommy

Ann Roberts
pinL4nBij>HiA

DETR<UT

Murphy Bros

THE

'Joy Belle'

'

Cowan
Straggle

ft

Louise Cook

(5)

Nadlne Goe
Atkins Co
King Bros ft C

ft

Pan

'Georgia Minstrels*

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO

OAKLAND

Oakland

Lillian

Red

SImms

la Ohieo'a
Duran & Moreno

Myrtle Lyman
Tomey Ens

Sam Lohk

Homer Romalne
Ada Brown
ft

Normans

Max Lemer

BUFFALO

<7)

Fltz

4

Topsy McUann
Peggy Earl

Uiiffalo (IS)
'Shanghai' I

TORONTO

HIppodrMne

1560
TkteWtdi: KesdaU

State (IS)
'Hearts of Bway*

Vera Gordon

Paaquall Bros
Sunklst Ens

(7)

Dance Oddities
Grace Doro
A ft M Havel
Billy Olason

Olsen

(7)

John Wagner

BRIDGEPOBT
PoU

Merkyl

Jolin

Charles Boyle
Sylvia Shore

Earl Maestro

(14)

(13)

Perry Askam
Tanzi
Earl Askam
Nonnette Valloa

Kaber ft Ford
'Bombay' I
Murray Lane Co
Flo Lewis
Bob Hall
O'Connor Fam
Princess Wahletha Gaylenne Bta

Scarlett's

nipi>odi«me (14)
4 Frankenbergs
Boyce ft Marsh
Leon Drrol Co
Qlenn ft Jenkins
Joe Fanton Co

Paramount

'Desert Song'

Allta Duncan
Rev Dee Loretta

PROVIDENCE
Keltli'a

Harry J Conley

DR.

Marco
NEW HAVEN

Bddle Tamblyn
Helen Wright
Franklyn Farnum
Madeline Bheffleld
Bill UalllKan
Jerry Rosa

Mae Wynn Co

Shade

Ltlllan

(14)

& B

Meeres
Smith
Bessie Dudley

Peg Leg Bates

'Follow Thru*
Joe Penner
Olive Olsen
Mao Harris

OMAHA

m

ft.

BOSTON
MetropoUtan <18)

Thelma

Wolet
Stanton
PIfl D'Otsay
Wing Wah Tr

1IOSTON

Club Haytair
Millard ft Anita
Oscar Davis
Margie Landy

Emma

&

Fanckofl

Amosements-of-tko-MoDtli-CIub,
theatrical
general

Manhattan;

half has a card, and back of this a
loud speaker repeats a sales message on a disc. Not loud enough
to prove noisy, so the busy pedesPastlne
St Clair
trian snuggles close and gets an
Russell Marconi ft J
Distinctive Screen Service, Inc., Man'Savage Girt*
hattan; motion and talking pictures; 100 earful, luring others equally busy.
Green lights under the marquee
shares no par.
Anatole Frodnclng Corp. Manhattan
help, especially at night, but the
theatrical; $10,000,
Canton-Kay Corp, New York; general mummy is better than a barker.

Masters

I

Jenkins

are precisely similar in coloring and
Bierstadt, the artist, used
design.
to make them by painting one wing
and folding the other over while the
Explain the
oil paint was still wet.
atrical; $26,000.
Radio Sales, Inc., Manhattan; general process and offer tickets for the
radio broadcasting; 100 shares no par. best.

hattan; theatrical; $10,000.

Broadway, New York City; Adolph Zukor,
Hotel MoBtclnIr
Charley Eckels Or president; $600,000.
Kamona
Paramount Ihtematlonal Corp., 100 W.
Hotel Feansylvanla
10th street, Wilmington, Del.; motion
Central P'k Caslaa Ted Weems Orch
picture; New York oAlce 1601 Broadway,
Nnt dub
Morton Downey
New York City; Adolph Zukor, president

I'

(7)
ft
ft

(6)

WATBRBVRT
Madlyn Moore
Straod (7-8)
Beth Cannon
Jack ft Jerry
Lee
Bobby Bernard & K A Crawford Orch Jimmy Murphy
Blake Sis
6 Honey Boys
S Mayfalr Beauties 3
Lew Dolgoff
Harmon- & ClaMon
C<nale'a Ibb
Joe Haymes Oreh
Briant, Rains ft Y
Cora Green
'Cookie* Bowers
Pamdbe
Bobby Bvans
5 Lclands
Jazzllps Richardson N T O Rev

Mary Titus Co

Relllys

3

Krlth's (14)
Case Brns *
Berry Bros
Lester Cole

Claire

Felovis

Bns Verdi

IlAlI

ft

(Continued from page 19)
(Continued from page 2*)
pantaloons can be made out of any
Kings Riviera, Ino., Manhattan; the- cheap blue cloth, and a straw hatatrical; 30. shares no par.
De-Pre«slon Bits Clob. Inc., Manhat- can be made by forming a flat cone
of pasteboard, sewing straw to this
tan; theatrical; 100 shares no par.
Tango Palace. Inc., Manhattan; the- and providing a hatband that will
atrical business; |20,000.
fit the wearer's head.
Sidney Harmon ft James B. Ullmon,
May be too cold to perambulate a
Inc., Manhattan; theatrical; 100 shares
girl In the seat, but perhaps a clothno par.
_
,
lOSA Sixth Avenue. lac, Brooklyn; ing store dummy can be borrowed.
amusement enterprises; 60 shares no par. Get one with a paper head, as the
Mew
Inc.,
Studios,
Premier Becordinc
York County; sound recording machine wax composition Is apt to crack.
business; 100 shares no par.
Kimonas or coolie coats for the
Woodhaven Tennis Coorta and Ice b. o. girls are easy to get and will
Skating Rink, Ine., Queens; amusement; help, and records from the opera
100 shares no par.
can
Manhattan;
be used for the loudspeaker, if
O. W. Prodactlons, Inc.,
theatrical.; 200 shares no par.
one is employed.
Theatre Supply A Service Co., Inc.,
A new stunt is making paper butManhattan; picture equipment; $2,000.
American Plays ft. Players, Inc., Man- terflies. Point is that both wings

Keith's (6)

Wholman

Eddy Duchin Orch Jack 'Wblte

I

Al Gray

ft

Partner

Bob

ft

Clement

Stone ft Gibbons R
Walter Dare Wah
Jack Pepper

B
H
C

hcoriNNratieiis

Jack Fulton Jr

(.6)

I4>NI>ON
Garde (12)
Brown ft Hart
Glenn

PHILADELPinA

Mills ft

Irene Taylor

(IS)

Sylvia ft

All)

NEW

J Browne
Charlie King
Ross ft Edwards

Arden

Lester Col* ft

Co

(14)

(Four to

Man Her Own'

'No

Al

Iris Adrian
DUtmore Hotel
Paul Whltemaa Or Marian MartinOrch
Isham Jones
Jane Vance
Hotel Lexinirton
Red McKenzIe
Peggy Healy
Don Bestor Orch

Lea Gellls
Joe Laurie
Grace Hayes

2d iialf (19-21)
ft Claxton

NEW ORLEANS
State

Earie

Harmon

L

Nick Lucas

B

O

Pow«n

Cunningham

ft
ft

4

Scriane

ft

Marty May
Jean Carroll
Barre Hill

NEW TOBK

WASHINGTON

Nelsons

4

Smith ft Hart
Donovan 81s &

H

Co

Lopes.

State

Garner, Wolfe

ft

6

Alexander Sis

(Three to fill)
2d half (11-lS)

Honan

All)
(«)
2 Co

Wallace

Clarence Moore ft
Devito ft Denny
Carl Freed'

1st half (14-lT)
Rio Rita
2a half (ll-aO)
Nell Kelly

Campo

(One to

U

ft

House Co

Timblln
Benny Davis Rev
tnim

Walter

Billy Rolls
•Frisco Jenny*

Grace Bdler Co
Sid Gary
YorUe ft King
MIchon Bros

Ist half (lS-18)

Kelth'a (II)
Al Mamaux
Irene Rich Co
Vio Oliver
The ChrlBtensena

Albeo (14)
t Swifts

WllUe,

Red Donahue Co
Tamara
Ayres & Rene

<«)

HARTEOBD

NEWARK

BIng Crosby
(Two to nil)

B

Lew C^vmeron Co
Singin' Sam
'Cookie! Bowers
Marty Titus Rev

Grade Schenk Oo

flII)

ft

Claire

ft

Thomas

Eugenie's Bns
2d half (10-12)
Sensational Cahllls

Carpentler Co

nROOKI<TN

Myrlo

PHILADELPHIA

Langford Co
Sid Page Co

Dlax ft Powers
MillarA •& Marlln

Hnrry Heretafleld
McNamara ft S

Girton

Army

F

(7)

to All)

Runaway

Table'

Earie (IS)
Stone ft Gibbons

Gray

Garner, Wolf

(«-•)

ft

Russell,

Casting Pearls
Port ft Dotty

2d half (11-18)

Billy

(14)

4

Murphy

(Three to

Murand

Art Jarretf Co
Harry Burns Co

Zd half (lS-20)

French Hisses
Benny Ross
i

halt

6q

Robyn

Rubs Colum'bo
Monte Blue
If I Had Million'

Morton Downey
(Four to All)
1st

BOSTON

Metropolitan («)
'Nights

(•)

(6)

2d half (17-19)

Frank De Voe
Hollywood Revels
'Penguin Murder C

Boxy

Tyler Mason
Gould' ft Robey

1st half (13-1«^
(Four to All)

(6)

HIppodroBDM (<)
Jay C Fllppen
Dave Schooler

Willie

Catherine LittleAeld

Bob Hope

Blta

(7)

Billy

Senator

Wee

(13)

& Rogers Betty Jane Cooper
Moore
Lathrop Bros

BUZABBTH

James Bvans Co

Fun

lat halt <1«-17)

Boxy

Faramoont

Forsythe 8 ft F
Esther Ralston
Jordan ft Woods
Aca^eoar of Music O Carpentler Co

B

Fox

8'

BROOKLYN

Schonk Co

Oracle

VundcrbUt Boys
Hal Sberman
KIrkwhIte ft A
-ot

WASHINGTON

Andltorlam
Marcus Show
'The Crusader*

Eugene Von Groona

Mady Co
Jerome Mann
Britton Orch

CIJBVELAND
State (18)
Carr Bros ft B

MItxi (]reen

Prelsser

Ken Mnrray

Co
Alex Hyde Orch

Sid Marion

Boswell Sis

(•)

(3d week)
Dave Apollon
Boreo
Maria GambarelU

State (13)

Joe Marks Co

<T)iree to fill)
(7)

Carnival'

RKO

NEWARK
Max Co

3 Sailors

&

Co

BALTIMOBB

CITY

Dollar

•Billion

LEDDY & SMITH

Placad by

C & 3

Faramoont

Rubinoft

Zelaya
Starnes Kover Co

Wood
F LAke

Lewis

Collonette

Eddie Cantor
George Jesael

Hope Vernon
Medley ft Dupre

nALTIMORB

Radcllffe

B

Milton Donglaa

NEW YORK

MONTREAL
Loew's (13)
Paul Nolan Co

Century (IS)
Janet May

Olty

NOW

I

ft

'School Days'

Brierly

LIna Basquette Or

St-uart ft Lash
(One to All)

ft

(13)

Frank LI Buee

Lewis ft Ames
Yacht Club Boys

Drltt

FOU

Athenas
Muriel Gardner

(B)

(IS)

Nan Halperin

A

WORCERTEB

'Star Gazing'
Zelda Santley

Marcy Bros

Tai 3

Jimmy

Metropelltaa (IS)
Rosette ft Luttman
Frances Arms

Marlln

ANNETTE AMES
MONROE BROS,
raramomit, Blilya
BOBBY BIXLER
PafOinoiint,

JjMm'n

J & J McKenna
Shuron-DeVrles Co

LIta Grey Chaplin

Wisconsin <14)

Boe

Mohonoy

Orpbenm

Buddy Rogers
JEBSBY CITY

Kam

Allen
Gretel

ft

VANCOUVBB

Johnny Perkins-

ValeneU (IS)
Sammy KrevoK Co
Gosa ft Barrows

(7)

M

Will

Swifts

a

T & J O'Connor
Buster Kelm
Dorothy Kelm

Dorothy La Marr

Karsen
Phil Emmerton's Co
2d baU (11-lD)
Anderson ft Allen
Fields ft Georgle
Irene Beasley

IfOuis

Betty Farrington

Exploitations

Price

Edna Sedgwlok
Charley Myers
Nelly ThomiMon

George Ball

Buddy Karsen
George Fox

Nvm«r«ta In oonneotion with bills balow Ind.cata oponing o*y
ahow, whathar full or apHt weak
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Moroaco

Billy

Imperial 09)
'Irene*^

NEXT WEEK

.
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Toesday* January

;
;

Anita
nilly

LaPlerre
(2arr

K(;y Moore
Mary Neville
i''

Playgraoad
Masked Coaatess
Eddie CHflord

Patsy ft Mickey
Chas Starlght Orch
Via Lago
Jackie Hamlin
Todd Sla
Paula Tymes
Wlkl Bird
Al Handler Bd
Wlntergarden
Helen Morgan
Aber Twins
Gloria

Fawn

Cinema Digest
maKaislne
25,000,

$1

Publishing Co., Inc.,
publishing; to Issue 6,400 of

par, sharoH.
Inc., motion picture produc6,000 of 7,600, no par,

Hal Lyons,
tion;

to

issue

shares.

ft
ft

100 Clab

LaMignoB
Johanna Navie
Jimmy Neoae Orch

Goodrich Leaves

trouble.
Not to spoil the effect with a back
banner, send a kid along to carry

the explanation that It Is the 'SonDaughter' at your theatre.
Girls
have been used for this hybrid In

some spots on early picture, but a
young man la generally better.
man-

Imp«irlal Sound Products, Ltd., to
ufacture electrical transcriptions; to
sue all 260, $100 par, shares.

Grafton

Tomaslta
Jordon
M Peterson Girls
Frankle Masters
Cherie

N. J., to Paramount Pictures Distributing Co., Inc.
Permits to sell stork Issued to:

City,

is-

MG

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
John PM.sh GootJrioh has left Iho
Metro wrltine staff.
Hlfl last •was 'Son-Daughtei'', In
collaboration with Leon Gordon.

Great Ouns
Government war picture

at

the

Central, N, Y., is being advertised
by means of a couple of trucks
which circulate around the Square.
I'irst has a large painted sign, with
the second rarryinp a model of a
larf,'e trenrh mortar.
Pair keep together and are noticeable even In
the busy Broadway traffic.

EDIT*III AC
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hside Stuff-Pietiires
Trade Mark Regrlstered
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Sid SIlvermaB, President
New Tork City
X6i West 46 th Street

SUBSCRIPTION

No.

'

Vol. 109

5

15 YEARS AGO
(From

'Variety'

and

•Clipper')

First small -cast play hit London.
,and woman played four parts
Ran for a time
In 'Out of Hell.'
and followed by others but not a
People wanted more for
hit Idea.

Man

the money.

Universal was trying to detheaHad the Broadway, at 41st
tre.
street for 14 months more at $86,000
a year. Rental considered too high.

Houdlnl did his elephant vanishing for the first time at the Hippodrome. Old principle, but the elephant was the novelty.
Cohen's

theatre,

Poughkeepsle,

closed by the building- dept. Main
street ran right into the entrance,
.

which was on the balcony
with the orchestra seats one
down. Town built On a hill.

floor,

flght

Richard (Dick) Maney, one of Broadway's most Ute^rate press agents
Iwgely' In •20ttL Cehtury,f' whIchiGeorge Abbott and Phil Dunning

A

three-way flght has started in Hollywood for oofe patronage, with
the Brown Derby for the flrat time on thc) defensive. Latter situation
is created by the opening in two weeks of Sardi's to be operated by
Eddie Brandtatter, and the taking over by Al Levy of the Plaza hotel
restaurant, nevt dqor to his Tavern, w|ilcb continues.
With the competition the Derby is npw looking with favor on the
For the several years that the Vine stree establislim^nt has
press.
been operating only a few of the columnist chatterers were, the fair
haired ones there. However, with the advent of .the Tuletide 'liolldays,
the Derby decided to play patron saint to the newspaper people and
sent out press cards which entitle the holders to a 60% discount on all
checks at any of the Derby's in town. Only one of the dally columnists
not, to get one was Jimmy Starr,^ whom the cafe sued for meal check
....
obligations several months ago.
Also to get the Jump on the new Sardi's, the Vine street Derby 4iaB
artist in the place getting the (iountentLnces.of celebfi, or v near
Important people, to- adorn Its walls. Sardi's here has that plan, as
has the New Tork place in frames above its booths.
Film mob' Is getting a great laugh at the Derby management going
on the defensive.
'

fienires

.

.'

..

<

opened at the Broadhurst last Thursday (20). Many of his colorful
phrases are laugh lines. His prototype Is called O'Malley, enacted bv
'
'
BlU.Frawley.
Maney spient three days with the authors, Ben Hecht and Charlie MacArthur, who Injected the favorite Maney sayings Into the script. As
a
result Maney Is supposed to get 6% of the royalties, also being p. a. for
the show.
He acted In that capacity for Jed Harris, who also figures partly as
one of 'Century's* characters, a legit producer, alluded to as 'the earth
shaker.' That's- what they called him around his office.
Neither, author present at. ,the premiere, Hecht being at his hideaway
In Nyacki while MacArthur was oii his wac^ back to the coadt, after seeing a dress rehearsal,
'

,

,

a sketch

Ernest Schlne, Chicago lawyer ahd brother of George Schine, -who
practices In New Tork; clarifies the position of ^rs. Caroline Kohl toward
the Orpheiim stockholders committee whose attorneys Are Aarons and
Lawrence. Mrs^ Kohl is friendly in spirit with the aim's of this committee but did not associate herself with it because the committee was asking stockholders to contribute to the committee sit a, fixed rate of so'
much per-share owned. Mrs. Kohl dlsiapproved the solicitation 6f funds.
Mrs. Kohl and Frank Rivers will be~ represiented at the San Francisco
meeting of stockholders but Ernest Schine does not expect to attend in
•

person.

not employed by the RKO real e3td.te department as
reported, his brother states.
In New 'Tork' the understanding is that George Schine is still with
RKO, drawing advances against commissions on rent reductions on RKO
houses secured by him.

George Schine

is

Albert Bein has' collected so

in advance royalties on hla
play, Xlttle Old Boy', without getting the thing produced, that he's now
decided to use that money to produce the play on his own. Bein first
sold his play to Arthur Hopkins. Hopkins then dropped his option and
-

Jed Harris bought it When Harris drbpped It Charlie MacArthur and
Ben Hecht got one of their sudden Ideas to become producers, bought
the play, and a minute and a half later changed their minds and dropped
it*

Then Chester Erskln and Abbott and Dunning began bidding for the
running up and down the scale; and Abbott and
SOon they dropped It and Erskih bought it, his
option expiring Jain. 1, without a renewal.
rights, with the price
out.

Dunning winning

'Saint Wench* has been on John Colton's niind for years. He wrote It
from a foreign legend,,and the first Broadway manager to obtain the
was A. H. Woods. The producer gave the thien usual $1,000 on
advance royalties. He gave the same sum to John Vap Dr uten and Patrick Kearney, figuring he would get one acript he liked from the three

rights

•

authors, but finally let

•Wench' was

He left Hollywood a failure about two yedrs ago. They had to give
benefit to proyide him with transportation to New Tork, so that
he might 'try the stage. That is the story of 'Roman Pfelffer, who appeared in the New Tork stage show of 'Clear All Wires,' and was
brought to Culver City to play- the same part In the Metro screen

a

version.
Pfelffer
.

was around the studios seven years ago getting extra work
then.
He also appeared in Jewish plays when they were
presented in the Los Aiigeles theatres. Work was very Infrequent.
broke
and wanted to get to New Tork. Joseph Schildkraut
He was
In its first
arranged a benefit performance for him. He hung around eist and
Rlalto.
finally got his chance in 'Clear All Wires,' from Herman Shumlin.
When he returned to Hollywood, Pfelffer was In a thankful mood to
There was a sugar shortage and
the friends who helped him in time of distress, and went around telling
ia Paterson manager had the bright
of
packages
them so. That was quite unusual for blase Hollywood.
Idea of offering pound
sugar to his patrons. He was reReturning to America as an attache of the Rumanian government, a
quired to sell It to the city and
the wholesaler who supplied it was former writer, originally an Australian, has been given a directing conaccused of hoarding.
tract at one of the major studios. His first assignment is a western.
Director appeared at the office of an executive and ordered a camera
'Ben Hur* called In from the road. boom, a traveling camera car and other accessories he had become
Show re- familiar with through a three months' engagement at UFA.
Transportation trouble.
quired eight baggage cars and one
Producer listened to. his demands, then informed the director that he
horse car. Roads no could do.
was making a western, and that he better bring it in within eight days,
and furthermore, if he wanted the cameiu to be moved around he'd
'Clipper* told that picture stars better carry it himself. He finished by telling the director that he never
were flocking to vaude due to the Hked him, and never would, and that the picture had better be good.
uncertainties of the picture busi- Director, who has a rep for fighting women, made no reply as he left
ness.
the office.

now and

Newly opened

Rivoll did $30,000
10 days, topping the old

.

Since the California Supreme court handed down a decision that no
picture finance company can charge more than 1% a month interest,
and that supplementary fees cannot exceed $60, there have been several
(From 'Clipper')
instances on the Coast lately of th'e old loan ninaround which was
common in the building loan racket for many years.
liangtry was meeting Chicago.
As it works an independent about to make a picture goes to a financier
'Clipper* reported 'she was kindly for funds. After the latter has had the proposition for several days he
received but there was no enthu- turns it down, claiming that the story, cast, etc., would not be worth a
siasm.'
gamble. Later, the independent producer Is approached by another
financier who promises to back the picture for a 25% interest. Several
Oscar Wilde, on a lecture tour producers have fallen for the racket, later to discover that financier No.
here, taken for $6,160 by "Hungry
1 and Financier No. 2 are In on the split.
Joe,' well known confidence man
of his day. Police got the checks
Critics holding gold passes have been paying government tax on them
back before they could be cashed
Explanation of theatres soaking
at film houses, some under protest.
when Oscar yelped.
holders of the gold passes Is that no one knows which ones were issued

50 YEARS AGO

Actress was shot and painfully
wounded during a performance of
'Article 47.'
'Clipper' called attention to the fact that It was against
the law to use pistols, guns or even

bows and arrows In a stage performance in N. T. state, though
enforcement was lax.

to critics and which weren't.
Roxy, New Tork, is trying to make it simpler for the reviewing gentry
by informing all critics, holding gold passes, that they should enter the
theatre at the official's entrance. Paramount admits Its critics through
a special door, also, but if holding a gold pass, third string assistants
and ushers refuse to honor them for the press section which is frequently
Squawks have probably been
filled up by company execs and friends.
the most frequent at the Par house.

Hand

Wife' (Col) were the
'Death Kiss' (KBS) and 'Second
Lester Wallack was due to appeai
on the stage of his new theatre tures screened for the committee of socials invited by Howard S. Cull(opened some months before), for man, receiver for the old Roxy, New Tork to give their opinions on new
the first time.
Play was 'The pictures, as a publicity gag. They were screened Wednesday afternoon
(4).
Silver King,' a winner.
Mrs. Oliver Harrlman of committee is connected with the Campflre
Henry E. Abbey took a lease on Girls, while Mrs. Kermit Roosevelt Is Interested in boys' clubs, and Mrs.
Others among
the uncompleted Metropolitan opera Marshall Field in various charities with Mrs. Hearst.
house.
The directors agreed to Park ave. mesdames looking at Roxy films in advance of booking are
pay for the music, scenery, cos- Mrs. Kenneth O'Brien, Mrs. Rosamond Plchot Gaston and Mrs. Max
Rossbach.
tumes and props for 20 operas a
season.
Radio Pictures has withdrawn 'Bring 'Em Back Alive' from the GerJ. A. McCue advertised for circus man market as a result of cuts ordered in the film by German officials.
acts for the Coast. Offered a full Picture was passed by censors in Berlin, but almost Immediately called
back,
with the government ordering all the animal fights clipped because
year starting Feb. 1. Usual season
of 'cruelty to animals.'
was 26-30 weeks.
Radio, after looking over the list of deletions, decided to withdraw It.
It was Ufa, German company, that first released throughout the world
Report around that R. H. Macy
& Co. had bought Booth's theatre a two-reeler showing a flght between animals, in that case a python and
at 23d and Cth avenue for $500,000 a mongoose, 'Killing the Killer.'
and would build. Then at 14th and
Paramount's deal with Buster Crabbe, Olympic swimmer, who was
Waited nearly 40 years and
6th.
then hopped to 34th. Someone was given the male lead In 'King of the Jungles', if not over remunerative to
always selllii? Booths, but only on the former athlete is at least novel. Crabbe was on salary only during
the
actual photographing of the picture. He was on the lot four weeks
white
elepaper. It had proven a
previous to the starting, and will remain until after the preview.
phant.
During the pre-production period, and between the flnlsh of the picture
Tony Pastor's theatre had a very and the preview, the studio Is paying his living expenses only. If over,
mall capacity so he built up his he gets a term contract after the Initial showing of the picture.
show and prave it In the huge AcadTwo previews of 'Calvacade' were held Wednesday, the night before it
emy of Music, next door, on Christmas night. Gate was good, so he premiered at the Gaiety. 'While Fox executives and ERPI engineers
booked the house for Feb. for a witnessed the preview in the theatre and listened to the new wide grange
reproducing equipment, the theatre in the Fox home office was showing
.cepeat..
.

first pic-

it slide.

shown .bh the! coast in 1927 under the name of "The
with Ruth ChAtterton. in the lead. Presentation here
Is by Helen Menken, who is appearing' In it at the Lyceum.
Harry
Oshrin, theatrical attorney, is al^o In the. set-up, but It Is understood
that Colton put up at least part of the production cost. Show drew ad-

Plum

Devil's

Paramount had about decided
that the only thing to do was to
establish a chain of theatres In order to obtain proper placement of
Planned to start with
Its product.
50 or 100 houses to play Par and
Aftcraft exclusively. Idea grew.

much money

first

Tree,'

.

'

verse notices and closed

Sat.- (7).

.

'Sickness of Touth' quietly slipped into the Cherry Lane In Greenwich
Village last week by Patrick Kearniey, Is 'Krbnkhcit der Jugend,' presented originally in Berlin (1828) by Gustav Hartnung. It was regarded
as sensational because of the Indicated relations between two girl college students. Paris and Vienna gave the play more than average engagements, but the cops stopped it in Budapest.
Reports abroad are that the actual author is Prof. Slgmund Freud, exponent of psycho-analysis. Program credit is given Ferdinand Bruckner,
name being in quotes^ Kearney adapted "Touth,' toning down the unmistakable terms of the- original. Arrangement to show here Is -with S.
Fischer Verlog of Berlin.
-'^f

Allan Scott, Oxford (England) graduate who wrote 'Goodbye Again',
at the Masque, New Tork, was a lecturer ahead of 'Mourning BeElectra' for the Theatre Guild. He claims his play recounts soma
experiences on the road.
Scott entered show business in an odd way. He called at the Guild's
office for datft_on Eugene O'Neill. His shock of hair and cultured voice
attracted the attention, of Guild people- who put him in a tailcoat and
sent him touring.
George Halght Is billed as co-author of 'Goodbye*. His part of the
writing followed a tryout of the play at Southampton, L. I., last summer.

now

comes

An entirely British cast Is used in the London production of "Dinner at
Eight', George Kaufman-Edna Ferber play, which opened there Friday
(6) and became an immediate hit.
In New Tork, the British characters are acted by British actors and
American roles by Americans, as is almost always done, on the plea that
Americans can't be British In plays. In London, apparently, Britisher*
can play American roles.
And it's Europe that does most of the kicking about Infringement on
local talent.

Broadway stage players offered work In coast shows have been asking
more than their New Tork salaries to go west. It has coast agenta
puzzled.

Present instance
$750.

She wanted

is

that of Bettlna Hall, whose Broadway salary ia
to go west for stage 'Cat and the Fiddle.'
was turned down, she offered to cut but part

$1,260

Shortly after Miss Hall

hfd been

Allied.

Harry Bannister timed his production of 'Late One Evening', English
play, carefully to follow on the opening of 'Cavalcade'.
Piece stars
Ursula- Jeans, who's in the film. Play opened last night (9) at the Plymouth, Bannister figuring that the reviews of the film on his star were
sure to help his play get going.

The Postal Telegraph ticket agency in Gray's drug store, under the
management of Leblang's, has been moved to the rear of the first floor.
The agency occupied valuable space that was formerly a soda fountain.
The fountain will be replaced and will have a food adjunct.

A middle aged couple have occupied front two seats not less than
four times to see 'Take a Chance' at the Apollo, New Tork. Their laughter and plaudits have been a source of satisfaction to the cast, who allude to the repeaters as 'Mr. and Mrs. Sunshine.'
A. C. Blumenthal has a flxed charge of $1,000 against the road tour
which goes in equal parts to BillJe Burke and Patricia
and daughter of the impresario.

of 'Show Boat,'
Zlegfeld, widow

Matter of financing is holding up the Joe Cook show, which Mrs. TilUo
Leblang-Morrls Green have on the tapis.

a print to an all-British audience of 165 Australians, Canadians and
native Englanders. Picture Is hoped to be America's biggest grosser
since sound in English speaking countries exclusive of the U. S.
Chicago offices of RKO in the State-Lake building no longer bear that
name. Corporate identity with the rest of RKO has been erased as
regards the Orpheum division In several particulars. Before RKO became RKO these same Chicago offices bore the script letters of the
Orpheum Circuit but whether the name Orpheum will be restored is not

known.

Under the terms of his new two-picture contract with Universal, Tay
Is permitted to negotiate with other companies before its termination. This provision is contrary to the producers' agreement not to
talk turkey with a director or actor prior to fulfillment of current contractural obligations.
Garnett

Gaumont-Brltish is probably the only world film company that's gone
openly to the front in fighting amusement taxes as a nuisance that hurts
more than helps. Company has made three shorts, one-reelers, pointing
out fallacies of the tax, artd is distributing them throughout Britain.
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Shubert Co. Goes on Block Feb.

tee Gears

Way

Be a

to

juclge Francis

C.

Caffey in the

Bidder;

Stage, Radio Clash

Court assented yesterday

to the application of the receivers of the Shubert Theatre Corporation to sell the properties and
other assets which will be disposed
of by a special master on Feb. 11
or the ensuing: week.

Gag Slogan

(9)

&

Lord

Thomas

TI

M AT E

Progress Backward

11,

Hyde Won t Abandon Probe Move
Federal

I

on

San Francisco, Jan. 9.
Out of work actor was drawing $16 weekly as doorman at
local stock house, and getting
by on it.

for

Lucky

Shubert Steps Out

'

be deferred.
He remarked: 'The policies should
not be disposed of at the present
time. Lee or J. J. Shubert may die
before these proceedings are over,
and in such event the estate would
benefit further.'

Lee Shubert stated through counsel he would resign as co-receiver
prior to the sale of the properties
because of 'Mr. Shubert's position
as a prospective interested party In
^buying in the properties.'
'An ocean of figures' was the description of the recei%(ers' reports

(Continued on page 46)

AIR JUMP AND 3-DAY

REHEARSAL FOR ACTORS
Chicago, Jan. 9.
After a period of 12 days spent
In telegraphic and long distance
negotiations, three actors, Robert
Blakeslee, Isabel Florlne, and Clifford Raynor, left Chicago Friday
night by aeroplane.
They were
scheduled to open three days later
at the Warner theatre, Oklahoma
City In 'Private Lives.'
Delay centered about Kquity's insistence that Nathan Soblosky, the
Impresario involved, present evidence of financial responsibility.

Soblosky

is

a newcomer

to

legit.

He refused to post the bond Equity
asked, but ultimately a compromise
tvas worked out. Equity agreed to
permit the actors to waive salary
guarantees if Soblosky put up return fares to Chicago. This he did.

New Era

of Music

Drama

In American Grand Opera Progress
By Wolfe Kaufman
Goose Vs. Gander Angle

BUUNG ROW, BUCHANAN
ROLE

OUT FOR

Or

Said the court in part: 'At the
Inception pf the receivership the
.court Vfat) informed that it was obvious that If liquidation was ordered
at that time there would be at best
but a smatiLdlatribution to the creditors.
If tl^es. were better or had
the business heen better maybe
more wouI.d>.' b® realized if the
committees 'preferred to gamble.
They've had that opportunity. The
time has arrived to discontinue the
gamble.'
Application to dispose of the life
Insurance policies for the benefit of
the receivership was opposed by
Hyde, who asked that the such sale

Pointing

lected $2.60 from the thespian's
$15 stipend.

claims the catch-phrase,
Tou There, Sharlle?' is
strictly its property and is oppos'ENGLISH'
ing the use of that title on the Jack
Before the court made the ruling Pearl show, formerly 'Pardon My
the Shuberts proposed a vague plan English,'
with
Jack
Buchanan
Sudden shift last week took Jack
of reorganization. It was presumed starred. The English star is drop- Buchanan out of Aarons & Freedthat Lee and J. J. Shubert would ping out through Inadequacy of ma- ley new musical play 'Pardon My
buy in the theatres, and it was terial and Pearl is going up in top English,' George Givot being the
stated that they had bought the billing with Lyda Roberti under- replacement. Because of the change
receivers' certiflcates, a first lien on lined.
the Broadway premiere at the Mathe proceeds of the liquidation
Roberta Robinson (Mrs. Walter jestic was set back and is now
Little comment on the reor- O'KeeIc)
sale.
has also dropped out dated for next Monday (16).
came out, but since. Barbara Newberry and .3he
ganization idea
Withdrawal of the English player
Charles H. Hyde for the indepen- took up the spot left vacant by Ona who clicked here in the first 'Chardent bondholders stated if such a Munson.
lot's Revue,' was the result of a
plan is fulfllled it must not interbilling battle in whch Jack Pearl
fere with any proceedings concerncame out on top. In Philadelphia
ing the Shubert business prior Never Heard of Equity
where the show opened Pearl proto receivership.
tested Buchanan being billed over
That meant that reorganization
him. It was conceded that BuchClaims
bat
Variety;
would not forestall an°>1ny.estigation
anan was miscast and the dispute
should that be in order. Court apwas an out for him and the proHe's a Vet Tab Producer ducers. Latter announced they
parently has not received the recommendation either way from Charles
would star Buchanan next season.
He sails back to London this week.
E. Hughes, special counsel, who is
Minneapolis, Jnn 9.
'English^ was first slated to have
considering the petition to probe
Loop's mystery impresario is Bert
the Shubert corporation. 'William Moore who blew In here from Den- an admission scale of $6, including
Klein, who advised the court of the ver inore than a month a(?o and the tax. Instead it will have a $4.40
which is usual for major mutop,
said
he
had
matter,
reorganization
organized three musical tabloid
spoken but informally to one of the companies to tour the sticks in tlie sicals this season, although concreditor committees about the mat- picture houses.
Companies run sidered too high by some showmen.
ter.

'Emperor Jones Hailed as Vital

Impresario put him into the
cast for bit, making him double
between the door and stage
without extra pay.
Equity stepped up and col-

as Title

Strike
'Vass

VASIETY

On

Scale for Musicals

New York got Its first completely
American opera Saturday afternoon
at the Metropolitan 6pera
(7),

House. And at the same time the
Chicago, Jan. 9.
entire musio world was unexpect'Face the Music' wants to come
edly handed a lesson in how to make
opera pay. That method being the
production of
pected from Max Gordon's 'Cat and birth, projection and

Into the Grand at $2.76 top. Opposition of a strenuous character is ex-

which

wanted to

do

the

same thing but was coerced

Into

Piddle'
$3.30 so

as not to undersell

lAugh

Parade' at $3.86.

Shubert

office favoritism to its
attractions as against the outis
charged and if 'Music'
comes in at $2.76 'Fiddle' may go

own

sider

to $2.20, office or

no

office.

up-to-the-minute
musical
retains dramatic and

vital,

drama that

stage importance: that is understandable
that
and believable;
creates definite stage illusion in the
manner of legitimate theatre and
that at the same time has music of
value.
All of

which is true of 'Emperor
Eugene CNeill's tense drama
an American negro, as rewritten
and scored by Louis Gruenberg,
youthful American composer, and
as acted by Lawrence Tibbett and
some other Metropolitan Opera
company members.
What Louis Gruenberg did was
not to write an opera based on
O'NelU's play, but to write an
operatic score to go with the play,
being careful that the music at no

Jones,'

of

Almost a

Fite,

Not Quite,

but

When Fay

Walked from S^iow
Los Angeles, Jan.
Falling

to

performance

9.

appear for the first
New Tear's eve of time

interferes

with

the

stage

Frank libretto or action. It's music, but
Fay was out of the show and re- It's good theatre at the same time.
placed by Rlchey Craig, Jr., and Lawrence Tibbett in the title role
Benny Rubin. Fay has been among does some splendid singing, several
portions of the score being perthe missing since then and is re
largely to amateurs recruited from
ported living at a Hollywood hotel. fectly made for his strong baritone
average
and
schools,
local dancing
voice, but primarily the premiere
(Barbara
Mrs.
Fay
Stanwyck)
is
80 people.
Lacking 3 Stars, Duffy
audience was moved by his hisliving at Iilalibu.
First company to go out was
Before he disappeared from his trionic ability.
called 'Broadway on Parade.'
Popular Response
Hay Close El Capitan usual night haunts. Fay and Felix
The units hold 10 to 12 line girls,
Which probably explains the 20
Young, who produce 1 the show,
a girls' 12-pIece band and three to
(Continued
on page 49)
had
near
fight
at
a
fist
the
thepaid
$16
Girls
are
six principals.
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
atrei,
with Young ordering the
to $30 a week plus transportation
El Capitan may again go dark on
'Tattle Tales' at the Belasco,

-

(Continued on page 46)

the

conclusion

gagement of

of

Bilie

the return enBurke in 'The

Marquise.'

FRENCHMEN'S 7G NUT

ENDS l-NIGHTER TOUR
Anatole Friedland's $2 roadshow
'60 Million Frenchmen' folded In
Wilmington Saturday (7) after a
fortnight's road venture in one- two
and three-nighters at $2 top. Biz
wasn't bad but the $7,000 weekly
nut wasn't commensurate with the
scale and average night's intake of
around $1,600.
Friedland tried motor bus haulage
as an economy move, but that
wasn't enough to offset the basic
nut and general pretentiousness of
the venture. He had 24 girls in the
line.
Florence Moore beaded the
company.
Although the Equity bond was
called upon for protection, there
was enough to pay off everybody.
Friedland's two backers, Morris
Rosenstein and Ben Kressner, realty
operators with offices in the George
M. Cohan theatre building, backed
Friedland up to $7,000 and they're
of

'

about that much In the red.
•Frenchmen' opened its road venture in Albany Xmas day. It was
a re-elaboration after Friedland
boiled it down to a picture house

comic out of the house.

Craig remained in the show a
week and, because of a writing

CLASS ACTORS GEITDIG

contract at Paramount, left, to be
replaced by Jans and Whalen.
lowing It
Rubin remains. Four new numbers
having a cast of four people. How- were added last week-end, staged
Stage Relief Fund contributions
ever, three of those required must
by Danny Dare. Arthur Kay rebe of star' calibre and the producer placed Sam K. Wlneland as mu- went close to $10,000 late last week
and over the week-end the total
is unable to find them at this time. sical director.
was apprec^bly boosted by the
Should the players be found the
Piece, which almost got an even
play will be put into Immediate re- break with $8,000 for the first week, benefit performance of 'Of Thee I
Sing.' Flayed to $3,000 tilting the
hearsal.
will continue at the Belasco until
fund to
nearly
Next
$13,000.
Jan. 14, moving then to the HolSunday will see two more legit
lywood Playhouse Jan. 16, dropping shows
playing for the fund, 'When
TIE-UP
the top 60c. to a $1.60 maximum.
Ladies Meet' at the Royale, and 'Big
This is the second scram for Fay
Coast Producer Says He'll Team For in the past few months. Actor Night' at the Elliott.
The Treasurers' Club has offered
B'way Activity
walked at the Palace, New York,
to aid the fund to the limit of its
in the middle of the week when he
ability and the club's oflSces have
San Francisco, Jan. 9.
played the house last October.
been made available to fund atHomer Curran said here this week
taches.
Although box office men
he would associate with A. C.
are eligible to apply for aid, none
Blumenthal in New York production
has applied and the. treasurers profield, meanwhile retaining his inMiUer's
Marilyim
taking
pose
care of their own unterest in Curran and Geary, which
employed. The club has further ofhe operates here.
Marilynn Miller is dance tutoring fered to supply any number of boxDeclared he would continue with
at the Albertlna Rasch studios prior office men for benefit shows without
his present partner, Eddie Belasco,
who has been running the Belasco, to making a Broadway return in cost. Men so assigned would be paid
musical comedy.
from the club's relief fund. Cars
Los Angeles.
Miss Miller has been In pictures driven by treasurers are being used
and away from legit for several by Relief Fund people who are soseasons.
liciting wearing apparel and shoes.
Arthur Pays
The more substantial class of
Los Angeles, Jan. 9.
actors who require tiding over beTBT-OUT
PROF.
Fastest on-and-ofE case recorded
tween engagements have started
at the local office of the state labor
New Haven, Jan. 9.
making application for relief. Uncommission was the complaint
Yale's Dept. of Drama will show derstood any such money advanced
against George K. Arthur, producer 'The King's Coat' for a single perwould be in the nature of loans.
of the Grand Guinol playlets at the formance tomorrow night (11).
The item of 'other contributions'
Music Box, by Corliss McGee, scenic
Play is by Fred Klelbacker, a
(Continued on page 46)
designer and painter.
member of Prof. Baker's playwritOn Friday (Dec. 30), McGee filed ing class. Donald Oenslager dea claim for $6C due and Arthur paid signed the sets, and costumes are
Matinee Chills
$250
It the next morning.
by Frank Bevan.

Henry

RELIEF HELP AS LOANS

contemplated folup with 'Always Juliet,'

Duflfy

CURRAN-BLUMEY

Retmm

Up

BAEEB

.

tab.

NEW HAVEN LOOKS DARK
Shubert Guarantee Ukase and No
Takers Yet

New Haven, Jan. 9.
Looks like town will be legitless
for balance of season unless Shubert
officials change their minds about
booking arrangements.
House Insists on guarantee from
Incoming productions and the pro-

Selw3^ on

At 55c Top Smafl Stocks West
Successfully Fighting Pictures

ducers to date can't see the point.
Theatre has been dark since midDecember and anounces only one
attraction (Harry Lauder Jan. 19)
Equity denies that any question apparnetly booked prior to new plan.
Chicago, Jan. 9.
of Soblosky guaranteeing payment
Until closing, house had enjoyed
Dramatic stocks are doing fairly
of Equity dues during the period
practically solid booking since SepOf the engagement was Involved.
well
around
the
middle
west when
tember opening, with several sellequipped to compete with pictures.
outs among attractions.
That means that 66c top Is the uniJoe Gaites' Hopes
versal scale for dramatic stock and
Coit, Equity Man, Dies
Sam Colt, connected with Equity's managers must be organized to opHollywood, Jan. 9.
New York offices, died Jan. 2 after crate profitably within that margin.
Another sign of the returning a brief illness. He was In charge Even 76 cents Is too high.
favor for musicals Is the fact that of Equity's casting agency departOscar O. Shea Players at the MaJos. M. Galtes Is negotiating with ment through which agents are jestic, Waukegan, have stuck 22
Metro as probable associate pro- given permits.
weeks. This is believed to be the
ducer of musicals on that lot
Charles Mantia was moved up to best stock engagement of the seaHe Is the former gen. manager that position, being succeeded by son' In the middle west. Harry
for Shuberts, with musical comedies George Anderson. An obituary no- Mlnturn Players, despite a couple
his specialty with that connection. tice on Colt appears in this Issue.
of threatened closings, is still cling-

ing to the Majestic, Milwaukee, and
has 12 weeks behind It.
New stocks opened within the past
fortnight
Include
Will
Lowo's

'Left

Bank'

Chicago, Jan. 9.
Negotiations to move "Left Bank*
from the Harris next door to the
Selwyn fell through last week after
the Wednesday matinee proved to
be less than $260. Selwyn, dark all
season, figured that it was too risky
to spend money cleaning the house,
for a piece paced at under $2,000.
Idea, before the arithmetic knocked
it unconscious, was to move into
the Selwyn at $1.10.

troupe at the Lyceum, Memphis,
EXPEBIMENT
where the house treasurer, Jack
Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 9.
Page, Is In partnership. Elvcrnc
Slout Players have moved Into tne
Liberty ^ilayers boosted admisTivoll, Gary, Indiana.
sions ju.st before the holidays to 60
Toby and Goldle Wilson Players from 40 cents, at the same time
are at Ottumwa, Iowa. Neil Hcl- dropping newspaper advertising and,
vey heads a company In
itcrloo ns f.'tr .13 the box office was conand the Truesdalo Players are sta- cerned, locals hardly knew they
tioned at Cedar Rapids. Rockford, wore In tcnvn.
Illinois, has Earl Ross Player.q. C.
Xmas holiday when all the picture
D. Peruchl has left Knoxvillp, Ten- theatres were doing biz, the Libnessee, for Chaileston, South Caro- crly turnout was off.
lina.
They're back in the papers now.
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8

St.

Bbrtln'a Place,

Dinner at

8'

Trafalgar SQoara

Play Also Succeeds

London, Jan. 9.
Click for
'Dinner at Eight,' Qeorge KaufFerber piece currently heading the legit best seller
Mexico City, Jan. 6.
list In New York, opened here at
biggest stage show smash these
the Palace and is certain success, parts have witnessed for a long time
meaning it'll be cleaning up on both is all-star program presented by
sides of the ocean concurrently.
Teatro Politeama, featuring a SingOnly criticism that can be made of er's Midgets unit of 16 performers
the show as produced here is that and George Bell, ventriloquist. Midan English cast Is used, even in the get troupe Includes several Mexican

Vaud

Mexico

man and Edna

roles, though they acquit midgets and is a big draw.
themselves creditably. David Burns,
Troupe came down here by rail
American, as a theatrical agent, from New York City. Bell is the
scores brilliantly in a minor role.
son of the late Richard Bell, Inter'Fresh Fields' • Hit
nationally famous clown and a Mex'Fresh Fields' at the Criterion Is ican public idol. His act Is always
another new play here that seems sure Are. This is his flrst public
beaded for certain success. It's a appearance here in a number of
new comedy by Ivor Novello, who years.
seems to be heading to a niche right
alongside Noel Coward for certitude
of theatrical sucess. Piece is well
written and nicely acted.
Confirming the flrst impression
IDLE
that both new pieces have smash
potentials, it was learned following
the premieres that the libraries .ire
Stockholm, Jan. 9.
committed to both for a limited
Eric Wettergren,- director of the
time. 'Dinner at Eight' appears to Royal Dramatic theatre, Stockholm,
have bright prospects for an out- a state subsidized theatre, is out as
standing success.
the result of friction brought about
Edna Ferber and George Kauf- by the success of 'Green Pastures.'
man were in London for the openAmerican play is doing so well
ing of 'Dinner* but Miss Ferber v/a& that it is occupying the boards most
prevented from being present by an- of the time and making money.
attack of flu which threatened to Meantime, however, practically all
develop Into a serious illness.
the actors and staff of the theatre
are employed, but, being a state institution, collecting salaries anyBest Sewing
way. So that the profits of the
American importation, necessarily
London, Jan. 9.
Edna Best is about to retire from put on mostly by outside actors, is
the cast of 'Another Language* in being absorbed with little or no net.
which she and her husband, Herbert Marshall, have been appearing.
Actress anticipates the arrival of

American

PASTURES PROFITS GO

TO

Edna

REP PUYERS

French 8tar to Do Coward Musical
for Coohran Next Fall

Bm

fore, Is tiresome.
Sober ansJysls
London, Jan. 1.
Iiondon, Jan. 9.
Palladium blU week of Ded. 26 had (ails to reveal genuine talent.
Ballefl seems to be taking himself
Guitry'a wife, Yvonne three
newcomers, all American
seriously.
On
opening
the
a showMost Important is the
Printemps, has accepted an en- standards.
gagement to appear in London dur- Young China Troup, five men and a man strolled Into the auditorium
girl, in tor show. Act Is beautifully with a lighted cigar between his
ing the fall of 1933.
mlscel- teeth. He was Immediately pounced
Piece is to be a musical, probably dra,ped, and goes through a
laney of danclner. contortion, acro- upon by an attendeutt and notified
by Noel Coward, under the man- batics and plate spinning, while do- smoking was not permitted. Repairagement of C. B. Cochran.
ing a head-balance. Act Is one of ing to Cochran's press man, Major
the best of its kind, and should have Leadley, ho Inquired 'why?' Leadno trouble in getting dates, partic- ley said 'heir and told Cochran's
ularly as it is purely a sight act and general manager, H. Lewis, who repeated the major's ejaculation. All
has no languaere bar.
AI Norman has a novel opening. three waited upon the house manHis dancing to take him oft, could ager, who Informed them the nobe much stronger, as be looks the smoking edict came from Nlklta

Sascha

SUES

fOSTOP

'BODY AND SOUL'
London, Jan.

tvpe that can hoof.
Clemens Belling Co., three people
and several well trained dogs, makes
a very effective closer, and is another act that will find

9.

Royston, as hta exclusive property,

Balleff.

The Kino'e English
Speaking

many open- York hear

ings in England and elsewhere in
Hassard Short la threatening an Europe.
Injunction against Joe Sachs for
Bill Is headed by Layton and
using 'Body and Soul,' song, In The Johnston, who were recently barred
by Qeorge Black from broadcasting.
One Girl,' renamed 'Smiles.'
Short claims the number, now be- Boys are still popular, and at £600
per week rank about the biggest
ing done by Louise Brown and Roy

—

ot English did New
the speech broadcast by

King George on Christmas Day?
The next time you hear one of the
visiting Britishers speak in

an af-

fected accent tell him to lay off.
The King doesn't do it, neither does
the Prince of Wales nor, In fact,
an.' ot the 'regular* people.

—

paid double act In England.

'Savafle* Censored
having been used by Clifton Webb
Clara Bow's reception here was
'Business With America,' which
and Tamara GevA in Three's a was
produced at the Haymarket enthusiastic but the Fox people
Crowd' tn New York And auotea a Dec 6 and served as a vehicle for have had 'a spot ot bother* about
full page advertisement In 'Variety' the return of Madge Titheradge her picture, having had to cut out

of Oct. 19S2, in proof.

after several years' absence. Is to be

The Sachs infringement is Injurclaims Short, because be Intends staging a revue in London
shortly with the main excerpts of
'Three's a Crowd,' 'Bandwagon' and

withdrawn

'Flying Colors."

Thirteen pantomimes In greater
London this Xmas made up a record
figure for the post-war years.
The two biggest are 'Mother
Goose.' Laldler's show at Daly's, and
Dick Whittington.' Julian Wylie's
piece, at the Hippodrome.
Laldler is probably England's
leading panto expert, and his production, which has not half the overhead of the Wylie show along the
road, fully equals It as general entertainment for the holiday season.
'Dick Whittington' has the familiar
Wylie sumptuousness, aided by Leslie Henson as comedian and Fay
Compton as principal boy.

ious,

Written by an American songwriter, Johnny Green, 'Body and
Soui'

was

started in England and

gained vogue on the Continent before being sung In New York. Upon
arrival In the States, as an Imported
song.

It

was

Interpolated into the

Max Gordon production and thus
became a show property.

Shubert Sale Ordered

soon.

Cable AddreMi TABnrnr. lOMDOM
•IMepluHMi Taapto
AOU-OMS

London Show World

PRINTEMPS FOB LONDON

a London Gean-Up;

New NoveDo

a baby

SNOW NEWS

almost

Mary

about 1,200

feet.

Immediately.

Harness,' by Edward P.
Montgomery, with Owen Nares and

'Double

iEUUs In the leading roles, suc-

ceeds.

Hit for Cochran
Charles Cpchran produced 'Mother
ot Pearl' itt'>the Opera House, Manchester, Dec. 23. According to reports from there. It is another trU

umph

tor Delysla. The local newspaper criticisms printed raves.

Q-B Takes Dominion
Gaumont-British take possession
ot tho Dominion tl^'^atre from United
Understood policy
Artists Jan. 16.
ot the house will be to show two
films and have a big stage band with
an act or two, the films to be second
pre-release in the West End.
This means G. B. will have three
premier release houses in the West
End and four second pre-release

Policy ot running the Dominion as second pre-release house

houses.
in the

West End may be a mistake,

Miss Compton's work is a revela- even if the entertainment is suppletion.
She has never trouped more mented by a big orchestra and a
two items the prior liabilities are deftly or looked prettier.
(Continued from page 46)
couple of acts, as such a policy has
but
$38,000.
Both shows opened to standee been tried bere before by Charles
pointing towards the end of the
Fiiiiures Do Not Jibe
trade,
and look like holding far Gulliver and has not proved successShubert Theatre Corporation, submaze
of figures it was set longer than the normal panto time. ful. However, it is difficult to preIn
the
mitted to Judge Caffey laf: Wednesdict.
forth that the total claims against
(Continued from page 46)
day (4). But it was stated by coun'Chauve Sourit* Dull
corporation were $16,136,000 and
as printed below, includes weekly sel for the receivers that the busi- the
Leicester Sq. Policy
Charles Cochran presented 'Chauve
allowed.
been
had
that
$3,200,000
in
six
at
Looks like there is trouble ahe^ul
donations from players
ness had lost $979,000 during the
at the Cambridge Dec. 27.
The figures do not Jibe and with the Sourls'
tractions who have pledged a per
It Is the
same old performance, of the Leicester Square theati^.
period of receivership, a matter of
added,
Indebtedness
bond
debenture
with slight innovations, and to those After experimenting with films for
centage of salaries. The shows are a year and two months.
the money owed probably is In ex- who have seen it once or twice be- several seasons, the. theatre opened
•When Ladies Meet', 'Dinner at
'The receivership calls for a dis- cess of $9.00b,000. In another rewith continuous variety, relying
Eight', 'Of Thee I Sing", 'Biography'
mainly on girls and big spectacular
continuance of operation for we do port It was stated that the total
'Another Language' and the Civic
scenes.
Project was the idea of
not see the slightest possibility of claims allowed amounted to $7,860,Repertory.
Bert Aza, who operated the house
paying off the receivers certificates 680. Difference In figures and toAmong the first donors of $1,)00
in conjunction with his brother Pat
through
the balance of tn« tals furnished the reason for the
going
by
was Marie Dressier who asked that
Aza
and
Archie Pitt, also a brother
season,' read one report. The pro- committees asking for permission
and husband ot Grade Fields. But
the contribution be anonygnous. She
(Continued from page 46)
ceedings. Including an application to examine the rep:irt'i.
the backing for the new idea came
later requested the fund to make;, it
and cost of operations Is held far from Grade Fields.
The court acceded to the sug- enough down
known with the idea that it may for permission to sell the assets and
so that Moore can
as
such
obligations
Bert Aza and Archie Pitt are now
prior
pay
off
corporaShubert
that
the
gestion
lead other Hollywood professionals
sell the shows for $150 a day.
An
both out ot the venture, although
certificates
receivers'
in
$300,000
tion properties be sold separately,
to contribute also. Individuals who
advance man ahead of each com- Pat Aza is still In. What is going
have pledged a percentage of week and about $90,000 In fees, were con- if by that means a greater sum pany does the booking and attempts to happen to this theatre Is giving
^
tinued until yesterday (9), decision would be realized. It belijg felt that
ly earnings are:
Walter Gibbons plenty ot headThat more cash couia be realized than to obtain a $150 a day guarantee Sir
Eddie Cantor, Florence Reed, being reserved until then.
aches, and he must regret be did
and percentage of gross.
Constance Collier, Betty Starbuck, ruling came after representatives by asking for a single bid for all
No
towns are too small to book not renew his lease to RKO, althey
creditors*
committees
stated
of
the
That also goes for
though they asked for a reduced
Eissets.
Jean Dixon, Louise Sillcox, Agnes
and stands range from one to three rental.
would like to examine the reports rights to be sold later. Understood,
McCarthy, Rita Gould, Frank Gill
nights.
Where possible, company
more, John Golden, Sam H. Harris before asking any questions or ob- however, the theatre will go en
plays dance hal! or gives dance In
Evans Turns to Realty
and the Harris office, and Paul jecting to the auctioning off (liqui- block.
hotel after show at local theatre.
Although William Evans, formerly
dation) of Shuberts theatres and
Fees Left Open
Kelly.
In some spots outfit goes into opry joint managing director of Gaustock and picture
disposing of
Jan. 6, 1933
Judge Caffey refused to fix the houses as regrular road show. For mont-British, and more recently one
rights.
Previous contribufees claimed of $40,000 each to the 'Broadway on Parade* bookings at of the three Joint managing direcIndicating how bad the condition receivers and their attorneys. Court Paramount, Des Moines and Mar- tors of Moss Empires, has definitely
tions
18,838.17
Stage
Women's
given up all interests in pictures, he
of the business is, the receivers pointed out that If the fees were so shaltown, la., were claimed.
$473.81
War Relief
state they have but one show and fixed It would be tantamount to
When 'Variety's* reporter called has not entirely retired from busiWomens
Stage
through the season placing a knock-down price for at the rehearsal hall he was in- ness. At present he is gradually
'continuaince
acquiring Interests in some very Im36.01
War Relief
could not more than pay current those who might bid in the assets. formed
that
Moore was with portant building ooncernn. But these
Margarey M. Burexpenses.'
That ruling favored the creditors, 'Broadway on Parade' tor a few concerns are builders of modern
"...
60.00
den
Equities' Value a Puzzle
but attorneys present expressed lit- days, but M. W. Letcher, his repre- apartment houses.
Charles Jehllnger.. 100,.00
The receivers say the book value tle hope of getting any settlement. sentative, said he was ready to an
867.68 of the assets totals $12,500,000 of Lawyer Klein stated that Lee Shu- swer
Other contribufns. 207.76
Sir Oswald Stoll and Erik Charell
questions.
First,
however,
which $11,000,000 Is in realty. bert as vco-recelver withdrew his Letcher, who described himself as have not been so friendly since the
$9,705.75 Against that are obligations (apa showman of several years and an production of 'Casanova' at the
claim for his half share of the re
Coliseum. But lately StoU
producer
and caster, London
parently mortgages) of $6,118,000. celvers' fee ($20,000). However, he assistant
has been putting out feelers for
to know what sort of pub
Charell to produce another show for
Beverly Hills Play The difference appears to be the agreed to forego the fees some time wanted
equities, but the discrepancy be- ago. Court fixed Feb. 16 as the date lication 'Variety' is and whether it him.
Hollywood, Jan. 9
tween the present market value of to consider the fees. By then the la published locally. After being
Internal politics that for a while real estate and the book value may properties will have been sold and informed on this subject, he talked
Shuffling Bands
threatened to disrupt the Beverly wipe out the equities. What seems the receivers will know how much freely.
Harry Hall, who came to British
Hills Community Players, have been to be more like realizable assets are
According to Letcher. Moore has Broadcasting with a flourish ot
cash is available.
trumpets about a year ago, is vasmoothed over, and the little the- items amounting to $647,000 in 'curdone
most
of
his
producing
In
Los
A youthful attorney arose on be Angeles.
cating end of January or early Febatre group is producing another rent assets' and $569,000 In miscel- half
of Irving Caesar, asking that
opus, starting tonight (Mon).
Letcher didn't know anything ruary, with Jack Payne returning.
laneous assets. In addition is the $1,600 be set aside in favor of his
Rox Fox leaves Cafe Anglais on Jan.
Play, 'In the Spring,' is by Sher- cash
surrender value of life insur- client. The money represents roy- about Equity, but said Moore is 16 and goes to the Kit-Cat. Harry
Cecilia Parker and Walrlll Webb.
ance policies on Lee and J. J. Shu- alties on shows authored by Caesar, well-heeled financially and that 'It Fox leaves the Casa Nouva and re>wasn't necessary to post any bonds places Roy Fox at the Cafe Anglais.
ter McGrail head the cast, which bert,
the corporation being the It was pointed out that royalties
to Insure the safe return of the
» Includes several picture players.
beneficiary.
are In the nature of trust funds
performers because it was In all
Pasadena Community Playhouse
Hiltons for G. T.
The
policies amount to $375,000 when in the hands of managers,
Hilton Sisters (Siamese Twins)
contracts that return transportation
starts tomorrow (Tues) with Gorand
have
a
cash
surrender
value
of
having
ruled
several
years
courts
so
must be provided.' Contracts call open for General Theatres at the
don Westcott In 'The Devil Passes'.
It is proposed to sell the ago. Said the receivers' counsel:
$65,000.
Empire, L^eds, Jan. 9.
General
for six months' woric and specific
It follows this with Lord Dunsany's
policies to the Shuberts, one sign
Theatres has been after this act for
'Your honor authorized the con- ally state that girls are not permit
'Mr. Faithful'.
that the brothers are not broke
tinuance of the business until Feb ted to drink or make dates with months and flnally got together on
Actual cash on hand Sept. 30, 1932, 4, 1933, but we are painfully aware men and must be In bed one hour the money. Act will play the Palladium and will undoubtedly tour
.was $29,800. On Dec. 30 there was that the hope of making progress after their work Is completed.
Van Dyke Shuffles B. B.
the entire circuit as well as Mosis
$36,000 in cash on hand. In the in
was unsuccessful. The receivers
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
According to Letcher, Moore is Empires.
one show, ('Autumn taking advantage of a heavy do
Irving Jacobs, New York stock- terlm the final block of receivers' have but
Crocus'). Understood they are In
Watkins in England
mand for live entertainment, par
brolcer, has withdrawn his financial certificates was sold, amounting to
Harvey Watkins is here looklnp
tlcularly girl shows, in the small
support from the Tom Van Dyke $50,000 and the receivers turned terested to the extent of 60%.
Mr. Hughes was present at the first towns which have been starved for around. He spent a long time In
production, 'Hedda Gabbler,' which everything they could into cash
England,
representing Barnum &
Liabilities to be paid in cash hearing, but participated in no way. this sort of fare. The companies are
was to be produced on the coast.
Bailey circus and afterwards the
Van Dyke is going ahead with total $367,000, Including the $300, An aide, however, took notes on the not made up entirely ot amateurs, Buffalo Bill aggregation. He liketl
his modernized version of the play 000 in receivers' certificates but reports :\b read by Carl Painter for but also, says IjOtchcr. Include such it so well then he wanted to remain
with other backing, said to be put minus foes claimed by the receivers Cravath. De Gersdorft, Swaine & stars as Fern Dale, direct from the permanently. On his return he has
and their lawyers. Out.side of these Woods, the receivers' attorneys.Larry Rich band and RKO olrcult. begun to develop the same yen.
up by Tink Humphries.

Relief Help

^Showman

'

New

.
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Two

Not One Capacity Broadway Show,

Three Quit

Union Rule of 5 Musicians Forces

San Francisco, Jan. 9.
Opening of 'Bridal Wise' with

Lois Wilson, Tom and Matt Moore
at Henry Duffy's Alcazar and 'Too
First week Good to Be True' at Columbia are
week) (C-700-$3.30).
Former
approximated $7,000; both house new ones of the week.
and show profitable at moderate starting nicely, while latter holding to the okay pace set by Colgross.
their
pre'Good Woman, Poor Thing,' Avon bourne-Jones players in
(1st week) (C-830-$3.30). Presented vious two weeks of 'Queen's HusIndependently (John H. Potter); band.'
Charlie Murray and George Sidwritten by DUlard Long; favorable
indications out of town; opened ney in 'Abie's Irish Rose' bowed
out of Alcazar after two weeks, last
Monday.
'Cat
'Honeymoon,'
Vanderbllt
(4th stanza pulling around $7,000.
week) (C-771-$2.20). Moved here and Piddle,' out of Curran after
from Little Monday, tickets being two weeks, last week drawing not
chopped from $3.30 to $2.20; around much more than pay roll, reported
at $6,000. Colbourne-Jones drew
$4,000; salaries cut.
'Late Christopher Bean,' Miller $9,500 on 'Queen's Husband.*

successes
the
even
Musicals,
dipped further away from S. R. O.
None
than the leading dramas.
have sold out all performances for
any one week. Post-holiday trade
was so much oft that complaints
were general. Ticket agencies especially squawked, but it was evident
that theatregoers sensed they could (11th week)
Got
(C-946-$3.30).
get tickets for almost any attrac- about $10,000 with an extra matinee
tion at the box office.
last week; hooked up to earn neat
There are 33 attractions in all, in- profit at. pace.
cluding cheap ticket revivals, cur'Late One Evening,' Plymouth (1st
rent this week. It Is doiibtful If the week)
(C-l,060-$3.30).
Presented
list will top that figure again this independently (Harry C. Bannister)
season, and indications are that written by Audrey and Waveney
Broadway's shows will soon be down Carten; opened cold Monday.
to the dozen mark before winter is
'Lucrece,' Belasco (4th week) (Dover.
l,000-$3.86). Final week; okay upEntries Disappoint
stairs, but very light in orchestra;
looked
estimated
shows
around $10,000; 'Allen
Recent crop of new
good in advance, but were generally Corn' being readied.
'Mademoiselle,' Playhouse (13th
disappointing and most are fadlnig.
One exception is '20th Century' week) (C-876-$3.80). Pinal week;
which drew about (13,000 at the going on tour; was expected to
Broadhurst, its first full week. Re- stick; recently trade was around
ported being In top demand in agen- $8,000; 'Bad Manners'^ being readied.
'Goodbye
'Music Hall Varieties,' Casino (8th
cies by Saturday night.
Again' has some chance at the week) (R-2,600-$2.76). Claimed to
Masque, being geared low; about have bettered even break with some
thing "over $16,000; little change
'Saint Wench*
$7,000 and enough.
stopped after one week at the Ly- from original vaude-revue routine;
ceum, and 'Girls in Uniform* folded reported closing; 'Melody' probable
successor at pop scale.
at the Booth.
'Music in the Air,' Alvin (10th
Biggest disappoifttment, however.
(C-l,887-$4.40).
Making
Un- week)
Is the Music Hall, Radio City.
money,
but considerably under ca
able to draw at $2.60 top, mammoth
paclty; last week claimed about
bouse goes to four a day Wednesday
$23,000 in nine times.
(11), with prices slashed and a fea'Of Thee I 8ing,' 46th St. (66th
ture picture added. Estimated not week) (M-l,413-$4.40). Pinal week;
over $45,000, means plenty of oper- prize Winner eased oft last week to
ating red.
about $20,000; goes to road playing
Topping the dramas last week was Eastern stands.
'Pardon My English,' Majestic.
•Dinner at Eight* again, grossing
$22,600 in nine times; 'Biography' Again set back Jack Buchanan out
came next, with $16,000 in eight per- of cast; current in Boston; due next
week.
not
did
matinees
formances. Added
Radio City Music Hall (3rd week)
much aid the others. 'Take a (5,946
-$2.60). Change of policy and
Chance' led the musicals at $26,000, prices; pictures being added to
with -Music in the Air* at $23,000; stage show this week; last week ap
'Walk a Little Paster' dropped to proxlmated $66,000; heavy loss.
'Saint Wench,' Lyceum.
$17,600; 'Varieties' away off at $16,Taken
Saturday after playing one
600; 'Flying Colors' about $16,000 at oft
week; panned hard; house dark
reduced prices.
Closing this week ar& 'Of Thee I again.
'Shuffle Along,* Mansfield (3rd
Sing,' 46th Street; 'Lucrece,' Beweek) (R-l,060-$3.30). Colored relasco; 'The Good Fairy,' Forrest and vue attracted little attention; ads
'Mademoiselle,* Playhouse; 'Cyrano out of papers but playing; maybe
de Bergerac' withdrew at the New $6,500.
Amsterdam last Saturday. Several
'Take a Chance,' Apollo (7th
(M - 1,270 - $4.40).
Leads
additional shows doubtful after this week)
Broadway; although under capacity
week.
by
considerable margin, regarded as
Eng'Pardon
My
week:
Due next
big
at
last
$26,000
week.
Majestic;
(again postponed).
lish'
'The Dubarry/ Cohan (8th week)
'Pigeons and People,* Sam H. Har- (O-l,300-$4.40).
Will move or close
ris; 'We the People,* Empire; 'Big after this week;
house going to
Night,* Elliott, and a revival of 'As grind pictures; operetta about $11,Forrest.
Go,'
Husbands
000 to loss last week.
(4th
'Twentieth Century,' Broadhurst
^Anybody's Game/ BlJou

Dick Wilbur folds up his Tivoli

stock

company

after six weeks.

No

and labor troubles.
Curran gets Louise Dresser in
Plain Man and His Wife' Jan. 16,
while Geary opens 'Another Language,' 23. 'Tattle Tales' due from
L. A. shortly for one of these houses.

biz

NOPROHTFOR

'

;

I

week) (C-l,118-$3.30). Interest

week) (C-B08-$3.30).
keeping this show going, but doubtweek; estimated
after this
ful
around $2,600.
'Autumn Crocus,' Morosco (9th
week) (CD-893-$3.30). Making some
profit; good matinee attendance and
extra afternoon added; about $8,000.
'Another Language,' Shubert (38th
week) (C-l,396-$3.30). Due back at
Booth instead of touring; $8,000 last

developing also attendance; best
call in agencies Saturday night;
quoted around $13,000 first full
week.
'Two Strange Women,' Little (1st
week)
(CD-830-$3.30).
Presented
Independently (Arthur C. Mester);
written by Edwin B. Self; opens
tonight (first called -River Hill').
'Walk a
Little
Faster^'
St.

week and

James

(3rd

week; but trade excellent last week
at $16,000; second only to 'Dinner

(6th week) (R-l,520-$4.40).
Slipped after good holiday week to
about $18,000; difference of opinion
about this revue."
'When Ladies Meet,' Royale (16th
week) (C-l,118-$3.30).
Played 10
performances; gross about $12,000

at Eight.'

profitable,

still

profitable.

'Biography,' Guild (5th week) (C-

Should stay through
914-$3.30).
winter; extra space ads because
subscription

period

expires

this

'Criminal at Largo,' 48th St. (14th
week) (D-893-$3.30). About $6,000;
betters even break for both house
and attraction.
'Dangerous Corner,' Fulton (12th
Moved here
week) (D-913-$3.30).
from Avon; first attraction for
house this season; gross last week

about $6,000.
'Dinner at Eight,' Music Box (18th
week) (C-l,000-$5.85). Nothing sold
out on Broadway last week; extra
matinee (New Year's) aided gross
of $22,500; about $3,500 under capacity in nine times.
Imperial (17th
'Flying
Colors,'
Success of
week) (R-l,416-$2.20).
halving ticket prices yet to be
shown; about $15,000 on new scale
not better than even break.
Foolscap,'

Times

Square

(1st

Presented
(CD-l,057-$3.30).
independently (Sheppard & Buchanan);
'The Last
called
first
Jutlgmcnt'; written by Genaro Curci
and
opens
Kduardo
Ciannelll;

week)

Wednesday

(11).

'Gay Divorce,' Barrymore (7th
work) (M-l,090-$4.40). Expected to
after anotlier week, with probable ticket reduction; about $12,000
last week; 'Design for Living' due
Jan. 23.

move

'Girls in Uniform,' Booth.
With
drawn la.st Saturday after playing
week and two days; tickets lowered
to $2.20. but tradf less .than $3,000.

'Goodbye

Again,'

Masque

(3d

but considerably under

TALES' AT $8,200
Los Angeles, Jan. 9.
Despite extra performances New
Year's day, local legits did a dive
last week with only George K. Ar
'Grand Guignol' playlets
thuc-'s
geared to a low nut, showing any

BOArS' CUT AS
TEST FOR CHI
Chicago, Jan. 9.
matinees helped
Holidays
but capacity was
rather than literal

Extra Monday

build last week's gi-osses.

were a great
approximate

help,

everywhere. Town is interested in
the reaction to 'Show Boat,' which
opened Sunday (8) at the enormous
Auditorium, former home of grand
opera recently refurbished under
George Kingsbury's direction.
S<^led at $2.20, If 'Show Boat' can
make a run and a profit it will go
a long way to further the adoption
of lowered prices. It is pretty generally thought that most of the attractions thus far this season have
been from $1 to $1.60 over-scaled
for present conditions.
Estimates for Last Week
'Cat and Fiddle,' Apollo (M-1,300:
$3.30) (3rd week). Doing very well,
although some division of opinion
Around $21,000
in word-of-mouth.
again last week.
May cut prices
drastically if 'Face the Music,' due
at Grand following Ed Wynn, comes
in at $2.76, as threatened.
Cort
(900;
'Family
Upstairs,'
Was closed at
$2.20) (3rd week).

Garrick to Cort

Chicago, Jan. 9.
Under any tenant or policy the
Garrick theatre must employ five
musicians. I hls was the gist of the
ruling of James Petrillo, president
of the Chicago Federation of Musicians,

who summarily caused the

c'osing of 'The Family Upstairs' on
Thursday night.
Attraction was in its second

week when the demand
f>ve musiciai.'s

to

install

A

was made.

one-

small-cast production, 'Family*
couldn't stand the gaff of $500 week'y for musicians and refu.sed to comset,

ply.

thereupon called vpto back

Pe'.rillo

on the Stagehands Union
him up. rhey did.

Closing occurred at 8" 15 p. m.
with the audience dismissed and
refunds made. Stagehands struck
the set and scrammed. Garrick was
under the nominal iesseeship of
Ray West, treasurer of the Adelphi,
but Ralph Kettering, manager and
receiver of the Adelphi, was a silent If not controlling partner. Attraction la owned by Leonard Doyle,
who also appears in cast. They were
doing a little business and expected a run at $5,000-$6,000 grosses.
to
immediately
tried
Kettering
switch show Into Adelphi, where
musicians are not required, but instead show reopened Sunday after a
three day layoff at the Cort with
Ray West and Kettering eliminated

from the set-up.
Garrick Thuisday, reopened here
Manaaerial Changec
Sunday. Small nut makes auspices
Felix Young's "Tattle Tales* reProbably around $3,000 in
Cort theatre under U. J. ('Sport')
vue at the BelasQO almost went on hopeful.
when Musicians' union called Herrman defied the Musicians Union
the rocks New Tear's eve when till
stage hands out. Economical set-up for years. Garrick was formerly a
Frank Fay, part owner and star, in- at
Cort and play may stick for num- Shubert house with musical comdisposed, failed to show up for the
ber of weeks.
Most
edies among Its attractions.
first performance. Rlchey Craig, Jr.
'Good Earth,' Erlanger (1,100; of the Shubert houses had to emInto
the
and Benny Rubin jumped
void on an hour's notice, but de- $3.86) (3rd week). With subscrip- ploy four musicians at all times,
gross
backlog
of
$12,000
spite their help b. o. tabbed lightly tions as
but Garrick had to have five.
around $8,200 on the week. Young easy. House gets 'Sign of Cross'
Petrillo as a rule doesn't recogand Fay battled on Sunday, with film next.
nize changes of management evithe producer ordering the actor out
'Laugh Parade,' Grand (M-1,365; dently considering them mere deof the theatre and warning him $3.86). (6th week). One more week,
not to return.
then Kansas City, St. Louis, Toron- vices and no reason for reclassify'Plain Man and His Wife* held to, Buffalo, and baclfclnto New York ing any theatre. Several exhibs and
on at the Hollywood Playhouse to for repeat engagement. Has done Warren Irons with burlesque occupied house since Shuberts aban$3,000, slightly under the nut. 'Love's well here and holidays jumped pace
Passport' at the small-seated Egan markedly. Last week quoted $24,000. doned it.
did $1,100, good for that house; but
'Springtime for Henry,' Blackstill under the nut.
stone (F-1,200; $2.20) (6th, final
Estimates for Last Week
week). Made a little coin and going
Finished around $6,000. 'Captive' in Raltmore
'A Plain Man and His Wife,' Hol- on road.
lywood Playhouse (3rd week) (CD- House opened Guy Bates Post In
1,150-$1.66). Below the nut at $3,- 'The Play's the Thing* last night
DnD
Lasts
Another week, then moves to (Sunday).
000.
profit.

°

2

Weeks

San Francisco.
'Grand Guignol,' Music Box (2nd
week) (D-965-$1.65). Short cast and
paying oft in buttons gives this one
a slight profit at $3,000.
'Love's Passport,' Los Angeles
Theatre Guild, Egan (2nd week)
(CD-334-$2.20).
$1,100.

Not

profitable

Guarantors taking

it

at

on the

chin.
'Tattle Tales,' Belasco (2nd week)
(R-l,103-$2.76). Run-out of Frank
Fay left the revue in a tough spot.
Take of $8,200 on the week is about
four grand below the nut.
Show

Mary Hart

Lists $44,500

In Debts and
Mary

No

Assets

Hart; producer-actress,

filed

a petition In bankruptcy with the
U. S. Court here, with liabilities
scheduled as $44,504 and assets none.
Miss Hart listed among her prin-

moves to the Holljrwood Playhouse

cipal creditors RKO, $3,160; the A.
L. Erlanger Amusement Enterprises,
Inc., $2,000; E. G. Bremen, Washington D. C, $11,000 and Roy H. Bkork-

Jan. 16 at $1.60 top.

man, Minneapolis,

$6,924.

'Melody Tapers to $27,000 in PhiUy;

Baltimore, Jan.

9.

Leonard B. McLaughlin continues
to pull rabbits out of his hat for
Penn Mutual houses, the

the two

Maryland and Auditorium. Has kept
both spots lighted since the beginning of the season. With the Maryland closing Its road-show run of
'Sign of the Cross,* house reverts to
stage to bring in the 'Broadway
Rhapsody,' radio revue headed by
Gene Austin, on Jan. 16.
Following comes the immortal
'Bringing Up Father,' und^r Edward Hutchison. Both will make It
a week run at a buck top. On Feb.
13 the French -Italian opera company, under George DeFeo, will
make a bid at $1.50 top. DeFeo
Is well-known locally, having done
several runs at the outdoor Carlin's
park.

But

Two

Current, Future List Slim

Philadelphia, Jan. 9.
for legits this

Low-water mark

week, which finds only two houses
open and mighty little in prospect to
Other Attractions
Abbey Players, Beck; Irish troupe hold out hope for more than that
grossed about $12,000; good enough, number, or, possibly, three to be
but expected more; last weeks occupied.
Two In town are 'The Green Pasbilled.
'Cyrano de Bergerac,' New Am- tures,' in third week at the Forrest,
sterdam; withdrawn Saturday; two and 'Land of Smiles,* opening tonight (9) at the Chestnut. Garrick,
weeks.
Lyric; Broad and Shubert are dark. First
Italian
Marionettes,
dropped after holidays, but profit- named reopens next Monday with
'Springtime for Henry' (Chicago
able.
Shakespeare Theatre, Jolson's; company) scheduled for only a
week; that will be followed by PegShakespearean revivals.
an- gy Fears' production, 'Shadow Line'
'Fantasia,'
Provlncetown;
nounced for two weeks; due off Sat- (formerly Peep Show), also listed
for one week only.
urday.
The Chestnut advertises 'Counsel'Sickness of Youth,' Cherry Lane;
drawing attention in Greenwich lor-at-Law' Feb. 13, but has nothing
in between 'Land of Smiles' and the
Village; may come to Broadway.
'The Good Fairy,' Forrest; revival Elmer Rice drama. American Theclosing; 'As Husbands f^o,' next atre Society has had first of Its second subscription series, with not
week.
'The Show-Off,' Hudson; revival another one in immediate prospect.
'Whistling in the Dark,' Waldorf; This is first time subscription group,
either under present name or a.s
revival.
Professional Players, has broken
continuity of its season. Doubtful
Stosk for Portland
if second subscription offering arrives until March or later, anil noPortland, Me., Jan. 9.
Rowland G. Edwards of New York body knows where they're going to
get four more.
completed arrangements this past
'Sing' in Prospect
week to Install a resident stock
'Of Thee I Sing' will come to the
company at the Jefferson here, with Forrest after 'Pastures,'
which
Monday, Jan. 9, as the opening hardly looks strong enough for more
date, resident nanager Michael J. than five weeks In all, despite excellent trade. Shubert is looking for
Garriety announced Saturday.
expectations.

From ChL

'Family

•

<

Angel money

47

Trisco Legti Line-Up

Unique Occurrence in Show Memory
It Is a rarity that at least one
show does not approximate full capacity on Broadway durlner January,
tut that was true last week. Reaction from the Christmas to New
Tear's period is one explanation,
conditions generally another.

Start,

VARIETY

bookings; Broad quite likely to be
dark rest of season.
Last week's business generally
sensational.
good,
though
not
White's 'Melody* didn't equal first
week's $30,000 at the Shubert. which
was natural in view of unfavorable

word-of-mouth
condition

of

concerning

show

and

Meanwhile at the
UBO, comes

through

rival
'Of

Ford's,

Thee

I

Sing' Jan. 23 and a return of 'Green
Pastures' Feb. 13, with the San
Carlo opera company and 'Counsellor at Law' around the corner.
House Just finished a fortnight of
a revival of the 'Captive,* but business didn't warrant the two-week
rental.

Late Slump in Pittsb'g;

ragged

$6,000 for

nightly

changes and alterations. However,
the $27,000 gross for seven performances
(extra
matinee
Monday)
looked pretty sweet for a so-so
show.
'Green Pastures' had plenty of
trouble filling the downstairs seats
at the Forrest, but balcony and gallery were always packed. With $2
top and one extra performance,

Twin Operas

Pittsburgh. Jan.

9.

Nixon dropped sharply last three
days for weak $6,000 for split week
with 'Student Prince* and 'Blossom

Time.' Shows played to lowest legit
top In years here, $2, with cheap
hook-up.
After this week town will be without a fiesh-and-blood attraction,
since Nixon is going to roadshow
show got $16,000.
'There's Always Juliet' was click- 'Sign of the Cross' and Sharp stock
Current
ing strongly when It went out. Here has folded at the Pitt.
was a case where word-of-mouth show Is 'Design for Living,' with
helped. In seven shows Van Drutcn good advance for a non-musical.

comedy got $11,000 at the Chestnut.
'Good Woman Poor Thing' didn't
fare so well at the Gan-ick, although
getting plenty of prai.se. In its last

—

week about

$8,500.

Estimates for Last Week
'Green Pastures' (Foi-reat, third
week). Downstairs not always what
it <:ouId be, but balcony and gallery
capacity. Gross of $16,000 last week
was pood for $2 top.
'Land of Smiles' (Chestnut, first
week). Oporftta week's only opening.
Nothing unusual in advance,
but .should be helped by small number of rivals.

'Springtime'

On

the

Prairie

Chicago, Jan. 9.
for Henry' winding
up five wef;ks at the Blaokstono
theatre, will i)c toured starting with

'Springtime

one

day

in
Madison, Wisconsin.
the route as set includes
MlnnnapoliR, and Milwau-

There,'! ftor

Duluth,
kee.

Kondolf-Logan

Corp.,

which

moans George Kondolf and Gavin
Muir

have

stars

Henry

this
Hull.

company,

which

LEGITt^4¥E

VAftlETY
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Shows

Plays

in Rehearsal

'Eyenaons'

YOUTH

SICKNESS OF
•Drama

SAINT

Cherry Lane
adapted by Inttcr trom Oerman original
'Kranhelt <1e Jugend,' by Ferdinand Bruck'
ner; staged by Barl Simmons.
Eleanor Powers
Marie
,.aita Zucker
Lucy
ttealree
i.. Diane Crystal
Richard Abbott
Freder
Car]
Irene
Alt

Councilman Nikola
Hinka.

thre* acts "presented' at' thft
Jnn. 2 by Patrick Kearney

.A,Iao

,

Pprlod drapia In

*Bad Manners' (W. A. Brady,
Sr., and D. D. Wlman), Playhouse.
'Big Night' (Group Theatre),
Elliott.

a

'WhirlpooC

Philip Lord
Margctret Linden
....Miriam Battleta

Thomaa Hamilton
Jennings Hlne
Down In Greenwich VlHage 'where
John Krlkoff
Archbishop
Paul Gllmore conaucte the Cherry Atoly
Rene Poucll
te
Harry McKean
Lane, is a play that may, be tried on Acolyte..-.
Florence Gerald
Bottle Woman
Broadway. 'Sickness of Youth* Is Blind Girl
Lorraine JalUet
Complex, tortuous, Man with a Twisted Foot
its odd title.
J. Francis Robertson
Paula Mact«an
depressive. It Is creating; discussion Poppy Eater
John Burke
with a Curved Spine
down there. Its sensational fea Mon
John Drew Colt
Boy with Devils.
Frank Diaz
tures comprise Its chances, with the Man with Wooden Limbs

odds against real success.
A play such as this was no New
The play was presented In Berlin
It was around for
first, with Paris and Vienna also Year's greeting.
viewing it, while in still another about five years, mentioned for production
by several managers, who
capital the cops stepped in. It has
it on a penhave
retired
should
the same strain that is in 'Qlrls in
Uniform' and the correlative film, sion.
Curious that two standout acalso The Captive,' which New
York's police raided, Patrick Kear- tresses such as Katherlne Cornell
ney, who adapted and is presenting and Helen Menken should select two
this play, submits the contention curious plays like 'Lucrece' and
that the temper and viewpoint of Saint Wench' about the same
the populace may have changed in time. First named Is closing after
mere four weeks and the latter
the past six years.
Common report abroad was that may Just as well bow out too. Both
'Wench' was
the author actually is; Professor are costume plays.
Slgmund Frciid, and \|irbether or no trUik on the.coest In 1927 under the
many of his theories tixe pro-, title of 'The Devil's Plum Tree.'
has
to do with
Wench'
'Saint
pounded.
Psychoanalysijs i» not
mentioned as a term, bj^t is the in- misty Byzdptlne characters of a day
tended explanation of' the acta and when priests took to themselves
Trabia revillage
In
of
-wives.
the
perversions of the play's generally
sides the family of Nlkolalvna.
youthful characters.
eldest daughter of the counTwo leads are Mftrle and Deslree, Ma/ca,'
ipedical students in a German uni- cilman. Is affianced to Josef Tzlgarversity who are drawn together into dla, good looking youth who Is Just
what is called a deep friendship, being, ordained as a holy man. the
Mara, however, submits to
although there are other implications.
Marie has a lover, a young sexy Kristan a bandit kno-wn as
poet, who walks out for another girl 'the wolf,' who comes bounding in
student because Marie's mater- through the window. The sight of
the couple together drives Mara's
nalism bores him.
Kristan Is
-Marie is deeply affected, and In youngw sister batty.
grieving accepts the eolicitlousness later captured and sent to the galMara becomes the wife of
of Deslree. letter remembers the leys.
only.
The priest
In
name
Josef,
but
nights at home with her little sisthe sick
ter Marion, whom Marie supplants. has the power of healing
the blind aiid to their house
It. is Deslree's
idea that youth is and
unfortunates, Including
-

.

.

.

the only part of life that is necessary, and she proposes that they die
together. At the enci Deslree expires from an overdose of veronal,
taken with Intention. Wild at the
thought of losing both lover and
her only friend (Deslree) Marie Incites the lecherous Freder, a hangtq> murder her.
Such scenes are incoherent. The
Freder is somewhat older than
students.
His theories seem
counter to those of Deslree's, for he
speaks the line, 'Youth is a sickness
from which few people recover.'

er-on,

man
the

has had Intimacies with
At the moment he has
made a street- walker out of the
maid. Then he proposes to wed
Marie, she liking to work and to
Freder

Deslree.

support both.
If the play Is moved uptown It
will require rewriting in part and
several cast changes. Diana Crystal
is the neurotic Deslree, and she plays
cleverly, without affecting the mannish garb of women of the type.
Eleanor .Powers is Marie, who rather
resembles Ethel Barrymore. Her's
is

a

difficult part, also

come many

(Joseph
Bernard), Park Central hotel.
'Early One Morning' (Arthur

Gesture').

arty with 'Saint Wench.'
This season the hits are not getting the volume, of patronage of
other times, so little may be expected for this non-dlverting attbee.

traction,

{Play closed Saturday <7) after
one toeek. Printed here for the
record.)

well played.

Bannister), Liongacre.

Safety
It

Is

Life Insurance

Has No

Substitute

your money where you
know you will always find it; it
is cash on hand even when It is
working for you. Let us show
you how to save how to provide
an income that will take care of
you later.

Put

—

For further

details.

JOHN

J.

K E MP
651 Fifth Ave.,
Phones:

New York

Murray

City

Hill 2-7838-^

Manners'

will
replace
'Madamolselle' at the Playhouse
Jan. 23, W. A. Brady and Dwight
Deere Wiman producing. It's a

comedy by Dana Burnet and

Wm,

Jutte, the action of which all
takes place In a N. Y. penthouse.
'The Tiger Breed'* by Guy Bolton,
will be produced over here by Gilbert Miller if it clicks on Its London

B.

Showboat Npt April Fool
ing Sez Wappler

PESIGN FOR LIVING
Cleveland, Jan.

,

.

-

modeled scciw

will arrive in

in April.

6.

Comedy by Noel Coward In three acts
Produced bjr ISax Qordon and staged by
author, with aetUng deaigned by O. B, Cal<
Uirop, At the Hanna tor one week.

Chicago, Jan. 9.
Having already named haU f gll<l»rnest Friedman
dozen arrival dates and galled on all Ott6.' *'«..'
•
••«••.,«
of theni the auspldes of the shoW" XiGO
Hodge
boat, 'Dlxlana,' now claim that their Mr. Blrbeck
;
,
much-talked about, but unseen re Photographer
Torrence
Chicago Orace
Helen Carver

Henry Carver

.Vynn Foiitanna
Campbell Gullan
Alfred Lunt
Noel Coward
Gladys Henson
Philip Tonge
Ward Bishop
Ethel Borden
Phyllis Connard
Alan Campbell
I

.

.Hacl<eary Stinnett
Boat Is etui ,in the making at Matthew
Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin, and' has
."Design for Living* comes near be<
been for the past year. This 1?
one
ing
of
Noel
Coward's most
the craft that got Mayor Cermalc
all riled about five motiths ago and amusing and perfectly cast comedies.
That plus Coward In one of
enlisted the pepmai^shlp of the dra
matic critics in Its behalf, After the leading roles plus Alfred Lunt
and Lynn Fontanne pli^s an ultrathe great big. tempest was over sophisticated theme ehodld
put it In
somebody discovered that. whUe the Broadway bag as a moneythere was a scow there wasn't much maker and a class draw on the

strength of Its names alone.
a showboat.
Edwin Wappler, who vouched for
iThe presence of Coward, last seen
the previous announcements Is au- here In 'Vortex.' was enough to draw
thor of the April promise.
the largest society crowd Cleveland
has seen on a first night for five
years. That the premiere was sold
out three days before the opening,
with a record advance sale of $10,Mileage
Bring
000, seems to indicate that the play
will do very well for Max Gordon
of Party Rate
and the author.
that could be called

tryout.
'For Services Rendered', by Somerset Jkfaugham, set for February
production by Sam Harris.
'Both Your Houses', Max Anderson's play which Jed Harris almost
did, is getting serious consideration
Retorn
Carriers
from the Theatre Guild.
'Party', Ivor Novello's play. Is due
That party rates may again be
to go into work as soon as Gilbert
available on railroads la indicated
Miller returns this week.
in an Interstate Commerce CommisUntitled drama Is planned for
March production by Robert Ste- sion order which permits the issuance of script on and after Feb. 1.
phens, Inc.
Script Is akin to mileage books,
'Forsaking All Others,' by Edward
which afforded an appreciable reRoberts and Frank Cavett, Is In re-

Books

Hope

on

duction from regular fares..
There will probably be objections
by some roads before the old party
rates come back.
Old rate called
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Q. Riley, to for
reduction on fares from point to
be put Into production by Albert point for
block tickets of 26 or more
Bannister and J. Francis Norman. fares.
Each
block of 26 tickets unTo be staged by Bannister.
der the old plan was accompanied
'True Story/ a play about the by a 'free baggage car.
Party rates
confession magazines of the Mac- ^ent out during
the war and that
fadden order, by Lyon Mearson and was believed to have
been a factor
Manuel Seff, is slated for indie
hearsal for Arch Selwyn. Tallulah

Bankhead

will

be

starred..

'Before Morning,'

melodrama by

curtailing touring of legit attrac-

tions.

The new I. C. C. order permitting
the Issuance of script followed application of several western railway
systems, two of which have announced the script is now available.
The Eastern Passenger Association,
however. Is reported opposed to similar concessions at this time. None
of the eastern roads has applied for
permission to sell script fares.

Displaying more emotional depth

than most of Coward's pieces, it Is
at its best when Coward punctures
a theatrically effective dramatic mo-

ment with

cracklingly

smart and

mocking humor.
There may be
many who can write stronger plots,
but the versatile English actordramatist-director has few peers in
confectlng sparkling situations and
dialog that is Impudent, brilliant and
amusing.
Although the weak spots are
glossed over by the three stars' finished, electrifying performances, the
play still seems too long. The first
act could stand 16 minutes less dia-

Even Miss Fontanne seemed to
get off on the wrong foot in the
opening talkative scenes.
These
weaknessesi however, should be rectified by the time the show hits
log.

Broadway.
In theme

it

takes the old eternal

triangle and gives It a fairly daring,
unconventional twist that is more
amusing than shocking. Opening in

a ^aris studio, the action centers

around a sensuous but philosophical
woman artist who lives with and
loves a playwright and an artist
both at the same time. Both men
are devoted friends as long as the

love Is purely platonlc. But when
the artist (Alfred Lunt) Is away,
and the playwright (Noel Coward)
takes advantage of his absence,
25% Reduction
Lunt
does a walk-out proThe Southwestern and the West- testingangrily
they had deceived him.
ern Passenger associations are sellIn the next act the tables are coming two types of script books, one
pletely turned. The playwright, now
being interchangeable on all lines living with the utterly unmoral
between Chicago-New Orleans and heroine, goes to a party and returns
Birmingham Stock Opens
return. Both have a rate of 2.7 cents to find the artist has taken his place
Birmingham, Jan. 9.
The Lyceum Players opened at per mile as against the regular rate for an evening with his mistress.
Memphis last week at the Lyceum. of 3.6 cents per mile, a reduction of Their quarrel is sharpened by brilliant Cowardia;i wit when the arone-quarter.
Frances Dale is in the lead.
The interchangeable script Is tist defends himself.
Prices range from a dime to 99
known as the 'big book/ costing $81
They patch up their differences
cents.
and good for $108 in mileage. The when the girl runs off to New York
small book sells at $64 and Is good to become a successful interior decorator
and to marry a family friend.
for $72 worth of travel at regular
rates.
Latter script Is not accept- The marriage doesn't take, for when
her two ex-lovers show up in her
able west of the Montana border
penthouse she secretly lets them In
and a relative line southward. An- at night, with both putting on an
other
advantage
accompanying exuberantly droll piece of clowning
Jan. 9
script books is that 300 pounds of in her husband's pajamas.
In the
baggage will be carried without end the three decide that they axe

Rhapsody/

Colonial,

'Sign

the

of

Cross/

National,

Washington; Shubert, Cincinnati;
American, St. Louis; Regent, Roch-

charge as against 160 pounds, the necessary to each other, and, after
apologizing to the befuddled husgratis limit at present.
band, they scamper off to Paris to
live together again.
'Design for Living* depends almost entirely. ..upojL Its sly^ _wJtty
nonsense and the three principals,

Looks like a spot for traveling
men's associations and theatrical
Lauder, Convention bodies to campalem for the return
Sir Harry
Selwyn,
Corjiella^ _0*i<»
Hall, Tulsa, Okla., Jan; -9i -Audito- of "pi^-war rates.~ WT£h the T. C. C.
CKioago.""
'Counsellor-at-Law/ Shubert, Bos- rium, Manhattan, Kan., 11; Audito- now minded to grant concessions,
rium, Topeka, Kan., 12; Auditorium,
ton.
the hope is that the individual roads
'Design for Living/ Nixon theatre, Hastings, Neb., 13; Shrine Audlto-.
railroads
Pittsburgh.
'Face the Music/ Hanna, Cleve-

land.

'Good Earth/ E^langer, Chicago.
'Green Pack/ Brantford, Jan. 9;

Grand O. House, London, 10-11;
Grand O. House, Hamilton, 12, 13, 14.
'Green Pastures,' Forrest, Philadelphia.

'Land of Smiles,' Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia.
'Laugh Parade/ Grand O. House,

ester;

Majestic, Boston.
"

.

who have

tailor-made roles.

Cow-

ard's performance as the plajrwrlght
is more subtle than Lunfe, filled

That the
'There's Always Juliet/ Plymouth, recognize the need for promoting with fine comedlc touches and nervmore travel was shown last sum- ous vitality. Lunt as the artist gives
Boston.
'Vanities/ Masonic Temple, Day- mer when low excursion rates were an especially brilliant, rollicking
enport, la., Jan. 9; Majestic, Cedar the vogue. Many of the latter are characterization, besides giving it a
Rapids, 10; Shrine Auditorium, Des still offered for limited periods, gen- rich intensity of feeling. Miss Fontanne, though not at her best In the
Moines, 11; Auditorium, Sioux City, erally four days.
first act. Is so forceful and electrify12; Brandels, Omaha, 13-14.
ing at other times that she makes
rium, Des Moines,

will fall In line.

la., 14.

Montgomery House

Lit

(Continued on page 49)

lurran-Belasco Slash

Montgomery, Ala., Jan. 9.
The Grand theatre here after beB. 0. Top Price to $2
Manhattan Opera Company, Au- ing closed for more than two years,
ditorium, Hopklnsville, Ky., Jan. 9;
opened
here with a stock company,
Auditorium, Memphis, 10-11; High
Mary
Players.
Jane
Lane
Los Angeles, Jan. 9.
School Auditorium, Little Rock,
Helen Alton and Walter Embs,
Curran & Belasco have found
Ark,, 13-14.
that the $2.60 top maintained at the
'Melody/ Boston Opera House, are principals.
Boston,
Belasco since the house was built
'Of Thee
Sing/ Cass, Detroit.
is too high for Los Angeles at pres'Pardon My English/ Colonial,
ent, and will cut their lower floor
Bill Cullen replaced Lee Parvln
Boston.
price to $2, beginning with 'Whon
'Pigeons and People/ Broad Street, in advance of 'Plain Man and His
Ladles Me#>t,' which opens Jan. 23,
Newark.
Wife/ which closes (14) at Holly'Play's the Thing/ Blackstone, wood Playhouse and opens (16) at a week after the close of 'Tattle
Tales,' which goes to the Hollywood
'Queen's Husband/ Erlanger-Co- the Curran, 'Frisco.
lumbla, San Francisco.
Playhouse.
'Rhapsody in Black/ Brandels,
In 'When Ladles Meet,' which will
Omaha, Jan. 8; Auditorium, Sioux
be directed by Edgar McGregor,
City, 9; Coliseum, Sioux Falls, S.
who has returned from New York
Richard
Calvin
Ewell In place of
Dak., 10; Metropolitan, Minneapolis,
for', that
purpose, will be Sam
Thomas, 'Anybody's Game'.
Minn.. 11, 12, 13, 14.
Lida McMillan Iti place of Jessie Wren, brought here from N.T. Kay
'Show Boat/ Auditorium. Chicago.
Crommette, 'Two Strange,. Women. Johnson* and Katherlne Doucet.
Chicago.
Chicago.

I

Me

Phys

Fntare
'Bad

-

BUT-SAFETY!

POSITIVELY ABSOLUTELY
'DIxians'

Current Road Shows
Week

'Cat and the Fiddle/ Apollo, Chicago.

EVERYTHING COSTS MONEY

Madness'

'Modern

He loses the power which
passes to Mara iand together they Broadway production.
are off to England, summoned by
Self, co-author of 'Blessed Event,'
the throne. Kristan had returned, is currently In Hollywood.
but Mara discovered she no longer
'East River Romance,' by Edwin
loved him and at the curtain Josef Gilbert, will be given early producand Mara are in their first passion- tion by Howard Inches.
ate embrace.
Miss Menken with sorrel hair enCoast to Coast Salon Tour
acted the complex Mara with some
fire, yet her performance can hardSan Francisco, Jan. 9.
ly make up for the show's deficienMyra Kinch Is due to open toguise
in
the
cies.
She steps forth
night (9) for a week of interp dancunfortuof actress-manager, but
ing at French theatre.
nately chose a Weakling play. John
Local date starts a tour that will
Colton, its author, has a rep for
her from here to Texas cities
dramatics ('Bain,' 'The Shanghai take
route to New York.
en
He seems to have gone
lepers.

The men are not so well chosen,
beat probably being Rlcliard Abbott
as the bestial Freder.
In present form 'Youth' is much
too repetitious. It has been consldably toned down from the original.
Ma^be quite interesting to persons
who go In for complexes, but it
'Broadway
seems too depressing a play for deNorfolk, Va.
pression times.
ibee.

EXPERIMENTING
IS EXPENSIVE!

Hem-

don), Vanderbllt.

;

,

(Richard

Town

4-

nell), Belkscd.

John Burke

Reka..i.'
Hija....:
Jena Tzigardis

Plays Out ; of

Selwyn),

'We the People' (Elmer Rice),
Empire.
^ Alien Corn' (Katharine Cor-

thre'o acta

'<

Ward Guardsman

Rosalee Reeves
Buffene Clarendon

.(Ar^h

Sel-wyh!

WENCH

presented at
the Lyceum Jan. it by and with Helen
Menken; written by John Colton; ataged by
Charles Hopkins.
Jean Fullarton
Nadja Ntkolalvna..
Russell Hardle
Josef TElgardls
Miss Menken
Mara Nikolatvba.i
.Mr. Edward Letter
Kristan
Mr. Bernard Jukes
Vqsp

In

Tuesdayr Jannar^ 10, 1933

AHEAD AND BACK

CAST CHANGES

ENGAGEMENTS
Phoebe Brand, Stella Adlor, J.
Bromberp. Eunice Stoddard, Roman Bohnen,
'The Big

Edward
Night.'

Ian Keith, Mary Duncan, 'Forsaking All Others.'
Hilda
Georgle,
Spong,
Leyla
Fredk. Leister, Beatrix FieldenKaye, Jacob Ben Ami, Gladys Hanson,

Owen

Siegfried

Davis,

Jr.,

Rumann,

'Evensong.'
'Alien Corn.'

Robert Strange, Frank Roman,
Percy Kilbrldge, Jonathon Hole,
Wm. E. Morris, Ruth Chorpenning,

'Modem Madness.'
Margaret Sullavan, Bert Lytell,
Leona Marlde, -Harold Vermllyea,

Wm.

David, 'Bad Manners.'

LITERATI

Tdesday, January 10, 1933
Th«

Bonfila

Caw

Legal areruments on whether
Frederick O. Bonfila, publisher the
Denver 'Post,' muBt complete the
deposition sought from him by the
'Roclcy Mountain News' and Charles
B, Lounsbury, editor, in connection
with Bonflls' $200,000 libel suit
against the 'News' and Lounsbury,
will be heard Jan. 12 before District
Judge Robert W. Steele, who takes
Judge E. V. Holland's place in the
Bonflls' attorney asked that
case.
arguments be held, stating that In a
libel, suit a deposition could not be
taken for the purpose of discovery.
The 'News' and Lounsbury bad
sought several times to question
Bonflls on his past life, claiming It
necessary to en.ible them to formuBonflls has already
late a defense.
been found guilty of contempt of
court for walking out of a hearing
room where he had previously been
ordered to give his deposition. Judge
Holland flned him -$26 for the offense againut the court. Bonflls has
indicated he would appeal the fine
to the Supreme Court.
This libel case Is attracting wide
attention through the U. S., and the
story of the fight between the 'Post'
and the Scripps-Howard papers In
Denver is one of the classics of

newspaper history.

DESIGN *FOR LIVING

Best Sellers
Best 6eller« for the week ending Jan.

News

When President-elect Roosevelt
goes on a yachting tour of Southern
waters early in February, no reporters will accompany him, but a
daily bulletin telegraphed from the
boat to Washington, D. C, will be
the
through
to
press
released
Charles Mlchelson, p. a. for the

'Last

Adam'

By Faith Baldwin
By Zane Grey
By James Gould Cozzens

($2.60)

.

'Never Ask the End' ($2.60)
.By Isabel Paterson
'Flowering Wilderness' ($2.50)
By John Galsworthy
^
'Forgive Us Our Trespasses' ($2.60)
By Lloyd C. Douglas
Non-Fiction
'March of Democracy' ($3.60)
By James Truslow Adams
'Van Loon's Geography' ($3.75)
By Hendrik Willon VanriiQpn
•Flying Carpet' ($3.7B)
By Richard Hamburton
•Life Begins at Forty' ($1.60)
By Walter B. Pitkin
•Men Against Death' ($3.60)
By Paul DeKrufC

to accompany him on the cruise. It
will be the first time they have relaxed their vigil on the new President since last spring. None of his
personal staff will be aboard the

yacht, owned by Vincent Astor, a
distant relative.

Changes Title
Announced that the Exhibitors

now

be published

by Emanuel Publications, Inc. Originated by Charles Goodwin and
David Barrist, the original firm

name was Barrist-Goodwin.

When

Jay Emanuel bought Barrist out It
was altered to Emanuel-Goodwln,
and now the single title indicates
that
band.

Emanuel

is

playing

a lone

As a matter of record Goodwin
dropped out some time ago, but the
changeover has just been accomplished.

Paid for Info
Metro's purchase of Alva Johnston's five -part 'profile' on the bogus
Prince Mike Romanoff, nee Harry
Gerguson, alumnus of the N. Y. Hebrew Orphan Asylum, was necessary
because of Johnston and the 'New
Yorker' having paid Romanoff a fee
for some of the info.
Some of it
also colored and not to be considered
as being news information In the
public domain.
As is not. generally known, Johnston confused some of Prince Mike's
exploits with another Romanoff on
the west coast who had acted as
Investment counsel to certain Holly-

wood

notables.

For Foreign Films
former foreign publicity director on the Coast for
Metro, has released the first issue
of a new mag titled 'International
Film Review,' which he proposes to
make a semi-monthly proposition.
Polonsky's idea is to stick to Items
Jos. Polonsky,

of foreign film
or international
character, the mag being a cross be-

tween trade and fan
printed In
paper.

'Detroit

By Burton Rascoe

•Titans of Literature' ($3.75)

THE LAST JUDGMENT
Simultaneous Apology
Shorts Too Short
('Foolscap')
Boston, Jan. 7.
'Short
Shorts
Magazine'
has
The unusual happening of a newsA satirical farce In three nets. By Genpaper apologizing on, the front page called it quits. The sock dealt the nnro
ProCurci and Bduardo Glnnnelll.
news section for a Sunday fea- mag by the collapse of that big dis- duced by John R. Sheppard, Jr., and Frank
tributor
recently,
the
repurcusslons
direction of GeofDuohanan,
under
the
A.
ture, in the magazine section, ocfrey Kerr, at the HoIMs Street theatre,
curred in the Sunday 'Mirror' of Jan. of which were felt by some 40 pub- Doston
lications, was too much for 'Short
1 when Mr. and Mrs. Lionel Atwill
Frederic Worlock
Georce Bernard Shaw
Eduardo Glannelli
(former Mrs. Douglas MacArthur) Shorts' and the towel thrown in In- I.ulgl Pirandello

of its

were lauded and publicly apologized stead of a new issue.
to with a front page photographic
Chatter
spread and a page 3 boxed explana-

The Empire State

newspaper

Dr. Harrold

Nurse
Shakespeare
Francesca da Rlmlnl
Cleopatra

Printer, edlt«d

Marc Antony

Thurston Hall
Cynthin Lathnm

Geoffrey Kerr
Pegfry Hovenden
Alice Relnhart
Lionel Ince

Rosamund Merlvale
by Wallace J. Cummings, Addison. Evp
Kathcrlne HastlnRS
Helen of Troy
N. Y., and brought out for both the Menelaus
Gorris Nels
Arnold Preston
with the supplementary statement printing and newspaper professions, Photographer
Francis Carter
Assistant Photoerapher
from the 'Mirror' publishers explain- has made Its appearance as a Orderly
William I>orbln'
Diane Borl
Martina
ing that only the time element pre- monthly.
Arthur Bowyer
The Elmira (N. Y.) 'Bank Lobby,' Pierce
vents killing that particular story.
Allen Nourso
Servant
a rather elaborate monthly for such Prof. Bluttner
Bennett Sonthard
Marshal
Alan
The
Stranger
Is
being
field.
a limited circulation
George Tawde
Arthur Sticks
Octavlus
brought out for the purpose of per- Lunatic
Richard WhorfPeeved at propagandist rumors mitting Elmira's bankers to circu- Blectrlclan
Charles S. Brown.
Frank Conlan.
Property Man
that Rlan James would recover his late their views. Entirely local.
Harold Bolton
Another Lunatic
old columnist Job on the Brooklyn
Purchase of the controlling in- Second Orderly
William Orvllleteresting

.

will

more

Campbell GuUan draws a convincing portrait of the art connoisseurhusband, but Gladys Honson's part
housekeeper
stanimerinsr
the
of
seems a bit out of tune with Its lowcomedy effects. Ethel Borden, Phyllis Connard and Alan Campbell negotiate small parts with competence.
All of them are virtually pushed Into
the background by the CowardLunt-Fontanne combine.
With three more weeks on tour,
'Design for Living' should be moving at a faster tempo and ready to
make a loud click among the fashionables on Its Jan. 24 opening In
PuUen.
New York.

Fiction

"Beauty* ($2.00)
'Drift Fence' ($2.00)

National
Committee.
This novel arrangement has been 'Eagle' now that he's out at Warnplanned with the idea of giving the ers, H. M. Crist, m. e. of the sheet,
complete
rest has assured Art Arthur, the new innew Chief Executive a
and at the same time of keeping the cumbent, that there's glue on the
dally papers Informed on 'small' columning chair and he sticks.
news of his vacation.
Arthur had barely gotten his
Reporters have agreed not to try pencils sharpened and a new blotter

Democratic

(reglonals)

as reported by the American

Co., Inc.

tion.

-

7,

stuff,

style

though
on good

More Dirt
Merry Go Round' and

on his desk pad when the rumors

I

m

the

McBwen

Press,

Waverly, N. Y., by Hart I. Seely announced.
Charles Bonner Is •public relations'

man

f^or

Howard

Scott,

of

Technocracy fame.
Green Peyton, author of the novel,
'Black

Cabin,'

Is

a

brother,

of

Througi) two acts this play Is desatire In farcical manner.
Suddenly it goes haywire, taking on
a melodramatic angle, and finally
licious

In

a

letter

to

'Variety,*

writes tlfat Rus Arnold did not split
over a difference with him over the
matter of typograplcal style, adds
that there is absolutely no foundation for the reputed r^urn of James
and concludes by expressing his
complete satisfaction with the work
of, Art Arthur and stating 'It Is my
hope and expectation that he will
conduct the .column permanently.'
That's definite enough even for the

published monthly makes its bow
In that city.
A scandal sheet telling
without
mentioning
names book.
items about the locals In a manner
thinly disguising who and what.
Hollywood's New Muck Sheet
First edition contained articles by
New combination plug and mud
the Mayor, Ralph Homes of the
'Times,' Len Shaw of the 'Free sheet, masking behind the guise of
an amusement weekly, has made Its
Press,' etc.
Titled
Published by Mrs. S. H. Field, re- appearance In Hollywood.
cently press agent for the Little 'Hollywood Peep Hole,' it is edited
Cinema Theatre. Before that Mrs. by Arch Woody, a former adverField was on the 'Free Press,' tising solicitor for the defunct 'In'Times' and old 'Journal* in both edi- side Facts.'
Both the boosts and
torial and business capacities.
the attacks are crude in form and
Husband, now separated, Samuel editorial content reaches a new low,
H. Fields, singer in vaude.
even for Hollywood.

^Emperor Jones*

.

GRAND GUIGNOL

singly.

Lionel White acting as Harry
Stewart's literary adviser for the
time being.
Doris Schneider now reading
scripts for Alfred H. King.

Grace Lumpkin's To Make My
a Japanese transla-

Bread' will get
tion.

Philip Sims will go to Carmel.
Ha.qsoldt Davis' book,
'Islands
Under the Wind,' won't be out until

March.
Capt. Bob Bartlett mixing with
the poets.

(Continued from page 45)
odd curtain calls, almost all for
TIbbett, and tells why the next
scheduled performances of the opera
have ali-eady been sold out in advance. And why the opera, though
short, will prove the best drawing
card on the Metropolitan's repertoire
this season and several seasons to
come.
Musically the work will

call forth

quibbling,
especially
from
the
simon-pures who won't think there's
enough music in it to make an
opera. There are a number of silent stretches and some spoken
dialog.

And

quite often the orches- ,

submerged for stage
But there was no doubt
about Its acceptance by the premiere attendance. Nor about the
end

tral

Is

elucidation.

significance of its reception.

There have been about 14 soAmerican operas produced in

called

the United States.
Maybe about
that many more abroad, and mostly
a matter of on and off. Of all these
only one is completely American in
story, spirit and execution and that
one, 'Transatlantic* by George Antheil, has not yet been shown In
the United States, although the
State Opera House In Frankfort
and other Important German cities
found it worthy. 'Emperor Jones'
therefore takes Its place at the head
of the whole. procession of American
operas seen In America, and as the
first of that group to have lasting
Importance.
Louis Gruenberg, the composer. Is
quite a young man and a protege of
John Ersklne, the novellst-professor-planlst. Last year his first opera
was produced by the Jullliard School,
'Jack and the Beanstalk,* based on
the 'fairy tale, and not especially
Important.
With 'Emperor Jones*
he takes a definite, firm foothold.

getting so Involved that Its original
Free of Jazz
Intent is befogged.
He took the Eugene 0*NeIll play
Curtain rises on hilarious proceedings. George Bernard Shaw and and telescoped it Into one act and
He dldn*t
Lulgi Pirandello are snoring In cots about seven scenes.
in the hospital ward of an Insane change the dialog much, except
asylum. Their autos have collided where needed for musical purposes,

Charles Wcrtenbaker. Uses the pen
name to avoid mix-ups.
Jerome Beatty leaves this week
on a tour of five midwestem cities outside, and they have been given
They come to
in connection with an assignment first aid in bedlam.
Failing to
from American Magazine. Nature and get acquainted.
arouse doctors or nurses by their
of the story Is being kept secret.
are dead.
Laurence Stalllngs, In Hollywood calls, they decide they
Dialog la bright and sharp. They
under contract to Metro, Is perma- argue their various theories. They
nently In pictures, having given up try to decide whether this is heaven,
his columning on the New York hell or 'pending' that they are in.
•Sun.'
A head peers at the. barred window.
Inez Lopez Cohen, who Is Oc- The owner tells them he is William
rumor mongers.
Then Francesca da
tavus Roy Cohen's frau, collecting Shakespare.
Rimini shows up, and the dramatists
more of those Negro paper boners.
think them shades of the departed.
C. Halliwell Duell has switched
Oscar Charles Chopin
nuts with famous complexes
More
Oscar Charles Chopin, 69, car- from Doubleday, Doran to William appear, and finally the doctors
Morrow.
shows up to clear everything.
toonist, died Dec. 28 at his home in
Lewis Browne on a round-theLos Angeles following a long illness
That first act Is as snappy as one
The playwrights and
could wish.
from heart disease. Prior to com- world tour with the missus.
Oswald Garrison VlUard getting the psychlatirists conceive the Idea
ing to L. A. in 1931 he had worked
of writing and producing a play
on the San Francisco 'Examiner' about town again.
Wallace Smith will finish that within the institution, using the
for 27 years.
crazy inmates as an amateur theatChopin was born in St. Louis, his new book In New Orleans.
They*re giving odds that 'Happy rical troupe. Second act shows the
mother being Kate Chopin, writer
rehearsal, and the third the atof Creole stories.
He is survived Days' doesn*t stick as the title of tempted performance, with Shaw
by his widow, daughter, his moth- Ogden Nash's new book of short finally having to fill In the shoes of
pieces. Too simple.
er, two brotliers and sister.
St. Peter when the nut player walks
The line with which they promote off in a huff.
the risque classics is "Very few asPlenty of meat to the Idea, which
Nick Carter Passes
Is novel. Audience of fair size liked
terisks.'
Frederick W. Davis, more widely
Took Q. B. Lancaster ten years to it Immensely. Bringing the whole
known as Nick Carter, author of write 'Pageant.'
into the spirit of the first act would
the Innumerable dime novels, died
Penrose Fry, whose book, The make a sure-fire comedy success.
Libbey,
at New Bedford, Mass., Jan. 4, In Church Surprising,' comes out next
his 76th year. He also wrote under
week, is Sheila Kaye- Smith's husthe name of Scott Campbell. Dur- band.
ing his literary life be produced
P. W. Wilson, who writes so auHollywood, Dec. 28.
nearly 600 of the Nick Carter books
thoritatively on British affairs for
George K. Arthur is expressing
for Street & Smith.
the New York 'Times,' and who also his yen to be a legit producer by
does criticisms for that paper's Sun- presenting four one-act shockers at
day 'Book Review* section, uses his the Music Box. Opening night saw
Ray Long Gone Native
Ray Long, former editor of the full name, PhUIp WhUwell Wilson, an impressive assemblage of Arthur's-soclal acquaintances- who air.
'COslft-opontati,*-- whoT left -^€-»- York- -on-bookr-of -fals authorship-, like -the
truistically whipped out $6 apiece to
several months ago without leaving recently- published Is Christ Pos- park the hips at the premiere. His
a known forwarding address, has sible?*
group of friends was not large
Morris Ernst and Alexander Lin- enough to extend past row P. and
turned up In Tahiti. According to
from the offertory it did not appear
advices to friends In show business, dey got a Joint tea.
Horace Stokes to London.
that the remainder of his set would
writers who have long inhabited the
Harry Block vacationing in Mex- be dropping In on subsequent eveIsland regard Long as a brother and
nings. Which gives young Mr. Arico
with
one
eye
peeled
for
another
a native.
thur a lot of fresh, crisp pasteboard
Carleton Beals.
Viking Press has dug up some tickets to play around with.
Conducted with the brisk tempo
Returns
more pieces by D. H. Lawrence for of a sleepy sloth trying to extricate
Cute idea being used by Simon & publication.
himself from a particularly gooey
Schuster in pushing Frank Scully's
Because John Held, Jr., got his swamp, the plays were what can be
book 'Fun in Bed.' Attached to each 'A Bowl of Cherries' Into print first, termed hlgh-adenoldal British.
copy now is a printed note to the the Gilbert Seldes book, which was
Credit to Doris Lloyd for her
effect that the 'book being so poputo have had that title, will be known swift transition from Cockney harlot in 'Something More Important'
lar* the receiver may already have
as 'The Years of the Locust.'
to the religiously devoted nun of
a copy. In which case It may be
Malcolm Cowley and Michael Gold 'The Old Woman'; to
Eric Snowden
turned back to Simon and Schuster rarely make a public appearance
for his sensible trouping as the confor that much credit on another
started.
Crist,
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(Continued from page 48)
the vacillating heroine seem
persuasive and sympathetic.

The roto mag feature dwelt on the
Atwllls' strained marital relations,

No Reporters

.

VARISTY

demned man

in 'Eight o'Clock,' and
to the sets of Corliss McGee. Lighting, an spotted by Yasha Frank,

and wove In a chorus and ballet.
Whole thing runs to about an hour
and a quarter.
Gruenberg has
avoided the obvious device of keeping the tom-toms going throughout
the play as was done in 0'NeUl*9
original stage production at the
Provincetown Playhouse In 1920. He
stops the tom-toms for Intervals
between scenes, always coming
back a bit faster and louder, however, for a much more convincing
final effect.
There Is no Jazz^ and.
no concerted lyric movement,^ oe
song, except In one place towards
the end where a negro spiritual Is
sung and later where an African
dance tune Is played (almost seeming a perfect copy, by the way, of
African music).

Acting and singing Is practically
all done by the one character, the
American negro who bad killed some
people ariil run off.;to.^Afrlca, where
he made himself an Emperor, only
to. be finally tortured to suicide by
the tom-toms and approach of the
native bushmen. TIbbett probably
has never had a part which he acted
or handled as well In every way.
an actor's part and Tibbett can
act even If some of his pictures
didn't pan out too well.
Marek Windham Is miscast as
the Cockney Henry Smlthers, the
accent being too much for him, and
the rest of the cast doesn't matter.
There are only two other characters, both minor.
Joseph Meilzlner designed the
It's

—

scensra.and.!tQ.8tum.^s_ftnd_a_beajitU
ful Job he did of it, too.
in the

stage production the thing was
necessarily cramped by lack of

space and mechanics, although Robert Edmond Jones handled It expertly.
Mielziner, also from the
legitimate theatre, knows his stagecraft and applied it here.
Some
palms are also due to Tullio Serafln
who rehearsed, prepared and directed the musical end of the opera's
preparation, conducting the orchestra for the opening performance.
Alexander Sanlne who staged the
piece and GuIUo Setti who trained
the chorus.
At the opening performance 'Emperor Jones' formed half a double
bill, the program being completed
by 'PagliaccI,' another short opera.
It was a perfect Idea pairing the

quite an attempt to create the two and thus showing what has
hurt opera and what may help It
proper moods for each playlet.
Aside from the opening night ner- come back to life. On all sides In
vousne.ss that had tlie actors more the audience was the feeling that
frightened than the audience, per- the demoded, old-style operas no
formances were better than mate- matter how beautiful musically
rial.
Single sketch to attain tlie would have to give way, at least
grue.somencH.s advertised was 'The partially,
to more modern musical
Old Woman,' winding up with a
And
notions a bit nearer to life.
tasty bit of eye-gouging.
An interesting and Ingenious pre- that despite the fact that 'PagliaccI*
happcn.s
to.
be one of the operas that
opening campaign was put on by
Arthur Wenzel, but the natives comes nearer to stage acceptability
failed to go for it.
than most of the old standbys.

made

—

MUSIC— NITE CLUBS
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VARIETY

Writers

331/3% on

New

Gives

Contract

Mechanicals

Composers Edge on

Several Things
standard uiilform popular songwriters contract that has been ratified by the
and the Songwriters* Protective Association assures the authors of a minimum
33 1/3% cut on every type of mechanical reproduction. It also provides that In place of the twice .nnual payment of royalties the pub-

MPPA

WHITTEMORE'S BALTO JAM
Songwriter Charged
Local

With Taking

Woman's

$300

Baltimore, Jan. 9.
Legal problems now engulf Earl
Whittemore, local band leader and
songwriter, taken on charges of obtaining money on false pretenses.

lishers render their statements and
accompanying checks on a quarter- Whittemore, charged with having
ly basis.
gotten $300 from a Mrs. Eleanor M.
Another writer victory incor- Dlerlng-r local Fesident, was released
porated In the contract is a limita- in $500 bail for grand jury action.
The
tion on the publication date.
Complaint by Mrs. Diering Is that
clause provides that If the pub- she gave Whittemore $300 to put
lisher falls to turn out the compo- some music to a couple of songs
sition In salable form within that she had written, and to have them
date the writer may demand the published and broadcast, and that
return of his work, and If at the Whittemore failed to live up to his

end of another month the publisher share of the bargain.
has still kept It off the presses the
copyright automatically reverts to

C-C

the writer.

WAXING AMERICAN

Canadian Situash
In the revised contract special
consideration Is given the Canadian

TUNES HERE FOR ENG.

NO AMERICAN BANDS
IN HAVANA ISr TIME

Inside Stuff-Music

On top of Paramount's peeve against Al Jolson for first etherizing the
Kate Smith song, 'Pickaninny Heaven' from Tier forthcoming Paramount
picture, 'Hello Everybody", the publishers. Famous Music, were placed In
the anomalous position of begging Jolson to desist from a plug. This in
itself is something unique in tin pan alley where Jolson always rated
as the top plug on any song.
Far and Kate Smith both wanted the songstress to first use her own
hotel and casino spots were held
by American orchestras,- this -year song but Jolson was so taken up with the song he rehearsed it on his
When Famous Music heard of it they almost Influenced Jolson
finds the local combos cashing in In own.
the big dough, which isn't so big to postpone his plug a week until Miss Smith flrst tackled it, with Jolsoa
any more.
later changing his mind and singing it anyway.
Last American orchestra to play
here was Freeman's, which, last
Apart from the staggering clerical expense which a point system ot
year was at the National Casino clas^Iflcation in the American Society would entail, this is contrary to
with the Original Havana Casino the by-laws of the ASCAP which provides that royalty rating, both for
orchestra. Latter band is covering publishers and songwriters, depends on other elements. These are presthe whole dansapation now.
tige, either of the flrm or the name songwriter; length of time as a mem«
Vanolo Castro and his orchestra ber; vogue (meaning popularity of the songs, which is the same as the
Is repeating at the Naclonal Hotel.
boxscore on the multiplicity of air plugs) and the nature and character
Don Raymat, an outsider, copped of the works.
Swanky
the Hotel Presldente job.
These elastic provisos explains why. standard flrms rate so high in the
Almendares hotel held a contest in ASCAP's royalty divvies; also why prestige writers, with limited current
which 10 bands participated, with vogue, retain good classification rating, regardless.
Froilan Maya's (Mayer) orchestra
getting the spot Victor Rodriguez,
A new form of institutional plug order has gone out from NBC execu>
formerly of the Sevllle-Blltmore tlve offices that certain songs be 'given a ride on the air' for the express
Hotel, is still at the Sana Soucl purpose that the titles be coupled with the announcement that these are
roadhouse and Ramon Fernandez, the hits of the new Radio City Music Hall.
Havana, Jan. 4.
For the first time since tourists
have been making Havana their
winter playground, no American
Imported orchestra will play In
town. Where formerly the choice

.

;

former drummer of the Seville band,
is with his own combo at the Montmartre. LeBatard Bros. Orchestra
Is at the Eden Concert beer garden
and Pelau Bros, at the Plaza roof.

According to this phase
Pesldes signing American songof the document. If a composition writers to work with them in Engr
printed In tho U. S. Is distributed land, Jimmy Campbell of
CampbellGas
In Canada all copies and rights sold
Organist Dies
Connelly, English music firm, is
In the Dominion are to be treated recording
tunes on this side and
Birmingham, Jan. 9.
as of domestic origin. Otherwise Ihfl shipping the masters abroad. Chic
Edwin
LyIes Taylor, former orrevenue from copy and rights sales Endor and Charlie Farrell have reganist at the Alabama theatre, was
should be considered as originated corded a flock of American songs
found dead here last week. He had
In a foreign country.
on this side under Campbell's super- inhaled fumes from a gas stove.
New agreement relieves the writer vision.
The day before he died he paid to
of the guarantee to Indemnify the
This, combined with the English C. P. Thiemonge, head of the mupublisher in the event of infringe- publisher's importing of. American
sicians' union $6 In dues. Payment
ment proceedings. Not only la the songwriters, such as Harry Woods, insured $600 insurance.
publisher In such cases obligated to may result in some sort
of boycotThe last year he has been playshoulder the entire legal expense, ting by the American Society.
ing as organist at the First Baptist
but until the claim Is settled it Is
American
publishers
contend Church where his body was found
up to him to place In escrow all there were times when the foreign
In one of the offices. The janitor at
royalties due the writer. Same exincome was virtually a life-saver the church said Taylor had told
pense arrangement applies if the for them and swung the balance
him he used to make more in one
publisher brlr.gs an infringement between profit and loss, hence these
day than he lias earned of late In
writer's
action in behalf of the
foreign rights should be guarded.
a week.
work. Clause here further provides
There have been writers such as
He is survived by his wife and
that should ihe publisher collect, the Rodgers and Hart who have gone
daughter of Mobile. He came to
writer is to get an even split after abroad to do show tunes but the
Birmingham In 1920 and five years
the legal bill has been deducted.
Harms affiliation Is of the same In- later went to Los Angeles where
Parties to the revised contract ternational control.
Edgar Leslie he played in theatres, later returnalso agree to submit to arbitration and Horatio NIcholls were a signal
ing here.
under the rules of the American Ar- success with 'Among My Souvenirs'
bitration Association.
but other writers like Archie Gottler
Van-Bain Split
tried It and produced nothing start-

-situation.
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Radio stations are the backstages of the prescntday show business.
Instead of haunting the stagedoors to land acts, the song pluggers can
do things more efficaciously at the two central sources the major net-

—

works.
That's why some publishers are squawking that their prof, depts. are
ruining them. Those piano rooms out front, with time wasted on 'dog
acts', as they put it, who are rehearsing in hopes, and with limited stage
bookings existing, are the big overhead of the present-day prof. dept. ia
a publisher's office.
Yet; with recurrent belief vaudeville, etc., will again start up, the overheads are being maintained, along with the necessity to cater to those
radio acts who come in during the day for song rehearsals.
Peter Maurice, young English music publisher, is related to the Belgian royal family. He often sends British bands and entertainers to
Brussels for royal functions.
Maurice publishes young Steinlnger's pop songs, latter being the
nephew of Franz Lehar and himself a musical conductor in England.

The rise of the arranger-maestro for radio program work Is seen in
Leonard Joy, Jack Denny, Frank Black, Lenny Hayton, Don Voorhees
and similar orchestrator-leaders coming to tho fore.
„
Denny alone has risen into the semi-name category.

.

WB WOULDN'T

SELL, SO

PAR FORMS OWN FIRM
Lew Diamond, Paramount
supervisory

control

of

exec in

Famous

Woods fashioned 24 songs for
Campbell-Connelly
recently
and
has 12 more slated for next spring.

Edson with Davis

Feet Edson will be in with Benny
subsld with
Warner Bros., is planning to estab- Davis on the Lido club, New York,
the
songwriter-entertainer
lish a 100% Paramount Music Co. as when
the film company's own publishing takes it over in about three weeks.
firm. Par wanted to buy out WB's It's heen one of those $1.50 table
ci'hote,
couvert
spots. Joe Lewis
no
B0% in Famous but Walter Clartt,
will m.c. with Davis.
the new
v. p. in chargerof all
Edson is also dickering to spot
the W5_nHi3ii; -ptilratlfcsids, wanted
Texas Gulnan and Ted Healy into
-"tfto^uch.
Par's complaint is that the cream another Broadway restaurant.
and wealth of Famous Music Co.'s
S-B GETS JUDGMENT
catalog is contributed by Paramount
from Par pictures and the like, and
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. has obthat Warners relatively contrlbs tained a judgment of $4,028 against
little.
film songs usually Jean Schwartz, composer, on a loan
The
go to WItmarks for publication.
made four years ago. Publisher
claims to have advanced the writer
the money to produce a musical
Hitz Wants LombardoB
show.
George Olsen withdrew suddenly
Understanding had been that If
from the Hotel New Yorker Wednesthe production went through the
day (4) following differences with
money would be retained by
the manaKfiment .Qyer_ poJlcj_ and
Schwarbr -and -the pubHshing- house
other matters. Ozzie Nelson band
given an Interest In the show as
replaced, with NBC remaining In
well as first call on Its tunes. Othertho spot.
Shapiro, BernRalph Hitz of the New Yorker wise, according to
stein's contention in court, Schwartz
Is reported interested In brlnglni;
had guaranteed to return the money.
in the Lonihnrdos when that unit's
contract expires at tho Roosevelt in
METRO'S 'LADY' TUNES
February.
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Lyrics for numbers In Metro's
'The Lady' have been written by
Harry Tobias. Music composed by
Dr. William Axt and Herbert Sto-

Music

Co., Par's BO-BO

WB

WB

PAUL

thart.

WHITEMAN
and His

ORCHESTRA

Featuring

"A liniE STREET

WHERE OLD
FRIENDS MEET"
JOE MORRIS MUSIC CO.
1587 Broadway,

New York

A/s

Cleveland, Jan.

9.

nailed it quits at the
Village Barn, New York,

PARADISE,

help liking the food.
But the girls are new, too. Thete
And some speare 40 of them.
Besides a standard team
cialists.
or" so such as Ihe dancing "Roye aird
Maye. N. T. Q. talks the show over
and does It three times nightly, at
around 7, next 12, and at 2 In the
morning. Mostly dancing but there
are some familiarity ringside numbers, with one cooch bit on the
moving stage of 18 girls In black
veiling that should go anywhere It

can go.
Besides the dancing
are a few beautiful but

mens, although they

dumb
the

girls

there

dumb specimay be merely

in this restaurant.

dumbest smarten up

Somehow
for

the

john trade.
With a $2 top meal without the
number for Jimmy Durante to war- couvett and a capacity of 1,000 peo
pie, three shows nightly, the gross
ble In Metro's 'Beer.'
might figure anything. Dinner show
Not so heavy
(7) Is the big crowd.
Little Out
at after theatre and of course quite
San Francisco, Jan. 9.
light very late. Restaurant's over
Sherman Little Is out as profes head is alleged to be $14,000 weekly,
sional manager for Sherman Clay & requiring a gross of $2,000 daily
Co., after having been brought Into As the Hollywood often In Its best
music game several years ago by day went over $20,000 on the week,
dough In
his brother, late Ed Little, then head there looks to be plenty of
this kind of dine, dance and die
of S. C.'s publishing department.
business, the dying part happening
Herbert Marple takes on the prof when you notice what and where
duties in addition to supervising the girls are not wearing.
publishing.
Paradise is new, N. T. G. Is pol
Ished as an m. c. for this, and the
girls look fine. Which leaves it just
After 8 Years
a question of whether both the
San Francisco, Jan. 10.
Hollywood and Paradise can stand
Eddie Horton, organist, docked up under the same policy or
here this week after eight years In whether one will whip the other
picture houses of Sydney and other or both pass out from too much of
Australian cities.
too much.

Tobias and Dave Snell wrote a

Make

Resolution Anent P.

Teddy Lyon's much-publicized
promise to marry the winner of an
Greenwich
audition contest he staged for Teddy
Saturday (7).
Brewer's band, while at Crystal
In addition to the El Torro pro- Slipper ballroom, turned out to be
gram on tho air. Van now has th.-J just a p.a. plant when he left town
OldsmoMle show on NBC.
for Utica, N. Y., leaving the girlwinner still holding her own name
and a lot of columnists boiling for
ELLINGTON AT AVALON
having allowed such a gag to get
Duke Ellington opens at the Ava- over.
lon Club, St. Louis, Jan. 14.
Lyon, who Is Brewer's manager,
an
with
weeks,
Booking is for two
alibied that his parents threatened
option. Ellington's is the first col- to disown him or something like
that. If he married Patsy Williams,
ored band to play the spot.
local singer and winner of auditions
held by Brewer. Girl was also supN. Y.
posed to get a contract with the
band.
New York, Dec. 6.
Another N. T. G.'s Hollywood
Contest winner didn't seem very
restaurant show In an all new much disappointed about the wedBroadway restaurant. Paradise, that ding plans or singing job blowing
cost $110,000 to open. It's the same up. At least she hasn't done anyscheme, the no coveur come-on and
table d'hote meals from $1.60 to $2, thing about It yet.
Hoaxed newspaper muggs formed
with 80 minutes of floor show. If
you like the naval parade, despite a New Year's resolution that press
what you may think of N. T. G., you agents from out-of-town are going
will like this show and you can't to have a tough time crashing here

Gus Van

ling.

Cleye. Cohmnists

In the future.

More Than Expected
On the $826,000 approportlonment
of the ERPI money, still In escrow
with John G. Paine, of the MPPA,

Sam

Fox, Behvln and Southern

Mu-

are tho top three, with the popular publishers then headed by DeSylva, Brown
& Henderson and
sic

AFTER SONGWRITERS
FOR FILM MUSICALS
Number of songwriters being
sounded out for Hollywood chores
evidences a concerted return to the
screen musicals cycle.
The idea now is to engage the
better type of composer who can
fashion a score more for musical
background than pop songs.
All these songwriters, particularly the lyricists, have been requested
to give a thought to any Ideas along
a radio-screen-musical which may
facilitate a radio personality being
Incorporated in the casts.
'Starlight' Suit

Up

Infringement suit brought against
Santly Bros., music pub company,
by Bud Wllkle, San Francisco musician, in connection with 'Starlight'
has reached the preliminary motion
stage. Acting on the request of the
Santly lawyers, Goldle & Oumm,
Judge Goddard in the Federal Court
ordered that Wllkle furnish them
with a bill of particulars.
Claiming that the music in 'Starlight'

was

lifted

from a number,

'Confessing,' that he published some
years ago, Wllkle has asked for an
accounting of the number of 'Starlight' copies sold, the various damage recoveries allowed him under
the law and an order restraining
Santly from further publication and
distribution of the song.
Bernlce
Petkere is the accredited composer
of this song.

Shapiro, Bernstein has taken over
the American rights to the English
chime waltz, 'Song of the Bells.'
Ltd.
will share each about $40,000. This from Peter Maurice Music Co.,
Jack Hylton is one of the tune's
Is twice the estimated divvy to the
writers.
average class A publisher.

Robbins.

Thuse

latter,

because

of

their

large catalogs of photoplay music,

Brown Gets

MG

Termer

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Nacio Herb Brown has a oneyear termer with Metro to write

«

'

meloclies.

With Arthur Freed as his partner.
Brown was the first composer on
that lot when music first came in.

«>

rhythm
You'll

always

toe

you'll

6W»
^wlr

an'l
ilolc^-

" the W^*-

Pi"

BO. Ill

Rio Rito's 6 Sides

San Francisco, Jan. 9.
Ted Rio Rito's St. Francis hotel
band Is cutting half a dozen sides
for Brunswick at the local Mao
Gregor and Sollie labs.
Master records are made here and
then shipped to New York, whore
Brunswick finishes the Job.
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RENO MARRIAGE

marked:
'To become a colonel over
there send the governor a scl'faddressed stamped envelope
and your commission comes
back In the next mall!'

JEMDY
Reno, Jan.

9.

squawk has been

registered
with the California legislature by
county clerks of the smaller California counties because so many of

marrying customers coma to
Reno each year to avoid the delay
caused by the California 'gin marriage law/ which requires couples
to apply for a marriage license and
then wait three days before getting
their

It.

Kentucky's Colonels
Cincinnati, Jan. 9.
Looking acrqss the Ohio
River into the state of Kentucky,
John Hennegan re-

SIDELINE IN

A

TIMES SQUARE—SPORTS

1933

Taefiday, January 10,

.

Reno ministers as well as justices
of the peace and district judges are
watching the attempts to have the
California legislature repeal the law
and they are hoping California decides to keep right on trying to prevent hasty weddings.
During 1932, despite the depression, 4,600 couples came to Reno
from California to be married and
they left considerable money. Beblfles the two buck ante for a license the county received, each
couple paid from $6 to $25 to the
minister.

One minister gathered in $2,600
in marriage fees, another garnered
$2,000 while others picked from $600
One of the district judges,
up.
whose office is just up the stairs
from the county clerk's office, has
systematized the marriage business
and performed nearly 2,000 weddings
during the year and It is estimated
he added between $8,000 and $10,000
to hie yearly pay of $7,600.

E. C.

Raftery Succeeds

Malevinsky in Firm
With the passing of Moses L.
Malevinsky this past year, the theatrical law Arm Is now O'Brien,
DrlscoU & Raftery.
Edward C. Raftery was made a
partner.
He has been the active
trial counsel In O'Brien, Malevinsky

&

DrlscoU's defense of the distrlbs
are being sued all over the
country by independent exhibitors
Raftery Is
for alleged conspiracy.

who

now In Indianapolis
this kind.

on a

trial

of

Miniature Beer

War Has

Coast Prices Tmnbling

To

Offset Chicago

Brew

MARRIAGES

Joan Blondell to George Barnes,
Phoenix, Ariz., Jan. 4. Bridegroom
is a cameraman.
Alphonse Gentile, musician. New
York, and Sara Crispino have filed
marriage Intentions at Greenwich,
Conn.
Otto MIckecI, musician, and Nan
F. Branche, have applied at
Greenwich, Conn., where both are
residents, for a marriage license.
Mary Elizabeth Lansing, picture
nle

actress, to Frank Brandson Nelson,
actor, Jan. 7 In Los Angeles.

Thomas McConnell, manager of
the Riviera In Knoxvllle, Tenn., and
Eula Mae Harrison (non pro) were
married Christmas
gomery, Ala.

Day

in

Mont-

Bata Kappele of Seattle, Wash.,
vaudeville actress, and Clifford H.
Drlnkwlne,
Syracuse undertaker,
were married in Syracuse. Groom Is
a brother of Mrs. Wlllard R. Rich,
who, before her marriage, was Gertrude Drlnkwlne, stage and screen
actress. Miss Kappele was loading

woman

with Olson and Johnson.

On Cruise— Stops Check

By Jack Pulaski
The boys got their money's worth
at the Garden last Friday (6) and
it.
Heavyweight card at
$3.30
top drew a fairish crowd
which saw Ernie Schaaf, once of
Jersey and now of Boston, put
Stanley Poreda of Jersey City to

admitted

Came

'What a

card,

what a

the Cops

new license plates for his car
this year.
He's going to give his old
ones a paint job in the prevailing colors.

Los Angeles, Jan. 9.
event went on. Either the fellow
Film colony is getting a taste of was satisfied or clminated by the
beer battle. With the let- gendarmes.
down In state and city enforcement
Quite a colorful night, with some
since election, beer parlors and flats laughs.
First
came when Joe
are springing up all over town.
Humphries In a tux he borrowed
Previously most of the beer 60l<1 or rented, climbed into the ring to
locally came from miniature brew- explain
the error of billing Jack
eries, and sold to retailers at $40 Sharkey
as big as Schaaf and
per bbl.. About three weeks ago Poreda (Sharkey was slated to be
beer started to come in from the in Ernie's corner but had to go to
east, reported brewed in Chicago. Bermuda). Sad Joe: 'If any of you
Eastern stuff was first sold at $36 guys, pardon me, I mean gents, If
per bbl., but later a $6 cut was there are any present who are dismade. Local beer boys retaliated appointed that Sharkey wll not be
by wholesaling their stuff at $25, In Schaaf s corner tonight, they can
but within R few days the eastern go to the boxofflce and get their
brew took another $6 drop so the money back or exchange the tickets
local stuff was dipped to $20, where for next week's show.'
The reit Is at present, the imported brew
sponse was a long, loud raspberry
failing to meet the new price.
and nobody left the arena.
Public has been getting the beneIt seemed the kind of a boxing
fit of the price war with draught
show that most paying patrons are
beer selling at 20c per 16 ounce always hoping for. They want to
glass. Bottled beer, which formerly see the big hunks of butcher boys
sold at four bits, is now going over and so forth knocked out and that
the bar for SCc.
is what they got throughout the
Until recently, most of the local evening. Maybe the desire for carbootleg joints were beer flats; how
nage Is an aftermath of the war,
ever, with the repealing of the maybe prohibition. In most of the
Wright Act (State Prohibition law), bouts the winner was outstanding
the booties li.ive become bolder and and the other had no chance. But
are opening up regular bars, most he didn't know it before the gong
of them operating under club and clanged.
fraternal organization charters.
It was reported that Schaaf was
Joints are all doing good business, slowed up because of the weight
Class speaks have been a rarity he took on In the past year during
here, privil-»ge of drinking hereto
which his ring exhibitions were not
fore being confined to apartments satsfactory.
He came in at 209,
where nothing but hard liquor was about six pounds heavier than

Then came a switch to the match
game in the ship's bar. Matching
of coins followed and that is when
Rolfe was clipped.

Wanta Make 15 Grand
Quick? Sell Three Pens,

Back and

Sit

When Mrs. Rolfe heard about the
check she radioed the bank, stopping payment and received verification of the notice. Hyman Bushel,
attorney, who was aboard, tried

Collect the

Los Angeles, Jan.

9.

Chain

mere

Time

better.

card!'

There was sarcasm in that call but
it was not heard after the main

m

B, A. Rolfe, the bandsman, waa
taken for $4,600 by gamblers aboard
the 'Majestic' during its four-day
cruise over New Year's. He struck
up an acquaintance with several
men and a bridge game resulted.
Rolfe was able to hold his own and

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
With things as they are, one
agent has decided not to buy

bed in the sixth round.
Because of the pop prices the
top loft viah' not opened and the
guys who can go for only a buck
were in the end arena sections!
There were two or three one round
kayos which aroused a mugg to
yell:
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R A. Rolfe Taken for $4,600 Gambling

Its first

sales letter gag, with a
fortune of $16,000 to be made

as quickly as you say 'pouf.' has
again hit this neck of the woods,
and is fiooding the picture colony.
Such an avalanche of letters has

to straighten out the matter. SeU.
tlement for a lesser amount ^wcis^
attempted, but failed. The captain
was appealed to with the idea at
recapturing the check, also unsuc-.

cessful.

Now

Rolfe

may happen

wondering what

is

the check reaches

if

been loosed here that the Better other hands.
Business Bureau has turned the
matter over to the post office department for investigation.
Surprise N.
All the individual has to do is
sell three pens, then each of the
first purchasers sells pens to three
other persons, the original salesman
getting a 50c commish on each. And
Spots

Year Eye

Tomont Response

to

Modest Prices

and

on, and on.
One statistician reporting to the
figured that by this method
every person in the U. S. would own
a pen in 60 days; every Individual
in tlie world in 90 days, and In one
year every human that ever inhabited this earth would possess
one of the pens.
No one person, according to these
sales letters, Is permitted to make
over $16,000.

on,

BBB

New Year's eve on Broadway waa
100% successful although both the
house parties and the whoopee out
In spots were both bullish.
More
house stuff than ever, but also very
big nite club and hotel biz.

The reduced tariffs had much to
do with bringing out the merrymakers, the hotels providing sup*

per, mineral waters, favors, and
even breakfast, at an average ot
$6 and $7.60 a head.
Strong-Arm Peace Offer
The snooty Central Park Casino
Youngstown, Jan. 9.
at $16 and the swank £1 Patio club
Local strong-arms would like to
at $12.50 a plate were examples of
muscle In on dance hall operators
bringing down the tariff from the
served.
Few spots that did serve Poreda. Stan got a declsi^a oyr<' In the Youngstown district. It is re- previous $20 and $25 standard
beer were usually back alley places, Ernie in Jersey sometime ago and vealed.
which spots such as these comProprietors of dance halls and
and the stuff home brew.
Schaaf thought he wfus robbed. He night clubs In this district have manded in 1929.

HOTELS NO LIKE NAME
BANDS;

IT'S

MUTUAL

For the amount of extra business
they may pull, hotels don't want
Another Boston Flurry
name bands because of the over
Over Pinks in Rialto head. And the name bands are
equally chilly towards hotel berths
Boston, Jan. 9.
hours.
Recent use of a femme Pink in now because of the long
stage
a local house reveals other detecta- Bands in position to accept
engagements do better with spot
tifs in the Rialto sector.
plus their radio combookings,
In the lobby of a deluxe house in
mercials, than a permanent engageWashington St. here, two men loitment.
ering about too long aroused susRudy Vallee is one example.
picion.
Cop from the beat, summoned, accosted both, with a de- Aside from his Thursday night
mand who they were and what they broadcasts for Flelschmann, he does
better hopping out into Washington,
wanted.
The two refused to divulge their Baltimore, the Pennsy one-niters,
Identities as the crowd pressed Ohio, etc., in two and three-day enclose.
To the Lagrange St. police gagements than working a week
station they were carted, under ar- steady In a New York spot.
rest. To the desk sarge they showed
George Olsen Is leaving the Hotel
badges proving they were Pinka.
New Torker for the same reason.
And now the Rialto, remembering With the rep he and Ethel Shutta,
what a convulsion followed the visit bis wife, have built up on the air.
of the femme Pink, Is wondering If he would rather chance stage book'everybody's under susplsh.
ings, plus his Oldsmoblle radio commercial, than be tied up in the
Ozzle Nelson and Ben
hostelry.
Selvln, also. Guy Lombardo, are
mentioned to succeed him at the
lioulse
Carr, dancer, to Wm. New Yorker, the Lombardos conI>arby, pictures. In Elkton, Md., Feb.
14, 1931.
Announced last week.

SCHAAF STEPS OUT
AND STOPS POREDA

VARIETY

promptly proved it.
Coming out determinedly Schaaf
plainly indicated he was in there to
fight.
What a relief. Poreda on
(Continued on page 65)

Tm

been approached recently with offers to see that there are no fights
in your place for a fee of $10 a
week. None of the dance halls here
has capitulated.

Telling

Nearby

You

him,
'What's gin?'
The aetor
stopped him with. 'Gin is what a lot
of actors bought years ago while

Ruth Roland was buying

introducing the electric dollar. Can
you Imagine going up to a guy and
saying, 'Brother can you spare a
Little Accident
spark?* AH we have to. say to all
It Is rumored that Little Billy
these fellows Is that the baby walked into the Friars with hie enchewed up the tickets and you're tire hand bandaged up. Somebody
going to make trouble for me.

thought he was in an xploslon, but
one of other paid up members explained that his Dunhlll lighter
turned over on him.
•

annual
New Year's
Sbrlner's
East- West game was best yet despite innumerable obstacles that Included a depression and lack of Interest In post- season grid tussles.
Gross was around $60,000 with
Shrlners netting close to $26,000 on
the game and a spectacular pageant
that preceded it.

Caliente, Jan.

9.

Attendance here under the new
Joe Schenck regime is below expectations, but over that of the previous
management. Opening day, Dec.
25, saw a crowd of 8,000, next day

and

10,000

the

following

three

stanzas
3,600.

fell off to an average of
Officials hoped for and got

New

Year's week-end.
Only mutuels windows getting a
play are the $2 wickets, but odds
are much higher than previously.
Casino play is also low but hotel,
a sell-out Christmas, had standing
room sign up for New Year's.
20,000

Thought For the Week
After his

many

previous successes

and his new smash, 'Cavalcade,'

It's

hard for parents to say to their kids,
•Don't grow up to be a Coward.'

Legal Liquor Sales

Drop

to One-Third

Minneapolis, Jan. 9.
Just Rehearsing
As against an average for the
While out In our car the other first 10 prohibition years of 100,000
day we saw a fellow In the middle pints annually, local legal dispensers
of the street swinging his thumb of hard liquors filled orders for only
back and forth.
thought he 33,189 pints of whisky in' 1932, the
wanted a lift and stopped for him. smallest number since the EighHe told us he didn't want a ride, teenth amendment became law and
but that he was a hitch hiker and a drop of nearly B0% from the 60,with Spring coming on he was Just 434 Qjnts sold In 1931, and compared
out breaking In his thumb.
with 83,400 pints In 1930 and 100,658
pints in 1929.
Figures were made

We

Ostermania
public by clerk of district court.
Harold Arlen Is back In town with
Newspapers believe drop Is due
a Syracuse tan.... Eddie Buzzell to depression and less Illness,' as
has tummy trouble. .. .success went this liquor I.q supposed to be sold
to
his
stomach. .. .Pat Rooncy's by the druggists only on prescripcelebrated kitchen did a terrific tion. One sheet, however, draws the
bu.siness over the New Year.
conclusion that the public's thirst
We asked Al Selgal whon ho ex for whl.sky Is on the decline or the
got tired of the public before the pected his latest find to leave him quality of bootleg product has im....She's plenty hot.... And If atc proved to such an extent or Is so
public got tired of me.'
could only think of a pood la.st more reason.ible In price that the
lino this column would ho finished thirsty buy it in preference to th«^
The Smart Answer
drug store product.
AaA a beekler was trying to rib ....ARK YOU RKADING?

Memories

9.

Biz BuiUs, but

Below Expectations
Agua

Malre.

San Francisco, Jan.

flourished

real estate.

Caeaulty
Jim Cann reports he took his girl
to the Roxy opening and she caught
cold as she was not used to the
great outdoors.

'

also

similar spots were capacity witU
vacationists down from New York,

a former movie star the other night
and in a mock baby talk tone asked Caliente

Enter Technocracy
Well the boys are evidently tired
of cross word puzzles and the Einstein theory so they have decided to
toss a new thing at us namely.
Technocracy. Also there is an idea
to take us off the gold standard
and put us on the electric basis by

Bye Bye Baby
Speaking of babies reminds us
that we haven't mentioned our kid
in the last two columns. The youngtract at the Hotel Roosevelt, N. Y., ster purred the other, night and we
expiring next month.
asked the wife what kind of a
Russ Columbo Is doubling from sound It was. Mary told us not
the Park Central hotel currently at to worry that a baby makes difmay
and
ferent sounds aa she grows older.
the Brooklyn Paramount
also leave to go on tour.
It's okay with us but as soon as
Paul Whiteman purposely has a she starts crooning we move to the
stop clause In his Hotel Blltmore Luxor baths.
contract and will proposition the
We Know It
hotel to permit him to hop into BosSitting in Lee Chumley's with
ton, Phllly, Washington, Balto, etc.,
Sobol wo started talking
for Sunday night concerts, Instead Louie
Lou confided to us
of broadcasting them gratis, from about music.
the hotel, for an hour every Sunday that he realized he didn't know
Whiteman has much about music but he did know
night over WJZ.
had bids from concert managers to that a derby looks better on a
visit these town for personal apps. trombone than It does on Rufus Le

East-West's $60,000

resorts

siunprlslngly over the holiday weekend. Atlantic City, Lakewood and

By Jack Ostennan
THE HOLIDAYS ARB OVER
BUT DEPRESSION LINGERS ON.

On the other band, Mayfalr Saturday night was light, but in the
main the pop priced niterles did
well.
Even the obscure hideaway
hotels and restaurants with special
$2.60 and $3 supper tariffs, plus a
small dance combo thrown In, got
unexpectedly good play.

The passing of Jack Pickford
robbed us of one of our pals. The
last time we were together was In
Florence's In Paris. We asked Jack
when he Intended making another
picture. His answer was, 'Never, I

}

.

TIMES SQUARE

VARIETY
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East
Feon Von Marr, show girl, found
on the estate of George E. Kent
Dec. 1, following a roadhouse party
with George E. Kent, Jr. She had
evidently fallen from a second story
window, walking onto an unralled
balcony, fracturing upper and lower
Jaws. Improving rapidly.

l

|
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Africa is again the destination of of the association.
Martin Johnson and the Mrs. They
John A. Crawford, singer who last
King,'
'Vagabond
in
appeared
Roxy on the table at the Post- slashed his throat in the men's
Graduute hospital Sunday (1). Has lounge of the Beverly hotel Wed.
Taken to the City hospital,
been needing minor operation for (4).
some time, but watted until Radio where his recovery is anticipated.
Depressed over inability to obtain
City was open.
engagements.
Irvin O'Dunn, of the vaudeville
'Pigeons and People,' George M.
team of O'Dunn and O'Day, killed
when he fell from the ninth floor Cohan's new play, for Sam Harris
of the Belvedere hotel Sunday (1). theatre Monday (16).
Sought to close a partly opened
It
Monthly statement of the Actors'
window, which had frozen.
yielded suddenly and he lost his Fund shows $14,245.36 paid out in
balance, falling over the low sill to Dec,
below.

Death

Libby Holman has reserved a
suite in a Philadelphia maternity
Walter Damrosch planning a new hospital in Feb. or e^rly in March.
form of musical pageant for the Now in retirement near Wilmington,
next unemployed musicians' benefit Del.
at the Garden (26).
Hearst papers trying to get con-

Anna Plynn, night club entertainer In Philadelphia, roused some 100
residents of the apartment building
in which she lived when it took fire
Jan. 1. Lost her own effects, but

gress to bar alien actors as part of
its

'Buy American' campaign.

Pa.,

suits.

Contortionist out of

job.

Jack Buchannan gives up his part
in 'Pardon My English' when his
lines shrink.
George Qivot will
replace him with Buchannan returning to England.
Cinema,

Little

house,

bombed

Friday

(6).

in

Trenton

picture

a labor dispute
and child

Woman

slightly hurt in their

home.

Prince Mike off Ellis Island on
$2,500 bond pending his appeal from
deportation order. Will play a few
stage dates while waiting.

Robert
publicity
pictures.

Reud drops Radio City
when the big house goes
Will return to legit

Ben Alley

field.

will take his bride to

the Adirondack^ for
after his broadcast

a honeymoon
Friday

(13).

Back Monday.

Mary

Hart, actress and producer,

Following death of ex-President files in bankruptcy.
No assets;
Coolidge two lines were changed in $44,604 owing.
'Of Thee I Sing.' Both referred to
the deceased.
Companion'
us"Woman's Home
ing theatre methods to exploit Sam
John Mason Brown, drama critic,
Claude Kendall will put 'Saint Warshawsky's 'Woman of Destiny.'
to wed Catherine S. Meredith, of
Wench' between covers.
Warshawsky helping the campaign.
Harrisburg.
doubtless saved

many

lives.

Elsie Neal breezed into the SuMetropolitan acquires three new
from the former Chi. preme court Thursday (5) and
They're Maria Olczewska, asked Referee Tierney to show some
speed, as she bad cut a rehearsal
Frieda Lleder and Eide Norena.
for 'Pardon My English' to press
Katharine Cornell to switch to her divorce complaint against Jack
Alien Corn' Sat. (14). No like 'Lu- Neal, actor, whom she accused of
being too friendly with Iris Belt. Six
crece.'
minutes later she was headed back
Jean Dixon hops to Hollywood to rehearsal. Decision reserved.
from 'Dangerous Corner* for U.
Alice Joyce receives her Reno
Edna Hlbbard now star of stage divorce from James B. Regan.
•Anybody's Game.'
Bobbe Arnst, former Mrs. Johnny
Forget 'The Last Judgment.' Now Weismuller, breaks loose to the
press in Kansas City. Says an inIt'a 'Cap and Bells.'
nocent husky like the swimming
Fiske Jubilee Singers will tour champ has no chance against 'the
the country under the patronage of community of sharpshooting woPaul D. C^av^^th, Walter Damcosch men' in Hollywood who are 'as
quick to go Into action as the fire
and Bishop Manning.
department.'
Says she still loves
First it was "The Last Judgment,' him, but can't see 'sharing him with
then 'Cap and Bells,' and now dozens of dames,' so she split.

yodelers, all
operd..

'Foolscap.'

Accounting of the estate of the
Henrietta Horlich Dlech, former late Arnold Rothsteln filed in SurEstate
dancer, obtains a divorce rogate's court last week.
•

.

ballet

Is
down to
$1,811,257
of last Oct. Much was
in securities of Rothsteln realty enterprises. Claims reach $694,748 including $20,000 to Irving Berlin.

from Lazore Deich, gem expert. In originally
White Plains. Emma Fazofskl, an- $998,642 as
other dancer,

named corespondent.

Nita Naldi, once picture player, In
bankruptcy in N. Y. Assets just Rothsteln's funeral expenses have
not yet been paid in full, though he
ain't
owes $2,673.
died four years

—

ago.

Larry Fay, one of the earliest to
start the

modern

style night club,

with Texas Guinan as his star, was
employee of

.shot and killed by an
hts Casa Blanca club

New

Year's
night in a reported dispute over |67
due, which Fay was unable to pay.
Ed Maloney, former dry agent,
suspected of the killing, surrendered
to the police and denies all memory
of the slaying.
Fay, variously engaged In the
milk, taxicab and other rackets, had
lost practically everything. At one
time he was worth a million or
more. He was buried Wednesday.

Arthur Hammerstein considering
a show for the Duncan Sisters.

Doubleday-Doran

will print

Clem-

Fair

sory note. Edwin Carewe, co-signer,
must pay, however, $8,778, and $2,000
Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, is in
attorney fees.
camphor for the winter. Famed and
fancy tavern lost money even in
Fllmarte theatre, Hollywood house receivership and folds until the explaying foreign films, was robbed of pected Influx of ExpoBltlott visitors
$400 when Fred Broulllard, manager, will make profltable operation poswas trussed up with adhesive ta^e, sible.
permitting the bandit to escape.
Samuel S. Hutchinson, Edward
Police and the sheriff's vice squad Carrlngton, and Horace Hayward
raided the Club Airport Gardens, went on trial In Chicago in conthe Appomatox Country club and nection with conspiracy charges
another place In the vicinity of Los made against them by W. Rufus EdAngeles,
arresting
149
persons. wards of Miami. It is alleged they
Places raided are alleged by police conspired In 1928 to sell him $27,500
worth of stock In the Insolvent
to be gambling spots.
Hutchinson Film Corp.

ence Dane's 'Wild December' play
Roscoe Ates and his wife, profesabout the Brontes, before Katharine
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Slegel are
Cornell produces It on the stage.
sionally Clara Adrian, have parted.
Comedian left home following a re- recovering from an auto smashup.
Richard Aldrich has purchased ported quarrel In a Hollywood nlght- He is an executive of the St. Louis
Municipal Opera.
'School for Husbands' from Freder- ery.
ick Jackson.

Jury

In

Judge Douglas L. Ed-

$1,000,000

BIRTHS

Crane & Grosso, who operate the monds court, L. A., found Albert F.
restaurant In the New York Elks' Holland, war veteran and alleged
Mr. and Mrs. Lionel Banks, Dec.
clubhouse, will also operate the bed- iinnoyer of Bebe Daniels. Insane and
room floors, opening these accom- was committed to the Patton asylum. 27 at Cedars of Lebanon hospital,
modations to men who are not memHollywood, son. Father Is in art dewill
Guests
bers of B. P. O. E.
Elinor Falre. screen actress, has partment at Columbia studio.
enjoy all the club facilities.
filed suit for divorce at Nogales,
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Epsteen.
Sonora. Mexico, against Thomas daughter, Jan. 2, at St. Vincent's
Daniels, L. A. broker. Recent charges hospital, Hollywood. Father Is manCoast
against Daniels of issuing a worthager
of Fox West Coast Insurance
less check have been dropped.

Alimony settlement out of court

Transcripts have been filed In
has been made by Dixie Martin,
adopted daughter of Alexander California State Supreme Court in
Pantages, and Orlando 'Slim' Mar- an appeal by George Ullman from
judgments
of the Superior Court In
tin, orchestra leader. Husband will
connection with the administration
pay. $190 a month alimony.
of the estate of Rudolph Valentino.
Lower
court
found Ullman was acAloha Wanderwell, widow of
Walter Wanderwell, who was mys- countable for money and property
teriously murdered on the schooner to the amount of $322,519, of which
'Carma' In San Pedro harbor, Dec, $167,103 Is cash. Ullman was declared to have made unauthorized
6, filed a petition for letters of adwithdrawals from the estate.
ministration of his $1,500 estate.
Consisted of $1,000 In cash and
$500 in personal property.
well left no will.

department.
Mr. and Mrs. James Klrkwood,
31, at Hollywood hosHollywood. Father and mother
both screen players.
Mr. and Mrs. Russ Saunders,
daughter, Hollywood hospital, Jan.
Father, a former USC football
5.
star. Is now an asst. director at
Mother Is the former
Warners.
Frances Lyons, screen actress and
daughter of the late Eddie Lyons.
daughter, Dec.
pital,

Wander-

NEW YORK THEATRES

Harry Hammond Be'all, L. A. publicity man, has sued the So. CsMt.
Telephone Co. for $620,000 In Su-

%

Billy Rose has an unnamed play
court, charging that In the
from Clare Kummer and booked perior
buyers guide section of the directory
Roland Young and Laura Hope he
was listed under the heading
Crews for the leads. Due around

'Cosmetic Business.'

Easter.

Accidental discharge of a shotgun
Congress discovers a new tax victim in radio.
Senator Dill Intro- loaded with paper wads Injured Arduces an elaborate scale of fees and mand La France, L. A. stage actor,
during
a performance at South Gate,
taxes ranging from $1 to $4,000.
Stations,

spection

broadcasts,
all

covered

licenses

by

in-

BETTER

SHOW^RKO!

which are figured to bring

at 47lh

Calif.

Premier

pasters

On

the

Screei)

Music

The Air

In

By JEROME KERN and

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN 2d
with Ilelnald Werrenrath, Tulllo Carml>
nati, NaUUe
Hall,
Walter Sleiak, Al
Shean, Kathorlne Carrlngton; Curtain, 8.30

AT.VTWTh..
^^MjTiiig.jQ

Eto«.
St. W. of B'y.
rrhute. Sc Bat.

B2d

2.30^^

Vaudeville

in

mo 86th SI

for

conferred with World's
regarding a wild west

official

same

building, but fleeing the show for June. While at the Conwere Virginia Brown Falre, gress Hotel he gave an Interview
her husband, Duke Worne. and that he hadn't retired from pictures
Louis H. Loeffler, film writer. It is altogether but that he was faintly
thought that a burning cigaret ill from the way Hollywood scenarios
dropped on the davenport In Con- painted life on the western ranches.
nor's apartment started the flre.
When he could get a realistic script
he would make another film, said
Lone bandit, posing as a mes- Mix.
senger, entered the Hollywood home
of Betty Compson and robbed the
Dorothy Waters, 20, was dead
actress, according to her report to from an abortion In Chicago and
police, of jewels valued at $41,000.
Dr. Sherman T. Lewis was charged
with the guilt. She was a cabaret
Suit for $31,739 damages against singer, well known along Randolph
the Million Dollar, L. A., has been street
filed In Superior court by Bella
Jeffries,
vaude actress, who alChicago Operators' Union rebels
leges she was Injured when falling petitioned Superior Court of Cook
on a slippery ramp.
County to set aside the elections of
1926, 1927, and 1932 on the grounds
By verdict of a jury Doris Ken- that duress was exercised In the
yon was freed from liability in a presence of gunmen. Fred Oser is
suit by the California Standard Fi- leading a group of malcontents In a
nance Corp., to collect on a promis- campai^m against Tom Maloy.

the

I

Corp.

closed th» ciutk
Rubalyat, CbicaKo, after evidence tai
a murder trial called thb place a
'hangout for hoodlums.'
Closlnv
came Just before New Tear's Eve.

blaze,

CONSTANCE
K E N
Angered because Blllle Walker,
about
half the cost of the Federal Radio picture actress, had no money, a Sf MUBBAY
BENNETT
•Goodbye Again' picked by Play- Commission.
KIRKWHITE
stlck-up black-jacked her Into unIn
& ADOIBON
choice for its Jan. approval.
consciousness near her Hollywood
'and other RKO
Virgil (Jack) Dougherty, actor, home.
'Sockabye'i
Aeb
Testimony in the trial of the attempted suicide in his room SatContlnuoua from 10 A. M.
head.s of the Diversified Film Co. urday, via the gas route. Building
Los Angeles police foiled an al- 'Dally Midnight Show Feature Picture
Complete Midnight Shew Every Sat.
enlivened by testimony as to high superintendent smelled the gas. In leged plot to extort $50,000 from
pressure stock selling. Opening of Flower
hospital
Dougherty ex- Alexander Pantages when Moxley L.
'Rainbow Man,' which the Co. ac- plained he was 'plumb dl.«!gusted.' Stark, former bank guard, told offitually made, marked by a banquet In no danger.
cers of the alleged plan and aided in
Jan. 11 to 13
at which $900 worth of liquor and
the capture of Ernest Blanchard,
Two Fentnres
Now It's Sam H. Harris who has truck driver.
$3,500 worth of food were conthe script of 'Mr. Grant' in his
sumed.
"Penguin
"The
desk.
He has paid Arthur GoodCharging that Thomas Beyrle
Fool
4tli
Receiver of the old Roxy induces rich option money and if he can struck him without cause, Infilcting
Murder"
social reglsterites to form a film rope Paul Muni to play the gen- a head cut, George K. Arthur, picHorseman"
eral,
he'll
produce.
with
with
selection committee for the house.
ture actor and stage producer, has
TOM MIX
Jamei GleaMo
To select pictures 'on the best
sued the former for $50,000.
Francis X. Kelly, auto salesman
standards and real desires of the
of Kast Orange, N. J., has entered
community.' A gag.
Final ratification of an ordinance
BROADWAf
suit
against Emllay Haig Buck
by the L. A. County Board of SuRlnglinp, wife of the circus man,
Jan. II to 13
Word comes from France that for
pervisors creating an agricultural
charging alienation of zone of the
former Mayor Walker has developed the $250,000
proposed
site will block
'Penguin
Pool
Murder'
of his wife, who is
a waistline and has taken to an Mrs. affections
the construction of a $50,000 doR
Rlngllng's sister.
Asserted racing
with Edna May Oliver
obesity belt.
track ne&r El Monte, Cal.
that Mrs. Rlngling used her newly
and
Ordlnonce
has
been
ordered,
which
wealth to make her sister
Sam Kaplan extortion case de- acquired
"THE CKY
dissatisfied with married lite in the amounts to passage.
clared a mistrial after Max Steuer Oranges.
Notified Christmas day
OF THE WOBU)"
Counsel for b6th sides have indiand asst. dist. atty. wrangle over that she would sue for divorce on
cated
Cotlllo
the
to
Superior
Judge
upholds
Dudley
ValJustice
points.
grounds of desertion, and promptly
entine that settlement out of court
receivership for the union, denying brings suit.
is in progress in Eleanor Boardmotion to vacate. Appeal taken.
Auto license plates In N. Y. City man's separate maintenance suit
Suits were filed in Atlanta Jan. 5 drops 19,393 below the number is- against King Vidor for $4,113 temporary alimony a month.
against Warner Bros, and the Vita- sued last year.

phone

19S3

Mayor Cermak

Tom Mix

i-mu.i:)?j:i i-i

bring

for faking accidents to

damage
a

10,

U-West
!

This department contains rewritten theatrical neips items as published during the week in the
Vliriety takes no
daily papers of NelP Yorii, Chicago, San Francisco! Holl}>l»ood and London.
credit for these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

sailed Dec. 31.

the concrete court
Instantaneous.

W l l li

the Dailies

Arthur Hammerstein, Hugh A. Phillips, of the Campbell county did not show up It would be because
Grady and Mat Grau cited in con- gang, each charging that the Inci- he had quit. Has been In 111 health
tempt for failure to produce books dents are malicious and untrue. and family asks a police search.
as ordered by Justice Cotlllo, to be Warners were careful not to name
James A. Lefflngwell, also known
the state in which the picture is
turned over to a receiver.
located, but suits resulted because as Ralph Benson, in jail In Erie,

luiawj

Taesftij,
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JOHN GOLDEN

Presents

WHEN LADIES
By
MEET

Rachel Crothers

Royale

rhea. W.45lh St.

Era. 8:40.

Mats. Wed.

On

&

CH.2-0114
Sat.,

the

Screen

On

the Stage:

2:40.

NORMA SHEARER
and CLARK GABLE in
STRANGE INTERLUDE'
MOLLY PICON,
3

RITZ BROS.
and
'

Com'g, Warren

WILLIAM

Benny

Academy Song Shop,
East 14th

MEROFF

In 'Employeet Entrance'

Inc.,

of 109

has assigned for
Max N.
Ginsberg was named by the court as
custodian of the sheet music dealthe beneflt

street,

of

creditors.

er's assets.

each,

WB

claimed damages resulting from
filming of Robert E. Burns' book, 'I
Am a Fugitive.' Suits were brought
by J. Harold Hardy, warden of the
Troup county chain gang, and Paul

Arnold Stevens, manager of the
Regent,

rJayshoro. Ij. I., missinc;
since Jan. 2. Prevloii.s evening he
gave the K-oy of tlio thoatre to the
janitor with tlie remark that if he

Barry Connors, screen writer, died
from suffocation In a flre in the
York apartments, Hollywood, which
are owned by T. Roy Barnes and
his wife, Blanche Barnes. Living In

Al Piantadosi and Jack Glogau
teamed as songwriters, both staging a comeback after not having
songs around for several years.

Taefiday* January

lt>,

TIMES SQUARE

1933

Broadway
Col.

€H

Bercbel Stuart winces wben

failed 1>y bis title.

Hal Horne back from tbe Xmas
bolldayo on the Coast.
Doc Steiner telling all who'll listen
about the Roxy openings.

ATT E

poslte tbe Hollywood restaurant on
Broadway and 48tb, which GranHoDywood
In- lund had recently left. Is doing well.
back at Leblang's.
So is Hollywood. NTG's spot Is
Gal boxers aaded attractions In getting a bit of a ritzier play, but
Eddie Pardo here from New York.
myeral of the Square dance halls.
It's the same no convert $2 and |2.60
G. B. Stern, English authoress, in
Noel Busch Is the man on Time* minimum check idea.
town.
who's BO tough on everybody's picKatharine Cornell has talent
Jack Bobbins due in a brace of
tures.
which. If developed, would make her
weeks.
took
Eberhordt
his
wife
"Walter
one of the best woman golfers In
Warner Baxter will spend a vaca%o dinner the other eve. and brag- he United States, according to Ernie
ging about It.
Jones, pro. at the Women's National tion in Havana.
A Dumb Dora put thumbs down Golf Club. Jones .lays he could tune J. O. Mayer back at work after a
on 'Cavalcade' because she didn't up the leglt. actress to tournament week's flu siege.
Tom Baker, vet road show agent,
like boss dramas.
pitch by six months' steady practice.
Mrs. Tom "Vebster, wife of the
Jean Dalrymple resigned as John out after a sever attack of flu.
famous liondon cartoonist. Is visit- Golden's p. a. because of press of
Barrett Kiesling taking two weeks
ing In New York.
other duties. She's working for the off on the desert at Salome, Ariz.
Mort Blumenstock wrestling with various Krlmsky shows, as well as
Harry Martin here to pick up some
both of 'em handling Arch Selwyn's Tallula articles for the Cihcy 'Enquirer.'
It 'Variety* mugg and
nursing bum knees.
Local fruit products company will
Bankhead production.
Beth Brown has her novel comsoon put out Mickey Mouse ginger
pleted. Now all she has to do Is to
ale.
correct galley proofs.
George O'Brien set for a trip to
Joe Frisco at the reopened Dover
Italy, but can't decide on a sailing
The Hague
Club, old rendezvous of Clayton,
date.
By M. W. EttyLeal
Jackson and Durante.
Darryl Zanuck organizing a 12Gert (WB) Sellg gave up New
team All -California polo tournaTear's celebrating at 11 p. m. beFritz Hirsch company announces ment.
dignified.'
cause 'I've got to be
Frances Thew, daughter of HarHolland premiere of new operetta
Chimes probably supplanting door composed by Kreisler, 'Sissy.'
vey Thew, playing regularly In picand telephone bells. New patent
Italian opera has new guest who tures.
similarly operating electrically.
Max Shuback, retired Denver cirfinds big favor with public, MarXa>u Goldberg's Mortgage Manor, gherlta Salvl, who is staylngon here cuit operator, here to spend the

Mary Higglns recovered from

fluenza,
'

tn Scarsdale, la Vindergoing renovation for an E^aster shindig now.
Bagatelle parlor in an empty store

till

winter.

February.

Harold Goldstein enters the music
Queen WUhelmlna were suoh a suc- biz as local rep for Ager, Yellen &

As

expositions, of

pictures

VARIETY

by

London

Cole brothers recording for RegaL
A. E. Abrahams back from Paris.
Bert Aza out of Leicester Square
theatre as sole booker.
Alexander Woollcott in town.
which Is brand of jpeciai alcohol for
Says it's Just a holiday.
automobiles.
Gina Malo sporting a new boy
Three thousand tourists arrived to
make merry on Xmas and New friend with two Bentleys.
Irvin Dash celebrating Christmas
Montmartre, Sans Soucl,
Years.
Eden Concert, Tokio and Black Cat at Ro.ss' Kosher Restaurant.
The Alan Napier Boxing Day
catering to the holiday crowd as
party
at Quaglino's plenty wet.
usual.
Press here claim George Kaufman
Film row amused with ads war
between Smith and Garcia. Garcia the most reticent of playwrights.
Henry Sherek off to Berlin for a
had ad in local sheets announcing
signing RKO, Paramount, Fox for couple of days to see Sherek pere.
Biggest holiday* do in town was
release in Fausto, and Smith returned with ad announcing Colum- voted to be the Ivor Novello party.
Frank Zeitlin offered exclusive
United Artists and
bia, Warner,
handling of Harry Langdon in EngMetro.
land.

Syd Moorhouse now doing an Al
Jolson under the guise of Burgess

Loop

Moore.

Ty Mahon In town.
Art Praslk at Riviera.
Elwin Seymour talking biz with
Midwesco.
Gloria Lee's mother visiting her
during Palace week.
Allen Atwater passed through,
San Francisco bound.
Al Williamson abed over weekend with intestinal fiu.
Alia
by the

Drama

Kertz, former Barton organ
rep, living in retirement.
Tivoli and Uptown establishing 60
cents (tax Included) as top scale.

tour of Berlin company led by Max
Reinhardt; partners in this enterprise are German agents Borkon
LeonidofC. Holland also included in
countries to be visited, and probably
'Stella' by Goethe and 'Mademoiselle'

JIggs, Jr., around Stevens hotel Jan. 28-Feb. 4.
Pete Mlchon, holidaying In MilHe's the grandson of
waukee, fought it out with a comformer canine actor.
petitive motorist. Both lost.
at Colum
Sundra Love with 'Fu Manchu' on
bia, goes to Paramount's Rubllcity
department to handle art work on the air Is Mrs. Lawrence Rosenthal

by Deval on

stills.

Con Conrad and Paul Moss, who
associated with him, are here to
sign radio names.
Slg Marcus thinking of becoming

In
of the buildings designed for Mia CastelU, Dutch cabaret star. At a vaude electrical wizard when and
Rockefeller Center will be 221 their wedding the midget troupe on If vaude ever returns.
stories altogether, solely for ofllCe
An Imported record store now oc
guard of
bills of Arena formed
space.
cupying part of- the frontage of
honor at Townhall.
Charlie Williams, from HollyImpresario Krauss Is arranging Preeman's, music jobbers.
all

fall of 1932.'

Took two men three days to fix
up the Palace marquee after they
shifted the Cantor
over to the Rivoli.

Max Cohen

improvements

mentioned

In the

Ar-

thur Brilliant damalga.suit on the
Coast, not connected with the Century Play company.
Kugenle Ijeontovlch of '20th Century' has English tesusher daily to
Improve her diction.
State marquee this week reads
*WalIace. Beery. Flesh N. T. G.'s
Paradise Revue.* Some wondering
why they mention Beery.
Most novel Xmas card from Billy
Morris (and Jerry, the wife). A
cross-word puzzle, with the couple posed tintype fashion.
Texas Ouinan and Feet E<dson
played Llndy's before the Larry Fay
funeral,

&

bills.

Tex coming down from

Montreal for the services.
Jack Osterman started '33 with a
cut. A new complication on his foot
required a second minor op, but he
left the hosp the scune day.
Eddie Buzzell, having bounced In
and out of about all the shows In
town, chirped 'Westward Ho' and
caught the Century Sunday (8).
B'way suggesting that • If RKO
wants a big act for Radio City It
might get Kate Smith and Vaughn
De Leath to do a sister specialty.
Louie Mitchell, the colored restaurateur who conducted an American-type eatery in Paris, now In
Harlem. Calls the place 'Yeah Man.'
John Nettuno of the Rogowskl
Press, goes from the composing
room to the concert stage Satur-

Kay Simmons

stepping

out—of

the 'Land of Smiles' cast, quite suddenly.

Jesus Maria Sanroma gives a piano
In Symphony hall, Sunday
afternoon, Jan. 22.
Henry Taylor's parting gift from
Met staff was a gold watch and a
recital

handsome desk

set.

George Fuller and Buck Rooney
grossed f 7,400 on the Guy Lombardo
show at Symphony hall.
Irving Isaacs pulls his first premiere at the Tremont with Sari Ma-

Ron Ferguson, formerly

privately.

Hubby

Is

a

barrister.

Dick Cronin and Star Kriel In the
box at the Auditorium with 'Show
Boat' launching Its new career.

revues.

George King's 'To Brighton with

of

people waching rehearsals

L. Sachs' 'Smiles' predict vet-

J.

eran showman has a hit at last.
Jennie Howard taken 111 with appendicitis during rehearsal of new
Fred Kamo revue, and holding up
show.
Sam Katz cabling Harry Foster to
And out how many houses playing
vaudeville in London and the prices
of admission.
Audrey Thacker, former Moss
Empires booker, now with Hope &
Palmer, lining up talent for the

Foster considering
Sir Philip

It.

Ben Greet to produce
for. two performances

'Eager Heart'

at Sadler's Wells early In January,
proceeds to go to charity.
News Reel theatre in Tottenham

Court Road, latest In West End. was
reconstructed on plans by Alistar
Macdonald, son of the English Premier.

Ed Beck is a guiding spirit In
A Guards ofllcer comes to the
Mme. Antoinette LeBrun's 11.10 London Pavilion twice per week,
grand opera idea for the 8th Street always occupies a whole box by
theatre.

Genevieve

Hanrls, former flhn
of 'Post,' now publicist for
cookery schools of the National Live
critic

Stock Assn.

Tommy

Burchlll finally accepted
challange and socked

Ed Morse's
him.
230.

Burchlll weighs
All In fun.

110,

Morse

Charles Freeman nursing a pet
proposition to stage 'The Front
Page' for charity and use. nothing
but newspapermen as actors.
Roy Bell and Dolly Joy In the
wife, Helene, who Is in pictures.
Clarence lYeed, Kelt-XIngel plug- Cort boxofllce when "Family Upstairs'
moved over after union
ger, and Roberta Rlchman, non-pro,
closed
attraction at Garrlck.
were engaged on Christmas day.
Al Jolson liked Niles Trammel
They plan marriage sometime In
and
the
NBC boys here so much he
March.
Larry French, pitcher for the expressed the wish that he might
Pittsburgh Pirates, has gone actor do all his broadcasts In Chicago.
David E. Russell has promoted
with a part in Paramount's "Hell to
operetta enterprise for the Civic
Heaven.'
Back to baseball bow- his
Opera building and expects to place
ever, when the robins come.
'Robin Hood' in rehearsal next week.
Max Gordon wired ahead for Mrs.
Sam Kahl to prepare pot roast and
potato pancakes, his favorite dishes.
Gordon was In and out of town disBy Rena Canizares
cussing a 'Cat and Fiddle' price war
with 'Face the Music'
The races start 21.
Gene Arnold's expansive mood
Season in full swing.
during the holidays when he wanted
Taxis still 10 cents for city ride.
to sing on Joe Gallicchio's program
Pat Morgan heading tbe Mont- was partially successful. He sang
martre show.
one number before the NBC producUniversal newsreel taking shots tion man caught the intrusion and
at Sans Send.
stopped it.
Charlie Houston still editing the

Havana

"Water Gypsies.*
Sheila Barrett threw a party
backstage at Keith's, with newspaper folk as guests of honor.
George Kraska is home from his Havana 'Post.'
Ernesto Smith now running the
day (14) in a singing recital at the foreign films shopping trip, with a
couple of dozen for his Fine Arts.
Encanto deluxer.
McAlpln.
Tremont audiences like the novAll film exchanges renting pic'College Inn' newest supper dance
spot in the 'sky salon' at the St. elty of air broadcasts from the tures on percentages.
Theatre will continue feaHellodoro Garcia trying to get
Morltz hotel. Restricted to college stage.
Fausto out of the red.
undergrads and guests. Opens on ture.
Ranny Weeks, Boston tenor and
Fair at Precios Fljos still going
Feb. 11.
Guy admits murder of former as- late long-time star at the Met, is strong on ninth month.
Martial law still In Havana, not
sociate. Worried him to death with going in for disc recordings (Coon the rest of the Island.
succession of summonses. Dropped lumbia).
Paul Muni gets an in-person welDepresh hit bus lines and now ofover when about to be served with
come from local Yiddish admirers. fering round trips for nickel.
final plaster.
CMC rebroadcast special PanAbe Cohen, after his fortnight's Was in a Yiddish stock company as
Muni
Weisenfreund.
program from KDKA.
American
road
Million
touring
'BO
with
Parker house, famous home of
The Casino cleared $200,000 on the
Frenchmen' as company manager,
while
been
thespians
in
town,
has
gaming
tables on New Year's Eve.
came back with enough weight lost
run
taken
over
is
being
by
the
Ignaclo
Pineiro, popular Cuban
and
to be physically fit If financially
First National Bank.
composer, editing album of works.
otherwise.
New night club, the Barclay, Is
Pletro Colli, local mgr. for WarAuto show at Grand Central Palace Is happily regarded by the nite- fathered by George Fuller, and at- ners, bringing home the bacon with
llfo caterers.
Speaks and joints tracting the notables, among them plenty of Sunday showings.
M. Hart, American v-p of Cuban
have had everything in readiness for Bon Ames Williams, the author.
Booking fate gave Saxophonist Telephone Co., back from New York
the visiting motor crowds and hope
Sam Levine in Barney Rapp's band with an armful of popular recordit'll work out linanclally oke.
Police escort for a parade of an- (Keith's) opportunity for tete-a- ings for CMC.
Biggest dance here on New Year's
tique motors through the Square tetcs with his flame, Buster Phillips,
Eve at the Asturiano, Spanish club,
as a bally for the forthcoming auto burlesque star (Old Howard).
Gertrude Hayes, Jr., is trying with about 4,000 coupl^g attending
show Jan. 7-14 at the Grand Central Palace.
All oUe excepting a sauerkraut Juice for her diet; and and dancing to music of six orchesSheila Barrett says she Is doing bet- tras.
1909 Mercer, whirli broke down.
'Mundo' newspaper had couple
Lcblang's Gray's drugstore going ter than Gertie with orange Juice
and coffee sans cream or sugar.
made up as JIggs and wife comic
Into the lunchory business in its up
Jerome Harrison makes the long characters from Sunday magazine,
stairs store in a big way, remodel
to
and paraded them through town for
Ing more than half of it into a Jump from managing the Fenway
luncheonette bar, without taking handling the Paramount in Newton, few days.
Bacardi people now selling special
away from the ticket brokerage while C. Snider makes the longer
space either upstairs or down.
leap by going from the Newton rum, which sells for five cents a
throw. C!rowd liere calls It "Mofuco,"
NTG's new Paradise, directly op- house to Haverhill.
rltza in

West End

John Canning has gone to Lockman, Iowa, to cover the union troubles at the mines there.
Railroad buddies gave Sam Thall
an honorary luncheon and presented Vaudeville theatre.
Sir Walter Gibbons wants Harry
him with a traveling case.
Harry Sosnick has the music job Foster to do the exclusive booking
for the General Motors show at the of the Leicester Square theatre, with

Jack Swing has

Richard Berlin, gen. ingr. of the
premiere of Fox film,
Passage theatre this Hearst magazines, here for his semi
week big hit. In leglt Amsterdam anuual visit with William Randolph
enjoyed first night of Schoenherr's Hearat.
After years without any sort of
'Weibsteufel' in Dutch version, produced .by Verkade company with clock, comer of Hollywood and Vine
Annie Verhulst as heroine partnered now has twOj giving two kinds of
time—early and late.
by Cor Hermus and Paul Huf.
Ryllis Hemington, who has been
Three jubilees here In artists' circle^.
Mrs. de la Mar-Kley cele- in charge of F-WC public relations
brated hep 80th birthday in good dept, now devoting all her time to
health, but off stage now; Mrs. organization contacts.
Robert McNeil, head of Golden
Rooyaards, nee Lady Sandberg, has
her silver stage jubilee this week; Gate theatres, stopped off here en
she will produce an old Dutch play route home to Frisco after a hurried
trip to New York.
by Vondel, XSysbregt van Aemstel.'
McClelltm Barclay, Illustrator for
Third Jubilee Is that of a cabfuret
singer, Speenboff, who has sung his 'Cosmopolitan,' "Red Book' and other
magazines,
flew here to visit his
songs now for 30 years.

Boston

Palace.

Jlggs,

Holland

By L«n Libbey

Paul Ash, Georgie Price, Mae
Clarko are future headliners for the

the studio.

'Congorilla,' In

spilled at these theatrical golf club dinners than in most

Show

Ken

wood, around Broadway taking In
the new shows for a couple of
weeks.
Bert Lytell retains his hunch to
turn his polar script Into an active
Maybe later this winter or
play.
next fall.
Broadwaylte gave a friend a bottle he swore he had had since proLabel stamped 'Bottled
hibition.

Hollywood.

dium bar.
More dirt

League.

Terry Bidelle handling 'Big Drive'
in Illinois and Indiana.

Bornsteln.

Is

Romney Brent getting cable from
Glsh eulogizing Francis
Lederer.
Will Fyffe anxiously awaiting his
meeting Eaxl Carroll at the PallaDorothy

a Bird,' new film, has a Zoological
Nazlmova was breakfasted Garden penguin as the hero.

on 7 th ave. near the old Roxy. About cess In Holland, collection now go40 tables but not many using 'em.
ing out to Java.
Mary Stueurt substituted for JuDon Cossack choir TlatofT exdith Wood In 'Dinner at Eight' last pected here In January; tour manweek. Miss Wood 111 with Influenza. aged by Impresario Krauss. Giving
Buddy (Screen) Fisher back from Its 2,600th peiiformance shortly.
the Coast to do some personals and
Max de (3root, conductor of Arena
radio work and maybe also a show. vaudeville at Rotterdam, married

Cleveland "Plain Dealer* has sent
out Ben Cohn to represent It In

53

Cincinnati
By Joe Kolling
Keith's installed a Carrier cooling
system.
Abe Farb plugging Miller Music,
Inc.,

catalog.

Eddie Conway's mother died; Vic
Bury subbed in Shubert cage,
Fred Toy left show biz flat to return as p.a. for gas-electric co.
Jack Pearl's tag line, 'Vass you
Charlie?' in pop use here.
Jimmies Ward and Schuh entertaining at Bozart nlte club in Hav-

dere,

lin.

Bill Dodds flew to Waterbury,
Conn., and saw his mother before
she passed away.
'Times-Star' operating in its new
plant at 8th and Broadway; 14-story
building is one of Clncy's prettiest.
An cight-pcople tab show plays
three shows at two nabes in single
night for $30 and furnl.qhes its own
bufjey and gas.
A Carney agent, in hopeful waiting here, armed with emblems and
credentials from about every order
but the Kenturky Colonels and unable to pay duos In any of 'em.
Strand, recently given up by RKO,
advertised to reopen Jan. 14 with
'best
pictures available' at pop
prices;
operation
by Cincinnati
Theatre Co., owners of property,
with Tom Corby as mgr.

himself, and Is not interested In any
of the Pavilion Angels.
British
International
Pictures
practically settled to film Lew
Lakes' 'Bloomsbury Burglars* sketch,
with Leslie Fuller In lead, but
changes its mind at the last minute.

Llew Johns giving 'The One GIrV
the renamed Sachs' 'Smiles,' the
once over at the Streatham Hill theatre, with a view to getting the
show for the Alhambra, or even
Coliseum.

Minneapolis
By Let Reea
John Alden

new

"Tribune's*

film

critic.

Willie Hoppe here for week oC
exhibition matches.
Emmett Lynn of Jack Mulhall act
visiting

111

wife here.

Ingenues' engagement at Flame
night club extended.
ESarhardt Bros, of
vaudevDIe
visited Marvin Park,
Orpheum

Room

RKO
RKO

manager.
Orpheum's New Year's week business ahead of corresponding period
a year ago.
Rialto tickled at rapid recovery of
Marvin C. Park, Orpheum manager,
from operation.
Cornelia Otis Skinner set In half-

week engagement at Metropolitan,
starting Jan. 16.
'The Good Earth,' second Theatre Guild production of current season, underlined for Metrdt)olitan.
Fanchon-Marco unite still not set
for Publlx State BO
Orpheum
grabs off 'Whoopee' for early date.
Mike Frlsch, former
exchange manager here, off to New
York to engage In insurance busi-

RKO

RKO

ness.

Alice McDonald, once 'queen of
underworld' here, died in poverty,
but 'unnamed friend' paid for funeral

and

burial.

Thieves stole Jesse James film,
'10 Minutes or $60,000 Reward' from
automobile of F. S. Geldl, motion
picture operator.

Gertrude Lutzi, local radio singer

and erstwhile Minnesota theatre favorite, going Into St. Paul Paramount with Brecfe band.
Business at m.'dnlght shows New
Year's eve just fair, with no sellNight club and hotel trade
outs.
also oft as compared with year ago.
Bob Workman, M-G-M exchange
manager, re-elected president of
local Film Board of Trade and H. B.
Johnson of Educat«onal named vicepresident.

While working the RKO Orpheum's mldniglit show New Year's
eve.
Kddle Fortier, pianist in orchestra, received word that the
stork had delivered to his wife a
nine-pound girl, born 20 minutes
before midnight.

•
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L A.; Majestic s

Cleveland, Jan.

Los Angeles, Jan. 9.
Burlesque is nearlng a fade>out
after

for

flourlshiner

many

atre, the spot has been drawing better than average trade among fans

who haven't seen burlesk here

for

past year.

Stock company

White and

headed by Pat

is

who came

Billie Bailus,

with

husband,

Frank Cummlngs, who's

directing.

out

of

retirement

Al Flatico, Viola Spaeth, Jim Morrison also in troupe. Mitchell Plotkin is handling publicity.

Immoral show.

Vhole Troupe Sloughed,

Preceding the Majestic in .throwing up the sponge were the !Burbank and the Star and Garter, the

Fined,

former changing its name to Tulane,
and going into a musl£&l comedy

m

liberal Erie'

-

policy, and
strallrht picture.

the

latter

Erie, Pa., Jan. 9.
a special Midnlte

Into

Just before
show, Friday night (6), the law
stepped in and closed a. girl show
playing the .Auditorluifi. On Complaint of ,. Harriet Powell, social
worker, thQ cops acting under a city
ordinance, loaded 12 .chorines and 8
men into the wagon and took them
to the city jail.
Raiders said the
show was blue and the girls nearly
too nake^, and this is a liberal town

pictures are now offered at the Majestic, operate>l by
Sam Goldburg, familiarly known as
Goldle the Butcher. For the cusr
tomecs' 16c. and 26c. Goldle is giving 12 acts of vaude four times
daily, with a picture thro^wh In.
For his 12 acts, Qbldie is said to
have a rockiiotCom budget of $300,
which gives the acts, most of them
double, a bare existence for their
28 shows a week. House is booking straight, several agents having
given It the turn down because of
only peanuts for both talent and 10
percenter.

Vaude and

No Akron

serious muInstead of a crisp
novelty^ it is a tiresome 25 minutes
As a
of scattered entertainment.
sample of the crude padding, the
seven Oriental string musicians go
into a pretentious overture,. 'Dance
of the Hours,' and eo through It
painstakingly to the bitter end, a
performance as inspiring as practice
hour in a conservatory. Occidental
girl. Introduced as Dolores Young,
brought on for a solo dance, mostly
wriggles and taps In the familiar
dance-school style, and two of the
musicians come forward for song
and dance. Whole thing is shapeless and aimless, and the former effect of a novelty orchestra doing

specialties and
sical interludes.

that way.

Sam Gevertzmann,
said he

was manager

27, of Buffalo,

of the troupe.

.

,

flghts is In

No announcement has been made
OS to when the' house will be reopened.

a bad way

financially

Burlesque Placements

Milt Schuster, Chicago, made the
placements:
burlesque
foll|o'wlng
Balto
Dauphlne, New Orleans, Ray King,
Baltimore, Jan. 9.
Al Zlmmy, Harry Wells, Billy Lee
Immediately after New iTear's, the MlAnie Fitzgerald, Frltzle White
Empire wheel dosed the Palace Veda Leslie, Dorothy Wahl, George
Pittsburgh
Academy,
here, after some four months of Pronath;
operation.
Had reverted to stock Frances Mylite, Jacquette, Mary
shows about six weeks ago after, Murray; Gayety, Milwaukee, Marlon
Willie Gordon, Lew Fine,
having discovered that the house LeMar,
Benny Strong, Evelyn Cameq, Colcouldn't support the cost of the
lette, Charles Schultz, Johnny Hartraveling shows.
vey; Mutual, Indianapolis, Ruby
Leaves the town's burlesque sit Rosslana, Ruth Hamilton,
Nell
uation once inore completely in the Ryder.
hands of Hon Nickel who Just goes
along singing, a song at his. eastside
They're Telling
Besides,
Nickel's
new
Gayety.

Empire Scrams

.

Why

about ready to

Ed Ryan,

Elinor Walent more than a year
ago. Been keeping it dark, but tell
ing now because they're cradle
shopping.

DOROTHEA ANTEL
826 -W. 12d St., New York Cltr
Uy New A«sorlmeiit of OBEETlXG
CARDS Is Now Ready. 21 BeantUol
CARDS

and FOX.DERB, Boxed, POKt-

2

pald, for

•

of the Empire Wheel
of his marriage to

telling

offices,

OPEK—AND HOPE

Chicago, Jan. 9.
burlesque stocks got under
holiday week.
Dauphlne, New Orleans, and Gayety, Milwaukee, both opened.

Dollar

Two

way during

now
TOMAKB UP

DobKieT

•

TEIN C
SMAKE UpO
RKO STATE LAKE
— CHICAQO —
"AFRAID TO TALK"
with ERIC IJNDEN,
SIDNEY -FOX, TULLT MARSHALL.

LOUIS CALHERN

INSTITUTION

,

ORPHEUM, MPLS.
Minneapolis, Jan.

6.

weeks on tour, 'Look
Here,' RKO reviie comprising
winners of the local 'Opportunity'
After 12

It's alive.

Who's

Opening were the Kltayaraas;
really should be only Kltayama,
since the sole sustenance of this
two-person Jap act Is the excellent
contortion work of Mr. Kltayama.

contests^ in its flnal week here,
sizes up as fast-moving, pleasant
and entirely acceptable entertain-

DeVoe

LOEW'S,

MONTREAL

Montreal, Jan. 6.
Falr-to-middling five-act vaude
show with one stand-out act gives a
65 -minute entertainment to some-

what cold audience. Eddie Sanborn
giVes his orchestra rest except for
final act, where they play to help
Only one set
out girl Jazz band.
used. In whole show.
Gates, Claire and Haynes open
with two men and femme in overalls, sing and tap and toe dance.
Use flight of steps for buMd-up of
trick dancing by men, one of whom
varies taps with toe work, and other
takes each step on knees.
Fans
listless.

George Dormonde and partner

ment.

any

compares favorably with

It

of the vaudeville revues sent
the current season.

way during

this

This

marked contrast with the

Is in

initial 'Opportunity' revue staged
with local amateurs entirely.
What makes 'Look Who's Here'

especially enjoyable

the youth,

is

good looks and pep of

When RKO

its

perform-

held the local contests it promised the 12-week engagement as the prize for each
winner. It didn't promise that the
winners would be permitted to do
their
specialties
In
the touring
ers.

revue and that's where

It

showed

wisdom. Of the 32 winners, 24 are
in the line.
One of the specialty
performei)9 is choked off a second
after she starts and several of the
others are allowed but brief Intervals before the spotlight alone. Most
of the real work of the evening,
aside from the line's ensemble
numbers, devolves upon the shoulders of capable professionals, and
the fact that these professionals
also are young and good-looking
helps the revue considerably. Bert
Walton, the comedian, acting as
master of ceremonies, handles the

funmaking end very well.
But the real marvel is the line.
Thrown together from everywhere,
as it were, the girls, who were local
winners, have been welded into a
nifty dancing aggregation. The girls
are not only very young, but also
very pretty and shapely. They work
with: vim and enthusiasm and they
wear scanty costumes that leave
few of their charms hidden. George
Llbby, who did the staging, and Arthur Swanstrom, the composer, deserve plenty of credit.
The professionals include, in addition to Walton, Arnold Gluck, a
personable, young tenor; Eleanore
Tennis, a gifted and youthful toe
dancer; Arthur Matthews, a comic
and flrst-rate singer who stooges
with Walton; the three Beverly Sistors, youthful singers and dancers
plentifully' endowed

in

second give wheel act which excited
the old belly laugh and got by on
anatomical contortions. Use of sax
while pedalling wheel got a hand.
Act closed with both men on wheel
playing polo.
Here and there a
clever, bit of character acting. Col-

with good looks,
and the veteran prima donna, Edith

who

Helena,

is

Introduced as the

'wardrobe mistress' and whose several songs cop heavy audience applause.

Among

the 'Opportunity' winners,

Ossle Swanstrom of New York and
June Hurly of Minneapolis have the
lected fair applause.
to do and carry off the majot;*
The International Trio took the most
portion of honors. The former is
trey, bass, baritone and soprano.
'Sweet Mystery' and 'BeUs of St. an exceptional rope dancer, while
Mary's' left audience pretty cold. Miss Hurly. a stout young woman,
Clown song from 'Pagllacd' brought puts over blues numbers effectively^
soine laughs ow'ng,to exaggerated Jane Ruby of Ft. Wayne, Ind., works
emoting. Ended with trio song in with Gluck in a song number. So
does Virginia Boland of Omaha.
in 'Central Italian. Customers didn't care a lot. Di[ane Bpthwell of St. Paul does a
In the fourth
.

WAkFIELD, FRISCO

cesa.

One

some

Other3 booked were Dewey Michaels,
34; A. E. .SaunderB, 45; John Anderson, 39; Bert Blake, 36;. Robert
Snyder, 32; Ray Varden, 32; William
Hayes, 30. The girls were on the
pops and lively dance numbers is
as Ruby; Shtpman, >20; lost,
blotter
deader,, presumably Plckard,
Marion Kane, 17; Betty Bratchle, is an Occidental and does nothing
24; Mrs. Kay Anderison, 26; Ruby but lead In an uninspired way.
Long, 29: Arlyne Varden, 21; Angle Turn in its extended form is formO'Connell, 23; Grace Summers, 21; less and ambling, lacking- In punch
Peggy lay ton, 1?, Hazel Smith, 24; and finish, and a simple 12-minute
June Conroy, 27, and Grace Douglas, turn gone wrong.
Five-act bill with two clicks and
28.
All said they came from New three Indifferent interludes is un
even and weakened by poor blend
York, Buffalo or^ Pittsburgh.
Rush.
ing.
^They pleaded guilty before a police magistrate, who fined the manager $25 and the company $6 apiece.
Clarence Conrath is manager of the
San Francisco, Jan. 6.
Auditorium. The place which houses
Show ain't such a much. And biz

Barley

takes all winter. A glance around
this town's loop will convince any
doubter that vaude is by no means
to be listed under historical items.

Only two bits in this case, but
standouts for any opener. Frank
Is deucing It here and doing
too many ballads when he has always done best with comedy tunes.
Artie Lewis and Peggy Ames, However, the closing 'Spare Dime'
mixed talking comedy team, found ditty is delivered for socko on all 10
It difficult to follow the fast radio counts.
trio, having nothing but low comDave Schooler has his. piano in
edy cross talk. However, their ex- the middle of the act and the nifty
changes are swift luid some of them Lee Twins on the two ends. A
pointed, and the man in an eccen- somewhat Jumbled act with a hint
tric boob characterization extracted of overcrowding, but it's better that
some returns. Their regular turn way than undernourishment.
ran to about 16 minutes and thereAnd for the closing sequence came
after they Introduced another of one of the better fiash acts under
those giant stooges, this one said to the flag of Hollywood Revels, a
be seven feet five Inches tall, and nine-person turn w^ith fine specialclown around with him for another ties. On the top of the heap in this
Ave minutes. Result was a wearied respect is Geraldine, who contributes
audience and a flat finish. If^ey an acrobatic semi-contortion dancare to retain the tall boy, Ihey ing stretch that spells W'^o-w for
should cut the earlier talk, keejllng smoothness of delivery, originality
the act Inside the usual quarter of stunting and build-up of routine
hour. As is, the added bit doesn't for audience sock. Besides the girl
sustain itself and needs something line came Costello and Lee for some
besides the announcement of the rhythm hoofing and an acrobatic
giant's measurements.
piece. It was a good show.
Syncopators
Plckard's
Chinese
Feature 'Penguin Pool Murder'
have been around for some time.
While it was a brief, brisk musical (Radio), Radio comedy, and Pathe
novelty, it fared well. Now it has news completed the screen share.
been padded out with a couple of

°

Akron, O., Jan. 9.
After two weeks try at stock bur
lesque. Civic, formerly the old Grand
Is dark again.
iBurl^sque failed to
attract patronage from the start,
even at 40 cents top admission.
Glrlesque policy was tried after, two
attempts at driamatic stock, failed
to arouse interest, musical comedy
tab, vaude-fllm and Anally straight
pictures were tried out without sue

ritzy gas station is
eo.

N. Y.

(Continued from page 42)
borhood laughs, but they were scatFinishes with a
tered and faint.
doggerel song number in Scotch
dialect Involving rather blue points
and also rewarded with sparse re-

9.

New

years along Main street and Broadway. Almost the last stand, the
Majestic, has folded as a strip show,
leaving only the Follies to carry on
for the boys who enjoy it from the
stage at 16c and 26c a throw.
Majestic gave the air to burley
almost simultaneously with the Issuance of licenses under the new
ordinance placing all local houses
under the supervision of the police
commission, with revocation of permits mandatory upoil conviction on
a charge of giving an obscene or

stock

ORPHEUM,

Burlesque revived again by Walter sponse.
Aronson, Fayre and Lane (New
Acts) supported the No. 3 spot with
a novelty idea of imitations of radio
names, done simply on a dark stage,
with one or the other of the trio
illuminated by an overhead spot.

Scott, former manager of Columbia,
this time with a permanent stock
company and a 16-76 cents scale.
Falling to get Metropolitan from
Loew's, who wanted too much for
rental, Scott set up his company In
Moose's fraternal hall on only a
three-days' notice so as to be able
to catch some of the
Year's
Bve trade. Renamed the Club The-

12 Acts for

here,

/

BURLEY IN CLEVELAND
GETTING SOME DOUGH

Burley Fading in

Taiesdayt Janaaiy 10^ 1933

I
!

Empire Wheel
Week January

9

— —
—
—
——
—

Daro Facts Trocadero, Philadelphia.
French Models Modern, Providence.
Moulin Rouge T>. O.
NIeht HnwUs Star, Brooklyn,
NIte Life In Paris— Route No. 1.
Oriental Girls Howard, Boston.
Record Breakers Albany, New York.
Round the Town Empire, Newark,

Fred Fisher has a 'Maedchen In
Uniform' song which Jack Mills is
publishing.
Originally written by
Fisher in German, with Mitchell
Parrish fashioning the English version.

INTERNATIONALE

eJlfr^^/
Shoes for the S^^S^
A^SflOVFOLK'S SHOESBOP-1S52 BROADWAY

accordingly, iio names
Park'
(WB), while Fanchon St
Marco's' 'Talent a la Carte' doesn't

pack much punch.

One

of the nicest things about the
current stage session is the >way Jay

Brower puts over a band number
despite enough handicaps to set an
ordinary maestro nerts. Hidden be<hind fences, drapes and whatnot,
Brower steps out with a few of his
band boys and does Just a fair tune
'Casey Jones,' that draws one of
show's biggest hands.

Showman-

ship, it's called.
Pat West, .Del Chain, Steve

age,

nan

SavBetty Wonder, Rogand Romero, Diane, Three
Four Trojans and Campus

Tom and

Zaros,

spot, Rome and Gaut
put on a Mutt and Jeff show, mostly
slapstick. Using flute and baton for
a solo with baton thrust >up flute got
a laugh. Patter mediocre and act
needs to be completely revamped,
brought to date and freshened up,
since the two men act well together.
As it was, a near- flop.
Closing of the show, Alex Hyde
and Musical Maidens have one of
the best acts seen here in months.
Femme Jazz orchestra with Hyde
conducting play with vigor and a
good sense of rhythm. Ruthie Burns
is good blues singer, and girl dancer
does trick act standing on hands
and tapping out accompaniment to
tune on hat with her feet. Act is
.

Co-eds constitute the long talent
given OS rehearsal in studio with
list on stage.
A Ben Blue comedy completes the all requisite gadgets in a nice set.
Burns singing well-known popular
show.
BocTe
songs which effectually woke up
audience. They like a Jazz band act
here. Closed with remarkably good
HIPP,
rendition last movement TschaikovBaltimore, Jan. 6.
Jay C. Fllppen was billed by his sky's fourth symphony, which calls
booker for a 'return to blackface' on for plenty brass and suited them
this date, but Flippen continues to fine. They got the only call of the
dispense with the cork, retaining show, with Hyde in curtain speech
only the cigar and, of course, the acknowledging assistance from Edstorm-at-sea haircomb. Fljppen is die Sanborn.
'French Police' (Radio) feature,
still one oi the better singles in
vaude comedy. His ether sojourn, Chaplin reissue, and news make up
balance of program.
if anything, has built him up, especially in this town, having been on
his CBS commercial for the American Oil company, local organization.
L. A.
He drew b'lllng in the theatre's ads
Los Angeles, Jan. B.
as the 'Hon. I Save on Gas,' under
Plenty of kick In the current bill,
which label he spouted for Amoco.
Flippen has discovered a use for which is well balanced and good in
Opening, the
vaude, just as other vaude comics every department.
returning to the etage have discov- Peerless Octet, mixed dance flash
ered the similar use. That is, to use act, was youthful and classy. In
the vaude stage to palm ofC all the deuce spot Bill Elliott provided
good (but a little dirty) jokes which blackface laughs and acceptable
Duel de
they couldn't possibly use over the deep baritone warbling.
mike. System is evidently working Kerekjarto followed with 10 minutes
out okay, since vaude isn't as of top violin virtuosolng. Then Jed
Dooley with his hodge-podge of
stralghtlaced as radio.
Flippen was next-to-closlng on a nonsense for fine laugh returns.
.sweet running array of vaude tal- Closing, the Three La Moures in
ent five acts
that were above foot-to-foot balancing were regulastandard and blended Into every- tion windup of a good vaude bill.
Peerless Eight do musical comedy
thing that a smackout variety show
should be. See a show like tliis and and tap stepping in unison, and are
it's
proof that variety is still a young, full of pep and pleasing to
Kerekjarto, stage vet,
punchy, forceful and completely sat- the eye.
Isfjlnpr entertainment. And this .iu- know.s just wliat the public wants
diencc must have sensed It ahead of from a fiddler. Dooley gets sliphtly
time, for they had this hou.se ca- Indigo, but his material is new and
pacity at the last show on Friday's bright to this brand of patrun.
Housa cap?.clty with a holdout
opening night. Between this house
and the Century, Baltimore is being line opening performance. A premade Into the ace vaude town of the ponderance of women present, uncountry, because both houses are usual at a mat here. Feature, 'Frisco
batting it out on the vaude line If it Jenny' (WI3), probably responsible.
'

BALTIMORE

DOWNTOWN,

—

waltz bit with Tommy Gleason of
South Bend,
Ind.
The revue
throughout is kept scrupulously
clean and is mlniis the usual off
.

color skits and fade-outs.
On the screen, 'The Animal Kingdom,' a real card, and Pathe News.
Business big at this late evening

Rees.

show.

LOEW'S VALENCIA
Jamaica. L. I., Jan. 7.
This large deluxer on Jamaica's

main

street, which is the hub for
and southern Long Island,
had many, many vacant seats on
the street floor and loads In the
upper stories on Friday afternoon.
Nowadays one can get into this
large house, the only theatre on the
entire island which plays vaude on
a week's stand for two bits until
one p.m. For this price one can
see five acts and pics.
And the

central

Islanders,

who

are

thrifty

folks,

have been crowding Into the Valencia the past afternoons. But on
Friday it must have been the glorious summerlike weather or that

lackadaisical after New Year's Day
spirit.
It was not the show.
This
week's vaude fare Is good. It moves
with speed, and only lags for a few

minutes during Vic Oliver's deuce
spot.

cluded

The screen attractions in'Flesh' (MGM), news and

trailers.

The vaude layout, which consumes 64 minutes, began with an
Oriental trio Kam Tal Trio. The
two principals are kids, and their

—

best angle

Is

contortion.

Act-closes
trio bal-

a standard fashion— the
ancing plates.
in

Vic Oliver, with the aid of Margot
Crnngle, had a little clifTlcuUy at
the beginning of his 15 minutes,
but soon after his new gags and
piano playing his act went over big.

Arthur and Florence Lake were
the hit of the

bill.

Three

Sailors, old favorites in
these parts, present their same turn,
and it is still good for many laughs.
And they gave an encore Friday.
The bill closes very snappily with
18

minute.s'

musical entertainment

by Eddy Duchin and his Central
Park Casino orchestra. Eddy Is a
good showman and he has a pood
unit.
They came in for much applause, and deserved it. Eddy uses
a mike and has a dance team solo.

The radio helped the
ognlze his

name

islanders recg-

out here.

Wag.

Tiiesday^ Jimmity. 10*

O U T D O ftR

1933

SAM

REO and other cir- edy and burlesque productions for
more than 40 years.
Bobby Taylor.
Miss Troilo was the sister of
Nicholas and Leonard Troflo, fornier
Alice Sietz, wife of John Siets,
being head of the Trollo Theatrical head cameraman at Fox, died sudEnterprises of Pittsburgh and the denly
of pneumonia Jan. 7, at their
latter known as Len Leslie, orcheshome in Hollywood.
tra leader.
GOIT
Her husband and a two-year-old
Burial
will be ai the St. Peter's
who appeared In
daughter survive.
cuits as

Sam Colt, 61,
Molly Puller, 68, old-time vaude
team of many Broadway legit attractions,
-tw and member ot the
and Golden, died at her home died in New York Jan. 2 after a
complicathree-day
illness with pneumonia.
of
Jan.
6
Hollywood,
In
She had been' blind for the Latterly he has been connected with
tloiie.
suffered from Equity's headquarters in charge of
paat 16 years and
the casting agency department.
asthma.
Deceased was president of the
•Born in Boston, she made her
age of 13. Actors Order of Friendship, oldest
stage debut there at the
four
of
the
one
American stage society and also
played
At 17i Bhe
daughters in B. B. Rice's 'Evangel- waj a director of the Actors Fund.
famous throughout He is survived by a wife, Bstelle
jne,' and became
thV country. She married Fred Hal- Davis, teacher of dramatic literateam of Halien and Hart ture at Columbia University.
iiti of the

Roman

Catholic Church in Pitts-

burgh Tuesday

morning.

(10)

Fuller

FRED

P.

GREENE

Fred P. Greene, 66, of the team of
Tabor and Greene, Negro comedians,

.

shows,
notably 'The Twentieth Century
lAtter was produced by HalQfxif'
left
ien after his partner, Joe Hart,
liim to produce ^Foxy Grandpa.'
About 18 years ago, she first beHer
blindness.
came strlclten with
husband died 12 years ago and soon
after an unsuccessful eye operation
was performed on her at the Presbyterian hospital, Chicago. Despite
thlSr Miss Fuller carried on, appeariQg as a Keith -Albee headliner in
a sketch written by Blanche Merrill.
She retired about four years ago,
-coming to Hollywood where she
lived until her death.
;lServices were held at the LeRoy
B&gley parlors, Hollywood, Dec. 7,
by the Troupers' club, of which Miss
and was

starred

in

their

STANDISH WILLCOX
Standish Willcox,

famous

62,

fig

ure in Boston RIalto life for a gen
oration, whose voice was often heard
as proxy for the mayor at theatre
events, died at his home In the- Roxbury district of the Hub. Officially
known last as Mayor Curley's social
secretary, but he was fidus Achates

and

general
things well.

factotum,

doing

all

died in Chicago, Dec. 29, of heart

23

at

Chickasha,

ANDY 8INDLLAR

Andy Sindelar, Sr., 74, died in
60, playwright, died
of heart disease Jan Bellaire, O., Dec. 21,' of an «cpo
8.
He was found dead in his bed plectlc stroke. He was a well known
at the Fraternities Club. He came clarinetist and si^. of his 10 OhilPaul Dickey,

New York

86,

Grandmother, 92, of Adela Rogers
Hyland, writer, died Dec. 31 at her
Los Angeles home following a long
illness.
Survived by two daughters.
Bert L. Irving, 41, attorney for
picture people, died Jan. 3 from a
heart attack in his Hollywood offices.

Aunt,

82,

died Dec.

.

died

WORTHY

ronto,

but brought to

New

York

when

his sister was put on the
stage as a child actress. As a boy
he did considerable screen work as
Jack Smith, his own name, and
later as Jack Pickford he was given
more mature parts, including the
Paramount
silent
versions
of
'Huckleberry Finn' and 'Tom Sawyer.'

He was married to Olive Thomas,
Who died in the same Paris hossome years ago, and later to
Marilyn Miller and to Mary Mulhern, from whom he was divorced
about two years ago. The body will

pital

IRVIN O'DUNN

30-

of Douglas Fairbanks,
at her Hollywood home.

MRS. HARRIET COUGHLIN

HELEN PRIMROSE

he sold his first efforts and turned
his thouthts toward literary work.

He wrote

several plays

between
but scored no out-

Helen

Primrose

Dalton,

85,

vaudeville singer known as Helen
Primrose, died of pneumonia Jan.
6 in New York.
Miss Primrose was in vaudeville
for about 12 years, most of the time
as a singing single.
For awhile
she headed an all-girl minstrel
show. Several brothers and sisters,
none in show business, survive.

Sells-FIoto

Col.
CllfC

PA.

with

injuries.

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
McDougall, handling press

.

W.

C.

MASSON

W. C. Masson, 60, actor and stage
York Jan. 2.
director, died in

New

He had

been

stagie

manager

for the

To

Rebuild Showboat.
Memphis, Jan.

9.

The city denied the Hollywood
Show Boat permission to open in

Boston Castle Square productions
and in charge of the stages in
Memphis..
Percy G. Williams' N. Y. houses in
Commissioner Sam J a c k s o n
Greater New York. Interment on
branded the show boat as unsafe
Staten Island.
and said it would have to be practically rebuilt before it would meet

HENRY

Henry

L.

SOUTHWICK

L. Southwick, 70, former

actor, then lecturer and Shakespearian authority, and teacher of actors, died at his home in the Back

Once played with
Bay, Boston.
Augustin Daly, and was a leading
expert on voice and Its use on stage.

ARTHUR VAN DIEN
Arthur Van Dien, former transportation manager for RKO, committed suicide last week. Funeral
expenses were defrayed by the
sick benefit fund, maintained by a
surtax on trip passes to the RKO

RKO

theatres.

Milt Collins, 61, veteran stage
monologist, died Jan. 4 in New

York. He had been ill for about a
year with cancer.
As a member of the dialect school
of monologlsts on politics, Collins

was a well-known vaudeville

many years.
Widow and small

single

for

daughter sur-

vive.

KATHARINE LYONS
Katharine Lyons, probably the
best loved figure In Boston's newspaper and theatre world, died at the

Emerson hospital. Forest Hills, folThe
lowing a major operation.
funeral was held Jan. 7.
In private life she was Mrs. Herman O. Bletzer. She is survived by
her husband and a child of five.

JAMES WESLEY MACK
James

Wesley

the safety specifications of the theatre ordinance.
Capt. J. W. 'Bill' Menke thought
some of the city requirements were
too strict, but said he would start
immedately to bring the boat up to
theatre specifications.

Schaaf vs Poreda

Chicago, Jan.

(Continued from page 61)
seemed Just as conHe took it and speared in
some excellent shots to Stan's jaw,
winning the first round.
After that it was different. E^rly
in the second round a left hook
sent Stanley to the mat and he
foolishly arose without a count.
How he survived until the bell is
a mystery because he was dropped
several times before then.
Still
dazed but somewhat refreshened Poreda made the fight
sensational by smashing through an
occasional blow to the chin that
sent Schaaf backwards.
In the
sixth, however, Ernie started out
as If he had to catch an early train.
Down went Poreda and although he
arose, was washed up and Arthur
Donovan stopped it. Right.
So what happens? Sharkey has
a piece of Schaaf and as the champ,
cannot box him for the title, or
will he have the nerve to try it?
However there are mit totters
around like Schmellng, Baer and
even Camera. Schaaf looked like
he would have a fine chance against
all
of them, now that he has
snapped out of It. And if he beats

9.

Tom Mix, Ed Ballard, Charles
Hall, the local Coliseum and Zack
Terrell are interested in a wild west
circus for the coming season, probably playing at the World's Fair.
Mix left Congress hotel Monday,
reported going to Marine, Okla., to
possibly buy 101 Ranch equipment.
nebulous

but pink canvas

and purple seats part of unique
ideas
in
Wild West presentation.

Neb. Fair Mgrs. and '33
Lincoln, Neb., Jan.

9.

Booking agents will meet State
and County fair managers at the
annual confab in the Lincoln hotel
Jan.

17

16,

and

18.

Cautious spending will probably
this year's haggling over

feature
acts.

This

the 24th annual conven-

is

tion.

Show Boat

for Chi Fair

Milwaukee, Jan.

9.

Milwaukee showman,
has purchased the 171 -foot coal
barge. Collier, from the Blectrlo
company and will convert it into
a show boat.
Work win be completed by spring
and first performances are to be
given in Milwaukee. Following the
local engagement the boat will be
taken to Chicago to put in its bid
L. D. Cook,

for World's Fair patronage.

the other hand

LETTERS

fident.

that

trio,

retire.

This Friday (13) Ben Jeby and
Frank Battaglla will fight it out
for 15 rounds for the middleweight
champlon.ship. The wop Is a tough
guy but Heby Jeby has been messing up the other contenders and

may

When «<«ndlnK for Mall to
VARIETY Address Mail Clerk.
ADTBRTISINO or
CIRCULAR LETTERS ITILL NOT
BE ADVERTISED
LETTERS ADVERTISED IN
POSTCABDS,

ONE

ISSCTE

win.

1920 and 1928,
mick), 70, died in
Jack Robbina and Jimmy Campstanding successes. He went to
hospital Jan. 2.
bell to Cievcland. Chi, K. C. and St.
VIOLET E. TROILO
Hollywood for Fox in 1930 and has
Violet Elaine Trollo, 19, died at guest of the Actors' Fund home Louis on a plugging trip to brealt
since
done the continuities for the Trollo home, Mt. Lebanon, Pitts- there for several years. He had the jump Into the Metro coast stuscores of plays.
burgh, Jan. 7. She had appeared In been identified with musical com- dios.

ONIY

Allman Boris

Joyce Gladys

Bllleaud James
Blombercr Bill
Brlacoe Gloria

Keltlng George
King Ellzabetb

Bryant Paul
Bulger Harry

Landau Joyce
Lemeau & Young

June

Manahan Tommy

Caprice

Chenko Leo
Carney and Jean
Daley Ed
Dalton Jack
Darllner

Twins

Montrose Emelle
Miles

Ruth

Morse Lee

T & C

O'Brien

O'Sullivan

Virginia

DeLane Dale
Delorls and Stanton

Paul Steve

Dennlson Loretta
Dickens Fred
DIvldovIc Rakel
Duval Mrs M

Reld Minor

Baderly Lucille
Bssent Opal

Savoy

Fechon Mr & Mrs A
Finn Mr & Mrs J

Sharp Billy
Rose
Smith Joseph O
Swan & Goods

Roth Dave
Saheaal

Floyd Rhona
Franklin Vera

R M

& Mann

Scamon Primrose
SInnott

Th'mps'n

Gladstone Prof
maybe Sharkey would Gooman
Chat

Mack

(McCorEnglewood, N. J.,
He had been a

nCURING WILD WEST
FOR WORLD'S FAR

Still

During Layoff

for the Sells-Floto show the last
CHARLES ZERBER
burlesque two seasons, has joined the Colum
Charles Zerber,
62,
stagehand, died Jan. 1 of pneumonia bla studio publicity departnient for
the rest of the winter as planter.
at Bellevue hospital. New York.
McDougall is slated to go with the
The widow. Madge Reeves, of
Rlngllng circus next season.
burlesque, survives.

MILT COLLINS

Mrs. Harriet Shattuck Cole Jacobs
Coughlin, 74, owner of the Shattuck
be brought home for burial.
Opera House, Hornell, N. Y., oldest
theatre
in the Southern Tier, died
BARRY CONNORS
Barry Connors, 49, playwright after two weeks' illness of pneumoand fiction writer, died in Holly- nia. The Shattuck, built in 1872.
wood Jan. 5, of asphyiation. He operated continuously until three
was overcome by the smoke of a years ago, when it was leased and
closed by Warner Bros. It was
fire in hie apartment due, it is believed, to his falling asleep while erected by Mrs. Coughlln's father, a
smoking a cigarette. He died after physician.
his removal to the Receiving hos-

Connors was admitted to the New
York bar but never practised. He
knocked about with various theatrical troupes ranging from musical comedy to medicine shows,
and then turned prospector. Writing to while away his Idle moments,

dren^ were educated for the music
business. Mrs. iSlndelar died of a
heart attack about two years ago
but all of the children survive.

Irvin O'Dunn, 29, of the vaudeville
team of O'Dunn and O'Day, fell to
LILLIAN H. G. RUSSELL
his death at his hotel in New York,
Mrs. Lillian Hanson Gray RusJan. 1, when the window he sought sell, 64, wife of Herbert J. Russell,
to close suddenly yielded and he died recently at her home in WorHad been a child cester, Mass. She formerly had
fell outward.
actor in the pictures and a ma- sung in opera in .Chicago and other
gician on the stage before forming cities.
She had taught singing to
a team with his wife, who is the Edwin Bartlett, musical comedy
former Bernice Frankel. She sur- star, and Thomas Ryan, light opera
vives him as does his mother and star.
brother.

pital.

9.

In a dying statement he charged

Survived by his widow and a son.

east three months ago for medioal
treatment.
Among his best known plays are
He 'Lincoln' Highway,' 'Back Slapper,'
in- Rome Jan. 7 of pneumonia.
'Broken Wing,' 'Ghost Breaker,'
h&d been ill only two days.
Although he made his platform 'The Last Laugh,' 'Misleading Lady'
debut In the early '70' s, de Pach- and 'Dust Heap.'
He married Inez Plummer in
mann was still active and had in
contemplation a number of recitals 1916, but they separated.
this season. He ranked as one of the
world's great pianists and was the
SYLVIA Dl GAETANO
foremost interpreter of the works of
former
26,
Silvia Di Gaetano,
lYederlck Chopin. It was this fact vaudeville dancer, died in Denver
c6upled with his erratic platform from influenza. She is survived by
b^avior in his early days, plus a her husband, Don D. Darragh, forbeard which led the late James mer elephant trainer. For the past
Hiineker to nickname him the five years they have conducted a
'Cboplnzee.' In later years he de- dancing school in Denver, training
veloped a gravity of demeanor, but acts for the stage. Besides her hushis younger days were marked by band, she leaves a daughter, her
a series of exhibitions of eccentri- parents, and two brothers and two
city which ranged from bouncing sisters. A brother and sister, Adam
around on the piano bench to audi- and Amelia, are with Ed Wynn's
bly damning the instrument when 'Laugh Parade.' Burial in Denver.
he was called upon to play other
than the piano supplied for his conBUTTS
cert tour by the Chickerings, who
Worthington (Worthy) Butts, 69,
paid him handsomely for the ad- died oi pneumonia in a New York
vertlsment. Artistically he was in hotel Jan. 8.
Formerly with the
the class with Rubenstein, Liszt, Morgan Lithograph Co., he was
Paderewski and Rafael Joseffy.
known in the profession and the
Friars club. Deceased had recently
returned from the coast and reJACK PICKFORD
entered the lithographing business.
Jack Pickford, 36, brother of
formerly
Mary Pickford and himself once a He Is survived by a wife
professionally known as Rosalie
well known picture player, died in
Ceballos, also a daughter by a
Paris Jan. 8 of multiple neuritis
former marriage.
which Anally reached the brain.
Jack Pickford was born in To-

VLADIMIR DE PACHMANN

Mobile, Ala., Jan.

survives.

was a member.

Vladimir de Pachmann,

EXTRADITION SOUTH

Sennett and Ralph Nobles, another
Father, 62, of Ted Lay, manager circus worker, with his death, sayHARRY G, BATES
of the Los Angeles office of the Na- ing that he was paid off $1 for
Harry Gillespie Bates, 62, died tional Theatre Supply Co., died here a week's work, called into a bagDec. 29, at the Percy Williams of a paralytic stroke Jan. 6.
gage car and thrown from the train
Honie, Bast Islip, L. L, where he
onto a switch post. Sheriff William
and his wife have been guests for
H. Holcombe has asked Governor
Mother,
94, of Jack Roshier, vaude
made
his
years.
He
past
three
the
B. M. Miller to extradite Sennett
Angeles
actor,
at
her
son's
Los
died
stage debut in 1889 and his last
and the latter is fighting his return
is
home
Dec.
of
old
age.
She
26,
appearance was with the original
here.
Nobles has never been apcMt of 'Th(B Old Soak.' His widow survived by the son.
prehended.

grave.

..

SENNEn HELD FOR

ored act in vaudeville;

Cremation
followed and liClla Romer, who was
in Miss Fuller's act and had been
her companion, will take the ashes
back to Woodlawn, New York, to
be placed beside her husband's
Fullei;

55

Hearing on the extradition of
William Earl Sennett, former boss
of Robbins Bros.' circus wanted
here on a charge of murder in conEdward R. Lake, 76, the father of nection with the killing of John
Mahew L. Lake, ban^ music com- Smith, a colored circus worker of
posed, committed suicide by inhal- Charleston, West Virginia, will be
ing gas at his home In Brockton, held at Des Moines, Iowa, where
Mass. He hnd been in poor health he is under arrest as a fugitive
from Justice from Mobile.
Smith was thrown off a circus
Mrs. J. A. McGehee, mother of
Mrs. J. Clayton TunstlU, wife of train here Sept. 30, 1931, and so
badly injured that he died from the
thelocal manager of the Saenger

The team was filling an
engagement at the Harlem theatre,
New York, when he was stricken
and he was taken to his home in
Chicago, whnre he died. Tabor and atre, died Dec.
Green claimed to be the oldest col Okla.
trouble.

PAUL DICKEY
In

VARIETY

vaudeville for

OBITUARY
MOLLY FULLER

S

&

Johns's

Veils Joy

Beryl
Hart Frances
Healy Betty

Wallace Vernon

Helen
nines Harry

Wilson

Halley

Hli;glns

WatHon Kate
White Monty
Charlie

CHICAGO OFFICE

Adier

Wm

nach J

Lovett

George

Ross Marjorla

Bnlcolm fleo

James

nille.iiid

Dagmar

Ucrt

Storm Patricia
Trigger Johnny

Elliott Louise

William Herb

French

Zukor David
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Kinney Mlas

'
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AY WILLIAM F. McDERMOTT.

Xb IWew York, Wm' Ifftkenejr was
t&e star of tlia iMt BvY CiatToIl'4
"VmIUm" t;iut wh«n tho «how
Reached here a few weeks, ago he
'waa mlBBingr' He
ma/ be fotutd at
3.tat e this

-the

week wheqe he
14 puttlhf on a
Uetter ahow than

*h e

ever did

moBs he
>ccowdfid,.(llTer-{
•%

^tsaementa of an
expensive revue.

He prob a b l y
has the beat act
now" current In.
the vaudeville.;
X recom

'

halla.

.

mend h i m and
the entire bill to
the attention of
the town's cott'
lurs, tecUidlngr those not habitto attendlogr the Stato The*
^
lifer. He Is funny and, after his fash^n, he la a distinguished artlat
.

..

ffcraV Daneiag,

He begins by staging .» tiurlesque
bijlad oT many veraes and, by a
tAaintlve break .li^ -tl|e voice and a

svett
[froim

,

n^er

Ci,r-. ^ttrloua writhing and grlmcu;'ing. he
It a. ipoupUng 'deoUeor. It Is
amuelftivea
"
of }ha moat .aiaushll^ thing of tha'aort
BBce Galiagher.'a4}d Sheas.
>vUt,
UahbiMy^a jeal auperlorlty la
I^ut
hava Ikis skill at a wnft of clowning tapbapni |^anclng..He dkncea-wlth extniQrdN

ilan

'

vA

then burlesques
Vtot nar^ adepthess
^Is own adeptnesa by a series of betba wlldered-fall^.

uncommonly amuaing to
icy (watch htm aa he flghta It out with
.

It

Is

.

himself^

leaning perilously, slowly
and toppling over
l^st aa he reachea the refuge of the
wings. There Is a comic aospeifse In.
Cagle
Chat, this that you won't find in anybody
•a

.Ipslng hia, balance
f

|r,

i6r •Ise's dancing.

-She

/C^a C/naavof.

lolas

Mahoney

iTorld^

and

lother

Btlll

phone,

with his

closes with his familiar
miraoulous danca on a xylokicking out perfect ttme^
feetL

All of which may soui^d unimpor1871.
would be If the art and
[eeht tant and
Ik Vapeilal aptitude that goea Into It
not ^o rimukable.
for- "were
B.«
'^Vliat helps to make It funny la
nt of "-^—^
"
'
aa a
"
liln- Mahoney'a natural endowment
pta a6- clown, his bewildered, beaming coun,rpok- tenance, bis air of apologetic, faintly
'

—

-The method Is in
gratlatln^ after a aeasoh of Broad
rtietlc simplicity.

tlrae

a
Praaa
tofea-

way smart

o^ackers.

• It is agreeable io repoltt that
1917 wapaclty audience at tha firtt per'i
bush Iformance gavo htm. the greatest ova'
:tlon I have heard '^h|9 stoaon lit
I

.

Car- vat^jd^UIa. theater.
[Mra.
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liohn D. 3d Chosen Iqr

Rockefelk^

To Oversee Show Biz
-Show

Intereata of

Ham

John D. Rocke-

Lobars

Hollywood. Jan. IK.
In Fox's 'State Fair* no little
part of the plot Is given to
the love affair of 'Blue Boy*
and 'Ksmeralda,' two prize
hogs.
With a cast of strong names,
studio doesn't know just what
to do about the hogs In the
publicity. ' It's admitted that
the love life of the porkers is

present directly concern
mostly Radio City and the recently
acquired stock holdings by the
at

iphey

Itobkefellers In

RCA and RKO.

'
During the construction of Radio
City, most of the Rockefeller theatre contact came through Nelson
Bockefeller, second son of John D.

a

In

likelihood this new Rockedep't will include the little

all

Memorial Theatre which the Rockefellers have built In Williamsburg,
ya. House is to be operated by
RKO, but final details have still to
Ironed out.
As the situation stands, the
Rockefellers are satisfied to let RKO
run the spot, but the financial and
bXisiness end of the house Itself Is
reserved to the Rockefellers, whose
representative, so far not named,
win handle all the money angles.
This rep may be John D., 3rd.
' The
operation Is at the
Rockefeller request. No money gain
ts looked for by RKO in the matter.

RKO

American' Has
Lots

with

Foreign

Stars Quite Upset
Hollywood, Jan. IS.
'Buy American' campaign is causing concern to studio executives who
Hre wondering what effect the prop-

aganda wflrhave~6n pictures carryIng foreign stars.
Particularly there is speculation
the Paramount lot with the
Jiaurlce Chevalier pictures, with a

on

ffear that the patriotic drive Is aimed
cjhlefly at France.
Fox also la con-

cerned as to Its future for Henry
Garat, due here from France within
the next month.
Feeling of discomfort is evident
at the studios in connection with

name

players

alities.

of

several

nation-

Ic

or

5c
Rate

Dances— Vast Cut
Scheme Rtiini Once Famous Street

NOTHING MISSED
\n

Times Square
streets

froifn

42d to 57th

discloses 17 dance halls,
1c and 5e a dance
most beautiful hostesses

ranging from
'with 200

'

as your dancing partners,*' and as
President Hoover has been offered many more pop scale eateries where
General Motors for a series of
(Continued on page 56)
commercial programs. Proposition
was mada through the
advertise
ing agency, Campbell-Ewald, with
the Bell Syndicate, newspaper feature service, claiming It has been
authorized to act as the President's
ether agent.
Understanding was that the chief
executive would be amenable for an
air commercial shortly after his retirement from office. Salary figure
per broadcast was not mentioned
during the preliminary approach.
Syndicate also conveyed the Impression that it has the President
under contract for a series of
Anything- Is okay with Sidney
articles to be authored by him folFranklin, Brooklyn's claim to Hall
lowing his return to private life.
of Fame as a bull wrestler. If there's
to

.

GM

Scores

PAGES

Highest week's flat salary ever paid
a stage attraction In a pop priced
theatre engagement 120,000 goes
to Ed Wynn and bis liaugh Parade'
legit musical show for the week
of Feh. 10 and possibly a holdover
at Loew's Capitol, Ne^ York. Book-^
ins provides that Wynn do his
Tuesday, night commercial broadcast from the Capitol stage.
Wynn and company will play as
per house iwlicy, four performances
dally and five dally on weekends.
Wynn's 'LAUgb Parade' troupe,
which doses on the road Feb. 4 in
Buffalo, playing eight performances
weekly at $3 top, will stay. Intact

—

Usual box offlca ratings of
the drama and picture crities
ace In this Issue.

Each

In Its department.

BAD.

BAD MEN

GET THE DAMES

this 1933 resembles

more the main street of a frpntier
town that has only hbnkey-tonks to
attract customers.

TO GM FOR AIR

Critics'

.

mous stem,

SUBMIT HOOVER

.

for.

Minneapolis, Jan. 16.
Box-office figures in the territory
reveal that somie of the 'most hated'
villains of the screen actually carry
a considerable box-office wallop. It
Is shown that feminine patrons In
particular are attracted by these
bad boys of the pictures and. In
some Instances, the worse they behave the better they draw.
The presence In the casts of Nils
Asther,
Monroe- Owsley, Walter
Byron and Tan Keith, among the
leading heavies,' Is a box-office

—

the Ltoew date.

It CQipnprlses

about 50 people, Includincr a chorus
of 32 girls.
Of the $20,000 Wynn
probably will draw about $15,000
for himself. Wynn's previous top
and last variety figure was $7,500
for a week- at the Palace a year
and a half ago. That was preradlo for blm.
'

RKO

last

week made a compet-

bid of $18,000 for Wynn for
the Radio City Musical Hall, but
lost out when Marvin Schenck,
Loew's booking head, made, a trip
to Chicago to
clinch
the deal.
Schenck returned to New York Satasset,
house -managers declare, urday (14) with
the contracts.
backing up their opinion With recIf Wynn falls to hold over at the
ords of grosses. Asther leads the
Capitol, his second week for Loew
bunch, according to the flgrures.
will be either at the Paradise in
Pictures In which Clark Gable.
the Bronx, or Jersey City, for the
Ricardo Cortez, Jack Holt and Warsame money. In the event of a
ren William do villains or wrong
by our Nell have been magnets for Capitol holdover the booking will
extend
to three weeks anyway.
the feminine trade.
KarlofC and
Bela Lugpsl also are cards, as Is
Lionel Earrymore when cast as a
wicked person as well as otherwise. Stars Must Yield
In his first American picture In
money In It- The matador who which he was the most despicable
Boodoir, Cradle Data
once was a commercial artist but of cads, Charles Laugh ton drew the
didn't find that the beist profession gala.
In the world, wouldn't even mind
Satisfy Fan
-givlng-up -bullfighting.
Pictures can have him, says
Hollywc^d, Jan. 16.
Franklin, If they want. 'It's as good
Biographical data asked of con(Continued on page 69)
tract players by the studio has become i.ncr«sa:glhgly pfersohal, In order
that publicity- men can give out the
Is
Intimate stuff wanted by fan magaJacqueline Logan, star of noiseless
zines and chatter columnists.
fllm era. Intends to put on revivals
Mimeographed group of questions
New York 'World -Telegram'
of old plays In Hoboken on same
recently concocted by one of the
has assigned a reporter to keep
lines as done by Christopher Morley
studios goes much farther than the
steadily in Radio City and the
a few years ago.
She has the rest.
It sounds like a questionnaire
theatres there. Instructions are
financial backing.
sent out by a true confessions mag.
to hang around and write dally
Miss Logan made her legit debut
Aside -from the usual Inquiries,
stories of the changes, who's
last week in 'Two Strange Women'
this
questionnaire
unblushingly
thrown out, who's brought In,
at the Little, New York.
She is asks:
'Who.
re
your
clcsest
and what the policy of the mosaid to have secured the angel for
friends?'. 'Where do you go weekment is.
that show.
ends?"
and 'Do you live with your
New York 'Daily News' also
parents?'" "Then it queries: 'What is
has a man so assigned. With
your favorite type of man or
a second man Instructed the
Jessefs High Cost Boner woman?'
other day to try for an interAnother question, the answer to
view with John D. Rockefeller,
which
may be useful to know if
Jr., personally.
This man was
George JesscI states that Theo- the option isn't taken up is: 'What
specifically instructed to overdore J. Lesser, his ex-lawyer, who would you do if you left the screen?'
look everybody else In his aim
was sued by Frank L. Ippollto,
Other typiral quo.stions are, 'What
to reach Rockefeller and parLe.sser's former law partner, cost make.s you antjry?' 'Arc you
interticularly not to let Ivy Lee
him (Jessel) ')115,000 for nothing.' ested in politics?' 'Do you like rain,
deter him.
Jessel explains, 'That's how much l>ath .s.-ilt.s, fro rronni rones, prgIt Is more than likely that
I settled for with my wife to keep
Iiihition.
mndorn n rr-h It'^oturc, to
all the dallies have particular
out nhat got into the nowsp.Tpers, tr.'ivol .'ilunc?'
men assigned especially to the
referring to his private afTairs. in
If iil;iyi'i-.s rliji .-^ii't fill It out hlmRadio City thing.
relation to Florence Courlnny (Mrs. .'u-lf, the j)ic.s.s a^ent will do
that

mm mm

itive

STRICTLY FOR

SUGAR

FRENCH DEBT DEFAULT
HAtTS Fax PICTURE

Up

To

~

SILENT FILM STAR'S

Fearing

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
possible resentment

against the French due to that
country's failure to pay her war
debt installment, Fox has abandoned the Idea of reproducing

'Wooden

Crosses,' French picture
Fox bought It sevmonths ago.
was to remake It here
with an Americf^n cast. Studio also
influenced by the 'Buy American'
campaign started by Sam Biythe.

made by Pathe.

eral

Intention

Hooted Off English Made
Engliah made picture, 'Woman In
Bondage,' was taken oft at the
Million Dollar here on its second
day ae part of a double bill. It
Recognizing Russia?
was stopped after the second reel
when the audience shouted, 'Give
Hollywood, Jan.- 16.
us an American picture" on a preMetro Is rushing 'Soviet' on the
view New Year'.q Eve in the same belief
that the new administration
house.
at Washington will recognize RusDespite thi.s, picture wont in Jan. sia.
12 as booked, house management
It Is understood that Louis B.
chancing the New Year's Eve In- Mayer has
received information
cident was brought on by holiday that
diplomatic relations are to be
hilarity.
restored, and is anxious to have the
Second try the same although picture ready to shoot out Immetop Ijillliig was given to an Amer- diately that
happens.
ican-made fe.ature, 'The Devil Is
Clark Gable and Wallace Beery
Drivinij.'

^^17

with

42d
Dance

Broadway, the world's most fa-

))e
'

—

novelty.

Jr.

feller

Between

and -S7th
Hallfe

64

Tour-In Capitol N. YJor $20,000

GHUPtn

STILL
Everything

are stated to have been
rttele'sated by him to his son,. John
Iiatter, accordI^. Rockefeller, ard.
ing to reports, will head these Interests of the Rockefeller family,
feller, Jr,,

1933

SO. COLS

TIMES

Interests

17,

co-starred.

IDEAS

Where News

ON THE

LEGIT

Made

Jessel)

and Norma

T.ilmiidK'e.

jol).

Mags

—
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To

Dr. Goldsmith as Pro Consultant

;

TiieBday, January

Studios

Show Biz- Entertainment Engineer
On

Besieged as it is with new problems In science, patents, and the
subsconsclous effort to duplicate
the novelty which sound afforded,

show

business.

Goldsmith,

A.

Dr.

the

Accordlnely, the Dr. is autborlnET
the new industry capacity of 'enter-

show

to

first-nighters

.

,

Reeves Espy visited a
In a local hospital and found
Pete Smith and Howard Strickling occupying the only two

speaJc

noted that almost Invariably
they mispronounced the title as

.

>

'Calvacade'i

WILL MAHONEY
COLUMNISTS

HAY YET

,

brought
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Meddlesome chatterers, iaa wi^t>
ers and columnists seiem detehiiined
to ..break' up the matrimonial life of
Joan Crawford and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Anytime one is seeii
without the other, the meddlers
Write a quip kboiit strained rela'

many

of the audience to

their feet to shout bravos."

This Week, Jan.
New York.
'

14,

RKO

Palace,

Direction

RALPH

G.

FARNUM-

1560 Brotfdway

NO WOMAN LEAD FOUND

'

tions In the' hctisehold.

SO PICTURE PUT OFF

One femme chatterer who sets
herself up as the 'Mother Superior'
of hexL clan seems .unusually eager
tb get some gossip or Item that
spells ol discord' in the' home t>f tlie
.

<

.

.

.

woman

chatterer raised plenty

havoc "When the studio, where
both were employed did not confirm

praisals.

ROGERS,

JR.,

TOP POLOIST

While ECijgflldsmlth has already her dope.
Leads Film Bunch at 2 Goals
Friends of the couple fear If this
resigned a vice-presidency in RCA
Curtiz Up, Zanuck Down
in order to facilitate his own or- stuff keeps up it may eventually
ganization,..he ha? been retained by lead to a split of the couple.
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
that intere&t in his capacity as con^
The '33 oflactal'ratings on the p61o
eultant.- l^he Doctor will retain' his
handicap list slip
last
year's
present 6fflcos In .the RCA building
Contract laurels to a junior member as far
PoweK's New,
for. the next few months, when be
as the local film- malleteers are conexpects his own company will have
cerned; Top rating for the picture
Jtfter
Weekly Average Contingent goes to Will Hogers, Jr.,
been formed.
,

.

-

-

WB

9G

.

PAR SP(m:jI0LLOWAY,
COAST EIHER FAY

.

Purbank, Jan.

16..

Wamer-Flrat ijatloiial ^ure wor;kon a new three picture deal
V^ith William Powell.
Under his
!

ijng

old; contract on a. 40,-week- basis,
the- -star - got better than 99,000 a
.

-

Holly wooia.Ja'n.

16.

Universal,

goes

to

'

week,
l^ew deal calls for
.

iat

Paramoiint's

Bceriarrar' staff;

He Will collaborate with Gerald
Geriighty att a h^w treatment for
'Under the Torito Rim,' Zane Grey
western.
Sterling H<iU<ciWay, local radio fav,
goes into th.§0Llm in a comedy part.

and

.f)a,t

.sum per

start upon ex
]>iration of Powell's contract, following his next 'picture.

picture

is

to

Los Angeles, Jan.

16.
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Paramount, says Hollywood is now so
geared that '.t can adjust itself to
even fi box ofllce level lower than
currently and miake money with the
right kind of pictures.
If it becomes necessary during.
'3af-'34, ma,;|br companies in HollyWood "caii turn out features .on a
$17&iOO0 bqdget ,and'. still satisfy the
tjobc

bfSce,

i

i

i
I
;

,i

i

Cohen believies. In his
Hollywood
economy

.

estimation,

Should be guided the sanie as the intake df a picture at a percentage
box ofllce. In o^her .words, C;ohen
believes Hollywood ishould spend
niord money in good times the same
as it is now spending less.

.

'

'

'

'

'

^

CONTRACT ALLOWS
ACtOR to BROADCAST

sent

money

In their locality.

Indie Unite:

Cohen emphatically^

calls

'Inde*

pendent production units' on a ma*
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Warners gave Dick Powell a new Jor lot a 'misnomer.' In this re«
^Ix-month contract which has pro- gard he states:
'Every one of our producers on
Visions permitting Powell, to broad^e Paramount lot Is a unit. We
cast for a national network dtir-,
have nine not two. They are all
ihg .that period.
under
my supervision. Not one of
Also gave a new termer to
them is independently operated.'
Aiid 'Will tlpgers. Sr., Just hais no
Claire Dodd, who was in 'Hard to
Going into detail on the talent
goals at ail. Will was rated as be
Handle.'
situation and- the constant reports
ing yrorth two goals a game to his
that -Hollywood is facing: a famine
side' last 'year. The handlcapper Is
on its constellation, Cohen Arst ob«
evidently sore, at some of Bill's
;

—

Coast's Sick List

Bum

for Holly

Cooled

Down

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Following a flu attack that laid
at the Hollywood hospital
for iseveral days; M. H. Hoffman
has gone to Palm Springs to re

him up

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
lumbia writing contract.
Walking out on the Marx Brothers cover.
Miss Purcell held out for a con
Ned Sparks is ill at home with
tract with a two - week cancellation Thursday (12) because of a story
argument,
Herman
J. Manklewicz intestinal flu.
plause good for either side, and
forgot his burn later .and returned
Ed Graneman of Republic studio
gained her point.
to the Paramount lot.
is recovering from pneumonia.
The Marx 'Cracked Ice,' which
Mrs. Ben Piazza is another flu
Is to svpervlse, starts victim.
Fredcing Technocracy? Manklewicz
March 1.
Mrs. Earl Hammons has a severe
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
cold.
In addition to Upton Sinclair's
Paul Rocky of the Rocky twins is
or-lgihal on technocracy at Metro,
Extra Asks Damages
at the Good Samaritan hospital for
Universal Is readying a yarn on the
treatment for jaundice.
Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
same subject titled 'The Wizard',
As an aftermath of an explosion
for Boris Karloff.
Aiming
Gabriel
dam
during
at
San
It id an original by Don Ryan,
Star
as
who is also working on the adapta of scenes for 'Shopworn,' in JanuHollywood, Jan. 16.
ary, 1932, John H, H. Low, an extra,
tlon.
Universal will star Edmund Lowe
filed suit against Nick Grinde, di
rector, and Joe Cooke, production in 'Dangerous to Women,' formerly
manager, of the Columbia picture, called 'Out on Parole.'
Le
at
Tom Buckingham will direct.
Asking for (130,600 damages.
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
William Le Vanway, cutter at
Metro, draws a promotion.
He becomes production assistant
to Harry Rapf.
:

'

'

Lowe

Vanway Upped

U

MG

,

International Radio Stars in Fihn

47

Letter List

situations, Cohen, speaking for

'

hsAdlcapped, or rated, at two goals..
It's an advance of one goal f or ^he
youngster 'over his *32 designation.
Mike Curtiz, the director, and
Dar]^yl Zaiivck, aire currently flglured at one 'goal apiece, this) majpHing hotatlrig a', rise of one for Cmj:.iiz and a d^op. of one for Zaiiuck
from the jirevio'us year.

^ood Thursday (12) after 10 days
in New York to take up a new Co-

43
48-53

Literati

!

Small had Miss Tashman down
60% Shave
die needed a script.
Instes^d 'of 81%, Cohieii estimates
Elsa Maxw'iell had w:rltteh a yam
What could be Paramo'unt's production economies
titled
'Clothes'.
in
one
year
round into a 60% shavsVeeter than putting the| screen's
mbBt stylishly gowned ing over -what they were. Average
alleged'
wqman Into 'Clothes'? Small cbuld budget for his coihpany, he says, is
not think of anything better, so he now slightly in excess of $260,000.
According to present plans, Paraheld palavers and pourparlers with
Miss Maxwell who, in consideration mount will produce fewer pictures
Cohen, refuses offiof certain cash payments and bene- during '33-'34.
fits yet to come, assigned him the cially to predict the total, saying
that It may be 40, 60, or even 63.
rights to her story.
Hollywood hasn't the same feeling'
Small read the treatment and
with a producer's second nature, toward slashing admissions as is
could existent in the east. According to
spotted places where he
greatly improve the" story. Miss Cohen, the western sentiment in this
Maxwell couldn't see it nor Small. respect Is that if lower prices will
So they held more tklks. For the increase thO gross at this time the
Ais for any
finish Miss Maxwell packed the scale should be cut.
plans which would increase the playscript and went home.
ing time of the better features durLeaving Lllyan' near-naked.
ing the new year, such as it Incorporated in the Kent Plan, Cohen
feels that today exhibitors are hold^
Ing picture^ as long as they repre-

-

46

Bills

'Vaudeville can vanish, the legitl«
mate diminish and radio can continue producing stars good only for
the ether, but Hollywood isn't worrying about its talent or production
future.
Speaking for the coast,
Emanuel Cohen, Paramount studio
chieftain, says it has enough names
for the next Ave years without being concerned about creating another 'And.'
>And as for meeting the economic

'

Gertrude Purcell

Bei'nice MUriel Zeidmah, 17, Has
filed suit for ahnulirnent of her marriage to Allan Zeia^ian, a^tor and
brother of B. F.' Z^ilman: Alleges
she was under age;-:when the marriage took place.
They were "Merged in Tla Juana,
Oct. 12, 1932, and parted the Ba.tae
day.

Few Things

fqr a pictul-e.

gags.

•

Wife Sues Allan Zeidman

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
'£ddle Small iWlh buy no clothes
for Lllyan Tashman. Not from Elsa
Maxwell, anyway. They have not
only come to the parting of the
Ways; but they've .passed it and the
author will endeavor, to sell her.
'Olothes' elsewhere.

'

••

ucts and processed. The latter will the
include patent surveys and ap- of

SMALL RMS 'CLOTHES'
OF TASHMAN-HAXWELL

The Los Angeles Herald "Ex"Will Mahoney is a
hit. The audience last night
cheered him. His falls, his comedy and famous xylophone dance
press" said:

smash

MARRIED PAIR

SPLIT

:

Cunningham, "recently

chairs in the patient's rooni.
When the latter sent out for
extra chairs, Espey remarked:
'This is the only place I can
think of that's under-seated
these days.'

same error.
Though most of those who
etherized were English, it was

Hollywoodi Jan. 16.
Unable t<>. get a woman lead -after
three months', search for 'only Yes.couple: -Young - Fairbanks went to terday,', to be directed by John M.
Agua Caliente with- his' father to at- Stahl, Universal has postponed the
tend, the golf tournament last week-. picture.
Stahl will get another story.
search,
dovelQpijnent '^iji|g^;|,cqriir Immediately the tip was hot that
merclal organization 'fdr%e!«f fsfrod- Fairbanks-Crawford were split and

Jack

16.

friend

business.

Dr. Goldsmith, probably the only
engineer and scientist ever to be In
direct contact;., with show business
for a lengthy tlm^, has actually
been considerjng the establishment
of such an industry consultancy for
the past Ave. years.
describes
In staJ:us-\, Goldsmith
himself much as that of. an 9^ttorney.
He will not enter into
litigation, BO that with him It will
not. be a matter of , representing
plaintiff or. defendant.
Thus Dr.
Goldsmith feels that he can be of
service to all. and be harmful to
none.
New Co.
With his knowledge of sound. In
the theatre- and:.home,' television*
radio, telegraphs -And telephone as
well as numerous other fields, Dr.
Goldsmith is ilow organieiflg a company to conduct, fov the individual
or organization in these. fields,, re-

Up

Hollywood, Jan,

over the ether hookup from the
Chinese forecourt at the opening of 'Cavalcade' made the

tainment engineer' in which, he as
endeavor to
will
founder,
the
answer not only the more complex
problems but also will seek to
capabilities
the
advance
analyze in
of new inventions offered for consideration of

Standing 'Em

Pronounciation

'

to 1175,0^

Claims E. Cohen-Tells a

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Estimated that fully 90% of

eminent authority for Radio Corporation of America has decided,
needs the aid of a new profession.

Can Cut

1% 1933

^erves that the industry created no
new star in 1932 because there was

no need for such development.
For the past year and- now, with
no Indication when it will cease, the
public is in the mood for freak ideas<
rather than single names.
Cohen
qualifles this statement by adding
that it is only another cycle of fani
taste.
In his belief the star cycle:
will return. When It does ho holds
Hollywood to be adequately pre- _
pared.
Hollywood's next and Anal step Im

economy can only be one thingclipping the big name envelopes.
Contrary to the opinions In many

home

offices, big names have not
been sheared at the rate of $1,000

a week each year during the past
three years.
Cohen declares that
many stars are now making morethan they did three years ago.
The
new contract affords more oppor-*..
tunlty for the sUr to demand an
Increase, and get it In many instances, than for the producer to cry.,

poverty and persuade a cut.
Cohen is shortly going back to
Hollywood. With him will go most
of the plans for Paramount's '33 -'34
production year, and he feels the industry is dependent upon world
conditions.

SAILINGS
Jan. 27 (New York to London)
Jack Buchanan (Berengaria).

Jan. 21 (cruise)

Marcus A. Benn

Expansion of 'Big Broadcast' Scheme Into
'International House'

(Columbus).
Jan. 21 (New York to London),
Clayton Sheehan (Bremen).
Hollywood. Jan. 16.
Jan. 21 (Los Angeles to New
As the result of good reports from
York), Mr. and Mrs. Allen Delano
abroad on 'Big Broadcast,' Par is
(Santa Maria).
Jan, 20 (Paris to New York) planning to enclose some interna'International
tional
in
scenes
Gifford Cochran (Leviathan).
Jan. 18 (London to New York), House,' newest Aim employing radio
Paderewski, Philip Gucdalla (Beren- stars. Idea is to have some sequences made In several foreign
garia).
J.m. 14 (New York to London), countries employing local radio talArthur Hornblow, Jr. (Conte dl ent for splicing into the picture
when distributed over there.
Savola).
,

Cmnmings, Asso. Prod.

when

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Jack Cummlngs, been producing
musical and other shorts for Met^o^
appointed associate producer.

did exceptionally well, staying two
weeks. It was put on the calendar
for general release as opposed to
general precedent over there.
In South America and other Euro
pean countries the Aim is also doing
well, but due entirely to the music,

Robert Rlskin, will bo Eddie Buzzell's Arst mcgging Job on his re-turn from New York this week.
Columbia director has been awny
six weeks.

Paramount's foreign department
'Big Broadcast' was Arst re
leased in New York, was afraid of
it but sent it to England on spec
It went into the Plaza, London, and

BUZZELL'S 'WIVES'
Hollywood,
'Rules

For Wives',

.Tan. 16.

oripinal

by

—
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VARIETY

WATrSlST,N.Y.;ARDENWEST
Fan Mags Now Fakmg Reviews and

Box Score

Filin Critics'

News

Season 32^33
(JUNE-DECEMBER INCLUSIVE)
PC (pictures cauflht),
(no opinion), Pet. (percentage).

Key to Abbreviations:
(wrong),

O

R.

NEW YORK
JR. ('K-Trlb')

. .

. . . .

IRENE THIRER

JOHN

8.

RE6INA'

('News')

COHEN
CREWE

('Sun')

('American')

ROSE PELSWICK ('Journal')
MARGARET TAZELAAR ('H-T')

MORDAUNT HALL

VARIETY'

('Times')

W

R

PC

RICHARD WATTS,

THORNTON DELEHANTY (Posf)..^..
BLAND J0HANE80N ('Mirror')
WM. BOEHNEL ('World- Tel')

106
74
148
98
163 101
141
86
170 103
114
67
157
89
168
88
46
25
119
47

27
47
69
63
67
45
62
49
18
30

Pet

4

42

.706
.662
.620
.610
.607
.688
.660
.567
.540
.400

38

0

.783

44
36

0
6

27

14
16
11

.624
.611
.600
.638
.615

3
3
2
0
2
6
21
8

Advances Two
Writers
Most Percentages Down on Tendency

Star System

—

O

to Over>Value Pictures

Men Reviewers

CHICAGO
DORIS ARDENt ('Times')
MAE TiNEE* ('Tribune')

117
108
102
106
68

CLARK RODENBACH ('News')
CAROL PRINK ('Her-Exam')
ROB REELf ('American')

73
66
61
57
35

34
22

Second stanza of 'Variety's' film
box score, covering November and Daeembsr to the mid-way
mark ot the •iSii-as season, tinds
minor but significant changes in the
ratings, from the list as of Nov. 1.
Richard Watts, Jr., ('Herald-Tribune') i-etains. his leadership of the
New York contingent, repeating
from the November compilation;
while Doris Arden again tops the
Chicago group for the 'Times,' returning to the spot she has held
almost from the start of the ratings,
and by that much again vindicates
the star system of reporting film

(This score based on 144 pictures)

'Frances Kurner.
(Hazel Flynn.

May l^ind in

175 FILMS

critics'

tEtlen Keene.

Technocrats

Lose

Ground in Both Cities
Trade Angles Complicate
Judgment

SURVEY OF

(combined)
176 137
(This score based on 175 pictures)

Studios

values.

When They

Fold Out What s What
GERSHWIN'S $5,000

No ofllce boy In the picture business will work four days a week
and draw

yearly because
technocracy applies only to 'commodities' and Alms are officially
classified as a 'necessity.'
That's
how the Hays Headquarters disposes of the Scott survey and Is
BO answering: queries from all parts
of the Industry.
It's something: we wouldn't want
to be interested In,' said one Hays$20,000

Composer's Solo Week at
Par Direct Booking

—

B'way

George Gershwin
sonal

week

New

will do a perfor Publix as a single the
of Feb. 11 at the Paramount,
York.

Composer's salary for the week
on a direct booking.

Is

$5,000

Ite.

'What
It

Is it

be applied to the Industry?'
some humbuggrery.

Liook up the word In the dictionary,'
he Instructed his secretary.

UNIV. USES 11

TO IMPROVE

She promptly replied: 'It's a new
word and we have only an old edi-

WRITERS

E G. WELLS

Universal City, Jan. 16.
Eleventh script of Invisible Man'
Another Haysite:
Is now In preparation at Universal.
'Technocracy is not a gigantic
H.
G. Wells' story has proved one
pipe dream. It is a scientific ecoof the toughest yams studio has
nomic survey of North America.'
ever attempted to fashion into talk'I know all of that,' he was told,
er material.
•but how can it benefit the film inRay Doyle and John Weld are on
dustry ?'
the latest script.
•Well, it couldn't apply to films
for the same reason that the Federal Reserve has nothing to do with
tion of Webster's.'

the studios.'
'Couldn't any phase of it be used
in connection with industry policy?'
"The survey Just said: 'Here are
the facts. Now you find the way.'
'Isn't the Industry interested in
finding the way?'
'No, because It couldn't even rertotely be related to films. It applies particularly to the pi-oductlon
of commodities.'
'Isn't a picture a commodity?'
'No,
a commodity is tangible
merchandise and a picture is a ne•

ce.ssity.'

'Was entertainment ever

really

a

necessity?'

'Why?'
'Well, people can talce tlielr choice
of having entertainment or nothing.

Medical

science

says

the

human

machine must have some forms of
relaxation in order to survive.'
Uospite all of this there still remain.s a great curiosity about technocracy in the business. Some believe there is a pos.sibillty. if the
'ways and means' are ever divulged,
of a couple of companies sending

tcchnocracians to Hollywood. These
recall that only a few years ago the
industry lent psychology such a
strong cnr that Carl Lfionimlc hired
a c(niplc and agreed to iot tliem revamp production policies. Of the
two m<Mi for whom he bought r.r.
tifkois one came home and wrote a
book and the other is still panning
the buiiincss.

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Competition between fan magazine writers here for news and reviews of pictures has brought more
faking in this style of publication
than ever before.

Fan mag publishers In the east,
material to compete
with the many syndicated dally film
columns, have the local scribes anticipating news events about the
to the Norman period.
players that never happen.
With a minimum of three weeks
between writing the stuff here and
publication, the fan maggers are
running around in circles tiding to
get news that can be held exclusive.
With so many agencies looking for
this type of material, however, the
Powers
behind
the
Chicago scribblers are resorting more than
World's Pair are looking around for ever to fictional news.
Review Unfinished Pix
a showman to take over general
Most obvious ot all faking in the
supervision
of
the
exposition's fan magazines is In the reviews of
amusement enterprises. Committee, pictures. In many cases films that
assigned by Gen. Rufus Dawes, head have never been seen by the fan
scribblers are reviewed, afkd it isn't
of the fair's board of trustee, has
uncommon to see billed 'as the best
been around New York interviewing picture of the month' a picture that
prospects for the job.
is still in production.
Among the first considered for
This happened in the case ot
the assignment was Roxy. Borros 'King Kong,' a Badlp picture that
Morros, just prior to his taking over isn't expected to be completeil
of the Publix stage operations, was for tour weeks.
Another inagagiven consideration.
Morris Gest zlne printed a review- on Metro's
had also put in a bid. Understood 'Eskimo,' which is now in producthat General Dawes' favorite for tion in Alaska and cannot be comthe post is M. H. Aylesworth, with pleted until next summer at the
the arrangement allowing for the earliest.
booking of all c.ttractions for the
Similar case was seen on a recent
exposition through RKO and the Universal release.
Carl Laemmle,
hollering for

AYLESWORTH FAVORED
BY DAWES FOR FAR

William
Boehnel
('WorldTelegram') slipped from second place in
the New York coterie to fourth,
after maintaining his leadership of
his section for more than two years,
his place being taken as runner-up NBC Artists Service.
Jr., who produced this picture, saw
by Thornton Delehanty of the 'Post,'
Authority of the exposition's gen^ the completed film tor the first tlhie
who in the last two listings has eral showman would not only ex- in the projection room and on leavcome up from rather far behind in tend over the theatrical, musical ing the pre-runnlng was handed a
the field. Bland Johaneson of the and spectacle features, but over all copy of a current film magazine
New York 'Mirror* moves up one professional and amateur athletic that contained a full review oii the
place, disturbing the trio of men events planned. Among the latter a
film.
It had been written, at least
writers who were grouped at the prize- fight for the heavyweight a month 'before.
top Dec. 1.
championship Is in prospect.
Better Class Mag Plan
Majority of reviewers In Chicago
To avoid such mystic .seyiewlng
and New York scored lower persome ot the better class mags, howcentages, although both leaders imover, are giving up reviewing and
proved their ratio of rights, proving
will replace with comment on picexceptions to the trend. Miss Arden
tures In the making along the line,
(Ellen Keene), in Jumping from No.
ITS
'these are features that you will
3 to No. 1 in the Chicago group, imsee in forthcoming films,' They are
proved from .663 for the June-Nov.
taking this angle to protect themHollywood, Jan. 18.
listings to .624 for the whole period
selves against the advance guiSssers.
Helen Twelvetrees is anxious that
of June to January. Miss Johaneson
also improved her average in New her three months' old baby follow in
York. John S. Cohen ('Sun') fat- her mother's footsteps. She wants
IN
tened his batting average but not the baby to appear with her in 'A
enough to hold his spot at No. 6, Bedtime Story,' and Paramount has
which he yielded to Irene Thirer taken test scenes of the child with
(•News'), another star system re- this in view.

TWELVETREES' BABE FOR

SCHNOZZLE APJU)

MM.

porter

step.
The
These scenes were taken despite
Minneapolis^ Jan. 16.
average for combined staff the studio publicity gag of getting
In Minneapolis Fubllx theatres
reviewers was down with the ma- an orphan to 'pity' the part and
during
1932
the
presence
ot
jority, from .848 tor the first count
presenting It with an Insurance ento .783 for the longer ratings.

Most Over-estimate Films
Tendency throughout the list con-

Metro has given Jean Hersholt a
new contract, his old one having
stopped in December.
Hersholt
asked for a European leave in between with the company acquiescing, though asking him to take the
trip in the spring, after making one
more picture on the coast.
At the end of hic next film Hersholt will go to his native Stockholm.

Judgment

In this group numbering
or over-appraisal amounting to
something more than 60%. In this
lot there were 60 ratings of 'good'
on pictures that turned out to be
commercially 'bad' on their performance at the box office, that Is,
146,

New

Talent

Hunt Has

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Studios have feelers out for new
screen
personalities,
especially
Radio, Universal, Warners and Columbia.
U and Radio are seeking to replenish their contract list with
iiopefuls.
Warners Is scouting for
young fcmmes only as talent for
musicals.

Lubitsch Influences Par
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
On recommendation of Ernst LuI)it3cli, Paramount has taken an option on 'Ringstrasser Drei' ('3 Ring
Street'), German play seen by the
director while in Europe.
JjUbitsch returns here Feb. 1,
after vacationing since November.

OF THE COMICS

who advanced a

'Variety'

tinues to be over estimation of
screen values. A count for the last
two months reveals only 128 ratings
of 'bad' for the picture under consideration.
Of these appraisals 71
were wrong, the picture so rated being entitled to 'faih:' or better. The
errors of under-valuatlon amounted
to around 55%, and of course, were
always local for either N.Y.C. or Chi.
In the total of reviews there were
239 appraisals of 'good,' errors of

Hershoh Renews

Most of Majors Scouting

'Yes.-

Hollywood, Jan. 17.
Lillian Harvey should have
no cause for complaint when
making n, grand entry at Poz.
Fearing that the Import
might find things Spanish a bit
offensive, architecture of her
lot bungalow is being changed

MOTHER'S nCTDRE

anyway and how could

'Oh, it's Just

Desperate Competitive Fite

Star Pampering

W

(right),

in

'Schnozzle' Jimmy Duirante in a picture meant more to the box ofUce
than that of any other film comedian, according to a check-up of
box-office records Just completed.
Like?
Helen Hayes
Thus, Durante may be said to lead
all the comics as a draw here, not
excepting Harold Lloyd, Buster
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Following completion of 'The Keaton, L(\urel and Hardy, etc. No
White Sister' at Metro, Helen Hayes comparison with Charley Chaplin is
may do a stage stint for John available, of course.
It marks one of the greatest strides
Golden after a brief vacation.
Although thci pictures sent her forward In popularity of any of the
among the top places with femme screen players, Publix executives
stars, the admiration does not ap- here believe.
pear to be mutual. To her friends
Miss Hayes has voiced considerable
dissatisfaction over picture work.
Pickford Drops Levee

dowment

policy for $1,000.

No

Colbert in IHike'

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
C. Levee

Mary Pickford drops M.

completion this week of
'Secrets'. Levee has been acting as
her business manager since the

on

that failed to return their cost to
the producer.

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Claudette Colbert will have the
top spot In 'Mike,' dramatic yarn of
a radio singer to be made by Paramount under Al Lewis' supervision.
May Try B'way Stage— In Huff with Story is by Grace Perkins and Zoe
Goldwyn Over Publicity
Aikens.
'Great Magoo," to be handled by
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Lewis, goes over until spring or
With his contract not stipulating early summer for release on next
any specified time between pictures, year's program.
and with differences between himself and Sam Goldwyn, Ronald Colman may go to New York within
Gleckler Called
two weeks to appear In a stage play.
Agreement provides only that four
Robert
a
Gleckler,
In
'Take
more.picturos are to be made in two Chance,' Broadway musical, leaves
years.
for the Coa.st Monday (23) at the
Two are pouting over what Col- bt*hest of his agent, Leo Morrison.
man claims were undesirable press
CMeckler will look over a couple
stories sent out by Goldwyn.
of picture propositions out there.

COLMAN GOIN G LEGIT?

West

the

blow-up several months ago of his
Screen Guild idea.
Former producer will now confine himself to his agency, handling
several clients.

THALBERG STILL AT HOME
Physicians Say May Be at Studio in
4 Weeks TJo Visitors

—

Hollywood, Jan, 16.
Irving Thalberg Is still confined
He Is
at hi.s Santa Monica home.
not receiving visitors
or other places.

from studio

Doctors are very optimistic about
his condition, and say he may return to the studio In four weeks.

-

-
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Arthur

Loew Resigns from

But Persuaded to Defer

S

Tuesdayi January 17, 1933

Harry Arthur Is Leavii^ Fox-Poli;

Loew's,

Pirefers

Actioii for

Two Wks.-Stock Bonuses

Did

Own

Houses for Operation
New

Cleveland Bird

It

Cieveland, Jan. 18.

Arthur Loew turned In hla resignation from Loew's and Metro early
last week as the result of Inner

He was
discussions.
factional
urged to withhold action for two
weeks. Executive members of the
convince
to
attempting
are
firm
Loew he was hasty, with belief on
their part he can be won about.
the first important disruption
among the Metro and Loew execs
in some time and came as a direct
result of Loew's financial statement
At that time
of two months ago.
It's

it was announced by Loew's that,
In lieu of the regular annual bonuses, Irving Thalberg, Louis B.

Beck's $16,000

private ofilce in R. C.
It cost (16,000 to fix things
up to suit Beck's demands. In
view of the piping, etc.. having
to be detoured away from the
central plumbing system.

mous words

"COOKIE" BOWERS
Sound
Fleischer's

business.'

York (Week

UP

COULDN'T CLEAN

George Browning, in the "BALTI-

MORE

POS'T,"

said:

"'Cookie'

Bowers' antics border on mimlcIng

various

originality
class."

characters, yet
him into a

lifts

left alone Monday (16).
Coast confab is announced to be
on thei matter 6t slashing film production costs, though Insided that

BY THEATRES

Rubin

Reading, Pa., Jan. 16.
Revival of the old custom of keeping Main street stores open on Saturday liights, when there is not
enough retail busineas to keep sales
people working steadily on Saturday
afternoons, is bitting theatres here
hard, -without doing the stores any

& Dominion, London, on Inside. Art
Cinema,
Schenck's
produclng-financing unit, has tied up with
Reliance, with the combination to
turn out four and possibly five features for this season's program.
Although Schenck personally owns
several valuable properties, including 'Shanghai Gesture' and 'Miss
Lulu Bett,' nothing is scheduled except from Reliance.

Latter is an independent producing company with Harry Goetz,
president, headquartering in New
York. Edward Small, v. p. and the
producing head, is on the Coast,
So far this season Schenck has
turned out 'Rain' and the Al Jolson
Gloria Swanson picture,
picture.
•Perfect Understanding' was made
In

London.

From abroad undei

the British

&

FOR PAR'S

L.

$680,000

L STUDIO

Paramount's Astoria, L. I., studio,
dark, may go to Erpi. Latter

now

considering accepting the plant
of the $680,000 Par owes
Erpi for equipment royalties.
If taking the Long Island studio
Erpi will transfer the indie production
business from Its eastern
service studio in the Bronx to As
torla, maintaining the former for

is

in

payment

industrial films only.

Par's 63 Programmers
Hollywood, Jan.

16.

striving to make 63
features for the current program,
finishing up by summer. Company

Paramount

is

ica until seen.

lies 100 Films
In Coast

Lab

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
More than 100 pictures, In various
states of completion, are in local
laboratories, held in these shoestringer morgues because their promoters are unable to raise the cash
to pay the lab charges.
The films represent several hundred thousand dollars that will be
lost to the small timers unless
the footage can be rescued before
the ultimate sale.

Various morgues* contain every
type of picture, with travelog
In a
material In preponderance.
score or more cases the promoters
were able to finish their pictures,
but having spent all their cash in

WB

Sell

coast.
will headquarter in 'Frisco.

Those leases gave Ar-

thur a working Interest In the circuit which Arthur abandons, to be
free to operate for himself. He has
been with Poll since April 1, 1932.
Arthur has notified the Poll people
that he will remain with the circuit
until they can secure a successor

PAR TOSSINC EXCESS,
LETTING OUT A LOT

Marcin.
000 In bonds held by the public genWalter Hart, New York stage di- erally.
rector who did dialog on pictures,
In Receivership
also left, as did Susan Fleming, acFox New England Theatres la
tress who has been at Par for more
part of the Fox Theatres setup
than six months.
which is in receivership.
successor to Arthur must have to tha
court's okay.
Fox's Story
of
Before coming to Fox-Poll directly, Arthur was general manager
of all Fox theatres.
He was the
Los Angeles, Jgn. 16.
Fox win establish a story board first to foresee the general turnback
of eight to decide on all material of the theatre chains which is now

A

Board

8

going on In show biz. In 1931, Arbuy and make.
Four on board now are Winnie thur Introduced the decentralization
Sheehan, Sol Wurtzel, Julian John- scheme for theatres Into the film industry. This plan Is now used by
son and Jason Joy.
studio will

tures

if

tempts

Their

Own

PayinsT Price

Novel practice of selling away
from themselves In New York, even
if they have to keep theatres closed
to do so, is the new Warner policy.
Company will sell any of its pictures over and above what It requires for the Strand on B'way, to
any of the other New York circuits,
might
price.
if getting the
even let a strong favorite for the
Strand go, under a policy which

WB

gives the Warner distribution department the big break.
Entire purpose of the Warner
plan, as being carried out. Is one of
dollars and cents, with the com-

On top of the three Warner pictures that have played the old Roxy

the major companies in their atto reorganize their basis
theatre setups.
Under that plan. Fox Theatres

all

Other N. Y. Houses Gan Get Warner Pic-

Regardless of
way.
only
half
whether the Winter Garden has to
pull hard with minor product and
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
it is necessary to keep the HollyE. J. Fetter, formerly in the Fox wood (B'way) closed, major WarWest Coast real estate department ner product Is available to other big
here, has been appointed to head first runs.
Guaranteed
the RKO realty oflBces on the Pa-

He

ers.

successfully during bis operation
period of the houses. In the year
that Arthur Theatres has operated,
it has met all financial exigencies,
interest charges alone that year
to speed up production of features. amounted to $700,000 on $14,000,000
He leaves the end of this week.
Worth of bonds outstanding.
Educational's program of shorts
That's a substantial record and
will be continued although, a half puts the Poll group in the singular
dozen or more two reelers may be class with Loew's as the only two
trimmed from the 64 announced.
circuits which, during the past year,
Slstrom is to do another picture have fully met their fixed charges.
Instead of "West of the Pecos,'
Poll circuit comprises around IS
which does not go in until spring. theatres located in about seven New
Andy Clyde, Harry Lahgdon and England cities and towns. Arthlur
'Torchy' comedies on the Educa- held a working Interest In the theatres under which ultimately he
tional program start next week.
might have shared in the ownership of the properties, but he apparently prefers Independent operation
for its better future prospects.
From time to time, Arthur attempted to negotiate a reduction in
the bond Interest from the financial
interests and from Poll in order to
Holly-wood, Jan. 16.
ease the overhead load on the
Paramount is not carrying any houses he was operating, but to no
excess baggage. All people without avail. -Of the $14,000,000 in bonds
assignments are being dropped.
outstanding, S. Z. Poll holds $10,Three directors and one associate 000,000, with the remainder, $4,000,«
director left last week, also one 000, held by Halsey, Stuart and Co.,
Directors are Paul bankers, and the publio. It Is esti«
stock actress.
Sloane, William Seiter and Max mated that there are around $2,000,«

Away from

FETTER JUMPS TO RKO

cific

In leaving Fox-Poll, Arthur turns
its former ownFox New England, from whom
the houses were leased by Arthur
Theatres Corp., Harry Arthur's own

back the chain to

the ,palr will, probably get
under way shortly.
B. W. Ifammons, chairman' of the
executive committee of W.W., who
arrived this week, is here, chiefly

Dominion deal with UA, company announced 70.
Stories are all set for remainder
distributes a total of 10 B. & D.
Scenario department pany sensing that it is smarter to
pictures in Canada and other parts of program.
of the world, but reserves the right will start preparation within two fill the distribution pockets to the
top rather than the theatre purse
to decide on any of them for Amer- weelis on next year's scripts.
Reliance's first will be 1 Cover
the Waterfront,' second 'Joe Palooka' with Jimmy Durante, and other
two a style picture with Lilyan
Tashn^an find 'If Christ Came to
being discussed
Chicago,' latter
with George Bancroft.
Fifth possibility is a story called
*Mr» Helen Green.'

for the Poll houses.

fall,

Sugar Shortage

Now

MAY PAY

The notice takes effect Feb. 1.
Arthur has negotiated for several
houses in New England which will
be operated by Arthur Theatres
Corp., present operating company

Hollywood, Jan. 16..
Unable to obtain their own .fliManagement, Harry Toung, 1660
nancing, William Slstrom and Ed- operator.
Broadway, N. Y.
As Arthur turns back the Poll
RKO, Phil Oflln, Weber- Simon win Carewe will be financed, by houses,
that chain for the first time
Agency.
World Wide, which will release
finds itself fully paid up In bond
their pictures.
Stalled since last
Interest charges which Arthur met

several troubling directorate matters will be taken up, Irving Thalberg, the Metro producer, is now
production, had none left to pay
at home ilL
the lab bills. Other footage rep
Arthur Loew Is head of the Metro
resents pictures started and halted
foreign department and a son of
when the money ran out. This
Marcus Loew, founder of the com- good.
At first only a few small shops, stuff is in short, daily sections and
pany. David Loew, Arthur's brother,
of little use to anybody.
It will
stores,
department
followed
by
two
in
the
Is also connected with Loew's
eventually go in the furnace for a
capacity of vice-president. He's In reverted to the 9 o'clock closing reclamation of the silver in the
hour, but now all are doing it. At
the theatre department.
film.
first it was believed the post-holiWhile there has always been
days slump in retail trade would
close the stores on Saturday nights, some celluloid so held by labora
Scbenck's II. A. Qaota
but they are open as usual, and will tories, the number of pix was never
greater
than It is today.
stay open, merchants say.
Union
Set
Of Pictures
organizations are protesting, but the
Friedlander Rejoins U
store selling forces are not organ
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
With British Co. In ized, and their objections are dls
Louis Friedlander is back on Uniregarded.
versal's scenario staff.
Future production of Joseph M.
Schenck's quota of pictures for
United Artists will be made up by
Reliance Pictures, Edward Small
Harry Goetz company, and British

ERPI

SISTROH AND CAREWE

his

16.

New England Theitras and to the
banker interests cf the Poll circuit.

company.

W-W WILL FINANCE

new

-

STORES OPEN

'retroactive,'

Max

Recording Artist,
Movie Cartoons.

RKO PALAOB, New

is

but his latest has beaten it.
In confab with an associate the
bird chirped:
'I
know how to solve the
solution of the whole picture

Jan. 14).

J.

unconscious

another

twitter to the many anecdotes
In film circles which concern
a particular executive in a
major theatre chain.
Among the bird's most fa-

Impressed by all the luxurious apartments, chefs and
intra-afftee comforts accorded
some of the major executives
in Radio City, Martin Beck
squawked that a certain adjunct be added, adjacent to his

Robert Rubin be allowed to purchase 250,000 shares of 'SANCTUARY' IS OFF;
stock under a special arrangement.
Thalberg took 100,000 shares and the
IT
other two took 50,000 each, with
David Bernstein, Loew's treasurer,
also getting 60,000 shares. Loew'e
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
contention is that he, as a member
After a-serles of headaches. Paraof the board, was not consulted on
mount has called off production on
the matter and should have been,
William Faulkner's 'Sanctuary,' a
despite he was In Bngland at the
novel banned in several states.
time on company business.
Trouble started for the studio on
Arthur Loew, immediately upon
the writing of the first treatment
his return from Kurope several
weeks ago, registered complaint of which brought about a Hays' office
a rethe action, but then' was almost protest. Story went back for
Immedlatejy called to the middle write and got a change of title to
west for a week. Returning to- New 'The Story of Temple Drake.'
role
Raft
read
the
York he forwarded his resignation. TVlien George
assigned him, he refused to do it.
2 Weeks' Delay
Story returned to the scenaro
Bernstein and Nicholas Schenck
went into immediate confabs with department for still another reLoew. It resulted in an agreement vamp, but Inability of writers to
oh Loew's part to allow matters to save anything of the original and
Ife dormant 'for at leaat two more still keep it clean broujght about the
weeks and then either voluntarily tiltimate decision to drop it.
Tarn would have had the chief
withdraw his resignation or demand
male character, that Raft refused to
the board's action on It.
SchenckLjand Rubin were due to do, playing the part of a deficient
go to Hollywood Thursday (12) lor erotic.
a coast conference of all the Metro
execs, but Rubin put off the trip for a
couple of days to go into the Arthur
SAT. NITE
Loew matter. Attempts were made
to induce Loew to go coastward
with them at the same time, but
FELT

Mayer and

Add

Squawk

Haven, Jan.

Harry Arthur is Teavin.q the FoxPoll chain; in New England to form
hlQ own theatre circuit. Arthur has
served notice to this effect to Fox

WB

expands through
season,
booking of 'Employes Entrance' at
Friday
Capitol
(20)
and next
Wednesday (25) of 'King's Vacation' at the Radio City Music Hall.
Each of the new outside bookings is

were broken up into localized groups
under ownershlp-operater basis that
permitted them an even chance for
a comeback if not better and which
was impossible under the chain
system which had been built up in
the business.
Arthur already had formulated a
decentralization for Fox West Coast

which would have been put into
effect a year or more ago, but for
the fact that he left that company
during a change of administrations.
The Arthur decentralization plan
however. Is only now being used on
on a guarantee and split.
F-WC after more than a year's de'Parachute Jumper', another from lay. It is also being used by ParaWarners going into the old Roxy mount. Leo Spitz, present company
Feb. 10, is on a flat rental of $7,500. decentralizer for Par, got his first
'Frisco Jenny', at house week before ideas on the decentralization from
dragged down a rental of Arthur himself, at a time when
last,
$10,000.
Spitz
was representing Skouras
WB's selling away from its own Brothers to whom Arthur was turnBroadway theatres is something no ing over Fox's upstate houses. In
one else hag attempted in the way the Spring of 1931.
Warners are doing right now. Other
Prior to becoming general manadtstribs
have given up product ger of Fox Theatres, Arthur had
mainly only when there was a sur- been divisional director of the
plus and then it usually has been Southern California sector of Fox
the weaker pictures that have gone West Coast. Under his administrainto the open market.
tion, that division turned in a not of
Major Abe Warner, heading dis- $1,200,000 in 1929, over 25% of the
tribution, is credited with the pres- F-WC's entire net that year, and
ent sollins-or-eratlng policy, with which hasn't been since equalled.
Harry Charnas lending every coArthur was the first general manoperation, agair something unusual ager o£ F-WC. He uriglnally he.aded
for most theatre operators who arc the Pacific Northwest group which
thinking only of their own theatres formed the nucleus of the F-WC
and not the company paying off.
setup.

this
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SCALE CUTTING GENERAL
Have

Minority Holders

N

Frank Freeman Steps Into Par

Rights;

Y. s High €oiirt in Cantor Case

Decision In favor of Eddie Cantor
his wife, Ida, In their suit, as
stockholders, against the Manufacturers Trust. Co. Is a precedent on
For the first time the
all mergers.
.

lightly tieated

when

the company,

in which stock Is held, is merged
with another institution.
the Cantors didn't
Specifically,
want to accept what was ruled to
be the valuation of their stocks at
the time Manufacturers was absorbed by Chatham Phoenix National Bank & Trust Co. This was

It's

the

other

Everyone with a Happier Feeling

—

between Noel Coward and Fox.
Coward, to be different from
most writers, thinks W. R.
Sheehan
helped
his
play,

'Cavalcade,'

in filming

Hollywood, Jan.

With

10% PAY CUT AT

Tho comedian and

his wife, as
sued to compel pay-

KENT AND SKOURAS FLY
IN HASTE FROM COAST

RADIO STUDIO

Hollywood, Jan.

16.

Kent had expected to remain 10
days and left his office at 6 o'clock
with Skouras, leaving conferences at
6 in the morning to mal^e the plane.
Before returning east early this
week, Skouras expected to sign with
Kent for another year's (2d) operation of the Fox-West Coast circuit.

Need Foreiper for
Intelligent Audiences'

many

in lead-

new

regulatory

sales

machinery.

stand the lowering epidemic
The momentum which the cutting
has gained since last August, when
it actually got under way, is described as such that producer-distributor exhibitors were forced into
the present position of cutting their

Febru-

Broadway Is not regarded as an
admissions criterion for any part
of the world. In the minds of certain widely Informed theatre overseers, prices along the stem alpelled to. Same argument will be ways had been so abnormal that
Broadway film business was largely
used with voluntary cuts at other
a matter of the number of visitors
studio. It will be pointed out to In town.
Patrons at the theatres
players, writers and directors hold- since the cuts are claimed to In-

An effort will be made to induce
contract people to accept a cut,
although under the terms of their
agreements they will not be com-

ing contracts

it will be to their best
if submitting to a rewriting of their contracts.
B. B. Kahane will call the contract holders to his office individ-

advantage

efoff

considerably since
last big premiere.'

Pix at Par in

distinct classes, direct

and

indirect.

Under

to

lOOO for 1st

Upon

recovery,

Roxy

RKO

real estate division.

Freeman

will

In his

act as

new job

assistant to

Leo Spitz. Hammer came Into Par
from a radiator company.
Freeman, veteran showman, is
stated to be at Par with the consent of Spitz. From apparent moves
his affiliation with Par is for the
purpose of helping that company
clear up its remaining real estate

and theatre properties.
There are around 60 -.heatre situations that seem to be the crux of
Par's exhibition problems.
These
are mostly deluxe situations. With
these cleaned up, Par Is figured to
be launched on an improved basis.

Kohn Elevated
Far or the
bankers will not select a new chairman
of
the
company's
finance
comagain

Harold Franklin.

Indications are that

latter's executive assistant.
Job ia
topmost in Par next to Zukor, pres-

Kohn besides continues as
the company treasurer. During the
reign of John Hertz and when the
executives mostly were away, Kohn
headed the business administration.
He has long been In Zukor's confidence and is held in highest estiently.

2D RUNS AT ZIEGFELD,
WITH LOEW OPERATION
When

.

feld theatre on 64th and 6th avenue
from the Hearst interests, under a
five years' lease, the house will

The

Ziegfeld, citadel of the late
is

at

parties from whom Far Is to seek
on Hearst- abatements or adjustments. In the
Company's negotiations for adjustments all the way down the line.
It's the expressed Zukor policy to
maintain an open door.
This policy Is to go for every

M.H.

— Music

Roxy's 3d Week, $61,000
Hall's 75c Starts Something

angle of Par's general business.

RADIO ONLY USED

FOR EXPLOITATION

Salt Lake, Jan. 16.
attendance would have the two
For the first time i:i many moons
houses combinedly playing to over radio was used as exclusive outlet
300,000 customers.
'Island of
for a picture build-up.
Just if, when and how these Lost Souls' at Paramount had a
houses affected the Broadway trade good start last August when KDYL
can't be known. The reduced scale worked with Publix In putting over
Confirst week under the changed policy at the Music Hall Immediately sent a 'Panther Woman' contest.
the other film spots on the Main test was on elsewhere In country
of presentations and pictures.
While from an operating angle, Stem into reduction fits brought on with papers, but entire plan was

Biggest weekly b.o. record which
Broadway houses have seen in more
than a year, it seems, Is being hung
up by the Radio City Music Hall,
where present Indications point to
that house drawing $90,000 for its

for the present, this figure

Trumpet Blows,' prove

may

not

profitable, the big gross made
with a reduced b.o. scale which
topped at 75 cents, is something for
film houses to conjure for current
times.
No exact figure of the attendance at the Music Hail this
week is available, but it may run
around
200,000 persons.
to

The

original

theM. H. on

two-a-day

its

stuff ..t
final

second and

j.-

measures.

will

ganization in an executive capacity,
this week.
Reports have Freeman
stepping Into the post now held by
C. R. Hammer, as head of Par's

assume active charge of Radio City mittee for a time. Meantime, Ralph
as a member of the operating com- Kohn, Par treasurer, has been elemittee which is now headed by vated by Adolph Zukor as the

Combo Wk.

period in contrast grossed only |46,-

fluent complete.

RADIO CITY

direct, prices can be cut showman's career,
(Continued on page 62)
Brisbane property.

4 Weeks

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Emanuel Cohen returns here Friday (20), to resume production supervision at Paramount, where 10
pictures are scheduled to start
within the next four weeks. Dur-

tional House,' 'The
tallcing

ROXY STAYS AT

Frank Freeman, former general
manager for S. A. Lynch, Is expected to Join the Paramount or-

Loew's takes over the Zieg- mation by financial men.
Last week at Par was full of
meetings as the firm started off
fr3sh again under Zukor's direction.
probably be relabeled the Warwick Morale from an employe
angle
or the 6th Ave. Loew's will run switched
to a happier state, with
second run grinds there after the
clude now many natives who for- Capitol and State on Broadway; no everybody up and down the Par
line
shining
enthusiasm.
Banknew
merly waited until product along the stage show.
ing connections close to Par have
street reached their own neighborDeal is virtually closed, only expressed the same view.
hoods.
awaiting Leopold Friedman, the
In clearing up the bad theatre
The cutting program is non- uni- Loew attorney's return to his office
form and has as many angles as a following some indisposition for situations. It's the Zukor policy to
lay the company's cards face up
cross-word puzzle. There are two formal signaturing.
and talk matters over with the

Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
000, the house losing $100,000.
Conferences between Louis Mayer
The RKO Roxy finished its third
LeMaire Reassigned
week at $61,000 after an opening
and Nick Schenck start this week.
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Latter is insistent on regulating week of $71,000 and with the same
RufiiR LcMnire,
following visit Metro production costs to a lower show current for a third stanza.
here (>f Si lr>ey Kent, was reasslpned level.
Tiiat $61,000 means a profit of $11,to p;- ili;f- 'r;innt Swinfi" for Fox.
Reported but unconfirmed furtlvr 000. This .smaller of the two R.C.
Tl
,irter Jnson Joy lias salary cuts may oe one of relief hou.sos may hang up around $180,000
.I'.i

improved

we had our

Cohen Returns for 10

'The Eagle and the Hawk,' and
people but
probably bring no 'Dead Reckoning.' In the same peone over with him at this time for
riod, B. P. Schulberg will start two,
the film proposition.
'Pick Up* and 'Police Surgeon.'
Cochran and Krimsky entered
the film bu.sincsa with imiiortation
to America and Canada of 'Maedchen in Uniform,' German film.
Since then they've started a .stage
Metro Cut Conferences
production unit.

;

remarked one.

'You must remember,' said
another, 'that photography has

health.

land.

Competition more than depression
Representatives of the soundmen's is blamed for the general lowering.
and laboratory technicians' unions In substantiation of this, another
approximate 7,000 theatres, in nonhave registered protests and asked
competitive territories, are shown
for a reconsideration through Pat to have maintained the regular admission level, the average admission
Casey, producer-labor contact.
at such box offices still being 35
^Persuasion
cents.

'

in English.

.

one of their pictures.
'It's the best premiere stuff
I've ever seen,'

circuits, their representatives
declare, have been the last to with-

ary.

ing March and April 12 additional
John Kiimsl<y and Glfford Coch- features will get underway.
ran are forming a film producing
Going before the cameras In the
company with the intention of next four weeks are: Chevalier's
making pictures for 'intelligent au- 'Bed Time Story,' Marlene Diediences.' A director may be brought trich's 'Song of Songs,' 'Cracked
from Europe, with an attempt made Ice,' the Marx Bros, next, 'Story
to turn out screen yarns interna- of Temple Drake,"
'Under the Tonto
tionally acceptable, althougli made Rim.'
College Humor,' 'Interna-

Europe

8,000 theatres,

ing classifiealtions, estimated as the
total
currently to have slashed
prices, film executives see no hope
of an armistice in the national admissions war until spring with its

Sid Kent.

in
will

MINIMUM

25c

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Salary cut of 10% went into effect today at Radio Pictures for
own income in two departments
all workers excepting those holding that the third could exist.
Roxy is to stick with Radio City
contracts.
Starting in the shooting gallery
and RKO. There is no Intention on
Slash will knock between $2,000 type of house, the cuts soon spread either his nor the company's part
From there,
to the neighborhoods.
and $2,600 a week ott the payroll.
Roxy's friends are
a survey of the present cut map for a separation.
This is the first Radio studio cut. reveals, they hit the second runs, hopeful that he may be able to leave
the hospital this week. When leavThis end was not affected in the until finally they are biting into the
may
take
ing
he
a trip for his
first runs and the deluxers of the
general RKO slash of last

Spyros Skouras arrived here Sat- ually during this week in his
urday night (14) from New York. fort to further knock dollars
After all night conferences he left the studio overhead.
Sunday morning (15) by plane with

is

Group of executives were
discussii\g the excellence of
the photography of news reel
clips taken at the premiere of

it,

THE

16.

Major

of $26 a share of their 2,160
shares of stock, totaling $53,760.
Their stock was considerably underevaluated at the time of the merger.
The Cantors also sued, as stockholders, to set aside the merger,
objecting to such deal, contending
that their interests, as stockholders,
were net being protected.
Both the N. T. Supreme Court
and the Appellate Division ruled
against the Cantors but the highest
state tribunal reversed the decision,
Decision
in the comedian's favor.
was unanimous. Justice Irving Lehman writing the opinion. Costs of
$10 also went in Cantor's favor,
along with the granting of his motion to appoint appraisers for the
appraisal .of his stock in Manufacturers Trust.
With this decision, it paves the
way for mergers not having such an
easy time of it in relation to the
minority stockholders of the merged
companies who, seemingly, cannot
be shaken out without regard to the
economic valuations placed on their
stock holdings.
David L. Podell and Herman
Shulman, of Hays, Podell & Shulman, represented the Cantors.

Cochran

Cheerful

Houses with Cut and Uncut Prices

rather than the other way
around.
'I am deeply in your debt,'
Coward wrote Sheehan after
looking over the picture.

ment

'

As Adolph Zukor Restores Morale;

Direct and Indirect Cutting
^About Equal Number of

way around

Feb. 9th, last year.
Bcockholders,

UW.

Coward and Sheehan

and

Court of Appeals at Albany, N. T.,
has established the ruling that a
stockholder's interests are not to be

RUL

In

Its

first

three weeks.

Propor-

tionate comparison for last week's

by this competition.
The whole shows the Radio City
theatres are drawing by themselves,
with the pop scale for curiosity appeal.

At $90,000, the Music Hall presently will finish $10,000 under. The
operating budget for the time being is at $100,000.
The opening
show cost at the Music Hall, two
weeks ago, was around $280,000.
Aim Is to cut the overhead down
at least $20,000 to $30,000 more on
the big houses but not to slice indiscriminately, as th\a may huve a
resultant effect on the b.o.
This
would bring the Music Hall weekly
overhead to around $70,000. All the
figures include film co.st.s which arc
.nllowed at $10,000 to $].';. 000 in th"^
budget of the Music Hajl.

revamped for radio in this town.
With picture completed and
booked, portions of the picture's
story were dramatized twice nightly
for a week.
Reports from house says it had
the biggest week In many months.

L. J. Selznick Quite

III

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Myron Selznick arrived from New
Ho went diYoric this morning.
rectly to the bod.slde of his father,
Lewis J. Selznick.
Tho father ia quite 111 with condit^i-in ;u lu oscnt reported not dangerou.s.

P I C T 11 R C

VARIETY

6

Presentations End at Old Roi^:

(Subjeot to Chang*)

'

WMk Jan. 20

Not

P a r a m b u n t—'Tonight
(Par).

Ours.'

C a p 1 1 o — Itanplbyee's
trance; CWB).

Fpco Meet

otlli^

With WorldV Record

Is

•

Bn-:

I

bterested^-HolderV

Tuesday, January 17, 1933

on Broadway

l8t Runs,

drpheum Houses Swayii^ Alone,

S

For Week, Ih'opsrto SlS.OOO lids Wk.

Years in Sing
(WB) (2d wk).
Mayfair-^'Slg Drive* (FD).
—r ^Kld From Spain*

8trand-r^'20,000

Sing'

Rivoli

Operation of the Orpheum branch
RKO continues virtually by the
grace of the winds only. 'When RKO
stopped paying Interest on the Orph
bonds some months aero, or weekly
operating losses, it amounted to
practically official notice that the
Orph stockholders and bondholders
could have the bouses when and If
they wanted them. Whatever delay has occurred in the situation
looks to have been mostly the manipulation of certain Orpheum stockhOlderis, all of whoin with the exception of iirB. Caroline Kohl, of
Chicago, or almost, seem to be
working for themiselves alone In trying to shake the situation.
RKO id paying no losses on the
circuit and'the Understanding Is that
where the houses can't meet the
overhead, It's an Individual house
problem, in essence this amounts
to putting the Orpheum circuit 6peratioh on a commonwealth basia
Around 20 theatres are so conof

(UA) (18).^
Winter Garden

Keoogh's Vacation at last

Rqxy—'Air

RKO

the

It's

by

Pepper'

Hall—'King's

Muaic
tion'

(WB)

Vaca-

(18).

vacation, though
flrst
illness, that Keough has

Paramount

— 'Hello,

Every-

body* (Par).
Capitol— 'The Lady' (Metro).
Strand— 'Hard to Handle'

(WB).

Coast Union Outs

— 'Kid

From

—

Spain'

—

^f•: Ixw' 'Aiigielea, .7^11.
Ifl.
/
Theatrical CraftsMen Association

has been .organized' hec^e by

.

RKO hM

pttered
RKQ^votherwise,
projectionists and
.thev preferred shareholders of Or- hands, musicans,
pl^eum an.-.excbapge of stock on the scenic artists who are members of
basis ,of l^ree RKO. sfaarea for one the Americah Federatloh of Liabor.
of Orph; preferred.
Heading the new body, which
Tfaiererls. no. decision on this mat- ^ves the local "theatrical
crafts
ter so -far, .although a supposed com- their first competition in this termittee of the preferred sharehold- ritory, are Al Weston,, president;
«rs are known to have asked
Gene Hays, treasurer, and Ed Berfor a> postponement of the deadline ger, secretary. Duties of business
.on tbis offer, which, was to. have agent and menib^rshlp committee
'
been Jan.
are .being handled by the. three.
'None would be surprised to see
Claiming. a m^bership of 260,
'Martin Beck; presently general man- execs statj thB'V!^® Association can
ager of the
booking office, man a theatre from front to back
return from the coast In about two with
musicians,
projectionists,
weeks In control of seven or eight scenic artlsts_and stageiiands.
-of the Orpheum theatres. Beck was
New putAt, according to Its
to have- loft for the Frisco meeting.
spokesmen, is
no
open

.

;

.

...

FiM:MAY OPERATE

.

RKO

PANTAGES, H'WOOD

For about the second time
year,

in

the., 'Tran^^Lux;, theatxe

Broadway

turiifect

in

k

net.

Sunday.

...

-=

''.

1800,000.

visional

Ndte Blumberg Is the dimanager for Orpheum, un-

der RKO.
This movement has protected the
b.o. of Orpheums from an-avalanche
of attachments in various localities.
Attachments in most cases followed
after RKO decided to cease paying
rent on the spot until adjustments
in the situations could be secured.
It is more than likely that after
some decision is made by' the Orph
holders in Frisco that the RKO
board meeting in next session, a

A. iimes' Gdnsoring

Given Razz

fcy

P.

Los Angeles, Jan.

A/s

One

Brooklyn.

of the theatres is

and Madison avenue.
There are only two. In iifew Tork.
There were formerly three but the
two which were situated side by
side on Broadway were made into
one a couple of months ago.

,

-

<

Ad Discovery

Hollywood, Jan.

16.

cordlng-to accounts.
The shift In stage policy

it In 1927 from the Capitol theBroadway. As the bid Roxy
this polled, the new Roxy
(Rbthafel) citadel in' Rjadlb- City
takes It on. The presentation', style
Is in force at both the Radio vCfity

to

atre,

sheds

Music Hall and the RKO Roxy.
Used Up $200,000

The old Roxy seems still pretty
badly off financially, already having
used up $200,000 In receivership
certificates since "^oy, last, when
Attorney Harry Kosch first took
charge, as president of the company
later as receiver. An additional
to be noW available
to the house with the bondholders*
consent.
In the pneantime, the old Roxy has
Its right to use the Roxy name on
appeal in the Federal Court. The
appeal is pending against the recent
decision by Federal Judge Caffey
which ordered the name be given to

and

$60,1)00 is said

Rubin's Return
A. E. Dupont arrives from New
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Although no complaint was made
Tork Jan. 19. He will direct 'BlueDaniel W. Rubin, away from beard' for Universal.
during its run at the Criterion, New
York, when similar ads were used, Paramount for six months, returns
Boris Karloff will star, following
the Radio City Roxy.
the Hays' office jumped on Publlx to do additional dialog on 'Pick Up.' 'Invisible Man.'
.

over

This matter
not be settled for a month or
more.

may

Its

terion advertising.

Hollywood

'Secrets'

from 'Variety's' Hollywood Bulletin, princcci
Hollywood, and placed as a wrapper upon the regular

Briefly rewritten extracts

each Friday in

'Variety.'.

.

.

The

Bulletin does not circulate other than on the Pacific Slope.
News from the Dallies in Loa Angela will be foiind in that customary

FOX FIGHTING SPECS
Complain to Police Over Ticket Men
^
With 'Cavalcade' Ducats

16.

department.
Baclanova Angels

Beauty' for Chadwick after finishing
'Lost' for

MG.

Fox may go the limit under the wife, Olga Baclanova, will bankUpton Sinclair is writing a story
law in curbing the ticket '^peculat- roll it
on technocracy for Metro.
ing evil that has developed with
Universal
has
assigned
Maurlne
Although
Jesse Lasky wants Cary
opening of 'Cavalcade' at Gaiety,
O'SullIvan and Frank Albertson to Grant on loan from Par for 'WarNew York. Stuck In some cases the
romantic leads In the Charles
Husband,' the actor is balkwith tickets they may haVe been Murray -George Sidney picture, 'Salt rior's
ing, claiming he needs a rest.
unable to sell at a premium, specs Air.' William Le Vanway has been propast week, the newspaper Anally have become particularly annoying
Remakes on 'Pig Boat' after com- moted from cutter to Harry Rapfs
issuing an order that hereafter, in in their efforts to even sell at half
the event no representative of the price In front of the theatre after pletion of 'Beer' will delay Jimmy production assistant at Metro.
Dtirante's leaving for New Tork to
advertiser could be contacted, the shows for which tickets are issued appear In
the Brown and Henderson
Holding the part too slim for him,
daily would take it upon Itself to have started.
musical. He was scheduled to George Barbler has been dropped
With difficulties encountered in stage
delete such copy as might be
leave Jan. 26.
from Universal's 'Kiss Before the
keeping
out
Gaiety
.

objectionable.

Principal exception of the conservative newspaper was to some of
the 'Frisco Jenny' ads, and portions
of the to|jy Used In axlvertlsing
•Farewell, to Arms'.
Theatre adv. men are taking a
sort of deAant attitude and have
advised the 'Times' that if any
questionable advertising copy turns
up. for the newspaper to forget the
deleting and drop the ad from the
issue for which It has been ordered.
'Times' Is basing Its attitude on
the alleged receipt of some 200 complaints agnlnft the 'Frisco Jenny'
copy it printed.

lobby.

them
of the
Fox has made a complaint

to

Decision on whether Metro will

the police, asking for aid. If this
doesn't correct the situation, other

finance the establishment of a stock
company here to be run by Laura
Hope Crews as a tryout for talent
and screen stories rests with Nicho-

complaints may be made.
"While the picture on Its second
week was sold out a week in advance. It Is impossible to estimate
how many ducats the specs have
taken.
Indications on checking
house after shows have begun are
that the specs are getting rid of
virtually all buys, even If a few at
a late hour go at a lowered price.
Signs in front of house warning
the public on specs were put out last
week.

las

M. Schenck.

Myron Selznick returns
wood from his European

to Holly-

trip, Jan.
23. It is possible his partner, Frank
Joyce, will delay his journey abroad

until

summer.

Boleslavsky-Chadwick Agree
L E. Chadwick has withdrawn his
objections,
resulting in Richard
Boleslavsky and Metro signing a
oontract.

Ahead

Time

of

Hollywood, Jan.

Mary

Plckford's 'Secrets'

16.

was

fin-

ished four days under the film's 26day schedule. Picture cost $460,000.
It Is not expected that Miss Pick-

make 'Shanty Town.'
She and Douglas Fairbanks, are
expected to leave Feb.' 4 for Europe,
ford wil

Husband

Nicholas Sousanin has gone east
to produce a play on Broadway; His

censorship of advertising
is again occupying the attenof the Los Angeles 'Times',
with ^theatres sis previously, the butt
of their objections. Display ads for
two b.. o. hits were frowned on by
the 'Times' adv. dept. during the

deemed

;

copes

a full six years after the
house opened, purlh^ all of this
time it stuck to the same presentation style which Roxy brought over

Just about

Strict

>

6,

Presently Frank CambHa is In
charge of the new policy. It is expected that in the policy shift certain of the operating staff may be
Notice already has' been
affected.
served on the back stage help, ac-

'Survival' Sold

copy
tion

1 to

'

U

weekly

Of Th^tre Ad Copy

p. m.,

to $200

carrying charges.

Some Brooklyn people are confabbing relatlvci'to i>laclng a TransLos Angeles, Jan, .16.
Fanchon & Marco: shows go out of Lux In the hick haven borough.
So
far no deal effected.
Loew's State, downtown house, Jan.
26.
House will go straight sound,
flrst run, at 26-40 scale to meet the

manner, of seiling "Farewell to Arms' on current Paramount
month away,. will }iave Anally cleared theatre engagement.
the whole matter.
At that time
Cut from still objected to was
notice that the houses are separated one. In which Qary Cooper was seen
from RKO may occur.
kissing Helon Hayes.
Same stlH had. been used for Cri-

L

cents to 1

It
66 at night. Balcohy will drop to
above the week'a 26 for afternoons and 36 at night.
There was to be a meeting Mon*
Slmtiltaneom^ wfth It talk .has daiy "(i6) on the Whole 'matter with
gone around that perhaps a third nothing set until after that session.
Trans-Lux theatre may be built in
Changes With thift

amounted

Paramount .slice.
Latter house
Reviyes UEes'
drops sta^e units this week.
It is expected that the F-M shows
Jn
way
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
shop proposition, but has been or- will also come' out of the Pantages
ganized .by men .dipped of union the following week. Decision on this
XlUes of Broadway', the William
affiliation because of various rea- point is held up waiting the return Hurlburt story Intended two years
Marco
here
of
Mike
from
New Tork. ago for John Murray Anderson's disons, who believe that through cooperation with the theatres more Marco may take over the Pantages rection. Is up again at Universal.
It will be produced as a musical
shows will be produced and unem- operation.
Along with the State and Pan- under Sam Jacobson's supervision
ployment decreased.
Policy of the association, state tagesi union crews at circuit's and released under the title 'Women
United
Artists,
downtown
house,
Incorporated'.
its sponsors, is to rate a house acHarry Sauber is doing a new
cording to its actual needs, a flex- have been given the customary two
weeks' notice with the house ex- treatment.
ible wage scale, and no overtime.
pected to operate- on a week-toweek basis, using run pictures when
such are available.
Dupont's First

Delayed

Some

a n6 longer available.
Tentative b. o. scale will be 2S
on
40 fromand

.

tRKO is protecting its- operating
rights on the Orpheum houses iand
-Is understood to be sec[uesterlng the
b.a Intake Of the houses hourly
under som6 form of trusteeship In
the name of one of its western executives'.
This sequestered fund Is
reported to have reached around

'

budget of about $1,200.
indie film product has been
up by Receiver Cullman to go
with this policy ais major films are
total

lined

at' 68th street

RKO

.

Ing to present plans.
This last week of presentation
stuff sees the house tumbling into
an all-time low, prohably reachlns
under $15,000. It la In direct contrast to the opening week iii March,
supervising the 1927, when the Spot created an
time reterd for the whole of shoi7
biz with 1167,611, up to that tlmob
That figure Inclhdes tax and an $11
opening Income.
LAter the old
Roxy with 'Cock-Eyed"- World'
created the world's gross record,
still standing, of $167,000.
Feature currently is 'Second' Hand
Wife' (Fox).
The tentative plan for the vaude
program may havrs sotne production
stuff built around six aets with a

Ili^TinielM

-

<Qei3nan) (Suropa) (16).
'Maedcjien
Uniform'
in
(Krlmsky' (German) (Cameo).

presentation policy at the ol4

'

.

-

<

.

This week will see the end of ih^
stajere

Rosy. House switches to a combo
vaude and picture policy Ftlday
(20) at a reduced b. o. scale, accords

2d Profit in Year,

.

1

K

Trans-Lux Has

.

Foreign. Films
'Captain of Kopenick' (A-R)

.

Cecil B. DeMllle is
re-edltlng.

"Vampire

Orph holders, are atte'D;)pting to reach Ihd^n of|| lOQftil unloii ^llatlons to
some klndv ojl|. understanding with- operate in opposition 'io Ihe stage.

8,000

Hollywood, Jan. 19.
"Sign of the Cross' is back in the
cutting room at Paramount to be
clipped into shape for general release.
Now in 10 reels for roadshowing. It will come down to 8,000

Bat' (MaJ) (2d wk).
Roxy— 'Death Kiss' (WW).
Rialto-^'Isle of Lost Souls'
(U) (3d wk).
Musio Hall
'King Kong"
(Radio).

men

for

.3

Orph' bondholders are supposied to
in San^Franclsco by Jan.. 16 to

m

-

Rivoll

(UA) (2d wk).
Winter Garden

(ierned.

decide what to do. While this meeting is in tbe^pipi^nj^^ s^ couple of the

'Sign'

ffeet.

Jan. 27

He

taken from Par In many years.
even works while eating lunch.

?2 Pictures
'Sifln of Cross' (Par) (Criterion) (8th wk).
'Rasputin' (Metro) (Astor)
(6th wk);
'Cavalcade' (Fox) (Gaiety)
(3d wk). L

meet

.

—'Hot

Rojcy

(Fox).

flu attack.

forced

'Vampire

Hostess' (Col).

Rialto—'Isle of Lost Souls'
(U) (2d wk).

Austin Keough, Par's general
counsel, won't be back at his desk
for another week or 10 days. He's
In Atlantic City recuperating from
a

—

Bat* (MaJ).

Director will do 'Black

Hollywood, Jan.

N. Y. to L. A.
Islln Auster.

Gertrude Purcell.

W. Franke

Harllng.
E. A. Dupont.

Nicholas Schenck.

Mirror.'

J.

Leo Dawson, Thompson Burtls,
John Howard Lawson, C. M. Nelson
and Richard Sharpe added to

Wm.

Metro's writing
E.

J.

staff.

Fetter has left F-WC to beof the RKO realty ofilces

come head

on the coast, with 'Frisco headquarters.

Robert Rubin.
Dennis F. O'Brien.
Phillips.

Lily Shadur Silver.
Herbert Stothard.
Ernst Lubltsch.
Peggy Joyce.
Sam H. Harris.

Martin Beck.
Robert Gleckler.

Howard

Deltz.

Ben Hecht and Gene Fowler are
favs at Par, the studio having Just
bought 'Catastrophe' from them.
Currently, Fowler Is writing a Maurice Chevalier story;
studio has
(Continued on page 31)

16.

Metro has purchased '.Survival'
by F. A. Mitchell-Hedges.
Dwight Taylor will adapt.

L. A. to N. Y.
Ray West and Band.
E. W. Hammons.
Sol Lesser.

K

r I CTH R E

Tuesday, January 17, 19SS

Yetterdtty's Prices

Then

Prices of Stocks Creep Up,

$

Net

Way on Vohnne

100 OoL Pie... 1014 lOK
400 Con. Film. S
S
800 Col. F. pf. OK
OH
3,400 Bast. K... 61% 58
100 Fos
2
2

at the End:

Lmw

Loew

Par-P

im

pf...
....

RCA
RKO

FRANKLIN

V.-P.

800

OF RKO

Stock market prices crept up
Theatre
Operator
Elevated
in
lowly yesterday (16) on light tradCouncils of Parent Co.
Ins up to 2 o'clock and then gave
turnover
on
Increased
Bharply
Harold
Franklin
elected
way
was
viceDealings up to president of RKO, in charge of theIn the last hour.
2.10 amounted to 460,000 shares dur- atre operations, at the company's
ing which time the price movement board meeting last week. This apwas steady to Arm. From delivery pointment is in the way of a protime to the gong 840,000 shares motion for Franklin.
As vicechanged hands, making It apparent president of the parent company,
that the upward movement was Franklin begin.^ to sit in on every
.

,

The amusement group was with-

Kodak ending down about 2%.
Bonds, among the theatre Issues
definitely weak, there being
]^eayy offerings of Loew's 6's which
touched 78, new low on the movement since October. The preferred
stock declined further, being done

of

1,200

shares,

at

another

61,

for' some months.
Speculative observers were disposed to blame much of the drop

bottom

pn a

late decline of nearly

a cent

In wheat, but others found the explanation in a number of considerations including the chaotic condition
In Wasblngtno, difficulty of the bull
sponsors to get a following at last
week's top levels and an impaired
technical position following the advance of the new year.
Slip Out of Line
However confusing the week past
may have been, with scattered
lossses and gains in the amusement
group, it was obvious that the recessions far overshadowed the im-

provements in Importance and significance, notably the sharp retreat
In Lioew's and a tendency among
the active theatre bonds to sell at

sharp concessions.
While the general industrial index
revealed a minutely higher close on
S&turday (14) as compared with the
finals .of the week before, the im-

—

portant issues ^Loew, Par., RKO
^were either lower or
unchanged, with a wide open break
In Loew's, which at one time on
Friday was selling in volume at 16
flat, two points below its previous
bottom on the winter movement,
and a striking violation of Its supposed 'critical' support level.
Tape readers, who have been
right all along on Loew, argued that
that stock's nose dive confirmed all
previous signs, running back into
November, that the issue was being
sold under cover of all rallies in the

—

and Warners

market commentators had nothing whatever to
general

list.

lUie

In explanation of its new
movement
slump,
ignoring
the
completely except to put on the
record the fact that Loew's was
displaying signal weakness.
In the fllm trade the disposition
was to explain it on the ground
that Loew's alone of the group had
done relatively less to discount the
basic conditions in the amusement
buslness^that is, as compared with
offer

Warners and Fox—and this
was a belated realization that the
company was being equally affected
by the current stringency in public
Par.,

(Continued on page

W. B

3

614

64
2K

%

2%
pf .

2

.12
IK

tine business.

Unofnclal accounts had the directors discussing the possibilities of
the Radio City Theatre situation,
but not taking any particular stand
on the matter.

Budget

$70,000

BJl Angel

Or No

%+

6K —
2% —

8%

washed

16.

and
are

Phil GiOldstone has
financing of any independent product where the cost is
under $70,000. Currently, Goldstone
is furnishing the backing for Monarch, Goldsmith and several other
small producers.
Goldstone figures from his recent
experience with Majestic that the
$70,000 budget for indie features is
the least that pictures can be pro
duced for and still compete favorably with major studio product.
When Majestic produced Its first
picture this season, budget was
limited to $40,000. Each succeeding
picture has had a budget tilt with
the set flgure now 70 grand.
Present conditions and a possible
shortage of major product this year
has Goldstone figuring that indie
pictures will get a good break from
the circuits before summer, with
the chances that a $70,000 will
bring a good return to its producers.
called

up,

off

WTLER'S 'BIUIONAIEE'
Lew Ayres

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
will star In 'The Bil

Baumen

llonalre,' story by Edwin
It will be Robert Wyler's

first

direction for U.

Last;

14
14

—H
%
IK - 14

12
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With business holding up strong
generally throughout the country
since the holidays and bigger over
Christmas and New Year's than expected, the time may have arrived

for feeling more optimistic.
That
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
With Hollywood's opening night goes for producers, dlstrlbs, theatres
and allied ranks.
Opinion in New York is divided as
made by several of the leading to reasons for the general improvepremiere houses to further curtail ment in grosses with the turn of the
new
year.
Of many attributes
the first performance courtesies.
Regular downtown list of first named, lowered scales and better

free list recently pruned to around
100 pairs of seats, effort is being

KENT STARTS
STUDIO CUTS
Hollywood. Jan. 16.
Immediately after his arrival Sidney Kent inaugurated hia production cut policy, making J. J. Gain,
studio manager, taking over the
post held by Sol Wurtzel as studio
superintendent.
Wurtzel will devote his time to producing a group
of six Fox pictures a year.
Butcher,
production
Edward W.
manager, and George Bagnall, treasurer, will co-operate with Gain in
the physical operation of the plant.
Salary cuts running from 10% up
will go into .effect at the studio
within two weeks. Many contract
people will be asked to readjust by
Kent to aid In the economy movement.

Fox

Sprii^s on hdies
Hollywood, Jan.
Bellevng
that
westerns
cheap Independent pictures

Gross Hian Did Nov. or

—
—H
—1%

RKO

were

on comparatively Important volume

-2%

OK— H

Bond*

operation, from
New position and
title are additional to Franklin's
presidency of KAO, the
theatre subsld.

Loew's
out violent price change.
took part In the early strength,
Otherwise the board meeting was
getting up to 17%, but was prompt reported to have been mostly routo give ground and ended the session at the bottom, 16%, not far
Eastman
from last week's low.
Kodak and Consolidated fllm, which
were conspicuous on the upside last
week, suffered in the day's relapse,

B8M
61

2%

$3,000 K«ith .... 85
82,000 t«ew
70H
10.000 Par-F-I. .. 14K
13,000 Par-P .... 13K
20
7,000 W. B

weakly supported, while there was aspect of RKO
volume and substance to the reces- production down.
sion.

+K
—
H

ICK 10%

B2K 61

800 Path

2,800
1,000
10 Univ.

By AL GREASON
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2,800
1,200
7.000

January May Go 25% Higher on

Hlsli.l«w.LMtchBe.

Sulea.
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KATZ DENYING RUMORS
AGAIN AND AGAIN

nights (pictures or legit) runs to 40
pairs, exclusively for the dallies.
Studio list for pics runs 62 pairs.

Outside mediums take another 46
to 60 doubles. Latter includes trade
publications, fan mags, national
press services, etc.

gree.

Fh Engbeers
Disagree with

MP.

Arts Soc.

Theory seems to be that two years
of bad pictures drove away so many
people that it was natural to wait
nearly a year while product was regaining public confidence before the
loss in patronage or even a worthwhile portion of it was recouped at
the box office.
General Cuts
Theatres long were unwilling to
for fear boost in attendance would not offset difference
in price. Since the holidays notably,

cut, prices

Simultaneously with the making theatre men seem to have changed
of a survey which took their minds, with Bifoadway dropmonths to compile and which fea- ping its b. o. tariffs all around.
tures economies in the present op- Throughout the countrj^ during the
eration of fllmdom's technical de- past two months also has been con-

known

partments designed to save over
000,000, in one branch alone, yearly,
the Society of Motion Picture Engineers will reveal a divergent opinAlthough pending settlement of ion from that of the Academy of
his Paramount contract. It Is doubt- Motion Picture Arts and Sciences on
ful If Sam Katz will ofBcially an- elongating the standard reel from
nounce his future plans.
1,000 to 1,700 feet
Reports in inner circles say he is
Increasing the reel would now
laying foundation for formation of cost the Industry |2,000,000 just in
a new company which will produce readjustments, the engineers flgure.
as
well
as
and distribute pictures
Shipping cases, vault racks, inoperate theatres. Reported he has spection equipment, as well as the
assurance of sufflclent backing.
reels themselves would have to be
Production of pictures on the changed.
Coast will be at possibly the Pathe
Technically, the heavier reel afstudio, says the story.
fords many engineering problems In
Katz denies all of the stories and which exhibitor co-operation would
rumors.
have to be obtained, otherwise the
Feld and Chatkln, who have been show would start slow, reach normal
suspected all along of having quit speed in the middle of the unwindPubllx to stand ready aa Katz op
ing, and from there on slip into a
crating lieutenants, are reported rush finis.
looking over theatre possibilities in
Mutilated film la the industry's
his behalf but also deny that.
greatest present loss, technically,
the engineers will show. What Its
cut Into the box ofce is, through

Judgmeiit Against H-F

pictures are regarded as the major
stimulants.
While majority opinion leans to
the belief cheaper admissions and
other concessions by the theatres
are attracting increased patronage,
many showmen contend that the
En?adual increase in quality of product Is responsible to a greater de-

loss of patronage, the Society

siderable slicing.

If an unlooked-for severe drop in
grosses does not show up the last

week this month, January will be
close to 25% ahead of NovemberDecember averages. This figures
into December and Mew

Xmas week

Year's week

People

January.
be turning from their

iiito

may

radios after playing them strong for
a long time, and<in a desire to get
out for a change are flndln^r pictures
much better than before. The psychological angle of wanting to start
1933 as a betteb year and dwelling
in the human hope that it will be,
though having no positive assurance,
is also figured as helping.
Beginning of a new presidential
administration soon could also be
chalked as having some Influence on
a public that's sick and tired of depression.
Veterain showmen also point to the
bond market In diagnosing b. o. betterment. There has been a general
improvement in bonds during the
past three weeks.

makes

no attempt to evaluate.
Even a method for salvaging fllm
containers has been devised by the
Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
Judgment against Hughes-Frank Society. This is Incorporated in the
Un Theatres for $3,219 was entered suggestion that a reclaiming plant
In Superior court in favor of R, N. be created to which all damaged

RADIO ACT DOQBUNG
GROSS-$6,000 SHARE

containers be sent for repairs.

Nickels.

Cincinnati, Jan. 16.
The simple expedient of a white
for the
Gene and Glenn will walk out of
which fur circle around the black spot indinlshed H-F with chairs and took cating to the operator the reel Is the Albee with $6,000 or better as
their
share
of
the percentage split
notes in payment.
finishing would prevent, the encurrent week's booking
gineers believe, many of those an- following a
Half-Naked
noying Interrdptions ever current as headllners with
Biz is headed for a senin theatres when the running time Truth.'

Latter

is

the

assignee

American Seating

Co.,

'

Fewer Picture Houses but More
Seats in

25)

1^ Is Coast Paradox

has to be stopped because the pro- sational $28,000, exactly twice the
week's take with 'Bitter
jectionist has not been able to see preceding
Tea' and Leon Errol headlining the
his cue.
RKO vaude.
Gene and Glenn started over the
outlet, and are midwest
local

WLW

UJl. Distribotioii in

ether favs.

Conference of Easterners

MYRON ROBINSON OUT
OF RKO AFTER 25 YRS.

Los Angeles, Jan.

With

21

less

picture

16.

houses in

operation in the Southern California

currently, as compared
with the same period last year, the
combined seating capacity of those
operating Jumped 17,683, and now
reaches a total of 444,228. In 1932,
RKO
the maximum capacity was 426,545.
Total number of theatres operleft RKO last week.
Fay White,
also out, In charge of tax matters, ating as of Jan. 1, 1933, was 687 as
compared with 608 on the first day
may take apace with Robinson.
Louis Cohen, the RKO expert, la of last year. Heavy gain In seating
handling Robinson's department at was brought about by the opening
of a number of large-seater deluxers
RKO.
during 1932, which more than offset
the 22 additional houses registered
with the dismantled theatre list for
territory

1932 period, numbering 488 on the
first day of this year as against
493 on laxi. 1, '32. Seating capacity
in
Southern California was in-

creased by 19,861. Arizona

was hard-

Decency' for State
Capt. Dennis P. O'Brien of the
flrm of O'Brien, DrlscoU &
Raftery, will be Joined by Nicholas

law

Rigliter

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Final cutting touches are being
put on 'Decency,' and picture will be
distributed by the state right market
Instead of through a new distribution company as at first announced.
Phil Goldstone and other creditors
took over the negative from Equitable after company went into bank-

Schenck, J. Robert Rubin and
hit through closing, the 1933 M.
setup having 79 houses operating as William Phillips, who is Joseph M.
against 94 one year ago. In that Schenck's flnanclal man on the
coast,
to talk over U.A. distribution
state seating was reduced by 298,
although there were 22 houses listed in Loew theatres.
Schenck and Rubin's major misas dismantled, compared with five
sion In the coast visit is in connecso listed a year ago.
No changes are noted in number tion with Irving Thalberg's illness, ruptcy.
of houses operating in either New which on Friday (13), coupled with
report
of Arthur Loew's resignaMexico or Nevada, while the MexiIndie Film at Mayfair
can border lineup is one house less tion, sent Loew's, Inc., down to 16.
Trip west is also on Metro proRKO Mayfair on Broadway plays
than a year ago. Nevada has nine
film when A. L.
Indie
Its
first
houses operating, with total capacity duction and program.
Roles' 'The Big Drive' opens there
of 2,841; Mexico has six, seating
Friday (20), Its a compilation of
1,650, and New Mexico, trailing with
the year.
Leo Salkin's Agency
United States Government library
Southern California territory in- only five open, seats 2,900.
Pathe's
Cut
shots of the World War, with decludes Arizona, a few Mexican borOf the houses listed as dismantled
Chicago, Jan. 16.
scriptive comment tacked on.
der towns, and similar geographical during 1932, there are 22 in Arizona
Leo Salkln, who resigned from districts in Nevada and New Mex- and 32 in Southern California.
RKO Pathe outnt has taken an- Brn Korkowlch took over the
B&K a month ago, has opened a ico, all serviced by the Los Angoles Houses closed during the past year other 5% cut.
eastfrn and European, rights and is
theatrical booking office.
film exchanges.
were mostly of the 150 to 200 caPrincipally covers the newsroel ImndllnK thfi Muyfair date. SerkoHarry Orctske from New York is
Operating houses in Southern pacity.
None has ever been and shdrts division of thn KKO or- wifh has tiod ui) First Division for
associated.
illstribulUm.
California decreased five during the equipped for sound.
ganization, under the I'athc label.

Myron Robinson, In charge of
realty matters for
Keith's for
25 years and one-time treasurer of
that
subsid, is opening a real
estate office on the east side.
He

est

KAO

5^

PICT

VARIETY
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'Cavalcade' Starts Bollislily in

Tiaesday, January 17,

1933

Cut Scales Probably Meeting Fox;

New

L

A.; Cagney's 'Hard to

Moderate

Handle

Orleans, Jan, 16.
grosses- currently In

Very Nke in 2 Houses with $17,500

box

office

way

in this one.

Orpheum.

are way; down yonder
flnancially speaking!
Indie 'Unwritten Law*
Estimates for This Week
Saenger (3,668; 60)—'Frisco Jenny'
for
in Seattle
(FN). Excellent title and ChatterSeattle, Jan. 16.
ton's diverse role helping to bring
With 'Silver Dollar' as its at- back star here; healthy $12,000. Last
traction. Paramount stands out this week 'No Man of Her Own' (Par)
week, expecting another week in drew good $12,000.
the black. Fifth Ave. not as nicely
Loew's State (3,218; 60)— 'Madame
as last week with its double bill Butterfly' (Far). Fans not evident
policy and lowered prices.
This which means' only light $9,000. Last
week publicity department tried ex- week 'Farewell to Arms'
(Par)
periment of advertising only one of barely touched $10,000.
the pjxes, 'Life Begins,' In some of
Orpheum (RKO) (2,400; 60)—'No
th'e ads.
Then the other is offered Other
Woman'
(U), and vaude.
for good measure, but the anIrene Dunne building here which
ticipated good psychology In this
means bouse may get good $10,000.
stunt didn't pan out.
Charles King in person aiding some.
Coliseum continues steady with Last week 'Bitter Tea' (Col) got fine
two good shots this week. Liberty $13,000.
holds to nice Intake, biz here being
Strand (1,600; 40)— 'Billion Dollar
very steady, while this house al- Scandal' (Par). May go to $1,400.
ways goes strong for publicity stuff. bad.
Last week 'Lawyer Man'
Pacific Northwest Theatres operat(WB) poor $1,200.
ing the
houses. Paramount,
Tudor (800; 85) 'Robbers Roost'
Fifth Ave., and Coliseum.
(Fox). Badly titled and only $1,800
Both
Hamrlck houses. Blue apparent. Last week 'Scarlet Dawn'
Mouse and Music Box, getting on (WB) garnered fair $1,600.
with new policy of first runs at 36c
St. Charles (1,800; 26)— 'Men of
general ad'mish.
Attractions this America.'
Opened big which may

Others

Only

L.OB Angeles, Jan. 16.
real blghllte of current week
of 'Cavalcade' at the

Chinese, which started off with a
$7,480 take that is remarkable under
Trade second
present conditions.

day W£t3 around $600 for matinee
and well over $1,600 for the night,
which will assure the pio of at
least six weeks .at the two-a-day
scale.

None of the other houses showed
any marked advance strides with
trade that came along for their
various screen attractions. 'Second
Wife' at the State not much

Hand

fare for the fans, with Paramount
fairishly with 'Billion Dollar Scandal.'

Warner

houses.

Downtown and

Oke

5G

.

nicely
both
paced
Hollywood,
with 'Hard to Handle,' first of the
new group of Cagney products.
Figured bis name will help consid'Bitter Tea'
erably on the draw.
so-so at the RKO, with 'Farewell to
Arms' on second week at United
fashion.
in
oke
Artists holding up
Eatimatec for This Week
Chinese (Fox) (2,028; 65-$1.65),
'Cavalcade' (Fox) and stage show week not up to last, with b.o.
Great local notices ing refiective story.
(1st week).
after the $7,480 premiere at $6.60
Estimates for This Week

—

FWC

top

show

weeks

Indications of around six
or better for this one. First

Paramount (PNW)

tell-

mean

Last

$2,000.

week

'Man

Called Back' (WW) got $2,600,
even break for the house.

an

(3,106; 25-40),

'Silver Dollar' (FN). Robeson gets
the big type In the papers for this
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 26-70), one with Blng Crosby short extra,
(WB) and vaude- on way to good $6,600. Last week
ville,
oec to an okay start and will 'No Man of Her Own' (Par) okay
show around $9,600 for the week. at $6,000.
Last week 'Frisco Jenny' (WB),
Fifth Ave. (PNW) (2,800; 25-40).
surprisingly big at $12,460.
Hollywood (WB) (2,766; 26-65), 'Life Begins' (WB) and 'He Learned
Women' (Par).
Double
•fiard. to Handle' (WB). Start lltUe Aliout
header
brutal at $4,600. Last week
behind that of 4owntown house, but

four days hit a strong $16,400.

•Hard to Handle'

BALTO NORMAL;
'DOLLAR' 14G

looks as though business will be 'Under Cover Man' (Par) and 'Secgood at $8,000. Last week 'Frisco ond Hand Wife' (l)'ox) went for
Jennjr* (WB), though this
trailed the Downtown, profit

hand with

little

Los Ana«tes
the
for

house

was at
better than $10,000.

(2,800; 16-26),

'Blame

Woman' (M.G). That low top
mat and night here is packing

them,

regardless

of

attraction

This week arpund $6,800.
merits.
Last week Unwritten Law' (MaJ)
very good $5,900.
Pantaoea (Fox)<' (2,700; 26-40),
•Afraid to Talk' (U) and stage show.
Well praised picture .by press will
hit over $6,000.
Last- week 'Man
Against Woman' (Col) had hard
struggle to get just short of $4,600.

Paramount (Publix) (3,696; 2676), 'Billion DoUar Scandal' (Par)
and stage show. Start fairly good
and should hit around $13,000. Last
week 'Isle of Lost Souls' (Par) not
as intriguing as

title

so only fair at

$12,800.

RKO

(2,960; 26-66), 'Bitter Tea*
of General Ten' (Col). They were
not hot for this 'epic' here with
start
slow and
reaching
take
so-so $4,800.
Last week 'Secrets
of French Police' (Radio) Just an
even $3,000 for a five-day sojourn,
not bad for this pic which meant

nothing.
State (Loew-Fox)

(2,024;

OK

Baltimore, Jan. 16.

$6,6()0.

Following the heigh-ho pace of
(Jensen-von
Herberg) the
previous week, the current ses"Unwritten Law' sion will
look rather mild on the
(Mascot). Good for almost $5,000.
But the drop will be only
Last week 'Men of America' (RKO) ledgers.
comparative, since the indications
hit $6,000.
are for profits all along the line.
Blue Mouse (Hamrlck) (1,000; 26- The drop is explained by the roster
86), 'They Just Had to Get Mar- this week not containing the sock
ried' (U).
A real draw for a very attractions of last week.
Last
big $4,000.
week 'Rockabye'
About the only picture really
(RKO). Opening week of new first counted on for heavy takings is
run policy excellent at $3,100.
'Silver Dollar* at the Stanley. Given
Music Box (Hamrlck) (960; 25- a break on the mats this filck would
'Match King' (WB).
36),
Slow, have a chance for terrific profits.
Last week 'Cynara' (UA) But it's showing weakness on the
$3,000.
afternoons, with the femmea findbig at $4,400.
Coliseum (PNW) (1,800; 15-25), ing sexier stuff at rival houses. On
'Too Busy to Work' (Fox) and 'Six the fine evening showings, however,
Hours to Live' (Fox). Okay double the flicker will hit close to the lead
header and doing strong biz, $3,800. of the city on gross, dividing honors
Last week 'Big Broadcast' (Par) with the sister house, Century.
CentiU7 has its strength largely
and 'Phantom of Crestwood' (RKO)
on the stage, with the Boswell SiSf
grossed satisfactory $3,600.
ters and Arthur and Florence Lake;
the flick, 'Tonight Is Ours,' being
Liberty

(2.000;

10-15-25),

,

COLUMBUS MORATORIUM
ON CRIMSON GROSSES
Columbus, Jan.

26-70),

16.

'Second Hand Wife' (Fox) ando
No letup in size of theatre crowds
stage show. Not much enthusiasm here as yet, though shift of big biz
for this one at all and will show from one house to another goes on
quite a. bit of red for the house at steadily according to bills.
And
Last week for 'Fast Life' why shouldn't it? All houses seem
$9,600.
(MO) they just shied away as $7,800 through with seeing the red figures
indicates.

for

some

time.

more or

less program material at
this house, only Frederic March in
the lead spot accounting for name
punch.
At the rival vaudfllmer.
Hippodrome, much the same situation holds. Singing Sam of ether
note, doing the honors on the stage,

and 'No Other Woman' rated as
mild

stuff.

New

theatre Is finishing its

I

Louisville, Jan. 16.

Philadelphia, Jan.

16.

The continued

success of 'Kid
Spain,' which put some real
life Into the Stanley, and the cpllec«
tion of critical pans handed to 'Cynara,' which opened Thursday at

from

Esther Ralston's personal appearance at the Rialto was a great help. the Boyd, are current features of
Given nice reception. Theatre con- the film rialto.
tinues to offer cheap automobile
The Cantor picture, claim U. A.
each Monday night to build up people, beat some house records, but
clientele.
that sounds pretty steep. However, it
Carroll Sisters, Hollywood, en- did beat 'Frankenstein.' which had
gaged as added attraction on bur- the best weekly gross figure In sevlesque stage of Gayety.
eral years, and, even with the reLoew'a is cashing In on Helen duced scale, grossed $27,000, which
Hayes' 'Farewell to Arms' last week is more than twice the recent averby showing 'Son -Daughter* and ex- age. Figured for possible $20,000
this week.
ploiting her as 'Farewell' star.
'Cynara' started smartly at the
The 'Times' is now giving all
despite the raps, but they are
houses a break by devoting one day Boyd likely to affect leiwtb of run.
quite
to notices on supporting bills of Indications are for $14,000 or maybe
shorts.

$16,000.

Eatimatea for This Week
Stanton has 'Goona Ooona,' with
Loew's (3.400; 25-36-60) 'Bon- plenty of suggestive and teasing ads,
Daughter' (MG). Fair $7^000. Last some of which some of the papers
week 'Maedchen In Uniform' even balked at. Picture, which opened
failed to get out German vote; a Saturday, Is likely to have strong
brutal $3,000.
first week, but after that nothing
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (2,700; 26< much is expected.
The Fox has Monte Blue in person
30-66) 'Billion Dollar Scandal' (Par)
and Elsther Ralston In person. Lat- and. 'Second Hand Wife' on the
ter helped materially towards the screen, and indications are for a fair
good $12,000. Last week 'Second $18,600 on the week.
Keith's has Frankie Richardson,
Hand Wife* (Fox) and Roxy's Gang,
$9,000.
In person, plus Al Wohlman, who
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,786; 25- has m. c'd the last two weeks. Pic36-50) 'Fugitive' (WB). With ac- ture Is 'Speed Demon' and $8,000 is
cent placed on National Board of Indicated.
The Blarle has Alexander Gray
Review's selection as 'best film of
Last and Bernlce Claire on the stage and
1982' only averaged $6,600.
week 'Farewell to Arms' (Fiar) weH 'Fbst Life' as film offering. Figured
for possible |19,000, which la
with $6,000^ in spite of raucous
comment by critics on the ending. good jump over last week.
no one can Judge from
Brown (2,000; 26-36-40) 'Man a Although
single week's results the S-W's
A«alnst Woman* (Col). Fair $2,400.
seems to have
Last we«k 'Half-Naked Truth' scale slicing here
No indlca(RKO), word-of^mouth advertising helped considerably.
ions yet whether the Fox and Earle,
helping, to unusually good $3,300.
both indie with stage shows, will
15-26Ave.)
(900;
Alamo (Fourth
follow suit.
Com(Par).
40) 'Madame Butterfly'
The Aldine Is dark again this
ing after opera presentation on Jan. week. 'Sigm of the Cross' cracking
Last
7 headed for a weak $1,800.
badly at the end of stay. Reports
week Island of Lost Souls' (Par), that
the house would stay closed the
dragged down $4,500, the best fig- rest of the season is denied In some
ure at this house in 18 months.
quarters. Another roadshow attraction may come in In about a month*
Estimates for This Week
IN N. H.
35-40-65)
'Kid
Stanley (3,700;
from Spain' (UA). Looks promising for a fine second week, with a
possible $20,000. Last week's $27,000
best house has done in long time.
Stanton (1,700 ; 36-40-66)—'Goona
New Haven, Jan. 16.
Goona* (1st Div). Advertising gone
Par goes sound after next week's haywire in silly sensationalism.
Sweet and Lovely' unit. Palace is That may catch curious tor a couple
taking no chances with 'Animal of days; $10,000 possible on first
Kingdom.' They're plugging It 'not week, but can't hold any pace like
an animal picture.'
that.
Last week, 'Hot Saturday*
Marathon dance at Savin Rock (Par) $8,600, fair.
offering local film houses some real
'Second
Fox (3,000; 36-40-76)
Now in fourth week, Hand Wife' (Fox) and stage show.
competish.
dance is averaging 2,000 customers Reduced scales of nearby houses
daily.
seen as possible hurt; $18,600 hoped
Last week a marked let-down all for. LASt week 'Maedchen' (Krimaround. So much sickness here that sky) strong at $22,000.
40-66)—'Cynara'
Boyd
(2,400;
hospitals allow no visitors, and the
epidemic scare Is doing theatres (UA). Received unexpected' pan.

m

AS

KINGDOH'

AN ANIMAL PIC

ning.

plenty harm.
(Publix)
—Paramount
Dollar Scandal'

(2,348; 40-60)

Around

$14,600 Indicated this

week, with chances of holding over

(Par),

'Billion

Keith's (2,000; 16-25-35) —'Speed
000, unless building. Last week 'No
Demon' (Col) and vaude.
Not
of Her Own' (Par) and unit,
was held over four Man
strong $7,500 indicated. Last week
$8,900, slightly over average.

heavy take ofi the season, 'Bitter
Tea' having been so sweet at the
boxofllce that it
additional days.
Is

—

To

Esther Ralston's App.
Helps in L'viUe to 12G

and uncertain. Last week, 'Farewell to
Arms' (Par) $10,600, less than ex'Desert Song,' F. & M, tab. Started
third out weakly. Indicating less than $7,- pected for second week of this film,

Opening today (16)
'Hot Pepper' of which much is

United Artists (Fox) (2,100; 26Bddie Cantor's latest at the Ohio expected since the house still re'A Farewell to Arms' (Par)
members the early Lowe-McLaglen
Started off at better this week is getting the big play, grosses.
(2d week).
than grand a day clip on second while 'General Ten' Is holding up
Two houses. Auditorium and
fairly
at the Palace. Vaude at Hartweek and will reach $8,600, fair. Last
Maryland, drop out of the film picman
continues
bullish.*
week on its first stanza drew $11,ture for the time being, the MaryEstimates for This Week
300, which was fairly good.
land reverting to legit. Auditorium
Palaco'TRKO) (3.074; 25-40)— has just tossed out the Marcus
'Bitter Tea' (Col). Started fair and show and picture policy after three
Detroit!s_Pace Reverts-.. $6,.00a .ln sight. Last week-^Under- weeks of steady losses, Len Mc
Laughlin is still contemplating a
Cover Man" (Par) $4,800.
Ohio (Loew-UA) (3,000; 25-40)— sti-aight film policy for the houses,
Status Quo, i.e. So-So
Newman is back in town for a
'Kid from Spain' (Par). Doing top
Detroit, Jan. 16.
for months with better than $15,000 stay with his travel-talks, but as
After the holiday increase biz Is a certainty.
Last week 'Cynara' usual, drawing almost exclusively
from
the legit patrons.
back to where it was.
off at close but not bad $9,800.
'Farewell to Arms' at the U. A.
Estimates for This Week
Broad (Loew-UA) (2,500; 25-40)—
may get a fair second week but not 'Evenings for Sale' (Par). Should
Auditorium (Penn Mutual) (1,500;
much expected, with all other houses build to good $8,000. Last week 15-25-35-40-55). 'Crusader' (WW)
the same. The Michigan la suffer- 'Farewell to Arms' (Par) closed and third week of A. B. Marcus
ing with "Tonight Is Ours' and weak light but had six good days to hit show stock presentations.
Idea
stage show. Fox is just going along $11,800.
folded last week to steady loss for
and may get by with 'Second Hand
Grand fNethl fl.lOO: 25-401— the house. Started under $6,000 and
Wife' and F&M's 'Georgia Minstrels' 'Lawyer Man' (WB). Not up to par, slid away throughout the three
unit.
but $4,000 fair -enough. Last week week stay,
Marcus idea couldn't
With nice bally 'Bitter Tea' will 'Match King* (WB) nice at $5,300.
repeat its Louisville click.
Too
about break even at the Downtown,
Hartman (Great Lakes) (1,700; much high-priced competition at
but the Fisher with 'Billion Dollar 20-30)— 'Maizie' (Indie) and vaude Hippodrome and .Century stage
Ned Alvord already in
Scandal' Is in trouble for its last should better last week's gOod mark shows.
week of stage shows. Last week and hit $6,000, plenty at these prices. Reading (Pa.) to stir up public en
'Farewell to Arms' led the town in Last weelr 'Her Mnd Night' nice thusiasm for the Marcus outfit.
Century (Loew-UA) (3,000; 25
its first week for a nice $16,000.
$5,200 and first week of profit here
35-45-55-66),
'Tonight
Is
Ours'
in months.
Estimates for This Week
Majestic (RKO) (l.tOO; 20-35)— (Par) and vaude. Flicker's old title
Michigan (4,045; 16-35-7B)— 'To- 'Old Dark House' (U),
Off well jvas 'Queen Was in the Parlor,"
stage
and
(Par),
Ourn'
Is
night
Last week Noel Coward play. Boswell Sisters
to do $2,400.
enough
Last
week
So-so ^19,000.
show.
'Animal Kingdom' (RKO) after week powerful on the stage despite it's
'Match King* (WB). $22,000, oke
their second showing locally within
15-25-66)— 'Second at Palace hit $2,800. plenty good.
(6,100;
Fox
the season.
House looking for
highly
satisfying
Last
Hand Wife' (Fox) and stage show.
$15,000.
week was hey-hey on 'Frisco Jenny'
Getting by with $18,000. Last week
Last week (FN) to $16,200.
hits, no runs, no errors.
'Mummy' (U), $16,000, light.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,G00
Fisher (2,666; 15-25-85-55)— 'Bil- 'Animal Kingdom' (RKO) about $8,About 000.
25-35-45-66-66), 'No Other Woman'
lion Dollar Scandal' (Par).
United Artists (2,018; 16-36-72-75) (Radio) and vaude. Singing Sam
Last week 'Madame
$7,000, poor.
About on stage meaning something. With
'Farewell to Arms' (Par).
Butterfly' (Par) weak at $8,600.
Downtown (2,860; 15-25-40)— 'Bit $8,000 on second week, fair. Last house's steady pull indications are
for $11,000.
Previous session close
About $6,500, no week same picture, good $16,100.
t©r Tea' (Col).
56),

Oke

'Madame

Butterfly* is having a tussle at
Loew's State, while "No Other Wom-

an' is battling at the

was opening

Cantor's Corking Biz. PlnDy

the first run downtowners. Topping
town's big three Is 'Frisco Jenny,'
Ruth Chatterton coining back In a

Palace (Arthur) (3,040; 35-60)— 'Savage Girl' (Ir)dle) and vaude. $8,Animal Kingdom' (RKO), and 'Had 000, probably Just cleared even-

to Get Married' (U). Nice pace inLast week
dicates okay $7,000.
(Col) and 'Penguin
'Bitter Tea'
Murder' (RKO) fair at $6,000.
Roger Sherman (WB) (2,200; 3650)
'Frisco Jenny' (FN), and 'Para-

—

break mark.
Earlo (2,000; 3^-66-76) 'Fast Life'
(MG) and vaude. Alex Gray and
Bernlce Claire headliners. Figured
for possible $19,000, which is gain
over last week.
'Naked Truth'

chute Jumper' (WB). Chatterton (RKO) and vaude under $15,000,
name should draw a pleasing $6,000. weak.
Karlton (1,000; 30-45) 'Secrets of
Last-jveek on four-day holdover
'kid from Spain' (UA) got $4,000 the French Police' (RKO). Glv6n
to total a swell $18,000 for 11-day more of an advertising plugging
than most of this theatre's attracrun.
College (Arthur) (1,665; 25-40)— tions, and $4,500 maybe for this first
'Half Naked Truth' (RKO), and run. Last week 'Penguin Pool Mur'Men of America.' Looks like mild der' (RKO) praised by critics, but
Last week, on holdover, only lasted five days to a weak
$2,000.
'Strange Interlude'

(MG)

n. s. g. at

$1,900.

$3,000.

Arcadia (600; 30-40-56) If I Had
a Million' (Par). Looks like $2,000.
Last week 'Red Dust' (MG) $3,100.

to that figure at $11,700 for 'Pen-

guin Pool Murder' (RKO).
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,400; 2530-40-50), 'They Call It Sin' (WB).

WB

Unusual for a
flick at this
house, but dping just usual biz at
$5,000. Getting matinee play chiefly.
•They Just Had to Get Married' (U)
previously held up verra well at
$5,900.

New

(Mechanic' (1,800; 25-30-4050), 'Hot Pepper' (Fox).
Opening
held up by extra days for 'Bitter
Tea' (Col) which took an 11-day ride
excellent $9,700.
Lowe-MacLaglen work may figure on the right

to

Defunct Bank Bldg. Sold
Beverly Hills. Cal., Jan. 16.
Physical property of the First
National Bank of Beverly Hills
which closed last May, with heavy
losses to film luminaries, has been
sold to Dave Morrison, said to be a
brother-in-law of A. P, Gianninl.
Building and fixtures, which cost
around $350,000, went for $125,000.
Jack Warner holds a ground lease
on this property.

side at $4,500.

Stanley

(Loew-UA)

(3,400;

25-

36-45-55-65), 'Silver Dollar' (WB).
of the loop.
Rave reviews are making it a cinch for this
one to snatch $14,000. Only thing
retarding pace is a show of weakness on the afternoons. Last week
'Farewell to Arms' (Par) had reviews, night and afternoon trade

Ace piece

all

was

its

own way, and

$16,900,

powerfuL

the answer

Col Switches Meggers
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Irving Cummings to
the direction of 'Tampico,' Columbia will use Roy Williams Neil on
'The Murder of the Circus Queen.'
'Queen' is third of the Thatcher
Colt series of detective yarns.

Switching

-

Tnesday,

Jamtj

VARIETY

17, 1933

BVay, Tacoma,
Fold to Help Biz

1,400 Seat

'SoQ'Daiighter'

and IQil Spain' Loop

Pace Setters at $40,000 and

$28,000

is

the name-studded stage attraction
and in combination with well-regai'ded Helen Hayes screen piece
seems to be headed for big takings
Last week 'No
of $40,000, or so.
Man of Her Own' (Par) got $38,200,
nice.

Erlanger (UBO) (1,318; 66-$1.60)
—'Sign of the Crocs' (Par). Opened
Sunday night for four week limited
Handled locally by
engagement.

Jimmy

Ashcraft.

Strictly

window

Plenty on mat for clrcusy campaign.
McVIokers (2,284; 35-36-65)— 'Sil(WB) (2nd week).
ver Dollar"
Looks like only
<DolIar' Just fair.
Last week gross was
$6,000, poor.
sale so far.

110,000, mild.

(B&K)
—Oriental
'Fiarewell to Arms'

(3,200;

36-65-76)
(4thbad for

Pacific

at the Scale Is

Lincoln's Current Panic

with the Rialto as

Doug Klmberly

Its first
is city

run spot.
manager,

ager.

week

this

Grosses ditto.
Estimates for This

Broadway rPNW>

so-so.

Week

(1,400;

26-40)—

'No More Orchids' (Col). Bookings
Slow $2,000. Last
in doubt.
week, 'Man Against Woman' (Col),
and 'Flesh' (MG), weak at $1,900.
Roxy (Jensen-von Herberg) (1,15-25)—'Iron Master" (Mas),
300;
first half, with last half 'File 113
(Mas). Brace good for $3,600. Last
week, 'Red Haired Alibi' (Mas) and
'Crusader' (Mas), split, good at $3,still

800.

Blue Mouse (Hamrlck) (650; 25)
-•Frisco Jenny' (FN). Slow at $1,800.
Last week, 'Cynara' (UA),
Colonial (LTC) (650; 10-15-20) good, but not the draw here as ex'Monkey's Paw* (RKO), first half, pected; around $2,000.
and 'Wyoming "Whirlwind' (B4), last
Rialto (PNW) (1,300; 15-25-35)—
half.
Good for average $650. Last 'Devil Is Driving' (Par), and 'Penweek 'Call It Sin' (FN) and 'Haunt- guin Pool Murder* (RKO), double
ed Gold' finished moderately at $675. bill, first half, then 'Second Hand
10-25-40)

Week

(LTC) (1,600;
Naked Truth' (Col).

Lincoln

'Half

slow

probable
'Fugitive'

disappointing

$2,100.

Orpheum (LTC)
'Central Park'

'Deception'

'Mummy*

and

'Robber's

Roost*

(Fox),

(U).

May

Stats

(Monroe)
(U).

A

(Col)
(600;
little

starved,

10-25-36)

but good for a probable $2,200,
mighty nice. Last week 'Trailing
seats,

week).

Maybe

(Par)

the .scramming week. Third week,
'Strange Interlude'
$11,500, mild.

'BnTER

TOP WASH.

lOD FROM SPAIN/
NIFTY

ity plus

$6,400,

which

Is

capac-

some standing room

Criterion

(876;

sales.

25-40-83-$1.10-

C.

bouse,

RKO

Broadway which has noted a genimprovement in business since
the holidays, aided in part by lowered prices, began to feel the effect
of Radio City's draft on Thursday
when the pull became harder.

Paramount (3,664; 36-65-76-99).
'Farewell to Arms' (Par) and stage
Heading for a nifty $66,000,
excellent in' view of lowered scale,
but probably won't hold over. No
one on stage this week as a b.o.
show.

draw.
Last week 'Billion Dollar
Scandal' (Par) and the Eddie Cantor-George Jessel combination, $66,600, big.

Radio City Musio Hall

(6,946; 36-

'Bitter Tea of Gen, Ten'
By tomorrow (Wednesday) when 66-76)—
(Col). On change of policy, to pic-

•JENNV PANICS
FRISCO FOR 19G

$7,000,

R.

Roxy, at a higher scale on its third
week with a stage show and 'Animal Kingdom,' ought to hit $50,000,
fine.

the Killer" (WW) didn't click at all;
slim $800.
Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-26-35-50Doutbful out60) 'Cynara' (UA).
look with the cheap shows all
(M-G) comes in Wednesday (18).
Will do probable $2,700.
around.
Palace (RKO) (2,633; 40-66-83)— Last week 'Strange Interlude' (MG)
San Francisco, Jan. 16.
*Bitter Tea of General Ten' (Col)
missed at the b. o.; low $2,300.
The saga of San Francisco's most
and vaude. Georgle Price headlinfamous lady with a handbag is in
ing. Expect averagely good $23,000.
Last week $22,600 was taken by 'No
town. Paramount is showing 'FrisMore Orchids' (Col) and Buddy TLESH,' 24G,
so Jenny,' yarn of the late Tessle
Rogers.
Wall, w.k. Frisco gal who was Just
State- Lake (RKO) (2.766; 36-56)
what the ad punch lines claim: 'The
TEA,' lOG,
^'Man Agalnat Woman' (Col).
lady of diamonds whose name is
Came in day early when 'Afraid to
shame from the Embarcadero to the
Talk' (U) died at the rate of $6,300
Tessle Wall died last
Cliff House.*
Washington, Jan. 16.
for six days, and was yanked short
year and amid much newspaper
of full week. 'Man' will probably
Sure-fire pictures are doing oke
publicity left the bulk of her estate
oount up at $7,600.
this week.
to
local
cop.
a
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 86Combining local interest with
'Sign of Cross' stayed a week at
B5-75)—'Kid From Spain' (UA).
Opened well and first week should the National at two-a-day, $1.50 top, Ruth Chatterton*s draw presages a
be close to $28,000, very good. Final with only $6,600 for the week. Sev- swell week for the Paramount.
Many
oldtimers lining up at the
(third)
week of 'Cynara' (UA) eral local churches criticized the
b.o. for a looksee at the playspots
wound up with $8,000.
of their beydey, Barbary Coast,
film sharply.
et al. Picture has even drawn front
Loew followed oi't one-week pol- page
publicity from the dailies kick25G, icy again at Palace, yanking 'Fare- ing because the abhorred word
well to Arms' after a week in favor 'Frisco' is used.
Paramount is apt to run up a
'Arms'
of 'No Man of Her Own.'
TEA,' 15€,
IN K.
very hefty 19 grand on this'n.
slipped under hopes but got pretty
'Warfleld is second of the FoxPlenty of direct
good $16,000.
West Coast houses to strike a virile
Kansas City, Jan. 16.
ballyhoo to wrestling fans coupled figure. Fat
ad spreads in the dailies,
Varied offerings on the street this with natural Beery popularity is
and
publicity as long as
week but 'Kid from Spain' will cop putting Fox out in front of town, threeadvance
weeks ago sending 'Mask of
the top money by several thousand with 'Flesh.'
Fu
Manchu'
to good gross.
dollars.
Its nights at 50c. show
Hardle Meakln forgot to go to
The
highly
publicized book by
stronger than the cheaper day per- bed most of last week thinking up
Warden Lawes, '20,000 Tears in
formances.
gaigs to sell 'Bitter Tea of Gen. Ten.' Sing
Sing.' pulling biz to RKO's
Malnstreet's big type carries Fola Lobby has been filled for two weeks
Golden Gate along with town's only
Negri, featured In the stage show, with $20,000 worth of Chinese atalthough 'Bitter Tea' is also played mosphere borrowed from all over vaude. Cliff Work going out after
the male trade on this, even stagup. Fair $15,000 in view.
town. Incense emanating from b. o. ing wrestling matches
at the SaturThe Newman's Island of Lost could be smelled for block. Result day
midnight frolic.
Souls' will draw those who like that is nice biz and sure two weeks.
Fourth week of Eddie Cantor's
kind of diet and those who were
'Kid Prom Spain' finds United ArtEstimates for This Week
interested in the Panther Woman
Earle (Warner) (2,424; 25-30-40- ists still marching steadily along
contest held here.
Billboards again bally the price 50-60-70)— 'Billion Dollar Scandal' with those low pop prices partially
Proof, perhaps, that
Grace Hayes responsible.
slash to 26c. at Loew's Midland, ef- (Par) and vaude.
pop prices mean more dough in the
fective the 20th with 'Son-Daugh- helping stage bill but show Isn't
getting feminine shoppers. Not so long run than $1.60 roadshow tariffs.
ter.'
In
this
burg
at
least.
Last
"The Newman may later Introduce good, with probable $15,500.
Warners at low ebb with 'Bill
"a Targe orchestra and 'name' picture week 'Devil Is-Drivlng' (Par) fair
Dollar Scandal' and dnly two' weeks
$18,000.
people in person.
to
go
before
F-WC
dumps the place.
Keith's (RKO) (1.830; 15-25-35Estimates for This Week
CO)— 'Bitter Tea of Gen. Ten' (Col). Fox didn't open on Its most reLiberty (Dublnsky) (860; 15-25)— Plenty of ballyhoo sold pic to swell cently announced date, which has
*Vanity Street' (Col). Nice steady start. Should see $10,000. Last week come to be expected of it.
Estimates for This Week
play for average $3,000. Last week second of 'Animal Kingdom' (RKO)
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 30-40'Secrets
of the
French Police' got beautiful $9,000.
(RKO), $2,600, off.
Fox (Loew) (3,434; 15-25-35-60)— 65)— '20,000 Tears' (WB) and vaude.
Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 26-35- 'Flesh' (MG) and vaude. Berry and Prison yarn, and town's only vaude
60)— 'Bitter Tea' (Col), and stage fine stage bill getting nice $24,000. nicely paced at $16,600. Last week
show, Pola Negri featured.
Only Last week 'Evenings for Sale' (Par) 'Bitter Tea' (Col) got okay $15,300.
Geary (legit) (1,650; 85-$1.10)—
fair, despite the regulars liking their dropped to $19,500.
vaudeville, at $15,000.
Last week
Met (Warner) (1,583; 25-35-50-70) 'Maedchen In Uniform' (Krlmsky)
'No
and —'20.000 Tears in Sing Sing' (FN). (4th-flnal week). Folding after four
(Col),
Other Woman'
weelis,
'Whoopee,'
last of which went under
tab, on stage, made Dl.sappointing with $4,000 for second
a good showing. It was the first week. Last week better with $7,000. $5.000.. Again goes legit.
Paramount (Fox) (2,700; 30-40week with the stape shows back,
Palace (Loew) (2.363; 25-50-70)—
and while 'Whoopee' without Eddie "No Man of Her Own' (Par). Gable 55)— 'Frisco .lenny' (WB). Story of
Cantor, M-as a disappointment to and leg arts getting nice $14,500. Fri.sco and one of Its outstanding
many, the show was big value and Last week 'Fnrewcll to Arm.s' (Par) characters, interesting to locals .ns
went over for $16,000, okay.
not up to hopes but turned in tidy well as Chattcrton fans; $19,000,
Midland (Loew) (4, 000; 25-35-50) SI.S.OOO.
big money. Last week 'No Man of
—'Kid from Spain' (UA). Night
Rialto (U.) (1,850: 35-40-50-70)— Her Own' (Par) garnered $13,500.
busine.os good and will .f;et near $25,- •Laughter In Hell' (U).
United Artists (1,400; 25-35-.O0)
Town sick
000. big. Last week 'Cynara' (UA) of chain gang stuff.
Lucky to see Kid From Spain' (UA) (4th week).
set in with only one day's notice but $4,300.
La.st week 'They Just Had Still pulling; $8,000 Is good.
Third
got groat notices; wound up at close to Get Married' (U) kicked in good stanza pot around $12,000.
to $12,000.
Warfield (Fox) (2,700; 35-55-05)
$7,500.
Newman (Publlx) (1,860; 25-35Columbia (Loew) (1.232; 15-25-40) 'Ma.sk of Fu Manchu' (MO) and
60)— 'Island of Lof>t Souls' (Par). —'Red -Haired Alibi' (Tower). Dying stage show. Big paper ads helplncr
Billed as a fantastic romance it got with possible. $2,000.
Last week and $18,500 likely.
'Central I'ark'
some attention from the curious and 'Death Kias' (WW) took average (WB) drew $16,500 last week.
will f.are better than some of the $3,000.
Warners (Fox) (1,700; 35-55)—
creepy ones that have been shown.
National
(legit)
(50-$1-$1.50)— 'Billion Dollar Scandal' (Tar). Not
Likely around $8,000, fair.
Last 'Sign of the Cro.ss' (Par). Playing a draw at $4,500, 'Farewell to Arms'
week' 'Xo Man of Her Own' (Par), two-a-dny ljut pretty sad. Between (Par), moved from Par.amount, got
J13.000. very nice.
$0,000 and $7,000.
$C,000, last stanza.
flnal

comes
The other

llss)

eral

cramped on

second week

$1.65)— 'Sign of Cross' (Par) (6th
week). Believed in a better house
than was the Rialto. First four days
here $5,600, while 'Cross's' fourth
week at the Rialto prior to move
out a total of around 9140,000 this was only $9,600.
week between both houses, the com'Mayfair (2,200; 36-65-75)—'Mummy' (U) (2d week). Taking the topetition is stronger than ever.
From the first when it went to a boggan on its holdover, slumping to
under $10,000 and may go out topop-priced combination policy Wed- morrow (Wednesday) when nextnesday (11), the R. C. Music Hall booked feature, 'Big Drive,' shoves
has been drawing huge crowds. in. First week for 'Mummy,' with
Theatre will do around $90,000 on good house exploitation figuring, a
big $19,100.
its first week with film added to
Palace (1,700; 30-40-56-86-$1.10)<
This is tremendous 'Half Naked Truth' (RKO) (2d
stage shows.
and represents the largest gross run) and vaude. Considerable improvement
this week, with $15,000,
single
known to Broadway for any
or better,
Prince Mike
week in a long time. Opening film Romanoff, indicated.
with much publicity
under new policy is 'Bitter Tea' lately, on the stage and probably
which will hold over a second week helping.
Last
week
'Rockabye'
before WB's 'King's Vacation' (Ar(RKO) and vaude very bad $9,600.
in.

first

$900..

'Mummy'

Although not all the houses are
doing a brisk business, plenty of
people are going to film theatres, the
Houses with the
figures show.
strong shows are getting the business, but with Radio City taking

half; 'They Had to Get Married'
break (U), and 'Afraid to Talk' (U), last
Last half; only fair at $1,700.

(1,200; 10-20-30)

(WB).

over the average to $1,000.

week

and

Wife'
To a Looks
around $1,500 for the lot, slow.
Last week Last week, 'Devil Commands' (Col),
at

$2,200.

(WB)

(Fox),

B way Pace StiD Oke:

'Anas.' 55G; Old Roxy s Brutal 15G

looking after the Broadway where
lie succeeded Al Glllis. while J. William Houck, former Orpheum man-

Attractions

But

receivership,

Lincoln, Jan. 16.
ager. Seattle, and also with Jensen
Nice weather still, but there's only von Herberg, as manager of Liberty,
one picture in town that'll get pat- a couple years ago. Is Rialto man-

Estimates for This

$140,000,

Northwest Theatres,

now operating under a

ronage. Showmen have despaired of
the college week end to boost their
biz any more. The bulk of the students hit downtown parties. All the
optimism that was bom of the reopening of school after vacation
died last week.
'The Mummy,' at the State, playRoosevelt. Next week same house ing against a short-seated house,
will show to more people than any
will have 'Maedchen in Uniform.'
Palace and Chicago both have other picture in town. The town
has been 24-sheeted to capacity and
Oriental features.
looks good. 'Cynara,' at the Stuart,
"atimatea for This Week
will encounter the usual price oppoChicago (B&K) (3,940; 35-65-76) sition, but bids to top the town in
^'Son-Daughter' (M-G) and stage money.
show. Joan Blondell, Arthur Tracy,

Vincent Lopez and Harry Rose

because there isn't enough biz in
town to go around. This would
leave

'Mummy'

Radio City's 2 Houses Gross Wow

Tacoraa, Jan. 16.
to darken, simply

Broadway looks

^
Chicago, Jan. IC.
Clilcagro and the United Artists will
fight it out this week, with Palace a
not distant third. Otherwise the loop
promises little, 'Sign of the Cross'
at $1.66 Is, of course, an unknown
quantity strictly. Reserved seaters
seldom have any appreciable advance sale in this burg:
Last week presented the unusual
Bituatlon of Carole Lombard simultaneously on three screens, Palace, 'No More Orchids' (Col), Roose(Col), and Chicago,
velt, 'Virtue'
'No Man of Her Own' (Par). Latter wais deemed worthy ot loop second running and is cufrent at the

May

9

a

F&M

—

—

the Rivoli reduces its scale with
opening of 'Kid From Spain* on pop
run, every house on the street with
exception of Mayfair, at a 76c top

tures and stage show, initial week's
take will be around $90,000. tremendous.
House has been averaging
three fills a day. with curiosityseeking element giving It strong,
play.
Picture holds over, with
'King's Vacation* CWB) bought as
successor and probably to open next
Wednesday (26). Final week (second) of straight stage shows $47,000,

sometime now, will have come down
on admission.
Of regulai- runs. Paramount appears to be running the Music Hall
a second, just beating the RKO
Roxy. Par looks to get close to
$66,000 with 'Farewell to Arms' on
its first run pop engagement but poor.
Rialto (2,000; 26-40-66-76).
Isprobably will not be held over.
Came
Capitol, on its holdover of 'Strange land of Lost Souls* (Par).
Interlude,' is falling off to $38,000 in Wednesday (11) and on first
after

a

The

week's take of $68,000, week $26,000 or more, swell. Picwas below expectations. ture is being sold from 'panther
Roxy is in the poorest woman' angle rather than as a

first

which, too,
old

shape on the street, with 'Second
Wife' unable to combat the

Hand

competition that's current. Indications are theatre will sag to a
new low of $16,000, which will probably hasten the long proposed policy
change. It may .be ' ^ a vaudeville
grind at a further chopped admission.
Meantime the old Roxy has
cut its balcony to 36c weekdays.
Along with Cap's weakened position on holdover of Interlude.' the
Mayfair slumped off badly In starting its second week of 'Mummy,'
which on second stanza of seven

fierce

days will be under $10,000, if staying
out the week. 'Big Drive,' war picture, booked for Friday (20), may
be brought in earlier.
Strand and Rialto are both strong,
while the Palace on its second (current) week of resumed combination
shows is showing a vast improvement. Pal ought to hit around $16,000 with 'Half Naked Truth' on second run. Prince Romanoff on a

chiller.

'Kid
(2,200; 40-66-76-86).
Spain' (UA). Opens here to-

Rivoli

From

morrow (Wednesday) on
pop run in

New

of 'Cynara*

(UA) over

Its

first

York. Third week
$20,000, with
days ending tonight
(Tuesday) between $8,000 and $9,four

final

000.

RKO

Roxy

(3,626;

36-65-72-83-

'Animal Kingdom'
(RKO) (3d week) and stage show.
Holding a third week, which was
not expected at first, and $50,000 in
view, very nice. Second week a big
94-$1.10-$1.66).

$61,000

Roxy (6,200; 86-66-88-99-$L25),
'Second Hand Wife' (Fox) and
stage show. Biz brutal here. Radio
City probably hurting plenty; a
new low of $1 6,000 . Last week
'Frisco Jenny' (WB). $30,000, not
so good, either, despite that overhead has been cut way down.
Strand

(2,900;

36-66-65-76)—'20,-

000 Tears in Sing Sing'

(WB)

(2d

week). On its opening week strong
personal is believed aiding the gate. at under $30,000, prison picture will
'20,000 Tears in Sing Sing' for be above $20,000 on its second, and
Strand, under $30,000, is big on its will hold a third.
first week, ending Sunday night
Winter Garden (1.418; 36-66-76)—
Will top $20,000 on holdover. •Hypnotized' (WW). Not attracting.
(16).
Picture will stick a third week.
Moran and Mack feature made by
Rialto with a chiller. Island of Mack Sennett will be likely to touch
Lost Souls,' Is off to a fast pace, $5,000, poor. Last week, second for
with first week's take looking like 'Laughter in Hell* (U), worse than
$25,000 or more, very good.
than that, $3,600, new low.
'Cavalcade,' at Gaiety, is town's
strongest draw In ages. Picture, at
a $1.65 top. grossed $11,600 on its BTtlyn Sees That
first week and $6,400 the first three
days of its second. Last-Wednesday
Consistently
Biz
(11), house began selling standing
Brooklyn, Jan. 16.
room. The specs are after this one
The boys are saying that everylike vultures.
Another two-a-dayer, 'Sign of thing is picking up judging from
Cross,' started to buoy up on get- increased grosses this week. Strong
ting into the Criterion last week. film fare all the way around Is reOn its first four days at this house flecting good results.
Estimates for This Week
$5,500, with every expectation pic-

Comer
Oke

ture will build.

Paramount

(4,200;

25-35-50-76-

Winter Garden not having very 85), 'Farewell to Arms' (Par) and
good luck with 'Hypnotized,' an light stage fare. Up to good expecindie booking. Probably under $5,- tations with good $40,000 in the bag.
000, very poor.
Last week slipped a bit with 'If I
Had a Million' (Par) dropping to
Estimates for This Week
Aster (1,012; $1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—
'Ra.sputln' (MG) (4th week).
Unlikely to stick here very long at the
of any picture on
Broadway, $2.20 for best seats. 'Pigboats,' for release under another

highest

title,

scale

probable

ready.
Capitol

(5,400;

successor

when

35-76-99-$!. 65)—

$29,500.

Fox
chen
unit.

(4,000; 25-36-50-65), 'MaedUniform' (Krlmsky) and
Proving to be a smart book-

in

ing and should get around $18,000,
good for this house these days. Last
week 'Afraid to Talk' (U) terrible
at $10,000.
Albee (3,500; 25-35-50-75-85), 'No
More Orchids' (Col) and vaude with

Strange
Interlude'
(MG)
(2nd lllng Crosby and Weber and Fields.
week) and stage show. At $58,000, Going okay for $21,000. Last week
under expectations, for its first way down with 'Mummy' (U) at
week, and falling oft sharply on $16,800.
holdover to around $38,000, poor.
Metropolitan (3,500; 25-35-50-65),
Gaiety
(811;
5C-$1.10-$1.65)
'Strange Interlude" (MG) and vaude.
'Cavalcade'
(Fox)
(2d
week). Very good at $25,000. Last week
Town's biggest two-a-day hit in low with 'Night Mayor' (Col) at

—

many years, with demand for seats
so strong specs are working overtime.
On flr.st week. Including
ripening night with its p.-iper, $11,600, capacity. Three initial days of

$16,000.

Strand

Man"
week
o.

k.

(2,000;

(WH).

26-35-50),

Fair

'Lawyer
Last

$12,000.

(.secoml stanza) 'Silver Dollar'
at $14,000.

>

PICTHRE CROSSES

VARIETY

10

L

ST.

Its Sub-Zero in

Mpk,

ChOling Biz
'Butterfly'

Town

Scandia

Doesn't React to 'Match King'

^Orph's Big Show,
Minneapolis, Jan.

Return of sub-zero weather

re-

the downward trend $3,800,

Not Bad

for

tained.

results. The Orpheum Is giving 'em two features, 'Goona Goona'
and 'False Faces,' a news reel and.
acts,
including
vaudeville
five
ofl'ice

Georges Carpentier, Arthur Jarrett
and Harry Burns for 65c, but the
public isn't falling all over Itself to
take advantage of even this great
entertainment bargain.
Manager Steifys, at the State, put
on an unusual and effective exploitation campaign for 'Silver Dollar'

Bt

Louis, Jan. 16.

Nothing this week that

will

send

GENE-GLENN UP

TRISCO JENNY;' 110.000
Pittsburgh, Jan. 16.
After a couple of money-making

Into unrestrained ec- weeks, current session Is either a recould be worse, In turn to normalcy or the result of
All along the
fact, has been worse, so they are poor b. o. product.
line not much looked for.
giving thanks, any way<.
Loew's State Is doing fairly well
•Frisco Jenny' appears to be the
with the Colman and Francis names best bet at Stanley, with Chatterton
to pulU them In. Fox is getting by making a 'Madame X' bid for the
on strength of Fltt-Summervllle femmes and getting something, too,
comedy and F. and M. version of on Its red-hot advertising. Star,
'Sally.'
Missouri needs more time however, has too much to overcome
for fans to learn about its picture as result of recent flops and it may
but beats laat week with a $0,600 on hold her current release dowh to
'Bitter Tea.'
The Ambassador hcu» $10,000 or thereabouts. That's condone lots better than it is doing with' siderably better than she's done of
stasy.

Bliam

sponsible for
again. But theatre executives recBirmingham, Jan. 16.
ognize that the main factor is conDespite all the heavy bally 'Goonatinuously diminishing purchasing Goona' not so good. Harsh reviews
given the pic and management, realpower.
izing weakness of picture, threw in
Last week started out in tiptop another picture for
a double bill.
fashion that gave rise to estimates Started off well
but almost certai.i
of grosses which never were atThe frigid blasts came, and to slide after word of mouth gets

takings slipped alarmingly. It finished far from a good week.
This week is off to another fair
start, but the wlndup is not expected to show any spectacular box-

Pin BACK TO NORMAL;

911^

CINCY ALBEE

any manager

Fair, $10,000

'Savage/ $6,000; 'Goona,'

16.
Is

PASSIVE

Averaoa 99,000—'Cynara'
Ok*.

IVcaday, Jumaiy it, 1933

Still

It

'Madame Butterfly.'
late.
Penn has 'No Man of Her Own'
Ambasaador (WB) (3,000; 36-60around.,
66)
'Madame Butterfly' (Par) and and weak programmer will need all
Wilby is working hard trying to stage show. Only average at about of Gable's pull to come across with
get the Strand back on its feet and $9,000.
Last week 'Silver Dollar' $9,600,
this week has strongest picture In (FN) around $13,000, okay.
Town's latest, the Variety, only
several months to play the house.
Fox (Fox) (6,000; 26-86-60)— vaudfllm site around, started off
Estimates for This Week
•They Just Had to Get Married' (U) nicely wi'h 'Hot Saturday' and five
Alabama (Wilby-Kincey) (2,800; and F. & M. unit 'Sally.' Little acts of vaude and, with town hungry
26-35-40)— 'Call Her Savage' (Fox). above average at around $10,000. for live entertainment as result of
Classy entertainment and will pull Last week 'Second Hand Wife' deluxers' stageless policy, should get

—

the people back to the theatre If (Fox) fair at Over $9,000.
anything can in this town; big rush
Loew's State (8,000; 26-85-50)—
on for two-bit balcony seats. Indi- 'Cynara' (UA). Going big and will
cating how .tight the natives are;, gross good $11,000. Last week 'Son
$6,000.
Last week two pictures on Daughter* (M-O) around $10,000.
spit, 'Two Against World' (WB),
MiMOurl (RKO) (2,600; 26-36-60)
and 'Island of Lost Souls' (Par), fair —'Bitter Tea* (Col). Looks like pos$6,000.
sible $9,600, good.
Last week 'No
and ballyhooed it to the skies. A
Ritx
(RKO)
(1,600;
26-4fr)— Man of Her Own' (Par) $8,800.
short subject, 'Technocracy,' also
was ably exploited, but 'Silver Bol- 'Go6na-Goona' (First Dlv.), and
•Slightly Married' (First Div.). Maylar' itself isn't exciting the expected
Last week split with
audience enthusiasm, and there's be $3,800.
(Col),
and 'Man Pop Hat Scale Gets
nothing resembling a scramble to. 'General Ten'
Against Woman' (Col), $2,000. fair.
the box^ ofHce;
Strand (Wilby) (800; 26)— 'If I
In thid Sdandlnavlan' community
Big
Crowds, but
Things pickIt was expected that 'Match King' Had a Million' (Par).
would receive plenty of attention, ing up at this place a bit, $1,800.
Smash Grosses
t>ut 'It's hot, despite the flrst-rate^ Last week 'Fast Life' (MO) .fair $1,exploitation campaign staged for it. 600.
Empire (BTAC) (1,100; 26-40)—
'Me and My Gal' is well liked at the
Boston, Jan. 10.
Lyric and pulling sonle customers. 'Match King' (FN). Story, back of
this one meand little hereabouts;
Kven Helen Hayes isn't bringing
E«timateB for This W«ek
has not even been mentlbned bi them In the way she ought to. On
State (Publlx) (2,200; 66) 'Silver publicity; $1,900. Last
four screens In two pictures in three
week
'SucDollar' (FN). Critics rave, but cus- cessful
Calamity' (WB) pretty good weeks, the actress' pull wasn't protomers apparently not as enthusi- at $2,100.
nounced by any means. Ditto with
astic'
'Technocracy,' short, being
Galax (Wilby) ;600: 16-20)—'Mid- Ruth ChattertoH and with Eddie
played up and getting some atten- night Warning* (Mono),
half, Cantor, although latter Is helping
tion.
May reach |8,500, but under and 'He Learned Aboutfirst
Women' State and Orpheum pull out of their
average.
Last week 'No Man of (Par) second half.
pull the low pace.
Her Own' (Par), $6^900, disappoint- week -through to -$976.WiltLast
E:arller -and cheaper priced shows
week
ing.
,

around

$6,000 on first week. That's
encouraging.
It looks like slim picklne;s otherwise down the line. -Davis, with
'Penguin Pool Murder' and 'Sport
Parade,' may "et $3,760, while Fulton with' 'False Faces' looks like
ordinary $8,C00, and 'Undercover
Man' at Warner not so forte at $6,'

600.

TOWOW24G
Clnclpnatl, Jan. 16.
Interlude' is a smash draw among
downtown straight picture
the
houses.

Albee is having a box office feast.
main draw being Gene and
Its
Glenn, a favorite radio act with the
family and rural trade hereabouts.
The singing and dialog team is in on
a percentage contract that will
mean $6,000 or better for their end.
Dandy weather over week-end
pave fast track to main stem theatres.
Auto show this week at
.

Music Hall, with 40c gate.
lors

Estimates for This Week
86-66)—
Aibeo (RKO)
(3,800;

'Half-Naked Truth' (RKO) and
vaude. Gene and Glenn, htedllning,
are proving their radio popularity
in this neck of the woods by attracting extra biz for $24,000 big.
Last week 'Bitter Tea of General
Ten' (Col) and a fl^ve-act bill headed
by Leon Errol let down to a fair
-

$121,400.

'

.

*-

'

.

No

Orpheum

(RKO)

(2,890;

66)

'Fourth Horseman' (Fox), $900.

(FD) and 'False
and vaudeville. A
for the price and
probably $10,000, fair. Last week
'Bitter Tea' (Col) and Mltzi Green,

Faces'

Goona'

(WW)

whale of

PROV. IN GREAT SHAPE

a show

WITH OK WEATHER,

same.
Century (Publix) (1,600; 40) 'Match
King' (FN). Nicely handled, but the
Scandinavian element doesn't seem

PK

letting

town know

will

run

week, about $3,000, fair. Last
week, 'If I Had a Million' (Par) and run pictures only.
Loew's State is well in front this
•Kongo' (MG). $2,400, light.
Aoter (Publix) 'Red Dust* (MG), week with 'Kid From Spain.' Popthird loop run; 'Two Against the ularity of Eddie Cantor in these
parts
is the only thing that is savWorld' (WB), second loop run, and
•Follow the Leader' (Par), second ing the house this week, as posttire

split.

Maybe

'

.

—

.

Providence, Jan. 16.
Nice
product
especially Interested; may hit $3,600,
and
favorable
mild. Last week 'Flesh' (M-G), $4,- weather have given houses, here a
good toe hold on biz for this week.
200, fair.
Lyric (Publlx) (1,300; 36) 'Me and All stands seem to have taken on
My Gal' (Pox). Well liked but no a new lease of life since* changes
box-offlce names; about (3,300, fair. in policy and cut pricing have been
Last week 'They Just Had to Get made.
The most evident climb is at the
Married' (U), $4,300, good.
Uptown (PubllA) (1,400; 40) 'Con- Paramount where new twin-bill
querors' (RKO) and 'Call Her Sav- policy at reduced prices unquesage' (Fox), split.
Maybe $3,000, tionably is going to help. This
pretty good. Last week 'Prosperity' week there may be a slight slide as
one of the two pictures is second
(MG), $3,600, oke.
Grand (Publlx) (1,100; 35) 'Pros- run, and fans may not like the idea
perity' (MG). Second loop run, en- after the fuss house has made In

loop run,

much.

Main stem still talking about the
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 30-66)—
'Goona Ocona' click last week at 'Strange interlude' (MG). Heavyboth Davis and Regent:
Gross start Indicates $16,600, excellent;
doubled at downtown site and Last week 'Flesh' (MG) $10,800,
Indie re- ok&y*
tripled in East Liberty.
lease proved biggest thing in a
Lyric. (RKO) (1.286; 80-66)— '20.money way all season.
000 Tears in Sing Sing' (FN). GetEstimates for This Weok
tints a nice $7;000 in second week
Davis (WB) (2,700; 16-26-40)— foUowihg a neat $9,600 for first
'Penguin Pool Murder' (RKO), and seven days.
Keith's (Llbson) (1,600; 26-40)-<'Sport Parade' (RKO). Twin, bill of
only ordinary appeal likely to do no •Frisco Jenny' (FN). Ruth Chat«
more than ordinary trade, around tertoh lairge typed in adv. copy fea$3,760.
Last week 'Goona Goona' turing 'Diamond Lil' nature of story.
(FD), and 'King Murder* (FD), big- Luring a dandy $6,600. Last week
'Lawyer Man' (WB) brought $6,400,
gest ever here at $6,260.
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,760; 16-26- okay.
Grand (RKO) (1,026; 16-80)— 'Vir40)
'False Faces' (WW). No cast
names in this one to bring 'em in, tue' (Col) and 'Unwritten Law*
Split week.
Should hit
and less than average $3,900 in pros- (WW).
pect.
Last week 'Faithless' (MO) $3,000^ oke. Last week '13 Women'
(RKO)' and 'Breach of Promise*
get the crowds in general, and the about $4,700.
Penn (Loew-UA) (3,300; 26-36- (WW) $2,700.
longer the show the bigger the
Family (RKO) (1,000; 16-25)->
grosses, but looks as if show busi- 60)— 'No Man of Her Own* (Par).
ness must Invent some trick to This one's going to need all Gable's 'Face on Barroom Floor' (Remingshock the public Into its former in- name can give It, but even that's ton) nnd fUptown New Tork' (WW).
Split
week. Former picture received
terest In shadow and flash enter- not likely to be enough to account
for more than weak $9,600.
Last 24-sheet bally for only such paper
tainment.
Showman attitude remains hope- week 'Farewell to Arms' (Par) splurge this house ever received and
lobby
was gagged with hot pre-proful but Inwardly, much like the pole- around $16,000.
sitter, seeing the sun but feeling
Stanley (WB) (3.600; 26-35-60)— hlbish signs. Enroute to $3,000, nice
Last week 'Boiling Point*
'Frisco Jenny' (WB). An out-and- trade.
shakey with 'the ill wind blowing.
out bow at the femmes who like to (TiflE) and 'Women Won't Tell*
Estimates for This Week
sob and might have stood a better (WW) $2,200, fair.
Majestic (1.600; 66-77-$1.10-$1.65)
Shubert (2,190; 66-$1.66)—'Siga
chance if Chatterton's recent pic'Sign of the Cross' (Par). Ending
tures hadn*t been so poor. May bet- of Cross' (Par). Last week's attracits third \^eek and run. Last week.
ter $10,000, better than star's last tion. $12,600, fair.
$7,000.
Ufa (400; 30-40)— Igloo' (U).
Keith's (RKO) (4,000; 30-40-56) few pictures have done. Last week Adventure trade
trailing to a good
•No Other Woman' (RKO) and 'Animal Kingdom' (RKO) all right $1,200.
Last week 'Michael and
vaude. Prospect of $16,000, okay. at $13,000.
Mary' (Educ) ditto.
Variety
25-40)—
(JafEe)
(2,100;
Last week $14,600, with 'Bitter
'Hot
Saturday'
(Par)
and
vaude.
Tea' (Col).
Boston '(RKO) (4,000; 26-40-66) Town hungry for vaude and opening
'Death Kiss' (WW) and vaude re- week of this one looks promising.
nice $14,000,
vue. Expectations only $8,600, mild. Should hit $5,000, and no kicks comLast week, 'They Just Had to Get ing for an opener.
Warner (WB) (2.000; 26-36-50)—
Married' (U) and vaude, okay at
iog,
'Undercover Man' (Par). No names
$11,100.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 25-50) to sell and, with Raft yet to click
Newark, Jan. 16.
'Kid from Spain' (UA).
Promise locally, will be lucky to get near
brutal.
Last week 'The
Nothing big this week. Plainly
excellent for $12,000, due to Cantor's $6,000,
draw. Last week. 'Son-Daughter* Mummy' (U) in the dough at $8,000. the big pictures are doing the drawing and the Branford is sitting
(MG) disappointing for $11,000.
pretty with no vaude expenses to
State (Loew) (3,000; 30r60) 'Kid
eat up their grosses and nothing
from Spain' (UA). Maybe $10,500,
but their future product to worry
but under par. Last week, 'Sonabout.
They pay less for it and
Daughter' (MG), poor at $9,000.
their clientele really seems to deMet (Publix) (4,330; 35-50-65)
mand it. Unless Metro's product
'Frisco Jenny' (FN) and stage show,
goes sour it was Just dumb to re'Follow Thru.' Looks good for $24,place vaude at Loew*s State.
000.
Last week, 'No Man of Her
Indianapolis, Jan. 16.
M. S. Schleslnger has publicly anOwn' (Par') and stage show, $18,Downtown trade Is going down,
600 on six days, poor.
with the advent of price war. Circle nounced that he intends to sue an
Paramount (Publlx) (1,800; 20-30- dropped to 40c nights and Loew's unmentloncd chain for blacklisting
the
Shubert and preventing names
66) 'Farewell to Arms' (Par) and Palace did likewise.
Then Apollo
'Williamson Beneath the Sea' (Prin^ followed. All these houses get 25c being billed. The house reopens as
Looks $8,000, or better, mild. Last up to 6 p. m. Indiana also went a legit next week with 'Melody.*
Estimates for This Week
week, 'Island of Lost Souls' (Par) down to 50c, including tax. This Is
and 'Billion Dollar Scandal* (Par), lowest price at Indiana for film and
Branford ^WB) (2,966: 15-66),
pretty good for $9,600.
Price formerly 65c. 'Mummy' (U). There still remains
stage shows.
This week Indiana has Blackstonc some interest In horrors here but It
win show mostly in neighborhoods.
on stage for four bits.
Lyric has changed its policy, Probably not $10,000.
Last week
Out at Par
bringing In Raynor Lehr to stage 'Frisco Jenny* (FN) nice at $11,600.
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Capitol (WB)
15-25-35(1,200;
musical show, following three reguFred Allen, who has been direct
lar RKO acts. Last week was suc- 50), 'Silver Dollar* (FN) and 'Devil
Openin.sr apIng westerns at Paramount, has cessful with Lehr attempting to Is Driving' (Par).
peal
of
vaude
next
door
has
slumped
make friends with customers in m.c.
been dropped.
and should draw around usual $5,Finishing his assignment and out manner. Trade seemed to like him. 000.
La.st week 'Under Cover Man*
Estimates for This Week
Is Lawrence Hazard, writer.
(Par) and 'They Just Had to Get
Apollo (Fourth Ave.) (1,100; 25- Married' (U) okay with $5,400.
40)
'Animal
Kingdom'
(RKO).
Little
always do nicely in this town; as- Causing biz to look up a bit; maybe 'Daughter(Cinema) (299; 25-40-50),
of His People' (Quality).
Last week $3,000.
sured of $8,000, oke.
Last week 'Second-Hand Jewish picture this week may get
'Frisco Jenny' (FN) and 'ManhatWife' (Fox) about $2,000.
$1,000.'
Last week claimed distribtan Tower' (Rem) hurdled $8,500
Circle
(Skouras-Publix)
utors of Italian film did not keep
(2,600;
without difficulty, good.
'Frisco Jenny" (I'W). Seems contract and took outpioturc TuesParamount (2,200; 15-40), 'Island 25-40)
fair to middlin.' maybe $4,500, Kood day ami nUed in with Hungarian
of Lost Souls* (Par) and 'Follow
film which imannounced did little.
the Leader' (Par). Second week of for this spot. Last week 'Island of
Last week 'La Vecchia Kignora'
twin-bills at cut prices. Second fea- Lost Souls' (Par) not so hot. Got
(Co.sar) and Hungarian less than
ture is not first run, but house is $2,500; low. Jane Sky, Indianapolis
$800.
counting on the popularity of Ed contestant, made a p. a. with film.
Loew's
State
15-75),
(2,780;
Indiana (Skouras-Publix) (3,300;
Wynn, the star of the opus, to ofC'Kongo' (.MG) and vaude. Connie's
If present 25-35-50)— 'Lawyer Man' (WU) and
set any complications.
Inn ]\oviie on sta.Te rxprr-ted to
pace is maintained house will be Blackstone on stage. House should
(Continued
on
page
21)
reap
week
$12,000.
Last
Olsen
Man
nice at $6,600. Last week 'Xo
of Her Own' (Par) and 'Ironmas- and Johnson on stage and 'Madame

Hub

'Goona

Isn't

hurting the regular amusement par-

ponement

it

of cut in prices for

first

two

$900,
Last week, 'Afraid to Talk' (U), first weeks has left a sour taste.
The Modern theatre, burlesque
run; 'Washington Merry -Go -Round'
(Col) and 'Once in a Lifetime' (U), stand, is giving exhibitors something to worry about with its new
second loop runs, split, $700, light.
fair.

policy of burlesque, vaude and pictures at new prices that represent
more than 60% cut. The new policy
went into effect today (16), and

DOUBLE BILLS BUFFALO
DRAW, lONCDOM' MILD

stand expects being in the money
class

from now on.

RKO Albee and Fay's, the two
combo stands, are okay, but biz this
week is depending largely upon the
stage shows.

Buffalo, Jan. 16.
Buffalo Is one key which isn't
feeling an Increased urge on part
of Its townspeople to go to shows.
By comparison, double bills at

Estimates for This Week
RKO Albee (2,300, 16-66), 'No
Other Woman' (Col) and vaude.
Century and Lafayette are doing Stage show overshadowing feature.
It's a cinch for at least $8,500, good.
the best.
Last week 'Bitter Tea' (Col) was
Estimates for This Week
one up on the vaude, but drew only
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 30-40-55), $7,200.
•Animal Kingdom' (RKO) and stage
Fay's (1,600; 15-66), 'Trailing the
show. About average, $18,000, but Killer* (WW) and vaude.
House
plenty of red. Last week 'Cynara' has plugged feature heavily from
(UA). Weak $16,000 scored.
novel angles, but there's no quesGreat Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 26- tion that the vaude packs the punch
40), 'Island of Lost Souls' (Par). needed for the house to garner at
No particular b.o. draft at $0,300, least $6,500, oke.
Last
week
under what house has been aver- 'Breach of Promise' (WW) was secaging. Last week 'Flesh' (MG) got ond fiddle to the variety bill, but
figure okay at $6,700.
$7,500, fair enough.
Century
Loew's State (3.700: 15-55), 'Kid
(Shea)
(3,400;
26),
•Handle With Care' (Fox) and 'Men From Spain' (UA). Brisk biz and
of America' (RKO).
Not bad at should be that way all week. House
$6,200 at the low scale in effect seems set for a swell $19,000 unless
here. Last week 'Penguin Pool Mur- there's trouble ahead.
Figure is
der' (RKO) and 'Age of Consent' needed to bolster things at this
spot. Last week 'Cynara' (UA) was
(RKO) a slump week, $4,600.
Hipp (Shea) (2,400; 26), 'Billion the biggest disappointment house
Failing to has had in months. House attribDollar Scandal' (Par).
attract and $5,000 will be poor. Last utes poor gross of $7,000 to the last
week 'Half Naked Truth' (RKO) minute switching of cut prices and
feature picture.
Because of the
under $8,000.
Lafayette (Ind) (3,400; 25), -Van- Juggling of features and prices
ity Street' (Col) and. 'Deception' house approaches new 26o top next
Continued double feature week with plenty of misgivings.
(Col).
16-65),
(Fay)
(2,200;
Majestic
policy strong for above $7,600. Last
week 'All American' (U) and fSecond Hand Wife' (Fox) and
'Breach of Promise' (WW) above 'Death Kiss' (WW). Not a world
beater of a bill, but twin-features
expecetations with $8,000.I

mm:

imm;

Newark

MDPLS. GROSSES OP

AU

AS

CUT SCALES

Two

—

—

.

ter'

(Allied) swell at $7,300.
Victory (1,600; 10-20), 'De(Col) and 'Penguin Pool

RKO

ception'

Butterfly' (Par) closed close to $20,000; good.
Lowe's Palace (2,800; 25-40)
'Cynara'
(UA).
Drawing well;
•

—

Murder* (RKO). Not very strong
Last week 'SonLast maybe $0,000.
but probably $2,800, oke.
week 'Old Dark House' (U) and Daughter' (MG) got $5,500.
Lyric (Fourth Ave.) (2,6.00; 26-36'No More Orchids' (Col) $2,700.

They Call It Sin' (F.N) ond
50).
Raynor Lehr unit and vaude. Will
Last week 'They Had to
Get Married' (U) and Lehr revuo
and vaude ended at $8,000. This is

get $9,000.

the

first

FN

film this spot has used.
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Chi Benefit Dinner

M

'

March

Form for Hays Personal Am^^

Stop Bullbg

at the Medlnah Athletic

4

if

Possible Loss

Club for the beneflt of aft unemployed relief fund to be created for
Indigent niembers of the Industry.

Lou

Must

liiddsfary It

Chicago, Jan. 16.

Motion picture Industry In Chicago win stage a dinner-dance on

m

other Things Up

Kent Warns

11

Abramson

Id

Be Dodged

Is to

secretary.

Tickets at $2.60.

Attacks from within aa well as
the Motion Picture Pro-

(Without

ducers and Distributors Association
oC America have been pouring In
upon,'Will Hays during: the past few
days. Allegedly unethical practices
on the part of certain of the organization's staff attorney^, high
cost of the New York Film Board of
0?rade and question as to whether
there Is. further, need for the Copy-;
right Protection Bureau, are among
those irom within Hays' own organization.

-was augmented
by a volley from lead-.-

barrage

This

Monday

(16)

Ing independent producers who followed Hays to Hollywood with a
test' case in which they demand a
ruling as to whether industry trade
practices 'instituted by Hays hold
£o:' the independents, as well.
Frorn indications Monday it was
gathered that the Hays ruling body
feels that any lawyer in its eimploy
should function, as such; only In the
Interest of member companies; and
certainly not against thenl.
Van Beuren Complains
Therela lies the complaint of J.
Amedee Van Beuren, shorts subject
producer releasing thi'otigli RKO.
Van' Beuren claims that yearly be
pays in excess of $10,000 for maintenance of the Hays Office. Just
before Hays left for Hollywood, Van
Beuren, according to his own statement to 'Variety, complained to
bim against Gabe Hess, general attorney and counsel for the Copyright Protection Bureau. In his

own words Van Beuren stated he
could not see why a member com-

pany should contribute toward the
(Continued on Page 43)

Ties

Up Only

Star

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Columbia has a new two-year
jDontract with Jack Holt.
He's Col's sole star.

and

Ad

JAMMED

—

CONNIVING LAD)

TO POLICE
BY EXECS

agents, advertising men or others
many years in theatre capacities
as \ycll as seme employee passes.
in Detroit, was formerly with old
Lists for annvioi 1933 passes,
First National, while CSl^iin, also
turned in to Hertz: prior to his reswith wide experience in pictures,
Los Angeles, Jan. I63
knocked completely
lately has been doing .advance on
Film Board of Trade execs regis- ignation, were
to pieces, with complaints general.
United Artists .pictures.
tered protests with the Police" ComOne of the Publix divisions sent
against
mission Thursday
(12)
In its usual list. Including 'legisactivities by city detectives that
smack of racketeering In connec- lators, politicians or others who are
IN
always counted. It; was turned down,
tion with tb» policing of film row^
here nightly by a privately em- in toto, with dlv loanager in qu<|sprint his own.
ployed wt^tcliQian.: Latter has been tion threatening to
in spite of Hertz or .anyone.
functioning for nearly 12 years, and
ba?
question
recently
any
not
until
In deciding against the Sumal
Operating Corp., Holding company arisen "as to the legality of his emfor Adele F. (Mrs. Maurice) Good- ployment.
Several, months ago a private
man, In ati Indenture suit ai^alnst
Paramount, protfcstl "'; the transfer patrol ..system; demanded that its
employees be used at the fllm ex
of certain' negatives to Feature Pro
ductlons, Inc., as collateral for a changes. WKian deaf fears were
$13,000,000 loan, Saul Rogers, acting turned to the demands, city detect
Next George Arliss fllm, 'A Klng'6
for Mrs. Goodman, states he will tlves are alleged to have bejgun Vacation' (WB) will follow 'Bitter
carry the matter to the highest harassing the watchmen, and final- Tea of General Yen' (Col) Into the
The.
courts on appeal.
ly dug up an ordinance, adopted Radio City Music Hall.
Rogers, who now shares law of- in 1922, which requires that pri- Roxy will get 'Hot Pepper,' .(Fox)
flces with Goodmani states that vate watchmen ta,n only be em- to follow the present 'Animal King?
Justice Aaron J. I^evy in New York ployed after a permit has been dom' (Radio) whiph also opened the
smaller house.
Supreme Court merely ruled on the Issued by the police department.
The particular change days of the
technicality of 'the 2S% clause.'
One city detective, alleged to
That refers to the necessity of 26% have been particularly active in two houses don't look to have been
Indications, however, are
of the Indenture bondholders being his attempts to aid the private pa- decided.
necessary to bring such action. All trol company, visited the Film to the effect that both li9uses may
the Ave suits of similar nature, Board offices this week and threat- shift this week to a Friday opennow pending against Par, involve ened to arrest the private watch- ing.
Shift of the Arliss picture to Rabonds approximating only one-flfth man for working contrary to the
of 1% of the outstanding bond is- 1922 ordinance unless a switch was dio City indicates that R.C. will now
have that first call on certain Warsue of the Paramoun^t Publix Corp. made to the patrol concern.
ner product formerly intended for
Justice Levy
in
decision
his
Peculiar angle to the situation Is
the old Roxy. That's besldea the
against Mrs. Goodman coincided that
a week ago, acting upon a con- Fox product on which
already
with a previous belief by Justice fidential tip. Film Board
execs
has effected a first choice deal for
Wasservogel on the 25% clause.
called upon the police department
R.C.
previously similar action by Afor extra protection for that night,
C. Blumenthal against Par was rebut were Informed the department
ported settled out of court.
had no men available, and that If
Col Claims
protection were needed It should be
procured from the private patrol
to Oral
for

'

.

GOODMAN APPEAL
ADVERSE PAR OPINION

ARUSS'

Dept.

Paramount Publix advertising and
publicity department Is tied In with
the distribution end and under
George j.- Schaefer with a virtual
bands-ott future by Publix, which at
one time was directing the. dept. aJ-:
most entirely. This followed combination of the picture and theatre

'HOTPEPPER'R.C.'SNEXT

.

RKO

A

Cummings

Harry Cohn is coming East for
another visit early In February.
Is charged Prior to coming on he is organizing
to distribution, three contact adver- a new setup at the studio but the
tising representatives, under Arthur title of V. p. and g. m. of production
Mayer but for the theatres solely, held by the resigned Walter Wanger,
are in on Publix operation. They will not be handed to anyone.
will remain charged to theatres as
A supervisor over various types of
at present.
production action dramas, another
It has been reported for some for comedies, etc., has been worked
weeks Schaefer is desirous of fur- out.
ther cutting down the cost of the
publicity-advertising
department,
with numerous changes expected.
Scribes* Third

Jump

Hollywood, Jan.

Returns

Hollywood, Jan.

16.

tour,

Los Angeles, Jan, 16.
Although Columbia, In answer to

Exchange heads are in arms over
what they term police connivance
with the patrol company, and plan the Constance Cummings
to force the Issue
commission.

WB

and now Hoeye

is

back In Los

Angeles.
•Too young to quit,' Is his only
Uibl. He expects to be selling fllm
again in a few days.

vision.

before the

HAS 'TEMPO*
Burbank, Jan.

16.

suit for

declaratory relief, admits it did not
give written notice that It would
pick up the player's contract, it
claims
a verbal understanding
whereby she would acept an oral
notice.

Story

Is

for William Powell or

tempted to repay the

company refused

Warren Williams.

loan, but the
to accept.

16.

son are off 'Fledgelings' again at
Fox.
Team switched to 'Pil-

when the

latter

was

suffocated in

a

fire two weeks ago.
Nichols- Johnson
combo were
taken ofT the air picture three
weeks ago for a rewrite on 'Canyon
Walls,' George O'Brien western.

Hornblow's Trip
Arthur Hernblow, Jr., production
for Samuel Goldwyn, sailed
on the 'Conte dl
(14)
for a three or four-week

Saturday
Savoia*

Europe.
return he will remain In New
for some time looking over
story material for the coming sea-

trip in

On

York

son.

Milt Kussel

111

Milt Kussell, Paramount's eastern

manager, was brought back
New York Friday (13) with a

district
to

Another Gland's 'Chan'
Warner Oland goes with Fox for case of intestinal ilu contracted
while on a trip upstate.
one more 'Charlie Chan.'
He Is at the Essex House, unOland Is In New York on vacation, and will leave for the coast In able to go home to Larchmont, and
About 10 days.
Is under a doctor's care.

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Sharing the blame among all
branches of the industry, studios,
theatres, exchanges, for the present situation which

may

cause a

loss of $40,000,000 to various picture
companies unless constructive steps
are taken, Sidney R. Kent; In an"
interview with a 'Variety' reporter,
declared that 'it's about time the
studios and theatres started to think
their way out of their current slump
instead of trying to bull their way

Exposing Studio Tricks
The studios are still permitting the press columnists to strip the curtain from before cherished, or what should be cherished, technical secrets
of the film craft. Latest expose for his reading public Is by a tab writer
relating In detail how an effect in Radio's 'King Kong' has been attained.
This wilful dispelling via print of lllu.slons created for the screen
Possibly the writer, who fills up space,
doesn't do anyone any good.
benefits, but no one else. It amounts to a figurative stab in the back for
the picture and company involved, Is harmful to film making as a whole
and after they've read about It It's two to one that the public won't
thank the columnist or critic for revealing how they may be duped.
They generally know it's a hoax but if the effect attained is realtstic
the average patron is generally satisfied and doesn't start to wonder
how it was done until on the way out of the theatre. Meanwhile he's
Just as well off if no one tells him.
Critics trying to be smart in their reviews are often as guilty of this
misdemeanor against the picture makers as the columnists.

This goes

All factions might
for the trade as well as the lay press reviewers.
better restrain themselves but If they mu.st flaunt their inside knowledge
of trick camera work they could =vt least give the picture involved a
break by waiting until it has been released for some months before
launching their Insight on the art.
If the columnists are the main culprits along this vein, and it looks
like they are, it seems that the Coast studios could halt the practice by

making requests that it be stopped. It's always been an important point
which the fllm makers themselves have consistently overlooked or sluffed
This is hardly a time to further
The
public which has become hard enough to please.
the boys and girls as to the camera the more difficult the studios are making it for themselves.
And all things considwith half-hearted attempts to rectify.
disillusion

a

smarter they

ered, isn't it

make

tough enough,

lads7.

'

by.'

Kent did not mince words, decrying the present cut-throat and cutprice efforts of the theatres, stating that both circuits a.nd Independent exhibitors would Have to aqcbor .thelc policies and prices. ..to
gain, public confidence.and must not
change thera week by weejc whenever things go wrong or' better.
'There is no use of the jplcture
industry kidding Itsfelf^' declared
iKent. .'No one knows how long t^e
present chaotic economlo .conditions!

.

.

will

last.'

cate

all

ditions

Wo

our

will have to prediplaiis on. .current con-

and gear ourselves to op-

if not profitably, at Idast
without a loss for the nejct two
years. If Fox does this, I will be

erate,

.

"

satisfied.

Fox. Starts Cutting
•To this- end Fox will Itiithediately
start cutting. I do not know whei'e
the cuts will start or end, but' I
do know that from now on Fox will
spend less raoney. However, these
cuts will not be destructive.
'Pictures win be produced here
ranging from $226,000 to $240,000 In
budget.
Now and then, we wIU
turn out a 'Cavalcade.' That- typo.
of picture Is necessary for. prestige
but the average picture will be cut
considerably in cost.
This new
budget figure to my mind Is most
suited to present day film rental returns.'

Kent said his company will recogr
existing contracts but that
of the high salaries now being
paid will have to come down to
their present day earning and drawing power.
Continuing, Kent said that price
cutting Is not confined to theatres.
He said that every commodity today Is getting the cut-rate treatment, but the theatres are better
equipped to eliminate price wars
than other businesses.
Up to Theatres^ Exchange*
He claims that the letdown In
zoning and other productive methods have worked havoc and that
it is up to the theatres and exchanges to work out a sane salvation of their costs. He declares that
with admission prices down, everything must suffer.
'If theatres cannot pay their rent
they certainly cannot pay film
rentals,' declared the Fox head, 'and
the studios won't be able to pay enormous salaries for any great length
nize

s6me

of time.'

Kent declared that though his
on present conditions
discourse
might sound pessimistic, he

Dudley Nichols and Henry John-

chief

Girl on PuWicity
Blanche Livingston Is handling
paper, newsette program giveaway,
etc., for the New York RKO district,
formerly handled by Harry Mandel,
directly under Terry Turner Instead
Of Mandel.
Mandel has a district of his own
as a p. a. in the Joe Goldberg di-

now

Warners has taken an option on
Studio also asserts that as an in'Tempo Over a Hundred,' French dication of Miss Cummings' intenplay by Franz Cammerlohr. Ben tion to continue, working for the
Markson Is working out an adapta- company she borrowed money from
tion.
Columbia In New York. She at-

months ago Gordon Hoeye grimage' for a partial rewrite on
the story, which Philip Klein and
Barry Connors were working on

Six

quit fllm selling after 24 years and
departed, for Tahiti, where at the
age of 46 he wanted to settle down
for the rest of his life. One month
of It proved enough for Hoeye, who.
With two acquaintances, purchased a
boat and started for a cruise in the
South Seas. It wound up as a world

Pickup

Agreed

company.

CoFs Supervisors

ends last summer.
While the department

Nomad Hoeye

mAllOr AND

RKO

Schaefer Over Publix
Publicity

Sponsoring committee Is headed
by Barney Balaban as chairman and
PAR PASSES
TRIO OF PUBLICISTS
Includes Jack Miller^ Aaron SaperArthur
Herbel,
stien,
Henry
Runaways from Theatres Starting Scboendstat, Eddie Silverman, Nate Straightening' Out After Hertz
Reign Never Gave Taxi Passes
Wholesale Free Lancing
Blumberg, Floyd Brockell, Louis
Reinheimer and Moe Wells.
The pass situation In Paramount
Ralph Stltt, Fred Roche and Allan
Glenn, who C£.ll themselves three
was placed in a muddled state by
fugitives from the chain theatres,
John Hertz and Isn't straightened
have banded together as an indeout yet. Believing that since taxipendent publicity Arm. Trio headquarters in New York and will
cabs never Issued passes there was
handle screen, theatre and radio acno reason why theatres should excounts.
cept to critics, difficulties have reUntil a week ago, Stltt had been
cently arisen. Including refusal of
with Publix many years, last In
houses to honor trip passes (good
charge of ads and publicity tin 'Parefor one show) Issued by press
well to Arms' as road show. Roche,

is

on

the optimistic side, feeling that the
picture industry can bold its own
through the present conditions with
judicious operation, but he is firm
in his belief that everyone connected
with the business will have to get
back to earth and make pictures for
the public and not for Hollywood.

Par Buys Another
Hecht-Fowler Tale
Hollywood, Jan.

16.

Paramount has bought 'Catastrophe,' an original by Ben Hecht
and Gene Fowler. It will be produced as a B. P. Schulberg picture
with Miriam Hopkins topping.
Studio curently has Fowler on
contract to write a Maurice Chevalier story, and also has 'Great
Magoo,' written by Fowler and
Hccht, and 'Shoe the Wild Marc,'
by the former.

HofFenstein, Ltd.
Paramount

is

talking

to

Sam

about a picture conwith the writer tentatively
shaking his head.
Hoffenstein

tract,

Hoffenstein told Par he'd like a
two picture paper, but
want to go to the coast on

one or
doesn't
time.

)
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EX-FILM EDITOR PRODUCING

yustry

Starts After National

Alan McNeill Going Indie— Making

B way s

Big Houses Generally Cut

'Devil's Back,' Grig.

Hollywood, Jan.

Uniformity in Insurance Rates,

Through 3 Classes of lleatres
Walsh and Schneider in
H. O. as Dembow Assts.

A

battle between the film Indusand Are Insurance companies,
brewing for years. Is brought to the
open with the decision of the Hays

try

George Walsh has taken up quarOrganization to investigate rates ters in the Publix home office as
on theatres in every city in the
right hand
operating lieutenant
country with the view of jestablishIng uniformity in future Insuring under Sam Dembow, Jr., and Is
of three classes of houses.
rapidly acclimatizing himself as a
Conservatively, Haysites flgure, swivel-chair exec. He comes from
the industry is over-paying insurthe field, where for Publix he has
ance companies in excess of $1,000,Tht, exact flgure will been operating the Comerford and
000 yearly.
not be known until the completion lower New York state divisions.
of the industry's own national surWhile Walsh has the eastern part
vey, not looked for until late April. of the country
to look after for
Decision to take In the entire Dembow, Louis Schneider has the
country was not made until after Publix west and northwest, also unInsurance experts, hired by the der Dembow. Duties of each InTheatre Owners Chamber of Com- clude keeping a close contact with
merce, had completed an elaborate partnerships.
survey of theatre Insurance conThe old John Balaban office has
ditions In Greater New York.
been, given" Walsh, with Ida Wolfe,
Deluxers First
David Chatkin's secretary for years,

The New York report

Is declared
illuminating that Hays
members decided it should be extended to take in the entire coun-

assigned to him in that capacity.

The new survey will not be
as elaborate as the one in New
York. Instead of attempting to get
the Insurance status of all theatres
at one ¥imc the Hays office will
take theatres by their classification.
This means that deluxers will
first be studied.
Because these are
the highest in fireproof qualities,
Haysites say they should have a
minimum rate, which many do not
possess. After that houses made up
party of wood will be categoried as
to Insurance rate, while the shooting galleries will be last.
Motive of the general survey is
to attempt to unify the rate.
Today it Is claimed, few cities or
towns have the same premium for
flriB
insurance.
Local conditions
often affects this.
Appraised of the industry's move
attack
to
insurance, companies In
that field are already starting counter-propaganda of their own. An
article in an Insurance trade Journal is held up as the first evidence
in this respect.
This points to a
mysterious quantity of fire hazard
with which, it says, no architect,
exhibtor or even the fire underwriters,
themselves, are familiar.
What that 'quantity* is the paper
does not reveal. Haysites feel It Is
some ace card which the insurance
organizations expect to lay down
later on when the industry presents its case to the underwriters

ONLY

to

be so

try.

2

COT

lead.

Arnold Pierce and Jane Dar-

well also cast.

N.

Leon Shamroy

will

studios.

From Other

Studios

Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
Universal's sudden determination
to make a picture based on 'Oliver
TwisC came about when Herbert
Brenon who was to direct a similar
picture for I. E. Chadwlck and
Monograni release went to U for a
loan of Boris Karloft for the 'Fagln'
Director contacted Eph Asher,
and the latter, it is reported, offered
him a bonus of |6,000 if be wOuld
direct such a picture for U.
A similar condition came about
two years ago when Tiffany an-

part.

it

would make Hesurrec-

also in the public domain, as

is 'Oliver Twist.'

In that instance

Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
Harry Bapf will take over pro
duction on 'Move On, Kid,' story by
Tiffany Thayer, which Ralph Graves
was to have produced for Metro;
Al Lewin reported off Metro pay
Acroll when leaving for Europe.
cording to studio, he goes to Bad
Nauheim for three months treat

Tram

Norman Huston,

dialog, 'Trail of

abeyance while checks are made fast
all three theatres during two age.

In its bid fpr increased patron-

Smoking

while Mayfair has been at 76c
16.

It

Strand went to a 66 cent top, and
(Continued on pa^e 4f

Wampas will hold meeting to(17) to eliminate free lance
press agents from organization and
Studio Placements
suggest they have their own body.
Wampas will accept free lances provided they get regular studio berths.
Mae
Clarke, 'Patriot Girl,' Col.
Claim Is Wampas is losing presChristian Rub, 'Road to Heaven,*
tige due to fact that free lanches
Fox.
and outside people are practically
Berton Churchill, George Chandin majority of its membership, with
ler, 'Elmer the Great,' WB.
producers and others in industry
Dudley Dlgges, Arthur Byron,
feeling its power is gone.
'Silk Express,' WB.
Wllllar-. J. Kelly, "Woman Accused,' Par.
Sets Hike Extras
Hattle McDanlels, 'Story of Temple Drake,' Par.
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Richard Arlen, Wynne Gibson,
Work for extras was almost Cary Grant, 'Dead Reckoning,' Par.
Frances Dee, Randolph Scott,
doubled last week over the one before, with the new total placed at 'College Humor,' Par.
David Manners, Sidney Black6,280 by Central Casting.
mer,
Adrlenne Ames, Rita Le Roy,
Biggest day was Jan. 11, when
Berton Churchill, Cecil Cunning1,701 people worked. This Included ham, Allen Wood, Bradley Page,
two big sets, 691 in a theatre audi- Walter Walker, Thomas Jackson,
ence for Metro's 'Men Must Fight', Donald
Kerr,
Nydia Westman,
and 680 circus patrons for Univer- 'From Hell to Heaven,' Par.
Sterling Holloway,
Dunn,
sal's 'Big Cage'.
Jessie Ralph, 'Elmer the Great,'
morrow

Two

Emma

Warners.
Farrell MacDonald, 'Adopted
Father,' Warners.
Don Cook, Henry Kolker, 'Baby
Face,' Warners.
Esther Muir, 'Bad Boy,' Fox.
J.

Now General on B way
mit

all

nights.

Hollywood, Jan.

Only Paramount Holding Out

ing in the mezzanines.

State to 66c.
With Rlvoli deciding to put a
scale into effect tomorrow
(Wednesday), with opening of 'Kid

new low

—Others Per-

Upstairs

Vernon

Steele,

'Silk Express,'

Dudley
Warners.

Hale

Hamilton,

WB.

Digges,

Express,'

'^ilk

O. P. Heggie, 'Zoo in Budapest,'
Fox.
Ernest Torrance, 1 Cover the
Waterfront,' UA.
Pat O'Brien, 'Kid Gloves.' U.
Rudolph
Amendt,
'Hurricane

Coast Title Changes

Deck,'

CoL

Dorothy Burgess, Hugh Herbert,
'Love from the Sky' to 'Easy on
the Eyes,' Mack Sennett's Nora 'Strictly Personal,' Par.
Richard Bennett, "Song of Songs,'
Lane-Eddie Nugent short.
'Road to Heaven' becomes
Guilty of Love,' Fox,

'I

Am

new Our Gang comedy
Roach's is 'Kid From Borneo.'

Title for

at

Warners changes 'Sucker,'
las Fairbanks' film, to 'Blood

Doug-

Par.

William

Harrlgan,

'Police

Sur-

geon," Par.

Frances Rich, 'Zoo
Fox.
Milton

H.

In

Gropper,

Budapest'
adaptation,

On My 'Trumpet

Even the Capitol has gone in for Hands.'
Ruth Hall for a lead. Mack V.
Wright to direct, 'Man from Monte the thing. Old Roxy which permitted smoking in the mezzanine,
rey,' Warners.
Laura
Hope Crews, 'Niagara starting around four months ago,

Armsbrong Studios Broke
now allows it also in the balcony.
U.
Marilyn
Knowlden, 'Road
to
An angle is the permission to
Heaven,' Fox.
smoke applies only to the highest
Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
Vincent Lawrence to script 'Bed- price sections and the lowest,^ first
Armstrong Studios, Inc., has been
time Story' with Waldemar Young mezzanines and balconies. None of
petitioned into involuntary bankand Nunnally Johnson at Par.
the
on
smoking
houses
permit
the
ruptcy
by
its
creditors.
ment, leaving Feb. 1.
Jack Cunningham coUabing with
Gerald Geraghty at Par on 'Under orchestra floor.
The move got under apparently
the Tonto Rim.'
Roy William Neil, to direct 'Mur when the Radio City Music Hall Screen Service
Brothers at
der of the Circus Queen,' Col.
this week removed the ban on smokHollywood, Jan. 16.
Al Rogell, to direct 'Salvage,' Col ing in its mezzanines. When the
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Julie Haydon, lead in 'Son of the Music Hall flrst opened at $2.60 top
Herman Bobbins, head of Na
produc
Brothers
Halperln
First
Border,'
Radio.
ind under the same Music Hall tional Screen Service, got in here
tlon for Paramount on their asso
Chick
Chandler, 'Maiden Voyage,
Utle, smoking was not allowed, with Sunday (16) for two weeks.
producer's contract, 'Super
cite
Radio.
Understood that several changes
any
natural,' will be directed by Victor
Ross Lederman, to direct 'Tin: ilkely that the only instance in
•show business where smoking was in the ranks of the local trailer de
Halperln, with Edward supervising, McCoy's 'Free Rangers,' Col.
leclared out in an announced Music partment will be made during his
Louis Sarecky, to supervise 'Sol
Garnett Weston will adapt and
Hall.
visit.
diers of the Storm,' Col.
dlaloff.

Work

With t^w exceptions maintaining

Spain,' Broadway is unanion a cut except for Mayfair
and Strand. Latter is scaled at 83c,

U

the Grizzly,' Walter Futter.

theatres.

price range right through the depression, Broadway is coming down

FREE LANCES mous

at Radio

Rapf Producing

RKO

From

Grauman's Chiijese, Hollywood.
Date on Boston engagement not
For the flrst time in the Broadyet set. John Goring, who is ban
way film houses, smoking is allowed
dling the New York Gaiety for Fox,
almost universally in the balconies
Hollywood, Jan. 16,
will go there to open picture.
and mezzanines. It's a departure
Charles Sullivan, Radio associate
that came when competition forced
producer, and aide to David O. Selza reduced b.o. scale into effect
nick, returned to the studio today
everywhere.
Coast Assignments
(16), after a two months' illness.
The Broadway Paramount is the
He is fully recovered.
one exception and where smoking is
Joe Traub, comedy dialog, 'Auc
Both the Rialto and
still forbidden.
tlon in Souls,' KBS.
the Rlvoli, run houses, permit smok-

Back

RKO

Is

all film circuits,

weeks.
Within the past 10 days a total of
weeks' notice, however, has
been issued by Franklin to stage 11 Times Square film houses rehands and Maurice Spltalny's pit duced box oflTve tariffs and five legit
band at Hippodrome, which is re- shows dropped their prices to |2.20
ported to be set for a straight 10c
top. Latest of these are 'Gay Digrind pic policy that will under-cut
every rival theatre in town if it vorce* and 'When Ladles Meet,' both
goes through.
Present policy of rat^d as hits. 'Music in the Air,'
low-budgeted vaude and Alms has another hit musical, goes to %ZM
clicked fairly well, with Emerson
next week, a cut of fifty cents.
Qill's local dance band hitting the
First important film house break
biggest week. That vaude will return to the Palace is now almost a came a llttlie over a week ago when
certainty.
the Paramount went to an 86c top.
With Ted Thomas being trans- Rialto at 66c and the old Roxy,
ferred from Cleveland Palace to
which cut its loge and balconyKeith's in Flushing, N. Y., Franklin
appointed William 'Doc' Elliott from scales, quickly followed suit. CoKeith's 106th to take over manage- Incidentally Radio City Music Hall
ment of Palace, with supervision of announced its new low range of
his former house. Howard Hlgley prices under the stage show film
also shifted from
ipp back to Pal- policy of 75c. top on week days.
In addition to cutting its Capitol
ace as assistant, with Sam Shubouf
scale to 76c top, including tax,
going to the Hipp.
Loew's reduced Paradise admish to
60c week-days and further cut the

D.,

in the picture industry, held on the
Fox lot Friday.
Seated at the head table were
'Cavalcade/ Boston
Laaky, Sid Kent, C. B. OeMille, Winnie Sheehan and Sol Wurtzel.
Kent, DeMille and Lasky were the
Majestic, Boston, will be the flrst
speakers.
out-of-town road show engagement
of 'Cavalcade' (Fox) other than at

p,^.:.dlble

WAMPAS EASE

templated in this territory, Publix arrangements.
Another angle of the mixup is the
ofilcials state^. In the aforementioned
instances, they explain, especially report that on Brenon's refusal to
bad local conditions dictated the re- make the picture for Chadwlck, the
Ray Johnston of
ductions. In most spots business is latter offered
holding up surprisingly well, con- Monogram $16,000 to let him out of
sidering the severe weather, the flu his releasing contract for the picproducer
could get in
ture
the
so
epidemic and general economic conon the Universal deal. This Johnditions, they state.
ston refused to accept.
Chadwlck then engaged William
Cowan to meg his story, but lost
out on Mary Brian for Nancy Sikes,
Special
for Plug
it being understood that she will
stick with Brenon and play this
Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
part in the picture when it is done
Warners has made a deal where- at Universal.
by it will plug new equipment on
Brenon failed to show at UniverSouthern Pacific trains and send sal Monday and sign a contract to
Important members of cast of '42d produce and direct 'Oliver Twist,'
Street' on personal appearance tour with
indications that
Universal
starting Feb. 22, starting here and will now not go through with deal
opening at San Francisco, making and possibility Brenon may patch
Lasky's Lunch
key centers enroute, arriving in up with Chadwlck, to make same
New York early in March for open- picture for Monogram release.
ing of picture there.
Fox Hills, Jan. 16.
A luncheon was tendered Jesse Train will remain intact for
cross
Lasky commemorating his 20 years
country Jump and return.

Sullivan

Cleveland, Jan. 16.
wlianges of policies
houses, proposed by J. J. Franklin, new
city manager here, are being held

Three

admission scales in New
being finally broken through
as well as legit

lievel of

York

Two

similar (Soldstone of Tiffany, who later
comcut was made by Publix at the Par- dropped the idea, fearing
amount, Mitchell, S. D.
Tracy petition.
After the Universal conference,
Braham is using a flat 26c scale in
the house he is taking over from Brenon notlfled Chadwlck that he
Publix at Brainerd, Minn., Instead would not do the picture for him.
l^enon's contract stipulated that be
of the former 85c.
No other admission cuts are con- had the right to okay distributing
S.

New

It

test

'OBver Twisl'—Away

tlon,'

Clevelanders

Policies; Give Notices by

on

Slips Univ.

Asher was reported as instrumental
in getting Universal to make such a
Minneapolis, Jan. 16.
Cutting from 36c to 25c at Capitol picture, despite orotests from Phil
(Publix), Aberdeen,

RKO

in

Brenon

'

W.

Scales, with Legits Also Trying

for local three

be at the camera.
Production will be at International

nounced

SPOTS IN

16.

Alan McNeill, former film editor
for Mary Plckford and Harold
Lloyd, will make an impressionistic
picture, titled 'The Devil's Back,' an
original by himself.
Dorothy Libalrre, wife of Marion
Gerlng, Far director, will have the

Falls,'

Head West

Blows,' Par.
Irving Pichel, William Boyd, Aleo
Francis, Lionel Belmore, Barbara
Kent, Sonny Ray, George K. Arthur,
Virginia Sale, Tempo Pigott, Jackie
Searl, Harry Holman, George Nash,
'Oliver
Twist,'
Chadwlck-Mono-

gram.
Stuart Holmes,
Heaven,' Par.

'From

Hell

to

Wallace Clark, 'Kiss Before MirU.
Charles

ror,'

Great,'

WB.

Delaney,

"Elmer

the

Dennis
King,
'Fra
Diavolo,'
Laurel-Hardy pic at Roach.
Grover Jones, adaptation of 'Don't
Call ^le Madame'; Kenne Thompson, adaptation 'Pick Up,' Par.

'Wax Museum' at Warners gets
a new release title, 'Mystery of the
Wax Museum.'
Charles Crockett, Ferris Taylor,

Arthur Stuart Hall, Wilbur Mack,

Harry
Metro.

C. Bradley, 'Clear All Wires,'

•TABIETX'S"

FOREIGN FILM NEWS

UtNDON OFFICK

8 St. Uartln'a Tlacc,

TwmtaJgmr Stjaare

Going Places
By

Cecelia

Reverse English
All

above average in her categorj',
Pharaoh's Va. Modern Modes
girl whose soul haa been therefore the right companion for
crook amenable to the honor
luiocklnff around for 3,700 years, a
ZIta Johann looks surprisingly dewy system and her earnestness suits
Thousands of yeATs ago, according the Aelf-sacrifice and loyalty demanded of her by the story despite
to 'The Mummy/ she was a princess In Egypt, Today she's a path- her blondeness.
liittle thinking of the restricted
ological case, still In Egyp, however, and still very Flower of the life of a prisoner. Miss Davis comes
to call on her convict fiance in unNile.
Miss Johann's enormous brown dulating black and white satin cut
eyes stare bewllderedly In either low at the neck, made with short
epoch. She was dying, Egypt, dy- sleeves that he regards as particuSo on her next
ing, as a princess; she's under a larly provoking.
mystic spell as a moderr. so fo- visit. Miss Davis wears a tailored
cusing her eyes Into the far dis- suit with high collar and tie. He
tances Is about all the girl car do. doesn't like that either, for by now
Fortunately she's very well equipped his nerves are getting Jumpy.
Miss Davis understands, doesn't
for It,
Her voice, low und vibrant, is argue. Here is a genuine devotion.
properly .attuned to ancient Egyp- When later on she lies abed frighttian cabal or contemporary hyp- fully battered from loyally resisting
notism, yet she always has pres- the villain's advances, she conence of mind enough, whenever she's scientiously tones down her makebewitched, to remember to throw up to look really ill. Her lone conher silver fox scarf about her cession to vanity allows her face
shoulders eriB venturing into the to escape unscathed In a battle that
broke her arms, wrists, and even
Egyptian night.
Metal cloth swathes Mist Johann's bruised her neck. After all, if ber
hipb In old Egypt and still encases face were bandaged too, who could
Cairo
present
day
parties,
see
the helpless terror shine from
her at
proving that the ancient civiliza- her wide blue eyes.
tions were no more adept than our
Hard-to-Get Gal
own at diseruising abundance. The
fish hook bangs of old were interShould it not be clear to the little
esting, but modern headgear has it ladies watching The Bitter Tea of
all over those swooping gilt head- General Yen' (Col) that despite her

For a

—

Hats

fit

today.

'CynaraV Interesting Ladies
It's no easy task Kay Francis has
fihead of her In 'Cynara,' proving

why

her husband should prefer her
She plays a wife
is always probing into her
husband's soul for his secrets, who
takes his devotion and forbearance
for granted and all without the
aid of her customary interesting
clothes or coiffures.
That she is
able to hurdle such unpleasant features In her role and make her husband's love for her convincing, she
owes all to her personal chcunn. Her
soft warm voice, her wide set limpid eyes, her ability to convey sympathy without condescension carry
ber through.
Phyllis Barry, in the more human
eharacterization in 'Cynara,' loves
too well, too generously, and so she
comes to a sad end, but not before
she's made everyone fond of her for
ber honesty, her vitality, her pertto Phyllis Barry.

who

—

ness.

Eager, gay, then poignant. Miss
Barry handles a difficult role
with sensitive shading, just heroic
enough, accessible to Just the right
degree.
There's fine acting surrounding Miss Barry in 'Cynara,'
but she can match It, keep up the
general excellence.

LupeU Big Chance
That skimpy wor^ 'half in the title
*The Half Naked Truth' is not going to keep Lupe Velez from he** big
chance, not Lupe. If it's muscle
dancing they want, then Senorita
Velez is glad, delighted, overjoyed
to give it to them, and with every
single muscle that the censors will
countenance, too.
Carnival coocli, according to the
Velez interpretation, while not as
pliable aa the torso tossing of the
Rasch troupes, has about it more
Jerks than offered by those intellectual young women, more waist
line than cerebellum. Active young
animal spirits rather than brooding
convulsions, the Joy of life and all

—

that.

"When she hits the big town and
the garments of a successful revue
artiste are required. Miss Velez
turns out to have quite a way with
smartly cock-eyed berets, no little
chic in conquering the bulk of huge
fox collars on slim fitting coats.
Only her riotous hair continues a
problem.

It

down;
become the Velez

defies slicking

restraint does not
personality.

Shirley
Chambers, soaring in
ballyhoo
from chambermaid to
toast of Broadway, Is a likely candidate for the ascent, blonde, pretty
and credulous with no ideas of her
own to Interfere with what's best
for her.

—

Expressing a Noble Moll
Bette Davis, distinguishable from
the mass of pictures* blonde In-

genues because she curls her hair
only at the ends, and because her
singular earnestness has heretofore
been an attribute Identified only

—

With brunettes
finds
in '20,000
Years in Sing Sing* fit expression
for both.

Her blonde hair explains her as
the sweetheart of a tough guy, its
restrained
waves suggest she's

13

Mussolini's Film Hope Via Super

Ager
Los Angeles, Jan.

drenses.

MNDOW

Cnble AddreM: TARIETT,
Telephone: Temple Uor 0041-5042

mailed in Great

letters

Britain

'Buy

British.'

But the cancelling machines
are

made

London, Jan. 7.
CONFERENCES ABROAD
An emissary from Mussolini is
Seidelman and Kane Reach Paris over here quietly looking over the
film industry, and a similar repreTogether Margon Due

America.

in

—

Canada Censor Favors

Americans Different'
Ottawa, Jan. 16.
Major J. C. Poylen, chairman of
the Board of Motion Picture Cenhas taken up cudgels in behalf of British Alms, adding some
warmth to discussions on fllm nationality.
Pointing out that British pictures were making good
headway in Canada, the chairman
declared that Anjerlcans had a different general outlook than that of
Canadians. This difference was resors,

American

in
asserted.
flected

pictures,

he

American productions were now
limited to the English-speaking
market, the United States and the
British -Empire.
This had established production on a national

England and Germany were

basis.

Anna

Fht

Sam Ooldwyn

Slamming the Missus?
So sympathetic is 'Second Hand
Wife' to office girls, so sure it Is
that they have a corner on character, self-sacriflce, et al., so convinced it is that a man's a poor
blind fool to prefer his wife to his
secretary, that it's decided to give
them the edge on style, taste, manner and decoration, too.
When Sally Eilers Is a stenographer, she knows how to dress
simply, smartly, and sllmmlngly.
She works In a starkly modernistic
oflAce.
She and her surroundings
sense the effect of spectacular restraint.
But soon as she marries
the boss, she becomes a wife. Then
she loses her style sense, all her
clothes are designed with shallow
wide necklines to Increase her
width, they begin to fit too revealing in the back, they slip wantonly

Her sartorial
one shoulder.
downfall begins the day she mar-

oft

sentative

Is

still

now over

'Nana', Zola classic, is
unlikely.

now

declared

Though being delayed

in getting
the American
said to feel that
It's unwise to launch her unless the
story is the best obtainable.

Miss

Sten

public,

before

Goldwyn

is

Myron Selznick Returns
Hollywood, Jan.

16.

Myron Selznick, who arrived In
New York Wednesday (11) from
bis European business trip, returns
to Hollywood 20.
Frank Joyce, of the Joyce-Selznlck partnership, likely will postpone his trip abroad until summer.

Jap Film in Paris

the

Italian

dictator

the same end.
Mussolini is desirous of having
mount International, arrived here
Wednesday (11) from America, via the Italian government sponsor a
Spain and Italy. Robert Kane, Par's super picture aimed to establish his
local production chief, arrived the country as a factor in fllm production.
next day direct from New York.
The appointed representatives
Couple went into immediate confabs on the local production sched- have Instructions to report on the
ule, and will take up the matter of world popularity of players, both
local dubbing for Spain and Italy, men and women, and when a dewith a likelihood the Italian pic- cision has been arrived at, these
players will be offered engagrements
tures will be shifted to Rome.
C. C. Margon, chief of Par's Latin at terms attractive enough to make
division. Is due to meet the couple it worth their while to come to
here,

H. Seidelman, head of Para-

having sailed from Rio de Rome.

Mussolini's idea is not to have a
propaganda story, or anything sug-

Janeiro a week ago.

gesting that, nor is It his Intention
to write it He Is not seeking personal glory, but intends the picture
to be an advertisement for Italian
production.
The Cihes fllm people were
among the first to produce big pictures,
Clayton Sheehan goes to Europe
with such productions as the
Jan. 21 with prints of 'Calvacade' Italian 'Quo Vadis?' 'Cablrla' won
and 'State Fair*, which he will see world fame and Aquila's 'Fedora*
started in London. While there he was a mild -sensation in the States
will si.t.nd six weeks in Europe as recently as 191?.
completing Fox production plans for
the continent.
First Fox French production, "Les Canada-French Films

CUirroN SHEEHAN TO
REPORT ON CONTINENT

Bleus d' Amour* (Love Blues'), is
completed and 'Yes, I'tladame' is In
the works at British Lion for Fox

Take PoUtical Slant
Ottawa, Jan.

16.

British.
Sheehan will look these
Hon. Gustavo Lacasse of the Cantwo fllms avu-r and prepare a report adian Senate, has
been elected chairon the future necessities and prob- man of a special
organization of
abilities on the continent.
LaSalle Club of Windsor to sponsor
Not likely that Fox will go into the regular
showing of Frenchproduction
Berlin at this time,
language features in theatres and
but a Paris program of some sort
to
encourage the patronage of
seems certain.
-

'

m

French-Canadians as part of the
campaign to perpetuate the French

without a

Sten, German star,
here close to a year.

Anna

story for

of

has been appointed in America to

Paris, Jan. 16.

Anglo-German Films,

Jos.

co-operating In the production of
films on a bl-IIngual basis to obtain
Barbara a wider distributing market. The
standofllshness,
actually
Stanwyck longs for the arms of the fllm recorded in two languages was
Chinese General, there's a sequence a mark of progress.
'The fllm Is the most vivid form
tossed In to show her dreaming
about it. Freud for the flaps, that of expression we have today,' said
Boylen, 'and we want our people to
dream explains everything.
Miss Stanwyck's direct, good see films that tell the British story
American girl personality Is exactly in the British way, especially as no
right for her role; the impassioned part of the Empire is as susceptible
overtones of her forthrightness make to outside influences as Canada.'
her ultimate conversion credible.
Toshia Mori looks utterly bewitching in her native pyjamas. Jeweled
headresses, and lushly extravagant
Sten Left
make-up. Her impassivity may be
native, too.

Picture with Best World Stars

cancelled

currently

a stamp reading

with

16.

tongue in the Dominion.
Political and religious associations
of French-Canadians have taken
hold of fllms imported i;rom France
Berlin, Jan. 16.
as a medium of education and enThere's no patent Infringement in tertaiifment for les Habitants of
the shipping of German films to Canada. Sixty French features were
America, local courts decided in brought into the country during
throwing out the Trl-Ergon suit of 1932, and Robert Hurel, president of

No T-E

Infringement

Universum.
Tri-Ergon tried to
prove that Tobis, Universum and
other companies owed a license fee
for
shipping fllms to America,
where Trl-Ergon has exclusive

La Compagnle de Cinematographle
Canadlenne-Francaise, Is now In
Paris to secure

a further supply for

1933.

French fllms have gained substan-

patent rights.
tial progress In Quebec and Ontario
Similar suit, and on the same in recent months under the special
matter, is due to be heard In New encouragement.
They are being
York during t^e present court term, regularly shown In theatres of nuwith about every foreign fllm dls- merous cities.
tributoi in the United States named
Other members of LaSalle Club
as defendant.
committee comprise: Robert Gauthier, vice-chairman;
Charles A.
Marler, secretary; J. M. Pllon,
Max Glucksman on Coast
treasurer; Leon Lalande, director.
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Max Glucksman, exhibitor and

Paris, Jan. 5.
film distributor In South America,
Qiange
Spots
is due here from New York this
Mexico City, Jan. 13.
with
superimposed week to look over the local field
Par and Metro have switched
French titles, and doing quite well. for Spanish version.
Arrangements are being made to
He expects to remain on the Coast their local show windows. Former
has quit the Cine Ollmpia, a 3,000send the fllm to America.
several weeks.
seat house and Mexico's largest
cinema, which it occupied for sevher husband'- first wife, Helen Vineral
years, and is using the Teatro
son, hovers nearby.
Regis, third biggest picture house
While Miss Vinson was married
here.
to the hero, she spent her days
in '32
Metro has now taken over the Cine
playing bridge in society as fancily
Ollmpia and Is using it and the
gotten up as herself, her nights In
two-year-old Cine Balmorl, a silk
pursuit of her daughter's music
stocking
area nabe, as double show
teacher.
The picture says she's
All
of
windows.
worthless, selfish, mercenary, paraand even eager to
site, unfaithful
Last
exploit her own daughter for finanEisenstein's Next
This characterization
cial
gain.
Sergei Elsensteln Is collecting a
Miss Vinson adheres to consclenParis, Jan. 7.
Feyder for Paris
tlous'y throughout, but she really
Official figures published here for company abroad to make a Soviet
can't help being charming about It.
1032 show that 112 film companies picture in the United States. He'U
Her voice drawls pleasantly and
Jaques Feyder, director, Is leaving of one sort or another went bank- be starting over to New York within
though she's a wife, she remembers, the Metro lot to sail for a return rupt or had to reorganize financially the next fortnight, after making
perhaps from her spinster days, a trip to his native Paris, where he's during the year. During 1932, 146 final arrangements in Moscow this
new film companies were incor- week. Possibility Is some American
little about subduing the be-draped due Feb. 1.
actors will be used.
and be-trlmmed garments assigned
Feyder, immediately upon arrival porated.
Of those new companies, the
her.
In Paris, is scheduled to go to work
for Pathe-Natan on a story called whole 146 are incorporated for a
Metro's Sydney Office
total sum of $7,004,290, average of
'1940.'
Pleasant Chaos at Roxy
about $47,975 each. Of the 112 comSydney, Dec. 16.
The Roxy stage show Is titled
panies t! at went under practically
Metro's local office has bought a
'Pads and Fancies', subtitles itself
all
are
smallles
who
Just about got plot of ground here for $35,000 on
Releasing 'Outsider'
'A Whimsical Revue Full of Fun
started, or outsiders who decided to which to erect an oHlce building.
and Merriment', starts with 'CosMetro has finally decided to re- try crashing into the show business.
Understood that conptructlon will
sack Love Song' and ends with the lease 'The Outsider,' British film,
be started immediately, with part
Roxyettes in bed. So what need for and will shoot it out next week.
While the above French situation of the building to be occupied by
bothersome definite pattern.
Film was produced by Hagen In Is not paralltlod in America by lilm
the excliangc and the rest rented
The overture 'Barcarolle' intro- London, bought by M-G about two companies, it Is
true in the United out.
duces a Venetian palazzo before years ago.
States of leglt and almo.st eveiywhich the Roxyettes as feathered
whei-e eho in the world the prist
white doves wave their wings in
Dupont on Coast
Singapore Merger
ctuple yoar in all branches of show
rhythm to the music then synchroSingapore, Dec. 10.
busint.'Ks.
Hundreds of fnllur<\s on
K. A. iMuiont, Crorman director,
nously flutter toward the backCapitol and Pavilion have been all sides, with rcsuU;int seiu.nwUs In on llio 'Knroiia' Thursday, left
ground BO that Catharine Llttlefleld,
a silver cloth pigeon with silver tips merged under the same manage- and headaches, and almost .'ilv.';iy;- T'lr ti.e r-n.-ist over the week-end,
ments.
ditcctly traceable to .sma'l .md mit- « Uh iiis wife.
to her feathers, may get the undiJoe Fisher, of Capitol, Is still in .slde persons who hod no busiiMs."^la!"!! for n Universal picture aa(Continued, on page 46)
charge.
In show business In the Hi-.
pl.if

Mex Show

ries.

She

leaves her simple background's for houses with potted
palms, shirred silk lampshades, and
furniture
variegated
'occasional'
placed aimlessly about.
She does
keep her good character because

'Nippon,' first Japanese talker, has

opened

here

—

New and Busted French Cos.

—

Over
Each Generally Same
World During
Two Years

Plenty

—

t

<»
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20,000 Years in Sing Sing Bitter Tea of General

Mmiatore Reviews

Talking Shorts

Years

•20,000

Sing Sing'

In

(WB). Warners tackle another

ARTHUR TRACY-NICK KENNY

JACK HALEY

'Radio Thrills' Series
10 Mins.
Winter Garden, N. Y.
Universal
This short is good reason why
certain radio slnpera and newspapermen should stay behind their remikes and typewriters.
spective
The cold camera eye Is too Iconoclastic In what It can do to destroy
anv allure built up through the medium of the ether waves or printer's

'The Buildup'

subject

Comedy, Singing, Dancing
17 Mina.
Vita. Noe. 1444-5
Slapstick with some interpolated
singing and dancing that's a long
ways from rating first-run consideration. Not even strong for B operation with what shorts field has to
offer.

•Mirror.'

playing a
In this short, the

Presumably Tracy
benefit for,

Kenoy

is

Idea being a 'guest st^t" .'reciprocal
friendship for the cotumniKts who

have been nice to their Broadway
pais. But Whether Tracy is doing it
or for revenue
for the cause,
strictly, it

does faim

good.

little

As

Kenny's brusque delivery, his
columnar self -kidding as the sailor*
and the 'old Milt' isn't known to the
for

whose physical
a newspapiertnan must

film fans at large,

conception of

be something

laughless slapstick, at a birthday
party and at the beach, finds its
way into the footage, with somebody
blame for not being more original than they have been.
Athletic 6tuff in qu'asi-hero's office, where, he is going through exercises pre'scrlbed by doctor while,
doing daily business chores, presents situations that are absurd.
Haley is deserving of a better
break than this two-reeler gives
him. Early In the short be does a
song and dance that's intended as a
buildup for a laugh through falling
pants.
Helen Lynd and Donal Rowan are
Char.
in support.

else.

Then," tto, the story for which RAMBLING 'ROUND RADIO'
Brice-Rowland plead guilty does 'eni Musical Novelty
11 Mins.
It's 100% boke. with
little good.
Trans- Lux, N. Y.
Trice's direction no panic -to offset
Vitaphone No. 14S2
the script shortcomings. There ar^
Novelty short, chief interest of
lots of other credits, Including Saks
6th Ave. store for furnishings, all which lies in m. c.'ing by Jay C.
Flippen and his Introduction of
on the screen.
The plot Is one of those flashback various radio personalities in the
affairs as Tracy recounts his ship- form of a picnic at a California
board experiences with a confidence bathliig pool which is df aped in posgang of four; He falls for a dialect ing bathing beauties.
In order Flippen Introduces with
femme, presumably a senorita,
whose over-acting is in itself rather characteristic comedy trimmings
silly.
The gimmick on the confi- Aunt Jemima, who does a numbier;
dence play is so sappy that the gen- Johnny Marvin, who yodels; Lomeral import of this short, that this b&rdo Bros., who do water sport
is a real-life 'thrill,' must have a feats, and Bill Hall and Baby Rose
negative reflex on Tracy in the pub- Marie, both or whom sing, acThe pa^-off Is Kenny's companied by a large orchestra.
lic mind.
razoo of the radio' singer that he'd Everybody is in bathing suit and
never ^all for that sort of a gang,, the atmosphere is tliat of a gay
but the fade-out s^es.him rewarded party, with the posed beauty help.

character,

,

marquee names, Jim

Tully's

authorship credit takes
billing for another chain

top

gang
For the
nabe trade.
'Haunted Gold' (W-B). West-

yarn, quite med'ocre.

ern yam told in the c.reaky
fashion qf mystery dramas of
Nothing
early sound period.
'

much to excite.
'Women yion't

Tell'

(Ches-

Poor copy of 'The
Goose Woman' told in slowterfield).

moving
'Four

fashion.
Ac'es'

Unimportant

for
get
by with it on account of scale
and the novelty tack of the
stuff

who can

film.

with poor diction, or recording, of
Mild material, but getting by on Henry Armetta's wop dialect a
bet) for being almost mulcted, simiFor the B and C
the strength of the names involved. drawback.
larly, by tl^e sairie gang.
Rush.
houses.
Tracy sings three or four songs
Armetta Is a character actor
In between, once or twice without
who's done quite well for himself
any particultu' cause.
'CRAZY INVENTIONS'
In feature parts. Universal has cast
Tracy's radio vogue is well estab
Botty Boop Series
him for this short as the head of a
lished, and he has likewise clicked
Cartoon
family whose boy meml],er and hie
In picture houses where. the large
6 Mins.
school chum provide most of the
capacities witl\ .the necessity for
Paramount,
N.
Y.
trouble. It starts when pa and ma
niike ampliflcatioh have proved an
Paramount
rent a furnished house together
asset.
But the camera closeups
Ingenious pen-stroked entertain- with butler and the kids get
should be eschewed. He can best ment built In main around a -series
laughs but audience doesn't out
Abel.
protect his rep that way.
of comedy inventions a la Rube of trick pens squirting ink, explodGoldberg. Betty Boop herself and ing cigars, etCi
her Helen Kanelsh singing off'FALLEN ARCHES'
As another excuse for the usual
screen doesn't figure so much in
Charley Chase
round of things, old man overhears
this one.
20 Mins.
discussing what they're going
At first Betty is playing a calliope boys
Projection Room, N. Y.
to do with the girl, all of it pertainat circus, where inventions seem to
Roach- Metro
ing to a story they're writing. Lookbe a feature. They run from spot ing for atmosphere, they go to a
hastily
-made removers to soup silencers and a
Another one of those
supposedly deserted house where
two-reelers weakened by a mild machine that delivers
the egg from the old man thinks they're going to
comedy idea, that of a clerk so the hen direct to consumer
a do away with the girl, following
dumb that he takes everything lit- plate. Most of 'em got a laugh, on
with
them with a dick. Between the boy
erally.
Told don't let your right a self-threader for
a finish that team and the elder duo, plus a band
hand know what your left does,' he ploses up everything
it
comes of chinks who are In the old house,
tries to do Just that in. pantomime.
across. A voice recorder apparatus the chase and sandbagging is on.
Anybody that stupid couldn't be gives Betty a chance to do
some Same old stuff.
funny.
hooping.
Best part of the short Is a cab
Story is loose and Interest is disShort used here as builder-up- driver's
troubles in collecting a fore
sipated, so that a few really inper this week for personal of Mae
and his cab, which he eventually
genious gags are diluted in much Questel,
the girl who does the off- blows up by mistake.
footage. One laush has to do with
screen singing.
Char.
a motor highway Infested with
Short is credited as a Warran
hitch-hikers.
Good-natured Ford
Doane production, with George
driver lets them all get aboard and 'LAND OF THE VIKINGS'
Char.
Stevers as director.
the machine collapses. Driver leaves Travel Talk
it in the road with a shrug and the 10
Mins.
FISH-HOOKY'
remark, 'So you couldn't take it!' Projection' Room, N. Y.
'Our Gang' Comedy
They make good comedy use also
Metro- FitzPatrick
of a flivver that sinks In a puddle,
Off-screen lecture gives fair in- 16 Mins.
and a trafilc cop has to dive t'o get terest to a rather drab
Projection Room, N. Y.
and
long
its number for impeding traffic.
Metro- Roach
travelog. Subject deals with life in
Muriel Evans, stunning looker, Iceland, a desolate land
Loosely woven, ambling chapter
in fact and
plays opposite Chase and perks the In flickers.
adventures of this new group
"Views deal with com- in the
masculine interest, especially in one monplace and uninspiring
of kids. Subject has not been well
peasant
torrid sequence when she strips to
and its 16 minutes is
types, and with the equally uninter- thought out
bathing suit for a mountain pool esting business
tiresome. Gags don't build to a cliof salting codfish for
plunge.
This was tlie subject's export.
max, and the whole thing sprawls
highlight.
awkwardly.
However, the lecture which ac
Other people are Billy Gilbert and companies hooks
Mary of the original 'Our Gang'
the origin of
Eddie Dunn. No story credit, but the islanders with up
Mickey of the same outfit apthe ancient "Vik- and
directed by Gus Melns. Less than ings from
here as grown-ups, Mary as
they descended, pear
fair
in
amusement content and giving the whom
school teacher and Mickey as a
the
subject some romantic
sadly below the Chase average.
officer. Good kids who go to
truant
connection. Also the talk brings up
Rush.
school
are invited by teacher to a
arresting points of comment. For
Instance, Iceland was strictly, pro- party at an amusement park; while
bad kids, knowing nothing of the
hibition
for some
years.
Then the
'SPANISH TWIST'
Spain, where the island sells most spree, play hooky to go fishing,
Cartoon (in Color)
phoney excuse notes to
of Its salted fish, ruled that It would sending
6 Mins.
not buy that product if the Island teacher.
R. C. Music Hall, N. Y.
Teacher and truant officer plot to
did not In return buy Its wines,
Van Beuren
which stopped prohibition there teach the truants a lesson by getting them to the amusement park
One of the Tom and Jerry werles abouts.
and pretending not to know them
and very unfunny. Didn't belong
Passable filler as it is.
Rush.
while the truant officer goes through
at this house, but altogether rates
the motions of threatening them
only as an emergency filler for the
with tlie terrors of a reform school.
That's pretty low HENRY ARMETTA
daily changers.
Mickey, once a funny frocklo-faoed
screwy
some
Combines
'Family
rating.
Troubles'
brat, has learned to act and here l.s
flash
Old
of
Comedy
matador stuff with a
pretty terrible.
One of the now
21 Mins.
Glory. That's the tlpoff.
pickaninnies is amusing, and Dickey
When a short has to depend on Loew's New York, N. Y.
Moore is adorable as the semiUniversal
the American fiag for reception, it's
Two-reel comedy material of fa straight kid.
pretty crude. The flag is In color,
But the subject doesn't work out
but it won't help the short's recep- miliar character, depending almost
The color Is very poor stuff. entirely, for laughs on slapstick also at all. No resource of comedy or
tion.
It also is used partly throuffliout along conventional lines. Not above complication,., and it badly needs a
Rush.
average on entertainment value. lot of editing.
Bhan.
the. short.
in the palots (part of the

ing the flash effect

.

—

.

Edw. McNamara
Warren Hymer
Louis Calherh
Spencer Charters
Arthur Byron
Sam Godfrey

Daniels

The Warden, Mr. Long
Second Reporter

Ames
Warden Long's Wife

Grant Mitchell

Dr.

Tony
Black Jack
Dr. Meeker

Mike

Nella

Walker

Harold Huber
William LeMnlrr
Arthur Hoyt
-.George Pat Colllna

Interesting fllm material comes
from the Warden Lawes book of
memoirs of prison administration.
While it may take some liberties
and overstep bounds of conviction.
And
It's still good entertainment.
box oflflce.
"What may be most startling
about the prison picture, to both
audiences and Warden Lawes himis the sequence wherein a
self,
prisoner is placed to a test under
the honor system and permitted to

take leave of absence to visit his
dying sweetheart. Warden Lawes Is
mirrored In the picture as subscribing to this theory And practi<ie,
thcugh it is not known he has ever
gone so far as to give his Sing Sing
children vacations. The warden, as
brought out in his book, gives mem>

Yen

Columbia production and release. Directed
by Frank Capra, Starring Barbara Stanwyck, Featuring Nils Asther, Walter Con*
Toshia Mori and Gavin Gordon
notly,
From novel by Grace Zarlns Stone. Adap.
by Edward Parainore.
tatlon
t»hoio(».
rapher, O, C. Coleman.
At Radio Cliy
Muslo Hall, Jan. 11, one week. Runninc
time, 87 mins.

Meean Davis
General Yen
Dr. Robert Strike

Mah-Ll
Jones

Barbara Stanwyck
Nils Aether
Gavin Gordon
Toshia Mori
Walter Connolly

It Is doubtful whether this picture can make the grade without
support. It has advantages from a
photographic angle. Also, some of
the settings. However, these technical advantages as admirable as

they may be are insufficient to
overcome the film's singular plot.
The picture looks to be an In and
outer from showings so far outside
New York. It may hit strong anywhere or merely lightly get over.
It is a queer story of a romance
In China between a Chinese and a
white woman. That kind of sl'..:¥
has still to be decided upon by
screen patrons.

A. young New England girl arShanghai to Join her sweetheart missionary. They are to be
married.
China's unceasing civil
wars are made the background of
the girl's experiences from that
point.
Unfortunately for the picture' the war stuff is limited and
rives in

comprises mostly a series of
up mob scenes rather than

closebattle
field shots.
AH are pretty well incidental
to
the
unsympathetic
drama of the Chinaman and the

white

girl.

This leaves the picture without
an effective action point to swell
bers of his flock, who are deserving customer Interest.
The Chinese
of it, a break in many ways through war lord around whom the plot Is
liberties Within the gray walls.
built is a curious and rather quesA picture was done some years tionable human composition of a
ago around a similar premise, with poet, philosopher and bandit. He
a prisoner permitted out of the big speaks rather fiuent English and
house to see his mother, on his essays- somewhat dainty American
mannerisms, especially In maniphonor he'd return.
ulating a handkerchief. ..Customers
Sing Sing's warden can have no may wonder about such a concomplaint against the Warner pic- glomerouB combination of a man.
ture.
He extended
^very co- By no means Is he a true character.
operation In the filming and permit- Nils Asther plays the role.
It is
ted cameras within his prison for a tough part.
actual scenes. Including of prisoners
"Vision lines in a theatre can
in the mob scenes.
help a stage actor to effect such
Of pictures having inside of penal roles suitably.
On the screen,
Institutions as their locale, this one and in talkers particularly this
is the best. It builds up Its Interest
proves as impossible a task for Nils
strongly through that alone, cover- Asther as for any white man pering a lot of routine that's unknown former who has preceded in similar
to most outsiders. Throughout, ex- task.
The producers overlooked
cepting the honor system gag which this salient weakness of such a plot
some people may think too ideal- as 'Bitter Tea' when they underistically dangerous, it's a break for took to produce the film.
^here is a spot In the picture
the New York hoosegow up the
where, Asther as a Chinese war lord
river.
Finally, It begins to appear Sing explains to the white girl In a moSing wouldn't be a bad place at all ment of philosophical conversation,
to spend a vacation over the depres- that one of his ancestors tried to
sion. Arthur Byron's paternal smile catch the moon one night and fell
as the warden, his anxiety to cre- into the Yellow River. A parable
ate reform and allow plenty of lee- to this might be that the producers
way even to tuff ones among his simply overreached in making this
charges, would make it quite a re- film. It might have been left undone. The printed story undoubtedly
sort.
Picture deals more with condi- would prove more Interesting than
tions at L prison like Sing Sing than the picturlzed version. Considering
the tough Job before him Asther
it does to story. It carries out what
are reputed to be Warden Lawes' does very well.
Picture has no comedy. Strangely
theories by singling out a tough
who under the proper tutelage be- enough although the girl came to

WB

.

(Independent).

war

dally changeovers

.

by a kick

Blllle

Finn

V

J

Chief of Guard

Hype

comedy whatsoever.
'Island of Lost Soult' (Par).
"Freak but In money class.
'Second Hand Wife' (Fox).
Slushy and ill prepared film
that looks like it was intended
as a quickie. No action and
hardly any comedy.
'Hypnotized' (World - "Wide).
Most disjointed conglomeration
of footage since advent oit
sound. Possibly a chance of
salvaging one-reeler out of
mess.
'Laughter in Hell' (U). Sans

re-

Spencer Tracy
Bette Davla
Lyle Talbot
Sheila Terry

Connors

Fay
Bud

'Deception' (C6I.). Title more
deceptive than anything else.
Wrestling yarn, along regulation lines. For male audiences.
'Bitter Tea of General Yen'
Looks so-so and may
(Col).
Photographic
need support.

advantages cannot overcome
its queer story which concerns
a romance in China between a
Chinese bandit and a white
American missionary girl. No

Warner

utes.

Tom

good combination.

;

to

.

novelty

Inside
prison routine
that
touch.
Spencer Tracy and
Warren Hymer teamed again,

Strand, N. Y.

Jack Haley does a sap type who's
both shy and lacking in fistic courink.
While plot, which revolves
This is one of the Monte Brlce- age.
Wllliam Rowland shorts for Univer- around his efforts to act the hero
sal, part of a series which has Nick for his girl, offered a lot of possiKenny's 'Radio Thrills' covering bilities, as developed in this instance
that field. Wlnchell, Helllnger and it's hopeless or almost that. Much

SobOl among the other Broadway
columnists are likewise commissioned to turn ou!: such subjects for
the same combination. Kenny Is
the radio chatterer on the N. Y.

of

on Warden lAwes' book with
some liberties. Good box office
and good entertainment with

production;

National

First

lease.
Directed by Michael Curtlz. Based
on book of same name by Warden Lewis
B. Lawes of Sing Sing prison. Screen play
by Wllaon Mlzner and Brown Holmes, with
adaptation by Courtenay Terrett and Robert Liord. Associate director, Stanley Logan.
Film editor, George Amy. Photography by
Barney McGIII, Features Spencer Tracy,
Bette Davis and Arthur Byron. At Strand,
Ndw York, Dec, 0. Running time, 77 min-

—

comes easy

to handle.

Though

let

out to visit the dying 'gal friend and
committing murder meanwhile, the
convict returns, putting the warden's honor system to the strongest
test imaginable. In the end it's the
chair for the reformed bad boy
whose only regret seems to be his
parting from the warden's shelter
and benevolence.
Far-fetched, but it sells. Considerable comedy dots the action, making the picture nearest thing to such
comedies as 'Up the River' and 'Big
House.'

Shanghai to marry a white man,

Her

she never achieves that aim.

American boy friend gets shuffled
out In one of the

mob

The

scenes.

winds up by a deliberate accident on the private train of the
war lord. This Is a very shallow
girl

angle In the plot.
After the Chinese general goes
on the make for the white girl the
picture goes blah.
That's before
the film is even half way. Seeing

a Chinaman attempting to romance
with a pretty and supposedly decent
young American white woman Is
bound to evoke adverse reaction.
Spencer Tracy and Warren HyBarbara Stanwyck is the white
mer, teamed in 'Up the River' for girl. Pleasant enough and for the
Fox, are again together.
They first half where she repulses the
should be teamed up oftener to dig Chinaman gathers some audience
for laughs. Bette Davis Is the con- sympathy.
Subsequently,
where
vict's moll who does him dirt in the photography attempts to simuone breath and shoots to kill for late" that the girl, in her dreams,

him

She's not particu- loves the Chinese, the role falls her.
Impressive here:
^Byrorr-tlre "Besides which, as a. New England
missionary type. Miss Stanwyck
does not fit.

in another.

larly

—

perfect pick as the prison's pop.
Teclmlcally and on direction, production is high in rating. Effective
numbers,
parade
of
signifying
terms, fades into the main title

making up
Sing.'

Same

'20,000 Years
at finish.

Miss Stanwyck and Nils Asther
are the only two film names to
carry this picture, with most of the
Sing load to be borne by Miss Stanwyck.
Spotted as the opening picture
Char.

In

DECEPTION
Columbia production and relcane.
Features Leo CnrrlHo.
Direction, I..ew Seller;
story, Nat Pendelton; ccrecn piny, Harold
Tnrshls; assistant director, Sam Katzmnn;
camera. Chct Lyons: production supervision,
Brjan Foy. At Globe, New York, on grind.

Running time,
Jim Hurley
Dicklo Allen

Buoky

O'Neill

I<ola

Del Mont

.Tofln

Allen

Leo

Leo Cnrrlllo
Dickie Mooif
Nat Pendelton
Thcimn Todd
Tinrb.irn

of the new presentation policy in
the Radio City Music Hall the picture gets a real break.
The new
theatre on which world-wide publicity has been focused the past two
years Is attracting through Its new
and low boxoffice scale,
A fine
actor from the legit, "Walter Connolly takes the acting honors as
the adventurous American financial
advisor of General Yen. A kind of

a tramp philosopher which Connolly does admirably.
Shan.

WeeUs

Frank Sherldnn
Henry Armttta

framins? him into all wins until he
meets the champ. Then the proExpose of the wrestling racket moter's girl makes a play for the
with practically three-fourths of the kid; so the promoter tells the ch.nmp
footage in the ring and pretty hope- to let go, and thus conies the dawn
less material, except for only all- .and realization th.nt he's a pnlooka.
male .audiences. Tliey won't go too So lie hides nsvny, studies up nnd
much for It because a whole picture prncticc's, coine.s b.tck ,Tnd beats the
of wre.<itlinR la a lot of wrestling.
mob.
rondclton, wlio won tlio
N.at
Nothing row in that story and
Olympic wrestling championship in notliln.T new in the way it's han1922, wrote the stor.v and plays the dled, except that it's n bit worse
lead, with Leo Cftrrillo as Jim Hur- than most, Tlielma Todd as tliep-irl
ley, the crooked promoter.
Nnt is a overdoes the Tlieda Uara sUiff.
football player who thinks he know.s None of tlie actors mean iiii.v liinjr
how to wrestle; the Hurley gan.Lr except the kid, Dickie Mri(irf>. and
uses him for publicity purposes, Carrillo, who's at his usual. Aai(/.

Nick

I

FILM REVIEWS

Tuesday, January 17, 1933

Hither these were the Inspiration of the modernistio oflQce equipment in Radio City or else the

the Lckw
SaW of Parker,...

Edward
Buth Walker

Paraproduction.
Doesn't jnake much differParamount-Jolnvllle
ence except that the picture setting mount release. Madeleine Renaud starred.
Direction Harry Laohman; etory, Marcel
extreme

Lota, the Panther Woman.. Kathleen Burke

Montgomery
"

CttPt.

Bohert Kortman
Tetsu Komanl

u'Xitne

Ouran
Qoia

Hans Stelnke
Harry Ekezlan
Bosemary Grlmos
Paul Hurst

•

Samoan

Girl

Donahue....
American Consul

Paramount

George Irving

will

make money with

and so

this plcttire,

will every ex-

hlbltor, including the first big runs,
who pays some attention to its ex-

.

and impracticable.

Shan.

LAUGHTER

Stanley Fields

Davles

BoKan..^

ploitation. Literally the proper title
It is deIS 'Island of Lost Freaks.*
cidedly a freak picture. But it is
not in the class of f teaks which liaye
ibst money..
'

IN

HELL

ITntveraal production and release.
Featuring Pat O'Brien.
Based on story by
Jim Tully, directed by Edward L,. Cahn.
Screen play, Tom Reed: dialog direction,
Rusaell Hopton;
camera, John Stumar.
Running time at the Winter Qarden, New
fork, 68 mins.

Barney Slaney
Barney Slaney (boy)

Pat O'Brien

Tom

Conlon

Merna Kennedy

Marybelle Evans
Mike Slaney

Berton Churchill
Gloria Stuart

Lorraine'

Tom Brown

Barton ,
Mlleaway
Grover Perkins
Grover Perkins (boy)
Jackson
Ed Perkins
Kd Perkins (boy)

Lew

Kelly

Arthur Vinton
Mickey Bennett

Muse

Clarence

Douglas DumbrlUe
Dick Wlnslow
Noel Madtson

Brownfleld

.

'

Aside from all the current pubgiven .sclentjflc. e:?per'lm6nt&.tlons with beasts— that inovement
to breed a. gorilla ^long human lines
.—'Souls' "on the screen is that type
of adventv^r© story which rattes high
in the cheaper.. magazines with the

i

llcity

'

^

Universal's contribution to the
chain gang cycle is the weakest of
the series and' doesn't rate above

a daily change nabe

bodfelng.

With

ho marqueje" names it's m.oi-e iii the
twin bill category, only landing' at
greater '.pirculations..
the Winter Garden and staying an
with suph actors as Charles enforced fortnight," to light business
jjaughton^ Richa,rd Arlen and Bela because of booking exigencies.

.

.

'

.

;

^

iugopl-in

.

'Souls'

:the- cast,

Is

"

-

pro-

This Tuliy yarn

malnstajy ..?iBsu.rlng
wiiJerpAtronage- than had their roles'
been .filled at random.
While the action is not designed

is,"

probably pur-

posely, set in "the- south' a scbre" br
hiore years ago. Thit U's technically out in" Case bf any prfese'rit-day
jams over the slaps St the southern
to ^iippeal. to other than the- credu- chain-gang penal system-.
lous, there are undoubtedly. ..some
But that detail is dwarfed Dy the
horror sequences which are. unrlv- general' shortcomings of an bbvious
sled, r Those studies of a galaxy bf- tale. O'Brien is- the forthright Irish

,Vld,edi w;t|i;i.
.

;

.

'

.

.

Moreau's OO-SO man and- beast
creations, as an example, will pique
any type of mentality.
The tramp steamer in a fog,- Its
decks: laden with crates of wild ajii-,
mals consigned to Moreau's mystcrious island, is good picturl^ation.

Dn
.

'

Romance

lad'

who

'

tVvo-'tliried

is

Merna

by

Kennedy,

resulting in the double
faithless wife and the
pai-amoyr < Arthur, VintonJ, thus
leading .him into the prison of which
Vinton's brother <played by Douglas

murder of the

.

Dunibrille,

effective, Jiefivy)

is

the

superintendent.
Gloria Stuart is
should wishy-washy for the happy ending,

is essentially light; and,,

with a story of this kind

it

following, the 'escape.

be.

Didn't Cost much which should be
The exti'a; billing given Kathleen
Ahel.
Burke as Lota, Panther Woman, is U's best brenlv!
strictly for the marquee. Girl is too
much liue a girl to even suggest
transformation from a beast. Her
part is little more than a 'White
World Wide production; Educational reCargo' bit.
lease.
Screen play credited Mack Sennett
ThCL'e are many reminders of .'T.d Arthur niplcy .with adapto.tlon nnd
grammar school mystery in this. (liiilnq; nssicned to John AVol.l'ron and Enrip
Klarrfn't;
nirec-ted by Senneft.
Laugh ton's Moi'eau, however, lends Rodney.
Morar. and MoMt.'-.' Af 'Winter Gnrdch, Ntw
even these a dignity supsre.sting York. Jan.- 10. Running- time, over -70

HYPNOTIZED
•

Waly.

realism.

.'.

Fox prbiluctlon and retense. PeaturlnR
Includes Ralph Bellamy nnd
Bally KilrrS.
Helen .Vinson: Blreptea hy Hnmllton- Mac-.
Fadden. From the novel by Kathlcpn -Nprrls.'
Screen play' by ffajnillon MacFadJen.
Af olO
JPhottfgrpiiliier;
Chdrlcs Clarke.
•Roxy, New TotU, week 3kn. 13'. ' Riirinlng
•

.

'

itlme.

mlits.
W TrumboIK
.........
•

•

'

^

:

.Sandra.
.Carl'cf
'

Betty
Vatisy

I

^

'.,.'.....'..

Pbtcr.- Cavcn-Jlsb.

.

.

.•

.

..

.

'

•

.

Snily

.

~

;

I^lUrs

,R«lpn Bellamy

Cavendish.......'
Cave^cll>-h. . .".
.-. .'.

i

.'.Helen "Vlrtaon
.Kn'rol ' Kny
.-..Clny Clement

. . .

-;

the only name
but InsufBcient to
carry it abov« the shallow film plot.
This picture won't gO far to balance any b. o. unless most heavily
supported.
They've mixed up two
separate situations or el^e were not
sure whether to build this picture
as Just another triangle yarn or
turn into an ofllce wife spiel. Picture has both angles and these angles don't blend.
In the strictest
sense. 'Second Hand Wife' would
rate double-feature spotting.
A rich young business man Is
married to the usual selfish wife.
There's the usual child, loved earnestly by the father and only 'belonging' to the mother. Up to this
point in the plot the story is clear
From that spot and on the story
gets plenty mixed, with neither plot
nor dialog doing much to help out
The photography is simple and In
one or two spots even bad.
For instance what Is
"posed to
be an outdoor setting for a picnic
Sally

worth

Kllers

is

lighting,

:

between the husband and his pretty
secretary can easily be recognized
as a painted drop. Customers get
thi.s.
I'o tiiom it's an unforgivable
sight.

Achard; music, F. Gromon. At Fifth Ave,
Playhouse, N. T., on grind. Running time,
60 minutes.
Nell
Madeleine Renaud

Zamore
Chalabre

Noel-Noel
..Debucourt

>

eating a departure from the past
cold attempts at lecturing with
nothing more, worth looking over.
It's called on the program a comedy, though there are practically no
real laughs and only a couple polite
Part of the picture is
snickers.
spoken In English, which should
make it easy to understand. An
American engineer comes to Russia
to advise the peasants trying to

He laughs at
handle machinery.
their clumsiness, which gets them
so angry they go out to study and
'catch up with and surpass AmeriAt the end the
Nice to see a picture like this can technique.'
come from Paramount's Joinville American is so impressed he decides
From an Ameri- to stay.
(France) studio.
That's the old Russ tune, of
can standpoint it's nothing at all, a
bit of fluff with no solidity; but to course, and of appeal only to those
a, French mentality it's beautiful who go Into the theatre believing in
romance, properly played and just the 5-Tear-Plan.
The market for
about perfect. All the French will Russian films in the United States,
love it.
and other parts of tlie world for
That Paramount, an American that matter. Is set and limited. The
company, and Harry Lachman, an Communists and their sympathizers
American director, turned it out love them; occasional others drop In
seems somehow ti good sign. It's and are disappointed.
But the presence of the pretty
the flrst screen explanation in New
York of why Paramount in Paris faces for the first titne in Russian
has come to be an important fllnri pictures; the hint of roniance beBecause they -seem to tween one 'x)t the girls iahd one of
company.
have finally, and completely, over the men that, if de\'eloped and
there,^ gotten
to understand the added to the technical and imaginaFrench mind and are mi).king pic- tive excellertce of which the Ru'stures iqr it, rather than worrying sians have always"' lyeeri^iiHsofrecfly-—
abobt American markets or opinions. proud," might niake fcji' ah ihterest•Mistlgri' is typically French.
It Ing'eombinatibh thait might turn' out
tells about the rich little girl who box-offlce produ(it.
Becatise; with
falls for the poor operatic singer. that 'ttrould/ 6£ course, fh'itliiie, 'hav6
She leaves her money in order (t<j to fcome 'a toning down of the' silly
run ,^way with him and Uve in siitde'cl matter.
Marlgnan
Cormeau

Andre Dubose

4

...Jules

Fanny

Madame Perrachc

Moy

Magdelelne Berubet

—

.

.

.

Chn'-llp

.

.'.-.

In the
grinds.
'Four Aces' as a title presumably
applies to the different branches of
w<ir service, as marines, gobs, army
and nurses. Simple stuff.
"What Slack has to relate in his
offscreen lecture is mostly descrip-

Shan.

tive.

HYPPOLIT,

A LAKAJ

('Hyppolite, the Lackey').

(HUNOARIA.N MADE)
Emll Kovacs and Tnraa production. Intornatlonnl Cihema Ex.:hnnge release for
Directloh, Pzeksly latvan; music,
XT.
S.
Eisem.nnn Mihaly; camera, Elben Istvan.
At Tobis, New York, on grind. Running
time, 77 mins.
.Csortos Gyula
Hyppott, the Butlei*'
.-. .Kabos
Schneider.
Gyula
MIcI
Hlq Wife
. .^JlaraszU
'Te'rkn, Xhflr Daughter...
,Fehyy€s'J' Eva
.'.....'.Goth
Sandor
Ministerial
Secretary.
A
Erdeiyt MIcI
A Dancer
-

-

him

COME ON TARZAN
.

out. - But he's miserable and
poor; she hears -of It, and brings
him back.
To the French lay mind that's n lime, Gl minutes.
lovely romance with- the proper
Fairly successful effort to get
amount of sadness and disruption.
That the husband turns into a gig'o- away from the standardized plots,
lo and lounge lizard doesn't worfy though this is the same old eastern
th? European. It doesn't matter who
works, the man or the woman-, if •gal who spats With the f bremah unthey're both satisfied. Important is til she falls in love. with him. But
that they continue in love despite on this basis is erected a story of
everything.
hunting wild horses by an agent for
Madeleine Renaud, in the lead as
Mistlgri, is as cold aa usual. She's a concern which uses them for dog
from the. Comedie Francaise and food. Mayi}a,rd. objects to their. trywith a considerable reputation, but ing, to kill those on his ranch, parall her films seem cold,' She doesn't
ticularly 'Tarzan,' a wil(I i^talllon- he
appear to
.

.

''

'

Mack

.

.

colebs.

Hard on the eyes besides and will
to make

-

Suddenly discovers she. has a
voice; becomes famous while her
husband can't get a Job. But she
keeps him on In cothfort,. etc., £^.1Ihough he's doiiig nothing. He plays
with another gfirl and she throws

.

.'.

.

•

government

have to be touted freakishly
any kind of grade, even

First Hungarian talker to haVe a
connected and direct 'yarn. "It's not
an especially good story" and none
too well done, but ought 'to command b. o. respect from Htiiiirarian
customers-^if and where there are
ICRS production; World "Wide rcleaie,- any around here.
Starrlng Ken Maynard. Directed by Alan
It's
one of tho^e complicated
James,- .w.ho .wrpte Ihe story.. Cast: Ken
Maynard, Myrna Kenne(}y, -Kat« Campbell, farces that are -pretty meaningless
Rov Stewart, Bob K'ortmann,' NIIe6^ Welch, without a Knowledge of the lanBen Corbett, Jack Rockwell, -Nelson ]r|c- guage—:and
much too talkative.
Dowell, Jack Mower'./ At New York theatre
one day, Jan. a, op double bill. Running Customers at the 'theatre seemed to

."

t

War stuff. It will go only where
the scale is the lowest and where
the changcovers are most frequent.
Just a faded collection of wornout
clips of the World War interspersed
with some newsreel shots of 1918

'

'

.

FOUR ACES
Independent release. WUh Private C. K,
At the Central, New York,
gri'.id, Jan. 7.
Running time, 68 mina.

T'lnck ieoturing.

•

misery,

,.

.

15

0'.

SImone Hellard

put her heart in her film
work, but still is a sufficient actress brolie and then turned loose,
Most of the story hangs arotihd
.'.;
Menry Jfihnson
•.George Moilnn not to chill audiences completely.
Vr'of. •Llmberly...-..,;.'....-.Ernesf Torreoce
Noel Noel as the husband is a sur- the horse, but' with' the leadlhig
Clisrlie O'Brien.,,
Chi«rlle Murray
prising assignment and turns in a woman taking more part'th'ah usual.
Wallace Ford
Till "Pognrd
Fair soilind, nipe phqtdgraphy, fast
He's generally thoug^ht
Prin<>ess Mltzi
Mnrla Alba gippd Jcvb.
acti<>h and a' better tha'h usukl story
t'earl. ..
MaTJorle R^ehe of as a comedian.
Cipt Von Slromberg
-.i-jHerm^m, Blng
Some of the photography is beati- 6f its class. No trouble double bill.AlPxaodor Carr tlful in an obvious" way,
.\bc phapjro....
ing this in A houses. Plenty of utse
which
is
.'.....,..,.'...,.'
.Luis A'b'crnl
f'Dnsul.
...... ... .-.\'.
.Hirry .ScKultz that mttch better,- Bind the produc- is made of. a herd of .horses runplhg
T^ii'fiwie.
into four ngure9,.ai)d s^veitii: times
.Matt McHi^gh tion Is; quite good.
rtrummor
KaUf.Haiirls
scene tableaus are achieved: Which
t{;ingma8t«r.<t «'"'•'• »>
--^i .Mitchell
in stills would be worthy of fraiming;
.Ult^a.copsex)ff»tlye.ly, 'Hypnotized'
notably some scenes of the hprsfeir
/
at the river, .^nd skyline shots '<fi
is among the very worst since- the.
(''Marriage ih Nfame')
Tarzan.'
l^ot concentrated 'in a
adtiual enter'entrance of sound(GERMAN MADE)
.single
stampede,
but
ruinDiher
tainment' values It doesn't qualify at
Haafle
production.'
^relgn-Amerlcan through the picture at Intervalst
Flim release. Direction,. Heinz Paul; scenall.
Maynard does hla usual stuff with
Hella Moja and Alfred Shlrokauer;
The story doesn't exist. What ario,
music, Erik Bengson.
At the 72d St. Myrna Kennedy opposite and putever thejf thought was a theme pro- Playhouse, New York, on grind. Running ting real stuff on the curves* Kate
jects like a potpourri of trailers for time, ftO mIns.
Camp'bell has a minor job as comHelmer
Evelyn Hplt
everything from, a western to a Eva
Erl'ka
Erika DannhofT edy duenna, and does. not. overplay
drama.
There's
Max Benken
the
Wolfgang Zllzer it.
usual cowbby
Picture is sImply too awful, box Rosa Schulz
Annemarle. Hase
comedy.
Chic.
Walter RIlia
offlcely
speaking, to waste any Hans V. Velten
Habcrland
Oskar Marlon
It's hailed as a Moran
space on
His Wife
Grit Hald
end Mack comedy- There's plenty Frau Kuehleborn
Ida Wuest
of Mack, but Moran seems to be Kledegesaees
Hans MIerendorf
'Valerie Boothby
Paramount production and release. Di-.eprcsented chiefly in colored pet- Olga
Hanna v, Spaeth
Hermlne Sterler rected by Henry Hathaway.
Based on
ticoats.
Zane Grey'a writing of the same title with
From the standpoints of story and
Fairly interesting German meller screen play by Frank Howard Clark and
direction the production value is not that would have been good if prop- Harold Shumate.
At Loew's New Ifork
one da;y, Jan. 6.
Running
over 2 per cent. In view of that erly directed.
time
about 00
Tempo is way off,
fact, cast, cameramen, editors and whole film being so slow it's pain- mins.
Chane Weymer
Randolph Scott
box ofllco are helpless.
ful. Nevertheless, ought
fairly .Sandy Melberne
Sally Blane
A sensible p. ^ducer 'would have well In German nabes. to do
Rawlins
Fred Kohler
Ma* Melberne
Lucille La Verne
looked at this In the projection room
Story has to do with a young Rent
Weymer
James Bush
and sighed. Fe never would have baron faced with a desperate need Sam
Bass
Charley Grapcwln
permitted the public to be allowed for money. He marries a wealthy Indian Chief
Jim Thorpe
Waly.
to pay money to see it.
George F. Hayes
girl with the understanding she's •''lack
^lorn
Buddy Roosevelt
to get the title and he the cash. Sheriff
E. H. Calvert
His actual sweetheart misunderstands, thcre're complications, exIn 1925 Paramount released the
Leon Sch!css!nger prdJnTction; Warner re- planatons but a happy ending.
Some of that yarn Is pretty good silent version of 'Mesa.' Since sound
Directed by
Slnrrlng John 'Wa.vne.
lenae.
Maclt V. Wright. Cast: Sheila Terry. Er- and nicely handled, although a good came in there have been a number
ville Anderson. Harry Woods, Otto Hoffdeal of the effectiveness is lost of westerns with the
wild horse
innn, Mnrtha Mnttox. Blue 'Washington. At
stamping out the life of
Locw's New York theatre one day, Jan. 10, through the lack of pace.
Evelyn Holt, German-English girl, man. The talker, '.Mesa,' the b&d
on double bill. Running time, 57 mIns.
although
In the lead, is a bit too pouty; Wal- fairly
well cast and directed, has
Familiar outline of the abandoned ter Rllla handles the male lead with little more than the author's name
ease and conviction.
n.-lniite3.
Hubert Jncli-i^on.,

SECOND HAND WIFE

(With Songb)

R. C.

Hyams

Leila

,

(FRENCH MADE)

makers ot the picture copied from

Charles I^augrhton iG
Bela Lugosl
Richard Arlen-

Dr Moreau.

MISTIGRI

flee.

Island of Lost Souls
Faramoutit production and release. Baaed
«n the H. a. Wellp- Btory. with adaptation
by Walderear Yomg and Philip W^ylle, DIAt Rlalto. »:ew
rectid b]' ISrle Kenton.
Tork, Jan. 11. Bunnlng time, 07 minutes.

VARIETY

•"•

NAiVlENSHEIRAT

,

,

.

en-Joy

it.

;

Story has to-do with a nouveau
rlche family in Which the wife hires
a servant to help malce them society.
Everything gets balled up, of course,
but the right girl.' and. the right boy
get married and the servant bounced
for the final reeh
Technically, film is okay, although
a bit off on sound.
Kauf.
-

F.P. 1 Antwortet Nicht
(•F. P.r

1 DoeBn't AnswerT)

(GERMAN MADE)
Berlin, Jan.

8.

-Ufa picture and release. Erich' Poromer
production;- Direction',- -Karl Hiartl.-' Adaptaby V^alteri -Relsch after Kurt'Slodmak's
-MuslQ, .Allan Gray.
Recorde'd on
Tobls-Rlangfllnf. Ca^t: Hans Albers, SyblUe
Schmltz, Paul'.tiTart'niaiin. 'Peter Ztorre, 'Hermann''Sp'eelmans,'''Patkl Wntermeler;'Arthur
Pe!w. ..Gustav- .Pu^tUer, Oeoirg. - August
Koch, Hans Schneider, Werner ^cpott,. Erik
Ode, Pr. Maniilrijs',' QndVg- Jdhilr, .ItudolC
-Plafte,' 'FrIedHch
Orias'/Fliotbf^raphy,
Gnenthec; -Rlttau. -Konatantin: .TaChet, Otto
Bfteckeis
,9ohii^, .Fi:lt9..-TIUery;, settings,
tion-

story.

-

-

-

.

.Srlch. I?jstleJhut:, techjilcal CQllfibQrator, ARunniag' time. lOff 'iblna.
B. Hetolng^r.
At trfaT PaTaeC
Zoo, -.derllii;'

km

•'

.

.

.

.

•

.
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WILD HORSE MESA

HAUNTED GOLD

For a confusing moment in the
story customers are offered the op
portunlty of hearing the wife tell
her husband that she is leaving for mine guarded by a phantom who
Paris.
Then, without warning the bobs mysteriously. It's done In the
wife suddenly appears on the scene heavy-handed style of the mystery
where her husband and his secre- story of three or four years ago,
tary are frolicking, Innocently, of alarming shadows, clutching hands,
course.
It is easily seen the pic- trap doors, peepholes, secret pasNo longer thrills the
ture was very badly cut. Also poor- sages, etc.
ly directed and its continuity suf- average picturegoer.
Saving grace is some comedy by
fers from maldirection and story
a colored player. Blue Washington,
treatment.
The only action in the film that and here it Is more his manner than
can be recalled is a motor boat race, the material handed him.
There Is what is intended to be a
a brief clip and entirely unrelated
to the picture. There is nothing of dramatic fight in the bucket of a
a comedy nature to mention out cableway, another
a wagon which
loud. Two very brief moments are goes tearing down the road, and a
shaft
abandoned
supplied thru baby talk engineered woU-contrived
by a dumb looking blond. Old stuff. down which the Negro falls and the
There Is this angle to consider hero climbs up; but the stuff never
also that the fact of the title being brings real suspense because it Is
what It is customers mny expect a all too mechanical.
sen.eational tale.
John Wayne plays tepidly, with
Tills promise is
never fulfil lod.
Shiela Terry giving little as.«iistance.
Ralph Bellamy is the huHb.and. Not Photography ranges from good to
much. As the first wife, Helen Vin- poor, but the sound slays at a fair
cent is limited by dialog and -situa- level.
tions,
Film should get over in the smallrr
.''pttinps look mo.stly out of
taste.
Kspccially the "modernistic spots, but will have to go pretty
wall de.'slKHS in the stenographic well down the line to take the solo
room of the husband's bu.<<ine.ss of- position.
Chic.

m

Technically picture Is somewhat
suggesting It may be quite old.
Kauf.

off,

with which
western. It is

When

there's a pretty girl In a
that's funny.
There

—

are two in this one. So it's a panic.
And to make the surprise even more
complete, there's even a hint of a
love story. Not too much. So 'Joha
and Men' becomes one of the mf)st
interesting pictures coming out of
HtLtisia since the revolution.
It's
.itill

a bad

plcttire,

because

It's

'

'

'

remaining Ufa pictures.

The start is brisk in Its dramaturgy.
world flyer, Ellissen,
steals the plans from a wharf with
the object to draw the wharf management's atlention to the possibilities of building an airplane station
in mid-ocean.
He succeeds. The
wharf builds the isjand, a little town
of glass and steel, with an airplane
port, wireless station, repair shops,
hotels, hangarS) to serve as station
in a transocean flying service. The
girl co-owner of the wharf, Claire,
falls in love with EHlIssen, who prefers to try out a new plane and

A

make a non-stop

race 'round the
world. Claire then falls In love with
the chief engineer, who flghts with
secret powers who threaten the
Island and his work.
A few days before the traAsocean
service is to start, .Eilllssen comes
back to Claire, broken and poor, aa
his flight failed, unaware df her
change of mind and love. He deto play.
As such a cides to wait for her in his hotel
safer on a double bill. room until she calls him. This hap-

The

(RUSSIAN MADE)

Russian film

Ufa's greatest picture of this year
ft success with regard to- speed,
continuity and cast of the leading
femme role with an. actress new to
the fan public* The ''picture Is InThe
teresting and ne#' in idea.
name of Hans Albers, great favorite
here In Germany, would be sufficient
to get the release started as a success and to build prestige for hla
is

(Contlnued on page 17)

Waly.

MEN AND JOBS
Soyuzklno production; Amkino release.
Direction and scenario, A. Machc'ret; photography, A. Galperin; music, S. Gernslmov
and N. Kriukov. At the Cameo. New York,
un grind. Running time, 70 mins.
Zakhnrov
N. Okliopkov
Mr. Cllne
"V. Stanltzyn
Pctrov
A. Geirod
Interpreter
S. "Yakovleva
Construction Head
V. Kovrlgin
Vaiush}<a
S. Pollal<ov

•

Years

Woman Angle

Sing Sing' (F. N.). Authenticity of prison background supersedes plot. Ladies take the penal atmosphere only If it's
mixed with a more romantic story than Is present In this one.
'20,000

in

'The Bitter Tea of General Yen' (Col). Glamour of the forbidden In
delicately suggested East-West romance fulfills the secret yearnings
of the girls, creating strong femme appeal for an impressively directed,
Its

Hympathetically cast and sti.sponseful yarn.

'Second Hand Wife' (Fox).
carry un.skiliful direction and

Fcmmc
pa.shle.sjj

title

and theme strong enough
man.

to

If-ading

'Island of Lost Souls' fPar).
Chlll.s of di.slasle at the hideousness of
this shocker's mcn-made-oiit-or-.Tninial.s !ii-e ifjt tlio kind of chills the
Itirlics like In piclureH.

Hu."-

slan, still full of propaganda ai)d
short of showmanship; but if Indl-

'Hypnotized' fWor.Id .Wide). (>h\ sfliof)] liokc incinly slapped together.
in it capable of su.slainirig irnpoi-lance with the girls.

Nothing

MUSIC HALL

R. C.

New
When

York, Jan.

'Cock-Eyed Wcirld'

11,

(Fox)

played the old Roxy this picture
supported by a B-mlnute prolog
grossed more In a single week than
did the RC Music Hall In Its first
two weeks.
Maybe that means
World'
'Cock-Eyed
something.
grossed 9167,000.
The old Roxy has aeclded to throw

up

the

presentation

policy

this

week. Maybe that means something.
Thus the Music Hall in offering a
picture and presentation begins

where the old Roxy leaves off.
Currently the M. H. offers a show
prepared In six days. In every de
tall except Its expansive size, the
current M. H. show Is distinctly

RKO

.

A

attract.

In the meantime, a similar presentation policy is going into the
Roxy, a block away, the other Radio
City house. Next week
faces
Chicago, Jan. 13.
the danger of having the spnall theJoan Blondell, Arthur Tracy,
atre smothered by the bigger Music
Hall.
The fact that the scales in Harry Rose, Tarzan the Ape, and a
Merrlel
Abbott
chorus
got together
both bouses must be alike Impels
'this outlook.
Besides which the in a Will Harris-built presentation
Roxy has only the second with satisfying results. Receptions
choice of product after the M.H., for Tracy and Blondell, appearing in
thus giving the latter a distinct film that order, were extremely cordial.
Business, too, was above average,
advantage.
selling the
So far the
Roxy is stand- possibly due to
ing up pretty well. What the two show as a galaxy of names or, in
houses have effected, however, has keeping with the times, a lot for
been t» almost smother the old your money.
Chicago likes a lot for Its money
Roxy. Besld^p which the M. H. has
taken th6' oboice of product away and has not too much money, a fact
from the old house. That means that the legit is only beginning to
comprehend.
Meanwhile the ChiWarners besides Fox.
cago theatre has lined up a row of
It is known Roxy feels that cer
tain costs on the M. H. must be headliners, mostly from radio. Currently
one
radio,
one film, one
eliminated. Perhaps Roxy himself
knows where best to make the cut, vaudeville name on the stage, and
Helen, Hayes and Ramon Novarro
since It's his setup, and the
on the screen in 'Son -Daughter*
ofUcials are consulting him.
The house is playing up Its pop (M-G) seems to be the key to pubscale although not mentioning the lic interest.
Miss Blondell (New Acts) worked
fact that it reserves a mezzanine for
those who are willing to pay $1.10. with Harry Rose, held up her end
very ably, and was good for quite a
Around 900 seats this way.
Opening overture is 'Faust.* Sing- giggle score. Rose, of course, probing ensemble works from the sides. ably did most of the framing for the
Finales with a scrim scene back of single week, and his experience was
a singing trio on the stage, showing most helpful.
For himself. Rose
angels rising on the stage elevators grabbed some laughs with his usual
In celestial Journey. Okay number, clowning. Rose did a stretch at the
but overlong. Besides, it makes two Oriental in 1930 as m. c.
heaven scenes in the show. TuskeTarzan the Ape fooled quite a few.
gee colored singers use one also. A There seemed to be no widespread
hidden mike voice m. c.'s the show suspicion In the audipnce, although
straight.
the illusion Is often broken by the
When caught there seemed to be overly-agile and unmonk-like ouicksome backstage difBculties encoun- ness of motion. Got plenty laughs.
tered, as 'ii^aits occurred between the
Tracy's brace of songs were short
numbers, unbecoming to the brisk and punchey. He wowed with 'ElU
running of the program. The en- Elll' and had to encore.
Land.

RKO

RKO

CHICAGO

RKO

B&K

RKO

RKO

,

semble, numbering around 80, make
a double entrance from the stage
and the side porticos. Better is coming on stage all together and sticking there. Trying to catch the singers from the side causes much neck
straining for customers, the orchestra floor being so wide.
Usual cartoon precedes. This time
It's 'Spanish Twist,' a Van Beuren
piece, that doesn't fit the screen of a
first-class house. Ray Bolger makes
two appearances. One is in the first
half before the newsreel. The second is toward the close of the show.
He is the sock df the show with his
dancing antics. His chatter is wasted in the rear of the orchestra and
in the upper tiers, hoWever, because
his presonallty is lost through distance.
It might be wiser for Bolger to
stick to a single appearance and cut
his chatter In the big house.

The show closes with 'Marche Mia dancing fantasy on the

lltaire,'

Boman
.

order.

and

Comprises both the

Girl
Roxyettes.
Ktoups are alternately clothed In
ballet

the

BROADWAY, DENVER
Denver, Jan. 10.
Novel entertainment is being presented here this week by Louis
Hellborn consisting of an hour of
grand opera music by a 85-piece
philharmonic orchestra, directed by
Emll Hilb of New York, and followed by the first western showing
of 'Maedchen in Uniform.' Hellborn
is
planning such a show every

REVIEWS

PARAMOUNT,

all-white or all-red costumes. They
dance in battle rhythm. For a finish
they are supposed struck down by a
big sword let down from above,
Sword stuff was off when caught.
The blade descends too late. Color
is also off. Blue lighting might help
it look like steel, as it should.
This show was lighted by Robert
Edmond Jones, outgoing art director
of the theatre. It's his final show
at the house, as Clarke Robinson
from the old Roxy, succeeds him.
Throughout all the numbei*s the
auditorium alms with its lighting
combinations at atmospheric effect.
The stage lighting when caught was
almost all overhead or from the
booths around 260 feet away from
the stage, the longest thrown known.
There must be over 30 spots arrayed
over the auditorium for overhead
stage flood effects. In one Roxyette number during the Viennese
setting of 'Straussina' (as it was
called at the old Roxy, but given a
new name here) there were as many
as 20 spotlights playing on the stage
from the booths and in the ceiling

Roxyotica. It's a series of numbers
Roxy himself had made
familiar at his former citadel. At
the M. H. his disciples. Iicon Leoni- sirches.
doff and Erno Rapee, the Rogge SisThe revolving stage gets its break
ters and Russell Markert have re- In the Viennese number. This numpeated themselves and not unenter- ber is also overlong. By the time
tainingly.
it arrives It conveys an effect of
The changing light beams reflected too much dancing in the show. As
over the auditorium and the doubled recalled, about the only number tbat
number of performers although in didn't have dancing in it when
familiar
numbers enhance the caught wag the overture production.
chances for favorable audience rePatricia Bowman and Gomez and
ception, once they're in, but leave Winona do specialty dances in the
no permanent impression. Ray Bol- Viennese setting. Idea is to have the
ger may be new to this type of show, old-time waltz shown In contrast to
the Roxy type, but he has appeared modern waltzes. Roxyettes also apofferings. pear here. Gomez and Winona are not
In
presentation
other
operators In charge given opportunity to show their
What the
must figure now is where do they go stuff, as they are worked In against
from here.
what to all practical purposes Is a
With the change in policy the M. mob scene. Deserve better.
H. also shifted Its scale from two-aRoxyettes score as always. But
scale
day $2.60 top to a continuous
the
'Marche Militaire' number,
which runs 36 cents mornings, 56 which closes, would have fitted betcents afternoons, and 76 cents eve- ter In the first half of the bill. The
nings. LK>wer than the scale at the Tuskegee choir, with a meeting
old Roxy when it had a promise of house setting and treadmill scene
plentiful and fairly good product looks like the natural finale for the
and when Its average weekly gross show. Come In first half Instead.
ran to around $76,000, but didn't alThe colored vocal group sing spirways meet the overhead even with ituals as usual, but are bunched too
that Intake.
closely together for good effect when
The Indicated gross Is 190,000 for they're standing with their arms
the M. H. this week, with the pres • raised for a hallelujah chant. The
ent show, which has 'Bitter Tea of treadmill scene is very effective.
General Ten'_ (Col) as the feature, Singers yodel 'Comin' to the promand the M. H. carrying charges run ised Ltand.*
scrim opens to reveal
higher. Good product can lift this white clad performers marching up
figure, but it's got to be of smash to heaven or something for the finvariety. The heavy x:oncentratton of ish.
Usual organ interlude starts
publicity on the Music Hall for the the stage end.
past weelis and even before, plus its
Show runs over 160 minutes and
new pop b. o. scale is impelling allows only for a four-show turntrade into the theatre which a pic- over dally, but this may be fixed for
ture like Ten* might not normally the next time.
Shan.

which
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N. Y.

New Tork, Jan. 13.
Tarewell to Anns," which two-adayed at the Olterlon, Is In here
hot from a five weeks* run 'at that
house. It will keep the Paramount
safely In the money column with-

NEWSREELS

.

pressions together Is surefire all the

way.

One of the lads Is in center stage
standing at a mike, another is at
one side at a miniature piano, the
third at a desk as an announcer.
A baby spot from the flies is thrown
on each as he does his bit, others
staying In darkness meanwhile.
House voted Radio Rogues winning
palm Friday night, and they deserved It.
The Bines line opening show do
a routine on a series of lighted
steps, with a radium effect thrown
In which seemingly has only the
hands and feet in action.
In bringing up the finish the

line

goes military, their routine fading
into the main title of 'Farewell.'
It's like getting back to the old prolog days, but pleasing for a change.
Lighting In main makes this finishing number effective. As to routine
it

isn't so swell.

Use

of lights

from

both wings in one part creates a
very effective shadow effect.
Donald Novis, a regular around
here, this week does only one number, not his best sold by a good deal.
Builder-upper for Kate Smith, appearing here coming week and for
her picture,
'Hello,
Everybody,'
shortly to play house, comes from
pit this week.
Dave Rnbinoff, the
maestro acrobatlque, does 'Overture Humoresque,* with a dedication
to 'Moon Comes Over Mountain' and
trailer announcement
mentioning
Miss Smith, her picture, etc.
Though a long feature, house cur-

rently finds room for a Par Pictorial short (Par), plus usual Para-

mount News.

Borros Morros Is now the operator
and the last word on
stage shows.
So far he is doing
okay on both ends except that it
might be a good idea to drill the
ushers and other attaches in certain directions.
Char.
of this house

that

opera.

The Broadway was

opened Just ten years later with
Carmen,' and for their second number the group played the prelude to
that operatic work. 'Rigoletto Momorles' and the prelude to the third
act of 'Lohengrin' were the next two
selections, being

chosen because they
month, running each for a week.
were played during the opening two
Crowds the first two days were weeks at the Broadway.
They
good, and favorable comment pre- closed with the 'Orpheus.*
The
vailed. The show ran for two hours crowd responded with five minutes
and a half and included two shorts of applause. Prices wore from 25c
and a brief historic background for to $1.
the music done as a lecture by JoThe Innovation is popular here
seph Emerson Smith, local writer.
and should work out well in large
smith called attention to the fact cities, especially where none of the
that this music had been played at first-run houses has an orchestra.
local hlstocic occasions.
'Maritana' Denver has been in that class for
had been sung and played at the several months and, and indications
opening of the Tabor Grand Opera are that It will continue so. The arhouse here Sept. 6, 1881, so the or- rangement with the musicians Is cochestra opened with the overture to operative.

TRANSLUX

EMBASSY

out the necessity of a stage show
of names wh«!h l&teV h^ve helped
A fair balance between non-news
toward some nloe business here.
On Its pop engagement, with magazine material and spot news
benefit of house's lowered ficale, make up the current newsreel com'Farewell' opened strong, drawing
capacity at the first deluxe show bination of Fox Movietone and the
ProbFriday night. Picture was doing Hearst Metrotone service.
close to capacity right along at the ably an objection Is valid that the
Criterion at a $1.65 top, but was
needed at this time by Par for gen program is overweighted withW. R.
Hearst riding his own editorial hoberal release.
Meanwhile 'Sign of Cross,* a pic- bles, an element that again crops up
ture that can wait, took 'Farewell's* aft$r being absent for isome time.
place at the Crit, where \t will get
The publisher himself makes a
a truer test of b.o. draft that It
screen appearance with an address
could expect at the Rialto.
Along with 'Farewell,' house Is on. the 'Buy American' movement, of
trying to sell the unseen boop-a- which he Is the chief Journalistic
doop girl who does off-screen sing- sponsor, and In another clip U. S.
ing for the Betty Boop cartoon aeries made by Max Fleischer and dis- Senator Johnson of California goes
tributed by Par. She Is Mae Ques- into a high-pi'essure argument on
tel, a disappointment personally de- the subject of 'Europe Must Pay,'
spite a unique buildup on her stage
engagement. Prior to girl's entr&nce another of the chain publisher's pasthere Is a screening of a Betty Boop sions. The audience i esponded with
release, 'Crazy Inventions' (Par), applause for the Johnson address,
in which the Questel voice is heard.
On its conclusion owner brings the however. It received the Hearst
voice out, but It gets nowhere in patriotic appeal with evidence of inparticular.
difference.
Latter is by long odds
Miss Questel doubtless registers Hearst's best screen contribution of
better close to a microphone than
on a stage without its aid. This many in point of delivery.
Marquee display puts the emmight be one case where house's
Public Address system should be phasis on the Hearst appeal, which
in use to aid the Betty Boop girl.
Number she sings Is 'How Am 1 divides honors with the destruction
Doln', an oldle, with ork musicians by fire of the French $20,000,000 liner
aiding for buildup. Let down very A.tlantique in the English channel
Ughtly, Miss Questel didn't try a bound for Cherbourg fr.om South
second. Instead introducing a lit- America. This bit of reporting Is a
tle girl as her sister, apparently the credit to the organization, coverage
Annette Ames in billing, whose two being thorough. Airplane from Lon
dances clicked. For a kid a good don got splendid aerial views of the
hoofer and entitled to all the ap- big vessel In flames, supplemented
by detailed views from a small boat,
plause recognition she got here.
Miss Questel was one of the win- arrival of survivors In England, and
ners In RKO theatres several years an interview with the captain of the
ago of a Helen Kane contest. She burned ship. Nice editorial handling
wears a costume here that's pat- all around.
Other news shots of a marine naterned after the Fleischer character
ture had to do with the burning of
to which she adds her voice.
While without names and spotty the tanker Doris Kellogg off the
on entertainment, Boris Petrofl has North Carolina coast, a pip of a
hung together a stage show that in- scenic shot of exploding and burnvites no complaint.
It has two ing oil, apparently taken from a
highlights in the David Bines line coast guard cutter. With this was
of 32 girls, particularly in their yoked storm scenes at sea during
opening number, and In the act of. the recent bad weather, apparently
the Radio Rogues. letter a trio supplemented with fine stock views
of men doing Impersonations «f of raging seas from an ocean liner's
radio stars, with quite a few laughs deck and boiling surf on. the shore.
Arrival in the U. S. of two distinthrown in. Material linking the im-

No wide

difference In the quality

of the news services in the two
competing Broadway spots this
week, but what small edge there is

goes to the Embassy for
handling of news events.

Its brisker

Trans -Lux deals more In freak
and human interest bits, while
ther-e is a more substantial coverage
by the Fox-Metro combination.
Luxer sometimes overdoes the
freak news angle, as in this week's
chapter, when It exploits two different cats that figured In the news'*

papers; one the Lackawanna hobo
tabby that bummed its way on the
rods, and the other the Brooklyn
puss that saved its three kittens
from a fire. Maybe these were not
the self-same cats, but the Idea will
intrude that they could have used
ringers.

Anyhow, one's Paramount

and the other's U, latter with neat
gagging by McNamee.
Fox has all the advantage in variety
of foreign service, though

Paramount turned a clever bit in
grabbing a library clip dealing with
religious services by the high lama
of Thibetan buddhism and offering
It with fresh titles as a great Chinese religious gathering to pray for
peace aa the Japanese struck at the
Great Chinese Wall. Clip is full of
picturesque oriental mysticism and
the hookup with the war that fills
the American newspapers made it
fresh.

Palm goes to the Paramount cameraman also wha caught the Los
Angeles golf match. He got a flock
of angles that will Interest golfers,
one of them being a trick this reporter doesn't recall having seen
before. Lensman took an Iron shot
from behind the tee of a abort hole,
holding the ball In view during most

of its flight and showing It roll up
true to the pin. Closeups of vital
long putts were also good.
News flashes caught for the
Luxer and not by the Embassy
lineup were Mrs. Carrie Chapman
craft's talk on her 74th birthday anniversary, the former suffragette
leader, now making a plea for peace.
guished foreigners wa^ well covered. Half jocular comments on the New
Prof. Plccard of stratosphere fame York auto show, with comedy action
was Interviewed in New York with as a depression victim turns away
his twin brother, who looks the part, from a high-priced car the missus
and Prof. Einstein was caught in is Interested In; a moving mounLos Angeles leaving the boat and tain In Durango, Colo., with Intercuddling his eternal violin case, a esting side talk, and floods in Kent
county. Wash.
very human detail.
Discussion of topical questions
Coolidge funeral was another capital bit of reporting.
Cameraman was fairly good: W. W. Parrish,
who
has written much on Technoccaught most of the notables present,
racy,
gives a brief, crisp talk deincludln^r President
Hoover and
Chief Justice Hughes,
obtained scribing the new theory; Sen. Pittdoseup shots of the minister who man of Nevada and Dill of Washconducted the services, and backed ington make impassioned pleas for
this up with a smashing atmos- a new currency break for silver,
phere shot of the dreary hillside giving the metal legal value of $1
cemetery when the funeral cortege an ounce instead of the market price
arrived in the bleak winter dusk. of 26c. Both men come from silver
CUiniax bit was an editorial Inspira- states and their self-service is obAnother Item touching on
tion, having a Governor's Island vious.
bugler blow taps, standing on the timely comment is a clip of Brie
garrison parade ground, and backed county (N.Y.) scheme of putting Jobless
at
work making firewood out
up by the Manhattan skyline of
of rail ties for food and lodgings,
towering skyscrapers.
Routine reporting appeared in the firewood going to the poor.
Barrel orders put a Chicago facviews of the Senate hearing on the
beer bill, with Bishop Cannon mak- tory to work, views of the plant
ing a dry argument before the com- accompanied by light comments on
mittee, an episode which, strangely oeer prospects.
Material common to both houses
enough, the audience received pasconsists of Senate beer bill hearing
sively instead of spoofing as rewith Bishop Cannon's spiel; Biscently at all drya.
cayne Bay, Pia., regatta (U) with
Compilation
is
overboard
on
There is a shot at the ice better action in race angles, but not
hoclcey.
miiyhem in the Garden, Americans so amusing off-screen lecture; Prof.
Einstein's arrival in Calif. (Par
vs. Rangers, and in addition a clip
from the Alps showing a Canadian plays up Frau Einstein for the
six wiping up a Bavarian team, both remme-fnterest)r the Eot^dUff-Cole^man mat melee, on which Pathe got
actionable enough, but the subject
excellent ringside views also, and
matter beginning to get stale.
destruction of the tanker, Doris
The foreign contest took place at the
Lake Riesaser in the Bavarian Alps, Kellogg off the U. S. coast.
Pathe is not innocent of self-inand while the Movietone crew was
on the ground .they took a long clip terest in one view, showing the
signing by RKO of 'Prince Mike
of
Fritzl
Burgher,
skater who
achieved fame in the Olympics. Two Romanoff.' world vagrant, for its
stages, Martin Beck getting Into
this
clips from the same spot in the
clip.
same show wasn't so wise.
Other minor items on the TransMore on the sports side was a
good actional view of Mat Champ Lux screen are outboard craft
Londos, on his return, manhandling gymnastics in Florida waters; CenAble Coleman in the St. Nicholas tury Club in New England, all
niembers being at least 100 years
arena, Now York.
It's quite the
most violent exhibition of the kind old; wood carver who has turned
to makin^r grotesque papier
mache
to reach t)io screen lately and helped
fiprures to beat the depression
(good
In effect by a background in sight
.-^oiind effects here), and the
and .<;ound of an excited and roaring dubbed
use of St. Bernard dosrs a.<! golf cadcrowd.
dies on a Cmadian course. /ftt.v7t.
Excellent shots of Craig

Wood

and otlicrs In the Los Angeles open
golf tournament complete the sport
section.
Other Items of casu.al Interest:
Views of the Slno-.Taj) warfare with
old matei'ial pieced out with travelog stuff about the Great Wall

where the campaign

is being waged;
regatta In Australia where it's now
summertime; soldicvj' greetings to
Pres. Hlndcnburg in Berlin; the
French President and Mme. LeBurn
receiving kids at Chrl.stmas
in
Paris; Mexican cadets at drill; Italian eavalry cadets again in horsomanshlo feats before King Emanuel;

travel clip of the Maori n.Ttlves in
Zealand bathIn^' in naiui-al hot
Yo-Yo party in Berlin;
baby tlpcrs In California zoo; Bill

New

springs;

lloblnson doing a new danco (and
not a single reoordod top); Antonla
Brioo, California woman musician,
leading Now York musicians' symphony of 200; small boat race in

Blscayne Bay, Fla.; (Jerman marionette Shaw; million-volt spark created by Calif, scientists; revolutionary Idea in aeroplane Invention illustrated by model.
Rush.
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LOEWS STATE,

doing a fast tap routine In place of
N. Y.
L. A.
their rag-doll; knockabout specialty,
New York, Jan. 13. and fit in nicely. The Three Cheers,
IjOb Angeles, Jan. 12.
crooners, apparently from the radio
Tamara, In a bedroom scene, Is fields, provide
Hastily thrown together all-talent
the
harmony
for
the
doing the swan sons this week for bill, and any other dancing comes show to sub for the regular Fanchon
the old Boxy stage shows. She sings from Joyce Murray and the line & Marco unit at this house, and for
Put Out the Lights' as
three other cpast \reeks to follow,
•Let's
girls.
'Varieties of 1933,' personally staged
the Roxyettes are spread over two
Band Is si>otted on stage and by
Fanchon, has a few high spots,
massive bed sets draped as cloth works all the way through.
Only but mostly ordinary
The current show Is the last novelty is the finale, which
vaude enterdolls.
has the
Benny Rubin headlines,
of the presentation offerings. Next band playing a modernized rumba, tainment.
week the house cuts its scale and the three ether boys warbling It, and and works all the way through. The
a
on
will
Alms
be
Its
all over the
clowns
vaude.
comic
gags
and
tries
most of the girls brought on either stage, pulling a few standard ones,
catch-as-catch-can basis so far as in a mammoth baby
carriage or a but working every minute to hold up
bookings go. Radio City has taken huge bathtub, and balance cavorting
name.
end, which he docs very satiseverything, even the Roxy
around in a more or less state of his
factorily.
The vitality was taken from the nudity.
Outstanding novelty, at least tor
Boxy when unlmaglatlve company
Previously, the line girls offered
xnanageinent under the old Fox something new in these parts, a toe coast pic house audiences, is Keith
regime took showmen out of the tap routine In which they wore toe- Clark, 'fire-eater,' who mystifies
6pot. When Sidney Kent took hold dance shoes on their left foot and with his seemingly inexhaustible
The Fox regular dance slippers on the right, supply of lighted ctgarets. Clark
of Fox, it was too late.
company had already sidestepped
'Billion
Dollar Scandal'
(Par), works with showmanship rapidity.
the house. The method that hurt News and Screen Snapshots on the
Two Paige Sisters, with torch
brought sheet. Biz fair opening day.
were
chances
the theatre's
songs, worked hard, but lack that
Inflnajiclal
In during strife among
something to put them over with a
terests who were battling for conbang. Ashford and Brown, two men^
trol.
one doing low comedy, provide a
Paramount,
few laughs and a little routine
It's perhaps significant that as the
New Haven, Jan. 12.
dancing. Dorothy and Vina, a couold Roxy drifts out of the picture as
When it comes to cancelling stage ple of F&M specialty girls, act as
the peer of presentation houses,
shows, this house is dying harder pages to announce the various acts,
^fter a year's constant struggle for
existence and almost six years of than a lame-duck congressman. in addition to a snappy toe tap rouThey've added a week of 'Sweet and ting by Dorothy that clicked solidly.
reign. Radio City Music Hall begins
to follow 'Desert Song,' and
anew with a presentation policy Lovely,'
Band, led by Walter Ruick, is
this carries the F&M units two
where the old Roxy leaves off.
weeks beyond the original deadline. spotted on stage, garbed in white
What is happening is only the This is the house where old-time coats and sailor caps. No individfulfilled prediction of showmen who Publlx units broke in, and the fans ual band numbers, but Rubin does
tried to help the financial mentors were educated to some extravagant his "Christopher Columbus' dissertation with the musicians Joining in
who wouldn't listen. However, if bills.
the effects.
the financial people helped start the
Even at reduced overhead on forAdded
attraction for the local
ruin of the house, the receivership units the nut was more than house
doomed it. Anybody can cut ex- could crack with steadily drooping week is the Behymer California
penses) but only a sliowman knows grosses and despite favorable local Sextet, mixed chorus in operatic
All
have exceptional voices,
customers
into
thea
airs.
bring
to
how
comment on Improved product of
with a
atre.
F&M, management broke a front- but the outfit does not fit in idea.
Under the circumstances It doesn't page story that house would go modem picture-house stage
'Second Hand Wife* (Pox), Laurel
much matter how the current show straight sound. Incidentally, an- and
Hardy comedy, 'Their First
The opening day (13) grossed nouncement brought a mess of fan
fits.
Mistake,' and news constitute screen
$2,000, with 'Second Hand Wife' and protest on dropping of Henry Busse,
Biz away below normal this
a styliB of presentation that hasn't overture and stage band leader, and fare.
changed, except In scope and qual- Elddle Weaver, organist, who pass afternoon.
Cur- out with the units.
ity, since the howe opened.
rently the bouse may see Its allThis week's show, 'Bombay,' Is a
time weekly low as the b. o. will fast, colorful and well-balanced F. P. 1 Antwortet Nicht
probably drop under (16,000.
unit, staged by Oae Foster, made
(Continued from page 16)
A Silly iSymphony and a Univer- up ot a, couple e£ standard acts,
quicker than he thought.
sal short 'Strange ia It Seems,' be- some fillers and a line of nicely pens
sides the newsreel make up^ the trained girls who add plenty to the Claire hears in a wireless talk that
flash angle.
the Island Is being bombarded. Then
supplemental screen fare.
Opens In two with red and gold the talk Is Interrupted and the Island
Clark Robinson, art director, and
be reached by either telewho also, for many months* preced- traveler. Two girls, swathed in cannot
asks Elllssen
ing Frank Cambria, was producing gold wrappings like mummys, break phone or cable, (ilalrs
island.
the shows, makes his last lighting through and shuffle one to each side to fly with her to the
the
Island an official has
giving
impression
pushOn
of
stage
of
attempts here. He also moytis to
competing
firms to
ing
apart
show
girls
bought
traveler
to
five
been
by
B. C, continuing over there In the
idea of the transCapacity he has held with Boxy for seated on pedestals doing an ori- work against the
ental arm-and-torso twist. As mu- ocean service. The official has shot
y^ars.
sic progresses, five more girls slip his chief and gassed the remaining
A specialty toe dancer on the-'oui'- through black drapes and join girls crew. He fiees when Elllssen and
rent bill Is Gloria Gilbert, -wbd has already on for some striking ef- Claire arrive. Thede two rearrange
appeared in musicals and local fects. Mummy girls, Gaylene Sis- matters. But the traitor has opened
cafes. Okay. Of course, there's the ters
(formerly Oaylene and Du the chambers and slots of F. P. 1 to
singing ensemble.
Rajrne), unravel themselves and go sink the Island. In the end Elllssen
Opening overture Is 'BacaroUe' by into an exhibition of acrobatic tim- saves the island, rescues the engia pit group that has been cut to ing In a green spot with balance of neer and Claire. He then goes off,
around 20 men. It once held 100 or stage red. Line girls accompany alone and without friends, to furCatherine Llttlefield, with routine. Team replaces gold ther adventures.
thereabouts.
premiere danseuse, the Roxy string wraps to music and continues early
Some handicap for the success of
quintet
parade Illusion by drawing traveler to- the picture that Albers is not the
and
Roxyettes
through musical and dancing num- gether as scene ends. Whole was glorious winner, but fails in his
bers in the familiar fashion. Miss well done and made a grand open- plans and his love. Albers has exLlttlefield ^ and her girls, however, ing.
cellent moments as actor, yet his
Pasquall Trio followed in a gym- popularity may have suffered somemust be described as unusually talented.
Gaudsmlth Brothers and nastic turn. Team does some fast what. Sybille Schmitz, Pommer's
their doge are also on the bill for a ground work and head balancing up new discovery. Is an interesting type
comedy Interlude in 'one' creating and down steps. Originally played and a good actress. Paul Hartmann
as a closer for the unit, boys seem more an elocutionist than a good
the last laugh In the theatre.
better spotted as is for they pick actor, and Paul Loree exaggerate.
Shan.
Sic transit gloria.
right up where opening routine The remaining actors could not do
left off.
more than remain within the reLine on again for a routine of stricted frame of their parts.
broadsword formations which drew
Photography and sound first class.
Toronto, Jan. 13.
a swell hand. Garbed In green pa- Erich kettelhut's settings, built unFriday, the 13th, held no terrors Jamas, with red fezzes, girls made der A. B. Henninger's technical colnifty
did
their
a
picture
as
they
laboration,
impressed. Allan Gray
for Howard Knevels.
Importing
'Irene,' he has p. tab that dragged in daily dozen with swords before a wrote fine music, which will cerMagnus
tainly be popular hits.
the cash customers on opening night Buddha set in full.
Flo Lewis on next in three, enwith standees at the back for the
last show. It's old but a colorfully tering in a rickshaw to carry on the
mounted show that will keep the oriental atmosphere. Some busi- Moritz Macht Sein Glueck
ness wth an Indian prince and a
natives whistling 'Blue Gown.'
('Moritz Makes His Fortune')
Name part is played by Kathryn kiddie car followed. Miss Lewis
(GERMAN MADE)
Crawford, a winsome brunette with a slow to get to her audience, but had
(With Songs)
them warmed up and closed to a
sweet voice. The comic is Bobby nice response.
Capltnl Film reSuedfllm production.
Watson, who wa^^ with the original
lease in U. S.
No screen credits available.
Back
to
Buddha
getting
for
enshow.
Watson seems to be one
Cast features SIcRtrled Arno and Includes
lavish
purple
trance
line
in
of
Valettt,
Dorothea DIpssIp, Oskar
Ida von
comedlan-whe-ean^ay a pansy role
for
von
Hamlay.
von
Wclkc, Rudolf
rich
setting
Truus
spangled
capes.
A
in a light manner that carries no
Gaylenes to return four their sec- Speyer. Carl Wurmser, Gustav Wuest. At
offense.
Running
70th St. Playhouse, New Tork.
There a 12 -boy chorus and a 20- ond number. Two blondes, in bright time, 85 minutes.
dresses against purple line cosgirl dance line to add to the pretumes, make a honey of a stage picBadly made film that may Interest
tentiousness of the sets.
All the
ture.
Short dance, then girls shift the trade because story, if done ingir1.<i are golden blondes and display
abbreviated costumes for their telligently, could make
dash. There's a girl quartet and a to
a good comWork as a team, then edy. It would be a cinch
for almost
boy quartet for pleasant warbling ace offering.
and put plenty into their ef- any Hollywood comedian. As is.
and occasional doubling up during solo,
forts.
These youngsters have been
stage changes; a boy and b, blonde kcklng around the four-a-day long despite way too long and very bad
handling, it has enough funny spots
in black velvet step out for a sightly
enough and are about ripe for real to make It passable at German
ballroom number; two boys do a production work.
nabes.
synchronized eccentric that's a sock.
Next-to-closing comes the O'ConHas to do with one of those misThere's no billing for the principals; nor Family, and when they say
hence Identification Is impossible. family they mean just that, for they fits, working in his uncle's clothing
Feature Is 'Rockabye' (RKO-Radio), bring on everybody from the mother store, who's always doing the right
thing the wrong way, or vice versa.
with Bonnie Bennett a local draw.
right down to a tot who almost
Arno is a funny lad on his own,
McStay.
stops the show. Act opens with two
boys who hoof and gag and register but his company Is pretty bad, and
nicely despite use of the 'three pairs he was allowed too much leeway by
Kattf.
of rubbers' story. Mother on for a lax direction.
L. A.
bit of buck-an-wlng, also daughter
Los Angeles, Jan. 14.
in a tap, then follows some knockFor final week of its stage show about stuff with five-year-old Donpolicy Paramount didn't extend it- ald. Nothing seems to bother this
(BRITISH MADE)
self in the matter of talent volume. kid and he puts himself over with
House evidently figured a so-so a bang. The sock finale comes when
London, Dec. 24.
Ri'BrUlHh & Dominions production.
show would be fitting to wind up little Patsy follows the procession
the combo policy and let it go at from the wings and Joins In the lea.Hed through naumont P.rlll.sh. Dlrertcl
by Jack R.Tymnml. In cnai: f?ydney Howthat. Hal Jerome, with Gloria Gray,

ROXY,

New Haven

IMPERIAL,

.

TORONTO

PARAMOUNT.

ITS

are featured and provide the laffs,
with plenty of clean-cut entertainment. Only once or twice did Jerome
lap.se Into anything smacking of offcolor, anrl his new type of delivery
and m.itcrlal was thoroughly appreciated.

Matt

closing dance.
Traveler parts briefly for a flash
entire company before a starfull as finale.
Henry Busse overture, Eddie

of

and-crescent set In

Weaver orRan

and Jos.sie Draper are week nice but
hold over from last week. They are
DiifTln

solo,

news,

comedy

and 'No Man of Her Own' (I'ar)
completed a bill that opened the
failed to hold up.

A KING

Runard. CpcII Humiihrpy.". Jo:in llHinlo.
ning time. 70 minulfs.
I'rcvlewed Cairitol
theatre, Ixjndon, Dec 20.
All the surefire mf>fh:inism was
utilized In the making of 'It's :i
King.'
Yet it ju.st mis.scs being a
knockout, and for a number of gi^od

reasons.
The star

is

VARIETY

moment one

of London's favorite musical comedy and farce comedians.
On the spoken stage he is
genuinely funny, but in pictures he
doesn't register his comedy as concisely as across the footlights.
The story has to do with a man
who Is a duplicate In looks of a
Continental king, and being mistaken
for him.
Always good for midriff
laughs, but a necessary component

the
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PARIS-BEGUIN
('Paris Sweetheart')

(FRENCH MADE)
(With Songs)
Osso production.

Aniorican release ProAugusto Genlna; story
music Maurice Tvatn;
Weber. Jane Mamnc starred.

Direction
Francis
Curco;

tex.

lyrics Scrgo

At the Fifth Ave. Playhouee, New York,
on grind. Running time 00 mlns.
Jane Diamond
Jane Mamac
romance, and nobody would have Bob
Jean Oabln
the temerity to accuse Howard of Dedc
Jean Max
Charles lAmy
possessing this gift. He shines most Actor
I'lerro Flnaly
as a delineator of character of the Producer
Hector
Saturnln Fabre
lower or middle class. To illustrate, Goby
Rachel Berendt
he is playing at present in 'Getting Ficelle
Femandel
Pierre Meyer
Gertie's Garter' at the Strand, en- Boau Sourlre
Vlolalne Barry
acting the role of the butler, which Slmone
was specially fattened for him: His
Jane Marnac's first film and a
methods are slow and ponderous,
giving to all his characterizations hopeless mess. Maybe Miss Marthe impression of a man half stewed. nac, who has considerable music
It's funny on the stage, although a hall pull In France, has something
trifle monotonous.
In the picture it to offer the screen, but It'll take anlacks speed, and footage needs other picture to show it. This one
not only has a stupid story badly
editing.
An apparently generous amount done, but labors also with bad phowas spent on costuming and set- tography and worse sound.
Mile. Marnac doesn't photograph
tings, but there was a paucity of
at all well, and her singing voice
investment In the supporting cast.
While having no world-wide ap- doesn't register, which may or may
peal, 'It's a King' should do well in not be the fault of the engineers.
The story is one of those obviousthe British Isles.
JoJo.
ly manufactured things built around
a music hall favorite who is visited
by a burglar and allows him to
Holzapfel
Alles stay
the night with her. Next day
the lad Is arrested for murder and
CHolzapfel Knows All')
only her evidence can save him.
(GERMAN MADE)
Jean Gabon as the burglar Is
(With Songs)
pretty presentable and may turn In
Sleeel-Mohopol production and Capital some good work some day, but the
Film release In America.
Stars Felix
Bressart.
Direction Viktor Janscn; other rest of the cast might as well be
credits not available.
At the TOth St., promptly and permanently forgotN. Y., on grind one week. Running time ten.
Kauf.
is

Weiss

85 mins.

Johannes Georg Holzapfel. .Felli Bressart
Stephan Berregl
Iwan Petrovltsch
Eva Stein
Oretl Thelmer
Teddy Stein
DIeterle Henkels
Konsul Van Doeren
Theodor Ixioa
Oskar
Anton Polnlner
.

Im Bann Des Eulenspiegels

JuUuB Falkensteln
Jack Mylong-Muenz
Paul Morgan

Jule
Fritz

EmIl
Jakob

Robert Neestelberger
Josef Bunzl

Helnrlcb

('Spell of the

Looking Glass')

(GERMAN MADE)

Berlin, Jan.

5.

Kollectlv film picture and Terra Film re-

By Frank Wyabar. Manuscript.
Laenner, Wolfgang WUhelm end
Hans HaXka. Music. Herbert Uchtensteln.
Direction. Frank Wyabar.
Caot:
Frans
lease.

Pretty complicated
that never can quite

German film
make up its

mind between drama, comedy or
farce.

A fairly strong cast will

It sell

somewhat

Ernst

Weber.

Ursula Grabley.

Oikar Karlwels.

help Till Klokow. Kkrl Platen, Ttaeo Ungen,
nabes; Hugo Fischer-Koeppe, RalttmhS Janltschek.
Hedwlg WansM. Oily Oebauer, Frita Beckmann, Emma Wyda, Marion Taal. Ernst
lies largely in the fact Wurmser.
Settlngo.
Fritz
Maurlsctaat.
that It's too long and slow getting Photography, Herbert Koemer.
Cutting,
started.
Clipping a couple reels Wolfgang Becker and Alice Lndwir. Sound,
Blrkhofer.- Recorded on Toblsfrom the first half would help con- Hermann
Klongfllm.
At U. T. Kurfeuratendamm,
siderably.
Berlin. Running time, 70 mlns.
Has to do with Qeorg Holzapfel,
unemployed and earning his living
A typical formula picture. The
by playing a concertina. He acci- story tells of $10,000 stolen and hiddentally gets Involved in a band of den by the thief behind a looking
crooks, tries to frustrate a kidnap- glass and an elaborate chase for the
ping and discovers that the head looking glass. Not told in an interof the band is the cbnsul.
esting and original way. Rene Clair
Felix Bressart as Holzapfel is In his 'The Million' did It more
quite good, though sticking pretty genuinely and in a more refined way.
close to his usual characterization Yet the young director, Frank Wyswhich is now beginning to wear a bar, is able, highly gifted, but he
bit threadbare.
Theodor Loos, one will have to go through more work
of Germany's finest actors, is head to develop himself.
of the gang, and other good perOut of a great number of actors,
formances are turned in by Julius only two worth mentioning Franz
Falkensteln, Paul Morgan, Iwan Weber, playing a
degenerate arisPetroVltsch and Gretl Thelmer.
tocrat, and Oily Gebauer, acting as
Kauf.
young girl, crazy after men. From
the viewpoint of photography,, the
picture Is poor, and the technique of
lighting no success. Herbert Llch('The Invisible Front')
tensteln's music Is tasteless.
The
Berlin, Jan. 5.
story has no speed and no freshness.
Gorman Universal picture and release. A few scenes, giving typical midldeDirection,
Richard Elchberg.
After an
clil^s
background,
were
good
shots
Idea by Max Klmmlch and Harry Anspach.
Story, Robert A. Stemmle, Max and show the young director's abilKlmmlch.
Music, Hans May.
Photog- ity.
raphy, Bruno Mondl.
Settings, W. A.
From the business viewpoint the
Hermann, A. Ounther. Recorded on ToblE-Klangfllm.
Cast: Trude von Molo. picture has hardly any chances.

German
—

In

over here.
Trouble

'

—

UNSICHTBARE FRONT

Magnus.

Jack

Mylong-Muenz, Theodor Loos, Carl
DIehl, Helmuth Klonka, Paul Otto.
Erik Werntgen. Alexa von Bngstroem, Velt
Harlan, Ernst Dernburg, Michael von NewPaul BUdt, Werner Pledath, Paul
Hoerblger, Willy Schur. Rosa Valetl, Trude
Derllner,
Vera Witt. Otto Kronburger.
Harry Hardt, Carl Auen, Horst Obermuell^r.
Running time, 83 mlns. At Capitol.

Ludwlg

A VEN GAZEMBER

llnskl,

('The Old Scoundrel')

(HUNGARIAN MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

Berlin.

If this picture does not become
the expected great success it will
In a great part be due to it being
carried more by the story than by
the actors. Many scenes reveal an
unsuccessful attempt to copy Unlversal's last year success 'Under
False Flag." Richard Elchberg made
a sometimes thrilling picture but
the action carries several impos-

and confused situations.
Trude von Molo, a typically passive actress, is (to her and the picsibilities

ture's

disadvantage)

pressed

into

an active role which she does not
fill.
One only gathers from the
dialog whether she is in despair or
happy; her face does not show It.
Carl Ludwlg Dlehl is a good actor,
but no star.
The third principal,
Alexa von Engstroem, is miscast
In a clumsy role.
Paul Hoerblger
is the only one who gets over, but
this alone is

first rate.

Sarlan cast: Karoly Sugar. Rosle Barsony,
lagda Kun, Tlbor Halmay, Gustav Uoevay. Ferenc Taray, Uona Aczel, Kllzabeth
Gyongyossy, EmlUa Etsy. Rezso Harsnnyl.
Gustav Nandor.
Hungarian version first
presented by the Ufa theatre, Budapest.
Dec. 21, 1032.

One of Ufa's best business propositions in silent days was 'Hungarian Rhapsody' with outdoors se-

quences made in this country. Now,
with the additional impulse of using frozen credits, they attempted
something In the same style, selecting Mlkszath's novel, very popular
not sufficient to carry some thirty years ago and success-

the picture.
The excellent basic Idea of the
plot must be differentiated from Its
weak execution. The story dcal.s
with little girl In a boarding school
who runs off and gets Into the
hand.s of sple.s who use her without
her knowledge against her own
country^ and who at the la.<it moment learning the situation acts <i
spy for her own country.
A few scenes are well mado. Thedialog
Is
too
declamatory,
the
scones often Impress as cheap.
Uruno Mondi's ydiolography, also
S!)un<l ifprodtjctlon, aic excllent.
TIans May's accompa nylng nuisic
is

Budapest. Jan. 2.
Ufa production and release.
Made at
Hunnia Studios, Budapest, with ToblsKlang equipment, in German and Hungarian versions.
Scenario by Imre Picsi-burger after a novel by Kalman MIkszath.
Direction. Heinz Hllle; photography, Karl
Puth, El'ben and Somkuthy; decorations,
H. Llppschruetz and Martin Vince; music,
Brno Buder; cutting, Emo Hajos; Hungarian lyrloa, Imre Marlanchlch.
Hunthe

ItiLua

I.,f)f)S
and Paul
above the rest
Sydney Howard, at cast

] li

of

'rin ipilur
ai r- fairenLii'iin.,'

\'aleiii.

ci liiL;! r

the

Mnyniis.

a stage version, entitled
'The Old Scoundrel.'
It has been modernized but not
ful also In

pepped up.
The book
lengthy and dull In places and
the score lacks potinl.-ir hits.
Too
much stress is laid upon pictorial
beauty of the scenes and although
the picture contains undoubtedly
excellent photography, It will hardly
e(|iial •Ifiinifarlan Uhapsfxly's" success,
lieaiitlful pictures can't quite
ni;ike up for lack ot highlights In
plot and n'tlng.
The story: I?;irf)n Inokay. Hun:.'.'irian aristocrat, is a light-licarted
sufllclcntly
is

ily's

He has

lost the famthe card tables and
His bailiff, Borly, can
(CoiUinucd on page 25)

s):enili lirift.

I'lirtniie at

on the

tiirf.
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Delirious excitement.. •hilarknis situations...
precarious love-making to delight
ence.
Mi?

A ship-bad dF people scared

bomb
society

that never existed

stowaway

steals

fromi her frozen-faced

qA

bombshell

.

.

any audisilly

by a

.while a nervy

a gorgeous

blonde

millionaire fiance.

of fun!
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EXPLOITATION
Hatoliiiig Stills
stiUs may be obtained in
t^ie idea' of writing captions to fit published stills can be
reversed by making those Interested
still
to the caption.
fit the
Six to 10 stills should be obtained
on as many underlines, each being
the most intriguing scene from the
picture. These are mounted on heavy
card and placed In a window In
front of a frame in which is a card
with openings cut for these stills.
Under each opening Is the title of
the picture and its playdates. Each
of the stills is numbered to correspond with one of the spaces In the
frame, but these numbers do not indicate the correct placement of the
For example, still one may
still.
belong in recess 3 or 6.
Those who desire to compete are
provided with a slip on which they
write their name and address.
There are numbered squares, and
the idea is to mark in each square
the number of the still belonging
there, together with the name of the

Where

advance,

producer.
After a week or so the first picture is advertised and the proper
The contest
still put in that place.
1» over, but the excitement keeps
up until a majority of the stills are
placed on the window frame, from
which the contestants may Judge
the accuracy of the work. Ticket
prizes are to be given those coming
closest to the proper order. Awards
are not mCide until all of the stills

at recess an^ noon time it Is placed
in front of some grammar school.
This same truck was also used in
Seattle at one of its markets one
day and the crowd became so dens*?
cops had to get busy and clear the
way with a ticket threat to the
driver.
The packing concern says
this mode of advertising has increased its sausage sales 60 per
cent, which is some news in these
dire times.

By Epes W. Sargent

Lowdown
London, Jan.

5.

The cruelest hoax imaginwas perpetrated recently
by a country picture house
management which advertised
for employees, and instructed

exposition. The background urged
patrons to use their 'Sliver Dollar'
During
to start a bank account.
the run of the picture the bank in
Its newspaper advertising stressed
using a 'Silver Dollar' to open a new

savings account.

able

-

Banks in the Bank

-

A

'Silver Dollar' tleup

.

syndicate feature oh Screen Oddities
by Capt. Billy Fawcett, who frequently mentions rarities in certain
films which by coincidence are playing here, give the theatres a break,
and in many instances the managers
don't know about it for days afterwards until an outsider mentions it
to them.

BEHIND

^

.

'

.

.

In small towns there is generally
shows was a part cf the sales talk,
Watertown, Conn.
and it was worth cutting on the only a single troop, and the scOut
In
Cameo reopened with films.
tickets to get a professional spieler master is the final contact.out among the rural trade. Neces- larger, places there is a scout ex
sary to pick the right sort of pitch- ecutive or board which may be ap
Indianapolis.
man, but when that's done, it's a prdached through contact with the
Strand, Montlcello, north of here,
business builder. If you can't find head of any individual troop.
Loss $15,000.
destroyed by fire.
a pitchman, you can get a gross of
Alexander, owner.
Frank
Check Book Blotters
pens yourself and hire some bright
boy pn commission. Works in the
One of. the standard stunts of a
Bronx.
N. T.
city, too.
large theatre is the supply of blot^
Parkway theatre, operated by the
ters with institutional advertising
Picture Guild for the past few seato banks to be slipped into the
Uncovered
sons, has gone dark. Picture Guild
check books handed out to deposi- may
Toledo.
reopen the house should it suctors.
These aire Just the size to fit ceed in getting a rent reduction.
Edgar Hart, recently appointed to into
the single check pocketbooks.
the RKP Tivoll, got on the Job
Sidney Gottlieb out as manager of
one
is
and
out
with
each
book
given
One of
shortly before Christmas.
the Metro theatre, link In the Bronx
handed
through
with
the
wicket
the first' things he did was to make
Circuit of Theatres. Succeeded by
a tour of the neighborhood stores others on application, if desired.
A. Jacobs, formerly with the ConThree banks have been giving out solidated Amusement Enterprises.
and get in touch with the merchants^ Just a friendly call, but the checks for more than two years,
Sioux City, la.
paving the way to exploitation rela- and the blotter has become a local
institution,' with the theatre getting
Recent changes have materially
tions later on.
Hart had not been in town 24 some thought every time a check is altered the managerial setup of
Publlx theatres in this city.
hours before he was spotted by one made out.
Manager tried the same idea for
Jos. Klnsky, former city mgr. of
of the stage hands as on old-time
actor. He tipped off a columnist on pocket memo books, but these vary Fo:: theatres, Milwaukee, but more
the 'News-Bee' which brought an in size and he has never been able lataely at the Publlx Capitol here,
.

good enough to be swiped. Gag is
to have a line cut made giving only
the outline of the star'p head. Halftone is printed alongside and prizes
are offered to those who All in best
face.

To get the most from the stunt,
use a different photo than that from
which the outline is taken, to give
room for individual effort. This
will slip over where the usual colorihg or copying contest has grown
stale. It works as well in big towns
as small, and Is best hooked to the
kid club of

some newspaper.

Parading Pigs
Tacoma.
In proof of the statements that
big merchants and manufacturers
are daily appreciating the need of
circus advertising metliods in business today Is the display being
carried out by the Carstens Packing Company, one of the largest
concerns of Its kind in the west,

with headquarters here.
On one of the company's trucks
has been built a huge cage, with
colored banners bedecking all sides,
in which four white pigs in bedded
straw parade and attract attention.
This truck in gay color.s is parked
on the main streets of the city and

to fix

on a

size that suits.

Bmlding

TTp <Hotel'

Berlin.
For a buildup of 'Grand Hotel,' to
be released in Germany in a few
months, Metro Is syndicating stories
on the various stars to about 35
newspapers. First a daily series of
photo and yarn, including past history of the actors in the picture.
Then a dally series of character descriptions of the various cast characters. With readers, after that, to
pick the stars that seem to fit the
parts, and prizes for the most correct lists of proper casting.

Covering Up
Since the economy drive went on
there liave been a lot of cuts which
have given emphasis to the condition,
and many have not found
audience approval.
In
a great
m.iny theatres relampinp to cut
down current bills has created a lot
of adverse talk.
One manager who only recently
came to the necessity for cutting
down the lights in the rest room cut
The
from 50 to 15 watt lamps.
room looked ao gloomy that he felt
depressed himself, and figured it
would affect the patron even more
strongly. He put the SOs back until
he could dip the other globes a
light pink.
Now the patrons are
telling him how restful the new illumination Is and really think it is
an improvement. There's no thought
of economy because it was made to

seem

different.

now

city

manager.

Handles the

Capitol with B. J. Ryan as asst., and
supervises Orpheum and Princess.
C. W. Peterson goes from the
Princess to the re-opened Orpheum.
D. W. Shane, asst.

Chas. Alderson brought in from
the Lyric, Norfolk, Neb., to take
over the Princess. Warren Butler,

were unable to serve the restraining
order in time to :take possession of
the house for the Opening, due to
inability to find the

owner or

his

attorney and serve the order.
Theatre remainied padlocked
the meantime.

In

'

Day before New Year's Warners
obtained an order In Supreme court
restraining Peters from further Interference with the operation of the
house, but attorneys for Warners

•

.

extra duty.

out.

Dick Spier, overlooking 'Frisco
runs and Nick Turner, heading

Double Check

first

Stockton

district,

remain.

All are under direction of
Bowles, divisional chief.

Arch M.

Mobile, Ala.

Lavere Montgomery has been ap-

San Francisco.

Fox-West Coast
ners

taken

theatre

house

month as part

Feb.
over

will close1

after

from

War-

having

WB

last

of a pix product deal.
Theatre reverts to Its owner, Dan

Markowltz.

Los Angeles.

on New Year's, following a two
weeks' closing as a result of a court
battle between Fred Peters, owner,
and Warners.

.,

,

Broadway,
Hornell, N. Y.

.

.

.

Boston.
More shake-ups in. Publlx. Musi- tra ticket sales.
clans and stage hands at Scollay Sq.
In the cities names will not mean
notice.
Rich- as much, so here* a shift should be
two
weeks'
Ted
get
mond, house mgr., out. John Mc~ made to the hotels and restaurants.
Convllle win be given another Job. They can be coaxed to send their
F-M units go into the Met instead chefs over to demonstrate a single
of here.
Using- 10 acts of vauide, dish which may or may not be a
instead.
specialty of the hotel.
Jules Slater, asst. mgr. of the
Don't go over the old familiar
Wash St., Olj^pia out. Other nlm- ground. .-Take a new path to a betber twos worried.
ter box OflSce.
Harry Brown gets the publicity
for Scollay Sq. in addition to ParPor lAwyer Haoi'
Fenway,
Modern aind
amount,
strand, jH. Y^. used what appears
smaller houses. Will add lobbies to
to be an accessory novelty for 'Lawthe press end.
Jack Saef in from Worcester for yer Man.' It't^ a card with a line cut
Met publicity. Harry Browning, of Powell with 'He had morfe than
headquarters publicity chief, replac- legal business on his mind.' Foreing R. L Dist. mgr., William head is cut away, fan shaped, to
Sprague, who's in bed with the reveal a quarter segment of a card
disc which has three pictures of
grippe.
girls and one space given to a love
letter.
Disc is pivoted to the card
San Francisco.
and. can be revolved.
Under realignment of Fox-West
Sales talk on the back of the card,
Coast's district manager personnel with
the theatre iiame imprinted on
northern California Is chopped from the disc.
Gives a good idea of the
four sections to two.
picture, and most people llkie to play
Jack Frost, In charge of the East with
and show them
Bay district, and Ellis Arkush, su- around,novelties
so a limited quantity does
pervising the peninsula area, are

pointed manager of the Strand, Tudor and Globe theatres. New OrDale McFarland, formerly adver- leans, effective at once, according to
tising and publicity at the Capitol, annuoncement from the Saenger
now handles all three houses. Rol- headquarters. Montgomery was forland Line, formerly with RKO merly connected with the booking
houses In Dayton, in as staff artist department of the Saenger theatres.
for the trio.
Joseph A. Gordon, local manager,
transferred
to
Meridian,
Miss.,
Los Angeles.
where he will manage the Saenger
In a change at the Million Dol- and Strand theatres of that city.
lar, Sol Mohl replaces Chuck Culp
Horace J. Hougland transferred to
as house manager.
Hattlesburg, Miss., at Saenger.

Majestic here, operated by Warners, failed to reopen as announced

Make the usual arrangement with
the gas company to -suptily the
equipment .aii.d a demonstrator, tie
in to a newspapet and'.. with it arrange for samples Hhd donations
frOm the food concerns^ but Inatead
of straight lectures by the d^onstrator, .add a ihiest star for each
session.
In the smaller places. Mrs. Smith
can be featured making her famous
sponge cake for one session, while
Mrs. Jones on anot'her date demonstrates her method of producing: her
supi^rlor boiled dressing.
You can
spot the housewives for a lot of ex,

KE¥S

ihe

asst.

Tohonto.
Shifts made by Fox West Coast
theatre Interests here, A, W. Gillls
steos out as manager for both
houses and J. William Houck from
Seattle Is given the Fox RIalto,
while Doug Kimberly takes over the

Personal Tonch

Lent will be along presently, and
that is going to m.ean a cooking
school as one of the non-theatrical
programs to attract those who are
observing the penitential season.
Put a little personality into the affair this trip..

;

offers
that's

handles the

Sparks sev-

°

;

Swipe It
Warners press department
a stunt op 'Haunted Gold'

Jacksonville.
of the Florida then number of

.

Danbury, Conn.
with a local
bank netted the Palace theatre a
show if there Is a demand for its lobby display and additional newsreturn.
Kouae plays two regular paper advertising space. Bank arWith Premiums Works
spUts Frlday^£!unday aiid Monday- ranged a collection of the latest
Small- to#n. house has been Jiav->' Wednesday, .yrith the rebook as a novel coin savings banks for lobby
fng an experience with a *&neet-'' swing )ilctll're^
Sheetw'rlters,'
writer" and liked It.
It
was accomplished through
In case you don't know, are pltcti- making
the members fee) they
men who sell their goods In. the wanted to s^e the pictures Instead
guise of prenilums to magazine siib- of trying to force them over. Now
People who would not the club is proud of its achievement.
scriptions.
buy a fountain pen for 26c will. pay.
50c for a; farm or auto magazin^ if a
Scptits for Taps
Taunton, Mass.
pen is thrown in as a premium.. It's
"When James C. Shepherd, manIf the Kleh. Maynard releases are
the same pen. Pen and rottgazine
booked, It might be a good plan to ager, arrived at his offlce In the
together cost less tlian a quarter.
Park
theatre he found a man
local
about
see'
scoutmasters
the
theatre
to
the"
suggested
Pitchman
crouched near the safe. Shepherd
that he could sell tickets the same coming of 'Druin Taps,' in which
grappled with the Intruder and they
way to rural trade; four tickets and Troop 107 of Hollywood was used.
Idea is not to sell the executive battled until the latter broke loose
a pen for $1, the pen supposed to bib
fled.
and
into
helping
the theatre, but to ofthe premium offered by the manThe combination knob had been
Tickets were half price to fer the suggestion that the co-operaager.
off the safe, but nothing
the pitchman, who still got hia iion of the scouts during the show- knocked
ing of th^ picture will be an aid to was taken. Later police arrested a
quarter.
suspect.
Playing up the theatre and its recruiting.

Valentine. Now his offlce looks on
the stage door of thit theatre.

Handling Big Xmas Party

Guy Kenlmer,

atre, receives each year
inquiries as to how he
big Christmas tree.
Originated by E. J.

eral years ago, it has grown into the
Local Broadcast
largest celebration ir. the state, this
Guy Kenlmer, of the Florida thea- year taking In 6,800 children. Now
tre, Jacksonville, arranged with a it Is sponsored Jointly by the Jocal
applicants to arrive at the thelocal automobile concern to shoot Journal,' the Junior Chamber of
atre at a stated time.
Arits broadcast from the stage of the Commerce, and the theatre.
Selling Repeats
Naturally, in these times, a
theatre one night Christmas week. rangements are started In Novemhuge crowd asse'mbled and were
Manager with a practically dead
Gave him a big house on a cash ber to accumulate the gifts, obtain
photographed, the picture beThursday night has partly solved
basis and at the same time put him the pledges for the more perishable
ing used for advertising purhis problem by forming the Encore
in line for favors when he wants to stuff, arrange for transportation and
poses to show patrons clamorarouse general interest
Club among his regular patrons. He
borrow cars for any stunt.
ing for admission.
has a membership of nearly 300,
Those living on the car lines are
Offered as a part of the regular
worked up from around a dozen,
show, in a half hour Interlude, and given tickets to and from the themerely through the building up of
given a strong build-up jxot only in atre, while those from points remote
the idea that a good picture can be
from
car lines are taken In buses.
Cellophane Front
air.
the
over
but
the newspapers
seen again without pain.
Most towns with a local radio sta- Private cars are solicited for the
Washington.
Lists are made of available pic-'
transportation of the maimed.
Bill Healey and Hardle Meakln tion can promote such an event,
tures which the manager feels got together this week on two 'and the public performance can be
This year the event was set for a
might be welcomed on a return, stunts which have been wrangling hitched to Ed Wynn's similar Tues- 10 o'clock opening, but some of the
and any film procurable which is in Columbia's mind for some time. day night shows and the regular children gathered before daylight,
mentioned by a member is also First gag was to wrap Keith's front broadcasts from New York.
and by 9 the pressure had become so
listed, after its availability has been
It's about the biggest local attrac- great the doors were then opened.
In cellophane. Stuff was draped over
determined. Club attends the first
There were a couple of cartoon films
all layouts and b. o.
Nutty idea, tion that can be devised.
night show, at the end of which a
and a song and prayer, and then the
but crashed papers.
ballot Is taken to determine the next
distribution
started,
each child
Other idea was running stills
Unconscious Presswork
picture to be booked, though the
crossing the starve to receive two or
from
'Bitter Tea of Gen. Yen' in
Hartford.
pictures are booked four weeks
three toys, apples, oranges, candles
Herald. Outline asked fans how they
Although one of the local newspa- and crackers.
ahead.
Monthly dues are four times thb would write scenes in scenario. Next
pers has long been against giving
Cost was defrayed in part by pubactual bit from script was theatres readers, they are unconprice of a single admission, which Qay
printed, and stunt even got drama sciously giving space that is in lic subscription. It took four hours
gives the members a free show on
to handle the crov/d, police and boy
it.
many cases invaluable. Using a scouts combining.
the occasional fifth Fridays. So far critics stealing glances at

the club has lost membership only
through removals, and not. only do
have been placed in their proper the relrular members come, but the
niches except the last, which, of outside patronage is building. Peolocating.
self
is
course
ple figure that it must be a good

additional paragraph.
He was in
Toledo with Mrs. Leslie Carter in
^za' in 1900, and played at the

19

House managerial shift in the
Fox-West Coast Nebraska district
has M. P. Foster replacing Ewart
Boyd at the Fox, Sydney, Neb., and
C. H. Zl!e managing the Star, Newton, Kans., reopened Christmas day.
Syracuse, N. Y.
E. Marshall Taylor, resigned, will
have no successor as division manager for the Skouras-rontrolled for(Continued on page 35)

Manager wanted- to test out his
advertising, so he underlined in his
newspaper ads, 'Coming next week.
Four Marx Bros, in 'Monkey Business.' Got more than 100 letters and
phone calls asking if he didn't mean
'Horse Feathers,' and he admitted
that

was what

it

was.

Meantime so many people wanted
know if he really was going to
play 'Monkey Business' again that
he's trying to book that for an oft
night, figuring he'll be able to wallop
it over.
He knows now that people
read his newspaper ads, since so
many caught the 8 pt. line.
to

Heavy Premiere Badget
Hollywood.
Opening campaign of 'Cavalcade'
Thursday (12) has
been budgeted at $16,000 by Fox
studio and Fox West Coast, the apat the Chinese

propriation

to

Include

press

pre-opening exploitation
premiere night ballyhoo.

and

ads,

the

Indefinite
Under canopy sign at the Winter
Garden on B'way has a pendant
'Midnight Matinee' in cutout letters.
Sign at right angle to the walk, so
it's on both sides, with the result
that the double set of letters kill
each other off and neither side can
be read. A solid strip painted on
both sides would have cost less In
time and trouble and would have
brought some results. Cutout let(Contlnucd on page 34)
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week

Censors

Don t Change, Say Showmen;

liberalism

a Myth

Chicago, Jan. 16.
the Chicago Censor board' more
than It used to be?
Outwardly It would teem that the
answer to that question Is affirma-

- Tough
'OURS,'

Is

as Ever

DENVER, $7,500

DESPITE APATHY

liberal

WEEK

Denver, Jan.

examination of the re-

16.

but an
Business spotty out here. Even
cent pinklngs and a quizzing of film though the Denver is up from previous week, house is still under its
execs draws a different picture. It's Nov.-Dec. average.
the same old Censor Board and alOrpheum is also down from last
ways will be, showmen contend, week. Seems Stanwyck has better
pull than Bennett, although stock
because that's the Inborn nature of show and perfect outdoor weather
censorship.
may have something to do with busSergeant Costello, a new member iness. Sunday afternoon broadcast
from the State by pupils of a local
of the board, is considered a toler- music school was greeted by small
ant and broad-vlsloned person who audience. Denham doing nicely with
low prices, and Jack Holt and Lilprejudices.
have
any
pet
doesn't
lian Miles, former local girl, in 'Man
Crowds fairly
Mrs. Adams and Mr. Faust are also Against Woman.'
steady at this former stock house.
classified as 'liberals.'
'Maedchen in Uniform' disapStralghtlaced element Is generally pointed at the Broadway on roadconsidered to be Mr. Doolittle, Mrs. show policy with top at $1. Picture
well recommended by those who
Care and Mrs. Costello (no rela- saw it, but not enough cared to
As civil service employes spend the extra money. Thirty-fivelatlon).
symphony orchestra gave
most of the censors have been on piece
hour's concert before 'Maedchen'
the job for years.
was shown. Concert applauded loud
A policewoman is a seventh un- and long.
People here would like to see
official attache to the censor board.
Denver and Orpheum put back
She Is supposedly the stage shows and orchestra, but, with
It is said.
everywhere
shaving
echo to Father Deneen of Zjoyola theatre's
budgets, looks' hopeless for return
University, who has become quite of stage layouts. Rlalto running to
powerful in a quiet way on censor- fine finish with spilt week, and Parand not very popular on Film amount doing better than usual on
tive,

-

ship,

same

Row.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Hellborn) (1,800; 26
40-60-76-$l) 'Maedchen in Uniform'
(Krlmsky) and 36-plece Denver
symphony orchestra in hour concert
on stage. Not so hot at $5,000. First
film ever to be shown here.
Denham (Hellborn) (1,700; 15-25)

Can't Say No
pointed out that the censor
board Is political in setup and char-'
acter and regardless of any desire
to be liberal on the part of IndividIt is

members they are under politiobligations for favors to Important people who In turn are under pressure from cranks at all
ual
cal

times.

£<ecause Balaban & Katz and
other circuits have refused to accept pictures cut to pieces by the

have been fighting with increasing determination
against the arbitrary whims of the
censor board and have had numerous censor decisions reversed.
That may be closer to the true
The censor
explanation therefor.
board isn't more liberal but the
film Industry is more pugnacious.
censors, exchanges

—

'King Kong' for R. C.

.

plan.

was devoted

to trick
•Lost World' order.

2

stufiC

of the

Road Shows So Far

Orpheum (RKO-Huffman)
26-36-40-60)

'Rockabye'

at $1.50

Sin'

(FN)

nicely for

good

$3,300.

Average, $10,600.
Tea' (Col)

Last week

Three Associates Go and Other Shifts
Slated in
New F-WC

500.

Newark (Adams-Par)
99),

(2,248;

16-

(Par)

Dollar Scandal'

'Billion

and vaude. Pulled Wlrth's Circus
Sunday which seemed to mean

cisco division of

Division formerly was split into
four districts, with R. O. Frose and
Arkush dropped in the new

Ellis

setup.

Will hardly gross $9,000, mild.
Last week 'No Man of Her Own'
(Par) led all with $14,300.
little.

Proctor's

(RKO)

(2,300;

16-76),

Laughter In Hell' (U) and vaude.
Irene Rich and Al Mamaux, local
manager, on stage, heavily

P-P PARTNERS

b.b.

and

enough $14,000
hoped for. Last week 'Man Against
Woman' (Col) even with Nick Lucas, a local, did only $12,000.
Terminal (Skouras) ^Uptown New
York' (WW) and 'Robber's Roost'
played

fair

ON THEIR OWN

(Fox).
Will hardly make $3,500.
Publlx Is Interfering with partLast week 'Handle With Care'
(Fox) and 'Speed Demon' (Col), de- nerships as little as possible under
spite good beginning slipped to $3,- its decentralization scheme, assuming a policy on the operating com200.
binations which leaves everything
-

Not Enough Snow for
Winter Sports He^ps
Montreal's Tdm Biz

The circuit,
to the local partners.
at one time expecting to exercise
partial dictation over partnerships
on film contracts, operation, labor
deals, etc., will let all partners go
ahead entirely on their own.
So far as the various operating
partnerships around the country are
concerned, Publlx is adopting the
policy of merely sitting back to see
that they don't go haywire. De
crying interference from any quar
ter, Publlx at the h. o. is merely
watching over these field units in a
protective way since the chain itself
is also a partner.

No Musts
In numerous connections the b. o
aiding Its partners wherever posextending service that Is designed as an aid for the theatres,
But no 'musts' are said to be going
out, with the operators locally do
ing about as they please In running
theatres so long as not getting, to
the point of Jeopardizing Publix in

$14,000.

Is

Lack
meager

of winter sports, owing to
snowfall, has helped the
filckers all year so far, especially
Sundays, when there is usually a

sible,

a. fine $12,000.

Paramount (Publlx) (2,000; 26
'Match King* (FN) and 'Flesh' big exodus to the mountains.
Constance Bennett at Capitol in
(M-G), split week. Upped to $5,500,
nice. Last week 'Wild Horse Mesa' 'Rockabye,' which should gross $12,(Par) and 'Madame Butterfly' (Par) 000. Nabes are coming back some.
40)

did $3,600 on split.
Rlalto (RKO-Huffman) (900; 20
25-40) 'Deception' (Col) and 'Old
Dark House' (U), spilt. Nice $3,500
In view. Last week 'Fourth Horseman' (U) and 'Afraid to Talk' (U)

AU ALONG
THE UNE; B'WAY 9G

PORT. UP

Portland, Ore., Jan. 16

The big houses suffer and the lithouses show gains. Low admish
has something to do with It The
cut rating on ducats Is getting Im
tle

portant.

Broadway at the pre-war top of
66c had trouble keeping out of the
red with 'Frisco Jenny' and F &
stage unit. Picture was well ex
On the other side of the
plolted.
picture Fox-Liberty at 25c found a
bonanza in 'They Call It Sin,' strik
Ing pay dirt at a gross of around

M

$4,000.

RKO

first

mum

'Frisco Layout

Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
Rc-allgnment of the San FranFox West Coast
has the territory split into two dis$12,500.
Mosque (WB) (3,281; 16-26-30- tricts, one comprising the Bay ter35-40), 'Too Busy to Work' (Fox)
and 'Mask of Fu Manchu* (MG). ritory (Frisco, Oakland and the
A little better and may get $1 a Peninsula towns), under the superseat on the week. Last week 'Faith- vision of Dick Spier, and all outless' (MO) and 'Secrets of French side territory In charge of Nick
Police' (Radio) Improved with $3,- Turner.
(Continued from page 10)
pull.
Opened well and should
each $14,000.
Last week 'SonDaughter' (MQ) disappointed with

(2,600;

'Bitter

Mayer s Metro s

NEWARK

(RKO)

Orpheum already made Its
policy change since opening
weeks ago. House has gone
Until the return of Sidney Kent three
to midweek openings, but with 'Bit
from the coast, Fox so far has de- ter Tea' Isn't perking. Had 'Penguin
cided upon only two cities in which Pool Murder' for five days and connected okay. 'Animal Kingdom' was
to road show 'Cavalcade*. Piclure
a winner at that house week before
Is scheduled to open in Boston Jan.
'Strange Interlude,' in Its second
Fox-United Art
26, and for Washington, D. C, early okay week at the
Ists, clicked for a big first week and
in March.
is a natural for a third.
Hamrlck's Oriental, another low
Joseph C. Shea will handle the
Washington assignment He has admish house, currently doing well
taken charge of the showing at the with 'Thirteen Women,' and in line
Ditto 'Island of Lost
Gaiety, New York, relieving Russell for results.
Moon, who has returned to the Souls' at the Fox-Liberty.
Legit opposlsh blossomed out In
home office publicity department.
the burg once more, with revival of
Shea until Saturday (14) had been the Taylor St. Players. Some new
Opened apassisting J. J. McCarthy In handling members In the cast.
the 'Sign of the Cross' road com- parently on a co-op basis, with top
ducats at 40c, which makes a maxi
panies.
under
$2,000.
gross
possible
Estimates for This Week

For 'Cavalcade'

'Island of Lost Souls' (Par).
25).
Getting attention and b. o. results
at this low admish house, should go
$4,500, big. Last week 'They Call It

Montreal, Jan. 16.
Palace came back to Its old-time
figures with a $16,000 gross on
'Man Against Woman' (Col). Nice 'Strange Interlude' last week, easily
Last week 'Uptown New topping the town and holding over
$3,800.
York' (WW) did a big $4,100 at this currently, when estimate is for a
house,
Princess repeats
further $10,000.
Denver (Publlx) (2,600: 26-35-40 third week with 'Kid From Spain'
BO) 'Tonight Is Ours' (Par).
Slip
and should gross around $7,000,
ping to an under-average $7,500. making grand total for the three
Last week 'No Man of Her Own' weeks of $33,000. Loew's 'Fu Man(Par) $6,800,. low.
chu' Is liable to boost gross here to

average, $3,000.

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Radio has been ordered by Its
home office to rush the editing of
TKlng Kong,' with an intention to
world premiere the trick animal
picture in Radio City Music Hall.
Publicity
department working
overtime on similar orders on material to fit into a heavy New York
campaign.
'King Kong' was in production
over a year, b.ulk of which time

for nice |5,000.
First week
great at $7,000.
Oriental (Hamrick) (2,500; 26-36)
Thirteen Women' (RKO). Nicely
for $4,000. Last week 'Sport Parade'
(RKO) good enough at $3,400.
Liberty (Fox-Parker) (2,000; 16-
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terests.

Slashing

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Louis B. Mayer's campaign al
Metro to dent production budget*
finds Ralph Graves and Bernie Fine-

man washed up

as associate producers, with Al Lewin, another a. p.,
scheduled for an indefinite vacation
in Europe as soon as his present
duties are finished. Fineman turns
in his a.p. credentials as soon as the

Ramon Novarro

picture,

'Men on

the Nile,' on which 16 writers have
worked, is In the cr.n.
It Is understood that this is the
initial move in the realignment at
the studio to result from the Meyvfr
ultmatum to producers that
must deliver or leave.
'Home Office Execa Arrive

With Walter Wanger, now at
Metro, said to be scheduled for a
high post In the Mayer set-up, other changes In the associate ranks,
as well as among the writers, ia
expected In an effort to knock down
costs, a question which is receiving
a complete airing with the arrival
Latter
of Nicholas M. Schenck.
will, go Into a huddle with Mayer
and Irving Thalberg, now at home
ill, on the subject which dates back
to the time Thalberg was called before the home office execs in New
York.
Metro has now reached its peak in
the ranks of writers, with 82 on the
payroll. -Execs, it is said, will turn
their attention also to this phase of
produ':tion, with a slashing order
John Wexley,
likely to be given.
author of th<x. 'original, 'Keep Moving,' has alreaiit;!,- been given bis notice, with fui^ar cuts in the offing.
With 'TliiUbefg due back on the
Metro lot around Jan. 23, it is
thought that Mayer will rush the
budget slashing program in order
to relieve Ids aide of this responsibility.

Hollywood Theatres

Turns Back 8 Mouses
After Year's Operation
Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
Operating control of eight subsequent run. picture
houses in
Hollywood and adjacent towns has
reverted to Fox West Coast Hollywood Theatres, Ltd. Houses are
those under the present management of J. Leslie Swope, Frank A.

Estimates for This Week
Daily advertising bulletins and
His Majesty's (Ind) (1,600; 60French musicals. Another manuals on all new pictures is one
of subscriptions will give of the services offered.
Another
gross of $7,000.
Last week was Is home office labor assistance when
hold-over of 'End of the Road' it's called for, but not until then
Grant and J. M. Young.
(Ind), which took $8,500.
Legal advice and film buying aid
Operation by Hollywood ThePalace (FP) (2,700; 60)— 'Strange
may be sought. Suggestions are atres,
Interlude* (MG) (2nd week). This
Ltd., proving unsatisfactory,
at
all
since
'Publlx
frequently
made
Is getting a nice play and should
company was dissolved last week.
pick up another $10,000, after fine times sees things its partners don't.'
Parent company was formed in
gross of $16,000 last week.
with
1920,
ownership equally diCapitol (FP) (2,700; 60)— 'Rockavided between West Coast The-,
bye' (RKO) and 'Trailing the Killer'
Music Deal
atres. Inc. (now Fox West Coast),
(WW). Constance Bennett in first
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
and other Interests represented by
should attract and collect $12,000.
Last week 'Call Her Savage' (Fox)
Rodgers and Hart publishing deal Swope, Grant and Young. Houses
and 'Rackety Rax' (Fox) grossed on 'I Married an Angel' music for Involved are Stadium, Filmarte,
$11,000.
Apollo, Vista, Paramount and CarLoew's (FP) (3.200; 66)—'Mask Metro signatured by Robblns Pub,.
mel all in Hollywood; El Portal in
of Fu Manchu' (MG) and vaude. Co.
Looks good for $14,000. Last week
Robblns will publish and pay roy- North Hollywood and the Beverly
'Half Naked Truth' (Radio) and alty to the writers and also to their In Beverly Hills.
Co-Incident with the transfer
average vaude went back to $12,000. own firm, Rodart, Harms subsidiary.
Princess (CT) (1,900; 36-60)— 'Kid
back of the eight houses to the
From Spain' (UA) (3rd week).
original management union proShould be around $7,000. Last week
Halperin Buys Out Harris
jectionists will be Installed tomoron second holdover, $10,000.
row (17) to replace the non-union
Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
imperial (Franco-Film) (1$,900;
60)
"Fleur d' .anger' and 'Le DerZack Harris has sold his half in- operators who have been employed
Union
nier Choc' Maybe $2,000. Last week terest In the Metro (subsequent run for the past several years.
'Rol des Palaces' and 'La Chance,' naborhood house) to his partner, L. deal calls for one or two men in the
$2,200.
depending
on operating
Halperin, after a several months' booth,
Cinema de Paris (Franco-Film) disastrous venture.
hours.
'M. de Pourceaugnac' and
(600; 50)
House,
formerly
operated
by
'Cain' $1,000. Last week 'Ma Femme,
Homme d'Affalres' and 'Nult d'Es- Westland Theatres, Is under a sub$1.50).

week

—

—

lease to Halperin.

pagne,' $850.

N. 0.

Non-Qash
New

No New Short Reel Personafity
Condensed Films Keep on Stru£:gling with
Old Favs

Starts

Orleans, Jan.

16.

With the Saenger switching its
opening day to Saturdays the three
big houses now begin their weeks
without confllctions. Loew's State
opens Thursday, Orpheum Fridays,
and Saenger Saturdays.
St. Charles has the lowest price
for first runs in the city, having cut
Its second balcony to 10c. for everybody.

Hollywood, Jan.

16.

were established before sound.

Ben Blue at Roach, and Clark and
Though the talkers have brought
a number of new faces to the screen, McCuIIough at Radio, are both the Schmitz Leaves for East
two-reel comedies have landed be- nearest approach to two -reel names
M
Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
hind the eight ball so far as de- who have come up in the past two
veloping new personalities.
years, but neither have reached the
J. N. Schmitz, V. p. of Fox-West
Coast, and for the past six months
Since sound, no comedy company proportions of ace attractions.
has brought out a single two-reel
On a recent trip to New Yorit, assl-stfint treasurer at the home ofberg.
'Bitter Tea' (Col) and vaude. Weak name that means anything at the Henry Ginsberg, production head of fices here, left Thursday (12) for
Goldberg steps Into Immediate at $6,000. Last week 'Penguin Pool box office. Laurel and Hardy, Pitts Roach, looked at practically every New York, where he will represent
operation of the house, which Is the Murder' (RKO) good results for five and Todd, Harry Langdon, W. C. stage show In the Metropolitan dis- Fox-Wpst Const outside Interests.
days with $4,000.
only one in the town.
Sfhmitz' duties have been assumed
Fields, Charlie Chase, Charles Mur- trict without finding an aotor wlin
United Artists (Fox-Parker) (1.
Jake Coldcnberff Is the former 000;
Interlude ray, George Sidney, 'Slim' Summer- looked like possible screen material hv FiTfi L. Metzler, new treasurer
'Strange
25-56)
of K-WC.
I'urloy and legit producer.
Clicking swell on second vUIe, Lloyd Hamilton and Our Gang for his studio.
(MG).

(Fox-Parker) (2,000
25-65) 'Son-Daughter' (MG) with
stage unit. Getting atten
F &
Baltimore, Jan. 16.
close with oke $9,
should
tlon
and
Samuel Goldberg has taken over 500. Last week 'Frisco
Jenny' (FN)
the Imperall theatre, Brunswick, fell off last half to $7,300.
Md., from Jake and Frank GoldenOrpheum (RKO) (2,000; 25-55)

Goldberg in Brunswick

Broadway
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mm which can now be blown
up to 9 feet, if necessary. Although
the camera is only now being nathe 16

Amateur Cinematography

tionally

By Epes W. Sargent
Shortly before the mad rush to
the sound pictures, the prediction
reason,

was made, and not without

that the amateur 16mm field
destined to be the cradle of

developments and

the

was
new

nursery

of

the professional director of tomor-

row.

Then came the sound picture, and
a Chinese wall was erected between
the professional and amateur clans:
a wall that probably will

not be

advertised,

some

16,000

cameras already have been sold be-

fore being generally advertised.
There no longer seems to be any
as yet very few subjects to be ob- danger of the amateur camera taking business from the picture thetained on tho sound track form and
atres.
To the contrary, it creates
as one authority expressed it, they
a new and ardent class of fans, and
are as difflcult to locate as smutty in
many theatres there are propictures.
visions made for the accommodation
Projector owners not only can get of the amateurs who find the theatre
films from the libraries, but there their natural gathering place.
are available a number of subjects
With the new developments it is
of an educational or semi-advertis- probable that 1933 will see a vast
ing nature which may be borrowed increase in the number of camera
on payment of the shipping charges users. There is even a 18
Film
both ways.
Board of Trade, which has been In
existence for the past three years,
Three Major Developments
but which does not seem
The past year has seen three ma- accomplished much in the to have
matter of
jor developments.
These are the Improvement. It seems to be lying
cameras, the supersensitive dormant to a large degree, ready
to
film and the photoflood lights. All seize such advantages
as may acthree are revolutionary. Indoor pho- crue from the ampteur's self-de-

mm

Specia
Publicity in

broken down for a number of years
8mm
to come.
It Is perhaps unfortunate for the
development of the artistic Bide of tography was hampered by an ex- velopment.
cessive cost for lamps. Flood lamps
picture making that the barrier
which were substantially a tin pan,
was raised just at the moment an iron standard and a light socket
when there was developing a small were started around |36 each and
amateur experimenters dropped to the vicinity of $20. Two
of
class

NON-SHOWMEN

whose best work was amazing the
professional cameramen and directors. Even today there Is produced
now and then an amateur picture
which would have attracted attention In the silent days. As It stands,
the only field in which the amateur
can compete with the professional
on even approximately level terms
the newsreel.
It not Infrequently happens that
an amateur produces a picture far
beyond the average newsreel result,
chiefly because the amateur can
take more time, but in part because he has an Inherent sense of
Is

the artistic.

Only a few years ago there were
but a few of what were then con'temptuously termed toy cameras.
About the only reliable box was the
old Pathescope with its 9mm film.
As far back as 16 or 20 years ago
Jury and other British makers
placed on the market cheap cameras designed for the use of the
amateur and retailing for around
The best of these were, not
|36.
only cameras, but could be cpnverted into projectors and printing
These all used the
machines.
standard 36mm films, were costly
to maintain and offered but crude
results.

or more were required for the
smallest closeup and It was alniost
impossible to Illuminate a large
field save with the smoky torches
developed for professional night
photography.

Another handicap was found in
the fact that the use of a sufficient

number
was apt

of lights on one circuit
to pull so much juice that
the fuses blew. At the instigation
of the Amateur C*nema League
the lamp companies experimented
with the low amperage lany> used
on storage systems on railroad
trains.
It was found that cut in
on a house circuit these lamps
would give light far in excess of
the (loods and with no danger of
blowing out fuses. Two or three
lamps will light the ordinary apart
ment and refinement in manufacture has raised the probable dura
tlon of the filament from 30 min
And
utes to around two hours.
they cost around 35c each, which
places them within the reach of
everyone.
The supersensitive film is the
natural complement to the new
lights. It is essential to the proper
recording with artificial lighting. In
combination it is figured that they
will more than double the winter

mm

gone.

John Hertz' resignation signalized
most important blow to outsidwho as executives were trying
to run a business they knew noth-

the
ers

What remains of nonin the business represents
routine personalities, who it is being about.

showmen

lieved, will quickly

disappear from

the scene.

A

of these are Hertz men
brought in by him after he gained
virtual directing control of Parafev.-

mount.
Fox, once heavily manned by nonshowmen, is back In the hands of
show-wise executives. Except for
E. R.

mm

mm

mm

mm

to

RKO.

Warner Bros, has been less burdened by the non-showman stigma
than Fox, Par or RKO, while
Loew's- Metro has virtually avoided
it

entirely.

Way Out

in

Under A Special Plan
"Variety's" Special PubUeity Plan

some
years.
It has been employed by
many of the newly-made stars in
Pictures, Vaudeville, and Radio,
while the standard players and

has

been

functioning

for

attractions have long since discov-

ered

its

value in the advancement

and

of stage position

salary.

The campaign

is
designed to
keep a professional name continu-

ously before the show business,

all

over the world, every week for 52

weeks

may

in

This publicity

a year.

be used

in

displayed type or

but does not include

pictorially,

reading matter, other than a limIN R.C. Offices

ited caption
RKO

starting to

move

to

under

cuts.

Radio

City this weekend.

Exec

RKO

BIdg.
will be on the 11th floor, with the
pub and ad dept. housed as a unit
on the floor above.
offices In R.C.'s

is

made

sufficiently flexible in cost to

meet

"Variety's" Publicity Plan

almost any condition.

Reorganization Eliminating

stant at about 60%. That is to say,
that of the 60,000 recorded as active
in the above figures. It is reason
able to assume, on past perform
ance, that about 30,000 will have
dropped out by the end of the year,
to swell the total of inactive camLos Angeles, Jan. 16.
era owners, while others came in
Out of the chaos precipitated by
to take their places.
the throwing into bankruptcy of 31
In addition to the figures above
picture houses by Pacific Northwest
there should be added about 30,000
Theatres (Fox- West Coast subpersons who own projectors and no sidiary) and the receivership of
cameras. These have no interest in some 20 additional theatres in the
the photographic en'l, using the pro
Northwest territory, Is expected to
Jectors merely for home entertain- develop a reorganization of the subment for the screening of subjects circuit that will mean the eliminahired from the renting libraries, tion of considerable deadwood. Also
sum a expected is a general rental reducwhere
for
a trifling
wide choice of subjects is to tion that will go far toward overfrom
'The coming the heavy financial losses
be
had
anglng
long with which the houses have been
other
Covered "Wagon* and
subjects
Mickey Mouse burdened.
to
the
cartoons,
all
reduced to 16mm
Charles Skouras, operating head
width. These are practically all of F-WC, with P. R. Kent and C.
silent, though there are to be had E.
Buckley, vice presidents, resound-on-fllm
disc-sounded turned here after a trip to Seattle,
and
projectors for the home, though the following the receivership action.
price nf $400 or $500 makes their The following day Buckley returned
general u.sc prohibitive. There are to the Northwest where he will lay
:

During the past year the return
of the Industry to showmen, the
only men who built it up, has been
rapid and significant At Fox, RKO
and Paramount, the non- showmen
have had their day and are almost

Tinker, remaining in background as chairman of the Fox
board,
that
company's
Harley
Clarkes,
Oldknows,
Oscar
and
sales of amateur film stock.
Most others have gone. Likewise in RKO,
camera owners put them in storage which
Brown
once had Its Hiram
when the outdoor lighting grew poor, from the leather business. S.
Now the camera is a year-around
An Avalanche
proposition and not a seasonal pas
The Introduction of the electrics
time.
The 8
camera is a near re- into the business, along with greater
banker
dictation,
brought on the
turn to the original 9
size, and
marks the development of a finer avalanche of non-showmen.
In RKO
presently are David
film stock than is to be had in the
Sarnoff, chairman, and M. H. Aylesprofessional 'studios.
It was the
They are not
development of this finer grained worth, president.
stock which made possible the de exactly non-showmen. Thought not
velopment of the 8 mm. This has of pictures, both are in the radio
field,
they
were
before
annexing
as
a surface area of 1/16 of the stand-

Start of Small Camera
But the chief trouble was that
there were no facilities for devel
opment and printing other than the
professional labs or the costly and
unsatisfactory home outfits. The
small camera gained its real start
when the J 6mm apparatus was
placed on the market with a special film which was made as a negative and redeveloped into the positive. With the cost of the processing included in the price of the film,
ard 35
frame, and requires a
the amateur camera arrived. Today,
finer grain to gain definition.
according to the Amateur Cinema
The camera is a product of the
League, there are about 250,000 depression,
since It greatly cuts
amateur cameras with approxi costs. It is supplied in the
standard
mately 60,000 active workers, as dis- 16
width, but in 25 foot lengths,
tinguished from the larger class and is run through the camera
who buy a camera to take pictures twice, getting two sets of pictures,
of the new baby, to record vacation side by side. In the laboratory the
trips and to be reached down from film is split and returned to the
the shelf only on special occasions. sender as a single 50 foot strip
There are, at the present time which contains four times as many
about 276 clubs of amateurs, of frames as the 16
and yet which
whom only about half a dozen of is capable in the present state of
the more important work with the development of giving a picture
standard width film. About half of about two feet wide. This is but
the remainder make one or two little less than the original field of
club productions a year. The others
merely meet for discussion and In

terchange of ideas.
It Is a curious
thing that the
turnover of active amateurs is con

ARE PASSING

Deadwood

Northwest F-WC Hopes
preliminary plans for the contemplated reorganization and rehabili-

A

copy

of the plan with other

information as

may

be desired can

be obtained at any "Variety"

office.

tation.

Landlords will be told that excessive house rentals must be materially reduced, otherwise the theatres will be dumped cold.
One of
the chief aims In the proposed reorganization will be the elimination
of one or more houses in each locality,

with a view to overcoming

the heavily overseated condition
that exists all over the Northwest
Proposed reorganization details
will be worked out with Frank L

Newman, St., former circuit division chief, and now co-receiver for
the houses involved in the bankruptcy and receiverships.
Liabilities of $2,657,839 and assets
of 1512,357 were listed in the bankruptcy schedules filed in connection
with the No) thwest upheaval.

NEW YORK—154
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CHICAGO—Woods

Theatre Bldg.
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MORE RKO-RADIO
MONEY PICTURES
The Four Star Smash

Now

In Its third

Radio City

RKO

Lovely

triumphs again

it it ir ir

week at the
Roxy Theatre

ic

a drama

woman's heart!

HOWARD

THE ANIMAL KINGDOM

in

close to every

ANN HARDING
LESLIE

IRENE DUNNE

99

ThrlH-Romance off Hollywood's
Death Defying Stunt Men!

LUCKY DEVILS
with

When a
It's

mcoi rises in

life

always a new house

for the old •

BILL BOYD

for old

WILLIAM GARGAN

new^

• • .

• •

new furniture
why not a

then

a glamorous woman
one who served

for the

while he rose to riches?

—

every woman's problem

Destined to Startle
the World!

it's

KING KONG

the desperate thing this

but no other woman
would have dared to do

• • •

woman did to hold her ownl

RICHARD DIX

Wftfl

as

"THE GREAT JASPER

99

IRENE
DUNNE

A modern Don Juan who worked
at love— and loved his work

LIONEL BARRYMORE

CHARLES
BICKFORD

"SWEEPINGS"
From

GWILI ANDRE
ERIC LINDEN

Lester Cohen's Sensational Book

CONSTANCE

From Eugene Wiiiter^s

BENNETT
More

alluring than ever

niore gorgeously

''OUR

gowned

.

Stage Success

In

BEHERS

''Just

AWoman'^

.

Directed by J.Walter Ruben
'

DAVID

O, SELZNICK, beeutfv. Pfodmcmr

PICTURE S
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Allied Leaders' Badly

always be relied upon to provide
(Continued from page 7)
aa any other unit.
spending as

Bond

Of membered, are scarcely at all
swayed by speculative operations. It
isn't practicable to carry on short
operations of any size.
Declines were very moderate in
the Paramount liens amounting to
no more than might be the normal
difference in speculative buying and

professional traders were
taking advantage df liquidation of
old stock and probaUy a downtown
clique was active in helping the readjustment along by putting out
short lines.
The trade undoubtedly over-estimated this element, however, falling to realize that the Exchange Is
still frowning on large scale professional bear operations and this
would be a bar to heavy selling of
such an issue as Loew's. Cut in
Story was
ticket scales figured.
put out that Irving Thalberg might
take a long vacation. No basis to
course,

held unchanged
from Saturday to Saturday with
volume changing hands. At
the same time the common stock
tapered off in activity to a minor
pace compared to the week before

when the controversy was on
led to the retirement of
from the finance board
rectorship.

Dividend Outlook
within the company
management, apparently arising
over differences about the stock
option and cash bonuses to of^cials, did not get out at all, either
in trade circles or in the Street, but
it happened coincldentally with the
sharpest break In Loew on Friday
the well-known 13th when the tiurnover was the largest in a couple of
months amounting to about 13,000
shares, and the price hit Its current bottom. Suggestion Is obvious

some of the selling might
come from inside longs.

older 6's eased

1% and the 6%

that

John Hertz
and the di-

Inference from the tape as regards Par seems to be that the new

flurry

that

The

selling ideas.

fair

this in fact.

A

fluotuations, It Is to be re-

banking group is 'playing ball' with
Adolph Zukor and has marshalled a
strong defense for the market fortunes of the Issue.
Among the other principal amusements.

Fox was

late in the

til

way somewhat

quiet and stable unweek when it gave
In sympathy with

the break in Loew's, but continued
to hold above the important level
Warner's held a parallel
of 2.
course, but on Saturday stepped
through for a few trades. Other-

4iave

Late in the Friday session selling
suddenly and there was
a minor recovery before the gong,
a recovery that carried through
Saturday, the stock finishing the
week at 17%, net 3^4 down. However, while the common was supported Saturday, the assault on

wise,

dried up

it

was

Iniored.

Eiastman KMalc broke away from

the picture group, to which, after
only dlstarktly related, and
pushed up through its former range,
making a high mark on the movement at 61. Story waa cb'culated
downtown that an alliance was In
prices shifted to the preferred which the making between Kodak and the
touched a new low since last July DuPont Interests which also make
at 62 with sales Jumping to 800 raw film. DuPonts put out casual
shares, more of this Inactive senior denials while Kodak
officials were
stock than normally comes out in a non-committal.
couple of months.
Certainly sellWhatever is behind the rumors,
ing of the preferred couldn't be at- the traders
made
It the basis of a
tributed to the bears who don't play
with high yield senior shares under run-up in the Kochester stock.
Kodak showed a good deal of difalmost any circumstances.
At any rate, as a result of the ficulty in breaking through 60, but
week's declines of 3^ in the com- once it had overcome the barrier of
mon, that stock is on a yield basis offerings at that level it displayed
ability
to
hold the
of something like 18% which un- Impressive
avoidably raises suspicion of its ground gained. Stock has shown a
permanence. At 62 the 6^ pre- determination since it went on the
ferred is close to a level of 12% $3 basis, illustrating a^aln that a
conservative dividend policy by
which tells its own story.
While these movements were go- courageous directors seems to be
ing on in the share market the the best in the long run. At 60
Iioew bonds, which the week before yields 6% and lately has been holddisplayed signal strength, slipped ing its own against stocks that pay
on no very great volume of trans- holders all the way to 16%. There
actions to below 80 after defend- ought to be a moral here.
ing the 80-81 range for many weeks.
Spurt in CFM
Liiens ended the week at 79% for a
Two secondary picture stocks
net loss of 2%, this being In the
that showed a spurt of strength
face of general advance along the
were
the
common
and preferred of
line In secondary obligations. At 79,
Consolidated Film Industries, both
of course, Loew bonds top the
Senior issue
amusement group, but giving way of dividend payments.
relatively heavy
gained
net
on
In the face of surrounding strength
at this time (all amusements are volume and closed at 9% after lln
supposed to ride at their peak dur- gerins below 7, while the common
on somewhat lower turning the mid-winter season) gave was up
over.
Basis of the mark up here
the whole group a sour look.
probably is the argument that with
Other Liens Off
any upturn in the picture theatre,
The whole theatre bond group among the first to benefit would be
gave a highly unsatisfactory per- the printing plants which do the
formance.
Pathe 7's, which are bulk of the trade's developing and
given to surprise movements both printing, this branch being free from
ways slumped 4% to 64, new low for theatre operating tangles which
the season and on a yield basis of probably will be the most stubborn
about 11%; Paramount Broadways problem for the Industry.
slipped to a new all-time low of 33
There Is here somewhat an analand the old Keith 6's (antedating ogy with the auto accessory makers
the present managerial set-up) did who, according to an axiom of ana tail-spin for a net 6-polnt loss other market day, usually led the
to 31. Old Keith preferred dropped auto makers stocks In any advance.
6 to 14 on one trade.
Speaking of the auto Industry which
These are almost sensational de- is more or less an Index of the
clines for bonds, particularly when times, this Is one of the few years
they occur in specific instances and within memory that Gen. Motors
contrary to a general trend, which has declined right In the middle of
elsewhere was gradually upward. the New York show.
Summary for week ending Saturday, Jan. 14;
all it Is

.

EK

%

%

STOCK EXCHANGE
103?

High

3^

%

OH

414
1

li*
87%

6%
2eH
80

Net

s

Lovi.

lesup a Bd rate.
American Beat
"800 Columbia P. vtc
6,700 Conaol. Film
11.200 Consol. Film pfd
22.800 Kastmnn Kodak (8)
4,100 Fox, Class A.
88.200 Gen. Elec (40c.)
100 Keltb pfd
84,700 Loew (3)
1,100
Do pref. iWt)

«h
1

Sales,

8K
7

87%

13)4

80

39

iVt

22^
IS

HH
114

6%

7%

1%

1,700

14

700
10

8K

m

40,600
000
300
84.700
4,200

14

114
2Vt

IH

Low.

lOli
314

10

81

2M
16%
14
20'^

hWi

(1.89).

3%
0%
60%

ie?6
14

16%

16
92

17%
62%

2014

2
6 bid
30

-%

2

'/4

1%

RKO

8%

4%
20

43K

12%

4^
16%

2%
81%

Westlnghouse

NOTE—Stricken

%

1%

4%

2%
4%

8%

10%

%
%

100

3%
1%

1,400

600

10%

+1%

%
%

-%

1%

+ %

3%

TELL

prominent and influential Allied
members and a former president of
Northwest Allied States, is planning
the formation of a new exhibitors'
body in the Northwest In competiLong, William V. Mang. At Loew'a New tion with Allied.
12.
Running
York theatre one day, Jan.
In a communication to a local
time, 66 mtns.
regional trade publication, 'AmuseApparently made because a major ments,' Miller attacks the Allied
company is doing 'Goose Woman' program of carrying Its case to the
over again. This is a woman who federal government.
lives on the city dump, but of the
'Allied lacks adequate leaders,'
same type with a background of tin asserts Miller, who In years past
cans and old mattresses that gets
was one of the principal advisers
the picture off to a poor start. Sympathy of the spectator never is of W. A. Steffes, Allied States' cur-

BONDS

rent president and business

a single in the

ager of the Northwest unit. 'Its
leaders do not want exhibitors'
problems solved because their Jobs
and very organized existence depend upon always having vital problems to keep the dues-paying members contributing. As a result, an

is the Ingenue, with little to do, for
which she should be thankful, and
the others are mostly brought In

here and there, the story callingr-for
a long cast with few getting more
than one or two sequences.
Supposed to be another glorification of* mother love, with the dump
scavenger claiming the estate of a
dead manufacturer for her allegedly

(With Songs)
Berlin, Jan. 6.
Ufa production and release. By Ph. L.
Uayrlng and Fr. Zeokendorf, after Rudolf
Elger'a comedy 18 bel Tlsch' ('Thirteen at
the Table'). Bruno Dnday production and
Stanz Wenzler drrectlon.
l^botography,
Werner Brandes. SetUngs, JuUus von Borsody. Music. Hans-Otto Borgmann.
Cast:
Senate Mueller, Qeorff Alexander, Otto

illegitimate daughter, who In reality
child born in wedlock and
Chic.
abandoned on the dump.

was a

U

Darkness for

Wallburg, Hubert- v. Meyerink, Gertrud
Wolle, Walter Steinbeck. Ilse Korseck, El-

Shorts

Kurt Ves-

pennann, Hilde Hildebr&nd, Max Ehrllch,
Glsela Werbezlrk, Hermann Vollentln, Hermann Blasa, Albert v. Kersten, Vera Witt.
Hans Behal, Oasip Dormatow. Alfred
Durra. R, Meinhard-Juenirer, Max-RalfOstermann. Recorded on Klangfllm. Running time, 07 mlna.
At Gloria Palast,

Universal City, Jan.

16.

department at Univjersal
two months.
Shutting .will affect about 20
people, mostly writers.
Short

closes Feb. 1 for

Berlin.

This picture Is a good boxofflce,
due to Fi^anz Wenzler's direction than to the story itself. It tells
little seamstress in a big

Jadgments

less

how a

Mitchell

I..

lirlaiiger;

t>

.T.

Conroy;

demand

insistent

80%
60%
611

10
a
40

$17,000
13,000
06,000
60,000
68,000
182,000
3.000
0,000
81,000

1
24

04
40

IZM
10%
14%

%

0%

Qen. Thea. Eq. '40*
Keith O'a, '48

Loew

41

6'8,

Pathe ra.

'87

owner who can

tre

Par-Fam-Lasky
Par-Pub 6%'a,
RICO debs S'a

S'a,

'47

'69

O'a

Warner

Broa.

%
•

Asked.

Roxy,

2

Gen. Thr.

cfs.,

Claaa

tCOOO, 2 hlRh,

1%

1%

1%

31%
79

86%
79%

04

04

16%
14%

14%
12%

14%
18%

10

18

18

1%

Shubert

S'a,

'89

Over the Counter, N. Y.
Bid.

2%
68

A
low, 2 doa*.

20

1

IB

1%
20

-%

Harban Frodactloas,

A

It

+ %

pay

Jhee.

Black Book'^Unfavorable
BOOK' (Comedy drama, American Plays and Play-

'Little

'LITTLE
ers,

BLACK

Selwyn).

Drab yarn about small town

folk in

Washington, D. C.

pictures.

— Favorable

CENTURT'

slice of

Looks good for both stage and screen.

Ihee,

— Unfavorable

'Sickness of Youth'

'SICKNESS OP YOUTH' (Drama, Patrick Kearney, Cherry Lane).
Expounding some of the Freudian theories on sex impulses, more so
than 'Maedchen In Uniform.' Too complicated and depressive,
liee.

'SAINT

WENCH"
little

stage chance.

Same

(Allied) has inadequate leadIt is also considered possible
that the Allied leaders do not wont
the problems solved.
Their Jobs

'A handful of Twin City exhibwelded together by union labor
troubles have taken it upon themselves to speak for the vast majority.
The small-town exhibitors are
not yet ready to admit the divine
right of a few financially success-

itors

ful operators.'

Miller asserts his new organization will not be a member of the

MPTOA

or

for screen.

Ibee.

Incorporations

—Favorable

(Bannister, Plymouth, Comedy-Drama). Not
destined for Broadway longevity but more decidedly film material, if of
somewhat formula calibre.
Xbel.

— Unfavorable

'Foolscap'
Satiric novelty for the stage

where limited appeal

California
Sacramento, Jan. 16.
T. G. Amnsement Company.
C.-ipltal
sub9crMjr>d.
stock
100
shares,
none
S. Gallery, V. Regan, V. Baldwin,

Thomas

'FOOLSCAP' (Comedy, Sheppard & Buchanan, Times
is

Sq.).
indicated. Little
Ihee.

R. O. .Sobel.
First National Baillo Protloctions, Ltd.
CapK.it Htoi-U, $100,000, |300 subsTibod.
Ed. W. Rowland, Edwin Clifford, Lnrin
J. TFoward.

of

Woman, Poor Thing'— Unfavorable

WOMAN, POOR THING'

(Farce comedy, Johii

Fairly diverting, but too lightweight.
give It a chance for screen.

+1%

Two

amended copy changing n.ime

Collier ti FlJnn, Ltd.. Carson City,
Wallls, Ltd.
to Collier
Certificate changing name of MayerMiiyer,
to J.

Nevada,

H.

Potter.

Only a Broadway run would
Ihee.

—

Strange Women' Favorable
(Melodrama, A. C. Mester, Little). Set in
the backwoods of Kentucky story has screen possibilities but script

'TWO STRANGE WOMEN'

would require revision.

have any connection

Costume period

One Evening'

ONE EVENING'

'Good

failure.

would follow that the organiza-

tion

with It

—

'Saint Wench' Unfavorable
(Drama, Helen Menken, Lyceum),

own

It

ers.

Nothing for and organized existence depend
Ihee.
upon always fomenting trouble.

*20th Century'

'20TH

A

$260 a year

Inc.] A. O. Pincus;

»6,021.

up.

-2%
'GOOD
-4%
-1% Avon).
—1

'afford to

membership dues cannot be badly In need of protection.
Chaii«s B. DDUBshMn; N. T. Tele- It would seem, he says, that the
phone Co.; t493.
ones who really need protection are
Dieppe Corp.; Sidney Solomon and John
Renate Mueller plays the little
Sloan; Bank of the United States; |2,711. the non-member exhibitors on the
girl with sure touch.
Weat Bayalde Theatres, Ino.| RCA verge of bankruptcy.
Werner Brandes' photography, Photphone;
1782.
'The organization pays fat salotherwise excellent, several times
Kay Theatre Co., Inc.) O. Rashtn; |74.
aries to Its leaders to solve the
problems and the leaders then turn
the problems over to fat-salaried
Congressmen who turn them over
to fat-salaried bureaus which, in
turn, create more fat-salaried gov'Goodbye Again'— Favorable
meddlers.
'GOODBYE AGAIN* (Comedy, Ai'thur J. Beckhard, Masque). Should ernment
'By taking this course the Allied
have enough material for a picture, but Hollywood would have to clean
leaders admit their

a rich dressmaker.
plot one has seen to excess In all
variations in Germany after the
success of 'Sunshine Susie.'
salon becomes

126,190.

chance for Holljrwood.
8«%
84%

a new

exists for

organization of independent theatre owners.'
Plenty Else
Miller declares there's plenty the
matter with Allied as now conducted, aside from Its leadership.
He charges that membership rates
are so excessive the large majority,
of smaller exhibitors are unable to
participate in organization's affairs.
'Many feel that the recent action
of Allied In placing the industry's
problems before Congress constitutes an eloquent admission of Its
own failure to handle these problems,' says Miller.
'The desire to
be represented in the Industry's
affairs, even by an organization
that admits Its own failure, is
strong in every Independent.
If
Allied persists In excluding the majority from Its councils there Is
nothing left for the majority to do
but to create its own unit.'
Fat Salaries
Miller points out that the thea-

C'ortlflod

7%
83

DO

man-

aroused.

(GERMAN MADE)

•LATE

1,800

WOMEN WON»T

Minneapolis, Jan. 16.
Charjing, among other things,
that Allied States' leaders are more
concerned with keeping their salaried jobs than they are with the
independent theatre owners' problems, W. M. Miller, "loquet, Minn.,
exhibitor, long one of the most

Bacheller production; Cliestnrfleld reloaae.
Directed by Rich. Thorpe. Story and continuity by Lela E. Rogers. Melville Shayer,
nss't director.
M. A. Anderson, cnmern,
Pete Clark, sound.
CaaX. Includaa Sarah
Paddcn, Otis Harlan, Gloria Shoa. Larry
Kent, Edmund Breese. Mac Buscli, Walter

('When Love Creates Fashions')

play with

list.

100

%
%
%
%

treats her badly. One notices Georg
Alexander is getting no younger.
Otto Wallburg is the comedian.
Gertrud WoIIe is not her usual
clever self. Sound is uneven. Music
and Hans Otto Borgmann's songs
do not especially impress. Magnus.

Macht

frlede Jerra, Marlav. Tasnady,

Indie;

Organizing New Body of N. W. Exhibs

Die Liebe Mode

'Late
from

CURB
16

Wenn

-8% laughable comedy.
-5%

+1%

2

6%

Rapped by Prominent N. W.

It is more or less risky as
B sector and not so
hot otherwise.
Photography poor,
and sound seldom good.
In an effort to be dramatic, the
author goes wildly Improbable. Poor
Sarah
especially when it comes to sing- direction further hurts it.
ing and dancing. But Gustav Ilos- Padden,
capable
player,
wades
vay in the part of Lacl lacks neces- through the mess In heroic fashion,
sary polish. On the whole the pic- but without getting anywhere, with
ture is short of being first-rate.
Otis Harlan up for second name and
more name than part. Gloria Shea

-6

ii%

18%

but the
whole family knows that Borly is
an old scoundrel who steals the
Baron's money literally out of his
pockets and has become a rich man
while his. master's estate is mortgaged.
Only Maria, the Baron's
daughter, believes in the old scoundreil who adores her. The old scoundrel's grandson, Lacl, Is in love with
Maria, but dares not propose.
Finally, when there is nothing
more to raise money on, the Baron
charges old Borly with selling the
family Jewels. Lacl, the grandson,
accidentally
discovers
that
his
grandfather hasn't sold them but
buried them in the grounds. There
is an inquiry and Borly does not
deny that he has pocketed a fortune
that rightfully belonged to the
Barx>n, but refuses to say what he
has done with It. The magistrate
opens the old scoundrel's will, and
it is discovered that be has bequeathed all the money to Maria.
The
old
scoundrel
stole
and
swindled only to keep the money
out of reach of the gambling father
and to maJke It-safe for the daughter.
The festive celebration of the
wedding of Maria and Lacl conclude the picture.
Backgrounds of Lake Balaton, a
Hungarian grape-picking, the promotion of officers in the military
academy of Budapest, beautiful
views of the Hungarian countryside
and the capital, are very effective.
Rosle Barsony, who Is featured as
Maria, Karoly Sugar and Tibor
Halmay are in both the German
and the Hungarlfin versions, and
they are good, as is Rosie Barsony,
debts,

(Farce comedy, Abbott and Dunning, Broadhurst).
show business, enacted aboard a train from Chicago to New
- % York. Temperamental manager and star with thetr retinues furnish
+4

12%

1714
614

6

70 Universal pref
6,800 Warner Bros
Do pfd

+ %
"

-I-

1%
6%
2%

ISVi
614
216

pay his

to

-%

-%
+1
-%
-H
-%
-H
-%

Note Shubert
i6%

BO

14

1%

2V4

Radio Corp

214

214

1%

%

A

aasa

Pathe,

2%
66^

2

Pathe Exchange

cbtr.

Last, for wk.
114 bid

10

10

Madison Sq. Qarden..

Met-Q-M pref.
Orpheum pfd
Paramount

HIsh.

money

Ihee.

«

Tjuicaster Agency, Inc.,
Ltd.
PermltH to Issue stock
Acme Enterpriser Co.,
theatres.
To Issue 100

par $10.
If. K. F4llngton

F.

C

granted:
Inc. To operate
of 2,500 shares,

W.

Vincent,

Inc.

.SupervlsinpT motion picture employees. To
Isnue all 600 shares, par tlOO.
Hollywood Theatres, I.td.
Theatre
operating. To Issue three of 1,600 shares,
no par.
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A PICTURE

GEORGE ARL1SS
zvith

Dick Powell, Patricia Ellis,

in

THE KING'S VACATION
.

Opens Jan. 20th at

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
When you need

big attractions you need

WARNER BROS.
^VrTACIAPH. INC, OlSTWIUTOaS

ParJ°G-M,
Chi

PIC¥

Jahiiary 17,

Tues^ft

WB and UA Benefited in

From Duals End-Others
Chicago, Jan.

M

Not

16.

F^co

.

cally,

and they are better

off

PiwEOj^^

Shorts By-Product

End of duals was a bad sock for
the state rlghters and indies, whose
gross revenue is 'way under what it
was prior to October. They
Joined on the mourners' bench hysome of the outlying houses who'apj}'
forced to repeat on nearby opposition and are faced with the dilemma
of a disastrous price cut to meet
competition. Some of these houses
prefer to stay double feature. That
allows them to keep up their admls^^l;
However, under the existing
elons.
pact the only product available to
this 'outside' group of possibly a
dozen houses In greater Chicago is
the 1931-32 product. Most of these
houses are running repeats on themselves. In some cases the same picture has played one house three

a^

times.

Increase in the sale of shorts
doesn't offset the gross losses suffered by Columbia, RKO, Universal

ROCKEFELLER'S OPENING
Big

Evvnin^ ^Clothes
Small Va. Town

Nit« for

in

WiUlamsburs Ya^ .Jan. 16.
The Rockefellers' Ueniorial theatre opened here Friday '<13) night
with
divlBlon pianager of this
territory,
coming
Jla
Bre&naii,
down from Trenton, N. J., to supervise all deals including the Inaugural tableau attending the premlerlng of 'The Conquerors' as the

Pennies or Padlocks for Nabes in

Tacoma, So 3 Indies Cut Scales

Breslow Gagging

AD

SERVICE FOR CHAIN

KKO

'

W-V

Loew's and

On

Cut S|^e for

m

.

:

Penn.

.

^

'

|MlST(|s^l,Mes2
Chicago, Jan.

16.

Balaban and Katz dropped one

and Terminal, former Fox houses,
had apparently been okayed by the

both towns a Joint announcement
was made, with the prices uniform
for the houses included.
New afternoon prices in Reading
now apply to Saturday as well as
Other matinees. Eivenlng prices are
2Sc In the balcony and 40c orchesChildren 16c at all times.
tra
Prices have been 60c and tax for
the evening with the entire house
at 26c in the afternoons.
Houses

Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
Harry Woodin, for some time engaged In freelance theatre exploitation and publicity, has been named
general manager of Westland The-

.

are the Embassy and Colonial.
bondholders*, committee.
In Harrisburg, Loew's Regent and
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
James Coston of Warners was
off Columbia's writ- temporarily supervising houses for the W-V State, Colonial and Vicing staff. Joined the Marx Brothers the bondholders while a number toria take the cut. They have been
writing crew Thursday (12).
of competitive >bids were being getting 30c up to 5:30 with balconies
Breslow will handle the gags on considered. Both houses are over at 30o and orchestra at 60c plus tax
at night. New scale has all seats
the set.
3,000 seats and on the north side.
26o to 6:30 when the balcony remains the same but the lower floor
Ups to 40c. Loges are 40c at mats

and 50c evenings.
Prices will not apply on other
than straight picture playing, but
intimated it Is a question whether

HELLO YONKEL!

there will be much vaudeville at
advanced prices. Wilmer,& Vincent
have been trying oul 'stage acts,
but have not yet been ,cpnv«rted to
the vaude idea* In one or more

HELD OVER (2D WEEK)

NEW YORK

atres, Inie,

Dave Bersho'n

MOLLY PICON
Ellsiein at the Piano

Direction

Personal Rep.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

HARRY LENETSKA

HOLLYWOOD

HELD OVER THIRD WEEK
BY POPULAR DEMAND

TAMARA
ROXY THEATRE, New
.Week Jan. 12

.

with one admis-

sion for matinees and-on6 for nights.
The drop is to 26c matinees and 35c
'

nights, all seats,
The Capitol, Publlx, has cut matinees to 260 and nights'tb '4dc. Policy
Is double features.
'

Canton, N.

'

'

C, Sale

Asheville, N. C, Jan. 16.
Sale announced of Colonial and
Strand, at Canton, N. C, to J. E.
Massle, of Waynesvllle, N. C, by

Sale effective Feb.

JOAN
B L O N DE L L
Week
This

Balaban

&

Katz

[Jan. 13}

CHICAGO THEATRE,

Chieago

6.

PARAMOUNT, NEW YORK,

This

Week

(Jan. 13)

weeks of holdovers in Chicago,
and absolutely stopping 360 consecuitve shows

sensational record created on Publix tour, including four
business

York

at I^ailace

Worcester,. Mass.; Jan. 16.
Harry Arthur has cut prices in the
Palace,
playing Hanchbh - Marco
films,

"AMERICANA'^

Star of

W. H. Odom, owner and manager.

A

end.

Nite Priced

For All Seats

shows and

Is

Del Lord's Operation
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Del Lord recovering from an operation, Gus Melns will direct next
'Taxi Boys' shorts at Roach.
Will go into production this weekoperating head

of the Indie circuit.

Original

houses, as yet.

Day and

HA-HA-HA,

2d Runs

.

lege also.
The Rockefellers*
Memorial
is one house tq Which the oil family
Is committed to take, any and all
losses on its pp«rattbn.

Lou Breslow,

CAPrrOL,

Dofaitli,

.

.

15 to its ow|iefff.y>At tfie same time
B&K's bid- fo operate the Sheridan

shorts likewise.

Tacoma, Wash., Jan. 16.
Three nabe houses. Uex, Victory
and Community, all individually
owned,
have
banded together 'for
Duluth, Jan. 16.
Garrick dark dince June, has re- their own good' for a new scale.
initial attraction. House otherwise
opened as a second-run picture Weekdays 6:30 to 7, 10c. and 15c.
win be straight pix, four changes a house at 15 -26c. Edward A. Furni after until closing.
week.
Triple
advertising
china
and
is in charge for Publlx,
Of the 660 capacity, some 640 of
Garrick for 16 years was one of treasure nights with slight upward
the town's 1,600 white population, the leading picture houses in Duluth. scale of 20c. from opening till closing.
including, of course, some visitors, Changes now four times weekly.
Local nabes are having the hardwere in tails and opera hats, preest sledding In years. No snow and
senting a swank keynote to which
the three-theatre-combine the ownthis small town is otherwise not acDEPT.
AS
H.O.
ers
think might be an out.
With
customed.
Williamsburg is the
Hamrlck's big deluxer at 10-15
home of the William and Mary col-

Garrick,

,

.

understood, as house
and •acquired .two last weelc.
the shorts generally are sold with
Alamo, operated for about ^ two
features, and a lessening of playyears,- was tumiefd t)^olc as of -^Jan.
dates for full lengths hurts the
it Is

Abe

27

downtown i.nd the first runs including Fox Rlalto and Jensen & Von
Herberg Roxy at 15c. up to late in
In line with Sam Dembow, Jr.'s, afternoon. Its pennies or padlocks
Ariz.
policy that the home office advertisfor some of the nabes if the tide
ing department should be set up doesn't change.
more as a servicing unit for thea..Iiois, Angeles, Jan. 16.
;
contact representatives are
tres,
Operating coHtri^l ^-of all Publlx
su. plying Publlx and partnership
hp>isefl .In Ariz6ha;/^^w^^
excepComerford Mgrs. Out
houses with more material on prodtion of i4«si dadO?^^^
has been
This is particularly true of
uct.
turned rov6r toVWiillsm. K. Jenkins,
outside-booked pictures.
Winn Stanley and Ernie Schmidt,
who, .with' R; J. i&'D6nneU, took .oiver"
Under the new policy, a daily re- district managers of the Comerford
23 .houses In Tfi'iaa;aiid New, Me;xIc'o
port goes out on product screened division under Publlx operation,
In Noyeirtb.enh
hbuse^i in the
at the h.o. Manuals are also prehave been dropped by M. E. Comernew siftvp kfe^thotf^ flrst 'jilEereia^o
pared. This material is shipped out
ford, along with Jack Johnson, pubFojtr'^yest Cci^^t f^^^^
Immediately after pictures have
licity director in the field at Scran6:poiineir^n<^ lenklns-operdte lout
been seen, which Is considerably in
ton.
All will be assigned by Pubof ;l?allas,,,Te3f;;. 'isitost of the- Ariizoritt'
advance of playdate.
to other posts.
Their notices
Uousea- iEU:e lii ;iiJmii PhoenI* iaii^l
Rodney Bush, Ed Olmstead and llx
from Comerford were effective Satoth^s*
th^ ^^^5t^ger c^^
of thsrt
John Smith as a trio combination
urday (14).
is
in
charge
of
this
particular
phase
Pa.,
Jan.
16.
Ri&adlng,
Jerry Cadoret, long with ComerHere and in Barrlaburg the Loew of r ::vertlsin^.^
ford, will virtually take over the
and W-ilmer & Vincent houses have
duties of the two district mgrs. goannounced lower scale of prices. In
ing out.
Woodin, Westland Q. H.

Takes Over Most

In

respect.

and Educational,

VARIETY

RKO

Three months after the funeral 'Cross,' $1.50, Off,
memory of double features Is
Oberished only by a handful of exSan Pranclsco, Jan. 16.
blbitors and a few of the lads on
Local road ah6w screening of
Film Row. Even such exchanges as
Columbia, RKO, Universal, and Paramount's 'Sign of the Cross* at
-Educational,
which ad- Brlahger's
"World Wide
Colunabla (legit), Is out
mittedly can and did sell more prod- because
of the $1.50 top.
uct under the dual setup, concede
House was set for a Jan. 27 openthe single feature system is in the ing
of the DeMllle fiiiti but took a
l;>est Interests of the trade generally.
Paramount, Metro, United Artists cu.e froitf tfie recent cold shoulder
given •Strajige lpterliide* at the St.
find Warners find single features aiv^
•^Prahclji .when $1.5i). didn't hold up.
unmixed blessing because the commitment situation here gives theni
the Inside track with Balaban &
Katz, the key to the scriptures lo- Jenidiis

very

ES

to

phenomenal

-RADIO RUBES--3
(Hollywood, Bartell and Taylor)

"IMPERSONATING YOUR FAVORITE RADIO STARS"

PARDON MY BLUSHES
The

TEN

GRAND HOTEL
^"E CHAMP

1932
'''sWkufor;

•

•

••

M-G-M
M-G-M

In takirtg five of Hie "Ten Best" win•»ei*--*our of them in the first division
itot only sets a new record
for the number of ••Ten Bests" obi'nfd in a single year, but it brings
Its total of winners to date up
to 27,

—M-G-M

of

m

^

•••••..M-G-M...

highest

296
214

^"''''"•-i>'ny';p;;-

•

Metro Takes 5 Out of 10

the

Vofes;

'

;

M-G-M

EMMA

S

<:ompa„.,>.

,

America's

critics in

Daily's

Annual Vote

Leo of

M'G>M

Film
give

5

161

I54

ok""""'y'Pic,uJ

out of

any company.

10 BEST!
'Dear Critics of America:

Thanks for your continued approval Trust me to justify
your faith
again when the final record of 1933 is written. Watch
for Marie
Dressier-Wallace Beery in "Tugboat Annie"— watch
for "Hell
Below . Watch for Joan Crawfmd in "Today We Live".
Proudly
we commend to you the Barrymores in "Rasputin and the
Empress"
Those are just a few of many to come from M-G-M.
Believe us
we are thrilled at the news of the nation-wide M-G-M
landslide.

We will keep the faith!
(signed)

LEO OF m-G-m

PICTURES
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No. 306 Under Courts Receivers
Althougrb
|>ver

a

New York

receivership hangs
operators No. 306 In

view of the many factions battling
each other, the union •will remain
of Harland
In the physical charge
Holmden, seventh v.p. of the L A.
former
T. S. B. and Harry Mackler,
906 president, who has Just Joined
Holmden on the executive end,
will
operMackler
and
Holmden
ate the union under the supervision
of receivers. As long as they can
agree, the receivers are not expected to Interfere, but should any

C/

Operation

No

Go, Parent

Firm Takes Back Houses

Appeal
Meanwhile, the I. A, is reported
planning to appeal to the Appellate
Division against the appointment of
the receivership, which came on the
Initiative

hearing

Should the

I.

parent
organization,
Fox West
Coast Hollywood Theatres, after a
little more than a year's go of it
Hollywood Theatres has been dissolved.

Canada Backs

Own

Ops'

Union as Backfire to

Labor Rivalries Jam
Ottawa, Jan.

16.

The Canadian Government has is
it impossible
sued a charter for an all- Canadian
on the receiveraa

labor organization known
the
Canadian Motion Picture Operators'
Union, the purpose of which is to
of the conspiracy-coer- secure the membership of all *in
cion Indictment against Sam Kap- dependent' operators employed In a
lan and 21 offlcera, aa a result of growing
of
theatres
a mistrial two weeks agro, is sched- throughout the Dominion. Branches
uled to come up in a week.
of the Union are being organized
Ottawa,
Montreal,
Toronto,
in
Winnipeg,
Saskatoon,
Hamilton,
Edmonton and Vancouver, the chief
organizer being Joseph O'Donnell,
a former member of the Interna
Theatrical
tional Association of

New

trial

number

WEEK

10th

Employes.
The Canadian Union has no rela
tlonship with the I.A.T.S.E., It is
stated, but with the offlcial recognition of the Canadian Government
Stagie

OF

PROFIT
THE FIRST

SHOW

VARIETY

H. 0. Staffs

Trimmed Away Down

tour.
J.

McCarthy, in charge of
road showing, Is restricted

'Cross'
Decentralization of Publix is vir- der Borros Morros, who has Harry
on possibilities for picture at ad- tually complete, with present setup Kalchlem as his assistant on the
vanced scale through lack of legit to stand. Except for possibility of talent booking end and Morris Pethouses that are wired to accomo- some minor partnerships, subleases roff as producer.
date it.
or other disposition of small units
nearby towns have reverted to the
On deluxe operation In the Great-

ship. It cannot hold sua election of
806 officers -without court approyaL
•

With Decentralization Finished;

dications
doubtful
additional
if
dates will be set for those now on

16.

A. find

to get a reversal

Publix Chain Called Complete

It, which with
New York engagement will total IT, It will probably
go on general release. Ten companies are out on the road, with in-

With operation by Hollywood
Theatres, Ltd., proving unsatisfactory,
eight houses here and in

of Justice Cotllla after
the argument of several

factions in 306.

29

After 'Sign of the Cross' completes the dates already booked for

J.

Hollywood, Jan.

Subsequent runs affected are the
question arise between them the re- Stadium, Fllmarte, Appolo, Vista,
ceiver trio will decide it Also, all Paramount and Carmel, all in Holmatters of expenditures must be lywood; the El Portel, North Hollysubmitted to the receivers.
wood, and the Beverly, Beverly
Philip J. Dunn, former Justice HUls.
Samuel I. Rosenman and George W.
These are the houses under the
Alger, impartial chairman of the present management of J. I^lie
cloak and suit industry, as receiv- Swope, Frank A. Grant and J. M.
ers, took charge officially last week. Toung, who held equal ownership
Bosenman and Alger were appointed with West Coast Theatres (now
as substitutes for John W. Davis F-WC) when the parent company
and Hugh Fraj-ne, first selected but was formed in 1920.
Xrho declined to serve.
Houses in the future will also
Length of receivership is depenwhich
use
union projectionists,
dent on ho-jv long it will take to have been out for several years.
That
actions.
court
all
away
dear
may be two months or two years,
with appeals and other moves delaying.

on Rekase

'Cross'

Holmden and Madder Running

VARIETY

PHILLY'S

2 35c

VAUDHLMERS

in the far west, the circuit will not
be further broken up, It is said.
Occupying Publix heads mostly
at the moment, with decentralized
operation as It will function in full
swing now, are questions of economy, how to build business and other moves.
Leo Spitz, who is said to have the
backing of Adolph Zukor as respon-

sible for -the decentralization plan,

CUCKING

rent

er New York area, Gus Eyssell is
Immediately under Morros with his
advertising staff and managers.
All this on operation has taken
the place of the many Publix divisional directors, at one time 12,
along with their heavy staffs which

manned Publix

theatres.

Of the extensive booking department, nearly a floor in itself, only
Louis Notarlus, film buyer for deluxe theatres, and Harold Greenberg, shorts buyer, are left in Leon
Netter's department.
Once topheavy advertising contact department, working with di-

reductions, other economies,
will remain at the helm of
Publix, with Sam Dembow, Jr., in
charge of theatre operation. Spitz'
duties cut a wide swath, taking in
Philadelphia. Jan. 16.
legal, real estate and other matLow-price vaudeville here has ters allied with the chain. He con- visional directors, baa trimmed to
made out rather well. Keith's which tinues to make frequent weekend three people, Ed Olmstead, John
opened its doors on Dec. 30, under trips to Chicago to contact his ex- Smith and Rodney Bush. No more
a lot of occupied offices with only
management of Abe Sablosky and tensive law practice out there.
numbers on the door and men beJohn McGurk, with vaudfllm at a
Stage Shows
hind them whose duties to most
35c top, 15 and 26 during the day,
At the Publix h. o., virtually de- people were unknown.
took in $11,500 In its first full week
serted now as compared to preUnder the new setup, besides
and with any kind of breaks ought
decentrallzatlon days, George Walsh what's set forth, are Ctiester Stodto make a go of it with this line
"and Louis Schneider are the operat- dard, persontd director; Paul Rallocation. However, last week's figing lieutenants under Dembow. De- bourne and Joe Walsh departments,
ure was helped by overflow from
luxe operation in New Tork and statistics; Harry Sherman, labor
Earle with its sensational turncontact on other deluxers, plus stage exec, and a few others deemed esaway trade for Eddie Cantor in per- show and
music department, is un- sential.
son.
Other house trying same policy
is the Walnut, former legit house,
which liaa been dark for a year.
Grind starting at ID a .m. with Sunday midnight shows, to a 36c top
for five acts and indie pictures. Is
also clicking.
Management Is not
advertising in the local papers with
the exception of the 'News' (tab
sheet)
The lease was negotiated
for the house from James Beury,
etc.,

owner, by Lionel Freedman, Inc.
Reports that both Locust and
Metropolitan would try some kind
of stage-show policies are unfounded.
They won't reopen for

some

time.

Kahn and Pop Producing
Hollywood, Jan.

16.

Morris Kahn
(Conn?), compthe organization will seek to estab
llsh Itself on friendly terms with troller for Nat Levine the past eight
exhibitors, particularly those who months, has resigned.
He will go into production with
have been having difficulty with
locals affiliated with the American his father, Jacob Kahn (Conn?),
who came here from east last week.
Federation of Labor.
Independent exhibitors employing members of the Canadian Union
have already raised an issue with L. A. Subsequent
respect to the privilege of A.F.L.
Also
Admissions
locals to picket their theatres as

Runs

Chop

A New
Show Business
^FAMOUS

being 'unfair* to organized labor.
The claim has been made that the
theatres are recognizing a union
which is Canadian in nature and
that this organization Is preferred
to one which is controlled from the
United States. Hence, the patriotic
cry has been raised.

Unions Take Fibn
Hollywood, Jan.

16.

Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
Following closely on the b. o. price
cutting at the deluxe Paramount,
several of the Broadway subsequent
Tuns have reduced admissions. Roxle
and Arcade, both operated by Gus
Metzger, are among the houses to
go for lower tariffs.
Roxle's night prices have been reduced from 25c and 36c to 16c and
25c. Arcade cut from 15c to a dime.
In Pasadena (suburb), the FoxWest Coast ace Colorado has slashed
admlsh prices to 26c and 40c. It is

advertising 500 seats at 26c, in
Numerous unions affiliated with also
the circuit's two
have competition with
memberia
whose
subsequent run houSSff, which have
Mil

—

lATSE

$15,000 due from S. S.
top b. o. price of two bits. Colowho produced 'Innocence', arado
has changed its policy to a
have taken over the negative and twice-weekly split, and Is double

around
«A««>""0BI0IWAt

anicKTOPS

..wfoHKCAS^/SO^ALL". PERSON]^
INCLUDING THESE FAVOBITBS
Sid

and Bessie HAT
Sensntlonal Earopcoa
Dancins Stars

TRACBT

HARRINGTON

Blsten

lard,

print of the picture and will state
right It trying to get out their

Al
Mgr. Post Dropped
By UA on West Coast

Dist.

Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
With the abolishing by United Ar-

Broadway Musical Comedy
Favorites

of the office of district sales
for the coa.st, D. J. McInerney, who has held the post for
the past eight months, returns to his
former berth of branch manager at
San Francisco.
O. H. Watson, who replaced McInerney as exchange head, returns
to the city sales staff.
tists

manager

Carol

I.BK
Velvet Voleed
Radio Star

FARNELIi

Panl

RUSSELI'
Earl Carroll's
Vanities

B0L.I/O nnd

and FIX)

PETKRS

Stars

edy nanrern

RKO Comedy

rabllx

Com-

Tig Boats' at Astor

(ilorla

ii.v.-vni.TON
F. A M. Idea

DAWN
'Gyp' nittirk
and 20 Others

MANAGERS!
W.

victor Ix>l|;hton, 141

44th

\^'rY
St.,

N.T.

featuring.

money.

Unlikely Metro will book 'Rasas a road show outside of
Xew Tork.
'Rasputin' may be succeeded at
Astor at an early date by 'Pig
putin'

Boats,'

which

under another

Metro
title.

will

release

Gillis a Groom
Tacoma, Jan. 16.

Al Gillls, former Fox manager for
two Tacoma houses, has left the
bachelor business to become a benedict, having taken a bride, Bessie

who
Tacoma from

Mitchell,

recently came to
her home in Tulsa,

Okla.

They were married by a
clergyman and are making
home hTe.

Agnew on

local
their

Trip

Going coastward to generally
look over the sales situation, Nell
Agnew, Par's (films) western division manager, left New Tork Fri-

day

(13).

He'll be

gone two weeks

Photograph by Irving Browning Studios

American Seating

Agnew went out after George J.
who had contemplated the
found R Impossible to get

Schaefer,
trip,

away.

Company

Makers of Dependable Seating for Churches
Schools,

or longer.

General

Offices:

and

GRAND

Theatres

RAPIDS,

Branches in All Principal

MICHIGAN

Cities

., ..

.

.
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Behind the Ideas

Personalities

— No,

2

ARCO

HE

show

entered

inspirati(Hi.

school
fust a

—on

.

.

.

.

business out of necessity

At

.

He

.

and remained out of

was playing

fourteen he

.

his

way

through

His entrance

into production

to

.

an end

Marco was

Aiming toward a
.

.

.

business, as well as a principal role .
this

at

brother-sister vaudeville act .

He

learned early that the public will pay for somediing new.

.So,

.

.

.

.

His

1

920

.

first

.

.

.

musical show,

He

handled

all

Learned the business of road-

ccmipany on tour ... for over a year

created the Idea type of stage show.

new audience

a

stimulus

from a one-theatre

He

inevitable .

.

.

.

was

legal career, his music

But the means overpowered the end, and

member of a

senior

was

co-produced with Fanchon, was "Sunkist," in

showing by taking
a violin

means

eighteen

a dance act and created an industry

started with

.

.

..Built

.

.

.

And

staff until

this

today

.

was

.when
it

.

.

.

silent pictures

needed

Built his organization

serves America's biggest chains

it

shows at lower cost because he believes that show

better

a

stopping between one-nighters at Las Vegas,

nated the

Brst

invented the
it

pay-as-you-dance ballroom at

first

dancing-violinist act,

stand out in vaudeville

being the

first

Tail's Cafe,

.

.

He

.

Mexico, he

live cents

a dance .

origi.

.

He

no excuse

business has

systems of production

He
.

He

is

is

known

many an

acts to guests

and

vice versa at

.

before he became a producer

and

more than

by

aftCf

.

kind, constructive criticism

.

.

He

never

lets

HOLLYWOOD

.

Remedied former lax

departments under one roof.

all

for

than ever

.

.

.

SAN FRANCISCO

•

.

and every

theatre as his

SEATTLE

own

.

.

.

. .)

He often
He feels

responsibility

improving conditions for actors, theatres, and show
.

.He

believes

show

business has a brighter future

His new plans for "bigger and better" playing time

be announced on

.

pays for to gain a friendship .

this

page shortly

•

will

.

FANCHON & MARCO,
•

.

"well enough alone," but always keeps in mind ways

business generally.
,

it

the welfare of every actor
. .

act to success

by gathering

.

as the fairest of talent buyers in the business .

gives a theatre

considered the best iudge of acts, and what acts are worth .

has helped

inefficient

.

and means

He

for being

Fanchon and Marco, and made

created the master of ceremonies

one himself, introducing

San Francisco.

New

MILWAUKEE

inc.
•

NEW YORK

PICT
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ES

VARIETY

SI

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES
studios: Paths Studios,
Culver City, Cal.

Offices: 729 Seventh Ave.,
These tabulations are compiled
(Vjg^ York, N. Y.
to curb his temper. Dir. George Mel- from information supplied by the
Rev, Nov. 8.
various production companies and
Cowboy Counsellor, The. Hoot Gibson poses as a lawyer.. Dir. Georere Mel- checked up as soon as possible after
ford. 66 mlns. Rel. Oct. 16.
release.
Listing is given when release dates are definitely set. Titles
Iron Master, The. Success and romance In a steel mill. Reginald Denny, Llla
Lee, J. Farrell MaoDonald, Virginia Sale. Dir. Chester M. Franklin. 66 are retained for six months. Managers who reoeive service subsemin. Rel. Nov. 16.
quent to that period should preMan's Land, A. Western, with Hoot Gibson winning Marlon Schilling. Dir. serve a copy of the calendar for
mlns.
Rosen.
Rel.
Phil
68
Juno 11. Rev. Jan. 3.
reference.
Officer 13, Motorcycle officer exposes racketeers. Monte Blue, Lila Leo, Seena
The running time ^s given here
Owen, Mickey McGulre, Jackie Searle. Dir. George Melford. 63 mins.
is presumably that of the projection

Boiling Point, The.

Allied
i-^UlCU

Hoot Gibson learns

67 mlns.

ford.

Rel. July IB.

room showings and can

Rel. Dec. 15.

Parisian Romance, A. Famous stage play. Lew Cody, Marian Shilling, Gilbert Roland. Dir. Chester M. Franklin. 76 mins. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev.
Oct. 18.

Chesterfield

Broadway,

Offices: 1540

New

York, N. Y.

Comedy drama. Barbara Kent, Joyce Compton, John Harron.
Rel. July IB. Rev. Oct, 4.
Dir. Rich. Thorpe. Time, 63 mins.
King Murder, The. From the novel. Conway Tearle, NaUlie Moorehead, Robt.
Dorothy
Revier. Dfr. Rich. Thorpe. Time, 64 mins. Rel. Sept.
Frazer.
Rev. Nov. 1.
26.

Beauty Parlor.

Slightly Married. Comedy drama.- Evalyn Knapp, Walter Byron, Marie Prevost. Dir. Richard Thorpe. Time, 65 mlns. Rei. Nov. IB. Rev. Jan. 3.

June Clyde, Allan Vincent. Matty
of Youth, The. Modern society.
Kemp. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. Time. 63 mins. Rel. Aug. 16.
Women Won't Tell. Romantic drama. Sarah Padden, Otis Harlan. Dir.
Thrill

Time. 67 mlns.

Rich. Thorpe.

Rel. Dec.

1.

Gower at Sunset,
Offices: 729 Seventh Ave.,
Hollywood, Cal.
New York, N. Y.
Thrilling story of the adventure and romance of a 1933 girl who
fearlessly flies across the continent in passenger ships. Evalyn Knapp,
James Murray. Dir. Al Rogeli. Rel. Dec. 6.
American Madness. Melodrama cf a run on the bank and how it was checked.

Pnliimkin
V-OIUmDia

Studio:

oiily

approx-

imate the actual release length in
those states or communities where
local or state censorship may result
in deletions.
Running time in the
reviews as given in 'Variety' carry
the actual time clocked in the theatre after passage by the New York
state censorship, {{ince pictures are
reyievyed only oii actual theatre
sKowingsl
While eyery effort is piada to hold
this list accurate, the information
supplied may not always be correct,
even though official. To obtain the
fullest degree of exactness 'Variety'
will appreciate the co-operation of
all managers who may note discrep'

ancies.

Air Hostess.

Walter Huston, Pat O'Brien, Kay Johnson, Constance Cummings. Frank
Capra. dir. Time, 76 mins. Rel. Aug. 16. Rev. Aug. 9.
Romance and adventures of an American girl
Bitter Tea of General Yen.
caught in the maelstrom of Shanghai. Barbara Stanwyck, Nils Asther,
Walter Connolly. Dir. Frank Capra. Rel. Dec. 20.
By Whose Hand. Murder on a fast express train. Ben Lyon, Barbara Weeks.
Dir. Ben Stoioff. Rel. July 6. Rev. Aug. 16.
End of the Trail, The. A U. S. cavalry officer, who Is court martialed, and
redeems himself. Tim McCoy. Luana Waiters. Dir. D. Ross Lederman.
9.
.

.

Rev.; Sept: 20.
.

.

Man Against Woman*

Jack Holt,
Man''B 'strength against woman's "Wiles.
Dir. Irving Cummings. Time, 68 mlns. Riat Nov.
16.
"

Lillian - Miles.
Rev.'vvgec. 2d.-

'

Av
^ OX

Hills,

Tenth Ave.,
Ngvv York, N Y.

Offices: 850

17

Hollywood, Cal.

mms.

Rev. July

Rel. July 17.

26.

Her Savage, Tiffany Thayer's story of a half breed
Monroe Owsley, Gilbert Roland. Dir. John Francis

Call

girl.

Clara Bow,

Dillon.

Time

82

mins. Rel. Nov. 27. Rev. Nov. 29.
Cavalcade. Noel Coward's pageant of British society. Diana Wynyard, Clive
Brook, Herbert Mundin, Ursula Jeans. Dir. Frank Lloyd. Roadsliow
length 110 mins. No release date set. Rev. Jan. 10.
Chandu the Magician. Dramatized radio broadcast. Edmund Lowe, Bcia
Lugosi, Irene Ware. Dir. Marcel Varnel. Time, 72 mins. Rel. Sept. 18.
Rev. Oct. 4.
Dangerously Yours. Society thief and girl detective. Warner Baxter, Miriam
Jordan, Herbert Mundin. Dir,- Frank Tuttle. Rel. Jan. 29.
Face in the Sky. Romantic adventures of a billboard sign painter. Spencer
Tracy, Marian Nixon, Stuart Erwln. Dir. Harry Lachman. Rel. Jan. 15,
First Year, The. Domestic drama from a stage play. Janet Gaynor, Chas,
Farrell.
Dir. William K. Howard. Time, .. mlns.
Rel. July 31.
Rev.

Aug. 23>.
Handle with Care. Comedy. Jas. Dunn, Boots Mallory, El Brendel. Dir.
David Butler. Rel. Dec. 25. Rev. Dec. 27.
Hat Check GirL Murder and mystery in a nite club. Sally Ellers, Ben Lyon.
Ginger Rogers. Dir. Sidney Landfleld. Time. 63 mins. Rel. Sept. 25.
Rev. Oct.

fl.

Flagg and Quirt— with Lupe. Edmund Lowe, Vic McLaglen,
Dir. John Biystone.
74 mins. Bel. Jan. 22.
Comedy drama. Joan Bennett, Spencer Tracy. Dir. Raoul
Walsn- Time, 78 mins. Rel. Dec. 4.
Painted Woman. Drama of the East Indies, with Spencer Tracy and Peggy
Dir. John Biystone. Rel. Aug. 14. ReV.' Sept. 6.
SljBinjiori.

Hot Pepper.

Lupe

'Velez.

Me and My

Gal.

Passpo(yt.;ti}.

Helft^A.

,

Dr^ma

African jungie.

.of

EHesii Landl. Alex. Kirkland,

Wai^&Cij^tod. pir;^ Frank Lloyd. Rei. Aug. 7.; Rev; Aiig. 30.
Rackety\^ax« Football satire. Victor McLaglen, Greta Nissen. Dir. Alfred
WerRbrv. 'TTme, 65 mlns. Rel. Oct. 23. Rev. Nbv. 8.
Rebecca "of SUnnybrook Farm. (Mary Ptckford's silent hit.) Marian Nixon,
Ralph Bellamy. Dir. Al Santell. Time, 81 mlns. Rei. July 3. Rev.
Aug. ^.
''

:

.

Jan.;!.

'
.

love interferes witli cattle stealing.
Rel. Jan. 8.

63 mins.

steps from his office Into his heart.
Hamilton McjFadden. 64 mins. Rel.

-

.

Sherlock Hbimiss. l-.The jConan Doyle story with a new gangster twist. Clive
Brookt -Miriait) >lQrdan, Ernest Torrence. Dlr.; 'W. K. Howard. Time,
68 minsy Rel. Nov. 6. Rev, Nov. .15.
Six Hours t.o:.-L:i.yD. Murdered diplomat is revived ti> -avenge his murder.
Wartiejc Baxttif, Miriam Jordan. Dir. Wm, Dietei^e. Time, 78 mlns.
Rel, Oct; 16. Rev; Oct. 26.
Russell Hopton's contract at Unl-.
veraal, termin,atlng Jan. i3> wlU not Te»9 of the "storm Country. Talk version of an old silent. Janet Gaynor,
Chas. I^rrell. Dir. Al. SanteU. Time, 76 mins. Rel. Nov. 20. Rev.
be taken up.
:
-.V.,'
-Ndv.s22^-

(Continued from page 6)

'Great Magoo,' by both authors, and
'Shoe the Wild Mare,' by Fowler.

''

.

—

Buck Jones quits the rangers but he goes back. Buck Jones,
Lina Basquette. Dir. Lambert Hillyer. Time, 61 mins. Rel. July 16.
Rev. Oct. 18.
Hollywood Speaks. Inside story of Hollywood. Genevieve Tobin, Pat O'Brien.
Eddie Buzzell, dir. Time, . mlns. Rei. June. 26. Rev. Aug. 16..
Last Man, TKe.' Drama of outlawry on the high seas. Chas. Bickford, Constance 'Cummings. Dir. Howard Higgins. Time, 66 mins. Rel. Aug. 31.

Fox

Almost Married. Mystery drama of a musician and his bride. Violet Hemming, Ralph Ballamy, Alex. Kirkland. Dir. ''iN'm. Mcnzles. Time, 52

Robbers' Roost. Rustler discovers that
George (yBrlen. Dir. Louis King.
Second Hand -Wife. Banker's secretary
Sally- Ellers,. Ralph Bellamy. Dir.

HoDywood

°

Rel. Dec.

68 mlns.

Hello Trouble.

Studio:

.

Too Busy to Work. Talking version of 'Jubllo.' Will Rogers, Marian Nixon.
Cecil- B. i)eMille la preparins 'his
Time, 76 mlns, Rel. Nov. 13. Rev. Dec. 6.
Dir.: Jas..°^Blystone.
next at Far, tent&tlVelr tftled 'Black While Paris Sleeps.
Tltrlll drama.
Victor McLaglen. Dir. Alan Dwan. Time.
and White.' It will .be aeVelbped
67 mlns. Itlel. May 8. Rev. July 14.
similar to 'Lulu BeJie.'

Freuler Associates

K^y StTiqizzl waa.,brought here by
Tox tor^'g.wan* *Iiff& ;fiu]t5not uoedi

A

who

^^Tvork* ufV:

hIkina-'lQtintleai'an, The.
fighter
goes to the top and back
.GolUiSr,^ Jr,^; Josephine' DUnn, Pat . O'Malley.
Dir. Burton
Time. -BSi Ti^ins.^ ReU <)ct 7. Rev, Nov.

A iSKm^-

'

ig dl8cu9s£rtfir;'oonti^

.

again.

King.

'•

overland trek In pioneer days. Tom Tyler. Dir. J. P.
mlns. Rel. Oct. 28. Rev. Dec 20.
McKenna of' the Mounted. .Canadian policeman drops below the border.' BticK hattan,' Columbia ^gttVe JiesBle Ralph,
story with a socliety slant. Ruth ilall. Grant
Jones. Greta.Graftsted. Dir.' Ross LedermaA. Timet 67 mins. ReU Aufe.' brought :bnj ..to^ rtKSft- ^Wtur^, a *='*''*'^'J!JIftL^**i'^4'"'
;..V?ilhe!r#.
'..
Dlr.;Fr©A: Newmeyer. .Tlm^^ 64 mins.. Rel. Nov* 21. Rev.
ReV. Nov. 8.
•-'•;'
26.
,
5'
."^
^termer,''-»-:77''''^i
.'
Murder of jbhe.Aliglit Ciub Lady. See 'Nigfit Club^ Lia'dy.' /
Pe.naf'.C0de;," '..iStory ..of. a. Moi^ regeiieratloa surmounting" oomplleatlons.
Regis
Night Club Lady. Unique mOrder mystery, done froiix a novel. Adolphe
Final/lj^feirfc^tiwicv*. :.
Kenyon
lioaitmy;.Helenrr XJohjan,: -Rc»be>t, EiHa Dir. George OOeirordi 62 mlns,
MenlDU, iMayo Methot, Skeete Gallagher. Dir. Irving ~Ciimmiilg«. Time,
DorI$ Kenyjjin •K^irejt.tieftisd'OT
soibyj^:
7
-'^
66 minis. Rel.- Aug. 27. R,^.V,-, Aug. 30.
her concert t^iit kit'^h&'W^^
Night MaKpr.^ F'olltlcai. $tory bistBed on Jas. J. Walker. Lee Tracy, Evalyn her final recital of the seasion at Iher- 'S^yiiti«;'6lrl; tto'e.r' Bij^^ine -hunters .flii^ a whit* Jungle- beauty; Rochello
Hudson, Walter Byrbn,- ••H4ri^.-. Myers,:.,Adj(ilpTi.^la^^
L.
KnaRp, Eiugene paWtte. -Dir. Ben Stololt. Time, 66 mlns, Rel. Aug. 19.
Philharmonic j).udltoriuni.
Fraser. Rei. Dec. 5.
,..'•
Rev.p}-ov, l9<When a Man Rides Alone. Robin Hood of the West and some daring stage
No More Orctiida^ A millionairess who is regenerated by the new American
Bebe Daniels' 'Hard Times Square*
coach holdups and fast riding. Tom Tyler, Adele Lacey, Duke Lee.
spirit.
Carole Lombard, Lyle Talbot, Walter Connedy, Louise Closser
Warners
by
Dir.
J.
P.
McGowan.
Rel. Jan. 29.
will be directed for
Hale. Dir. Walter Lang. 70 mlns. Rel. Nov. 26. Rev. Jan. 3.
That's My Boy. Football story off the usual lines. Rich. Cromwell, Dorothy Lloyd Bacon.
Offices: 1619 Broadway,
Jordan. Mae Marsh. Dir. R. W. Niel. Time, 71 mins. Rel. Oct. 6. Rev.
Majestic
New York City
Nov. 22.
James Cagney's next will be 'ReCrusader,
The.
Drama
of
a crusading district attorney. Evelyn Bren., H. H.
This Sporting^ Age. Revenge on the polo field. Jack Holt, Evalyn Knapp. form School.' Archie Mayo will diWarner,
Ned
Sparks,
Lew
Cody,
Walter
Byron,
Marceline Day. Dir.
Dir. A. w. Bennison. Time, 71 mins. Rel. Sept 15. Rev. Oct. 4.
rect for Warners.
Frank Strayer. 72 mins. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Oct, 11.
Two Fisted Law. Tim McCoy clears himself of an express robbery charge.
Gold. Western drama.
Jack Hoxic, Alice Day, Matthew Betz, DynamiteMcCoy, Alice Day, Tully Marshall. Dir. Ross Lederman. Time, 64 mins.
Chest Only $10,000 Under
horse. Dir. Otto Brower. Time, 65 mins. Rei. Sept 16. Rev. Oct. 11.
Rel. June 8. Rev. Sept. 20.
Sum of $160,738 contributed by
Vanity Street. Girl breaks a window to get into jail, but lands in the 'Fol- the Motion Picture Division of the Hearts of Humanity. Drama of New York's East Side. Jeari Hersholt, Jackie
Searl,
J.
Farrell
MacDonald,
Claudia Deli, Charles Delaney. Dir. Christy
lies.'
Helen Chandler, Chas. Bickford.. Dir. Nick Grinde. Time, 67 Los Angeles Commuity Chest is
Cabanhe. Time, 70 mins. Rei. Sept. 1. Rev. Sept. 27.
mins. Rel. Oct. 16. Rev. Oct. 11.
only $10,000 under that given last
Virtue. A street walker who goes straight. Carole Lombard, Pat O'Brien. year, considered good in view of Law and -Lawless. Western drama. Jack Hoxle, Hilda Moreno, Taklma Canutt,
WaUy
Wales,
Dynamite-Horse.
Dir. Armand SchaefCer.
Time, 61
Dir. Edw. Buzzell. Time, 68 mins. Rel. Oct. 26. Rev. Nov. L
present conditions.
mins. Rel. Nov. 30.
War Correspondent. Chinese war story. Jack Holt, Ralph Graves, Llla Lee.
Outlaw Justice. Western drama.
Jack Hoxle, Dorothy Gulliver, Donald
Dir. Paul Sloan. Time, 76 mlns. Rel. July 26. Rev. Aug. 16.
Mae
Clark gets the femme lead
Keith, Dynamite-Horse. Dir. Armand SchaefCer. Time, 61 mlns. Rei,
Washington Merry-Go-Round. Political satire. Lee Tracy, Constance Cum- opposite John Gilbert in Metro's
Oct. 1.
mings. Dir. Jas. Cruze. Time, 76 mins. Rel. Oct. 16. Rev. Oct. 25.
'Rivets.' This is Gilbert's final pic- Phantom Express, The.
Railroad melodramatic mystery.
J. Farrell MacWhite Eagle. Buck Jones as an Indian pony express rider. Jones, Barbara ture under his contract.
Donald, William Collier, Jr., Sally Blane, Hobart Bosworth, Eddie PhilWeeks. Dir. Lambert Hillyear. Time, 66 mins. Rel. Oct. 7. Rev.
Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 70 mlns. Rel. Sept. 16. Rev. Sept. 27.
lips.
Sept, 27.
Univei;9al will have five pictures Sing, You Sinner. Dramatic life of a torch-singer. From the play by Wilson
'

•

,

'

•

Rbrty-l^rh'e.i^srt;'Th^/

xiiet ptevlewliife '^e^iild'
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'

*

.
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^
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.

•

-
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'

'

.
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'

-

'

'

•
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First

Anglo

Corp.^"""-^

'rw^^i^N.

to Death. Mystery drama from Jack O'Lantern. Dir. Walter
Forde. Time. 78 mlns. Rel. Sept. 21. Rev. July 19.
Missing Rembrandt, The. Last of Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes stories.
Arthur Wontner. Dir. Leslie Hlscock. Time, 78 mins. Rei. July 20.
Rev. Mar. 29.

Condemned

Studios: Burbank,

First

National

^^^^w

y.
Cabin In the Optton. A social study of the poor whites. Rich. Barthelmess,
Dorothy Jordan, Bettc Davis. Dir. Michael Curtiz. Time, 76 mins. Rel.
Oct. 15. Rev. Oct. 4.
Central Park. Western cowboy hunts bandits in a New Tork park. Joan
Blondell. Wallace Ford, Guy Kibbee. Dir. John Adolfl. Time, 65 mins.
Rel. Dec. 10.
Crash, The. How one couple reacted to the panic. Ruth Chatterton, Geo.
Brent. Dir. Wm. Dieterle. Time, 69 mins. Rei. Oct. 8. Rev. Sept. 13.
Crooner, The. Comedy drama of a radio singer. David Manners, Ann Dvorak.
Dir. Lloyd Bacon. Time. 68 mins. Rel. Aug. 20. Rev. Aug. 23.
Dark Horse. Political satire. Warren William. Dir. A. E. Green. Time, 75
mlns. Rel. July 2. Rev. June 14.
Doctor X. Mystery thriller in color. Lionel Atwill, Fay Wray, Lee Tracy.
Dir. Michael Curtiz.
Time, 77 mins. Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Aug, 9.
Frisco Jenny. 'Madame X" in San Francisco locale. Ruth Chatterton, Donald
Cook, Jas. Murray. Dir. Gerard Beaumont. 70 mins. Rel. Jan. 14. Rev.
Calif;

in production by Feb. 1. They are
'Kiss Before the Mirror,' 'Salt Air,'
'Niagara Falls,' 'Only Yesterday'
and 'Phantom of the Air.'

'Desire' Reel

Burns

Collison.

Rel. Jan. 31.

Unwritten Law, The. A drama of betrayal and vengeance. Greta Nissen,
Skeets Gallagher, Mary Brian, Lew Cody. Louise Fazenda, Hedda Hopper. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 70 mins. Rel. Nov. 16. Rev. Dec. 20.
Vampire Bat, The. A thriller. Lionel Atwill, Fay Wray, Melvyn Douglas,
George E. Stone, Maude Eburne. Dir. Frank Strayer. Rel. Jan. 21.
Via Pony Express. Jack Hoxle western. Rel. Jan. 31.

Fire scare at Radio Friday (13)
when first reel of 'Great Desire' Studios: 4376 Sunset Drive,
Offlces: 1600 Broadway,
IWIawfoiv
mayiair
New York, N. Y.
Hollywood, Cal.
broke Into flames while being run
Much fire Alias Mary Smith. Events follow a chance meeting. Semi-detective. John
off In a projection room.
Darrow, Gwen Lee, Ray Hatton. Dir. E. Mason Hopper. Time, 61 mins.
apparatus, but only damage was the
Rel. July 15. Rey. Aug. 30.
print of the first reel.
Heart Punch, Murder story with a prize ring angle. Lloyd Hughes, Marion
Shilling. Dir. Breezy Eason. Time, 64 mins. Rel. Oct 15. Rev, Dec. 13.
Allen Delano leaves Radio after
Her Mad Night. Mother assumes guilt for a daughter's crime. Irene Rich,
a year at the studio.
Conway Tearle. Dir. E. Mason Hopper. Time, 67 mlns. Rei. Oct. 1.
Rev. Nov. 29.
Ordered to remain in bed to convalesce from pneumonia, Richard Honor of the Press, The. Crook-newspaper story. E. J.- Nugent, Rita Le
Roy, Wheeler Oakman. Dir. Brctzy Eason. Time, 66 mins. Rel. IViay
Bennett is out of Par's 'Song of
15.
Rev.
Songs.'

No Living Witness. Novelty crime story. Gilbert Roland, Noah Beery, Barbara Kent. Dir. E. Mason Hopper. Time, 72 mins. Rel. Sept 16. Rev.
will replace Del Lord,
Oct. 11.
from an operation, as Tangled Destinies. Mystery in a deserted desert home. Lloyd Whltlock,
megger of the next 'Taxi Boys'
Doris Hill, Glen Tryon, Vera Reynolds. Dir. Frank Strayer. Time, 69
short at Roach.
mins. Rel. Sept 1. Rev. Oct 25.
Jan. 10.
Trapped in TIa Juana. Army life on the Mex. border. Edwina Booth, Duncan
Life Begins.
Tactfully handled maternity story from a stage play. Loretta
Renaldo. Dir. Wallace W. Fox. Time, 65 mins. Rel. Aug. 16.
Screen Writers' Guild has chipped
Young, Kric Linden. Dir. Jas. Flood and Elliott Nugent. Time, 72 its monthly dues from
$6 to $2.50, Widow In Scarlet, The. Society crook melodrama. Dorothy Revier, Kenneth
mlns. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Aug. 30.
Harlan. Glen Tryon. Dir. Geo. Sietz. Time, 61 mlns. Rel. July 1. Rev.
while
the
Writers'
Club
has
dropped
Match King. Fictitious romance of the Swedish financier. Warren William, from
Aug. 2.
to
$6
$5.
LIU Damita. Dir. Howard Bretherton-Wm. Kelghlcy. 79 mins. Rel.

Dec. 31. Rev. Dec. 13.
Miss Plnkerton. A sleuth in skirts. Joan Blondell. Dir. Lloyd Bacon. Time.
66 mlns.
Rev. July 12.
Rel. July 30.
Edw. G. Robinson. Dir. Alfred E.
Silver boom days In Col
Green. 84 mins. Rel. Dec. 24. Rev. Dec. 27.
They Call It Sin. Kansas girl breaks into N. T. show life. Loretta Young,
Time, 70 mins.
Geo. Brent, D.ivid Manners.
Dir. Thornton Freeland.
Rol. Nov. 5.
Hev. Oct. 25.
Three on a Match. Three schoolnirls have adventures. Joan Blondell, Warren \Villinm. Ann Dvorak, Hette Davis. Dir. Mervyn Le Hoy. Time, 63
mins. UiA. (Jct. 2!). Kev. Nov. 1.
Tiger Shark. I.lfo and tragedy with the tuna nshcrs. Edw. G. Robinson,
Silver Dollar.

Zlta .lohan. \X\ch. Arlcn.

Uev.

Week End

Si.'i>t.

Norni.Tn
Itev.

You

I'ostor,

June

I'>ir.

Howard Hawks.

79 mins.

MAfvn
meiTO
William Faulkner, author of 'ToCalif.
New York, N. Y.
day We Live,' writing another orig, Blondie of the Follies. Self explanatory title.
Marion Davies, Robt. Montwhich will tri-slar Wallace Beery,
gomery, Billy Dove. Dir. E. Gouldlng. Time, 91 mins. Rei. Aug. 13.
Jean Harlow and Clark Gable.
Sept 13.
„ Uev.
Clear All Wires. Plcturlzatlon of the 'recent Broadway hit about a foreign
Maxwell Shane has been placed
correspondc-nt. I.ce Tracy, Bcnita 'lume. Dir. George Hill. Rel. Feb. 5.
in charge of the publicity-advertis- Divorce in the Family. Jackie Cooper savft.s
the family happiness. Jackie
ing dept. which has been added to
Cooper, Conrad Nagcl. Lewis Stone, Lois Wilson. Dir. Chas. F. Riesner.
the William Morris agency for itTime, 78 mins
Rel. Aug. 27.
Uev. Nov. 1.
self and clients.
Shane also con- Downstairs. Life below stairs In a titled family, John Gilbert. Virginia
tinues with Fanchon & Marco.
liruce. Paul LuUas.
Dir. Monta Hell.
Time, 77 mlns. Uel. Aug. 8.
Studios: Culver City,

Hoi. Sept. 24.

2".

Marriage

Gus Mcins

recovering

Universal
Compfly drama of wives who work. Loretta Young,
Time, CO mlns. Uel. July 9Dir. Thornton Frcr-I.ind.

7.

Said a Mouthful
Joo Hrown swims to Cntailna. .loe R. Rrown. Ginger
Rogers. Dir. LloyJ Bacon. Time, 70 mina, Uel. Nov. 20. Uev. Nov. 22.

MarRae

to

has

meg

assigned Ilonry
the remaining ani-

mal scones

in

nine

behind

day.i

'Big Cage,'

which

schedule,

is

Kurt

N'piininnn continuing with dramatic

sequences.

Offlces: 1640

Broadway,

Uev. Oct. 11.
Fast Life. Typlcil Haines .story with .a tlirilUng speed l)0Bt race. William
Haines, Cllfl' ICdward.s, Conrad NaKel, Madge Kvans. Dir. H.-irry I'ollard.
itfl. Dec. IC.
S2 mins.
Uev. Dec. 27.
Flesh.
AVall.Tce T.'-ery .'ih a wrestler.
Karen Morlcy, Uiccarilo Cortcz, Jean
iier.sliolt.

Itir.

.lolin

Ford.

'J.')

inln-s.

Uel.

I'lec.

(Continued on page' 34)

9.

U'

v.

Dec. 13.

VAMHSTY

Taefiday, JiMuur j IT, 19ft3

Greater glories crown
'Xavalcade'^ in Los

Angeles opening I
Gtauman's Chinese packed to the doors
thousands clamoring for admittance.

—

Hollywood^s
ivke, blase
stitring

—

—

mightiest figures
picturehushed to awed silence by ^^Cavalcade's^

theme ...dieit

^heart-felt tribute

butstiiig into deafening

appbuse

to the one production that mounts

to the glorious hdights scaled only by immortal

<^aNatii

^^ffirth

.

YARIETY

IN

YOUR OWN LANGUAGE

.

read what the trade press says :

VARIETY: Ic^
boys in the

dailies

in the keys

it

Ibith

^louU be a duck

evety angle. "The
Pictuts wins

cafl

afl

the adjectives the

can think up. Once in the

Woman't

Fascinating to women.

then

made.

strings deeply.

ing.

okkal
houses

A big pictuce\froiii aod on

An^i

HARRISONS REPORTS:
pictute yet

fitst-ttm

Its j^>peal is untvessal.

The pfoductton is supeib.

**Cavalcade^

wft make

histpcy

«

The (xm

Wfll touch one's heait*
Bitceaicly

ia the picture busiacii.

m

PICTURES

VARIETY
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Tuesday, January 17, 1933

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES

Dlr. Ha^ry J. Brown. Time. 70 mins. Bel. Oct 7. Rev. Oct IS.
Make Me a Star Dialog version of Merton of the Movies. Stuart Erwln, Joan

Blondell.

(Continued from page 19)

Jtey.

tors are all right when they are not
fighting an opposed act, but they
should not be used back to back.
In laying out plans for a display
how
It Is as important to remember
the stuff will be displayed as to figure what ought to be effective. It's
not what looks good in the sign

Merrily

(Continued from page 31)
Rich girl learns tho lesson of the depresalon. Tallulah Bankhead,
Robt. Montgomery. Dir. Barry Beaumont. Time, 75 fnlns. Rel. Oct 16

Rel. Feb. 19.

shop which counts. It must look as Kongo. Remake of the silent of the same title. Sorcery in central Africa.
well in the lobby, and that goes for
Walter Huston, Lupe Velez, Conrad Nagel, Virginia Bruce. Dir. Wm.
other things that cutouts.
Cowen. Time. 86 mins. Rel. Oct 1. Rev. Nov. 22.
Lady Deceived, The. Based on the Broadway stage hit by Martin Brown,
Can't See $10
Irene Dunne, Philips Holmes. Dir. Charles Brabln. Rel. Jan. 13.
Chicago.
Mask
of Fu Manchu. Chinese plotter seeks the sword of Ghengis Kahn.
Castle theatre on State sti-eet
Boris Karloff, Lewis Stone, Karen Morley. Dir. Chas. Brabln. Time,
63 mins. Rel. Nov. 6. Rev. Dec. 6.
used a water tank In front of theatre to ballyhoo Williamsons Be- Outsider, The. An unlicensed siirgcon performs seeming miracles. Harold
neath the Seas.' Tank was labelled
Huth, Joan Barn', Frank Lawton. 90 mins. Rel. Jan. 20.
as full of Brazilian Invisible nsh Pack Up Your Troubles. Laurel and Hardy full length military comedy. Dir.
and a prize of ?10 offered, with perGeo. Marshall and Raymond Carey. Time, 70 mIns. Rel. Sept 17. Rev.
Opt 4.
fect safety, if anybody could see
the fish with the naked eye.
Payment Deferred; Murder story from the play of that title with Chas.
Laughton In his original role, Maureen O'SuJllvan, Dorothy Peterson.
Fred Mindlin engineered the
Rev. Nov. 15.
Dir. Lotliar Mendez. Time, 80 mins. Rel. Oct 8.
stunt.
Prosperity. Post depression comedy with Marie' Dressier and Polly Moran.
Dir. Sam Wood. Time, 87 mins. Rel. Nov. --12. Rev. Nov. 29.
Waffle-Eeaters
John,
Russian
overthrow
and
Its cause.
Empress.
The
the
Rasputin
and
Chicago.
£fthel and Lionel Barrymore. Dir.;' filch. Boleslavsky^ Roadshow time,
Yankee Doodle Inn hear the Uni138. mins.
No release set Rev. Dec. -27,
versity of Chicago staged a wafflestory
of
Indoteam
In
Clark
Gable
as
new
a
Harlow
and
a
Joan
Red
Dust.
eating contest with each fraternity
China. Din Victor Fleming. Tlme» 83;mlria. R^'.Oct 22.:. Rev. Nov. 8.
sending a champion to flght for the Skyscraper Souls: Draina. Warren Wllllarii; Maureen Q'BulIlvan, Anita Page.
guzzling honors...
Dir. Edgar Selwyn. Time, 100 mins. Rel. July 16. ReV; Aug. 0.
All five daillea sent photographers
SmlUh' Through.. Remake .bf tffe iJbrtria Tfalmadge tdlent and Jahe Cowl plfiy.and reporters to cover the event
Nprma Shearer. Leslie Howard; O.JP, Heggle. J)1r Sidney Franklin.
Lou Cowan's brain conceived the
Time, 96 mins. Rel. Sept. 18. Rev. Oct. 18.
stunt,
S6h,Da.ughtei>, The; Tram "ttie- play by David Belfisco. Helen Hiyes. Ramon
Novarro, LeWiS Stone, Warner Oland. D|r, Clarence Brown. 81 mins.
Rel. Dec. 23. Rev. Jan. 3..
Karnes on Tags
York, Pa,
Speak l^asUy.' .Slapstick comedy. Buster.Keatpn, Jimmy' Durante. Dir. Ed.
SedgVvIcV. Tlttie, 78 mins. Rel." July 23. Rtev? AvUg. 23.;
Jack Keith has a new idea forking away from t^ie Qld stunt pi free Stra^ae Interlude. The famous O'Neill play. Nonria Sl^earer, .Clark Gable,
.TfmejslW^
.'l>.lr. Rftbert Z.yLeonaF4.
tickets to those, who found, their
names on the shelves of a depact•^ Today We Live. An English girl ambulance-driver (during the war. Joan
Crawford, Gary Cooper. Dlr.^ Howard Hawks.. .Rel. Feb. 12.
ment store. Keith arranged with a
store to put the names on price tags, Unashamed. Modern^probiem story. Helen 'Twelvetrees,' Robt Toimg, Lewis
Stone. Dlr<: Harry Beaumont Time, 77 mins.. ReJ., July 2. Rev.
to ensure that the- prices were .noJuly 19.
ticed.
V
This works better with dresses Washington Mairquei^ade. Political ^satire. Lionel Barrymore, Karen Morley,
Nils Asther. Dir. Chas. Brabln. Ti^ne, 91 mins. Rel. July 8. Rev.
and bulky tiooAs, and in some sec:
July 26.
tions it might be open to the objecIn the Dark. Adapted from the Broadway stage success, in which
tion that It got the goods mussed. Whistling
a .famous .mystery writer Is kidnapped- and forced to plan a murder
gag
old
the
but
It worked for Keith,
himself. Ernest Truex, Una Merkel, Jean Hersholt Dir. Elliot Nugent.
the
against
of putting the names
Rel. Jan. 27.
merchandise, but not so that the
Office: 723 Seventh Ave..
:;^oods will have to be handled, would Studio: 6048 Sunset Blvd.,
HoHywood. Cal.
New York, N. Y.
appear still to be the better stunt.

many

-

.

-

.

.

.

<

.

,

.

.

July

We Oo

Zasu

Pitts.

Wm.

Dir.

Time, 86 mins.

Beaudlne.

From a

Dorothy

stage comedy, drama. Syjvia Sidney, Fredcrlo
Arzner. Time, 82 mins. Rel. July 10. Rev.

Million Dollar Legs, Satire on mythical South American republic. Jack Oakle.
W. C. Fields. Andy Clyde, Lyda Roberti. Dlr, Ed. Cllne. Time, 71 mins!
Rel. July 8. Rev. July 12.
Movie Crazy. Harold Lloyd breaks Into pictures. Constance Cummlngs. Dlr'
Clarence Bruckman. ^me, 96 mins. Rel, Sept 23. Rev. Sept. 20.
Mysterious Rider. Western. Kent Taylor, Dir. Allen. Rol. Jan. 27.
Night After .Night. Humor In the night clubs. Mae West Geo. Raft, Con*
stance Cummlngs, Allison SKipworth. Dir. Archie Mayo. Time, 70 mlno.
Rel. Oct 14. Rev. Nov. 1.
Night of June 13, The. The neighbors react to a murder suspicion. OlvaBrook, Lila Lee, Chas. Rugglos. Dir. Stephen Roberts. Time, 7G mins.
Rel. Sept 23. Rev. Sept. 20.
No Man of Her Own. From the novel 'No Bed of Her Own.' Clark Gable
Carole Lombard, Dorothy MackallL. Dir. Wesley Ruggles. December
special. Rev. Jan. 3.
Phantom President. Political story of a presidential double. George M. Cohan
Jimmy Durante, Claudette Colbert Time, 77 mins. Rel. Oct 7. Rev'

^

Oct

4.

•

:

•

<

...

Names taken from the phone

di-

Western. Rex Bell. Dir. Harry Fraser. Rel. Dec. 30.
rectory are lettered on cards .a,nd Fighting Champ, The. Western. Bob Steele^ Arietta: Duncan. Dir. J. P.
tacked to the shelves all over tlje
McCarthy, Time, 64. mins. Bel. Dec.. 16.
store, a^uFing. that the possible From Broadway to Cheyenne
N. '7. .g^angster meets the -shooting .West Rex
shoppers will make a complete tour,
JSell. Marcellne .Day. ..Din Hairy Frazer. .Time. 62.min9., Rel.
Aug. 16.
"
.Bev, .Sept 27..
which is the big Idea with any.
dealer.
Gfrl from .Calgary, The. Girl cowboy comes east tp stage .triumphs... Flfl
D'Orsay, Paul tCelly. Dir. Phil Whitman. JTtoe. ei ittins. ReU Sept 24.
Rev. Nov.' 22.
Jigs Don't Help
Albert Ray, 67. mins
manager who 6ullty or Not Guilty? Betty Compsoh, Claudia JDeU.:

Diamond

Trail..

.

.

,

-'

;

.

Reading about

.a

Rel. Nov.. 15.

.•'

operates, a "lieridlhg
successfully
klb^dlke. "Physician who falls In a' majOr operation males'
cometiack. Frank
library to get peopfo to'come to tiie
.Hawks, Thelma Todd. H. B. WaTthU. 01n Lyle llUbotT Time, 66 mins,
.'>.•Sftot^^ar;
theatre,'.' another manager had the
Rel. Aiilf. 80. 'Rev. Sept^2T:
idea of A similar loan stunt for jig
L^cky .Larrigao. -,;Western. Rex Bell, Helen -Foster. Dir.. J. P. McCarthy.
earw- puzzles wh^i^ th^se hit his.
Rel. Dec. 10.
town. He got the cKeat> ijasleTJoard
variety and offered to rent them at Man from MeW'Mexioo.- Vengeance on the; range. .Tom Tylen. Dir. iJ. P.
McGowan. Time, ^60 mins: Rel. Apn l. :<KeV. Aug; SO.Kic f or three' dsiys.
We diet a nice business Iti rent&ls, 8elf-t>ef'eri$e.- Story t)y Peter B. Kjme'.- PaLxiphA' SYeWeriOic. tTheodore Von
Eltz, Barbara Kent, Robert Elliott, Clbire Windsor, ipir. PhQ iRosen,
but when' he found that most laril
Rel. Dec. 16.
Hies took a night off to wbrlc the
puzzle instead of coming to the the- Slightly Married. SqcleKy boy. marries a street c^tl ajid then -falls In love with
her. Evalya Knapp, Walter Byron, Marie Prevost Dir. Rich. Thorpe.
atre, he closed down the library arid
d9.mlqs. RelJ'Oct. 16.
sent the stock Over to the old folks
.

.

'

.

-

-

:

In the Parlor. Comedy drama; 'Claudette Colbiertr -Frederic March.
Allison Skip^yorth. Dir. Stuart Walker.; .^e)..: Jan. 13.
.\
Witnesses. Murder on the ^footbaU.. field.
Phillips Holmes, Dorothy
Jordan, Chas. Ruggles, Johnny Mack Brown; Lew Cody4 Dir. Ralph
Murphy. Time, 69 mins. Rel. Sept, 2, v Rev.. Sept .6.
She Done. Him Wrong. Paraphrase of. 'Diarnqof} LIl.' Mae. West, Cary Grant
Noah Peery, Owen Moore. Dir. Stierman^. Rel. Jan, 20^
Sign of the.CrosB. Spectacular .production of tHe .stage ulay,< i^raderic March.,
Claudette Colbertv Ellssa Lahdl, C^as. .l4iugHt«>n; Jan |Celth.,:Di'r.:. CecU
de Mllle. Tlme,j^l24 mins, (roadshow^. Not .^et released. .Bisv. Dec. 6.,
Trouble In Paradtsei Cheating cheatejs
Paris arid Veniceil i^MfirUm Hopkins, Kay Francis. Herbert Marshall,' Dir. Ernst Lubitsch. Time, 81
mfris.
Rel. Ooti -21. Rev. Nov.- IS.
"".
. T
^
Undercover Man. Secret service bests the'ga'iigst^rs'. Geo^ Raft, Kaiicy Car*
roll.
Dir. Jas. Flood. Tim^; 74 .tolira;^^? Dec; 2. ReV^
Vanishing Frpntleri ^Western drariia. Jo^i'n' MacV' Brown,.' Byajyji Knapn,
Zaau' Pitts.. Dir. Phil Rosen; TImA, 6B-mirifl; Rel^ July 29^
Wild Horse Mesa. Zane Gray's story. 'Rudolph ^oott ^Tally "Blane,' Fred
Kohler. Dir. Henry Hathaway. Tlhiif 60 irilns; Riel. NoV. 26.
.

'

:

,.

.

,

'

'

-'

home.
iStrange Adventure.: Regis Toomey, June Clyde.
Hampton Del Ruth. Rel. Dec. 1.
Only one person could, read the
book, but the whole family could get Thirteenth Guest, The. Mystery play by author of
puzzles.
.

engrossed In the

Lyle Talbot,
Rel.

Makes 'Em Bead

Aug.

26.

m

-r;

'

'

'

•

.

AM
®W

"

OfRcea: 723 Seventh Ave^
N(sw; York, N. Y.
Her Radio Romeo. Radio comedy.- Gene .Qerrard, Jessie Matthews. DinGene Gerrard.' .Time, 70. mins. Reb.^July 'l€.
Her Strange Desire. Scandal In high life. £iaurerice- Olivier, Noira Strliiburne.
JDlr. Maurice lElvey:
Time, 69 mins. :-Rei.- July 1;
Lucky Girl. 'Musical cOhked'y ftttce. Gene Gerraird,' Molly Lariiont bit. Eugene O'SullIvan. Time, 69 mins. Rel. Sept 1.
Man Who Won, The^ Story of a wastrel whb'Uakes good'. Hehry^ KendalL
Heather Angel. Tlhie, '70 mlhs. Dir. Norman Walker. Rel, Sel>t. 16.
Woman Decides, The. From a stage play of Labor vs. Capital. A(|rienne
All^n, Owen Nare.
Dir. Miles Mand<6r; Time, 68 mins. Rel. Aug. 16.
>

'

.

.

/

.

:

'

Offlces: 11

Principal

Is preface^', with the author's
and
as 'John Jones says
taken from ideas sub
mltted. Most persons will try their
hand at It. and those who do not
will want to see what others have
done. Each week's batch Is treated
as a unit, with seven phrases se
lected, and the stipulation is made
that submissions be made on postcards to save opening a mass of letTickets are sent the winners
ters.
the same day the line is used, but so
timed they have to read the paper

Line

'

the stuff Is

first.

If It's

worked

right, the

newspa-

per can be induced to contribute the
extra space on the plea that It's
good for circulation. It will be If
handled right.

Shoveleis
Recent storms gave a manager
idea and he ran the line In all except his newspaper advertising, 'If
you want a man to clean tiie snow
That
Off your walk, call Main 753.'
was the theatre phone. It was un'-derstood that in the event of a
storm, unemployed men who could
rustle a shovel were to report to the
theatre with the further understanding that If It snowed during
the night the manager would be at
the theatre at 8 a. m. to receive the
calls.

About a dozen men responded on

tho last storm, averaging $1.50 each
on a fixed fee of 25c for each 20foot frontage. The theatre has been
maintaining an odd Jobs bureau for
more than a year, not dropping It
when the novelty wore off because
The
It -was found to hold up well.
shoveling Is a part of this scheme.
Three times a week the newspaper
gives the idea a two-inch ad, and
mentions tho stunt in all stories on

unemploynienti

42d St.,

York, N. Y.
Alllster
1.

Devil's Playground, The« George Vanderbilt's expeditionary film. 54 mins.
Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 3.
Hollywood. Unusual survey of the film oapitaL Time, 20 mins.. Rel. July 1.

Rev. Oct 4.
Virgins .of Ball.

•

Travelogue of the Island of BalL
Time, 48 mins.
ReL
Sept 16. Rev. Dec. 13.
Wings Over the. Andes. Plane views of the Andean vplcanos. Timet SI mins.
Rel. June 1.
With Willlamaen.' Beneath the Sea. Underwater exploration, 60' mlnsi, ReU
Jan, 1, Bev. Nov. 29.

R.V* r\ PnfliA

Studios: Hollywood,
Calif.

Beyond

-the. Rookies;.

The racket moves

Time;: 64 minst

..-

Rel. July

8.

Rev. Sept

Come On, Danger. Western. Tom Keene,
Hill.

:

mins.
Toin= Keerie

^T.bn0/ .54

Rel.

Sept

23,

J.
,

Office;.

Tom

Weilt.-

IBM

Keene.

prpailway..

Dtn-Fred

-

-

Ailen^

20..'.

Hayden, Roscoe AteK
;

Dir.''

Robt

.

.

Dir. 'Fred- -Allen.
is hired to tmpersbhate himself.
..
'Time«.64 mins.- Rel. May- 13. Rev. Aug. 30<
.v.v" ..t.
What PH'ce' Hollywood. Hollywood lowdown; Coristance >^enn^(t -Lowell
Sherman.- .^Dlr. -Geo. Cukor.. Rel. June..24. Rev. July Xi^-.-..,-. .:•... <

Ghost Valley.

-.

.

St..

Hollywood, Calif.

Paramount

Studios: Hollywood,

R1C

Calif.

Age

of Consent, 't^e.

'

n

Love and trouble

sWadwdy,
New, York,, N. Y.

Offices: 1600

RskVlin
KaqiO

.

(or a' co-ed.

Dorothy Wilson,

nh-ii-

.

'Soarface.'

Dir. Alfred Ray.
Farrell McDonald.
Rev. Sept 6. (Chadwick.)

J.

Instead of the usual printing of
of those who may obtain free
In the theatre advertising
space to assure Its being read, try
running a 10-word wisecrack each Studios: 5851 Marathon
day.

West

New

Blame the Woman. British made with Adolphe Menjou and Claude
as a pair of crooks. Dir. Fred Nlblo. Time, 74 n(iins. Ret. Oct.

ard Cromwell. Dir. Gregory La Cava. Time, 63 mins. Rel. Aug. 6.
Rev. Sept 6.
PhU Whitman and Animal
Kingdom, The, The man wha could not distinguish between his wlf»
and riilstress: Leslie Howard. Ann Harding, Myrna Lby. t>lr. Edw. H.

Ginger Rogers,
Time, 66 mins

Limited, The. Mystery aboard a transcontinental train. Estelle
Taylor. Edmund Burns, Gertrude Astor, Crauford Kent Dir. Christy
Cabanne. Time, mins. Rel. Aug. 10. Rev. Oct 19.
Young Blood. Western. Bob Steele. Story by Wellyn Totman. Dir. Phil
Rosen. Time, 62 mlna. Rel. Nov. 6.

names

name

Dir.

Western

tickets

,

'

'

'

;

.

.

'

..

Queen Was
70,000

.

Monogram

Rel. July x,

6.

to Hell,

March, bin
June 14.

Faithless.

Rev. Nov. 22.
Hell Below. The submarine heroes of the World War, Robert Montgomery,
Jimmy Durante. Madge Evans, Walter Huston, Dir. Jack Conway.

Jack Oakle, Marian Nixon, Thos. Melghan.

Sporting story.

Madison Square.

Exploitation

Ofdcea: 1501 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

Btg Broadcast, The. Broadcasting story with many air stars. Stuart Erwln,
Blng Crosby, Leila Hyams. Dir. Frank Tuttle. Time, 80 mins. Rel
Oct Rev. Oct. 18.
Billion Dollar Scandal. Based on the Teapot Dome Investigation. Robt. Armstrong, Constance Cummlngs, Olga Baclanova. Dir. Harry Joe Brown
76 mins. Rel.. Jan. 6. Rev. Jan. 10.
Blonde Venus. Story of a stage woman's efforts to retain her child. Marlene
Dietrich Herbert Marshall, Dickey Moore.
Din Jos. Von Sternberg.
Time, 86 mins. Rel. Sept 16. Rev. Sept 27.
Devil and the Deep. Jealousy in a submerged submarine. Tallulah Bankhead,
Gary Cooper, Chas. Laughton. Dir. Marlon Gerlng. TIme» 72 mins.
Rel. Aug. 12.
Rev. Aug. 23.
Devil Is Driving, The. Wynne Gibson, Edmund Lowe. Dickie Moore. Dir.
Stololl.
Rel. Dec. 9. Rev. Dec. 20.
Evenings for Sale. Viennese nobleman becomes a gigolo. Herbert Marshall,
San Maritza. Chas. Ruggles. Dir. Stuart Walker. Time, 61 mins. Rel.
Nov. 11. Rev. Nov. IB.
Farewell to Arms. Hemmlngway's novel of war on the Italian, front. Helen
Hayes, Gary Cooper, Adolphe Menjou. Dir. Frank Borzage. 90 mins
Rel. Dec. 25. Rev. Dec. 13.
Guilty as Hell. Murder mystery with Quirt and Flagg comedy angle. Edmund
Lowe, Victor McLaglen, Richard Arlen. Dir. Erie Kenton. Time, 82
mins. Rel. Aug. 6. Rev. Aug. 9.
He Learned About Women. Comedy drama. Stuart Erwln, Allison Skipworth. Dir. Lloyd Corrlgan. Time, 67 mins. Rel. Nov. 4.
Hello, Everybody. Radio story. Kate Smith, Randolf Scott, Sally Blane. Dlr
Belter. Jan. special release.
Horse Feathers. Marx Brothers go collegiate. Dir. Norman McLeod. Time
70 mins.
Rel. Aug. 19.
Rev. Aug. 16.
Hot Saturday. Gossip In a small town. Nancy Carroll. Dir. W. Selter. Time,
72 mins. Ilel. Oct. 28. Rev Nov. 8.
If I Had a Million.
How various persons would react to an Inheritance. Gary
Cooper, Geo. Raft, Wynne Gibson, Chas. Laughton, Jack Oakle and many
others, each In a single sequence. Directional sequences by various dl
rectors. Time. 85 mins. Rel. Nov. Rev. Dec. 6.
Island of tost Souls. Novelty story. Chas. Laughton, Richard Arlen, Leila
Hyams. Dir. Chas. Kenton. December speclaL
Lady and Gent. Sentimental story of a cheap pugilist Geo. Bancroft, Wynne
Gibson. Dir. Roberts. Time, 84 mins. Rel. July IB. Rev. July 19.
King of the Jungle. Novelty story. Buster Crabbe, Frances Dee. Dlrs. Humberstone-Marcin. Jan. special release.
Lily Christine. BrItlBh made.
Corlnne Grifllth, Colin Cllve. Time, 69 mins
Rel. July.
Rev. Sept 20.
tove Mo Tonight. Chevalier ns a tailor In masquerade. Jeanette MacDonald,
Chas. Ruggles, Clms. Biitterworth, M«>rna Loy. Dir. Rouben MamouUan.
Time, 90 mins. Rel. Aug. 2G. Rev. Aug. 23.
Madame Butterfly. From the opera. Sylvia Sidney, Cary Grant, Chas. Ruggles
Dir. Gearing.
Hel. Dec. 30. Rev. Dec. 27;
Madame Racketeer. Comedy of a middlc-aged woman swindler. Alison Sl<lpworth, Richord Honnrtt. Geo. Raft. Dir. Hall and Grlbble. Time, 68
mins. Rel. July 22. Rev. July 26.

Griffith.

90 mins.

Rel. Dec. 23.

Rev. Jan.

3.

Divorcement, A. Story of a shell-shocked war vet By Clemence Dane.
John Barrymore, Blllle Burke, Katherlne Hepburn. Din Geo. Cukon
Time, 69 mins. Rel. Sept. 30. Rev. Oct 4.
Bird of Paradise, A. Famous stage play of the South Seas. Dolores Del Rio.
Joel McCrea. Dir. King vldor. Time, 82 mins. Rel. Aug. 12. Rev.
Sept 13.
Bring 'Em Back Alive. Frank Buck's animal thriller. Time, 65 mins. ReL
Aug. 19. Rev. June 21.
Cheyenne Kid, The. Tom Keene Western. Dir. Robert Hill. 65 mins. Rel.
Bill of

-

Jan.

20.

Conquerors, The.
Rich. Dix,
84 mins.

A

Ann

story of

Harding,

Rel. Nov. 18.

American depressions and

Edna May
Rev. Nov.

Oliver.

Dir.

their surmounting.

Wm.

Wellman.

Time,

22.

Qoldle Gets Along.' Movie-struck girl who works the beauty contest racket
LIU Damlta, Chas. Morton, Sam Hardy. 88 mins. Rel. Jan. 27.
Half- Naked Truth, The. From Harry Relchenbach's memoirs of a press
agent. Lee Tracy, Lupe Velez, Eugene Palette. Dir. Gregory Le Cava.
75 mins. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Jan. 3.
Hell's Highway. The horrors of a convict camp. Richard Dlx, Tom Brown.
Dir. Rowland Brown. Time, 62 mins.
Rel. Sept 21. Rev. Sept. 27.
Hold 'Em Jail. Wheeler and Woolsey play football on the convict eleven.
Dir. Norman Taurog. Time, 66 mins. Rel. Sept 2. Rev. Aug. 23.
tittle Orphan Annie. Based oh the cartoon. Mitzl Green. Ed. Keennedy.
Dir. John Robertson. Time, 61 mins. Rel. Nov. 4. Rev. Dec. 27.
Men Are Such Fools. Leo Carlllo. Dir. Wm. Nigh. Time, 66 mins. Rel. Nov. 18.
Men of America. Bill Boyd, Dorothy Wilson, Chic Sale. Dir. Ralph Ince.
Time 57 mins. Rel. Dec. 9.
Monkey's Paw, The. W. W. Jacobs mystery story of a hoodooed charm. C.
Aubrey Smith, Ivan Simpson, Louise Carter, Dir. Wesley Ruggles. 56
mins. Rel. Jan. 13.
Most Dangerous Game, The. Island recluse who hunts human beings for
sport. Joel McCrea, Fay Wray, Leslie Banks. Dir. E. Schoedsack.
Time, 63 mins. Rel. Sept. 9. Rev. Nov. 22.
No Other Woman. Steel worker who rises to affluence and drags his wife into
the mire. Irene Dunn, Chas. Blckford. Dir. J. Walter Ruben. 58 mins.
Rel. Jan. 6.
Past of Mary Holmes, The. Destitute opera singer unwittingly accuses her
son of murder. Helen MacKellar, Eric Linden, Skcets Gallagher. Dir.
Harlan Thompson, Slavo Vorkaplch. Rel. Jan. 20.
4»enguin Pool Murder, The. Stuart Palmer's novel; murder mystcrv. Mae
Clark, Robt. Armstrong, Edna Mae Oliver, James Gleason. Dir. Geo.
Archalnbaud. 69 mins. Rel. Dec. 9. Rev. Dec. 27.
Phantom of Crestwood, The. Mystery at a week-end party. Rlcardo Cortcz,
Katherlne Morley. Dir. J. W. Ruben. Time, 77 mins. Rel. Oct 14.
Rev. Oct. 18.
Roar of the Dragon. Chinese war story. Gwlll Andre, Richard Dlx. Dir.
Wesley Ruggles. Time. 69 mins. Rel. July 8. Rev. July 26.
Rockabye. Sentimental mother-love story. Constance Bennett, Joel McCrea.
Dir. Geo. Cukor.
Time, 70 mins. Rel. Nov. 26. Rev. Dec. C.
Secrets of the French Police. Foreign mystery. Gwlll Andre, Frank Morg.-in.
Gregory RatofE. Dir. Ed. Sutherland. Time, 58 mins. Uel. Dec. 2.
Rev. Dec. 13.
Sport Parade. Novelty story. Joel McCrea, Mnrlan Marsh, Wm. G.irtlan.
Dir. Dudley Muri)hy. Time C5 mins. Rel. Nov. 11. Rev. Dec. 20.
Strange Justice. Oddities of the criminal code. Mae Marsh, Norman Foster,
Reginald Denny. Dir. V. C. Schertzlngor. Time, 04 mins. Rel. Oct. 7.
Theft of the Mona tisa. The. Foreign made. Willy Forst. Trude von Molo
Dir. G. Von Bolvary. Time, 83 mins. Rel. Oct. 21.
Rev. Sept. IB.
Thirteen Women. From Tiffany Thayer's storv of the power of suggestion.
Rlcardo Cortez, Irene Dunne. Dir. G. Archalnbaud. Time, 60 minsItel. Sept. 10.
Rev. Oct IS.
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n^w York, N. Y.
Cynara. Philip Merlvale Btage hit Ronald Colman, Kay Francis, PhyIHa
Barry. Dir. King Vldor. Time, 79 mlns. Rel. Dec. 28. Rev. Jan. 3.
Kid from Spain, The. Eddie Cantor masquerades as a bull fighter down In
Mexico. Cantor. Lyda Robertl. Dir. Leo. McCarey. Time (roadshow).
118 mlns. Rel. Jan. 21. Rev. Nov. 22.
Viennese operetta.
Jack Buchanan.
Dir. Herbert Wilcox.
Magic Night.
Time. 79 mlns. Rel. Nov. 2. Rev. Nov. 8.
Adventures In the South Seas. Douglas Fairbanks,
Mr. Robinson Crusoe.
Maria Alba. Dir. Bdw. Sutherland. Time, 72 mlns. Rel. Sept. 21. Rev.

Tombstone Canyon.

Jeanne Kaglcs' famous stage hit. Joan Crawford. Walter Huston.
Gargan. Time, 93 mlns. Rel. Oct. 12. Rev. Oct. 18.
White Zombie, The. Haytinn sorcery. Bela Lugosl, Madge Bellamy.
Victor Halperln. Time, 69 mlns. Rel. July 28. Rev. Aug. 2.

Mary
Time.

Ken Maynard,

Dir.

Herman

C.

Raymaker.

Miscellaneous Releases
From a Peter B. Kyne story. Barbara Kent,
(Capital.)
J. Farrell M^cDonald, Glen Tryon, Matt Moore.
71 mlns. Rel. Jan. 16.
The. (Invincible.) Vice crusade story. Lester Vail, Frances
Dade. Dir. Arthur Hoerle. 67 mlns. Rev. Dec. 27.
Face on the Bar Room Floor, The. (Invincible.) Temperance discussion.
Dulcle Cooper, Bramwell Fletcher
Dir. Bert Bracken. Time, 65 mins.
Rel. Oct Rev. Oct. 18.
Footsteps In the Night. (Auten.) Mystery drama. Benlta Hume. Dir. Mau>
rice Elvery. Time, 69 mins. Rel. Dec. 1.
Goona Qoona.. (First DIv.) Love charms on the Island of Ball. Dir. Andree
Roosevelt, Armand Denis. Rel. Nov. 26. Rev. Sept. 20.
Hotel Variety. (Capital.) Grand Hotel In. an actors boarding house. Hal
Skelly, Olive Borden. Dir. Raymond Cannon. 71 mins. Rev. Jan. 10.
Jungle Killer. (Century.) Expose of wild game hunting In Africa. With lecture. Rel. Nov. 25. Rev. Nov. 29.
Manhattan ToWer. ^Remington.) Suggestive of 'Skyscraper Souls.' Romance
Big Payoff, The.

Big

Town,

Offlcea: 730 Fifth Ave.,
Studloi Universal City,
Calif.
Now York, N. Y.
Afraid to Talk. From the stage play 'Merry-Go-Round' about crooked politics.
Eric Linden, Sidney Fox, Tully Marshall, Louis Calhern. Dir. Edw, L.
Cahn. 74 mlns. ttel. Nov. 17. Rev. Dec. 20.
Air Mall. The. Commercial flying thrill story. Pat O'Brien, Ralph Bellamy.
Gloria Stuart, Slim SummervUle. Dir. John Ford. Time, 86 mlns. Rel.
Nov 3 Rev. Nov. 8.
Rich. Arlen, Gloria Stuart. Dir. Russell
All American, The. Football story.
Mack. Time. 73 mlns. Rel. Oct. 13. Rev. Oct. 14.
Sack Street. A one-man girl whose love defied convention. From a Fanny
Dir. Frank
In an office building. Mary Brian, Irene Rich, Jas. Hall.
Hurat novel. Irene Dunn, John Boles. Dir. John Stahl. Tlnie, 91 mlns.
Strayer 62 mine. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 20.
Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Aug. 30.
Red- Haired AlibL The. (Tower.) Gangster story. Merna Kennedy. Theo.
Brown of Culver. See Tom Brown of Culver.
Eltz. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time. 76 mlns. Rel. Oct. 21. Rev.
Von
Unknown.
Adventure
on
rum
a
runner
adrift
Peatlnatlon
In the Pacific. Pat
Oct 26.
O'Brien, Ralph Bellamy, Betty Contpson. Dir. ray Garhett. Rel. Jan. 26.
Week End. (Irving.) Murder at a house party. Dorothy Revler,
Eskimo players. Dir. Bwing Scott. Time. ScarletTheo.
Igloo. Life struggle In the Arctic.
Von Eltz. Dir. Willis Kent. Time, 68 mins. Rel. Oct. Rev.
60 mlns. Rel. July 14. Rev. July 26.
Nov, 1.
Laughter In Hell. Chain gang story. Pat O'Brleq, Merna Kennedy. Dir. Sinister Handa. (Capital.) Murder story with a police hero. Jack Mulhall,
Edw. Cahn. 72 mins. Rel. Jan. 12.
Phyllis Barrlngton. Dir. Armand Schaeffer. Time. 66 mlns. Rel. June
22.
Rev. Aug. 16.
Mummy, The. Mystery thriller. Boris Karlolt, Zita Johann, David Manners.
Dir. Karl Freund. Rel. Dec. 22.
(Capital.)
Speedboat racing with acrobatic trimmings.
Speed -Madness.
Rich. Talmadge, Nancy Drexel. Dir. Geo. Crone. Tin^e, 61 mlns. Rel.
My Pai, the King. A wild west show In a Balkan kingdom. Tom Mix. Dir.
Kurt Neumann. Time, 76 mlns. Rel. Aug. 4. Rev. Oct. 11.
Aug. 27. Rev. 0<^ 11.
Myatery of Life, The. Clarence Darrow on evolution. Clarence Darrow. Dir. Tex Takes a Holiday. (Argosy). All multi-color western of a mysterious
stranger.
Wallace MacDonald, Virginia Brown Falre. Dir. Alvln J.
Geo. Cochrane. Time. 43 mlns. Rel. July 6. Rev. July 7, '31.
Nletz. 69 mlns. Rev. Dec. 13.
Nagana. Tropical drama. Tala Blrell, Melvyn Douglas. Dir. E. L. Frank.
Unholy Love. (First Div.) The classic. 'Mme. Bovary,' transplanted to
Hel. Jan. 19.
Rye, N. T. H. B. Warner, Llla Lee. Dir. Albert Ray. Time, 76 mlns.
Okay America. Columnist story. Lew Ayres, Maureen O'Sulllvan, Louis CaU
Rel. Aug. ReV. Aug. 30.
hem. Dir. Tay Qarnett. Time, 80 inins. Rel. Sept. 8. Rev. Sept. 13.
of a woman tied to an hypochondriac.
night of terror In an English country home. Boris Kar. Woman In Chains. (Auten.) Tragedy
Old Dark House.
Eng. cast. Dir. Basil Dean. Time, 68 mlns. Rel. Nov. 18. Rev. Nov. 22.
lofl, Melvyn Douglas, Chas. Laughton, Gloria Stuart.
Dir. Jas. Whale.
Time, 70 mlns. Rel. Oct. 20. Rev. Nov. 1.
Once in a Lifetime. Hollywood satire from the stage play. Jack Oakle,
Sidney Fox, Alice MacMahon. Dir. Rqssell Mack. Time, 90 mlns. Rel.
(Note: Because of the slow movement of foreign fllma, this list covers one
Sept 22. Rev. Nov. 1.
year of releases.)
They Just Had to Qet Married. Matrimonial adventures of a newlyrlch
(Most of these available with English titles.)
couple. Slim SummervUle, Zasu Pitts. Dir. Edw. Ludwig. 71 tains.
A Nous la LIberte. (Auten) (French). Comedy drama. Henri Marchand,
Rel. Jan. 6.

Universal

Behind the Keys

tries to .solve the mystery of
I'.el. Doc. 1'6.
Dir. Alan James.

Married happiness and a past. Jack Oakle, Shirley Grey.
Dir. Victor Schertzlnger.
Time. 74 mins. Rel. Dec. 4. Rev. Dec. 13.

Dir.

(Continued from page 19)
in upstate

mer Schine-Fox houses

New

Foreign Language Films

Tom

of Culver. Cadet school story.
Dir.
Wyler. Time. 81

Wm.

H. B. Warner.
Aug. 2.

Brown, Slim SummervUle,
mlns.

Rel.

July

Rev.

21.

Raymond Cordy. Dir. Rene Clair. 93 mlns. Rel. May.
Barberlna, die TaenzerIn von Sansoucl. (Capital) (German). Rococco musical
comedy. Lll Dagover, Otto Gebuehr. Dir. Carl Froellch. 83 mins.
Rel. Nov. 20,

Studios: Burbank,

Warner Brothers

Calif.

^"'"-^N^e^C'Yr.tr.V.

.

(Capital) (German). Musical drama. Gustav Froellch.
Dir. Carl Froellch. Rel. July 19.
Broken Vow, The. (Capital) (Polish). From a novel. Krystyna Ankwicz,
M. Cybulski. Time, 89 mlns. Rel. Aug. 25.
Coiffeur Pour Dames (Paramount) (French). Musical farce. Femand Gravey.
80 mins. Rel. July 1. Rev. Nov. 8.
Das Ekel (German) (Protex). Comedy. Max Adalbert. Dir. Franz Wenzler.
76 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 16.
Romantic comedy.
Kaethe
Das Schoene Abentisuer (German) (Protex).

Brand

In

der Oper.

Country boy comes to New York for tnrilUng experiences.
Joan Blondell, Eric Linden. Dir. Mervyn lie Roy. Time, 68 mins. Rel.
Sept. 10. Rev. Sept. 18.
Blessed Event. Columnist story. Lee Tracy, Mary urlan. Allen Jenkins. Dir.
Roy Del Ruth. Time, 84 mins. Rel. Sept. 10. Rev. Sept. 6.'
Hard to Handle. Cagney as a high powered promoter. Cagney, Mary Brian.
Dir. Mervyn Lie Roy. 81 mins. Rel. Jan. 28.
von Nagy. Dir. Relnhold Schunzel. 83 mins. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. De<i. 13.
Haunted Gold. Search for gold in a haunted mine. John Wayne. Dir. Macb
Wright. 00 ihlns. ReT. Dec. 17.
David Colder (French) (Protex). Drama. Harry Baur. Dir. JuUen Duvlvler.
90 mlns. Rel. Oct 1. Rev- Oct. 25.
From the story 'I Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang.' Paul
I Am a Fugitive.
Muni, Glenda Farrell. Dir. Mervyn Le Roy. Time, 93 mlns. Rel. Nov. Der Ball (German) (Protex). Domestic comedy. Dolly Haas. Dir. Wllhelm
19.
Rev. Nov. 15.
Thlele. 83 mlns. Rel. Oct. 9.
British made story of a night club. British cast and director. Time, ber Falsche Ehemann (German) (Protex). Farce. Dir. Johannes Outer.
Illegal.
61 mlns. Rel. Aug. 6. Rev. Oct. 4.
86 mlns. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Oct. 23.
Jewel Robbery. Romantic comedy drama from an Hungarian source. Kay Oer Falsche Feldmarachal. (Capital) (German).
Military musical. Vlasta
Francis, William Powell. Dir. Wm. DIeterle. Time, 68 mlns. Rel.
Burlan. Dir. Carl Lamac. Time, 81 mlns. Rel. July 12.
Aug. 13. Rev. July 26.
Der Hauptmann v(tn Kopenick (A-R) (Ger). Comedy. Max Adalbert. 90
Lawyer Man. Inside story of the profession. William Powell, Joan Blondell.
mine. Rel. Jan. 16.
Dir. Wm. DIeterle. 68 mins. Rel. Jan. 7.
Rev. Jan. 3.
Der Herr Burovorsteher. (Capital) (Ger). Felix Bressart, Herman Thimlg.
One Way Paasaae. Love develops for a prisoner. Kay Francis, William PowDir. Hans Behrendt. Time. 86 mlns. Rel. June 10.
ell. Dir. Tay Garnett. Time, 69 mine. Rel. Oct. 22. Rev. Oct 18.
ber Schwartze Hussar (Protex) (Ger.). Costume romance. Conrad Veldt,
Parachute Jumper, The. Two ex-marlnes and a girl who go aloft. Doug.
Mady Christians. Dir. Gerhard Lamprecht. 90 mlns. Rel. Dec. 1.
Big City Blues.

.

-

Fairbanks,

Jan.

Jr

,

Bctte

Davis.

Dir.

Alfred

E.

Green.

72

mlns.

Rel.

28.

Purchase Price, The. Night club singer with a post. Barbara Stanwyck. Dir.
Wm. A. Wellman. Time, 68 mlns. Rel. July 23. Rev. July 19.
Ride Him, Cowboy. Western cowboy story. John Wayne. Dir. Fred Allen.
Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Nov. 1.
Scarlet Dawn. Russian refugees In Constantinople. Doug Fairbanks, Jr.,
Nancy Carroll, Lllyan Tashman. Dir. Wm. DIeterle. Time. 68 mlns.
Rel. Nov. 12. Rev. Nov.
Stranger In Town. Comedy drama of real people. Chic Sale, Ann Dvorak.
Dir. Earle C. Kenton. Time, 66 mins. Rel. Aug, 6.
Rev. July 12.
Successful Calamity, A.
Merchant pretends poverty to check family's extravagance.
George Arliss, Mary Astor, l!:valyn Knapp. Dir. John G.
Adolfl. Time, 72 mlns. Rel. Sept. 17. Rev. Sept 27.
Twenty Thousand Years In Sing Sing. Visualization of Warden Lawes' book.
Spencer Tracy, Bctte Ua%ls. Dir. Michael Curtlz. 78 mlns. Rel. Jan. 31.
Two Against the World. Constance Bennett in a murder Jam. Dir. Archie
Mayo. Time, 71 mlns. Kel. Sept. 3. Rev. Aug. 23.
Winner Take All. Smashing flght comedy. James cagney. Dir. Roy Del
Ruth. Time. 67 mlns. Rel July IG. Hev. June 21.

World Wide
Auction

In

Leila

Souls.

Hyams.

''^t^.^roT'^. Y.

From Eugene

O'Neill's play 'necklessness.'
Dir. VIctcr Schertzlnger. Rel. Jan. 29.

Between Fighting Men. ConHlct- between the .sheep men and
Ken Maynard, Iluth Hall. Dir. Forrest Sheldon. Time,
Oct.

Conrad Nagel,
cattlt raisers.
Rel.
62 mlns.

16.

Rev. Jan. 3.
Die Blumenfrau von Lindenau (German) (Protex). Comedy.-'^enate Mueller Hansl Nlese. Dir. Georg Jacoby. 70 mins. Rel. July 1. Rev. July 12.
Die Cslkos Baroness. (Capital) (Ger. Hung). Musical comedy. Gretl Tbelmer.
Paul Vlncentl. Dir. .Ernst Verebes. Time, 82 mlns. Rel. April 1.
Die Grosse Attraktion (A-R) (Ger). Musical romance. Richard Tauber. 80
mlns. Rel. Feb. 1.
Die Grosse Llebe. (German) (FAF). Drama of mother love. Hansl Nlese.
80 mins. Rel. March 1. Rev. Feb. 23.
''"Capital) (Ger). Willy Forst, Irene Elslnger.
Die Lustigen Welber von WIen.
Dir. Geza von Bolvary. Time, 97 n.'ns. Rel. July 1.
Musical.
Ralph Roberts, Lucie EngDienst Is DIenst. (New Era) (Ger).
Rel. June 8.
lische.
Dir. Carl Bosse. Time. 84 mins.
Anny Ondra, Siegfried Amo. Dir.
Die vom Rummelplatz. (Capital) (Ger).
Karl Lamac. 9 reels. Rel. Feb. 10.
Musical comedy. Anny Ondra. 90
Eine Nacht in Paradles (A-R) (Ger).
mlns. Rel. Feb.
Musical.
Geo. Alexander. Lien
Ein Prinz Verliebt SIch. (Capital) (Ger).
Dey<irs, Trude Berliner. Dir. Conrad Wiene. Time, 75 mins. Rel. May.
El Hombre Que Aeesino (Paramount) (Spanish). Roslta Moreno. Ricardo
Puga. 70 mlns. Rel. April 16.
Musical.
Gustav Froellch. Dir.
EIn Walzer von Strauss. (Capital) (Ger).
Conrad Welns. Time, 89 mins. Rel. March 10
Friederike (A-R) (Ger). Dramatic opecetta based on Goethe's life. Mady
Christians. 90 mins. Rel. Feb. 1.
Comedy. GItta Alpar, Gustav
Gitta Entdeckt Ihr Herz. (Capital) (Ger).
Froellch. Dir. Carl Froellch. Time, 90 mlns. Rel. Oct. 4.
Transatlantic aviation drama. Gustav FrochGloria. (German) (New Era).
76 mlns. Rel. Nov. Rev. Nov. 1.
lich, Brlgltte Helm.
Hol zapf el Weiss Alles (German) (Capital). Comedy. Felix Bressart 90 mlns.
~TteT. "Jail. 1. Tlev. Jih. "ICT
Hurrah, EIn Junge. (Capital) (Ger). Farce. Max Adalbert, Ida Wuest, Lucie
Engllsche. Dir. Geo. Jacoby. Time, 91 mins. Rel. June 24.
Kamaradschaft. (Asso. Cinema) (Ger). Sensational drama. Alex jranach,
Ernst Busch. Dir. G. W. Pabst Time, 78 mins. Rel. Nov. 8.
Koenlgin von Preussen. See 'Lulse'
La Chance (Paramount) (French). Drama of a gambler's life Marie Bel).
Francolse Rosay. 78 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. May 31.
La Couturlere de Lunevllle (Paramount) (French). Musical of a woman's love
and revenge. Madeleine Renaud, Pierre Blanchar. 90 mins. Rel. July
1.
Rev. Oct. 22.
Le Bal (French) (Protex). Domestic comedy. Dir. Wllhelm Thlele. 83 mins.
Rel. Oct 1. Rev. Oct 4.
Legion of the Street. (Capital) (Polish). Life of the newsboys. Time. 89
mins. Rel. Aug. 25.
Le Rol Des Resqullleurs (French) (Protex). Comedy with music. Milton. Dir.
Georges Colombier. 90 mins. Kel. June 1. Hev. June 14.
Llebe Ist Llebe (German) (Protex). Musical comedy. Kaethe von Nagy, Hans
Albers. Dir. Paul Martin. 80 mins. Rel. June 1. Rev. June 7.
Strast. (Yugoslav) (Croat). Drama of life .imong N. Y. Imigrants.
LJubav
Rakel Davidovic. Dir. Frank Melford. Time. 1 hour. <*lel. Dec. 16.
(A.s.so.
Cinema) (Ger). Historical. Henry
Lulse, Koenlgin von Preussen.
Portcn, Dir. Carl Froellch. Time, 92 mins. Kel. Oct. 4.
Man Brauch Kein Geld. (Capital) (Ger). Musical farce. Dir. Karl Boese.
Rel. Nov. 10.
Comedy. Kaethe von
Melne Frau die Hochstaplerin fOerman) (Protrix).
Nagy. Dir. Kurt Gerron. 90 mins. Kcl Feb. 1. Kev. Feb. 9.
.Mu.'-i'-al.
Oiist.-iv
Froellch. Max Adalhort.
Meln Leopold. (Caplt.Tl) (Oer).
'J'iiiK.', 9G mlns.
Kcl. April 1.
Dir. JIans Syeinoff.
Men and Jobs (Ru.sslan) (Amkino). An Amorifan prnjlnerr looks at Kussla
Kcl. Jan. 1. Jtcv. ,l;ui. id.
S5 mins.
'

Breach of Promise. The ruin of a man's career. Chester Morris, May Clarke,
Mary Doran. Dir. Paul Stein. Time. 67 mins. Rel. Oct. 23. Rev.
Nov. 22.
Come On, Tarzan. Ranch owner saves his horse from a gang. Ken Maynard.
Myrna Kennedy. Dir. Alan James. Time, 64 mins. Rel. Sept. 11.
Crooked Circle, The. Mystery story with ample comedy. Ben Lyon, ZaSu
Pitts, James Gleason, Irene Purcell.
Dr. H. Bruce Humberstone. Time.
70 mlns. Rel. Sept 25. Rev. Oct 4.
Death Kiss, The. A murder mystery with a motion picture studio background. David Manners, Adrlcnne Ames. John Wray, Bela Lugosl. Dir.
Edwin L. Marin. Rel. Dec. 25.
Drum Taps. A Boy Scout troup to the rescue of Ken Maynard. Ken Maynard, Junior Coughlin, Scout Troop 107 of Hollywood.
Dir. J. P. McGowan. 61 mlns. Rel. Jan. 29.
Dynamite Ranch. Ranch manager falls to vanquish the hero. Ken Maynard,
Ruth Hall. Dir. Forrest Sheldon. Time. 69 mlns. Rel. July 31, Rev.
Dec. 2".
Palse Faces. Doctor makes a racket of his profession. Lowell Sherman, Lila
L«e, Peggy Shannon. Dir. Sherman. Time, 83 mlns. Rel. Oct. 13. Rev.
Nov. 29.
Fargo Express. Straight-shooting sacriflce in the career of a cow country
hero. Ken Maynard, Helen Mack. Dir. Alan James. Time, 62 mlns.
Rel. Nov. 20.
Hell Fire Austin. Racing In the ranch country.
Ken Maynard, Ivy Merton,
Nat Pendleton. Dir. Forrest Sheldon. Time, 70 mins. Rel. June 26.
Rev. Aug. 2.
Hypnotized. Jam following a big sweepstakes win. Moran and Mack. Dir.
Mack Sennett Rel. Dec. 25.
Last Mile, The. Drama In the death house, from the stage play. Howard
Phillips, Preston Foster, Geo. Stone, Noel Madison.
Dir. S.im. BIscholT.
Time. 84 mlns. Rel. Aug. 21. Rev. Aug. 30.
Man Called Back, The. Man's regeneration through a woman. Conrad Nagel,
Doris Kcnyon, Juliette Compton, Hceln.nlfl Owen. Alan Mowbr.iy.
Dir.
Robt. Florey. Time, 80 mins. Kel. July 17. Rev. Aug. 2.
•Ign of Four, The. Sherlock Holmes story. Britl.sh cast. Arthur Wontner,
Ohne Namen (Gorman) (Protf.x) T'ol^^ijant drama. Werner Krau.-^s.
Isia Bovan. Ian 'lunter.
Time, 74 mlns. Kel. Aug. Mensch
Dir. Graham Cutts.
Kcl. .Nov. I.
00 rniii.s.
Kcv. Nov. 15.
DIr, Gustav L'cicky.
14.
Rev. Aug. 30.
(I'aramonnt) (Fronrh). Mu- loal fotnr'lv. Snzy V< rtK'n. Hobcrt fiurtilcr,
Sen of Oklahoma.
Bob Steele, Josle Sedgwick, Carmen MIche
Western story.
I!i v
Kf:l. July 1.
iJcr. C.
SO mlns.
Oranem.
Larou.\. Dir. R. N. Bradbury. Time, 65 mlns. Kel. July 7.
Mus!f-:il.
(Frenoh)
.M.-i-UliIno
K<.i)au>l,
Nool-Nod.
Texas Buddies. Cowboy, vctoraa of the AEF, turn;! aviator to balk the vil- Mlstlgri (Paramount)
80 mins. Rel. Feb. 1.
lains.
Bob Steclf, Nancy Drexel. Dir. R. N. Bradbury. Time, 67 mlns.
(Cuniinucd on page 03)
Rel. Aug. 28.
Rev. Nov. 16.
I
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L.0S Angeles.
In Fox West

Managerial shifts

new

Coast's

Frank

operation setup takes

Newman from manage-

Jl.

of the West Coast, Lons
Beach, to supervision of tho clrhouses In Bakersfleld and
Taft.
John D. Howard replaces
Allen Smith as manager of the Cap-

ment

>

cult's

Calexlco.

itol,

Los Angeles.
Latest

addition

already

the

to

overcrowded downtown Aeld Is the
reopening of the Burbank as the
Tulane, 650 South Main.
Lois
Bridges Mus.cal Comedy Co., offering mostly burlesque.

New York City.
Harry Marx has returned as an
manager at the Mayfalr, New
with Fred Cruise of that

BKO

York,

house transferring to the Palace.

.

A

Ifork.

Tayloi, holdover from Fox, resigned, to join Harry Arthur in New
England.
His duties will be assumed by Charles Caballero, Skouras assocaite, who will divide his
time between New York City and
headquarters here.

.

Tom Brown

35

Western, in which the hero

Uptown New York.

Dir.

Wm.

VARIETY

Cecilia Parker.
Trailing the Killer. Epic of the North Woods.
Time. 64 mins. Rel. Dec. 4. Rev. Dec. 6.
his birth.

Sept. 27

Rain.

E $

Love. A woman's understanding averts Uumostic traiseily.
Dir. Robt. Florey.
Astor, Lllyan Tashman, Kenneth McKenna.
77 mins. Rel. Sept. 11. Rev. Sept. 20.

We

is

Miami.
Wometco's new deluxer, Mayfair,
a honey.
Remodeled from a house built

originally for Miami's Civic (Little)
theatre organization, the theatre Is

luxuriously equipped.
Pictures.
65c top.

Seats

400.

Dubuque, la.
Leo J. Diener, owner of the Capitol theatre, has taken over the
Dreamland, formerly owned by Ben
Levlnson. Name changed to Palace.

Palm

Sprihgs, Calif.

Barl Strebe opened his new Palm
Springs theatre Jtin. 7 with War'Lawyer Man.' Gate Is 40c top

ners'

at the desert resort's 400-seater.

'or*-.

San Francisco.
Two sticliups took $2,900 from the
Fox California, San Jose, last SunWithin fqur days they were
day.
captured and sent to San <3uentin
.

for sizable sentences.

Denver.
C. B. Adler,. owner of the Washington Faric theatre, has taken the
it for some
time, and will operate It.
The business offices of the Palm
and Rialto theatres In l*uebIo were
held up and robbed of $800 during
the rush hour of the day. Bandits
escaped.
Allied Pictures have landed their

house back after leasing

second

flrst

Denham
week

will

runs in Denver. The
show 'Unholy Iiove*

of Feb.

8.

Burbanks has reopened the

J. O.

Crown, Laramie, Wyo. Closed for
time because of small Are.

Los Angeles.
Freeman replaced Milton

K.

J.

Schwartz as manager of Boulevard

(F-WC)

here.

Schenectady, N. Y.

Ackerman
manager of
house,

Gill returns as the
local
Proctor

J.

RKO

replacing

manager for the

Herbert Morgan,
year.

oa.st

Pittsburgh.

managers

District

in

WB's

Pitts-

burgh zone have each placed a bet
that they'll walk off with
flrst honors in circuit's latest business drive, labeled Kalmlne Gross
Derby. That means the winner will
collect a flock of centuries for himof $100

self.

Present drive, whlCTi

way Friday

got

under

to last for 16

la

(6),

weeks, with several thousand bucks
In cash as bait for house managers
In-addU4on to-a-flock of free plane
trips to Hollywood, with all expenscR paid.

Los Angeles.
Hi Pcskay appointed supervisor of
P-WC houses in Whlttler (city) and
on Whlttler blvd. (L. A.). Included
are the United Artists, Scenic, and
Golden Gate, which he also manages.

Dick Dickson, recently appointed
division

manager

for the

Fox-West

Coast inland territory houses, has
moved headquarters to Pomona,
Calif.

Herman Goldberg

WB-FN home

Is

offlcos

here from the.,
on an inspec-

tion tour.
He is In charge of the
physical .setup of all exchanges.

Birmingham.
Milton
Meridian,

.Saengcr

Kre.s.s,
Mi.s.s.,

has

mgr.

at

rcalt^ncd.

Montpomory

I.i.'ivcro

.succeeds Joe

Gordon at Mobiio, with the Latter
taklnpr the place oC Kress.
Horace
J. IJoiicliI.nnd al.so koos from .Mobile
to

Ilattio.slnirf,',

hoi.i.'-f

to

tho

K.nengeY-

tlK.-ro.

Pltl.sl.urgh.
Hill
U'lt
S'fdt
X'^u-

I{;irion
ii.
I,

l'Vi!rn;in,
Ijii.st

tlif!

clilcf

I.s

I'iiisburyli

fium

.TO

Vdik.

ttio

l!:irron

who has

wiUi Wurnors

booker for
territory.

Iiomc oHlcc in

succeeds

Nat

rrtiirnod to his
In the east.

'

'

-

,
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Snowbound

Program Directors as Own Actors

Ok with NBC-Keeps Salaries Down

Springfield, Vt., Jan. 16.
When it snowB in Vermont
there's plenty of it. And because of that it's a problem for
Station can't get sufficient talent for Its programs.
Therefore,
has reduced Its schedule to five hours
dally until AprlL

WNBX.

Casting: dramatic shows on NBC
has become more of a closed proposition than ever, with the program
directors maklngr it a habit of glvthemselves a part In every
ingr
stanza they produce. Network has
no objection to directors horning In
on the extra money, as this helps
keep the producer's salary down.
Snatching of parts by the staff
men applies both to sustaining and
commercial shows. There's rarely
a show of either classification staged
by William Rainey In which he
hasn't cast himself. His salary as

director cornea

from the program

department while the $16 usually

MINSTRELS OPTIONED
But Only Gene Arnold of Original
Cast Remains
Chicago, Jan.
Sinclair Oil
tion on the

has picked up

WENR

WNBX

Another

whose voice
on dramatic

stail director

heard

frequently

Latter, among
is Joe Bell.
other things, Is Dr. Watson's Interlocutor on the Sherlock Holmes

shows

series.

Legit players venturing over from

Broadway

find

tough to crash

It

through. With few exceptions, the
same voices are heard on one dramatic session after another, U the
NBC studios have bad anything to
do with their production. Inside
clique Is limited to nine men and

women

five

Coim^e

players.

Madison Square Garden will resume boxing, wrestling and hockey
broadcasts next week over WMCA. Fights have not been broadcast from
the Garden since the Schmellng-Walker bout last September.
John Anderson, dramatic critic, will start a. weekly broadcast on WINS
this week, conducting a 10-mlnute talk called 'Footnotes on Footlights'
Ford Frlck,
commentator. Is on an airplane tilp around South
America. During his absence his program is being handled by Bill
Corum, brother sports writer on the 'Journal'.
'The Life of a Great American: Calyin CooUdge' sketch has been

WOR

—

16.

op-

Its

Minstrels. But
minstrels.
Only

it's not the same
one of the original members. Gene
Arnold, now remains. Bob Jones,
Chuck Haines and Ray Ferris were

AT&TSCOUNTER

MOVE BALKS

let out.

withdrawn from WINS, and Warren Colston, who Impersonated Coolidge^
Is looking for another famous man to typify.
Ben Bernle was called upon the 'not -so-magic' carpet for referring to
the missing brother episode on his Blue Ribbon Malt broadcast, with
NBC being plenty burned up over mentions of the CBS buildup by Al
Jolson.

And Tom Howard and George Shelton, latest additions to the list of
comedians, are now at work on their 46th two-reeler.
The fourth Mrs. Lou Tellegen (Eva Cassanova) will-broadcast a series

CBS

Minstrels were started by Arnold
In 1928 over the now defunct
and have been bankrolled by Sinclair for the past year. Joe Parsons
and Fritz Melsner are new members.
Melsner Is renamed Clark so as not
to strain the radio audience's men-

POSTAL

WOK

allowed for a sustaining program
part Is collected through the artists
service with the 10% commission tality with a hard name.
deducted.
Is

AIR LINE NEWS
By Nellie Revell

WHVD.

entitled 'Feminine Philosophy of Love' over
While Roy Atwell carries on his comedy antics on the Fred Allen
Bath Club broadcasts, his wife is in a hospital seriously 111, making Roy
the saddest of the funniest.
Herb Reis, brother of Les, of Rels and Dunn, was locked up in the
city jail for six hours the other day for falling to answer a parking

Postal Telegraph's attempt to
crash the toll line end of the broadcasting business has been countered summons.
Loretta Lee, new singer who makes her bow this week with George
by the American T. & T.'s refusal
Hall's Taft hotel orchestra, has decided to legally adopt the name given
to supply remote control wires in
her by the Columbia press department.
town to statlona using Postal
WOR's contralto, Betty Flanigan, went through her broadcast the
facilities for out of town hookups. other day with one side of her face paralyzed from an automobile acciImmediate effect of the A. T. & T. dent en route to the studios.
Dixie Hamilton, of WINS, says she feels like an empty freight car, she
move has been to halt expansion of
the Empire Broadcasting System, has been sidetracked so often to make time foi: -special broadcasts.
That old radio team, the 'Radio Franks' Jerry White and Frank BeaInc., regional network In New York
slnger
popular back in the early days of radio about 1924, are returning
state.
starting Jan. id for a series of broadcasts e<tch
With WSTR, Syracuse, and to the air via
WIBX, Utica, as a nucleus, the Tuesday .and Friday.
On all WINS special feature presentations the authors of the scripts
Empire system had set out to link
up a group of outlets strategically now are credited by name in the closing announcement. So far this does
spotted in New York state and not apply to scripts prepared by advertising agencies.
For the first time the Columbia
January 31, speaking
Warden Lewis
Lawea wlU be heard over
make
and WPCH, New
network has undertaken to use Us York, the
key stations. Arrange- from the annual convention of the Federation of Jewish Women's Or«
position to obtain a special plug
ment had in the meantime been ganlzations at the Astor.
campaign for a particular song. In worked out
with Postal Telegraph
an Inter-ofilce communication signed to furnish the town to town wire
Short Shots
by Jules Seebach, manager of the facilities for
Peter de Rose lost two programs last week on account of the flu...
the hookup. Connecnetwork's program depiartment and tion here
was to serve aa Postal's 'Public Enemies,' comedy trio from the Coast, goes on NBC for a build-up
artist bureau, artists, conductors
entry in the broadcasting field as ...Peck advertising agency will audition baritones for the Vllogen pro-'
and program directors on the CBS the telephone
company^s competitor. gram on WOR, to replace Johnny Morrison. .Ed Schuelng and Rudy
payroll have been Instructed to inVallee don't speak to each other. .Employees ot
took their first
A. T.
T.'a Monopoly
clude In their repertoire, whenever
A. T. & T. has always held a cut in wages this week 10% and 19%... Ed Thorgersen, one of NBC's
possible, a recent release of the
continuity
mon6poly of this branch of the oldest announcers, resigned last week. . .Harry Pascoe,
Randolph Music Co.'s 'Just Like a communications business,
and the writer, is back on the Job, having recovered from a New Year's eve accio
Shadow.'
fact tbiit Postal had offered its dent. .Carlton Moss, who wrote and played the 'Careless Loves' series
Randolph firm, located In Chicago, facilities at lower rates being used for NBC, Is doing the National Negro Forum for WEVD. .Dave Ullman,
wag recently organized by Milton by the organizers of the network as formerly of Peck company, Joined Blackman agency last week. .Jerry
Weil and Is not a member of the a major selling point. Fly /in the Macy, Ed Smalle and Andy Sanella begin a weekly sustaining on NBO
American Society of Composers, ointment was the limitation of the January 25... George Field, formerly copy writer with Kehyon & EckAuthors & Publishers.
On the Postal Service. It could furnish hardt, will head the
publicity staff. .Frances Langford has been
other hand the other Well publish- wires for
hookups between towns renewed on NBC... Nell Roy, blues singer on the Cabbies hour on
ing Arm, Milton Well Music Co., has but could I ot take care of telephone
Friday nights, tips the scales at one pound more than Kate Smith
been for years on the ASCAP connections between the station's . .The librarian at 42nd street says the gag hunters are going back as
roster.
Authors of 'Just Like a transmitter and some pickup point far as the 17th century. ..Nancy Garner, who opens a series of broad*
Shadow,' Benny Davis and Sammy within town.
casts on
Jan. 18 Is the' niece of the Tice-president-elect. ..A. A.
Stept, are also members of the SoWhen A. T. & T. was advised of Cormier, director of sales at WOR, latest grippe victim. ..Mark Wcunow,
cle^.
the deal with Postal, it let it be musical director of the 'Romantic Bachelor*, has been set for a half-hour
Influence brought to bear by Co- known that if the competitor's commercial over CBS.
lumbia In connection with this wires were used for station to stanumber has Tin Pan Alley puzzled. tion connections it would refuse to
Belief Is not that either the net- lease its wires for local pickups on
in
Clark
30.000
work Itself or somebody or major hotel or cafe bands, etc. Before
Script, Megging Changes
position In the network has a fi- making any definite agreements for
nancial Interest In the Randolph the regional network, the stations
CBS' slated realignment of perMusic Co., but that the chain has concerned have asked their legal sonnel In the various divisions of
adopted a policy of giving special reps to determine whether by resort its
proerram department has started
Washington, Jan. 16.
air play to publishers not connected to the courts the A. T. & T. could
with a change of headmen on the
Both NBC key stations In New
with the Society.
be forced to furnish this local re* continuity desk and among dramatic
York
now
have
60,000-watts, Radio
What Schuette Recommended
mote contro' service.
show directors.
Commission having granted Increase
Latter line of procedure has been
Ferrln Fraser, short story writer
from 30,000 to WJZ.
urged by Oswald F. Schuette ever
novelist, has been brought in
and
PREVIEW FOR AIR EDS
since he assumed direction of the
Unusual coincidence was granting
to replace Donald Clark as director
National Association of Broad
of the continuity department Clark, at same time of petition of KXA,
ca4sters'
flght
against
ASCAP. Oil Co.'s Advance Disk Sample to who Is responsible for a flock of Seattle, operated by American Radio
Make Impression
Schuette has primarily -concerned
Tel.
Co., to work on WJZ frequency
script Innovations In radio, such as
himself with the task of Inducing
the network's Laboratory Theatre from sunset to 10 p.m. PST. This
Chicago, Jan. 16.
the Society to revise its contract
and rated as a top man In his line, would put BOO-watter on the air in
Standard Oil of New York held
with the stations to the end that
given the choice of working afternoon In New York, and is part
was
the broadcasters would not have to an advance showing for the radio under Fraser, but he preferred to of new policy of breaking up clear
pay royalties on music not con- press and other Invited guests at call it quits.
channels.
Saturday (14) at 12:30 with
trolled by ASCAP.
In his recent
Shift In the production departexhortations to the broadcasters by lunch on the house following. New ment added Marlon Parsonepp as
way of~^weekly--buHEthis—Schuette program will be outleted-Jn.Chlcaga dramatio script director,, displacing Col
Cuts_Discs
as a Columbia program
has contended that the most effec- over
Edwin H. Morse, who had been with
tive method of forcing the ASCAP starting Jan. 27.
For 6 Conmi's in Chi
Advance preview was by radio the chain for two years.
board of directors to consent to a
Chicago, Jan. 16.
new deal would be to give plug pref- disc, but the programs are to be
Columbia Phonograph's radio disc
Purpose of
erence to publishers not connected broadcast personally.
Loses
gathering the radio editors ahead of
division under Bill Young has been
with the Society.
Washington, Jan. 16.
Order Issued by the CBS program time was to Impress them with the
Two prospective station operators active recently cutting programs for
manager recalled to Tin Pan Alley magnitude of the new program lost out when Radio
Commission spot broadcasts. Willard Tablets,

CBS
To

Tells Artists

P% Non-Soc.

—

—

Poblisliers'

WOR

Song

K

WMCA

Quits Coast

NBC, Didn't Uke His
Banferollers'

Demands

WOR

.

A

H. C.

San Francisco, Jan. 16.
Connette, author of 'Mem-

ory Lane', one of the Coast's outr
serials,
resigned
standing radio
from NBC this week because of

demands

eponsor'a
changes.

for

script

Goshen Center yam, which has
been on the western network since
with

'1927

Connette

authorizing

most of that time, has been bankrolled by General Petroleum tor
Recently the

past year.

oil

concern

bowed away from TAne' to undertake a new program but drew so

much

protest mall that the serial

was resumed.
Since returning to "Lane* GP decided to modernize and change the

and time of story, moving It
from 1900 to the present day and
place from midwest to Long Beach,
Calif., with all script to be up -to-

locale

dated accordingly.

When

this

decision

Vras

made

Connette turned In lUs resignation
NBC's western
to Don Oilman,
prezy.
Connette plans whipping

a novel on which
he has been working for some time.
The writing Job on 'Lane' has been
turned over to Ted Maxwell, who Is
author and player In his "Life of the
Reillys' on NBC.
his episodes Into

Benny Prefers Vacation
To CBSjOffer and Coin
Jack Benny's hookup with the
Tydol serlea_Qn. CBS la-oC Comic
turned down the approach from Columbia both because of the coin and
the fact he wants to take a vacation following his foldup with the
Canada Dry show.
CBS Is working on the Old Gold
account also for Benny.

San Francisco, Jan. 16.
Wesson Oil goes in for a radical
change on Its type of show this
week (18) when the variety program 'Team Mates' is abandoned
and company shifts to 'One Man's
jTamily', which has been on NBC
for some 40 weeks as a sustaining
feature, penned by Carlton Morse.
Wesson recently renewed for another 52 weeks with the chain.

.

.

WEVD

.

WOR

Don

ir. :.i.i!-t

new
now

Jan. 29.

Win have a

test

run over

WBNR.

WJZ (HS

GRANT;

WBBM

Phono

WGN

WKBS

similar activities carried on by
when that chain operated the Ra
dlo Music Corp., holding company
for the Feist, Fisher and Davis,

Coots & Engel. Performers, conductors and program directors were
Instructed at the time to see that
numbers published by these Arms
were given special and frequent
play on the air.

Kemp, Norton Upped

COLGATE SET

set

CBS

,

Wylie, recently spotted In the berth
of commercial manager for the Don
Lee coast chain.
Gerald J. Norton has been promoted at KHJ to advertising serv

16.

Out

KXA'S SAME FREQUENCY

Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
J. Kemp, formerly of the
Rodney Boone organization, Is the
new commercial manager of KHJ.
He will work under C. Ellsworth

Chicago, Jan.

.

WOR

Wesson Is located in New Orleans and maintains no local representative. Decision on the program
shift was made after several auditions of 'Family' were recorded and
shipped to N. O.

Afl'M- twi) poptponoments the
Col:;:-'.'^ prii<r;-am for children Is

WOR
WMCA

.

.

NBC

Discs Sell 'Family'

—

Arthur

Ice manager, and .T. D. Sproul, local
ndvortising m.an. has been added to
the selling force.

Out

which Is to have Jack Dempsey,
Gene Tunney, Ethel Barrymore, Ely ordered WKBS, Galesburg, 111.,
Culbertson among a long list of owned by Permll N. Nenelson, oft
Order came when Necelebrities to be guest stars each air Friday.
nelson failed to appear at hearing
week of Edwin C. Hill.
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Os- on license renewal.
Station has been off air and
borne arranged the preview. 'March
of Time' program was previewed transmitter dismantled. Maurice L.
Barrett, East St. Louis, and Samuel
similarly year ago.
This win be the first of the New E. Yaste and Burrel Barash, GalesYork Standard^., programs to be burg, applied for frequency, but
broadcast In Chicago.
'Five Star commission denied all requests, cittheatre' has no outlet here although ing that Illinois Is already 63% over
McCann-Erlckson agency has been quota.
trying to persuade Standard of Indiana to take the programs. Standard of Indiana reputedly wants Its
own show from Chicago and Is still
hot for 'American Beauty Revue*
framed for them at NBC, A possible compromise between the east
and west Interests In the matter
may be that Indiana will take two
of the five Socony programs, probably Marx Bros, and Charley Chan,
and still have Its favored 'American

Beauty Revue.'

Chicago Sells-N. T. Producers
Chicago, Jan. 16.
Chicago-sold but New
York-produc«Jd radio program starts
Feb. 23 over a 33-station Columbia
web:
MIracul Wax made in St.
Louis was closed last week by Kelly
Smith's sales battalion from CBS

stomach ache soother,

tl.at

former-

recorded only Its three-minute
commercial plug. Is now waxing a
complete 15-mlnute program.
National Protective Assurance Co.
of Kansas City has made a series
of flve-mlnute dramatic radio discs,
using Earlow Wilcox.
Harold Wessel made a series of
15 -minute programs entitled 'The
Maghl's Magic Circle' which Is designed as a merchandising stunt
applicable for milk dealers. It has
a magic trick giveaway attached to
ly

It.

Maurle Sherman's orchestra appeared In a radio disc series for
Household Finance, the same sponsor that has Edgar Guest on the
NBC web. Deane Janis was also
used on this program.
Princess Pat five-minute prohere. Account was on last year.
grams and Stockely Vegetables of
Round-the-Townera plus an In- Louisville wlti a IB-mlnute studio
Another

-

strumental quartet will provide the orchestra are other transcrlptlonfl
entertainment.
made by Columbia.

RAD
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HOW

PA

'Romantic' Etc^ Picking

read. Its classification Is
recorded on a chart. Type breakup
on this chart Is indicated by such
Is

captions as 'Romance,' 'Home lilfe,'
'Human Interest Stories,' 'Stage

Background,' 'Humorous Anecdotes'

and 'New Program Announcements.'
Networks seem anxious to minimize the hit or miss element about
the blurb matter they send out.
Theory Is that all radio commentators or Item pasters are motivated
by certain tastes, and that if they
can circumscribe and chart this selectivity a lot of wasted effort and
paper could be conserved and the
publicity departments able to garner

maximum

Frequent Changes
That these commentary and pubItem Interests on the part of

the radio editors are subject to frequent transitions, depending on the
type of programs rating current top
popularity, Is one observation already derived from the analysis.
When Amos 'n' Andy and their
school of sentimental program were
the chief vogue the radio columns
went strong for the human Interest

The
type of" story or anecdote.
crooner era gave major blurb play
to the romantic squib, while the
present wave of comedy acts reflects

ness, Its grosses, etc.

He had

Impression from mixing
with lay people before visiting
his

mother

Kansas City

In

last

Ace's mother Is over 80. Delighted to see her boy, he had
hardly kissed his mother before Mrs. Goodman said':
'Ace, did you hear Ted Lewis
broke the record at the Maln-

fact that practhe best undrapeu figures had voices of obscure status
on the air, with reader-listeners
writing in to ask what programs
the girls were hooked up with.

CHURCHES WOULD PASS
PLATE OVER THE RADIO
Chicago, Jan. 16.
Networks, especially NBC, are
having their worries from Influential church bodies that want to
solicit funds over the air.
Latest
to get the nix on this angle is the
Sunday Evening Club here. Until
NBC took over
this re-

WMAQ

ligious group, whose membership is
a roll call of big business leaders

had two and a half hours time Sun<3ay night, probably a record outside of the

Now

church-owned stations.
gives the group only

WMAQ

one hour

flat.

Fear of precedent is what actuates
the networks In rejecting all requests for money solicitation. With
the scarcity of contributions from
the
usual
plate - passings
the
churches are doubly e.iger for a
whack at the stay-at-homes. This
le a rich source of funds as the
churches well know.
An evangelist doing business' at
noon time in. a loop theatre recently offered NBC $50,000 if allowed to ask funds during the
broadcast. NBC flatly rejected the
proposition.

street?'

ara

here of

JOLSON ASKING

AT MIKE
revolt against

an audience.
In the

casting quarters

Is

In-

broad-

being propelled

by Al Jolson. The Chevrolet air
promoter says the audience Is no
good to him; it's only a matter of
making 700 or more unnecessary
faces In front smile or laugh, with
this

upon the entertainer's mind

to

the exclusion of his real air work,
pleasing the llstenertns at the dials.

an audience but admits that now
the audience thing
hair, as the

is

getting in his

small boys in the once

weekly broadcast crowd pinch
legs to see

if

Wynn

is

alive.

his

But

is an annoyance and added mental labor,
since If they don't laugh he would
think he might be flopping, whereas otherwise that decision would
arrive via listeners away from the

Jolson says the audience

studio.

Jolson may leave New York next
week and settle the question In that
Wherever he goes, south or

way.

west,
wire.

Jolson

He was

will

WMAQ

Chicago, Jan.

16.

&

Sanborn granted permission to WMAQ to make a tieup with Balaban & Katz for the
local engagement of Eddie Cantor's

From

at the
Coffee
making a

Spain' picture
Artists currently.

United
packers okayed

WMAQ

spot

KFWB

WMAQ

\v:-.;.\Q.

III

it

will erase

of the

that only established personalities
with a following need thus be restricted. In other words, It doesn't
matter If actors playing small parts
or participating without name credit
prominence work for CBS when not
employed at NBC.
To create a division between talent that may and talent that may
not work outside NBC it Is probable
that an arbitrary payroll classification will be set up. When NBC pays
an actor less than $100 weekly that
actor shall not be limited solely to
NBC but may seek additional or

MAN

MINSTRE

DOESNI CARE
FOR CANTOR

While preserving the rule that
artists may not work on Columbia programs Trammel is expected to act on the assumption

NBC

supplementary

Slmcoe, Can., Jan. 7.
Editor Variety:
I Just finished reading Variety'
ternoon hour scheduled for 2. At 9
a.m. the first free-seaters arrived. of Dec. 27 and noted your '12 Best
At 11 the staton was filled and Liked Air Acts' headed by Eddie
am also enclosing a
I
guards had to be stationed at the Cantor.
doors to keep out the hundreds who marked article from the Toronto
'Telegram' v/hlch prompted me to
continued to seek admission.
Since spotting the 'Happy-Go- write this letter.
I am an eld minstrel man. Every
Lucky* hour at KHJ, this station
springing
plays to 1,200 persons every after- time I hear Cantor he is
something we used years ago and
noon, five times a week.
accommodates around 700 at each of when I say years ago I mean a hell
To make it
of a long time ago.
the Sunday HI- Jinks, and the Wedthe jokes were even old when
nesday 'Big Show,' broadcast from worse
we used them.
a sound stage on the old Warner
Then as a musician I can't stand
lot.
More than 600 are given free his sliding into notes. How Cantor
seats for the KFI 'Fun Factory,'
can head the list is beyond my unwhile same station's Gllmore Circus
derstanding and a great many
from the old Beaux Art theatre others who are probably not InPlus terested In your 'national poll'.
takes care of another 600.
these are several hundred others,
Mention was not made or ll.sted
who play smaller stations not of the light but beautiful Bayer
geared
accommodate
heavy Aspirin program which Is one of the
to
crowds.
best.
However, we can tune In
While this represents the week- and listen to things we like.
after-week free r imij&lons it does
I have taken 'Variety' since the
not take in the occassional free 'Clipper' quit and consider your
shows given by stations when the- opinion on the films the very best
atres and halls are engaged, such of any publication and can nearly
as the recent two broadcasts by always rely upon them as they are
KFWB from the Shrine Auditorium, from a showman's angle, which Is
and two from the Warners Western worth something.
theatre, which took care of 20,000
Yours truly,
persons at the four 'see and hear'
Fred R. Pursel.
broadcasts.
Mgr. Lyric Theatre, Slmcoe.

KFWB

Stuff

much

strict enforcement of the
has engendered among radio

-will

rule

etc.

At every free broadcast, advertised as such, the station is always
sure of hanging the S.R.O. sign out
early. Example was at the initial
broadcast last week of a fav af-

More Graft

reported,

talent.

have a special

Chase & Sanborn Okayed
Film Plug Over

-,r(l

is

charge of the NBC Chicago branch,
contemplates adoption of a system
whereby the rigors of the 'no opposition' rule of the network will be
removed. Locally It is thought that
If Trammel carries out the plan, as

qualms.
This plea for funds Is periodically broadcast. If one out of
every ihree Catholics in Newark do likewise, that'll help too,

employment

Coming Out?

full

and exclusive loyalty

to

—$5,600

'Loan' Latest
Fake

schools' racket Is as
nothing compared to some of the
rough stuff existing among the
broadcasting chains, particularly In
the artists' branches.
film

Professional talent, long schooled
battling chiseling agents, etc.,
are pushovers for the genteel take
system in vogue among the talent
spotters. The yen for that air thing
exceeds the ambitions of doting
mommas who think their kiddies
are a cinch for screen fame and
in

stations lose listener influence If it
becomes known that popular personalities are not exclusively identified with one station but can also
be heard on rival stations. However, In Chicago, a strict enforcement of the 'no opposition' rule has

worked hardships on many lesser
performers who have been obliged
to accept whatever NBC had to
offer possibly amounting to $40, or
less, weekly and to refuse outside
opportunities under penalty of being

dropped by NBC.
Radio circles here are expected to
be delighted by this liberalized Interpretation of the rule and NBC
seems certain to win an enormous
amount of good will for Its common
sense letting actors Increase their

revenue within the limits outlined.
Trammel has the matter under
advisement at present and Its adoption is shortly expected.

HAPPY-GO-LUCKY HOUR'

fortune.

The equation

of

mike make no bones about wanting
their share of

It.

Only when there's a falling out
anything come out, as per

does

network

Happy-Go-Lucky

16.

hour, afternoon

program over the Don Lee Coast
CBS chain, will hit the road two
days a week for one and two night
stands in California towns, as a
complete vaude outfit, in competi-

big dough. It's a big money racket
while the ether artist Is on the upbeat and the powers-bchlnd-the-

usual.

NBC

on the theory that they are known
as an NBC artist by the public.
NBC's Viewpoint
Original embargo against opposition was premised on the belief,
plausible enough, that Individual

Los Angeles, Jan.

Regular Racket by the Take Boys

else-

where. However, anybody paid over
$100 weekly will be forbidden to work
for CBS and expected to give their

WEEK-END STAGE DATES

to

Jolson's recent $12,000 in Chicago.

'Kid

invisible

between theatre and air

situation

have played a week at
the Paramount, New York, at $15,000
and percentage, starting Jan. 27
Date has been deferred. Salary is
$2,500 more on the guaranty than

Chase

what may be the

the amount that can be
directly traced to local radio competition from the more than 10,000
persons who weekly attend the free
broadcasts of the various air vaude
hours. It does not take in the air
competition from those who sit at
home dial turning, satisfied to hear
the ether programs but not curious
to see the performers.

NO AUDIENCE

A

WLWL

sta-

costing

over the country.

This

vited or at $1 per.

16.

radio

Los Angeles
downtown and surburban theatres
around $5,000 a week in box office
admissions.
It's a visible sample

announcement Immediately following the Cantor broadcast Sunday (15) to the effect that Cantor
could be seen at the United Artists
theatre all week.
As a rule, commercials turn down
In fact most
all such suggestions.
radio advertisers employ checking
Talent Shifts
bureaus to see that stations do not
program
popunetwork
capitalize
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
In a change of staff talent at larity for any local advantage.
KFWB, Billy Lowe, local femme
Deal was consummated by Eddie
warbler, replaces Eddye Adams, and Levin for B. & K. with the latter
Bob Shafer, pop tenor, goes on con- paying
by carrying a spetract In place of Jack Richardson.
cial trailer on the United Artists
Shafer Is hcing brought hero from screen phigelnp the C. & S. proPrrin-rnold, Ohio.

Los Angeles, Jan.
shows at local

Free
tions

WLWL,

liciting

week.

Chicago, Jan. 16,
Nlles Trammel, vice-president In

Figures

Faulist Fathers' radio staNew York in sofunds for the support
of the station, points out that
if only one out of every 10 of
the 1,730,000 Catholics In New
York city contributes 10c a
month to the station,
need have no further financial

tion,

AT STATIONS

O.

S. R.

WLWL

How

the

Jolson has Informed the auto adAssumption of lop place by the vertiser and the NBC of his procomedian also reflects Itself In the test against the audience permitted
networks' picture departments. De- to assemble Friday nights to watch
mand for photos going In for wide him at the Times Square broadcastareas of epidermis has fallen off ing studio.
He has requested his
decidedly, as compared to the predisremoval to the regular NBC studio
position for this line of femme picon 5th avenue and without the mob
torial
stuff
by newspapers last in front of him there.
summer. However, one fly in the ointEd Wynn alleges he must have
tically all of

a Break

-or-Less Actors
Gratis Broadcasts Weekly, Costing Picture Houses
Estimated $5,000 at B. O.

Itseff.

ment here was the

Lifting

More Than 10,000 Attrad
Chicago, Jan. 16.
Ace Goodman, of the Easy
Aces, is convinced everybody
knows all about the show busi-

results.

licity

NBC

Opposish Barriers to Give

Spots

analyzing and charting the class

comment

Talk of Chicago

mR SROWS

FREE

Everybody Knows

Networks bave now got around
to

87

RADIO HITS lUEAIKES

Networks Gassing Radio Eds as

and type of publicity that radio ediColumbia
tors on the dailies go for.
elaborate autopsy
iB conducting an
on a recent batch of clippings gathered from newspapers all over the
U. S. and Canada.
CBS has a flock of clippers giving published Items about programs
and artists the classification eye.
After each blurb, tidbit of columnar

VARIETY

I

A

$1,350 'loan' ousted one
talent spotter last week.

Another Loan

Another mess

Is

primed for

air-

ing when a popular maestro may be
forced to sue to recover a $5,600 loan

what the ether made a year ago Xmas

to

an

artists'

tion with picture houses.
As hour Is broadcasting only five
days a week. Intention Is to utilize
Saturdays and Sundays for weekly
jaunts onto stages. Air artists will
play auditoriums and halls, and In
some cases dark houses will be
opened for the week-end spotting.
Negotiations are now on for the
first three week-end tours, with the
acts playing Bakersfleld, San Diego
and San Bernardino, ail within a
few hours' journey of Los Angeles.
Tours are being handled by Ted
Braun of the Thomas Lee Artists'
bureau, connected with the Don Lee

make a known or un- bureau attachee. Maybe the seaentertainer a household word sonal time of the 'loan' has led the chain.
Talent Includes Al Pearcc,
big subconscious approach booker to deem it a gift, and not a Cal l'o.n.rro, Korman Nlelsun, Orand selling argument. What radio loan, is the bandman's belief.
villo Anderson, Morrie Amsterdam,
has done, even for the already faIt's gotten to be so that when Orville Andrews, Tony Romano and
mous Jolsons and Cantors, who, rel- anybody is aired the popular ex- Ilaxcl Warner.
atively, were limited In their pro- pression of sympathy is, 'Woll, he
Hour goes onto stages on Us own,
fessional stage renown, makes It was a sucker not to get his while following the falling through of neeasy for the talent bookers to make he could.'
The uniform belief is gotiations whereby it was to go into
'loans' from ambitious talent, run- that such a good racket can't laHt Locw .State here currently on a perning up Into the thousands.
Xo inclf-r. Tliis li.ns forcoA somr ox- ronlago with gu.-irantee of $1,000
can do to

known
l.i

pV

the

-
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RAillli

VARiETr
AOaitts-CB^ Contn^^ Suit
Settli^ Out of Court

2dParPie^forKate

Do

Smith; Trying to

From Stage

.B'dcasts

Kate Smith follows up her week
each at the New York and Brooklyn
Paramount with seven more weeks
for publix on the road. Opening: at
the IsT. Y. house Is this Friday (2Q)
laid out is In the direction of the coast, brlnglner her out
thete In time to start working on
her second for Paraipount.
Circuit meantime, is considering
the warbler's request that she be
permitted to Incorporate her La
Pallna broadcasts In her early evening stage performances Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday on the
out-of-town swing.

Tour being

NBCMCie|l5IS0IJ)
At night;sais. blank

Claims and counterclaims between Jack Adams and the CBS folThough around \X^.% ^ndel; last
lowing foldiip of the Judtod' Radl(x
Prpgram Corp. have been settled year's standing at this time, NBC
out of court.
has 80% of Ita available evening
Adams, v. p. and general manager time between & and 10 o'clock (EST)
of the Judson outfit, agreed to with- filled by advertisers. On CBS the
draw his breach of contract suit commercial tally for this stretchy ojC
aglnst the network for a cash, the day comes to slightly less than
settlement of $16,D00. At the same 76%.
Daytime niches on either
time he agreed to clear CBS of cer- chain remq.in wide .open, as far as
tain obligations made while g. m commercial support is., concerned,
of the program recording company with the sales margin' for that peWhen Judson closed down about riod appreciably In NBC's favor.
a year ago Adams and CBS, which
Desiilte the popularity of Thursheld a controlling Interest In the day and BYfday nights as determined
company, came to a cash agreement by listener surveys. It Is Monday
on the balance of his contract. and Tuesday evenings that rate best
Stipulated payments stopped when on the NBC sales department time
outsiders started to sue CBS for schedule. It's practically a complete
talent and other conti*acts made by sellout on the 'Monday evening blue
'.

Adams.

Morris Gets Vallee

Chicago, Jan. 18.
itdratiti ^\Aige**ii ^torihtila; '^oy"
makes good. In blgrr-'Olty by hard
wotic and honesty^ will be used by
the new Quaker OatS program. Test
series five nights a weiek at 6:15
starts Jtin. iff over "WENB. Program
Is expected to get away from the
blood and thunder and fantastic adVentureS; used .In so many recent
Juvenile programs.
Merrill Fuglt, boy actor will play
'Dick Daring' and the program will
be named after this character. BUIy
Toe, Joan Blaine and Art "Van Harvey are others In.ct^st.
Prank bahm autor of 'Little Orphan Anpie' (Qvaltine), ove^ NBC
from
here is author of 'Dick
Daring' and will be stage director.

PIOC and PAT

'

ft

.

s

MUSICAL

NEflf

,

Los Angles, Jan. 16
With every local station having

.

WGN

link, while the follow ing evefinds the red (WEAF) web

William Morris office has taken
Rudy Valine oVer for all bookings,
Noel Coward "will take a chance at
Including theatres, dance dates, etc.
Morris agency Is working out some a commercial if the advertiser will
make It $5,000 per broadcast That's
Loew time for Vallee.
the answer thO Bnglisman has
passed on^'to agrencles lin'aklng the
iapproached.
Price wouJd ..Q6t only Boveir the
authoring of the script but the casting and direction of the program.
Time In for a Hilllon IaobIu
Impi-eiSEion gathered by those who
Kadwii' td -the Badlo Wo'rld 'as
have queried Coward about a radio
contact was that the actor-author
<Holas8«s and JiuiiiaTy'
wasn't particularly Interested in
in
allying himself with the medium.
Uaxwell House Show Boat
Agencies took a sudded interei^t
WEXP, TnUB8DAX3>:t.jr.W<
In
Coward's direction lollowlng'
opening of his 'Cavalcade' (Pox).
"PICK, and PAT", in

I

Quaker Qat^' Boy Hero

two or three weekly vaude programs
on the schedule, KHJ Is adding one
moro with talent "formerly oh its

'Merrymakers,' but not utilized since
commerclaled by Union Oil,
New^ vaude hour will be billed as
a 'musical comedy* every Wednesday night, .unsponsored. Hour will
be built around 'Prof. Wurtle*
'Dlvptt
McFlubb,'
Elmer Blurt,
formerly of KFWB, Mabel Todd
blues singer,- 'Three Shades of
Blue,' Grenadier Quartet and Norman Nlelaon. Ken Nlles, former
m. c. of 'Merrymakers,' will pilot.

(WJZ)

Coward Says $5,000

I

feBdayi: jMu»ry 17, 1935

ning
NBC's to 1
with only a' single 16-mlnute period
vacant. Regardless of the listener
San Francisco, Jan. 1^.
penchant for Friday evening NBC's
NBC gained four accounts and
choice link, the red, has a gap; commerclany, from 6:46 to 7:30 and an- lost one this week. Sego Milk on
Feb. 14 begins
weeks of once
other from 9 to 9:30.
Saturday continues ^as the week's weekly quarter hour periods. Spratt
low from the client interest view- dog food starts a series of canine
point for both, NBC and Columbia. chats. Crowell PubHshing Co. has
Former's red link releases as single bought 52 once weekly spots for its
commercial thart night between the :'Woman'8 Hoihr Companion', start6 to IQ.'Sti^etoh and that's Oldsmor. ing Feb. 1. Pioneer clams Join
bile.
Hour following; carries the •Women's Ms^gazine of the Air' Feb.
Lucky Strike, stapza. Over on the 2 for ah ihdeflnite time.
Gilmor'e Oil,, do. !has extended As
blue the Saturday, nlerht schedule
Is commercially blank the current 45 minute 'Cfrcus' to .a fiill hour
week. Similar state. o£ affairs pre- beginning this week.
Arzen Nasal Oil on Feb. 8 bows
vails OQ. either llQk,'B; daytime chart.
On CBS Sajtvrday «v^nlng they're out of .its 'Arzen Melody Time' 15three buyers ipr 15-minute each aiid mlnute period with Walter' Beban'e
during the day .J.U9t a CQuplQ of kid orchestra and Ben Kktssen .teiior,
after 13 weeks.
shows.

KFWB

4

.

^

.

°

-

Clips Acts

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
cutting down on talent
on its Wednesday night vaude program, 'The Big Show'.
Station will eliminate about half
the acts on this hour program and
retain only the current best bets for
double work. Principals in the new

KFWB

Is

up win bo Brown and Lavelle,
Fuzzy Kniglit, Billy Snyder, Charles
Leiand and Jeanne Dunn.
set

.

.

DUMB
CRACKERS

-

BUONS
PAN^TELA
.

WABC

.

.

WOR;

Tuob.; '8:30 P^M.

When,

$2,000 for Aces

come

it

to daytime

Chicago, Jan.

ft

BE

LYMAN

Armour Drops

ANLt ais

DENTAL MAGNESIA

Tnes., Thurs., Sat.,. 8 to Stiff P.Bt., E.S.T.

COAST-TO-COAST

m

ART IINICK

In His OriKlnuI Cbakacter

Vincent Lopez goes on NBC for
Real Silk hosiery Feb. 5 for 13
weeks. Program clocked for a half
hour Sunday evenings, will mix the
Lopez music with dramatic bits.
This Is the first air commercial
for Lopez in about two years, his
last alliance being with Puroll.

EDDIE GUEST EXFLOBINa
Chicago, Jan.

16.

Edgar A. Guest, the Detroit poet

Station was bought from Union
National Bank, which .took it over
from Doubleday-Hiil Electric Com-

pany,

the

]

original

owners,

CARUSE^^ARIES
-TEN CANARIES TRAINED

last

May.

& Hummert

»

Approximately 60 radio programs a
week must clear through the script
department. With 20 copies of each

during 1932.
all letters for all pro736,000 for the year.

his
sponsor.
Receiver Gets
He will acCosmos E!<roadcasting Co., Inc.,
Kettering, vicemaker of recorded programs, has
president of General Motors, on the
been placed in the hands of a reletter's yacht in a trip to Central
ceiver.
ATnerlca to explore archaeological
Appointment of the Irving Trust
ruins.
Co. followed
Guest and Kettering were part- in bankruptcythe filing of a petition
by the firm. No list
ners on a slmlliar trip last year.
of liabilities and assets was attached to the declaration.

Cosmos

company George

BY GRACE GREENWOOD
TO HARMONIZE WITH MUSIC
Four Years on NBC Networks
'

& a's 2

bus (28),
ville (4).

Chicago, Jan. 16.
believes it has set an Individual station record for fan mail

WBBM

Count of

G.

More Wks.

Three weeks have been added to
Gene and Glenn's stage route, first
of these taking them Into the In-,

and the other

In

WSYR

AND

WSYR

drops

HIS

ORCHESTRA

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS
SAN FRANCISCO
RRO.'tDCASTINO
Deinl-Tasse Revue, NBC,

M.J.B.

Monday Nights
Columbia Network, Saturday Nlghta
CDS-Don L«e Chain. Nishtly.

»»
10 P.M.

PST

Lucky Strike

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

^»
Ugt.

"SWEETHEARTS OF THE AIR"
MAY

PETER

8INGHI

BREEH

a«i

DE ROSE

1

IeNTERINO lOTU YEAR OF RADIO

[

NBC

Goes

4»f«t

TED FIORITO

Louis-

Salary arrangement at each of
these spots ntipulates an average
guarantee of $2,200 and a split on
the gross.

MORRIS AGENCV

Win.

Dir.:

here.

diana, Indianapolis, Saturday (21).
Following that stand the team plays
two weeks for RKO, one at Colum-

736,000 Letters

lit
February from
Household Finance.

Met.

Artists'

Bnreaa

AI.

BOASBERG
Sole Direction

Syracuse, Jan. 16.
Independent sta-

E. R.

its

tus next week to affiliate with NBC.
Thomas B. Robinson of NBC joins
the station's stallE.

MBC

CONNE

1780 Broadway, New
Circle 7-1831

York

ENX

HTT.T.BTT.T.TES BETOIN
The Lone Star of Texas
Will Soon Be a National'.y
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Known Star on Radio
Crockett Mountaineers, hillbilly
family that has been broadcasting
In the east for CBS goes on a weekly
sustainer over KNX.
TEABERBT lOOEINO
'Vocalists started on same station
Teaberry Gum is considering a
The Sweetest Voice <n the World
run on NBC with a mixed musical five years ago.
and dramatic show.
Talent lineup slated for a listening in by the account Includes the
Peter "Van Steeden orchestra, Don
Hall trio and a dramatic troupe,
Thurs. 9 P. M., E.S.T.
with the latter doing a series of
dramatized sportsllghts.

THE TEXAN

PAUL
WHITiEMAN'S
-

Sample

NBC

who broadcasts weekly from Chi- grams was
cago, will take a leave of absence

'

NBC Network

Blapkett,

BURNS^^ ALLEN

KQV,

SCHLAGENHAUER'

Sponsored "bj 'iABTtKABT
(t P. Mv to 3:is .P. H. CST
Chicago

WBBH—

week

script needed.
off the Armour show board.
Engaged in this work are:
the middle of next month.
10 stenographers copying author's
Client Is interested in a complete
mss.,
reshuffle of the talent setup.
Pittsbiirgli, Sold
1 'traffic' girl to follow through.
Slated for elimination from the
2 duplicating machine operators.
Armour stanza at the same time
3 proof readers.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 16.
are the studio combo under Harold
1 broadcast checker to watch for
Radio station KQ'V, second oldest
Stokes;
Songsmith quartet and broadcasting
libs.
ad
outfit in the United
Mary Steele, soprano. Session orig- States, has been
S (or more) creative authors.
sold to H. J. Breninates from the NBC studios in nen,
Plus several executives.
manager o£ WJAS here, and
Chicago.
associates.

oh

Lopez* Commercial

WABCl

Bnnday 11 P. H.

top. night of the

is
Thursday, almost 100% sold.
Sunday, Monday and Wednesday
run about neck and neck with a near
80%
commercial disposal across the
and
(East

Creator ot the

Gauchos Pvogvam
[And Many Other Superior 'ProKrains|

loBS

on the week. On CBS the daytime
Chicago, Jan. 16.
commercial setup has Thursday
Even Hollywood might be imdown for 0 pcogprams, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Frtd^y for five each pressed by the scenario department
of
an active radio advertising
and Monday for three stanzas.
aee^cy. Especially one like that of
Columbia's

'

AB C
VINCENT SOREY
'

Bveolnf
St 0:30 V. H.

Dumke) go

Colnmbl^ Br^^dcMtlBc SyBtem

PHILLIP'S

WedneHdny

Agency Script Problem

link totalling 42 commercial niches

'Sisters*

'Sisters of the Skillet'

CALIFORNIA ORCHESTRA

18.

Goodman and Jane Ace ar& set for
a week at the Chicago opening Jan.
It is the Lavorls team's first
2,7.
stage engagement.
B&K Is paying the act $2,000 for
the week.

Evei7

bank-

NBC

rolls the
blue network lias an
five periods, with the sister

edge of

BlUmore

MAXWELL HOUSE SHOW BOAT

IIot«i

RADIO STARS

WEAF

OBG's New

Adv. M^.
San Francisco, Jan.

Hassell

Smith,

formerly

16.

of

the

lEIIE Hims

Leaan Agency, has been appointed
advertising manager of
Den Lee station here.

KFRC,

the

(GAY ELLIS) CLICQUOT CLUB ESKIMOS

Pont has been vacant for several
months.

TOM

KE3NNE3DY
"VORKO"

DVII.DING, SIXTH FLOOR, RADIO CITY
LESTER COLE uii tlia
RADIO RUBES
RED PEPPER SAM
RADIO SOLDIERS OP FORTUNE Loew's ParndlM, N.
New Playing

RKO

Panmiunt, Brooklyn, N.

start Jan.

23— WJZ— Mon.— 8

P.

M.— E.S.T.

Chain stores' Auditions

Mamerlal Thtatrt,

BNttfit"

San Francisco, Jan.

16.

Safeway, California grocery chain,
has been auditioning beauooup programs at NBC and on Thursday (12)
was almost set on Eddie Peabody.
Complications arising over starting time, schedules, and a current

Safeway program on KPI, Lob Angeles, are holding up the deal.

A.

KUZNETZOFF
with

"JOLLY RUSSIANS"

RUSSIAN KRETCHMA
TUESDAYS,

10:15 P.M.

(Rest)

59th Consecutive

from

244 E. 14th

St.
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Old Gold Hears Benny,
Joe Cook, Waring Band

RADIO CHATTER

Old Gold gave Joe Cook the ear
an audition at Columbia last
week, and the next day listened to
Richard C. Patterson, the new head
Jack
Benny do his stuff.
v.-p. at NBC, all details must first
Among
the bands considered by
be recited to his secretary.
Startlner date of Don Carney's dog the dggle account for Its return to
chatts for Spratt has been brought the airlanes, when and if. Is Fred
Warlng's. Columbia has proposed
forward to Feb. 13.
Richard Hlmber, band booker. Is Freddie Rich.
no longer paying rent to the NBC
Artists Service, but the commission
splitting arrangement remains.
Al Goodman's pourparlers with
Lucky Strike to baton the musical
comedy tab series. If eventually

WMri»aHIMyilMliUlHMHl«lllHPaillljlllW.».^

East
Ruth Bobbins working with her

hubbjr one day a week on 'Farm
Fcrum' over "WGY. Schenectady.
Georee B. Etfenbach, long booker
Kahn'a orchestras,
of Roger Wolfe
now radio booking.
Ted Huslng to Florida at the
Bobey-Plaza, Miami, for a month's
vacash.
, ^
,
^
fieorge Lottman and Barle Ferris
merged publicity offices, latter still
retaining a mailing address at the
Blackman agency.
-\yinialm Paley has retired to the
West Indies until some time In Feb-

17.

;;ew York 'World-Telegram' has
another radio poll on the Are, with
the queries about entertainers and
prog^'ams again addressed exclusively to radio eds.
Sally Davis (Mrs. Danny Ahem)
hopes to become radio's richest
warbler with that claim she put In
for the $75,000,000 left by an uncle
who made it In the Kliiibcrly dlarmond fields. There's no will.
To get an audience with Colonel

DENNY
JACKORCHESTRA
A1SID

WABC

WEAF
Waldorf-Astoria

Hotel

Victor Records

FAN MAIL AS

Whitman Chocolates

^

WJZ

WOR

Manaflament M. C. A,

FOLLOW THE BOTTOM LINE,
YOU AVOID DETOURS!

Mid-West
of Gene and Charley
Kreltslnger, staff entertainers at
WBBM, Chicago, has opened a chile
parlor near the studio, and radio
folks chow and chin there.
Chicago sports
Hal Totten,
announcer, has become itinerant
speechmaker at clubs, lodges et al
for his radio alma mammy.
Walter Preston went to the hospital, but denies there was any connection with that fact and the acrobatic dance he did at the office party
given at the Opera club, Chicago, by

Mother

Your loved wies folly protected—
Toor eomlnc years free from worry

WE ARE CONTENTI

WMAQ

INCORPORA-nO

Jy

if

-C/-|MSIIRANfF-/1674

BROADWAY

NKW-YORK-'CrrV

Information Without Obligation
to Radio Folk

CBS

employes.

Jean Paul King parked his auto
and police returned It two days
later, stripped.

"THE GREATEST TRIO

ON THE

"Two

Kirls

and a boy that

sparkle with red hot

for the early risers."

Ben Pratt busy with Chicago's big
radio revue at Stadium Jan. 23.

AIR"
Biczle

muMc and

Cadets

Household

and
aonr

from KYW guested for
Finance over WENR,

Chicago.

(AIRCASTER)

Household Using: 'Guests'
Into 3rd Year

DON-HALL TRIO
TUNE

As Program

Chicago, Jan.

IN

Household

7:30 A. M.

WJZ

NETWORK

W.

46th St..

cleared.

X

Jessie

EFRC'S

SISTERS
<'BS— WABC

TYDOL JUBILEE

Pergonal

I

Frl.,

7:30

Management ED

VOICES

OF

NEW

station here.

P.M.

He

WOLF

succeeds Merle Mathews, re-

signed.

NESTLE'S CHOCOLATEERS

W.T7.— FRIDAYS. 8-8:30 V.

M.— NBC

BI.I:E

NKTWORK

THE RONDOLIERS
[UBEUT IIENDIUB
ROY
FRED HII.SON

FSOD. MGR.

San Francisco, Jan. 16.
Is the new production manager of KFRC, Don Lee
William H. Wright

t-

Mon., Wed.,

given

Some alterations In the program
are also to be established. Edgar A.
Guest, the poet, remains, but is extended to a general m.c. job on top
of his usual poetizing. Joe Koestner
directs the studio musical combo.
Rest of the talent will be changed
weekly on a guest artist basis.

VI

1.

has

blue to the red network and this
will be done as soon as time can be

New York

THR EE
Pearl

Finance

16.

NBC another renewal. Program has
been on the air three years. Sponsor,
however, wants to move from the

Mon., Toes., Wed., Thors., Fri., Sat.,
N. B. 0.
0«J?...I5I

HAI.I.RB

OEORGE GOVE

UIRKCTIO.N OF

I

I

rilARr.KS TOLTirETTE

WREDEN

I

I

Original musicals or opperettas on
the air are a long way oit, opine the
ad agency Impresarios. Not that
they would be disinclined to experiment, but because the attitude of
the advertiser frowns against airing
anything in the way of tunes that
won't be readily recognized.
One major agency has an option
on a batch of Viennese operettas
that have never been heard through
In America and has
been trying for months to Induce
one client after another to bankroll
the series. Answer from the advertiser source invariably is tliat radio
hasn't as yet arrived at tliat stage
of development wherein listeners
would appreciate original scores and
accord them a regular tuning in.
As for original musical comedies

COL PHONO.
DISK

IN

RADIO

of the America variety making their
debut on angeled air sessions, the
advertising trade Is doubtful any
team or multiple staff of writers
could continue to turn out topnotch
scores and books at the rate of one
a week over a period ot 62 weeks.
They even question whether a high
level of authoring and composing
could be maintained over 13 weeks.
Lucky Strike Example
Agency impresario mob Is even
leery about giving free play on the
air to tab versions of hit musical
shows. They point to Lucky Strike
as a case in point, although this
commercial has been sticking pretty
close to the operetta school, with
results of Inconsequential rating as
far as popularity Is concerned.
It Is the opinion of the agency element that Interest In the ethek'lzed
musical comedy revivals would be
circumscribed by at least three factors.
First, that of all the tunes,
possibly only one of these had been

DIRECT BASIS

a hit and likely to be recalled by
the listeners; second, that the theme
of the book would likely be out of
Columbia Phonograph has em- date and of little current moment,
barked upon a policy of expansion and, third, that the gags Incorin the broadcasting business. First porated would Invariably
be of the
move In that direction is organiza- contemporary genre and therefore
tion of a station representative or dubious.

BIZ,

time placing division, with Bert
Squire retained to direct It. Squire
will also serve as sales manager ot
the recorded program department.
Makes the first Instance of one of
the old line recording companies
branching out into the air progiram
field.
Columbia has been turning
out commercial recordings for the
past three years, but It has never
participated as a contact between
the advertiser or agency and radio
stations. Policy that Columbia has
laid out for Itself calls for exclusive
representation of the stations that
Join its

LEOM
BELASCO
N.B.C.
Wed.
9:30,

Sole Dlreotlon

tions

offer

to

protect

tiie

sta-

on the registry of signature

Communliiue further advised
broadcasters to reject all pnjffera of
service on the part of the Society

LEONARD
HAYTON
and His

CHESTERFIELD
ORCH ESTRA
SDC NIGHTS WEEKLY
(Except Sunday)
via

Entire Colambla Network
» P. K. <B.8.T.)

LA PETITE

ROXAJINE
AND HER

"MEN OF MUSIC"

I'eggy Young.

RUTH ETTING
GLORIFYING

POPULAR SOKG

ASCAP

board of directors
has agreed to a revision of the copyright contract that would eliminate
the collection of royalties on music
not under ASCAP control.

N. Y.

BXSNIK
New York

HEBSLAIN

1610 BroadTroy,

Redmond
As Combo

AKCAP's

•nd
Saturday

MIGHTLT

AMBASSADOR HOTEL,

list.

Of the other two top rating recording companies, Brunswick had
station representative
hookup
with National Radio Advertising,
Inc., until the latter went Into re-

while Vice-President Nlles Trammel
of NBC Is general chairman of the Mills Bros.,
whole works.
for Stage
This year's show will be run
somewhat differently, following a
Mills Bros, and the Don Redmond
revue style with adts working In band have 20 weeks lined up in a
front of bands, picture house style. joint act for a cross-country route.
This is to make the entertainment Most of the time is to be spilt bemore compact Instead of having an tween Loew and Fanchon & Marco.
endless sequence of turns working Included are a couple of dates for
In 'one.'
RKO, Warners and Publix.
Before hooking up with the Redmond combo the quartet plays a
With
Byers
Conoe
week by itself at the Capitol, New
York, starting Jan. 27. First joint
booking takes them into Cleveland
Differences which eased Ed Conne
for Loew, Feb. 17 and the following
out of Sound Studios has the former
v/eek the B. & K. Chicago, with the
program man for Percy L. Deutsch's
Main Street, K. C. set for the next
outfit now with the By^rs recording
Byers Is a subsld of Scott, stanza.
outfit.
Howe, Bowen agency.
Conne, who was handling the talent on quite a few of the Sound
Reyiving Nitwits
programs, was reported
Studios'
talking out of turn and taking bows
former CBS sustainer
Nitwits,
on the S.S. radio commercials which
are chiefly concerned with Blackett- and one of the pioneer comedy acts
Sample-Hummert clients. B-S-H Is on the networks. Is being revived
a Chi outfit and Deutsch Is also from by Brad. Browne with commercial
Chi, their relations being of many intentions. Hokum pair went off
years' standing, which mitigates any CBS about a year ago after a twoIdea of Conne taking over the pro- year run.
While on CBS the show had
gram building of this agency's
Browne on the authoring end. Netclients.
Al Boasberg, under itersonal con- work has okayed his use of the
tract to Conne as ether continuity title, and Browne's now lining up
writer, shifted over Into the Byers as many members of the old troupe
as possible for the revival. Among
oflflce.
them already recruited are Lucille
Chester
Black,
Georgle Uackus,
Schuette's Bulletin
Miller, Harry Swan, Nlla Mack and

Latest bulletin sent out by Oswald F. Schuette to the members of
the National Association of Broadcasters
urges
them to
refuse

Men.* Thurs.

E.S.T.

Woodbury
Hour

a

Whatever commercial
ceivership.
program recording Victor has done
has resulted from Its sister RCA
seats gross was $20,000.
For two weeks prior to the show subsld connection, NBC. Rule obCBS acts can be heard over NBC taining at the network demands that
stations and vice versa. All rules if a client wants a chain program
are forgotten and dozens of bizarre run off on disk fbr spot broadcast
combinations of CBS-NBC talent placement only Victor will be perpop up. Ben Bernie and Goodman mitted to tap an NBC wire for the
Ace are stirrer-uppers for their re- purpose.
spective networks on the talent end,

until the

I

Agencies Say Advertisers Leery of Unfamiliar Music for Radio

;3

music.

ArrniiKcr

THE MARTHA
THREE
TONES
BARBARA
BOYER

SYLVIA STONE

UyUER

enough to harmonize' and put
the annual Radio Revue in
the Stadium.
That falls Jan. 23
-his year, and they hope to turn
)ver $16,000 to the Emergency Wel:are Fund.
Lswt year with more

'.ong

}ver

Slionid onr advice be of hel]^—
It yonr mind be pat at ease—

Original Musicals Far Off

any medium

Chicago, Jan. 16.
'Name' orchestras on percentage
for radio. Sounds impossible in
view of union rules but leaders here
think they can solve that problem.
Proposition as developed by orchestras is to work on a guarantee covwith the week calling for $950.
Westlnghouse has decided on Feb. ering union scale plus so much per
14 as the starting date for the Oc- inquiry. In other words fan mail is
tavus Roy Cohea's murder mystery to be accepted by the advertiser as
series on NBC.
prbof of drawing power.
Jimmy Walllngton doesn't go
Charley Hamp, the one-man show
along when Eddie Cantor starts his
roadshow tour. Straight to replace for Peruna, Is paid on this basis.
him on the Chase & Sanborn stanza Hamp gets 50 cents straight per inhasn't been decided, although there quiry. Several other Indivldual enis a possibility of some arrangetertainers have worked for radio on
ment being made With Georgle Jes-r a mail count basis, but this has not
sel, also In the roadshow, to do the
been worked by any musical combo
mike honors opposite him.
Nat Shllkret is auditioning for to date.
Advertisers have In the past
another one, this time at NBC as
the musical Interlude to a comedy tended to shy away from orches
tras of reputation because of the
script show.
NBC's program board listened to high cost. Leaders figure that If
Vee Perlman's 'Smart Wisecracks.' they demonstrate conclusively their
Klein Shoe Repairing, with NBC's
to attract a wide listening
WJZ as the outlet, is trying to make ability
audience a sponsor will be willing
up Its mind between the Bonnie
Laddies trio, Al and Pctte, and to pay the money.
Macey and Smalle.
That Whlteman junior star thing
FOR
CHARITY
with Walter O'Kecfe m. c.'lng Is on
the auditions table again at NBC.
Ed Wynn's own interpretation of NBC-CBS Bury the Hatchet—And
that Walla-Walla Item was to use
in the Ground
the same gag two weeks running
that one about, 'What's good for bitChicago, Jan. 16.
Accidental, of
ting finger nails?'
Once a year the NBC and CBS
course, but for any one as careful as
3amps stop growling at each other
Wynn the humiliation of It all!

—

^

SALARY GUIDE

SWEET

Lucky Strike Dance Hour

99

In

okayed. Is on again.
Kelt-Engel publishing firm has a
song out about Grade Allen's missing brother, but the lyrics aren't
those confectcd by Paul White, the
CBS press headman.
Clara Bell Walsh, society matron,
ruary.
Jay C. FUppen handed In his no- tossed a feed for Amos 'n' Andy on
tice at CBS In order to make him- the St. Regis roof (16) but didn't
Made the
self eligible for a commercial on invite the colyumlsts.
team's first Intro to New York's
NBC.
General E31ectrlc has extended Its rcglstrites.
Alice Joy makes her Baltimore
KBC contract from 40 to 52 weeks,
which makes the expiration date bow at the Hippodrome Jan. 27.
Doc.

VARIETY

-.

•

X>LUMBIA-OOA$T-T(HIOAST mmflK
MONDAY and THCB8UAY. • P. M.,

K.8.T.

—

'

ADI0

VARIETY

40

¥S

TALENT PARADE
KPO, San Franolseo

30 Mine.

Fight Report
4 Mins.
Sustaining

WEAF, New York

WOR, New York

Although the program as a whole
could stand dovetailing of song and
talk and smartening up In the
cueing passages, Oldsmoblle has
something surefire here for the purposes of building a Saturday night
following.
Of opposition it has
nothing on either the NBC blue or
Columbia links, and all it needs is

Pulaski, who writes pug
critiques for 'Variety' when not
battling on behalf of the the drama,
has been on the air before, but not
test interlude
solo, as on this

Georgo Olsan, Gus Van, Ethal
Shutta* Fran Frey

COMMERCIAL

.

of the con-

some expert doctoring

stanza are entertainers who know their way around.
Even with the Keds and El Toro
shows to his credit, Gus Van rated
as Just another mike performer until his transplanting into this setting. Here the Van personality begins to make itself felt on the air,
and with the right scripts those diashould In
characterizations
lect
quick lime establish him as a faWith successive programs
vorite.
will come that easing up on the
give and take. Ethel Shutta stacks
up here as perfect a straight for
him as she did for Jack Benny on
the Canada Dry affair. And as the

show

the

Miss Shutta into
popular recognition on the air
here's every indication that the
Oldsmoblle contribution will do the
same serve for Van.
Of comedy dialect there's been
very little on the network airlines
the past two years. Jack Pearl has
been the standout Innovator. Progrram devisers have been leery of
the reaction, and in consequence
have steered pretty clear of it. But
once the Van brand gets it clicking it can be readily assumed that
there will be a flock of comics foI->
lowing suit.
For the' second stanza of the Oldsmoblle series Van uncorked a wop
crbssflre, with Miss Shutta feeding,
that packed an ample average of
giggles. He topped off the dialect
passage with his Mussolini number,
a ditty that CQuld not help but
brlns an added smile or two to the
latter

lifted

'

Sustainina

WOR

minutes on Friday (13) midnight It was right after the JebyMadison
at
flsticuffs
Battaglla
Square Garden.
Anonymously billed as The Ring-

an okay nom-de-

is

ether for that sort of thing, Pulaski
intimately chats about the Ught of
the evening, giving his radio report in an easy, light manner which
should prove the prime appeal of
a talk such %s this.

some

and other-

of their wisecracks,

wise punctuates a straightforward
pugilistic account with some human
interest stuff.

The beating given Battaglia was
markedly emphasized by Bing (as
his 'Variety' playmates laughingly
call him) Pulaski's observation that
Batt's sweetie, at ringside, cried for
him, and his mother better not see
that mugg right away.'
Radio criticism of plays and pictures is a gag because of the ad
angle.
Pulaski's commentary on
fights, with a decision made, can
only call for supplementary comment
of an intimate and topical nature.
This suggests commercial sponsorship

possibilities

of elastic

order,

ranging from sporting goods underwriting to any popular commodity,
be it cigarets, mineral water or beer.
The interval between the Garden's flnale and midnight permits
Pulaski to prepare his three to Ave
minutes of script for a broadcast of
Abel.

this nature.

HOUSEHOLD

MUSICAL

ORIES

MEM-

Same pro- (New Series)
gram had Miss Shutta on for a cou- With Edgar A. Guest, Joseph Koettner*! Orch^ Cadets Quartet, Gio-

rocking-chair element.

and

Fran
Frey a chance to romp through a
trick lyric.
It's .a good warbling
ple of songs,

setup
there

all the
isn't

way

also gave

through, although

much contrast to the
of the three voices.
All
three are pegged low, but even
though the inclusion of a tenor
would give the voice department
better variety the combination Is
okay as it stands.
Plug at the opening and close Is
deftly rung In, with Van doing a
trafHc cop in brogue and In the pat
ter exchange opening the way for
a smooth insertion of the Oldsmo
bile catchline.
Odeo.

register

vanni Stragusa

COMMERCIAL
WMAQ, Chicago

In Its third year of broadcasting,
this chattel loan firm, which stands
ready to loan $300 (maximum) to

NBCs

imitation of a steel guitar or the
chain's ace harmonicalsf reading
lyric poetry. If so, it's a good proIf not—rwell, everyone can't
It as much as the artists in
the studio apparently did.
Initial hour, which went on at
10 p.m. Friday and will continue In
that spot, started pretty slowly, the
classic pbtno team of Alleen Fealey
and Phyllida Ashley putting on the
brakes with a lengrthy version of
'Peanut Vendor* as done In a. half

enjoy

dozen styles. Cut In half, this niche
would have been much better. Dialog split between Harold Peary and
Lucille Klrtley wasn't so hot either,
but Peary, who generally chants
pop tunes, barltoned ia classic ballad that augurs much promise for
him in that field, while Miss Klrtley
later did the aforementioned gltter
Imitation.
Monroe Upton, Engrllsb character
delineator, aid a drawn out gag that
didn't belong and slowed proceedings considerably. John and Ned,

Introduced as the Happy Harmony
Boys, opened with a doleful funeral
march and went Into a line of bickering- chatter that was good for
genuine laughs.
Johnny O'Brien
discarded bis hot harmonica to read
lyric poetry, following up with 'William Tell* overture on his blow-box.
Elsbeth Frellson Impersonated a
clubwoman giving a book review.
Meredith Willson did his usual
neat Job of batoning, adding several
sock moments to the period by directing the band In a rhapsody of
'Solomon Levi' and a backward rendition of Tes, We Have No Bananas.'
He also talked the lyrics
of a pop chune.
M.c. reins were handled by Jennings Pierce, who does the symphony, opera and other broadcasts

Its

Songs^
Sustaining

WEAF, New York

NBC

has spotted this pair right on
the Lucky Strike
them, at the least
the night Jack Pearl is on. with a
tall end of
series, furnishing

the

pretty hefty listener percentage.
One thing that may eventually wbrk
out in their favor is the fact that
they have bowed into the niche
without an advance fanfare. For It
impresses as that t^e of an act
likely to thrive best when left to its
own devices In the business of ingratiating itself.
Indications are
that for them the Ingratiating will
be slow but certain, provided that
they provide themselvee with more
lively and diverting patter to bridge
the song numbers.
Otherwise it's a diverting 15-mlnute Interlude, fitting In nicely with
the mood of the late hour. Couple
have voices that blend pleasantly,
with a knack for giving a novelty
number something different from the
general run of harmony teams.

another change

Is

perform-

ing before an Invited audience In
the NBC studio. Announcement that
tickets may bei obtained Is made
over the air. Pierhaps the most ar'
resting declaration on the program
is the finance company's promise
that those writing In for the free
booklets will not be annoyed by
salesmen.
'No effort to sell you
anything' Is the unequivocal vow.
Guest was quite graphic In his
opening gab, wMch turned to the
subject of doctors and led to baby's
diapers.
This not-very-fasclnatlng
subject was enlarged upon at considerable length and detail. As a
sample of Guest's mental trend as

an m.

c.

he'd better btick to poetry,

Giovanni Stragusa, whose name is
hard to memorize either optically or
via the eardrum. Is a soprano of
operatic type. And very nice. Pre
viously she was known as a pianist,
the singing being a newer and added
accom plishment.
from
Cadets,
KWT, are an admixture of harmony
and hillbilly. They, too, are badly
named for radio. There's nothing
distinctive about the word 'Cfadets.'
It's too trite.
These two acts were
Nothing they do In this department guesting the first program under the
is of the slap-dash variety, as at- new policy.
Land.
tested to by the sprightly touch and
go they give the lyrics and the deft 'MERRYMAKERS'
weaving In and out of the melody. With Ben Bard
No chance of monotony creeping in COMMERCIAL
as long as they mix up the numbers KHJ, Los Angeles
as they did on the first two proNow commercialized by Union Oil
grams.
Also in their favor are the speak- Co., this Sunday night program has
ing voices.
Matched against the been strengthened by the addition
man's shy personality is the girl's of several names from other local
loquacious flow of the old Mason vaude hours, but opener was dls
and Dixon line patios that would be appointing. Ben Bard did a good
more insinuating had it something Job of running the works, and no
is better
less dull to say between song num- doubt when the program
organized It will run smoother.
bers.
Odec
Bill

was

off

balance.

Too many

comics were crowded into the early
part of the program, and none of
them had stuff that was particularly
Sustaining
new.
Raymond Paige's orchestra
KGO, San Francisco
backgrounded, but choice of mate
Here's Monroe Upton getting away rial was off. Numbers picked were
too
blatant
and hotcha for this
from Ills w. k. English characters,
Lord liilgewater and Slmpy Fltts combination, that for the class ma
which he's been airing for several terlal tops the local station aggre
New series Is a qnestlon- gatlon.
years.
Tabloid sketch based on 'Du
and-ans%ver quarter hour, with Upton enumerating facts and listeners Barry,' in for a dramatic Interlude
Used as an
invited to write down 'yes' or 'no' got over very well.
as answers, with Upton then giving innovation, such fodder, if kept in
will help popularize the hour.
the facts.

'FUN WITH FACT'
Monroe Upton

similar to 'Liberty's weekly
feature that's been running for some
months, and Is quite interesting.
Dollo Sargent, organist, musically
introduces and signs off and does
one short tune while listeners are
It's

findlnpr pencil

answers.

and paper

to

stellar fbshlon.

needs

Henceforth

previous formula..

Is

a

fast,

But what Parade
ad lib announcer.

the talent will be varied weekly on Better gags and elimination of the
a 'guest artist' basis. At the same many dull moments that charactertime Edgar Guest, the sentimental- ized this iAittal period will help.
Boeh
izing poet of bisr business, is extended in scope from Just reciting
to doing m. c. for the entire half FIVE-BORO CABBIES
Walter and Elmer Feldkamp, Nell
hour.

HAL

and

'

any American family where daddy is
working, has departed slightly from in

Still

MARTHA

hoof, all hoofers want to sinsr.
Frost, NBC's coast program chief,
thought It up, and after ascertaining all talent would contribute their
efforts, told 'em to go ahead and
parade before the mike the stuff
they've always wanted to do.
only expense on this hour
variety show Is for musicians. Nine
of network's ace acts trotted out
their wares without remuneration
and the result was Talent Parade.
It remains to be seen If listeners
will enjoy one of their favorite sopranos stroking her schnozzle in an

He supplements any newspaper gram;
account by frankly talking: about
the attendance, as he did; dwell on
the personalities at ringside; quotes

Program had Sterling Holloway
and Red Stanley, formerly of

KFWB's

Hl-Jinks, Yogi Yorgeson

swede comic; Col. Epstein, hebe
Gill and Boemling, comedy back
and forth; Kay Thompson, blue
Jot down singer, and Percy Hooks, baritone
Stan.
Bock

With Mary Duncan
Dramatie 9Mt, Band

Sustaining

Disk

Among the most worthy of the
sustaining programs from any stiu
Regular Thursday mid-eve.
tlon.
ning half hour consisting of an orchestra of strings; whence the title
This is the type of air presentation
begging for commercial
literally
endorsement of a product seekne
the conservative and discerninl
audience.
radio
That 'Danclhl
Strings' can continue without alt
tracting the attention of some fas.
tidlous advertiser doesn't seem like,
ly. The setup Is there with the pe.
rlod rating above most of the orchestral Interludes now broadcast.
With the instrumental compie.
ment restricted to strings it sounds

WJZ, New York

COMMERCIAL
Lew WOR, Newark

—

of four

which

.

This one la founded upon vaude's
oldest premise all aingera want to

Jack

slder,

tinuity.

Peopling

(JACK PULASKI)

'DANCING STRINGS'

HELD FOR RANSOM'

THE RINGSIDER

OLDSMOBILE PROGRAM

Tuesday, Janiuoy 17, 1933

Roy

Songs, Orch.
30 Mins.

COMMERCIAL
WOR, Newark
Making Greater New York Five

Boro Cab conscious

is

the purpose

of this one.

It's the only cab coterie
or company using the air to direct
attention to Itself.
For the purpose the Five Boro
combine has had devised one of
those conventional musical routines,

.

As a sample of ether fare that
Hearst's King Features Syndicate
has picked to plug its 'American
Weekly,' this one doesn't hold out
a happy reaction. In not a single
one of its departments did this program give evidence of a surehanded Job. Script adaptation of the
feature taken from the weekly that
It set out to dramatize tried to be
sketchy and wound up beinff obscure.

.

.

Direction of the players showed
bad timing of the speeches, while
the interpolation of sound effects
couldn't have been more haphaz- like a combination of 20 or 30
ardly done. With the mechanics of Forte is orchestration and pieces.
rendU
recording now considered to have tlon. Selections are mostly
been brought up to a nigh perfect but given special treatmentpopular
in lieu
style, this stencilling spoke unfaof the instrumentation.
These arvorably for those concerned.
rangements ariB invariably good,
Whole thing gave the impression sometimes brilliant
and always
of being a rush Job and confected soothing.
,

with a limited bankroll. Playing
the role of Mrs. Muriel Pawley,
whose experiences as a prisoner of
Chinese bandits this program purported to dramatize, was Mary
Duncan from legit and the screen.
From the voice angle it was an oil
piece of casting, although the fault
may have been due to the jwor controlling at the recording, studio.
Maintained at a shrill pitch throughout according to the emotional demands of the script, the Duncan
pipes cracked uncomfortably as they
came through the loudspeaker.
Program also has a dance combo
that precedes the sketch with a pop
tune and closes the 16-minute Interlude with a couple more. Plug Interpolation left to a station announcer, who localized it with reference to the New York 'American.'
Same waxing gets a day-and-date
release also over the local WINS,
owned and operated by Hearst.,
Odec.

MARRIED MELODISTS
COMMERCIAL
WGY, SchenecUdy
Song, Talk

'

<

Particularly outstanding is the
handling of 'Romance' as a waltz,
an orchestration which were the
Radio City Music Hall still following Its original policy, and were the
production start to hear it, would
immediately become the motive of

a

ballet there.

The schedule

calls for the use of
vocalist, probably for vari-

a male

but the music by the orches-tra Is such as to render unnecessary
the addition of any singing. If at
any time there Is doubt as to the
vocal quality it may be said the
program is better off without it.
How long 'Dancing Strings' has
been on the air isn't known. This'
review is written after three or four
sessions with It, all pleasant It's
the style of program kicking up no
fanfare and one of those half hours
the listener bumps into by accident.
But one hearing brings another, and
many already have, or will, wait for
it If they happen to be home of a
ation,

Thursday.

Len Joy

Is

billed other

the only personality

than the

vocalist. Pre>
30 minutes

sumlng that the entire

Mixed duo on a 15-mlnute Friday are under Joy's direction, there can
morning proerram sponsored by a be no doubt that he Is doing a splen*^
Bid.
furniture company with stores In did Job on this assignment.
Troy and Utica. Play characters
called 'Dot' and 'BUI/ recently mar- CLYDE DOERR OCTET
ried.
Sketch Is carried forward Saxophones
from week to week by a thin line of Sustaining.
continuity. At first pair were en- WGY, Schenectady
gaged in furnishing a home, which
Sax star and his ensemble now
paved the way for mild dialog ad- broadcast a 16-minute Sunday afvertising of the sponsor's products, ternoon program over NBC's red
while more recently they have been network. Formerly tooted for halt
working on a radio act, etc.
hour' on the 'dead' Sunday momlng
Sing pops and standard ballads In period.
that soft-voiced, confidential manDoerr leads and solos on baritone
ner used by air teams of their type. saxes. Both classical and Jazz muSome soloing, but mostly harmony. sic played. Octet work smoothly
Individual voices on the showing and sprightly, oftimes getting Afhere are not remarkable, but they fects that do not sound stricUj',
blend. Keep within a moderate tone saxaphonlnc. Some solo and group'
range, easy for mike to pick up slnglngr. with a falsetto tenor dolntr
Speaking voices are pleasant. Piano occasional comedy numbers to an
accompaniment oke.
accompanying Instrumental razzDuo show promise^ Should de berry.
velop an added smoothness when
Doerr Is a capable soloist. In anthey have worked longer.
More nouncing a prize-winning composifrequent radio appearances would tion, he displayed a pronounced
help.
Ditto distinctive number ar- German accent.
rangements, and perhaps the inserSaxes may be slipping In popular
tion of brief piano solos.
favor, but in the hands of skilled
As usual with local commercials, players like this group, they should
the advertising gun is fired plenty.
hold the attention of the average

a band number, a warbling Inter,
lude. another band number, and
again a singer. Dance combo passes
muster and so does the trio with the MR. TWISTER
pipes.
It's solo spotting for each With Jim Jordan
warbler on the bill, with only the Talk, Band
girl giving evidence of something Sustaining
that's likely to concentrate attention WJZ, New York
on the loudspeaker, and those moNBC's New York bunch may be
ments are limited to her fashioning striving
hard to become sophistiof a sob ballad. Pop tunes all the
cated and blg-tlmey, but leave it to
way.
Walter Feldkamp packs
the network's Chicago branch to
sturdy baritone, but his treatment maintain that simple,
homey atmosof a number rarely departs from the
phere.
It's an Influence out there
regular groove.
that has its source in the fact that
Tied up with the session is a give
major part of the branch's studio
away offer consisting of $2,600 in the
personnel come from two absorbed
free rides. Each day 10 of the cabs,
outlets, WENR and WMAQ. stations
so it's announced, will be stopped
once devoted to diverting the farm
by a Mr. X and the passenger element.
handed a booklet entitling him to
And here's the picture presented
$2.60 worth of no-pay transporta
of a Thursday evening In one of the
tlon.
Odec.

branch's ornate studios.
Seated
around, and perhaps jamming the
room, are invitees of all ages, with
Jim
Jordan,
of
Smackout
note and
Sustaining
a clever mimic In his line, standing
KOA, Denver
on a platform and with a mike In
This program tnrough this ace front of him cracking
Denver station to NBC is good Only he calls this parlorconun4rums.
enough for a network. They have •twisters.' And for the game of his
occasion he
returned to the air after being off adopts the
'Grandpa' characterizafor some time. When on before, as
tion associated with the Smackout
Solitaire Cowboys, they rated the
skits.
best of any local release. The series
Jordan plies the query to his
deals with the life of a cowboy of
twister and while the listener Is trya few years back on a Wyoming
ranch, and In the episode caught ing to figure It out, a studio combo
tosses
off the chorus of some pop
they had Just arrived in Denver to
These conundrums range
attend the big Stock show, which is tune.
the goal of every stockman and from the Involved and catchy brand
to
such
smartalecky stumblers aa
plenty of city folk In January of
"What
color epgs does a peacock
each year.
lay?'
For a fadeout Jordan feeds
This bunch should be more care
ful to announce names of songs, as them one that he asks them to solve
Odec.
a large number of their steady and mail In.
listeners are not up on music, but
ORCH
like to be sure of what they are JACK
listening to so they can talk about COMMERCIAL
KLZ, Denver
it.
This program goes on Satur
This snappy orchestra broadcasts
day afternoons, and the chances are
most of their listeners are middle six nights a week from the Broadaged or older, and youngsters who moor at an unfavorable hour (espeget most of their mu^ic over the air cially in Denver), 11 p.m. Bernard
Announcing must serve Instead of a Sloan, Nat Donley and Wallace
printed program and It should be Smith do the vocalizations, and In
complete.
first-class manner.
Ball
Bunch rates spot a little earlier
& Davidson, advertising
agency, is writing the continuity.
in the evening.

COLORADO COWBOYS
Songs and Chatter

WALTON

listener.
spot.

Octet could

fill

a night

DODGE DISKS
Sketches
COMMERCIAL
Disk

WCAO,

Baltimore
Chrysler motor company product
looking for customers by means
of a five-minute disc, running every
night for two weeks, right at the.
supper hour.
Only five minutes' worth and
wholly sales angles, but It's well
done In every respect. Disks are
Open
divided Into three sections.
with a sketch, which leads to the
auto, such as a husband surprlng
his wife with a new car, which include raves as to prices, performance, and modeling.
Another may have a race to catch
a train, and so on. Second part
contains a direct spiel, with prices
mentioned.
And third, there's a

Is

portion which 'takes the listener to
the auto show, to overhear the raves
fr-m visitors about the new Dodge.
All well timed and executed.

SECRET THREE
COMMERCIAL
Children's Serial

Disk

WCAO,

Baltimore

.

Hits the ether about the far end
of the children's hour, at 6 p. in->
Just before the call to supper. Its
the medium for 3-Mlnut6 Oats,

which

Is

now

starting

Its

campaign

In this territory.
Following In the path of other
children's programs, this one neglects to hand out spiels for sales

right at the beginning. For the first
two weeks will ride without commercial announcement of any kind;
only later will the sales angle be
woven into the wax. And at thai
time It will be a direct sales Bttempt. the children being offerea
memberships in the Secret Three
club, getting a badge and other cer-

(Contlnued on page 46)
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PALACE CURBNOW ON COAST
No Pay

for Prof

Tnie to Form
For The Mummy' film at the
Mayfair on Broadway tfaere'a a

Acts as Amateur
Nite

RKO Taknt
RKO booking
BKO agent, la

Witb the aid ot the
office

Henry

Bellltt,

X)ook\ne profeaslonal acts into the

picture

straight

circuit's

theatres

The

dates, at
little or no pay, are represented to
acts as hreak-lna, at which they'll
bookers for
seen by the
regular bookings.

lor 'amateur nltes.'

RKO

or nothing and
that they'll be
regarded as amateurs by the audiThese bills
ence until, going on.
are taking the place of the simonshows
formerly
amateur
pure
theatres
booked Into the same
one or two nights a week by Dave
Salary Is

Green.
Bellltt gets |40 per theatre for
shows and delivers five acts, inOut of the 940
cluding an m.o.
comes the salary for a union pianwho gets |12
working at
ist,,

the

U

scale.

pseudo-smswers

coming from

As the sbows

fall
class, the theatres

in the
are not

required to use orchestrais.
Spots using the |40 Bellltt 'amateur" bills, all in and around New
York, are
Union City, Pough-

Trentoq, West Orange and
thd Qreenpoint and Orpheum theatries in Brooklyn.
Standard acts are taking the
dates on the promise they'll be
caught by one of the RKO bookIceepsie,

ers.

HALLEN SETTLES LOEW
CLAIM FOR 7 WKS, $450

OecentraSzed lmyes

Jack Osterman and Miton
Berle happened to atop in front
of the theatre.

The manager, recognizing
Osterman, had the fortunetelling spieler ask Osterman a
question.
Berle, running to form, gave
out the answer.

SUICIDE TRY

Hundreds of Former Two-aHungry

Cyclist's Attempt in
land, Calif., Hooeegow

Day Names Migrate to
Hollyyrood Where They

Having despaired
comeback chances In the
revival.

theatres, vaudevillians are

No

The hopes are not vested so much
whose one time vahouses
are
now playing

in those Indies

straight pictures, but In the Indies
will be created, or reborn,
through decentralization of the cir-

who

He was

cuits.

Circuit

vaude as

settlement of
the vaudevillian's
claim for some $3,600 in unplayed
bookings was settled for seven
weeks, to be played in eight, commencing Feb. 1, at $460 a week.
That was Hallen's salary at the time
he started suit for the balance of an
alleged unplayed route of 25 weeks
negotiated through Lyons
Lyons.
Loew's, after refuting the agency's
authority to guarantee Hallen the 26
weeks, was willing to reimburse the
comedian with playing time, but his
attorneys wanted a cash Indemnity
Immediately, at' the time, hence the
matter was permitted to reach the
trial stage after hanging fire since
Bummer of 1929.
Justice Black's court was Broadway-represented by agents and actors who expected to get a load of
Sam Lyons' dlalecUc testimony, but
the matter was settled before the

&

aeent was

called

to

the

Howards-PubEx

witness

stand.

Helen Kane's Comeback

Willie and Eugene Howard open
for Publlx Jan. 27 at the Paramount, Brooklyn, and follow with a

week at the New Tork Par either
Feb. 3 or 10.
The Howards closed with George
the Earle, White's 'Music Hall Varieties' at
Washington, Jan. 27 with the Earle, the Casino, New York, Saturday
Philly, following. Hipp, Balto, will (14).
probably be the third stand.
Miss Kane Is also set with NBC
for a radio commercial, as
yet Indef Healy
His Stooges
as to starting time.
Her suit against Paramount, Max
Cafe-Theatre
^lelscher, et al., over the alleged
Ted Healy and his stooge gang
Betty Boop' simulation of her style,
grill, New
Paramount
the
open
at
comes to bat shortly. Charles H.
Tuttle la acting for Miss Kane. Mae York, Jan. 20, for a four-week
Questcl, who won a Helen Kane Im- stretch on the hotel floor.
During the first week Healy will
personation contest la also mendouble at the Fox, Brooklyn. He's
tioned In the alleged Infringement.
booked there for the week of the
20th on a guarantee and percentage.
Helen Kane, the boop-a-dooper,

•tages

a comeback

at

and

To Double

Burke Out of 'Rookies'

Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
who has been fea-

Johnnie Burke,

tured In Fanchon & Marco's 'Rookies' unit since It
opened at the Pantagos (Hollywood) late in the sum»ier, will not be with the attraction
when It comes Into Loew's State
here Thursday (19). Nina OHvattl
is being given top billing
for the
week, as well as a few coast
Wool<s remaining to be played.
Additional names will be added
here before the downtown opening.

local

foot catch when he was half of
Bender and Knapp. Joyce doesn't
hang around the comer, but at heart
he's still an actor.
Here at present and taking up
sidewalk space of a noontime outside the Taft building are Walter
Nllsson, Burke and Durkln, Jans and
Whelan, Joe Caites (Caites Bros.),
Pepito, Al Klein (Klein Bros.), Bert
Levey, Jack Kennedy, Frank Fay,
Benny Rubin, Miller and Mack, Hal

regarded by
worst enemy, will recircuits.

It Is generally believed, and Juat
that long will the chances for cir-

DESPERATION*

cuit vaude stay slim. But indie operation, minus the circuit costs, will
be more amenable to vaude, vaudevillians think

RADIO NAMES

and hope.
Hoping

Still

The

HoblUzelles, Richards, Ckim-

who were vaudeminded in the old days, have not
changed their sentiments, the vaude
trade trusts. They have expressed
themaelves as in favor on the com-

erfords,

Chicago, Jan. 16.
Balaban & Katz is leading radio
trumps ^from desperation.
That summarizes the rather lukewarm attitude of the circuit heads
toward the problem of getting headliners for the Chicago theatre. They
will try a sequence of radio personalities because nothing else is
available In the 'name' category
and not because they have an
abundance of confidence in them.
Most of the radio acts playing for
B&K in the past have done indif-

—

etc.,

bination vaudfllm policy in preference to straight pictures on an eco-

nomical

basis,

with

this

fanning

vaude's hope flame in anticipation
of their return to theatre operating
for themselves.
There is already some talk of
banding these prospective indie operators of decentralized circuit theatres into the clearing house or

mutual booking

office,

with a few

ferently.
promoters having sounded them out
Lou Liipstone, production manager during the past few months. ReB&K, returned last week from a action all around was that if anyNew York visit.
thing in the vaude way is done at
all, it will not be until next fall, at

of

least

Meanwhile, with the circuits

Honeymoon Made Loma

circuits
In
the

and

decentralization

^preliminary
winter looks

still

still

the
current
like it will
stay tough for vaudevillians, with
next aummer to probably be tougher
than many might imagine.

Worth Forget About

INME BALTO
$9,500 FOR TANmES'

With an interest in the theatre
or a memory that would go back a
decade, they'd recognize players who
have made vaudeville history. As it
Izzy Rappaport's Indie HippoIs, Roger Imhoff, Harry Fox, Conlln
drome, Baltimore, will take a $9,500
and Glass, Masters and Grace,
salary flier the week of Jan. 20, to
Charlie Irwin, Karyl Norman, Ben
play Earl Carroll's condensed 'VaniBlue, Boyce Coombs, Mabel Ford,
ties' at that flgure.
It's the same
Walter Weems and Arthur Stone
'Vanities' that recently played for
mean
nothing to the natives or
Publlx in New Tork and Brooklyn
transplanted Inlanders.
at $11,000.
Frank Joyce Once an Actor
Publlx has an option on the CarWhen Holljrwood looks at Frank
roll show for foTir more weeks, but
Joyce of Joyce & Selznick he doesn't
hasn't iaaued dates yet.
bespeak a stage training. Agent,
Following Balto the Carroll show however, played many a split week.
goes to Philadelphia for a week at Dave Bender, one of his salesmen,
WB's Earle, also at $9,500.
was the first acrobat to do a foot-to-

overhead,
its

main as long as there are

'

a day's trial. Justice Black
Supreme Court called Billy
Hallen and the Loew people to the
bench and after some palaver a
After

in N. T.

any

circuit

riety

given
emergency hospital treatment and
returned to Jail.

RKO

of

now con-

centrating their prayers on the Independents.

DRAW MANY

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
lonoer does Hollywood Blvd,
and Vine St. roaamble • typical
Policy on Order of
Coast intersection. With th« oon
tinued influx of vauds acts, it is
Hanunerstein's Vic. beginninfl to take on the general aspects of the Palace's curb on Broadway, with the acts doing their sideMartin Beck's latest idea of a walk stuff with an Owl drugstore
Every day tho Taft
policy for the
Palace, New background.
York, Is a music hall with freaks, a building is getting to look more like
the Bond.
la Hammersteln's Victoria, at 56c
Names that once graced the mar
top and 36c in the afternoons for quees of the
country's vaude houses
the stage show and pictures. New are plentiful here. Some of them
are
passe for the stage. Others came
idea arrives after the Palace has
out here to take Udvantage of the
tried everything in the last six
Pacific Coast's three full weeka,
months but 'Uncle Tom's Cabin.'
currently a career. Others, lured by
Prince Romanoff, who built up a pictures, cam« to establish them
rep as a phoney, is at the Palace selves in the new medium. No mat
this week at $600, the first freak at- ter what their Intentions, they're
traction to be tried out under Beck's still of vaude, thm first love, and kick
new plans. Other freak names will up their heels at the mention of Gus
be sought. Idea being to land one as Sun and split weeks.
often as possible.
Staid HoUywoodlans gasp at the
Tony Canzonerl, the lightweight Hollywood and Vine comedians. An
champ, is aet for the week of Feb. 'Oft to BuCCalo' is a slgrn of some
4.
Othera In the freak class on tap sort of domestic dementia to them.
for the Palace are Peggy Rich and Antics of the sidewalk comics is
Jack de Rugter, and an orchestra, something the natives feel they must
for next week, and Sidney Franklin, endure, and blame it on pictures.
They never heard of the players,
penciled In for Indef dates.
care little about their background,
and assume they are screws, at
tracted here by the Hollywood ballyHIPP'S
hoo.

New Treak'

Fall

Vaudeville has stopped looking to
the circuits for that long overdue

Oak-

San Francisco, Jan. 16.
Clown for the NatiTes
Driven to hunger by failure to
Screen Colony Accepts It book his act, Alex Castle, small time
monopedlc cyclist, smashed a jewas Matter of Course
elry store window in Oakland last
week and landed In the hoosegow.
After a few hours in the cell,
Castle broke an electric light globe
FIGHTS
and tried to commit suicide by
slashing his wrists.

Palace's

Now Seen as

Vaude s Hope, but Not fdl

HOLLY MID VINE

know

RKO

amateur

CiynER UP

fortune-telling bally, with the

the manager's office, via a
mike. "Whenever the manager
spots a Broadwaylte stopping
to get a load of the bally, he
flashes a signal to the girl doing the spieling inside to address that individual by name.

little

the acts don't

ACTS

Opposish; Cancelled

stages,

Loma Worth was

cancelled after
first show at
Keith's, Boslast week when the house
learned she had played a previous
Boston date at the Gaiety during
(Christmas week. Theatre refused to
pay her for the one show or for
Mildred 'Babe' Dldrlkson's first
transportation from New York and
stage date will be week of Jan. 27
back.
Miss Worth intended to honey- at the Palace, Chicago, at |1,100 for
She considers It a
moon in Boston during the week at that week.
Keith's, having married J. Lawrence showing date only and wants $2,600
Waters, non-pro. In New York a few thereafter.
Chi Palace week for Miss Dldrlkdays before. In the excitement she
forgot about the other week there, son will be in addition to her pershe stated, and wasn't asked about sonal apps at the auto show there.
It until getting to the theatre and William Morris office Is agenting.
While not playing vaudeville, the
going on.
girl athlete will play basketball and
pocket billiard.? us a pro until the
Rogers and Wynn, Johnson and indoor track soarcn opens. As a
Crane, Bert Hanlon, Lew Brice and cage player she's getting $400 per
Allen and Canfleld step up to the game, plus a spUi of the gate.
front every now and then.
Friday night at the fights brings
out more of the vaude bunch. It's
Folds
here that the gathering really gets Friedland's
hot.
Mixed with the trade talk of
pictures is the pardonable boasts of
Producer an Actor Again
the boys and girls who stopped

the

RKO

KABE' MDRIKSON'S

ton,

SHOW BOOKINGS

SET

Show

Sammy Cohn, Billy Telaak,
Buster Shaver, Eddie Stanley, Clyde
Cook and a fiock of others from the
shows
former two-a-day.
Neirad.n,

in Akron, Utlca, St. Joe and
Anatole Friedland's Tifty Million
The mob acts pretty much the other way points.
Russell Mack, Universal director, Frenchmen' production having folded
same as it did In front of the Palace
building, though most of them have one time of Mack and Vincent, a In Wilmington last week, the actoracquired a coat of tan and have piano act, la in evidence.
Little producer Is taking some of the speBilly, Harry Kahane, now an agent; cialists and a line of girls from the
thrown away their hats.

Others who make the corner In- Neal Abel, Eddie Kane, Eddie Pardo, musical Into vaudeville, with himclude:
Duffin and Draper, Hugh John Sheehan, Brown and La Velle, self at the helm.
This makes the second condensaHerbert, Joe Barton. The Theodores, Ben Bard, Frank Gaby are all flght
and make the pilgrimage tion, although 'Frenchmen' itself
Will and Gladys Aheam, Eddie fans
Hanley, Bobby Jackson, George Yeo- weekly. Jed and Bill Dooley, Ward being used In book form for this
Originally the musical
vaude
try.
Llzele,
Crockett's
and
Van,
RIchy
Craig,
man and
MounJr., Eddie
taineers, Paul Gordon, tbe McCune Borden, John T. Murray and Vivian was a presentation tab, later exSisters, Joe Phillips, Bill Le Malre, Oakland, Wells and Gilmore, Roxy panded for tho 12 road tour, lasting
Morris, and Townes, George Blckel La Rocoo, Karl La Vere and Babe only two weeks.
EEIC ZABDO SELLING BONDS (Blckel, Watson and Worthe), Rice Kane are others in the mob.
Eric Zardo, planlstlc vaudeville and Cady, Ned 'Clothes' Norton,
Howard's Dog and Ponies, minus
with
SYRACUSE STAGE SHOWIESS
salesman
bond
is
now
a
single,
Irving and Mary Foy, Monroe and the live stock, are also Boulevard
{Syracuse, N. Y., Jan. 16.
a downtown New York brokerage Adams, Jack Mack (Degaa and lers. as Is Olympla's Leaping Grey.Syracuse is again flo>shle.«3, with
hounds. OtlicTs out hfro ar(! Miller,
ofllce.
Mack), and The Canalnos.
Paterson and Loe, Francis Darne- the fcllmlnatlon of stage shows at
Few Are Missing
A quick look would impress the gan, George Dobhis, Jano Lee (Lcc tho RItz.
B«ck Goes West
House started the season with reBroad way ites that > every vaude ftct Sisters), Cal Xorris, Hector and HIb
Martin Beck left New York Sun- with the exception of Klkvta's Japs Pals, Snyder Brothers, Inoz and Dc- vues, presontod by Billy Haines
siork troupe, but more recently had
day (15) to attend an Orpheum are wandering around ti>e Boule- wlnn and I,.a l-'mnre anfl flnrnftt.
And ovcjryonf^ of thfm Rfta itc>iy offered Indie vaude With film. Rttz
meeting In vard.
stockholdors'
circuit
Lookforde, when thoy hoar of a last half open. continues straight sound.
Kerr and Weston.
Ban Francisco.
I
'
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Asking Too Mnch Chills
Loew on 2 Musical Tabs

Sidney Rheingold, Indie Booker,

Iioew's deal for

Given 60 Days on License Squawk
Sixty days In the workhouse for
operating a theatrical agency without a license was meted out to Sidney Rheingold, Indie vaude booker,
by Judge Dolan In Special Sessions,
New York, Thursday (11). It was
second offense, the
Rhelngold's
booker having received a suspended
sentence previously.
Rheingold was brought to trial
after an investigation of complaints
received by the District Attorney's
,

office

from

vaude

Among

acts.

AGENTS AXED FROM RKO
DOOR UST; 200 PASSES
Agents have been cut

off

the

'Americana' Jor its -picture houses
are both ofC Marvin Schenck st^w
'Show Boat' In Chicago last week
and didn't Iik« the cAst. Terms
stopped tbe other show from going
through.
through
both
Asking prices,
Lyons & iLyoins, .were reported at
112,000 for 'Show Boat' and $7,000
for 'Americana.*
•

.'.

Hereafter those
list.
who may desire to visit the
houses will be admitted by
personally calling on the house
managers who will admit them on
instructions from Martin Beck.
theatre pass

BUS-TRAVELING TAB'S

RKO

&

FOR

'Show Boat' and

RKO

agents

F.

Tuea.day, January 17, I933

H. MUSICAL TABS
N. T.,

Bankers Too Much

B'KLYN PARS

Paramount bfts,, subscribed to all
of FancjbQn
.Marco's musical tabs,
closing for four of the units with
a fifth in negotiation. Air play the

For Niggemeyer;

New York

Quits Bldyn Fox

^

.

Paramount houses
and Brooklyn.

in

First of the shows, 'Desert Soner*.
plays the Broadway Par Feb. 3
with Brooklyn following week.
Other F.
M. units signed include 'Sally'. Irene' and 'Whoopee'.
Fifth tab being discussed Is 'Follow
Thru'.

Charlie Nlggehieyer quit at the
Fox, Brooklyn, last week after try.
Ing to produce stage shows under
banker operation for four weeks.
He said it was an impossible task.
New Fox producer is Al Reed,
formerly with the Stanley-Pabtan
houses and who was Nlggemeyer'a
assistant during the first week.
House let its press agent, Pud

&

DELAY CANCELS TIGHE CABB AFIEB $260 FROM F-H
IjOb Angeles, Jan. 16.

Nat Carr has filed suit against
Fanchon & Marco in Municipal

Plttsfield, Mass., Jan. 16.

When Harry

Tlghe and his Col- court here to collect $260, a week's Gray go. Al Currier, house
manaThe
legians tab tihlt arrived at the Pal-, salary on
a two weeks' contract. ger, is doubling as p.a. now.
passes which formerly were issued ace a week ago he found five vaiide Carr asserts
the circuit refused to
acts had been engaged in place of give him the second
to actors' representatives.
week's time.
East on Spec
his own show. Tlghe said the GoldPlayed the one week In January,
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
stein company, owner of the Palace, 1932.
Ray West, coast band leader, left
cancelled his show because of inDoc Rockweirs Shorts cidents
with his combo for New York on
involving It at the Coolld'ge
HILWAT7KEE VODE STICKS
spec.
'Doc* Rockwell will make three theatre,
Northampton, on New
ing the house.
RKO has chanifed its mind about Band recently returned from a
shorts by Warners, engaged through Tear's Eve.
Rheingold and his assistant, Al the Leo Morrison office.
The company left New York in a shitting Milwaukee to straight pic- world cruise on the maiden voyage
Hall, stated they are associated
Production begins as soon as the bus to play the midnight show, but tures, after cancelling a month's ad- of the Dollar Line's new 'President
with Henry Bellitt, RKO agent.
Previous to that Wept
Hoover.'
Brooklyn W.B. studios reopen. So the bus broke down three times. vance bookings.
Beer town change was set for Jan. was a standard cafe band for sev«
far no date is set.
Tlghe telephoned ahead to the thebut now the vaude sticks.
eral years.
atre, promising to get tfiere for the 20,
show, but it was 11:46 p.m. when

complaints was that of Aldlne and
Wright, sicrobats.
The team, man and woman, alleged that they paid Rheingold $12
in advance for a date at the Strand,
Oswego, N. T., and upon arriving
there were informed by the management that Rheingold was not book-

cut

eliminates

some

200

SPLIT-WIXEIN6 3 SWIFTS

RKO

THEATRICAL EXCHANGE
Century Bldg., Pittsbntgli, Fa.
Phons Atlantic 2527
Stsndud Aet»--Can Bfeak Tonr Jump

Is making a split wie6k out
of the full week Albee, Brooklyn,
Just for the Three Swifts, Juggling
act. They go Into the new show at
the R.C. Music Hall Wednesday

(ti), and another act will round
out the week for them.
Swifts opened at the Albee Saturday (14) {or four days only.
.

Tlghe, 14 girls and four other men
in the troupe arrived in Northampton.
The house was crowded, bu.t
the electrician had departed, Tlghe
said, and as a result he had to put

on his show without lighting effects
and with only two out of his eight
special drops.

The former Ziegfeld comedian admitted most of the numbers were
ragged and the show, as a whole,
lousy.

'But we saved the house,' Tlghte
'and the management didn't

said,

Action

Service

have to refund its admissions.'
As Tlghe left Plttsfield he said the
cancellation had caused him a loss
of $300 and told his lawyer he would
bring

suit

against

the

company and return

Qoldsteln

to Plttsfield, if

necessary, to testify.
The troupe
returned to New York. Tlghe said
his contract contained no cancella
tion clause.

LEO
SALKIN
Harry Gretske
(lo

Association)

Artists Representative

Theatres-Radio-Cafes-Clubs

General

Sxectitive Offices

LOEW BUILDING
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NEW YORK

CITY

Short Pay-Offs to Acts

Okayed by Indie Booker
Eddie Sherman, indie Philly booker

who threw

H.

J.

the Park, Reading, Pa.,

book after some short payoffs
has given the house a clean
and is booking it again.

off his
bill

LUBIN

OBNBRAL ItAMAOKB

to acts,

Sherman

said that after receiving
explanation, the Park manage
to be Justified in
paying the Fletcher Henderson col
ored orchestra $640 Instead of the
contracted $1,500 for a week. House
its

MARVIN

ment was found

charged

Henderson

brought

In

H.

SCHENCK

BOOKOtO MAMAOKB

a

substitute band and took it up with
the Reading musicians' union. Lat
ter advised the theatre to pay off
at the union scale, which brought
the total salary to $540.
In another abbreviated
payoff
case the house paid the Joe Sheftell
Revue $275 on a $550 for doubling in
an opposition cafe in the town
Freed & Flshman, operator of the
Park, runs its own nltery in con
Junction with the theatre.

Van, Shutta, Olsen Orch.

As Combo with Tie-up

1

YEAR FOR KEITH-ALBEE
YEARS PARAMOUNT-PUBLIX
YEAR IN EUROPE
YEAR IN MUSICAL COMEDY

1

YEAR FOR LOEW

1

2
1

(Jolson's

"Wonder- Bar"

Co.)

See 6 Years of Progress
CAROL

in

MACEO

Gus Van, Ethel Shutta and George

Would Especially Like To Hear
From My Artist Friends Who Gave

Me Such Wonderful
During

My Years

Cooperation

With Balaban

&

Katz.

Olsen's orchestra as a presentation
unit with their Oldsmobile radio

commercial, as a tie-up,

is

being

worked up. Twelve weeks of Loew,
Warner and Publix time Is available,
the idea goes through.
Meantime Olsen and Miss Shutta
open by themselves for Loew's at
the Capitol, New York, Jan. 20.
Van's 10 weeks at the Village
if

Barn restaurant, New York, are up,
Brooke Adams (nee Oscar Grogan,
phonograph singer) suceedlng as

CHILTON >nd THOMAS
Playing a Return Engagement

LOEW'S STATE,

NEW YORK, THIS WK.

(Jan. 13)

RKO
MAURICE ROSE

Loew-Publix

WM. MORRIS

the m.c.

Leo

B. Salkin, Inc.

1002 Woods Theatre BIdg.
54 West Randolph St.
Chicago,
Dearborn

Illinois

0077—State 2860

Cushman's 10 Ariz. Wks.
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Wilbur Cushman's musical tab
has been booked into the Publlx
houses in Phoenix and Tucson for
10 weeks, playing the first half at
Tucson and the last half at Phoenix.

Company, which has been doing
one-night stands In northern California, win open at the Orpheum,
Phoenix, Jan. 19. Both this house
and the Rlalto at Tucson have been

Courtesy

Results

without stage attractions for six
months.
F-WC Fox theatre, Phoenix, plays

Fanchon

& Marco

units.

FRED SCARLETT'S
CHIMPANZEES
"Stars of the Jungle*

RKO PALACE, NEW YORK, THIS WEEK
Direction

WILLIAM MORRIS OFFICE

(Jan. 14)

Toeedaj, Januftry

17».

TARIETY
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BOBBINS WITH LINDEB

nilHE HIPP NEAREST

hside Stuff-Vaude

BROADWAY SHOW SPOT
Xilonel Kaye denies that h«
Kitn>dufi«d. at a. Detroit show

Indie

Downtown

Vaude Bodker^s New Date*—
Field Scout

Yande

Hippodrome, New York, is the
the other evening. Both were preeent, he
were not Introduced. Intimates he does not consider it closest showing spot to Broadway
atatefli hut they
booking ofiBces for new acts.
good form to he introduced to the ta-hosband of his ex- wife.
Operating its stage under a low
budget, Hipp is taking a chance on
81d Pace Ifln't on Jimmy Hall's legal staff, but he should be. In the considerable material that
hasn't
tlddle of Page's aot at the Paramount, New Haven, Page baliyhooed been tried out elsewhere.
gall'a Tlrtues and concluded by introducing the picture actor In the
audience. Hall, whose local court activities In his non-support case have
mooght him plenty of publicity, drew quite a hand when the spotlight
2 Acts
fonnd him.
for

A] Bobbins, brother of Nate Robbins, Syracuse-Utica exhibitor. Is
with Jack Under as Held scout.
Robblns was formerly associated
with his brothers upstate theatres.
New booking aaqulsitions for
Llnder aro Playhouse, Hudson, Ave
acts on split; Empire, Glens Falls,
same policy; New Plaxa, Port Jervls, N. Y., five acta two days weekly
and Rex, Rutherford, N. J., last
Sunday. All
In antlcipatloik of some |700 being tied up during his Paramount, New
House with Jost Piano halves and new show week.
went on his book this
York, engagement, George Jessel assigned his salary three weeks ago at
The S0% interest Under held In
tM Brooklyn Par to Eddie Cantor, but when Jessel collected his money
City, has been
the
Majestic,
Jersey
Chicago,.
shy.
Jan.
IC.
$700
found
be
Chicago Musicians rule recently sold to Murray GInsburg and Sam•Tbe comedian squawked against what the theatre management explained was an •error'.
promulgated limits any house with uel Altholtz, who own the Majestic,
Patereon.
only a piano player to two vaude

Haya

.

:

:

.

-

.

.

Wiam

WSNR

1^

"

'

Monogram
that

''KENDALL

will

It

Johnston

CAPPS

Dir.,

M.

S.

Week

lot

and

has.

indieated

now produce a second

(Jan. 16)

BENTHAM

is calling to

8 STAGE ACTS WFTH
FBH AT HUB OLYMPIA

HoUywood

in

Hollywood, Jan.

16.

After 15 months of consistent
grosses at their Downtown, with a
combo policy of pictures and vaude,
Warner Bros, are contemplating a
similar policy for their Hollywood*
Downtown, after some months of
juggling with size of its stage shower

has finally settled down to a five
act weekly change, budgeted at
around |7C0 average.
Using five men in the pit and *
couple of extra stage hands, combo
nut runs around the |1,200 mark
weekly.
execs figure a similar
policy at the Hollywood will tilt tho
weekly grosses several grand and,
at the sarnie time, draw a new ellentele Into the house.
Downtown is the only house in the

WB

,

local territory

on a

full

week vaude

schedule.
It

pointed out by execs that

is

when a stage show or band policy
was In effect at the Hollywood, that
Boston, Jan. 16.
house ran around |2,bOO a week
ScoUay Sq. Olympia, flrst major ahead of the Downtown.
Since
house In town to feel the new Pub- adoption of the straight pic policy
Ux policy, today puts manager E. at the Hollywood, however, there
has been a reversal with the DownA. Vinson on his own so far as town topping.
handling publicity and advertising
goes. John McConville, Publlx vet
on such matters, is out at the Scollay,

and manager

10

Instructed to

is

proparo his own copy and make
visits to papers himself.
McConville is to be assigned to
other work. It Is said.
Vinson niarks the change by
swinging from F &
.units back to
vaude, instaling eight acts, two
more than his previous *big shows.'
At same time Scollay goes to old
plan of Sunday opening for film,

M

WEEKS OF

SMAiU. SO.

TIME FOR VAUDE TAB
li.

Chicago, Jan. 14.
Is organizing

W. Zimmerman

a 16 people combination vaude tab
to open in Knoxville, 'Terih.', for a
10 week tour of southern Publlx
houses.
Chattanoo^ Pensacola,
Jacksonville, are among the dates

and Monday for stage; instead of ranging from three day stands to
both on Friday,, as for some months. full weeks.
No announcement la made reIt is a repeat over the same routo
garding changes planned with re- for Zimmerman," who traveled •
gard to publicity In other major similar entertainment under slml^
Publlx houses.

lar clrciunstances. All 16 entertain^
era are specialty people.

Minor changes continue.

(BILLY)

REILLY»d

COMFORT

Hays' at-

trade practice ruling
which he interprets, for Hays
members anyway, as meaning that
tention

h the FRITZ KREISLER of
DANCERS EXTRAORDINARY"
Montreal, This

•

•Twist,'

.

Any

the board, which has fewer duties acts.
Matters
More than two acts requires a
than the units in Chicago and
Omaha, is in excess of the com- four- piece orchestra.
(Continued from page 12)
bined total of any .five other boards
in
turn
aslawyer,
who
a
of
indary
and that yearly the expenses of the
sumes role of prosecutor against it.
New York end are over $30,600. Tiyouts Give LJl. Nabes
After his own counsel, O. J.
Heermance, had stated that at no Of this amount Nizer is reported to
6 Acts, 2 Nights Weekly
draw 112,000 in salary.
tim6 during Van Beuren's dispute
Copyrioht Irritation
Bollywood, Jan. le.
with Grantland Rice had Hess appeared as counsel, or In any other
Vaude tryouts are being experiIn a meeting of Industry lawyers
capacity thaii as one of the arbilast week, jpart of the discussion, mented with by Gus Metzger at hie
trators who effected settlement a
week ago, the short subjects* man it was since reported, was devoted Fairfax here and the WUshire in
to Heermance's to the elimination of.the Copyright Santa Monica. Six acta are used
exception
took
'
Protection Bureau. 'This depart- one night each week in both
declaration. He said:
houses,
'Hess had nothing to do wil^ the ment levied flhes on exhibitors who in conjunction
with a picture preThe arbitrators were held oyer product and, it is now re- view and the regnilar
arbitration.
screen proFrank Snell, vice-^ president of my. vealed, some of those, fines ran Into gram.
own company, and Jack Eaton, whb as ihuch as $2,000: The penalties,
Adding of' stage attractions is a
liandles production, for Rlcie. To my it is now claimed,, have, fallen' off to novelty for both
the Metzger houses.
|ui6.w:ledge Hess has repeatedly ad- .the point where vthe Bureau -is be- Fairfax, until
recently, -has had one
Vised and acted for Rice.
coming dependent.; Besides that, of the heaviest naborhood- draws of
certain factors in the business feel any subsequent run house.
Nizer and (Ethics
At the eame time other sources that this Bureau has done more to
were questioning the ethical side of stir up trouble between distributors
BXO Books
Hinstreh
the appearance of Louis Nizer, head and indie exhlbs than- any other
oif
the New York Film Board of producer creation;
Chicago, Jan. 16.
Sinclair
Minstrels,
nrade, as counsel for the appellants,
originating
Detailed investigation of all conover
for the NBC network,
€toorge Dembow*and Mike Mindiln, ditions enumerated wlU be made by
in their effort to have the New York General Hays, it is siald, upon his will play a. week at the Palace for
RKO starting Feb. 10^ It's the act'
Soard of Regents set aside the New return from the coast,-, which Is
maiden stage appearance.
York consorts ban on the. German- pected to be wlthi^ the next
asisde nudist picture, 'Tfails Naked weeks.
NBC and RKO will co-operate in
.M
framing a 16-mlnute routine.
jkge.'
Reported also to have be«n
Johnston's
Claim
biroiighi to Hays' attention, Nlxer's
Independent producers led by. W.
appearance in this suit was regarded
|U3% direct slap at the Hays Produc- Aay Johnston, heaid of Monogram,
tion
Code which automatically are asking Hays- for. » review of
frowns on all 'pictures such as 'Age.' trade practice. In an airmail lettto
With the Nizer issue Is being to Hays, Johnston;.Ctte» the producbrought up thie high cost of main- tion of •Oliver Twist'; that he antalnbig the New York Film Board. nounced it as one of his "^releases
(TOMMY)
Insiders claim that the overhead of several months itgo, and is. starting
•shooting' on it this weekw
tSniversal, Johnston claims, has persuetded Herbert Brenon to leave the
BERNIE says:

Has

Biz

Warners Hot to Put

and Clarence Stroud (Btroud Twins) were

(My

49

the

when one company announces
.

Opened London

Pavilion Oct* 31,

fo^

it

produpe an old classic other
organizations
will
refrain from
using the same story, at least for
the current season.

and inmediately Retainod

THREE WEEKS

will

RESULT: Booked

for General Theatres

ing Holborn Empire

and Moss Empires

Circuits, Includ*

(RETURN DATE) and Now Appearing

at the

N.B.C. Presents

KAY

BILL

LONDON PALLADIUM

IRVING

ARONSONFAYREairfLANE
in

"RADIO RAMBLES"

RKO PAUCE, NEW YORK, NOW

(Jan. 14)

Thanks to Jenie Jacobs, John Southern, Val Pametl, Henry

(DEDUT)
Personal Direction

NICK AGENTA, Palace Theatre

Bldg.,

New York

Sherek and Henry Weissr (Jenie Jacob's O0tce) for hetpinig

make oar

LOEWS

STATE, New York, This Week

Dir-

— Fox,

and

to.

successful.

(Jan. 13)

3 ST. JOHN BROS.
"UPS AND DOWNS"
Century, Baltimore (Jan. 20)

stay in England pleasant

Washington (Jsm.

American Representative:

English Representative:

JENIE JACOBS

HENRY SHEREK

27)

CHARLES YATES

KITTY DONER
IN

NEW SONGS—STORIES AND

STEPS

RKO PALACE, NEW YORK, THIS WEEK
Direction,

WEEDEN & SCHULTZ

(JAN. 14)
NEVA CRISMAN AT THE PIANO

—

—

VAIIDE HOilSE REVIEWS

VARIETY
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Riviera's

PRINCE MIKE ROMANOFF

Chicago, Jan. 16.
wrongly credited
"Variety'
the booking of the Riviera here
to Sam Bramson of the Wil-

JOAN BLONDELL

(1)

Comedy

Skit

10 Mins.
Chicago, Chicago
Joan Blondell left dignity in the
Harry Gerguson.ls the east side
room but brought along
orphanage alumnus whose check- dressing
There's a rival distinction
poise.
ered, but never dull, career as the
She was chummy and inti-

8 Mins.; Three (Parlor)
Palace, N. Y.

Michael RoPrince
manoff has been front-page copy at
the average of twice a year for sevThis accounts
eral days running.
for his freak booking at $500 into
the Palace, with about 10 weeks of
RKO to follow,. If the U. S. GovernBooking direct,
ment permits.
which means that Instead of a
$6,000 gross for the run, the pseudowind up at
probably
will
Prince
scratch, providing he runs true to
form on his financial carelessness.
That has constituted his front
page allure, culminating in a U. S.
Immigration investigation which
seemingly has made the Prince

there.

mate and very much at home and
a comedienne withal. Her

self-stylod

.

for the only af-

serious for once;

firmative thing is his cross-fire
with the pseudo-newspaperwoman,

interviewing him, dwells on
his claimed American nativity. The
government Is disputing that now.
Otherwise in suave manner Prince
Mike dodges all leading questions
tiy asking his attractive Interviewer,
She asks
'What do you think?'
enough pertinent questions to answer what the average lay mind
answers
and
he
know,
would like to
so dlsarmlngly that his evasiveness
cannot be chided.
The Prince ^the Palace billing
colorful,
In
his
quotes 'Prince'
career has contacted the fashionable
elements of two continents, and he
salutes them as being even more
friendly today 'because they, too,
'have a. sense ot humor.'
The act proper is but 8 mins., just
-enough. The Prince is discovered
in tails in a vague idea of a drawing room In 'three' (a rather crude
setplec.e that could stand some improvenient; what's happened to the
Palace's property room?) when the

who

is

—

•»

—

quite

voice, to be sure, was pitched a couple of tones too low, but she could

be heard, was well dictloned, and
was four hops and three skips ahead
of most of the ttollywoodltes who
take a whirl in the varieties.
Stunning in a green creation
loaded with fur at the top, the
blonde ingenue copped trlple-A rat-

Thereupon Rose 'my little revue.'
removed his oxfords, deprived her
The other man essays a skating
of her alibi, and she did a cute tap
dance wearing a woolen cap and
in men's shoes. Rose thereupon muffed the signal that was carrying a hockey stick for the rink
supposed to get her offstage when props, and tops off the act for the
her sparse routine of steps was ex- curtain with a revue of all the hock
hausted.
This was a cute and legmania In the catalog, but no
panic in view of its general familiamusing finish.
A likable personality is Joan Blon- arity.
A songstress who sounds screechy
dell behind footlights. Warners can
when making some sort of an antrust her out of their eight. Land.
nouncement about the Injun danseuse and her 'spirit land dance' inFLYING HUTCHINSON FAMILY troduces what develops into a conSpeaking on Flight
ventional fan number. In between
prima and toe

The

many modes to the Hutchinsons, the
only family In the world using a
plane for traveling. The screen introductions take up about seven
minutes.
The Family Is then presented with

.

Allen's brother. Another re- a dark drop, and each one is behind
The father,
sort to radio is the tag, when Mike a light and mike.
spins a Munohauslan tale about his George R.. then begins to tell the InPetrograd career, which the femme cidents leading up to the forced
landing
at
Greenland.
The daughstraight
mildly razzes, and he
dere, ters and their mother have several
comes
back,
"Vass
you
The scene on the stage Is
Sharlie?' Among other things Mike lines.
supposed
to
be
Inside
the Hutchinalso announces he'll do a novelty
write a book and call it 'The Very son plane. One must use plenty of
Last of the Romanoffs.' There is imagination. Hutchinson also tells
also a reference to the Dunhlll shop, about his rescue.
Throughout the talk he is always
which gets a laugh.
The girl represents herself as trying to show by his words the
from the N. T. 'Mirror.' That's the Justification of his flying family,
tab which is serializing Mike's which has met plenty of criticism
in aviation circles. The family, with
biography.
about 1,000 flying hours to their
For that type of an act
hasn't done badly by Prince Mike, credit, then come out for about four
minutes.
Aealn the Justification
It's about as effective a presentation as could be desired under the talk. The children— Kathryn, 9, and
circumstances, and it is by no Janet, 6 are clever and sweet.
means unsatisfying divertissement. Hutchinson wrote the 'act.' JustiIt should even prove a mild draw, fication talks don't belong from the
stage; they shruld use a lecture hall.
especially in the nabes.
Abel.

FULLER BROS,

and SISTER

Orpheum, N. Y.
Two men and a girl, the latter
carried for.. wor.k._.and._nQt. ornamentation. She goes into a couple
of trlckg and does a bridge on which
her brothers do their stuff.
Not
much In the picture, but she is no
excess baggage. Most of the stuff
Is hand-to-hand and perch, the latter both on the shoulder and on the
head. Good stuff, but poorly sold,
Act lucks routining and parade,
going from one stunt to another in
seemingly haphazard fashion
which does not impress. Opened
here, which is about the best it can

a

do.

Chic.

CARLOS, LEETE and MIL

(5)

Dances
10 Mina.: Full

Orpheum, N. Y.
Girl and three men In an adagio
In which the girl is hampered by
her skirts. Young girl toe dancer
is used to break between the two
major portions of the act. Nicelooking kid and a careful and graceful dancer, but does not mean anyMay develop with exthing yet
perience.

First half Is done by two men
and the girl. Closer is more or less
a repeat with three men on to help.
Competent but not a striking flash
from any angle. Closed here, and
CMc.
can get by In that spot

diocre.

The pianist's self -acknowledgement ot his revue also explains his
hopping up after every number,
otherwise interpreted as a deferengesture'to the talent, but apparently intended to convey the Idea of
his sponsorship.
They opened a flat five-act sequence here, conforming with the
general spirit of this particular
tial

show.

-^.fteJ.

PALACE,

N. Y.

Something sepulchral about the
is a curious admixture of radio acts, press-created
freak turns and old reliable vaude
standbys, against a pop house vaud-

Palace.

fllm

The show

background,

with trailers on

the screen heralding the new headliners as 'right out of the lieadlines.'

That's the Martin Beck Idea, giving the Palace the Hammerstein's
Victoria aspect with Prince Mike
Romanoff currently, while the coming week's headllner is Peggy (Mrs.
Freddie) Rich and Jack de Ruyter,
defendant and divorce co-respondent, with a jazz band backing 'em.
Yet it remains for Will Mahoney
to wham 'em for the applause k.o.,
working in yeoman fashion and
seemingly enjoying every minute of
the 21, which is packed with loads
of laffs and genuine divertissement.
Mahoney worked so hard he broke
two mallets in his xylo dance number, but he got one of his biggest
laffs with one of the stories during
the shoe-changing interlude.
Mahoney also observed that the prince
had to swim to get to the Palace,

STATE, N.

Y.

Most of this week's weight is on
the stage, where six acts dish out
an even flow of entertainmentL
Metro's 'Son-Daughter' is the pic

completing a combination that
won't attract much business. indU
cations Saturday was that something heavier is needed on the

ture,

marquee.

The

acts, all standards, comprise

a flop-proof stage layout, each be.
ing experienced and first rate in Ita
line.
bill

Under ordinary conditions the
would keep most any audience

applauding, but the first requisite
to applause-catching is an audi-

ence. That was something the State
didn't have at the fi^st show.

Two acts. Block and Sully, the
topper, and Rels and Dunn, the current week are quick repeats, although their first date here in 1033
It takes three or four State engagements until the folks in the back of
the long house recognize an act, or
that's why they know the Jokes better than the faced here, so there's
no time limit on returns as long as
the act changes material.
Block and Sully have some new
puns based on the same cross-flre
structure and at the Saturday matinee th?y rated their top billing by

Jimmie Du- snatching the most response from
a small and hard-boiled audience.
Is the bulwark of the Further than
that. Miss Sully is the
does the ad libbing, gen- bill's best-dressed woman.
eral foiling and announcing, plus
There were no risks taken In
the comedy Interludes.
opening with the Three St John
Will Mahoney in the ace groove Bros, and deucing
with Chilton and
was more than ad libbing that he'd Thomas.
St, Johns, two of whom
like to settle down at the Palace;
00k like twins, have reshuffled their
that for the first time In eight routine,
deleting the springboard in
weeks he's played a theatre small preference to straight
hand-to-hand
enough so he could hear the people stunts. Turn's biggest
mystery is
laugh.
The comedian now has a how the boys
piano accompanist for the xylo from slipping keep their pant legs
when
standing on
dance; that's new. Also an aid to
their heads. They work and dress
him when breaking the pedal mal- neatly and cram some difficult
stuff
lets.
Fred Scarlett's Chimjpanzees were into six minutes' running time.
Chilton and Thomas not only rea novelty closer. He cues the three
main
the
nicest looking couple
chimps, through their paces in Germixed colored dance teams,
man and English, and got plenty of among
but continue progress as dancers,
attention during his session.
The
Also in their
horizontal bars In the woodland set, especially the boy.
with Scarlett a la Nimrod to fit the favor is the way they have retained
their youthfulness.
Boy has depicture. Is a nice flash.
Biz plenty oke for the second parted from straight stepping to
In a couple of novelty routines,
mat Saturday, standing 'em up all mix
one a modernization of the old pedafternoon.
Abel.
estal dance, but with dancing like
they never saw In the old days.
Frank Libuse, third. Is the first
comedy entry.
There are some
changes In the act, mostly in the
London, Jan. 3.
middle. It remains a reliable hoke
Despite the stranglehold which turn. Rels and Dunn do their usual,
General Theatres has on the vaude- sitting on a piano bench and selling
They might
ville situation in this country, they It through a mike.
are still confronted with their great- move the closing parody down to an
est problem— the securing of head- earlier spot, because It's far from
line talent that will draw.
There their best song. The ballad used to
are not. sufficient pulling topliners deuce would get them off a lot bethere to head the bills at the Palla- ter, although the act's certain to
dium for one-fourth of the 52 weeks land no matter how the songs are
of the year. To offset this, the man- placed.
Block and Sully are next-to-shut
agement has had to resort to "Crazy
Month,' which they Installed three and Nicola the magician on the far
times last year, and on the final oc- end. The trickster continues to use
casion added an additional week to disappearing girls and false-back
cabinets almost exclusively, with a
it's run.
They are definitely convinced that couple of new ones added since last
The sentry box stunt
the best form of entertainment for seen here.
their patrons is comedy, and must with the steel blades, founded on
sawlng-the-woman principle,
resort to American turns to provide the
same. They get more or less acro- looks new and it's a honey. But the
batic novelty from the continent, disappearing elephant Is still in and
which helps to fill in the odd spots, so obvious now it isn't worth the
feed bill.
Nicola employs three
but this is negligible.
Street Singer, Vallee,
rante, et al.

Aaronson

act.

He

PALLADIUM

For their three principal music
halls in London this week they have
featured bands. Jack Hylton heads
the bill at the Victoria Palace and

Jack Payne's music makers occupy
the same position at the Holborn
Empire. For the Palladium they
have given second billing to Dajos
Bela with a band of 14 Tziganes.
The major billing for the Palladium is George Robey, at one time
the highest paid comedian in EngAct has no entertainment value
land. Today his popularity has apexcepting its freak pull, if any. The
parently waned, for the second
first crowd at the Valencia did not
house Monday night was of small
receive them wel!, but they acceleproportions. Robey, with his shaergy
rated later on.
Wag.
black eyebrows, is definitely dated
but he went through more than as of pre-war and mid-war vinthat.
tage.
This might not be so apparREGGIE McNAMARA-FRED
Between Mahoney and the freak ent if he provided himself with
...SP£NCka
Prince Mike Romanoff plus the more modern material.
Bike Racers
Will Hay, a prime favorite, is one
nicely-balanced supporting bill, the
7 Mins.; One and Full
Palace should do okay this week. of the few English vaudevilleians
Academy, New York
Lots of variety and novelty. A cou- who is constantly endeavoring
This isn't the first time in vaude ple of more highlights and this give his audiences a variation to
of
for Reggie
cNamara, announced would make a nifty straight vaude his basic act that of a schoolroom
as 'the iron man of bicycle racing'
show. On screen is Radio's 'Half with antagonistic pupils. He plays
a quote from the sport pages and Naked Truth.'
the Palladium several times a year
he evidences as much by his ease on
and
frequently varies the episodes.
Openers are the Wallenda Troupe.
the rostrum. It must be Fred SpenThis time the act Is entitled 'Rebelcer's first stage work, although he The quintet's taut wire stuff, pyra- lion,'
wherein the pupils there are
managed his lines okay after a little miding into the tandem, three-high only two of them—
decide their
finale, is effective start-off for any
hesitancy.
teacher is a bunk and steal the letActs of this nature have lost what variety show. A sock eight minutes. ters addressed to him containing
'Cookie'
dubious mass appeal they enjoyed,
Bowers developed into a cheques sent by their parents for
the Itall&n-bulllsh 14th street prob- No. 2 show-stopper with a novelty their tuition. They
proceed to 'tell
ably made this likely for the bike comedy impressionistic routine. He's him' off in humorous fashion.
His
racers as the Latins are addicted to of the radio ilk, but not from radio. principal support is his
son, who is
the pedal sport, but unless a Brocco Bowers does the off-screen effects growing up and becoming
better
or other compatriot were on the for 'Betty Boop' and other animated and better. He has given
him
more
marquee it doesn't mean much cartoons announcing this almost opportunity In the present sketch
from the bat, and casually referring than in the past and
either way.
the lad has
The act's 7 mins. is brief enough, to it right along to punctuate this proved equal to It. A, good
charbolstered In the forepart by Gordon or that imitation, which at least Is acter actor, Hay is always
and Reed's stralghtlng and inter- a novelty amid the avalanche of taining, no matter how many entertimes
ruptions.
The pedallers' own con- radio recruits. This permits a new you have seen him.
tribution comes when the act shifts variation of the farmyard imitation
Bela Band of Gypsies are apparThe panic was the east side ently good
to fullstage for the miniature bike stuff.
musicians, with the usual
race, with miniature figures indicat- momma in the public baths. Bow- satin shirts and sashes, but
this
ing the relative speed of the two. ers had 'em laughing for 17 mins.
type of act is no longer a novelty,
Spencer wins the mile race. Both
Kitty Doner, with her colored f^nd
"and unless a stage band has someare on the rollers facing each other, maid and femme accompanist as- thing to offer outside the usual rouSpencer's comlng-from-behlnd to sisting, was an effective treyer, tine, lets down a variety program.
win out in the final spurt being a opening straight, but quickly switch- The other foreign importations are
repeat of the trial mile he reels off, ing into the male duds for the rest Lee, Lee, Lee and Lee, whose comshowing how he always finishes of it. Aaronson, Fayne and Lane edy dancing went over splendidly;
with another solid score, and thence Jerry Coe, dancing accordionist,
stronger than he starts.
Their talking contribution under Prince Mike Romanoff (New Acts) who got over nicely; and Holla

—

Acrobatic
8 Mino.; Full

some more song and dance,
stuff, all rather me-

there's
act.

Grade

RKO

.

permit a routine.

Hutchinson Family, which includes
father,
and two daughters,
newspaper girl is announced. She use the mother
stage to Justify their unfora cigaret, and Mike chisels tunate mishap
at Greenland, which
one from her In characteristic man- had the entire
world
interested for
Yier.
That's the first laugh.
many days. The act is first introHis soft-spoken Oxonian address duced by a screen
announcement by
He the management about
Is apparent from the start.
the Family.
moves with ease, if not fully stage- This is followed
by some screen
possessed, but that's rather an asshots showing family travel from
set.
The script material of the act is the covered wagon days through
acautobiographical,
cording to the newspaper rep built
up for Mike, to satisfy the average
There are
tab reader's demands.
a couple of topical references when
he positively denies that he's not

lucky phoney was audibly expressed
with a welcoming salvo. The Palace Is quoting the 'Prince' title on
all billing but the marquee.
Bill Aaronson was one of the Paul
Whlteman audition winners, getting
office.
his stage legs with the Whlteman
Bill reviewed at the Riviera
vaude act, later doing an oke sinwas commended for its excelgle, and now partnered with another
lence.
man and a woman, trio billed as
Aaronson, Fayre and Lane. All do
Impressions of radio notables. It's
Dave Gordon's guidance has to do the same thing as Aaronson's, but
with a recounting of their most thrice over.
serious spills. It didn't Impress parAct Is totally In three, with house
"
ticularly.
and stage lights down save for the
A ct is a brief fre(vk for some ready encore minute in 'one.' Overhead
money and limited in local box- spots single out Aaronson, Fayne
office strength. On McNamara's last and Lane In turn for each of their
vaude app he was partnered with specialties. Aaronson does Singin'
Larry Lawson. McNamara should Sam, Amos 'n' Andy, hoke Impresuse some lip rouge for makeup pur- sion of 'The Shadow,' Brokenshire,
McNamee, Winohell, Bernie, Wynn
Abel,
poses.
and foe the encore bit, George N.
Burns to the woman's Grade Allen.
WHITESIDE, ANITA and
She handles the femme takeoffs,
BROWER (2)
starting with Kate Smith.
The
Variety
other man is the straight singer.
20 Mins.; Full
He impersonates Jarrett, Crosby,

number

15 Mins.
Valencia, Jamaica, L. I.
This is not a vaiide

heralded by a trailer that couldn't
be read because of Its projection on
the drapes Instead of a screen. The
Prince's exploits have been consistent front-page copy, and the secret admiration for the happy-go-

liam Morris office. House is
booked by* Nan Elliott of that

ing on optical effectiveness. Harry
Rose, doing m. c. for the week, came
New York on the same
together an act was
framed.
It
was lightly comical
throughout and with the dreaded
Hollywood gush entirely omitted.
In consequence Miss Blondell is one Academy, New York
player who did herself some good on
Five people, three femmes and
a personal appearance.
two men. and hard to distinguish
After a bit of song, handled nicely, who rates the threesome billing.
and some mutual kidding with Rose, The payoff is the denouement when
the talk got around to dancing, and the inconspicuous piano accompahiMiss Blondell begged off on the n^ent conges to the fore for the top
grounds that her high heels did not bows and finales with a song about
In from
train, and

lights

Bufflciently

Booker

Tuesday, January 17, I933
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—

—

comely girl assistants, besides two
Bige.
men, and they're a help,

DOWNTOWN,

L. A.

Los Angeles, Jan.

12.

Fiske O'Hara heads a five-act bill
here that is well balanced and much
better than the usual small vaude
program. The vet Irish tenor, with
an ingratiating manner and a
smooth, experienced delivery, bats
across a couple of ballads, a brace

comedy numbers
good humored stories
of

Unfortunately

utes.

and

several

minopening

in his 15

at

show there was no announcement
or special billing to indicate who he
was and therefore the response was
not what it should have been. This
was remedied after the initial performance.
Nosing out O'Hara In applause
Is the team of Rodney and
Gould, of the Shaw and Lee type,
yet using material that is different
enough to escape the accusation of
copying.
Opening are Hank and Sam, kid
ropers, who finale interestingly with

honors

horseback stunts.
finish does lots to

The hippodrome

sell the act.
bill are Lohse

and
bar and trapeze
workers who rate with any act of
its type.
Man wraps up the honors
with his chair-balancing on the
trap, to which has been added comedy since last seen.
In two spot is Helen McFarlane,
hotcha xylophonist, "who prefaces
her music with an off-beat hoof and
Closing the

Sterling,

ring,

a torch song, well received. Scores
also with an organ Imitation. Business capacity downstairs and .only
slightly off from last week's overcapacity opening. Feature
to Handle' (Warners).

is

'Hard

Brothers, equilibrists, who held the
closing spot easily. The Bela Band,
the Lees, Coe and the Holls acts

made

their first appearance In Eng-

land.

Of the 11 acts comprising the program, eight are importations and
seven ot these are American.
Jolo.

VAQDE HOUSE REVIEWS
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VARIETY, PITTS'BG
Pittsburgh, Jan. 18.
the old Academy, for years
Pittsburgh's most famous burlesque
house where the strip artists and
torso-tossers could always go the
jjmlt. But even the limit apparently
couldn't get the |1 customers to dig
for the last couple of seasons, and
Jaffe, the local
'as a result George
jainsky, has been dropping a pretty
Weekly
loss since
lately.
coin
of
pile
opening ^f the season In September
fThla la

Is

said to

have been between

$2,000

and |2,600.
So Jaffe decided to take a flier at
vaudfllm,- something he knows nothing about but which should pan out

all right In spite of that. It was his
Idea to continue to give the customers a bit of burlesque along with
vaudeville and pictures, but he's decided to do away with that entirely

uid concentrate on vaude.
They didn't like the modified form
of burleycue the management tried
to palm off and said so all week,

and otherwise. Not a strip
number In the whole of It, and so
verbally
it's

out alter the flrst week.
take pome time to get the

It'll

smell of burlesque out of this spot,
but once that's accomplished, the

Variety should be a clean-up. In
the flrst place, it's the only site in
town offerine stage attractipns with
pictures. Penn and Stanley, the de
here, have been stageless
liiiters
since last .Tune and It looks like
they'll remain that way for some
•time. "With Penn and Stanley on a
.presentation policy. Variety wouldn't
stand a chance with the type of

times. He did only a quick sketch
of 'Able' (Incidentally ad Ubblng to
the muslkers) for the signature and

ORPHEUM,

through.

N. Y.

lot

LOEWS VALENCIA

—

strength of the flnale picture of how
an old-time Jazz band looked when
getting hot.
'Penguin Pool Murder* (Radio)
and a Clark and McCuIlough short
as minor screen fare.
Abel.

ORPHEUM, MPLS.

again with the old man the best
three-quarters of the act. Collected
quite a little applause; old-folks

Boreo did not prevent his selling
himself solidly with the Valencia
folks.
They liked him. The vaude
stuff always does.
layout Is pretty well balanced this
Irene Beasley, who used to be on week and should go over big with
CBS and doesn't tell 'em any dif- the Island folks, who should get
ferent, works lii front of a mike dis- their eyes full looking at the Flying
playing a limited but useful con- Hutchinson Family.
The screen

Her Individual
'River
Including

tralto in four songs.

interpretations.

fare,

which

Harry Hershfield was wise In cutJO mins., easily and chat-

tiniT It to

tily

Yiddish stories, while
philosophizing
the
on

telling

casually

plume dance precedes a

fast finish.

the

to

subject

momentum

each

13.

of Britt Wood, who forced himself
first show, only to collapse later and be shoved to bed,
where he's duo to stay for two or
three days until he downs an attack

through the

of

With

flue.

Wood

out,

the

a performer like
show took a body

In his deuce spot was hurriedly placed Ves Osman, the vet
banjoist, who went on without a

blow.

rehearsal at the second show and
without a proper routine worked
As a banjoist Osman is plenty
but it's an act too weak for the
spot and the rep of this theatre. It's
Just one of those things. Mgr. Bill
Saxton showed quick emergency
thinking to patch up this spot and
others which occurred the flrst day.
out.
oke,

Another bad break accounted with
Arthur and Florence Lake on their
last performance on the opening
date. The house was filled and, due
to the unfortunate way this house is
built, it's impossible for those back
in the balcony to see the orchestra
And the Lakes, especially Arthur, work much in the pit, leading
the orchestra and clowning with the
musicians.
Not a particularly strong act at
best, the Lake turn needs the most
pleasant of circumstances to get
across successfully.
And in this
case half the balcony was standing
In the aisles trying to catch a
glimpse of what was going on downstairs, until finally some of less restrained muggs started calling. It
was another emergency, the Lakes
hurriedly taking the cue and shifting
to the rostrum, where they finished
pit.

up.

Chicago, Jan.

13.

Another so-so bill. Two in a row.
But RKO confidently anticipates

Next to closing was a howl for
the Three Sailors, who've changed
their routine somewhat, but still
have laughs aplenty. With theirs the
only strong comedy In the lineup,
they were a cinch for honors. Dis-

next week with Paul Ash, Johnny cordant note here, was their stalllnflT
Perkins and Lillian Miles will break on the speech; hot funny and a
the series before it gets to be a mere waste of time. Opening was
habit.
Janet May and a honey for the
Lee Galls turn opening the show variety with her web work and the
was spotty in the running, but thrill flnish with the Lillian Leitzel
closed strongly after the blonde had twist-over endurance stunt.
been used as a mop and tossed all
Feature was 'Tonight Is Cura^
over the stage.
Lillian
Shade (Par), the new title for the 'Queen
douced Ingloriously. Her failure is Was In the Parlour,' and Hearst
basic In the type of blues number Metrotone News.
she offecs. So far as Chicago is
concerned It's altogether too aloof
and condescending. Musically, her
orchestrations and songs seem elab-

Going Places

orately
technical
and self-consciously 'modern.'
Result Is that
after waiting for something to happen the audience goes into a coma
and becomes Incapable of anything
beyond polite patience.
Miss Shade sensed her own lack
of success Friday.
She permitted
herself to be sarcastic by emphasizing the word 'very' when thanking
the audience for being 'so kind.'
Miss Shade Is at liberty to regard
Chicago as a hick town, but she will
likely find Cincinnati, Milwaukee,
Cleveland, and other provincial centers even less up on the off-beat
school of unharmonlc harmony. So
long as she Insists upon being a
pioneer she will have to accept the
hardships of crossing the prairies.
Of course, she might adopt the simple, direct system of getting lowdown and establishing a contact
with her audience. She never got
any voltage over the footlights with
her Friday offerin-r that seemed to

(Continued from page 18)
vided attention they agtee she deserves.

Now comes a Chauve Sourls Russia.
A buxom Russian giantess
painted on the backdrop

lifts

her

satin skirts, and out rush the Roxycttes in pale yellow Cossack costumes, smartly accoutred, smartly
prancing, thirty-two agile young
ladies happy in the most becoming
garb they've had In a long, long
time.
Dorothy and Her Yellow
Jackets happen to know a lot of
hard, applause provoking Russian
steps, so if their costumes aren't

too-smart-for-the-stlcks. And maybe Chicago didn't get that message!
Harry Conley, Georgle Price and
the Kikutas then followed, but while

Russian, this Isn't a show to take
too seriously anyway. Dorothy's gold sequine bolero and minute gold net skirt glitter nicely
and keep out of her way and that's
the important thing to a girl with
deftly trained long legs.
Tamara this week comes out of
hiding.
She's thrust forward on a
center stage moving platform there
to sing her melancholy ballad, but

their endorsements were reasonably
intense, the show couldn't get any-

now she's wearing a swooning blue
chiffon negligee rife with white os-

say

this-is-very-New

-

Yorky

- it's-

where.

itself

Conley got quite a few gig- trich, and the platform's been disand Price did very well, also guised as a silver cloth covered di.getting a welcoming reception that
proved his radio broadcasting h.as van cluttered with bunches of varicolored cushions.
She still awaits
extended the frontiers of his
gles,

renu-

tation.

Columbia's 'Bitter Tea of General
Business light.
Land.

Yen' on the screen.

WBBM

Willys on
Chicago, Jan. 16.
Willys-Overland Is on
six
times a week until after the automobile show and three times a week

WBBM

thereafter at

6 p.

m.

Program

is

of

the

simple

background

costume, the stylized
her
personality
re-

quires.

The

Roxyettes,

pyjama-clad,

clamber Into two huge beds for the
vicariously exhausted from
watching Gloria Gilbert's swift
spins.
Miss Gilbert's stage grooming Improves apace with the smooth
growing execution of her extraordfinale,

inary twirls.

mongrel type, consisting of a radio

meagre.
disc series with Jimmy Grler origin.Toe Termini, instrumental pantoally recorded on the Coast by C. C.
mimlst, got a laugh before he
I'yie plus

two commentators.
screen 'The BlLier Tea of start' d and held crowd to finish of
Truman Bradley Interviews Jean
General Yon' (Col.), not so hot; a act. N'othlng much in act with fidcartoon comedy and Pafhe News. dle, banjo and guitar, but ho put Paul King on the subject of the fine
Good business at this performance. 111.", prrsonality right over at once points of WlDys-Ovo.rlands for the
Itees.
and had the fans with him all commercial angle.

On

bikcr.q.

gathering

PALACE, CHICAGO

ACADEMY,

partner's heads, the girl plays the
tamborlne with her feet. A graceful

addition

is

BaJtimore, Jan.

Friday the 13th proved itself locally as far as the vaude show at
the Century is concerned. On paper
it read like a great show, and would
have been except for a number of
unfortunate situations.
There was the sudden indisposition

Sammy Krevoff's splendid dancing opens the bill after a short over- better.
ture by Charley Paul and his boys.
One of the main causes for the big
Krevoff is aided by four girls, who business on the late show was the
also dance. Act starts slowly, but Boswell Trio, who took the closing
closes in big fashion. -He will be spot.
The Uiree girls are on the
oke as sopn as Paul catches up to second visit In eight months,^ having
him. Goss and Barrows just ease shown at the Keith's earlier In the
through In the deuce with dumb year, before that house reverted to
Dora turn which is so standard. straight.
The girl sings well. They took an
Click as usual, the Boswell Sisters
encore.
revealed one bad feature at this
The Flying Hutchinson Family show, and that was the costuming.
(New Acts) were followed by Emile Those silver sequins around their
Boreo, whose personality sold the throats glittered annoyingly Into the
show completely. Stuart and I^ash eyes of the audience. Besides, their
close the bill aimid plenty of laughs. extremely white gowns showed up
Wag.
badly against the rather dark make-

LOEWS, MONTREAL

McXamara-Frcd
.Spencer
(New
Acts)
turn,
lending professional
bolstering to a pair of nervous

in

was 'Son-Daughter' (MG),
news and trailers. Biz Friday afternoon was Just fair.

day,

it

45

CENTURY, BALTO.

with orchestra.

Ethel Parker and Sandlno closed.
Five acts, all different, give vaHis acccmpllshThey can adagio dance with some
ments before any sort of an audi- riety to the bUl, which chiefly lacks variations that are new here, and
ence asserted themselves before this early comedy. Second act gets some she is a clever trick dancer, coming
chilly gang, which, however, made It mild laughs, but it's not until next on as Krazy Kat and putting over
wise that he chop It to 10 mins, and to shut that the audience gets the a smart turn.
Three girls sing
belly shakers.
Plenty then and
off.
across the stage for a short change
The 'Jews selling second-hand maybe it atones for the earlier de- when pair come on in very handFords and making more than Henry* privation, but a louder laugh in the some Spanish costumes to unravel
deuce
helQ
to
would have been a big
was too old even for the 14th streetRavel's Bolero. Deserved and given
ers.
That one about the Bronx what otherwise Is a better than good applause.
setup for this house. Plcmomma feeding her baby In the flrst average
•Half Naked Truth' (Radio) the
row of the theatre is dubious, but turoj 'Flesh,' was a laugh soaker, feature film.
otherwise the cartoonlst-monolo- and maybe the booker figured act
comedy would not be so badly
glst's interlude was satisfactory. It
sounds like a one-to-flll, however, as missed.
Opener is Fuller Brothers and Sisif Hershfleld were pressed into serusual
Jamaica, L. T., Jan. 13.
vice and he resurrected one of his ter, two boys who do the
The Flying Hutchinson Family
routines.
Hershfleld more latterly hand-to-hand perch stuff, with the
girl coming into a couplo of stunts in their first stage appearance; the
has been on the air, but he makes
she
make
On
her
own
to
weight.
sudden
illness
of Lita Grey Chapno reference to it.
Tommy Christian and his orches- supports the two boys in hand-to- lin, who was forced to remain In
tra opening with his radio theme, to hand tricks, once on her back and her Manhattan hotel with the flu;
as
Doesn't
look the substitution of Emil Boreo In
again
bridge.
a
which he refers in order to further
cement the ether association, fea- husky enough for that line, but she's Miss Chaplin's place on the bill; a
these items
tures Jackie Martin^ verastile sax over with it. Best stunt is a head 'Technocracy' short
balance of a perch with a boy up were the chief interests at the first
player, and Helen Manning, who
does one too many song-dance num- the pole, but the act is not sold to show on Friday (13) at this deluxcr
value except the flash flnish, In on the main stem of this hub of
bers. Some time ago Christian had its
Beth Challis in the act when both which the understander shoulders a central and southern Long Island,
were eponsored by a local dept. bar from which the other two are which is the only house in 117
suspended for a whirl. Not as diffi- square miles in Queens, and the
store.
Christian's musical chores
cult as some of the earlier stuff, but only theatre on the entire Island
are quietly pleasing, mixing' it up
which plays vaude on a week stand.
with violin trios and sax septets, It shows off well.
Billy Farrell and Dad are back
The quick substitution of Emile
and getting a solid encore on the
gfilf-ldentiflcatlon.

Stay Away l^om My Door' and
Minneapolis, Jan. 12.
'Harlem Moon,' made them sound
has to offer, but with those
The RliO booking offices continue impressive to an easy crowd. Sticks
houses running straight pictures,
the Variety ought to have easy sail- to treat this theatre and local to the mike throughout, which seems
to help her voice. Over nicely.
ing if the management displays any vaudeville fans very well.
They
Advantage spot went to Harry
showmanship at all.
have sent another flrst -rate bill this Howard and his collection of
In the second place. It has a low
price scale In Its favor. Two bits week to keep up their good work stooges. Induing a bored pooch
until 6 p. m. and after that 40c. and get the new year started auspi- which is one of the hits of the act.
,Penn and Stanley get 60o. with ciously. With Mltzl Green for a Clown stulX with the pup not doing
what it's told and doing that very
straight pictures only.
House has been pepped up with a name and with the young screen well. Howard works it up nicely,
new paint Job, lobby and interior star, Joe Marks and Grade Sohenk, which helps. Other stooges are two
have been remodeled, and it isn't a the last-named a European nov- men, one a dwarf, and a girl who
does one dance which does not matbad set-up at all.
elty,
the principal entertainment ter much either way.
Howard
Opening show pretty ragged, with
undertaking getting off to a Jerky purveyors, the show, plus the screen works as though his agent and two
Btxirt.
Talent wasn't there, but cus- units, leaves little to be desired at bookers are sitting out front, and he
tomers apparentljr. were so hungry 66c. Miss Green and Mr. Marks are bats them over more through personality than material. Much of the
for flesh In a flim house that they
show-stoppers, and Miss Schenk and latter is blue and a couple are a bit
didn't seem to mind. Nat Nazarro,
Jr., m. c'd the opening bill, and her assistants, in the closing spot, crude, but they liked It here, and
.vaude acts were Flying Aces, roller garner heavy applause returns, and Howard filled 15 minutes without
wearing out his welcome.
skating act; Roy, Rita and Roule, deservedly,
Finale is Carlos, Leete and Mil,
adagio trio; JAyne Jarrell's Gypsy
Diaz and Powers, a young man
Troubadors, a local flve-people act, and good-looking girl, open with an adagio act and ballroom dancing.
and an excellent group of ferame acceptable tight-wire act. Some of Girl's flrst costume is a heavily
tumblers from Mamie Barth's danc- the more difllcult feats on the wire flounced skirt which not only haming school. Burlesque portion, which Include rope • Jumping, dancing, pers her action but Is an ungainly
followed under the heading of a high - kicking, cake - walking and thing to look at. Second costume is
*muslcal comedy presentation,' which Jumping.
a gauze skirt and bodice in which
was pretty much of a libel, had
Millard and Marian, man and she shows to better effect.
Men
Sammy Weston, Frank O'Neill, Ma- woman. In the deuce spot, are more stick to tails throughout and make
bel Cozlerre, Mabel White, Cherle, successful with their singing than a good appearance. Breather is a
and a chorus of 12 girls. Jaffie's with their attempts to be funny. young girl who' does ballet steps
keeping the chorus to work In some She essays a goofy miss, but the re- gracefully bu* amateurishly. Anyproduction numbers with the reg- sults are not so forte. Just so-so.
way, it's better than a piano solo.
A series of clips from her pictures In addition to the rather long feaular vaude.
Jack Bruce Is supplanting Nazarro Introduces Miss Green who, as ture, only film Is the newsreel and
•8 m.c, and next week's bill goes usual, off the screen and on, is a the 'Technocracy' short. £ven Milt
to 10 acts of straight vaude, addi- smash hit. This talented youngster Franklyn's overture is kept down.
tional turns being offered In lieu of received an ovation on her entrance Attendance heavy with the picture
the burleycue.
CMc.
Picture this week and then provoked plenty of en- the draw.
^ot Saturday* (Par), with Betty thusiasm with her startllngly realistic
Impersonations of George
Boop cartoon and IT newsreel.
Variety has to do around $6,000 Arliss, Edna May Oliver and Mauweekly to break even. That shouldn't rice Chevalier. Here Is mimicry rebe so hard if the boys learn vaud- markable In its resemblance to the
Montreal, Jan. 13.
fllm isn't two-a-day burlesque be- subjects Impersonated. Mltzl, with
Jim Adams has an average presher sparkling personality and ex- entation this week at Montreal's
fore It's too late.
Cohen.
uberance much In evidence, then only vaude house with nothing
blossomed forth as herself, singing standout, but the whole 60-mlnute
'Sing You Sinners.' She tried to get five-act show holding nicely toN. Y.
away, but the audience insisted on gether and furnishing the necessary
The RKO-booked Skouras Acad- more and she gave 'em Ed Wynn, variety and entertainment. Eddie
emy advertises It's the only vaude- assisted by her father, Joe Keno, Sanborn has quit pulling his orville house downtown, but so does and winding up with a brief Imi- chestra out of the pit or spotting
the indie Clinton on Clinton near tation of Jack Pearl. She stopped individual players for the past few
Delancey, which has the vicinity the show and had to make a speech. weeks, which means the loss of an
Joe Marks is the usual scream In additional and popular act.
papered to ditto effect. But there's
probably little choice between 'em, his accustomed next-to-closing poOpening with the strong man turn
Judging from the five acts the last sition, which he holds down with of Anderson and Allen there is a
utmost eclat. Two men and a wom- good exhibition of arm work, trick
half of last week.
Formula booked and passively an now help the little Hebe come- balancing, weight lifting, and endHaying the hour's vaude running dian in his assaults upon the risi- ing with a flying leap over a plat^me Is Just .<io much time to All. bilities. One of the men is a stout form on to the hands of Anderson,
There was little to excite a passive comedian. It's rough clowning and who holds Allen and finishes by
jess
than 50% attendance save slapstick of the burlesque school, lifting him from the horizontal to
The vertical at full length
Tommy Christian's band's finale but it hits the bull's eye.
of one arm.
hotcha, which forced a recall for hilarity is interrupted only by an Act got fair hand.
Tiger Rag' by titular and audible occasional song on the part of the
The deuce Is Joe and Jane Mcdemand from the natives. Seem- two men. Marks does his travesty Kenna, knockabout slapstick pair
ingly all pent-up, the mob resorted female impersonation to audience with nice line of patter, Including a
to whistling to force the Christian roars. He finishes with his comedy, few gags that got laughs. Both play
band's recall, which really was no eccentric and acrobatic dancing of well up to one another, making one
show-stopping caliber. The woman
more vivacious than the rest of it.
joins him In a dance at the end. of the best teams seen here In some
Whiteside,
Anita and
lirower He left the customers begging for weeks.
The finish Is slapstick
(Now Acts) started off with a me- more.
p.arody
of adagio
dancing that
lange of everything and little of
Grace Schenk and two male as- warmed the crowd up and collected
anything.
They opened cold, sans sistants, a Martin Beck European some nice applause.
any orchestral prelude. Gordon and Importation, have a tough spot, folArmida, headline, is spotted third.
Reed twiced. Dave Gordon Is the lowing Marks, but they hold it down She has looks, dresses and figure,
patient foil for lone Reed's dizzy- well. There's real class and novelty but her singing is mediocre, and
damelng, but so la the audience. He in this act. Miss Schenk is a looker, her play for audience reaction
essays 'Prother, Can You Spare a with a million-dollar fl.qure.
She needs
It doesn't quite succeed.
Dime' with a curtsey to 'Americana,' starts out like a musical offering, better material since baby talk with
In .slouch cap and greenish ppot.
with the star at a piano and the two an accent doesn't go over, and her
Tlilrteen mins. th.at seemed longer. men playing instruments, but winds dancing is just so-so. Piano accomWhen the girl skoot-skatted and up as a top-notch acrobatic and panist filled up wait with improvissnakchippcd a bit. that was more to dancing act, with unusual and diffi- ing tunes, and when she returned
the llkliisr )f the 14th strector.q. but cult stunts.
There arc extraordi- there was little change in dress.
that's only incidental.
Unln.spircrt nary balancin.iT feats and (lisi)lays of .She should speed up the pace and
duo who try hard to little avail.
While balanced omit Baps. Last dance with casadasio dancing.
Roth later worked into the Hopglo upside-down on one of her male tanets was better. Applause was
•vaude
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Eddie Sanborn helped a
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,
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Jarrett in K. C.

Art Jarrett is signed for two
weeks for the Muehlbach hotel,
Kan.sa3

City,

starting

through the Leo Morrison

AUcr

the

Jan.

27,

office.

Muehlbach Jarrett

scheduled to leave for the Coast.

is

a:
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Variety Oills
NEXT WEEK

WEEK

THIS
Numerals

below

In oonnectfon with bills

show, whether

ln(..cate
full or split week

SAN FRANCISCO
Warfleld (18)
•Larry Coballos' P'
Buster Shaver
Olive ft George
Jed Doolcy
0 Candrcva Bros

(Three to flll)
2d halt (18-20)

Ben Dova

MEW YORK
RKO

CITT Wilton

Palace

Campo & Partner

'

(1<)

M

Win Mahoney

Monks
Academy

Scarlett's

1st half (21-24)

May Wynn Co
Snoozer, Jr
Manny King Co

Orpheam

MILlVAVKEE

Ruth Roye

IVlBCOnsIn (21)
Casting Pearls

4

Peterson

"

Hddegarde

J & Jane McKenna
Roscoe Arbuckie
ROIsman's Co
2d half (24-26)

'

'.'

\

May &

SMITH

.

lat halt (21r24)

Orpheom
Whoopee

2d half (18-20)

& Bd
& West

Bennington

Fiesta of Mexico

(14)

Lee Port

Vera Schwartz
(Three to fill)

If

(14)

B

Convey

Shaw Co

H

2d half (24-26)
Joseph Blank Co

Fields

1st half (21-24)
Orvllle 3tamm Co

Olyn Landlcfc
& Brent

Clifton'

Bits
2d half (17-19)

Chrlstensens
AI Mamaux
Irene Rich Co
Vic Oliver

Morton Downey
(Others to

NEW ORLEANS

State (21)
Gloria Lee. Co
•

Herinah Hyde
Blla 'Logan

(Two

Doshlngtons'

'

Dr Rockwell

flll)

2d half (18-20)

Dogs

(14)
Rex Comedy Circus Alexander
Sis
Bob Carney Co
B & J Browne
H & D Downing
Charlie King
Iiloyd Hughes
Ross & Edwards
Klatoft Rev
Felovls

AXBANT

AI

Pete

ft

Edgar Bergen Co
(Two to flll)
2d half (24-26)
Talent ft Merit
Kitchen Pirates
(Three to flll)

PHILADELPHIA

Earle (13)
Stone ft Gibbons

Fanchon

Keith's
1st halt (21-24)
Klutlnfts' Co
King King &

Fields

(Three to flll)
2d halt (26-27)
Jos Howard Co
(Four to flll)

2d half (18-20)
Olory Lee Rev
Joe Wong

A & S La Mont
Walter Powell Orch
(One to flll)
BOSTON

Wills

.

&

K

Davis

Pola Negri
Dave Harris Co
Ist half (14-17)

Whoopee

PATERSON
4

Hull

&

Perry Askam
Tanzl
Earl Askam
Nennette Vallon
Charles Boyle

Sylvia Shore

John Wagner

BUFFALO

Co

BolTalo (20)

Senator Murphy
Carrie

BRIDGEPORT
Poll (20)
'Desert Song'

& Eddy Co

Jenkins

Orch

flll)

(14)

Case Brothers
Berry Bros

M

BUI/ House Co
Ruth Roye
Lester Cole Ens

CHICAjCO

Palace

(14)
Lee Gall Ens
Lillian Shade

Harry

J.

Conley

Georgle Price
Kll^uta Japs

Albee (21)
Rlkuta Japs
California Co
Daphne Pollard

Bob Murphy
Dalton

Billy Glason
Carnival of

Fun

PROVIDENCE
Keith's

(21)

'Rio Rita'
(14)

& Rose

Murray Lane Co
Bob Hall
Princess Wahletka

TORONTO
ft

Loma Worth
Leon Errol

Billy Glason
Glory Lee Co

Olsep

&

Johnson

TRENTON
Capitol
2d half (18-20)

MlacAhua

CLEVELAND

Hlppo<1roine

(21)

Diaz & Powers
Forsytho S & P
MItzl Green
Art Fronk Co

White & MnnnlnR
(14)
4 FranUenbergs
Boyce & Marsh
Loon Errol Co

Glenn & Jenkins
Joe Fanton Co

GRAND RAPIDS
Keith's
1st half (21-24)

4 Frankenborgs

Brltton

M

ft

Carol

CHICAGO

Hong

ICong Co
Everett Sanderson C

Mne Usher
Willie

West &

M

TROY
Kelth'H
1st half (21-24)
Jos B Howard Co

Morgan

NEW

Cooper ft Lathrop
Burns ft Kissen

FINSIKURY

Duncan Sis
Demarest

WASHINGTON
Fox

PARK

Hilton Sis
Alec Halls

Alex Morrison

KImberly

ft

;PECKHAM
I^alace

Bd
STREATH.AM
Palace
DugSne's Bd
Parsons
'

SUITON

Cotvnty

Eugene's

Cinema

Bd

H

ft

Norman Thomas

6

Jerry Coe

ft

Shine

Howard Rogers

Red McKehzte
Peggy Healy
Irene Taylor

Benny Rubin
Don Cummlnga
Paige Sis

Calif 9

NEW HAVEN

(20)

Lovely'

Blanche Sweet
Stroud. Twins

NEW ORXEANS
.

"

(State (20)

Vincent Lopez Co
Pranklyn D'Amore

Hap Hazard

OAKLAND

Orpheum (18)
La Carte'

PHILADELPHIA

DETROIT

Fox

(20)

'H'wood Comedians'

Teddy Joyce
Walter Hlers

Miss Irmanette
3 Bred wins

'.Snub'
4

Pollard

Normans

Jcnnnle

niosaom

Capitol (20)
'Star Gazing'
Zelda Snntlcy

Cathlcrn Beasptte

Marry Bros & B
The Anthenas
Muriel Gardner

•llbanRi'

JAMAICA

Nicholas
Lellha Hill

Cab Calloway Orch
Clab Rlchman
Jnck Oaterman

Theo Phane
Barbara Blane
Jean Muna
ft

Slnnott

Rlchmnn Rev
Freeman Or
Arthur Brown
C & C Herbert
Francis Faye

Harriett Hllllard
Ozzle Nelson Orch

Park Central Hotel
Ruas Columbo Orch

Hannah Williams

Jerry

Duran & Moreno

Sis

Blanche Bow
4 Cllmas
Marguerite ft Leroy

Gladys Leslie
Iris Adrian
Marian Martin
Isham Jones Orch
Hotel Lexington
Madlyn Moore
Don Bestor Orch
Beth Cannon
HayCaIr
Yacht Clnb
Lee
AI Crawford Orch Ross ft Sargent
% Mayfair Beauties Meyer Davis Orch
Hotel Montdalr
Connie's Inn
Charley Eckels Or
Cora Green
Not Clab
Bobby Evans
Jazzllps Richardson Jack White
Jerry Bergen
P ft B Meeres
Lulu Bates
Emma Smith
Brooke Adams
Bessie Dudley
Bill Spencer
Lillian Cowan
Blanche Latell
Red ft Struggle
Dorothy Maxine
BImma & Bowie
AI Parker
Louise Cook
Jimmy Murphy
Willie JackBon
Sis
3. Blake
Lucky Sevan S
Lew Dolgoff
Cotton Clab
Joe Haymes Orch
Alda V/ard
Paradise
Henri Weasel
Rev
N
T
G
Swan & Lee
Cantor's Beauts
Anise Boyer
Abe Lyman Orch
Roy Atkins
Peaches & Duke
Paramount Grill
Brown & McGraw
Eddie Jackson
Bros

El Chlco's

Wynn Wayne

Olga Chalmprs Bnl

La Verne

P'k Casino

Frank Hazzard

Millard

Ashford ft Brown
Dorlnda Sis

Place Plgalle

Peegy de Albrew

& Tolnnda
K Madrogucra Orch
D Alberto Tungolsts
Veioz

Fennsylvanin

Hotel

Roy Cnmmlnge

Lorenzo Hcrrera
El Flamengo
AI Valencia Orch
El Flamenclto
Nina ft Moreno
Marqulla Flores

Armando &

lenaclo Rufflno
M.trta de la Torre

Joe Morantz Orch
flenec ft Laurn
Nlckolos Hadarick

Mary Miles

PHOENIX
Fox

(20)
I

Grace Du Faye
LIta

Crosby Bros
Sunltlst

Ena

PORTLAND

Broadway
'Hot

(12)

House'

Wnlly Jnckson
Bdgnr Gardner
Helpn Howell 3
TjO Paul

Myrah

I.nnc?

SAN ANTONIO
Empire

(20)

Vnlonrln (20)
'Lewis Jubilee'

'Henrta of B'way'
Vera Gordon

Ted Lewis

Sidney Page

Topay MrMonn
Whlttlcr Peggy Borl

Accordion Luis
El Patio
nentrlcc

This

is

a detective series and con

cerns the adventures of three

kids,

two boys and a girl, who are now
engaged In bringing a dastardlv
gang to justice. It's shaped for Juva
consumption strictly poor klda.

—

Recording
though there

fairly well done
noticeable swshlne
of the needle on some of the disks
Productlpnally oke, with the per'Tarzan the Ape'
formers standard for that type of
Vincent Lopez
work. The way these kid programa
'The Son-Daughter'
crowding that 90 minutes of dayPHILADELPHIA are
light Is becoming a gag, and a
Keith's (13)
wail
Frankle Richardson with adults who are complaining
AI Wohlman
over the fact there's 'nothing decent
The 3 Jacks
between 4:30 and 6:30 o'clock'
'Speed Demon'
Several local advertisers have taken
heed to this complaint, and there's
Karoly Nyaray
reports that a program is going on
Village Bam
shortly strictly for adults at this
period, the advertiser feeling that
Brook Adams
Val Vestoft
with ofily kid competition at that
Florla Veetoff
time he can garner all available
Eddie Ray
adult ears at that time,
Nina Laugblln
Joe Furst's Orch

Waldorf-Astoria

Jack Denny Orch

Sis

is
Is

COWARD COMFORT
Songs, Musical
30 Mins.

COMMERCIAL
WOR, Newark
Coward's Shoes heretofore

WRNY

utilized

for a Yiddish program to
appeal to a race which, presumably,
is more afflicted with bad dogs, in
proportion,
for the Coward shoe *8
Patsy ft! Mickey
Chas Starlght Orch built more for comfort than style,
although the present ad spiel would
Vto IjitKo
have the auditors believe otherwise.
Jackie' Hamlin
At that time MIscha Levltzkl, piano
Todd Sis
virtuoso, was the attraction, with
Paula Tymes
the spieling In hybrid Yiddish -Eng.
Wikl Bird

WlnchtU

AI Handler Bd
Wlntergarden
Helen Morgan
Aber Twins
Gloria Grafton
Cherie ft Tomaalta

Fawn

ft Jordon
Peterson Girls
Frankie Masters

M

100 Olnb

LaMlgnon
Johanna Nagle

llsh.

Now on a better grade station, the
dinner time half hour,
starting at 6 p. m., EST, Is built
along big league lines, 100% AngloSaxon, and worthy of spotting on
"WOR Sunday

any major station. Because the
Coward stores are limited to New
York, Brooklyn and Boston (the latter is
thiit's

the source of the program)
all the coverage necessary

Jimmy Noone Orch through

WOR and

Its

New

England

l.lllle

Fontana & Coles
Gndor ft Farrell
Henry King Or
EnibiiRHy Club
Ernie Holat Orch
Vllma & D Ebsen
Sheila Barrett
Gypsy Trail
narnneaa Erzsl

Louis Hegodush
Ethel Pastor

KoUoach Gypsy Or

Ted Weems Orch

Roosevelt Hotel

Guy Lombardo Or
Rasslan

Arts

Barra Blra
M.aha I'snnoir
St,

Speed Demons

Geo Walker

Wm

slid

Spcllman
3 Palmer Bros
May Ales

from

.

$1 to 75c top.

Lanny Ross' Dates

CECH-SAILY UP

Lann Rosa, NBC staff tenor, currently on the Maxwell House Showboat, Is booked for three days starting Jan. 21 for
in Hempstead.

San Francisco, Jan. 16.
Public Food Stores' contract with
Cecil and Sally for five nights weekly broadcasting over KPO (NBC)

L.

Is

Regis Hotel

Anson Weeks Orcli
Small's Pamdlse
'Black Rhythm' R
Nyra Johnson
Meers ft Norton
3

It's a pleasing musical program,
reviewing the hits of yesteryear
musical comedy and operetta favorites, mixing up -the routines, with
the Coward Singers In ensemble,
(Continued from page 12)
plus vocal solos and duets by Walter
Kidder, baritone; George Barr and
contemplated permitting balcony Mary Wheeler.
"There Is also a
smolcinET, also okay at the Rlalto violin solo and orchestral Interludes.
The ad portion Is well done.
now. Old Roxy may force through
There's the annouhcement of 'Cowanother cut shortly. It Is said.
Shoe Flash,' and then follows a
New scale for Riv will place It ard
little
dialogic, routine between a
at 76c Instead of 04c top week
Coward shoe salesman and two girls,
nights, and 86c top Instead of 99c apparently
sisters, stressing that
Sats and Sundays.
while both dress and look very
In legit the move down was much alike, their orthopedic elestarted by Max Gordon's big mu- ments forfend wearing the saths
sical 'Flying Colors,' which, how- shoes, and that neither can order
ever, despite the cut, couldn't In- shoes exactly alike for reasons
crease Its gross, and three shows which the exploitive continuity conveys effectively enough.
of lesser chance that week followed
Later on there's a little Institusuit, with others expected.
Legit tional bally about the principles set
men claim that the cuts are nec- down by James S. Coward, the
essary, but at the same time can't founder, 66 years ago. Addresses' of
flgqre out how to make their shows the stores In New York and Brookpay more that way. It's the same lyn are glibly Introduced as a source
where the listeners may write to
as cut rates for the legit.
make requests for their favorites of
Lesser Slicing
which the program Is comprised.
The Palace, reopening with vaude
The sabbath 6 p. m. hour Is ideal
and second run pictures Saturday for a program such as this and the
(7), reduced to 660- top weekdays. popular musical elem»"nts are engaging
enough not to cause 'em to
Since
then both 'Warners
and
dial Out.
Of course, there's someLoew's have dono a little slicing,
what strong competition on the rival
"Winter Garden has dropped from
chains at that hour but as relief
an 83o to 55c, while 'the "Warner, from the regular features this will
on second run, goes to quarter high appeal, and, what's more, encourage
from a previous 40c.
new regulars.
Abel.
RKO reduced its Mayfair prices a
couple of months ago, while Loew's
S. & -B. IN N. Y. ONIT
did the same for the State. HamStoopnagle and Budd resume their
mered all around, largely of years
by cheap early bird mats at the personal appearance dates Feb. 10.
First date takes them into the
first runs, Loew's last week took Its
price for the New York theatre 'Valencia, Jamaica, for Loew. Because of the Pontiac contrabt, which
down from 50c to 30o.
requires
their presence In the CBS
The Nabes
With the downtown New York studio for all broadcasts, the team
houses coming down sharply after will confine its sta^e bookings to
a long holdout, question arises as to the metropolitan area.
what's going to happen in the
neighborhoods of the metropolitan
KHJ ADD TALENT
area They have to be a safe enough
Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
distance behind Times Square first
runs In price to draw trade.
Ray Campela and his Islanders,
Likelihood is that with the cut- four Hawalians, formerly with Stanting to come all along the line, ley Smith's Blltmore orchestra, are
Greater New York will suddenly now on staff at KHJ.
StafE contract also given to Kay
find Itself with a large number of
Thompson, blues singer, who was
cheap scaled houses.
Both the foreign film hquses on spotted In the first Union OH 'Merrythe side streets off the square have makers' nt the same station.

B'way Cuts

.

Clnb Mayfair
Anita
ft
Oscar Davis
Margie Landjr

LOS ANGELES

I«ew'8 State (12)
•Varieties of 1933'

ft

CITT

Ahi
Morton Downey
Eddy Duchin Orch Vercell

Deane
Mildred Gaye
Doris

'Rpotlltes'

Dixie 4
'Snowball'

Central

L6wls High Hat
Esther Pressman

•Sweet

'

H'lyw'd R'staarant
Blltmore Hotel
Paul Whltemao Or Fowler ft Tamara
Collette Sis
Jane Vance

.Tack Fulton Jr

Chamberlln ft H
Loc Lorraine
AI Rlnker
The Catchalots
Su nklst Ens

Empire
Flannagan ft Allen
Ted Ray
Co as booked

NEW TOSK

Marco

Paramonnt

SUNDERLAND

Cabarets

WASHINGTON

Earle (IS)
ft Clements
Les Gellls
Joe Laurie
Grace Hayes
(One to flll)

Sylvia

Behymer

Bros

Hay Co

Will

BRIGHTON

Rusty

3 Gr.eene

Leslie Hutchinson

DQgs

Hippodrome

(20)

Reynolds ft White
Boswell Sis
Hal Sherman
Sylvia ft Clements
(One to flll)

&

of Jan. 16

Hippodrome

Loyal'S'

other children's products, partict^
larly referring to the Pirate
cluh
idea.
*JsL

relay.

Harmony Kings

Lee 'Donn

Garner, Wolfe

Neville

Playsronnd

Will Morris

Holls Bros

ft Merit
ft Claire

Peggy Moore

been worked overtime by severed

Ray
Edna Mae Morris

lyollc's

Anita LaPIerre
BUIy Carr

40)

tlflcates for one or more labels
from
the Otits package. Same stuff
has

Phylls

Tex Qulnan Co
Austin Nack Orch
Paramonnt

Masked Countess

BIRMINGHAM

Gray

CHICAGO

Chicago (IS)
Joan Blondell
Arthur Tracey
Harry Rose

CItft

Twins

Eddie Clifford

Talent

Metropolitan (13)
•Follow Thru'
Joe Penner
Olive Olsen
Franklyn Farnum

Vanity Fair

Ben.Oma'r
3 Rddlons
Mildred Tolls
Edith Orlfnth
Ben Pollack Orch

Mary

PROVINCIAL

SI(1 Marlon
Parker ft SIdano Co

Co

Norman
Womon'

Carl Lorraine Orch

Ted Shapiro
Rosa McLean

STRATFORD
Broadway

ft

Vaughn

Blocklmwk

Bd Ball Bd

Page

Burleya

(20)

Bd'Ball Bd/
.

Empire

Wm

KInema

'

Scott Sanders
Fisher Ols

CROSS

Fields
Virginia Bacon

CHICAGO

Stanley'

Palace

Large & Morgner
Clemlns Belllngs
C^o an booked

(20)

Zslga Beta
Mme Ilona deThury

Younkmnn Bd

LEYTON

Geo Robey
MWtay ft Mooney

NEWARK

State

Charlie Mclson

Virginia Peck

.

Mabel Scott
Roy White
Dorothy Turner
Chas Johnson Orch
Taft GrIU
Geo Hall Orch
The Csarda
Karoly. Bencze

Savoy
Parsons Bd

.

Lawrence Gray Co
Lewis ft Moore
Chaz Chase
Lee Galls Co

Jack ERnn

Tudy

LeB

Dancers
to Arms'

Rose ft Ray Lyte
Deane Janis
Hal. Kemp Qrch
Ches Pares
Sophie Tucker

Donn

Arabs

Billy Bennett

Varsity Girls

(20)

24 Alton
'Fare'well

Wallace
ft Stone

Lees

HAMMERSMITH

May

I.it<izeed

Arthur 'Pat' West
Del Chain
T & B AVonder
Pansy
DInne
G Zaros
The Trojans
Steve Savage

Ben Hnmid Tr
Levan Young Co
Collenette Ballet
Annie Judy ft Z
HOLLYWOOD
Mrs Freddy Rich
Pnntngea (12)
Jack Do Ruyter Or
'C Foy's nughousc'
Linroln (21)
Charlie Foy
Great Wallendas
Maxine I.cwia
Harry .''moll Co
Arthur Ward
Presaier & Klaiss
Balalaika 6
Floyds Orrh
ria.ichette
(14)

Nellie

8yd Seymour
Billy Russell

ShUtl's .Marionettes

'Talent a

Lela Bliss
Jack Duffy

(13)
ft

Empire

Lee.

Nelson Keys
Loew'n (20)
Victoria Palace
Lebch, LaQulnlan 3

L'ptown (20)

George Guhl
Harry StHlTord

BROOKLYN

Pammonnt
Eddie Garr

The 3 Cossacks
Red Pepper

HOI.BORN

4

Bobby.

Stuart

'Sally-

~

EAUNq

Palladium

Yoankman'Bd

Alfredo Gyp Bd
Kit Kat Rest

Falladlam
Relly ft Comfort

Havel
ft

Robt Bomand

4
8

Kemmys
Rhythm Ols
Sandler Bd

O

ft

JERSEY CITY

Mary Eaton
Jack Waldron
T Roy Barnes
Hal Toung

HARTFORD

(H)

3

Clyde Hnger
VancssI Co
Gene & Glenn

Dorothy La Marr

Wanda

Fox

(21)

Allen

(H)

LIbonatI

M

ft

Herb WllllamR Co

Betty Farrlngton

Miss Harriett

.

Mae Wynn 4
Harmon ft Clnxton

Anderson

Anolyn^rden
Ruth Fay
Allen
Karsen & Gretel

2d half (18-20)
Snoozer, Jr

Hippodrome

CINCINNATI

9

12 Aristocrats
(Two to flll)

(21)

B & R Goman Rev
Miles. & Slegal

Johnny Perkins Co
Paul Ash Bd

2d half (26-27)
ft Fields
Swifts

Weber
3

&

A

K

JULIAN SIEGEL

Cliff

Darnell

ft

Bob Hope

F

•Irene'

Crawford
Bobby Watson
OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THE N. V. A, George Dobbs
Walter Regan
DR.
George Ball
Buddy Karsen
ISeO Broadway
George Fox
This Wit.; Billy Goldle, Ellen Arden
Sydney Reynolds

&

Toy Shop

Ramona

John Mcrkyl

Regent
1st hair (21-24)

Lament
Jones

rrene Rich

(21)

Rlrkwhite & A
Lillian Shade

(One to

Davis

flll)

1st half (20-23)
Bill ft Henry

OMAHA

Palace
let half (21-24)

Paddy

CLEVELAND

Gautler's
Sid Gary

of Jan. 16

Grace HartlnKton
Cornalla ft Eddie
2d .half (19-21)
Coleman ft D'Arcy
Dominion

4

ELI/ A BETH

(141

2d half (2e-27)'
6 Bachelors

Glenn

Week

Canterbury M. H.
1st half (16-18)

& Or

WARNER

EWABK

Keith's (21)
Delmtir's Rev

Jack Shea Orch

Prospect

Keith's

Rosette & Luttman
Stuart & Lash

J Renard

Week

.

Blng croitby

Dee Loretta
Earl Maestro

ft

O

Will Mahoney

Duncan

Allta

(20)

Swanee S Janet May
Radio Rubes
Carl Freed Co
Mary Garden

,

Halllgan
Jerry Ross
Bill

flll)

Centory (20)
John Bros
J & Jane McKenna

Partner

Harry Burns Co
Carpetitler Co

Albee (21)

Ben Dova
Weber &

Karre, Noyes

Art Jarrett Co

BROOKI.YN

to

Fraitklyn Farnum
Madieline Sheffield

& Bnrrows

Goes

D

St

ft

E.Vogt

(21)

Casting Pearls

4

Gloria Gilbert
•Second Hand Wife"

Bobby Bernard
Muriel Moran
Arletto Young
O'Connor Bros

Pcrclval
Bell

.

Tamara

3 St

let half (20-28)

Mady

MINNEAPOUS

Caesar RlvoU Co

Weber &

Gates Avenne

.

<Qne to fill)
^ CoamopoUtan

Carl

BROOKLYN

Joe Marks Co
Mltzi Green
Oracle Schenk Co

RiihacB Oroh

Corbttt &
3 swifts

BUI Robinson
Tacopts

B & R Goman
Millard & Marlln

5 French Misses

Benny Ross
Senator Murphy

Renard

Nan Halperin

(14)

Dorothy Co
Gaudsmlth Bros

Joe Penner

Eddie Tamblyn
Helen Wright

ft
ft

Atlta Duncan
•Frisco Jenny'

Catherine LUtlefleld

Olive Olsen
Mac 'Harris

BALTIMORE

.

& Ryan
Holland & Knight
State (20)
D & E Barstow
A-ndr6 Renard
A
F Lake

Botb Placed

Jiaif (18-20)

(Others to

MONTREAL,

Colette

ANNETTE AMES

Poll (20)
•Follow Thru'

Ted Lewis

Peter Hlgglns

C

(20)

George. J6ssel
Bobby Blsley

PABAMOVNT.

4^

Blsland

Pamdlse

(4th week)

Sis

WORCESTER

(13)

Sam

BOSTON

Arms
Roxy

RKO

Hunter

'No Other

'Farewell to

Curtis

I.K>ng

(Continued from page

BALTniORE

Hippodrome
Stngln'

Ray

Bimbos

4

Annette. Ames
32 Bines Girls

Mary Price

Mary Dolao

Loew's (20)

Eddie Cantor

Jesse Crawford
Mao Questel

Ken Murray
Nicola
Valencia

Maximo

Carroll

Anatole Frledl'nd-

ATTHE
NEW TOBK
LEDDY

&

Abbott

OHEZZIS

(18)

OlUe Morosco

Buster Kelm
Dorothy Kelm
Sue St. John

Metropolitan (20)
Sammy Krevoft Co
Reiss & Dunn
Valentine Vox

3

Roger Williams

AT THE. CAPITOL
TIIE'

Kawana

flll)

State. (20)

Claudia Alba Co

Harry Burns Co
Jean CaIlow«y Bd

Rev

(One to

Ist half (20-23)

Lee Port & D
Art Jarrett Co

Ricard's Co
2d half (26-27)

C

Boulevard

Ist half (20-23)

Joe & Willie Hale
A! Verdi & Thelma 4 Carlton Bros
Le
& Stratford
Welst & Stanton
Vic Oliver
Flfi D'Orsay
Dorothy Martin Co
Wlngr Wah Tr
2d half (24-26)
(14)
Josle Carol Co
Klutlngs* Co
Gregory & Raym'nd
King Kins & K
Lewis Mack Co
Wills & Davis
Floyd Christy
Pola Negri
Bomby Gang
Dave Harris Co

Wallendas

2d

W

De foregoes

Aaronson F & It
Prince Romanoff

By

Or Dorothy Martin Co

Sailors
Britt Wood

Malnstrect (21)

fill)

Cookie Bowers
Kitty Doner Co

&

&
&

Anne Clark

ft

Roscoe Arbuckie

(20)

3

KANSAS CITT

Ray Bolger

N T O

Capitol

George Olaen
Ethel Shutta
Lowe BurnofI

Reed

Lanny Ross
Marty May
Chas Masters Co

Annie Judy &. Z
Mrs. P Rich Co

Collins

&

Gordon

CITT Mario

YORK CITY

Paramount

•Stepping Out'

The Radio Rogues
Donald Novls

Dave Apollon
California Redheads Von Orona
Marie Gambarelll
Joey Cey Lon
•Animal Kingdom'
Ottllle George
Roxy (13)
6 Thoroughbreds

De

Charley Myers

NEW TORK

NISW

Warren Jackson
Julia

Freddie Craig, Jr

Loew

(12)

Trouble'

Chester Fredericks

& Lamb

Edna Sedgwick

only)

Rlvoll (22
Rex Circus

(21)

(Three to

Conley Co

J.

HEMPSTEAD

3 Swifts

May
Stamm Co

Ortons

4

VANCOUVER

Orplieum
•Girl

'Edwards School D'
Milton Douglas

Nell Kelly

Bowman

4

Orvllle

Norvelle Reese

SamvLohk
Pah & Chang
Manchu 3
ST. LOUIS
Fox (20)

VInette

Sis

Harry

AlDSlo

Hall (18)
Patricia

Jordan & Woods
Tuskegee Ens
Arnaut Bros
Maria Samson

&

Tracy
Reeve
Marty

Lassos Brown
Nay Bros

(20)

Long Tnck Sam
M-N ft N-S Long
Bellet

Rome & Gaut

Picture Theatres

Gobs

Billy Mitchell
Billy Miller

SPRINGFIELD
Poll

Minstrels'

•Georgia
3'

3 Georgia Browns
Big 6 Comedians
Thomas Harris
Chick Boeman

'Shanghai' I

opening oa:* ot

Radio Reports

Impertal (20)

Carla Torney Girls

(January 21)
(January 14)

Tuesday, January 17, I933

TORONTO

Max Lerner
Myrtle Lyman

RKO

I.

up tomorrow (17) with a possigrocer will renew.
Dialog team has been o» 26 weeks

Last week he played for Warners
In Elizabeth, N. J., also on a net-

bility

work booking.

for the stores.

'

Tuesday, January 17, 1933
sllp-up occurred through station thinking her car was on the
second Century section.
Just about when that mistake was discovered, nearly every one had
disappeared from section one except the slow-moving Kate Smith. Boys
figured they might as well grab her and did. Gerhard then had to work
fast in getting a bunch up to Miss Colbert's hotel to do the honors.
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ACO

and

'Clipper')

opera
house
anManhattan
nounced $1 top for following seaBon, playing Belasco and Frohman
shows after' their B'way rUhs.
House had been doing well with
But It wasn't the andollar top.
swer.

was

Christmas

over,

but

there

a shortage of plays for
B'way. Four theatres were worried

was

still

over approfliching darkness.

Cautious producers trying to Induce playwrights to And angels for
their plays.

his

Bank of America and its hundreds of branches in that state.
The Glanninls always have been pretty nice with the picture business
on both coasts, with likely no banker commencing to understand the
business and its people as has Dr. Glannlnl. He knows the producers of
other lines, too, especially the legit as done on Broadway with the high
scaled shows. The Dr. has been the banking angel for many of the best
known legit play makers in New York, and he never lost a dollar through

season.

.Julian KUinge, then In his

prime

a femme impersonator, wais
breaking records in the vaude
houses, including' Palace, New York.
as

•Chu Chin Chow'

was movisd from

the Manhattan, Ipn 3<lth street to the
Century opened another
dentury.
box office in anticipation.

Paramount, which had been exwith serials, dropped

perimenting

But that didn't stop it
the idea.
from getting their Angers burned
on the Joe May 80-part serial later
on. That was the cure.

—

at all in recent times has any circuit or manager acknowl
full co-operation of the performer, such as Balaban
in the firm's advertisement In last week's 'Variety'. It plen-

Hollywood studio publicity head, now out, put the ban on all foreign
correspondents, including an elderly man representing a powerful group
of English newspapers.
Latter, very sensitive. Just forgot aliout the
tifully recognized AI Jolson's added work and performances while play- studio and, when It had a big film revolving around life in his home
ing the
Chicago theatre.
country, he kept mum about It in his correspondence.
A little more recognition by the manager of cooperation and perhaps
The head of the studio found that the special production wasn't get«'
the disposition of the performer would change on cooperation. The man- ting any notices in some of the hiost important papers of England, and
ner of saying thanks in ads was in effect some years ago in' the old show he hit the ceiling. Ended up with the studio placating the correspondent
business between the manager and the actor, but so much of the old in the most abject naanner. Joker is that the owner of the newspaper
show .business was lost through the rush of' the new or current way of chain was a partner of the film company in its English newsrecl.
theatre operation that the courtesy thing was suspected of having been
buried along with the rest.
When Universal abandons Its 6th avenue home ciilco In the Heck«her
Names of the stage coming within the range of the Jolson $12,000 and
guarantee weekly usually charge the house $600 per extra performance building. New York, next year, the film company will locate either in
(luring the engagement. Jolson gave
several extra shows without Radio City or the Brill building on. 49th and .Broadway. I^attpr has. two
charge. He did nearly $59,000 (inclusive of tax) on the week, playing to stories and the penthouse available,' the latter for the U projection
'over 100,000 admissions.
His percentage was 60-60 over $60,000. Be- rooms.
It's an arrangement similar to the Hecksher where the terrace of the
tween the time Jolson made the contract for the Chicago theatre week
and the date ho opened Dec. 30, the Chicago had lowered its scale. office building houses a specially constructed stucco projection room,
Jolson did not protest that change but had the former scale been in apart from the regular building, made necessary by the fire laws.
U at present has some 30,000 square feet, but needs less space with
effect, he figuried out, the Chicago's gross for the Jolson week would
have been" $81,000. As it was he broke the attendance record for ihe the abandonment of-the. Universal theatre dept. and other curtailments.
big theatre, a real something to ..aqcomplish these days.
if

edged publicity the

&

Katz did

B&K

B&K

Goldwyn was trying to break
grip'
on first run
had around 80 houses
Coast circuit execs have been checking up grosses and attendance for
and dpldwyn 25. Fighting It out
the first two weeks of this year as compared with the corresponding
in 'trade paper ads.
period in 1932 and find that in most Instances attendance has in<creased,
receipts have considerably diminished. Instance is cited of a/ leadbut
•Margaret Mayo was preparing to
ing Los Angeles downtown subsequent run Ihouse where for the week
retire from Goldwyn as script head.
She had been with the Qompany lending Jan. 7 attendance was 19,600 for a total gross of $3,333,\com
pared with a gross for the same week last year of $3,997, but with an
since its starti
attendance of only 16,200.
Another downtown L. A. house, operated by the same affiliated circuit, played to around 16,000 admissions for the week both this year and
50
last, but receipts in 1933 amounted to but $3,700, as compared to $4,600
(From
.

.

'Clipper')

Jem Mace, finglish heavyweight,
In. this country with Blade, halfbreed. Maoi*! from
Zealand, for

New

whom

while another contended it should be the 'panther woman' idea. Latter
out with Jack Mclncrney and Lou Smith's specially prepared campaign along that line for Rlalto, New York engagement accepted.
Unable to agree at the h.o. and with ooast said to have desired a horror
side for the campaign, Sam Dembow finally decided that the chiller
thing had been done to death in every way. Paramount had spent much
time and expense exploiting the panther woman angle, including a contest, and it was also believed that this should be cashed in on.

won

—

Par's 'death
houses. Par

YEARS AGO

coast.

any one of them.
The Dr. is a 'character banker* as far aa the show people go. He
knows them and their records. If a legit borrowed from the Dr. when he
was in charge of the eastern bank, for a production and the play fiopped,
the Dr. didn't go into a panic nor did he worry the producer. He knew
Picture stars who use the Riviera for a hideaway, burn the spot-news
their records and waited for the next production when they paid off.
man there by ducking for the first three days till rested, and then tryIn Columbia's 'American Madness', the story of a 'character banker* ing to hold a press reception to which nobody wants to go.
in these times of stress has a central figure claimed to have been modScribes can't make stars realize that the Riviera is just like Paris,
eled after the Dr. and his manner of doing banking business. In the New York, London, or Berlin a place where you're news when you
picture the banker's bank i^ saved from closing through the merchants arrive and when you leave not when you want to be news. If the stars
and others he had aided with loans coming to his rescue by heavy de- would do their stuff tlie first day, they'd be let alone the rest of the time.
posits In an emergency.
The ones who duck are sure to be hounded and if possible victimized
On the coast the Gianninis have been more than Midases to any num- with bad publicity when they 'secretly' enter a casino and lose.
Police routine is so thorough, secrecy from the press Is impossible.
ber of big and little picture men. And they hold the same kind of a
slate out there; they have never lost a dollar through loans to picture To go into the Monte Carlo Casino, for instance, you have to give up
your passport and register. All hotels exact the same demand.
people.
Seldom

.

how Publix was to sell 'Island of Lost Souls' resulted hi
difference of opinion at the home office and between the west
One faction led to believe the horror angle should be the attack,

Question of

much

.

,

planned to star Will
a play written aro.und
own life. Idea didn't last into

Ziegfeld
Rogers in

ne^

More than the picture people in New York miss Dr. A. H. Glannlnl,
the banker.
The Dr., with his brother A. P., who are In control of
Transamerlca, are held in California through their operation of the

Secretary to an Indie producer oil the coast finally collected a tenspot;
but incurred the enmity of the writer from whom It was due. About a
year ago, she .typed a script for the scribbler and his partner and finally
succeeded in selling it to her boss. Neither .thought of giving her any«
thing until one day she mentioned to the partner that she hadn't been
paid for the typing, not to ihention th^ commission. So he gave her $16,
and said his collaborator would come; through with $10.^ Only after te«'
peated asking did the other, who is also a film chatter writer, grudgingly
pay up.

Will Mahoney grows Irritable whei^ friends suggest ^hat his weekly
advertisements in 'Variety' carrying eictract^ from his notices, are really
house reviews. Mahoney probably has more highly flattering notices
than
anyone oh the present staged like the one Mahoney advertised In a
Similar conditions are reported to exist at other downtown Los An
geles houses, as well as in the suburban territory, with the general 'Variety' page last week by William t'. McDermott, the drama critic of
opinion being that picture house attendance is holding Its. own in houses the Cleveland 'Plain Dealer'.
Nearly all of Mahoney 's notices are: by critics of the McDermott rank,
where b. o. attractions are shown, but that grosses haJve been reduced
who are greatly entertained by Mahoney and express themselves In type
due to a general reduction in admission prices all ialopg the line,
before the rave wears ofi.
for the

week

in 1932.

,

:

he claimed much. Duncan
Boss put up $60 to bind match
which they could wrestle, box
and jump for $260 to $500 a side,
RkO maintains a legal staff of 13 lawyers but even an answer to a
winner of two out of three to take
all.
Ross was good athlete and a complaint must come through the RKO bankers' downtown attorneys,
Cravath, DeGersdorfC, Wood & Swaine. Ditto at Paramount, where this
better press agent.
same law firm handles everything, although Par also /haa a sizeable legal
Henry c.. Miner bought Tony Pas- stafC. Paul D. Cravath is on the RKO board. His\flrm is cotinsel for
tor's old theatre at 585 B'way.
He Kuhn, Loeb & Co., Par's bankers.
reconstruted It for business purWith Adolph Zukor's return, there is talk of Blek John Ludvigh who,
poses.
Too far downtown- ' for a uppn leaving Par, took offices with Nathan Burkan, also coming back
theatre.
into Par as general counsel. Ludvigh was also secretary of Par at the

Unusual In Itself that it could happen in a town like Philly. Probably
Quaker spot ever gave permission for anything on Sunday
special permit to Stanley to allow 'Kid from Spain' to run past
biidnight on Saturday, its opening day (7). With lines to be taken
care of, house got city to okay running until 12:29 a. m. Sabbath.
Another unusual thing for Philly was reopening of picture again at
midnight Sunday on a special showing, with Idea locally exploited.
Claim Is that records were hung up for an opening day at Stanley and
for a midnight performance.

time of his resignation.
John McCuIlough, playing PhilaWilliam Mallard who was only admitted in '27 is the. downtown end's
moved the audience to designation in present charge of the RKO legal staff. The sole holdover
laughter with what the 'Clipper'
from the Kelth-Albee regime is Philip Stem. He, with Maurice Goodcorrespondent termed his 'paroxman and L. Lawrence Green (which latter two share same offices), comysmal' kisses.
Already showing prised the only three lawyers for Keith's handling not only legal but
signs of the mental trouble which
realty and tax matters.
later took him from the stage.

on the front page for four days last week, freelance scriveners all got
the same idea and flooded the studios with yarns based on the hold, up.
One studio received five scripts, aU with the same title, 'Hollywood
Jewel Robbery.' Yarns all have the same premise, picture star being
held up for her Jewels with the police believing the holdup a publicity

C.
In

delphia,

Showmen in the Far East are reported annoyed with Clyde Elliot,
photographer of 'Bring 'Em Back Alive' (Radio) for his alleged tipping
off of animal stuff in the picture. Film hadn't been shown in Singapore
up to Dec. 1, though built up heavily. Elliot made a speech at the RoThere was a battle of beauty on. tarlan club early in Dec, spilling the inside.
Lily Langtry was making her first
Elliot photographed the picture for Frank Buck. He was in Singapore
American tour and Christine Nlllson with a Fox company making another animal picture called 'Man Eater'.
w.is on a concert trip. Poiiers paid
He was invited to make a speech at the Rotarian club and immediately
more attention to their looks than started by saying that all the complaints about cruelty to animals
their ability, though it was generweren't fair because the animal scenes were tricked by photography.
ally admttted that the concert singer
Papers Jumped on that phase of the speech and played it up, with
had talent the stage star lacked.
considerable resultant controversy. Showmen answered by saying Elliot
Both were making money.
did all his chattering in trying to put over his point of no cruelty and
exaggerated about how the things were photographically done.
CixcusoiS were filling the ad spaces
Show printer was advertising 360
theatre chairs for 30c. each. He apparently took them on foreclosure.

with offers of old material and asking new acts for the coming season.
Big demand for bill posters, but they
wanted sober ones.
Patti had tried the concert gag in
the middle west, but they wouldn't
pay the coin, so they had to annex
an opera troupe.

With the

gag.

So far, none of the studios have given the Idea consideration, but two
quickie producers figure on making some sort \t a featujre out of it.
Because Germany and Sweden are always writing to New York to
stop making pictures with sad endings. Paramount is; shipping these
countries two finishing sequences for 'Farewell to Amis.' Both countries have consistently complained of unhappy
endings, much to
the surprise of home offices, who were under the Impression that the

Germans

liked to cry.

Spain and Latin countries will get the picture, sad as did the United
States.

This

is

not a created

title in

has been revived.
Several years back when Zukor was in

Eugene Zukor held

It.

Young Zukor

is

now

Paratnount but one that

control of his company,
In charge of construction and
full

The move of Kohn into the president assistant's spot, besides being
treasurer, follows promotion of Walter E. Cokell as assistant treasurer.
Additlon.illy, Kohn retain."? title of v. p. of Par subsids such as Par International, Par Distributing Corp., etc.

In the sequence.'

Diane .Sinclair, former Metro contractee, has a termer at Columbia
because she did a favor for her agent, Leo Morrison. Latter brought
Otto Kruger from New York for tests at Columbia and asked Miss Sinclair to play opposite the stage actor in them.
Col and Kruger couldn't get together on money but studio liked phrl
well enough to hand her a termer.

Warners has announced 'Silk Express' as a forthcoming production
Is assigning people to the cast, which reminds that a similar yarn
favorite at Fox for several years, being advertised annually but
never reaching the grinding Rt<i.gc. One of the Fox Western avenue blHboards plugged 'Silk Train' for month.i at a time, with MacLaglen and
(Continued on page 58)
and

boats readying.

Betty Compson jewel robbery

'

to the president.

ter patronized.

Boat shows were painting up.
They started around Pittsburgh and
worked down the river.
Several

L. A. 'Record* keeping the

Following an argument with a supervisor over the Inclusion of the
word 'chaperon' in a sequence, pair of writers on the story received a
message from the super, who wanted the word in.
Note read: 'I most emphatically believe chaperon should be used In
Adolph Zukor is conceded as establishing a more direct contact with
Paramount financing and banker relations through appointment of this sequence. However, if it is against your feeling In the matter, I
Ralph Kohn, treasurer of the company, in a companion post as assistant don't want to Influence you in the slightest, but chaperon is going to be

maintenance.

Tomasso Salvlni was playing
three times a week with his troupe
doing modern plays on off niglits.
In some spots ofC nights were bet-

first tlnne

was

Break on photographers and newsmen lined up by United Artlnta
for arrival of Claudette Colbert In New York, by mistake went to Kate
Smith. Arrangements had been made by George Gerhard, with photo
and news boys on hand, to give Miss Colbert the big page one welcome

was a
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Song Larceny Ethics

New Group Plans 25-House Circuit

Boston, Jan. 16.

For
leglt

fleld

League,

is

'Melody/

was

STARDOM FOR PEARL

incorporated Comic

duced, but the principal function of
the league will be the presenting of
Broadway attractions out of town
on a subscription basis.
The league is reputed to have
plenty of backing, the Interested
The
parties being business men.
group Is anxious to take a chance
with touring those attractions which
other producers have not sent on
the road. It is figured that such
shows require but moderate flnancIng, because the productions are
already made.
Dozen Units Picked
A dozen attractions have already
been chosen, including 'Clear All
Wires,' 'Criminal at Large,' 'Meteor,'
"Brief Moment,'
'Bride the Sun
Shines On,' 'Success Story* and 'The

Man Who Changed

Name.'

His

Goes Into Lights as
chanan Leaves 'English'

tells this one.

He had

written an operetta

for the Shuberts. J. J., seated
in last row, sent for him.
'I Just heard that last song,'
said J. J., 'and it sounds

Union Theatre

the

which

In the

General working plan
last week.
calls for the formation of a circuit
of 26 theatres, on a week stand
basis. Some new shows will be pro

Bu-

familiar.'
'It should,' said the

composer, 'I
wrote one for another operetta

£v>ston, Jan. 16.

for you, and It bad a similar
strain.
After all I've a right
to steal from myself.'

When 'Pardon My English' opens
on Broadway, coming Friday, Jack
Pearl will be the star and Lyda
Robertl the featured player. Jack
retired fro^n the cast
after the show Wednesday night
His part Is ma(11) at Colonial.
terially cut and is now in the hands
of his successor, George Givot.
House all sold out this week, and
selling fast for hold-over days since
announcement show would be held
here through this Wednesday (18).
Management stated that Buchanan
departed Vith best of good feeling.'

'I

konw,'

retorted

Shubert,

'but not so soon.'

Buchanan

CLEVE'SCOMBO

RELIEF FUND

AT $16,000,

STARTS $1 CHAIN IDEA

It,

too.

24.

An amusement center Is the
proposition of backers of the new
Club burlesk theatre, who are taking over the Moose Hall from Its
original owners around Feb. 1 and
transforming the building Into a
flve-rlng circus, with a $1 tax for
.

name

of first

.

able otherwise. An advisory board
consisting of managers, playwrights
and directors is reported as a feature of the league.

FRIARS REORGANIZED,

SOLUTION IN SIGHT
The Friars are looking up and a
solution of their financial problems
appears to be in sight. The Incorpora
tion has been virtually dissolved and
a new organization with the title of
the Friars Club has been formed.

The

original title

was that

of the
National Association of Friars,
Monday a temporary lease was
signed with the Bank of Savings.
The club, now in receivership, will
probably go under foreclosure in
March at which time a formal Jease
will be entered into with the bank,
which holds the first mortgage and
which will bid In the property. The
furniture, which was bought in by
a member at foreclosure, has been
turned over to the Friars at a price
of one dollar.

Broadway,

because

of,

the Stage

promoters calculate that, with each
of Its own people,
couple averaging around $3 and
relieving tbe city's committee from
with rent chopped down by the bank
that responsibility.
that owns It, they ought to make
Stage Relief is desirous of making
some money.
it clear that the 1% collected from
Reported members of controlling
actors who have engagements, goes
corporation, known as Consolidated
to the Actors' Dinner Club In toto.
Ed Haug, former
Fund is working with the club, Arts, Include
prez of local musicians' union for 22
which as yet has not found the more
years; Frank Nolan, head of a
spacious quarters desired.
Mark
string of iieighborhooders;
Previous contributions
$9,705
Bernard, Walter Scott, James MorKatharine Cornell
250
rison and Frank Cummlngs.
Anne Morgan
200
Eddie Cantor.
128
J. S. Morgan, Jr
100
Pittsburgh Stock
Century Play Co
25
M. Elizabeth Beers
Pittsburgh, Jan. 16.
26
Mrs. Geo. Kaufman
26
George Sharp stock company at
Anonymous
25 the Pitt folded after 14 weeks of
Other contributions
346 slim takings.
Anthony Lucenti,
Net from 'Of Thee I Sing'
wealthy local contractor who angeled
benefit, Jan. Id
2,600 the repertory group. Is understood

Fund taking carj

to

Total contributions

$13,429

*Music' Cleve. Lay-Oif

On Mary

have dropped around $20,000 on

the venture.

Company originally opened under
Ed Vall's banner, but Sharp took
the reins.

Boland's Flu

Two Ohio Legits Bain
Cleveland, Jan. 24.
Marion, O., Jan. 16.
Music' cancelled four
week at the Hanna,
The opera house at Larue, O.,
when Mary Boland collapsed after west of here, one of the oldest in
the second day's show as the re- the state, was leveled recently by a
Ducat Dealers' Party
sult of Influenza.
fire, with loss estimated at $10,000.
The Treasurers Club will throw
Star had to
carried of^ the
Blaze is supposed to have started
a party on Feb. 11. It will be a stage Tuesday be
night (10) when beneath the stage from defective
dinner at the Astor in honor of against
doctor's orders, she tried to wiring.
House played road shows
Harry Nelmes' 13th year as presi- keep the show going here for two
until recent years and of late has
dent of the organization and his days In spite
of a high tempern- been used for pictures and vaude26th year as a member. The celebration will be the first afCalr held
by the club In more than a year.
Treasurers who have been members of the club for 25 years are to
be installed as life members, which
relieves them of dues, but status
Is

accompanied

by

full

benefits.

Others who will be inducted along
with Nelmes are Ralph W. Long,
Allan J. Schnebbe, Mack C. Hlllard.
Frank A. Giraud, Frank Meyers and

William G. RIdgeway.

Verne Slout at Logansport?
Chicago, Jan.

16.

Verne Slout Players were closed
suddenly last week at the Tivoll,
Gary, when litigation affecting the
house came up.
Slout may reopen his company
Jan. SO at Loeansoort Indiana.

summer

its initial

tryout at

Scott.

$2,000 AT CAPACITY
Portland Co-op Troup at 40c Can't

Exceed That Gross
Poi'tland Ore., Jan. 16.
Taylor St. Players are back again
as the town's sole legit with 40c
stock, playing co-op.
At scale capacity can't make
$2,000 on the week.

Ends

'Face

days of

V

In

Four days after leaving Chicago by aeroplane to open at the Warner
Oklahoma City, three actors were back In Chicago and a new
company was, being recruited for a fresh start. Stage director acting
for Nathan Soblosky who wanted to open a stock company on three days'
notice informed the picture theatre manager that the wrong types had
been sent and after a single reading of 'Private Lives' he was convinced
an opening surely meant a fiasco.
Equity had insisted 'upon fares being put up so the actors got back
safely to Chicago. Stage director went up to Chicago personally to pick
the company for the second try.
theatre,

John R. Sheppard, Jr., and Frank A. Buchanan, newest producing firm
The Stage Relief Fund has started
on Broadway, made a bright start with 'Foolscap' at the Times Square.
show not decided on a dollar donation drive to supple- all.
Promoters claim they've dug ur
ment contributions from profession- New York and Chicago capital to Sheppard is a New Yorker of reputed wealth. Buchanan heretofore was
active In little and semi-professional stage circles In Phlla.
Morris Green, formerly of Jones & al sources and leglt benefit shows.
Qreen, is the active liead of the Women are working on the collec- support the enterprise, to be known
Show was originally presented last summer in the show shop on the
merely as the Club. Building has Vanderlip estate, Scarboro on the Hudson, when It was called 'The Last
leagjie. He stated that a number of
tions.
Plan is that each person be
name players are available for the given a book of 10 receipts and will 42 studio rooms, in addition to a Judgment.'
theatre
and
ballroom,
all
of
which
road appearance, and claimed each be asked to enroll some friend to
do are to be utilized for amusements.
attraction will be headed by a star. likewise.
Captain John H. (Jack) Potter is presenting 'A Good Woman, Poor
In the endless chain manPlan la to Install musical revues Thing,' at the Avon. Show was staged under the supervision of Charles
The expectation Is that not only will ner.
in the 1600-capacity theatre now Dillingham, with whom Potter has been connected for some time.
the league's activities keep standThe fund's total Is upward of $16,ard players engaged, but the touring 000, two benefit performances Sun- used by BllUe Ballus' troupe with a
Real backer is Samuel F. Nixon-Nlrdlinger of Phlla., who is listed as
companies should prove a fleld for day night of 'When Ladies' Meet' straight burlesk. policy. Burly shows president of the Broad Productions, corporate name of the show ownerbeing toned down weekly, Introducthe developing new talent.
and 'Big Night' not being Included ing more radio and vaude acts than ship. Dillingham la not concerned with the corporation.
The feasibility of forming a new in the list below. Next Sunday the
strip numbers, with the Idea of edu(Circuit is obvious because of the
Arch Selwyn Is trying to cast all featured players to support Tallulah
legit show benefit will be 'Autumn
number of independent theatres Crocus,' at the Morosco, and next cating crowds to new change of Bankhead In 'Forsaking All Others'. He has Mary Duncan, Ian Keith*
which have been dark this season. Tuesday (24) one-half of the pre- policy.
Cora Wfherspoon and Donald MacDonald set for the piece and will also
Amusement
Inset-up will also
That the league will run counter to miere performance gross of 'Design
give the cast some freak value through Fred Keating and Johnny Green,
clude a dance hall on flrst floor with
the United Booking Office is indiLatter is the song writer and former is a vaude and film house
for Living' will go to the fund.
bands changed twice monthly; a magician.
cated, but the U. B. O. is reported
Show will charge $11 top for the Coffee Dan grillroom with strolling
seeking a working arrangement with
debut.
performers and a 60-ceht southern
Qreen and his associates, with the
Jack Pearl points to an engraved clgaret case from Jack Buchanan as
It was explained by the fund that
supper, a playground with arcade
)dea of holding down the number of
material evidence of their palshlp and general amicability, socially and
the Emergency Relief Fund will
and game features, a soft-drink bar professionally.
opposed bookings out of town.
Pearl denies that any billing dispute flgured in
participate equally with the Stage
and an art gallery with exhibits by
League Is figuring on tacking the Relief only
Buchanan's leaving 'Pardon My English', It being conceded by Buchanan
in such benefits, as were
local artists.
productions of several well known
agreed on prior to the organizing of
and others the role wasn't enough for the English star. Buchanan called
A
single admission price of $1 per
managers rather than prdouclng on the theatre's
own relief by Rachel head, covering all of the Club's at- 'Variety' to conflrm the same thing.
Its own. It is planned to rent theCrothers.
Emergency Relief has tractions under the same roof.
atres in other cities, playing on peragreed not to seek benefits on
George Haight says that he did not rewrite 'Goodbye Again' following
Building has a 3,000 capacity, and
centage if the houses are not availSouthampton, but collaborated with Allan
on.

*

Inside Stiiff-Lcgrt
Mrs. Muriel French, nee Cabot of the Boston Cabots, of which there
are none earlier, was In and out of a Broadway show within one week.
The young Back Bay matron played a bit, but was further interested
in the attraction 'Saint Wench' at the Lyceum.' She went for $18,000
for a 'piece,' now wondering why and what about It.
'Wench' drew a panning and Helen Menken, under whose name It was
produced, announced the show's withdrawal at the end of the Initial
week. Monday afternoon (9) last week It was decided to continue. Last
Wednesday night it did fold.
John Colton, who authored and also put money Into 'Wench,' wanted to
play for three weeks, for possible picture rights. When shown on the
coast several years ago 'Wench' failed to arouse Holljrwood Interest and
screen rights were doubtful.
Continuation after tbe flrst closing was a secret. No tickets were al«
lotted the agencies, nor cut rates, and there were no ads in the papers.
Box office telephone service was 'temporarily discontinued,'
Show had been turned over to the players, wbo were to split after
house expenses were deducted. Under the conditions so little money was
taken In that the actors threw up the sponge after four performances
on their own. That gave the show a run of one and one-half weeks.
Helen Menken is now vowing she is through with stage. Helen had

some money

SHOWWMUECT
Cleveland, Jan.

Opening date for the league's activihas been set for Feb. 27 in Bos-

ties
ton,

<!>

Sigmund Romberg, here for

B way Hits; UBO May Play Ball

Newest managerial group

Tnesdaj,, Januarj 17, 1933

ture.

the

its

ville.

After her collapse Miss Boland
was removed by ambulance to the
Lebanon, O., Jan, 16.
Cleveland Clinic. Theatre thought
The Lebanon opera house, erected
she would be well enough to go on
for the Thursday show, but had to in 1878, was destroyed by fire remake refunds for the remainder of cently. The theatre, one of the oldthe week when the medicos refused est in Ohio, was once one of the
best known one-night stands in this
to okay her.
By Friday the star had sufficient- section. More recently It was used
ly recovered to get her discharge for vaudeville and pictures.
papers from the clinic and left with
her company for Chicago.
Oklahoma Stock
Stage hands* union agreed to n
Oklahoma City, Jan. 16.
pro rata payoff for the two days
Nathan A. Sabloslcy of New York
played by the musical.
'Of Thoe I Sinp' current week, has le.ised the Warner thc.Ttre here,
with Cornells Otis Skinner pencilled and will reopen the house, dark for
year and a half, with stock,
In for three days opening Jan. 2C, a
followed by 'Student rrineo'- and Jan. 10.
The policy will be ton shows a
'Blossom Time" for .Ian. 29; 'There's
Always Juliet' for rob. 6 and pos- week, opening at 3 and 7 p. m, at 60cent top.
sibly 'Good Earth" Feb. 16.

Coast Concert Field

Goes Non-Guarantee
Coast

down

STOCK PART OF
REALTY DEVELOPMENT

PIflLL

Philadelphia, Jan.

16.

John H. McClatchy, who has built
most of the new developments in
the 69th street section in the last
16 years, is backing a theatre In
this neighborhood.
Theatre, known as The Playhouse,
seats 460 and is located above the
Pierre's restaurant, on 69th street.

House has

full

lighting equipment

and can be used for plays of alSan Francisco, Jan. 16.
most any nature.
concert fleld has gotten
The theatre opened Christmas

to a no-guarantee basis.
Day with Don MuUaly's 'Laff That
Only one concert performer has Off' second week's show was 'Ritzy'
appeared on the Pacific Coast this and this week's is 'After Tomorrow,'
season on straight salary. That was never presented in Philly. In the
;

who drew an

approxi- company are Marion Abbott, Flormate $3,000 per appearance here and ence Frances Mack, J. Barney Kerry,
in Los Angeles.
She was an In- Eileen Coyne, Bert Grlscom, Charles
dubitable hit.
Conrad and Presco Anderson.
High salaried artists of past years
The top is $1 and performances
have bled the Coast impresarios to are given nightly with usual masuch an extent that their current tinees. McClatchey, who is trying
'No Guarantee' ultimatum came of to develop an amusement center
necessity.
here, is doing plenty of advertising.
Right now Mary Wigman, Krelsler
and
Rachmaninoff
are
hitting
'Frisco, Oakland and L. A. under
Southern
far different circumstances than
Birmingham, Jan. 16.
surrounded previous tours. Wigman's usual arrangement this time
The Jefferson is reopening with
has been for a 60-65 per cent of the the Edith Ambler Stock. The house
gross. Business chances were con- went dark shortly before Christmas
sidered so slim In the northwest when the Roberson-GIfford players
that the Wigman troupe, skipping folded.
Seattle and Portland, hopped all the
It Is being operated with musiway from Calgary for two nights cians and stage hands on a co-op
here and one in Oakland.
basis.
Horowitz,
Gluck-Sandor ballet
The Mary Jane Lane players at
have
and Lotte Lehman are among those the
Grand,
Montgomery,
who canceled the Coast this sea- changed to two bills a week.
son,
largely because
At Memphis the Lyceum players
percentage
deals and unfavorable prospects have reduced scale to 40 cents at
scared them out.
night and 26 cents matinee. Prices
Concert business of the west Is were up to 99 cents.
pretty evenly divided between NBC
and Columbia Concerts Corp. ArtTroupe wfth Specialties
ists of the former are presented locally by Pete Conley, and in L, A.
Ottumwa, I.a., Jan. IG.
by the network itself or by George
Harry Goldle and Eddie Wilson,
Leslie Smith.
Columbia's artists with their own stage company, have
bow in 'Frisco under the aegis of opened Indef at the Grand, playinK
Sell)y Oppenhelmer, and In Los An- stock with vaude interludes and
geles under L. E, Behmyer.
with orchestra concerts a feature.
Lily Pons,

New

Co-Op

—
Tuesday,

Jmrnrj

L

1933

17,
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MID-YEAR

CRITICS'
r

Cohan Show at Pre-War $2 a Test

A$ B'way Mgrs. Split on Scale Cuts
TIE
Broadway is in a flurry of slashing the prlCQ of theatre tickets.
ISome legit manafers believe that
le the solution of bad business In
show business. Others are dubious
and take the position that hit shows
are natural draws which should not
require radical admission reductions.

Dramatic

IMEIISOII 1ST.

nmm

Brady Awoke
Gabriel-Winchell Draw in
Deuce at .857 ^Anderson's .870 Leads 10th Annual Critics' Score at Sea-

—

One of the classics they tell
Bill Brady concerns ^Drifting' in which his daughter,
Alice, was playing. Show was
in Asbury Park with the producer sitting in the last row

on

Halfway Mark
^Variety' .864—66 Shows,
son's

Most seem aei'eed that downward
revision is in tune with the times
and talked it ever at a Theatre
I/eague meeting Friday (13). The
tendency of some showmen to slice
prices in half, was regarded as going to the extreme because hasty
readjustment of operating expense
The atIs deemed not practical.
titude of the managers indicated
that few realize the difference between a mediocrity and a success.
The real test of the return to the
|2 ticket (tax added) may come

a night performance and
during which he fell asleep.
Suddenly awakening in the
middle of the second act,
Brady thought he was still at

And then remembered where
he was!

John Anderson of the 'Journal,'
whose top up to now has been third

the opening of
this week with
George M. Cohan in "Pigeons and
People' at the Sam H. Harris the-

SHOW CO. PARTY

view of the other New York dramatic critics. His batting average
of iB70 for the most hits and least
misses among the hitting and missing legit reviewers places Anderson
in the lead as the currant season
passes the midway post and «l:eps

It

atre.

is

the

first

name

at

51
Flopped
Opinions'

PRODUCERS BAT

RATES IN FORCE

box score winner,
Gilbert Gabriel of the 'American,' is
not far behind with .857, tied at
that mark for second place by Wincholl of the 'Mirror.'
This score Is based on all legit
openings so far this season, or 66
Scoring started with the
in alL
season's logical beginning on Aug.
17, 'Domino* being the opener, and
extended to Jan. 2. 'Saint Wench'
LasA year's

Seven Have Cut

Latest Information on the new
Bight other attractions in various
tickets now available
stages of their engagements have scrip railway
X^rery in the west, discloses that a baggage
boxoffice prices.
car
is available gratis for every 25
on
waa
either
show in that sroup

the grosses bad fares. It has been estimated that
nuu4tedly dropped. Three musicals 'Of Thee I Sing,' which is en route
which were 14.40 top stai-ted this to the coast will save $2,700 on the
week lower priced. They are XSay swing to the west and back to ChiDivorce* which moved from the cago.
Show has three baggage cars and
Barrymore to the Shubert with a
Smaller
travels about 73 persons.
I3.S0 top, 'The Cubarry,' Cohan, and
Walk a Little Faster.' St, James companies with 25 persons would
(formerly Krlarger's), which drop- save about $700 on a coast trip to
Scrip tickets
ped to $2.75 top. 'Flying Colors' had and from Chicago.
previously c\it from $4.4<» to $2.20 at which are akin to the old mileage
trips.
U»e Imperial and jumped the at- are interchangeable for side
tendance. Profit margin, however, Saving is nearly one cent per mile
under the regular fares.
reported to be alight.
The Canadian Pacific has also reAmong the dramas 'Another
Language' moved from the large ca- vised Its rates for theatrical atOne-way rate of fare,
pacity Shubert to the limited sized tractions.
Booth, reducing the scale from t3.30 one and one-Quai'ter the price of a
available to comto 11.65^ the most radical price slash. round trip, was
That show, however, is in its 10th panies of 25 or more. Same rate
month <md Is ready to take to the now applies to companies of 16 or
with casts of
For
troupes
more.
road. "Foolscap,* which opened last
week at tlie Times Square, fared 10 to 14 people here is a rate of one
badly and also cut its $3.34 top in and one-half a round trip fare.
half.
Other non-musicals which Companies of 25 are given a bagcut prices are 'When Ladles Meet,' gage car without extra cost.

way out or

Top foi both is now $2.20.
show which is $2.20.
was conceded that the reduction Stagers,
had generally in-

of ticket scales

creased attendance, but actual increases in the gross were doubtful.
The managerial session came to

not been productive of many successful shows, although the average

no worse than last year when the
percentage of successes slumped to
one out of every flvo produced.
That one-ln-flve was maintained
through the first half of this season.
Of the 66 shows 61 flopped,
while 16 finished in the money either
as hits or moderate successes, giving the producers a .227 average.
Ist Five
First five places in the halfway
box score are closely grouped, first
and fifth positions, held by Anderson and Brown of the 'Post,' respectively, being separate.- by only
Atkinson of
46 percentage points.
the "Times,' In fourth place, hit .837.
Gabriel saw the most shows, 66,
and rapped out the most bits, 48.
Anderson, and Lockridge of the
'Sun,' who is sixth at .769, were the
second most prolific show-catchers,
having witnessed 64 apiece.
Gabriel and Winchell's tie in the
deuce strangely extends to the
fourth decimal, despite that Wlnchell went to bat 14 times less. His
is

New Hub

Group,

ProdDcing at Peabody

(Continued on page 52)

Boston, Jan.

A

new

16.

enterprise 36 rights, six wrongs and no 'no
The Stagers have opinions' against Gabriel's 48-7-1
organized, and have leased the Pea- not only add up to the same threePlays at Frisco Green body Playhouse in the West End figure average, but also to the same
for stock.fraction of one-eighth of a point.
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
With Bdward P. Goodnow as diHammond at .740, Garland, ,733,
Coming from 'Frsco to give testimony in his suit to recover $577 rector, the company as its first will and Mantle .679, occupy the last
from Richard "Wilbur over an ac- produce 'The Dead Sister's Secret,' three places in the midway score.
counting of the recent production a burlesque of an old Jack Dalton Mantle is using the star system of
rating shows this season, and while
here of 'Elasy for Zee Zee,* Sid melodrama of the '90*s.
The cast includes Francis Grover this has eradicated the 'no opinion'
(Soldtree lamped the Grand Guig-

Goldtree Staging Horror

nol Players at the

Hollywood Music

theatrical

swings in today.

from his record, the 'News'

Cleveland, Aldrich Bowker, Irving

critic's

Box and announced that upon his Locke, Barbara West, and others. batting average has not increased.
customary
its
steals
Variety'
return north he would Inaugurate Tlie backers worked quietly for
a season of the horror sketches ar some weeks before announcing the extra bow with a combined staff
season of plays; and state they average of .864. It got to first base
the Green St.
it.
Producer has a trunk ful of scripts have cash in hand which will carry 57 times out of 66 *urns at b
that he has accumulated during the company until April anyway.
Peabody playhouse, not much
several years he operated the Green
St., and figures he can adapt many
them Into the type of blackouts
that will make up his contribution
to the horror cycle.
Suit against Wilbur has been
taken under advisement following

of

Municipal Court here. Defendant did not pntor nn appear-

trial in

ance.

used in recent years,

is

Food for Drama

an excel-

lent little theatre.

Hampden in Sheakespeare
Comes to L. A. Biltmore
Los Antrelos, .Tan. 16.
Walter Hampdon bring.s Shako-

I

!

Biltmore
to the
in April.
I'lays to be presented during his
week run arc IndcRnito, altliotiKh
)il<oly he will split the date, playing 'ilamUit' the first half and
'Caponsacchi' l.'i.st half.
JIampden follows 'Of Thee I
.Sing,' which opens in March, first
stage attraetjon since house rethe

.spcare

Milu.'iiiUci".

Jan.

10.

Harry

Mji'.tnrn and his Tlayfrs
it
a .reason at the JT.aJe.stlc
IG weeks of rather disoouragbusine.sR.

'Mllod
If tor
inic<

The

Majestic attempt was the
stork venture in .several years.
last attempt at tlie Pabst with an excellent org.anization, plus guest stars,
but tliat fell by the wayside.
flr.'it

Sherman Rrown made the

drama, 'Whirlpool,' which
Richard Herndon opens Jan. 23 in
Boston Is by Eugene Bristol Rodney.
In the dayThi.s is his first play.
lime he Is general manager for the
Kitchen restaurants in New
I '.hie
Vork. When rehearsals run late he
taUrs the entire cast to one of hifi
Ulue Kitchens for free feeds.

The

i

Milwaukee Co. Off

GABRIEL

(right),

R.

W.

O.

Pet.

('Journal')

('American)
('Mirror')

54
66

47
48
S6

6
7
6
7

1
1

41

42
41

10

.870
.857
.857
.837
.824
.769
.740
.733
.679

4t!

('Times')

Tribune')

49
61
64
60

GARLAND ('World- Telegram')
MANTLE <'News')

53

BROWN ('Post')
LOCKRIDGE ('Sun')
HAMMOND ('Herald

46

37

33
36

1
3

6

3
4

9
10
17

2
..

.864
17,

1932)

Wpn s Early Gosing of Road Tour

tlrst

woek

opened

last S» /itember.

pos.sibility

season

is

for

the

Wilbur's 'Frisco Folds
San Francisco, Jan.

Kqulty stepped
<;illf

ils

in last

16.

werk and

members out

of Dick Wiltroupe at the Tivoli
folding after six poor

h\\T'9t
stock
with Wilbur
weeks.
LaHt two weeks were non-union
with cast helping shove scenery be-

Only other

EJiltmore

'Another Language.'

<l

this
>

tween

acts.

Brings

Up

Mixing in Radio Point

DUFFrS SCREEN NAMES
Tashman

in 'Divorce' First of Frisoo

final

was the last show considered.
Thus far the '81-'32 legit year has

the latter
It

ANDERSON
WINCHELL
ATKINSON

W

R

SR.

to

.227

into the far turn.

reduced

bllt.

MIDSEASON
abbreviations: SR (shows reviewed),
(wrong), O (no opinion). Pet. (percentage).

Key

place, is getting his firat bird's-eye

musicals topped at f2.&0.

Its

*No

6ox Score

.'VARIETY' (combined)
66
57
9
(This score based on 66 new openings since Aug.

rehearsal and stalked down
the aisle crying, 'No, no, no,
Alice.
Not that way. Do it
this way."

legit

to open at that pre-war price,
Prior to then most
since IdM.
Broadway attractions were t2 with

show

— Less

Critics'

Legit Series

San Francisco, Jan. 16.
Henry Dully has set Lllyan Tashfor a Jan. 23 opening at the

man

Some discussion in show circles
as to the effect of radio broadcasting on legit attractions when a performance Is dropped because the
star appears before the mike. Matter appears to be pro and con, but
the Indications are that future
stage shows may be forced to nse
air personalities, similarly planned

'Grounds for Divorce'
following the current 'Bridal Wise,' for pictures.
Two major musicals are dropping
which moves to El Capltan, Hollyone night show weekly because of
wood, after two fair weeks.
Duffy also planning to do 'There's radio engagements. Ed Wynn's The
4.1ways Juliet,' a Joe E. Brown show, Laugh Parade' Is off on Tuesdays,
'Shore Leave,' 'Sea Woman* witli while 'Pardon My English.' which
Pauline Frederick and 'Guest Room' had been trying out In the east, doea
with Edna Mae Oliver.
not play Thursday because of Jack
Pearl's air date. Show opens at the
Majestic, New York, Friday (20).
"Laugh Parade' comes In from the
road early next month, going Into
the Capitol, New York (pictures),
for at least one week, engagement
not to Interfere with his broadcasting. "That led to a report that
the radio was hurting the show's
business. Booking ofllce reports are
that 'Parade's' $S road business genSale of the theatres and other erally has been excellent.
Wynn
assets of the Bhubert Theatre Cor- states that attendance has been
poration, to wind up the unsuccess- spotty because of general condiful equity receivership, has been set tions. Understood the main reason
back because of technical delays. for 'Parade' coming in is that the
Actual disposition cannot take place show has played the key cities and
until the third week in February. nearly all the desirable stands have
It was expected the court would been used up.
issue a decree of sale late Monday.
Taking No Chances
Law required that the properties be
Wynn prefers not to take a
advertised at least four weeks prior chance In the smaller stands nor
to sale. Changes in the orders sub- travel too far away from adequate
mitted to the court by attorneys for broadcasting facilities.
When the
the receivers accounts for the delay. comic was approached last season
One change refers to the Insur- for radio he named his figure at
ance policies on the lives of Lee and $6,000, and thought it would be reJ. J. Shubert, for which the corjected.
Contract for the Capitol,
poration Is the beneficiary. Judge with additional picture house stage
Caffey had ordered the booking optional, calls for $20,000
Francis
policies sold for the cash surrender weekly. "Parade* in condensed form
value, about $65,000. But the attor- will be given by his troupe of 60
neys have asrreed to file with the at an expense to Wynn of about
court an order which stipulates that $5,000.
should either principal die before
Pearl's arrangement with Aarons
the affairs of the receivership are and Freedley, producers of "Engwound up, the estate shall benefit to lish,' calls for an extra matinee to
the full extent as provided for in be substituted for Thursday night
the policies.
closing. Pearl and his radio adverThere was no development In the tiser guarantee the managers the
proposed reorganization of the Shu- difference between the afternoon
berts, sprung in court by their at- takings and what the capacity figtorney last week.
ure would be for the Thursday night
Alcazar in

COURT DEFERS

SHUBERT SALE

performance.
In some stands Wynn has been
going on the air from the same
stage, making up fully and charging
an admission of $1. Floured that
'Always Faithful,' Tallulah Bank- those attending the theatre broadhead's starring vehicle for Arch casts would have gone otherwise to
Selwyn, won't come Into New York the regular performance as balcony

PI«nty of Work-ont

before

March

1.

Show open.s in Wilmington Feb. 3
for two days, going from there to
Wa.«!hin!?ton and Boston, with one
more week

to

be booked.

patrons.

Roffo Settles witb R. C.

Tito RufTo, throijffh his attorney,
Frederick W. Sperling, and Radio
opera singer's fourChicago, Jan. IC.
wc'ok contract claim at $2,500 a
Manaserlal difflcullios affcclinK week. About one-third of the $10,'Thi;
vahie
000 contract
was paid.
Guy Kates Post as prodiicor of
I'lay's the Thing,' current at the
Ituffo was anxious to dl.spose of
I-flarUstone caused trouble Saturday. the matter in order to return for
However, I'ost was able to make some ICuropean engagements.
part payment on money due his
Buffo's contract was not with
actors when the company came into RKO but a special document with
town. The attraction will continue. Radio City, Inc., operations of the
Business fair.
Music Hall.

Post Bridges Deficit

City, settled the

LEC
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MELODY
Boston, Jan.

second act. First was mostly musical; second brings more talk and
Comicalities are now
less music.
on the musical comedy order, too;
Pompadour scene is unnecessary,

16.

A now

musical In two ncls and IS
Bcenrs; book by Edward Chllds Carpenter;
lyrics by Irving Caesar; music by Slgmuna Komberg; dances staged by Bobby
Connolly; settings by Joseph Urbon; costumes by Charles LeMalrc; orchestra dlrcctoJ by AI Goodman; produced by George
Performed at the Colonial, BosWhltp.
ton, with the following oast: Everett Marshall, Harrison Brockbanlc, Mildred ParlsMilton Douglas, Hal
CnrI Rose,
ette.
Ray, Noll Moore, Victor MorIna
Skolly,
ley, Evelyn Herbert, Valerie Dergere, Lyle
Evans, Meyer Berenson, George Houston,
Jerome Daley, Rose Louise, Milton LoRoy,
Hal SkcUy, Venlta Varden, Jeanne Aubcrt,
Louis KIrtland, Walter 'Woolf, Charles
JFowler, Michael DalmatofT, Peggy Mosely,
Marjorle Dllle, William Ehlers.

George White bridges the gap between musical co-.iedy and operetta
In

his

He

production.

latest

at-

tempts something artistically higher
than: hitherto; whether ;h& is seeking to step into the Z);egf eld shoes
Show- is lavish, with
is a question.
•

-talent, with almost the
everythiu? of opieretta, but wlth Its
feet- still in: niusical comedy. White
himself dodges the Issues on' the

abundant

not

but

throughout

T I hi AT E

BETWEEN

Town

Plays Out of

I

objectionable.
Music
splendid; one chorus

is

Solo and other numis rousing.
bers are outstanding, best of all
Marshall's 'I
the Singer, Tou
Are the Song,' and Miss Herbert's
'Give Me a Roll on the Drum.'
These made the audience noisily enthusiastic.
All the singers in ex-

Am

cellent voice, but all topped by
Marshall.
The chief weakness is the vanishing of Marshall after first act, save
for brief appearance as a vision In
the last.
He makes the first act
climatic; and such are his dramatic
power and tenor tone that nothing
that comes after seems to measure
up to the heights he has reached.
He leaves one wishing for his re-

5

AND

6

NewarKt Jan. 11.
Comedy In three acta and six ecenee. By
Otto Bastion, translated and adapted from
Prothe German by Bomard Merlvale.
duced by the Newark Art Theatre Jan, 10
under the direction of Frank Corrlngton,
At the Newark Bohool of Fine and Indium
Included in the cast are Hugb
trial Arts.
Miller, Kemble Knight, Ctaarlca Hanqher,
Beatrice Behr, -Wakeman
J. W. Austin,
Hartley, Donald Pace and Roberta Kellers.
This piece, announced as belonging to Lee Shubert, after trying out
here takes another week In Montclalr, N. J. It Is the first tryout for
the Art Theatre, which now uses
many professionals In its casts. Its
stage in the School 'of Industrial
Arts is large and said to be as well
equipped as any In Newark. Certainly the front Is as comfortable
and attractive. Deficits, if any, are
written off by the wealthy backers,
among whom the stage knows
Simon H: Fabian.
The play has distinct possibilities;
although It will be hard tp 'gauge;
even, when the most possible is
squeezed put of the interestipg idea,.

A brlliant king's counsel Is finishing
his prosecution of an alle^e^'- murderer. But, although he'cort^ittclngly sets forth his guilt, the defendant
.

turn.

'Melody' does seem a bit too pretentious fts.tQ theme; yet it is gorgeously ddtie. Some of its. rol^s require acting o,f high, order, like thsi%
Of Skelly,. wAo. is a. great s.cting'
surpi'iai.e. jn the .sk.ljl with .which he

Tuesday,

JanuiEury 17,

1933
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3AtL IM SAVOV

The hie

asset

Is

the ^iplendld musla

Pau} Abraham. Of .12 big must,
numbers and songs, about eight
look to be hits. Among them 'Ball
Im Savoy,' 'Ich hab elnen Mann, der
by-

('Ball at the Savoy')

cal

Berlin. Jan. 6.
Operetta In three acta and a prelude
(seven scenes) by Alfred Oiuenwald and
Fritz Loehner-^ftdo. Score by Paql 'Abraham. Starring '"Itosa Baraony, Qltta Alp(ic,Tnide Berliner, Oskar Denes, Viktor de
Ko'wa, Artlfur ^chtoeder, Paul Kramer,
Robert Ifa^ltUberfferl' Heine Bohleder. 0«rd
Fritz Ludwlg, Dora Paulsen, Hlldagard
Marga Rawald, Qertl Gert,
Lonfflno,
Marion Egles, Barbara Hill and Ehrloh
Walter. At Grosses Schausplelbaus,. Berlin.

nilch llebt*

('I

Have a Husband Who

Lby^s Me'); a

foxtrot,

am

'Es Ist so

-vtrun'derschoen,
Abend bummeln
zu 'gehen,' *WarUm bin ich iao verllebt hj Dlch* ('Why
I So Much

Am

In Lovs'), 'Kaenpuruh,'

'Kommen

A great success and a triumph fbr Mister Brown.'
the Hungarian composer, Paul AbraI^bsy Barsony, the young Hunham, who. this time, with his melo- garian dancer.ls ideal
as rich little
dious and catchy music, can rely American.
The greatest applatise
upon a quite good libretto by Alfred next to the Composer's
is
h^rs,
Grue.nwaJd and Fritz. Loehner-Beda,- tJitta Alpar,
whjpsel .voice has deAfter Ma^f. Relnhardt's great, drai' pre'as,ed in
matlc plays,;; after Erik .Charells* ,flll the. big force !ihd tiQlor, does not
hoTjse. "'Q?kar Denes as
sumptuous ..irevu0s, 'the brothef^s ".york/rs again a haj)i?y
choice.
Rotter- have mov«d Into' ;the
d^es
iStrthur. Schrbedei:' as Arlstide is
Schauspielhaus, a theatre with a' ^yrfcak,. Trude
Berliner as the Arcapacity of. 3,000.
'.g.eht.lhe dancer is ptlff, both failures
The 'aothors 'iell-thie story of "'{he '-^s <5.a3^.
Marquis Arlstide and his young wife
'Alfted Rotter, who Is credited as
l^dejlQlne, w;ho ^after a , one-y.ear'
.^g© dlrectPr, owe? much to the
honej-jno'Pn r^lxif.^ tii their .VUla,^ oh ^rfeaK wprk done! by .'the able young
y'^'J^Iy*^'"*' 'i^iP^ «a.re. yery, MplSy. director, Sylvlo ^q^s^e.. Magnus.
Arlstid* yeartf* ago had ' arf"^ atlalr.
with an Arg.entlne dancer. He could'
,

:

'

'

•.

'

has aroused much' sympathy, and
even th* prosecutor's .'w'lie wfthes to
save him. ' She Is fnrthet^.^iroused
when her husband admits that origprogram. -Doesn't term it musical
comedy, doe&n't call It operettff; but .t.Hapg^s with. the.,yeat3. .He'.' with inally he had felt sympathy for th^.
simply evades with 'a new- musical.' .WsvactlAgi a)!>d Marshall w)th' his defendant, while one of the headi9
of Scotland Yapd agrees that unoffiAt, this, stage tb9 shaw provides sjn'^llig 'ire,!«utstandihg 4jndlvlduals
not arrange ;iih6*afrair with a check.'
the makings of good entertainment; 'though the',,pther .sta^s do mighty cially he thought the defendant in- He Jiad'
trt ttWjmlee to flee her and
nocent. Spurred by the wife the de There's a Gambling stbJ'y, of ,tlie 'well, top..'
LiVbey.
...
ifiidapest, Jan. 2.
tective undertake to .call the counsel spend. a;;nigni.NVith-hei', oio matter
generation to generation type. (nOw
A play In three' acts bJr 'B'ela Zaolt, at
whether he be married or not, when•off.
made mbrie familiar by 'Cavalcade'
the Magyar theatre, Budapest. Cast: Inue
ever she d^rnanded.
He
last
comes
at
to
a
little,
t^st
Baday^ Maria gulypk. Mp. and Mrs. .Goth,
sllgi(itly,
Theme
Is
'ptliet-s^.
and
Of
course, vthte dapier turns up' Loul.se ^zeKe|y. Qozo'n, .Tarnay, Berky, etc.
,
In
which
thecounsel
agrees
to--anKd^ardj,
r^mliilaCent of 'Maytlme.'
'swer questions and -account for him- and disturbs the hbncymoon idyll. Directed by Paul Brpdy.
Chllds 'Cf^rpfentei' has done a flnej i
< " ^i;B'^verl/ .Hillpl .Jali'. .9.
The Mafqufs haS to lie to his bride.
Produced by-BeverlJr "Hnrs^ Community self for one houn He'flnds he oan't
jop for White'. !Far above ihusliat
Octogoh Is a sbrt 6f Budapest
little theatre group.
New play do so, and -then. Is 8t\inned-by the Mustapha Bey, his Turkish friend,
comedy" plof'^ln narrativV artd. treat- Players,
by
Sherrllt Webbi
Eliot Du- news that a murder has been done helps him in this and tells the wifei' Times" Square where the post-war
Directed,
by
ment. WHlte tossed Ihto' thie i9t- vey. C6st:' -Walter iSctiTall, Robert Burns,
that they haye an. appointment with tragedy 'and comedy of the big
Ing-slngln^ lead" Everett Marshfill Peggy LKibmiSi' "Sallie Harnett, Carlyle at the very time about which he
town's everyday life is focused.
the famous cbmxioser,. Paso Doble.
from grand' operas Geotge Ho'u'slon, Moore, /Jt. CepUin ??arlfer, Marcla Crocker, cannot Satisfy. 'the deteotive. The
Paso- Doble 1,9 thci'iiseiidPh'ym for Bela Zsolt^s play gives a cross-secOetcnell, John C. Carter, Dale evidence asatnst him accumulatesr
Jeanne- Aubert, Walter Woolf,- Hal Sumner
a young, rich' American girl £)aisy. tion of this life, his heroes are the
Nash, Arthur Gardner, Eugene Reed and
Skelly a:nd Evelya Herbert, tfn lib- Herbert Smith. Three- acts and Ave scenes. and, with everything looking bad,
man' In' the street and the girl he
he decides to save: the prisoner: His Daisy 1)^ lyrAderelne'a friend and the loves and their families.
pressive -galaxy^n these tlniea.'
Their
comes out. At a ball in theCharles- LeMaire designed the
A fine play; with a -punch, and far own Innocense Is, of course, estab-. plot
Savpy hotel, Arlstide meets Tango- -horizon is Octogdn 'Square, their
costumes,- from French of the «atly above artistic average of shows Ii3hed finally and he rescues the' dehome the big cafe which every man.
lita, Mustapha Bey. and Daisy,
who woman and child In Budapest
'^O'a and of 19.06, to Parla. and< New produced
by Coast little theatre fendant.
The play Is a little too thin and fall in love. Madeleine appears to knows, their worries, troubles and
York of this day. Urban adds. set- groups. Story deals with birth contake revenge on her husband's distings of great distinction, not per- trol, -which makes It doubtful for too short. "While the Interest Is unJoys those of tens of thousands of
deniably Intense during the entan- loyalty. She declares she has been inhabitants of this city.
haj>s as elaborate as many others genei^l showing.
glement
of the counsel, more rich-, untrue to her husband. Everything
'Octogon' is local color so exact,
he has fashioned, but striking.
Cast of mixed amateurs and procomes
to
a
happy
ness
of
and
end.
plot
more
complications,
Medeleljne so artistically precise that it could
Romberg's music Is a full-bodied, fessionals gave a good performance.
The ending Is logical has never been unt.^ue to her hus- hardly be bettered. Both play and
score, beautiful throughout and In- .Walter .McGcrail In the chief part of are. needed.
terweaving familiar strains now and a woman-hating doctor carried the enough, but it is still a bit unsatis- band, the two pardon each other, production are absolutely genuine.
In -writing.
„
A little conces-» And Mustapha Bey M'eds the. little Stress
, ...
laid not so much on the
o. ^
then, most effectively. Romberg di- a.cti|ng. hpnors. ...Cast had several factory
n
plot than on the characters that
Vides it irito. thres .periods, as probither Picture riiames, among them sion to feminine interests, such as-.^^'n^rlcan Palsy.;:
It all makes an effective libretto. are really types, or synribols, if you
er for the tate; .the baUadcy .and. luihiier Get'c)bi9J|l, whp did good work love, would be desirable.
The acting and direction are no:
like;
Story is about a clumsy, awksimple chorals, of the .early' Paris; In a cojniedy part. Cecilia Parker,
ward dental technician who loves
who ,has been playing western leads, great help, but do little -to harm.
snappier .a,nii iifiiughtie^ tunes of
generation ...Jat^f, and In' the. last, ha.d tne fenime; sppt, and although The two court scenes ate staged
whb-;ha-» wronged his step- frbm a distance the girl who lives
opposite.
He looks up fro her and
third he becomes a! jolly and .'care- her:^cting was hot all It should hhye Impressionlstlcally and not' well daughter, wUl\"wht)m Rhodes,
the da^es not approach her,- but when
done, but the drawlhg-room action actor, was" in love."
free cbfiMiosjer, pojclng, fun frtiiazz, b'e,eK- she. .pleased the audience.
Rhodes has writBftta Into trouble-wlth a dentist
John /6,'<:}artei:, .aa^^lss Parker's' looks real.
ten a Play^around the jeiffair and hasi'
^nd altpgfetlxer.dolirig a.roo^t muai-.,
broikher,; tu'm'ed In. ..a. nice .perforsent an Invitatfon to' the racketeer to vffiq -la a married- njan, her. mother,
cianiy job.
witness the perfprftiance at the Shu- to, prevent her from doing the same
That's the line-up of. eleriien^.. ;'m4n,ce:, .H!^. merits. Sa test for plcEMgepe. Reed, as. girl's
bert so that the latter can see hlm-i .thing .again, tries to marry her off.
The show 'itself Is unei^rt in iilaces, tu;;es'.
A matrimonial dgerit makes a
self in his t^uto scarlet colors.afid needs sprucing up. &ut this' it. fath'er,. Qj^d Dal^.Nash, as a .iiurse,
Minneapolis, Jan. 12.
-Just',
welt.
also"
did"
"vein getf^by' White's 'declaibn to reIn 'The.; Real". Thing;' a murder before the.^qurtoin Hses, a shot rings- 'rnatch ^eitween the ,girl arid the
teehn^clan. which jthe 'girl regards
the
both
of
.gtpry.
tragic,
is,,
with
main a second '-weelfe -Kefe. -^White
mystery drama giveri Its premiere, out in the auditorium: and the rack-- as"
ist'-'tiiirely husliiess
matter, but
a
McGrall
dyln^.
la
.
and aU -hiS::advlsor9-iaj)e in ^town, to. ico.Un^er leads:
by the Bainbrldge dramatic stock eteer, occupying, a .stage box., with
bitter
I'esenitriife'ht
gradually
remain th^pugh: .the 14th{ doing.. just, gynecologist, who. has raised his company at the Shube,rt here. Gran- his latest. s.weetle. fajls limply^.ovcr her
thaws: as she gro-ws :convinced of
ithe tailotcing needed >bef ore thQ New step-s.ph.to follow bis father's foot-^ don Rhodes,", leading roan and au- the box rail; ttyt-dered. The .curtain
the
boy's
honest
Well-meaning
and
steps, .biith tiM.i. doctor and woman thor, has fashioned ti piece which rlse^ and a'ct9.f-&' ahd stage hands,
Tork premiere.
i.love.-.
The
happy.
end Is ralther bitWhite uses the operetta, method hater^ JBoy^dpes ^6t know he Is a may serve as a suocessful low roy- dash out on the Stage In confusion. ter and disillusioned,
but every
almost -wholly In the first act Here fpuridfinir,. and'the doctor is not hi$ alty stpck Vehicle. Judging by Its Passing police, who hea;rd the shot, word
of it breathes real life.
begins a romance as graceful as father. When the boy, played by reception here. It is a play calculat- rush into the theatre and take
Most of the action takes' place at
that of Coward's 'Bitter-Sweet.' In Carlyle Moore, Jr., falls In love, his ed tO:plea,se the average stock au- charge.
After some questioning. Rhodes, the cafe, very well done on a rethe servants' quarters of a count's step-father tells hini for the first dience. If not too discriminating, bevolving stage which shows the varimansion, Marshall and the bohe- time of his birth. Toctor hopes this cause It has the virtue of being 'dif- the actor. Is suspected of the crime, ous rooms of the place
well-known
mians are making merry. Marshall will cause.' the boy to give up his ferent,' Is packed with action, con- but denies his guilt. With one ex- to most Budapesters.
This' preromance.
tains comedy, apparently concerns ception, other company members
is a song writer, enamored of the
ponderance of cafe life, the part of
Instead, Moore commits suicide by members of the company them- scoff at the suggestion that he
count's daughter, soon to be wedded
would
the matrimonial agent, etc, are eleThe daughter driving into a lampost. Two months selves and their intimate off-stage commit such a deed. It is finally ments which make
to one of her rank.
it difllcult to
(Evelyn Herbert) steals down a later, his sweetheart comes to Mc- existence and can be localized for decided to proceed with the per- Imagine an adaptation of the play
Grall, telling him she is going to be- all communities.
foi-mance of Rhodes' play so that
secret stairway to join the rollickfor foreign
It is pure Budacome a mother. The doctor, conThe play's principal merit, how- the police, remaining in attendance pest. Even stages:
ers; the act Is entranclngly enacted,
here. In spite of excelmedical ethics, ever, Is perhaps its somewhat skill- and keeping the leading man
with Marshall singing much and In trary to his strict
under lent press notices, success Is modlet him perform an ful blending
persuades
her
to
surveillance
throughout, may be erate. No one denies
of the supposed real
voice seldom before equaled on local
the play's arillegal operation. The girl dies and life Incidents Involving actual mem- able to obtalii further light,
perhaps, tistic merit or human interest elelegit stage.
Captivates the audithe final scene has the medico bers of the company and the drama on the circumstances leading up
to ment, but people say: 'It's depressence, and has 'em applauding long
phoning the police to arrest him for proper, stage happenings and actors the crime and, thus, maybe clear
and loud.
ing.'
There
is plenty of comedy in
murder.
being interwoven into the fabric of Rhodes or incriminate him more 'Octogon,'
Skelly is the only character to
but it Is of the tragithe main piece. That it has some deeply. The manner in which this comic kind.
thread through the whole. He Is
novelty goes to Its credit, but its procedure Is justified casts too
Marshall's friend, with 9. weakness
Raday, in the part of the awkpivotal situation of a murder within heavy a strain on the credulity, but ward
for girl secretaries, and a nimble wit
and
inhibited
technician,
a theatre during a performance and it is the kernel of the playwright's created an almost Chaplinesque flgin promotion of visionary business
San Francisco, Jan. 11.
the ensuing solution has been uti- Idea.
ventures. Marshall has gone off to
Henry DulTy production at the Alcazar,
(Contlnued on page 52)
The play within the play centers
the wars in Africa, where he is San Francisco. Directed by Russell Fill- lized In both 'The Last Warning'
about the racketeer's stepdaughter
slain. Miss Herl>ert weds her noble- more: starring Lois Wilson, Tom and Ma'.t and 'The Spider,' and In the latter
with BIyth Daly, Arthur Ray, Cleo play In much the same manner and and her love affair with Cortland
man (George Houston). In the sec Moore;
Desmond, Walter Clyde, Jay Wnr.1, HamKing, the actor. The- foster father, Backers Out, Lincoln
ond act the couple appear, aging,, of bone Johnson, Marian Shockley, '(^'llllam with very much better efCect.
however, has designs upon her.
There
are
the
policemen
running
Hannpton.
Macaulcy,
Erway,
Grayce
Ben
course; their son is now present. A
down the aisles and leaping on the Through his efforts her mother is
Stock Goes on Co-Op
fashion show of 1906 vintage is
committed to an insane asylum and
stage
and
taking
command
of
the
staged, not too successfully; Miss
Duffy has three Hollywood names
Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 16.
during King's absence, while they
situation,
the
admonitions
to
the
auAubert engages In amorous horse in Lois Wilson, Tom and Matt Moore
Louie Karnesa and George Fitzslmare alone in the house, he attacks
dience,
etc.
new
twist
Is
A
to
have
play with Skelly.
This gets the in
play,
Goodrich -Hackett
the
a police lieutenant and the feminine her. When King returns and learns mons, -who angeled the Liberty
laughs. Travesty interlude on the 'Bridal Wise,' which he's showing
what
companion
has
of
the
happened
murdered
man
oche
seeks to take Players, have stepped out, leaving
love of Louis XV and Pompadour for two weeks here.
cupying a box while the perform- her away, but, fearing for his safety, the stage stock entirely in the
by the same two belongs to n\usical
Business decidedly off despite
proceeds after the crime, oc- she refuses to leave. Later, the step- hands of
comedy or revue, but is acceptable 'Bridal' is a new show here and the ance
the stage hands and mucasionally interrupting the action father tires of her and takes up with
Ballet feature is applauded. Girls starring trio is well known locally.
and exchanging words with the another lady love. He attempts to sicians' unions and actors, to run
revealing French dolls painted on
Cast includes filyth Daly, who actors on the stage and making send the stepdaughter
co-op.
Ed Fltzglbbons, previously
to the room
knees, brings down the house. Danc- did the Babe Harrington role she comments between
the scenes. The of a wealthy old admirer as a con- second lead has moved out front
created in original New York show. device of having the company
ing of Ina Ray, ballerina, finely ex
mem- dition for putting over a business as business representative for the
ecuted.
Her broad interpretation of the part bers portraying their actual selves
deal advantageous to himself. Add- group.
Generation complications, in the was an outstanding feature of the and having one of them involved ed mystery ensues when,
during
The opening nut of $2,200 per
all
characters
out
period,
weed
Alcazar
Ward
third
offering.
Jay
put with the murdered man also is dif- scene in which the stepdaughter a
is week has been whittled to less than
save that played by Skelly. Dual sock into the show as Peter Bur- ferent, as is the ostensible presence supposed to try to kill her betrayer,
a grand.
Out of the red during
role of Miss Herbert in show finds roughs, youngster handling his job in a box of a local dramatic critic, the Shubert leading lady,
playing Xmas
week for the first time
her here as granddaughter of the in decidedly professional manner, called by his real name, and voicing the stepdaughter, ostensibly is shot
original part, and driven to singing He's of the vaudc team, Ward and an opinion about some of the herself as the result of the substitu- since the opening in mid-October,
in a Paris resort. Skelly has come Uooley, and looks like a natural for drama's episodes.
tion of a loaded revolver for the the company may pull through. The
into wealth in radio; his grand- Hollywood where his salesmanship
recently tilted top from 40c to 60c
In its essentials, however, the play prop pistol.
nephew, Walter Woolf, goes with and ability ought to count.
is claptrap melodrama, wild and imFinale is a surprise, explaining hasn't made a noticeable drop in.
Miss Wilson and the Moores were plausible, and weighted down by in- who did the killing in the box. It's attendance.
him to Paris to £->k the grandchild.
Woolf falls in love with her before okay. Other parts were small with fantile writing. Story, situations and all as complicated and near-looney
he knows who she is, and all ends the exception of a pair of colored dialog, aside from the murder mys- as it sounds, but there's comedy reroles neatly handled by Cleo Des- tery angle,
happily.
recall
the old ton- lief provided by tlie actions and
'Doomsday' on Coast?
Though beginning is practically mond and Hambone Johnson, latter twenty-thlrty melodrama days. For comments of the police. The auall operetta, there are signs of the the dusky kid of Roach's 'Our Gang." painfully amateurish love scenes the dience at this performance gave eviCoast legit Interests are negotian
musical
com
First
act
lagged
at
unlnterest
in
palm also belongs here.
White experience
dence of having a good time, busi- ating with
Emjo Basshe for the
Mr. Rhodes acts the role of him- ne.ss built heavily during the week
edy. A brief bit in the count's li- ing pace, but proceedings picked up
brary bears the imprint of a revue from then on, climaxing in a swell self and of Coi'tland King, an actor. and the house on this occasion was staging of his 'Doomsday Circus'
black-out idea. Then Skelly tricks third act of strong comedy situa- The play is supposed to be built nearly full. The acting and staging, locally, at the same time It is proRussell Fillmore directed about actual characters and expe- under John H. Dllson's qapable di- duced In Berlin and Moscow.
a .-recruiting sergeant in musical tions.
comedy Settings, by Ernest Glover, were riences with which nhodes has been rection, left nothing to be desired.
Play is a satirical analysis of the
Musical
comedy vein.
Bock.
connected. The villain is a libertine
Recs.
present economic situation.
touches become more patent in the particularly nice.
'
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BRIDAL WISE

.

Sie

mifmli- nach Belutschlstan,' 'Wenn
Tuerkeh k.uessen' ('When We
Turks' Kiss'), the tango -La Bella
Tangolita' and the slow foxtrot 'O
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Shows

BVay Hits Hold Up, So-Sos Weak,

m

'

in Rehearsal

VARIETY

3 Cheap-Scaled Musicals in Chi;

'Evensong' (Arch Selwyn),
Selwyn.
'Bad Manners' (W, A. Brady
and D. D. Wiman), Playhouse.
'Alien Corn' (Katharine Cor-

CeDtiiryV$14,iO; Scales Cut

51

Guy Bates Post

19G;

lat;

$5,000

nell), Belasco.

Business for Broadway's grood
more than hold up last week,
BHowmen being encouraged by ca-

things

naclty attendance Saturday night
for-the leaders. At least eight shows
went into price cutting, but whether
that will work out to be generally
No
beneficial Is yet to be proved.
doubt, however, that legit prices are

pointing to pre-war levels.
.Against the welter of so-so or
Weaklings which came in during the
past two months, a brace of attrac-

out as winners. '20th
Century' was one of the shows which
Gross at the
climbed last v/eek.
Brdadburst went to $14,000, exSellcellent in the present going.
but attendance Saturday evening.
(Biography' at the Guild is also a
definite winner and has been clicking around $16,000 with subscripDramatic leader contion support
tinues to be 'Dinner at Eight.' Only
musical shows getting Important
inoney are 'Take a Chance.' $26,000,
and 'Music In the Air.' $22,000.
AH four new shows last week
tions stand

,

•

"Rhapsody

V Good $6,000

Minneapolis, Jan.

Woman,

'Good

and
Avon.

'Two Strange

16.

COWARD

Poor

28G,

Wom-

Little, and 'Foolscap,' Times
Sauare. drew small money after the
Another sudden closing
premiere.

Pin

$6,600.

'Dinner at Eight,' Music
(C-l,000-$3.85).

Box

(19th

Nearest to

capacity on Broadway; last week's
gross again around the $22,000

mark.
'Flying

week)

Colors,' Imperial
(18th
(R-1.416-$2.20).
Reduced

drawing some excellent
attendance; with gross of $16,000
show claims profit.
'Foolscap,'
Times Square (2nd
week)
(CD-1,057-$1.65).
Opened
last mid-week; notices fairly good,
but business thereafter weak, cut
prices in half Monday.
'Gay Divorce,' Shubert (8th week)
(M-l,396-$3.30).
Moved here from
Barrymore Monday; admission top
reduced; gross last week about
ticket prices

San Francisco, Jan. 16.
Legit grosses were at a low ebb
this week as 'Bridal Wise' got off

Chicago. Jan. 16.
Musicals at $2.20 may finally get
be a habit here. In an effort to
dig Itself In for the winter, 'Cat and
Fiddle,' now in Its fourth week at
the Apollo, will rescale from $3.30
to $2.20 after this week.
This is
Max Gordon's answer to 'Face the
Music,' coming into the Grand at

a not-so-flying start at Duffy's
Alcazar while Columbia's take on
'Too True to Be Good' didn't stack
up so high, the Curran dark and

Every lesson painfully learned out

'BRIDAL'S' 3-STAR

CAST

to

GETS FRISCO 5G,

MUD

to

Geary showing films.
Combo, of Lois Wilson, Tom and
Matt Moore In 'Bridal' wasn't a
boxofflce panacea for the Alcazar as
$6,000 Indicates.

L

GUIGNOL'

A.,

Colbourne-Jones players, in a
week at Columbia drew a
meagre $6,000.
'Too True' runs

third
until

next Wednesday

night

(18)

when

$3,200

at

Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
Felix Young's 'Tattle Tales' closed
the Beleusco Tuesday evening
and reopened at the Hollywood

(10)

tisements announcing that the muwould be $1.50 top In Hollywood against the Belasco's $2.60.
First three days got slightly over

.

week)

berlain Brown), Ambassador.

sical

The price cutting wave was folSizzling $28,000 for 'Design for
lowed by extra space ads In Mon- Living' at Nixon last week at $3.30
day's dailies which looked like for- top. That's high money here for a
mer seasons, before the drab direc- dramatic attraction, topping everytory form of advertising Broadway's thing in several years.* Only show
to beat it this season was Ed
shows was adopted.
•Due next week: 'Design for Liv- Wynn's 'Laugh Parade.' which got
ing,' Barrymore; 'Marathon,' house around $31,600, but that was at a
higher scale, $3.86.
to. be named, and 'The Hope of a
Combination of Lunt-CowardTre6,' due Into the Ambassador at
$1.10 top. Latter Is an experimental Fontanne names, new play and rave
Divorce' notices got 'em and house played
'Gay
Idea.
production
moved from the Barrymore to the to virtual capacity all week. Two
Shubert, 'Another Language' leav- matinees were complete sel^-outs,
ing that house and going back to wth hundreds turned away, and
nights were only slightly less so.
the Booth.
Piece could have stayed here easily
Estimates for Last Week
for another week.
Advance sale
'Anybody's Game,' BlJou. With- phenomenal, with better than $15,drawn last Saturday; less than 000 in before the opening.
four weeks.
Town will be legit- less for next
'Autumn Crocus,' Morosco (10th couple of weeks. Nixon now roadweek) (CD-893-$3.30). With added shdwlng 'Sign of the Cross.' Tenmatinee (Thursday), business rated tative booking is for a fortnight.
better than $8,000; feminine draw.
'Another Language,' Booth (39th
Wfiek) (C-708-$1.66).
Moved back week) (C-l,887-$4.40).
Matinees
here Monday and sliced scale in better than nights; safely out of
half; around $7,000 at Shubert; to red and should play Into warm
road after another week.
weather; $22,000.
'Big Night,' Elliott (1st week)
'Pardon My English,' Majestic
(D.924-$2.7&). Presented independ- (1st week) (M-l,700-$3.30). Presentently (Group Theatre); written by ed by Aarons and Freedley; book
Dawn Powell; opens cold tonight.
musical reported strong laugh show
'Biography,' Guild (6th week) (C- from Boston; opens Friday (20).
914-$8.30). Guild's show doing real
'Pigeons and People,' Sam H. Harbusiness and sold out several times ris (1st week) (C-l,051-$2.20). Prelast week again; moy stay through sented by and with
George M.
winter; $16,000.
Cohan; first new $2 show; very well
'Criminal at Large,' 48th St. (16th regarded out of tovfn; Intermlsslonweek) (D-893-$3.30). Low cost class less attraction opened Monday.
mystery drama had been getting by
Played
'Saint Wench,' Lyceum,
to modest grosses; $6,000 to $6,000.
'Dangerous Corner,' Fulton (13th
week) (D-913-$3.30). Another comparatively low gross attraction bettering even break; estimated around

(Elmer

People'

Playhouse Sunday (16). Five-day
layoff was decided when the business did a nose dive due to adver-

Pittsburgh. Jan. 16.

ijcansfleld.

the

'Modern Madness' (Joseph
Bernard), Park Central.
'Before Morning' (Bannister
and Norman), Longacre).
'The Hope of a Tree' (Cham-

GOOD AT

SMASH

IN

Saturday was 'Everybody's Game.'
Closing this week is 'Music Hall
'Shuffle Along'
Varieties,' Casino.
.never lighted up Itist week at the

'We

Rice), Empire.

PIECE,

«n,'

'

Rltz.

'Rhapsody in Black,' with Ethel
Waters, first road show at Metropolitan In some weeks, did around
$6'000 for four nights and a matinee.
Regarded as okeh, considering extreme cold and depression.
Cornelia Otis Skinner current for
three days, with Nazimova in 'The
Good Earth' underlined.
The Bainbrldge stock got about
$2,500 with a revival of 'John Ferguson.' Fair at the 56c scale.
Around $2,000 for the stock burlesque troupe at the Gayety. Light.

disappointed and two were yanked
Saturday, 'Late One Evening,' Plymouth,
Thing.'

'Forsaking All Others' (Arch
Selwyn), Selwyn.

'Four o'clock' (Leo Bulgakov), 140 W. 42nd street.
'Whirlpool' (Richard Herndon), 48th Street.
'Marathon'
(Independent),

For Minneapolis Stay

$2,900.

George K. Arthur's 'Grand Gulgplaylets closed at the Music
Saturday (14) after three

nol'

Box

profitable weeks.

Final stanza got

Arthur plans to reopen next
Thursday (19) with new playlets,
but nothing is set yet. 'Love's Passport,' Los Angeles Theatre Guild's
first play at the Egan, got $1,200 for
its third week.
$3,200.

Estimates for Last Week
'Grand Guignol,' Music Box (3d
week)
(D-965-$1.65).
final

and

Closed to $3,200 profitable for Arthur, who has been paying off in
old programs.
'Love's Passport,' Los Angeles
Theatre
(3d
week)
Gulld-Egan
(CD-334-$2.20). With most of the
cast and personnel doing a .labor
of love, return of $1,200 satisfactory.
(Final
Tales,'
Belasco
'Tattle
three days) (R-l,103-$2.75). Folded
on Tuesday with $2,900 in the till.
Reopened at the Hollywood Playhouse Sunday as a cut-rater.

'Queen's Husband' retprns for
three final days.
Dick Wilbur Players bowed out of
Tivoll after six poor weeks.
Louise Dresser in 'Plain Man's
Wife' opens toiiight (16) at Curran
while the picture 'Maedchen In Uniform' runs for a fourth and final
week at Geary to be followed Jan.

by 'Another Language.'

23

season.

'Land

-

of.

Smiles' folded Saturday

night, markins: Its second flop as a
Shubert tryout. Decision not to play
the 'operetta's second week at the
Chestnut wasn't made until late

Thursday afternoon. Gross on the
week was brutal around $9,000
and without musical opposition.
'Green Pastures' was substantially

—

off

downstairs but

still

,

Afternoon,'

Jas,

question that
are coming.

legit

FOLDS

.

Sunday

little

IN PHILLY,

A

'One

Is

from cheap to operate. Understood
stagehands will, allow eight atage'
hands to be eliminated when show
goea to $2.20 as co-operating gesture
to further company's run hopes.
'Family Upstairs,' Cort (C-l.lOO;
$2.20) (4th week).
Cut rates out;
gross around $4,000-$e,000, and domestic comedy can show profit at
that figure.. In harmony with curtailed budgets, and may be able to
hang around quite a spell.
'Good Earth,' Erlanger (D-1,318;
$2.76) (3d, final week).
Was the
artistic triumph of the holiday seaPhiladelphia, Jan. 10.
son
and ducats' sold well throughout
No sliver lining for the legit here.
engagement.'
Accel^tlon
In final
This week again finds only two
houses open, and that situation Is week may have totaled $13,000.
likely to continue the rest of the House has road show film, 'Sign of

Phys

Jas. Ullman.

There

here this fall points to the same
need. People simply haven't got that
kind of money. 'Of Thee I Sing,'
the season's first hit had a balcony
and gallery call 4 to 1 stronger than
downstairs, and the shelf has been
the only part of most houses going
clean this season.
Auditorium Is catching on with
'Show Boat' at $2.20 top. Advance
sale toward the end of the first week
started to be enco^uraglng. Former
opera house has been dark a long
time and general public needs to be
educated.
Estimates for Last Week
'Cat and Fiddle,' Apollo (M-1,600;
$3.30) (4th week). Around $20,000.
Although no chorus, orchestra of 22
and big stage crew makes it far

BRUTAL

SMILES'

big in balbony and gallery. Management decided late last week to stay another
three weeks, making run six In all
at the Forrest.
Future
This week's newcomer is 'Springtime for Henry' (dilcago company),
If It
'A Story of Love' will be tried out which relights the Garrlck.
clicks It win move to the Broad, as
at the Garrlck, Phlla., by Commonthe Garrlck has 'Story of Love' (forwealth Theatre, Inc.
dramatiza- merly 'Peep Show') next Monday.
tion of Mrs. Elizabeth SchaufCer's On the 30th the Chestnut gets
'Brighton Beach.'
'Counsellor-at-Law' for short stay
'Crisis,'
Sidney Klngsley's play and the following week 'Of Thee I
which is laid in a hospital, being Sing' is expected at the Forrest.
readied for production by Sidney That's all there are!

Harmon and

$2.75.

cheaper prices for

Estimates for Last Week
Pastures'
(Forrest,
4th
'Green
week) Prize winner got $14,500 in

Cross' (Par) currently.
'Laugh Parade,' Grand '(M-1,207;
w«ek). Ended nice
engagement Saturday.
Came in
$3.86) (7th, final

during pre-Christmas slump, but
compensated later with holiday
gravy.
'Face the Mus)c' opened
;

Sunday at

missed

$2.76

top

show

after

several

Cleveland

performances in
due to Mary' Boland'a

Indisposition.
'Play's the Thing,' Blackistone (C>
1,200; $2.20) (2d week). Guy Bates
Post piece got fair notices. First
week around $5,000;
'Show Boat,' Auditorium (3,600;
$2.20). Was picking up toward end

of first week and Manager George
Kingsbury expected $18,0D0-$i9,00O.
Attraction Indefinite and at cheap
prices might groove for a stay.
House, ideal acoustically and newly
painted and polished up, becomes a

factor in legit competition with Its
3,500 capacity to make grossing possibilities

at lowered costs very In-

viting.

Hagan's play is to be put In re- third week, and management has
hearsal by Leo Bulgakov and Leslie decided on six weeks in all.
first three days last week after beSpUt
Ohio Stock
J. Splller.
Once considered by Geo.
'Land of Smiles' (Chestnut, last
ing announced off; definitely shut.
week) House dark this week, when
Tyler.
For
Small Towns
Col'Shuffle Along,' Mansfield.
'Broken Doll,' by Anne Morrison operetta folded after single week to
ored revue failed to resume last
tune
of
weak
a
$9,000.
Dover, O., Jan. 16.
week; played three weeks to small Chapman, will go to production un'Springtime for Henry' (Garrlck)
Dramatic stock has opened at the
der Edward Goodman, who will
money.
Opened Monday. One week only, but Ohio theatre here, recently leased by
'Take a Chance,' Apollo (8th wee^O stage it himself. Horace Llverlght If It clicks will move over to Brodd. R. C. Spldell
and C. E. :feuprlch,
(M-l,270-$4.40).
Went to capa ••. was once credited with having a 'Story of Love' (tryout) next Mon- owners of the State
theatre. Comday.
Saturday night and topped $25,000; piece of it.
pany is known as the Ohio Players
was $2,000 better previous week with
and will hold forth at the local
nine performances.
playhouse the last four days of the
'The Dubarry,' Cohan (9th week)

Week
Two

week, at 26 cents top, 16 cents for
matinees, and 10 cents for children.

Current Road Shows

Cast now playing
(O-l,300-$2.75).
percentage; slated to move and may
do so this Saturday; around $10,000.
'Twentieth Century,' Broadhurst
Looks
(4th week) (C-l,118-$3.30).

Week

'Bringing
Up Father,' Rajah,
new hit; went to capacity
Saturday night for first time; laugh Reading, Pa. Maryland, Baltimore,

like

Company will change Its bill
weekly, opening Thursday night of
each-week and-closlng- Sunday night.
The company will play the first
three days of the week at a nearby

Jan. 16
tan. St. Paul. Jan. 16, 16, 17. 18.

'Show Boat,' Auditorium, Chicago.
and should Jan. 23.
'Sign of the Cross,' Erlanger, Chi- town.
•Broadway Rhapsody,' Maryland, cago.
'Sign of the Cross.' Nixon, Pltts'Two Strange Women,' Little (2d Baltimore.
'Cat and the Fiddle,' Apollo, Chi- burcrh.
Drew fair
week) (D-830-$3.30).
'Sign of the Cross,' American, St.
break from reviewers; chances ap- cago.
;

show grossed

$14,000

further Improve.

ENGAGEMENTS

Cornelia Otis Skinner, Metropoli- Louis.
pear doubtful; light money after
Chas. D. Brown, Lily Cahlll. Jessie
tan, Minneapolis, Jan. 16, 17, 18.
'Sign of the Cross, Paramount, Busley. E. J. Ballantine, Rich. SterTuesday start.
'Walk a Little Faster,' St. James Metropolitan, St. Paul, Jan. 19, 20, Syracuse.
'Goodbye Again,' Masque (4th
ling, Francis Moran, 'Allen Corn.'
!
Ha ry Lauder, Davidson, Milweek) (C-700-$3.30). Perked up and (7th week) (R-1.520-$2.75). Admis- 21.
Fred
Keatlnir, John W. Green,
'Counsellor
at
Law,'
Shubert, waukee, Jan. 16; Post Street, Batshould easily make the grade; over sion scale cut In half; business modHelen Crane. Cora Wltherspoon,
tle Creek, Jan. 17; Lyceum, Roches$8,000, which is okay both ways; erate for name musical; around $16,- Boston.
MaoDonald, Nancy Ryan,
Living,'
Nalloiv
'Design
for
ter, N. y., Jan. 18; Shubert, New Donald
not costly to operate.
000 estimated last week.
Haven, Jan. 19; Court Square, 'Forsaking All Others.'
'We, the People,' Empire (1st Washington.
'Good Woman, Poor Thing,' Avon.
Dorothy Hall. Kenneth MacKenna,'
Presented
'Face the Music,' Grand Opera Springneld, Mass., Jan. 20; Carlton,
Withdrawn Saturday; tepid notices; week (CD-l,099-$3.30).
Lumsden Hare, Alice Belmore Cliffe,
Providence. J:..n. 21.
by Elmer Rice; written by him; House, Chicago.
one week.
'Good Earth,' Pabst, Milwaukee.
'Student Prince,' Royal Alexandra, Alma Krcugcr, Effle Shannon, *A
open.s cold Saturday (21); many in
$11,500.

•

'Honeymoon,'
(5th
Vanderbilt
week) (C-771-$2.20).
Easing by
with aid of cut rates; estimated
around $3,000 weekly.
'Late Christopher Bean,' Miller
(12th week) (C-94C-$3.30). Around
$!',000 last week;
can make good
profit at that level; .should go Into
sprinpf.

One

/Late

"'itli(li-;n\n

Olio

v(

Evening,'

Plymouth.

aaturday; mild notires;

ok.

'Music Hall Varieties,' Casino roth
Cl{-2,r,00-$2.75).
Final week;
$15,000 light fr)r big
'Melody' probXow Anistcrclam

w^ck)

"'"ss aniund

house and names;
aliln successor, but
alsii iiu-ni ione'd.

'Music

in

the

Air,'

Alvin

(11th

'Green

Pastures,' Forrest,

Phlla-

'When Ladies Meet,' Royale (16th
Ad.-nisslon
(C-l,118-$2.75).
price lowered late last week with
better attendance; .«!tarted big but
moderate row at $10,500.

dclphi.a.

Other Attractions
'As Husbands Go,' Forrest; revived; ojiened ^fonday.
Abbey Players, Beck; Irish Players announc'od final weck.s but making poorl jirofits.
Italian Marionettes, Lyric ong,\gement extended.
Shakespeare Theatre, Jolson's;
Pliakesiiearean revivals.
'Whistling in the Dark,' Waldorf;

'Mademoiselle,'
Broad, Newark,
N. J.
'Melody,' Boston Opera House,
Boston.
'Of Thee I Sing,' Hanna, Cleve-

revival.

Chieago.

week)

;

'The Show-Off,' Hudson; revival.

'Land of Smiles,' Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia.
'Laugh Parade,' Shubert, Kansas
City.

land.
'Of

Thee

I

Sing,' Majestic,

Brook-

lyn, N. Y.

'Pardon
Bo.ston.
'Play's

Toronto.
'Springtime for Henry,' Garrlck,
Philadelphia.
'The (areenpacW,' Petersboro, .Jan.
16; Lindsay. Jan. 17- Arlllla, .Ian.
18; North Bay, Jan. 19; Ft. Williams, Jan. 20-21.
'There's Always Juliet,' Plymouth,

Boston.
'Vanities,' Wirh=ta. Kans., Jan. 16;
Tulsa, Okla., .fan. 17, 18; Oklahoma
City, Jan. 19, 20; Amarillo, Jan. 21.

'Whirlpool,'

English,'

Boston,

Jan.

the

Thing,'
in

Black,'

Blackstone.

Metropoli-

Claire.

'Honeymoon.'

Sally O'Nell, Molly O'Day. "Church

CAST CHANGES
Brian
Mitchell

Donleavy replaces
'Honeymoon.'

Thos.

In

Frank Conway replaces William
Ilarrifran In 'Criminal at Large.'

hou.'-'^.

ran,

replaces
Colors.

Colonial,
'Tattle

'Rhapsody

Helen
Mouse.'

Nedda Harrington replaces Jean
Dixon In 'Dangerous Corner.' Miss
Dixon has a picture contract.
Itv.ne Mi Hrlde, dancer in the cast,

Ilolli.'t,

23.

My

Story of Love.'

Pacific
Tales,'

Coast

Hollywood

I'lay-

H'lllvwood.
'Plain Man and His Wife,' CurKan Francisco.

Tamara Geva

In

'Flying

>

8 St.

Trnfalear Square

Martin's Flace,

ONE OUTG ONE

London Show World
liondon, Jan.

SHOW NEWS

FOREIGN

^ABtKra'S" lANDON OFFICE

S2

.Ten Minute AUbl' ia a mystery
melodrama produced by a more or Lack
permanent stock company at
the Embassy, a small theatre In

of Originality

less

the northwest section of London,
miles from the "West End.
It is a play of the dream variety.
Before the week was out the down«
offers
to bring the piece into the town's
Same piece was submitted
center.
to every central London manage-

BIP-Cummings Deal
The deal by which British International Pictures secured the serv-

of Constance Cummlngs for
one picture, carries with it an opHer first
tion for several more.
story will be written by Fred

tures next week, with the
going vaude.
No definite date on the
switch, with 'Casanova'
due to drop out when the
up is ready. Crock has
proached to headline the

London, Jan. IS.
•Double Harness' at the Haymarket doesn't seem to promise suc-

town managers were making

ment and turned down.

London, Jan.

Alhambra theatre reverts

Hurts London

Entry's Chances

though having a number of

cess,

things in

its favor.

Play Is by Edward Montgomery,
and was well received by the press.

nality

enough

Plays Abroad

OCTOGON

SISSY

(Continued from page 60)
Maria Sulyok. as the girl, established a just dawning reputation with her intelligent and restrained acting, and Mrs. Goth, in
the mother's part, gave a brilliant
performance.
The whole produc-

Vienna, Jan. 3.
Musical comedy In three acta. Book by
Hubert and Brnat Harlschka. after a r-lay
by Decsey and Holm; muaic by Frits
World premiere at the Theatrtt
Kreisler.
an der Wlen. Vienna. Cast: Paul We*sely. Uana Jaray. Hubert Martachka.

16.

to pic-

Coliseum

ure.

Coliseum
(musical)

new

line-

been apfirst

bill.

MILAN SCALA CARRIES
ON DESPITE THE TIMES

It has a conventional plot, excellent construction and dialog and Is
But It hasn't originicely acted.

tion was remarkably good.
The
sort of play and performance that
should be retained for posterity as
genuine document of these none
too pleasant times.

A MAGAS CE

to carry.

ices

Thompson.
Sir

Stoll's Headache
Oswald Stoll's troubles

—

GI WITH LEICESTER SQ.,
OFFERS 14 LOinWNm

with

two West End houses the AlLondon, Jan. 7.
bambra and Coliseum —not over.
General Theatres has taken over
Alhambra is practically set tor the
J. Ij. Sachs' show, 'The One Girl,'
the booking of the Leicester Square
providing theatre, meaning they now have a
'Smiles,'
the rename^d
Stoll advances Sachs |6,700 for new total of 14 weeks to offer Imported
costumes and scenery for the West acts.
End debut But real headache Is
Leicester Square was booked exthe Coliseum, 'Casanova,' which is
in Its last weeks and has nothing to clusively by Harry Poster^ with G.T.
settling with him amicably and Sir
follow it.
Walter Gibbons, owner of the house,
bla

Burdon-Vivienne
In
currently
Burdon,
Albert
•Mother Goose' pantomime at Manchester, will marry Vie Vivienne
Vvlenne
after the panto season.
has been Burden's leading woman
in all his touring revues, since the
days he played under the regime of
Tom Convery.
'

First Non-stop to Stop

Prince Edward theatre is the first
house in the West End to fold Its
continuous policy this year. Theatre has beea a white elephant since
This new policy was
ft was built.
formed some seven weeks ago by
most of Its shareholders, with a.
capital at 135,000, running one hour

^
'

of shorts and news reel and two
hours of revue. Venture, while It
has not lost the entire 135.000, has
dropped sufficient to make the com
pany realize that policy is hopeless.
Nothing set to follow.

'Music' for Hipp?

The London Hippodrome is experiencing plenty of trouble with
Its pantomime 'Dick Whlttlngton.'
First Fay Compton fell out through
illness,

and now Leslie Henson

is

out for the same reason.. But what
Is to follow the pantomime ia troub
There is a
ling the management.
rumor negotiations are pending for
'Music in the Air,* which may yet
materialize.

"The Big Broadcast* scored so
strongly at the Plaza during Its
two weeks* stay that Paramount
has decided to forego the usual
several months* time between the
pre-release and regular release and
will turn it loose In one month.
Mills'

London Deals

Irving Mills has placed 50 of his

numbers with London publishers
Boosey & Hawkes have been allotted 24 of them, Peter Maurice has
been given an edition, while Campbell, Connelly & Co., and Irwin Dash
and Cecil Lennox have the remainder.

Mills says that a couple of years
offered, and refused,

ago he was

four times the advances he has Just
been paid on his catalog.

ft

No Holiday Boom
It

Milan, Jan. 4.
In spite of the hard times, the
Scala theatre of Milan is holding its
usual operatic season, beginning on
St. Stephen's Day (Dec 26) and
winding up April 30. Tho energetic
optimist who has the destinies of
the world-famous thea.tre in hand is
Grand UfC. Jenner Mattaleone, chairman of the Milan Provincial council.
There were few who envied him his
ob, but now everything points to
success, for the subscription season
tickets liave been well taken up.
Theory of producing brand new
operas regardless of musical and
artistic value Is abandoned this year,
and so old favorites, some of them
;

has always been understood

that theatres in the West End that
could hold out to Christmas had a
good chance to reap the benefit of
strong holiday trade, and found it
easy going for several weeks after.
But It Is no Fohger so.

The end of Christmas week
marked the end of six attractions
in the West End. The theatres are
the Gaiety, Haymarket, Criterion,
Queen's, Playhouse and St. James.
Most of these houses have new
shows pending, but as there will be
several shows closing soon. It about
balances matters.

Budapest, Jan.
In

2.

three «cta by LassIo La-

katos, at the Belvarosl tlietitre, Budapest.
In the cast: Hannnh Honthy, Lily HurntJ,
Aatal Pagerv Qesa Bercsl, Res«o Hananyl,

A

brilliant feminine role Is the
axis around which this play revolves, that of a great opera singer,
lovely woman* spoilt world celebrity,
who must keep her ''^ughter a secret from the world because
It
became known that she is old
enough to have a grown-up daughter it might ruin her career.
Conflict arises when she and the
daughter fall in love with the same
man, tmd the mother's self-denial
almost tfiumphs over the eternal
vanity of the woman and the artist,
but the boy. finds a way out, mar-

U

•

H

Scale Cutting

without excellent substitutes, some
of them being well known men in
(Continued from page 6)
the States, viz.. Maestri Victor de
one of 12 ways. At virtually every Sabata, ZandonsU, Sergio Falloni,
show there are children prices, ^nd Ghione and Vittorib GuL
the regular balcony, main floor, and
Most of the theatres
loge scale.
which are slashing direct are mak
Alan Persons Dies
Ing their economy specialty for
morning. They also have the after
noon and evening during which to
London. Jan. 16.
rearrange the scale.
Alan Parsons, dramatic critic of
Indirect, or 'concealed cutting* as the 'Daily Mall.' died yesterday (16).
It la called, is divided into five subParsons .was 45. He contracted
classes.
'Family Night,* wher^ the pneumonia, after an attack of Infamily Is admitted for one admls&lon fluenza.
'Two
coides under this heading.
for ono* tickets where presentation
Tiny Diva Quits Hubby
Milan, Jan. 4.
of a newspaper dipping or mer
chant's coupon will entitle the buyer
Great surprise has been caused
of a single ticket to another gratis. by the announcement that Madame
Thrift Books,' also known as TotL Dal. Monte, the world's tiniest
block booking admissions, which, as operatic star she's only five feet
now practised, means a clip of tan with her shoes on—has applied
from 6% to 26%, according to the to the Milan Tribunal for a separaextent practised, oS the normal tion order against her husband,
gross. 'Gift Nights,' whereby every Enzo de Muro Lomanto, the tenor.
purchaser of a ticket is given a gift,
It is only a few months ago she
average valuation of which is 10 refused a magciflcent offer at the
cents.
'Merchants' Cut-Rate Tick
Scala theatre because 'Caro Enzo'
ets.* which operates between an ex
was not engaged, too.
,

—

hibltor and a merchant the same
as between a legit theatre manager
and a cutrate agency.

25c Minimum
Distributors are already prepar
ing to apply the stop-gap in the
spring.
Out of all of their plans,
many of which are Just entering
the discussion stage, the Kent Flan
shapes up as the only thoroughly

moulded arrangement.
- -But
there- are- -some- who ~aro-not
satisfied with the 25-cent minimum
for the industry's best product and

the 15-cent

mainder.

minimum

It is

figured

for the re

by them that

by spring the Kent formula may be

amended

so as to afford certain
protection for the producer and to
avert a recurrence of the present

war.

Features Doubling
General Theatres is finding it
tough to get new attractions, espe- Cochran

will soon stage 'Magnolia
now that company is In Street,' does not agree It will be
charge of Moss Empires. The dif- at His Majesty's, claiming It more
ficulty has become so great they are likely to happen at the Adelphl,
finding It advisable to get importa- where Cochran's 'Words and Music'
tions to double in two theatres the is now current. His Majesty's 'The
same week.
Dubarry.' they say, Is good for
Thus Jerry Coe is playing the many more months, and will probHolborn Empire and doubling at the ably celebrate Its anniversary in
Victoria Palace, with Rellly and the West End.
Comfort playing the Palladium and
doubling at Flnsbury Park Empire.
Pavilion's Acrobats
In the olden days the Winter Garden, Berlin, used to be the house
Uni-Peds Do Well
Large and Morgner opened suc- tor dumb acts. But now, It looks
ces.sfully at the Holborn Empire like the London Pavilion has superfor General Theatres week of Jan. 2. seded it. A 13-act bill, week of Jan.
These boys do acrobatic feats 2, has six acrobatic acts, one dance
which would be clever enough for act, one piano act. Only talking
normal people, but are sensational on the bin is done by Naunton
Wayne, the house compere, De
for one legged people.
Blere, the magician; Edwin Lawrence, local comic, and Herschel
'Magnolia St.' Spot?
Ilenlere, the pianist. Yet the house
Properties,
Theatre
Associated
was packed at the opening show,
'VaLimited, while agreeing with
Charles and business -continues good.
statement that
Xlety's'

cially

(The High C)
A eomedy

Acts won't go to the
Leicester Square, of coxirse, before in a new dress, will be given. New rying the girl without publicity, and
having played the three O.T. West operas and works have not been en- the mother finds another man whose
End houses, Palladium, Holbom tirely excluded, whilst the mlae en admiration makes her young again.
A most effective vehicle for an
Empire and Victoria Palace, but It scene of others will be touched up
does mean a worth'whlle route for and modernized. There will be 13 actress who excels in swift changes
Amerl<!an acts and plenty of playing Italian works, three German, two of temperament and who can impersonate a ralnhow-hued, glittering,
HunFrench,
Russian
and
one
one
time right in London.
whimsical personality. The contrast
Move makes things a bit more garian.
between the
and the
Guldo del straightforward, mother
17na Partita' and
difficult for the Pavilion than premodern,
simple
viously. Pavfllpn used to be able to Popolo,' 'Juliet and Romeo,' and 'La daughter 8er^'es to set off the womget acts directly after the Palladium, Fllanda maglara' are new for Amer- an's part still more effectively. Hanand
Italy.
ica
nah
Honthy
made
her
seem
very
wait
until
have
to
but now will
Arturo Toscanlnl, the maestro- fascinating.
everybody else has played them.
There Is not enough action and
conductor, has not been invited to
too
much
talk
in
the
present
version
lead the Scala orchestra, which Is a
sad loss for music. His defection, of this comedy, but it seems easy
enough to change that by demonhowever, will not leave the direction
satisfied.

Cut Price Test
(Continued from page 49)
naught so far as any general down-

ward movement in admission rates
The League quickly recognized the
fact

that

it

has no price

fixing

powers. Different shows entail var
ious expenditures both as to pro
ductlon co sts and operation, with
the size of the house often a factor
in determining the top price.
Operation and Capacity
The large capacity of the Majestic
It relights Frl
Is a case in point.
day (20) with 'Pardon My English'

Show was originally
at $3.30 top.
to come in at $6 even, the scale
later being announced at $4.40
House has over 1,700 seats. 'English
will be the first major musical at
the price and the only musicals
holding to the original scale are
'Music in the Air,' Alvin, and 'Take
a 'Chance,' Apollo. Both are |4.40
top and are the only attractions
current at that price.
However, there will be one new
drama at $4.40, 'Design for Living'
to have that scale when it opens at
the Barrymore next week. It is re
garded as an exception because of
its name set-up (Cowardr Lunt and
Premiere performance
Fontannc).
will be $11 top, but half the proceeds
will go to the Stage Relief Fund.
In the present era the first large
mu.'slcal at $3.30 was tried last year
with 'Vanities' at the then called
Earl Carroll (now Casino) theatre
The manager figured he could best
all competitors because of the the
It
atre's capacity of 2,550 seats.
did not work out as well as ex
pccted.

Ml-Mtt

Telephone : Temple Bar

IN

Alhambra Goes Pix as Coliseum
Adopts Vauds

'HARNESSMN DOUBT

7.

MMDOH

C»Ue AadrcMt TABIETT,

strating the woman's career that is
mostly talked about. The big leading jtart makes 'The High
seem
very much worthwhile for a picture
which might have for background
the Metropolitan Opeia, the Continent's great musical capitals, Italy,
etc.
Sound picture possibilities are
increased by the plot's vocal allu-

C

sions.

KADETTSZERELRM
('Cadet Lovo')

Budapest, Jan.

2.

A musical comedy: la three acts, presented by the Kamara theatre. Budapest.

Austria, now a full-fledged repub«
Is so royalty conscious that
there Is hardly a stage In Vienna
where one can get away from Em«
peror Francis Joseph. From 'White
Horse Inn' to '1848,' at the Burgtheatre, one may see Francis Joseph
in every aspect, young and old,

lie.

grave and Jovial.
'Sissy.' hailed with great expectations as the flrst stage work of Fritz
Kreisler, the violinist, presents the
Emperor's romantic love story with
Princess Elisabeth of Bavaria, who

became his Empress.
Early Victorian romance, Vienwaltzes and capital acting,
rarely seen on the musical comedy
stage, blend to a delightful production, which, however, will have<llttle
appeal where the Hapsburg spell
ceases.
The plot is based on the
historical fact that young Franz Joseph's
managing mothet. Archduchess Sophie, had arranged for
him to marry Helene. the elder
daughter of Prinz Max of Bavaria.
nese

The engagement was almost made
public when Franz Joseph refused
and married the wayward,
charming younger sister,
(Elisabeth) instead.
Of course, musical

willful,
'Sissy*

comedy stand-

ards demand that 'Sissy* and her
father, sbould .arrive clandestinely at
the Imperial villa in Ischlt Just when
Princeds Helen, "Who loves another
man. tod FrpuiiJoseph are about to
consent relnbt'antly to the engagement arranged by their mothers. It
is also Imperative that Franz Joseph, not knowing 'Sissy,* should
mistake her for a milliner and fall
In love with her as such, with the
mistake cleared up at the end of the
'

.

third act, and two engagements
celebrated. It Is all done in perfectly good taste, but the style is
out of date a sort of tamed 'Lilac

—

Time' with an Imperial Court sauce.
For the score, Fritz Kreisler has
usied
some of his compositions
which have become familiar through
his own concert intei^retatlons of
them: 'Caprice Vienhoise,* 'Liebesleid,' etc, also some of the numbers
from the musical. 'Apple Blossoms,*

wldch 'he composed In collaboration
with Victor Jacobl, which was a
Dilllnghatn production in 1920 but
was never done in Europe.
Among the new numbers Included
the score the 'Wine Song' of
A vivid example of the influence In
Prince Max is the finest and will
which pictures exercise upon the live
longer than the

Book Vr

and Ssllasyl. mnale by
In the cast; EHste RaSay,
Tert FeJes, EUa Oombaszocl. Csortos^ Bekassr. Ida Turay. Kaboa, etc.
Bekeffl

:

Paul Gyongy.

rest of the play.
stage. 'Cadet Love' is exactly like
ntuslo is soft, refined*
one of tiiose German film operettas, Krelsler's
fascinating and has in it al| the elenow so much in vogue over here, gance,
the
Viennese
charm, of the
recalling the romemce and sentiment
great virtuoso's violin playing.
of army service in the good old days
Paula Wessely and Hans Jaray,
before the war, before ever a young
both borrowed for the occasion from
ofllcer had any other aim in life
than to fall in love with a sweet the dramatic stage, gave a brilliant
restrained, witty and
maid of Vienna. As It stands now. performance,
the new musical comedy ^very well clever acting, portraits of Franz Joreceived by the public Is an almost seph and Elisabeth far above avready-made scenario, and will cer erage musical comedy demands. The
principal honors, however, go to
tainly shift to the screen shortly.
Action takes place alternately at Hubert Marlschka. in the part of
a gentleman cadet school and a 'Sissy's' father. Prince Max of
Bavaria,
of whom he made as
young ladles' finishing school, the
backbone of the plot being the ro- fascinating a figure as that Prince
mantic love between a cadet and a is reported to have been In history.
It is he who Is the real leading man
sweet girl graduate. A kind old
of the play, and the old matinee
Archduke, who conveniently remem
idol, who has also co-authored the
bers the days when he was an Ir
responsible young cadet himself, play this time, once more holds his
helps the boy out of the scrapes he own.
Difficult to predict the fate of
gets into for the sake of meeting the.
'Sissy' in places where the local
girl, so the Hapsburg element, ap
parently indispensable In musicals glamor is lacking, but It certainly is
a highly artistic production.
nowadays, is also in evidence.
The comedy angle is well rcpre
sented by Kaboa in the part of a
military fencing master with the
heart of a bare, a lady teacher of
Budapest. Jan. 2.
gymnastics and a pair of twins who
In three acts by Kalman Vandoi;
get in and out of scrapes in place atComedy
the Kamara theatre, Budapest.
Cast*.
of each other.
b:mI Bory. Pannl Kerl, Carola Znia, Ma«.
Altogether, a lot of juvenile fun tray, Fenyo, etc.
and real musical comedy spirit were
lavished on the play. The score is
An amusing parody of a king In
one of those about which little can exile and one of those funny little
be said; neither better nor worse German kingdoms turned Into a rethan the average. It is by a new public. The royal family Ignores the
man, who falls to bring a novel or change and behaves as feudally as

—

—

DYNASTY

original note.
ever.
The merry monarch himself,
The single stage set used Is
who prefers exile in gay Paree to
triumph of depression ingenuity. royal responsibilities, explains to his
Lacking a revolving stage, a re- family that times have changed and
volving house front is shown, which gives the Princess, who was his
turns round to display various in- prospective fiancee. In marriage to
teriors lit up In the succession of the untitled surgeon whom she loves.
shifting scenes.
The same edifice
lot of funny nonsense calls
served for the cadet school and the aloud for music, and it would make
girls' school, with a changed in- a very good musical comedy book or
scription and slight alterations. It sound picture scenario if there
certainly Is an approach to the hadn't been such scores done on the
Shakespearean stage, and a change same subject already.
Fictitious

A

from those musical comedy decora
tions which used to cost a fortune
All-round economy was obvious in
the production, but fortunately, not
in the selection of the cast, which
was rather good.
'Cadet Love' was certainly writ
ten with more than a squint in the
direction of the screen, but will do
fairly well on the local stage, nevertheless.

kingdoms, mock court ceremony and
a gay exile in Paris with a little
dancer in attendance can scarcely
claim the charm of novelty.
As a straight play without music
although two numbers at a night
club are Interpolated, 'Dynasty* Is
Just too naive to be taken Into consideration. A cast that lacks highlights does little toward making the
evening a memorable one.

—

L
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Plays on Broadway
Good Woman, Poor Thing
remedy ta three acts presented at tbe
Aion Jan. 0 by John H. Potter; written ty
Irene Purcell and- Arthur-

Sillard Long;
ttiietBon featured; staged by Arthur Slr-lia? Bupervlelon of Charles Dillingham.
•

Johnnler "Brewer

,

Arthur

nni Smith
Siirerd

MarRetaon

J.

McCarthy

Owen Day Burrougha

^nomena

Irene

Purcell

MllHcent Hanley
John Williams

Sriatlno
jjg,

Jack Potter blossoms forth as a
presenter with 'A Good Woman,
Poor Thing.' The sho-w's chances
itre doubtful;

The Dillingham

office Is

concerned

with the attraction, DlUard Long,
U>e play's author, having been on
ihe staff for years, as was Potter.
Dillingham himself supervised the
production, while Samuel F. Nlxonjflrdllnger Is head of the corporate
ownership. The Avon management
looked the show over in Phllly and
thought so well of It that 'Dangerous Corner,' which was getting by
had to move to anfit the house,
other theatre (Fulton).
lightweight,
Is
'Good Woman'
which is no bar to success on
Broadway (as witness 'Strictly Dishonorable,' in the same house, too),
but there did not seem enough
sparkling dialog or novelty in situations to over-balance the lack of
substance. The result was a rather
placid performance of a story that
should have been hot and spicy.
Further work on the script might
have turned the trick, for the lines
are witty in spots.
Handsome and wealthy, Bill
Smith lives In a nice country house
..not far from town and is a bachelor
mostly because Leila, whom he
loved as a tot, off and married an
.

.

Englishman. She later says It just
had to be because pop was broke,
but that was before he was elected
la Congressman.

.

Leila walks In on Bill straight
from Paris where she had divorced
her English Johnny. She proposes
that Bill marry her and he gladly
assent^.
Of course, they are going
to be very happy because they always loved each other.
But a year later the Smiths aren't
doing so well. Leila has gone down
to. Havana with another girl ^just

—

;

decided to

make a little trip and
object. One of the things

Bill didn't
Leila had arranged upon arrival
was to call In Christine whom Bill
had. been providing for and she
cheerfully accepted 20 G's to step
out of the picture.
Christine re

appears and has a date with Bill.
Leila burns the more, knowing that
there is a hotel suite reserved in
hid name.
She- offs to Lake Placid with John
who dropped In. But John complained later that he spent the night
Icnocklng on Leila's door just a
good woman, poor thing. Bill Is
mollified and so is Lelia when she
reads that Christine has remarried
a former husband. But they- argue
it out and everything looks okay
for the Smiths when he treats her
rough and she likes It.

—

Irene Purcell from Hollywood is
the pretty Lelia and Arthur Margetson Is Bill. They make a good
comedy couple and MilUcent Hanley Is the attractive other woman.

EG ITI M AT E
thinks himself Shakespeare and the
two authors are then certain they
are deceased. Shakespeare Is asked
if he Is alive and he answer.s: 'That
is
the question.'
Bernard and
Luigi decide to write a play for the
inmates. Shaw says he has a plot.
Pirandello: 'Tell me about it."
Shaw: 'Not until I get it copyrighted.
At that, I've written the
same plot so many times, I'm tired
of

it.'

Earlier Shaw said he heard about
Pirandello as a fellow who wrote
theatrical oddities, also teaching
philosophy to children. Pirandello
replies he taught philosophy to professors of philosophy, which Shaw
thought was about the same thing.
At a rehearsal Shaw appears to
explain to the cast that he will read
a 75 -page preface to the third scene,
whereupon the nut actors were not
so nutty. They proceeded to their
various diversions,
two playing

VARIETY

LATE ONE EVENING

contributions, such as Daisy Belmore's biddy role; Edward Emery

Harry C. Bannister's Initial Rroadway
legit production, featuring Ursula Jeans, In
two-act ploy (10 scenes) by Audry and

and Allfc May Tuck as a couple of
British Babbitts abroad; Hans Hansen as the revolting Hun proprietor
of the French dive; Hugh Bucklfer
(our hero John's pop In private life,
as the publisher), and Ralph Roberts in the hospital waitinir room
bit, but for the rost, so-so.
The kid

Stagod by Cecil HumCarton.
Opening
phreys; settings, Edward Eddy.
Jan. 0 at the I'lymoulh at $3.80 top.
Ursula Jeans
Pauline Murray

Waveney

Doctor
Victor Franklin
Anaestliellst
L.ady Murray
Laura
Mrs. Green

H. Langdun Uruco
John IJuoklor
Isadore Marcll
Winifred Harris

is

fairish

fun which

Michael, played by Master

Audrey Rldgwcll
Dirlsy Bolmorc
Ralph Roberts
Gilbert Squarey

Porter

Nurse
,
Second Nurse
Paul
General Coulsden
Mrs. Couldsen
Geoffrey Dennis
Donald
George Dorsott
Countess Voronzoft
First

ArnoldofC

Edward Emery
May Tuck
Don Bonhoff

Alice

Richard Corey
Hugh Buckler
Enid Romany
Isabel Kclghtley

Mold
Hotel Manager
Hotel Attendant
Betty

production.
Abel.
IClosed Saturday (14), jyublished
or the record.]

Estelle Schecr

Vera FuUer-Melllsh

Roman

Richard Warner
Don Bonhoff
Helen Deddens

is

Edward

Ryan, and Enid Romany's vamp
Countess are strictly as-you-llke-it.
Bannister hasn't stinted on the

Hdword Ryan

Michael
Mr. Hlgglns

Dennis Gurney
cards and another doing embroidery. Phillip
Hans Hansen
Shaw's well-known propensity to Fritz
Ernest Robert
not enough to attract people to the windiness is made a laugh point, Bartender
Antoinette Rochte
Wardress
while the temperament and fond- Warder
Ibee.
boxofflce this season.
OrvlUe Harris
ness
for
the
gentler
Is accredited
sex
IClosed Saturday (14), published
to Pirandello. Also the latter's genor the record.]
eral scheme of writing to befuddle
Hari-y Bannister may have a pichis readers such as 'we are not as ture bet in 'Late One Evening,' but
we are but only as we think we are.' he wasn't particularly astute to
Comic highlight comes at the brave Broadway with a formula
finale.
The doctor had warned the play of this nature. Of British orComedy in three acts presented at the authors there might be serious con- igin, by the sisters Audry and
Times Square Jan. 12 by Sheppard and sequences If they persisted In put- Waveney Garten, and with a British
nuchanan; written by Gennaro Curcl and ting on the play, not to the inmates
histrionic interpretation, that phase
Bduardo Clannelll; staged by Geoffrey
but to themselves. A guard is sta- of it, too, by no means calls for any
Kerr.
Frederic Worlock tioned to watch Shaw and Luigi.
Geo. Bernard Shaw
captiousness,
this
comedyfor
Eduardo ClannelM
Lulgl Pirandello
Pirandello: 'I think we should drama, played in any other motif,
Henry O'Neill write a play without actors.'
Dr. Harrold
would probably have been worse.
Cynthia Latham
Nurse
Shaw: 'Perhaps it would be bet- So Bannister's maiden try as a
Qeoftrey Kerr
Shakepeare
Francesca da Rlmlnl
Peggy Hovenden ter to write a play that did not re- Broadway legit impresario augurs
Alice Relnheart quire audiences.'
Cleopatra
not auspiciously.
Robert Wallsten
Marc Anthony
Among the screwy inmates are
Ursula Jeans, who makes her
Eve. .,
Rosamund Merlvale
Helen of Troy
Katherlne Hastings those who think themselves famous Broadway legit debut although preQorrls Nels characters such as Francesca Da ceded by a week In the Fox picture,
Menelaus
Arnold Preston Rimini, Cleopatra, Marc Anthony,
Photographer
'Cavalcade,'
is almost convincing in
Francis Carter
Assistant Photographer
an outmoded dramatic structure,
William Dorbin Helen of Troy, Octavlus, Eve. Lat
Orderly
Diana Borl ter is played by Rosamund, daugh- which gives an Idea of her general
Martina
Arthur Bowycr ter of Philip Merlvale. Programmed competentness. Same goes for John
Pierce
Bennett Southard as a plain lunatic is Richard Whorf,
Prof. Bluttner
Buckler as the officiously forthright
Alan Marshal rather submerged.
The Stranger
Shakspeare as author with whom she is pictured in
George Tawde
OctaviuB
played by GoefCrey Kerr, more sane garret poverty and Riviera riches In
than either author.
first and second acts.
If the last two acts were as amusThe two leads stand out from the the
He talks her out of marrying an
ing as the first, 'Foolscap' would other players because their imperLord Helpus and liv
The sonations are especially excellent impossible
stand an excellent chance.
Ing
him in idyllic happiness for
with
discrimnew play Is only for the
and they do nearly all the talking.
inating and the literati, suggesting Frederic Worlock looks like the seven years, during which time he's
struggling
with
that best seller and
no more than a short stay.
real Shaw, in a make-up that would
The satirically minded authors fool the original. Eduardo Clan the travail of parentage. The first
chose G. Bernard Shaw and Luigi nelli is an equally clever actor in stanza ends with the news that
their
six-year-old
son Michael didn't
Pirandello as the central characters. the part of Pirandello. He was in
To make the idea more novel they the Chicago company of 'Broadway* survive an operation.
The second act is as garish as the
spot them in an Institution for the and has been on Broadway before
first
act is drab.
It opens and
well to do Insane near London. Henry O'Neill's doctor, too, is of
closes In a cafe on the French RiTheir motors had collided just out- high order.
side the walls.
'Foolscap' was tried out last sum- viera. They're now in the money.
When Shaw and Pirandello come mer at Scarboro on the Hudson, at
It's ten-twent-thlrt In ritz setting,
At which time it was called 'The Last but none the less ineffectual for all
to, they are In adjoining cots.
The legit cusfirst they believe themselves dead, Judgment,' same title being used its pretentiousness.
tomers will not buy it.
but, dead or alive, G.B.S. must have at recent out of town showings.
Jbee.
There are signally expert minor
his eight hours sleep. One Inmate

The show
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Two

Strange

Women

Melodrama In three acts presented at the
Little. Jan. 10, by A. C. Mester; written
by Edwin B. Self: Jacqueline Logan featured; staged by Egon Brecher.
Greatgrondma Jenkins
Lida McMillan
Grandma Jenkins
Maud Durand
Judge Whiffle
John Daly Murphy
'Mel' Jenkins
John Qrlggs
Harry Martin
Houston Richards
'Pap' Jenkins
Seth Arnold
Grace Martin
Jacqueline Logan
Robert Skinner
Douglas Gllmore

A new
Initial

FOOLSCAP

'.

managerial set-up but the
try not a lucky one.
'Two
(Continued on page 58)
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Covici Tabbing j.Fowlsr

Hollywood ia a ^reat relaxation
area for authors, says Pascal Covlcl,
the New York book publisher who
Clayton magaz^es, which
flew out. tb'ete recenly to ,ih&ke >
used to p&y on acceptance and
check-ifp on dene Fowler.
the
then went •down to on publicapublisher says that the best thing:
tion, now said to be offering
about Hollywood is that it gives
promissory notes dated June 1.
authors enoue^ to live on while they
Another pulper pays promptly
try and write something worthwhile
but only in stock.
to peddle elsewhere.
This Covlcr person seems to know
Plugging Hard
the ins and outs about authors.
"Toledo newspapermen are using
But FoWIer whom the p ubllsher Is
trying to keep tabs on, seemed to every knoWn avenue to ballyhoo
feel It was his party, and every now their forthcoming amateur producand then got more than a word or tion, 'Front Page,' which will be
given in' the RKO Palace theatre
two in.
Publicity -was
'Yes sir, and that's why I'm back Jan. 26, 27, 28.
in the zoo lioping to save enough started quietly and is being built
money out of my 10 weeks on the up into a giaiit fichehie whereby
Paramount merry-go-round to keep everybody In the Toledo vicinity
my kids and wife in beer and will know of the show.
I^adlo stations WSPD, Toledo,
skittles while Ole Poppa flnlsbes 9,
WWJ, Detroit, and
novel for Santa Claus over there.' WJRi arid
Gene referred to the passing of his WTAM,' Cleveland, have offered
their support dnd are blowing up
Magoo.'
stiow
with announcements
Covici said: 1 wanted to kill two the
birds with one stone. First stick wh^ch are donated. Tol^o theatres
to Gene and see that he really ^was may run trailers of the show and
going to turn out- a best seller for the newspapers!' themselves are givme, and then I, like every publisher, ing, plenty of space.
Tickets have gone on sale,^ but
feel It necessary to. come to Hollysever&l
wood once or twice a year to ride before that happened,
Eiditorial workQeentvi as, blocks were sold.
herd on my authors^
though, with the sunshine and other ers from the three newspapers are
things t.hey. get the manana sick- in.t1ie:Cast^and'lncflude Johnny M6ness and forget all about publicar Gowan of the News Bee In the role
'
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tion dates.

Hpl^y Johnsoni ^hd Earl

of

•
.

pireb.e

•You know the publishing busli- of, the BTkae In 'the piai-t of Walter
ness is bad, and, I .must stay on my Burns.
pthers are: Helen M.UFphy, Louise
toes tQ keep .thes^ amthprs.. moving.
I started out to puJbllsh &7 books Carir, Betty Birch, Marie Hartougb,
this spring.
Then J .cut^ it .to .^5, Ethel 'Collier, Donald Pond, Ben
and while I ^tliink[ a^ou.t 'itynow. it Mendoza, .;Ray Wllllamsi' Urban
looks, .mor.e. .'like. 31., /There, la ohjy, I^ui'phy, Charles Carson, Stewart
one writer ,oilt here that I .do Jiot Schackne; Mitch Woodbury,. Dick
Dick Overmeyer, .Ken
have to press tor stuff, ^ie is Wal- I^pljerts,
H^mel, Earl. Aikeni Ralph Brady
lace Smith;
•You know, the ,9j.yerage good .au- and Dick McQeorge, v the 'Variety'
thor does not have the screen in mugg.
mind when he writes a book biit if
he does a good Job Hollywood will
Back 40 Yeara
come after him and then the pubReprint novels on bookstands,
lisher's trouble starts when he tries
^bthed in paper covers and reto get miore good offerings from
sembling the pulp mags. Is the idea
the writer. And that's furiny- too,
of Elinor Dell. To attract the mag
because the picture people are not buyers.
Miss Dell will title her outpaying what they used to for pubput 'National Novels Monthly,' with
lished novels, nor are they buying
the
title to follow.
No date••

,

,

>

'

so lavishly.'

line,

bpok
however, so that the novels

can, have a permanent display, or
Denver Editorial Bout
until sold.
Priced at 16 cents, it's
The fight between Frederick G. the lowest price yet, for a novelBonflls, publisher of the 'Denver length work, even including rePost,' and Charles E. Lpiiiisbury, prints.
It's the revival of the old
editor the 'Rocky Mountain News,' 'Seaside' library idea.
went to another round last week,
Elinor Dell not contiected with the
and will have another Tuesdajr (It). pell Publishing Co. Dell Publishing
Judge Robert W. Steele will on tjt»at Co. headed by George T, Pelacorte,
day rule whether 'The News' arid Jr., ithe company name being merely
Lounsbury have the right to take a contraction of its owner's.
,

;

.

.

.

Bonflls' deposition.

Philip
Hornbein, attorney "for
contended last week that the
•News' and Lounsbury have no right
to take the deposition.
Hornbein
also sought to have the question of
taking the deposition held in abeyance until the Supreme Court had
passed on a contempt action against

Bonflls,

'

which he was fined |26
for contempt of court, due to his
walking out of a room where the
deposition was being taken
Bonflls, In

Philip

Van

Cise,

attorney

for

One Out; One In
Whether or not children's books
'

-

me^n anything not answered by

re-

cent activities in the book trade.
On top pf the Putnam action in discontinuing' Its children's book department comes the move by Viking
Press by which It will add Juvenile
books to its output. Not the result; of a transfer from one publishing house to another, but merely
a coincidental action.
Viking has taken May Massee
from Doubleday, Doran to head its
new children's book department.
Marion Fiery headed the juvenile
depaitment at Putnam's, and goes
out with Its discontinuance.
.

Lounsbury and the 'News,' declared
that 'the 'Post' maintains a 'black
list,' and attorneys and" others who
have opposed Bonfils or Incurred his
111
will are on this list
Their
names never appear in his newsWe
. paper until they make amends.
Hellinger's Grouches
may know generally some of the
Mark Hellinger's grouch at the
names on this list, but he alone
knows them and we desire this in capitals of Europe, as Is so far
recounted in his commentaries on
formation.'
,

'

Hornbein, Bonnis* attorney, came
back with:
'They haven't read a
case which gives them the right- to
go back 60 years and inquire Into
Bonflls' pranks as a schoolboy un
der the claim it goes to his reputa

They are trying to intimidate
somebody and bluff us out In this
tion.

case.'

News Mag
•Time' and the 'Literary Digest'
will get competition of a sort in a
new mag to bow in some time next
month. Publication will be called
•The News-Week,' and will be a re
view of week's news.

Publisher

who
'

t E R^A T i

1. i

54

is

will also edit.

Thomas

Martyn,

Martyn reported

the Broadways' of the World, has
Broadway pals writing the
'News' columnist to come home. If
Mark's grouch Is as sincere as bis
stories indicate, the bunch thinks
he ought to call his protracted 10
months' world's tour short and return to native environs.
his

liellinger'fl
apparent loneliness
for the Main stem is manifested by
his long cables sent almost promiscuously back to New York, with

the Broadway mathematicians figuring that Mark is going broke
helping the cable company.

At Last
Definite now that William
lenko's new mag, 'Europa,' will
Its

initial

Koz-

make

appearance on March

1.
as a former executive in the silk
One of those controversial things,
Staff being gathered fti
industry.
temporary offices In the silk center it has an Impressive list of contrlbs in for first issue, including
while the mag's permanent quar
Louis Goldlng and Stefan Zweig.
ters are being readied further up
'Europa' originally gotten under
town.
way long ago, and in and out a

:Dance Mag

Monthly mag, serving as fan and
trade for dance schools, especially
the classical ones, debuts this Week.
It Is called' 'Dance Culture,' and Is
published by Vemer Whitney. Arthur Be Bra of the Hays office Is
contributor to oiid of Itff fe&tut>es;
called 'Dance Cinema.'
'

number

of times.

Brisbane Kin Dies
Alfred Brisbane, 71, died Jan. 8
at his home in L. A. after a short
Illness. Deceased, cousin of Arthur
Brisbane, Hearist columnist and editoi;,

was formerly an Omaha news-

paperihah;^
Bona.

H6

Is

survived by two

10 Authora for ^VfQOO
Biggest and cheap<Bfir£ Utory buy
probably In the history of all scenario dep^ctmenta has l^een.ret^lz^d
by Paramount, Wb.en.. the' budget is
apportioned (or its "jdloB Wbpiu^n Ac-;
cused' npt much over |5,000 yrlU'-be
charged to the scenario department
With l6 bi, tbe b^si; kn(>wn au-.
thors in the pountry as Ita Aomr,
poslte w.riter, ^ny. one, o^ wbont
.

would snub anythffig under $26,000,
and with 'Liberty' paying |7,6Q0.,f6r

Tiie0dfij,<

jan^lny IT, 1933

Beit Selfers
Beat Seller* for the waak andlno

American

The

Jart. 14,'

N^vva-

Fiction

Co^

as reported by the

Inc.

!

LASt AdamF'

(92.60) ...... ««;...-jtx;«i:><B/ James -Oould Cozzens
•..•.•kr««*.*>*V...-. .By I^th Baldwin
...«..t«.**-.>4*««.i*.-'<..«.«<<'>>.By Zand Grey
fNever Ask the End^ (92.60) .......;«....... V
By Isabelfaterson
•Forgive Us Our Trespassea' (92.60)
v.;. ByC. Douglaa

'Beauty^

(|2.0(^)

..<...;

!Drlft Fence*- (92.00)
'

Ubyd

flowering Wilderness' (92.60). <.-... ^.^i'.....;By John Galsworthy
the serial rights, as well as giving
Non-Fiction
Paramount credit, and with the
company reserving royalties from a
•Van Xoon's Oeognlphjr* (98.76)....... .By B«^drlk Wllion Van Loon
boqk edition, the Initial cost of 'AC"
•March of Pemocracy'^ (98.60)' ....... J..,. .By. James Truslow Adams
cused' will be "whittled to one -third
•Men Against Death' (93.60)
....By Paul DeKruff
of Its original financial outlay.
•Life Beiglns at Forty' (91.60)
^....By Walter B, Pitkin
George Palmer Putnam gets credit
•Flying Carpet* (93.76)
By Richard Halliburton
>.
for the novelty arrangement. FuncTitans of Literature' (93.76)
By Burton Rascoe
tioning as 'idea executive,' In addition to his r^erular Job of head of
the ecustern department, Palmer In-- correspondents In the ru.ra}° dis6w
8/a' Start
vested :<prlginally $17,600 in the; tricts.
No Qhahge in depiartm'oht
When a publisher thlhks with hla
story.
heads and no cohibin^tioh oi;' de- heaf^':that's news. When he does
it
•After that he went to the writers partments as ybt The cut follo'ws
and sold them on the idea of con- an unsuccessful attempt to head off, wlih' his feet it's either the begintributing in the form of a conti- through public vote at the last elec- ning pi: tiie end of his biz.
.Asfiiiifdess,
the
boy
wonders
gennuity, and nPt episodically as has tion, the "Shopping^ News'; a throw>been done Ih the past. 'He got the away advertising -sheet; in- which er£<liy speaking, of the "word racket
signatures of Rupiert Hughes, Vickl the local storels are putting their inust be* crbdlted with either a home
riiin !or. a magniflceht miss for pubBaumi'-Zarie ,Qrby, VlnA Delniar, Ir- advertising money.
lishing .'George Gershwin's Song
vln. Cobb,' Gei trtide Atherton, J: P:'
Bot)fc'.'
Mc^voy, Ifrsula Parrott, Poltfn
yse9'rei^ b^bk of the. publication is
Pleasing. An. Author
iffiach bf
Bankfii an4 .St>phib Kerr,
tWese 'auth(jr«i,^'as tbe result, will gfet
Fox company. rushed Its only secirit .hack .bf origin of Essandess.
In >t^i,e days, when pick Simon was
sd'reen'cre'dit ind be subject to eic- avaiilablQ p^int />f 'Cayalcade' tp
ai^i. Aeolian
salesman and Max
fllhceJ
thby
hav6
hlbitoif exploMtfoh
Pittsburgh last .w^ek to hold a priincluded %Heir piece of wrlUrig' in vate spreenlng for Noel Coward, Schuster was the manager of mobs
'.
the general themeJ
who was at iNlxon theatre in his putting .'^on auton[ioblle shows, they
Average! exploiteer or film exec' hew play. 'Design for Living'. Ex- both! had o'fllces in the Aeolian
'buHding.
couldn't have done it Paramount ploitation department .wanted. Cow'Once talking, they discovered that
iiome oiffice believes, for th& simple- ard's reaction on -tht* screen vejrreason that Putnam is the only exec sioti of hla .work and .screening. >7a^ thejy both thought 'Jean Christophe'
wa,Bthe> greatest novel ievfer written.
In' the business- who happens to be held at local Fox. exchange.
.
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It's all ahouta musician Beethoven,
said he was tickled
adaptation.
Told hb ttssl
rthis led them to realizing that
to the
theV'were both inusic-mad. So they
Daniel M;' Daniel (Markowiti), bf original. all the way through and joined forces and published the
first
'World-Telegram,' has been was 'the finest motion picture I've Crossword Puzzle book.
the
elected president of the New "Sfbrk ever seen'.
Life is like that. In time they got
Chapter of the Baseball Writers'
around to Beethoven and In the end
Boosting Lewis
Association of America for the third
to Gershwin, moving Tin Pan Alley
Presidents ususuccessive year.
First book ad to go into the 'Sat- in their swank format into the Ritz.
ally serve only one year, but Daniel evepost' will be that, of Doubleday,
handled the Job so well that his -fel- Do^ari's qn the new. Sinclair Lewis
More Tech
low -scribes voted to Continue him novel, 'Ann Vlclcjers.' Ad is schedIn office. Arranging for the annual ulea. to go intp .the Feb. 4 issue
(?ernsback brothers; who have
baseball dinner in February is th6 shortly after Donald Gordon, the been specializing in pseudo-science
chapter head's biggest task.
book expert of the American News mags of every description, the latest
Co., begins, his book column iii the to take advantage of the technocGlyn's' Zenda
raby craze with a monthly called
national weekly.
Havng paid her social debtb to
p-D, haying just acq.ulred Sin- •Technocracy Review.' In with the
her Hungarian entertainers, Elinor clair Lewis, is utilizing every pos- bitjthers on the new publication is
Glyn is back in England for her sible means of putting his new I., S. Manheimer. Hugo Gernsback
newest 'Glpribus Flames,' but she book across as a best-seller. In- editing.
didn't bother to think up a new deed, it will have to, to get a reDot Blank Off 'HUmor'
back on the Zenda turn on any Pf the Lewis boolcs conplot, falling
pbrPthy Blank, Pne of the editors
theme. One of her dual heroes is tracted for, because of the unusua not-sp-gbod British, duke who ally high guarantee to the Nobel of .'Cipllege Humor,' was let out last
winner.
week."
Prize
She goes to the ShermaV
beat his. brother to the title by ten
hotel Ih Chicago as publicity diminutes.
Takes his wedding eve
Real Names of Authora
rector..
off for a last night with his other
John Rhode, author of 'Dr. Priest•College Humor' Is expected to
charmer and sends his brbther in
his place. .Gets .knockout drops bo ley Lays a Trap,' ia Cecil John S. move. Its editorial offices to New
the: brother goes through with the Street B. M. Bower, credited with York City and cut to 16 cents.
ceremony and a tepid wedding 'Trails Meet,' iB Mrs. Bertha SinLowdown on P. A.'a
night which the author fails to make clair Cowan. Roswell Williams, who
I^aula Gould, film and theatrical
interesting. Duke finds the brother wrote 'The Damned Lover,' is Frank
Naomi Gwladys Royde- press agent free lance In New York,
Is preferred, so he crashes with the Owen.
Smith,
author
of
'The
Bridge,'
is
has finished a GO,000-word novel,
naughty gal In a plane and lets the
brother keep the title and the bride. Mrs. Ernest Miltod, wife of the •Plaything.' It Is said to reveal the
Very much Family Story Paper. actor. Ursula Bloom, whose newest inside of motion picture publicity
book is 'Love, Old and New,' Is Mrs. and exploitation methods, with loPublished by Macaulay.
Charles Gower Robinson.
calia In the press department of a

a book publisher.

"
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That 'Don't'
That most popular of short-line

—

Maybe Two

Latest shake-up: on the 'New
'Advice to those about to
marry: Don't' appeared In an in- Masses' puts Robert Evans and a
conspicuous corner of 'Punch's Al- more liberal policy in' the foreground,
six months after the ultramanack,' English publication, in
Marxists were disposed from
1846, and was sent in by an 'un- strict
known' constributor, who received the helms of Moscow mags.
Talk of a new mag in retaliation
two pounds for the bon mot. Sir
Owen Seaman, who recently retired by the deposed faction, but nothing
after serving as editor of 'Punoh' definite has taken form as yet.
jokes

—

for 26 years, considers it the most
famous joke carried in the 90 years
of the English weekly's existence.

A

perfect example of surprise as a
device for Joke-making, says Sir
Owen, whose successor as editor of
'Punch' is E. V. Knox ('Evoe').

Peeved Poets
Several

fairly-established

poets

peeved by the come-on literature
sent out by Ralph Cheyney and
Lucia Trent, who are offering cut
rates

on their poetry-writing cor-

respondence courses.
Subscribers have a chance to get
in the Henry Harrison mag, 'Poetry
World,' edited by Clieyney and
Trent, and by paying an extra fee
may get In one of the numerous
verse anthologies published by Harrison and edited by Cheyney and
Trent.

Tough

in

Oakland

The Tribune, Oakland, Cal., after
holding to onl> one cut during the
panic and keeping all staffs intact,
dropped the axe over the week-end
lopping off nine editorial heads and
various and sundry in all other departments. Survivors look for anThe
other salary trim presefttly.
decapitation affected ths rewrite department chlefiy, with the assistant
society editor going and numerous

film

,

company and

offices of

a large

newspaper.
Youth's Own Mag
•Modem Youth' (The Voice of the
Coming Generation) is a new

monthly on the stands, edited and
published
by 22-year-old Viola
lima, who has financial backing
from society women enough for an
entire year.

Digging Dead 'Una
Represents the Lits
R. W. Martin, Jr., and a number
Max, Nat and Alfred Leif and
of associates have formed the Es- Max Bodhelm are among
the sponsex Publishing Company to engage sors of Cynthia White's
Greenwich
prominently in the mag publishing Village ball Jan.
27.
But they do
field.
It's the plaii of the organizanot promise to go in costume.
tion to revive a number of magis
given up by their former owners,
Real Namea of Authors
as well as get under way a couple
Harold NIeram, author of 'So
of new publications along Original Goes the
World,' is Oscar Schmalllines.
hausen. Diana Patrick, who wrote
•Vain Pantomime,' Is Mrs. D. N.
Technocracy Craze
Wilson.
Feeler as to a mag on technocra.^y
has been put out by Graham A.
Stuart BIythe in l-lollywood
Laing, a Hollywood expert on the
Stuart
BIythe,
Sam
son
of
subject, in the form of a mag-slze BIythe, and one of the editors of
abbreviation of his forthcoming the "Woman's Home Companion,' is
book, 'Toward Technocracy.' The in Hollywood on a three months'
abbreviated treatise has been en- leave of absence.
He is accomtitled 'Technocracy Illustrated,' and panied by his wife.
if it gets the desired response It
will be issue! monthly as a sort of
John Wilstach Back
handboolc fo:- technocrats.
John Wilstach, wife and dog, returned to New York after a trip to
'Chandu' Cartoon Strip
Paris and Mallorca, gathering pics
Chandu, popular radio program and material for two ordered mag
already made into a picture, will be articles.
used as subject of a newspaper cartoon strip. Kendall Evans is writBrundage Goes With Fox
ing the dialog, and Lee Jennings
Harry Brundage, star reporter for
will do pen and ink work.
St. Louis 'Times-Star', is through
Title, 'Chandu,' and rights are making pilgrimages for that publiowned by Earnshaw- Young Co,, ad- cation to the coast studios. He has
vertising agency.
jCContlnued on pa^e 62^

—

MUSIC— NITE CLUBS
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Honkey-Tonk Broadway
(Continued from paere 1)
eliced price patronage can take chen Hof, under the site where
Lina Hofberg had her famous 49th
on the hoc f.
the street spot, is likewise very Tyromost lies In the cut-rate aspect of lean, with yodelers and schnitzelbargain bank fol-de-rol, to accompany the
4be Btreet. Everything le a
the light pocHetbooke. gedampfte dishes.
to <!atch
Once tamed for Its lobster palaces
The Palais D'Or's sensational
Main
Drag neering in the 'yellow peril piowines
the
expensive
gnd'
of
grand-scale cut rater. All Broadway' of three and
IB a
four years
Broadway Is the bargain appeal. ago has also experienced the mark
•Table d'hote dinners with elaborate of the times, as witnessed by its
no couvert charges; 46-76C club luncheons and dinners.
floor shows;
out-rate drugstores and perfumers;
Palais still has an NBC wire, but
26c beauty parlors; bus terminals In
Toeng's, a block away (where old
the heart of the Square which cutChurchill's used to be, incidentally,
rate on the railroads In transportaon 49th and Broadway) has a CBS
tlon; gyp auctioneers that, shlll the
wire, not to be outdone. There's still
gap trade on the bargain appeal; |1
Joe Toeng's of the old spots, and
BCbnltzelbank Dutch eateries, Magalso
the Nanking Royal and Repuband
every
other
taverns
yar gypsy
a dozen lic at Broadway and 48d, to dish
torni of dlaleet eatery;
chop suey at 460 per table d'hote,
Elaborate chowmeinerles, three with
shows at 46c and 70c lunch- sans show.
It

How Broadway haa changed

Service

Indie

"When the U. S. Grant hotel,
San Diego, ran out of space
New Tear's Eve, the beadwaiter put The Great Raymond,
magician, Mrs. Raymond and
their guests, Mrs. Frank Herron and Paul Ward In an elevator which was not In service,
and they had the place to
themselves.

McCrory Chain's
Receivership Slaps

eons
:

and dinners; epidemic of slde-

'

in' the Broadway oriental emporlunte; breakaway soft drink stands
that become nutterles In the winter; ''men only' .films, nickelodeons,

•

and half-price Chllds'..
food Bpeclalsi—all these contribute to

v.liurleskerles
.

present-day underlying mqtif
and tempo of .what was once called

^the
''

.

tiie. Grayest,

white wayest and most
nlte

vjbzpenBlve

life

street

In

the

'.world.

From $5
•
'

:

to 5c

Montmartre

The

which

once

-Vetched $6 couverts is npw open to
The
5c taxi dance ticket buyers.
Snlckierbocker grill at 42d street

.

.'

how houses the Blue Bird ballroom
where, on, Thursdays and Fridays
femme boxers are added attraction

.

to the, gliders.
'
The success of the Hollywood restaurant on the site of the famous
with an enlarged capacity,
liar Inspired a similar venture diagonally across Broadway, cornering

Itector's.

'

where now an elaborate
floor show is given away for a 11.60
iable d'hote trade, ballyhooed by the
49th Btreet,

neon-lighted greeting,
'no cover
.charge at any time.' That this mass
turnfdver

tage^/

has

may

its

economic advan-

be gathered from

the

clalnK^d (20,000 weekly capacities
Bfime weeks at both these places.
This explains the overheads going

—

as high as (8,000
shows, bands, etc.

a week

for the

A

geographical route up Times
8q, from 42d street, on the east side,
up 7th avenue, and around 67th
street, thence south on Broadway,
on the west side, discloses the Blue
Bird ballroom on the Knickerbocker
site; Paradise hoofery next door to
the Palace; Honeymoon Lane ballroom; Mayfair Gardens; Cosmopolitan Casino where the Silver Slipper
was, but where two bands, floor revue and hostesses' names, billed on
on the marquee, for the $1 admis-

Pubs Over $15,000

The assortment of Joints along
Hardest blow from the money
Stb avenue, which must figure in
the Times Sq. zone, are nondescript angle received by the Music Dealsave the few speaks around that ers' Service, Inc., since Its organization, was the voluntary receivership
sector.
of the McCrory chain of 26c stores
In the pop priced cabaret cateTime the papers Were
last week.
gory are any number of former
filed with the court the chain was
^ront rank nlte life places. In the
Times Sq. censuB Tony Sarg's Bo- on the debit side of the MDS books
for over $16,000. Even harder hit
hemia is In the sande pop priced
were all the other publishers not
<3erman food category with.schnltzclearing through the MDS, and sevelbank atmosphere, a dance band, a
eral of the Jobbing houses for
(1 table d'hote (out from $1.60 since
standard numbers published by
its recent opening) and Tony Sarg's
themselves, because the; MDS is supMarionettes doing three-a-nlght in
posed to guarantee all such losses.
the long tap room adjacent to the
McCrory with its 80 music
main' dining room. No admlsh an^
open to all saunter-lnners, or the counters represented the second
diners who want a peek at thie largest single retailer of sheet music
It was to ease
There's also a very in the country.
marionettes^
long bar which the new manage- things from the price angle for this
ment hopes will tap a bononza as and other chain stores that the
soon as it can tap legal brew. Mean- MDS was principally formed. Fol
time it's more decorative than lowing the announcement of the re
It's claimed to be the ceivershlp of the holding company,
practical.
controlling the McCrory stores, the
longest bar on Broadway.
MDS, acting on orders of its curLlndy's
rent board of administrators, shut
Perhaps the best money maker in down on further shipments.
the Square is Iiindy's eatery, where
Publishers and Jobbers involved
the radio-tin pan alleyltes and such are of the hope that their accounts
meet thrice-a-day for theli' meals, outstanding will be In due time sal
at noon, dinner and supper. Llndy's vaged through a reorganizing of the
new 62d street spot is in anticipation McCrory and McClelland strings.
of vacating the adjacent-Rivoli the- Both chains are connected through
atre Llndy's It's a gold mlno in pop interlocking boards of directors.
"With Llndy's new lease,
eateries.
the old spot also took on a new
lease of life and is likewise a
,

clicker.

Dave's Blue Room Is still the nocturnal haunt of the loyal columnists who like Dave personally. The
Brass Rail leads the vanguard of the
Roth's-Ale Rail and kindred type
spots.

The speaks,

Boothmen s Union

teles.

TITLE COINCIDENCE

In asking correction of story in

a recent

wfiich
ballyhoos 150
dancing pnrlrrtTs available for lonesome ffonts, iVnd nearer 8th avenue
the famous Dance Land, to a 25c
admlsh, embraces more territory
^vlth its 'iniernational famous beauties' as the fjate lure for stage on
the hoof.

Gone Bavarian
The Broadway Hofbrau

in

Loew's

State hanonif^nt is one of the recent
invasions. The Bayeris-

Bavarian

which

was

is

always been a good loyal union
man, and would not tolerate anything but unionism,' but the last
Federation of Musician's' local he
belonged to did not have any work
for him, so he was unable to pay
dues and therefore was suspended.
press.
Kassel wrote both words and mu- It adds that he was offered the Job
at
the Hartman, 'but it was nec>
sic of his song and states he will
publish it himself.
He is not a essary that he Join our organization before we could permit him to
member of M.P.P.A.
play In the pit of the Hartman,' so
he took out cards for himself and
hs men in a projectionist's union
to secure a musical engagement.
It does not appear from the facts
that the statement in 'Variety' to
the effect that they threw away their
union cards calls for any correc-

PnrSBDRGH TO HARLEM
2 MORE CHANGE COLOR

Pittsburgh, Jan. 16.
tion. They virtually did that when
Nlte life in Pittsburgh has gone they took membership in a union
Harlem as result of the click of tiny presuma,bly outside of and in opHarlem club on "Wylle avenue, position to the Federation of Labor.

where

entertainment Interest In the story lies wholly Inbeen played for the fact that the Ohio Independent
union lias gone beyond similar orJoe HiUganizations in other states and is
er's Show Boat, which reopens tolicensing both projectionists and
morrow (17) after a two-week musicians.
shutdown with Fletcher Henderson's band and a lloor show with
George Dewey "Washington, Four
Blue Blazers, Alice Harris, "Wash- A. C.
board Serenaders and a chorus of 10
Boat has been operating
girls.
PANSIES
under a no-cover, no-minimum
check policy, but with new line-up
local

colored

has

exclusively
some time.

'

Latest to

fall in line is

aOBS ALL DARK;

MAYOR BANS

will- sock a couvert of $1.60 per person week nights and $2 Saturdays

and Sundays.
Another spot

Atlantic City, Jan.

'16.

Night clubs featuring pansy talent
have been closed and the performers
forbidden to appear in the city.. The
order against was Issued by Mayor
Harry Bacharach, who became quite
worked up over the increasing

to go In for hl-yaller
entertainment is Sanders Inn on
Freeport road, where Fred Sanders
operates over week-ends only. Nlte
Weidoeffs $40,000 club trade has been 'way off here amount of adverse advertising this
this season, save for New Tear's resort is getting.
The only two
in Chi Court flurry, and cafe owners are watch- clubs operating through the "Winter
Royalty
ing result of Show Boat's experiPansy Club and Cotton ClubChicago. Jan. 10.
ment with an eye to future enter- have been darkened by the police.
Rudy 'Weidoeft's action for an ac- tainment policy.
Atlantic City is now without any
counting of the firm of Frank Helnight club entertainment. AH the
ton, makers of musical instruments,
better-known places shut down at
is being argued before
Superior Pat Flaherty^ 'Salesman/
the end of the summer season and
Court Judge 'William J. Lindsay.
staged a brief reopening over the
Attorneys for the Holton company
Assets holidays.
$8,681 Debts,
challenged the findings of a Master
Calling himself a salesman In his
in Chancery who heard the case
Joseph

Rudy

Up

—

No

Edwards' Juve Band

Amsterdam

'"Variety' in

Band leader in proof of his claim
of priority submitted that he had
broadcast his number over "WMAQ
and an NBC network on Jan. 3 and
that the lyrics had been reproduced
the next day in the local Hearst

—

New

Work

Art Kassel and DeS, B & H Both stated that Charles Terrell and his
orchestra tore up their union cards
Have 'Buy American'
to take a Job at the Hartman theChicago, Jan. 16.
atre, Columbus, O., the Ohio MoArt Kassel, orchestra leader at the tion Picture Projectionists, a state
Bismarck Hotel here, was denied chartered organization, paints the
registration of his title 'Buy Ameri- unusual picture of a band taking
can' by Music Publishers' Protective out membership in a projectionAssn. last week. DeSylva, Brown ists' local to hold a Job.
& Henderson firm had filed the same Under seal of the organization
title on Jan. 6, M.P.P.A. informed
the local explains that Terrell 'has

Waters

42d street, amidst Minsky's and
riudnlclt's bur'-cycue.";, are the Rosebud, next dofir to the historic

Ohio

Issues Cards for Musicians to

of course, have their
individual cliques and clienTheir number In the T. S.
sector is now inestimable as more
and more spots are selling, and more
bankruptcy petition, Edmund
freely. Red ink and beer brook al- and ruled in "Weidoeft's favor. Ben- Flaherty, also known as Pat J. Flamost no question, and if you look jamin H. Ehrlich is representing herty, former music publisher, 160
'right' the cocktails will come up Weldoeft.
Riverside Drive, New Tork, lists $8,sion; Montmartre-Garden dance hall
smiling. A prohibition executive but
Case dates back to 1927 when 681 In liabilities; no assets.
with 20 dances for $1 (a nickle a
recently stated his report revealed Holton firm allegedly agreed to pay
Flaherty was formerly general
crawl);
Arcadia bstllroom which
4,000 speaks In all New York. The $6 per Instrument sold if "Weldoeft manager of the Red Star Music Co.,
opened pretentiously but now only
boys silently answered the exec has would spend time in its plant at Fox Film Eubsld., which he sued
risks week-end matinee hoofing, in
received addresses only of speaks Elkhorn. "Wis., and make recomaddition to the regular nightly
later for an accounting, and more
that had failed to give up.
mendations for a Rudy "Weldoeft recently had his own indie publishstruggles;
the more pretentious
The fashionable east side street model saxaphone and allow his ing firm, Sterling Songs, which he
Roseland ballroom which has sufto be used.
In addition subsequently abandoned.
ficient patronage to chance a dally retreats have created an aristoc- name
Flaherty
matinee tea dance; the Majestic racy of patronage, through exclu- "Weldoeft was to travel 10 weeks a recently settled his suit against Fox
Danceland where you can hoof- slveness, that is all their own. year on an exploitation tour around out of court.
wrasBle until unconscious at 40c ad- That's why they get the money the country plugging his sax model.
ttlsh; Reno Danceland, which urges bunch with free spending, whllo> the Weldoeft made such a tour in 1928
one to 'divorce your cares' at '6c a economically amiable spots In the but not thereatfer.
Out, Shiddell In
Square get nowheres, in proportion.
dance, no more, no less.'
About $40,000 in accrued royalties
John "Waters Is out of Columbia
Hoof and Roof
is believed owing the saxaphone
60 Dances for 60c.
Phonograph as general sales manvlrtuso.
Exact
amount
cannot
be
pop
same
hotelries
the
the
At
Further down Broadway at 48th
ager, with Edward Shiddell coming
you known until and If the court orders
street the highly competitive Tango priced aura obtains. Hotels woo
home from Japan to replace him.'
Palace and Strand Roof Dance to dine on the roof at $1.75 and $2 an audit and payment of the claim.
Shiddell has been Columbia's chief
Palace each has one of. those com- table d'hote, and most of tliem menrep In the Orient for three years.
edy 'Main Entrance' shingles to dis- tion the roof.
Ben Selvin has been moved into
King Goes Brunswick
the
Rosita,
Ramon
and
of
Ramon,
courage patronage at the other's
the position of director of the CoWayne King's band has quit his
spot.
They're side by each.
The dancers, who turned class nite club Columbia phonograph alliance and lumbia Plionograph recording stuTango Palace sells 50 dances j.or impresario, had to give up the El
dios, replacing Frank "Walker. Also
COc, maintaining the penny stanGarron and concentrate on his El switched to Brunswick.
handed Selvin was the title of mandard, but the Strand, in exchange Patio, both only three blocks apart,
ager of the Columbia Artists and
for a required 25c door nick, offei-.s as there weren't enough couvert
Repertoire Bureau.
seated
and
'em
de
Almeans
to
keep
200 'most beautiful' danoe partners. charges to go around. Peppy
Walker is in negotiation with one
On the site of the old EvergladCF brew opened as chief host at the drinking.
of the other recording companies.
is heralded the Monte Carlo Casino,
Place Pigalle, nee Jungle Club, but
Broadway tried for a little panze
not yet opened.
In the basement even its 100% Montmartre atmos- stuff at the Torch Club, but when
of the Astoi- theatre, suffering from phere hasn't l>egun to attract as it moved into the more swank ena side street entrance, the Parisian much attention as his backer, John virons of the recently vacated El
(jUS Edw.ards is framing a JuveDanceland guarantees five 5c dances Perona's cast side hideaway, the Garron, the cops decided against It.
In exchanse for the 2oc admlsh. On
Morocco.
Joe Frisco is now at the old Dover, nile dance band with Larry Adler,

own

in

55

Kassel.

floor

atreet delicatessens and 16c Chinese
eateries, latter run by Caiicausldns,
V.and usu&Ily serving better food than

VARIETY

That east is cast and west is west former stamping ground of Clayton,
and ne'er the twain shall meet is Jackston and Durante.
Apart from these high lights on
the big lieadache of the west side,
formerly the most popular objective the Square are gyp auction places;
from all walks and cities. Now, in- couple of music stores; tealeaf forstead, out-oC-towners already have tune-telling tearooms; Duffy's gym
beard about the class speaks on the where for a 25c admish, the fistieast side and don't care if they all cuffs .addicts may watch the pugifor tlioKC dallying continental listic professionals do their daily
i,'o
dinners, and sluff going to the the- chores; the Rca Ball and Iceland
atre.
So they sit around and drink (Madison Square Garden) ice skatat a buck a copy, which explains ing arenas; :ut-rate haberdashers;
why the east side maitres can af- usual poolrooms and billiard parlors
ford to throw in some divertisse- and the dance schools and rehearsal
ment, sans couvert, as a further halls.

harmonica

Boloist, to

maestro

it,

and

Eddie Thompson, 16-year-old from
Cleveland, as featured singer. Band
will be known as Gus Edwards'
Younff Americans.
John Royal of NBC In giving
Tliompson some air time for possible build-up.
He was on the air
from "W'TAM, Cleveland.

Cohan &, Lutz
Chicago, Jan. 16.
Paul Cohan, last with Columbia
Phonoffraph, is now in partnership
with Herbie Lutz, handling talent.

OSTERMAN'S 2D WK.
Surprising Mother and Wife
Prolonged Engagement

by

Jack Osterman opened at the Club

Rlchman as
not have a

m.c. last week but will
'formal' opening until

Thursday (19) of the current week.
Apart from It being the comedian's
first nite club work on Broadway
in five years, Osterman is telling his
wife, Mary, and mother, Kathryn,
to stay home and come to see him
the second week that would be a
novelty, says Osterman, to see him
go into a second week of anything.
Jerry Freeman's band has succeeded Ben Meroff's; there are 20
girls,
Frances Faye, Grace and
and Arthur Brown

Charlie Herbert,
also In the show.

Sully Gives In
Boston, Jan. IG.
Sullivan A. Sargent, wealthy virtuoso, professor of music and famous figure here, now 71, surprised
his friends by taking a bride. She
is 27, and her maiden name was
Helen Hancock, native of Riverside,

Ceremony was

Cal.

secret.

Bride Is an expert trumpeter and
has appeared at many local events.
Sargent has been a prof in the Boston Conservatory of Music since
1908.

Denver Re-elections
Denver, Jan.

16.

Musicians union re-elected entire
of officers, first time in history
of
Mike Muro, president;
G. A. Forter, v.p.; F. J. Heboid,
secretary, and John Herr, financial
secretary- treasurer.
Board members re-elected are
James H. Burke, Alex Horst, Chas.
C. Keyes, Sam Leschel, Walter E.
Light and Frank Spiegl.
list

local;

.

M a s ic

VARIETY

S6

Bands and
Week

Far. Bernard. Vair*a. P^Idance.
Farrell, F., Ian, 4 Sheridan Sa., N. T.
Feenay. 1. SL. XM ~B. Utta St., OakUnd.
Fagao, Bar. Sagamore H., Roehestar.
Fabello. Phil, Albee, Brooklyn.
Farr, Aaron, Miami Beadi Countir C.
Miami Bcaoh.
Feldman. Joe, 1068 B. «8th St, Cleveland.

Orchiestras

C

of Jan. 16

Permanent addrataes of banda or orchaatraa will be published
without charge.
No charge it made for listing in thia department.
For reference guidance, initials represent: H hotel, T theatre,
P park, C cafe, D H dance hall, B— ballroom, R restaurant.
Aa far as possible, street addresses in large cities are alao Included.

—

—

—

—

Aaronson, IrvlnR. Ruxton H., N. T. C.
Apnew, Chns., cnre Kennnway, Chlcngro.
Albert,

N.

T.

Wully.

Allen.
Torlt.

CBS.

Julei,

Madlaon

48(i

Are..

C.

1914

W. New

Eait.

Blvd.

J.

.N.

Alsdorf.

U

Amldon.

A.. 912 E. 8lb St.. Flint,

J..

Andrus,
N. T.

OS Liberty St.,

ud,

LIberatorls

Newburgh

R.,

Mich.
Elmira,

Appel, Oscar. The Cathay, Baltimore.
Arand. Henry. 043 Broad St.. Newarlt.
Arcadia Syncopator* (C. Bdscrton). 2004

Addison

Fhlla.

St.,

(Wm. Hughes).

.Iristocrat-)

N. T.

Utica,

6t..

404 Blandlna

KVI, Tacoma. Waeh,

Arkell. Lee,

Armbrusier. J. L., D. A. C. BufTalo.
Arnbelm, Gus, MCA. Chi.
Ash, Paul, Capttot T., N. T. C.
Atkins. A. P.. 6614 Oth Ave.. Das Motnea.
Austin. S.. Davis
Axt, Dr. Wm..

Country C. Tampa.
M-a-M Studio. Culvtr
la.

Ctty, Cat.

Cappo, Jos.. Lakeside Park, Dayton, O.
Carlln, Herb. Ouyon's B. R.. Chicago.
Carberry. Duke, Walpole, Mass.
Carpenter, Earl. lOlB B'way. N. T.
Carr Bros.. 2137 Oulyot, Oceanslde. Cal.
Carr, Jimmy, Ben Marden's Riviera, Fort
Lec, N. J.
Carter. F., Majestic, Long Beach,' Cai.
Casa Loma, 790 7th ave., N. T.
Casa Nova, Greenwich Village, Dayton, O.
Casale, M., 140 Pine St., Wllltamaport,
Pa.
Cassldy, D L.. Vancouver H.. Vancouver.

C

B. C.

Casson. Pep, Victoria H., N. T. C.
Castro. Manolo. Nadonale H.. Havana.
Causer, Bob, Ithaca H., Ithaca, N. T.
Cavailave, John,
Naw
SO Irving St.,

Haven.
Cavato. Ets, Flotilla Club. PItUburgh.
Cave, Don. Bl Cortez H.. San Diego.
Cervone.
Iczy.
DOZ Blackston*
BIdg..
Pittsburgh.
Charles, Roy, Golden Pumpkin C. Cbl.
Chio-E-Revelers, Station WJBO, New OrCbrlstensen, Paul. WKT,
ChrUtta, H. J., tSSl N.

tauk, L.

land.

I.

No.

OB

14th

Newarii,

St.,

J.

Bastlan. Walt.. State T.. Detroit.
Bauer, P. J., t1 Orinond St., Bocheater,
N. T.
Baum, Babe, 226 Rose St., Reading, Pa.
Baxter, Phil. WDAF. K. C.
Bay State Acea (Al Relyea), 8 Mohawk
St., Cohoes, N. T.

Began, Walter, NBO, S. F.
Beckley. T
102 n. Sth St., Wilmington,
.

Dtl.

Belasco, Leon, Ambassador °H., K. T.
Benavle, Bam, Fisher T.. Detroit.
Bennett, Dave, Station WJJD. Palmer
House, Chicago.
Bentley, Billy, kxo. El Centro, Calif.
Bercowltz, Aba, KQW, Portland. Ore.
Bergo, W. B.. OT Grand Avs., Englewood,

N.

Oklahoma City.
Ormaby At*..

Buckeye Laka

Ore
Blaaette-Maclean. Marigold R.. Rochester.
Black, Ted, 1010 Broadway, N, T. C.
BlaufuBs, Wiilter. N.B.C.. Chicago.
Blumonthol's Orch.. Sovereign H.. Chleago.

Bob's Sunnyslders, 80 B. Haverhill St..
Lawrence, Mass.
Barr,
Mlscha.
Ens.,
Waldorf-Astoria,
N. T.
Bovee. Ralph, KHQ, Spokane,
Bowley, Ray, 21 Beacon St.. Hyde Park.
Mass.
Boyd, Tommy, Sacramento H., Sacra-

Clark*, Bob, 1060 Rosbury Rd. (B>, Columbus, O.
Clarke, Herb. L.. Municipal Band. Leng
Bsach, CaL
Claveianders, Fuller's Garden, CinclDnati.
Coaiciey, Tom, Athena C, Oakland. CaUt.
CoL F.. 262 W. Douglas St.. Reading. Pa.
Coleman, Emit. Waldorf-Astoria. N. T.
Colleg* Club, 4120 Dewey Ats., Omaha;
Collegian ScreDaders. Far Bast R.. C1«t«-

Columbo, RlisB, Park Central H.. N. T. C.
Cole, King, Solomon's D. H., L. A,
Cbhdolorl, A., Adelphi H., Phtladeiphta.
Cooler, Ralph. 1110 Orand St.. WlisslIng, W. Va.
Conrad. H., 1088 Park Ave.. N. T.
Cook, Arthur, WXTZ, Detroit
Cooler. Frits.
Maple View. PltUfleld,
Mass.
Cooney, Bernard, KWO, Stockton. Callt.
Cornwell, Franlc, Mayfair C, Boston.
Coyle, L. H., 210 B. 10th St., Baston. Pa.
Craig, Francis, HermiUge H., Nashville.
Crescent Orch., Arqory, MlddletowB, N.T.

C

"Bu»,"

Crawford,

Pennsylvania

211B

Ave., N, W., Washington.

Crawford, Jaok, Fox T., Seattle.
Crawford, Thomas L., Wichita, Kans.
Cullen. S. B.. 814 B. Btb St.. South BosCurrle, Harry, Seelbach H., LoulsviU*.

Cummings, Johnnie, Webster
dalgua, N. T.
Cummins, Bernie,

Collegians.

Walled Lake

Canan-

H.,

Trianon B, R., Chi.

N. T. C.
Brooks. Harvey.

R..

De-

B'way ond

BIsi

St..

Zulu

Hut,

No.

Holly-

Wood, Calif.
Broudy, Dave. Grant T., Pittsburgh.
Brownagle, T.. 022 0th St., Harrlsburg.
Pa.
Brusllott.

10

E. 4Bth St..
1820 S. 0th

N.

T.

•

Calif.

Beverly

Ted,

C.

Bryant, W. H.,
St.,
Terr*
Haute, Ind.
Buck Vern, Sheridan T., Chi.
Buckeye Wonders, 043 So. Mnin St.,
Akron, O
Buffano, Jules, Sth Ave. T Seattle.
Buloskwies Califs., Eagle B., Milwaukee.
Bunchuk, Tasha, Capitol T., N. T. C.
Burk, Mllo. Brockton. Mass.
Burke, Chick, Amesbury. Mass.
Burke's Canadians, New Constant Sprlnc
H., Kingston, Jamaica.
Burnett, Jordan, Greenhlll B.R.. Chicago.
Burnett, Tiny, Orphoum T., Seattle.
Burns, Jimmy, Lido Venice H.. Sandwich, Ont.
Butcber-Outh, Fines, Metuchen, N. J.
,

Hills

Beverly

H.,

U

-

C

N. J.
HueatoB,

a

Billy, 1668 B'war, N. T.
Hultborg, Henrr. Inglaterra B. R., Cbl.
Hyde, A tea,, e-e Wm. Morris, Mayfair T.
Btdg.. N. T. C.
I

Bd, Vanity Fair

Innis,

Huntington,

B.,

Undebaiim,
Be«ldv CWit

Breaketa

Joe,

Adelpkas

)Uatifn.-Haiik,

^

h.,

Uaam

Dallas.

tt.,

Ijombardo, Our, Roosevelt H., n. t.
Lopez, Vincent Congress H., Chi.
Lowd, Howard Q., 4100 8rd St., N. w,^
Wash., D, C.

Lowe, Bemie, Nanking Oafe, Dea Moines.
Lowe, Sol, Mancheater T., I.. A.
tudeke, Frank, Davenport H., Spokane.

Wash.

u

Luie, Harley, Wilson's B. R.,
A.
Lyntan, Abe, Paradise R., N. T. C.
Lynn, Cerrer, Bine Gretta C, Chicago.
I<ynn. Sammy, 2006 Wlohlta 8t, Dallas,

W, Va.
Irving,

Liyceum

B.,

New

T..

M

Britain,

Conn.

Macdonald,

Bill; Hageiatown, Md.
bitt Doug, Butte, Mont

Isemlngor,

lula. Felice, RIvoll T., Baltimore,
lula. Rufflno,

Citr Park Bd.. Baltimore.

Jackson's Jaaa. 18 Chestnut
N. T.

Olovers-

St.,

Res,

Coliseum,

burg.

ville,

Jafty, Gilbert, Leighton's Arcade, L. A.
Janis, Fred, Tuiklah Village C, Chicago.

Petsis*

,

Cal.

C

Janover. A. L,., 1266 Grant Ave., N. T.
Jansen, Edward, KVI, Tacoma. Wash.
Jaxon, 'Halt Pint' WJJD, Cbl.
Jedel, H.. 476 Hawtbome Ave.. Newaric,
N. J.
Jeble, John, 76 Driggs Ave.. Brooklrn.
Jockera, Al, 1019 B'war. N. T. C.
Johnson, C, Small's Paradise, N. T.
Johnson. Dwlght Bmpreas' H., Portland,

at.

'

Mace, Art, Rendesvous B. R., Safatk
Monica, CaL
Mack, Dave, Paris Inn, Xa. A.
Mack, Ted, Blackstone H., Fort Worth.
Madreguera,
Bnrio,
Commodore H.^
N. T. C.
Mabon, Margie, KMO. Seattle.
Major. F. J., 8007 Sd St, Ocean Park,

C

Maklns, Bddle. LeCUtre
Chicago.
Haloney, R. B., 806 Bllnor St., KnozvlUe,
Tenn.
Mantbe, Al., 807 N. Francis, Madison
Wis.
Marburger, H., Roseland B. R., N. T.
Marengo, Joe, Italian Village, L. A.
Manh. Chas., Pt Pitt H. Pittsburgh.
Marahall, Red. Venice B., Venice, Cal.
Marlnaro John, Beaux Avts C, 80 W.
40th St., N. T. C.
Martin, Fred, Bossert H., B'klyn.
Masllm, Sam, Seneca H., Rochester.
Mason, Bobbie (Miss), Mew China R„
Toungstown, Ohio.
Masters, Frankle, Morrison H., Cbl.
Mattascb, Steve, Garden B.. Beattle.
Mdupln, Rex, KTW, Chi.
Maurice, Jaok, KGFJ, L. A.
Mayfair, Bernle, TO So. Division, Bat«
tie Creek, MIoh.
McCloud, Mac, care Paul Cohan, 64 West
Randolph, Chi:

C

Ore
Johnson, Gladys, KTM, L. A.
Johnston. Merle, 161 W. 46th St, N.T.C
Johnston, O. W.. 48 Oipve Ave.. Ottawa.
Jolly Joyce'e Syn., 016-lT Walnut St,

C

Gerun, Tom, Bal Taberln
8. F.
Qlbson's Blue Devils, L O. O, F., Ballroom, Baltimore.
GUI, Snmlt C. Baltimore.
Gill, Joe, Hollywood C., Oalveston, Tex.
Gillea. Frank. Detroit Tacht C. Detroit
Oillet Albert. KGW. Portland, Ore.
Ginsberg, Ralpli. Palmar H., ChL
Gervln, Hal. 1626 Go ugh St, S. F.
GoB, Hark, Brlgga R., Detroit.
Goldberg, Geo.. Celestial R.. Bay Shore
Park, Baltimore, Md.
Golden, Neal, WOIR, N. T. C.
Goldkett*. Jsaa. Book Tower, Detroit
Gonaalsa, B. N.. 810 B. 4Ui St. .BanU
Ana, Cal.
Oorrell. Raj. 404 Madlaon T. Bide-, De.>

troit

Graham,

Pant,

Pleasant N.

lenkllnson

Springe.

CoL

dence.

Gunaondorter, W., Udo C, 8. F.
Outterson. M., Valencia T., Baltimore.
Outterson,
Waldemar,
Roosevelt
H.,
Hollywood.

H
Haas, Alexander, 264 W. 70th St.. N.T.C.
Haines, "Whitey," Tavern Inn, 189 N.

Bend

St.,

Pawtuckst, R.

Delbrldge.

Del.,

Madlaon

404

BIdg..

T.

331

J..

Marks

St.

Brook-

N. T.
Denny. Claude, Nocturne C, Cbl.
Denny, Jack. Waldorf-Astoria H., N.T.C.
Deterlch, Roy. Stevens H., Chicago.
Dewees. Lowell. 1200 Jsckson St., Spring-

lyn,

Chicago.

Hamond, Chestlne, KIT, Taklma, Wash.
Hamp, Johnny, Mark Hopkins H,, S. F.

N. T. C.

Avs..

MCA.

Hamilton, Geo., Airport Gardens, L. A.
Hammond,' Jean. Sky Room. Milwaukee.

»
1B87 B'way.

I.

Hall, George, Tatt H.. N. T. C.

Oakland, Calif.

Detroit.

Hancock, Hogan, Jefferson H., Birmingham.
Harmon, M., Club Mlrador, Washington.
Harris, Phil, Ambassador H., L. A.
Harrison, J., Rendesvous, Toronto.
Hart, Ronnie, British Columbia Pk., Vancouver,

B.

,

Coloslum

B.

R.,

n

Helberger. Emil,
Heldt
Horace,

Wash.
Douglicrty,

'

Eckel, fhorlie. Hotel Montclalr, N. T.
Glrn. E'.k'a C. L. A.
Ellington. Duke. TOO 7lh nve.. N. T. C.

Edmunds,

Elmwood Cand. 872 Van Noalrand
Valcncl.T B.

R..

SanLi Ann,

Everett,

Hume, Lokealde

St..

P.,

Golden

Gate.

Frisco.

Henderson. F.. 228 W. lOBth St.. N. T. C.
Henkel, Ted, Capitol T., Sydney, Aua.
Henry, Joe, Astoria, N. T.
Henry, Tal., c-o NBC, 711 6th Avs.

N

T.

C.

Hines, Darl, Grand Terrace C, Chicago.
HIrabak, A., 1128 Goottman St., Pittsburgh,
lllte. Lea, Cotton Club, Culver City, Csi.
Hobba, Frank, St. Catherine H., Catallno
Is

Ilurrman, Earl, Cnsa de Alex. Chi.
HolTman. L. O., 78 Ernst St., Buffalo.

Mogland, Everott, Rendezvous B. R.. Balbo.i.

3077 "jeorRla

R. K. O.

Ilounn. mil. Frolics C, Culver City, Calif.
lIoRnn, Tweet, Chanel Lake, III.

City.
J..

H., Hartford,

Ave.,

Eppcl, 5730 N. 7th St., Philadelphia.
ErIckBon. Harry, Saltair Boach Co. Sail
Rsllck.

Bond

Ciillf.

Jersey City.
Drick.

I.

Haucke, Curt, Rainbow Gardens, L. A.
Haymes, Joe, Village Nut Club, N. Y. C.
Hays, Bill, Cathay Tea Garden, Phlla.

Tscomo.

Doc. Adelphta H.. Phllo.
Dowell. Boots, Cotton C. Son DIcgo.
Downey. Harry, Ballyhoo C. B'way and
llUh St.. N. T. C
Dunn. Jack, \r.\ Patio B. R., L. A.
Duerr. Dnlnh. 11404 Orvlllo .*ve.. Clevo.
Duchln. Ed., Central Park Casino, N,T.C.

Snn Diego.
Denver.

McCoy, Clyde, Drake H., Chicago.

Town & Country

Calif.

Hollowell. B.. Strand D. H.. Wilmington.
Del.

McDowsll, Adrian,
Milwaukee.
McEnelly, B. J.,
field, Mass.

Kahn. Art Tie Lago C., Chicago.
Kahn, Harry, 6210 Go-'nor Road. Phlla.,

M

Pa.

Kahn, Herman, Capitol T., Newark, N. J.
Kahn, Roger W., 1607 B'way. N. T.
Kalis. H., Lido Venice C, Boston.
Kamas, Al, Swane* B. R., Washington.
Kassel, Art BIrmarck H., Chicago.
Kaufman. W.. 28 N. 10th 8t, Lebanon,

.

B'way, K. T. C.
Melntyre, Jamee,

Kay, Herbte, MCA, Chicago.
Kayser, Kay. Ntxen R.. Pitta.
Keegan, Ross B., 22 Gold St. Freeport,

Pen Argyle,

Pa.
Keller, Wm. R., 4116 elst St., Woodalde,
L, I., N. T,
Kelly, Patil, La Granduja, S. F.
Kelsey, Walter, KFRC, S. F.
Kemp, Hal. New China C, Cleveland.

KTAB,

8.

C.,

Springs

St..

.

Kennets, Larry, 801 Keenan BIdg., Pittsburgh.
Kentner, H., Ben]., Franklin H„ Phlla.
Keir. Cbaa> Adelphia H.. Phlla.
Red Kibbler, Recreation Pier, Long
Beach, Cal.
Koestner. Jos., N. B. C, Merchandise
Mart 222 North Bank Dr.. Chicago.
Keystons Serenadera, Gd. Rtviera T., Detroit

King, Dan, and his Radio Scandals, Four
Towers. Cedar Grove, N. T.
King's Melody, 63 Mueller 'St., Binghamton, N. T.
King, Wayne, Aragon B. R., Chi.
Klein, Fred, KIngsway H., Hot Springs,
Ark.
Kline. M., 64D6 Spruce St., Philadelphia.
Knelael,' E., Blltmore H., Atlanta.
Knickerbocker Club, Berks County Trust
BIdg., Reading, Pa.
Knutson, Erllng, President H., K. C.
Koiala, Jim, Station WLFL, Chicago.
KrattSkrlll, Walt 847 Claremont BIdg..
8. F.
Knieger. Art. WISN. Milwaukee.
Krueger, Bennel; WABC, N. T. C.
Krumholx, G., P. O. Box 404, New Bedford, Haas,
Kyte, Benny, Station WJR, Detroit.

Chateau Laurier, Ot«

'

uwa.

KMTR,

Mclntln, Lanl,

Fa.

L. L
Klefer, Bert, 44T R. R. Ave.,

Sylvan

McGay, J., Detroit Country Club, Detroit
MoGowan, Loos, o/o R. W. Kahn. 160T

C

MeVeaa

Hollywood.

1221 B. 88d St., L. A.
91 Edwin St.. Rldgeflsld

I. S.,

Wm..

Melia,

N. J.
Memphlsonlana, 92

Partt,

8.

Main

St.,

Memphla.

Messenger, Al, Roseland. Taunton, Mass.
Meroft, Ben, Variety, N. T.
Meyer, M. F., 926 Broadway, Brooklyn,

N. T,

Meyer Oecar,

4829

Oamao

St.,

Phlla>

delptala.

Meyerinch, Herb, States Hofbrati, 8. F.
Meyen, Al, 6200 Ginrd Ave.. Phlla.
Meyers, Louisa Zends B., Lb A.
Meyers, Vic Trianon B. R. Seattle.
Miles, Dusty, The Roof. Kenosha, Wis.
Miles, Jack, Granada C, Chicago,
MUbolIand, H. I., KGA, Spokane.
Milter. J. Frana, StaUs* H.. Detroit
Miller. Gladys, KOMO, Seattle.
Miller Jack, Press Club, Montreal.
Miller, -N., 121 Williams St., Ctaslsea,
Mass.
Miller, Vic, Loew'a SUte. Syracuse.
Milan, Bert, Blastwood Park. Detroit
Mills, Floyd, 789 Fayette St.. Cumber*
land.

Md.

Milne, Del, 876 E, Washington

St.,

Port-

land, Ore.

Miner-Doyie. 1102 Middlesex St.. Lowell,
Mass.
MInlch, Dd„ 11S1 Proapeot Ave., Scranton, Pa.
Mitchell. Al, 4 Reed St., So, Norwalk,
Conn,
Mohrroan, Mable. KJR, Seattle,
Morton, Fran., Italian Gardens, Spokane,

Wash.
Molino, Carlos, Roosevelt H., Holly.

Moore, Carl, care Kennaway, Chi.
Moore's, Dlnty, Washington Arms, Mamaroneck, N. T,
Moore, Fryor, Schaber's C, L. A.
Moore, Tom, Cinderella B., Long Beacb,
Cal.

Morey,

Harkness, Eddie, 2080 Franklin St., S. F.
Hatch. Nelson, Old Mill Tea Garden. Toronto, Can.
>latch, Wilbur, KNX, Hollywood.
Haney, Al, 2S Capital 8t„ Pawiucket,

real.

Mlhe.

Joy. Jlmmle, Variety, Hollywood.
Joy, Jack, KFWB, Hollywood.

C.

111.

Dickenson. Bob. McElroy's B. R.. Seattle
Dtlmnis, Ivnn. Kf)L. Seattle.
Dolan, Bart. Bond Hotel. Hartford, Cona.
Domlne Orch.. 2L' -Ith St.. Troy, N. V
Donnelly, W. H., 239 Glenwood Ave
E.
Orange, N. J.
Dornbereer. Chaa.. Mt. Royal H.. Mont-

•on, Mich.

Kennedy, Clem,

J.

Hall, Sleepy,

KLX,

Pt

Pav..

Grass, Chet. 2040 8. Corona. Denver.
Green, Jimmy. Beacb View Gardens C,
Chicago.
Gross, Prentls, McEIroy B., Portland, Ore.
Greer, Billy. 1002 Mala St, Davenport Is.
Grier, Jimmy, Adolpbua H., Dallas.
Colorado
Orosso,
Paiil,
Ai^llngton
H.,

Ore.

Delany, Jack,

Philadelphia.
Jordan, Art, 6241 Norwood 8t, Phlla.
Jones, Rogan, KVOS, BeUlngham, Wash.
Jones, Isham, Hollywood R., N. T. C.
Jorgeosen, Ruth. .1286 Sheldon St, Jack-

'

City.

Guanette, Lon, 16 St Angelo St., Qusbsc.
Qurnick, Bd„ 80 Rsynolda Ave., Provi-

Davidson. J. W., Norshore T.. Chicago.
Davis, C, Indiana. T., Indianapolis.
Davis, Meyer, 18 E. 48th St.. N. T. C.
Davison. W.ilt. Malnstraet T., K. C.
DeForest. Don. 171 King St.. Portland,

Lake
Calloway. Cab, 709 7th Ave., N. T. C.
Caperoon, Fred, 401 B'way, Cnmdcn, N. J

Plaaa T., Worcester, Uasa.
Galticchio. Jo. 6200 Sheridan Rd.. Cht
Gardner, C. C, 1627 N. 34th St, Uncoln. Neb.
Garrigan, Jimmy, Oriental Gardena. Chi.
Gates, Hal, KOER,
A.
Gates, Manny, Alcaxar H., ^lami.
Gaul, Geo.. Washington, D, C.
Qaylord,, Cbas., La Boheme. Hollywood.
Geldt AL. 117 8. N. J. Ave.. Altantlc

ton H., Washington, D. C.

Doty.
.Nat,

Mich,
Fosdlck, Gene, Rye Bath ft Tennis C,
Westchester.
Freed, Carl, 20 S. Orange Ava., Newark.
Friary, Oeorge, Rockland, Mass.
Friedman, L. F., St Louis T., St. Louis.
Friedman, Snooks, Paramount H„ N.T.C,
Frieso, J. F.. Strand T., Stamford, Conn.
Frost. Jack. Station WJAR, Providence.
R. L
Fuller, Bairl, Swiss Gardens, CIna.
Funk, Larry, WEIAF. N. T. C.
Furst, Jules, Village Barn, N. T. C.
Fye, Gil, Silver Spray B. R., Long Beacb,

Calif.

Dantzlg, E. J., 842 Putnam Ave., B'klyn.
Dantzler, T.. Mlrador B. R., Phoenix.
D'Artrl's Orch., 61 14th St., Norwich,
Conn.
Daugherty, Emery. Jardin Lido, Arling-

Held,

B.,

troit.

Brewer. Ted. ToenR's

-

Me.
Fomish. Hanry. Pleasant Laka. Jackson.

DamskI, Henri, KJR, Seattla.

DeLuca,

Spokane, Wash.
Bd..
Palmer's Park.

Brashin, Abe. ICJR, Seattle.
Breesliln, D.inlel. Earle T., Washington.
Brigode Ace. Merry Garden B. R.. Chi.

B'way

Dahl.
Hills.

Del Pose. Senor.
Boston.

KHQ,

Brandy's Singing
Lansing, Mich.

FItapatriok. Eddie, N.B.C., S, F.
Foard. Don. MIS Rssd Avs. Kalamasoe.
Mich.
Fogg A. U., 174 Beacon St., Portland,

Galvla, 3.

C

Boyle. Marian,

Fisher, Mark. Edgewater Beach H., Chi.
FInston, Nat Par. Studio, Hollywood.

Buok-

P.,

ton

J.

Berger. Jack, Astor H., N. T. C.
Berger, W. J.. M40 Pann Ave., Pitta*
burgh.
Bergin, Fi ' i. idora Park, Tounzstown, O.
Berlin, Paul. 42SS Archer Ave.. Chi.
Bernle, Ben. ICIB Broadway. K. T.
Barrens, Freddie. CBS. N.Y.C.
Bestor, Don. Hotel Lexington, N. T.
Beddick, Jlmmle, KMTR, Hollywood.
Benford, Jack & Jill Tavern, Portland.

tnento, Calif.
Boyle. Billy, Cople.v-Plaza H.,

U

b

.

C

Jos.,

Felton, Havpy, DeWltt Clinton H, N. T.
Ferdinando, FelU, Le Chateaa B. R..
Manchester, N. H,
Feyl. J. W„ 878 Rlvar St.. Troy. N. T.
Flo-RIto, Ted. St Francis H.. 8. F.
Fischer, Carl, Majestlo D. B., Detroit
Fischer, C.
914 South Westnedge St..
Kalamaaoo, Ulob.
Fisher. Buddy, Bohemian C, HoUjrwood.

Louisvtlls.

Church, Ross.
sy* Lake, O.

Baslto.

Ohio.

C

Baldwin, P., Frontenac. Qu«b«o, Can.
Bailey, Earl, Cavalier Beach C. Virginia
Beach. Va.
Ballew, Smith, Hueblbach H., K.
Bard, Jos., Golden Pheasant P.., Balto.
Barnard. B.. 8>J W. Morrall St.. Jackson,
Mich.
Barringer, Don, Callico Cat B., Miami.
BarUett, O.. Book-Cadlllao H., Detroit.
Barton, Herbert. B4B Sth Ave., N. T. C.
Barrls, Harry, Orch., Park Central, N. T.
Barsley, Beenar, Montauk Point, Mon-

N.

—

—

Isans.

B

.

Bacfaman, Lew, 211 N. Central, Chi.
Baird, Ilaynard, Crystal T.. Knoxvlll*.

Tuesday, Jamaarj 17, 1933
Hollywood Colteglaas, K. ef C. C, V.CX,
Holnan, Bol»,. Cafe,4e Piansk
A.
Holmes, WrlgM, MafUBl«ne B., M. T. O.
Hopkins, Clande, Roaeland B, B'war and
OOth St.. N. T.
Homlok, Joe, NBC, 8, F.
Houston, Cbas,, '° Monmouth Bsaoh C,

La

Ferara, Vinton, 1821 Grant Ave., S. F.
Lagaaae, F,, 518 Merrlmae St., Lowell,
Uosa.
Laltsky. Ben, Majestic T. BIdg., L. A.
Lampe. Del, Palais D'Or, N, T.
Lampham, Clayton, Luna Pork, Coney
Is.,

N.

T.

Eddie, McAIpIn H., N. T. C.
M., BBB's Cellar, Hollywood.
Lang, Harry, Baker H., Dallas.
Lange. J. V., 27 Abbott St., Lowell, Mass.
Lanin, Sam. c/o CBS. 485 Madlaon Ave.,
N. T. C.
Lanin, Howard. CBS, N.T.C,
Lowe, Bernle, Pattia C, Dea Molnea, la.
.Mickey Lazarus, McFadden B. R., San
I-ane,

Al,

Worth T„

Morris, Glen,

Ft. Worth.
Sliver Slipper, Baltimore,

Moss. Joe, 18 E. 48th

Mosby,

Curtis,

Lee, Baron, Cotton Club. N. T. C.
Lefcourt, Marry, 27-10 Newtown
Astoria.

I»

Lefkowltz,
Pa.

Ave..

N. T. C.
F.

S.
S..

MInnaap-

oils.

Murlnl, Fred, Oriental T., Detroit.
Moana H., Walklkl Beach. Honolulu. Hawaii.

Lanlleld,

Francisco.

St.,

Apex C,

Mosher. V.. 8137 10th Ave.

N
Nappl.

Bill,

Tutwlller

H.,

Blrmlnel'am.

Ala.

Nash.

Len.

Lcn Nash's Barn, Compton,

Cal,

Noshold,

Dudley,

Nashold's

B.

R.,

San

Dies".

Naylor. Oliver, Walton H., Phlla.
Neff. Art. 6228 Spruce St., Philadelphia.
Neglar. Merlin. Fox T., Spokane, Wash,
Newlc'.!,
Nick. SISO 24th St.. Astoria.

1.

Harry.

Caaley

H.,

Scranton,

Leftwich, Jolly, Oceanic H., Wrtghtsvllle
each, N. C.
Levant, Phil. MCA, Chicago.
Levin, Al, 476 Whalley Ave., New Haven.
Lerltow, Bernard, Commodore H., N.T.C.
Lido Orch., Suite 68 Losw BIdg.. WaahIngton. D. C.
Light, Enoch, Plantation Gardens, Philadelphia, Pa.

L,

I.

Nelson, Ozzle, Hotel New Torker, N.T.C.
Nelson, Tom, Roosevelt H., N. T. C.
New Orleans Owls, H. Roosevelt. N. O.
Newman, Alfred, U. A. Studio. Hollywood.
Nichols. Red. Golden Pheasant, Cleve, O.

Nolan. Bob, Fisher T., Detroit,
Noone, Jimmy, Club Dixie,. Chicago.
Jess, 1770 Green St.. 6. F.

Norman.

(Continued on page C2)
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MUSIC

1933

TtieBdajf Jannary 17,

11

MOS.

THIS TABLE SHOWS THE LEADING SIX SELLERS IN SHEET MUSIC AND PHONOGRAPH RECORDS GATHERED FROM THE REPORTS
OF SALES MADE DURING DECEMBER BY THE LEADING MUSIC JOBBERS AND DISC DISTRIBUTORS IN THE TERRITORIES

December dropped to- a pretty
sorry level as far as sheets sales
^ere concerned. Playing: true to
the year as a
farza. In respect to
the final

irbole,

month topped

6 Best

off

disastrous year In the history of the
publishine business.
Music Dealers' Service, Inc., re-

an 8% pickup over Novembut the accumulated $230,000 at

ported

was nothing

source

tba,t

to call for

special dividends in lisrht of the fact
that this fleure represented around

95% of the entire turnover of pop

Sellers in Sheet

Music

Reported by Leading Jobbers

what music men agree was the most

l)er,

57

DEGEMBER MUSIC SURVEY

DEC JUST LIKE
OTHER

VARIETY

NEW YORK
SONG— No.
SONG— No.
SONG— No.
SONG— No.
SONG— No.
SONG— No.

CHICAGO

Where Old Friends

Meet'

Street

1

'Little Street

2

'Play, Fiddle, Play'

'Please'

3

'Home for the Old Folks'
'I'm Sure of Everything But You'
'Please'

'Fit as

6

6

'Willow

4

Weeo

'Li;.tle

LOS ANGELES

Where Old Friends

a Fiddle'
'All-American Girl'
'Pink Elephants'
'I'm Sure of Everything But You'

for Me'

Meet' 'All-American Girl'
'Pink Elephants'
'Fit as a Fiddle'
'Please'

'Harlem Moon'
'Let's Put Out the Lights'

music.

(Sheet

Immediately with the turn of the

new year things took a spurt, but it
was a mere flash, lasting Just a few
days. The Industry lapsed into the
old doldrums and stayed that way Side I'espontible for the
through the second week of the curDealers continue to
rent month.
prefer buying often, but in very
email quantities. Where they used
to order once a week, they now order every day, a sheet at a time.
Previous month's blue-ribbon six
sheet sellers underwent a stiff reshuiTlIni? during December. Tlease*
dropped from the lead to fifth position, with Joe Morris' liittle Street
"Where Old Friends Meet' becoming
esconced in this niche by a wide

Another ditty of the sentimental genre, 'Just a Home for the
margin.

Old Folks' (Donaldson), siettled two
•Willow Weep
notches behind It.
for Me,' after months of incessant
plugging, ihade Its best seller debut
In December, and looks set for an
equally sturdy stride through January. Right behind the leaders came

as a
Mooii*' (Bobbins), 'A Boy and Girl
Were Dancing* (DeSylva), and 'All'Fit

Fiddle' (Feist).

American

pirl' (Feist).

'Rockabye

Though Brunswick claimed December as its best month for 1932.
the mechanical field showed little
sign of Improvement. In Leo Reisman's version of 'Night and Day*
Victor has fallen upon its first big
seller In some time, while Guy Lombardo continues the Brunswick
counter calls.
Chi's

Southpaw Compliment

Chicago, Jan. 16.
Apart from the usual holiday improvement, the music and disc trade
around Chicago during December
provided little to Indicate anything
In the nature of a trend. One commentator mentioned business as being only 86% off from December,
1931, and seemed to regard that as a
left-handed blessing.
December, January and February
are usually considered cream months
in the music trade out here.
Possibly because
inclement weather
keeps so many families indoors and
turns their thoughts to the music
boxes, with and without needles.
It Is again notable that a handfull
of recording artists dominate the
best-selling list. Whiteman Is especially bullish In the December survey out here, while Art Kassel is
still invincible on Columbia's list,
with his 'Hell's Bells' a classic out
here.

3 Leading Phonograph Companies Report 6 Best

1

BRUNSWICK— No.

2

BRUNSWICK— No.

3

BRUNSWICK— No.

4

BRUNSWICK— No.

5

BRUNSWICK— No.

6

Bros.)

COLUMBIA^Ne.

1

'Brother,

COLUMBIA— No.

2

'Play, Fiddle, Play'

Can You
(Rudy Vallee)

3

'Here

COLUMBIA— No.

4

COLUMBIA— No.

6

'After I'm Gone' (Louis
Orch.)
'Sure of Everything But

COLUMBIA— No.

S

It Is

'Harkm Moon' were neck and neck

VICTOR— No.

1

VICTOR— No.

2

VICTOR— No.

3

VICTOR— No.

4

VICTOR— No.

5

VICTOR- No.

6

Jack Kapp has been moved up

in

the Brtinswick organization to the
specially created post of assistant to
the president, M. J. Selgel. Promotion brought a revision of department heads down the line, with
Harry Grey stepping into Kapp's
former spot as manager of the recording department.

Herman Rose came In from Columbia Phonograph to take over the
Grey vacancy as head of BrunsAmerican catalog division,
which embraces the Banner, Cameo
and Perfect brands. New assignment will extend Kapps' authority
over the Brunswick sales activities
as well as the contract and recordwick's

Finston Out of Par
Nat Finston, general music director at the Paramount studios on the
coast, is leaving Par March 15.
Finston is on a quick trip to New
York setting future plans.

HEAD

VICTOE'S COAST

with offlces here.
Porter will oversee

•

c

an'l

Photophono

affairs.

'-^

Roesner's Frisco Return
Los Angelcf!, Jan. 16.
10 weeks in Oakland for
Fox West Coast, la.st two weeks
being at the Orpheum, Walt Roesner, orchestra leader, moves back
After

^loON"

VH^'*

COME

to the
(19).

"WHEN TMf„oUNO"

^

Armstrong

Omaha Symp

RCA

Greetings

Monday" (Rudy Vallee)

Warfleld,

Roesner moved

(Art Kassel Orch.)

the big

Fox

'Day and Night' (Leo Relsman

Orcta.) 'Underneath the Harlem Moon' (Joe
Rines' Orch.)
Weep for Me' (Paul Whiteman 'Sailing on the Robert E. Lee' (London
Mayfair Orch.)
Orch.)
Lights'
'Pink Elephants' (George Olsen Orch.)
'Rain or Shine,' 'Turn Out the

(Paul Whiteman)
'Boy and a Girl Were Dancing' (Paul 'Louisiana

Whiteman Orch.)
'Love Is Born' (Leo
'Sweet

Omaha, Neb., Jan. 16.
Rudolph Ganz. former conductor

Old plan, which ended $3,000 In
the red last year and had no prospect of backing, has been scrapped,
and the three concerts are being
put on at a cost of $10,000 for the
series. Including Ganz' salary.
Musicians gave up the union
scale which broke the backers'
backs, and are working on a mini-

24.

Orch.)

'Million

Vogel Gets

Calif.

Hylton

Verdict

In IWarcheta' Litigation
Loa Angeles, Jan. 16.
Jerry Vogel, of Plaza Music Co.,
who has been legally adjudicated by
the New York courts as having been
Instrumental In popularizing and

$12,000
1928.

Judgment awarded him

in

Sheridan, who Is also an actor,
transferred considerable property
over to his wife, the L. A. court
ordering that that transfer be set
and $66.
his
Cash ticket pledges of about aside, and that Sheridan and
wife's re'alty and other property be
$4,000 were received soon after plan
open to levying by Vogel's Judgannounced, and
expect
to
go
ment.
through okay. Popular prices, $1.00
'Marcheta,' a world-famous song
a concert or series of three for
Victor Schertzlnger. the picture
$2.50, and no seats reserved. Play- by
ing at municipal auditorium (ca- director and composer, was Indepublished by Sheridan
pendently
pacity 4,000) instead of Joslyn Mefrom a small office in New York
morial concert hall (1,188).
and almost met extinction until
Vogel, a veteran in the music business, took hold of it. Sheridan used
his first names, John Franklin, as
Metro's
the publishing company.
Vogel has spent considerable legal
Three writing teams have already fees to O'Brien, Malevlnsky & Drisbeen tied up by Metro for its screen coll to establish his rights, and it's
musicals.
Contracts calling for a more of a moral victory to date in
minimum of one year have been view of Sheridan's dodging any
handed eacii of the tune confectors. money judgments or attachments.
All are scheduled to leave for the The local decision permits Vogel
Coast by Feb. 1.
garnisheeing Sheridan or his wife,,
Through its Robblns Music, Inc., lidna.
alliance, Metro has obtained the
writing services of Jimmy McIIugh
and Dorothy Fields as a team.

3 Teams

Anson Weeks, orchestra

ASCAP

leader,

membership.

Relsman

Mills'

Foreign

Band
Irving Mills

Representative
got back in New York

last week following: a Continental
and English survey with a view to
exporting American bands abroad,

his o.*o. of

the foreign situation
culminating In Jack Hylton being
appointed European rep for MillsHylton will
exploiting the song "Marcheta,' won Rockwell attractions.
a signal court victory here when the line up whatever time Is available
for those American bands, notably
California courts rule^d that Vogel Duke Ellington
and Cab Calloway.
can proceed against Frank SheriHylton has no intention of coming
dan and his wife to collect on a to America himself. He is booked

scale of $36 per concert, including 20 hours rehearsal for each.
Prevous minimum ran between $60

elected to

(Leo

Dreams' (Ish'am Jones Orch.)

Cha' (Waring's Penn- 'Sentimental Gentleman from Georgia'
(Iflham Jones Orch.)

mum

set.

Hayride^

Orch.)

Relsman

Reorganizes

of the St. Louis Symphony orchestra, will conduct the Omaha Symphony in three concerts to be given
this season under a reorganization
plan Just effected.

combo

Schenectady, closes Jan.

Ma Cha

sylvanians)

Thur.sday

Freddy Engel's orchestra, at the
Palms Restaurant in Albany since
It opened and a regular feature over

WGY,

(Ted Lewis Orch.) 'After

'Willow

Arthur Freed and Herb Nacio Brown
resume their old partnership under
Oakland when a Metro afrreemcnt, while Richard
'Frisco.
Hart and Lorenz Hart is the third

'Frl-^co,

to
closed in

'Play, Fiddle, Play'

Musicians Take a Cut,

Kapp Moves Up

and Victor record

M<-A1I'>" hotel

'Hell's Bells'

.

position.
Only tune to
San Francisco, Jan. 16.
show promise other than the first
G. Harold Porter is in charge of
was 'How Could I Go On With- Coast activities of Victor with headout You?'
quarters at Hollywood. Porter was
formerly manager on the Coast for

Wats.

Kassel Orch.)

Can You Spare a Dime' 'Headin' for Better Times' (Ted Lewis
Orch.)
(Rudy Vallee Orch.)
'Young and Healthy' (Ben Selvin 'How Deep Is the Ocean' (Rudy Yallea

'Brother,

Night and Day,' 'I've Got You on My
Mind' (Leo Relsman)
'Willow Weep for Me,' 'At Last It's
Come to This' (Paul Whiteman)
'Fit as a Fiddle,' 'You'll Get By* (Waring's Pennsylvanians)
'Pink Elephants,' 'Please, Mr. Hemingway' (George Olsen)
'I've Told Every Little Star,' 'The Song
Is You' (Jack Denny)
'Just a Little Home for the Old Folks,'
'Because It's You' (Don Bestor)

six

t^^^^at^h^^

'Hell's Bells' (Art

Orch.)
I'm Gone' (Louis Armstrong
Orch.)
Harlem
Moon' 'Sure of Everything But You' (Ted
the
You' (Ted 'Underneath
Lewis Orch.)
Lewis)
(Fletcher Henderson Orch.)
'Brother, Can You Spare a Dime'
Harlem
Moon' 'Here It Is Monday' (Rudy Vallee)
'Underneath
the
(Rudy Vallee)
(Fletcher Henderson)

for fourth

to

Dime'

a

Orch.)

ing departments.

that there was some money left over.
In sheet music, 'Pink Elephants
Just nosed 'Fit as a Fiddle" out for
the deuce spot, and 'Please' and

Spare

(Ted Lewis)

COLUMBIA— No.

16.

Mualo business continued to climb
during December with holiday buying responsible for the briskness.
Neat pickup in disc sales from
Christmas to New Tear's indicated

Sellers

impossible to determine the side responsible for the

'Brother, Can You Spare a Dime' 'Let's
'Waltzing in a Dream,' 'A Boy and a 'Please' (Bing Crosby)
Put Out the Lights' (Bing Crosby)
Girl Were Dancing' (Guy Lombardo)
'Home for the Old Folks,' 'Here It Is 'Just a Little Home for the Old Folks,' 'Kickin' the Gong Around' (Cab Callo*
way Orch.)
(Guy Lombardo)
Monday' (Guy Lombardo)
'Waltzing in a Dream,' 'Please' (Bing 'We'd Better Get Together Again' (Guy 'Minnie the Moocher's Wedding Day'
(Cab Calloway Orch.)
Crosby)
Lombardo)
'We'd Better Get Together Again,"Sure 'Waltzing in a Dream' (Guy Lombardo) 'Pink Elepehants' (Guy Lombardo)
of Everything But You' (Lombardo)
'Sentimental Oentleman from Georgia'
'Night and Day,' 'After You' (Eddie 'Hell's Bells' (Hal Kemp Orch.)
(Boswell Sisters)
Duchln Orch.)
'Say It Isn't So' (Connie Boswell)
'Dirt Diahin' Daisy,' 'Git Along' (Mills 'Git Along' (Mills Bros.)

Coast Climbs

Los Angeles, Jan.

it is

both sides are mentioned:

•ales,

BRUNSWICK— No.

Wh ere

major sales only are reported.

Mrs. Hylton's Band
London, Jan.

16.

Mrs. Jack IJylton Is organizing
her own orflieslra In friendly competition with her husband.
It will
be an allrmale aggregation.
Mrs. Hylton'.s own specialty is the
piano.

up in European concert, besides
handling the business end of his
other activities.
Hylton thinks that Ellington and
Calloway can play a number of foreign variety house weeks In London, Paris, Berlin, Brussels, Monte
Carlo, etc., to financial advantage
because of the novelty of a McCoy

American colored jazz
Ellington meantime

outfit.

will

probably

return to the Cotton Club in Harlem and Calloway go out on tour.

DON
BESTOR
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA
New York

Lexington Hotel,

Featuring

"A LITTLE STREET

WHERE OLD
FRIENDS MEET"
JOE MORRIS MUSIC CO.
1587 Broadway,, New York

¥
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in

East
picketing

houses, taken
court after appealed from N. Y
Court of Appeals. N. Y. Supreme
court erranted injunction against
No. 306, but the Court of Appeals
reversed in favor of the projection
ists, so the theatres take the case
to Washington.

R. H. Burnslde, evicted from his

been

ill

non-payment of

in his

and thought

home

it

hin

IMTTnWVtPKl

1

1

I

I'l.MI

1

in

rent,

New

has

Jersey

had been paid.

BE
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This department contains reioritten theatrical neivj idsmc as published during the week in the
Nei» York, Chicago, San Francisco, HoUyVfood and London.
Varieia takes no
been rewritttn from a dailff paper.
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Wilson, chorus man,

whom

she mar-

|

t

J

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

11

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

1

I

many, where they may be hired for
less money than American little
people obtain^
Midgets and
dwarfs abound in certain sections
of
Germany and most midget
troupes are recruited there. Parents are paid a few dollars a month
and the performers get board and
lodging and a trifle for spending
money. Has appealed to Sen. Cope-

much

Mrs. Maurice Goodman loses a
point In her bondholder suit to prevent Paramount from hypothecating
its product to the banks in return
for a loan. Justice Aaron J. Levy
handed down two opinions Thursday (12) 'to the effect that all bondholders are held by the terms of in- land for action.
denture and cannot bring suit. This
Is one of five suits of similar tenor
Ellis Parker Butler elected prez
now pending. Stated that combined of the Authors club.
they represent approximately onefifth of 1% of the outstanding bonds.
Gilbert Miller home.
Purchased
play from R. C. Sheriff and reHyman Abrams, convicted of hav- anewed his option on 'Musical
ing sent a letter to Eddie Cantor Chairs,' which had a London run.
demanding payment of $1,000 on Will not go to Hollywood for Cothreat
of
revealing
detrimental lumbia until he finds a script to his
facts, was sentenced to a year and
liking.
a day in a Federal penitentiary 'last
Friday.
Court stated that had it
Nita Naldl to tell it all to referee
not been for Cantor's intervention,
in bankruptcy tomorrow (Wed.).
the term would have been longer.

share.

Only |484 were realized when furniture of Marlon Harris was sold at
Gene Tunney settles with Tim
auction to satisfy back-rent Judg- Mara for $36,000 cash. Mara was
ment of $1,250. Sum represents asking $626,a42 for an alleged breach
back rent for. 16 months. She's in of contract over 10% of j^roao.
Europe.
Supreme court sets aside a ver*When Liadles Meet' goes to $2 top dict of $106,898 granted by the lower
courts to Isaac Abramson against
and 'The DuBarry* slides to $2.60.
BenJ. Leo and others on the grounds
Senator Copeland sponsoring a it is excessive. Abramson was In1)111 to bar all foreign actors other terested with Leo and others in the
Rhebem Corp., owning theatres
than notable .stars.

which were sold to Fox in 1929. He
Xhi Ponts reported to be after claimed that he had been told the
Eastman Kodak f6r a merger. Both Fox deal had fallen through and
use the same basic product, but Du was so Induced to sell his shares
Pont makes paint as well as film below the tr^e value. Next month
the deal went over.
of It

Pons convalescent after the
but won't sing this week.

Lily
flu,

Worcester (Mass.) 'board of health
advising kisses on the back of the
Lewis Reld, radio announcer, neck to avoid the flu. Says it's the
charged with desertion in a suit for same thrill.
separation brought by his wife,
Mrs. Dora Jonason, former ScanAida.
J.

dinavian picture player, claims she
Frank Andrews appointed special was beaten in her Brooklyn home
Replaces Charles by two women who came to collect
rep of Equity.
the rent. Hearing Thursday.
Mantta, promoted.

Jesse Crawfor.d organist at the
N. Y. Pfiramount since its opening,
resigns

when pay

is

cut

Sam H. Harris makes a last-minute switch frooi Florida to Palm
Spring, Cal., for his vacation.

Mid-West
Wisconsin theatre, Milwaukee,
announced that until things pick
up they win omit stage shows,

House was
Is

built to play them and
Fox-operated. Fanchon & Marco
by the closing.

suffers
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Strange

Women

(Continued from page 68)
Strange Women* (In fact there are
three) has Its moments, but not
enough.

the Dailies

Originally called 'River

daily papers of

Police raid on & room In the LongN. Y. State Banking dept. after
acre Bldg, Wed, (11) nets 42 alleged JJie Shubert for $16,600. He holds
gamblers. Racing slips and other 186 shares in the American Union
equipment seized.
bank, recently assessed at $100 a

Police raid 12 East 62d street and
Booked on gambling
garner six.
house charge. Third visit in six
months.

S If A

ri

credit for these nel»s items; each has

Seaman's bank suing to foreclose
on Press club. Holds mortgage for
Claims club Is In default
$13,000.
Elmer Rice's 'Counsellor at Law*
for two Interest payments and taxes
only American drama of six to be
for 1931 and first half of '32.
published in a forthcoming British
Both Chevaliers suing for divorce anthology.
In the French courts. She claims lie
tossed her out of the house in HolJan Kubelik, violinist, badly hurt
lywood. His plea Is that her jeal- when his auto rams a truck In
ousy makes life intolerable.
Pragrue. Fractures several ribs.

'

MES

I

M nM

ried secretly last July.

Irving Genatt, out of work for
three years, sought to hold up
Loew's State Monday evening (9).
John Judge, of Minor's staff, sought
to talk the thug out of the idea,
but the ind was nervous and let go
•with both the guns he carried.
Loaded only with blanks and Judge
escaped with a burned suit. Gennatt was captured after chase. Believed to have been the one who
robbed the Mayfair on B'way
about a month ago. Admitted that
and two other theatre burglaries,
accordiag to police.

office for

I

News From

Stillwell, Rosekay
circuits, Brooklyn pic
to the U. S. Supreme

of

and Windsor

1

n

I

I

Estate consisted of $1,600 in personal property.

Hill.' it is

a backwoods story set in a shack,
the rear of which is flush with a
cliff descending' a sheer 200 feet
to
the Dlx river in Kentucky.
The

place is known as the Jenkins fishing ranch, the family being illiterate
mountain folk, but they are not

moonshiners nor feudists.

Watch valued at $200, ring said to
There is unmistakable color to
be worth $1,200 and $76 in cash were some of the characters, but
lifted
from Baron William von they are a drab lot, and the mostly
concluBrincken, film, writer, and his wife sion is tragic for- all.
Greatgrandma
by bandits, who held them up after Jenkins is 100. She smokes raw
tothey had left a Hollywood theatre.
bacco and has uttered no word since
the death of a daughter nearly 20
'Pap*
Jenkins,
Norman Kerry and his wife have years previous.
separated, according to an an- whose exaggerations provide what
nouncement made by Mrs. Kerry. giggles there are, cares for little
Couple has been married two more than his son Mel, fine appearing mountain lad of 20.
monthis.
Into this atmosphere come Grace
Martin and her husband, Harry,
Detective Lieutenant T. J. Ryan, whom she married for his money.
L. A., has been ordered to Miami, She detests the man and is having
Fla., to return James Reagan, for- an affair with his secretary, Robert
mer Hollywood scenario writer, to Skinner, who arrives on the scene
Los Angeles where he has been ac- later. Unbelievable is the fact that
cused by police of grand theft of these people should be awake at
rare old books, valued at $3,800 from midnight, but Mel is, and so is
a Hollywood book store.
grandmammy until she shuffles off
to the plain board that is her bed
In the kitchen.
Increased number of robberies In
Grace emerges from her bedroom
Hollywood prompted Claire Wind- and arouses Mel to passion. They
sor to apply to the sheriff's office are Interrupted by the arrival
of
for a permit to carry a gun.
Skinner. Martin awakens and, after
being taunted by Grace, goes off
with
Mel
fish for catfish. Martin
to
Dorothy Burgess has been ordered
is drowned, pushed overboard by
to appear before Municipal Judge
George J. Stolger, 'Frisco, Jan. 19 the boy and struck on the head with
he came to the surface.
for n ^hearing on the manslaughter an oar as
charge against her growing out of His juBtiflcatlon is that the woman
did not love her husband. But when
an auto crash.
he thinks he can console the hysterical wife, she recoils Into the
Victor McLaglen, former British arms of Skinner.
subject, was admitted to American
The murder is seen by the sodden
citizenship (13) In Federal court, Judge Whiffle, also Ashing in the
L. A.
night. He comes after the boy, and
when Mel admits the deed was done
Alton TuUy, son of Jim Tully, on purpose, the dramatics of the
author, changed his plea of not play come out. The stern comment
-uilty to guilty to a statutory charge of 'Pap' Jenkins to the strangers is
and sought probation. Feb. 1 for something, but nothing compared to
hearing and sentence.
the vituperation heaved on Grace

Glenn Smeeman, known In Cleveland as Harry Stanley and In the
publishing business,
was
seeking a pinole In Denver. He escaped froin a chain gang there 16
and Sklniier by Grandma Jenkins,
years ago, but Is in custody again
The bit
as a fugitive. FHends are arguing
W. A. Clark, Jr., has discontinued who had mothered Mel.
from the flrstthat he has made good In a legiti- his support of the ^L. A. Philhar- brought real plaudits
nighters.
music

mate

monic orchestra, of which he has
been chief contributor for 16 years.
railroad discontinued
day passenger service from St.
Contract of Diane Sinclair, 20,
Louis to Chicago. Buses, autos and with Columbia has been approved
hard roads killed trade. Sleepers by court.
still operated.
biz.

Rock Island

Jacqueline

Logan as

Grace

her liking, and It is not an easy part.
Seth Arnold as Pap, and Maud Du«
Order has been granted in Seattle, rand as Grandma were effective,
City restraining E. W. Scripps from sell- while John Griggs as the unforHospital, St Louis, with a bullet ing the stock of
the late B. H. Can- tunate Mel reacted well under diin the head. She Is a former night
John Daly Murphy played
field in the Scrlpps-Canfleld news- rection.
club entertainer and former circus paper
chain.
Order is in favor of a Judge, Invariably stewed and okay.
aerialist.
She was found when the late publisher's sisters, Alice L.
But Two Strange Women' has
groans from her hotel room at- and Harriet
little chance of Broadway favor.
S. Canfleld. One of the
tracted attention.
Ibee.
Scripps- Canfield chain is the L. A.

Helen Marshall,

26.

Is

In

'Record.'

Poskay Supervisor

Coast

Private funeral services were held

Monday

for Jack Pickford,
brother of Mary Pickford, who died
in Paris, at Forest Lawn Memorial
Park, L. :A.
(16)

»

Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
*Hi' Peskay is now supervisor for
all Fox- West Coast houses In Whittier (city) and on Whittler boule-

Hannah Williams, estranged wife
Federal Judge George Cosgrave,
Roger Wolf Kahn, refusing to
A., sentenced Duncan Repaldo,
vard (L. A.).
pay a judgment for a gown on the L.
film player, to two two-year terms
grounds that her husband urged its
in McNeil's Island prison for alleged
selection before he disclaimed re
false statements to the government
sponslbillty for her debts in an ad
concerning his citizenship. The sen
vertisement,
tences run concurrently. Actor also
refused.
flned $2,000.
He can
the
The Lunts planning to do Shakes sentence by leaving this square
country.
Old Roxy staging exhibit of art In peare after they are through with
Under ' their
the rotunda. It a.ny, are sold, the 'Design for Living.'
John Doherty, press agent, has
(Continued on page 47)
artist gets the entire sum.
Each own management.
filed suit against Alexander Kirk
artist can show' but one picture.
land, asking $4,950, which he alleges Lowe starring, but studio could never
get a satisfactory story
•Forsaking All Others,' with Tal- is due him for
services rendered the onto the basic idea.
lulah
Bankhead,
spotted
for
tryout
That noise was Lupe Velez arrivactor.
ing In town to rehearse in 'Strike in Wilmington, Feb. 3.

Halton, former showaccused by "Wta. McNally, drugwith trying to throw acid on
him. Contended she was trying to
drink It. Both burned, but sjie sustained the worst hurt. Says she left
the show to marry McNally and he
Christine

girl,
gist,

Me

Pink.'

Lillian

Roth

to

marry Judge Shal-

Jeok next Sunday^
After having engaged a suite at
the Philadelphia hospital for the end
of this month,

Libby Holman Rey-

nolds hurried to that institution
Jan. 9 and that evening gave birth

but 3%

The

child, which weighed
pounds at birth, is in an in-

to a boy.

cubator and physicians believe that

The arrival of the child
will alter Mrs. Reynolds' position in
relation to the estate of her late
it will live.

husband.

Eugene Gleger, former night-club
owner, seeking release from the alimony jail, where he has been confined since Nov. for $2,700 back alimony due his wife Ethel, former
musical comedy actress.
Prison
physician certified that his health Is
If he gets out, Mrs.
in danger.
Gleger has another slap waiting for
him. She sued out two orders, one
which was served, and another from
second court, which Is held In re-

serve.

Body of Jack Pickford, who died
Paris Jan. 3, arrived on the
'Europa' Thursday (12) and met at
the pier by his sister Lottie and
in

Clifford

moved

Sam

Gran, an old
to Hollywood.

friend.

Re-

H. Harris has gone to Flo-

rida.

Evelyn V. Adams,

helro.<?3

to part

Is
of the chewing-gum fortune,
seeking a divorce from Howard C.

of

is

called upon to be a seductress, and
for the last half of the play Is hysterical.
Her performance did not
Impress that the role was much to

Inside Stuff-Pictures

to

hang

Separation of a film couple, the wife a star and the husband a former
Answers to Eleanor Boardman's
Bela Blau is said to be taking no'The Night Remembers.' Had suit for separate maintenance from attorney who was made a producer on his wife's name, was occasioned
been considered by the late David King Vidor have been filed by the through the husband's small town training which caused him to have his
director
and
Betty
Hill,
named
by
wife's every movement checked. Wife got wise. But despite that there
Belasco, and once Crosby Gaige had
Miss Boardman as co-respondent was no cause for
it
the tracking, husband kept it up.
Both deny th'e charges.
Wife finally became fed-up with and quit
Film Society is latest art-film
Seraph tme Davidoft awarded a
movement. To give private presen- divorce from Alexis Davldoff,
film
Warners say that there was no friction with the Pennsylvania Board
tations of imported films, particu- technical director.
of Censors over 'Frisco Jenny.' Albert Howson went over to Philadellarly those which pass the censors
in mutilated form for public presphia to sit in on the viewing and it went through without other than
Mrs. Margaret Martin, adopted
entation. Censoring does not apply
some very Immaterial changes in one or two spots.
daughter of Alexander Pantages,
to private performances.
granted a divorce from Orlando
The Berkshire 'Evening Eagle* at Plttsfield, Mass., doesn't bother to
Meeting of N. Y. League of The- SUm Martin, orchestra leader, and
$100
a
month
alimony.
atres, held Friday (13) to consider
assign a staff man to write reviews of films playing at the theatres. It
Lucien Taliaferro, ex-army ofilcer,
uniform cuts in admission, decided
obtains the reviews from an agency in Hollywood, which compiles them
cuts are matter for individual ac- granted Reno divorce from Lucerne from preview information supplied
by representatives of several clubs in
Goodenow Taliaferro, screen writer
tion.
Los Angeles.
Latter granted $76 monthly.
Films which rate as outstanding are designated by two stars.
Sam Kaplan, deposed head of
Charging failure to develop oil on
local 306, ordered by the Supreme
court to pay damages to four ousted their land, Pantages brothers, RodAnnual saving of around $160,000 for Fox West Coast theatre chain
and Lloyd, have sued the Elmer
members and to file an accounting ney
Oil Co. in U. S. District court L. A., through the Jan. 1 salary reductions, is expected to be only a small porof funds.
Nathaniel Doragoff and
tion of the economies effected for the circuit in 1933. There will be a
Samuel Simon awarded $2,000 each, for $116,448.76 damages.
sharp
reduction of all overhead expense and a curtailment of unneccsand Chas. McDermott and Ernest
In a decision handed down by Su- ^ry expenditures that will cover every branch of the home office and
Glesman down for $3,000 apiece.
Union and not Kaplan must pay the perior Judge Henry M. Willis, L. A. outside operation.
awards, since he acted as pres and George Bancroft will not be required
to pay $30,000 to Frank and Dunlop
not in a per.sonal capacity.
Loan of Claudette Colbert by Paramount for Reliance Pictures' first,
agents, who charged the actor owed
•I Cover the Waterfront'
was partly due to a desire by Ml.ss Colbert
'Land of Smiles," Lehar operetta, that amount in commissions.
to get back into a tough part somewhere near what she did In 'The
closed In Phlla.. Sat. (14).
Third
Miss Colbert asked her release from Par for 'Waterfront'
Hazel Dorothy Nllsson, ex-vaudc Racket.'
time the op. headed for B'way and
actress, has filed an amended com- after reading the script.
She returns to Coast from New York by
didn't arrive.
plaint for divorce against Walter E
Jan. 25 to begin work.
Major Doyle, midget vaude actor, NMlsson, actor.
heading a movement to bar Im'Cynara' and 'Kid From Spain" together will have to return $2,000,000
ported midgets from the Chicago
Letters of administration in the to
Sam Goldwyn before he begins to take out any profit. Between the
MldEret City Is to be one of estate of the late Belle Bennett have
fair.
the concessions, and the Major con- been granted to her husband, Fred two 'Cyn' Is regarded as having the best chance of bettering an oven
tends that the promoters, arc plan- C. Windermere, by Probate Comml.q- break. Its negative cost, including prints, is $775,000, as against 'Kid's'
ning to bring in midgets from Ger- sloner Clemmence Brown, L. A $1,200,000.
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Ml AMUIfktJ)€R^ WRAPS
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Out—Only

Gambling

Singlo

Nite

.Miami, Jan.

TOU CAN ALSO FIND
flTHB CLUB ntCHMAN.

AT

IfB

D«.air«

Well we ofllcl&lly open this Thuretay at the Club Rlcbman. We hope
bUBlneas will be good but anyway

And besides
It's • nice warm «pot.
we've bad s secret desire for years
to have Harry Rlchman woiUngr for
MB.

The Reaeon
The main reason why we are
happy we are eolngr to work is due
to the fact that our young heiress ir:
rapidly growing. Soon she will be
able to talk and It's 10*1 she'll look
up at her Daddy and ask, 'Papa,
what do you do?' For the time being we have an answer.

Dangerous in

Cities

Chicago, Jan. 16.
Automobile plates, reading
TTphold the Itth Amendment'
are manufactured here, but almost none of them are sold
either in Chicago or any large
:

.

city.

They go big in some of the
corn belt and Dixie dry strong-

HEBY JEBY CHAMP;
BATTAGUA STOIfED

••

.

.

Detail
Jack Mills, new oRlces must Ijave
cost plenty pennies to fix up. Kot
having enough notes tp meett Jack

East Stags;

16.

Lou Holtz opened at the Florldlan
hotel here Saturday (14) for two
$2,600 each. Rest of the
show comprises 18 people, Includ-

Denver Promoter Gets Heavy Fme

Henry Santrey's band, with
other acts locally recruited.
Fiorldiah has the only floor show
here, all other entertainment projects having been abandoned.
Although attendance at this resort is
better than in several seasons, the
town Is under wraps as far as
gambling is concerned..

New

Adios

•ifrg

Bedford, Mass., Jan.

Curiously the cheaper eeats Were
less tenanted than li^rigslde.' Price
was $5.50 top, scale being rated pop,
although $3.30 top; "was recently In-'
stalred.

Golf Sharks

B'klyn Duller

New

Ehigland,

Cbss But

soft spots, ior la belles

and senor-

itas are strongly represented

his big following the

a

After doing

Goldwyn, his

wood

world over.

picture

first taste

fllm-factory

among

stuff,'

for

Sam

of Holly-

which

to

always, as tame as
that bull ho went up to pet out
there he'll try anything once.
Since then he's been doubling as
a press agent's delight In aiding the

Franklin

isn't

.

'

Goldwyn

•Kid'

flim.

and now

it's

vaude. He's not afraid of the vaud^
experiment and is Just naercenary
enb'ugh to refuse to ShidW' his act
long enough so that the whole RKO
royle is co.ye^ed. b(Bfore,,'he, knows
which bull got him.
As far as Franklin would go at
the showing do-re-m? was three
days In Paterson, N. J., last week,
and a half week currently at ProsAfter that they'll
pect, Brooklyn.
.

-

.

.

\

—

'

,

'

beret

Reported violations of the
in engagements for the
girls led to the Inquiry.
Federal Investigators have obtice.

Mann Act

names

of 11< girls,

who

have been booked for dancing at

May Have

stag

parties, other social affairs,
and for small tab shows. There are
said to be more than a score of.
so-called booking offices in various

L A. Gallery

Too Slow to Detect

It

New

^higland

cities.

Girls Paid $10

Hollywood, Jem. 16.
Los Angeles Open (3olf tourney
played it's annual three day. date
here last week, leaving behind a
divot-holed Wilshire Country club,
and some 7,000 befuddled golf fans,
who after watching the best players
in
America, are going slightly
screwey trying to figure just what
proper form Is.
Fans tramped around the course
for three days, saw. the pros bre^k
records and ajl the accepted rules
for playing a good game as the same
pros teach.
Wiggly legs, shaky

Government agents said girls are
piaid from $5 to $10 a night for sta^
dates, while they get less for legal

public shows.

Denver, Jan. 16.
Selling a stag show in Denver is
expensive. /Col.' Joe Malda, guiding
hand of a recent revel, was fined
$500 and costs, and the booker, J.
.M..Cook, was fined $100 ahd costs.
The show was put on In a down;

town hall and was attended by
about 700 men.
There were half a dozen white
girls and three negro gir'.s in the
heads, stiff arms and stifiC waists, ,llne. Two of the Negroes were fined
but perfect scores. It's all too. puz- $160 and costs, with, the other cases
zling to the dub.°
continued. Two .of the. negro girls
Craiir Wood who won the open said they had been hired at $5 for
with 281 for 72 holes, looks as rigid a costume dance or $10 in the nude.
as a bpard when In. action... Willie^
An- 18-year-oId- girl, hired as a
Hunter is flidgety, Eddie. Loose has' cigarette girl and promised $3. and
no particular style; 'Charley Guest tipB, said she didri'^t get the $3, but
is the world's best dressed pro, howdid get $2:66 lit tips.
She did a
ever no stylist; McDonald Smith, dance In tights, and because the
tallest of the big shots, has extra crowd t pplauded so noisily, she took
long clubs, but falls to display -what them olT. She had said bt'fore that
Is termed class In form.
the nlen' tore' her clothes off.
Al. Esplnosa and George. Von Elm
Harry Neide was charged with
both crouch, Leo Dlegel holds- his operating gfimbllng .concebslons and
elbows out and resembles a across was fined |160 for vagrancy.
when he putts. Only Horton Smith
Maida was fined the $600 on
can be classed as a stylist with charges of vagrancy, running a dlsevery moyement studied. He's tjoo oi-derly bouse, gambling, and prefast, however, for the duffers who senting a liewd^ show. His attorney
muffed most' of. his action.
said he would appeal.
Open this year grossed $7,500,
most of it contributed by the picr
Boston, Jan. 16.
tiu-e colony. Affair always: flnlsh,es
Feds are rounding up .evidence
in the red, but is considered one jof against so called stag ..show circuit,
L. A.'s best advertising medluips involving nine men, two women, and
with the name entry drawing atten- about 100 dancing girls here. It Is
tion of the daily press throughout reported. Brokers here are declared
the country.
to be sending the shows out into
Federal officials
faraway 'states.

Odd's were ll to 6 and that wals
to some wise guys who
thought the men were evens. But
the
smart money was right because
has them interwoven on the carpet
under-dog almost
of his private office. They are mu- Bat was the
throughout. The manner in which
sical notes, however.
Jeby battered this rtigged wop from have to. talk stijgar, says 't^e Brook
Winnipeg
was
an
eye-opener. Ben lyn' matador. RJCO! wanted blm to
Farewell. Dance
play ..tbe. Academy aise at showing
At the last performance of -the has always been, under'nited, but salary.
short lived Broadway theatra vaudei- the records show that the only tth^e
Franklin is doing an act -with a
he was kayoed was by the same
vllle, Joe Frisco, announced, ^ will
couple of muggs as his bull.
bow do a dance -I probably Wcin't Battttglia in Chicago last year.
Goldwyn has spoken^ to him about
Some question about the match,'
do again foV five or six mohthii.'
picture to be built around his
a
however. Jeby was dropped witii
life's story; but nothing mucb on It
a. right and he got up just as the
.
Description
yet;
Sid Silvers figures that. 'Caval- referee was counting 10.
Bat was something to write home
cade' Is the history of .England froib
about."
His
right
eye
was so badly
the Boer War up to Jack Buchanan.
B'way Cafe's Biist
swollen that referee Jack Brittoli
(former welter
ohamp),
asketd
He boujd Do It
Frank's, handlers to withdraw him
The
furnishings' of. Will (Oakland's
A giri was coqtipiimenting tbie
composer, .Harold Arlen, whose during the lltfa: round rest period. Willows, which opened as a snooty
The fans yielled to stop It and Brit- night place on 6ist street early this
latest, 'I Gotta Right to Sing the'
Blues' Is topping the torchers. 'Since ton so decided a minute later. Jeby season, were sold at auction under
your last two songQ I've been a great gets a technical knockout to his forced sale Monday for the benefit
Park Casino Nicked
admirer of yours,' the ga-ga said. credit and had the fight continued of creditors, principally the landlord.
Judgment of $2,711 has been obHarold looked and whispered, 'Okay Battaglia would have surely been Latter expected" to buy In the place
en block but bidding was so brisk tained against the Dieppe Corp.,
babe, I'll put a stop to that' He;s dropped for the full count.
Jeby's excellent left hook did the that the sale was parcelled. The operating the 'Central Park Casino,
writing now.
trick.
He popped the Canadian In club's Qttlngs brought ^2,700 In all. by the receivers of the closed Bank
-Place was formerly Will Oakland's of the United States. Also named
the first round and in the second
The Right Question
Bat
went slowly to one knee. Per- Terrace, pop priced nitery. A small in the adjudicated claim were SidAfter two weeks of no salary as
bar was not put on the block, OakTed Healey was walking out of the haps it was a low blow, but there land claiming it as his own property. ney Solomon and John Sloan.
Money represents a loan pins Instage door a man grabbed hlm^by was no protest. There was no misterest due the bank on a note, coupthe coat and asked,. 'Ted, would ydti taking the knockdown in the 11th
round however, Jeby landing a
ter endorsed by Solomon and Sloan.
mind playing a bene&t tonight?'
clean right-hander to the chin. By
Audrey Henderson, non-pro, to
that time Bat couldn't see and his
Plane Talk
Edward Sutherland, film director.
Leo Carrillo spoke In Washington sweetie was shedding tears at ring- Jan. 7 at Yuma, Ariz.
side.
at a luncheon celebrating the InGreta "Von Rue, picture actress, to
Ben found out that he could sock William
augural of 16 hour plane service
Wright, Par studio exec,
from here to the Coast. It means last summer when he neatly dis- Jan. 9, in Los Angeles.
that you can have your breakfast posed of Leo Larlvee in the outMarriage license applications at
In New York and owe for it that doors. Since then he has been comGreenwich, Conn., include: Donald
ing strong. Only time during the
same night in Hollywood.
Gallaherm, actor, and Louise Glover,
Held Overt Seeend Weekf
Battaglia match that he may haye
actress, both New York City; Lewis
„0n
NORMA SHEARER
been ih trouble was In the fifth Arfine, musician. New York, and
Ostermania
^'""and CLARK GABLE in
We wonder if the bandits who round when Bat tagged him with a Henrietta Miller, New ^ork; Vin- |0[|y/(yjST
RANGE INTERLUDE'
Ky'STRAI
shot at the manager of LoeW's State right to the Jaw. The house was
On the sun;
cent Villa, musician, and Irene RoMOLLY PICON,
had already seen the show.
excited for a moment but the way kitska, both New York.
ICI*,*M
3 RITZ BROS.
ItH'StIB
Warner. Gland was the first. Swede that Ben slugged Frank towards
ftnd
Edna Gable, to William H. Gable,
BenRy MEROFF
Imported to Hollywood and has the end of the session was real stuff father of Clark Gable, screen aotor,
never played a part of his own na- and It evened the points for the
at Yuma, Ariz., Dec. H. Bride wa.s
tionality.
.He's been everything up round.
window of Frank Gable, brother of Cem't) Wafrew WILLIAM ! 'Employee* .Ertratiee*
to a Chinaman. .. .Headline reads,
The middleweight division has groom.
•Chevalier
Vallee'
Divorcing
been minus a title holder since
Dorothy Knapp, showgirl, to Jack
In
Air
Don't get excited that's his wlfe'6 Mickey Walker
grew up about six Edmonds, Montreal radio announcer.
By JEROME KERN and
maiden name
ARE YOU READ- years ago. At the present time Rouses Point, N. Y., Jan. 11.
OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN 2d
ING?
irlth Kclnald Werrenrath. Tulllo Garni,
Betty Lee Tlbbett, sister of LawMarcel ThfT, of France, is rated the
oatl, NaUlle
Hall,
WalUr Slezak. Al
iliea a, Ko therlne CarrlngtMi; Curtain. 8.30
champ in some quarters. According rence Tlbbett, Is the wife of LaurAT.VTW Tliealre. C2d Bt. W. of B*y.
to the New York athletic commis- ence (5. Sherman of Brattleboro, Vt.,
'**'»'"''Mata. Thun. & Sat.
Best
Balcony Beatj. $3; oUm $1,&0 Ic tl.OO
sion, however, the match last Fri- the couple having been quietly marFIGHTING
day (13) settled the matter and If ried last Nov. 12,
Mildred Louise Keats to Ernest
ThIl objects he'll have to come over
CROSSING
Albert Bradshaw, Portland, Ore.,
and fight It out.
IOAM-ii.ll
This Friday (20) something good Dec. 20. Bride was formerly on the
Od tbe Bcreen
Is
expected when Billy Petrolic musical comedy stage, but retired
Mexico City, Jan. 13.
llcl«n Hsym *
Management of local bull ring takes on Bep Von Klavem, billed as two years ago to travel with her
Ramon Movarro
provides followin.cr dope:
the Dutch windmill, because his parents.
In "SON-DACGUTEH"
Helene Costello to Arturo Del
Biz is about 25% loss this season style Is like that of the late Harry
Oa eta«e: NICOLA, RIE8 a DUNN,
than it was last; Americans are Greb. Bep will have to be good. Barrio, Jan. 9 in Havana, Cuba.
BLOCK a SULLY, ethen.
almost invariably one-timers at the It was announced that Ernie Schaaf Bride Is a daughter of Maurice Cosarena; a first class matador now will meet Prlmo Camera at the tello and the former wife of Lowell
JOHN GOLDEN Presents
gets from $1,500 to $2,250 per show, Garden next month, the winner to Sherman. Groom is a non-pro.
Frederick B. Jackson, manager of
and if he can stand the rushes and meet Jack Sharkey for the heavyLoew'a London (Ont.) and Jean
tosses, collects from $10,000 to $12,weight title next summer.
Rumble of London, Ont., married In
000 for a season of six to eight
ny
mats; 45 to 50 bulls are slain during
that city.
Rachel Crothers
the season of 10 principal shows
Jane Rubin, secretary to Richard
Dunk Rendleman has replaced Bill
here; only two fighters have died Nappl and band at the Del Monte, Madden of American play company,
riUydlB 1933 ppicES 50eto$2.00
of arena injuries in past 26 years;
Birmingham. Nappi has moved over and Charles Stern, non-pro, will
Krn. 8:40.
Mots. Wcft. & Kat.. 2:40
no casualties to fighters this season. to the Tutwiler.
wed Jan. 22 In New York.

a surprise

waa disclosed

it

by the Federal Department of Jus-

(Continued from page 1)

a racket as any', he muses, adding
that one might as well be mercenary. In all ways excepting perhaps
with the women. That's one of his

16.

Booking of dancing girls, some of
are brought from New York,
is under Investigation throughout

whom
Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
Short short story, as recorded
by the state corporation commission.
Certificate of dissolution Issued to Treasure Island, Ltd.

tained the

.

beforrik-

Down

of

weeks at

.

shouldn't baude much of an. upro!a.r.
Plenty of phoneys- have pla/ed the

Tir<i3

holds.

By JACK PULASKI
In Madison Square G£urden a new
Matter of Opinion
nilddleweight (160 pounds) champ
They were discussing the value of
song titles in BlUy Rose's apartment came into his own wheii Ben Jeby
the other night. Vlollnsky ^insisted stopped Frank Battaglia. he of the
that two word ;tltles were the best. vaunted right hand, in the 12th
AI Bryan argued that you couldn't
round. Again the title goes, to a
express the thought, 'I Didn't Raise
My Boy to Be a Soldier' in. two New York East Side boy, who by
words., Vlolinsky- screamed, ..Tes persistency, and courage plugge<l his
you can, you could just say, '-Don't way to the top of his
profession.
<3o.'
It was a hot light on a. cold night
but
the
fans
wer§
without.
What
Novelty
No
The booking gf Prince Rbmonplf, d^yed them is- a mystery, because
match, looked like a good thing.
the royal stowaway, into the PaJace. the
house

U. S. on
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Club Running

By Jack Osterman
•

VARIETY

'

.

:

.

.

.

-

MARRIAGES

. .

^

call it 'white slavery.'

Fed agents say they seized the
names* addresses and phone numbers of 116 female strip dancers in
a raid on one office here. Inquiry
h^s been under way five weeks, and
grand jury here will be asked to
indict

Johnny Johnson's orchestra has
succeeded Ernie' Hoist's at the New
hotel, Albany, and broadWGY, Schenectady.
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18 te 20

JACK HOLT in
'MAN AGAINST WOMAN'
end
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WHEN LADIES
MEET

A
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HALF NAKEb

TRUTH*
Act*
Cenllnuoui from 10 A. M.
Dally Midnight Shew Faatura PkfureJ
Cemplete MidnlgM Shew Every Sat.

'TINWEITTEN

LAW

with erela Nltien
'Sk'cett'

Gallagher,

Lew Cedy
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Jan.

18 to 20

JACK HOLT

in

'MAN AGAINST WOMAN*
and

'With Williamson
Beneath the Sea'

.
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Broadway
Aben Kandel

Ed Skinner

freelancing.

'Potash

ters.
'i^rank

London

Harllngs back to Hol-

after

lywood.

W.

B. Friedlander

to stage

'Be-

fore Morning.'

K

W.

Hassard Short's father seriously
ill.

Pennington recuperating in

Arthur W. Kelly

Brooklteld, Conn.

nent.

Racz, Hungarian sketch arover for vaude.
Islin Auster back to the coast
with new story ideas.
Whit Burnett and Martha Foley in
telling about Majorca.
Lee Posner out of the hospital
and convalescing at home.
Al Feigel of Outdoor Advertising
In the hay at Polyclinic hospital.
Claudette Colbert's arrival in New
York on holiday came with a heavy

as ever.

off to the

Conti-

Four Muaketeera at the Cafe de
Only press agent with a mink coat
Paris.
Is Jean Dalrymple.
Flu epidemic again rampant In
Fannie Brlce is a full-fledged hyp- London.
notist as a sideline.
Harry Grattan looking as young
Idi

tist,

cold.

Book shop adjoining
mount theatre staying

Paraopen all

the

night.

Sid Silvers' ears pierced for abcesses and still can hardly hear, but on
the mend.
Lola Woursell went down to
Phllly on 'Kid from Spain,' opening
at Stanley.

Jack Oliphant doing

J. L.

Sachs'

publicity.

Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon due
here In March.
Louise Brown popular with London pr^ss boys.

Sam Downing

around after Ave

of

years' absence.

Yorke and Leonard

to

go Into

vaudeville here.

Pearl Osgood sightseeing In London on her own.
Arthur W. Kelly here on his annual business trip.
Claire Komalne and Mrs. Charlie
Austin reminiscing.
Jack Hulbert seeing the Pavilion
bill on his lonesome.
Peter Bernard in another Paramount Astoria unit.
June is playing in one of the Paramount Astoria units.
Gloria Swanson and hubby in
Paris seeing the kids.
Rain' scheduled at Metro's Empire, sometime In January.

six

hla

Binghamton home
week in Lindy's.

returned

to
his
to rest after a

Dayton

sents Irving Mills over here.

flu.

Pat Aza, production manager for
Leicester Square theatre, latest to
resign, as anticipated in 'Variety,'
marking end of Aza regime for this
house.
When 'The Only Girl,' J. L. Sachs'
show, eventually gets to the Alhambra he will have six claimants for
commission for having Instigated
the deal.
tiger cub having been born at
the Bertram Mills Circus, It Is to
be named Olympla after the hall,
this being the flrst time such an
event has occurred.

A

son-Terry.

Mrs. Jack Hylton spending flrst
Christmas away from Jack.
Tommy RelUy looking up his an-

Pittsburgh

home in Dublin, Ireland.
Jones' eatery developing Into an
International artists' rendezvous.
Charlie Manny reviving his 'Two

Stoddard
is
agentlng
'Foolscap,' Hugo Schaaf (not Ernie)
company manager.
Bob Benchley thinks Prince Mike
Is quite a guy, the latter's linguistic
abilities getting him.
W. Franke Harllng back to Hollywood following a week's quickie
seeing the shows, etc.
Good-bye parties practically every
day last week by different folks for
Esther Strachey, off to Paris.
Sixteenth annual Greenwich Village ball dated for Jan. 27 at Webster Hall. Cynthia White In charge.
Those who haven't visited Luchow's on 14th street for years are
surprised at the drop In the menu

cestral

scale.

prises.

By Hal Cohen

Sam Gould is the new assistant
Messengers from Broadway' act.
manager at the Davis.
The School for Husbands' closed
Nat Nazarro m. c.'lng at George
at the Court Dec. 31 after month.
Jaffe's Variety theatre.
'Hank the Mule' spending ChristJack Bruce has replaced Nat Namas In York, famous for Its hams.
zarro, Jr., as m.c. at the Variety.
Georgle Harris sending cricketing
Sol Hankin, WB's district manoutfits to Hollywood's British colony. ager In Milwaukee, in town last
Dan Fish suing Victor Sheridan week.
for breach of exclusive booking conBill C^rk here from WB's home
tract.
office to supervise buying of shorts
Charles Gulliver circularizing his
strong remarks on vaudeville re-

vival.

M. E. Benjamin now general manager for

Hubert Marischka

and Perlmutter* folded
weeks, with no salaries

paid to most of the cast for the last
three weeks.
Robert Ritchie conferring with
Val Parnell, with Jeanatte MacDonald likely to go to the Palladium
for a season.
Lucille Lisle, Flossie Freedman's
pupil. Jumping Into Edna Best's part
in 'Another Language,' for two days,
during former's flu attack.
Robert Hale out of 'The Only Girl,'
the new Sachs show which is breaking in In outer London. Tl^e comedian is appendicitis victim.
Despite wearing two sets of underwear and a couple of overcoats
Edward Everett Horton nearly
missed his boat, but got slight touch

Charles Washburn has still anHelen Gray announces impending
other job; p.a, for 'Good Woman,
marriage with Lawrence Rushworth,
Poor Thing.'
Everybody phoning 'Variety' office formerly stage manager at the SaBill Rowland wound up with a
for
Sidney
Moseley.
where she is dancing. Groom
asking
ville
handful of glass when a taxi
Lawrence Wrljght no longer repre- is cousin of the late Dennis Nellstopped short.
Violinsky

Vienna

€H4TTE

In town,

David Freedman laid up with flu.
Laura Haya actually writes let-

The
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In the PIttsbiirgh territory.
fllm salesman,
Red HIrshon,
driving to the Coast, where he'll return to the Universal studios.

U

all Ivor Novello's enter'Kid from Spain' booking at Penn
shoved up « week. It comes here
Seymour Hicks to star in new Friday (20) instead of Jan. 27.
Lucinda, widow of the late Harry
show
Daly's after pantomime
at
Reichenbach,
retiring
from her
Mrs. Bert Stearn, wife of the UA
gown shop. Going South and then season.
exchange manager here, says she'll
Monselgneur Restaurant closing contest her husband's divorce suit.
abroad.
Jan. .23 for three weeks, for redecoThe Lou Starrs (he's hooflng it
According to Walter Flelschmann rations.
the NIxoji cafe) are looking forthe publicity racket these days Is a
Harry Anderson going over to at
ward to a new arrival in the family.
matter of more accounts and smaller
Leeds to give the Siamese Twins the
tossed a free feed for the
retainers.
once over.
cricks
last week and later showed
Sid Hayes, Ted Lauder's secreLawrence Wright now sporting
tary in the old Keith booking ofnce new Rolls Royce, says it is not out em 'Animal Kingdom' and 'Frisco
Jenny.'
days, now running the Remington of songs' racket.
Abe Eskin, formerly with M-G-M
for Mort Millman.
Laddie Cliff experimenting on
force here, now with Jim
Ted Healey will be billed as -'The clean non-stop revue at the Prince sales
Sharkey at the Educational exKing of the Stooges' when he opens of Wales theatre.
change.
Gilbert Miller's option on 'While
at the t'ox B'klyn and the ParaFlorence Fisher Parry, 'Press'
mount Grill Jan. 20.
Parents Sleep' expiring shortly, with theatre columnist, back on the job
Sam Goldwyn engineers recording no renewal likely.
after a show -shopping spree on
Charles
Penley
Importing
16 Broadway.
chimes of Big Ben on the Houses of
Parliament from London, broad French blondes for new ParamountWhen Academy changed its name
Astoria production.
casting New Year's «ve.
to Variety and went vaudfllm, Dick
British
International
Pictures LeSaint donned his flrst stiff front
Lily Shadur (Mrs. Moe) Sliver to
again nibbling at the Phoenix the- in 17 years.
the Coast for winter vacash while
atre for pre-releases.
Gus McCune In town In advance
the
theatre man is hopping
Herschel Henlere just escapes the of 'Sign of the Cross,' which opens
around the midwest on biz.
'bird' through staying on too long
road-show engagement at Nixon
Annual benefit show for Temple at the London Pavilion.
next Monday.
Ezrath Israel, Times Sq. Synagogue,
Cicely Courtneldge holding up
Show Boat closed after the New
Feb. 5.
George White has con- Gainsborough 'Soldiers of the King'
Year's trade, but reopens in antributed the Casino theatre.
through ah attack of flu.
other fortnight under a new coverLaBelle Neuwirth, of Metro h.o.,
Bee Jackson^s mama trying to
policy.
who married Keen Winstonj lawyer, book Bee returns to London caba- charge
Elisabeth Oppenhelm, 20-year-old
during the holidays, had a bum rets, but so far no* takers.
Baltimore pianist, guest artist with
honeymoon through getting sick.
E. M. Fish, brother of Dan, for- the Pittsburgh Symphony at its
Roll-down bagatelle game
in merly salesman with British Lion, Sunday concert,
Dave's Blue Room getting a late now with United Artists.
Lynn Farnol, here ahead of 'Kid
British
International
hour play by the pite owls with the
Pictures' from Spain,' lingered in town long
side wagering making It interesting. 'Maid of the Mountains' doing a enough to see Noel Coward's 'De'Lucky' Kramer, Times Square clean-up in the provinces.
sign for Living.'
Harry Foster accepts sole bookhaberdasher, has hung up a new
Eddie Klein, the former nite club
sign that covers up the 'Lucky' part ing job for Leicester Square the- Impresario, was banged up in an
of his name. It reads, 'Bankruptcy atre after due consideration.
auto accident recently, but his inEmll Jannlngs studying English juries are healing nicely.
Sale.'
now speaking almost
Lou Brager sticking around until
Once upon a time Bill Brady, Jr., furiously, and
but keeping it secret.
after reopening Feb. 7 of Warner
was all set for West Point, exams perfectly,
Al Norman now father of baby house in Washington. Pa., which
'n* everything.
And now look. He boy,
which should keep him awake was destroyed by lire last summer.
went show business but his military to study
new sleeping Impressions.
J. S. Murdock, late of WB's manurge dodged Boxy.
Charlotte Greenwood
appear in agerial staff locally and last at MeAn after theatre supper club the fllm version of the to
Shaftesbury
opens in the Rose dining room at theatre comedy, 'Orders Are Orders.' morial in McKeesport, has been
named
manager of the Allen in
Algonquin
hotel
the
tonight.
DeMarion (Wright and Marlon) in
Cleveland.
signed for professionals, authors velgllng Charles Gulliver into
a
George O'Brien, the flicker star,
and newspaper people.
hearty kiss at the London Pavilion will be one of the stars at the VaSam H. Harris Journeyed to AlGaumont British after Earl St riety club's benefit show for Cathebany to see a break-in performance John for executive Job, but St. John rine Variety Sheridan at the Stanley
of Geo. M. Cohan's 'Pigeons and preferring to stay with Paramount Sunday nite.
People,' and offered his former partArthur Dent, James Richie and
The John Harrises sailing for Euner several suggestions for Improv- Edward Klein in bridge game, with rope this week to celebrate their
ing the show.
Dent getting away with a 50-cent first wedding anniversary. They'll
'Jail, Jail, the Gang's All Here' gyp.
Join George O'Brien, the flicker
Victoria Palace hoa started its star, on the other side.
was the show staged In Danemora
Noel Coward balked like a steer
prison with the Inmates by the twice nightly season under Gauchaplain. Father Robert Booth. Ill- mont British regime to good busi- against going on Harry Brown's
ness in the cast caused a postpone- ness.
weekly backstage quarter hour over
Naunton Wayne growing a mous- KQV last week, but decided at last
ment from Christmas until Jan. 8.
Just to keep It 100%, Dick Maney tache. As he cannot get new ma- minute to say a few words.
Bill Robson, Jr., Coast scenarist,
keeps dropping backstage to check terial wants to look different, so he

The Hague

Olympiad next summer. Planned ta
be a world contest of best plays and
best productions.
Netherlands
Conrad
Touring Association as propaganda whose realFaerber, Viennese actor
name Is Count Seilera
for Exhibition at Chicago in Dutch
and who comes of one of the oldest
pavilion there, the Amerlcau Ball
aristocratic families in Austria, m
shown,
was
Paradise,'
g
fllm, 'Isle of
arrested
for
swindle and deceit in
Pollack.
taken by Alphonse
The Hofstad^ Tooneel is rehears- Berlin.
Grete Blaha, Viennese dancer
ing premiere at Iplay by Veterman,
'Vader des Vaderlands,' written sentenced to 30 years' prison In
around William of Orange, who lib- Italy for participating in an attempt
erated Holland from Spain; flrst to kill the King of Itely by throwIng a bomb, has been pardoned by
night billed for February 10.
This w^k Fritz HIrsch Operetta the king and set free.
Company is giving the world preNothing but historical personages
miere at the Hague of a new. musi- on all Vienna stages.
Besides Emcal comedy based on the novel peror Fra;iz
Joseph in four versions
'Little Dorrlt.' by Charles Dickens, there
will be Queen Victoria, In Sll
book by Richard Kessler (In Ger- Vara's play, 'A
Queen's Youth,' and
man), music by E. Kuennecke.
'Louise of Coburg,' by Salten, in th©
The Hague has a new art gallery near
future.
In which contemporary sculpture
Talk
a merger between Burg,
and paintings are exhibited. In Am- theater ofand
Josefstadter theatre,
steredam a novelty in this line is, with Max
Reinhardt stage managing
that In station waiting room of
In both. Akademletheater would be
Central station modern paintings
into a studio for the Opera,
adorn walls, propaganda for artists turned
with a view to playing light operas
who cannot sell their stuff.
that do not demand a big stage.
Dally payment of royalties is demanded by the Austrian Authors'
Montreal
Association. Theatres have been in
default so often that authors and
agents now insist on getting their
Dune Maclnnes resting.
Paul Gulnette, publicity man, money straight from the box office
night by night.
Capitol.
Women of Salzburg protested inDoug MacKay p. a.'lng for Hudson's Bay Co. from Lucerne-in- dignantly against the title of tho
new revue, .'Kiss Austrian Girls.'
Quebec.
Fred Tucker, in hospital with Said it was slandering the morals
broken neck past three months, out of Austrian girls to proclaim publicly that they were klssable. Title
and about again.
Leonard J. Bearg new manager of the revue was changed, but It
was taken off a few days later,
Capitol; Geiie Curtis, former mananyway.
ager, appointed to Capitol, Halifax,
In a criticism of Ernst Toller's
Nova Scotia.
'The Blind Goddess,' Dr. AlchRailway shops reopened Monday play,
inger charged Toller of having been
(9), employing, around 7,000 men.
an
accomplice in the killing of 93
Win boost nabe receipts after three- hostages
at the time when a Comweek lay-off.
munist government reigned over
Famous Players (Canadian) Cor- Munich
and Toller was a functionporation inaugrate new policy with ary in it.
Toller sued for libel and
district managers In key cities of
got 600 schillings damages.
Canada out and managers of main
London -Salzburg Society, estab«
stems in complete charge and re- llshed for
the promotion of the
sponsible for their houses. Change Salzburg Festsplele,
is making enorstarted for Montreal current week.
mous propaganda for Austria's
United Amusement Corporation great summer music festival.
Memand Confederation Amusement Cor- bers are recruited
from
among the
poration,
operating neighborhood Upper Ten, .but ordinary
mortals
movies here, flned $10 for each may also Join. A branch has
house playing vaude on Sundays un- been established in Brussels Just
and
der decision of Court of Sessions, calls Itself 'Friends of Salzburg.'
Thursday (12), banning vaude acts
At the opening of Hans Sassin theatres on Sundays In this city. mann's play, 'Tax
Document
No.
Loew's was not included, but is af- 17-3-24,' at the Josephstadt, which
fected by decision. Move seen as is a bloody satire on
Austrian tax
first gun in heavy attack by Lord's administration,
there
unpreceDay Alliance against any kind of dented scandal. The was
audience retheatre performance on Sunday.
sented the picture drawn by the
author of Austrian administration,

By M. W. EttyLaal

Under auspices

up on

Frawley, who is ImperMandy as a press agent,

Bill

sonating

Richard takes
in '20th Century.'
thia route to allp William additional
local color on himself.

says.
Leslie

Bloom matched
game against Sir Henry
holder
oups.

of

several

In

golf

Lytton,

back to Hollywood .after spending
fortnight with his parents here.
Told friends he was divorced three

championship months ago from his wife, a Tech

drama graduate.

of

•

.

.

WB

WB

Is to play thft
part of Prince Max in the English
version of the Krelsler operettit
'Sissy." in London after Easter.
City of Vienna proposes to arrange an international theatrical

and after

Winnipeg
Dominion

closes after

a struggle

with pictures.

Gordon

Mitchell, old legit favorite
here, has son.
Mary Wigman dances to large

crowd Playhouse.
Bill Moore big power In show biz
here now; running good vaude at
Beacon.
C. B. Pyper, Tribune columnist,
writes a play called, 'You Win if
You Lose.' To be presented in the
Aud. under auspices Daughters of
the Empire.
•Whiz Bang Revue' gets out of
town en route Montreal; Include
Stan. Braham, mgr., Stuart Cal-

lahan,

Florence

cries of 'That's not tho
to get us a loan!' there was
whistling, booinnr and Insults flung
in the author's f..ce.
Fundamental change in the administration of the State theatres.

way

By Matt Corbett

Thorburn,

Burgtheater, Opera and Akademiethr-«er, will at last bring about
lec
sary economic restrictions. Tho
functionary at the head of the Joint
administration, the 'Generalintendant,' and his office, which cost taxpayers about 200,000 schillings a
year, will be canceled and each theatre be made responsible for its own
management. The Generalintcndanz
was a relic of the days when the
theatres were the emporor's private
luxury.

Birmingham

Elva

Caron and Charlie Ross.
By Bob Brown
Jerry Bourke finally gets the old
local stock crowd on the air; reVincent Cashman in town for a
leased over Fleming, Sask. from 'Peg
studio.
Featured Charlie Wright, few days.
Henry Vance and Percy RosenJimmy Coghlll, Lillian Holden, Betberg are back on the air.
ty McCracken and Jerry himself.

Dunk Rendleman tooting
Monte with Bill Nappi over

Canton
By Rex McConnell

at Del
to Tut-

wller.

George Steele is the daddy of a
ten-pound baby girl. Makes threeall girls.

Inez Leedam, local girl, continues
Pekln theatre, Montgomery negro
with Edith Ambler Players at Wel- house, running special phows for
ler in Zanesville.
white folks.
Vaude-fllm for another try at the
Plenty of bogus money flyin.sr
Civic in Akron, after no less than around in the South. Most in ten
six policies flop in less than a year. and twenty spots.
Don Haggart, who filled with
Luther Patrick was wondering the
Rudy Vallee's band, on occasion of other night how his name was overrecent visit here, head.s Canton's looked on the 12 best known air acts.
newest dance band.
Log Cabin Inn may be padlocked
George Delis, Palace manager, by federals on grounds the roadgoes to court to prevent union stage house is a 'public and common nuihands and movie operators from sance.'
picketing his theatre.
The Grand Jury didn't get very
Moonlight ballroom, largest in this far in investigating bombing of thesection, cuts admission to 15 cents atres. Evidence was the thing they
a person, two nights a week, but couldn't find anything of.
crowds continue slim.
Octavus Roy Cohen is back in
Promoters give up sponsoring big town and working like blazes on a
name band engagements in this sec- long radio script, having signed a
tion after half a dozen out of Chi- contract at last. Script is a 54-eplcago lose them plenty.
sode serial.
'Moonshine and Honeysuckle' will
Theatres may be taxed by Legisbe presented in four Ohio cities, lature, which convenes Jan. 31. The
Akron, Canton, Youngstown and To- second special session this year and
ledo, by R. D. Smith, Canton pro- it looks like a regular session would
moter.
be an unusual event.
Dover, O., gets dramatic stock for
Paramount offices at Gulfport
indefinite winter run, after Edith were ransacked and finding nothing
Ambler Players interested the na- burglars pounced on the candy
tives over this form of entertain- vending
machines.
Got a few
ment for four months last falL
nickels and some candy.

'

TIMES SQUARE

Tuesday, lanunry 17, 1933

Loop

€HA

Jjom Hoteff around loop aeain.
Economy killed free calendars this

''^Frank Burke leaving
two years.

MCA

.

Dorothy Gardner back from holi-

daying In

New

Orleans.

New Haven

Harry Ascher moved from the

B&K.

Ifaryland to the Regal by

By Harold M. Bone

Herman Black may have

to step
out as 'American' publisher on sick
leave.

Ross Bahne and John Ijaurie in
box office for 'Robin

the Civic Opera
Hood.'

Pascarella fired his v^let.
Local flatfeet set for ball Feb. 21.
Donald O'Connor trying to find
word to stop a galloping
Cliff

the right

Loii Cowan's car could take it in horse.
A smashup and he escaped without
Margaret
'

Pasquall and Gloria
Lyall play bridge for blood.
Eddie Buzzell and Charles FreeSonia Karlow quit 'Bombay' after
man, train mates, were passers- local run.
through.
So B. J. Bynes Is set for the
Ashton Stevens reviewed a picture
bouse to catch Mary Eaton in 'Sally' marital plunge In Feb?
Club Monte Carlo now has Sat.
at the Chicago.
Injury.

.

Grand Terrace

will

have Ersklne

nite fioor

show.

Julia Diane Jacobs will
Tate as maestro while Earl Hines
Maud Scheerer here for
goes barnstorming.
Wayne King was best man when Game.' Drama School's "King's
Yale
Noi-thweslem U'b 'ideal student'
married the 'most beautiful co-ed' drew some nice words from

bring
'Skin

Coat'

Cleveland
C.

local

stage at the Liberty.
Don Darcy stops over to play a
week and then Into N. Y.
Capitol and Rlalto make their
end of the street 15c anytime.
George Monroe prefers blondes In
.

Puilen

Jimmy Ague, radio singer, mak
bow in Billle Bailus*

—

Opera. Ass'n.

Ted Flo Rito and band taking
week's vacation. Bunny Burson's
gang subbing.
Ernest Obrt trying to promote
six- day bike races at civic aud

sometime in April.
all his boxofflces.
Charles Alexander new radio ed.
The Sunday show propaganda
'Chronicle,*
Eric Koster getting
Maurice Spltalny ordered to cut hasn't gotten anywhere.
repertorlal assignment.
previous
to
Issued
books
Coupon
five
Hipp
to
down bis overture at
John
Talt, once cafe owner and
management
Liberty
present
the
minutes.
later
manager
of F&M unit. In
trouble.
are
causing
Red Nichols dickering for vaude
John Graham Is from Dubuque charge of downtown restaurant.
date at Hipp, but turned it down on
William Houston, vet Sacramento
and proud of it.
RKO's salary bid.
musician
and
first
white child born
Richard Bennett, former 'Journal'
Liobby of RKO Palace now looks
like a circus front with all of J. J. flying reporter, Joins local police on Telegraph Hill, died last week.
Ing hurley

troupe.

Franklin's new ballyhoo.
Union differences said to be only
thing holding up opening of Bob
McLaughlin's new stock company,
Benton Hopkins, p.a. for Carter
hotel's spot,

spends

five

WB

service charge

on

all passes.

M. A. Malaney, Loew's

ng

his first trip to

seven years to
of

wax

figures

sell

p.a.,

tak

New York

Loew

In
his idea

of movie stars as a

lobby stunt for circuit's houses.
Alice Kuehn quits 'News' to take
new post at 'Plain Dealer' and may
Instart a new lovelorn column.
cidentally, the 'Peedee' came out
with a 128-page Sunday_.paper Including new 12-page comic section
since taking over most of features
In 'Sund.iy News,'
which folded

Sunday

(15).

Minneapolis
By Les Rees

Thomas
leader,

Di
dead at

Giorgio,

orchestra

72.

W. A. Steffes in Washington on
Allied States' business.
'Buzz' Bainbridge, Shubert impresario, very much in mayoralty
race.

Conference of indepedent exhibitors to discuss trade problems now
set for Jan. 19.

Walter Wlnchell column now a

daily

'Tribune'

dept.

Ade Duval and the Missus visited
enroute from coast to

Spokane

relatives
coast.

By Ray Budwin

Clyde Waddell closed with Libhours every erty stock and went to the re-open-

night In wife's bakery helping her
make 200 pied.
houses
Joe Murdock, from
In Pittsburgh, new manager of Allen where prices cut to 16 and 26
cents.
House Still takes a 10-cent

feature, instead

of

Sunday's only.
Russell La Vallee, director, leaving Gayety for Philadelphia stock

burlesque engagement.
Nazlmova In 'Good Earth' due at
Metropolitan Jan. 23 for half-week,
second Guild show of season and
month's third attraction.
'Whoopee,' underlined for Jan. 20,
heralded as 'most important attraction ever booked at Orpheum.
J. J. "rrledl. L. J. Ludwig. Tel Volnick and Charles Wlnchell, Publix
executives, back from South
Inspection trip.
Merle Potter, 'Journal*

Dakota

drama

Paul Nicholson out after a serlooa
illness.

Harry Edington back at his desk
a five- day flu selge.
Myles Murphy laid up since
Texas, Christmas with an infected foot.
theatre.
Longview,
bert
Jimmy Gieason laid low with the
robbed of $1,600 in money, and tied
Mianii
up, with an assistant, till released flu and can't visit his polo ponies.
By Ben Prout
Cab rate war on with neither of
later.
Circuit Judge North Todd Gentry the two big flrius charging for trafBen Cutler moves back to Bilt- at P^lIton, Mo., on Dec. 30, fined fic delays.
moie. They like blm.
John Zickos, manager of a theatre
Ma© Christy, N. Y. 'Journal' colMarian Eddy In hospital after at Fulton, $60 and costs for violating umnist, here for a fling at film
In- the anti- Sunday amusement law. scribbling.
airplane flop on golf course.
juries not serious.
The case will be appealed to the
Al Evens, Goldwyn exec, had his
Group of pseudo-scientists opens Supreme Court of Missouri.
home robbed but only tile kid's stuff
'Serpentorium' (snake show) Just
was talcen.
oft main drag. Business slow.
Roland Young and his cousin,
Lou Holtz signs for the Fioridian,
Major Jlenry Allen, waiting a play
Seattle
which opened Jan. 14, and Henry
about Hollywood.
Santrey takes his Collegians In for
Bicycle races drawing the picture
By Dave Trepp
indefinite booking.
mob again with Joe E. Brown get>
Frolics cafe drops from |1.60 adting the most attention.
George Hood back In town.
mish and $1.60 minimum charge to
Bill Wright, at Par, got a liquor
L.A.
returns
to
Skouras
Charles
$1.50 straight, with setups Included.
from his studio pals as a
Wm. Houck to Tacoma as mgr. shower
Trade couldn't stand the pressure.
pre- marriage celebration.
Ray Teal opens engagement at for Rialto (PNW).
Gene Fowler has been at Parfrom
town
In
Rosenberg
Mike
Paramount theatre
with Kelo
amount for a week now. but hasnt
days.
few
L.A.
for
a
Brothers, Nancy Kelly, Robinson
been able to find his office.
Mrs. Al Baker joins hubby here,
and Dewitt In clever vaudeville proJesse Kirkpatrick's latest press
coming up from L.A.
gram.
is a hunt for a debutante blues
Sunday dancing legalized In stunt
Frank Ford reported unwilling to
the Blltmore hotel.
wave sweeps on. singer for
open the Ehnbassy with gambling Seattle, as liberal
Gene Raymond Is trying to conVic Meyers lieutenant-governing
concessions so uncertain.
Will,
vince
Roland Lee that h' shouldn't
band-leading
however, sprout DeauvUle Yacht five days a week and
lion
fight
a
in 'Zoo in Budapest.'
club at Hollywood, where wheels two nights.
Samuel Goldwyn engaged Royer,
South Oregon district eliminated
will spin and cages turn without
by Pac. N.W. Theatres, with John swank costumer, to devise special
interruption.
costumes
for
a test of Anna Sten.
resigned as mgr. there.
Rudy Vallee coming to town Jan. Retlau
Edward Sedgewlck celebrates his
Dave HIemelhoch, former ebow
29, 30, 31. Will double out of Olymmanager, and chairman of board 20th year In pictures Feb. 20.
pia theatre with engagements at
censors, files for city council. Started with the old Lubln comRoney Plaza hotel at Beach. Riidy of
pany.
Here's luck.
will play for dancing there two
Dr. T. Ogata, Japanese cancer
Adolf Linden, who dreamed a
nights, first time Miamlans ever
third national broadcasting com- specialist from the Imperial Unihave tripped to his tunes.
pany, the American Broadcasting, versity of Tokio, double o'ing the
a couple years ago, loses last appeal studios.
Mayor Porter and Joe B. Brown
and must go to prison, as aftermath

WB

By Glenn

Hollywood

TT E

crix.
week.
After 11 years as adult group,
Eddie Klta pinch-hit for James
Players, Inc., organizes
Sheehan in the Blackstone b. o. Edgewood
new Junior theatre.
while Sbeehan was away for bis
They've added a class in tap
funeral.
mother's
dancing at local femme Recreation
old-time
hockey
Oorman,
Tom P.
Guild.
player, is the new manager of the
Locals are betting poultry show
San Francisco
Chicago Blackhawks.
at Arena Jan. 26-7-8 will lay an
Jan Garber wiU pinch-hit at Tri- egg.
By Harold Bock
anon ballroom while Bernie CumEugene Rodney, who used to
mins gathers some coin on a road peddle dairy products here, landed
Hal Ellas stopped In a northwesttour starting Jan. 24.
Hemdou.
bound
with
Richard
trip.
play
a
Democrats came In and Allen
Harry Anderson on a quick trip
Billy White as m.c. at Murray's
Summers went out of his political PaUo.
to Los Angeles.
Ex-actor played a club date
job.
Harry McGIllicuddy, financial ed
Break-up of local Par organlza
for the Moose the next day.
tlon has given George Cruzen a 'Chronicle,' dead after operation.
niimer Turner, radio editor and
George Mooser pA.'Ing 'Plain
bandy mechanically, is rigging a
basketballers banded Stam
Man' with Tom Nunan assisting.
loud-speaker system at the 'Exam- ford team a lacing.
Abe Wolf, claiming to be brother
iner' so that city editors can shout
after
of Fanchon & Marco, attempts suiWes Griffith downed grippe
at reporters without straining their a week's battle.
cide.
lungs.
Mary Wlgman troupe Jumped all
man.
heads
Joe Molitar, insurance
the way from Calgary for local
a syndicate with a stable of wres
dates.
Lincoh
tiers that hopej to compete with the
Ed Fitzgerald and wife back
from N.Y.; she's again ad chief of
Doo Krone-Ed Wblte-Jlni Londos
By Barney Oldfield
dept. store.
clique that's had a two-year mon
Adolph Bolm wUl head ballet
opoly on the wrestling field here.
A relapse of bridge suffered back- school being organized by S. F.

last

.

61

after

after

In new play by
Palmer Bowman sbootlnR a com- critic, character
Grandon Rhodes, Bainbridge stock
mercial film.
leading man, and produced at ShuAlex Swldler, former indie booker, bert.
laundry.
a
yuna
Folks here paid four bits to hear
Paul Capp and June Raff will get Dr.
Le Roy Arnold of Hamline 'U'
married In April.
the Shubert tell about the plays
Jimmy Ashcraft here ahead of at
he
had seen in New Tork during
Cross.*
•glgn of the
holiday
season.
Into
the
Jack Denny may come
Winter Garden Cafe.
.

VARIETY

of closing of his bank.

Buffalo
By Sidney Burton

Okbhoma

I

of his own.

Baltimore Lunch Club resumed
Shea's Court Street closed Sunday.
Shea Buffalo dropped top price last Monday after the holiday layfrom 66c to 66c this week, Indding off. First dinner was at Brian Marlow's home.
tax.

Despite critics' razzing, "GoonaGoona' now In its third week at the
Hollywood.
Stan Meyers, now doing nicely as
m. c. in Boston RKO houses and
radio
programs, former Buffalo
Canislus college boy.

Katherlne Cornell's Tiucrece' en-

gagement and. 'Sign of the Cross'
following at Erlanger prove definitely there are no $3 top shows or
$1.66 pictures for Buffalo.

George Sonmes threw a cocktail
party for his friends at his new
home. It took most of them al] day
to find the spot.
Ruth Waterbury, Futura Publications rep on the coast, had four parties staged Iii her honor the first
week she was here.
Stuart Erwln figures' he wheels a
baby carriage with his new offspring
three miles through Beverly Hills
streets every Sunday.
Agent& coast branch of the

TPROA.

Kansas City

Is

transferring

its

bi-

monthly luncheons from the Elks

club to Levy's Tavern.
Invited to be a guest at the Miami
By Will R. Huflhea
spring training camp of the St.
Kay Kyser and band are at the Louis Cardinals, EiOrl Baldwin la
Hotel Bellerlve.
trying to work out a deal with WarMary Wines, vocalist, has rejoined ners to attend and write a story
the Jan Garber outfit.
around the training session.
Jan Garber and his band are back
to the Muehlebach grill.
Three of the Fox residential theaBoston
tres, dark for several weeks, have
reopened. Linwood, Vista and GladBy Len Libbey
stone.

A
John McCormack a sell-out for his
only recital of the season here (15).
duced In the stage legislature, now
Lothian, veteran manager of
bill to legalize parl-mutuel betting on horse racing will be Intro-

in session.

Arthur S. Metzger, Paramount's
real
Charles Reemer, director of the western representative In the
resigned.
national guard band, has filed as a estate department, has
Now manager of the Home Trust
has gone back to her old haunts candidate for city commissioner.
and is playing in Memphis.
Spokane Mystlo club will bold a company, of this city.
William F. Selglar, radio crooner
Lee Bennett, former KFAB sing- smoker for members only to mark
ing announcer. Joins Jan Garber as the 17th year in the city. Dr. C. turned bank bandit, was sent up the
river, to Leavenworth, under a fifty-vocalist.
W. Talbot la president.
in
Newly convened legislators aren't
'Another Language,' slated for year sentence, for participating
being accorded the usual free ticket the Fox for one night, Jan. 13, can- the hold-up of a suburban bank,
privilege.
celled out without cause.
Not to near here.
Jack- King, once 'in' in Holly- play NW, It Is understood.
wood, now does odd Jobs and his
LaVerne B. Whipple, musician,
Oakland
wife Is one of the 'How Many' girls. must pay his wife, Lillian, $26 a
month alimony because be choked
By Wood Soanes
her and called her vile names.
Jim Brown, proprietor of the
Richard Spier now in charge of
Baltimore
Pirate s' Den, road ho use, has posted
balTTo answer cEafges of" concTQcJt- Fox-West Coast district vice W. H.
Ing a cock fight at the night Joint. Frost. No managerial changes anlevy
on
a
city
nounced.
Plans are on for
The case will be heard late this
Police keeping tabs on the burthe Plmllco track, with early esti- month In Superior court.
mate figured at $3,000 per day for
Awards of $99.99 and $97.19 were lesque at the Premier following
each day of the meeting.
given William J. May in Superior complaints by unofficial censors
Newman using two theatres, as court in a verdict against the that the comics were running wild.
usual, for his travel lectures, the Riverside theatre and the Spokane
The Fulton goes into Its third
legit Ford's for mats, and the con
Production Company, operators of week under the Ebey banners with
cert gi'and Lyric for nights.
the Empress and Granada.
The 'The Nut Farm' at 25 and 60 and a
William Butler Yeats, the Irish suit grew out of labor difficulties. fair company, but no great boxpoet, in town last week for a lecture May was an operator and set the office enthusiasm.
that had more to do with statesman- case to test the contract existing
Thorough thieves entered the Rivwith the union.
ship than poetry.
Union operators oll, a Berkeley nabe, recently and
Jan Klepura, formerly of the for- still are out of both bouses.
It contained
carted off the safe.
mer Chicago Civic Opera, hits local
The safe was a small one,
$609.75.
entertainment circles by way of his
two feet high and 20 inches wide.
first click, a foreign talker at the
manager.
the
Cassldy
is
Ward
City
Ruropa, labeled 'City of Song.'
Burlesque at the Premier is turnBy George Noble
Europa has just cut prices, now 40c
ing In a profit with two changes
evening top.
weekly and midnight frolics. And
Britt Wood, tussling with an at
Flu here aplenty and affecting biz. the bJue-nosfis are beginning to stir
tack of Baltimore fiu, forced out of
Pa Lice theatre, Leonard, Texa.=!, up trouble at the city hall with centhe Century show after the first per
l>urned Sunday morning. (Complete por.shlp beginning to blink its eyes.
formance.
The Fulton wa.s playing 'GamOS."?.
one
into
developing
George Wild
Carroll Vanities here Janu- bling' when the I*. G. & E. decided
Karl
straight
of the be.st orchestra-leader
ary 19-20, 1033, and said to be some to call for a showdown and pulled
men in tho biz.
And as the llghtH flicklights.
the
show,
money
and
well
worth
the
To uphold the di;,'nlt.v of the Hip
ered out on the marquee the final
podrome, Lou Schrader struggles spent in .seeing it.
K. W. Meade has clo.sed his house blink showed: '.Vcxt week, 'WhlsInto tails.
the
Dark.'
In
fliPK
Indefinitely,
leavKan.,
Leon Zellers has taken over the fit Kiiifcman,
Conforencoa this week between
Majestic (renamed finm the New ing the town of Kingman without
Maurice CoIl>ourne of the ColSuperbii) and now has threo houses. srroon entertainment.
bounio-Jones
IMayers and (jeorgo
Gf-or>?e Y. Henper, Zone Manager
Including also the Imperial and
Kbey for a posslljle half week of
for* Warner Brothers in Oklahoma
Roxy.
Queen's Husband' and 'Too
Some day Lou Brown i.s going to City, is in New York City attending 'The
True to Ho flood' to pi(?k up the inmanage ti^ set in a visit to his home a meeting of Zone Managers.
W. A. Lanegan, manager Rem- tellectuals on thi.s side of the bay.
town, Washington, 40 miles away.

company In Birmingham, Ala.
Word comes that Isabelle Osgood

ing

dolQg a tandem act for the on-l6okers at the opening of the six-day
bike races.
Harry Sokolov, attorney and tag
squarer, had to lay out the cash
when he garnered a traffic ticket

Tom

the Colonial theatre, critically

111 at
bis home.
Stan Willis* boxer girls revue
banned In this state by edict of the
stale boxing commissioners.
Jack Pearl says he will do a picture a year for three years for
M-G-M under contract be has.
stock company to occupy Boston Opera house for a while this
winter's end and spring, Is the talk.
Thad C. Barrows, chief projectionist at the Met, was unanimously
re-elected president of the Boston
Motion Picture Projectionists.

A

After long shut-up, Peabody Playhouse reopening tonight with burlesque on old-time mellers. Patrons
Friday nights are 'requested* to ap-

pear In formal regalia.
Fabien Sevltzky, Met batonier,
fathering the SeVItzky Ensembles In
Jordan hall, 22d, sent single tickets

newspaper folk. Instead of the
always hitherto customary pair.
to the

Toledo
By Dick McGeorge
Eddie Cantor and Jesjel may

hit

Toledo.

Kent Meader's book accepted by
publisher.*).

Jack O'Connell around with two
fingers in splints.

World theatre marquee shattered
by bomb explosion.
blamed.

Labor trouble

Phil.adelphia Syn^ phony orchcBtra
gives concert, opening the .Museum
of Art new wings.
Jack O'Connell after being In bed
with the flu back on the job as director of Tront I'agc.'
Saunders slapped Mitch
Allen

Woodbury via his column because
a rumor .Mitch printed.

of

playlnc
to
interlude'
'Strange
capacity house at Valentine, which
sometliiiif,' new in Toledo.
i.s
Beatrice (iardm.-r's dancing .school
prescntinK 'f)rcliid Ballet' at RivoU
In ronjunrtion with 'No More Orchids.'

—
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WATCH AND WARDERS
AFTER OLD HOWARD

PATERSON GOES BLACK
But

the Watson

It's

House,

which he longr was associated, and
win world-tour with his wife.

Not

the Ledger

Boston, Jan. 16.
Billy Watson's Orpheum, PaterBoston's famous theatre landmark,
burlesque and went
the Old Howard, old home of bur- son, dropped
dark last week after tryingr stock
lesque, Is under Are from Watch
since
the beginning of the season.
and Ward Society.
Charlie Burns, formerly at the
After months of secret collection
Irvins Place, New Tork, had taken
of evidence, the society has laid
the house over from Watson for the
three speclflc charges against the
venture, with the Smpire
stock
house.
The Society alleges that
Ann Corio, called the queen of bur- wheel Interested.
lesque beauties, strips down to
Mother Eve on stage in full view
of ye audience; that other 'stars'
CAST,
perform in various stage of undress,
and that the dialogue of shows has
been Indecent. Miss Corio is named
probably because she happened to
ba last week's special lure at the
Kansas City, Jan. 16.
Howard B. O.
The Gayety (burlesque), which
Charges were laid before Mayor has been struggling along all season
Curley's
representatives at City with several different policies, has
Hall, and also in duplicate before gone co-operative In hope of keepthe Police Commissioner. The So- ing the employees and company at
ciety seeks a trial before a board work.
A reduction in prices has also
consisting of Mayor Curley, Commissioner Hultman, and Chief Jus- gone into effect, the scale being 25,
tice Wilfred Bolster of the Munici- 35 and 60 cents at night, with a spemat' for a
pal Court. It is understood organi- cial weekday 'Ladies
Tule and I .B. Hamp are
zation will force the issue, even If it dime. Joe
has to ask Supremo Court for a the featured comics, with Gertrude
Beck, Virginia Lee and Joie Fields,
mandamus writ.
feminine leads. Others in the comSociety has Also introduced a bill
pany are Jack Chapman, Al Wymer,
In the Legislature providiner that
Paul Workman and George Grefe.
any building where an Immoral per- Frank Gerard is director and Ai*thur
formance is given be declared at Moeller manager.
public nuisance.
The entire staff, including performers, ushers, musicians and stage
hands are und^r co-op agreement.

KG BURLY
CREW,
PITMEN TURN TO GO-OP

Burlesque Placements

Tuesday, January 17, 1933

A and O. Routes

SelTia,

Pegler** Swell Stuff

Has anyone hesitated Ions enough
(Continued from page 66)
recently to doff their Ud to th? stuff
Wostbrook Pegrler has been sendingr
out from Washington? Most of it
O'Brien, Tom, Bmranae Lak* B.. SarkiiM
is swell and, as tbx as known,, a Lake, N. T.
new slant on sports oolumnlng.
O'qonnell, Mark, S1&
08 St, N. T. C.
Ootaret On., 89 DuQeld fit, Brooklyn.

W

N. T.
Chatter
OUare, Husk, La Salle H., Chicago.
Herbert Gorman and Ben Ray
Redman disagreeing over the social O'Heam, TraT*, Xj«Clalr H.. Molln*. Ill,
OJsen, George, Capitol, N. T. City.
significance of Zola and Barbusse.
OUea, Guy, Eaglea And., deattle. Wash.
Is E. E. Cummlngs going lowerOlsen, Ole, Commodore C, Vancouver,
case again with 'Siml'?
B. C.
Lionel Trilling despairing over
Oppentaelm, W., BenJ. Fnnklla B.. Pbila.

Just an Adjunct
Springfield^ Mass., Jan. 16.
Burlesque being different here

week:

Ch^trles Lavine, Hattle, Conchlta,
Hazel. WiJker, Gurrick, St. Louis: than the Minsky mixture—blue laws
Frances Moore, Edith Blbtn, Star 'y'know;—the burley is jUst an added
Garter,' Chicago; MUrgle Dale. attractiOQ on Friday nights when
Grand, Peoria, 111.; Vivian Kent, the big punch Is the amateur show.
Dauphlne, New Orleans; Mi*, and And for the first time in many a
Mrs. Bobby Whalen, Gay^ty, Balti- moon the ads featuring amateurs in
more;
Mabel White, Academy, big type also carry this threat or
Pittsburgh; Josephine Martin, Free- promise: 'Come see them get the
man and Bert, Gayety, Milwaukee; hook.^ And the Springfield coppers
Ruby Shlpman, Mut»al, Indlan- frown on rough stuff.

and

.

apoliSi

One Week

Los Angeles,

Empire Wheel

Jaii. 16.

Week January

Twelve acts ot vaude as a replacement of stock burley at the Majestic

turned up

ing a

week

lt6

with a 15c and 25c

empty

Night

to

old policy

(14).

APViBBTiSIKO

or

CIBCULAR UETTEB8 tVIX.L NOT
«K ADVERTISED
1.STTERS ADVERTISED D)
ONE ISSCE ONIY
Abbott George

Morgan

De Cardos
t>ornfleld

stay there.

lilzabetb

mag
when

crew, feted by
the first issue

Jamed Amster
came out.

Phil., aub Bagdad, Dallas.
PIccIno, A., 860 N. 8tb St., Reading, Pa.

Phillips,

Pierce, Chas., Midway Gardens, Cedar
Simultaneous appearances here of
John Masefieid and Victoria Sack- Lake, Ind.
Plpp's Orch., Sullivan's, Edmonton, Caa.
vllle-West and her husband, Harold
Pontrelll, Pete, Palace B. R., Ocean Park.
Nicolson, had the hero-worshippers
Cal.
hopping about.
Potter, Jerry, Llmebouse C, Chicago,
Peter B. Kyne, no lonerer selling
Powell,, Walter & Rudy Bundy, care
regularly to 'Cosmopolitan,' with
Ray Long gone, has found a haven Leddy & Smith, 220 W. 47tli St., N. T. C.
Prado, Fred, American House, Boston.
pulp,
'Adventure,'
the
chato
in the
Prior, Win, KFAC, L. A.
grin of the younger scribblers.
Pullen, R. B., 1385 Sellers St.. Frankferd,
Publisher Knopf now spurning H.
Pblla.
L. Mencken's recommends on books

Prince

C

Wong

Rogers Dorothy
Bldrldgre Russell

Sargent Joe
Gilder Jessie

Seedman George J
Snyder Mr
Somers George

Halley Beryl
lielbert

O Kenneth

B

concerns;

Wayne Nadlne

Last around here Lannigan was
editor of the Great Neck (L.L)
'News.' When the paper folded he
went to Florida, where he promoted
a ball league with clubs in six
towns on the west coast. In Spite
of a tough summer he kept It alive
past Labor Day, but declined a
.proposition to make it a winter
league.

RKO STATE LAKE
— cmcAoo —

MAN AGAINST WOMAN
With JACK

HOLT

and

LILLIAN MILES

Since then he's been working on
a book, 'Happy Days Are Here
Again,' with Jack Ryan, former
hotel clerk, who was once described
by Irvln Cobb as the best teller of
Irish stories on or off the stage.

DOROTHEA ANTEL
W.

New York City
My New AHSortmcnt of OREETINO
CARDS la Now Ready. 81 Benotlful
CARDS and FOLDERS, Boxed, Post886

72d

St.,

paid, for

One

New Turf

Dollar

BOOKLET ON
•

hOW

TO MAKS UP

]

•

TEIN C

!

SMAKEUPIJ

s«ep» fia»ry un/QuesnoNeo
^oit

nduyXasNTVRY

INSTITUTION

what publishers N. T. C.
if anything.
Rasmussen, F.. 148 Graham Ave., Counell
Albert Richard Wetjen, with the BluSs. la
Fiction House string suspended,
Ray, Alvlno, NBC, S. F.
Read, Kemp, CSB Ashley Blvd., New Bedworking on another sea novel in the
fiction chief, telling

want

—

Conrad vein.
Zona Gale has a new novel com
Heading In
Hal W. Lannigan, St. Louis and ing, after an extended period of inactivity.
Boston ports writer and known
Edward Dahlberg and Ersklne
around New Tork for his work on
Caldwell, the new literary white
the 'News' and 'American,' is headhopes of the Village, replacing Er
ing for town to connect wth a flatnest Hemingway and Thomas Wolfe.
tering offer from one of the big
Poultney Bigelow on a 'round -the

O'Brien Francis

6

W

16

O.

—
——

feature writer for Fox. He returns
to the Coast from St. Louis Feb. 1,
after completion of his series of
at'ticles garnered on his four weeks'

Huller Fred

BlUeaud Jemes
Burr Donald

wood.
Sleff, Solly, Palace H., 8. F.
Sllvsrmaa, D., Missouri T., St. Louts.
SImmonda, Arlle, Playland Park, Soutk
Bend, Ind.
Simons, Seymour, 1304 B' way, Detroit.
Slason, Fred, Lotus R.. Washington, D. C.

Smith, Beasley, Rosemont B,. B'klyn.

,

by several young American scribblers. Prefers English and ScandiRalston, Jack, Station WOL, Washlngtoa.
navian stuff.
D. C.
Walt Carmon in Moscow, editing Radin, Oscar. M-G-M Studio. Culver City,
English section of 'Literature of the CaL
(Continued from page 54)
World Revolution.'
Radrlguas, Jos., KFI, L. A.
George Shively, the Bobbs Merrill
landed himself a regular berth as
Rapee, Erno, Radio City Music Hall,

LETTERS
'

Studio, Holly.

C

Literati

When StndlBK for Uall to
VABIETY Addr«M Mall Clerk.
I'OSTCARDS,

Tj.

Nlte Life In Paris Empire, Newark.
Oriental Girls—Modern, Providence.
Record Breakers Howard, Boston.
Round the Town Capitol, Albany.

cleats,

tariff.

House went back
Saturday

French Models

MouUn Rouge-^tar, Brooklyn
Kawks—^Trocadero, Fhlla.

toes after play-

to allnost

Paramount

Setaro, A.,

Sev^rt, QIno, KHJ, L, A.
SheSera, H. C„ Wilbur's Taunton. Mass,
Shepard, (%aa., KFI, L. A.
Sherldaa. Phil. Mossulal Monf.
Sherman, Maurle, College Inn C, Chi.
Sldell, Curtis, Hollywood A. C, Holly,

the American novel.
Smelln, S„ 19b W. Buohtel A-ve., Akroa.
Original asoisia 8, Danealand, Jamalcft.
With Isabel Wilder, sister of U L
Ohio.
Thornton, turned novelist, the two
Sorey, Vlticent CBS. 480 Madison Are.,
Original
Tellow Jackets,
Bmnmerlaad
are being ranked With the Glbbses, Beach, Buckeye tAke, O.
N. T. C.
Greens, Sitwelis and other brotherSoanlck, Harry, MCA, Cht.
Orlando, Nick, Plasa H.. N. T. O.
and- sister writing teams.
Spsctor,
Irving, WOKO. Albany, N. T.
Osborne, "9^111, c/o Variety, N. T.
William Faulkner, since his 'SatSpltalny, Phil. N. B.
N. ,T. C.
Owens, Harry, Grand H., Santa Monica,
Bpor, Paul, Paatoa HoUl, Omaha, Nab.
eveposf and Hollywood prosperity, Cat.
Springer, Leon, 134 Livingston St., Bklya.
no longer the idol of the Village.
.St Clair Jesters. Prince Edward H.,
What happened to those rival blWindsor, Canada.
Paige. Ray, Btatlen KHJ, Lh A.
ogs of John Reed, supposedly writSt. George, Geo., 2180 Belmont Ave., N.T.
PaleniaB, Dan, Black Cat R., N. T. C.
ten by Michael Gold and Louise
St Louta Kings, 1823 9- »3th St.. B'klya.
Palmqulst. Ernie, Sagle B. R^, MUwkukee.
Bryant, the latter Reed's widow?
No gag about that novel being Parisian Red Heads, 3a W. North St.. Stafford, B.. 811 Sumner St., Lincoln, Neb.
Stafford, Jesse, c/o Variety, Hollywood.
written by. Doug Fairbanks, Jr. IndlanapoIU.
Stanflll, John. 820 Broadway, San An«
Parker, Dud, 330 Hart St, B'klya. M. T.
John Day, the publisher, has already
Pameil, Chas., Hartford B. JH„ San Ber> tonio. Tea.
contracted for it.
Starr. Henry, Cottota C, Culver City, Cat
nardino,
CaL
the 'dear
Is
Isabel Paterson
Stelner, Max, Radio Studio, Hollywood.
Paso, George C, Rosevllte, O.
madam' and tea party novelist who
Steed, Hy, Station WMBC, Detroit
PMtiemackl, Stero, Lulgl's R.. Detroit
Branch Cabell, according to his
Stern, Harold, St. Morltz, N. T.
Pearl, Morey, 303 Hunting Ave., Bostoa.
confession,
Stiectator'
'American
Stevens,. Perley, 288 Huntington At*..
Peek, Jack, 801 Keenaa Bidg.,' Plttabargb,
will.no longer blurb?
Boston.
Hugh B. Cave, the Pawtucket, Peerless Orch.. Monmouth St. Newport, Stoll. Geo,, Paramount T., Los Angeles.
R. I., one-man fiction factory, hopStone, Marty. Radlsson H., MInneapolla,
PeBdan'ls, Paul, Jonathan C, I<. A.
ing somebody will revive a couple of
Story, Geo.. Wong's C, London, Ont.
Peml, Don, Saenger T.. Now Orleaaa, La.
horror mags.- Wanta to make anStraub. Herb, Buffalo Broadcasting Corp.,
Penr. Frank. Flagler B.. vailsburg,
other Maine fishing trip next sum- N. T.
Buffalo..
mer.
Btjriuofr, VanderblU fl.. N. T. C.
FetersoB.
Art,
Troat-dale-la-tbe-Piaea,
Frank Ernest Hill off to Europe.
'flwtet. Al,< 29 Quiney St, Chicago.
Bvergreen, Colo.
A. L. Furmah's. new .novel, 'PriPettis, Jack. Wm. Pena H.. PltUburgb.
T
vate Practice,' Issued by his own
Peyton, Doe, New Kenmore H., Albaay.
Taylor, Art Nantucket Tacht C. Naa*
publishing house, Macaulay.
N. T.
tucket, M.asa
Harry A. Franck going to YucaTelUer, Ray, Falrmount H., S. F.
Peterson, B., Tlvoli T., Mlehlgan City.
tan for material for a new book.
Ind.
Teppas, J. J.. B3S Glenwood Ave., BulTale.
Pfelffer's Orch., 1813 Palmetto Are., ToG. B. Stern, the fiemme novelist,
Teeven. Roy. Regent T.. Grand Rapids,
Mich.
carries a cane,' but does not put It ledo.
Thomas, Howard, c-o M. C. A.,. 03 W.
Phllbrlck's Orch., Tounker's Dept. Store.
to the same use as does Lou Holtz.
Randolph, Chicago,
Viola lima and the 'Modern Touth' Des Moines, la.

.

Lasts

Ava.

.

Milt Schuster, Chicago, made the
following burlesque placements last

Vaude

N. T. C.
flsldenmaa, Sid. Mayflower H„ Wash.
Rudy, Fairmont H., S. F.
Bea, e/o Col. Reoordlng, BB Cth

Scottl. Bin, Pierre B.,

Setger.

(sifa

Publication
A new racing publication, edited by
Michael Casale, turf writer and
handicapper for the New York
'Evening Graphic' until the Macfadden tab folded, will appear
shortly, it is reported.
A daily, it
will sell for five cents.
stein the publisher.

Teddy Ep

Menke Resigns
G. Menke has resigned as
sports editor of King Features, with

Frank

INTBKNATIONALS

Shoes for the S^^g^
eJ/r^^/
SHOrrOLK'S SHOESaOP~1552 BROADWAY

J

Elinor Mordaunt discarding her
pseudonym of A. Riposte for her

new

novel in favor of her own name.
Cass Canfleld will be re-elected
president of the National Associa
tion of Book Publishers when it

meets this week.
Green Peyton, whose

first

novel,

'Black Cabin,' is out, is a brother
of Charles Wertenbaker.
Richard R. Smith will publish a

compiled

Mass.

Redman, Don, 790 7th Ave., N.T.C.
Reese, Gardner, 1018 Broadway, N. T.
Relsman, Leo, 130 W. Btth St., N. T.

by

his

wife.

Coral.

Grace Lumpkin's 'To Make My
Bread,' too grim for the Pulitzer
Prize, is crowned with laurel but no
dough as the best novel of the year,
by the Revolutionary Writers' Fed
eratlon.

Drew Pearson, who helped do
'Washington Merry-Go-Round,' has
a new collabor In Constantine
Brown, a former foreign correspondent of the Chicago 'Daily News,
for a new collection of debunking

Rendleman, Dunk, Del Monte, Birmingham, Ala.
Reno, Frank, BlUmore H., Santa Barbara, Cal.

Lou,

Richard*, Barney, Uptown Village, Cbl.
Rlckltts, J. C, KoicluBko, Mia:
Rlnesi Jos., Elks H., Boston.

RIttonbaud. J., V. Artists T., Detroit.
Rlzzo. Vincent, Sylvania H.. Phlla.
Roanea' Ponn, Commodore B., Lowell.
Mass.
Bobbins, Sammy, McAlpln H, N. Y.
Roberts, Miles, 8 Sheldon St.. Prov., R. I.
Robinson, Johnny, Snowboat, Seaside, Ore
Robinson, Johnny, Olympic H., Seattle.
Roky, Leon. Syracuse H., Syracuse.
BTth St.. N. T. C.
Rolfe, B. A.. Ill
Romanelll. I.. King Edward H.. Toronto.
Rose. Irv.. Jcfterson H.. St. L.
Harry Rosenthn!. 1050 Broadway, N. Y. C
Rossman, Harold. Dngdad C. Miami.
Rothschild, Leo. 300 W. 14th St.. N.T.C.
Ruhl, Warney. Mlcliliian Tech.. Houithton, Mich.
Rusaell, B.. King Cotlun II.. GreenHboro

W

Sntiders. Joe, .MU.X. Chi.

He

is

now

in

N. B.. Philadelphia.
Five. Rlttenhouse H., Phlla.
Andre, Surt C. Miami Beach, Fla.

Tlemey
''/llofr,

Tobias. Henry, WMCA, N. T.
Tobler, Den, Rosemont B., Bklyn.
Tolland, Ray, Detroit Leland H., Detroit
Traveler. Lou. Casino B. R.. Ocean Park,
cal.

Trenmlne, Paul, Roaeland BR.. N. T.

C

Treastor, Bob, Blackhawk, Chi.
Trevor, Frank, KOIN, Portland, Or*.

Trim, Anthony, Roseland BR., N. T. C.
Tucker, Tommy. Hollywood R., N. T. C.
Turcotte, Geo., 90 Orange St., Manchester,
N. H.
Tumham, Edith, Royals C. L. A.

u
Frank, Roney Plaia H., Miami.

Ullrlob,

V
Valentz, Val., Lakeside Casino, Denver.
Valentine; Jads, Statist H., Boston.
Vallee, Rudy. Ill W. 67th St., N. T. C.

Van

Jimmy.

Cleef.

N

Brunswick,

41 Paterson St..

New

J.

Van

Towers H., Brook«

Peter,

Steeden.
lyn, N. T.

Vlto, King. Rose Room D. H., L. A.
Vogel. Ralph. 2502 Coral St., Phlla.
Voorhees. Don. WEAF. N. T. C.

W

Warlng's Penna, c-o J. O'Connor. Ham<
mersteln T. Bldg., N. T. C.
Watters, I.ou, 1007 104th Ave., Oakland.
Way, Paul. Topsy's Rooat, Southgatc, Cat
Wayne, Hal, New Yorker C, Hollywood.
Weber, Tboa., Breakfast C, L. A.
Weeks. Anson. St. Regis H.. N. T. C.
Weems, Ted, Pennsylvania Hotel, N. T.
Weldner, Art, 44 Wawona St., S. F.
Welch. Roy, Fulton-Royal. B'klyn.
Werner, Ed.. Mlchlcan T.. Detroit.
Wesley. Jos. SIT 12th Ave.. Milwaukee.
West, Ray, Pacific Coast C. Lone Beach,
Cal.

_

Wetter.

Adams

017

Jos..

Scronton.

Ave..

Pa.

Whldden, Ed. 125 Dlkcmnn St., Brooklyn.
Whedden, Jay, MIramar H., Snnta, Monica,

Cal.

Whiteman. Paul, Dlltmore
Whltyre,

Everett,
Ted.

H.. N. Y. C.
Hartford. N. Y.

New

WKllamson,

Palmi

of

rsic

H..

Cliarli'Ston. S. C.

Wilson

Du Pont

Billy.

Clare,

Wll.son.

.Meredith,

W.

Wlnebrenncr.

Wllmmgton.

H.,

Madison Gardens.

VYIIson,

NDC,

S.

F.

Frederick

207

S..

Toledo.
St.,

Mainover, Pa.
WIttc.nliroi k.

Al.,

IflOS

T

St,

Sacrnmpnlo.

Cal.

Sampletro, Joe.

the United States.
Hollywood.

Ala-

Rlccl, Aldo, Rltz-Carlton H., N. T. C.
Rich, Fred, CBS, N. T. C.

Diplomatic Game.'

Ducnos Aires to write of the picture
Industry and criminal conditions in

Ave.,

Central

000

meda, Cal.

pieces to be called "The American
Critchell Remington back wlUi a
he.ip of new manuscripts for John
Day.
Floyd Dell in town.
John K. Winkler doing a life of
Woodrow Wilson.
Gordon Sinclair broadcasting <'xcerpts from his book on India.
Miguel Figueroa Roman ha.s been
sent by the 'La Nuevo Semanal' of

C

St..

trolt.

Reynolds,

world cruise.

cook-book

ford,

Thompson's 'Virginians,* Vtntor T.. At«
N. J.
Thoriie, Sunny Fan Tau' R., S4H Cata

lantle City,

KOI.N,

Tort land.

Ore.

i;i.M.v\v.iO'l.

Sans, P., '2IG Uldgewood Ave., U'Idyn.
Schara, C. F., U-'4 U'wiiy, OulTalo, N. Y
Schlll. J..

Schubert,
Mass.

Arcadia

U.

Ed..

Arthur

34

R..

.N.

T. C.

St..

Lawrence

SchumlsUI, Joe. Station VVCFL. Chicago
Schwartz. U. J.. 810 Court St.. Frenion'
Ohio.
IMa-.Mor

R..

KiinHu.

Ave..

Sprlng-

O.

L.

W..

1)00

Ullhcrt

O.

Scott,

N. *.

Cnic,

S.
.St

St.

F.

Dklyn.

.

L.

Y
Vaw

Il;ili:h.

Ki;n:c.

.M. r!.v,

^.!:(:)

I!.

kcrMndil. Pal.

I'd- liInK

Dr..

B.

Mo.

Scott.
fleld.

Wplohan. Johnny. E: I'nllo n. R., S. F.
Wriiy. Robliy. KFd.V, I.onK »I>virh, Onl.
Wriyht. Joe. 410 .Mlll.<< Ul.le..
Wundeillch. F.. l.'.Si E. l!;ih
Wylle. A ll.'^ier Cnronndo H.

VouPB.

Scoggln,
City,

WIttsteIn, Eddie, Now Haven.
Wolf. I.co, Vanity Fnir C, Chicago.
Wolfe.
Huhe. c-o Fnnclion A Marco.

Zlllor.

I.es,

Vlrg

niii

11.

n..

l.<iiip

T-oiich

C:il.

Frank,

204

Prea.dent

St..

Bklyn.

Zoopei's

Casa

Ljikf.

•

'-.luun

Mich.

Knights, Kcego Uurb-n

,

.

a TD OO R
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GUARANTEED LOCATION

OBITUARY

One-Sheets $3,000 For. Season
World's Fair
Chicago, Jan.

at

Midway Takes Shape

Set Many Deals On;

First Spectacle

16.

Brooks Construction Company,
which has the rest room concessions
known in at the Century of Progress Exposi-

at Chi Expo;

THOMAS HERBERT

ERNEST BpLF

Thomas Herbert. 71,
Brneet Rolf,. 42, one pf the iea,dvaudeville as the Great V6nora, died
ing jsbo'wmen of .Sweden, died la a
Stockholm hospital Chrlstmaa day In Bridgeport last week of bronchial
pneumonia. The body was found In
1^ the result of a suicide attenipt
Christ- a room In a cheap hotel in which he
the previous afternoon. On
lived, Jan. 12.
inas BVe he arrived at his country
According to circus men he was
His
Stockholm.
outside
estate Just
peculiar actions caused the gardener the jnrqt occidental to do a pedal
Rolf wandered juggling act, having been born In
watch him.
to
around the grounds for a while China, where his parents \yere touring In a trapeze act. In his early
flcfUIy arriving at the boat bridge
where he was seen writing somo" days he was a featured act on the
Bailey show. He had
thing after which he leaped Into the Barnum
been active up to. about four years
water.
The Immersion apparently caused ago.
him to' changed his' liilnd. He swam,
JOE M. KEL,LY
back to the shote 'and fell- ex*
Joe M. Kelly, old time stage carThei°^ gtiirdianer 'and a tasl^
haustisd;
Jan. 9.
driver got bim' Into the eab and penter, died in Philadelphia
been
rushed htm to the hospital where For the past few years he had
and
he died the following day Without 'eisirpenter at the Parker :thcatre
double Casino there, and \vkB a. member of
consbtousness,
regaining

tion, Is offering advertising space
within the buildings It will erect.
They are selling what In the advertising world Is known as guaranteed location.
- One-sheets rental for the period
from April 1 to Oct. 31 is quoted at
$3,000, with an estimated circulation

of 60,000,000.

,

FIRE

&

.

,

.

WRECKS 5TH

ARMORY

REG.

IN BALTIMORE

.

.

Baltimore, Jan. 16.
Fire destroyed the Fifth Regiment armory here last week, removing a landmark and this town's
main convention and exhibition
.hall. In this Immense building were
h^d aJI auto shows, big sport events
and Indoor circuses.,
Damage estimated at |1,000,000,
1.'
with only about $500,000 worth of
Insurance carried. Reported, how
ever, that the State intends to start
rebuilding immediately.
This was the third Are in Ave
years for the arena and the sec
pneumonia setting In as the result' I. A T;S;B. Local' Nd. 8'. He caught ond In six months. Incendiarism is
cold Jan. 3 while handling an In- Suspected In some quarters.
Ar
of His bath.
Rolf \star'te4 as a handy mail In a coming production aiid pheumohia mory's one big claim to fame is tne
',
, "
fact that- .Woodrow Wilson was
Gottenburg riBYue, Aboiat 20. yeaj-?, developed.
'for
carpenter
C.
road
been
HsCd
nominated for the presidency there
ago hie weht°in£6 the picture houseE).
In 1912.
singing na.tionivl spngs in cpstifijae. 6. Maddock, '60 Miles from Broad'
wa^,* ''WlttierA' O^ty aiid Itol'fe
He achlev'ed'an Immediate? hl)t
become a national idol In the vaude revues.
Mix-Miller Suit
Swedish show.wjprld. In 1917. hf
CHRIS'DAVtCS
'Krie, Fa., Jan. 16.
branched Into m'ahagement, .QperiChris DayleSj author, died at his
The Tom MIx-Zack Miller second
Ing the Fenlx cafe which was
'68.
He trial got under way here today. At
presently closed when the Parliment L,on'don hom'e 'Jan. 3, iaged
banned liquor service In cabaretg. originally wrote 'Mumming Birds,' the first trial twp years ago Miller
He turned to the stage, opening the ('Night in an English Music Hall,') was awarded $90,000 damages for
Komedl theatre and .since ha^ In which Chaplin first appeared In alleged breach of contract in Mix's
handled a number of houses with Am'eirlca under Fred Karnp. In ad- failure to Join the '101 Ranch' wild
high, success, his last connection dition, deceased was a b)ack-and- west show.
Mix's attorneys secured a new
Ho also whlte artist, critic and Journalist,
being with the Odeon.
having be.en on the ..^tafe pf 'ThjjjJ trial, claiming the Jury had had no
managed a large cinema theatre,
Rolf was under contract to Para- People,' a Sunday paper, for 30 years, evidence upon which to set such
damages.
mount for shorts of his specialties. writing the theatrical column.
John P. Kelly, Ringllng's attorWith^Tutta Berntzen he did a sketch
Mollie Fuller Correction
ney, is representing Mix. Appearfor 'Paramount on Parade.' He. was
In last, week's. t"VarlotyV the late ance of Mix is attracting the ui^ual
at once the Jolson and Zlegfeld of
Sweden, according to local estimate. Mollie Fuller was mentioned as of kid worshlpip^rs^ Mrs. Mix, who
It should, pf was Mabel Ward of the Flying
Fuller and Golden.
course, have been Hallen and -Fuller, Wards, Is with him.
GEORGE W. DUKELAN
Oeorge Washington Dukelan, 89; wiiose sketches were standard in
known to vaudeville and n6gro vaudeville for many. years, -The various Cincinnati orchestras and
minstrelsy as Slim Jim, died Jan; 9 late Fred Hallen was Miss Fuller's was a member of John G. Weber's
husband.
at the Brunswick home. Amity
Prize Band of America. Survived
The Fuller and Golden error orig- by his widow, tWo sons and a
vlire, .li. I., where he had been ;,the
on the Coast probably daughter.
inated
guest of the Actors' Fund for sev
eral years.
He made his stagd through the •writer confusing the
•
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Promise

Shows, Beer Gardens

Girl

sion tap.

Chicago, Jan. 16.
Midway at the Century of Progress Exposition scheduled to open
June 1 is beginning to take form.
Many deals are about to be closed,

Exposition

General admission to the
Grounds will be 55

Soldiers Field Stadium became part of the Exposition Jan. 1
and It is expected that a number of
pretentious entertainments will be
cents.

but announcement is postponed
under the ultra-conservative policy
of the Exposition almost to the very
day ground Is broken on any proj-

st«ged there. A new program every
three or four weeks Is mentioned,
including a couple of military
pageants, a rodeo, and one or more
ect.
First spectacle deflntely set is girl shows. Ernie 'Y'oung may have
one of the girl productions with
Fort
entitled
'The Massacre of
Dearborn' and will be located on 'Dally News' backing. Ralph Ketthe midway directly opposite the tering of the Adelphl theatre will
replica.
Fred R. have a Negro Plantation show.
Ft. Dearborn
Glass, Homer Samuels, and C. F.
Huling financed this proposition. It
Signed for
is understood admission will be '25
cents.
"
_
Canton, O., Jan. 16.
Harry D. Traver and Winfred
Duke Drukenbrod, of this city, will
Thompson have a 'Laugh In The again be manager of the HagenDark' ride under way \(rhile J. N. bepk -Wallace sideshow during the
Bartlee of Dayton, Ohio is build- 1938 season. Drukenbrod 'was one
ing a 'Flying Turn,' a ride with of a few who have already signed
counterparts only In two other contracts for the Rlngling-owned
places,
Dayton,
and
Cleveland. unit. He Is already at work, framBoth rides will charge .26 cents. ing the personnel of his shows, and
Big 'Skyride' touted as. the largest hais some attractions already under
and most novel ride in the world contract for next season.
and a project underwritten by Otis
Elevator,
Great Lakes Dredge,
Morrison With Skyride
Roebllng, Inland Steel and a couple
(Chicago, Jan. 16.
of other companies will charge 60
Jack Morrison of the Chicago
cents.
Midway will have a Swift (pack- 'American' resigned his newspaper
Job
to
become
manager
of th© 'Skyer) restaurant and a Spanish cafe
I^utledge. Tav- ride' most pretentious of the rides
called the Adobe.
ern in the Lincoln group is already for the Century of Progress Exserving meals. Blue Ribbon Malt position. He went on the payroll

.

.

.

,

.

H-W Show

.

and

Eltel brothers 'Old Heidelberg' will both be beer gardens If
the malt beverage Is legalized.

Boats
near the Midway \vlll
of 60 gondolas and a
specially built showboat will play
through the summer at the 'water's
edge.
There is also an. elaborate
dancing and dining boat in pros-'
pect for the lagoon...
Enchanted Island for children will
have a free gate, but certain entertainments will have an admis-

last

week.

Morrison covered the Exposition
previously for the 'American.'

IOWA FAiS ON BLOCK

Lagoon

have a

fleet

Cedar Rapids, la., Jan. 10.
curtains for the Wapsle "Valley Fair association on a foreclosure
action to fprcis payment pf a' JudgIt's

ment

<>f $4,359.

The fpreclosure action is against
properties at Central City with
trusteed of the State; Bank of Central City as plaintiff^,

'

-

'

WILLIAM

IN

May

(Continued from page 36)
Morltz Macht Sein Qiueck. (German) (CTapltal). Farce. Siegfried Amo. 90
mlns. Kel. Dec. 16. Rev. Jan. 16.
Namenshelrat. (German) (FAF).- Drama. 75 mlns. Rel. Jan. 1.
In the Long Beach (N.T.) hospital 1914. (Capital) (GcrJ Prelude to the world war. Dir. Rich. Oswald. Time,
73 mlns. Rel. Sept. 1.
Jan. 14, of heart disease. He had
been on the stage for many years Oberst Redl. (Capital) (Ger). Spy thriller. Lll Da^over, Theo. Looa. Dir.
Karl Anton. Time. 79 mlns. Rel. Aug. 30.
and also had written a novel. SurParls-Beouln (Protex) (Fr). Musical.- Jane Mamac. Dir. Augusta Genlna.
vived by a sister.
70 mins. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Jan. 16.

who

Sr.

I

His Sour Rest in Peace

& Palmer com- name of George Fuller Golden, the
POP LYNCH
in 1866 and was prominent in noted monolpgist of years ago, now
Dave J. (Pop) Lynch, old time
such minstrel troupes as Thatcher, deceased.
minstrel man, died In New York Jan.
Primrose and West, George Evans
of
pneumonia
7
whioh followed a
PAT ROONEY
Honey fiby mirigtrels and other
complication of diseases. He was
Pat Rooney, 42, screen actor, 60.
companies. He played Rlbzvllle In
vaudeville for a time and had done known In private life as Fred E.
His children, Keller Sisters and
some picture work. Interment in Ratsch, died Jan. 16 In Hollywood Lynch, radio and vaudeville trio,
the Fund plot at Kensico.
from a lung abscess after more than survive.
a year's illness.
ADELARD P. DEMER8
Rooney started his screen career
WILLIAM H. SLOAN
Adelard P. Demers, 67. noted as a
William Hope Sloan, 69, veteran with the old Essanay Co. in Chicago, fancy skater for many years, died
stage and vaude comedian, died in going to Hollywood and working Jan. 9 at Lowell, Mass. He formerly
the Brunswick home of the Actors' with Douglas Fairbanks, Charlie conducted a large rink in Edinburgh,
Fund, Amityvllle, L. I., Jan. 12. He Chaplin and other screen stars. He Scotland, and was co-owner and
was divorced several years ago manager of the St. Dldler Ralnk,
from Grace Darling, actress, who Paris, for a score of years. He was
remarried.
10 Yean Pused Away
born In Canada.
With the Memory of Oar Beloved

debut with a Jarrett

pany

|

LEW

Father

GOODMAN
Died Jaa.

A
A
A

10, 1923

.

loving one from us h.ia gone,
voice we loved Is still;
place la vacant In our hearts

Which never

will he tilled.

J.

MAUDE WHITE

MORTON

Maude White,

Lew J. Morton, for many years
stage director for the Shuberts, died
He had diin Brooklyn Jan. 13.
rected Al Jolson, Ted Healy, Jack
Pearl and many others and handled
the St. Louis municipal opera. He
was the uncle of Primrose and
Marty

Semon.

Survived

by

73,

once well known
home in Hart-

actress, died at her
ford, Conn., Jan. 11.
J.

Played with the Frohman cos.,
K. Emmett, Richard Mansfield
<^uit the stage about
others.

and

his

miss you, dear daddy.

MRS.

WALDEMAR

(Capital)

(Ger).

Dramatic comedy.

Else Elster. Dir. Max Neufleld. 'rime. 86 mins.
te Suicldas (Paramount) (Spanish). Musical.
Rel.

Quand

March 16.
Tues Tu (Paramount)

HansI Nlese,

Rel. July 30.
Argentina. 90 mine.

te
(French). Farce comedy. Drean, NoelNoel, Robert Brunier. 80 mlns. Rel. March 16.
Reserve Hat Riih. (New Era) (Ger). Military farce Fritz Kampers, Lucie
Engllsche. Time, 94 mins. Rel. Aug. 11.
Rhapsody of Love. (Capital) (Polish). Hardships of an art career Agnea
Petersen. Mosjuklne. Time, 89 mlns. Rel. Aug. 26.

RIchthofen, Red Ace of Germany. (Gould) (Ger).
Self explanatory.
Robt. Slezlch. Time, 80 mlns. Rel. AuiT. 20.
Ronny (Protex) (Ger). Operetta. Raethe von Nagy, Willy Fritsch.
Emerich Kalman. 86 mlns. Rel. April 1. Rev. April 19.
Scampolo (A-R) (Ger). Cinderella romance. Dolly Haas. 80 mins.
'
Feb. 1.
Schubert's Fruehlinpatraum. (Capital) <Ger)'. Musical of 9bhubert's
Carl Joeken, Siegfried Amo. Dir. Rldh. Oswald. Time, 71 mins.

June 28.
Scheldungsgrund

Dir.
Dir.

ReL
life.

Rel.

(Protex). Comedy drama. Lien Deyers.
Dir. Alfred Zelsler.
80 mins. Rel. March 1. Rev. March 8.
Storm Over Zakopane, The. (Capital) (Polish). (Synchronized.) Danger in
the mountains. Time, 89 mins. Rel. Aug. 26.
Taenzerln von Saneoucl. See 'Barberina'.
Tempest (German) (Protex). Drama. Emil Jannlngs, Anna Sten. Dir. Robert Sledmak. 90 mlna. Rel. March 1. Rev. March 22.
Tingle Tangle. (New Era) (Ger). Comedy. Ernest Verebes, Fritz Kampers,
Elizabeth I'lnaJcfC. Dir. Japp Speyer. Time, 93 mlns. Rel. May 16.
Trapeze (German) (Protex). Circus drama. Anna Sten. Dir. A.
Dupont

SeIn

80 mlns.

Feb,

MINNIE EGENER

widow.

Purpur und Waschblau^

Cuando

Trenck (A-R)

1914.

Minnie Egener, 41, lyric soprano
KAEMPFFERT of the Met. opera, died in New York
Mrs. Waldemar Kaempffert, the of pneumonia Jan 16. She came up
former Caroline Yeaton, concert from the chorus ranks. Survived
pianist, died In New York Jan. 13 by her husband and a daughter.
had been a guest of the Fund for after an illness of two years. Surmany years.
ALAN PARSONS
vived by her husband; who Is science
Alan Parsons, dramatic critic of
He made his stage debut with editor of the N. Y. 'Times.'
Hallen and Hart in 'Later On' and
the London 'Dally Mall,' died there

We

JACK POWELL AND FAMILY

:

.

JOE TERMINI

DAVID POWELL

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES

RIGHTMIRE

William H. Rlghtmlre, 76, actor,
Is credited with having started
Clara Bow toward the screen, died

LOVING MEMORY OF A TRUE FRiEND

FRANK LYNCH,

H.

Rel.

(German)

May

(Ger).

1.

Rev.

.

May

E

10.

Romantic drama.

Dorothea Wiecke.

90

mins.

Rel.

1.

Unknown Heroes.

(Capital) (Polish). Polish police activity; Mary Bogda,
Brodzlcz. Time, 89 mlna. Kel. Aug. 26.
Victoria und Ihr Husar (A-R) (Ger). Viennese operetta,
90 mine. Rel. Feb. 1.
Voice of the Desert, The, (Capital) (Polish), Algerian story In authentic
locales.
Adam Brodzlcz, Mary Bogda. Time, 89 mlns, Rel. Aug. 25.
Weekend In Paradise. (Capital) (Ger). Farce. Otto 'Wallburg, Julius Falkensteln, Elsie Elster, Trude Berliner. Dir. Kobt. Land.
Time, 81 mlns.

Adam

Rel. Nov. 1.
Yorck (German) (Protex). Historical drama. Werner Krauss, Rudolf Forster.
Dir. Gustav Uclcky, 90 mins. Rel. Nov. 1. Uev. Nov, 27.
(German) (FAF). Circus drama. Llane Haid. Dir. Heinz
ZIrkus Leben.
I'aul.

70 mlns.

Kel. Dec. 16.

Rev. Jan.

3.

was In the original casts of '1492'
SAMUEL NATHANS
Zwei Herzen und EIn Schlag (German) (Protex). Operetta. Lilian Harvey.
Jan. 16, of influenza.
Dir. Wllhelm Thiele. 90 mlns.
Kel. Sept. 1. Rev. Sept. 13.
and 'The Belle of New York.' He
Samuel Nathans, 47, died suddenly
was a sound and useful comedian Tuesday (10) of a heart attack. NaMother, 80, of James Sheehan, one Zwel Kravaten. (Capital) (Ger). Operatic musical. Michael Bohnen. Olga
Tschechowa, Ralph A. Roberts. Dir. P'elix licach. Rel. Jan. 19.
whose services were always in de- thans was the H. and M., trunk of three lessees and treasurer of the
mand, though ho generally played agent In New York and well known Blackstone theatre, Chicago, died
Key to address— Amkino, 723 Seventh Ave.
second parts to the lead comic. He to the profession.
Jan. 9 in that city.
was best known in vaudeville
through his sketch, 'The Plumber.'
GEORGE H.
Mrs. Elizabeth Fulton, sister of
He was a half brother of George
George H. Kohlmann, 68, died In Ward Moorehouse, was found dead
-S. Knight,
once a favorite German Cincinnati, Jan. 10, after an Illness In her room in the Grand Union
comedian.
of several weeks. Had played with hotel, New York, last Thursday (12),

KOHLMANN

I

|

Amerlcan-Koumanl.an Films. 15C0 Broadway.
Associated Cinema, 154 W. 5Gth St.
Harold Autcn, ISCO Broadway.

Capital Film Kxchange, 630 Ninth Ave.
Foreign American Kl\ma, 111 W. 67th
New Kra, 630 Ninth Ave.

ITotfX Trafllng, 42 K. .iSth St.
Symon Gould. 251 W. 89th St.

.St.

M

.

VARIETY.
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ROCKEFELLERS IN SHOW BIZ
Fibn PerfomKHTS for Radio Wiule

No

Theatres Open, hdie Mgrs.
Minneapolis,

Jan.

Demand

Meeting here, the independent exhibitors went on record condemning
4>roadcasta by picture performers
^hllo' the theatres are open.
The matter was brought to the
jneetlng's attention by Bennie Ber«er, former president and circuit
Said he had found many
-owner.

-

connections called upon the
senior
vice-president
of
a
.

prominent banlE. Asked how
he was feeling, the banker replied he wasr In great shape.
How come? asked the Broadwayite, the downtowner reply-

patrons were remaining away from
«how shops during the Eddie
:Cantor hotir on Sunday nights, fornierly the week's biggest business

'I

had a great sleep attendshow last night.'

ing a

Film Folks Victims

Of TiihOff

in Bandit

how and when

FOR FILM-RADIO NAMES
Film and ra4io stars are being
signed up at Ic royalty for the use

pop priced
The puzzles are
with an advertising

of their likenesses on

Jigsaw puzzles.
further tied in

message which

is the chief source
of revenue to the promoters.
Clark Gable's puzzle sold 1,000,000

and yielded him (10,000 on the
penny royalty basis. The promoters
got the biggest revenue from the
coinciding ad for a packing house.

A BUNCH OF DEBS
Arch

8elwyn Plotting Them
Debuts in New Play

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Recent stickups and robberies of
half-a-dozen picture players have
the local police figuring that someone is tipping ofC the hoodlums Just

for

At leaat six society debs will be
used by Arch Selwyn in his production
of
Torsaklng All Others.'
They'll be shifted around the more
important socialites getting a chance
to act during the first couple weeks'
run of the play, and others following in, but only in New Yorlo
Selwyn's Idea is that there are
enough debs anxious for the chance
to appear in a play, even for a few
minutes, for him. to actually look

to pull their Jobs.

In the cases of Zeppo Marx,

Mae

West, Helen Costello, George Raft,
Betty Compson and William Von
Brincken, the victims were ripe for
banditry when taken. Bach waa
loaded with cash or Jewelry at the
time of the stickup.
Affairs have all been too methodMiss Compson had just reical.
turned home from a party; Miss
West had a display of jewelry which
she seldom wore; Raft's home was
without any occupants on the night
it was burglarized and Von Brlncken's wife had taken her Jewelry out
of a vault the day she was held up.
Coppers believe that someone connected with the picture business or
some former picture personality
who has had a tough break Is working with the mobsters, getting a
split on what is taken from the victims.

A.K/S Have Civic Pride;
Younger Critics Low Brow
Chicago, Jan.

23.

Civic pride divided the critics
here last week when for the first
time in recent annal3 the corps
failed to attend the same opening
on the same night. Where conflctlons have occurred the reviewers
have usually been unanimous in
Into their histories for Importance. their choice of what to see first.
'Forsaking All Others' Is the Tal'Robin Hood,' first of a contemlulah Bankhead play.
plated series of operettas at the
Civic Opera House, drew Ashton
Stevens (American) and Charles
Collins (Tribune), who listened to
Berlin
the voice of civic pride. This put
Kempinskl, Berlin restaurant and the A.K. vote solid on
the side of
wine man, arrived quietly In New art. Meanwhile Lloyd Lewis, Oali
Tork Thursday (20), to open a Borden, Carol Frink and Claudia
New York branch.
Cassldy went to 'Face the Music'
Spot will be located on BroadNext night Stevens and Collins
way and will be primarily a restau- went to 'Face the Music,' while
rant for the time being, although Lloyd Lewis went to bed, the News
actually an opening wedge for Ger
having solved the problem the first
man wine wlien the grape is legal night by sending its mu.sic critic
Ized.
-I Eugene Stlnson, to o.o. 'Robin Hood.'
•

Wine Man Here

ments very

seriouslyt

it

is

said-

for 30

days.'

•

At the same

time, the

Watch &

Ward

Society, famous or notorious
as morality crusaders, announces It
has five other theatres here under
suspicion, numerous night dubs, and
is out to Join the feds in the drive

Names Offered

Big

Right now the Rockefellers' picture
interests alone are twice that of any
other powerful interests.
Emphasis la too often placed upon

By Crasaders with

up the stag. Joints.
Developments came this past week
Old Howard Issue, in one-

to close

Propaganda Script

what

the Rockefellers' personally
think or do, without giving attention to the more important fact
as to what the Rockefeller representatives may do.
Among such
representatives are Included not
only the biggest financial Instutlons,
but additionally, the biggest educational and philanthropic setups.
What the Rockefellers will do
with the film biz. If they take it,
may as largely depend on what the
scientists and educators afltlliated
with the Rockefeller Foundation
may decide to do with it, as much as
the bankers or more.
.The Foundation in all likelihood
will head the vast field of visual
education when and if finally made
altogether practical. The same goes

slogan,

Thereby- hangs the big^gest tale in
all the 91 years of the Howard's
history as a playhouse. This, home
of burlesque has been ordered padlocked for a month by the Boston
Board of Censors, following a hearing on charges of indecency 6t stars
and shows.

Between acts they nibble the
crackers, taste the pop and
delve Into the goodies which
the demonstrators are trying to
put over, even though it means
sometimes as many as 16
shows in an afternoon.

Rockefellers or their reprsaentatives
look upon their show biz invest-

Craze, Cops Believe

'It's

ROYAin

The Rockefellers Intend to stay in
show biz. Wall Street figures
The
in a certainty.

their staying

tlmewom

a new sign—'Closed

Saturday sales now hereabouts,
the boys and girls In the
prof esh are eating regular anyhow.
•

IT

Its

'Something always doing from 1 to
11,' the Old Howard has hung out

23.

With the local food stores
using vaudeville acts and mu^
sical. oreranlzatlons
at their

Number of Angles

ths

-period.

Ic a PUZZLE

Boston, Jan. 2S.
Instead of

Tacoma, Jan.

R

ing:

'Jilfl

costing my houses plenty of
money/ asserted Berger. 'Many of
jny former customers stay at home
and get their entertainment free.'

Theatrical
Interests
Seriously-^If Dealing with
Show Business, Through
e p r e s e n t a t ives—Any

RADIO CITY DOING

Saw

But Howari Boston, Dark 30 Days

WHY NOT NOW?

Sure of Eats

Fellow Intimately connected
with show business and who
has some excellent downtown

'

.

Dirt Reformers

Fake

]

aight.

Mayor Muifed

O.K. Show Biz

21.

Northwest unit oC Allied States,
independent exhibitors' group. Is detiiAndlnff that producers prohibit
iierfbnners under contract to them
Crom appearing on radio broadcasts
i>etween the hours of noon and mid-'

[VENTUmLY. SD

in the

may

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Crusaders, an anti-prohibition organization seeking Immediate repeal of the 18th Amendment, is propositioning the studios to produce
its

propaganda script "Let Freedom

Ring.'

To make

the prospect attractive

Crusaders are offering to toss

in

two-three order.
Mayor Curley
visited the house; Ann Corlo was
the star. Then other city officials
went to the theatre; Frances White,
doing, songs and dances as an extra
added feature, was the star, having
followed Miss Corlo, On the third
day the Censor board held its hearing.
This board consists of the
Mayor, Police Commissioner Hultman and Chief Justice Wilfred
Bolster of the Municipal court.

free the services of Lawrence Tlbbett and to provide appearances of
In the room were Watch & Ward
Gene Tunney, Walter P. Chrysler
and other names for exploitation ofllcials and agent; Al Somerby,
and sales value. All supposed to manager of the Howard, and counsel; many theatre men and newsbelong to the society.
Picture will also grant the free paper reporters galore, and City
use of its song 'Wake Up America.' Censor Stanton White.
for television.
Complaint of the Watch & Ward
Listens well, but producers are
The Rockefellers are the largest wondering as to possible back kick was read first. It said dialog, gesstockholders in the Chase Bank and from the church element. Making tures, songs, language or conversathe
president
of
the
bank is beer stories, but leery of downright tion, were obscene or lascivious.
Muscle dancing was named; proa brother-in-law of John D., Jr. propaganda.
fanity, also.
Stripping by femme
Chase presently is greatly interested
performers,, too.
in Fox Films.
These points have led to reports
The Jaw of the state was then
45c. A
of merger of Fox and RKO. Also
read. This covers everything from
a Warner-Fox move is laid to EdStock Group Lasted a cussword to a wlggl'y hip. Under
ward R. Tinker, chairman of the Hideway with
It most of the' legit splurges would
for 10 Days in Chicago
Fox board and an influence In
find some sort of defense necessary.
Chase. The
possibility with
Also the sophisticated stage comeChicago, Jan. 28.
Fox is held to be feasible sometime
dies and films.
later and is being projected by
A film theatre so old that nobody
Then came the presentation of
(Continued on page 32)
remembers if it ever had a name, evidence.

ACTORS AT

DAY

.

RKO

RKO

Queens Named

and never wired for sound, opened

Quiet, Please

early this
district at

Minneapolis, Jan. 23.
Local radio listeners are organizing a league to protest
against claques on the air.
They claim the applause that
sprinkles many programs, emanating from studio audiences,
are
annoying and detract.
Proposal Is to have the studio
audiences barred or instructed
to desist from applauding and
laughing.
Protesters point out it's more
difficult to follow and enjoy
ether entertainment because of
the noise and that it's also
hard on the listeners' nerves.

month
?fith

in the

and

Bohemian

Homen under

circumstances possibly unparalleled
among freak theatrical enterprises.
Even the shoestring was absent.
Manager Icnew nothing about the
show business. The cobwebby theatre which he opened at 25c top was
unknown to the stagehands' union,
musicians lotal or Equity.
Program consisted of dramatic 8toc!c
with
'borrowed'
scripts.
Actors
wore paid oft dally with the gross
never over |8 a night the 10 days
the house remained open.
Actors got around 45c a performance. After 14 cents for carfiire it
left a net of 31 cents.
On the clo.sing night at the blowolT pro rata

reduc^^^e payment

to

-0

conts

List of burlesque queens named in
evidence, alleging virtually nude
posing or. suggestive dancing and
disrobing,
Ann Corlo,
Ipclyded
Illnda Wassau, Virginia Muzzio,
Snooky Woods, B^tty Duval, Wilma
Horner; BllUe Holmes, and May
Joyce. Investigators said they began invcstlp;atlng the Howard last
Augu.st, and visited the house every
.

.

week

Actors using obscene

since.

dialog or actions as part of the business also. IncludQd Bimbo Davis,
George Levy, Fred Binder and Mike
Saclo.

Wtttch & Ward opposed permitting the tlicaire's representative
In tlio room, and said there was no
IM-occdcnt for such. "If not, then we
;ire cr";iliiir,'
tlirit
precedent right
.

(Conllnuod on page 54)

.

.

.

Pi€Ta R ES

VARIETY

Get That
A

ion

time
tlie

seriously

is

Witli

horizon.

impressed
over 20:

and universities liaving picture courses, some even allowing
the same diploma credits, as for
Greek, students who can pass examinations In films, the industry
feels, whether it likes It or not, that
the average gold key may no. longer
signify to Hollywood Just the lad
who made good on the campus.
The picture, course collegiate
movement, while abutted by the
Hays organization is felt by that
group to be realising the first part
of an Impetus whiich Is predicted
to make fiimis a qualiflied department in every seat of high learning
the Tfr^orld over. Out of this movement, Haysltes believe, wiU come
within the Aext two generations
mfifds- so well versed in the tecbniqud of the bUisihesd that long
present day studlb apprenticeships
will be cut to a ff-actioh; that the
working mind of the business will
be I equired to be essentially bi^er.
City College of New York and the
Xew School t-f Social Work are the
In CC,
latest to ^turn to films.
Irving A. Jacoby; AJB., versed In
pi-actical picturel wiiric throiiBh three
years "of contact with the- Indepenfleht field. iM^ill open the course. It
will Include 16 lefatured bn -i^ictiiNl
appreciation.
At the ehd' 6f that
time students will be ^signed to
review*- a featxlre; as' part of a gen-"
eral e^Caminationi' d^hose "who pass'
It will get a regular coUegcf credit,
the same as though they had mastered one of the higher sciences.
••'

-

Crafismen

While college professors concern
themselves with /^e" inculcating, of
film, knowledge, Hayisltes feel everything will rifn smbtfthly. But' when'
the teachers belieye' to / their own
whd
prbduceiv
capabilities 'as
^ouid revolutionize the business,'
Haysltes would reirtind. that aft^r
all Hollywood has the world's flhost craftsmen, knows, all about the
.

Worker

The German

new

scripting jobs.
He carries a portable typewriter with him to the interview, and if the producer has
an idea, or wants dne for a
picture, writer bats it out on
the spot.

arrived in

"WW
WILL MAHONEY

.{^

Don't miss Mahoney he's great."

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
budget easer. major, studios,

RALPH

G.

1560

have discontinued renting ifeatures
from the. f^xiphanges for. writers 'to
get a Unci oh stories and situations'
used by their competitors.

FARNUM

Broadway

.

.

.

,

j;

offlcia.

and

politics,

.

Only time studios are bringing
product from other lots is for the
regular One^^night weekly showing
At this
6t '<S60ii)etiflve plciiures.directors,
Aupdryisors and
time,
castliig depat^hi'ent sit in to get ia'
lihe oh players. -^Re'st of the ezec^
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
and dbportmeiit' heads are requeisted
Greta Garbo will return to Metro,
to. give the pictureis a once over in having signed
a new contract with
order to famiiarize themselves on that company.
Her first picture
what can or cannot be done.
will .be -K^hrlstina.'. a political story
of J7th century Sweden.
It is yet undetermined whether
the picture will be made here or
Holds
in .Sweden, aa it is not known
Whether Miss Garbp has been able
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
to get a labor permit to return to
Slump of 1,630 was recorded in this country. Regardless ..of this,
placement of extras the past week howeyeri she la privileged to elect
over the one prior, but still good at where the plctiiyre is to be made.
Becausia practically all. sets,
4,669.
•Walter Wanger, new Metro prowere interiors, little work was lost 'ducer. is handling ipreparatlon pt
due to raip.
Several '^-writers, have
the story.
Top call of the week required 800 .worked on the yam during .the pa^st
people at Metro, Jan. 16 to stage a five months with none, however, beraid on a brewery for 'Beer,' di- ^ng able to give a satisfactory
rected by Edward Sedgwick.
treatment.

Up

.

.

>

'

.

Col-Craig Deal
Columbia

is

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
talking over a pos-

sible deal with Richey Craig, Jr., for
the latter to turn Out a series of
single reel comedies similar to the
'Bed Time* stories made by Eddie
-

Buz^ell.

Both Craig and Harry Cohn spent
week end at Palm Springs

last

talking over details. Currently the

author-actor Is on an eight-week
contract at Paramount writing fot
the Marx Brothers .picture.

INDEX

gahlzatiohs or' are 'they conscious
after being originally scheduled: for
of their operation.
the theatre week of Jan. 27.
Club Idea has beeA dormant for
Saturday (21) for
Jolsori
left
several years. However, in the past
Mialrii to be gone two weeks. - His
broadcasts., durttig: that It has been a money maker. Several
two
time will be carried to New York years ago." when;' Rlcliard Dix was
with Paranioupt; ' a ifan club "with
over. a. special wire, Jolson personhis name, organiied by a women;
ally .paying the $1,200 tier 'progrjpim
"
made over $70,000 'ipr tlie. smart gal
line tiliarges.
In three years. In" one yeari a; Tom

Roxy Convalescing

niness of Mother

.

Brings Doug,

Jr.,

East

Hollywood, Jan.

Owing to the

Illness of his

23.

mother

New

York, Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., left here Saturday (21), for the
east to be at her bedside.
Actor will be away three weeks.
In

Cliaplin Starts

Soon

Mix club showed a' profit of $22,000'
tot Its owner."
Studios got" after' the clubs and
through publicity caused moist of
them to fold; Renewal of the club
Idea haa the; ^t^Hdlos. in a huddle to
'

Roxy

(S. L. Rothaiel) .has l«it .tbe

and

convalescing at his combat them and discourage the
home on Central Park west. New Standing oTeir' of, money to the
York. He was in the hospital for grifters by the credulous fans.
around' three weeks following an
hospital

is

'

operation.

Row .will

not expected that

It is

Didn't

renew active operation of .Radio
Immediately, owing Xp his
health; After about a week or. so at
home, as soon as his strength is
'

City

Pby

'A

ViOain

•

•

•

Hollywood, Jan.

Hugh

Sinclair,

23.

vNew York actor

sumcient for the task. Roxy may brought here by Radio for .fOpr
a trip south for a couple of Betters,' Constance Bennett pictur4^
weeks until fully recovered. Roxy finished last week, is returning east.
:Is known to be anxious to return to
Studio has an option on his. servhis work, but the doctors wbn't let ices, and ian wait until after pre.

!take

I

^

him.

'

•

Meantime he keeps in close touch
with Radio City.

Brenon Decides on
Chadwick for Twist'
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Herbert Brenon has finally returned to the I. E. Chadwick production forces to work out. a settlement of his contract after a

view, to exercise

It.i

Sinclair came here to play the
top male part, but .because of Ms
English accent Radio, switched him
to a smaller but more sympathetic
part.
StudlQ bel|eves picture Is
suitable for the English market, so
didn't want to throw the villain
character to the British actor.
Gilbert Roland got the role in.

stead.

Shea's Nibbles

week of shifting between Chadwick
and Universal on the picture,

Joseph C. Shea, former eastern
scenario editor fdr Fox, has turned
direct the Charles .author.
In a week he turned out
Dickens' story for Chadwick. Bar- an original for the screen which he
bara Kent, William Boyd and Doris calls 'The Last Generation.'
Joe reports his Hollywood agent
Lloyd so far set for the cadt.
already has a number of nibbles.
•Oliver Twist.'
Brenon will

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Charlie Chaplin says he has his
next story practically completed
and will start it before March 1,
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
and be ready for September release.
Harry Beaumont and Chuck
Will be a silent but synchronized
Relsner. Metro directors, and Sylvia with music and effects.
LeMaire
All
Thalberg, writer, are due in New
Evans*
York tomorrow (Wed.) to give the
Hollywood. Jan. 23.
of
Col Asks
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
once over to the plays with which
Rufus LeMaire. besides supervisHollywood, Jan. 23.
they will be concerned.
Madge Evans draws the femme
ing 'Giant Swing* for Fox, will aid
Columbia has asked Universal for Julian Johnson in story Selection lead against Ramon Novarro's 'The
Beaumont Is there to get an eyeful of 'When Ladies Meet' which ithe loan of James Whale to direct and preparation, as well as advise Man on the Nile.'
Picture goes into work at Metro
he Is to direct, while Reisner and ia picture during the coming U lot the studio on casting selections.
LeMaire's office was moved Satur- Wed. (25).
Miss Thalberg will sit in on 'The shutdown.
Whale is now megging U's 'Kiss day (21) from a bungalow to the
IjSiXe Christopher 'Bean.' which is
building.
writers'
their next assignment.
Before the Mirror.'
Hutchinson Quits Col
Their stay will be limited to three
Hollywood, Jan. .23.
days.
Barney Hutchinson has resigned
from the Columbia publicity department.
Al Kaufman's Story
It is likely he will go with ParaHollywood, Jan. 23.
mount.
Paramount has purchased an
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Couple of Samples in Coast Picture ColonyFed Agents Know
Coast Immigration authorities refuse to reveal any names, but Insist
that there are two girls firmly established In pictures with long foreign

Exploiting Embassy

SAILINGS
Feb. 4 (Los Angeles to Havana),
Sidney Lanfleld and Shirley Mason
(Santa Paula).
Feb. 4 (Los Angeles to New
York). William E. Barry f Santa

Fox has assigned Symon Gould
pulmotor the Embassy theatre, Paula).
Feb. 1 (New York
Broadway newsreel. house.

to

been on a week-.to-wcek basis at
histories who were born in this
Gould's assignment is to study up
Warners, has been given a termer.
country. One girl, accepted even by
on the house's history past and
for Arthur G. Collins, dialog
the Hollywood British colony as a
present and figure out so;ne way to
director, who was on a picture to
Londoner, is a native of Dubuque,
bring up the receipts. He's a pubpicture basis.
Iowa, and the other, who is to all
licity man.
Contract of Al Green has been reappearances French, got her educanewed.
tion in a Brooklyn public school.
FBEULEB SPEEDS UP
About every three months feds re'Beneath Seas' Gets Started
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
ceive a complaint against one or
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
John R. Freuler, here to speed up
the other ..as being In this country
birth
the
production
on the Freuler program
Having seen
Columbia started production today illegally.
(23) pn 'Beheth the Sea.' with Fay certificates of both a number of of 24 features, is putting a. Tom
"Wray and Ralph Bellamy in the times, the U. 6. officials now adopt Tyler western into work next week.
policy of promisjng to .look into the Purton king wHl produce.
leads.
Freuler returns to. New York in- a
Al Rogell Is directing f),-gf)^^|S.tory matter, and then proceed to forget
month.
about it.
by Jo Swerllrig.

Same

.

.38'-39

will

Contracts, Senewal
Hollywood, Jan. 23.

Ben Markson,

•.

Vaude House Reviews.

Kaufman,

Al
it

the next Mae West production.
Story is as yet untitled.

.42-16

Legitimate

,

Miss Garbo chooses to have
ithe picture made, abroad it is expected that Walter Wanger will go
ithere with a group of Metro feature players and possibly Clarence
Brown or Charles Brabln to direct.
If

iJacoby (exhibits an exceptional inside knowledge of the show buSl-,
ness. He sees why the ariy hbuses
Sound made
are arty no longer.
foreign pictures too multi-lingual
and has caused a. lot of the theatres either to close or else' change
their entire policy, he says.

"

:

'

Edni Work

'

Al Jblson's (12,000 and percentage
week at the Paramount, -New York; Both Jean HartoV. and Greta Garbo
Post-, have two clubs' 'opera!ting in their
is finally set. sis of Feb. 17.
ponement Is at Jolson's requiest for! honar. In none 6f° the cases do the
know anything about the ortime off' to make- a Florida trip, Btax\

'

,

mind,

m

NBC

.

fee sav,^.,.

SOUTH 2

Hollywood. Jan. 23.
Currently t|iere is ja revival of ono
bt thie/jQldestVcl^lser. racket^ knovtr'n
to pictures; th*-'^i£rt clubs. In the
past month a dozen have been organized here to pay homage to
various stars- at so much per homage.
Fans are asked to join the clubs
with membership in all cases set
at $1.50. i''or the niembership, the
fan receives an autographed photograph of their fav star. Thrown in
by a few of the clubs is a monthly
mimeographed Ifetter. anent the social and workllig activities of tHk
star. Others ciaiiri that part of tAe
membership fee is used to.purchas'e
'^^y
'
a gift for the piayir.
Ciubs have been organized to
honor' Fredfic' Afarch, Joan Crav^ford, Tom Mix and Clark, Gable.

'

Scribes are now given time off to
look at the pictures In the theatres.
Most of the 'writers do their looking
in th'e- afternoons V^hich.' might bereverse ..English on. the $26 rental

'

bp5C

The). CCNT professor is among
those with, such >sjpii*tiQn's. In ad-;
ditioh to lecturing be lis eiideavorIng to interest angels' In backing a
type of picture, which he says' shall,
cater directly to the educated adult

FEB. 17.

falls that
into the aisles.

Direction

A^

girl insist-

ATN.Y.PAR

"Will Mahoney sent the audience into hysterics with his goofy
songs, stories, and his dancing
said:

rolled the audl«ice'

''^

York.

self.

wherein he has a series of

Pictures in Theatres

New

The new German

ed on posing for the first batch
of photographs in a male-like
suit, pants and all. which she
had especially made for her-

This -wee^ AlbeCi Brooklyn.
The Oakland "Post Examiner"

Fibn Scribes Mast Go

Hoi Poloi and View

Way

Ti^at Hollywood woirr^' bver
Marlene Dietrich's insistence
on wearing pants got another
aet-ba.ck when Lilian ^Hai^ey

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Free lance writer is trying a
trick on producers to land

colleges

'

Bug as Well

Fast

college era in pictures for the

first

24, 1933

on

CoDege Profs,

upon

Tiiefiuday, Januiairj

'

Tf..

to

Southamp-

Mrs. Dick Henderson, Dick..
Henderson, Jr., Retjlnalrt Borkelei^
<Europa).
ton),

[

,

Jan.
.Tune

25

Carr

(New York
f

to

London)'.,

Manhattan.)

Jan, 26 (Paris to

New York)

Lulgl

Luraschl (Eiiropa).
Jan. 26 (London to New York)
Rio Brothers, Helen Gray (Kuropa),
Jan. 21 (New York to London)
!W. B. Yeats, Rudolf Slohor. John
.

'H.

Harris (Bremen).

Jan. 20 (New York to London)
Titta, Rulto. Slate Bro-"?. (Ports).
'

Jan. 20 (London to Now York),
D. Ritchie (Leviathan).

'

PICFVRES

Tuesday, Januwry 24, 19iJ3

Sound H<» Robbed Screen's ViDauis

OVERIIIE Search into Records

12.1110

Actors Here Not Aimed at Stars;

Of Pleasures of Scene Chewing
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
T.o sound goes the credit for the
removal of the old bewhiskered
^arlins heavy from pictures. With
^pund, the bad guy 9 can tell wh^t
^hey are going "to do to the hero or
heroine as the case in gender demands. Silently It was necessary for
the heavy to chew scenery in order
ip impress the audience he was

Staggering 'Em

Sma]lies,Haiigiiig(hi,Aret^^^

'

tough.

Possibly no harder guy ever
graced a screen than Wally Beery,
yrho in the last few years has gone
soft and- become a portrayer of
characters. Noah, his brother, still
remains and turns In some blood
curdling performances in indie picturea, but when on a major lot, he's
held down.
Warner Oland, who specializes in
Oriental throat slitting, also has
been subdued. "William V. Moiig
goea in for character work. SoJIh,
the Japanese actor, has been missing from the soreen for several
years, but In his hey day he did
some of the neatest heavy work on

A. C. Blumenthal walked into
sumptuous Roxy suite at the
R. C. Music Hall and In' his

nonchalant maiinier, suggested
he might be interested in taking over the RKO Roxy, smaller »f the two houses.
The other part^ said:
'That's flnei we'll

Do you

know what

the weekly over-

c;are

to

is?'

'No,'

said Blumey,

'but

I'd

like to know.'
'$68,000!'

Blumey ran down

the stairs,
In haste to wait for
the elevator.

too

°

much

15,500

AND VICTORIA

FORIIIAEWKTINN.Y.

the screen.
Shifting to
c

Whien Mae West arrives In town
Comedy
today (Tuesday) from the coast she
Mitchel Lewis, who has perhaps win be met al the Grand Central
played a French- Canadian heavy by an old Victoria,' drawn by a
named Pierre more times than Ed- couple bosses and driven to her
'

die

hotel.

ances.

Starting Friday (27 )when she
goes Into the Paramount, New York,
for a week at |6,500, the same carriage will take heir back and forth
from the theatre. Jack Mclnemey
(Publlx) figured out the stunt and

Leonard has warbled 'Wah.
Wah,' is going in for comedy work,
as is Staiildy Fields. Fred Kohler
and Walter Miller, while still doing
dark deeds, are now panz heavies
comparied to their silent perform«i<.

Miss West okayed It by wire.
Miss West goes In the Par, B'klyn,

Inca Reformed

.

'^•Four of the toVighest

^er walked

guys who for
a week at the same

across a screen have

figure.

on—^Lon

Chaney, George
piassed
Seigman, Tom Santchl and Louis
Wolheim. They'd turn over If they
could get a load of their presentday followers.
Ralph Ince has reformed and become a director. Kala Pasha is In a
state Institution. Wallace McDonPaul
ald is Inactive In pictures.
Panzer, one of the early day bad
ilien, is doing bits. Frank Campeau,
Bill 'Stage' Boyd. Lionel Barrymofe,
Gustav von Seiffertifz, Eric von
Stroheim, Matthew Belts, Brooks
Benedict and Montague Love, all
number one heavies, have reformed
to a certain extent and polished up
their papl^or manners. However, any
of ti^ose mentioned would probably
break out in goose pimples if they
lamped a saw mill, a necessary prop
for the heavy's dastardly deeds during the Infancy of this not too fully
'

grown Industry.

NO LEADING MAN,
SAYS STUART ERWIN

Lola Lane's $33,500
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
the terms of a property settlement made before suit for divorce was filed, Lola Lane will get
Settle$33,500 from Lew Ayres.
ment was negotiated through Martin Gang, attorney for the Universal

By

star.

Thehna Todd's Smaslh lip

Bell Returns Feb. 5,

Bow

In March, from Europe

For *42d

Show

Street'

Tour

Hollywood, Jan.

23.

Busby Berkeley

will stage a reguc
lar presentation for the good will
tour of Warners '42nd Street' prin-

cipals

who

are scheduled to

make

troupe. Possibilities are that they'll
do the Pullman car routine from
the picture. Plans now are to have
principals with the exception of
Warner Baxter, borrowed from Fox,
make the trip. Outfit is scheduled
to leave here Feb. 3.

all

(26).

Chas. Farrell and Radio

Aheme Op

Dietrich

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Brian Aherne's first assignment
Charles Farrell to
return has been called off.
for Paramount will be opposite
Negotiations now on for him to go Marlene Dietrich, In 'Song of Songs."
with Radio.
Ahernc arrived here yesterday.

Fox

deal

for

.

'Execs since then,' he con%ave been too busy
trying to strike the same pose
to get down to real work;*
.

tinued,

—From
wood

'Tariety'8'

HoUy-

Bulletin.

STORIES SENT IN FOR

STEN AND LOMBARD
.

any of the foreign
as

none

ago.

r

-

.

'

,

,

Sten's

first.

far noted la the order for

.I^raula'
Jack Moss, Gary Cooper's man- Jeans and her. liuaband tb
veitfiea, to
ager, handled both deals.
England by Jan. 2$. Mtoa Jeans
was brought over, for JB'dx's .'QaVal-

.

'

.

MizncHT

With

WB

cade' land -then

dorav, writer.

FeQ Suggests Leads

Into

&

.Ieglt'

pn Broadwiay, 'Late One Eve*
ning,' which, closed Qoon after opening.
Miss Jecns .asked for an extension of her three-mpnth American, permit on the grotind fieverai
film companlea were neg^ptlatlng for
her! services, but was told that
could not bo coheidered at this time,
Colncldentally with the public announcement of the Federal drlva
against alien actors It was Announced from Hollywood that; Marlene Dietrich was getting re^dy .io
'

'

'

;

-

return to Germany and Maureen
O'SullIvan was returning to Ireland.
Both departures were previously
known to the trade and not how
Vreclpltated

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
the Wm. Morris
agency, who Is returning east for
a visit, has been commissioned by

Murray

went

Contract show

capitals,

and then coming over on six-month

pretty certain

has anything to worry about. Ideamake the 'thing coniprehenslve In such a way as has .never
pirevlpusly been .donof Garason Is
famlUac with show buslnesi^ haT-:
Ing been in It oft and on some years

ls to

On Broadway
While Qarsson is -.doing the work
Lombard.
In Hollywood, the regular DepartMiss Maxwell was retained Satur- iment oflQlclsiIs In New^Totk are In,day by Samuel Qoldwyn to do fih
vestigating Broadwayfs legit and
orlghial to nt the title, 'The Splendid
yaudeyllle people In tUe same, way.
Sin/ which he Intends as Anna
Only official actloni to ,mpve. thua^

American talent.
After 2 Yrs. of Gnessmg
That some foreigners have been
important economic factors for
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Paramount, for example, as'boxofAfter working for two years on
fice lodestone. Is something which
the Lambs' petitioners concede, but week-to-week basis at Warners,
among the data Is the lack of neces- Wilson Mizner has been given a
sity
of importing 250 Cossacks term contract.
Another week-to-week worker
when as many natives could simulate that type of player In mob given a contract is Edward Cho-

legit In

without leave.
Murray W. Garsson, .In HoUywpod
for the Labor Depai-tmient, was given
Instructions to Investigate'- every
foreigner there with that idea In
hilnd. All stars here of foreign origin will have to undergo; his Inqult^y, althotigh

Hollywood,vJan. 23.
Elsa Maxwell's story 'Marked
Down,' based on incidents in the
life of Chanel, h«^. be$n optioned by.
Story orlglnilly was
Paratnouht.
written for a. Llllyan Tashman feature! to be produced .'by. Edward
Smalli Par considering It for Carole

23.

habor Department's action In
starting a comprehensive search
Into the records of all foreign talent In show business Is explained
officially as not aimed at any of the
stars.
Department's. Idea ia that
there are a lot of smalUe actors^
writers, etc., trying to hang onto
the fringes of Anxerlcan show business, who have no business In the
country and who got In either unofficially ot "Who are staying on

by government

action.

Fell, of

Fox and Paramount to make tests
In New York of half a dozen male
and female

l''ads

Tests will be
spective studios.

suggested by him.

made

at their re-

PANTS ALL OKE

FOR DIETRICH

with President Hoover has
been mentioned as detrimental to Kahane to Talk on
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
the passage of the Dlcksteln bill,
Paramount has officially reversed
as it is believed the Metro execuRadio's Coast Program Itself on Marlene Dietrich's pants.
tive, as the film spokesman, favors
Instead of playing down that the
Hollywood, Jan, 23.
the foreign open sesame because of
In order not to confilct with NBC Imported star prefers male garb In
Garbo and kindred foreign stars.
public at all times and putting a
Pressure Is being brought on the programs from Radio City, 'Holly- hard and fast ban on all publicity
U. S. Senators and Vice-President wood-on-the-Alr' will be switched and photographs regarding her. prefCurtis to offset any Hollywood In- from Thursday nights to Fridays. ere%tee
for It, studio has decided to
First under the change will be
fluence for liberality at the port of
(27) with a news reel night, featur- make what capital it can of her
entry to the U. S.
ing Ray Fernstrom, news reel predellctlon. Publicity department
cameraman. Also on the bill will be may flood the country with stills,
Gregory La Cava, Dorothy Mackalll showing her bifurcates.
ENGLISH GIRL
Dietrich made quite a stir at the
and Walter Byron. Expected that
B. B. Kahane, Radio president, will recent premier of 'Sign of the Cross*
by attending in a male tuxedo suit
FILM be on for a brief talk.
On Feb. 3, writers and directors and wearing a man's soft black hat.
Metro has changed Its mind about of Hollywood will be given a crack
letting Diana Wynyard go back to at the air to tell their side of the
England for six months, and will picture.
StiD Meddibg
rush her into work on a picture immediately. Film will be 'Reunion In
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Better,
Star
Fic
Besnmes
Vienna' with the British girl to hanRichard Bennett Is laid up at
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
dle the part done In legit by Lynn
'Our Betters,' halted at Radio be- home with a return of the pneumoFontanne.
Metro's current excitement on cause Constance Bennett, the star, nia he contracted a month ago. His
Miss Wynyard Is due to the good contracted the fhi, resumed Satur- doctors say he needs a lot of rest.
Sylvia Sidney Is suffering from a
day (21).
notices the girl got in 'Cavalcade.'
bad cold, and Louise Closser Hale
Picture was held up 12 days.
may have to Ci-.ncel her next film
engagement, due to an attack ot the
Toorneur on 'Orphans'
Calls Margaret Dumont
fiu.
The Charles Chase comedy at
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Roach was halted after two dayaT
Paris, Jan. 23.
Margaret Dumont, in the Marx production through fiu striking the
Maurice Tourneur has started Bros, stage productions and their star.
work on 'Two Orphans,' which he first picture, engaged by Paramount
Recovering from the flu' are
is directing for Pathe-Natan.
for the next Marx film, 'Cracked Toshia Mori, Columbia's Japanese
It was made as a silent several
Ice.'
femme player: Hugh Herbert, and
times in the U. S.
She Is shortly due from New York. Mr.q. Howard Hav^ks.
liness

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Rex Bell Is due back here from
the European trip he made with his
wife, Clara Bow, Feb. 5.
Actor
Special Car to Coast
starts on a picture for Monogram
Immediately upon his arrival.
Special coast car left New York
Miss Bow will remain in Europe Sunday (22) afternoon With a confor several weeks following her hus- siderable crew of coast-bound folks.
band's departure, returning here in
On the train are Emmanuel
March to start her second picture Cohen, Ernst Lubltsch and comfor Fox.
Sam Rork, supervisor of pany, Lilian Harvey with her enthe Bow pictures, who also made tourage, and Mr. and Mrs. Warner
the trip, is expected in Hollywood Oland.

Thursday

Washington, Jan.

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Real enemy of the motion
picture buslneisa, according to
one exec, was the chap who
made the first statue at Napoleion.

Tho Lambs club has. prepared
considerable -data and forwarded it
to Vice-President Curtis, with copies
to Murray W« Garssort, assistant
Sscratary of Labor, on the foreign
actor situation^
It all urges that
the Dickstsin bill, as is, against foreign artistic talent, be passed In the
upper house.
The 'Buy. American' .attitude of
the legit* is that with signal exesptionsr such as a, Ndal Coward or
.Bee Lillie, Importation of foreign
talent should biivkudioally. curbed.
The Liunbs dielta alleges that at
one time on Broadway all of the
names In lights In the drainatic
shows were English.
The evidence sets forth that some
12,000 pseudo-artlatlo. iteople oeime
Into America, for emplosrment, on
contracts, in the past two years,
but that' with the exception of a
dozen stars, only less ttwn 100 others were In any wise of a calibre
worthy
of
special
ImjK>rtatIon
where
American
talent
native
couldn't have sufficed.
The legits score the picture
bunch for encouraging forelem Im^
ports, claiming that the Hollsrwood
producers like to hold their Chevaliers, Oarbos, Dletrlchs, Brooks, et
al.,
as a club over recalcitrant

pseudo-artists.
Then
it's easy, through the studios' poHollywood, Jan. ^3.
litical connections, allegedly, to seFollowing automobile smashup
cure additional extensions.
The
Sunday, Thelma Todd in Hollywood idea
of going to Agua Callente or
hospital with chest bone broken reVancouver, B. C, and then making
sulting In her withdrawal from
another technical re-entry into the
'Niagara Falls' at Universal.
U. S. is also dealt with.
Shirley Gray replacing her.
Louis B. Mayer's (Metro) friend-

Hlllie, Paramount Panther
a country-wide trip to plug the
contest winner, gets her picture.
assignment as ferame lead In
Twenty girls will travel with the

this picture.

Poor Napoleon

Eneouraging^

ENGLISH HOGGED BULBS

permits

23.

Verna

Bunch 'for
ImpoHs

.

Woman
first

-

Couple has been married about scenes.
two years. Suit, filed Jan. 19 by
The dramatic actors aver that the
Miss Lane, charged mental cruelty. Immigration laws of this country
are gotten around readily by foreigners doing bits In pictures or

Berkeley Stage
Hollywood, Jan

Uesplte all the rewriting on
•Under the Tonto Rim' at Paramount, Stuart Erwln refuses to go
Into It.
His argument is that he
Is not a leading man and will not
undertake the assignment.

Lambs' Club Gathers Data
—Lecits Blame Film

be glad to

have you.
head

Forep

of

EXPECT

FOR HEUNION'

Fh

PICTURES

VARIETY

RKO

jLions Ditappointed

Administration

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
sour flock of writers sat
down to lunch at Paramount
following their witnessing the
photographing of the animal
escape scene In "Mxirder In the
Zoo.' A puma got In the way
of a lion, and had Its life
snuffed out.
Somehow or other, word had
gotten around that Paramount
was going to throw a supervisor to the Uohs.
Nothing
like this happened, so It was a
bad day for the scribes.

A

Bankers, More Economies Starting,

With Orphenm Caught In Between
MONOGRAM

B I AND
Further economies are In order
RKO, with the bankers okayEnoHsh Co. Takes Over Handling of
This
^administration.
present
Its
ing
American indie Product
okay Is stated to have been ts£^
British International has taken
dered at a meetiner last week. T^e
idea is for the present company over all the Monogram product for
British distribution for the next
policy to continue, with the aim to
three years.
make Income shove in above the
Deal was signed In Liondon
Thursday
between Arthur
overhead.
(19),
In the melee the Orpbeum Cir- Dent for BIP and J. D. Ritchie for
cuit branch may be washed' out. Monogram. It'll be released through
That can be taken from the en- Pathe, BIP subsidiary over there.
Monogram in IJondon was owned
dorsement srlven the operating endd
RKO has been letting the; by VJi.C, but Monogram claimed a
policy.
for

Orpheum look after itself and by
the time the RKO board meets
again, the Orph may have swung
through the well touted wringer.
This Is a constructive move, It is
said, to avoid the Orph brai^cbes
and the threatening moves of certain self-aiming Orph stockholders
from affecting the remainder of

RKO

theatres.

Outside of the Orph
the Hol^Iitzell houses
RKO theatres are ihore
sistently living within'

,

branch and

was

default

made on

payment

about three months ago, with shipment's stopped and the new deal
started.

PJ>.C. has since taken over the
Majestic program.

PUBUCTTY DEPT.

south, the
or less conthe b.o. income. The Orph circuit has something like 60 or more houses in Its

group which

liaay

Lfl«vin0

be affected.
Alone

are to be made In tiie home office
of the company, particularly on the
theatro end; The. afield,' so far as
the' theatre Is concerned; will be
unmolested.
That's because it la
felt thiat sufficient economies have
already been made thiBit way exdept
In minor ways which majr be Intermittent angles' only. This Is In order
not to affect the' b.o. grbssei^.
These economies mean that certain expensive heads will be lopped
off. .Mostly these are gentry holding their podltlons through circumstances outislde the' company, and
the 'ineddling influence of ikowers
hfghef than M. ,H. Aylesworth or
Harold B. '^ahklin. In about every
case where this situation exists, t)ie
particular execs have been found
incompetent, but the administration
has been powerless to remedy it.

Chicago, Jan. 2S.
given Liawrence

has

Wariiers

Stien, their local publicity director,
.

the Orpheum. House Is being removed
from the regular operating division
and put under Stlen's sole opera-

the

of

Job

supervising

•

tion.

Theory behind the carte blanche
is

that

by Rex,

^mmj

24, 1933

Pictures on Their Own Not Strong

At Paramount New York or B%n:
Stage Name for Both Every Week
I>raw of picture product will not
DISCREET ON LOANING
be enough for the Paramount, New
Warners' Shut-Doyvn in April Not Tork, on any week with home oflflce
executives leaning more and, more
Generally Releasing Talent
to the conviction stage names' must
go with even the best of film. Ad*
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
mission IS made
a mistake was
When Warners-First National made the past that
week by figuring
studio closes In April, there will be ."Farevfell to Anns', though
hot from
no promiscuous dumping of writing, a two-a-day profit run a^ Criterion,
acting or directorial talent In the didn't need anything of box ofllce
form of loans of contracted people strength on the stage of the big
to other studios.

Broadway house,
against loaning other
Same policy of. the biggest names
who have been seen the present field offers will also
in so many Warner pictures .that apply to Brooklyn, with <^'vlrtually
further
appearances might sap every booking to bie for both houses.
their drawing power. It will loan Boris MorroB, Publlx's present de
only those players wbom .WB Is luxe operator, has always been a
seeking to build up and who have champion of strong stage draws and
not been overplayed on the home stands behind the policy in vogue.
Paris, Jan. 8.
Begfu^Iess of the picture, he is
New b. o. high for any moving lot.
okaying high-salaried names for
picture house In Europe Is claimed
both New Tork houses.
by the new Rex here for the two
Names Booked
weeks ending Jan. 6. Each of the
two Weeks is called a record breakOutside of the Fanchon & Marco
er. First week's figure was |40,908,
"Desert Song* show, which records
and second Week, 188.711.
show has been drawing big everySecond week's gross, with a holdwhere, outstanding stage attract
over picture, was helped considertlons are booked virtually through
ably when bouse stayed open all
February. Willie Ond Eugene How*
hlgbt New Year's, going a 24-hour
ard come into the Paramount Frigrind.
day (27), Mae West along with her
Theatre Is the newest in the Haik
picture Feb. 10; -AI Jolson, Feb. 17,
chain.
It" opened about a month
and George Gershwin Feb. 24, with
ago.
each to follow the next week at the
Paramount, Paris, held the previPar, Brooklyn.ous high with about 182,000 on Tiove
A booking of Babe Didrlkson, allEnormous number of closed theParade.'
atres throughout the country Is around Olympic chomp along with
closing up other businesses, includ- Jack Dempsey, Lou Gehrig and
ing stores, shops, restaurants, etc., other names from the sports field in
facts in some cases disclose. Mer- an Oll-sporis unit, is still in negochants as weU as- manufacturers, tiation.
Currently Paramount has Kate
are beginning to note the effects of
IN
darkened playhouse and expressing Smith.
hope that the present condition will
Ed Wynn's picture for Paramount not last.
In the past many merchants reca few years ago, follow the
Leader,' Is to become advance oppo- ognized the value of theatres In

Claiiiied

,

Studio

is

studio players

'

Paris-$40,9(I3

-

DARK HOUSES
OTHERS

TO RUN

QreuM

Economies are to come in the
studio as well and additional oiits

Europe's B.0, Top

l^esdaj,

a downtown loop theatre

such as the Orpbeum, located on
State street. In the "heart of the
department store shopping district
needs ^ higli pressure exploitation
and tiallyhoo, Therefore, reasons
James .Ooston,. give It to a publicity man and let him use his own

WmS OLD FUM AT
CARDEN

OPPOSITION

ALL WRONG REPORTS

.

sition to Wynn and his lAugh Pa- their Immediate locality. Now merrade' show, scheduled for the Capi- chants that never ~tclt-"-that- way
tol, N. Y., stage week of Feb. 10. about it and were tough on tieup^,
Harry Cbamas has booked the Par are admitting what the theatres

ON KENT'S FAST TRIP

.

Sid Kent's fast air trip was occa«
sioned by a desire last week to con-

picture as a revival for the "Winter mean to them.
Closing of Mastbaum, Philadel- fer with his Fox bankers In New
Garden to open a week ahead,
phia, for Instance is known to have York,
Feb. 3.
before Wintbrop Aldrich,
To make the publicity departIf holding up as a grosser, which darkened two barber shops, a drug president of Chase, was to leave on
ment, even more directly respon- Warners believe it may as a result store, a restaurant and several a vacation.
sible,
the house manager, Sam of Wynn's popularity on the air, openrair parking stations close to It.
Spyros Skouras, with Kent on the
Clark, working with Stlen, Is fUso Tiaugh Parade' niay be retained at With the theatre dark that particuCoast where the pair had gone to
There was a meeting of Orph a press agent.
Garden for an additional week and lar section Is dulL
look Into the F-WG chain and the
preferred stockholders held during
be playing against Wyim concurFox studios. The two returned tothe past at San Francisco. Beck
rently with his Cap personneL
gether, leaving L. A, at 6 in the
attended.
These holders look to
The two houses are across the
morning. This was not Kent's first
PENN'S GOV. AGAINST
have muddled their own situation WB'S COMPLAINT ON
,

Judgment.

.

-

.

•

desires, with the
result that the RKO..heads feel free
to overlook the Orph demands, consdering them as not beneficial to
RKO's situation.
Beck is stated to be bringing back
some kind of a- proposition, but
none of the
chieftains ftp
parently Is aware of what this may

through

selfish

RKO

be and care even

less,

it

Is

0ald

The entire Orpheum situation with
its stockholders has had consider'
able Inside stuff to annoy the
execs, making the Orpheum subject

RKO

distasteful to them.

MAYER DIRECTING ALL

METRO AND HUBBARD

street from each other and the revival for the Garden is the first
booking of Its kind by
for that

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Warners will file a complaint
U's Shutdown Feb. 11
with Producers' Association claiming Metro violated the Producers'
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
agreement, in negotiating with LuUniversal has advanced the date
cien Hubbard, while latter was producer under contract with Wa.T<- for its shut down to Feb. 11. This
will throw some 300 employees out
ners.
of Jobs temporarily, only department heads and a few of their aides
IMaekenzio Returning
remaining on the lot.
Maurice Mackenzie, secretary of
Only production on the lot from
the Hays Organization, will return then until April 1 will be possible
to his desk Feb. 1.
remakes on the pictures still in
He Is now convalescing from an work, but scheduled to be comillness in Miami.
pleted by the closing date.

METRO'S PRODUCTIONS

Mayer,
tlon

and

/^he
the

now

at the Metro produc

NO-CENSORING BILL

his longest.
is finished,

A

Pittsburgh, Jan.

coast and
him on the

23.

for the abolition of the state
board of censors, introduced into the
Assembly by Representative E. J.
Turner, will be opposed by Governor Pinchot, the state executive

It

When

may have been

his business east

Kent

will return to the
Skouras may again join
trip.

bill

Five Shorts in

Peak

Work

for Educational

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Production of two-reelers by EduIndicated when he included an cational will hit the season's iieaJk
item of 1146,000 for the censors in this week with five shorts in pro^
his bi-annual budget message to the duction. All will work on the Met-

I'evealed indirectly. Governor's stand

was

Legislature.
Department of Public Instruction,
also opposed to the abolition of cen-

ropolitan lot.
^ J
Pictures are "Feeling '"-'osy* with
Clyde, Harry Edwards directsors, argues no economies would be ing; Billy Bcvan and Monte Collins
effected by this elimination, claim- in 'Technocrazy', Charles Lament
ing that the board is self-sustaining directing; a 'Torchy* comedy with
and will return a net profit of $80,- Charles Burr megglng; an untitled
to the -state.
-Harry—Longdon—short, jrith .Ai-xid

Andy

UW

Shows Combo Now

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Louis Mayer is rushing into productions all but two of the pictures
that Irving Thalberg prepared prior
to his illness.

airplane trip, but

WB

house.

the

Gllstrom

Draw

Single

Name No More—Good
with

helm, called off 'Awakening'
'Salvage' for the time being. All

Raymond

B&K

Show

In

Washington'.
Second Moran

and

reeler is

and

a

Jack

'Polly

Ticks

Mack two-

scheduled to get started

Fox has taken 'After the Ball,' next Monday (30) with Harry EdGaumont-Brltlsh picture, for dis- wards directing.
Picture
tribution in the United States. Film
stars Esther Ralston and Basil
Reverence for Coolidge
Rathbone.
with Its Palace have the two baIt's the first British-made that
rometer houses of the loop. Almost Fox has ever released on this side.
Warner Bros, has shipped 'Hard
In every case where a better-thanto Handle,' with James Cagney.
average gross is obtained there are
back to the Coast for flxln.g prior
two or three stage candidates for
Katz Going to Coast
to release anywhere.
the credit plus a screen attraction
In view of ex-President CoolSam Katz, accompanied by Max
that has an equal claim for conIdge's recent death, a number of
sideration. It's these different items Gordon and John Zanft, will leave
gags around him have to come out,
in coalescence that accounts for bet- for the coast this week.
the Warners have decided.
Katz states he has nothing defiter biz, showmen seem to agree.
As a result of 'Handle' golns .back
nite in mind and Is largely going
No Fixed Rating
to the Coast,
has called off neOld-time fixed ratings of stars Is out Just to look around. It Is said gotiations with old Roxy for latter's
getting to mean very little, say that he Is ready to launch himself
booking of picture.
execs. Clark Gable, Joan Crawford, as an Independent film producer.
Norma Shearer, Constance Bennett
Newton at Warners
and all the rest are about as good
Hollywood, .Tnn. 23.
as the pictures they're In, which
Hervey Sells Book
Warners has brought Tlifodore
may mean good grosses one month
Hollywooa, Jan. 23.
Newton, Jr., from New V' rl< for
and poor grosses the next with a
Harry Hervey has sold Paramount 'Adopted Father.'
subsequent release that's n.s.g.
John Marston back on tlie lot,
Every time a house has a big his unfinished book, 'High Venture.'
It
goes into production next after an e.istem trip to go into 'Reweek, execs point out, half a dozen
month.
form School.'
people offers reasons why.

Good

producers will continue with
present schedule under MayChicago, Jan. 23.
er's guidance. Nine or ten pictures
Local showmen pooh-pooh any
will gro Into work within the next
Bingle Individual whether on screen
few days.
Ralph Block, who was on the or stage as responsible for or capa'treatment of 'Awakening' is out un ble of causing exceptional business.
Number of exceptions Is infinitesitil Thalberg returns.
Lucien Hubbard, coming from mal. Al Jolson at the Chicago thea\^'axner•s, Is also a producer at tre recently demonstrated that he
Metro this week -with some other was one of very few solitary magnew executives expected to be nets.
Theatre men take the position
added shortly.
that the depression and show busiFitzgerald,
Edith
Schrock and "Wlllard Keefe, writers, ness has evolved to a point where
were dropped during the week In only a combination of the right elements can create a money enterthe elimination of the unasslgned.
Walter "Wanger and John Consl- tainment. Not one out of 10 picdlne, Jr., have been assigned to the tures booked this season for extended runs has Justified such bookproduction of pictures.
Frank Davis and Lou Edelman ing In Chicago and its simply a
are super^-'<!ors on ^Rivets* in place case of having to keep certain houses
-^
Flneman, who Is out open.
of Borrf
with Its Chicago and BKO
after completin^r 'Man of ^e Nile,'
lot

tli^lr

Stage

directing,

Hayes Baby Burlesk,

Fox's G-B Fibn

WB

PICT

Tuegday,. Janafury 24, 1933
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RADIO CALLS EXHIBS CRAZY
—

OU

Roxy Down

Low

of

$yOO

•

This

houses, tumbles this week to an estlmated all-time low ot |9,000.

Wk-Fibn

at

5G

It Is extraordinary, signed as vice-president of the circuit in charge of finances of the
however, tor the old Roxy. This circuit, and will return east to retheatre with Its 6,000 seats playing enter the banking business.Fred L. Metzler, recently apto a "7B-cent top weekdays and 99
cents Sundays and holidays Is sit- pointed treasurer of F-WC, takes
over the duties of Woolams, as well
uated within the glare of the as those recently relinquished by
world's greatest theatre area and J. N. Schmltz, vice-president and
assistant treasurer, who was transwhite light district.
ferred east. Metzler assumes comIt's just as remarkable for the old
plete charge of all financial matters
b.o. isrunusual.

a week
same theatre on
record week, some years ago to
to topple to f9,000 for

was

It

Its

The startling comparison is
enough to make show people almost
talk back to themselves. Supposedly

new

policy Is in effect currently but
that's beside the point.
Roxy (Rothafel) when he built
the house figured his weekend biz
for M6.000 to $60,000. This he estimated would hold up his heavy
overhead and for a long time, it

.

Under the new b.o. intake the
did.
weekend biz at the old Roxy
wouldn't pay for the current rent
on the film 'Air Hostess,' a Columbia picture. House is paying $6,000
for the film for the week.
Currently
the old Roxy stage
budget runs to around $1,200, al-

together a miserly
the picture end.

The

old

-

plenty of

-

Its

sum.

Besides

Up Against It
Roxy is going through
a struggle to keep open.

money

is about exhausted, already having used up around $200,000 in receivership financing. Additionally, it is without standard film

supply.

The old Roxy has been virtually
without a theatre operator for
nearly nine months. That's the duof the receivership which
is still on.
In that time which
started with Attorney Harry Kosch,
as receiver, the grosses have continually declined. Operation has
become demoralized. The old Roxy
seems every kind of example of
how receivership can't help show

ration

biz.

At the old Roxy the receivership
mixed up lawyers and bankers who
knew nothing about any kind of
theatre operation or film stuff. First
the lawyers shoved out the bankers, then receivership shoved them
both out or nearly.

When Harry Arthur departed
more than a year ago the theatre
was
averaging
around
$76,000

—

Co9tly Red Tape Politics
as Added Business Worry
—Slow Decisions by Any

Government Agency
Thought Inevitable

LAWYERS LIKE

IT

By Bob Landry

for the circuit.

Chicago, Jan.
'They must bo crazyl'

Educati Fox

Hays Talks Turkey

Hollywood, Jan.

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Will H. Hays, since his arrival
here last week, has had roundtable
discussions with members of the
Producers' As.sociatlon and with the
publicity heads of studios, giving
the latter another warning on salacious advertising.
In his talk to the producers, Hays
praised the new efflciency system
installed at the studios, and brought
to their attention the fact that several companies were in arrears on
dues to the local organization.

Holder of RKO's

when informed that some

film exactually
Federal
seek
supervision.
On a basis of his own and his
brother broadcaster's experiences
with Washington through the Federal Radio Commission, the average
indie radioite is all for taking the
government out of business.
A deal is in discussion which would 'We are momentarily at the mercy
make Fox the physical distributing of anybody with more political pull
system for Educational, including than we've got, 'they explain, 'alfeature and shorts product. most anybody can apply for the
its
Under the plan. Educational would wave length we've occupied for
close up its exchanges throughout years and we. can be summarily orthe country but continue to mar- dered to present ourselves In Washown product, the Fox ington and show cause why our
ket its
wave length shouldn't be given to
branches to serve on handling,
the petitioner.'
snipping, etc.
'Of course we may be able to keep
It is understood that a deal, if
our wave length and prove our
reached, between Fox and E. W.
claim.
Possibly in most cases we
Hammons, president of Educa- win. But think of the expense. It
tional, will call only for the phymeans taking two lawyers to Washsical distribution of the Educat
ington, paying them $100 a day,
product. Fox in no way taking an traveling
and boarding them deluxe
interest in the Hammons company all the way. It means that if we
or otherwise aligning itself with it. present ourselves on the appointed
An unofficial explanation is that day the hearing may be postponed
it would be cheaper for Hammons
several times while our legal exto ship his product through another pense keeps running on.'
set of branches
such as Fox's,
Lawyers Like It
rather than continuing to operate
Radio men in general unite in adhis own.
From the Fox angle, supposedly, mitting that the Federal Radio
Commission is a great boon to the
the revenue from Educational in
Recently in a disbeing its physical distributor of legal profession.
puted wave' length involving five or
film, would at the same time cut
six Important stations in the middle
down its exchange-operating ex- west there were 86 lawyers drawpenses. .
ing fat fees and luxurious traveling
Neither S. R. Kent or E. W. Ham- expenses,
represent the various
mons could be reached yesterday litigants ontothe different sides. This
(Monday) for a statement.
wasn't such a tragedy as the principals were all in the big business
classification.
It's the little 500-

hibitors

Notes Moves for

Distribution

ItADIO CITY' AS TITLE

Production Output

to

Producers and P. A.*s

23.

That is the typical comment of independent radio station owners

h Huddle on

(Contlnued on page 16)

Equity Receiver
Failure of

payment

RKO

to

of principal

ners are considering the possibility
cutting their output for 33-34

of

releise.
Each of the companies
has turned out 52 or more features

for the past several years.

Nicholas M. Schenck, Felix Feist
J. Robert Rubin, here from
home oflflce, have taken up
the matter with production heads
here and it is understood that they,
with Louis B. Mayer, favor the
lopping oft of at least 10 pictures
from the next program. Matter
will be taken up in its entirely with
the home office sales heads when
the eastern execs return to New
York.
Emanuel Cohen, of Paramount, is
also said to be in favor of pruning
next season's program ad is Jack
Warner, both in New Tork at present, and they are understood to
have taken up the matter with the

and

Metro's

sales departments there.
Idea of slicing the program is to

due on the C% gold notes outstand- er production list.
With returns from the pictures
ing on the company's 'purchase of
slow in getting back to the studios,
Pathe more than a year ago, is fhe
lack of finances, or re.tlcence of the
basis of an equity receivership apmajor producers to appeal for adplication made Monday (23) in the
Federal Court In New York. The ditional production money, is also
suit was filed by Alfred West, who an Item which may cinch the destates he Is a noteholder to the ex- sire to cut the number of features
turned out by the major studios to
tent of $5,000.
The amortization payment al- around 40 per season.
luded to was due from RKO Jan.
2 and amounted to $731,500 and interest.
The original Pathe pur- Barney
Bahban, Pres.
chase was for $5,000,000, of which
$3,500,000 is still outstanding.

RKO

B&K—Aiinnal

has around 20 days in which to
answer the action.
Mention
of
RKO's operating
losses incurred in 1931 and 1932 is
made in West's petition. This has
RKO losing $5,660,700 in 1931 and
the

WAITING FOR THALBERG

TO-ATUND MEETING

use 'Radio City' as the title of
an indie feature talker starring
Morton Downey. It goes into pro"ducllon Feb. 20 for Educational release at Erpi's Eastern Service studio in the Bronx, New York. Story

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
is an original by Robert Andrews,
Account of inability to see Irving Paul Ganpleln and Brirp.
Latter
Thalberg. through doctors' orders, will direct.
Nicholas M. Schenck and New York
RKO last week sought to protect
party will remain here another two Radio City foi- use as a show or
weeks.
They expect during that picture title, but Brice and Rowtime Thalberg can attend confer- land, who filed it with Educational
ence.ei.
several months ago refused to relinquish.

DeMiHe, Contract Up,
Awaits Cohen Return
Hollywood, Jan.

23.

Without a contract for further
work at Paramount, Cecil B. DeMlUe Is awaiting the return here
rri.lny (27) of Emanuel Cohen to

Chicago, Jan.

(!(•!

mine

Par.

I'-r

witli

(iiIk'T

his
-tor

future status with
negotiating deal.s

Is

companies

also.

Aftpr talking with Cohen, DeMlile
will leave for New York to stage
a play ns co-prodiicer with Arch
Sehvyn. ."'cveral plays are being
ronsidrrrd, one of which Robert

Sherwood

is

writing.

23.

nine months

Barney Balaban was elected presof Balaban and Katz at a
meeting today. Sam Dembow and
be very widely distributed, as the Walter Immerman are vice-presiPathe people following the sellout dents. John Balaban is secretary-

$4,964,331
of 1932.

in

first

The Pathe notes are

ident

believed to

RKO discounted the notes. Discounter disposed of the paper, it is
said, and a large amount of the
notes reached the general public.
Under the circumstances It is virtually impossible to know in whose
hands these notes are now.
to

treasurer.

Three

assistant

secretaries

are

Eugene Zukor, Marion Coiei' and
Elmer Upton, with latter also designated as comptroller.

Barney Balaban, formerly secresucceeds Sam Katz in presi-

tary,

dency.

Charles A. McCuIlough,

Chase Advances MiDion to F-WC;
Coast Chain Turns Back Midwesco
While east, Sid Kont, president of over F-WC and did a pretty thorFox, arranged for additional fi- ough Job of slicing the overhead.
nances for the Fox-Weyt Coast cir- Including payrolls down the line.
cuit through the Chase Bank. The One of the weakest spots like the
latter institution is rated to have Pacific Northwest was permitted to
advanced something liko $1,000,000 break away under .a rf.colvership,
the past week to care for tlio immediate exigencies of that coaMt circuit

and

Chicago
Walter Immerman,

general manager of B&K circuit, are
new members of the board of directors, replacing Katz and F. L.
Metzler.
John Balaban recently rumored as
leaving
to operate an independent theatre circuit with Harry
Balaban, but this has been branded
as preposterous.
Board meeting deferred action on
dividends until March 1. It report-

B&K

ed a loss for 1932, blamed largely
upon absorbing 90% of admission
taxes.

leaving the largest aiid better part
of F-WC pretty well fixed.

Producers are after other radio and stands ready to contribute more
Pre.sently as a decentralization
They
people to support Downey.
angle, the Skourases are letling go
when and if required.
have been making the Universal
All of which merely reflects a of Midwesco to its former owners
series of shorts with Broadway colprobable change in attitude at under an operating ownership basis
umnists at the same New York
Chase, as the latter institution was in which F-WC will share wilh the
studio.
reported not so long ago about set former owners on a 50-50 basis, but
to stop handing out for theatres. leave the operation of those 6.'> theatres or so to local manpov^er.
If the additional contribution means
L. J. Selznick Critically
Thi.s will leave the remaind«;r of
that the bankers are satisfied with
Hollywood. Jan. 23.
the Skouras operation of F-WC, It F-WC pretty well knit, except
Lewis J. Selznick, with seven doc- also means more from the Kent end. for the houses now com))ri.sinrf ilie
tors in attendance over weekend, It's an okay all the way around. former
Shanberg circuit around
was in a critical condition this Kent has been with Fox hardly a Kansas City. It id likely thai .^^ornc
morning. His three sons and fami- year.
arrangement to deccntnili/.e thl.s
ly were at his bedside all Sunday
Around April, additional refinanc- group will be made.
night and today.
ing is due for F-WC and it is the
Kent and Spyrcs ri\oiii-aa are exSurgeons hold out some hope for general feeling downtown tliat under pected to return to the "n.st to
his recovery.
Kent's sponsorship this refinancing continue their obsfrvatlon of studio
Illness is due to a general physi- will be readily undertaken.
of
and theatre condUion.s.
l>.'i;e
cal breakdown.
The Skourases have cut plenty all their return is not cert'iin.

M

Meet

Reports Loss for '32

financier,

William Rowland and Monte Brice
will

23.

With the new season approachMetro, Paramount and War-

ing,

concentrate on turning out more
uniform features. Number of houses
meet a part closed and decreased
rentals is also
and interest known to have influenced the short-

OF INDIE RADIO-nLM

weekly for Fox.

May

of Small Indie
Radio Stations Subject to

for the

gross $167,000,

'33-'34

Cut

Berth as Financial V. P. Example

,

as

1

Prompt Metro, Par. Warners to

Woolams Resigns F-WC

Los Angeles, Jan. 23.
L. A. Woolams, who has been
That any presentation theatre of the Chase National banlc represendeluxe size can run to such a low tative with Fox West Coast, has re-

Roxy

:

Rental Drop, Slow Money,

to Unexplamable

Show biz can wonder as the. old
Roxy, once the peer of presentation
i

-

"

•

WB

Shutdown 2 Mos.
Hollywood, Jan.

23.

Warner Brothers writers go oft
payroll March 15 with studio closing April 1.
Writers will return May 15 with
studio reopening June 1.

Jack Warner's Return
Jack

L.

Warner, on a quick

trip

New York, hopes to be able to
leave tomorrow (Wednesday) for
iho Coast.
The
studio head came east
to ili.sr-ii.MK \VH production and theto

wn

atri'H.

PICT

VARIETY

Tuesday, January 24, 1933

ROACH'S COMEDY MUSICAL

Gloomy IVospects

Lubitsch Sees

Abroad for U.

S.

Laural and Hardy Will Hava Two
Director* for 'Fra Diavolo'

Fibns as "Buy British'

And Other Native Moves Against Us
Ernst Lubitsch left New York
Sunday (22) for Hollywood to do at
two more pictures for Para-

mount, under hie contract, following
a three-month European sojouin.
He said America is fast losing
Each succeedine
ground abroad.
season sees the foreign market more
difficult for American product.
The 100%ism, which Is now swaying America, has long been put into
practice with 'Buy British' and parallel movements of native French
and German flim production. It is
for this reason that Americans will
have to invade Paris and Berlin and

make native-tongue productions

If

the American producers Intend to

some measure

retain

of their for-

eign revenue, opines Lubitsch.
Apart from the patriotic aspects
of the British slogan, the natural
desire of the Englishman, whether
In the British Isles or In the farflung colonial possessions of the

Runs on Broadway

1st

Week
Paramount

Every-

—
—

—

—

an' .(Radio) (26).
Music
Hall— 'State

(Fox)

Empire, to hear his own Inflections
the English tongue, and not
Americanese, has been the prime
factor In the constantly growing
popularity of British films In the
farthermost corners of the globe.
Lubitsch recounts incidents where
the French audibly bespeak their
disillusionment even with a Chevalier picture (dubbed, or titled In

French) whenever a pseudo-French
maid makes an entrance and speaks
with an American accent. Nor can
the Germans forget the unreallsm
of a pseudo-Teutonic officer speaking In Elnglish. The director likens

4.1

Jolson

if

in French.

The economic

situation abroad Is
reflected in the studios at Elstree,
Nenbabelberg and Jolnville, states
Lubitsch, because none dares to essay anything new or costly. Pictures and ideas are In conservative
tune with the times. Even around

Copenhagen and in the Norse belt,
the self-knowledge of limited population has educated the masses to
accept English or Oerman films.
That goes for Budapest, Hungary,
too, appreciating that It can't afford its oWn- film production. The
Norse or' Magyar Mctors also have
the .basic advantage of knowing a
couple of other languages besides
their native Danish-Swedish-Norwegian, or Hungarian. As a general
thing those countries are in sym
pathy with the German tongue and
manner, while the Svenska nations
are highly educated to Enslish as
well.

Lubitsch concludes that with the
novelty of sound no longer figuring,
native tempo production Is limiting
the American export market more
and more.

Old Roxy's Overhead

Now Down

to $20,000;

J)eaIs-PeopIe

for

Fair*

(25).

dickering for a
five

weeks

In

current

Week

Feb. 3

Paramount — 'Luxury
(Par).
Capitol— 'Secret
of

Liner*

Strand— 'Hard
(WB).
Mayfaii^'Had

to

Mme.

No Stopper from Rain

Handle'

to Get

Mar-

Rivoli—'Kid from Spain'

(UA

—'Follow

Hollywood, Jan.. 23.
Despite several days' heavy down-

the

wet weather failed to halt
major studio shooting schedules last

ried' (U).

(3d wk).

Winter Garden

pour,

Leader' (Par).

Roxy

— 'Sailor, Be Good'

dio).

RKO

Roxy

(Ra-

— 'State

Fair*

(Fox).

Music Hall— 'Sign of Cross'
(Par).

week.

Only one of the 27 pictures In
exteriors was
'Man from Monterey,' Schlesinger
western at Warners, which lost a
half a day.

work that was on

$2 Pictures
•Sifln of Cross' (Par) (Criterion) (9th wk).
'Rasputin' (Metro) (Astor)
(6th wk).
'Cava(pade' (Fox) (Gaiety)
(4th wk).

Buck Costs Lots

M

U. A.
40^ AND
TERMS FOR ISPADT
United Artists Is oozlner out some
high percentage contracts on 'Kid
From Spain.' UA Is getting as high
as 40% straight from the first dollar from chains and up to 60% from
such Independents are are willing
to pay that to secure the picture.
Under the Lcew and Publlx franchises, picture plays for these circuits In franchise spots on a guarantee and point system.

2 Road Shows

in Phila.

of Passing

$2,000,000 Yearly

It la

Hollywood, Jan. 2S.
estimated that $2,000,000 IW

wasted annually In the nine majoii
studios testing players

whose work

and

screen personalities are fa^
miliar to everyone In the Btudio^

from the head production execu*
minor employes of th<i

tlves to the

casting

office.

It Is practically a rule now that
everyone engaged to play a feature
part In a picture must submit to
a series of screen and voice tests
before the contract Is signed, not^
withstanding that everyone con^
nected with the particular picture
has seen the players countless
times and has probably used them
a dozen times previously.
Test evil has been built up most^

Philadelphia, Jan. 23.
ly
by inexperienced executives.
Philly will have two roadshow None too sure of themselves, they
pictures at once weeK after nekt, hoped to be sold on their choice of
has
time
such
thing
first
a
octhe
players through the medium of a
curred in years.
screen test and also wished to hava
Metro has booked 'Rasputin and tlje responsibility of signing playthe Empress' Into the AJdine start- ers shared by someone else through
ing Friday of this week, and Fox is a test okay.
scheduling 'Cavalcade' at the LoReels of Test Stuff
cust, closed all year, next Thursday
Recently at Metro a young player
(Feb. 2).
was assigned to a picture, but was
required to make a test before
clinching the assignment. This particular player, a Juve, had been
Teachers
Directors without a part for some time. However, the studio had been uslns
him to work opposite other players
Holljrwood, Jan. 23.
receiving tests. Despite reels of
Al Hall and George Somnes, who this
tetft stuff of the Juve, studio
have been operating Paramount execs seemed to think It necessary
dramatic school, have been assigned that he make one himself.
to codirect 'Police Surgeon' for
Actual cash outlay on a test la
studio.
probably less than half the cost
chalked up against It, for in each

Now

t

case cameramen and directors, under contract to the studio, are assigned to make the trsts and their
salaries are charged against the
tryouts. The $2,000,000 figure is for
labor, laboratory and other essen-

Hollywood

Briefly rewritten extracts from 'Variety's' Hollywood Bulletin, printed tials.
each Friday in Hollywood, and placed a« a wrapper upon the regular
Recently Sam Goldwyn spent
weekly 'Variety.'
$80,000 testing chorus girls for 'Kid
The Bulletin does not circulate other than on the Pacifie Slope.
Spain.' Six of the girls were
News from the Dailies in Los Anaeles will be found in that customary from
brought
to Holljrwood for the pic'Maedehen
department.
in
Uniform'
ture. No publicity tie-up in connec(Krimsky) (German) (Cameo)
Lothar Mendes directed retakes to Mascot as comptroller. Plan to tion with the tests.
(2d wk).
on 'Luxury Liner,' ordered by B. P. produce indie with his father, Jacob
'Boy' Sets U Back $25,000
'Moon Over Morocco' (ProSchulberg foUowing the pic's pre- Conn, off temporarily.
tex) (French) Little Carnegie
Universal's 'Laughing Boy' set
view.
(2d wk).
the studio back close to (26,000
testing
actors for the lead. Part was
Rogers' Own Life
Spencer Tracy gets the top spot
revolving
Story
around
Will that of an Indian boy and there
in Fox's 'Modern Hero,' by Louis Rogers' rise in the show biz, 'Ari- was some excuse
for the lengthy
POLITICAL
3romfield. Gladys Lehman adapting. zona to Broadway,' by William CoVitesting period. However, the same
selman, will be the rope twlrler's studio is engaging Richard Arlen
Arch Reeve has lifted the order, next for Fox. There'll be a "Follies' for 'All American' hax the player
instigated by a predecessor, barring atmosphere, with tunes.
on the lot several days for tryout
foreign press representatives from
photography. Paramount, Arlen's
the Fox lot.
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Columbia's new contract player, home lot, probably has several hunOtto Kreuger's Initial effort at
Jessie Ralph, will be featured in dred thousand feet of the player,
Russell Hopton's contract ex- 'Madame La Guimp.'
Metro will be 'Gabriel Over the
including a lot of football stuff,
White House,' which will be Walter tended 30 days by U so he could be
which could have been viewed by
loaned to Warners for 'Elmer the
Wanger's first on his Metro deal.
'Tamplco,' long a Columbia onU's execs.
Carey Wilson Is working on the Great.'
and-offer, was finally put In script
Not all execs or directors do the
form by Jo Swerling. Irving Cumscript of the political story to be
Sidney Lanfield remains as a mlngs will direct, with Jack Holt In test routine. Those who depend on
directed by Jack Conway. Walter
their Judgment as to player's abilmegger
at
Fox
on
picture to pic- top part.
a
Huston and Karen Morley head the ture basis.
ity or personality in fitting a parcast.
James B. Cain Is at Columbia on ticular part are few and far bePicture will go Into production in
Bartlett
Cormack returns to a week-to-week basis. Cain was a tween. Test business is an angle
March.
Radio's writing staff following the New York 'World' editorial writer. on passing the buck.
If the cry
completion of the next Bill Boyd
of miscast is thrown at a producer
pic, which he is supervising.
This
Awaiting Paul Lukas, who was after his picture is completed, he
was his only supe assignment.
can
always
lean back on the tests,
Xayatcade' Easter at
cast in Upiversal's 'Kiss Before the
Mirror,'
Majestic has postponed claiming everyone in the studio
H. N. Swanson preparing an start of 'Sing You Sinners' until lamped them before the players
'Cavalcade'
plays
Radio City original based on the building and Feb. 14.
were sigTied.
Music Hall Easter week on the opening of Radio City, which Radio
may produce. Swanson Is In a
straight 15% terms set up for IB
Jay Whldden, band leader at the
huddle
Paramount for an asFox films. 'State Fair' Fox, will sociate with
Santa Monica Mlramar, is having
story editor post.
Freeman at Par
his nose revamped for a test at
precede this flicker.

Foreign Films
'Captain of Kopenick' (A-R)
(German) (Eurbpa) (2d wk).

STORY FOR
DEBS ON METRO LOT

.

Virtually set
'Child of Manhattan,' the next R.
that in- C. Music Hall feature, is the second
attraction
'Air Columbia picture into the spot.
'Bitter Tea' was the first.

fifth.

advance,

Claudette Colbert.

(WB), Feb

Lilian Harvey.

10.

Together with savings on the
stage through smaller presentation
units eliminating a lot of stock talent,
the overhead this week is
$20,000. It will re
figure.

Units will be staged by Frank
built mostly around

Cambria and

acts booked from the vaudeville or
picture house field. Roxyettes of
32, which lately have been doubling
as the house's ballet, Is cut to a
line of eight with the new change
In an admission way, only change
Is scaling balcony at 35c for all
Saturdays and
Including
times,

Sundays.

Any r' --'-or of people and deals
reported r r rl'1 Roxy, now operated In a receiver.

Waldemar Young has left Paramount writing staff and sails Feb
10 from San Francisco on a trip

N. Y. to L. A.
Margaret Dumont.

Max

Gordon.

Sam
Ruby

Katz.
Keeler.

Ernst Lubitsch.
Marian Nixon.
Mr. and Mrs. Warner Oland.

Harry Santley.
Paul Strnssna.
Jack L. Warner.
John Zanft,

L. A. to N. Y.
Martin Beck.
Cliff Edwards.
Douglas Fairbanks,

Murray

Jr.

Fell.

Justine Johnston.
W. R. Sheehan.
James A. Tlmoney.

Mae West.

•or

Metro.

Thelma Todd goes

around the world. Returns to studio merville-Pitts
in

date probably Feb. 17. Others in
elude one from RKO Radio, 'Sailor,
Be Good,' with Jack Oakie Feb. 3;
'Death Kiss,' from World Wide for
Jan. 27, and 'Parachute Jumper,'

down to around
main near that

1%%

Blanche' (Metro).

from Columbia.
Another from Columbia will be
•As the Devil Commands' with playHostess,' bought

Moscow, Jan. 1.
Government has decided to pay
authors, directors and composers on
a percentage basis for film work
from now on, with a set figure to
stand for everybody.
Set-up calls for authors and composers to get
of the gross
each and the director another >/^%.
On silent pictures the same schedule holds, except that there's no
comnoser's share.

Names as Means

RC

It

Coins Into the open market at
terms said to be lesb than applying
to Fox product the old Roxy has
arranged for four pictures and is
cludes

PERCENTAGE

bow an

audimight accept
be ^ddenly burst out'

to the. reaction of
ence In Kansas City
It

doing
6.

SOVIET PAYING

(25th).

Mayfaii--'Big Drive' (FD) (2d
wk).
Spain'
from
Rivoli— 'Kid
(UA) (2d wk).
'Vampire
Winter
Garden
Bat' (MaJ).
Roxy— 'Death Kiss' (WW).
Rialto—'Isle of Lost Souls'
(U) (3d wk).
RKO Roxy 'No Other Wom-

.

of

opera, with the comedians
the bandit's assistants.

Jan. 27

— "Hello

body' (Par).
'Whistling in the
Capitol
Dark' (Metro).
'Parachute Jumper"
Strand

(WB)

23.

Dennis King and Thelma Todd
come In for the roles equivalent to
Fra Diavolo and Zerllni. In the

Production will start Feb.

(Subject to Change)

least

Hollywood, Jan.

Hal Roach and James Parrott
will co-direct Laurel and Hardy in
their full length musical 'Fra Diavolo.'

Testing

August.

pic,

Into the
'Niagara

SumFalls,'

at Universal, replacing Glenda Farrel, tied up at Warners.

'Liberty' serial, 'Mike,' has been
purchased by Par, with Zoe Aikins
adapting and dialoging.

Charles Rogers puts 'Legal Crime,'
beer story, in production Wednesday (26), with Harry Joe Brown
Margaret Lindsay will be oppo- megglng. Richard Arlen, Charles
site William Powell In Warners' Bickford and Jean Hersholt in fea'Private Detective,' with Michael tured parts.
Curtiz directing. Fox brought acElizabeth Allen, English actress,
tress from England for 'Cavalcade.'
termed by Metro.

Dick Smith and Paul Gerard
Smith have Joined Sennett's writing

Frank Freeman's entrance Into
Paramount occurred Wednesday (18)
and he was assigned an office. It
Is

head of combined

31.

real estate,

main-

tenance,
construction
and other
kindred departments which previously had operated separately,
each with their heads.

Freeman is in Par without a conHe was formerly with S. A.
Lynch as ?en. mgr.

tract.

Metro Drops Old-Timers
staff.
George Hill, director, and Anita
Page, actress, both on Metro lot for
Par Doing 'Sanctuary'
years, dropped.
Dorothy Gordan
Paramount figures It can clean up also failed to have option picked up
the shelved 'Sanctuary' sufficiently
to fit story into present cycle of

said he will shortly replace C.

Hammer, Detroit radiator executive,
who was brought in by John Hertz.
Hammer, non-showman, became

Jolson Fihn at Rivoli

The Al JoLson picture, print of
Clyde Beatty, after working eight
his animals on U's which was brought east last week
•Nagana,' left Sunday (22) for Chi- by Lewis Milestone, wl o'll remain
cago and Detroit for stage engage
in New York awhile, will follow
ments.
'Kid From Spain* at RlvoU, probably around Feb. 15. 'Hallelujah,
story.
Paramount for first time Jockeyed I'm a Bum' is the title.
Retakes on picture were made
Disagreement between Maurice Maurice Chevalier into m.c'lng asConn and Nat Levlne has been signment when he made radio and by .Milestone without the aid of
(Continued on page 27)
Jolson's presence out there.
patched up, with former returning
hot-cha sex flhns. George Raft will
go into the picture and also in
'Pick-Up,' the two films to be made
simultaneously. Fredrlc March replaces Raft in 'Eagle and Hawk,' air

.

weeks with

;
\

'Cavalcade' Credit

After Hit, But
worth

130^000

It's

of Gaiety,

York, tickets sold In advance
*Cavalcade' now unfolds one of the
most Interesting behind the screen

Increase Insurance Rates

Winnie Sheehan's
GERMAN FILM AT GLOBE

New

stories ever identified with any one
picture in the business. Before it
opened on Broadway no one in the

tooked

On At Teat

for

Foreign

Pictures on Broadway

Booking of

VARIETY

organization,

sen

Wer Du

Blst,'

Move for Recdvership of RKO.

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Allowing
be
automobiles
to
parked on the Fox lot has Increased
the Insurance rates at that studio
about $60,000 a year. Claim cars
provide approximately 700 addi-

Depresses Amusements, Covering

Of Shorts Holds Other Near Even

tional fire risks.
In an effort to cut down this
premium Fox will limit permissions
to those cars considered more or
less essential.
Will cut down the
number to around 150.

German

%Iea.

C. Barstyn to the foreign film biz,
as a distributor.
Operators of side street foreign
houses in New York, fighting with
regularly dwindling receipts for the
past year, look on this booking as
a test of German puller strength in
bwn hands.
Feeling is prevalent
Officially 'Cavalcade' was before New York.
and after Its premiere an all -Shee- that the arrival of the German
naborhood houses has ruined the
production.
han
field
for
hideaway
first run houses
Among those heard to be of the
Insplrers of the picture version Is oft Broadway, but that the pictures
none other than Mrs. Edward Tink- may still have a chance if right on
er, wife of the Chase banker, who the main street.
Previous feeling was that no forpresided over the Fox organization
for a few months. Some say it was eign language film could afford to
Mrs. Tinker who recorded the first fight with the nut of a Broadway
opinion, the Coward play she saw house, but 'Maedchen in Uniform'
in London, would make a good pic- goln^ over at the Criterion on a
two-a-day basis has changed that
ture.
Several outside of Fox credit belief.
Richard Rowland with the selection,
saying' it was due to him that

Now, the 'fathers' and 'mothers'
of 'Cavalcade' the 'first' to sell Fox
It couldn't be' anything
except a colossal success are so
numerous that Fox executives have
taken tlie matter of credit Into their

—

Hayes Sales Gab

"

000

3.200

signed

This,

it is

claimed, ac-

Frank Borzage being asmegaphone, and the

the

of Fox Movietone
News photograplilng the play as
given on the stage and then ninnlng in London, from all angles.
Changed Directors
"When Sheehan returned to the Fox
^tudlo, he concentrated on 'Cavalcade,' ripping up script after script.
Move that caused New York office
%p gasp was when he pulled Borzage
substituted
ptC
the picture and
British

OTY FOR

SALES

offices

;

Frank Lloyd as
As the time

Exchanges throughout the coun
some reporting reaction to home
offices, are starting to use Radio
City as a selling point. As a result of its run at the RKO Roxy,
'Animal Kingdom' will get $160,000
more than it otherwise would have
try,

director.
grossed on rental, it is claimed.
neared for the
Both Columbia and Warner Bros,
premiere reports even permeated the hopped at the chance to take Music
Fox home plant that the 'biggest Hall contracts on 'Bitter Tea of
Bven Gen- Yen' and 'King's Vacation,' rebust' was about finished.
many Fox executives immediately spectively, first two pictures to play
after the previews were pleased but the big house.
'Yen' may be the
dubious. They figured that it was nucleus around which the whole Col
a great piece of work, but that it program this year will be sold on
was essentially for class trade over business to be written.
here or the British, with the possiIn Warner quarters It's admitted
bility of dramatic tensity for any •we knew that couldn't hurt Arliss
Its

general appeal.
or Warner s^les possibilities.'
As proof of this the only outside
Meanwhile, R. C. Is paying off in
group to attend the preview was handsome rentals, pictures going in

composed of Englishmen, who were on guarantee and percentage

Muffled

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Metropolitan studio has ordered
Jack Hayes, producer of the Baby
Burlesk two reelers, to discontinue
interviewing at the studio parents
of

young

splits.

be certain reactionary bets.
The same anxiety to get film into
Now some of the same Foxltes R. C. as an aid for exchanges
can't understand why such a pic- around the country existed with the
ture should be squeezed into an old Roxy at first.
800 -seat house.
They're not going
to make the same mistake this time
in predicting. And that's why, they
now say Fox's 'State Fair,' another Rentals on Westerns
by Sheehan, is getting the opportunity 'Cavalcade' didn't have, of
Unsatisfactory,
an indeterminate booking at the
Rockefeller fair grounds.
felt to
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hopefuls, attracted there

Reason is that Hayes
tisements.
operates a school where the kids
are charged from $3 per week up
for screen instructions. School is
located in Culver City.
Hayes' shorts are released by
Educational, with one comedy yet
to go on the current contract for
Producer has been advertising in
the classified columns of the dally
papers for several months, offering
spots in his pictures for the two
and three-year-olds. It is alleged
that after the parents bring the
kids to the studio, Hayes sells them
a course of training at his school.

With a recognized release and operating at a name studio, most of
the sales resistance is removed.
Youngsters attending the school
are used in mob scenes in the
comedies.
Producer has several
youngsters under contract who are
used for the leads.
In stopping the interviews on the
lot. Metropolitan was influenced by
the recent drive made against the
gyp schools by the police department and Better Business Bureau.
Complaints have been registered
with the BBB by parents that
promises were made to them that
the Hayes school would do the casting for major studios, in an endeavor to get children enrolled.

STUDIOS NIX
JIG

Before the week

is

out

RKO may

SAW GAG

ing fairly active.
Loew's, which had been quiet
most of the day above 17 showed
slight effect. In all probability there
was covering also here under cover
of the nervousness brought about by
Paramount
the action in RKO.
merely repeated its previous level
of

1%.

Prices during the day had been
generally Inclined to weakness, but'
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
toward the last hour there was a
Chap is around town trying to definite turn up, such stocks as
interest studios in giving him |400 Eastman recovering as much as a
apiece for the privilege of using full point. Aside from the RKO dephotographs of stars and scenes velopment there was no special
from pictures as the bases for jig news to influence prices which folsaw puzzles. He argues that as mil- lowed the desultory course characlions are now engaged nightly in teristic of the last ten days during
putting the little pieces together it which quotations have been in a
would be great exploitation for pic- narrow range close to 60 in the Ih-

and players.

tures

He

getting 'no' as an answer at
Sxecs can't see why
they should pay fancy prices to
help keep more patrons out of theall

is

studios.

atres.

Back of the studio refusals is a
consciousness on the part of all
studio extfcs and theatre men that
the Jig puzzles are proving a menace currently to theatre box offices.
It take anywhere from an hour to
five hours to solve the puzzles
time that before the parade of similar crazes might have been spent
In picture theatres.

d6x, a level that represents a reaction of about half the gains of the
summer and early fall advance.
Prospect is that the price structure
will remain substantially unchanged
until there Is definite news ^probably from Washington to give the
market impetus one way or the
other. Pathe bonds last 2 to 60, new

—

jig

saw

puzzle

craze

—

low on the movement and other
amusement liens sank to new lows,

notably both Paramounts and RKO
debentures. No sales of Orpheum
preferrred, closing being unchanged,
4% bid 12% offered. Warner convertibles were weak.

Theatre Overhead Again

Emulating the Cross Word

The

NEW KIND OF STAGE
SHOW FOR RKO ROXY

1%.

For some reason that Is not apparent on the surface there were
no repercussions elsewhere among
the amusements with the exception
of Warner Bros., which gave way
fractionally during the flurry to a
new bottom of 1%, dealings here be-

—2

10% 10% -1%
18% 18% -1

through Hayes* newspaper adver-

six.

USING RADIO

were made, Sheehan was away on
sick leaye.
counts for

400
100
20.000
22,600
11.300
000

To Film Hopefuls

—

'Cavalcade' was considered.
At the time preliminary moves
toward production In Hollywood

around 2
an applicahad been filed for a receivership of RKO by a bondholder representing $5,000 holdings, brought a
brief run on that stock which declined a full point to 1%, a drop
Volume was very
of about 36%.
heavy for a brief time, but toward
o'clock yesterday that

Hlgh.Low.Last.chRC.

200 Col. Pic... 10
1.800 Con. Film. 4%
7,000 Col. F. pt. 11%
2,200 East. K... BO

Sheehan.

on the idea

By AL GREASON
Ticker announcement

Net

talker,

'

^

Yesterday's Prices

Nlcht Wls-

'Ich Will

so far as could
into the Olobe on Broadway for
be gleaned around the home office,
wanted to give credit for any part Feb. 1 is looked upon as a test.
except
to "Winnie Film marks the active return of J.
production
of its

Fox

ES

Parked Cars at Stadio

Mob Rush for

with over

CT

IP

Tuesday, January 24, 1933

is

growing as popular nationally as
the cross word puzzle of a few
years ago. Tough part to the theatre men is that the devotees must
stay home to piece the little sections together.
Millions of the puzzles are being
sold, one agency alone reporting a
current weekly sale of 400,000. Most
of the puzzles sell for 25 cents each,
with more elaborate ones running

More and more it becomes evident
that the sore spot In the amusement group is theatre operating
costs, reduction of which, as pointed out in a survey by a leading
Street reporting agency, has failed
to keep pace with economies effect-

ed in other departments.
In was following the broadcasting

announce a new stage policy for the
In financial circles of this data that
practically all the film company
RKO Roxy, presently presentation.
bonds turned soft, and in the case
RKO has booked the Ted Lewis
of Paramount Hens went into price
stage unit' through Fanchon & Marmovements that amounted to a colco, to go in the house for one week up to $10.
lapse. Both the 6 and 6% obligabeginning Thursday (26).
Drug stores are handling most of tions of that company did a tall
House has a lineup of pictures for the cheaper type here. Some of the spin, breaking down through all
the next three weeks.
stores sell way up into the hun- previous resistance points and registering new all-tlme low prices and
dreds each week.
Drops Schlesinger
on heavy transactions.
Sloane on 'Beckoning'
There was nothing In the rest of
the bond list to account for special
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
23.
Hollywood,
Jan.
Jadgments
MGR.,
weakness here. Indeed, the ExPaul Sloane draws the directing
Warners did not pick up their
change bond market disclosed rather
assignment for 'Dead Reckoning,'
TalkinK rictnres Epics, Inc.; Wld'a a better aspect than the share marIN MO. option for Leon Schlesinger to pro- previously titled 'Killer Aboard.'
Film Folk, Inc.: $348.
ket, the prime descriptions moving
duce a series of six Western starIt's an original by Robert PresPatterson HcNntt; Jay Thorpe, Inc.;
up as much as three points in some
ring John Wayne on next year's nell, with scenario by Harvey Thew $13».
Harry
Dorsen; A. C. Blumenthal; cases and the secondary liens holdJan.
23.
Kansas City,
program. Pictures were made for and Manny Seff.
t6,00E.
ing their own or better. Thus the
A charge of first degree murder Schlesinger by Sid Rogell for the
fixed
income paper
amusement
has been placed against Frank J.
current program at a cost of around
moved downward against a general
Celoud, manager of the Fox audihandled
having
advance
in the rest of the list, sure
Not
$30,000 each.
torium, at Marshall, Mo., accused
sign that special adverse considerwestern previously, the WB outfit
of killing Estll Turner, young shoe
ations were at work. A glance at
did not get the rental returns they
factory worker.
the situation suggests that gloomy
felt the pictures warranted.
outlook on theatre properties is the
It
Is
charged the killing was
Final picture, 'The Man from
explanation, particularly In view of
caused by Turner's attention to Mrs.

WB

CHARGED
CEOUD,
WITH MURDER

Two

Monterey,'

Celoud.

Is

now

With elimination
Is likely

that the

In
of the

production.

Westerns

Warner Sunset

it

lot

again be closed.
Schlesinger leaves for New York
next week to negotiate with Warners on the continuance of the distribution of his cartoon shorts.
will

Sheehan Feb. 1

in N.

Y.

Winnie Sheehan is due in New
York from the Coast Feb. 1.
He leaves Hollywood Saturday
(28) for a general
fab.

home

office

con-

Saenger

May Take Over

Loew's, N.

Mix's Rodeo Tour
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
completion of his contract
settlement with Universal, Tom
Mix win embark on a world tour

On

that will

consume from two

to three

year!?.

Tour will be under the direction
of William Morris, Jr., along .the
lines planned by the senior Morris prior to his

death.

Xew

0.,

Operation

Orleans, Jan.

23.

Speyer's

Bankers Added for

and Seligman's Through Sarnoff

—Both on Survey

Invite

Two downtown banking houses,
apparently by invitation of David
Sarnoff, have assigned representatives In the RKO home office, presumably for rent abatement and
mortgage readjustment aid to RKO
on the latter's theatres. Officially,
there is no announcement of the
reason for their being in.
Firms
are Speyer & Co. and J. & W.
Seligman.
One report, other than mortgage
rennancing, would have the banker
boys surveying the Orpheum setup.
Another has them analyzing the en-

Richards returned home yesterday after a long stay in New
Reports preceded
York, for him.
the head of the Saenger chain that
Loew's State here, In opposition to
the Saenger, woul'?. pass to Richards' tire financial structure of RKO.
operation In an attempt to unsnarl
Credence Is lent the Orpheum
the bad local theatre situation.
angle by the fact that Nate BlumRichards denied any such deal.
berg, RKO's divisional manager. In
E.

"V.

RKO

charge of certain parts of the Orpheum operation, was in confab
with these banker reps last week.
Louis Cohen, RKO realty head, also
attended, according to accounts.

DeWItt Milhauser, of the
board,
firm.

is

a partner

In

RKO

the Speyer

The Seligman company's most

noted interest In show biz heus been
the Shubert bust.
Both banking
houses have David Sarnoff connections, according to accounts.
Alec Kempner, formerly associated with William Fox In a realty
capacity, has been taken on at RKO
to help the bankers.
Kempner's
entrance Is stated to be on a special
compensation basis for the time he
will take to render the work necessary, looks to have come in at the
Invitation of Louis Cohen.

the general acceptance of the fact
that defiatlon has progressed about
as far as It has any business to do
In nearly all departments of securities except those having to do with
real estate.
Specifically the Paramount bonds
declined by 3V4 net for the 6*s to

10%, compared

to the previous

low

of 13»/4. and the 5%'s slumped to 9%
for a net loss on the week of 3%.
breaking through the former bottom
of lOVi.
Fact that the breaking of
old bottoms, which the Street regards as significant, was accom-

plished by volume, gives the devel-

opment added weight.
Collapi^e of amusement bonds was
more or less general, although nowhere else quite so sensational,
princip.illy due to lack of heavy
turnover in the other descriptions.
RKO debentures broke 6% net
to a new low, but the amount of
dealings here was not impressive.
This also Is a new bottom for the
part paid obligations, which touched

The

(Continued on page 48)
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Unusual' Weather Sloughs

Tacoma Reacts Well

A. s

Los Anereles, Jan. 23.
That unusual California weather
smashed the tar out of the local box

Bbh 2^G

Trade Evenly Divided
In Newark This Week

Newark, Jan. 28.
beginning of the current
Neither feast nor famine this
It was rain and more rain,
that folks Just would not stray week. All four deluxers have strong
The Newark with Tarepictures.
outdoor, especially downtown.
the well to Arms' will lead the procesBiggest disappointment
opening day of the 'Kate Smith pic, sion of prosperity (1933 style)
'Hello Everybody,' which did not hit grosses with a figure that m^y
an even $300 for the session at the reach $16,000. Despite opening more
United Artists and will not do over weakly than the others, 'Cynara' at
ofllces the

week.

flo

•

wm

on the week. 'Sign of the
Cross,' opening Friday (20) as a
road show In the Blltmore for two
weeks' stay, at $1.65 top, opened
Wfill, with advance sale better than
anticipated. It will show $8,000 on
the week.
•Cavalcade.'with weather elements
to contend with, for second week
had only fair going, and It will be
hard for this one to come In within
the black margin.
•20,000 Years In Sing Sing' appeared to be a natural attraction for
the Downtown, but trade at the
Hollywood house none too strong.
$2,600

(MO) weak
one here, with possibility of around at $3,100.
Last week 'Hard to flan$10,000.
Newark (Adams-Par) (2,248; 16die' (WB) not as big as conjured 99) 'Farewell to Arms' (Par)
and
at $8,800.
vaude. (leaning up and helped by
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 26-66)— raves. May get $16,000, nice. Last
•20,000 Years in Sing Sing' (WB). week 'Billion Dollar Scandal* (Par)
Weather sort of knocked props for $10,000, under expectations.
Indications that
this one, with
Proctor's (RKO) (2,300; 16-75),
around $7,200 will be the answer. 'Animal
Kingdom'
(RKO) and
Last week 'Hard to Handle' (WB) vaude.
Ann Harding has weight
slow down after opening and fin- hereabouts as East Orange Is her
ished with a fair $6,700.
home town. Film, however, misLos Angeles (Wm. Fox) (2,800; understood by both patrons aiid
16-25)— '13th Guest' (Mono). Not so critics? however, should go over
Last week, $14,000.
about $6,300.
forte;
Last week Ijaughter in
•Blame the Woman' (MG). very Hell* (U). $12,500.
Terminal (Skouras) (1,900; 16good at $6,500.
25-40)—
'Second
50),
Hand Wife* (Fox) and
Pantages (Fox) (2,700;
•Sports Parade' (RKO). and stage 'Cry of the World (Fox). Opening
show. Pretty weak sister for this well despite competlsh and may
house, which is on Its final week of near $4,000. Last week helped by
present policy, perked up and will giveaway of oceon trip and made
do around $7,000. Last week 'Afraid almost $5,000, fine, with 'Uptown
to Talk' (U) had see-saw trade and New York' (WW) and 'Robber's
came home with little short of Roost' (Fox).
$4,300, which Is plenty of red.
Paramount (Publix) (3,596; 2665)— 'Tonight Is Ours' (Par), They Lincoln (Neb.) Frees the

Shekels for "Kid Spain'
Lincoln, Neb., Jan.

23.

Weather still favors the b.o.'s and
money will appear this week for
Eddie Cantor's newest Final exams this entire week at the collltch
will put a crimp In biz, on the
whole.

Next to 'Kid From Spain' at the
Stuart, 'Match King' at the Lincoln
should run second.
'Laughter In
getting publicity breaks will
probably do better than Its weakState (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 25-70) ness merits.
—'Hoi Pepper" (Fox) and stage
Estimates for This Week
show. An all-round chill as $9,000
Colonial (LTC) (660; 10-16-20),
pace would indicate. Last weeic
Should
'Second Hand Wife' (Fox) was a 'Hold 'em Jail' (RKO).
click
a nice $900. Last week 'Monlong haul to get a slim $10,000.
key's Paw' (RKO) first half and
United Artists (Fox) (2,100; 26
•Wyoming
Whirlwind'
(B4)
last
half
65)
'Hello Everybody' (Par). Kate
Hell'

—

Smith seemingly means nothing, moderate $050.
Lincoln (LTC) (1,600; 10-26-40),
and picture rates as the UA's big- •Match
King' (WB).
Should over
gest bust; will be lucky to finish the average
to $2,400.
Last week
with more than $2,500. One week 'Half Naked Truth"
(RKO) slumped
only and house takes the camphor, to $1,900.
Last week 'Farewell to Arms' (Par),
Orphoum (LTC) (1,200; 10-20-30),
second and final week, came home 'No More Orchids' (Par). Dubious,
with a satisfactory $7,200.
though Lyle Talbot once played
'

here

stock; about $960.
Last
'Central Park' (WB) dribbled
along to slim $800.
in

week

Cerman Director Over?

.

Paul Martin, director of Lilian
Harvey's Ufa pictures, will come
over about the end of February for
will
m^e: her second
Anadrlcan film. Not thought likely
he'll Ket here In time to handle the
Jlrst. picture, 'Her Majesty's" Car.'

State (Monroe) (600; 10-*-36),
'Laughter in Hell' (U). Might sur'^•Ise to a neat $1,500.
Last week

'Atummy' (U), well exploited and
helped with a midnight showing, did
an exceptional $2,400. The top of
the town.
Stuart (LTC) (1.900; 10-26-3650-.60), 'Kid From Spain' (UA). Will
outpuU anything along the row. The
high b.d, formality should put the
MI«! Httrv^fey left for Hollywood gross at nice $3,100. Last week 'Cy.yesterday (28) with Paul StfaSBUtt, nara' (UA) pulled at matinees but
609?8jit 1|1?,?00.
4ied atvlfUfh^e
vtu^ tfMiiwi hisir clothe*.

Tox and

.

'

m

%

ception to holding to 20c.

Broadway weathering the storm
for the time being, but understood
negotiations under way may lead to
closing. Blue Mouse in split week
this week, but only on account of

booking requirements. Rosy Is using
double bills, competing with Rlaltp
policy.

Estimates for This

of Cross'

Week

26-40)
(PNW)
— Broadway
Dollar Scandal' (Par), and
(1,400;

'Billion

'No Man of Her Own* (Par). Split
week, latter in for five days. Fair
at $2,600. Last week, 'No More Or-

went for nice

gross. $2,100.
Rialto (PNW) (1,300; 15-26-36)—
'Island of Lost Souls* (Par), and
•Men of America' (RKO). first half;
'Laughter in Htell' (U), and 'Face
in the Sky* (Fox), last half. Should*
reach fair $1^800. Last week. 'Devil

Lotsa Stage Competish

Chicago, Jan. 23.
Narrowing down of available and
desirable headliners has created a
situation between
and
Louisville. Jan. 28.
Georges Carpentier is second of that could never have existed up
the series of 'personality* headliners until a couple of years ago. Both
at the Rialto. Esther Ralston closed circuits are
exchanging talent with
a successful week Friday, and
a regularity and frequency that is
Georges came in with four girls.
Looks like town has been saving bewildering. Instances of acts playnickels and dimes for 'Of Thee I ing the, Chicago one week and the
SJng.* Harry Martin, bringer-ln of
Palace a few weeks later, or vice
the show, says tickets for three performance Friday and Saturday go- versa, have multiplied so fast as
ing like snowballs In Hades. Same almost to have ceased to have any
chap expects big stuff on Carroll's significance.
Vanities* In Feb.
For example, this week the

No

Help to LVUle Pix

RKO

ChiHlnda Wausau. a big box oflflce cage has Ben Bernle, who played
Gayety last November. Re- the Palace the week of Dec. 16. At
turned as head attraction of Gay- the Palace the headllner is Paul
ety's current show. Carroll Sisters Ash previbusly the exclusive
and
also retained.
bright twlnkler of the B&K constelLittle Theatre Company gave city lation.
At the same time both
first chance to see 'The Royal Fam- houses are announcing acts
for the
ily' on stage at Playhouse.
future that have just recently
Alamo breaks single standard this played for the other and competing

week by
and 'Face

offering 'Trailing Killer'
in Sky' as double bill. No
in policy expected,

change

definite

but Manager A. B. McCoy losing no
bet to put this week over.
Estimates for This Week
'Kid
Loew's (3,400; 26-35-60)
From Spain' (UA). Eddie Cantor
making whoopee to $14,000 on 'Kid'
Last
despite lukewarm reviews.
week 'Son-Daughter' (MG) dropped
in favor below Hayes' 'Farewell* to

—

$7,500.

Rialto

(WB),

$6,800.

Brown

Uncertainty

Costing

Against

(COl) barely lived

to see $2,200.-

Face

23.

Rain all day Sunday sort of
checked brisk opening, but theatre

men are

Killer*

In Sky* (Fox).

and

double-

header bargain hunters with good
Last week
exploitation,
$2,200.

Madame

'

Butterfly'

(Par)

way

off,

$1,700.

B 'way's

Price Cuts Felt
Across Bridge in Bldyn
Brooklyn, Jan.

23.

Night business seems to have
been hurt by the New. York Broad-

way

palaces cutting prices.

Estimates for This Week
(4,200; 26-36-66-76-86)
'Tonight Is Ours' (Par) and Leo
PicCarillo heading stage show.
ture coolly received but ColbertMarch exploitation should help to
a nice $32,000. Last week 'Farewell to Arrhs' (Par) came through
strong for a swell $40,000.
Fox (4,100; 25-36-56-65-76)— 'Second Hand Wife' (Fox) and stage
show headed by Ted Healy. May

Paramount

and 'Kid from Spain* at 25c. Re- do around $12,000, nothing to get
fusal necessitated a last-minute excited about. Last week 'Maedchen
switch In bills and postponement of in Uniform' (Krlmsky) excellent at
slash in prices for two weeks. House $17,500, thus proving a smart book-

sour taste with ing.
Albee (3.500; 25-35-55-75)— 'Anifans. On several occasions patrons
and vaude.
burst out with the 'Bronx cheer' mal Kingdom' (RKO)
a swell $30,000. Last
when trailer was screened explain- Heading for
week 'No More Orchids' (Col) way
ing postponement of prices.
down
to
$15,000.
Three stands here are sporting
Metropolitan (3,000; 26-36-55-65twin bills, and each one Is getting
'Employees Entrance'
the dough. (Saturday (21) saw Sir 75-85)
Harry Lauder In two performances (WB) and vaude. Going to under
Last week 'Strange
n.s.g.
$20,000.
at the Carlton. Scot played to near
Interlude" (MG) swell at $30,000.
capacity at both performances.
Strand (2,000; 25-35-55)— 'Frisco
Estimates for This Week
Hitting a strong
Jenny' (WB).
RKO Albee (2,300; 15-55) 'Guilty pace to a good $14,000. May be held
or Not Guilty* (Mono) and 'Rio Rita' for second week. Last week 'Lawon stage. There's no doubt of the yer Man' (WB) mild, under $10,000.
reason for the activity at the box
Stage show clickofllce this week.
ing swell, and getting plenty of new Tears in Sing Sing' (WB) and
trade. Feature picture so-so. Sure 'Bachelor Mother.*
Lure of double
of soaring past $10,000. good. Last features will put this one over to
week 'No Other Woman' (U) $7,900. the tune of $8,600, oke. Last week
'Daring
15-55)
Fay's
(1,600;
'Second Hand Wife'
(Fox) and
Daughters' (Tower) and vaude. "Va- 'Death Kiss' (WW) also okay at
riety bill the thing that is doing the $8,000.
di-awlng.
House Is battling with
Paramount (2,200; 16-40) 'T6night
Albee for hgnors this week, and al- Is Ours' (Par) and 'Wild Horse
though gross of $7,500 is swell, this Mesa' (Par). New policy of double
stand win not be able to come any- features at cut prices having fawhere near the opposlsh. Last week vorable reaction at the box ofl^ce.
'Trailing the Killer' (WW) played While takings are not startling, the
second fiddle to the stage show, but house seems through wallowing In
was oke at $6,000.
the 'red,* as It has been for months.
Loew's State (3,700; 10-25) 'Son- Sure of hurdlint $7,000. Last week
Daughter* (MG). With a 50% slash •Island of Lost Souls* (Par) and the
second run film, •Follow the Leader*
will
be
this
spot
effect,
In prices In
(Par) okay at $6,800.
all alone this week In the poor
RKO Victory (1,600; 10-26) •Men
money class. Lucky If gross will hit
$6,000 the way things are moving of America' (RKO) and 'Pride of the
just now. Response to new prices Legion' (Mascot). House has added
big disappointment to house, and nickel to top price, which was cut
there's plenty of speculating as to from 30 to 20c coup.le of weeks ago
what fans want. Last week 'Ki4 to meet cuts at other houses. Busifronf Spain' (UA) was just the sort ness very brisk and final tally should
Last week
of a picture that clicked; $17,400 show close to $3,000.
'Penguin Pool Murder* (RKO) and
gross at 60c had no one kicking.
'20,000 'Deception' (Col) $2,300, fair.
15-66)
Majestio (3,2()0:
left

—

35-65-75)

and stage

show. Ben Bernle gave Palace a
good week month ago and looks like
Chicago will benefit with a big
$40,000 this week. 'Yowzer' kid has
a following in this town. Last week
•Son Daughter* (MG) grossed $39..

700, fine.

Erlanger (UBO) (1,318; 66-$1.60)

—'Sign of the Cross* (Par) (2nd
week). First week around $10,000,
not electrifying. Picture liked and
getting good word-of-mouth, but
looks like two weeks enough and
expensive, campaign will benefit the
subsequent releases chlefiy.
McVickers (B&K) (2,284; 36-66)^
'Hot Pepper* (Fox). New low scale
must be borne in mind on grosses.
Lowe-McLaglan-'Velez combo ought
to help get $12,000. Last and final
$5,400,

35-66-7^)
—'Strange Interlude*(3.200;
(MG). Opened

Wednesday and
(900; 16-26-

(WW)

Drew

confident of sufllclent re-

covery later in week to put things
With one exception all stands
apparently are In great ehape.
Loew's State In tlie doldrums with
•Son-Daughter.' despite Inauguration
of 25c top prices. House has made
poor showing so far, and the'
chances are it will be at the tall end
of things this week. New policy of
cut prices was preceded by plenty
ballyhoo, but opening was one of
the worst in the history of the
house. Last week house soared to
$17,400 with "Kid from Spain* at 50c
top, but this week*s gross will be
less than $6,000 unless there Is a
revolutionary change before the
final tally is made.
Only explanation house can give
for poor showing Is Juggling of programs when United Artists refused
to permit stand to screen 'Cynara'

over.

Week

Estimates for This

(B&K) (3,940;
—Chicago
'Tonight Is Ours* (Par)

25-35-40)— 'Animal week of 'Silver Dollar* (WB)

(2.000;

Woman*

ProY^ Good Will 40)—'Trailing
Providence, Jan.

chain.

Kingdom* (RKO). Swell notices help mild.
Last week 'Man
to okay $3,700.
Oriental (B&K)

to Cut

Alamo (Fourth Ave.)

State,

B&K

hit at

(Fourth Ave.) (2,700; 2630-65)—'Match King' (FN) and
Georges Carpentier in person. Oke
for $8,300. Last week Esther Ralston and 'Billion Dollar Scandal*
Is Driving* (Par), 'Penguin Pool (Par) got $7,700.
Mystery* (RKO), first half; 'Second
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1.786; 26Hand Wife* (Fox), and 'Mummy' 35-60)—
'Hot Pepper* (Fox). Good
(U), last half, went for $2,000.
$6,600. Last week 'I Am a Fugitive*

To Cut or Not

in Chicago

ex-

Temple giving double bills, second runs, at a dime until 7 p. m.,
and then its a nickel more.

claims this has

did not go crazy over this one on
start, and house may toucli $11,000.
Last week 'Billion-Dollar Scandal'
(Par) did not get anywhere at all
and finished with less than $9,000,
which is a bloody nose for the balance sheets.
RKO (2,950; 25-55)— •Mummy'
Fair pace and possibly will
(U).
come in with around $7,600. Last
week, 'Bitter Tea' (Col) had a terrible struggle; customers Just kept
away from, the Chinese pellet, as
$4,650 shows.

The south Tacoma

chids' (Col), and 'Farewell to Arms'
Loew's Is likely to come In second (Par), split, latter for five days, up'
some, reaching $3,000, okay.
with $15,000 or better.
Roxy (Jensen-Ton Herberg) (1.The Shubert is reopening with
'Melody' and while George White 300; 16-2B)—'Crooked Circle* (Sunart), and 'ITnwrltten Law* (Mascot),
always draws here the $3 top won't first half, then 'The Intruder* (Mashurt the pictures so much. Schles- cot),^ and
Counsellor'
'Cowboy
inger announces a real cut in his (Mas) with Hoot Gibson, last half,
scales but nothing so far shows It. making lots of hoopla. Looks around
$3,000, good. Last week. 'Iron MasEstimates for This Week
ter* (Mas), and .'File 113' (Mas),
Branford (WB) (2,966; 16-66). okay for $3,600, low price and ex'20,000 Years hi Sing Sing* (WB),
ploitation helping get *em.
Should, run over a fine $11,000 and
Blue Mouse (Hamrlck) (650; 26)
net as much as the vaude houses —'Match King* (FN), for three days,
then Tarachute Jumper* (FN), to
with much higher grosses.
Last finish week. Not so hot at $1,600.
week 'Mummy' (U) okay at $9,600. Last week* •Frisco Jenny* (FN),

Capitol (WB) (1.200; 16-26-36•Hot Popper' did not wear out the
carpet of the St*te foyer, while 'To- 60). 'Flesh' (MG) and 'It I Had a
night Is Ours.' at the Paramount, Million' (Par). Will still hug $6,000
Last week 'Silver Dollar'
'The close.
had a likewise experience,
(FN) and 'Devil 'Is Driving* (Par)
Mummy,' with good campaign at, excellent
at $6,700.
the RKO, only had a fair statt.
Little (Cinema) (299; 26-40-60),
Eotimatos ior This Wjeek
•Bezlmlenni
Bohaterowie'
(Cap.).
Biltmo'r* (1,656; 66-$1.65)— 'Sign Polish films seem to succeed here
Off okay at and this may touch $1,300.
Last
of the Cross' (Par).
'Daughter of His People'
$1.66 top for premiere with studio week
getting rid of most of the tickets. (Quality) good enough with nearly
$1,200.
around
first
week
Indications for
Loew's State (2.780; 16-76), 'Cy$8,000.
Chinese (Fox) (2.028; 56-$1.65)— nara' (UA) and vaude. Duncan Sis•Cavalcacle' (Fox), and stage show ters on stage mean little but film
couldn't
be better to appeal here
Seems as though the
(2d week).
$1.65 sort of holds them back with and after an ordinary opening will
matinee trade, however, picking up. build to $16,000. Last week 'Kongo'
First weak none too big with take (MG) no panic at nearly $13,000.
Mosque (WB) (3,281; 15-26-30of $21,600. of which close to $7,600
36-40), 'Call Her Savage' (Fox) and
came in on premiere night.
'Lawyer Man* (WB). Good bill but
Downtown (WB) (1.800; 26-70)— not
likely to mean over $3,000. Last
•20,000 Years In Sing Sing' (WB),
week 'Too Busy to Work' (Fox) and
and vaude. They are going for this 'Mask of Fu Manchu'

Paul Ash Dps Psilace to Nifty $25,000;

Tacoma, Jan. 23.
All nabors except one In south
Tacoma down to 10 and 16c., meet'
Ing the Temple (Hamrlck) prices
downtown.

Kate Smith s Picture a

to

B. O. Cute and Twin BUls

B. O.'s: Hot Pepper Not So. IOI/2G:

Tuesday, January 24, 1933

firdt week should be
good.
'Farewell to Arms^
(Par) took $6,600 on five days as It^

$20,000.

adieu.

Palace (RKO) (2.633; 40-66-83)-^
'No Other Woman* (RKO) and
vaude. Paul Ash and Johnny Perkins, former Oriental favs, here this
week, and house will take $26,000,
very good. Last week 'Bitter Tea'
(Col) did poorly at $17,000.
State Lake (RKO) (2,766; 36-55)
•Laughter In Hell* (U). This one
will last its full seven-day week for

around $5,500. Last two attractions
have been yanked after six days.
•Man Against Woman* (Col) last
week got $4,300 on shortened week.

House in red at present pace.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 6676)— 'Kid From Spain' (UA) (2nd
week). Cantor 'Picture doing biz.
This week around $16,000. Last week
opened with $26,200, big.

POOR

INDPLS. DIPPING;

PIX CHIEFLY

AT FAULT

Indianapolis, Jan. 23.

Bad
Biz

spots downtown this week.
has been dropping somewliat

for last two weeks. Indiana did not
fare so well last week with Blackstone on the stage. This week Gene
and Glenn, radio artists, will help
to hold up the gross. Lyric has cut
its price to 40c top and is counter-

ing with Jim and Walt, radio team,
along with the Raynor Lehr stage
show.
Indiana price down to 50c, including tax.

Estimates for This

Week

Apollo (Fourth ave.) (1.100; 25'Hot Pepper' (Fox). Looks In
good week, maybe around $3,400;
good for this spot. Last week 'Animal Kingdom' (RKO) got around
that figure.
Circle
(Skouras-Publix)
(2,600;
25-40) •Billion Dollar Scandal' (Par).
Should get easy $4,000; poor. Last
week 'Frisco Jenny' (FN) fell to
40)
for

$3,000.

Indiana
25-35-50).

(Skouras-Publix) (3,300;
'Tonight Is Ours' (Par)

and Gene and Glenn on the stage.
Around $8,000, if that much. Last
week 'Lawyer Man' (WB) and
Blackstone around $10,000.
Loew's Palace
25-40),
(2,600;
'Whistling in the Dark'
(MG).
Should get around $4,000, but will

have to climb for more.

Last week

'Cynara' (UA) around $6,000, fairly
good.
Lyric (Fourth Ave) (2,600; 25-40),
•Face in the Sky' (Fox) and vaude.
Raynor Lehr stage unit. This stage
show is prefaced with three

RKO

Last week combination Lehr
and vaude with •They 'Call It Sin'
(FN) got around $8,500, and the
show this week seems on the way

acts.

to that figure or better.

This spot

and the Apollo, both Fourth Ave.
houses, are giving free automobiles

weekly.

1

PICT

Tuesday, January 24, 1933

Philly's Legits

With

Down to $1.50-$2,

2 Roadshow Pix Look Tuif ; Fox,
New Haven

Philadelphia, Jan. 23.

Two roadshow

pictures are due
tiere within a fortnigtit with plenty
of lively competition expected. With

shows down to |2 and
and the regular picture houses

all "the legit

11.60,

euttlne: scales heavily, the wiseacres

can't see very rosy chances for two
pictures at once. 'Cavalcade'
Tlasputln,' respectively, will relight the Locust, dark all season,
and latter reopens the Aldine, which
''Has tried Its luck twice, with 'Strange
Ipterlude' and 'Sign of the Cross.'
Nothing very exciting in prospect
|1'.60

and

;

.

,

week.

this

'20,(/oo

Tears

Sing

in

Sing' off'^b a fair start at the Stanley, but looks rather tame as compared to Its predecessor, 'Kid from
^pain.* Karlolt's 'The Mummy* at
the Stanton ought to boost the
house's usual $8,000-$9,000 to about
,

112,000.

'Frisco Jenny' only mild at the
Boyd and won'^t hit over $13,000,
While the Fox looks fairly strong
with Teddy Joyce, big favorite here,

on the stage and 'Hot Pepper,' with
plenty of hot advertising, on the
screen. The Barle has the Boswell
Sisters In person and 'The Devil Is

Driving" as film feature. An ordinary $16,000 is expected.
Keith's, which started at a fast
clip as a pop-priced vaudflim house

Goes 100%

GROSSES

E

Price Cutting

Booming

Rampage
All in Port.

Stanley (3,700; 40-55) '20,000 Years
In Sing Sing* (WB).
Fairly for
iabout $15,000. Last week 'Kid from

(UA) held up very well In

Spain'

second week. Didn't touch the 20
erand mark figured, but did get a'
Btrohg $18,600.
^SWnton (1,700; 30-40-65) 'The
JKummy' (U). Opened with a midnight show Sunday. Should get a
Yieat $12,000.
Last week 'Goona
Goona' (1st Div) $9,500, pretty good.
"
Boyd (2,400; 40-55) 'Frisco Jenny'
(WB) Not auspicious^ no more than
$18,000 expected.
Last week 'Cynara* (UA) disappointed very much;
$13,60a In seven days. Notices hurt.
Earlo (2,000; 40-65)
'Devil
Is
Driving' (Par) and vaude. Nothing
Sensational Ihdlcated, likely $16,000.
tost week 'Fast Life' (MG) and

vaude headed by Alex Gray and
Befnlce Claire, under expectations
with $17,000.
Fox (3,000; 86-40-75) 'Hot Pepper'
(Fox) and stage show. Looks promising for $20,000. Last week 'Second
Hand Wife' (Fox) $17,600, not much.
Keith's (2,000; 16-25-35) 'Unwrit
ten Law' (Maj) and vaude. Another
$7,000 indicated, not so forte. Last

week

'Speed

Demon*

Taiide, $7,600.
Karlton (1,000;

and

(Col)

30-40-50)

'Kid

from Spain' (UA). Looks hit and
ought to turn in a $6,000 week.
Moved here from Stanley. Last
week 'Secrets of the French Police'
(RICO), although a first run and
given plenty of advertising, weak at
$3,500.

Arcadia (GOO; 25-30-50) 'Evenings
Should get average

for Sale* (Par).

$2,500.
'If I Had a Million*
hit $3,000 In seven davs.

(Par)

B'ham Almost 100% 25c
Town; Interlude,' T^/zG
Birmingham, Jan. 23.
getting to be a regular
Iwo-bit town. Seems like a quarter
for a ticket is the limit, and the
Empire, effective this week, brings
the scale down to 25c any time.
Ritz goes double features again

Town

is

this week.

Estimates for This
Ritz

(RKO)

Mummy*

(1,600;

Week

25-40)

'The

(U) and 'Unwritten Law"
Double features, coupled
with drawing power of Karloff, will
provide better than usual $3,700.
Last week 'Goona Goona* (First
(MaJ).

Div), with 'Slightly Married' (First
Dlv), slipped to $3,000.

Alabama (Wilby-Kincey) (2,800;
25-40)
'Strange Interlude'
(MG).
Best in three months and should
Heep coming, $7,500. Last week 'Call
Her Savape* (Fox) $5,000.
Stf'and (Wilby) (800; 25) 'Flesh'
,
(MG). Beery should help, but not
apt to do as well as last two weeks,
$1,700.
Last week "If I H.id a Million*

(Par) pretty good. $2,000.

Empire (BTAC)

(1,100; 25) 'The
Chatterton fans good
Last week 'Match King*
(FN), fair $1,800.
Galax (Wllby) (600; 15-20) 'Robbers Roosf (Fox). George O'Brien
westerner, $800. Last week, 'Midnight "VV-.Trnlng* (Mono) and 'He

Crash' (FN).

for $2,000.

Learned Ahout Women' (Par),
$1,200,

good.

split,

Radio

Portland, Ore., Jan. 2S.
Fox-ParRer h&s given orders to
cork red red Ink bottle. All houses
must be on a paying basis, with
slashing the nut and other exercises

Pic

150G with Arliss

and 'Hot Pepper' No Help to

B way; Par 42G Anemic; Cap, 3§G

in order.

Taking the lead from Liberty's
success with two-bit top admish,
cut admish to 40c top.
This leading house in the burg has
New Haven, Jan. 23.
been suffering, while the small spots
Final week of units at Par leaves got results.
Fox-Broadwiay has
stage units and Is
town without a stage show in. film dropped
Some
houses. Only flesh here is burly at straight pictures at 40c.
build up already seen, 'Tonight Is
ShUbert. Par opens straight sound Ours' getting better biz at the new
policy Frl. (27) with 'Sign of Cross' low admish.
'Frisco Jenny* proved
at pop prices, and follows with disappointing at the Broadway's old
55c t£lx.
double features at 35-6(fc scale.
United Artists is holding admish
Palace carrying on consistent 24- at 55c, with straight pictures. Cursheet campaign as only exploitation rently 'Silver Dollar' is getting nice
in town, with gratifying results.
biz.
'Strange Interlude' clicked In
Proposed deal of shifting units great style at that
foi' two
from Par to College is out, due to weeks. Small house house
seems to stand
failure of agreement with musicians.
the higher diicat price.
Estimates for This Week
"Bitter Tea' failed to hold biz at
Paramount (Publlx) (2,348; 40-60) the Orpheum at average, that house
'Island of Lost Souls' (Par) and sulferlng from other b. o. price cutunit.
Final week of stage ting. Orpheum's 65c top cut to 40,
shows; look for nice $12,000. Last and doing fairly this week with
week 'Billion Dollar Scandal' (Par) •Half Naked Truth.'
and 'Desert Song,' tab, took a bad
Liberty at 26c Is setting a new
licking, $7,800, very disappointing.
biz-getting pace. Last week 'Island
Palace (Arthur) (3,040; 35-60) of Lost Souls* was a winner, al•Son-Daughter' (MGr) and 'Second though currently the Liberty is off
Hand Wife' (Fox). Plugging Helen with 'Devil Is Driving.'
Hayes should bring a nice $8,000.
Estimates for This Week
Last week 'Animal Kingdom' (RKO)
Broadway (Fox-Parker) (2,000;
and 'Had to Get Married' (U) built
26-40)
'Tonight la Ours*
(Par).
to a fine $8,600.
stage units, getting
Roger Sherman (WB) (2,200; 35- Dropped
extra biz with lowered admish;
5 0> 'C ynara' (UA) and 'Death Kiss'
should
fairly
go
for
$7,000.
Last
(WW). Pointing to an oke $7,000.
Last week 'Frisco Jenny' (WB) and week 'Son-Daughter' (MG) fair at
'Parachute Jumper' not bad at around $8,000.

City's

Straight Pix; Par, 12G's Broadway

F&M

F&M

F&M

Orpheum

$6,600.

(RKO)

(2,000;

26-40)

25-40) 'Half Naked Truth' (RKO) and
and 'Air vaude and stage band. Getting by
around the holidays, had tapered Hostess' (Col). Should reach a fair fairly and $7,000 big at the new
'^way ofC and Into the red on the last $2,000.
Last week 'Half Naked scale. Last week 'Bittbr Tea' (Col)
two weeks.
Truth' (RKO) and 'Men of America' below average at $4,000.
United Artists (Fox-Parker) (1,(RKO). Okay for this house at
Estimates for This Week
25-55) 'Silver
000;
I

VARIETY

'

College

'No Other

(Arthur)

Woman'

(1,666;

(Col)

$2,600.

Holding

WEATHER AIDS BOSTON;
DON REDMAN STIMULUS

to

650.

Dollar* (FN).
Promises about

Last week 'Strange
(MG) strong $4,000 for
second week; first week big $6,000.
$6,000,

okay.

Interlude'

Oriental (Hamrick) (2,600; 25-36)
•Lawyer Man' (WB). Looks like nice
biz for this house, arpund $4,000.
Last week 'Thirteen Women' (RKO)
clicked for $3,700.
Liberty (Fox-Parker) (2,000; 1626) 'Devil Is Driving' (Par).
Off
this week, with all the others also
cutting; $3,000. Last week 'Island
of Lost Souls' (Par) did nicely, getting okay $4,300, big at the cut scale.

Boston, Jan. 23.
April weather gives a joyous
change in business, almost all the
picture and combination houses
benefiting. There had been fear of
a price war, slashing to be started
as stimulus to downgrade figures.
Sudden upturn with sight of blue ^Whoopee'
Helps
skies again brings sigh of relief.
Only cutting done was when four
Dull Mpls^ Despite
outlying Publlx houses reduced
from 40 to 25c. No signs at the
Weather, to $12,000
moment of downtown getting dose
of this drastic remedy.
Minneapolis, Jan. 23.
Unexpectedly
announced
that
Bad weather break helping to
'Rasputin' roadshows Into the Tre- dent the grosses.
mont next Saturday. 'Cavalcade'
'Whoopee,' at the Orpheum, promtwo weeks ago booked into the Ma- ises to make it a somewhat better
jestic, opening Thursday night at week than its Immediate predeces$1.66 top, has rlalto of general be- sors. The elaborate Fanchon-Marco
lief that It's poor policy for two show augurs well for a respectable
roadshow films as rivals. Houses gross.
are pltuated close together and It Is
A sexy title, "Tonight Is Ours,'
felt that the simultaneous runs will
and the combination of March and
injure prospects of both.
Colbert, not bringing much coin into
Met and Keith's feel throbbing the State, at $9,000 possibility.
pulse of better business this new
Neither 'Son-Daughter' nor 'Sherweek.
Met's Harlem revue on lock Holmes,' at the Century and
stage, with Don Redman and band Lyric, is exciting much enthusiasm
featured, is a nice draw.
ColEstimates for This Week
ored troupes always go well in
State (Publlx) (2,200; 55)— 'ToBoston, and this one has the earmarks of a great box-ofHce figure. night Is Ours' (Par). Will be lucky
Screen only fair with 'Tonight la to get $9,000, fair. Last week. 'SilOurs,' so the Harlem funsters may ver Dollar' (WB), $7,600, disappointing.
be credited with Met's prosperity.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,890; 65) 'No
Keith's, due to vaudeville and ex(Col), and
ploitation of 'The Mummy,' likewise More Orchids'
enjoys big biz. All picture houses 'Wlioopee.' Stage show counts for
everything in this instance and is
just better than recent average.
considerable of a magnet. Critics
Estimates for This Week
and audiences enthusiastic. Looks
Keith's (RKO) (4,000; 30-40-55), like $13,000, pretty good under cirLast week 'Goona
'Mummy' (U) and vaude. Looks up cumstances.
Goona'
(FD), and 'False Faces'
for big $26,000.
Last week, 'No
Other Woman' (RKO) and vaude, (WW), $8,500. light.
Century
(Publlx)
lukewarm for $16,000.
(1.600; 40)—
Boston (RKO) 4,000; 25-40-65), •Son-Daughter' (MG). Helen Hayes
•Laughter In Hell' (U) and vaude. has some following but picture lacks
Best vaude revue In weeks, also wide appeal; good enough, but not
farewell week for Stan Meyers, provoking wild enthusiasm.
Perm. c, but only $9,600 likely, poor. haps $3,600, light.
Last week,
La.st week, 'Death Kiss' (WW) and 'Match King' (FN), $2,800, poor.
vaude, very flat at $8,200
Uptown (Publlx) (1,400; 40)—

Tab

—

F&M

Broadway lulls this week, with
business generally down on the
Meanwhile, 6th Ave. takes
street
the spotlight with the two Radio
City houses looking to over $150,000.
The mighty draft of R. C, particularly by the MusIc^Hall, which
should go over $100,000, Is doubtcausing the dellectlon on
lessly

'Cavalcade'

week).

mm

got $12,000.
Criterion
(875:

26-40-S3-$1.10-

at Criterion, picture started

its first

ore belter than at Rlalto, but feU
off to $7,500. First five days of sec-

In reaching for more than $100,000 with 'King's Vacation,' the Music Hall win top Its $80,000 on 'Bitter Tea of Gen. Ten,' which incepted the combination policy at
'State Fair' (Fox) Is
the big 'un.
Music Hall
the
for
scheduled
Thursday (26). Normally, the Arliss picture at that gait might hold
over but a solo week per pic Is the
'Bitter Tea' was
general policy.
virtually set for a second week but
was taken out after eight days, 'Va-

ond week here (7th of run), only
$3,800.

Mayfair (2,200; 35-55-75)— 'The
Big Drive' (1st Dlv). Official war
well campaigned on this
engagement, doing all right, maybe
better than $17,000 and will hold a
second week. Last week, six days
holdover of 'Mummy' (U) disappicture,

pointing at $7,800.

Palace (1,700; 30-40-55-86-$I.10)
—'Devil Is Driving' (Par) (2nd run)
and vnude. Poor b. o. this week,
under $10,000. 'Half Naked Truth'
(Radio) did much better ahead of

cation' coming in Thursday (19).
Roxy, after three weeks
The
of 'Animal Kingdom' got a new picture, 'Hot Pepper' on Friday (20)
and looks to hit $62,000 or $53,000.

RKO

it,

$13,700.

Paramount (3,664; 35-56-76-99)—
'Tonight Is Ours' (Par) and stage
show. Kate Smith on stage not get-

Final week of 'Kngdom,' which held
surprisingly well, was $40,000.
Tops on Broadway looks like only
$42,000, which the Paramount hopes
to get with 'Tonight Is Ours' and
Kate Smith on the stage. It's the
house's poorest gross In Ave weeks.
Capitol Is behind it, under $36,000,
with 'Employees' Entrance,' apparently not having the expected draft.
Cap's stage contingent likewise not
outstanding at the b.o.
In line with their averages. Mayfair and RivoU are doing the best
business along the main drag. 'Kid
from Spain' at Riv will get $35,000
on its first week, with four In prospect, and Mayfair ought to garner
around $17,000, possibly better, with
'The Big Drive,' an independent
booking from First Division, Will
hold a second week.
'Cavalcade'^ continues a sellout at
the Gaiety on its two-a-day New
York engagement, last week getting
$12,000. That includes some standing room.
Same policy on 'Cross' at the Criterion is not working out so well.
Last week. Its first at this house on
a move from the Rlalto, only $7,600,
not so good, and for Ave days on
its second week Is down to $3,800.

ting the attention anticipated; $42,000 very bearish for this stand. Last
week 'Farewell to Arms' (Par) $62,600. Nice but under expectations.
Radio City Music Hall (5,945; 3555-75)
'King's Vacation'
(WB).
Slipping toward the end of 'Bitter
Tea' run, it was replaced after
eight days by 'Vacation,' which Is
pacing for a mighty $100,0((0. There
have been lobby jams here as early
as 12:30.
'Bitter Tea' (Col) got

—

$80,000.

Rialto

26-40-66-76)—'Is-

(2,000;

land of Lost Souls' (Par) (2nd
week). Holding up okay at $16,000
on second week. First seven days
big $26,100. House closes down Feb.
1 with total of three weeks for "Lost
Souls.'

40-66-75-86)—"Kid
Will finish Its
(Tuesday) at
around $35,000, very good. A four
weeks' run In prospect, with Al Jolson's 'Hallelujah, I'm a Bum' next
on books for house.
RKO Roxy (3,626; 36-65-76)— 'Hot
Rivoli

From
first

(2,200;

Spain' (UA).

week tonight

Pepper' (Fox). Lowe-McLaglen fol-

low-up to 'Cook-Eyed World' ts
hopping for a nice $62,000 or $53,000. Final (third) week of 'Animal
Kingdom' (RKO) $40,000, okay.

Out

shortly.
Rlalto perked up on return to pop
scale with 'Island of Lost Souls,'
and win get around $15,000 on the
second week after a smart start.
House gives up Feb. 1, closing down
Reports
for an Indefinite period.

Roxy (6,200; 36-66-83-99-$1.26)^
and stage show.
display along
with 'Hostess' effective this week In
effort to get nut down to $20,000,
but plenty of red with a brutal new
low. of under $10,000. Last week a
new low, on 'Second Hand Wife*
'Air Hostess' (Col)

Trimmed presentation

are that Publlx may reopen it if
getting rent reduction or will entertain deals to take it off chain's
hands. Rent and taxes run to $3,500,

(Fox), $16,000,

Strand (2,900; 35-65^66-76). 'Parachute Jumper" (WB) opens tomor-

said.

row night (Wednesday), after a
second week of $15,000 for '20,000
Years in Sing Sing' (WB).

Strand's '20,000 Years' lasts only a
day over two weeks. House gets
'Parachute Jumper' tomorrow night
'Hard to Handle'
(Wednesday).

Winter Garden (1,418; 36-55-76),
'Vampire Bat' (Maj). Very poor

was

to have been next in here, with
selling 'Jumper' to Roxy, but
'Handle,' a Cagney, had to be sent
back to the Coast for minor reIt included some Coolidge
vision.
gags.
Warners closed up the Warner
Sunday night (22) after a futile try
as a second run at a quarter. Including revivals as product. Continues at the Winter Garden, but last
week and currently it's the blues
there.
House struck a low of

WB

$6,000

in

sight

for

Indle

picture.

Last week new bottom of $3,300 established by 'Hypnotized' (WW).

Ed Wynn

revival, 'Follow Leader*
(Par) dated here for Feb. 3^

BUFF BULLISH
'Interlude' Headed for Big $12,000—
'Bitter Tea,' $8,000

last week with 'Hypnotized'
doesn't expect to get over
•Vampire
this week from
$6,000
Bat,' another indie booking.

$3,300

and

Buffalo, Jan. 23.

Some Improvement noted this
week in tough Buffalo. 'Interlude'
Palace also away down currently at Great Lakes,' 'Silver Dollar' at
with 'Devil Is Driving,' second run, Hipp and double bill at Century on
and vaude. Indications pointing to the increase.
under $10,000.
'Bitter Tea' at Indie Lafayette
The old Roxy Is In the toughest also doing well.
shape of all. Unlikely 'Air Hostess'
Estimates for This Week
will bring house up to $10,000.
A
Buffalo (Shea) (3,400; 30-40-65),
new low was established last week 'Lawyer
Man* (WB) and stage
with 'Second Hand Wife' at $15,000. show.
Falling to draw anywhere
House Is due for a new policy. near average,
poor.
Last
Frank Cambria, the managing di- week 'Animal $13,000,
Kingdom' (RKO)
rector, resigned, and staff has been
$17,300, still not good for deluxer.
given notice.
Great
Lakes
(Shea)
(3,400; 26Friday (20), the house went
DoOrpheum (Loew) (3,000; 25-50), •Rain' (MG). Looks like about $2,- to On
a smaller presentalon unit, at 40), Strange Interlude' (M-G).
•Whistling in the Dark' (M-G). 000, poor. Last week, 'Conquerors'
ing very well and may hit big
the same time cutting
the
Promise of $12,500, much above re- (RKO), and 'Call Her Savage* lloxyettes line from 32 down
$12,000.
Last week 'Ifflsind of Lost
to eight.
cent average. Last week. 'Kid from (Fox), split, $3,000, pretty good.
Souls' (Par) did okay, an average
Overhead now is in the neighborLyric (Publlx) (1,300; 36)— 'SherSpain' (UA), just fair at $11,000.
$7,300.
hood of $20,000 on week.
lock Holmes* (Fox).
State
Century (.Slic-a) (3,100; 25), 'Eve(Loew)
30-50),
Might reach
(3,000;
Estimates for This Week
Last week, 'Me and
'"Wniislling
in
nings For Salo' (Par) and 'Most
the Dark' (M-G). $3.S00, oko.
Ijooklng for $10,500, pretty good, My Gal' (Fox), $2,800, mild.
Astor (1,012; $I.10-$1.65-$2.20)— DrinKcrou.s C!;imc' (KKO). In for a
l^st week, 'Kid from .Spain' (UA),
Grand (Publlx) (1.100; 25)— 'Bil- 'Ra.Hputln' (iMG) (5lh week). Three belter week with possibilities $7,500.
mild nt $9,000.
lion Dollar Scandal' (Par), and 'Call Harryinorcs not drawing up to exweek 'Handle With Care'
La.'-t
M t (Publlx) (4,330; 35-50-G5), Her Savage' (Fox). Lattor second pectations hero, with hou.se'.s high (Fox) iind •^U'n of America* (RKO)
'Tonight Is Ours' (Par) and Harlem loop run, split, $2,800 indicated, scale up to $2.20 and .severe com- h;i(l to 1)0 satlHfit'd with smallish
revue plus Redman and band. pretty good. Last week, 'Prosperity' petition from 'Cavalcade' at Galoty $ l.!(00.
I^oks big for $31,000. I^ast week (^rf^), second loop run, $2,200, H,i?ht. in s.ame block accounting for 50%
Hipp (yiiea) (2,400; 25), 'Sliver
•Frisco Jenny' and stage show, 'FolAster (Publlx) (900; 25)— 'Virtue' liu.sincss.
Dollar'
(Wli).
T.,ooks to
garner
low Thru.' okay $24,500.
Capitol (.';.400; 35-75-!)9-$l .65 )— $7,000, fair.
(Col), fir.st run, and •Bill of DiLast week 'BillionParamount (Publlx) (1.800; 20- vorcement' (RKO), and 'Madison 'BmployocH Kntrance' (WB) and Dollar ycandal' (l'ar> got only
30-55), 'Second Hand Wife' (Fox)
Sciuare Garden' (Par), second loop stage shows.
Outside booking re-- $4,400.
and 'Itobber's Roost' (Fox). Red runs, split. Should hit $1,000, fair. sultlng in a disappointing gro.ss of
Lafayette (Ind) (3.400; 25). 'Bithues for $|7,000. Last woek, 'Fare- I..ast week, 'Red Dust' (MG). 'Two under $35,000.
'Strange Interludf!" tor Tea,' (t'ol). Orcat pace and good
well to ArWis' (Par) and 'William- Against the World' (WB). and 'Fol(MG) foil down on it.s ffconrt wf'fk fill- $«,0'in. Tji.st week 'Vanity Street*
son Heno.ith Sea* (Prin), lukewarm low the Leader' (Par), second loop to $39,0pi>.'
(Col) and 'J.>eceptioti' (Col) oke also
for $S,200.
Gaiety* ""^Sll;
runs, spilt, $900, fair.
55-$1.10-$1.65)— with $ti,DOO.
I

I

(3rd

$1.65)— •Sign of Cross' (Par) (7th
week). Falling to catch on, even
with switch from Rlalto. Last week,

Broadway.

it Is

(Fox)

Town's biggest two-a-day draw in
a long, long time. At capacity plus
standing room, which is being sold
on most shows. Last week, second,

,

P I € TH RE

VARIETY
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•VANITIES' HIP,

CANTOR'S TURNAWAY

ISON-DAUGHTER,' 15G;

By Cmematic

TEPPER,' $17,500.

Some OK

Cincinnati, Jan. 23.
Cantor's radio popularity has In
creased his box office strength to
the point where 'Kid From Spain'
is catering to a depresh era record

Riches;

Biz in View

Pittsburgh, Jan. 28.
Plenty of competition this week,
for a straight film house here, this with everybody fighting for trade.
despite a rainy getaway Saturday. Exploitation boys had a busy time
Other downtown theatres were
helped by Palace holdouts over of It, extra newspaper space abundant and customers for the first
week-end.

Baltimore, Jan. 23.
Baltimore Is no longer worried
about biz; following a brutal opening to this season, the town's theatres for the past few months have
Estimates for This Week
settled down to steady profits, only
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-65)— 'Hot
one or two of the minor houses Pepper' (Fox) and vaude topped by
dropping down to red lines. Of the Daphne Pollard. Lowe and McLagbig ones only the Stanley has caused len look fair for $13,500. Last week
any financial worries, and that Half-Naked Truth' (RKO) and personal app of Gene and Glenn, athouse is coming along nicely under tracted $28,000, biggest figure for
the recent change of price policy many moons.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 30-55)— 'Kid
and a buildup on special attractions.
From Spain' (UA). Plugged by speIn fact it's the Stanley that rates
cial piiblicity campaign. Including
a bow as the only contestant with contests in news columns, and
A
the Hippodrome for gross honors helped by a spec front flash.
Last week
this week. The Hipp is way out In bullish $22,000 in view.
Strange Interlude' (MG) $14,400,
front in the race for grosses, the
•Vanities' tab pulling 'em in at a
rate that will likely mean close to
a new record, despite the lowered
Izzy Rappaport, who went
scale.

mild.

(RKO) (1,285; 30-55)— 'No
Other Woman' (RKO). Bing Crosby
Lyric

short in larger letters than Irene
Dunne and Charles Bickford. En
route to $7,200, good.
Last week

heavy on the nut on a big chance in 20,000 Years in Sing Sing' (FN)
he will count registered a falro $5,800 in second
up $20,000, in the black with plenty
Keith's (Libson) '1,600; 25-40)—
to spare, this week.
•Parachute Jumper* (WB).
FairStanley's pride Is 'Son-Daughter,' banks, heavied in advertising, headdrawing class trade, especially at ing for f^,500, okay. Last week
'Frisco
Jenny*
is
(FN)
toppled
it
Century
'em
night, when
counts.
getting a more credulous crowd for for $7,800, second best week of sea'Island of Lost Souls,' and the in- son.
Grand (RKO) (1,025; 15-30)— 'Me
teresting note on this weirder is the
and My Gal* (Fox) first half and
fact that the ladifs are coming.
On the horror angle, Keith's, with 'Handle With Care* (Fox) and 'Cry
•Old Dark House,' Is getting 'em. of the World,' double bill, last half.
Charles Laughton building up rap- Spencer Tracy building here and
idly in this town, seems he's billed helping for $3,600, very good. Last
every week. Currently he's the lead week 'Virtue* (Col> and 'Unwritten
both in 'Dark House' and 'Lost Law' (WT\') combined for $3,;00,
his house, looks like

Souls.'

'Rasputin'
omes Into the lee^it
Maryland Jan. 30 for two weeks
probably, at roadshow prices, 50c.
Maryland has replaced the

to $1.60.

Auditorium now as the roadshow
spot.

Estimates for This Week
Auditorium (Penn Mutual)
600: 15

-

26

-

30

-

40)

(1,-

— 'Hypnotized*

(WW). Len McLaughlin
this

—

'

PNW

NOT DENTING SEATTLE

The money maker

currently, and
Last
for $20,000 easily.
at $11,700
for 'No Other Woman' (RKO).
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,400; 2680-40-50)— 'Old Dark House' (U).
House does well with horror Alms,
In fact has been making somewhat
of a name for Itself among the
downtown houses for that type of
film, particularly from the Universal flair f<jr blood chillers. Heading
for $7,000, fine.
Last week 'They
Call It Sin' (WB) held spottily at

headed

week was good enough

15.200.

Maryland (Penn Mutual)
60-75-$l-$1.50)

— 'Rasputin'

Roadshow

open here on Jan.

will

(1,700;

(MG).
30,

the house on a straight rental to
Loew's for the run, figured at regulation fortnight stay. Loew theatres
all running trailers on the event.
First Metro picture ever to play this
house.

New

(Mechanic)

BO)— 'Face

(1,800; 25-30-40-

House

in the Sky' (Fox).

switched its opening day once more,
this time to Mondays.
Indicates
mainly on the afternoon
$4,000,
femme trade. Last week 'Hot Pep
per* (Fox) didn't live up to Lowe
McLaglen earlier grosses, and swept
out with only fair $4,100.
Stanley (Loew-UA) (3.400; 26-3546-55-65) —'Son-Daughter'
(MG).
Class picture of the loop on the
Hayes-Navarro name tie-up. Get
ting the ritzier mob, espcj;ially nites.
May touch $15,000, fine. 'Silver
Dollar' (WB) broke after a great
opening last week and died off grad

time in months have a neat lineto choose from.

up

It looks like "Kid

Seattle, Jan. 23.

W. C. Scott, laundry operator, has
succeeded the First National Bank
as trustee in bankruptcy for the
Pacific Northwest Theatres, which
includes 33 houses in Washington,
Oregon and Montana. Scott has

PNW

selected Frank Newman,
g.m.,
to handle the management of the
division and the various houses,
with no changes likely, although future conferences will determine details.

First snowstorm of the year last
week had little effect on business,
although it did keep some folks in

the suburbs, due to risky automobile travel.
Business holding fairly
good with attractions likewise fair.
'Animal Kingdom' is the outstander.

Estimates for This

Paramount (PNW)

ually to finish under expectations at week

Jenny*

(FN).

Week

(3,106; 25-40),

Okay

B&K

,

taining nothing higher than average
paces.
Hayes-Novarro in 'SonDaughter' at Paramount about biggest draw of town, along with 'Hot
Pepper' at Warfleld.
Two holdovers are 'Kid From
Spain,' Jn its fifth and last week at
United Artists, 'Cynara,' following,

house reverting to Dan Markowltz,
who will operate It as a first run
with indie product at low prices.
Possibility that F-WC-Jsiay convert
show engagement of 'Sign of the its St. Francis into first run replacCross' at Nixon. In .first week De ing Warners.
Mille spectacle had a tough time
Estimates for This Week
scraping together an anemic $6,000,
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 30-40pretty brutal for a 1l.50 film.
It 65)
'No Other Woman' (RKO) and
holds over a second and last week, vaude. Good at $15,000, recently inbut not because business warrants. augurated Saturday midnight shows
Despite a great advance campaign helping. '20,000 Tears in Sing Sing'.
20,000 Tears In Sing Sing* unlikely (WB) meant $14,600 last week.
to be too impressive at Stanley,
Paramount (Fox) (2,700; 30-40where between $10,000 and $11,000 is 66) 'Son-Daughter' (MG). Helen
about all that can be looHed for. Hayes and Ramon Novarro a draw
Swell
notices
for
'Half-Naked and $16,000 is good enough.. 'Frisco
Truth' and growing popularity of Jenny' (WB) drew big $18,000 last
Lee Tracy should boost takings at week, largely due to local Interest
Warner to around $6,500, while in yarn and Chatterton.
Davis, with 'Afraid to Talk' and
United Artists (1,400; 26-36-60)—
Second Hand Wife' should account 'Kid From Spain' (UA) 6th-flnal
for satisfactory $3,900.
week). Closed at $6,000, good take
Variety, town's new vaudfilm site, on this Cantor film.
Won't show

—

—

Fglton (Shea-H yde) (1,760; 16-2640) 'Hypnotized' (WW). Misguided
slapstick looks like the Indian sign,
and there's no marquee draw these
days in Moran and Mack. Will be
lucky to get $3,000, not so forte.
Last week 'False Faces' (WW)

any place
(UA)

ara'

else in the county. 'Cynnext.

Warfield (2,700; 86-56-65)—'Hot
Pepper* (Fox) and stage show.
Lowe, McLaglen and Velez drawing.
Return of Walt Roesner as conductor a b.o. aid also; good $17,600.

OPERATION OKE
Montreal, Jan. 23.
policy
of making
local
rely on their own Initiative without fear of having their
best efforts canned or made unrecognizable,
is
showing
results.
George Rotsky at Palace, recognized

New

managers

as one of the ace showmen of eastern Canada, is getting out his oldtime ballyhoo and piled up 26 grand
for the two weeks of 'Strange Inwhich the 'Fugitive from a
Chain Gang' filcker currently will
gross $14,000 sure, very good.
Jim Adams boosted Loew's to
$16,000 last week and will get close
to the same figure currently on
'Silver Dollar' and vaude.
Capitol
has a good brace and should get
terlude,'

around $11,000.
His Majesty's breaks into

flickers

this week with British film, 'Marry
Me,' featuring Qeo. Robey, prime
favorite among Old Countryites, and
can count on good support with 75c

top and a likely $8,000. Princess has
'Bitter Te^* and "Deception,* and
should do well with $7,600.
The
French theatres. Imperial and Cinema de Paris, have been doing fair
biz.

Neighborhood houses are making
a nice comeback, largely due to continued mild, non-sporty weather.
Estimates for This Week.
His Majesty's (Ind) (1,600; 60-76)
'Marry Me* (British).
Should do
nicely here on Geo. Robey and Renate Muller. Expect $8,000. Last
week French musicals grossed $7,000.

Palace (FP) (2,700; 60) Tm a FuglUve' (WB).
This much-touted
(MG) hit disappointing $16,500.
picture, with Manager
playWarners (Fox) (1700; 35-55)— ing up heavily, is a Rotsky
sure $14,000
Trisco Jenny* (WB). Moved frohi grosser, maybe more.
Last week,
Par after smash week there and repeat of 'Strange Interlude,*
$10,000,
continuing neatly at $6,000, for last making total
week under Fox operation. 'Billion very good. of $26,000 for fortnight,

Last week 'Mask of Fu Manchu'

Dollar

Scandal*

(Par)

got

poor

$4,800 last week.

MIDLAND,

K. C,

NEW

25c

TOP GOOD FOR $16,000

Capitol (FP) (2,700; 60) 'Maid of
the Mountain' (Empire) and 'Old
Dark House' (U). Looks like highly
attractive bill, and estimate is for
$11,000.
Last
week 'Rockabye'
(RKO) and 'Trailing the Killer*
(WW) took $10,600.

Loew's (FP) (3,200; 66) 'Silver
Dollar' (WB) and vaude.
Gross
should be $14,000. Last week 'Mask
Kansas City, Jan. 23.
Midland drawing in a of Pu Manchu' (MG) and vaude
steady line with the new 25c price $16,000.
Princess (CT) (1,900; 35-60) 'Bitfor any seat at any time. The two
around $3,S00.
weeks' delay in changing to the ter Tea of Gen. Ten' (Col) and 'DeNixon (Erlanger) (2,100; 66-83- 'slashed price,' on account of re- ception' (Col). This bill is liable to
M.10-$1.66)
'Sign of the Cross' fusal of United Artists to allow be another smash, and $7,600 is a
(Par).
Roadshow engagement of !Cynara' and 'Kid from Spain' to be nice gross for this house. Last week,
this one a distinct disappointment, shown at a cut, no doubt took some third of 'Kid from Spain* (UA), $6.gathering less than $6,000 in first of the edge off the opening, but the 000, oke.
Imperial
full week.
That's nothing against constant publicity for the low price
(Franco-Film)
(1,900;
the picture; it's only an indication worked nicely and busipess looks 50) 'L'Atlantide* (French).
This
should pick gross up to $2,600. Last
that they won't pay that scale good.
around here. Holds a second and
Mainstreet with 'They Just Had week 'Fleur d'Oranger* and 'Le Derto Get Married* and Fifi Dorsay, in nier Choc,* $2,000.
Cinema de Paris (Franco-Film)
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 26-35- person, heading the stage show, and
60) 'Kid from Spain' (UA). Shapes the
Newman, featuring Kansas (600; 25-60) 'Gaites de I'Esadron'
up like another neat click for Can- City's own Bill Powell in 'Lawyer and 'Chien Jaune,' 41,200. Last week
'Pourceaugnac' and 'Cain,' $1,000.
tor. Opened nicely and should build
Man,' both away to a nice start.
handily into strong $20,000, maybe
The Newman has started pubbetter. Last week 'No Man of Her licity for 'Sign of the Cross' for Feb.
COLUMBUS STRONG"^
Own' (Par)' way off at under $9,000. 10 at regular house prices. Picture
Stanley (WB) (8,600; 26-35-60) was to have come to the Shubert
All
Holding Up—'No Man* Very
'20,000 Tears in Sing Sing* (WB). as a roadshow originally.
Nice at
Swell advance campaign, but apEstimates for This Week
parently that won't be enough.
Prison picture isn't strong enough

to maintain its exploitation splurge
and will have to be satisfied with
$10,000.
Last week 'Frisco Jenny'

(WB) a pleasant surprise at $12,000.
Variety
(Jaffe)
26-40)
(2,100;
'Evenings for Bale'
(Par)
and
vaude. Vaudflim looks to be catching on with second week of new
policy starting out encouragingly.

Should wind up with $6,000, anyway,
which means some profit. Last week
'Hot Saturday' (Par) about $6,000.

bally

N. O. Won't Go

Roadshow

Loew*s

Liberty (Dubinsky) (860; 15-25),
'Afraid to Talk* (U). Looks a natural for this spot and should hit
$2,800.
Last week 'Vanity
Street* (Col) ditto.
Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 25-35-

around

Columbus, Jan. 23.
Theatre mart around town continues bullish, with slight decrease
looked for but not yet recorded. All
houses above average for the past
weeks and seem set to continue that
way. Spring-like weather has added
rather than detracted from the film

'They Just Had to Get Mar(U) and vaude. Fifi Dorsay on
both screen and stage show. Viva- draw.
No Man of Her Own' at the
cious little soubret royally welcomed.
Should hold to $16,000, Broad, 'Frisco Jenny* at the Grand,
good. Last week 'Bitter Tea* (Col) and 'No Other Woman* at the Palace
look like best bets, with 'Sonand Pola Negri on stage $14,000,
Daughter* problematical. Vaude at
fair.
Midland (Loew) (4,000; 25), 'Son- Hartman continues strong.
Estmates for This Week
Daughter* (M-G). First showing of
Qrst runs in a deluxer at a quarter,
Palace (RKO) (3,074; 25-40/, 'No
and the opposition, both here and in Other Woman* (RKO). In for posthe territory, are watching it close- sible eight days with Gene and
ly.
Prices seemed to appeal and Glenn in person to follow either
crowds larger than usual. Expected Thursday or Friday; looks good for
to get near $16,000, okay. Last week $5,000 to $6,000, depending on length
'Kid from Spain* (U) biggish $29,000. of stay.
Last week 'Bitter Tea'
Newman (Publix) (1,860; 25-35- (Col), only six days, $3,200, poor.
Ohio (Loew-UA) (3,000; 25-40),
50), 'Lawyer Man* (WB). Likely to
build some to probably around 'Son-Daughter' (M-G).
None too
$8,000, fair.
Last week 'Island of strong but should build to fair $7,000.
Last week "Kid From Spain'
Lost Souls' (Par) $7,000.
(UA) almost hit house record at

50),
ried*

$18,700.

'Madame

Broad (Loew-UA) (2,500; 2C-40),
Butterfly' (Par) moderate,
'No Man of Her Own' (Par). Strong
Orpheum (RKO) (2,400; 60), 'The and looks like $9,500 any way. Last
Mummy' (U). Around $9,000 aided week 'Evenings for Sale* (Par)
sugar and then into pops is all by Doc Rockwell,
Last week 'No failed to hold up and got only $6.through.
000.
Other Woman' (RKO) ditto.
'Tonight Is Ours' doing someGrand
Strand (1,600; 40), 'Man Against
(Neth)
(1,100;
25-40),
thing for Loew's State currently
(Col). Lightest returns in •Frisco Jenny' (WB). Should garner
and '20,000 Tears' is more than Woman'
history of theatre; only $1,000 ap- neat $4,500.
Last week 'Lawyer
holding its own at Saenger. Doctor parent.
Last week 'Billion Dollar Man* (WB) good at $3,900.
Rockwell appearing personally is Scandal' (Par)
Hartman (Great Lakes) (1,700;
poor at $1,300.
helping the Orpheum's gross.

'Unwritten Law* (Mascot)
backed up with oke shorts, $4,300.
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (1,000; 2535), 'Lawyer Man' (WB).
Should
garner a fair $3,000.
Last week
Closes Sheridan
'They Just Had to Get Married' (U)
a winner at $4,100.
Music Box (Hamrick) (950; 25Chicago, Jan. 23.
35), 'Animal Kingdom' (RKO). Off
Estimates for This Week
Balaban and Katz will close the big, with plenty of good plugging,
Saenger (3,568; 40), '20,000 Tears
Bheridaii, former Fox theatre, to- and looks swelegant for $5,000. Last
morrow (24) for housecleaning and week 'Match King' (WB) did a bro- in Sing Sing* (WB). Speeding along
nicely
Last week
to good $12,000.
die
for
$3,100.
also to give B&K a chance to de
Coliseum (PNW) (1,800; 10-16), 'Frisco Jenny' WB) nice at $11,000.
cide on policy.
Loew's State (3,218; 60), 'Tonight
'I Am a Fugitive* (WB) and 'RacMeanwhile the other Pox house kety Rax* (Fox). Double bill good Is Ours" (Par). March and Colbert
which they have taken over, Ter- for $3,700. Last week 'Too Busy in an almost continual bur^st r,r
minal, -continues In active opera- to Work* (Fox) and -'Six Hours to clinch hlstrlonlsm hopping up the
femmps trt enod $12.ono. Lnnt week
JAvo' (Vo-:^ r.lffv nt $4,000.
$12,900, fair.

2^

Not much in the line of big
grossers, this crop of celluloid main-

from Spain' at and 'Frisco Jenny' moved down to
Warners after a neat week at Paramount. Incidentally, this Is last
week of Warner operation by F-WC,

Warner (WB) (2,000; 26-35-60)
playing up Ruth Chatterton; shorts •Half Naked Truth' (RKO). Swell
also played up, and $6,700 in view, notices and Lee Tracy's name should
not bad. Last week 'Silver Dollar* help, although film's strictly for the
(FN) liked, got along for oke $6,300. smart crowd. Will have a climb
Fifth Ave. (PNW) (2.300; 25-40), making $6,600, but should do It.
'Madame Butterfly' Par) and 'Wil- Last week 'Undercover Man' (Par)
liamson
Beneath
Seas'
(Prln.). poor at $6,000.
Billed as double header, former getting big spread in the papers, but
$4,600 pace is slow; they're not go$1.50 for
ing for the old story.
Last week
'Life Begins* (WB) had no business
'Sign Cross'
to begin, and 'He Learned About
Woman* (Par), ditto.
New Orleans, Jan. 23.
Liberty
(Jensen -von
Herbcrg)
'Sign of Cross' roadshowed into
(2.000;
10-15-25),
'Spirit
of
the the Tudor at $1.60 top.
Having
West' (Shef) and 'Guilty or Not much trouble box officially speakGuilty' (Shcf) double bill.
Steady ing and will be lucky to achieve
at $4,500. oke at the scale.
Last $3,000.
Roadshowing for heavy
'Frisco

San Francisco. Jan.

MONTI'S LOCAL

S. F.

Penn is a cinch for top money.
Should have no trouble gathering a
highly satisfactory $20,000, with better than an outside chance of going
beyond that. Biggest disappointment of seiison, however, is road-

building after a nice start, and
ought to have no trouble collecting
:>6,000 with 'Evenings for Sale,' and
10 acts of vaude. Fulton likely to
have tough sledding with 'Hypnotized,' with little prospects of this
one removing more than a weak
113,000 from circulation.
Estimates for This Week
good.
Davis (WB) (1,760; 16-26-30-40)
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—
(Fox) and
'Robber's Roost' (Fox) and 'Crooked* Second Hand Wife'
Dual bills
Circle* (Stan), split week. Ought to 'Afraid to Talk' (U).
hit $3,000, swell.
Last week 'Face catching on here nicely and house
on Barroom l-'loor (P.em) held on is now managing to maintain a pretty
permanent
average
save
In
rare Infor full seven days, olt-tlnie bar in
lobby with free beer and pretzels stances. Current layout should be
and other memorable Vine street all right for $3,900 and no kicks
coming.
Last
week
'Penguin
Pool
trimmings helping for $2,500, fair
Murder* (RKO) and 'Sport Parade'
enough.
Strand (1,160; 15-36)
'Hypno- (RKO) about $3,760.

is sweathouse going for tized* (WW).
Moran and Mack
and with no shows In loud speakered for first week
of this
In the ofllng, is planWalnut street house under indea chance on straight pendent operation.
Grinding to
pictures, figuring that with low cost
$3,300, good.
pictures and operation, he's sure to
Ufa (400; 30-40)— 'Two Worlds'
get at least an even break.
(Fischer)
and heavy blurbs on
Century (Loew-UA) (3,000: 26- 'Technocracy* (Standard) and 'War
35-46-55-65)— 'Island of Lost Souls' Debts' (Standard) featurettes. Pull(Par) and vaude. Shocker is draw- ing at $1,600 clip, good. Last week
ing its quota of women, but not 'Igloo' (U) $1,200.
enough general strength to mean
more than Just a fair $14,000 for
the week. Jacques Renard orchestra on the stage. Last session was
RECEIVERSHIP
good $16,200 for 'Tonight Is Ours'
(Par) and the Boswells in person.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,600:
25-35-45-55-65)-^'Goldle Gets Along'
(RKO). and 'Vanities' condensed.

ing to keep
Penn Mutual,
the legit line
ning to take
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Ptsbg. finbarassed

AIDS OTHERS IN CINCir

BALTO, WOW 20G

CROSSES

$10,000.

Tudor (800; 50-$1.50), 'Sign of the
Cross' (Par). At $1.50, which is a
bankroll nowaday, will perish to
$3,000.
Last week 'Robber's Roost'

'Malay Nights' (Indie) and
Keeping pace with other
and making money, with $5,500

20-30),

vaude.
bills

or better certain. Last

week

'Maizie*

(Fox) grossed good $1,700 with (Indie) and vaude; headed by Kenneth Harlan, strong at $5,800.
small rental and overhead at 25c.
Majestic (RKO) (1,100; 20-35),
St. Charles (1,800; 26), 'Afraid to
Talk' (U).
This house with Its ^Wlld Horse Mesa' (Par). May hit
quarter top clearing $1,000 weekly. $3,000, nice. Last week 'Old Dark
Last week 'Men of America* (RKO) House' (U) held up well enough to
got $2,300. strong.
eet $3,200.

Taesday'f Jamiarj 24*

PICT

1933

E C

F-WC

1933 Cnidai Year, Zukor Says, in

UA

Appeal for Push to Par s Salesmen
Back

at the helm of Paramount,
issued a state-

distribution not to fall hlnu It is
^tomary for the distrib cliief to

out these messages, Zukor
bimself seldom doing it himself.
Statement is probably frankest yet
Crom Zukor.
Broadcasting it to exchanges via
fparamount Sales News,' distribution house orgfin, Zukor says, in

end

part:

•Nothing today would give me
greater pleasure than to be able to
iell you ^at the battle is over, that
the cloudy have lifted and clear
failing lies ahead. Unfortunately, in
We are
all honesty, I can't do it.
mot children but men and should
tace the facts squarely.
year that lies ahead of us
, 'The
will probably be the most crucial
•ne in our history. Far from being
•ver, the battle la just beginning.
After It is all over, you will, in
decided
large measure, have
ft
whether or not Paramount is stlU

paramount.

DENVER

Denver, Jan.

Denham
for
the
Dances.'

headed for a new high
house with
'Congress

is

on 'Mummy' and
above average on

step

|>een in business, Tet, in spite of
lhat, I must come before you now

Fisher, Detroit,

Tepper Hot 25G

Scandal,' while Rialto is only fair

on

Detroit, Jan. 2S.
With any kind of break all houses
will slide into black this week. The

good weather

Michigan.

Denver (Publlx) (2,600; 26-35-4060). 'Kid from Spain' (UA). Strong
for $13,000. Last week 'Tonight Is
Ours' (Par) -only $8,800.
Orpheum (RKO-HufCman) (2,600;

Last week the Fox got the best
break with 'Second Hand Wife' and

Columbia had 'em standing up at
Inat for first time this season with
/Robbers'
Mostly klda
Roost.'
though at 16c per.
Estimates for This Week
Earle

(WB)

(2,424;

$19,000,

not bad.

Fisher (2,666; 16-25-36-40) 'Silver
Dollar" (WB). May nearly double
last week's figure; $12,000 in view,

and very oke.
Dollar

After a try of several weeks as a
second run at a 26c scale, the Warner, New York, closed Sunday (22)

Last week

Scandal'

(Par),

'Billion

six

days,

$7,100.

Downtown

Second runs of Warner pictures
aa well as revivals were experi-

mented with but no success, Warcheaper to keep the-

15-26-86-40)

Old Roxy Mgm't

in

—

Becomes Ass't to Receiyer ^New Stage Show
and B. O. Scale
Stndio Placements

Barry Barrlnger, Gordon Kahn, to
eO), 'Penguin Pool Murder" (RKO). adapt Octavus Roy Cohen's "Back
Edna May Oliver ballyhooed into Stage Mystery,' Majestic.
probable $8,600. L«st week 'Bitter
'Elmer the
George Chandler,
Tea' (Col) turned in nice $10,000.
Great,' Warners.
Fox (Loew) (3,434; 16-25-36-60),
Writer assignments at Para"Tonight Is Ours' (Par) and vaude. mount: Keene Thompson, 'Cracked
Pic and Mary Garden hitting sky. Ice'; Francis Martin and Walter
Should better $26,600. Last week De Leon, 'International House';
•Flesh' (M-G) got very good $24,000 Malcolm Stuart Boylan, 'Hell to
between rassle and Beery fans.
Heaven'; Stuart N. Lake, 'Lone
Met (WB) (1,683; 25-30-60-70), Cowboy'; S. K. Lauren, 'Jennie Ger•Central Park' (FN).
Co-featured hart'
with •Williamson Beneath the Sea,'
Frank Morgan, Joan Bennett, Vicbut both are dying. Lucky to see tor Jory, Tom Dugan, 'Trick for
$4,000. Last week, second of '20,000 Trick,' Fox.
Tears In Sing Sing' (WB), dropped
Harold Huber, Allen Jenkins,
to pretty sad $3,800.
'Reform School,' WB.
Palace (Loew) (2,363; 26-60-70),
Guy Klbbee, 'Lily Turner,' WB.
•Hot Pepper' (Fo:i).
Fair with
W. C. Fields, Stuart Erwln, Sari
$14,000. Last week 'No Man of Her Marltza, 'International House,' Par.
Own' (Par) got Gable fans for averKubec Glasmon, to script 'Lawful
age $14,500.
Crime, Charles Rogers.
Rialto (U) (1,831; 25-36-50-60),
Lulu McConnell, headllner short.
Daring Daughters' (Tower). Usual Radio.
$5,000. Last week 'Laughter In Hell'
Sarah Padden, "White Sister,'
(U) just another chain-gang yam
Metro.
with disappointing $4,500.
Frances Dee, 'Collepre Humor,' Par.
Columbia (Loew) (1,232; 15-25Richard Arlen, Jean Hersholt,
-

$3,200.

Last

week

'Red-Haired

Allbr pretty bad with $2,000.
Title Change
Newest for 'Department Store' at
Pox is 'Husbands Cost Money.'

Naked Truth

and

$22,300

Mummy

Silver Dollar
$48,400

$19,000

Silver

Dollar

$19,100

$26,000

(2d week)

20,000 Years
$30,000

2d week)

8,000
•Reduced acaU».

CHICAGO
Jan. 7
Butterfly

Jan. 14

Jan. 21

Match King

Lawyer Man

No Man

$22,100

$26,000

$64,200

Dec. 31

CHICAGO
SB-55-75]

(3.040;

High. $71,300

Low..

(New Low)

22,100

ORIENTAL
86-5S-76t

(3,200;

High. $52,500

Low..

Farewell

Police
$10,200

to Arms
$30,200

Farewell
to Arms

STATE
LAKE

Farewell
to

Arms

$24,600

$11,600

Mummy

(2d week)
Pool Murder

(3d week)
Afraid to

$13,000

$13,000

(New Low)

10,200

$38,200

Al Jolson

Stage Show
French

Talk
$6,300
(6 days)

LOS ANGELES
Jan. 7
Strange

Dec. 31

My

Me.

Gal

$9,000

Stage

Show

Jan. 14

Jan. 21
Fast Lifa

Interlude

SonDaughter

$15,200

$18,000

(N*w Low)

Butterfly
$13,000

No Man

Lost Souls

$18,100

$12,800

Match King

Silver Dollar
$i2,800

Frisco Jenny

Silver Dollar
$11,000

Friabo Jenny

$7,800

WOOD

$6,000

•(2,760 ; 2S-4)5)

(New Low)

High. $37,800

Low..

$7,600

$10,000

.

6,000

DOWNT'WN

Central Park

Match King

$5,900

$7,000

(1,800: 25-70)

Low. .

$12,460

(Now Low)

6,900

•Rednced

scale.

BROOKLYN
Jan, 7
Butterfly
$64,000

Jan. 14

Jan. 21

No Man

Driving

Million
129,600

$30,000

(Cantor-

Vanities

Dee. 31

PARA-

MOUNT
26-85-6076-85)

(4,200 :

Stage

26-S5-6065)

$52,200

Jessel

on stage

Man

Unwritten

26-36-6005)

METROPOLITAN
(3,600 ;

Show

18,500

FOX
(4,000;

Devil Is

)

Against

Law

Woman

Handle
With Car*

Afraid to

$12,000

$10,000

$13,000

$10,000

Kongo

Fast Life
$21,000

SonDaughter

Night Mayor

$21,000

Talk

Show

Vaude

$16,000

$24,000

4-

16-26-35-

40), 'Robbers' Rooaf (Fox).
Getting kids. May better average with

'Frisco Jenny
$30,000

$34,600

Low..

Stage

;14,500.

(1,830;

Orchids

$8,000

Match King

High. $80,000

Iar Scandal' (Par) not so hot with

(RKO)

STRAND

Low..

25-80-40-60-

No More

Pool Murder

High. $38,000
(2,760;

'No Other Woman' (RKO). Mild
$4,600. Last week 'Bitter Tea' (Col)
$6,400, not good.
United Artists (2,018; 16-26-36-56'Strange Interlude' (MO).
72-76)
Fair enough $12,000 in view. Last
week 'Farewell to Arms' (Par) in
its second week, $7,900.

indefinitely.

6(K70), 'Employees' Entrance' (FN)
and vaude. Doing nicely and should
isee $19,000. Last week *Billlon-Dol-

Keith's

$37,700

:

show

Harry Arthur

$21,600

Animal

Kinadom
$50,000
(3d week)

.

Warner, B'way, Dark

Radio rep too

^lU Will
$61,000
(2d week)

.

X

much.

Animal

$71,000

Woman

and stage show a weak $18,200.
About
PARAFox (6.100; 16-26-;S6-40-56) 'Hot
Women
MOUNT
Pepper' (Fox) and stage show. This
(•3,695 25-75)
$7,600
stand is leading the town and head- High. $57,800
(New Low)
7,500
ed for a corking $26,000. Last week Low.
Stage Show
Second Hand Wife' (Fox) and stage
HOLLYCentral Park

Barle headed for $10,000 on Ihu-

b. o.

Animal

$8,100

Poorly paced for $16,000. High. $48,000
show.
7.800
Last week 'Tonight Is Ours' (Par) Low.

126,500.

helping
hew.

Scandal
$55,500
CJantorJessel

Sport Parade Orphan Annie

(2,766; 85-65)
the 'Georgia Minstrels' on stage at High.
a nice gross of $19,000. The Fisher Low.. $45,300
6.000
pulled it's picture a day early and
opened with its new policy Thursday.
Estimates for This Week
Michigan (4.046; 16-35-56-72-76))
STATE
(2,025; 26-70)
'Frisco Jenny'
(WB) and stage

(U), $3,600 on split.

Personal press
Itloyess' Entrance.'
Sisters tre4gent is giving Three
taendous build-up, but act isn't

Billion

$66,700

Lou Holtz
Peggy Joyce

(Opening
week)
Stage Show
Handle
With Care

7.200

.

High. $78,800

in

$3,800.

it

MAYFAIR
Low.

*(2,000; 86-56-e676)

show and ropart of week

Shriners are putfor that event.
ting on circus at Muny Auditorium
this week but it should prove poor

ners figuring
atre dark.

•

$60,000

Vanities

(New Low)
Stage Show

High. $53300

.

Washington, Jan. 23.
Vaude houses are soaring this
^eek, with Fox giving credit to
tfary Garden's debut in four-a-day.
I'own Is at top of concert fleld any^y, and top-hat crowd is packing
hight audiences. Broke record at
fiaturday mat. House will get nice

Show

Man Against

High $173,600
21.500
Low.
•(2,200: 36-66-75;

and ask everyone of you to con- 26-36-40-60), 'Mummy' (U). Okay
tribute, during the critical period too, $11,000. Last week 'Rockabye'
that added bit of ef- (RKO) finished with a good $10,500.
and that little harder push at
Paramount (PubUx) (2,000; 26the wheel which are now so vitally 40), 'Flesh' (MG) and 'She Done
Important to the welfare of the Him Wrong* (Par), split weelc. Mild
for $3,800. Last week 'Match King*
company.
.
.
(FN) and 'Flesh' (MO) on split
1 count upon the loyalty and en- week,
$4,200.
terprise of everyone of you men.
Rialto (RKO-Hu«Cman) (900; 20before,
failed
me
it'ou have never,
26-40), 'Me and My Gal' (Fox) and
t am certain that you will not do 'Half Naked Truth' (RKO), split
week. Mild $2,800. Last week 'De•o now.'
ception' (Col) and 'Old Dark House'

WASE, $26,000

Jan. 21

Strange
Interlude
$58,000

$56,000

K inadom

ROXY

New 40c Top, 12G,

will finish
this weird

fort

'EH IN

No Man

$30,000

*(6,200: 36-S6-S300-$1.25)

ahe|{k4 of us,

HART GARDEN DRAWING

Butterly

83-e4-$1.10-1.03)

.

apd devotion
been one of the most inspiring experiences I have had since I have

SonDaughter

High.

realize perfectly

loyalty

$40,000

Low.

Fisher, with a new straight picture
competition even at 10-30c admish.
at 40c top, is paced for the
what you have Inside concessions are counted on policybusiness
that house has seen
best
gone through during the pa^t few to get the money.
for some time with 'Silver Dollar.'
Estimates for This Week
^ears. I know that you have put
'Hot Pepper,* at the Fox, with
Denham (Hellbom) (1,700; 15- b.o. title and names, is giving that
•very ounce of energry Into your job
and that you have often worked 26), 'Congress Dances' (UA). Good house a nice collection of numbers.
Hke supermen. Tou have given for $5,200, which is a lotta dough at •No Other Woman' is just another
16
and 26.
Lsist
week 'Man picture for the Downtown, while
everything that was in you with a
Against Woman' (Col) did a fair 'Frisco Jenny' is below fair at the
which have

Appreciation

'I

Jan. 7
Fast Life

$37,000

&

Paramount poor on split week
with 'Flesh' and 'Billion Dollar

only fair

Jan. 14

Dec. 31
Flesh

Stage

in

film.

its split week.
Theatres had stock
deo to buck the first
but attendance was
spite of first year of

•(5,400; 35-70-90$1.65)

36-BS-7Cthe
circuit's *(S,6e4:
00)
economy move is the jerking of the High. $95,000
Fanchon
Marco units from Low.. 18,000
Loew's State, downtown, with the RKO ROXY
(8.626: 35-55-72house going straight sound Feb. 1.

Further

filled all day Saturday and Sunday
with excellent business other days.
If house were a little smaller, picture might hold over but 2,600 seats
is a lot of seats in Denver.
Orpheum Is also doing steady

trade

NEW YORK
CAPITOL

MOUNT

upon.

Many go

11

Total of grosses during January for towns and houses listed as previously reported weekly. Dates given are the closing day of the week.

(2d week)
(26), with the Pan to High $110,400
Stage Show
16,000
remain closed until a new policy, Low.
probably double bills, is determined
Uptown N. Y.
PARA-

Wednesday

23.

thinking they'll
see a political picture and all either
come out strong boosters or strong
knockers.
Manager Hellborn may
hold it over a couple of days If
business holds up. Holdouts every
day and to sidewalk one night
Denver doing strong steady business on Cantor's fllm. House was

slightly

VARIETY

Comparative Grosses for January

L A. and Drops

Los Angeles, Jan. 28.
Fox West Coast is closing the
Pantages,
Hollsrwood,
and the
United Artists, downtown, after

CANTOR, 13G; IHUHHT;
IIG, SHDiE Di

Closes Pantages,
in

Units at Loew's State

^olpb Zukor has

pient over his signature to the sales
(department calUner upon the men in

$SES

"Legal Crime,' Par.
Gertrude Michael, 'Bedtime Story,'
Par.

Jobyna

Howland,

'Cohens

and

Kellys In Trouble,' Universal.
Fay Wray, lead In 'Bottom of the
Sea,' Col.

June
Carlo,'

Collyer, 'Revenge at

Monte

Fanchon Royer-Mayfalr.

Reorganization of the operating
setup of the old Roxy is being made
by Receiver Howard Cullman. The
new setup may include Harry Ar
thur as special assistant to the re
Reorganization Is subject
ceiver.
to approval of the Federal Court as
the theatre is in receivership.
With Arthur as CuUnxan's assistant, Harry Singer may be drafted as managing director to replace

ALBEE
25-86-60-

<3,600 :

75-ft'))

High. $40,500

Low..

10,000

STRAND
26;33-60>

(2.000 ;

Sport Parade Orphan Annie
$10,000

and

(New Low)
Vaude

Pool Murder

Central Park

Match King

$12,000

$17,200

Naked Truth

Mummy

$23,300

$10,800

$13,900

Silver Dollar
$20,000

Silver

Dollar

$14,000

(2d week)

MONTREAL

Frank Cambria, resigned.
LOEW'S
Receiver Cullman is known to
(3.200 76)
have decided on a new policy which High. $18,000
will comprise vaude and a band. Low.
7,500
This band may be headed by Dave
PALACE
(2.700; 00)
Schooler, booked through Fanchon
;

Dee. 31
Faithless
$11,000

Jan. 7
My Gal

Me.

Jan. 14

Jan. 21

French

Naked Truth

$14,500

Police

Tess

Farewell

Strange

Vaude

$12,000

$12,500

.

Marco. Schooler formerly was at
reducthe Capitol, Broadway.
tion in the present b.o. scale may
also be likely, from accounts ^s
Cullman's reorganization plans.
This lowered scale loks like a last
resort for the old Roxy, which has
&,

A

Its chances of booking any
major product from the major com

lost

This puts the old Roxy in
an emergency spot of depending entirely on Ihdle and minor product.
The Radio City competition has accomplished this.
As assistant to Cullman, Arthur
will continue through his Arthur
Theatres Corporation, to operate the
Fox-Poll circuit for the present. Arthur's appointment lays cold all and
any reports of anybody else taking
over the house.
panles.

Life Begins
$8,000

$12,000

to Arms
$13,000

Interlude

Too Busy

Mouthful

Conquerors

Savage

and

and
Dangerous

Rackety Rax

Game

$11,000

High. $32,000

Low..

(2.700: 00)

High. $30,000

Low..

$16,000

7,000

CAPITOL
7,000

to

Work
and

Sherlock

Call It Sin
$10,500

Holmes

and

$11,500

$9,000

PRINCESS
(1.000;

a.'i-oo)

High. $25,000

Low..

4,500

Heart of

Humanity
and

Lady

Kid from
Spain

and

$16,000

Crusader

Criminal
at Large

$5,500

Frightened

Kid from
Spain
$10,000

(2d week)

$7,000

IMPERIAL
(1,000; 60)

High.. $6,000

Low...

1.200

Cendrillion
de Paris

L'Expresa
Shanghai

and
Le Fils de
L'Autre

and
Le Chien
Jaune

$1,200

$2..';oo

Enlevez-Moi

(New Low)
iConUnutid on page 21)

and
Cain
$1,800

Roi dee
Palaces

and
La Chanco
$2,200

.

'

FILM REVIEWS

VARIETY

12

.

'
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HOT PEPPER
Hiniatiire

Talking Shorts
'Married or Single'

Short Subject

Comedy

10 Mins.
Projection Room, N. Y,

20 Mins.
Projection Room, N. Y,
Universal
Rather an ambitious effort to as
semble a group of radio names Into
a two-reeler and carry the people
alone on a sort of musical comedy
story. It's all blended wltJIi rltz effects and a little slapstick. Results
are better than fair.
Short has a laborious start with
Its

«Tonight

unnecessary plantlner of story,

but presently gets Into action ahd
thence is well sustained to the end.
Openu with Little at the piano In
his home. William Paul, radio 1>arl>
tone, enters and there is alnile$s
talk, leading up to ^'Tell us' that
story:'

Fi-eak sport subject dealing with
on a motorcycle, Involving a lot of good circus stuff and
made additionally amusing by the
gaier comments of Pete Smith. Stunt
rider does some remarkable things,
including breaking flying glass halls
with a shotgun while (take Pete's
word for It) traveling at 40 miles
an hour.
Subject has a lot of good trick
stuff with a comedy tw'st, as for Instance; during the action the cyclist
stairts three or four times to do' a
leap into the ocean from, a high
pier-head, ea<:h time stopping at the
very brink; and retr^cdng his course,
opening way for a Smith gag.
—-In_the_! end he does the stunt in
slow inotlon.Tor~arplp-of-a built-up
laugh, and thrill cjimax. All.' this is
tricky 'showjiianshlp. FlnishJls dull,
involving' a lot of hlH-cllmblng
views that, have been done to dearth
in newsreels, except that here they
trick riding

.

'Shanty In Old, Shantytbwn' straight, Comedy
Cbnaedy Is dragged in during the 19 Mirts.
dressmaker's aalon, where Jack and Projection Rbpm, N. Y.
Universal
Bill pretend to he, ttiiyers and Jack,
Just another cosded^ sketch writgets Iq a. mik-up wUb ..a mannish
lady, buyei-, bringing on a- chaise ten, directed and played after the
oldrfashlohed small
of
an
which, goes 'throvg)i the models' fashion
d^sqlng rooms, for mor^ undressed- tlme-vaude act. Depends for humor
on having everybody ' concerned
Btutt.
S^hjeot has billing possibilities In kicking everybody else where they
the radio, names and on thO: screen can't see it coming, the gentle exerwill hold up hy reason of Its hbke cise Including both men and women
of the cast which Is of 'standard
and the lingerie.
Rush.
screen names, Louise Fazenda, Marie
Prevost, Ciertrude Astor, and Vin'OH, MY OPERATION'
cent Barnett.
Comedy
Just, too crude to get a hearing
2S Mins.
in any but remote spots, inspiring
ProjMtion Room, N. Y.
wonder how such material can get
Universal
past the first script inspection. Plot
Two-reelet with 'soiiiei. fairly comic Is that ancient one of the philanderroughhouse and amiuslngly enough ing husband and. the "wife's woman
playedj but hiirt by. being stretched friend who fopes In the comedy bobk
bfflrond itorntal two-reel footage. agent to pose as a lover to arouse
Just footage [isn't' the troul^le, but hubby's Jealousy. This Is No. 4li44B
rsther-the fact that the- speed does- In- the' series and it has probably
n't stistaln th6 length and the whole never been done any worse.
They h&ven't mlesied one frayed
business 'needs tightening up.
People are Tincent Barnett, June comedy trick. Including husband with
Clyde, Walter Catlett, Dewey Rob- exploding revolver, the cbmedy lover
inson- and' a- host 'ot minor players.. having his pants torn and, for the
The idea Is a spoof at the gang finale the best they could think of
was to have everybody get a black
atpiy with its heavy menace.
Starts in surgeon's offlce. With eye. Hardly a laugh in It for anymuch weak clowning about the body over 11 years old. Bottom hi
Dutch' doctor and htS' clumsy gar- short comedy making technique.
Rush.
dener (dull stuff with a squirting
hose). Surgeon goes off to perform
an operation and goofy g&rdener
'STRANGE
SEEMS'
AS
IT
takes charge of his ofllce. Gang of
gunmen kidnap the gardener to save Travelog
their gang chief who has been punc- 12 Mirts.
tured by a machine gun, and take Projection Room, N. Y.
Universal
the nurse along to help. They have
Capital release in this Universal
already captured a whole hospital
operating room for- the purpose and series, which is supplemented with
the phoney doctor has to go to w.ork a modest and unassuming off-screen
under the menacing guns of the lecture.
Opens with a great splash of color
gang. Some laughable stuff here,
as when the gang chief drinks a (whole subject is in Technicolor),
glass of medicine and it spurts out having to do with scenes In Morocco
all around him through the machine with special reference to the native
gun punctures. Other laughs during dyeing Industry and rug making.
the burlesque operation where there Half a dozen widely varied clips
are closeups of the onlooking tough give it sustained interest and the
muggs as they suffer by proxy as cameraman has worked -with an eye
to subjects that called for color inthey watch their chiefs agony.
All this is funny stuff, but the terest and striking pictorial effect.
subject's merits are swamp ed in t he
Rush.
maze of padding that goes before
and are negatived by a lack of
crispness in the action. When they RANDOLPH'S ROYAL
HAWAIIANS
get a good comedy idea here they
'Songs of the South Seas'
kill it with over-elaboration.
At least half the introductory Orchestra, Songs; 7 Mine.
footage could be scissored and edit- Embassy, N. Y.
Fox Movietone
ing .throughout would do a lot of
good, the more ruthless the editing
Inane short without a motif,
the better.
Rush.
Hawaiian musicians against prop
.
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12 Mins.
Projection Room, N. Y.
Univorsal
Comic novelty sought by dubbing
a gag off-screen lecture Into clips
from some old Greek production of
the silent days. Lecture says the
film dates back to 1914. Apparently
it was a version of the 'Damon and
Pythias' legend, done in the old
grandiloquent fashion with enor
mous mobs. Title of the short gags
the other Greek play 'Lyslstrata.'
Besides the grotesque travesty
comments on the solemn action of
tthe old picture, It has trick cut-ins.
For example, the lecture builds up
a dramatic preparation for a great
Oteek arena spectacle and thereupon the action cuts to a modern
football gdme or into a shot of the
Indianapolis motor races.
Fair, but
It's that kind of fun.
4nolined to run too long and
forced
for
often
etrdrtg-armed

UughB,

•

.

MUSh.

palm background and minus lead
ership play and sing at random.
Just a duplication of a<!ts that
wore themselves out in vaude and
night clubs years ago.
Waly.

Hammons Urges Change,
But

KBS

Stays at Tiff

tured.

Uly

Flanr
Pepper

.

Arllss.

tlmr,

.'..Gloria

;,,

Boy

'What

.

-

and two plane crackups

'

for

Price. Glory.'

.

.

:

auto race story. Fair for the
B houses and could solo in
most of those spots.
The Big Pay OfP (Mascot).
Worthwhile Independent pollcegtingster picture, entertaining
and inoffehslve.

IS

OURS

Faramoont prodocUoD And

Cofel«aae,
ClMid«tt« Colbert 'and Predrlc
Directed by Btoart Walker. From
ulay,. Tbt Qaeen -Waa In the Parlor,' by
Noel Coward, addled by. Edwin Justus
Mayer.
Camera, Karl Btmaa: associate
director, Mltdhell lisisen. Rnnnlns time, 76
minntefl.
At New Tork Pamnount -week
Jaa. ao<
_^
Clandette Colbert
Nadya.'
i
Fradrio March
Sablen Faatal
Grand Dneheea BmlUe. .. .Alison Bklpwortta
Paul Cavanaugta
Prince Kerl.....
BUrrlnir

March.

'

>

Zana
Sem^noS

•

(

Alex...'.

I/e^der of

Mob

Arthur Bjrpn
Bthel GrllDes
Clay Cliemont
-Warburton Gamble
....Edwin Maxwell

Tonight Is OmeT Is a slow picture
with a class background which, despite the sexy title and the Colbert-

March

stellar appeal. Is destined for
It will fare betIt's too
ter In the better stands.
slow and talky, steeped In legity

moderate takings.

motivation, to be popular cinema.
The Coward play source and the

Stuart Walker directorial treatment
explain the bullish legit aspects.
It requires an hour to attain the
situation which the title explains.
On the eve of the queen of a musical

comedy

kingdom

marrying

a prince, for reasons of state, the
two starred principals keep their
romantic

Ruth Donnelly

a preachment

type, with a few more pictures like
pened to be a perfect combination 'Employees' Entrance' and his preof v'Olory' and comedy, and then vious 'Match King.' he'll bowl 'em
over as a heavy.
really got under way In" "Women of
Not exactly a heavy In 'Em-

In "Hot Pepper,' latest
of the series, the transformation Is
complete.
It carries th^ Flagg-^
Quirt exaggeration's too far, and
probably, lays these noted scrieen
character^ on the shelf with the
Rover Boys.
It's the same old story In different
surroundings, with Quirt still cheating Flagg out of his women and
dough. $tory Is negligible, weighted
down by istale gags and Implausible
events. A series of. situatlens supersede the basic plot. AH concern
the Flagg-Qulrt feud, with Quirt
always winding up on top with the
money and dames by bracing everything but marbles.
Little novelty remains In this routine formulia. This time the treatment Is a little' dlrUer And a little
rougher, but the boys can go only
so far, and that limit appears to
have been reached. When they had
to cut the blue stuff for a moment
or twp at a' stretch' the best the
dialpgers, jSarry Connprs and Philip
Klein, could do was ^tart in the
Victorian age with 'Did ypu ever
ride a Jackass? well, get onto
All Rations.'

.

action.

'Young Blood' (Monogram).
Another effort to get away
from typical western. Doesn't
get for enough away.
'Racing Strain' (Maxim). Late
Wally Reld's son. In Improbable

General Krlsh

Hale Hamlltoi

• •

MISS nail.....
Marion

If the girls like the bad boys of
against war, Capt Flagg and Sgt.
Quirt have degenerated Into a couple the screen as reported from some
of BlapiBtlck clowns who know less quarters, Warren William will soon
about preachments than Duffy and be counted among the big draws
Sweeney. The change! started with from that angle. Already having
The Coisk-Byed World,' which hap- gained ground fast as a mat idol

.

TONIGHT

jnlns.

Kurt Anderson
Warren Wlllfam
Lorette Young
Edmund tiowe Madeline
Wallace Pord
Victor VcLaclen .Martin West
*«..•*«•.••••... .Alice White
liupe Velea Polly
Ross ............•.«.•.••.,.., Albert Qran
ISl Brendel
Allen Jenkins
Boothe Howard S'Wney
Mrs.
Hlckox
Marjorle Qateson
Lillian Bond

.

Baf

(QoldstoneMajestic).- Familiar ohill story
with all 'A the now. familiar
Comtricks neatly .worke<A.
bines .'Dracula* and l9Vankenstelin.*
Fans, however, are
shuia^^ered out and -picture Is
only tepid.
'A(r Hostess' (Cpl.). Typical
western 'except the cowboys are
.iUrmen and the horses are airplanes.
As theatre stuff It's
'C': rating and for the subseContains a fist fight
fiuents.
.

Running

First National production and Warner
Bros, release. Directed by Roy Del Ruth
Story by David Boehm, with adapuuon b»
Robt. Preenell, Asst. director, Shuck Han.
son,
Art director. Robt, Hayes. Photi
prwhy by B*raey McGlll. CoHttars Warren
William and Loretta Young. At Cbpitoi
New Tork, Jan. 20. Running time. 74

ZIta Moulton
Ft;om a pair of powerfully dra- Oarflnkle
Frank Relcher
Berton Churchill
matio characters In Laurence Stal- •Bradford
Hlgglna
,1).
Charles Bellon
Anderson's
Jm'o
Maxwell
Ungs'
Helen Monn
and
Meek ......... .,f^ ........... H. C. Bradley

name but needs
a ctunpaign can

'Vampira

'

Thome

Hortens

on

.Draw

.'

Olsen
Trigger

give.

.

.

Qtiirt

evers^lng

.

STRATA'

New Tork, week Jan. 20.
70 mins,

'Hot Pepper* (Fox). Flagg
and Quirt back again, but this
time Ineffectively. McLaglen,
Lowe, Velez and Brendel fea-

for George
strength of

'

Comedy

Curs' (Par). Title

'Employsss' Entrance* (WB).
-Here's one that calls fo'i' preferred dating and a boost in the
campaign
with
advertising
plenty to sell for the mobs.
«TI|i« King's Vacation' (WB).
Strong on production value
with enough money apparently
having been spent, but not up
to average on entertainment

'

'LIZZIE

-

for the class houses.

Metro-Goldwyn

Cuts back to Little and Paul on
Fifth Avenue,: where BUI tries to get
acquainted with a pretty girl. Shv
^oes into. a.dress salon and the^ two.
follow, crashlner Into the middle of a
lingerie piaradje of mdde]s, all pretty
startlinglyi Mitnsky.
Complications
Girl, It appears, had
set in here.
uhdertakeh to get radio enitertalners
to help out the dr^BS parade and, put a nover^tag on the climbing hy
failiner. Is abput.to be. flred when having one' of thei,contestanta do a
Paul steps in and saves the day for perilous-looking descent of a k-ough
hillside. Smith gagging him on his
her.
Series. of radio people then appear way. Excellent of its kind both on
for a Bong or a dance, among th^m ihrill.. merit and even niore foir' the
Rush.
being Paul, Irene Beasley, Pearl Os- laugh content.
good,- and Anally Jack- Liittle.
^ Snds. with a.^ returni to the .Uttle
home; where Jack does his own sohg HESITATING LOVE'
.

Is

Employees' Entrance

Fax production and reletu*. Directed by
Edmund Z<owe, Victor
John Bly>t«ne.
MoLocIen. liUpe V^Ies, El Brendel featured.
Story by Dudley Mcbols. based on .Laurence Stalllnsa' and Maxwell Andenon's
Capt. irias* and Sst. Quirt charactera.
Dialog by Bany Connors and Philip Klein.
Charles Clarke, photog. At the BKO Boxy,

and Colbert-March are prime
marquee strength of rather
slow and talky flicker, better

'MOTORCYCLE MANIA'

LITTLE JACK LITTLE

Reviews

tryst.

More than half the footage is
consumed, against a Paris background, in establishing the great
amour of the pair. Thero's talk and
more talk, an obvious cinematic necessity to impress the beautiful relationship which is primed to take
the censorial curse off the meretricious rendezvous which the title
covers.

-

ployees' Entrance,* a. line piece ot
screen enterta:tnment, he's a ruthless character that could hardly

bo
tagged anything but that except
that he piles up sympathetic In-ii
terest for himself from the start.
The trick Is a sUck one and works
out great for William though It
might not for other actors.
'Employee's Entrance' Is boxoffice for more than one reason.
It's

mass

bait

—

and then work
up through the years,

their

way

Bdmuhd Lowe,

title,

alone.

Add

to'

store accounts.

The department stores will have
nothing kind to say ahout 'En-

,

yourself,'

from

William, and a million possibilion ad attack; Providing newspapers do not become squeamish
over' ads. due to local department
it

ties

trance,'

Bankers may

realize pic-

ture tells 'em some cold tiruths and
resent It. In one tense little scene
the tough store manager takes a
beaut of a slap at the currency men
by telling them where they get ott,
trying to run his business, ohe they
know nothing about.
Showmen
win get a kick out of the language
written Into the scene. It's biting
and, showmen .will probably feel,
applies plenty to bankers and their
own business.
At first when Warners were planning 'Employees' Entrance,' Klein's

store in New Tork and Its fireak
biz was reported as germinator of
the Idea.
In the finished production, It looks like a combination of

at home as Quirt,
tips off farly that It's going to be two other New Tork stores, with
another rehash by taking Lillian the hint unmistakable one of the
characters Is fashioned to suggest
Bond and' (Gloria Gray, along with Grover
Whalen.
There are some
Then
110,000, away from Flagg.
the boys get to the big game, Lupe subtle raps there, too, about being
on mayor's welcoming committee^
Veles, who's believable as a bundle
etc.
of South American, hot stuff when
Expert casting, fine direction and
not forgetting the dialect, and about dialog
that's crisp, to the point, and
as good a foil as the team has had suspense-building
combine to make
to date. Although the Flagg-Quirt 'Entrance'^
away above average.
battling looks and sounds stagy and
Without It, this could have been
foro'ed by now. Miss Velez, as the one of the season's worst
dogs. As
object of their private war, does a story. It Isn't much. It fools by
manage to give a better than usual seeming really more than Is, acreason for the conflict.
She's' In tually a character study of a depanties once, and later In an ab- partment store manager who Is abbreviated' stcige costume, latter for normally ruthless In business and
her cabaret debut. She sings the by virtue of It, a success.
'

.

song that gives the picture Its title,
and. then tosses off a cooch that
would make the girls at Mlnskys go
back to their shirt-making.
Lowe and Victor McLaglen are
playing stock from start to finish
without any change.
McLiiglen's
English accent in a U. S. Marine's
role is harder to take now that the
trimmings have lost their kick, but
he's a good enough actor to hurdle
that handicap in the long run. This
time the boys go civvy when mustered out of the marines. Flagg becomes a rich bootlegger and Quirt
his chief annoyer. Racketeer stuff
being too tame, and after Lupe
walks out on both, they return to
the wars, and at the finish they're
a couple of generals in the Chinese
army.
El Brendel, completing revival of
the combination, is now one of a
comedy trio, where once he handled
the gags while Flagg and Quirt

As a result of this and the smooth
manner In which the character and
his code of business procedure are
developed, sympathetic Interest for
William builds along with his own
lack of sympathy. Audiences will
like him because he has no use for
weaklings, because he enjoys brains
and hard work, and because he is
quick to recognize' important qualities in others.

some ways the store manager
overdrawn as a character and
trifle far-fetched, but

In
is

the story a

matters little.
Loretta Young does well as the
model in the store who's secretly
married to the managers' protege, a
young lad who seemed to have guts
from the start but in his bosses'
eyes made a fatal step by^ marrying.
That to the hard store chief
it

meant his work would become secondary to home ties, something he
didn't believe in for a successful
busineeis man because it interfered.
Alice White, once a star under the

played straight. Brendel wouldn't
There is much horizontal postur- be harmed by some new material, Warner banner, has been given
ing by the pair, likewise in line with either.
Bige.
(Continued on page 23)
the boxofllce Intent of the motivation, and there's a little flashbacking to set forth the nefarious inhibitions which possess Prince Alex
whom Miss Colbert left on their
wedding night. This Is personified
by Alex proposing that his bride
chase herself around their boudoir
'The King's Vacation' (W. B.). George Arllss' special audlonce of
and he will pretend she is his slave sentimental matrons will
be pleased to note that kings too prefer love in
until he captures her.
a cottage.
All this is not undeftly recounted
in some bright language that is as
'Hot Pepper' (Fox). Series of mugg gags too rough and repetitious
much Edwin Justus Mayer as Noel
Coward. But it's not good film fan for the ladles.

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Bischoff will complete this fare.
Paul Cavanaugh as the equally
year's KBS program at Tiffany, although It is understood that E. W. unwilling prince consort acquits
in a manner that will imHammons had requested that the himself
press him immediately among the
unit transfer Its work to his Metro- coast studios and carry him along.
politan rental lot.
His is the most convincing performHammons, while here last week, ance. The stars and Alison Skipand ERPI combined to exert con- worth and Arthur Byron, conform to
siderable pressure on Bischoff, It is the improbabilities of their assignMarch waxes particularly
said. The Metropolitan lot is minus ments.
actorish in spots.
any consistent production.
Sound and camera ultra, the dubERPI and Hammons own thd Met bing
of the Paris backgrounds parCalifornia Tiffany studio Is ticularly effective.
lot.
Save for the
owned by L. A. Young, with KBS's opening bal masque, it's rather conlease allowing it to move off at a,ny fined In action, which, coupled with
time.
the talkiness, doesn't help. Abel.

Sam

'Tonight la Ours' (Par). Beautiful appointments can not disguise the
thinness of this artificial romance. Only a faint ripple on the fcmme
response.

'Employees' Entrance' (WB). High pressure acting slashing through
a locale that holds the gals' attention and enlists their partisanship.
'Air Hostess' (Col). Instead of cashing In on Its title's promise— that
dramatizing a now field of fcmme endeavor— picture lets all its
woman's appeal escape by substituting juvenile meller.

of

'The Vampire Bat' (Majestic). Mystery shocker that, despite Its appropriately gruesome photography and good cast, fails to terrorize the
ladies.
Because of its soporific, carelessly developed story, pieced together from type predecessors.

,

SPIRIT

WUM HOUSE

1933

.Tucsdttj, January 24,

Roxy and Maria Samson do ithe
heavy vocal chores. Miss Samson

ONLY

getting the big break on the finish
as pit with her and nesLtly eVerybne

REVIEWS

CAPITOL, N.

Y.

Now York,

Jan.

VARIETY

13

20.

may

be lobby delay here on
!.else gQ^.s, doWn, while another i*ordeluxe shows, at least over Saturtion of the stage rises to^ meet the ..day and Sunday. It'll all depend on
mruslclans.
fast word gets around on 'Emhow
Tlie staging is effective, but could ployees' Entrance' (WB), Picture is
be improved upon, while for best one of the few outside bookings for
results considerable cutting would the Capitol, which,
with its numerseem In order. 'Geisha Land', is ous holdovers' 0n a year, always is
New Tprk, Jan. '2Q.
slijEillai: to a unit the old Roxy had,
behind national releas e on Metro
staged
Fanchon
Marco.
by
&
money
Its
old
iEtoxy.
the
picture
Here's
product. It's the first
•Hit of the stage show are the
sold to this deluxer.
Is about gone and Its picture book^ Mackert Roxyettes (48).
The best
Along with feature, house has
In^ chances have been talcen away. staging has gone to them as well. George Olsen and orchestra with
Kven the name may soon be taken While simple when dissected, the Ethel Shutta, and acts of Gus Van,
castle drop at about stage position
from the spot, yet the house con- four with Its practical iron gate Three Sailors, Three Cossacks, and
^urnoff and Wensely on its
tinues. It's a dismal current week through whl<ih girls enter, selves as Lftste.
st&ge.
The
tor the cathedral with 'Air Hostess' a picturesque backgroun<^.
It's an—agreeable show, more in
lighting on the Roxyettes" number the vaudeville style than the former
(Col) and a show that's neither
Is also excellent.
presentation units this and other
presentation nor -vaude. On Its first
Girls ar^ In glittering uniforms picture theatres seem to be veering
week of the new policy the Roxy doing an Ingenious military drill. from. What actually Is happening
beads for an all-time low that may It's reminiscent in a way of the Is a slow but certain, conversion. to
That's only. 'Marph of Wooden ^pl^lers.' routine vaudeville) In iOfti ,spot;s .that once
reach below 't$d»00O.
ai, the old Roxy, frequently revived
^hunned any. idfas in that direction.
|4riO(H) above the: price ,the house Is
At that house many Was ^he
'Ithei'A.
paying for tl>e.:eurrejiit picture,.
So far .the experiment scenes tb:be
,AlI-that .ceviaJBO of the former <^eek that" the Roxyette line was the successful, although 'there niayibe
show-saver.
s(bme Tvhb miss th6 "Chestei' Hale
glory aad prestige Is the* spirit.
Qpenlng
unit
rostrum
Is
a.
on
Inotdentally, this Is. Frank> CapiK
line girls once here on every' sh^w;
biggish simplicity, wltl^ It was a smart line, but with the
brla's last week at this house.- He ballet* of
has resigned. The show is bad for Patricia Bowman and- a ballet group times tbings oha'nge and the passsurrounding her ing of line .elrls seems to. be one of
a metropolitan >housei but that's nbii of 48^<tOie-!mounters
Cambria's fault; 'None could 'do pn,a,l9ng range of s.teps. Spread- .the.ellmln9<tions.
prone positions aiid Other
B.ull,t aloD^. -vaude. lines, thOi Thtee
better with a' budget of $1,000 for byts In
JfamUlar routine trlckiif 'aF6- em- Cossacks ope>h. they'd open a show,
Cainbfla'^t
lighting- amd
talent.
>ployM.
too, U at the palace, because that^
staging helpd in Spots, but the show
::Wahl and ^his little assistants fblwould be thd p'rbper spot. But ,a'
as a whole is tindd't averkge 6a.Uber lo.v(^ in
one, and secopd to. Roxyettes fine roller-skating act, one of .theeven- -for aJ h.i^i^rfc"
on a hand Thursday night. ttfer'e Is fastest and b^st'-dXtibnt. Trio works
JUst how' dls^f'th^' Roky /looks an act familiar
to vaudeville au- on a circumscribed platform do^ng,
currently can ','be 'gleaned from the diences that's under a^ big!
handicap rapid pirouetting an4 carrying rou>fact that th6''^lo3fy^ttes have beeil
pu^ l^.the wide open. sp.a,q^. pt. the tlne.
They were' Music
put to eight. .UTrls.
strong pQint about
liall.
A
No. 2, if tlJiere were.. annunciators
S-han,
once 48.
^he' Wahl turn is Wahfs' size 4s here to make it,lppk more like bldeompcured with the kid- like appear- tlhip vaude, 1^ Qus Yan.. '^ro^s
ance; of his., asslstaiit, wbo takesi jt spotting for hlin. He^hbiild be beR. C.
plenty.. Pair must be .^seen in their tween the two comedy actA,. .^Ith the
cbmedV' ihlxup acrobatics at closer comedy trld of Lbwe< Bumoff a'nd
l>rew York, Jan. 19.
range 'than those mezzes to 'be fully Werisley ahead and 'the Three SailGood but not outstanding show of, appreciated.
ors behind.
."Tu^kegee Choir is bej^ween "^ahl
three and a Half VoUrs on larger of,
Both are comedy-turns, eaeb with
,Mid th^, Roxyettes Ir^ a. ,rain,er. br^ef ^dancing and, acrobatics,, though !in
tWQ. Radio .iQlty.l^ouse's change of- Choral
presentation headed '.^^E®'^*^ other ways differing imuch. But«(ne
film. 'Bitter. Tea of Gen. Yen' (Col), of ,tbe South,' and, without in'uch
shouldn't Ipllbw^the qther fs at Frib.eiieftt of, 'staging buildup.
Only day night's second' shpwl
Which Bhlfteia _the theatre into
Sailors, With 'their 'slips and noncoihb.lriatlo'n
picture ? preaentationt pp^Ckdirpipk serve for them. in anh'ounbinar choir, huhqiber is glveh as
sense, a perfect entry Ahead. 'qf
policy, remained eight days instead
110. Counted ,76. drchestra pit.klso
George Ol^en, but in fbllowlhg
A Warner' c'on^lns around 76 musicians.
of two weeks figured.
Lowe; Bumoff and Weneley th^lr
Overture und'e'r able direction of edge is dull&d a 'little. Latter trio
booking, 'Icihg's Vacation,^ shoved
In oii a; Thursday, .'which may be- BriiiijRapee 19, 'Orphe'us,' whlch,was does a waltz adagio with, burlesqued
come the change day*
mixup and mistakes that are not too
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subjects and have their work laid
by side for technical compari-

sjfde

The garden "variety of nbwsreel
Is Exceptionally abUriclant
the
program.
That
knife-thrower, and thfe ad.agio, team
which works on a roof, as well as
another' girl who offers' to mafry for
hihi'tibn.
money sihallest' church ind circus
.;
;
.Paramount stepped fChi^'f>^<l p^, Fqx- at hbHie-^ll' in eluded. ''
Hfea^st on t.he coverage' pf^.anqihifr '^-^Pathe'-W'ehf aftet'.the taxi driver
inventlpn
pijqie gag
;in J^pw Jfe^^ey.- 'vi^hp dlscbyereld i fare hiad left her
Luxer interviewed the. lhventbi? alrid offi^ijrlHg" behind. The clip Is riegahis wife," wherein lay .tihie, Taugbs,'
tlvfe, too rtialtt^r of fttct tP register a
Path.e made a si^pe'^lor s.tpi^ of' teai^'br a ratigh.
"Skiing "contests In" New Yor^^ 'and
E'bllow- lip Pn tile Fre.nch liner
Indiana, to that shown at. the, SJm-^ which was burned served Pathe in
biaissy.
Luxer 'featujred th^ eplils, the way of obtaining close-ups of
getting better views' bt the scin^e.'
the iwreck under leiSs hazardoiis conHearst's 'Buy American' ..pr.opa- ditions.
gainda this week etiters its s'^dond'
Universal
Introduced
a novel
Embassy episode with generalities angle when it. put a mask over' Its
on the subject ..by .i.two Washing^ camera and ha;d one bf the Japanese
tonlans.
boyi^ demonstrate how jarring it Ls
Incidentally, Fox-Hearst should to receive a blow while fencing.
pay more, at^eritlon to the print
Wdly.

,

.,

,

...Trailers
p.^'t|'«>x)

•

as .coming,

]&\i'slne's9 a, littiie .past 'capaqlty At
for other hoiiaes by a minir.
8'
screen adviertlslng on .the the. o'clock perform^'iice iThursday
Qniyu flash announclnir nlghi.' Much of that ^een^ed. sighttoWiitxix^ and nothing else, but possi-. seeing trade, people wbt) TVilnt^d a
'100k'"at iftadio •CJtJr'.is /big 'theatre,
..(OtUy done that "Way i Thursday wheiji,
anywhere^ and^-.'
this show was-' caught because 6f .ii pbin't^will be In eyentuiliy'supiilyr
being too early to decide whetber 'ing siifncfent box' offtcQ dVart. to showm&niy ^ylei -OiJening with
^King^s Vaoatton' and stage comple'T iforftdr ttie', crowds, after thaJpoveUy •Walking? 'Ouf Dots Ar6unq','-'nHiely
ment with It will hold 'oveft li% bf see'hl^' hou^e and .ti'ai^li^' l'akeln^ a .ibandl^. she tops herself on, .lelalclsr
'f^w-'ttd^tii^iles pr'
manship in 'Way Down. Upbn^ne
highly doubtftrt <aiat it Willi
•Harlem I?iver,*''puttlttg plenty if|to
At the 75c top, with smokin^r at. tb'eV?',' litw inptn 'off.
f fki'
this heater, and In (he. hillbllljr thing
•Will in all 'tbre^- mezzed,^ the big.
with 'fonr boys from the band buUdr
baby under =lh6**^ is giving bjit;'
Ing up.;"
igood money's worth; fOr New Ydrk».
•>;!•
..
V
r
,
Hollywood,, ^^n, JL5.;
T.h^ou.ghout the Ols^n attraction
ers as well as f6r;;4h6 floating popii'. ......
latlon of a lUlllibh. if it'ff still thiat
nesp(jt9 that Sid Grauman built is well staged and rbiitined except
for. an iijitepded .buildup for the
big. There's' almost' fooVinuch sta^e jup and. maintained a stage policy at
show, wheil t)i^m,.'a,lso has to, be 'tjie Chinese that was onie of the fea- 'Pink Elephants' number that didn't
made for ah organ' niimb'er,' 'rie^iar. tures of that house's draw, Winnie work' sb well' "Friday eve. EjtplalnIng that evfery cOloF has its'^coihteel, overture .atfd a Short, 'Qii". the $h^ehan had a pet Idea, for a proMission 'I^riaiJ* (i^Ons). Not to inen-r jog ,'whlch was therefore presented panlon music note, Olsen asks audinovelty song nit
tion spill ,p(^rl6^ti twice oil. evety jalOng wlth Fox's 'Cayalgade,' .a^id ence for qolors.
•turnover, "tetweesh, start and end of whibh was at "wide variance with or gag of some kind on each bne
the type of show presented, hereto- mentioned, biit fnostly a waste of
feature.
sense. One
and
making
little
time
value,
it
entertainment
fore',
tn
'With those, spills and other waits,'
something else perhaps is being doesn't stack up with the Grauman of the troubles is that Olsen is waittried out over here. Instead of the offerings, and the impresario has ing for 'pink' until finish, but as
one of the
around
and
here
that
was
show
happened
^hanging
the
machine-like precision that's be- been
come a habit in most picture houses, whipping It Into shape since the first mentioned, making it difficult
for Olsen to stall on it. Some fine
many of them using trailers on spill opening.
Basic fault Is that Chinese patrons voices In the Olsen band. "When
periods, under, the nicely-painted
finally eight lads doublp for "Pink
Ti' everything's more at leisure. don't want spectacle unless it is
This show, conceived by Elephant,' the vocal result Is a
People have a chance to stretch be- 6ocko.
tween show units, if they want to. Reginald Berkeley, who also did the pleasing surprise.
Business good, but not capacity.
Announcement is made from the continuity on the picture, fails to
stage of most of the numbers In carry the needed heft. It opens in In addition to feature and stage
the presentation column but not all, Montntartre of the 18th century, show, a travelog James Fltzpatrlck
with such an act as Walter Dare with a pantomime showing the no- short, 'Leningrad, Gateway to SoH-M
Wahl, in 'one' coming out cold. And bility at play, a royal procession, viet Russia' (Metro), andChar.
there are no house programs in case the seizure of the king and a mild News.
scene. Then Intq one
anyone's curious, nor any trailers revolutionary
for a novelty act, Pete Clark, who
announcing any part of the lineup.
palins cigarets and smoke to the top
N. Y.
Final number of current stage
the show and back to the
show, 'Geisha Land* is much too honors of setting, tricked out with
New York, Jan. 21.;
long and partly by virtue of that a full-stage
neon signs to represent thfe Montwhy, even if it's only 35c, 4s
little tedious.
At its beginning, the martre of today. Here Grauman at Just
Saturday's before one p.m. scale,
stall is a good cue to light up anhas been able, since the premiere, they should pay to see somethii^g
other clg or Just look around at the
to inject entertainment.
that they can get for nothing at
landscape. Orchestra is set on the
Acts sprinkled through the first leisure In their own homes is somestage, but no one knows of It with
scene are heavy on novelty and Incurtain down, while out along the clude Paul Howard, contortionist, thing which has been a puzzler In
Bides are strung a lot of supers who familiar to local audiences; Florence the business for no little time. And
just have to stand around until Gill, novelty operatic singer; Ruton It's seemingly bearing circumstantial vindication in the current Intired and even after that.
and his dogs; Gregory GolubefE's
Strains of the band are heard but Moscow Art onsemble, doing puppet stance of Kate Smith, the prime
stage draw at the Par this week.
it's some time before anything starts
bits and a solid, effective 'machine The songstress can be digested In
to happen.
At Just about the mo- age' singing sextet; Tudor Williams,
ment something colossal or bigger local baritone who appears as a the comfort of the home and hearth
gratis merely by the twirl of a dial.
is expected, curtains part only far street singer, and Long and Short,
enough to give Felovis, Juggler, and comedy dancers who are seen here Granting that after the Initial curiosity of the in-the-fiesh appearance
his comely assistant, space in which for the first time In five years.
satiated there seems no valid reato work. The act seems all out of
In the second scene Lucille and is
place, and during Felovis' expert Byron do a neat ballroom dance, al- son for the tuner-Inners to turn out
routine which clicked In spite of all, though use of the now ancient 'Kiss in startling numbers for a long-disorchestra unseen was hammering Waltz' doesn't aid the 1933 Illusion. tance peek at any particular ether
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which it runs in. its Broadway show
wlndpw. Currently there are sdv-'
era! .'cfi'ps visibly' stl;'66,kfe'd." '
\Yhile' the fcmbSssy •waa th,6 qnly
house',' Saturday showing r^raltd !of
thfe storfh in' Calif o'i-hia;' trhlv^rsal
and Pathe prpvide.d the Liixer 'with
excldallVe views ot river' risings and
levee "rehabilitations in the nitddl^
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Oriental music.
Finally band Is disclosed upstage
on a raised rlatform. All along it
had sounded as though coming from
the pit, out of which eventually rises
a dressed up stage In Itself, representing a Japanese garden with
half-moon bridge and all.
'Geisha Land' is given over mostly
to scenic and decorative devices,
finale bringing out house's entire
company. Arnaut Bros, are worked
into the Jap garden thing, as are
Patricia
Bowman, ballet corps,
Roxyettes and choral ensemble.
Harold Van Duzee from the old
lot of

element

ftp.

a

f,ure,

,

regaxdles? of

.the:

the ,;b;.o,|
staeq fea-

are eijuceptlons.-pf .po»J5seK.but~
;wheh It; becomes necessary to tabk'
',a

into the top shelves of the auditorium.
With the Initial pull of the in-person thing by the radio names now

tends to confuse the nature of the
picture In the minds of possible
patrons.
Alois Reiser, from the Fox studio
music staff, conducts the sliort overture and batons the stage show to

wearing off. It seems to devolve
back once again to becoming curious only about the less familiar en-

Its

completion smoothly.

tertainers.
Or so it would seem
from the rather passive reaction to
Kate Smith on the early Raturd.ay
show. It may be she'll wind up

to

'

'_._.,,

.

I

Spotted mld>way on the hour--lDng
stage. bill, MInevitoh- is.. flanked on
both sides by production, glrl9;:and

..

•week: hea^-.

:

liners (pr more) that in itself has
become the tip-off .to :tlie fans who

a singing, chprua^.,. Without 'X semhave ,been nurtured in the idea that, ;blance. of sp.qclalty competltlon-anygoing to the movies depends chiefly where else on the show, MInevltch
on.:what the flicker has to offer.
delivers; the required sock 4n ••his
The false premise that the stage spot. But the balance of the pro.

•

The eternal problem of
quality forces bookings
such as Kate Smith et al. But in
this 'wedding of the free radio en-

grosses.

celluloid

tertainer to the theatre, where an
admission fee always obtains, the
novelty of the entire scheme of
things' now seems to have worn off.
It behooves the In -person draw to

•

do more more than romp on In exaggerated hoydenlshncss and Introdtice 'her own Swanee Revue,' while
In between singing six poj? songs.
The bulwark of her contribution Js
naturally the singing, and whether
doing it in the flesh In a theatre
(but still amplified by the prpp
mike) or via the ether It leaves little in favor of the personal appearance Idea.
As a presentation, therefore, it's
one of those things which -Boris
Petroff, the accredited stager, his
little
to take billing bows for.
Cherry and June Prelsser with dll
sorts of aero and skeet-a-dadden
hoofology; Jack Miller, minor radio
warbler; Cookie Bowers, who cut
Ills

week at the

RKO

something unusual

ways

may And

It

on

but not

in

the

talent Is missing, the alnext best procedure is to fool

'em with beauty and numbers. The
current show is pretty as far as it
which Isn't far, while the stage
Is never numerically strong enough
They've
to ward off comparisons.
been educated to seeing more than
this at other theatres that don't

goes,

•

specialize in real individual talent.
Trite start by a mixed couple, soprano and tenor, gets the show off
In 'one' and builds Into the entrance
of the vocal corps on the pneumatic
rising second stage. They're joined
by the ballet girls, who keep It
Spanish. .First full-stage set contains a large cactus centerpiece

Palace, further

whose platform holds a seven-piece

marimba band, against a plain blueMarimba boys
background.

sky

hammer out a fast one that leads to
the Roxyettes' first. Latter is ordinarily a 24-plece line, but one was
Ballet counts

air are In support.

Next week Kate Smith In celluloid comes to the Par In her new
Par picture, 'Hello, Everybody,'
which should also tell lots more to
theatre managers about this here

missing Friday night.

up

to 16.

MInevltch takes the practically
full-stage spot at that point and
holds it for 25 minute.i. That it's
overstaying Is especially noticeable
when the boys start repeating the
earlier^

knockabout comedy.

Some

hot harmonica work always manapres to .show up when the act starts
limping, but It shouldn't be neces-

batoning In characteristic fashion.
'ugh' which Rubinoff puts into
his ses.sions with the trench unionists is not only a good workout for
liim, but has never miased for audience reaction; it indubitably conveys the Idea that Rubinoff is not
merely waving a stick, but pnttlnf?

The

into It tlinn any of thp mon
give out the mu.sical somulM.
Ahcl.

theatre,

When

up Broadway, short by one day In
to open at the opposition
Paramount, and Nat Bruslloff'a
band backup for Kate Smith on the

more

new

the

stage.

order

who

lacking In substantial entertainment, looks skimpy.
At no time docs the bill appear to
take full advantage of the new
Roxy's reputedly elaborate facilities
for the staging of extraordinary
shows.
Outside of one item, In
which a magic fountain effect Is
gained with soap bubbles, the whole
affair in appearance, style and content, follows the nowrbutlne presentation method that started at the
old Roxy.
The curious who make
the 6th avenue pilgrimage to see
grarii,

hors d'oeuvres to th^ main celluloid
course will appease the palates of the
picture house patronage has .long
since been reflected by inconsistent

radio thing.
Sajnmy Lee's routines are adequate fav.
Rubinoffs overture is a medley of
For, conceding that Miss Smith Is
and contain nothing unusual.
There was much more meat In the by no means physically Inobtrusive, 'Friml Melodies' with the Chase
practically
must needs radio her & Sanborn maestro puglUstlcally
picture, 'Cavalcade,' to suggest an she
atmospheric prolog than in the stuff via the P. A. and mike system shadow-boxing his way through his

French background. Several excellent scenes from the film could stand
elaboration In the form of live stage
entertainment. The Montmartre idea

.

Itoxy*s .^ecojid' show,., the'. 'ijipstly
,Rud8laii. QMner having^, ru'n.l.t^ree
weeks.':' .'.'Otl^et .^p.dlvlftu'al iiirn. con-

.'Its fliiiale,

,

to |(12,000

Jari, 20.

team ,]iynO: waltiz the preeehtat joh

aiiswfirs .that ..lautomatlcally..

on,:. 16,000.

York,

fined' tb'.ohe.'i^'ijmbei^, Is yeioz'and
xol^hda', the .plas? ..cabAyet ..^ftnce

general: ^thlijBjidetermlfle:^
dfafti.
.'There,

I

out a

'

'

'

'

.

.

'

•

.

A

.

eixa'inple

/ipum

^

throughout

the
opposite; was true
of a Parisian ex-

great little act, and
obvious.
stronger here on. show caught thp.n

^.State ^air'
nex.t •week set: fin,

ann<;>)incln'8;.

material

.York; .kept his
ice star that
center of the"

on the

Borah Minevltcb's harmonica band
is the main specialty turn, of which
there ar^ ,but t^o oh the current
all-'gpAnlsh.'bnj.
Tail's, is the;.RKO

•

'.

New

was that

.

'.

'

in

lense so focused
she .never left
frame, the yety
in the coverage

with a good gross at the Par 'this
week. For what she's getting she
the" Sailors.
'dhbuld. But then again it 'may be
Olsen, as Is his custom, provides that"ronIght Is Ours,*" the feature,
good all-around entertainment with provej3 loo much of a'celluloi^'banEthel;Shutttf ovfr'blg in t^ree ntim- aicaiJ.
Which, again proves 6ome.bers,'. about; the bpst 'shfil eveij' did
merchandised jln thli^g about, the t-elatlve di'aw's, of

'

'

aboilt.

'

camera lad

cbverlng a •"•teacher watching ber
pupils step tin 'a' gla^s floor.
'lifi foreign" Coverage' a timely re-vival was the J'apariese EMperbr reviewing troops. As a rule in subjects of this kind It is not easy for
the audience- to identify the ruler,
and' thid clip is no exception.
W'aly.
Other usual subjects.

.

,

,

'

Philippines situation.
Instead of going to a lawmaker
Indirectly connected with an outImportant
historical
standingly
event, the Pathe boys sought out the
Introducers of the bill and leading
Besides, the reel wisely
Filipinos.
went Into its library for pertinent
views of the Island Colony, establishing a clear plctiire of What the
independence hullabaloo was all

Splo skating exhibitions afson.
Where the
ford the opportunity.

•

-

1^

audience Impression, ooniins after
long perusal of all the reels, is
strengthened this week by the manner in which Pathe handles the

Embassy screen
when two cameramen cover similar

.

.

•••

TRANSLUX
In editorial slirewdness. particularly on major subjects, Pathe is
gaining a ranlting position.
Tliis

jectured.
It Is rare on the

.

1;

EMBASSY
Best chain-gang story ever told
newsreels, and one designed to
raise a maximum of public protest,
is that narrated by a 14-year-old
Jersey boy to Fox Contactman McManus. What persuaded editorial
judgment to bury this clip In the
program and lead off with tlie last
batch of U. S. Marines returning
from Nicaragua can only be conin

sary for Minevitch to have to gain
ground .several times during thethe act. The meat could
be jammed Into 20' minutes, maybe

lost

cr)ur.se of
Ips.s.
t

and that would

a

lot of

strong
amjiliAcation,
(Continued on page 40)

Tlio.'it
,

.save

rouble.
(•(••.><
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other Broaaway

picture houses slashing prices, "Cavalcade"
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plays to standees every

show
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OPENING in:

Boston (Majestic Theatre)

Jan. 26th; Philadelphia (Locust Theatre)
Feb. 2nd; Buffalo (Erlanger Theatre) Feb.

5th; Pittsburgh (Nixon Theatre) Feb. 6th.

«fte.

FOX
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ACHIEVEMENT

PICTURE of the GENERATION

If

FOREIGN FILM NEWS

TAxnarrv smsooih offics
•

St. Martta's PIims*,

ttmUlgag Bqnai*

Cable Addr«88: VABIKTT, T-ONDON
Telephone: Temple Bur 0041-0043

MRS. BECK AS CRITIC

Hungarian Gov't R^nlation Makes

FOm

Trade a

Political Footbafl;

Industry Revolts, Forces Reform

Wife of Haya' Office London Rep.
on 'Express'
London, Jan.

Now

Americans Can

film critic for the 'Dally Express.'
She'll be succeeded by Mrs. James
Beck, wife of the Hays ofilce rep in

Enter German

Trade Society, Securing Much

Fdm

23.

After sticking only a few weeks.
Lady Eleanor Smith has resigned as

15

Benefit

and PrivOege to Resign

England.
Budapest, Jan.

12.

Bas3 Dean's Search

Hungarian Distributors' and ExSocieties and would-be
hibitors'
local picture producers have organ-

ized a concentrated attack upon the
erovemment's film policy and the
management of the Film Fund, the
Hunnla Studios and censorship,
the
In
concentrated
practically
hands of a small company of
bureaucrats.
Charge against this group Is that
they spent the distributors' hardearned money, which they paid for
every meter of Imported film, on
and equipping Hunnla
building
Studio, with the professed purpose
of setting Hungarian film production on Its feet.
Instead, rent and extra charges
iare so high that local capital Is unable to hold Its own. Favors and
facilities are given to foreign producers (that 'means. In the first
place, Adolphe Osso of Paris) who
pretend to produce Hungarian ver-

Coast Italians

Studio Censorship on

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Paramount will rebuild one of its
Pictures About Italy stages into a new special effect and
dubbing dept.
Increasing use of dubbing and
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
employment of special photography,
In such as back projection, required
Claiming
misrepresentation
stories
and characterizations of enlarged quarters.
Italy, with Inferences that antlFasclstl are responsible, a group of
local Italians have organized In an
effort to force studios to permit
Pittsburgh, Jan. 23.
them to censor here all pictures
more theatres have been having reference
to their homeland.
30

London, Jan. 23.
After failing to make a new deal
with Radio, Basil Dean is looking
elsewhere.

W6 RETAKE 4 WHEELING

HOUSES ON OPERATION

SWEDISH NATIVE-MADES

Four
added to the

WB

string In the
Pittsburgh territory, Capitol, Court.
Liberty and Victoria In Wheeling,

W. Va. Houses have a

total seat-

SPURT TO PEAK OF

Official sanction of their

demands

by Premier Mussolini is sought by
the organization, which hopes to
have the dictator bring pressure to

'

Crazy Exhibs

—

240 OF 750 BEGIAN

NOW WHIED

CINEMAS

Stockholm, Jan. 10.
production In Sweden Is at
with 30 pictures being
produced for the present season.
This is a record and will have farreaching results on the marketing
of American and (3erman pictures In
this country.
Besides the Svensk Fllmlndustri
studio at Rasunda, Stockholm, there
are now three Independent producers: Europa-Fllm, which Is now
building a studio In a suburb
of Stockholm: The Klnocentralen
studio at Segeltorp, and the Irefilm studio,, located in the city.
The latest development Is that

Home

peak,

Its

Denmark wants

to

have a finger In

the pie, and one of the two Danish
apparatus manufacturers, Nordlsk
Tonefllm, Is contemplating opening
a studio
Stockholm. It is said
that a Danish bank Is putting up
the money, Nordlsk only furnishing
the technical equipment.
This Is
going to be an Independent studio
and the charge to individual producers will be kroner 800 ($160)
per day
for studio space
and

m

redistributed on the
grounds of political merit in the
eyes of the' government. It mostly
resulted In licenses being taken
away from original holders and
erlven to people whom the govern-

ment wished

to

reward for some

service or other.

cinema

licenses.

The

result

was

that the new proprietors, having no
inkling of the business, soon got
wobbly and either went broke or
sought partnership with the former
proprietors who did .the work for

them.

New Hardships
Things have been running pretty
smoothly on this basis for a time.
Some time ago the government put
theatre owners under an obligation
to choose at lea^t 60% of their employees from among war veterans.
This practically means a far larger
number of employees than would be
necessary, for the war veterans are
all more or less disabled.
new
government decree now bids theatre owners to engage one or two
more war veterans, according to
capacity of the theatre. This makes
very closely balanced budgets topple
over.
Adding to this the 'meter
money' going into the Film Fund
for mysterious purposes, the financial background of all save the most
popular theatres looks very dark.

A

Some reform must be effected, but
nothing promising seems to be
forthcoming.
Klagemann Leaves Ufa
Berlin, Jan. 23.

Eberhard Klagemann, production
supervisor

company
production

for Ufa, has
Join Fox's

to

staff.

left

that

European

Bermuda Motion Picture

Belgian Exhibs'

Aim

Brussels, Jan.

6.

Belgian Cinematograph Association, grouping 1,100 cinema proprietors, Is again preparing a war with

collecte.l about 50% Is swal
lowed up In administrative expenses

Co., Ltd.,

Hall, Ltd., to exhibit plx
alternately.

Move

sequel to Empire conferences and considered signal note
of success for new British Film Distributing Agency which acts for
BUFP from Bermuda, covering the
British West Indies.
Rex Wetherell of BFDA, with
headquarters at Kingston, Jamaica,
B.W.I., put deal across on arrival
(16)

Mason

Script

Lands

from south

in

Lady Rodney.

Sailing today (19) he said:
'AH the leading (British) producing companies have amalgamated
their Interests for the Colonial distribution of their products and, under the Federation of British. Industries and with the strong support
of the Colonial Office, the British

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Sarah T. Mason's script of her
own story, 'Half Way Girl' has been
optioned by Universal. She wrote
the treatment on speculation, the

minimum wage

.^cale for

full

commissioner In Berlin, was Instrumental in maneouvering the move.
American companies, under the
conditions, can withdraw on one
month's notice.
Spio, up to now, was pretty much
all Ufa, but there has been consideruption for some

erable internal

months

past,

with even the German

government,

awhile, turning
against It. Looked a bit as though
another film trade organization
might be started, but things were
straightened out 'to everyone's satisfaction with the American admission thing probably a considerable
for

coup.
First thing likely will be a revocation of the laws restricting blind
booking, which Americans have constantly favored. At present all films
must be trade shown separately before booked.
From the American
standpoint that's not so good, be-

cause they, with some dubbed

next week with Lowell Sherman
figured on to push it over before
the shut down Feb. 11.

FWC

After Proxies

portion' to the Authors' society.

Buy

British Pictures

Drive

laboratory a corps of

Canada.

cameramen

flung across

m

On

Colonies

Indies flicker
public Into attending British-made
fllms, along the lines of the recent
imperial trade fever. Is foreseen as
the probable .'esult of the visit of

Rex Wetherell who landed here on
the S. S. .^dy Rodney (15) from
Kingston, Jamaica, where he represents
British
Film Distributing
Agency

(for British United Film
Producers Co., Ltd.)
Wether ell's agency Is one of many
that have recently been established
throughout the colonies and its
particular territory extends from

Belize

to

Bermuda.

United Film

The

Producers

British

Co.,

Ltd.,

was formed under the auspices

of
the Federation of -British Industries
and with the strong support of the
Colonial Oface In London.
^
.

managers

Local

are

somewhat

between the devil and the deep blue
sea. Audiences are dwindling, partly because of the tourist shortage
so far this season, and operating
costs continue to mount.

The

much

British product will come
cheaper, but the big puzzle is,

will the

Bermuda audiences

Major Cos.

like It?

in Paris

Paris, Jan. 23.

Arthur Kelly, head of

One Or Two Ops Rule

U>A..'s for-

eign department, arrived in Paris
(18), and will stay a
couple of weeks looking over tlie

Studied in Dominion Wednesday
Ottawa, Jan. 23.
Dr. H. M, Tory, president of the
National Research Council, and asnow studying theatre
regulations of various Provinces
an'd the flre hazards of nltro-cellulose sound fllms. This research has
been requested by the governments
of Ontario, Manitoba and British
Columbia with a view to adopting
a uniform code of regulations governing operation of theatres.
An important angle to be discussed by the scientists is the necessity or otherwise of the presence
of two qualified operators in a projection booth under approved conditions.
If the National Research
Council recommends one man in a
booth, the Provincial Governments
will
probably govern themselves
accordingly. This is consiflorcd an
Important point In view of ihc
pre.sent quarrel botwofn oxliilnifx-.'-and
\v.'i»rr>
operators
regard Inpr
sistants are

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Fox West Coast executives are
asking all stockholders In their allied holdings to give voting proxies.

fllms,

some title Jobs and some direct
shots are not In such a good position to show all their product.
Pretty certain also to mean contingent law changes, but that will
take more time.

story finding prompt acceptance.
Due to go into work at Universal

United Film Products Co., Ltd., was
brought into existence.'
S. G. Johnstone, chief auditor for
Wetherell says the alignment of
Britain's Colonies with BUFP does FWC 'out as office discontinued.
not mean the end of Hollywood's Louis Purcell takes over the duties.
reign.
'It would be a pity not to
see the best that the States have,'
Inter-Coloi}^! rilms
he said.
Toronto, Jan. 23.
Because Australia has two successful producing companies, AusEDiot Conferring on Scale tralian films will be se(-n In Canada before Canadian-produced pictures are shown, Dewey Bloom of
Regal Films told the Canadian AuHollywood, Jan. 23.
William C. Elliot, international thors' Ass'n.
Bloom apparently forgot the 'Capresident of lATSB, gets In from
nadian Cameo' series and the 'CaSan Francisco Jan. 25.
He will confer for several weeks nadian Sport Chats' produced by
with producer representatives on Associated Screen News, which has
technicians and soun<

by the Authors Society and that
latter Imposes unfair charges
for music rights on sound Alms.
C.B.A. Is to call a meeting to urge
the government to collect all dues,
including authors and composers
fees, and to hand over a 'just prothe

Is

admitted

voting privileges
as importers, distributors and producers.
It
means the American
companies will now be looked at as
German ofllcisdly, and will lead to
any number of Important effects on
Europe's film trade relations.
George R. Canty, American trade

with

zation,

Bermuda and West

Goy't Music Fee Deal

fees

and Reld

been

film trade organi-

Hamilton, Bermuda, Jan. 17.
An attempt to strong-arm the

the Society of Authors, Composers
and Music Publishers over copy
right fees.
Both sides agreed last
year to the following tariff:
1%
of the net weekly receipts from 1
to 10,000 francs; 1%% from 10,001
to 20,000, and 2%% over 20,000
costly in its commands on the other.' Bxery exhibitor also has to supply
Hamilton, Jan. 19.
Parallel between pictures and the Authors Society with a certain
Agreement perfected whereby two radio may not be exact but It's number of free tickets for each perclose enough to make It apropos the formance.
opposish cos. take five British films
Federal supervision thing for exThese percentages are now urged
per month for three months from hibs to look Into the practical ef- as
too high and the B.C.A. further
British United Film Producers' Co., fects of workaday 'supervision.'
declares, that of the total copyright
Ltd.

For example. Colonel Stead, an
omcer attached to the British Military Mission who remained in this
country as a business man after the
peace treaty, got no less than six

German

service.

On

drawn and

have

Americans
into Spio,

bear upon the producers.
ing capacity of 8,600, and taken over
Removal of a part of the tariff,
from the N. W. Dipson interests.
as well as other barriers. Is posThe theatres were operated by sible, the group
believes. If conWarners until a year and a half
sions, but those done up till now ago when they were turned over to cessions are granted by the Amerwere such flops that they pretty Dipson for the Wheeling Enterprise ican studios.
Allesandro ClardelU Cerral, corwell spoiled the imputation of Hun- company. Management was to congarian pictures before it could be tinue for 18 months, at which time respondent of the' Rome 'FascKtl,'
built up. Bureaucratic handling of Warners were to decide whether has left for Italy to lay the matter
affairs is another heavy handicap. they would continue the system. before Mussolini.
Complaints about the censor board Dipson retains a 60% interest in
Finally, a public ac- the holdings.
are bitter.
count of the money flowing Into the
Johnny Osborne, city manager for
Film Fund ^It amounts to about a the Wheeling houses under the Dipmillion pengoes a year Is demanded son regime, has resigned. His sucand attention Is drawn to the fact cessor is Herb Hayman.
Lou
(Continued from page 6)
that the few executives of the Film Brager, for Warners, Is In Wheeling
Fund all hold several very well en- to handle exploitation until new watter In Podunk who can't stand
the legal costs.
dowed positions.
operators get under way.
Without Implying anything except
Censor Quits Port
red tape, endless delays, and slow
Attacks at meetings and In the
decisions on emergency matters, the
press grew so violent that the govsmall
radio station owner feels that
ernment had to take notice and
Washington supervision means obcalled an Inquiry of all concerned.
struction, legalistic interpretations,
As a result, radical changes In the
and profit-eating special expenses
policy and in the personnel are
to him.
contemplated. Mr. Horvath, presiJust why the picture exhibs want
Brussels, Jan. 23.
dent of the censor board -and of the
In 1932 200 new films were re- to place themselves In a situation
Film Fund, has resigned already,
and his place is taken by Mr. Jes- leased in Belgium and the construc- that might even begin to be the same
zenszky, also a government official. tion of new theatres added 12,000 strikes the radioltes as incompreQ?he resignation of the two manag- seats to the capacity of the coun- hensible^ It doesn't make sense to
ing directors of Hunnla Studios is try's cinemas.
Film houses now a supervision-ridden man who can'f^
change a dial on his transmitter
A government total 760.
expected shortly.
without authority to do so from
commissary, presumably an artist
Of these 240 are equipped with
Washington.
or writer, is to be put at the head sound, compared with only 82 in
Small B. R. Dangers
People In the 1930, and wiring is proceeding
of all film affairs.
film business, however, are skeptical methodically, particularly in the
No doubt the Federal Radio Comabout the outcome of these reforms, Walloon provinces of Liege and mission means .o serve the best In
which appear to be mostly on the Halnault.
terests of the radio Industry,' one
surface.
commentator remarked, 'and In
The government also proposes to
stopping many abuses they have
revise the picture theatre licenses.
been very helpful. The chief com
Permission to run a cinema is sub- 'Empire' Film Deal
plaint for the small station owner
In
ject to a government license.
without too much capital is that the
the times of political upheaval after
With Bermuda Exhibs system Is slow, ponderous and inthe war, the old licenses were withflexible on one hand or drastic and

—

Berlin, Jan. 23.

Stage for Dabbing

Want

qualifications
conditions.
scales,

and

.

uni

Uiri!,'

local marltet.

Practically

all

companies are
here by execs.

the

major U.S.

now

represented

CINEMA MTSTEBT FIBE
Erusscls, Jan.

12.

Cinema

Wauthlon, Chatelineau,
near Charlerol, has been destroyed
by flre. Outbreak occurred at 4
a.m. and cannot be accounted for,
the electric current having been
switched off.
Damage is estimated at about
$16,000, covered by insurance.
The
cinema, owned by M. Wauthlon, had
seating capacity of 1,000 and was
gutted in 1914.

Winnipeg Buys British
Winnipp; Can., Jan. 23.
picturps are flooding the
Wiimlpi^K dim PXfhango.
Wit-.tiipi i; pMtron.s nvo .supporllng
r
lilrjiK
iniire
.sli'ongly than
ni-lti.sh

i-vi-r.

L
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MOTION PICTURE

CYNARA KNOCKED THEM
COLD AT FOX FOR GREAT
TOTAL OF $25^00. (%3g«nf.r)

MOTION PICTVREi

BAI

CYNARA DAY AND DATE AT
TWO LOEW THEATRES GROSSES
»43^00...UP. «4^00 AT STATE
AND $3,000 AT ORPHEUM.
{Box-Office Report

on

BOSTON Engagement)

^« *< 2^
AWARD TO
IS

THE WISE

SUFFICIENT!

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE

TuWsdayt Jaiiuaty

P I CTiiR E$

1933

24ir

VARIETY

EXPLOITATION
ticket

stores, notb

readings.
No cost to house.
this for the two-bit top.

the letters on display,

assemble them into a word and
then locate that word In the advertisement .of one of the meris possible to

If. it

Blinking Eyes
One of the stunts on an

obtain

Dubuque, la., Jan. 23.
Innovation in several of the
dine and dance spots hereabouts has been to tie in with
theatre' for a combo dinner; dance !and theatre eve-

a

AH

ning.

One liotel is featuring a
dinner dance program at |l
per person with theatre tickets gratis. Stubs can be used
at will by the. recipient.

effective

a word which uses the same let- lobby on 'The Mummy.*: at the Mfiiyters as other words it makes the falr. New Yo'rk^ .was a large head
contest the morel

Seems
take

a

iiko

interesting.

of the muipmy on the coriieir of
the house faclnjg the flow ''of traf-

of trouble to
of a theatre

lot

sake

the

for

ticket,^^but. experience has demonstrateQ^'thiat enough people are in-

.

fic.

*Early Bird' BaUykoo
'thlB,. Stood nearly 10 feet hljg:h,
Hollywood.
done In irreen, with- translucent eyelids, back of which a pair of bulbs
To wise Hollywood boulevardites
on a resistance gradually calme up to Its 10c early bird sho-ws, the
and faded down. The usual .flasher Studio had a sandwich man dressed
would have been too rapid for any In a bird' costume parading up and
but the slow lighting up down the street.
effect,

;

make the schejne pay.In nelghbojhoods the same idea
can be worked without the newsangle,'
where space is too expaper
pensive because of large coverage.
terested ta

.

.the letters are displayed, as usual, -with the key ad
(on the picture) displiayed in the
lobby:' Main point Is to get them
to look %t the window displays.

In that case

was

effective.
Possibly an automatic, fader would be beyond the
price range of a small house, but
If It can be contrived It is worth
the trouble.

'

It- 'would be even more effective,
were pupils painted on' cellophane
Bxingft JXIm Back
Knowing from the box office re- and placed, behind the lids to inthe
lifelike,
appeHiiance.
port Just what iron tickets have been crease

sold In
tre

evening hours, one thea-

th<B

man

numbers from

selects five

each of the first fbree night sales
for trei admissions on,. Thursday,
.

.

which

Selections
Is'ltls off -.night.
are made froAi. the tickets sold to
adults and stipulated tht^t only
adults, are admitted on the stubs
biBarlng these-'htimbers on Thursday
'

.

Pointing oh the Inner surface of the
sign probably would show through.
Another and larger head -on the
main front was -spotted from a roof
on feoadway'for the opening, but
this did- not help the effect' siiffl
clently to pay for the currehtj
•

.

Announcement, of the numbers

'"-'.^

Mummy

It's

all

being

are

cards

.

'

Visiting Cards
,

Artie Beck, of the Boyd theatre,
Philadelphia, revived the. visiting
card Idea for 'Frisco Jenny,' changing the original Idea slightly. Instead' of leaving cards at the homes
with 'sorry to H.ave missed you' the
cards were printed with ^Frisco
No
Jenny, 1908 Chestnut street.
phone.'
Plenty of the curious, went to the
.address to see the huge advance
sign^
Not Just a stag: .ga§r, for
.

i

free.
Paper get^ 26 tickets vreekly
to scatter through the ishei^ts.. Those'

who

locate

their

Big Time Stuff

Van

Arnold

names e^t the

Leer,' of

Columbia,

hung up a record last -week when
Names are appended to, the; bot- he snagged a big. sign on the side
tom of Items and' people read the 9f the airplane which Is parked in
entire paper, good for the adver- the concourse of the big Pennsyltisers.
Three of the .names Are ini vania 'station: In New York. This
the. theatre's owti'spac'e, *bu't the is a ''Cabln' passenger plane- adversheet has not. many- advertisers, yet.. tising, the -airway, service which Is
a part of -the £>ennsylvanla system.
It's still youhg.
.,-

tickets.

.

:

Sign- urges the re&der tof Jsee 'Air
Hostess' at the old 'Aoxy -and win
a ticket to Callforna 'f^nd back by
best nickname for
alcniteii:
C&tch; .of coul'fie, -Is that
the p63i for^ttie^depbsttof t)iie Bubjnissloiiiui is wibapk of the pay.' gate.
Fllrst time th^ rallrdad has. perCarey, mitted picture advertlslqig. In the
station other than foi',.6mau. houses
which useduts^^'wh cplnm'erblat.pic>
-

:dubmlttjlng- ;the

..

.

:

.

,

,

-

>

Way

—

'

•

.

.

.

'

'

.

:

.LlncoW,', !N«b.

.Is

State theatre here in -^^ioltlng
lobby after 6 3p ori
.the
Thursday, .which brings a lot of \vrear'Mttmmy' took some -old under
and stuffed it with cotton,
people down to the theatre to see
modeled a he$ul Of clay and wrapped
If they have not;
if they have won.
the entire dummy, with gaVze.
they are' Mght there, so they may
Palntihe it a, dingy, grei^h. It was
as well buy In.
laid In a -mummy case with a green
It aeems^to have had an effect on
si)dt.Viflasbed oh it. '^.Beneath the
the -^Thursday, business -yrltiiout carriage 'on which the- vcase iria
hurting the.-flrst three nights of the laid was a. motor operating A plstoh
week. The. ntanager Just selects the arm causing the mummy td ralise
numbers ofHiand.
and lower from the waist at Inter
vals. It was a ghostly 'arrangement
aiid attracted more attention than
Campaign
-Two
any stunt that's been here in years.
Washington.
entire front of the marquee
Loew publicity office here put The lobby
was done in true Egyp
some .thought behind campaign on and
tiah tomb style.
On the side -of
'Flesh' atid came through with flythe
was printed the words-:case
ing cplprs. Split picture's appeal in
'The
Mummy
It
It comes to life.'
half and shooting wrestling angle
was the tallc of the town and the
to sport crowd and Beery human
whole arrangement was completed
Interest Iti straight &Aa.
T\r6 sides were kept absolutely at the cost of less than' sixty dolDranta pages carried lars. Qeo. Monroe, the State ma.n
separate.
deserves a lot of cr^dlt in this
practically no references to ring ager,
stuff.
Sweet old ladles are leery exploit.
of it here but are nuts over Beery
Rassle
ever since Mln and Bill.
Lobby Titles
angle was started off with cup preManager whose glass signs for
sented to winner of Beery Match at lobby display are much admired
opened.
wrestle show day before pic
gets credit for spending more money
10,000 ring programs carried ad for than they actually cost. Sign con
Fox, on page one and follow-up on sists of glass- strips, oh which the
each Inside sheet. Only cost in- titles are lettered In bright colors
volved was $l;l .cup.
against a, ground of frosted glass.
Result w&s delude of 'nice people' Most persons Imagine that he has
and mat stars.atid.a swell week at these strips sandblasted In some
the b. o.
city shop,
In reality the signs are merely
strips of clear glass of the sort
Book Contest
Giving a bookseller a break and known to glaziers as 'double.' They
are
cut to flt the recesses In the
getting a <:ontinuous contest at the
with
same time, a theatre is conducting sign. Titles are lettered on
a weekly gag on the best books of colored varnish, and the back Is
flooded with a saturated solution of
the week.
some similar large
Liocal dealer supplies a list of the epsom salts or
crystal salt. Solution Is tinted with
new books In stock with clippings aniline
dyes to match the varnishes.
from the advance announcement of
a copy of the Jacket blurb, which Kept In a warm place, the liquid
leaving the
material is posted In the foyer. Be- quickly evaporates,
fore Saturdfliy all who desire write glass evenly coated. Lighted from
a letter to' the theatre telling which behind with Indirectly-placed bulbs.
It takes a little practice to get
book they would prefer to receive
Just the right quantity of fluid on
and why.
Best letter gets a copy of the the glass, but it Is not difficult, with
book desired, and the store makes result showy and attractive.
about 80 sales at the cost price of
Fasting Mirrors
one book. Best letter on each book
Is posted in the store window, and
If you have any trouble 4>astlng
writers of the non-wInnlng letters signs to your mirrors, try )[^Intlng
may If they desire claim a 10% dis- the back 6f the materiiil with yelcount on theit' book.
low beeswax, iand Ironing, it down
Side money Is a permanent sign with a warm flatlron. Instead of
In the window -Virhlch tells of the sliding off when the paste dries, It
theatre contest, with a space for the win stick until you want it to come
mention of the current bills.
Then- It's merely a matter of
off.
using a putty knife If the sign has
no further value, Or the warm Iron
Doing Up 'Dances'
again If It Is to removed Intact.
Denver.
Any surplus remaining on the
Fpr 'Congress Dances,' Louis Hell- glass can be removed with a cloth
borii, of the Denham, got a lot of
wet with kerosene. If the liquid is
publicity, due to It getting four stars
not permitted to drip down to the
In 'Liberty.' He had 13.000 reprints
frame the odor will not linger.
of the page printed, with the Denham ad on the reverse. Ten thouColumbia Shows '£m
sand of these were inserted In the
current 'Liberty,' making It appear
Los Angeles.
at flrst a3 a regular part of the mag.
As an aid to exhibitors in planOn turning page over, Denham ad nin=r lobby displays for 'Bitter Tea
appears. The rest of the reprints of Oeneral Yen,' Columbia exchange
were pasted In old copies, and here has fitted up a section of Its
planted in doctors, dentists, lawyers poster department into a miniature
ofUces and
Setup Is a rcplica
Ited house entrance.
barber shops.
crayon writing on front page In- of a Chinese tea room or garden,
structed reader to turn to papre with with all sot pieces and backgrounds
review on II. All this was done with so arranged tliat they can be amplivery little cost to the theatre, most fied for any size lobby. As a further
of this being taken care of by exploitation ."ervice. exchange has a
treating 'Liberty' boys to Saturday quantity of Mandarin gowns which
matinee.
can be rented by the day or week
Tleup with stock show, giving for the garbing ol house attaches.
in the

Ten thousand

,

Home<Uade

night.

made

what

Flaying for Femme Trade
Hollywood.
Play to the femme trade Is being
passed fronv hand to hand for many- made
by Harry Sugarman In all his
times that circvflatlon.
advertising and exploitation at the
Egyptian, with his stunts registerNicely Done
ing at the b. o. Started his camtheatre, paign with an ad in the 'MIdtown
Navarre
Lately
the
Brooklyn, small nabe house, was News,' nabe sheet circulating In a
closed on account of a slight flre. territory removed from the theatre.
Day after the' blaze the regular Coupon printed In ad admitted one
'window, cards were replaced -with femme free. Sugarman's experience
signs ahhounoing the house had on this gag vrAa that each femme
been clois'ed for alterations. No men- holder (and there were 1,600 of
tion of -the flre, and the house kept them) of a cutout brought along one
In th^ local limelight without re- or two other women, or her husband,
Stress with plenty of extra cash in the
minding of the. accident.
was laid on the fact It would be till.
Next was his distribution to each
the same management to further
head off the suggestion of financial femme of a vial of good quality of
trouble- in the minds of those who perfume, a stunt that hit the vanity
and paid for itselt!. Another, gag
had not heard of the fire.
Nice handling of the situation to was the give-away of biown jglass
articles for home decoration.
minimize the effect.
Located on Hollywood blvd., the
Egyptian .-manager next arranged
New One
for the display:; of spring models in
John Field of West Englewood, women's gowns -In the lobby,' preChicago suburb, has.- -what 'seems to ceding the loeaC style show. In conbe a brand new one, Toshers dis- nection, he conducted a style show
tribute locality, paper, and In turn on the stage.
the paper gives him -a -back, page
see

to

about, too,

Dubuque's $1 Worth

'

chants.

By Epes W* Sargent
women want

free tickets at poultry show and reMakmg Them Look
ceiving; without cost, booth and disMost merchants will still fall for play, loudspeaker announcements
a co-op page If It can be shown apd 66 signs posted about stock
that they will get action on the ad- shctr and yards .in prominent spots.
vertisement. ..One, new scheme to
MuslQ stores and radio stations
assure readers and lookers Is to tied in nicely on account of
music
select a word with as many letters in film and
24-sheet boards, mounted
as there are trade ads. These let- on truck, paraded city every day.
cards,
one
set
of
a
done
oh
are
ters
Coffee and ..cake served In lobby,
for
Contestants
window.
for eachand numerologlst gave character
prizes must visit all the
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San Franclscot.
Changes of ownership In this ter'
rltory Iniiltide: Palm. Oakland, from
C, H. -Poss" to Robert Llppert; Pat-terson, Patterson, from C. V. Harrison, td R. Im and O. L. Bare; Owl,.
Cov^lOt from E. M. Ournford tb
Lovell and James Durnford; Colfax;
Colfax, from C. W. Taylor to V. C.
Shattuck: Oaiety* FrlacOf from F. 'Vtr.
Carbine to Rex Lane; Star, Sonorai.
from Ethel Duchow to N. S. TronsSebastapol, from A.
Iln;
State,
Huntley to N. Rossi.

Salem, Ore., rejplaclng James
resigned.

.Denvei?.

One of the four districts' 'In. the
Inter-mountain division, "'S'ox-'Weet
Cpast, has been aipollshed, merged
Vrith the otheris,-. and the manager,
Dave Davis, goes to North Platte,
where he will manage the'* Fox and
Paramount theatres. . Hq succeeds
Charles Ernst, who is sent to .Trlnl
diEid, Colo., to nianage the West and
Fox, replacing Henry Westerfl^ld,
J. Samts has opened a new house, who Is on a leave of absence.
Sld 'Wlsebaum, former film- sales
the 'Willow -Olen, In \Villow Glen,
man, ha$ sold his Mines theatre at
Calif.
Reopened are the Soledad, Soledad; n^Uon, Fallon, Nev.; Owl,
Covelo^ Colfax, Colfax.
Closed are the Eidlson, Frisco;
-Arbiickle, Arbuckle;
Lyric, GoldCampus, Berkeley; State,
field;
Sebastapol.
New officers of the Frisco Film
Board are:
Charles Miiehlman,
president; Barney Rose, vice-presl'
dent; Jack Bettencourt, re-elected
secretary-treasurer. Govemora are
the three officers and Bill WoUC and
Oliver Watson. Rowenia, Foley remains secretary in charge.

-

-

Idaho' '.Springs, .Colo.,

to

Clifford

'

York which made Its selling:- point
the fact that a dollar wojAdVopen
an account. It painted a greenback
on the brick wall of Its building.
Thomas.
forced the owne|« to rePar Theatre Corporation closes Authorities
paint.
Owl theatre at Longmont, Colo.
Law. Is stringently eh|or.ced to
C. W. Aller and Wm. R. "Van Sant
provide
ho
loophole for ipossible
take over Washington Park theatre,

Harlan S. Coulter has sold the
Princess at Meeker, Colo.; to.R. W.

'

..

.

..

J.

^

.

.

Denver.
M. M. Wllhersdorfer buys Emerson theatre at Brush, Colo., from
John: M. Anderson.

Lee Blumberg

will 'not

-

M. J. Murphy, who
resigned as manager of the Fox

Managers planning, to -niake &
marqiuee display of large silver' dolniay get away with It on- the
WarheiT: plctu^; but 'iB^ thoi cities
they'di> hot stand ihuch: of alciiance.
It -is against the law. to make even
a. colbrable. j(iiliUatIoh; of -the 'jidlhage,
and the '^fedefal 'officials 'frequently
carry this Ihtetdibtion .to wha^ inay
seem to be an e'xtlremi^ as -'in the
case of an Installment hOiise..lA f^ew
lars'

Biennelt.

'

3es

'

ture 'The Pie)hnsylvania;l4mited4;

.

.

counterfeiting. Erring, .on -"^e. safe
side. No one. supposes a 'person will
accept a pasteboard' dollar perhaps
1» .Inch'es,;. in diameter,
^bilt that
'
makes no difference.
.

-

-*

be suc-

ceeded in Philadelphia as director
of publicity and advertising there
Lisbon, O.
manIndictments charging them with for Warner theatres. House
agers
will
handle > It -in > future.
exploding stench bombs in the
is transferred- to h. 0. And
American and State- theatres In Bluhtberg
Into Lou Goldberg's post. GoldbergEast Liverpool, have 1>een .returned
against W. E. Hartmah ahd Robert resigned last week after, hayin^ beeti
In
charge of advertising pver'
Hamm. Police attributed the b..nb- Warner
New York'h6hseB fdr a ysar
ing to a dispute over employment
addition to national exploitation.
of booth operators.
The two mien in Prior
to Goldberg's resignation,
are said to have been memhers of
Myer Beck quit and was succeeded
a
picture
operators
union
in
by Irving WIndlsch, who had been
Youngsto-wn.
an assistant to Herb Crooker.
Goldberg Is considering several
Tuscon, Ariz.
him by theatre interWillard Osborne, formerly with offers made
the Phil Checker circuit In Spring- ests.
field, O., repl.-

.

:

ComebiM^kf

,

,

Academy, New York, Is fighting
hard and springs a -new ohe almost
ev6ry week. Ohe -'pf the 'latest Is
a coupon on the back of the distributed .'|>rogram, >irhlch- U maljed' and

handed :'6ut

butsjlda the-'^theatre.
Coupblii/:is .tb:be fllled in' wlth the

name and address

of the' recipient.
then deposited in a box 'in the
foyer.
Each week 100 names are
selected to receive the coiirtesy of
the theatre, the names befng Ishown
In the lobby.
It Is-

Since the coupons must be deposited In the box Inside the pay
line, It's two-for-one at worst, and
many who come down to consult
the list buy In when they :dO. not see

New Orleans.
Jack Meredith, who came down their names.
(Fox- West CpastX here after four from the Publix home office six
Argument Is that the ho:iiS&lvantB
Murphy returned to Los months ago as assistant division to get acquainted,
weeks.
and 'hammeriB
Angeles."
manager of Saenger, has been heavily on that angle.
transferred to Shreveport, in charge
Glens Falls, N. Y.
there for Saenger.
Tulming On tihe FaWcett
Differences over scale between
Joe Estes has been brought here
local RIalto theatre and Local 624 by Saenger as head
Minneapolis.
of advertising
Don Alexander of the State tied
have been settled.
and publicity for the chain.
Seven janlbnr .men, including four
Previously Meredith combined this up the short subject, 'Technocracy/,
stagehands, 'two 'projectionists and work for Saenger with that of post with the hew Fawcett publl(iatl6n.^of
the same name. The Fawcett puba relief man, returned to work.
as assistant to the division chief.
lications placed 350 cards at all local newsstands. Jointly advertising
Columbus.
Bronx, N. Y.
the
picture and their magazine.' An
Dave Pence Is manager of HartBronx has lost two of Its femme
man, vaudfilm house. Succeeds Ed theatre managers. They were Olga easel board In front of the theatre
Breckenrldge.
Swertlow and Marjorle Lou MIrras, contained newspaper clips and pormanager and assistant, respectively, tions c. ...J magazine.
Pittsburgh.
of the TuXedo theatre. Given their
Feb. 15 set for .reopening of WB's notices and will be replaced by
Ushers' Plug
State In Washington, Pa.
House males.
Some of the Warner Indiana theawas destroyed by fire last August.
Louis Gans out as manager of the tres have a new one in the shape
Boston Road theatre, and Is now in of cards which the ushers hand to
Hollywood.
charge of the United States theatre departing patrons. Essential text is,
In a realignment at Warners' for Lee Ochs.
'For months I've been showing you
Coast theatres, Carl Walker is
to your seats. Never once have you
from
the
transferred
Huntington
Dallas.
(Continued on page 64)
Park (suburban) to Santa Barbara
Robb & Rowley taking over
as city manager, replacing "Vic Strand, Del Rio, Tex., from D. F.
Rosen, who goes to the Beverly Luckle. Same circuit recently abHills.
sorbed Luckle's Angelus at San AnCliff Chellew takes over manage- gelo, Tex.
ment of the Huntington Park, with
That Will Bring Business
Charley Plncus supplanting Foy
AshevUle, N. C.
Tell Vh Your rroblem
Barnett at the Western, here. Latter
Thomas L. StelUng, manager of
And Wt Win Solve It
and George Riley of the Beverly Paramount, goes to Plaza, with Cecil
Young replacing him at Par.
have resigned.
Economy Novelty&FrintingCo.
Changes In the Northwest give William A. Byers, manaprer of
230 West 39th Street, New York
(Continued on page 64)
Carl Porter the city managership at
'

-

'
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ADD
ADDED BOX-OFFICE

PULL!
When you

put

CLARK &

McCtlLtOUGH up

in lights

you kiiow that you are putfliig up the TWO BRIGHTEST

NAMES

IN

THE World of

LAUGHTER... liamesthat add
names
Slamor to any bill
with definite box-offflce draw
• . .

two-reel features that
say:

make your audience

"THE WHOLE SHOW

WAS GREAT".

.

.

in

c

SIX

TWO-REEL

FEATURE COMEDIES
"The MillioMire Cat"
"Jitters

the Bntler"

"The leeuM's Ball"
"TheDriccisl's Dilemna"

"Heens Focus"

"The

fiay

RiKhties"
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Going Places
By
Femmes

Old and

N«w

'watching
Diana
carefully
In 'Cavalcade,' women who
hanker for their old spot on a pedesclimb
how
to
exactly
tal can learn
Miss Wynyard shows that
back.

By

such a return mounts hand and
hand with a return to the old-fashioned virtues. Many of these have
been burled with the bustle of the
past generation.
Miss Wynyard advises dignity,
gradbusness, reserve, for the ascent mellowed in gentle femininity. Woman's place Is in the home-

best the secret of

extraordinary

its

chlo.

The Roxyettes,

still

under the

Infor

fluence of militarism, return
'Geisha-Land' red-coated Japanese
warriors who, though they strike
the grotesquely stylized poses of
warrior Japanese prints, yet can be
femininely graceful during the tran-

Now Patricia Bowman is a
Japanese doll In a blue kimono,
as adept with parasol as with the
sitions.

little

flutterlngs of Japanese fans.

Maria

a full-throated Madame
sings her plaintive aria
standing forlorn on a Japanese
arched bridge, lonely despite the
presence
of
the ballet corps, frightman's leave-takings for, and returns
ened perhaps of their pagoda hats
from, war. Women were worshipped
turn out to be Japanese lanwhen they accepted their destiny, which
terns for a forte finish.
she recalls, proves It bravely accepting hers.
Those Arliss Ingenues
It's a man's world, always has
Young women cast as the inbeen, always will be, believes Miss
Wynyard, the best arrangement for genues in George Arliss pictures
womanhood, anyway. In a man's lead a circumscribed life. Hemmed
world femininity Is the important In by precedent, pattern, tradition,
Their
thing. Women win out In a man's they dare not be themselves.
world by stressing their femininity, performances are determined by Inshe shows, and so she turns to the violate rules: they must think Mr.
costumes of the '90's, an era of hips, Arliss Is a darling dear, they must
bosoms and slender waists. Those believe he knows best, they must be
princesse dresses had their points, volubly grateful for ^Jls kindly Inthose pompadour coiffures could be terference in their love life.
Patricia Ellis, the latest out of
delicately winsome, the Jewelry of
aberration.
that period for all Its elaboration the mold, exhibits a tiny
predecessors have been
Infinitely charming. Not only by her Whilst her
she dares to be a brunette.
blondes,
acting, but by the myriad fetching
Ellis
Is
strict conOtherwise
Miss
a
details, of her appearance does Miss
Wynyard create a tender yearning formist. Even her clothes, in 'The
King's Vacation,' remember the
for women as they used to be, genMaidenly organdies with
others.
tle, unselfish souls (in picture hats
cape collars, girlish sweaters and
and feather boas) to be revered.
frocks,
evening
modest
Ursula Jeans, whose lot It Is to skirts,
Miss Ellis
all.
represent the modern girl In a pic- proper coverings
adheres to the regulation marture sold on the superiority of the even
manages to cel waves for her bobbed hair. She
old-fashioned lady,
the Immake her at least aware of what's will distract no one from
portant person In the picture.
cricket even If she does libel her
Marjorle Gateson, playing the
style sense and skill with lipstick.
quite fine enough
Merle Tottenham and Una O'Con- lady who Is not
to be Mr. Arliss' wife,
spr are expert, colorful, genuinely to deserve
her
amusing as the downstairs contin- nevertheless makes the most offool.
Insensitive
as
an
opportunities
gent. Contrasted with their effortShe is so irood at It, In fact, that
less characterizations. Beryl Mera
for
menace
constitutes
a
she
cer puffs a little being quaint.

—

Samson,

Butterfly,

a home

that's
she's satlsfled, in
well-ordered, a pleasant base for a

.

.

She, too, knows how to act,
well, and that's not sporting of her in an Arliss picture.
Florence Arliss Is sweet and yieldShe never makes
ing as ever.
trouble, not Mrs. Arliss.
while.

Timid Panther Women
Nobody need be frightened of
Panther Women as Kathleen Burke
portrays them.
They are really
frightened little girls themselves,
scared of about everything, but
scared most of all of a picture
camera. In 'Island of Lost Souls,'
the first picture to bring a Panther Woman to the attention of
Miss
Burke
screen
audiences.
shrinks timidly In corners, albeit

and very

,

Pemme

Reaction to Lupe

Lupe Velez doesn't mind a bit If
the ladies don't approve of her in
'Hot Pepper.' She suits the 'hoys
all right, all right.

Let the ladles say she's 'tough.'
They're Jealous. It takes a lot of
with feline grace.
Most
strength to be like Lupe.
There is but one ferocious thing girls haven't the vitality. The way
about her the violent make-up she cavorts, explodes, fights, loves,
around her eyes. She dresses like sings, dances In 'Hot Pepper' Isn't
any other native of picture tropics. acting—It's Miss Velez herself. Girls
In skilfully draped scarves and can't learn to act like that— they've
beads. Her riotous black hair as- got to be born that way. Might as
sumes becoming outlines about her well go on Imitating Garbo. It won't
gentle face. Island of Lost Souls' produce such quick results, but at
maintains that Panther Women least they can act tired without
have excellent figures; it's hard to really doing anything to get tired.
tell about their faces, however, for Just contemplating doing a Velez
they obscure them with so much exhausts them.
Still, there's a little satisfaction
make-up.
Leila Hyams' wholesomeness has for the girls in the fact that Miss
never been so welcome as in this Velez' volcanic energy is so forceful,
it's all her pictures ask of her.
murky island. A clear light of sanShe's really an actress besides, a
ity, she Illuminates the dank prolong as
ceedings with her good common natural, emotional miss. So
she'll
sense and clean cut Nordic face. she'll erupt fireworks, however,
In
Her nice American girl yachting go on cast as a Latin spitfire
roles till the end,
written
sketchlly
clothes and sports dresses are as
lasting,
more
far
a
while
refreshing here as her nice normal hiding the
precious quality. It's very sad, but
reactions and level-headed outlook.
somehow the girls will face It calmIt's coming to anybody who can
ly.
Roxyettes Inspiring Soldiers
and wriggle so fetchlngly In a
look
The Roxyettes are drilling over at
coque feathers Instead of
the Music Hall and all's well with wreath of

—

militarism.

Forty-eight young heroines march
out of castle doors, chins up, blipfk
boots gleaming, white and gold
parade suits polished to spotless
sheen.
Forty-elgh* young maids
march forth in one straight line,
strangers to hesitation. They fear
no foe, these warlike lasses. They
need but march through their amazing routine to first stun the enemy

with their precision, next confound
him with their flashing maneuvers,
and then send him home cheering,
vanquished by a spectacle worth
going to war to see.
The Music Hall Ballet Corps. In
•Mood Moderne,' selflessly go about
forming a frame for Patricia Bowmxn, but because they're sO expertly
self-effacing, so alluringly graceful
in their sequincd tights, the frame
becomes Important as the picture.

Bowman

prances up and down
the full stage stairs on her toes,
prettily menacing In' black tights,
greon F.nrnilnocl tail coat and topper,
a cfi:!!!!!
first mado
f.imou.s by
T.'iniara C,ova, who still understands

Miss

-"

skirts.

'Air Hostess'

Amours

won't go so far as to describe to audiences Just what the
duties of an air hostess may be, 'Air
Hostess' does maintain that whatever it Is air hostesses do. It certainly plays havoc with their dis-

While

it

positions.

Clnbs Passing

for

Women's

Judpent on Films

VAMPIRE BAT

-

Schoen
Lionel Belmore
Kaiser pardoned him from Jail and Gustav
Saucr
William V. Mong
he was a national hero.
That whole story is put on the
Shiver picture, well enough done
screen in this film. As handled here,
by John Adolf). Based on story by Bmest it's not comedy, it's pathos.
And but coming along too late In the
Pascal.
Adaptation and dialog by Ernest about the first film that takes pathos cycle to figure in the money. Flock
Pascal and Maude T. Howell Asst. director,
of good screen names may get the
Ben Sllby. Art director, Anton Grolt. Pho- and carries it through, with all Its subject casual attention, but doubttography by Jas. Van Tress. Stars Georse laughs and tears.
If they win draw enough to
Arliss,
At Badio' City Music Hall, New
Cameraman Is largely responsible ful
York, for week Jan. 1ft. Running time, 62
for the quality of the picture, pho- make the probably expensive cast
mlns.'
pav Its own v.ay in such a subject.
Philip
George Arliss tography being exceptionally fine,
Theory
upon which It was apparQueen Wllhelmlna
Florence Arliss and not even spoiled by the English
Helen
Marjorle Gateson title imposition.
Acting Is splendid ently written and made was that it
Lord CThamberlaln
Dudley Dlgges
'Frankenstein' and 'Dracula' develJohn Kent
Dick Powell with Adalbert's Voight exceptional.
oped
into
money pictures, it ought
Americans will lose a good deal
Minicent
Patricia Bills
Joe Thorpe
:.0. P. Heggle
of the nuances cf dialog besides pos- to be a simple matter to repeat by
Count Gouvaln
Douglas Oerrard sibly being annoyed by the slow combining the best chills of both
Anderson
James Bell
Into one. Like a lot of studio theo«
Comtesse
Helena Phillips tempo which the film, of necessity, ries.
It doesn't work out.
Page
Charles Evans has to eniplay.
Kauf.
Grave-yard-at-mldnlght cycle has
Amelia
Maude Leslie
Baron Munsle
.......Alan Birmingham
passed like any number of given
Fred Neertaoft
Harold MInJu
cycles. Couple of other cycles have
B'arstowe
Venion Steele
come and gone, the lawyer vogue
Desmond Roberts
Sgt. Footman
('Back Door Users')
for one, since the horror craze was
(SWEDISH MADE)
Story deals In the main with Arat Its peak. So a painstaking and
well-made production misses, deIIss's desire to quit as king through
Sv.ockholm, Jan. 8.
a latent desire to see the first wife
spite no little technical and acting
Produced by Svensk Fllmlndustrl. After
and his kid again. His abdication Is a book by a well known Norwegian merit.
laid open through a revolution. He authoress, Slgrld Boos, wife of UTilted
Idea here was to weave a story
returns only to find things worse Artists' manager In Norway. Star. Tiitta about a series of German villagers
Uemtzen (Mrs.
Rolf), and a cast
back home, vhere It's now a castle of stage playersErnst
found murdered and bereft of blood
and amateurs.
instead of a cottage, than at court,
and the only clue two tiny Inciwhile the queen he had at court has
Story is about a society girl who sions In the throat at the jugular
settled down to a simple love.
in a dispute over how to make a vein. Villagers with their superstiThe situations are not particularly certain dish takes a bet that she tions jump to the belief that the
unique nor Is the plot woven around knows enough about cooking to human vampire (these things althe whole Idea of 'King's -Vacation.' support herself during a year by ways happen In Germany on the
It's mostly an hour or so with Arwerewolf tradition) Is materialized
working as a kitchen maid.
liss, the fine actor.
The story has many good points, In the person of a half-witted peasWarner gave 'King's Vacation' for the dialog is cleverly written, good ant boy, whom they hound to death.
George Arliss production rather than photography, and a surprisingly
When the mysterious killings go
punch. It. has also given picture lively tempo all through the picture. on, a police inspector from the
•George Arliss, national draw, but to Tutta Berntzen Is a very cute and metropolis decides to start his inmajority of his followers he won't be clever little actress, dancer and quiry In the home of the local docmissed In stories such as this. Draft singer, and talks English better than tor. Sure enough. It turns out he Is
of 'Vacation' Is the Arliss name most foreign picture stars in Hollythe terror, draining the victims'
alone, unless an advertising cam- wood.
blood to keep alive some sort of livpaign can build any lure around the
This Is by far the best Swedish ing organism he has created. Thus
fact the missus (Florence Arliss) Is picture turned out this season. Now there Is the horror side of the
opposite the star.
in its fourth week at the Red Mill
'Dracula' Idea and also the pseudoAdmittedly dlfflcult to At Arliss in Stockholm, with tickets sold out scientist angle of 'Frankenstein.'
with material, the Ernest Pascal In advance at every performance
Affair has plenty of chills, worked
piece bought for him either was not and playing simultaneously In some up with the usual tricks of vague
certified screen property or mangled 26 towns in Sweden.
figures moving a* out in night shadin the studio.
ows, howling dogs, chiming of midStarting in the middle, Arliss
night church bells, diabolical echoes
gives up a king's Job to return to
of laughter, and eerie soughing of
simplicities of life he knew, before
wind outside. Now the fans know
Mascot production. No release credited.
tossed on the throne with his daugh- Directed
all
those tricks and at this late date
on
Peter
B.
Based
Beebe.
by
ter, by now grown to young womanIn
Kyne's story, 'Pride of the Legion.'
they're shock-proof from such dehood, and his former wife gone cast: Luclen Llttlelleld, Ralph Ince, Bar- vices, be they ever so well done, as
snooty. Picture hints and tells of bara Kent, J. Farrell MacDonald, Glenn
they are here.
Sally niane, Victor Jory and Rlnty
what happened before he became Tryon,
Picture is neatly played, and why
(dog).
At New York, Globe, beginning
king, which as story matter for Jan. IT. Running time 70 mlns.
shouldn't it be, with a cast that has
screen may have meant much If
Lionel Atwlll as the scientist, Melfilmed, and then leaves Its audience
This is a gangster picture made vyn Douglas as the inspector, and
to a lot of doubt.
Char.
by an Independent, according to the Fay Wray as the romantic Interest?
Atmosphere Is skillfully manipudictates of the Hays Code. And It
an entertaining, excellently di- lated in accordance with the estabKoepe- Is
rected and well knit Job that will lished pattern, and throughout the
money
in the program class.
technical production is of the first
make
nick
The story Is essentially a build-up order, lacking only originality.
Rush.
('Captain of the Koepenick')
for the police.
As such It goes to
(GERMAN MADE)
extremes. In the opening sequence,
Richard Oswald production and direction.
an ofncer is shot three times at
American-Roumanian release In U. S. Star- close range and then goes up with a
ring Max Adalbert. Camera, Ewald Daub;
Architect, Franz Schrocder.
At Europa, bottle of nitroglycerine. Next frame
Irving production; Maxim release.
FeaNew York, on grind. Running time, 96 has the cop coming out of a hos- turing
Wally Reld, Jr. Directed by Jerome
mins.
pital as though he had been a visi- Storm; r>ui>ervised by Willis Kent.
Cast:

The King's Vacation

Warner production and

release.

Directed

,

Vi Som Gar Koksvagen

THE BIG PAYOFF

Hauptmann von

THE RACING STRAIN

Wllhelm Volgt..,
Kallenberg

Max

Adalbert

tor.

Willi Schur

Knapp in the A. Wormser
Hermann Vallentln
Emil Wabschke
boards planes and alights Wabschke
Max^auelstorfT
Furiously she stalks Dr. Obermueller
Marie Hoprecht
Use Fuerstenberg
the airports, fuming over her con- Prledrlch Hoprecht
Fredcrlch Kayssler
Mrs.
Obermueller
Knetha Haac.c
crews.
ground
with
the
set-tos
stant
Sergeant Klllan
Hermann
Speelmans
She's not grateful for the becomlng- Colonel
Paul Otto
Alfred Bclerle
ness of an air hostess' tailored uni- Passport Commissioner
Helnrlcb Schroth
form nor its Jaunty overseas cap, President of Police
she's not pleased at the fraternal
This Is the finest German talker
affection and protection of the pilots to come over In quite some time,
and mechanics, she's not thankful despite some obvious faults. It has
when the hero nobly refuses to ac- a charming story, beautifully acted
cept her chiffon pyjama-clad ad- and produced, good photography,
vances and Insists on marrying her pretty general appeal and several
selling and exploitation points.
instead. No, she just pouts with a
It was back in 1906 Wllhelm Volgt
too heavily rouged mouth, weeps lived.
Wllhelm. a cobbler with a
with too heavily pencilled eyes. propensity for getting himself jailed,
Perhaps she's unhappy nwny from f;ot an^ry fit hi.M native Oei-m.tny boher planes; nobody knows, since no- cause he didn't think he was getting
Belligerently Evalyn

19

body's given the opportunity to see,
save for one brief sequence, if she's
any different when she's on the job.
Thelma Todd, the rich air-minded
villalness with a penchant for transPacific flyers, generously takes care
of all the mundane details of her affairs,
providing the money, the
place, and a good three-fourths of
the inclination.
She begins her
While Independent film producers months' trial before a conclusion
amours by appearing In black satin
swathed close about her, fitted so are complaining that the women's can be recorded. They admit that
with one opinion from 12 of the
dexterously It needs only a rhlne- clubs reviewing are not looking at
stone necklace for support.
She their pictures, certain of the major largest organizations in the U. S. of
completes them In diaphanous neg- companies regard the whole matter their kind, including the YWCA,
dubiously, some even saying they things may work out dirferently.
(Contlnued on page 61)
would rather have civic cluba ig- Still they doubt.
Indies have only one slant. Notnore, or even condemn their own
ing that none of their pictures are
product.
Employee's Entrance
Film executives of long experience included In the first preview list
(Continued from page 12)
in exploitation note that club en- their cry is that they arc being
every opportunity to restore herself dorsements in the past have not frozen out by Hays.
in a swell little role, and takes adIn major producer quarters this
vantage of it. She Invests her part materially helphed the gross on any
with more than the average featured of their pictures. The feeing here declaration is met with the rejoinplayer on the Warner lot may have is that when clubs get behind a pic- der that if indies would go to the
given It, as a gal friend of the Iiard- ture the public smells propaganda trouble of arranging for women reviewers to see their product, It
bolled mgr. A part of her job is to go and stays away.
on the make for a store ofhclal who
Present movement, the doubters would be passed upon the same as
doesn't seem to agree with the man- feel, should get at least three all other screen material.
ager.
Miss White contributes a
sparkling performance, both photographing and recording excellently. a break. A uniform, he decided,
Wallace Ford does the assistant makes a man. So he bought a capPhil Ooldstone production; Majei^tlc re«
to the manager and excellently, tain's uniform. Volgt donrtfed it and
Directed by Frank Strayer. Lionel
lease.
while in hands of Hale Hamilton, took a walk.
Atwlll and Fay. Wray featured.
Story by
Ruth Donnelly and Albert Gran
EveryMihere ..e was saluted and Edward
T. Lowe, who also made adaptalesser roles are virtually letter per- accepted. He met a couple of squads tion and wrote dialog. Photography, Ira
fect.
This Is really a come-back of soldiers and ordered them to fol- Morgan; fllm editor, Otis Garrett. At WinNew
week
Jan.
20.
Runter
Garden,
York,
They did. He marched ning time. 02 mlns.
for Alice White on the screen, and low him.
she is featured in the billing.
them to a nearby village, into the Dr.
von Niemann....
Lionel Atwlll
Picture moves from its beginning, City Hall, arrested the mayor and Ruth Bertln
Fay Wray
Melvyn DouRlas
includes considerable comedy of an the treasurer and had himself a field Karl Breetschnelder
Maude Eburne
original nature and, technically, In- day for one day. Later, of course, Oussie Schnappmann
Kringen
George E. Stone
cluding the cutting,' couldn't be Im- he confessed and was sent to Jail.
Dwight Frye
Herman Glelb
proved upon. Give It preferred playBut he got away with his stunt, EmIl Borst
Robert Frnzer
Rita Carlisle
;
ing time.
Char.
the whole world laughed at It, the Martha Mueller

No General Welcome

Cecelia Ager

Wynyard

VARIETY

Despite occasional Implausibllitles
of this kind, including a more glaring one when a lone patrolman
rounds up a gang' in its own hangout, the story moves swiftly and
commands audience attention.
There are some good car crackup.s, reminding of 'Scarface.' Shootings are numerous enough, as well
as chases. Picture Is well cast and
reveals Ralph Ince as an exc<'llent
type for gangster roles.
Luclen Llttlftjleld as the old slioemaker who befriends hum.'in derelicts the same as women adopt stray

title role

from them.

cats, Is

sympathetically

Of the known names
J.

Farrell

MacDonald

which might he
'

I.s

rallf-d

po.sed.

in the cawt.
the only one
a 'i-lr-.-ii'-r.'

M.'icDonald or'c-iii)i''f^
uie of the running lime.

n-'i-

min-

W'uly.

Dickie Moore, Paul Fix, Eddie Phillips,
Otto Yoma, J. Frank Glendon, Phyllis Barrlngton, J. Farrel MacDonald. Ethel Wales,
BuHi-h, Lorln Baker, Jimmy ISurtIs,
Kit Gunrd. At Loew's New York, one <lay,
Jnn 17, on douhe bill. Running time, 08

Mae

mlns.

Implausible

auto

race

story

In

which a 16-year-old boy with an Inherent dread of racing autos, due
to having witnessed his father's
death in a race, hops Into a car and
wins a clas.slc against seasoned

Added to this Is the trend
away from the racing story, due to
overuse. Result is a story that can
.solo in the middle grade houses, but
will 1)0 much safer in double billing.
Chief Interest lies In the effort to
l)f in.'r
y.iiincr Wrtllace Reid into the
t\pi' ('T wtm-.v in whl''!! hl.s father
(rontiiiurd on iiage 21)

drivers.

VARIETY
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She wanted

BROADWAY to

call

1

Her bad name was good box
lic

office.

But what if the pub-

discovered that the mysterious Big

darling baby.

the child?

Boy was her own

Would the courts g^ve her divorced husband

Would

she lose her glamour

. . .

and her job?

Here's a new-angle heart story to give your customers
athriU!

JOAH

her

BAD

PICTVBES

Taesdaft JaiiMrjr 24, 1933

VARIETY

THE RACING STRAIN

WASHINGTON
Comparathre Grosses for January

Om.

Jan. 7

81

EARLE

Lawyer Man Prlaeo Jenny

(X4M:

35-a0-4».
oo.eo-70)

Jan. 7
Butterfly

'

PARA-

About

MOUNT
40^>
$21^

Women

(2,3M:

-

PALACE
<S,MO:

High.
Low..

$8,400

$5,600

6,500

Low..

Jan. 14
Farewell
to Arma

My

Gal

SHERMAN

Handle Care
and

Interlude

Tfailing

$13,000

Strange

Killer
$4,900
Silver Dollar

No Man

Low.

$8,900

'

.

1.S00

'

Tea
and

Kid from
Spain

Kid Spain

$14,000

(2d week)
(4 days)

$6,000

S4.600

Rackety Rax
$3,600

$4,000

,

.

15-25-85eo)

15-25-8600)

(1.880:

Jao, 7
Match King

Dee. 31

8TANi^Y~ Too Buey
Low.

Jan. 14

Jan. 21

Bitter Tea
$11,600

Kingdom

Thrill of

Faithless

Animal

$9,000

$13,000

Ooctor'a
SaerHica

(1.7B0: 15-21-40)

Me,

My

Gal

as-n^

»)

High. 927,700

Low..

Farewell

High. $15,000

112,000

$19,000

Interlude
$24,000

to Arms
$15,000

Low.

Dec

Cynara

$11,000
(8 days)

$6,600

Fast Life

Payment

and

Deferred
and.

to

Jan. 21

No Man

Arms

Undercover

19.600

Isle of
l^ost Souls

$5,800

Undercover

Man

$3,500

and

Man

2,200

ORPHEUM

$10,000

Animal

Kingdom

$10,500

High. 920.000

Bitter Tea
$12,000

$11,000

Naked Truth
and

and

High.. $4,500
Low... 1.000

City Bluea

Rackety Rax

Virtue

Afraid Talk

S2.600

$3,600

$3,000

$0,000

4th

SEATTLE
Million

Jan. 7,
Flesh

Jan. 14
Farewell

$6,(MM)

$6,600

to Arms
$9,500

Deo. 31

PARA-

MOUNT
(8.106; 25-40)

(2,300: 25-40)

High. $26,000
3,800

MUSIC BOX
25-35)

High. $17,000
2,000

'

Fu Manehu
iwd

Horse Mesa

Fast Life

and

and

Evenings
For Sale

Handle
With Care

16,100'

$6,200

Me,

My

Gal

$7,100

$6,000.

$2,100

$1,800

1,000

STRAND

Troubles

Fu Manchu

Fast Life

•(800; 26)

$1,900

$1,860

$1,600

Low.

.

1630

RKO.

MEMORIAL
S(M0-S5)

BOSTON

(4.000; SS-40.6S)

High $23,000
Low... .4,000

Undercover

Man
and
2d Hand Wife

High. $25,000

Low..

$6,600

$18,700

Kingdom

High. $17,000

Pool Murder
$11,800

Vaude

Men

High. $42,000

$6,000

(2,000; 26-06)

(2,600; 26-35)

Jan. 14

Jan. 21

Cynara

$16,000

$18,000

$15,000

Show

$6,300

My

Gal

$7,000

$8,500

Pool Murder
and
Age Consent

Three on a
Match

$4,600

Mad Night

All-American

and

and

(3.400: 26)

and
Those We
Love

Night Club

Lady

Breach of
Promise

$6,000

$7,000

$8,000

5,000
'Reduced seal

UNITED
ARTISTS
.

PROVIDENCE
Dec

STATE

Grand Hotel

Jan. 7
Fast Life

(8.700: 16-56)

$2,500

$7,000

2,500

ALBEE
(2,800; 15-66)

High. $20,000

31

$4,900

$2,600

$3,200
-

81

Fu Manehu

$12,000

$11,500

$7,300

Orphan Annie

8 on Match

Sports

$2,500
(4 days)

$2,500
(6 days)

Parade

6 Houra Liva

Farewell to

Farewell to

$1,706

Arms

Arms

Interlude
$7,000

$7,006

Stage

Show

(Seorsea Peclet

Woodland.. „

Mare Dantser
Jacques Erwln

ALBEE
(3.300: 86-65)

Low..

8,000

(2.600: 80-55)

High. $28,100

Low.

.

Jan. 21
$7,000

Low..

4,500

$7,000

High.

$4,500

Low..

1,400

$10,600

Dollar

$13,700

Match King

$10,800

Lawcyer

Man

$6,600

$6,200

$6,400

Farewell to

20,000 Years
$9,500

and
Dangerous
Females

Arms

Arms
$7,600

(2d week)

4.100

Jan. 7

Jan. 14

Jan. 21
Central Park

$7,000

$6,200

$6,700

(2.700; 36-55-66)

Handle with
Care

Devil's

Vaude

Driving

High. $48,000

$16,600

$14,000

$23,000

Farewell to

No Man

Arms

and

$9,600

Iron Master
$7,300

SAN FRANCISCO

Speed Demon Speed Demon French Police

and

and

and

Dark House
and

Conquerors

Conquerors

Klondike

No Orchids

$2,000

$3,200

$2,700

$3,200

(4 days)

Dec

Low..

8,200

PARA-

MOUNT

31

Sta«e Show
Silver Dollar
$11,000

Farewell to

Arms

(2.700; 3(M0-55)
.

30-40-05)

(2.844;

IT

PAID

and releaae. DiScreen play.
Featuring William ColJoan Ifarsb.
At BeaiCon,

production

It

7.

Runnlns time,

Paid'

and

'Paid'

the first time, so wnUe
does the same thing with
the outboard motor.
Racing sequences are excellent,
in fact better than anything in
their class which has been seen in
the newsreels. There are a couple
of crack-ups when the tubby speedsters hit bouys or collide.
Joan Marsh has a.^ small and
minor role opposite Collier, but
enough of her Is included to pro"Waly.
vide the feminine touch.
Collier

AIR HOSTESS
Columbia production and release. FeaturEvolyn Knapp, James Murray and
Thclma Todd. DIrectod by Al Roeell.
Screen play by Keens Thompiton. Photographer, Joseph Walker. At old Itoxy. N. Y.,
week bCKlnnlng Jan. 20. Running time, 07
Ins

mlns.
Kitty Kin?

Ted Hunter
Dick Miller

Naked Truth

Animal

$12,000

Kingdom

Vaudp

$20,000

Bitter Tea
$15,300

Ma Kbams

Pa Kearns
Sylvia Carleton

Mike

Evalyn Knapp
James Murray
Arthur Plerson
Jane Darwell
H. Kerrigan

J.

Thetma Todd
MlUe Donlln
Dutch Hendrlan

.4pll<c

High. $19,000
.

$13,500

5,000

GOLDEN
GATE
Low.

No Man

$20,000

High. $36,000

Low.

MARK
Columbia

rected by D. Rooa tiederman.

Charlea Condon.

was framed
Silver

WARFIELD

(2d week)
_*Be(luc-ed scale

Man

Breach of
Promise

$5,100

even

It

JTou/.

should be successful from the lesser
second runs down.
As Cagney was an honest driver
who couldn't throw the race and

$8,600

Follow the
Leader

$12,800

Butterfly

makes

titles

there's plenty of action

No Man

Cynara

$6,600

3J2O0

•(1,000: 10-20)

Under Cover

Kingdom

$3,600

Acting Juat about as bad as can
be. Rene Lefevra and llarry: Baur
are good actors, but miscast here.
Rest hardly worth considering.
A bad laboratory Job on English

Flesh

$8,000

Handle with
Care

Devil Driving

To make the picture Duvlvler took
company to Africa and has a lot
of good freak stuff showln|^ various
and native celebrations. Atso
of the architecture and scenery, but
all that hardly makes up for the
story's lag.
rites

Jan. 21
Bitter Tea
$12,400

$22,000

$10,600

15-40)

aire.

might well be
called the outboard motorboat version of 'Crowd Roars.* Almopt.sequence for sequence what Hoars'
did In the motordrome. 'Paid' does
on the water course. As the result,

$7,000

Low..

curses them to death.
Soon one
disappears, the other Is killed, third
is drowned, etc. It turns out to be
Just a plot to rob the young million-

lier,
Jr. and
(New York, week Jan.

Robber's
Roost

$6,700

Vaude

High. $18,000

VICTORY

Animal

$8,600

3,000

PARA-

Jan. 14

Kingdom

Farewell to

(1,000: i6-5a>

MOUNT

Jan. 7
$11,300

(New Low)
Bitter Tea
$7,200

although a music track Is
used almost throughout. It works
out pretty well with this story.
Trouble is Duvlvler got so Interested in technique and photography
he let the story and acting sUp.
Story is rather cute and ingenious,
but handled much too naively. It's
about a, young lad who's Just inherited millions and 'la efl to tour
Morocco. He meets two men on shipboard, who meet two others In Casablanca, and the four decide to travel
together. In the street they bump
Into a beggar, who Immediately
Is talker,

'Mark

Devil Driving

$7,900
(9 daya)

3.000

High. $15,000

81

Fu Maneha
and

No Orchids

Animal

far.

Jullen Duvlvler, director, tried a
stunt, to combine silent and
talker technique. Only about 20%

new

OB mina.

(1.285: 80-55)

Naked Truth

$4,000

(2d week)

High. $23,900

Afraid Talk

won't get

$3,400

6.800

Cynara

trade standpoint there's
considerable Interest on several
points, but It's a muddled Job and

worse.

(New Low)
Vaude

PALACE

From a

superimposed

High. $33,500 HeadHuntsra

(1.600: 26-40)

$16,500

Jan. 21
Frisco Jenny

CINCINNATI

High. $22,000
Jan. 14
Interlude

Jan. 14

No Man

Sportinfl Age
$9,406

(3d time
here)

Ml and Gal

.

,

Jan. 7
Flesh

LYRIC

FAY'S

.

Robert Le YUran

Strawber

Lawson

the

$4,200

2,500

KEITH'S

High. $28,000

$6,900

Man

$8,000

13th Guest

High. $16,000

Arms

Get Married

Hig:.. $24,000
2,000

Naked Truth Low.

LAFAYLow..

No Man

Air Mail

Dec
Prosperity

3300

Farewell to

Under Cover

High. $13,000

Me,

3.000

(3.400: tS)

ETTE

Mltzi Green

Six Hours to
Liva

(1,000; 26-66)

$6,300

CENTURY
Low..

Jan. 21
Bitter Tea
$10,000

$15,000

$10,100

Low..

High. ^22,000

^,000

Jan. 14

Animal

$11,000

(2.400: 2S)

High.

Married

Kingdom

and
Naked Truth

$7,000

Vanda

5,000

ORIENTAL
No Man

Fast Life

DROME

to Get

$11,100

DacSI
Jan. 7
Sport Parada Orphan Annie

Dec

BROADWAY
High. $21,000

Jan. 7
Rockabye

Stage

Low
12,900
HIPPO-

French

Had

Police
$12,100

1.200

of

America

BUFFALO
31

Orphan Annie Uptown N. Y.
and
$11,300

PORTLAND, ORE,
Low..

BUFFALO

$26,000

$7,500

Low..

$4,700

*(3,eoo:80-«o-co)

Bitter Tea
$14,600

Vaude

-

$4,200
(9 days)

Dec

Talk
$8,500

No Man
$18,600
(6 daya)

3,000

$4,400

Singapore

Animal

$7,606

.

$3,000

and
Technocracy

Naked Truth

(2.200; OS)

High. $28,000

Low.

$4,500

Self- Defense

Afraid t*

Tess

Girl

(2d week)

$36,400

Rain

a.800: 86)

Man

$20,600

$19,600

Jan. 21

5,000

Cyrtara

and
Orphan Annie

Butterfly

Man

Jan. 14
Farewell
to Arma

Stage Show

STATE

Paradise

Texas Bad

Low

Henr Baur

Her Uncle.

Could have been a good picture.

Jan. 7

81

Undercover

MINNEAPOLIS
R-K-O

Paradise

and

3.800

Oee;.

METROPOLITAN

Good -Time

LIBERTY
High. $12,000

•(2.200;

rection Jullen Dnvtvler. At Little Camede.
N. T.. on srlnd. Runnlnir time, 78 mlns^
JTacques I.e Gaeranteo
Rene Z<efebvre
Ftencolee. . ....••..«•.•..•.. .Roelne Korean

Uldlodc

BOSTON

ORPHEUM

$6,600

(2.000: 10^15-26)

Low..

(FRENCH MADE)
Vandal-Delac production, ortglnallr titled
Cinq aentlemeD Maudlt.' Leo Brecher release in U. 9. Story by Andre Reuse; di-

$1,900

LYRIC

-

Low..

'Moon Over Morocco'

$2,900

Circle

High.. $5,000
Low... 1,000

Sous la Lune du Maroc

Wi^man

$1,806

<2.8ao: 55)

$3,300
(0 days)
Hell's House

Low..

and

$3,300

$3,000

Jan. 21

5,000

FIFTH AVE.

.

$5,000
Bitter Tea

Man Against

(1.100: 25-40)

No Man

High. $21,000

Low\

Animal

Kingdom

Sporting Age

Calamity

(4.000;

and

.

$6,700

$6,000

Holmes

Horseman Low.. 6,140
and
KEITH'S

(000; 20-25-40)

Low..

Jan. 14

No Man

Crooked

High. $41,200

Golden West Orphan Annie

Holmes
and

Low..

Jan. 7
Farewell
to Arms

Paul Fix and Phyllis Barrington
handle the slight romance, with
Dickie Moore doing well as the hero
as a baby, and with Otto Tama and
Bthel Wales worrying about the
Jan. 21
The Jap gets an occaTwo Against comedy.
sional laugh, but Miss Wales has a
WoHd
pretty tough assignment.
and
Photography moderately good and
Isle of
sound various. Dialog poor. Chic.
Lost Soula

Life Beaina

High. $66,000

8.500

RIALTO

(tKiO:

$9,000

EMPIRE

(4,330; 86-50-05)

$6,200

Handle
With Car«

Air Mail

25-85-4060>

Low..

Kingdom

•Reduced seal

(2d week)

Low..

Kingdom

IS.406

Butterfly

and
Wild Horse
Mesa

$4,000

Low..

and
Tiger Shark

2,000

.

High. $12,000
Jan. 14
Farewell
$9,700

Central Park

(2.000 ; 25-40)

High. $22,000

(2,600:

81

Cabin Cottoin

RITZ

Low..

Jan. 7

31

$7,000

$19,600

$4,700

$3,800

Mouthful

Animal

able.

Story Is loaded with cut-Ins of
stunt flying, with plenty of the early
racing stuff from the same library
source, but there is room enough
for the development of the limited
plot. Also a long sequence at Venice, the coast's Coney Island, with
the love Interest appearing In these
though not to the advancement of
the story. Three sets of padding In
a single yarn is almost too much.

5,000

PARA-

MOUNT
Low. .

3,500

.

Youth

DENVER
^

DENVER
(2,Boo;

Low.

Strange

7.500

.

Animal

(2d week)

Dec

ALABAMA
•(2.800: 25-36-40)

High. $29,000

$5,850

,

High. $41,000

Naked Truth

$14,000

(1.000; 25-10)

(S,S00; SS-35-60)

Evenings
For Sale

4,600

.

Cynara

IS.OOO

1.000

.

PENN

$25,000

High. $20,000

Fast Life

High. $12;006

Low.

$12,000

.

Fast Life

$27,000

BIRMINGHAM

.6,000

.

FULTON
Lew.

to

Work

SSWSrKO)

High. 94<M)00

$3,000

11,000

KEITH'S
Low.

Death Kiss

Cynara

Vaude

High. $41,500

Low..

Heritage
of Desert

4»1UU

FOX
(8,484:

Farewell
to Arms
$15,000

$3,500

PITTSBURGH
{8.600;

excelled.
Youngster gives a good
account of himself, but the otory
outline puts him at a disadvantage
through asking acceptance of the
race entry and his ability as a solo
airplane flier.
Latter is used to
help the finish and also to offset bis
cowardice about cars, but there are
not enough 16-year-olds who can
stunt planes to make this believ-

$18,000

6.500

.

COLUMBIA
(1.2S2: 18-25-40)

Bitter

Pool Murder
$6,000

Match King
(2,200; M-00)
and
and
High. $16ANM Central Park Uptown N. Y.

Low..

$5,500

UOW.

14.700

(Continued from page 18)

Devira
Driving

^isi,9UU

High. $19,000

and

.

Me,

AfiHO

Butterfly

70)

mgn.

$9,600

Fu Manohu

SHO)

$20^

PALACE
(Xafiii 26-15-00-

Jan. 21

(NmvLow)
Stage Show

Hiflh.

Vaude

Jan. 21

Low. .

NEW HAVEN
Oee. 81

$91,000

$16,000

riign. .^mV^wiv
6^000

(Continued from page 11)

Jan. 14

.

21

7,000
V. csiern with .lirplancs In(Conlinued on page 48)

Ju.-it

(Continued on page 25)
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Lbtignt qM«u« Tvt seen along tho riqito in
Kate Cameron, Daily Ne«vf
PVer O yocir.
Mr. Loughton

it

mcifvelous...creotes suspense
his audience

d mile a minute and keeps

clinging to theil" seats. Regina Crewe, American

Legltimotely fantastic and fiendish idea... if
you wish your horror Imaginative, it is your
SouHi Sea Hell for the week.
John

S.

Cohen, The Sun,

f

I

from the

tlory

//

'

-

'.-.v.

by H. G. WELLS

with

I

CHARLES LAUGHTON
BELA LUGOSI

RICHARD ARLEN

HYAMS
THE PANTHER WOMAN
LEILA

and

»|„

rli

:
:

:::

:

.

P I CT

Tuesday, Jaiiuaiy 24« 1933

Week

10 Acta, 25-40C, Looks In

of Jan. 23

Looks

like

filmino* or about to start, are liatecf below al)ihabetieally
Director,
Author, C Cameraman.)

COIXMBIA

C

^Be^ Kline

•

Ulllun Bond

Roscoe Ates

'Clenr All Wires'
(Oth week)
Goo. Hill

C—Archie

Sam. Spewack
— Percy Hllburn

week)

C

Cast:
Jjoe Tracey
Benlta Hume

Stuart Anthony

Blunrt Erwin
"Song of Songs'

Cast:

Marlene Dietrich

Una Merket

Tim McCoy

Henry Gordon
Lya Lys
Alan Edwards
Lawrence Grant
C.

Alice Doll

Fat O'Malley
Carrol Malsh

Mathew Betta

HONOGBABC

Joe Qlrard

Mary Oordon

'Breed of The Border'

Bell

week)

(Ist

Hnrdlo Albright
Alison Sklpworth
'From Hell To Heaven'
(Cth week)
D Brie C. Kenton
A Lawrence Hazard

—
—
Cast:

D —R. N. Bradbury
A—Harry O. Jones

BllUe McCall

Ted Lorch

—Archie
Cast:

'Pleasure Cralse*

C

week)

D—^Frank Tuttle
A—Aasten

Bob

Dnvld Manners
Jaokle^Paklp
Sidney Blackmer
Adrlene Ames
Verne HllUe

Steele

Marlon Byron

Qonevleve Tobln

Boland Toung
Herbert Mundln
Frank Atkinson

Rita La Roy
Shirley Grey

Jimmy Eagles

Henry Roquemore
Fred Cavin
Robert Cord
Perry Murdock

Qombell
<Sanor'8 lACkf
(2nd week)

Ifinjia

Donald Kerr
Nydla Westman

James Dunn

C Roy Hunt

Sally Ellers

Cast:
Dickie Moore
Irving Plcbel
Wm. (Stage)

Frank Morsn
Victor Jory

Z.nclen Littlefleld

Am

Guilty of LoTe'
(3rd week)

J>—John F. Dillon
Fried
Bradley King
W. O'Connell

A—^arry

Tempo

'

Virginia Sale

Alexander Klrkland
Boots Mallory
Irene "Ware -i-

Gall Patrick

Kathleen Burke
Harry Beresford

PATHB
(AUied PletOTCS)

'A Bedtime 'Storr'
~(Ut week)

Wade

Boteler
Christian Rub

D —Norman Taurog
A—^Waldemar Toung

Betty Jane Oraham
Noel Madison
Ferike Boros

Han

Eater'

(10th

week)

D—Clyde

Nunn^lly Johnsoo:

C—

Kane Richmond
Harry Wood.

Richard Arlen
BIng Crosby
Frances Dee
Burns & Allen
Randolph Scott

'Zoo In Budapest'
(Laskji)

(3rd week)
V. Liee

I>—Roland

'Strictly Personal'

Baker

(2nd Week)

D—Ralph Murphy
A—Wilson MIzner

Jack Klrkland

Dan Totheroh
Louise Long

C—

Roland V. Lee
Lee Gnrmes

Cast:

Marjorle

Loretta Young

HeKgle

O. P.

Edward

Wallle Albright
•
Murray Klnnell
Frances Uich
'Warrior's Ilnaboad'
..

(Jjanky)
(lat week)

Marjorle Rambeau
Helen Ware

Edward Kennedy
'King Kong'
(26th week)
B. Schocdsack

D —Ernest

A — Edgar Wallace
Merlon

week)
I>—Tod Browning
(1st

Cast:

Cast:

The Woman

Jack Gilbert

Mae

Clarke

Robert Armstrong
Sterling

HoUoway

Vlnce Barnett

Robert Armstrong
Bruce Cabot
Frank Relcher

D—
A—Rupert
VIckl

Robert Montgomery
Walter Huston
Jlmmle Durante
Robert Young

J. P.

C— Paul

T.

Frank
Lona Andre

Cast:

D—
A—

Daniels

Holon Hayes
CInrUo <;(ihIo

Lewis Stone

'Sweepings'

Henry Holman
Donald Stuart
'King of
(14th

tlio

Jungle'

week)

D — H. Uruce Ilumbcratone
Max Marcln
A —('has. T. Stoneham
C— Ernest Haller
Cast

Frances Dee
Robert Adair
Florence Brlttoii
Ronnie Cosey
Robert Barrett
.Sam Baker

Busier Crabbe
Sidney Toler

week)
Cromwell
Lester Cohen

D—John
A—

a

week

profitable

ourrently4

Presently the M. H. Is pacing
higher than even its previous and
flrst week of presentations and films.
The theatre hit around $80,000 gross
business last week and this week
looks to exceed that mark by maybe
$2O,C00 or more, as the house may do
$100,000. Figures include tax. The
flrst four weeks the two tifieatres
will have grossed around $500,000.

RKO

The
Roxy is paced for $52,000 currently.
These figures may
indicate that the M. H. is pulling
biz away from the
Roxy which
is playing a similar policy but that
both are taking biz away from

RKO

Droadway.

in-'

-

.

-.

-

picture's produc'*

tlon cost, with the dlm-niaklne
nick too higb, they say.

|§

My

EnBlish'— jMnfavorable
(Aarons & Freedley,. musical, comecly. Ma-

'Big Night'— Unfavorable
'BIG NIGHT* (Comedy-drama, Group Theatre, Elliott). Stpry of a
young husband who suggests Indiscretions to his wife to gain his own
ends. Too sordid.
Ibee.

—Karl
Cast:
C

Lurlcn LlttlcHeld

Whale

A— Ijadlalnua Fodor

McOulre

AtRa&ily

Andy Devlne

Arthur Byron
Dudley Dlgges
Allen Jenkins

Harold Huber
Robert Barrat
Ivan Simpson
Arthur Hohl
Geo. Pat Colltna
Tom Wilson
Sdw. Van Sloan

D—Richard Thorpe
A—
—Harry Sauber
C ^M. A. Anderson

Jean Dixon
Chaa. Orapewin
Walter Pldseon
•MlacMs Fans'
(2nd week)

Cast:

Unaaslgned

WABNBB-FIBST NATX
D—Sam Taylor
A—^Preaton Sturgea
The Man I^m Monterey'
Wm. Anthony UeOulf*
(3rd week)

—Jerry
Cast:
C

Ash

J>—Mack V. WriKht
A Lesley Mason
C—Ted McCord

—

Slim SummervlUe
Zaau Pitta

Thelma Todd
Laura Hop* CraWM

John Wayne
Ruth Han
Liila AlbemI
Francis Ford
Nina Quarters

'8.O.8. leebevs'

(34th week)

Ijafayette

D —Arnold Fank

.

(Srd week)

D—John AdolO
A—Ddffar Franklin

Ernst Udet
'The Bl* Case^

C

Carles

D— Kurt Neumann

Dale Van Every
Ferdinand Reyher

J. Farrell

<

And Kellya Im

Trouble'
(2nd week)

Al Austin
Fred Gulol

Jack Gunsmeyar
Len Towera

Cost:

Jr.

pany.

The RC exec who. showed ,him
the print dliln't attempt a i^les talk.
He' Just 'put the ehari-l)apk.',ln his
pocket wltlt; tbe cottuient:
Tou'U be witfai ui some day.*
-

BOND OF 30(>
ORDERED BY TRIBUNAL

$50,000

On

applipation

the

lATSE,

of local's funds.

The lA
Three

is

given five days- to post

receivers,
:'.ppolnted
by
Cotillo havo been in local

Juntice

Patricia Bills

two weeks now.

Frank McHugh

of

union.

Dodd
Bmraa Dunn

Foster

Douglas Dumbrllle
Edward Cooper

Sterling HoUoway
Jessie Ralph
Berton Churchill

Wallla Clark
Gertrude Sutton
Clarence Wilson
'Th« Silk KzprcM'

S.

Charles Wilson
Lloyd Neal
'Beform School'
(1st week)
Archie Mayo

(4th week)

D—

Bnright

Cast:

Cast:

office

The company executive, thinking
it a gag, looked at the blue print
and saw his name written over the
what looked like the largest office
in the set-up designed for his com-

Joe EL Brown

Preston

A — Houston Branch

where your

Claire

McDowell
Ruthelma Stevens

D —Hay

is

the bond.

Claire

Chas. Murray

'Now here

Whitney Bolton

Cast:

Pat Wing

George Sidney

^

In.
They are submitting
blue prints' of office space, just as
though the lease had been signed,
with spots for the company's executives all noted on the chart.
First indication of the new idea
in renting was sprung on the executive head of one of the amaller
major companies while the two
were riding In a cab to luncheon.

moving

temporary receivers in operators'
Local 306, were removed
yesterday (Monday) by the Appellate Division on condition lA post
a bond of $50,000 to insure security

C — Arthur Todd

Kd. Van FHoan
Gordon Wostnott
Charles Evans
Frederick Burton

Clyde Boatty
Andy Devlne
Vlnce Barnett
Wallace Ford

.

Douglaa Dombrlile
Harry Gribbon
Arthur De Kuh
James Murray
Alphonse Bthier
RobL Barrat
Theresa Harris
'Elmer The Oreai'
(4th week)

D —Uervyn LeRoy
A—Ring Lardner
Tom Geraghty

MacDonald

Theodore Newton,

Cant:

C—

Howell

George Arliss
Bette Davis
Hardle Albricht

A — Ed. Anthony

—

Kenyon

— Maude T.

Sid Hlckox
Cast:

<Bth w«ek>

D Geo. Stevens
A — Vernon Smith

John Wayne
Henry Kolker

Charlea Whitaker
Father'

Sepp Rlat

.

^AI

Barbara Stanwyck
George Brent
Donald Cook

McKee

The Adopted

Cast

'Cohcnn

<

Lillian Leigrhton

Fank

Dr. Arnold
Schnesbercer
—Hana

C

We^)

— Oreen
Markey
C—James Van Trees.
Cast:

Donald Reed

A—Lt. Comm. Frank Waad

Mickey Rooney

(4th

'

A—Gene

Caat:

Rollo Lloyd
Cora Sae Colllna

Vernon Steele.
Douglaa Dumbrllle
ttabr VwetT
I>

Radio City .office renting agents
are exhlbltlnjg a confidence and op-

timism not found in tfaid ordinary
run of building realtors. They are
not askng film companies about

will be' said the RCNman, Incidentally not Just an ordinary agent but
a power in the enterprise.

Nell Hamilton
Sheila 7'erry

'Fifth fTommandment'
(lovlnclbie Plrtorea)
(lat week)

Gloria Stuart

VNIVKRSAL
'KIks Before the Mirror'
(Srd week)

Wm. Anthony

Maureen O'SuIUvan

Freund

Nancy Carroll
Frank Uorsaa

—

— Jamen

for

-

—

'We, tho People'— Unfavorable
'WE, THB PEOPIiBT (Drama, Elmer Rice, Empire). Episodic exposition of unemployment and many other troubulous problems, plus radical
political views as the jrasslble remedy.
Ibee.

(7tli

Howard ICstabrook
H. W. llancmunn
C Kddio' C'ronjager
Cast
Lionel Harrymore
Gregory Ratoft
Alan IJlnehart
Vi'm. (Jargan
Nlnclla .Sunderland

D

.

'

—

Qlbaon Howland
Lent Relnfenatatal

Phoebe Foster
Grant Mitchell
Minor Watson
Violet Kemble-Cooper
Virginia Howell

Sheridan

Gertrude Messlnger
Wm. K. Kelly

presently' and after the cuts, nunibers
around 700' employes for the two
theatres. The cuts which haye been
made enable the Music' Hall for the
flrst time since it opened to head

.

AND

Anita Louise

Louis Calliern

Marsh

Fronohot Tone
Tad ATcxander
'The White Bister'
(nth week)
Victor Fleming
S. Marlon Crawford
Donald ORdon Stewart
Leorinrd Prasklns

Gilbert Roland
Chas. Starrett

Irving PIcliel
Norma MItchPll

Faulkner

Louisp C'loRser Hale

Cast
Constance Beiinett

John Lodge

Live'

Joan CrawTord
Gary Cooper
Robert Young

—

C

em-

400

list

Altogether there was around $68,000 cut from the M. H. weekly overhead knd around $32,000 from tbe
view of reduced grosses.
RICO
weekly costs.
The average theatre operator
The preparatory cost on the open*doesn't have much hope of getting
back on the right foundation as. long Ing of the, two houses amounted to
around $60P.Q00, which apparently
'as the distributor' foi'ces him liitp
tbe management iBgures to spread
rentals that are otit of proppftipn
over the two houses 60-40 aa betp current attendance possibliltles.
tyireen the Music Hall and the. RKO
While the 4|Gltrlb .is in the Ibest Ridxy.,
The gross figure la around
spot of a|U tiirouglii forcing .|ilgh
11,00,000 under general estimates.
rentals ^guarantees where percentChopping Overheads
age possibilities are in doubt-*'
Roxy's opening Weekly overhead
much of it has gone right back into 6n the Musto Hall amounted to
the theatres of that same 4istrib.
(Continued on page 64)
Or back' into the

'Pigeons and People' Unfavorable
'PIOBONS
PEOPIiB'. (Comedy. Oeorge M. Cohan, Harris). One
of the oddest iriaya in! %'jKeneratlon and baffling in intent, Like pictures
it has no IntermisslOiUL ''But if for pictures only Cohan could play it and
he won't go for Hollywood.
/bee.

Burke

Jane Murfln
Harry Wagstatf Orlbble
Chas. Rosher

Nancy Carroll
John Halldt^y

D—Howard Hawks
C —Oliver

Strusa

with the public, and

some

The personnel

Musicals rarely attain flimlzatlon unless of outstanding hit proportions and possessed of more staple libretto qualities. This musical comedy
doesn't qualify.
Ahel.

Helen Chandler
'Our Betters'
(6th week)

McBvoy

Including

$100,000,

ployes, have been lopped Off the
weekly overhead on' the Radio City

jestic).

D—Geo. Cukor
A—Somerset Ma'ughan

Gary Grant

(8th week)

A —William

Cobb

doubly

is

be greatly

Picture Basdbilities

TARDOK MT BNOUSH'

Colin Cllve

Cast:

Eugene Pallette
David Newell

Today We

Katharine Hepburn

Hughes

Ursasla Parrott
Polan Banks
Sophie Kerr

Ed. Ellsberg

Rossen

Cast:

Cast:
Blltle

Gertrude Atherton

even

in,

Paul Lucaa

Noble Johnson
James Flavin
Steve Clemento
'The Greet Desire'
(6th week)
Dorothy Arzner

A —Gilbert Frankan
Zoe Akina
C—Bert Glennon

Baum

Irvln S.

I>—Jack Conway

A—Comm.

D—

Accused'

Zane Grey
Vina Delmar

draw 'em

I

Sam Hardy

Paul Sloan

Robert Barns
'Hell Below'
(13tb week)

Cooper

Fay Wray

(9rd week)

Warner Richmond

It

— Eddie Linden

week)

Warren Hymer
DeWItt Jennings

C.

James Crcclman
Ruth Rose

C

Roland Toung
Sari Marltza
Kent Taylor
Roscoe Karns
OeOi Barbler

Haydon

Crelghton Chaney
Joseph Cawthorne

Allison Sklpworth

'

'Rivets'

—Wm.
Cast:'

C—Nick Musuraca
Tom Keene
Cast:

Charles Sellon
'A Lady's Profession'

METRO

week)

Stuart Palmer

—Norman McLeod
A—Nina Wilcox Putnam
Cast:

EUssa Landl
Ernest Truex

C

BADIO^

Julie

hold

before the whole scheme of things
will work out, the distributor must
also reach a new rental level.
To do this, the distributors must
have studios that are turning product out cheaper, otherwise the loss
is taken by the distrib.
Theatres
are not blaming the distiib who
isn't chopping rentals in view of
admission, cuts but the studios
which force sales departments to
aim for quotas that are too high In

Rlcketts

(Ist

Olive Tell

(6th

campaign tb
die exhibs.

'Pardon

'Song of the Border*

Hugh Herbert
Dorothy Burgess

IN

Minneapolis, Jan. 23.
Under his tuteltige in a school for
eKhib-actors, W. M.. Miller, elected
vice-president of Al-'Steflea? contingent at its convention Ifuit week in
Minneapolis is the -fli^ graduate.
This didn't become known until at
Allled's western meet. Then the gag
came out that exhlb organizatlpn
Miller announced he would stai^ in
opposition to the regular Allied
party.
For a long time Al kept his art
to himself.
Bat in these hard
times, with exhibitors crying they
can't scrape lip the carfare, let
alone the .banqjuet ticket, real exploitation iQust feature in eveiry

Marsh

D—Lloyd Nosier
A—^Wellyn Totmein

J)

-

—Hal

Ellla

Helen Jerome Eddy

Ralph Spence

C

Rom

men

Theatre

reduced as a result of lowered admissions throughout the country.
While It Is admitted hope of thepatronage
increase
atres is
to
through reduced scales, it is pointed
out that basically theatres are getin its deallhgs

TO DRAW 'EM

In the two weeks which Harold
Franklin has been in cliarge of
Radio City operation, something like

houses.

GAG

STEFFES'

Fleming

Luclen Llttlefleld
Gloria Shea
Wra. V. Mong
Lee Moran
.

AUow for
H^h Prod. Costs

Don't

ting back' to pre -prosperity levels

Galllgan

Alan Mowbray
Alan Hale
Marie Prevosl

Louis Calliern

D—Walter Lang
A—Julian S. Thomps6n
Cast:

Rambeau

Dorothy Jordan
Eddie Quillan

Gene Raymond

prices with vaude.

^

Meltord

Marian',

Robert T. Shannon
Krasner

— Milton
Cast:
C

hands and staff when
Manager Elllston Vinson decided
the house oo.idd do business at low

Cast:

—
A—

Marlon Burns

A—Melville

Tom

'College Hamor*
(Srd week)
D ^Wesley Ruggles
Dea;t Sales
Cast:

Cast:

essential negative costs

C—Harry Neumann

'

Spearing
Carl Berger

Boston, Jan. 23.
First week of eight-act vaude
show, replacing Fi&M units, clicked
at the ScoIIay.
House had given notices to mu-

Adale Bufflngton
Purt Kempler

Maurice Chevalier
Helen T wetvetrees
Charlie Buggies
EA. Everett Horton

Elliott

Reduced Grosses

week)

(let

A—Brandon

Cast

A—James -C.

Commandment'

'Eleventh

D—George

,

Ralph Morgan

Wylle

John Lodge

Flgott

Bobby Nelson
Harry Holman

Cast:

Miller

I.

Cast:
Charlie Ruggles
Lionel Atwill
Randolph Scott

Nelson McDowell

O—U

Sutherland

Phillip

Boyd

Barbara Kent
Geo. K Arthur
Clyde Cook
Sonny Ray
Lionel Belmore
George Nash

Phil Tead

Buster Phelpa

In the Zoo'
(6th week)

D —Eddie
A—Setton

Doris Lloyd
Aleo B, FrancU

Esther Mulr

murders

Meehan

Elizabeth

—

Wood

Clarence Muse

.

(Srd week)

Sammy Cohen

Cunningham

Bradley Gate
Walter Walker

D—^Wm. Cowen
A—Charles Dickcno

Oast:

Cecil

Allen

Thomas Jackson

'OUTer Twlaf

D—RaouiWalshRoberta
A—^Marguerite
Charlotte Miller

First week's take was around
which permitted house to
break even, while second week has
a chance for around $7,000, enabling
house to show Its first proht In a
couple of years. Variety was formerly the Academy, local home of
fwo-a-day burlesque for a decade.

sicians, stage

400

for Profit—Over

Employees Let Out

Lombard

Carole

Stout

Ernie Adams
Wilfred Lucas
George Hayes

C^ast:

week)

(1st

D—Reuben Mamoultan
A—Herman Sudermann
C —Victor Mllncr

James Qleaeoa

Seiffler

Cast;

.

Stout

Casti-

D—
A—Bella &

•Free Rnniter'

(Sam BrlsUn)
p. Ross Lederraan
A—^Walt Cobum
j>

•I

D —Henry Hathaway
A —Zane Grey

Sidney Brarey

James Dunlan

Ralph Bellamy

Delmar

Sylvia Sidney
George Raft
Harrlgan
Under the Tonto Rim'
(let week)

Wm.

Henry Armetta

—

May Be Chance Now

and only house

.site

In town offering stage shows In addition to- flrstrun pictures. Ix>w
scale, 2Gc. aif temoons, and 40c. ^t
night, underselling by 10c. cival de
luxerg showing only films.
$6,000,

Gering

Cast

John Mlljan'

•Beneath The Se»'
(2nd week)
.j>— Al Bogeir
A Jo Swerllng
Caat:

(Ist

A—Vina

Buster Keaton
JJmmte Durante

Ward Bond

week)

(let

D—Marlon

Cast:

Barbara B.arondeft

Hank

Patricia Farley
'Pick Up'

•

VntlUed
(0th week)
Qrr—Bd. Sedgwick
C-^Harold Wenstrom

Jack Holt

C—At

Douglas Dumbrllle

Stack

Alan Edwards

Louise Closser Hale

Cast:

(2n(I

—

Edward Arnold

Wm.

Tevcr'
(4th week)

Badger
P—Clarence
Max HllUan Foster

X—

A—

D—

Symbols ar«

•tudic'fl/

23

$100100 Cut Off Radio City's Overheads

Pittsburgh, Jan. 2S.
a click for Variety,

new vaudfllm

now

(Pictures

by

VARIETY

Sole Vaudfilmer,

Pitt's

Hollywood Production

ES

.TarnpB.

Cagney

C. Pat Collins

Ruth

Webb on Make Up
Hollywood, Jan.

Ruth Webb being sent
by Max Factor

to travel

to

23.

Boston

with Metro

touring theatre.
.She will,
tests.

make up contestants

for

24

VARIETY

Tuesday, January 24, 1933

BROADWAY

IS

UNDER SEATED
EMPTY ROWS

FILL LIKE

MAGI6;

TOWN'S BIGGEST HOUSES PROVE

TOO SMALL FOR

3

NEW

WARNER BROS.

STRANGER THAN FICTION!

By
the

a dramatic coincidence

news

of these 3 great

new-year successes reaches
the trade simultaneously
with "Box-Office" Magazine's report that 4

OF
*A WASNEfi BKOS. PtCTUU
tA riUST NATIONAf PtCTUW

10

OUT

BIGGEST B'WAY

GROSSERS FOR 1932
WERE WARNER BROS.

PICTURES

I

Tuc8d»yr Jmnary 24, 193S

VARIETY

25

2 BAD BILLS THREATENED

Eady Bird Mats Helped Only by

Both

in

Way

of

Added Tax and

in

Demotes Himself with

Steffes

Minnesota

on Broadway

Pictures' Cut Scales

Minneapolis, Jan.

street Is conceded as having: helped
stimulate Interest but again It appears the bulk of draw, whether for
this reason or price, or both, Is
ereaise of 50% In box office returns mostly up to 1 p.m.
lowest
p.m.
at
prices
of
op to 1
week.' Matinee and night business

them out

HTr^JdSii-'^r^'iss wasm. Fim

ing

Beductlon of admission scalea on
Sroadway has had the effect of plliae up business oh the early shows,
with figures showing an average in-

play on early bird mats, the gross
take on' the week Is about normal,
It Is claimed, or what It was under
the higher tariffs.
While most of the Broadway op•rators frankly express themselves
as having expected a drop in gross
Intake, the starting draw up to 1
o'clock Is evening up for the loss
afternooi^i, and evenings through
playlng^o average of same number
9f customers at' less money.
Operators have no explanation for
the upturn at the early mats, since
there had been little change excepting 6c on .those early shows under
the new scale levels. At the same
time, no explanation is advanced
for the little or no difference aftemoons and eveiilngs since the admission cuts.,.
Permission of smoking in mezanines and balconies on the big
'

bd.

mebb;

VATIMr MEW ArCirCDC
fVlUlU Hull Umvljnu
Washington, Jan. 23.
Board locally will meet teday (28), In one of Its Infrequent
get-togethers, to decide on officers
for the coming year.
Nominating
committee will make Its report today and the elections will be held

nim

Immediately. loUowlng.
No reports whatsoever

on

the

likely lead man, but one thing is
about certain; that Rudolph Berger,

Metro-Goldwyn exchange manager

Minneapolis. Jan. 2S.
of business. Two meas-i
as president The board of dlrecures in particular have given cause
Northwest Allied States invited tors wiU select a new business manfor alarm.
all Independent exhibitors. Includ- ^ser.
One of the bills provides for a ing non-members, to attend th^ lo1*
Steffes constate tax on all admissions up to cal meeting. Among those present
46c.
The other, recommended by' was W. M. MlUer of Cloduet, otoe- rented to accept a placo on the
directors and to represent
the governor, would impose a slid- time president, who had announced

upward scale of license fees plans for a new Indepehdent ex- the organization at the forthcoming
where the same individual or com- hibitors' group In competition with national Allied States' meeting in
Washington.
pany owns or operates two or more Allied.
Alleging unfairness of zoning in
theatres.
The fees for the third
Steffes' answer to Miller's charge
territory. Steffes produced a
theatre is $1,000 and graduates up that Allied States' leaders were
to $6,000 for additional houses.
mainly concerned with keeping fat dodger circulated by the Publlx
house
In St. Cloud, Minn., adverAllied States' Northwest unit will salaried jobs was an announcement
t'^lng
at its new low 26c price scale
of his resignation. For more than
combat the measures.
16 years Steffes, who owns and op- 'Strange Interlude' and vaudvellle,
erates two local theatres, has headed '"''th this theatre having 60 days
independent
over an
the independent theatre owners' protection
SmaU Town Cut to 25c
organizations in the territory and house in Sauk Rapids, less than
miles away.
his action came as a surprise.
that
announces
'Sidney
Kent
Acceding to the smaller town exSurprise to Other 2
of his pictures will not be rehibitors'
demands. Allied States
agreed to a lower scale of dues leased for less than 26c admission,
1st Runs at 40c Each based on population. Miller then B&ld Steffes. 'But he doesn't say
abandoned his plans for a new or- what will be done about Publix loop
and second run theatres chargganization and he and other nonPittsburgh, Jan. 23.
members present came Into the Al- Ing 16c and 26c and having pro-

here, will not accept the nomination
even if voted so. Berger Is unwllling to break the tradition in this
What looks like the beginning of
town that no one man serve more another price cutting war got under
than two years in succession and way In this territory last week
Berger is how completing bis sec- when Paramount In Steubenville,
ond term.
O., near here, reduced Its evening
top to 26c, with 16c all over the
house in the afternoon and the
same scale In the balcony at night.
That's the lowest tariff for a firstrun site on record around here.

KANSAS CITY
Payment:

Jan. 7
Fast Life

Jan. 14
Interlude

Deferred

$12,000

$28,000

$12,000

Butterfly
$10,000

Farewell to

No Man

Dp9. 31

MIDLAND
26-86-ISO)

(4,000:

.

High. $36,000

Low..

6,700

a.SOO; 2tf-SC-50)

$9,000

Arms

.

:

French Police

'Consent

Lady

$2,600

$3,600

$3,600

of

Grand Hotel

Jan« 7
Cynara

Jan. 14
Interlude

$3,000

$7,500

$16,000

Low.

SIS-3S-60)

.

I/WO

RIALTO

Central Park
$1,400

Silver Dollar
$4,400

No Man
$4,600

Arms

Call It Sin
$10,000

2d Hand Wife

$6,000

Vaude

$6,400

(2.000;

2Q-9S-40)

1,200

Air Mail

Conquerors
11,200

stage

Name

$9i000

Stage

Name

(000: iti-is-io)

Driving

1.300

$1,900

No More

Naked Truth

Orchids

$3,300

$2,600

Is

Minneapolis. Jan. 23.
continuing to cut prices

Byron, femme
Marion
^^^{^ ^aams. Wilfred Lucas,
Qgorge Hayes, Henry Roauemore,
p^ed Cavin," Robert Card, Perry
Murdock, "Breed of the Border.'
t>.._~..

j^^^

featuring

!Boi) Steele.

Monogram.

SOUND R£C0RDfN6 ARTIST MAX FLEISCHER'S
MOVIE CARtOONS

Cities.
St. Cloud, Minn., and
Kau
Claire. Wlib, the. admission has be^n
reduced fronn 36 to 25c, the same as
In three South £>akota towns, thus

•

..

.

,

making seven

flALAGE^ New
LAST WEEK,

situations in all af-

Yoric^^^^^

JAN. 14

lARAMOUNT, New York

Torgan Must Rest
B.
Marshall Taylor, with the
Skourases In upstate New York,
succeeds Samuel Torgan In charge

THIS WEEK, JAN. 20

RKO

Thanks to

theatres,

MISS KATE SMITH

PHIL OFFIN

Sprlhgfleld, Mass., who resigned on
doctor's advice, for a rest In Flor-

and

MR. TED COLLINS

WEBER-SlMON
AGENCY

of

the

Fox

and

Poll

Management

Torgan has been in the Springoperating post four years.
Prior to that he was mainager of
the Strand. Ijowell. Mass., for 10
ida.

(2d week)
Devil's

High. $11,600

Uptown N. Y.

(New Low)

ALAMO
Low..

i.

„
(Peanuts)

,

Puhlix Cutting

Farewell to

1,900

High. $14,000

Publix

$6,000

High. $16,000

Low..

Maedehen
$3,000

(Mew Low)

(2.700; SG-BO-OS)

BROWN

*

A

LOaSt ASStSUnieniS

fellows'

fected.

Handle with
Care

Low..

Jan. 21
-

(New Low)

3,000

STRAND
High. $12,600

More

In

LOUISVILLE

(1,786:

HtUe

IS^A^Afl anil nil

Twin
Dee. 31

Low.,

afnilii^Af^

,

in spots in the territory outside the

2i200

High. $28,000

\\A/yf\Tv\i^

houses

Is 36c.'

$1^.000

days)
Night Club

Age

(860: 10-2S)

(•,400: 2S-39-50)

ff\

neighborhood

$17,000

LIBERTY

LOEW'8

well as enabling the

Paramount's opposition
other first-runners. WB's
and the Grand. Indie owned. Both
retain 40c top for the time being.
Paramount's action came without
warning. Business reported way off
of late In Stubenvllle.

(8

High. $13,400
.

over

where the admission

Twin City

16.700

Pevil Driving

Low.

Cynara

of the new
schedule, affording relief to
exhibitor members as

With the adoption
dues'

(New Low)

NEWMAN
High $33,000
Low,.
4,400

Jan. 21

tection

lied States' fold.

other Allied officers and directors
,
^<»^„»,„^ Jan.
T«- 31
oi and
.-.1 the
«>.o
resigned effective
organization proceeded to the elecHon of a new slate. W. R. Frank,
Is two of Minneapolis, was elected to sueCapitol, ceed Otto Rath of .South St. Paul

Comparative urosses for January
(Continued from page 21)

Comes^

Local Ass ii-Bel%erent

23.

Minnesota exhibitors are stirred
up over threats of adverse legisla-"
tion which they fear will drive

field

My

Gal

$2,600

Lost Souls

Robber's
Roost

$4,600

$2,300

$1,300

HARRY YOUNG
Room

1111A, 1560 Broadway
*

years.

(New Low)

TACOMA
RIALTO
(l.SOO;

16-26-36)

High.

$5,000

Low..

1,000

Jan. 7

Jan. 14

Night Club

Old Dark

House
and
Handle With

and
Speed Demon

Lady
and
Horse Mesa
Rockabye
and
Sundown

$1,900
(Split week)

$2,200

Dec. 31
Sherlock

Holmes
and
Deception
Me and Gal

Had To Get

Sale

Married

and

Men

Fools

$2,100

NOW

and
Robber's
Roost

Care
Evenings for

Rider

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Jan. 21
Devil

Commands

The World's Outstanding Comedy Act

and

WALTER "DARE" WAHL

Afraid to

Talk
$1,700

BLUE
MOUSE
,(660: 29)

High.

$8,000

Low..

1,200

Central

Park Silver Dollar

and

$3,000

Paradise

Cynara

$2,600

$2,000

Making 198,000 People Laugh This Week

Scarlet Dawn
Virgins Bali

RK6 DIR.—NICK AGNETA

$2,100
(9

days)

PARAMOUNT, BROOKLYN,
A

Bensational record created on Publix tour, including four

weeks

This

of holdovers in Chicago, to

Week

(Jan.

20)

phenomenal business and absolutely stopping 360 consecutive shows

THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY

3--RADI0
(Hollywood, Bartell and Taylor)

R0GUES--3
"Impersonating Your Favorite Radio

REPRINTED FROM VARIETY, JAN. 17
A TIUO OF SIEN DOINO IMPER-SONATIONe OF RADIO STARS, WITH QUITE A FEW LAUGHS THROW> EN.
UNKING THE IMrRRH.SIONS TOOmiEB IS St'REFIRK AIX THE WAT.
ONE OF THE UIDS IS IN CENTER STAGE STANDING AT A MIKE, ANOTHEB IS AT ONE SIDE AT A MINIATURE riANO, TUE THIRD AT A DESK AS AS AN ANNOUNCER. A BABY SPOT FROM THE FURS IS THROWN
ON EACH AS HE DOES HIS BIT. OTHERS STATING IN DARKNESS UEANWHIT.E. HOUSE VOTED RADIO
ROGUES WINNING PAI.M FRIDAY NIGHT. AND TTLEY DESERVED IT.
&IATERIAI.

Stars**

VARIBTT-

8«

Tueadty.

JmuMy

24, 193J

WHILE the industry is still buzzing with
ADMIRATION of M-G-M's record in the
FILM DAILYannual

vote (5 out of 10 Best!)

THE box-office check-up reveals that
THUS far in the current season
M-6-M kads again with the
5 OUTSTANDING money pictures of the

AND the year
YOU ain't seen

is still

nothin* yet!

"He« Below";
in the

Hayes

<

For instance:

Dressier, Beery in

Dark"; Joan Crawford
in

industry!

young!

"The White

—

Sister"

I

"Tugboat Annk"; "Whistling
in "Today We Live"; Helen
to

name just a few!

M ETRO-GO LDWYN MAYER
-

Year after year after year!

'

P IC T II B E S

TueB(lay:i^MimTj. 24, .1^33

VARIETY

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES
studios; Pathe Studios,

Offices: 729

Allied

Culver City, Cal.

Cowboy

Counsellor, The. Hoot Gibson poses as a lawyer.
66 mlns. Rel. Oct. 16.

Seventh Ave.,
York, N. Y.

New
Dir.

George Mel-

ford.

Iron Master, The. Success and romance In a steel mill. Reginald Denny, Llla
Lee, J. Farrell MacDonald, Virginia Sale. Dir. Chester M. Franklin. 66
min. Rel. Nov. 15.

Man's Land, A.

Phi) Kosen.

Officer 13.

tabulatittna are compiled
information supplied by the
production oomt>anies and
checked up as soon as possible after
release.
Listing is given when release dates are definitely set. Titles
are retained foi six months. Managers who receive service subse*
quent to that period should preserve a copy of the calendar for

These

front

various

Western, with Hoot Gibson winning Marlon Schilling. Dir.
68 mlns. Rel. June 11. Rev. Jan. 3.
officer exposes racketeers.
Monte Blue, Lila Lee, Seena
Se^rle. Dir. George Melford. 63 mlns.

Motorcycle

Owen, Mickey McGuIre', Jackie

Rel. Dec. 15.
Parisian Romance, A. Famous stage play. Lew Cody, Marian Shilling, Gilbert Roland. Dir. Chester M. Franklin. 76 mlns. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev.

Oct. 18..

reference.

The running time
is

Broadway,

Offices: 1640

Chesterfield

.s

given here

presumably that of the projection

room showings and can only approx-

New York, N. Y. imate the actual release length in
those states or communities where
King Murder, The. From the novel. Conway Tearle, Natalie Moorehead, Robt.
Frazer, Dorothy Revier. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. Time, 64 mins. Rel. Sept. local or state censorship may result
Rev. Nov. 1.
26.
in deletions.
Running time in the
Comedy drama. Evalyn Knapp, Walter Byron, Marie Pre- reviews as given in 'Variety' carry
Sllflhtly Married.
vost. Dir. Richard Thorpe. Time, 65 mins. Rel. Nov. 16. Rev. Jan. 3. the actual time clocked in the theThrill of Youth, The. Modem society. June Clyde. Allan Vincent, Matty atre after passage by the New York
Kemp. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. TIrpe>. 63 mlns. Rel. Aug. 15.

Women Won't

Tell.

Rich. Thqrpe.

Studio:

Romantic dreimA/ Sarali Padden, Otis Harjan.
Time. 67 mlns. Rel, Dec: 1.

Dir.

'

-

state censorship, since pictures are
reviewed only on actual theatre

at Sunset,
Hollywood, Cat

729

Offices

Colunlbia

Seventh Ave.,
York, N. Y.

New

Thrilling story of the adventure and romance of a 1933 girl who
fearlessly flies across the continent in passenger ships. Eval)^ Knapp,
James Murray. Dir. Al Rogell. Rel. Dec. 6.
American Madness. Melodrama of a run on the bank and how It wa:6 checked.
Walter Huston, Pat O'Brien. Kay Johnson, Constance Cumdilngs. Frank
Capra. dir. Time, 75 mlns. Rel. Aug. 15. Rev. Aug. 0.
Bitter Tea of General Yen. Romance and adventures of an American girl
caught in the maelstrom of Shanghai. Barbara Stanwyck. Nils; Asther,
Walter Connolly. Dir. Frank Capra. Rel. Dec. 20. Rey. Jan. 5:7.
Story of the wrestling game .-and its frameups, Leo Carrlllo,
Deception.
Thelma Todd, Dickie Moore, Dfr. Lifrw. Seller. 67 mlns. HeL. Nov. 4.
Rev. Jan. 17.
End of the Trail,. The; A U. S. cavalry ofPcfer;.who "Is court matrtfaled, and
redeem^' himself. Tim McCoy. .I^uahfl' Wietlters. Dir. D. Ross .Lederman.
68'iqlhSv :Be),.X>«<o. 9..
,^
Htllo Troubti>i~liSM<rk Jones oults the catiKers but he goes back.> Buck Jones,
Time, 61 mlna. Be). July 16.
LIna BiBW^uetta. Dir. liiitibert kHH
V
......
Kev.- Qct'-a?;,'.. ;
Lasi'Man, Thei'i.Drtinia of outlawry DA^the high seas^ Chas. ^ckford, Constance' OunamtngB. pir. Howard Higglna., Tlnne. 66 mlns. Bel. Aug. 31.

Air Hostess.

.

showings.
While every effort is made to hold
this list accurate^ the informjitron
supplied may not always be correct,
eveo though official. To obtain the'
fullest degree of exactness 'Variety'
will appreciate the co-operation of
all managers who ntay note discrep.

ancies.

''NVw'vTk,

n."^-.'

.

.

—

'

:

.

Sept.,'^'0,

'

-.'^

'

'

Man's strength agaibst woman's wiles. Jack Holt,
Dir. -Irving Cummings.- Time, 68 mlns. ReJ. Nov. 16.

Miles.

-.

6)

Uitroduc^on of players at
BUtmove opehlag of ^Slgn of the

sta^e

Cross/'

.

Meitro ha^ spotted vClnartefl MacArthjir to script /^P'Ofic^ Mike,'
based on the Proflletr on-PPlnce Mike
RomelnofE printed; in. 'New Yorker.'
:

.

.'.

.

.

.

.

'

]

.

'

Sept. 27.

Two
Looks

studios: Burbank,

;

Oif

'v

Lots Plan 'Two Cities'
like tiff

between Paramount

Regis
mins.

'

Rel. Jan. 16.
Saviige Girl, The.
.

•

.

a boy's regeneration sui^inolinting compllcaMons.
_

Eills^
.

..

'

George Melfdfd.'

Dir.

62

'
'

.

'

'

Big game hunters find a white jiingte beauty. Rochelle
Walter ^yron. .Hatry ./Myers, AdoJph Milar. Dir. Harry L.

Fraser. Rel. Dec- 5.
a Man Rides Atone.

Robin BTood of the West and some daring stage
coach holdups and fast riding. Tom Tyler. Adele Lacey. Duke Lee.
Rel. JAn. 29.
Offices: 1619

Majestic
(Continued from page

-

.

•

Story'

Dir. J. P. McGowiein.

-

.

27.

Toomey. Helen Coh^n, Robert

.

HoDywocd

Rev. Dec. 20.
of the Mounted. Canadian policeman drops below the .l*pr'der. Buck
Jones, Greta Oransted. Dir. Ross Lederman. Time, 67 mlns. Rel. Aug.
'Warrlor'a Husband' put in atellar
26.
Rev. Nov. 8.
class by Jps'se Lasky, with Eliesa
Murder of the r$il.ght Club Lady. See ;if>^bt,jClub Lady.'
j
Landl and Ernest Truex co-starring.
Night Club Lady; UnlQue |nurae«,''ipj^t^^i':'dQ^ from .a- OomK .Adolphe
MenJou,.iJMayo„Methot, Skeeta GaUag&w. . "Dir. Irving Ciimij^flg^.^ .Time.
FoK' ^Spciniih' Versions.
-^>- ..v
66 mlns. ;Bel.'Aue:: 27. Rev. Aug. .80. .".
Fox 'is .placing^ two ^3pai](lsh pie-,
NlBht Mayor. *ol»iIiBaI story based bo-' Jas. J. Walker. Lee Tracy, Eyalyn tures ln,wbrk this #^k. 'Musical,;
Knapp, Eugene Palette. Dir. Ben Stoloft. Time, 65 mlns. ReL Aug. 19.
'Fdrbjdden .Melo'dy,' ^stars Jose Mo-'
'
'
Rev. Nov.';23J.
Jica, and "*Romaptl<j".JVidbw,' feaNo More Orchldi. A millionairess wMjlis regenerated by the.-rtpWrAmerlcan
spirit.
Carole Lombard, Lyle lESfilfot, Walter. Connedy,,.Xpyise Cl9SBer tures Catallna Saxceit^
Hale. Dir. Walter Lang. 70 i)Wp^ Reih Nov. 25, Bcv»; Jap,^ J,,
Henrietta Acn't^diavl^luu 20, koo.wn
That's My Boy. Football story off tiie>'-"ifiiuai lines. Rich. CroinwelVl^i'^orothy
R. W.'^Niw Time, 71 mlns. Rel. 0<Jt..</*'Rev. professionally as "iblane
Jordan, Mae Marsh. Dir. R
Sinclair,'
•••^
Nov. 22.
has had Columbia contract approved
This Sporting^ Age. Revenge on the i^Ao fleld. Jack Holt, Evalyn Knapp. by Superior Judge Parker Wood.
Dir. A. w. Bennlson. Time, 71 mlns. Rel. Sept. 15. Rev. Oct. 4.
Salary starts at $100 weekly, and
Vanity Street. Girl breaks a window to get Into Jail, but lands in the 'Fol- reaches $1,000 in seven years.
Helen Chandler, Chas. Bickford. Dir. Nick Grlnde. Time. 67
lies.'
mlns. Rel. Oct 15. Rev. Oct. 11.
.Columbia has signed Robert SIVirtue. A street walker who goes Sfralght. 'iGarole Lombard,"/ Pat O'Brlea.- mone| former stage director for
Rev. Nov. I.'
Dir. Edw. Buzzell. Time, 6«..jnfilns. \ReL Oct. 26
Crosby Gage, as dialog megger.
Washington MercyGo<Round. Pbliyoal satire." Lee Tracy, Constah<se Cummlngs. Dir. Jas. Cruze. Tlm5, .^6 min?. Rel. Oct 16. Rev. Oct. 26.
After three years at Paramount,
White Eagle. Buck Jones as an Indian pbny^ express rider. Jones, Bartara Lothar Mendes, director, dropped.
Weeks. Dir. Lambert Hlllyear. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Oct 7. Rev.

MeKenna

Dec.

Penal Code.

.\Hudson.

'^

•
.

Man Against Woman.

-

.

'

•

.

.

Forty- NIners. .The overland trek In pioneer days. Tom Tylen Dir. J. P.
McCarthy. 49 mins. Rel. Oct ^8. Rev. Dec. 20,
Gambling Sex, The." Racing story with/a society slant. Ruth Hall, Grant
Withers.. Dir. .'Fred Newmeyer. Time, 64 mins. Rel. Nov. 21. Rev.

When

.

..

Lillian

Freulc^r Associates.

Fighting Gentleman, The. A fighter who goes to the top and back again,
wm. Collier, Jr.. Josephine Dunn. Pat O'Malley. Dir. Burton King.
Time. 69 mlns. Rel. Oct 7. Rev. Nov. 16.

.

Gower

Revw

Painted Woman. Drama of the East Indies, with Spencer Tracy and Peggy
Shannon. Dir. John Biystone. Rel. Aug. 14. Rev. Sept. 6.
Passport to Hell, A. Drama of African Jungle. EUssa Landl, Alex. Kirkland,
Warner Oland. Dir. Frank Lloyd Rel. Aug. 7. Rev. Aug. 30.
Rackety Rax. Football satire. Victor McLaglen. Greta NIssen. Dir. Alfred
Werker. Time. 65 mins. Rel. Oct 23. Rev. Nov. 8.
Robbers' Roost. Rustler discovers that love Interferes with cattle stealing.
George O'Brien. Dir. Louis King. C3 mlns. Rel. Jan. 8
Second Hand Wife. Banker's secretary steps from his office into his heart.
Sally Ellcrs, Ralph Bellamy. Dir. Hamilton McFadden. 64 mlns. Rel.
Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 17.
Sherlock Holmes. The .Conan Doyle story xVIth a new gangster twist. Clive
Brook, Miriam Jordan. Ernest Torrence. Dir. W. K. Howard. Time,
68 mins.
Rel. Nov. 6. Rev. Nov. 15.
Six Hours to Live. Murdered diplomat Is revived to avenge his murder.
Warner Baxter, Miriam Jordan. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. Time, 78 mins.
Rev. Oct. 25.
Rel. Oct. 16.
Tess of the StoV-m Country. Talk version of an old silent. Janet Gaynor,
Chas. Furrell. Dir. Al. Santell. Time, 75 mins. Rel, Nov. 20. Rev.
Nov. 22.
Too Busy to Work. Talking version- of 'Jubtlo.' Will Rogers, Marian Nixon.
Dir. Jas. Biystone.
Time, 76 mlns. Uel. Nov. 13. llev. Dec. 6.

Drama

Crusader, The^

Broadway,

New York

City

a crusading district attorney. Evelyn Bren.. H. H.
..• Warner.
Ned Sparks. Lew Cody. Walter Byron. Marccilne Day. Dir.
Frank Strayec '72 mins. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Oct. 11.
_
6old.
Western drama. Jack Hoxie, Alice Day, Matthew Betz, Dynamitehorse. Dir. Otto Brower. Time, 65 mlns. Rel. Sept 16. Rev. Oct It
Hearts of Humanity. Drama of New York's East Side. Jean Hersholt. Jackie
Searl. J. Farrell MacDonald, Claudi& Dell, Charles Delaney. Dir. Christy
Cabanne. Time, 70 mine. Rel. Sept 1. Rev. Sept 27.
Law and Lawless. Western drama. Jack Hoxie. Hilda Moreno, Yakima Canutt Wally Wales, Dynamite-Horse. Dir. Armand Schaefler. Time, 61
mlns. Rel. Nov. 30.
Outlaw Justice. Western drama. Jack Hoxie, Dorothy Gulliver, Donald
Keith. Dynamite-Horse. Dir. Armand SchaelTer. Time, 61 mlns. ReL
of

.

Oct 1.
Phantom Express, The.

..Railroad melodramatic mystery. .J. Farrell MacDonald. WllllanJi C^IIter, Jr., Sally Brine; Hobart Boswo'rth, Wddle PhllDIrrChrlity C^aban^<e. Time, 70 qrlns. Rel. Sept 'IprRfVf Sept. 27.
"Wilson
Dramatic' life of a torch-singer. From tbe play.
ColIlBon, .JRel. Jan. SUj"^
j; j_
tlnwriti^i^n La\)r,. The.
A^dcamia of betrayals and vengeuho^. Gretja NIssen,
Skeeta :Gairagher, Mary^rjan. LewiCeioy, Louise Eazenda, Hedda Hop"•'
Dec.
Time,
ReL
Noy.
R^.
20.
70 mins.
t>eri Pft^:'(|hrlsty Cabstnto;
Vampire, .Bat, fhoi " ^vtfi^feifT*- tlonel Atwlll. Fay Wray,;-Mel«J>;;:i>ougIas,
~
: Ge6rge E. Stone, .'Maude'^Ebu'nie.
Dirs jlVank Strayer.^ ReLTaan. 2L
Via Pony Express. Jack Hoxie western. Rei. Jan. 31.
llp*.

•

W

Sing. Y0ii sinner.

'

.

;.<'

.

:

-

Offices: 1600. Broadway, ^
Mnvfniii"
mayraif
- NjW.York, N. Y.
Events follow a chance' meeting. Seml-dete]Btlve. John
Darrow. Gwen Lee, Ray Hatton. Dir. E. Mason .Hopper,' Time, 61 mins.
Rel,. July 15.
Rev. Aug. ^O.
Heart Punch. Murder story ^th a prize ring angle. Lloyd 'Hughes, Marlon
Shilling. Dir. Breezy Eaaon. Time. 64 mlns. Bel, Oct, 1^. I^jey.- Dec. 13.
Her Mad Night. Mother .assumes guilt for a daughter's crifne. -^ene Rich,
Conway /Tearle. Dir. EL Mason Hopper. Time, 67 inlns. Bel. Oct. 1.
Rev. Nov. 29.
No Living Witness. Novelty crime story. Gilbert Roland. Noah Beery, Barbara''Kent Dir. E: Mason Hopper. Time. 72 mins. ReL Sept 15. Rev.

Studios: 4376 Sunset Drive,

.

Hollywood; CaL

Alias

,

Mary Smith.

i-

Oct

-

•

11.

•

—

"^'^^^
First National
y. and Fox over who will do 'Tale of Tangled Destinies. Mystery In a deserted desert home. Lloyd Whitlock.
Calif.
Doris Hill. Glen Tryon. Vera Reynolds. Dir. Frank Strayer. Time. 69
the Cotton. A social study of the poor whltea Rich. Barthelmesa, Two Cities.' C. B. DeMille wants to
mlns. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Oct. 25.
Dorothy Jordan, Bette Davis. Dir. Michael Curtiz. Time, 76 mlns. Rel. make it for Par with Frederic
In TIa Juana. Army life on the Mex. border. Edwina Bobth, Duncan
Oct. 15. Rev. Oct 4.
March starred and Fox has been Trapped
Renaldo. Dir. Wallace W. Fop Time, 66 rains. ReL Aug. 16.
Central Park. Western cowboy hunts bandits in a New York park. Joan considering producing it -with WarBlondell. Wallace Ford, Guy Klbbee. Dir. John Adolfl. Time. 66 rains. ner Baxter in the lead and Frank Studios: Culver City,
Offices: 1640 Broadway,
W^eirO
Rel. Dec. 10.
New Vork, N. Y.
Lloyd directing.
Calif.
Crash, The. How one couple reacted to the panic Ruth Chatterton, Geo.
Blpndle of the Follies. Self explanatory title. Marlon Davles, Robt MontBrent. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. Time, 69 mlns. ReL Oct 8. Rev. Sept 13.
U.A. Studio Vacationing
gomery, Billy Dove. Dir. E. Gouldlng. Time, 91 mins. Rel. Aug. 13.
Crooner, The. Comedy drama of a radio singer. David Manners, Ann Dvorak.
United Artists studio now dark
Rev. Sept 13.
Dir. Lloyd Bacon. Time. 68 mins. Rel. Aug. SO. Rev. Aug. 23.
for three weeks.
Next picture to Clear All Wires. Picturlzation of the recent Broadway hit about a foreign
Doctor X. Mystery thriller in color. Lionel Atwlll, Fay Wray, Lee Tracy. start will be Edward Small's 'I
correspondent. Lee Tracy, Benlta ~Iume. Dir. George Hill. Rel. Feb. 6.
Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Aug. 9.
Dir. Michael Curtiz. Time. 77 mlns.
Cover the Waterfront' Until April, Divorce In the Family. Jackie Cooper saves the family happiness. Jackie
Frisco Jenny. 'Madame X' In San Francisco locale. Ruth Chatterton, Donald when Ooldwyn and Schenck units
Cooper. Conrad Nagel. Lewis Stone.' Lois Wilson. Dir. Chas. F. Riesner.
Cook, Jas. Murray. Dir. Gerard Beaumont. 70 mins. Rel. Jan. 14. Rev. start, Small will be only active proRei. Aug. 27. Rev. Nov. 1.
Time, 78 mins
Jan. 10.
ducer on lot
Downstairs. Llle below stairs in a titled family. John Gilbert. Virginia
Life Begins.
Tactfully handled maternity story from a stage play. Loretta
Bruce. Paul Lukas. Dir. Monta Bell. Time. 77 mins. Rel. Aug. 8.
Time,
72
Young. Eric Linden. Dir. Jas. Flood and Elliott Nugent
Rev. Oct. 11.
Happy-Go-Luckies at Theatre
mins. Rel. Oct 1. Rev. Aug. 30.
Happy-Go-Lucky hour, coast CBS Fast Life. Typical Haines story with a thrilling speed boat race. William
Haines. Cliff Edwards, Conrad Nagel, Madge Evans. Dir. Harry Pollard.
Match King. Fictitious romance of the Swedish financier. Warren William, feature, will play one night at the
LIU Damlta. Dir. Howard Bretherton-Wm. Kelghley. 79 mlns. Rel. Arlington, Santa Barbara on a BO82 mins. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Dec. 27.
Dec. 31. Rev. Dec. 13.
BO spit from the first dollar.
This Flesh. Wallace Beery as a wfestler. Karen Morley, Riccardo Cortez. Jean
Edw. G. Robinson. Dir. Alfred E. Is first theatrical engagement for
Silver Dollar. Silver boom days In Col.
Hersholt. Dir. John Ford. 96 mins. Rel. Dec. 9. Rev. Dec. 13.
Green. 84 mins. Rel. Dec. 24. Rev. Dec. 27.
air hour and was booked by Ted Faithless. Rich girl leams the lesson of the depression. Tallulah Bankhead,
They Call It Sin. Kansas girl breaks Into N. T. show life. LoretU Young. Braun of the Tommy Lee Artists'
Robt. Montgomery. Dir. Barry Beaumont Time. 75 mlns> ReL Oct. 15.
Rev. Nov. 22.
Time, 70 mlns. bureau of KHJ.
Dir. Thornton FreelaAd.
Geo. Brent David Manners.
Hell Below. The submarine heroes of the World War. Robert Montgomery,
Rel. Nov. 5. Rev. Oct. 25.
Jimmy Durante. Madge Evans. Walter Huston. Dir. Jack Conway.
Three on a Match. Three schoolgirls have adventures. Joan Blondell, WarMlscha Auer, film actor, heading
Rel. Feb 19.
ren William, Ann Dvorak, Bette Davis. Dir. Mervyn Le Roy. Time, 63 orchestra which opened at the Vista
mins. Rel. Oct 29. Rev. Nov. 1.
Del Arroya, swank Pasadena hotel, Kongo. Remake of the silent of the same title. Sorcery In central Africa.
Walter Huston. Lupe Velez. Conrad Nagel. Virginia Bruce. Dir. Wm.
Tiger Shark. Life and tragedy with the tuna fishers. Edw. O. Robinson. Friday (21).
First entertainment
Cowen. flme. 86 mins. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Nov. 22.
ZIta Johan, Rich. Arlen. Dir. Howard Hawks. 79 mins. Rel. Sept. 24. at hotel.
Rev. Sept. 27.
Lady Deceived, The. Based on the Broadway stage hit by Martin Brown,
Irene Dunne. Philips j^olmes. Dir. Charles Brabln. Rel. Jan. 13.
You Said a Mouthful. Joe Brown swims to Catallna. Joe E. Brown. Ginger
Cooper Joins Frasso's Caravan
Rogers. Dir. Lloyd Bacon. Time, 70 mins. Rel. Nov. 26. Rev. Nov. 22.
Without an assignment at Para- Mask of Fu Manchu. Chinese plotter seeks the sword of Ghengis Kahn.
Boris Karloft. Lewis Stone, Karen Morley. Dir. Chas. Brabln. Time,
mount Gary Cooper plans to leave
Offices: 850 Tenth Ave.,
Studio: Fox Hills,
68 mins. Rel. Nov. 6. Rev. Dec. 6.
~- New York, N Y. for Europe Feb. 1 upon completion Outsider, The. An unlicensed surgeon performs seeming miracles. Harold
Hollywood, Cal.
of 'Turn About' at Metro.
Joins
Huth, Joan Barry, Frank Lawton. 00 nlns. Rel. Jan. 20.
Call Her Savage. Tiffany Thayer's story of a half breed girl. Clara Bow. Mary Plckford, Douglas Fairbanks,
Monroe Owsley. Gilbert Roland. Dir. John Francis Dillon. Time. 82 Frances Marlon, and Elsa Maxwell, Pack Up Your Troubles. Laurel and Hardy full length military comedy. Dir.
mlns. Rel. Nov. 27. Rev. Nov. 29.
Geo. Marshall and Raymond Carey. Time, 70 mins. Rel. Sept 17. Rev.
who will visit Countess dt Frasso in
Oct 4.
Cavalcade. Noel Coward's pageant of British society. Diana Wynyard. Cllve Italy.
Latter spent seven months
Brook. Herbert Mundln. Ursula Jeans. Dir. Frank Lloyd. Roadshow
Payment Deferred. Murder story from the play of that title with Chas.
at Plckfair recently.
Laughton in his original role, Maureen O'Sullivan, Dorothy Peterson.
length 110 mlns. No release date set. Rev. Jan. 10.
Dir. Lothar Mendez. Time. 80 mlns. ReL Oct 8.
Rev. Nov. 16.
Chandu the Magician. Dramatized radio broadcast. Edmund Lowe. Bela
Mervyn Freeman, west coast rep Prosperity. Post depression comedy with Marie Dressier and Polly Moran.
Lugosi, Irene Ware. Dir. Marcel Varnel. Time, 72 mlns. Rel. Sept 18.
for Universal Newsreel. left San
Time. 87 mlns. Ilel. Nov. 12. Rev. Nov. 29.
Rev, Oct. 4.
Dir. Sam Wood.
Dangerously Yours. Society thief and girl detective. Warner Baxter, Miriam Francisco Monday (23) for Toklo Rasputin and the Empress, The Russian overthrow and its cause. John,
and the Manchurlan front to cover
Ethel and Lionel Barrymore. Dir. Rich. Bolcslavsky. Roadshow time,
Jordan, Herbert Mundln. Dir. Frank Tuttle. ReU Jan. 29.
No release set. Rev. Dec. 27.
133 mlns.
Face In the Sky. Romantic adventures of a billboard sign palpter. Spencer the Japanese-Chinese war clouds.
Tracy, Mnrlan Nixon, Stuart Erwln. Dir. Harry Lachman. Rel. Jan. 15.
Red Dust. Jean Harlow .ind Clark Gable as a new team In a story of IndoPeggy Hopkins Joyce and WilChlna. Dir. Victor Fleming. Time. 83 mlns. Rel. Oct. 22. Rev. Nov. 8.
First Year, The. Domestic drama from a stage play. Janet Gaynor, Chas.
Time, .. mlns. Rel. July 31. Rev. liam Harrlgan arrived Sunday (20) SmIIln' Through. Remake of the Norma Talmadge silent and Jane Cowl play.
Farrell.
Dir. William K. Howard.
from N. Y., Miss Joyce to go Into
Norma Shearer, Leslie Howard, Kroflcrlc March, O. P. Hcggle. Dir. SidAug. 23.
ney Franklin. Tlmn. 9C mlri.s. Hcl. Sept. 18. Rev. Oct 18.
Handle with Care. Comedy! .las. Dunn, Boots Mallory, El Brendel. Dir. Paramount's 'International House"
and Harrlgan into 'Pick Up' and Son- Daughter, The. From thp piny by David npIa.HCo. Helen Ilayes, Ramon
David Butler. Rel. Dec. 25. Rev. Dec. 27.
Novarro, Lowi.s .Stone, Warner Ol.md. I)ir. Clarence Brown. 81 mlns.
Hat Check Girl. Murder and mystery In a nlte club. Sally Ellers, Ben Lyon. 'Police Surgeon,' also Par. Ern.st
Uev. Jan. 3.
Rel. Dec. 23.
Ginger Hogers. Dir. Sidney Landfleld. Time. 63 mlns. Uel. Sept 26. Lubltsch, Louis Lighten and his
wife, Hope Loring, return Thurs- Strange interlude. The famous O'N'flll pl.iy.
Rev. Oct. U.
Nprma Slir.nrcr, Clark Gable.
'J'iriio, 110 min.s.
I>cc. 30.
Itcv. Sept. 6.
Dir. Uobert Z I.,conar(l.
Hot Pepper. Flagg and Quirt— with Lupe. Edmund Lowe, Vic. McLaglcn, day (26) after two months In KuRel. Jan. 22.
rope.
Mae West gets back to the Today We Live. An Kn.u'll.xh (flrl anitiulannf-iltlvcr during the war. Joan
74 min.s.
Lui)c VflPz. Dir. John Biystone.
Crawford, Gary Cooix r. l>ir. iovwird llawk.M. ltd. Feb. 12.
Me and My Gal. Comedy drama. Joan Bennett, Spencer Tracy. Dir. Raoul Par lot Fob. 25 to start' 'Don't Call
(Continued on page 28)
Me Madame.'
Walsh. Time, 78 mlns. Rel. Dec. 4.
Cabin
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PUBUXORDES CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES

"n^-'^o^k': S!'V.

Blame the Woman. British made with Adolphe Menjou and Claude AUister
as a pair of crooks. Dir. Fred Niblo. Time, 74 mins. Rel. Oct 1.
^
Devil's Playoround, The.' George Vanderbllt's expeditionary film.
Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 8.

RIALTO DARK

(Cbntinued from page 27)
Washington Masquerade.
Nils Asther.
July 26.

Dir.

Lionel Borrymore, Karen Morjey,
Time, 91 mlns. Bel. July 8. Rev.

Political satire,

Chas.

Brabln.

64

Time, 48 mins.
Travelogue of the island of Bali.
Sept 16. Rev. Deo. 13.
With Wllllsmaon Beneath the Sea. Underwater exploration. 60 mlns.
Jan. 1. Rev. Nov. 29.
Virgins of Ball.

mlna.
R«i.

Rel,

Pla<>eet recently for sublease, Rl- Whistling In the Dark. Adapted from the Broadway sUge Buccess, in which
Offlce: 1660 Broadway,
Studios: Hollywood,
Pitf-lMk
1C
a famous mystery writer Is kidnapped and forced to plan a murder
oo Broadway, has been ordered
now York, N. V.
Calif.
himself. Ernest Truex, Una Merkel, Jean Hersholt. Dir. Elliot Nugent.
closed by Publix, effective Feb. 1.
Rel. Jan. 27.
Come On, Danger. Western. Tom Keene. J. Hayden. Rosooe Ates. Dir. Robt.
Notlco to entire staff, including
Hill,
Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Sept 23.
Ofdce; 723 Seventh Ave.,
Steve Earutio, manager, Lou Smith, Studio: 6048 Sunset Blvd.,
Constance
Bennett, Lowell
lowdown.
New York, N. Y. What Price Hollywood. HoUsrwood
Hollywood, Cal.
In charge of publicity-advertising,
Sherman. Dir. Geo. Cukor. Rel. June 24. Rev. July 19.
Diamond Trail. Western. Rex Bell. Dir. Harry Fraser. Rel. Dec. 30.
and house crew, has been given.
Offlces:
1660
Broadway,
Studios:
Hollywood,
off
IT f\ I\aaiO
Rn<1in
It Is said house win be taken
Fighting Champ, The. Western. Bob Steele, Arietta Duncan. Dir. J. P.
New York, Nl Y.
Calif.
Publix hands by some exhib.
McCarthy. Time, 64 mine. Rel. Dec. 16.
RiaUo's closing makes all Para- From Broadway to Cheyenne N. Y. gangster meets the shooting West Rex Age of Consent, The. Love and trouble for a oo-ed. Dorothy Wilson Richard Cromwell. Dir. Gregory La Cava. Time. 63 mins. Rel. Aug. 6.
product available to Its
motint
Dir. Harry Frazer. Time. 62 mlns. Rel. Aug. 15.
Bell. Marcellne Day.
Rev. Sept. 6.
Rev Sept. 27.
Paramount,
New York, weekly
Kingddm, The. The man who could not distinguish between his wife
change, excepting four committed Girl from Calgary, The. Girl cowboy comes east to stage triumphs. Flfl Animal
and mistress. Leslie Howard, Ann Harding, Myrna Loy. Dir. Edw. H.
Rel.
Sept.
24.
D'Orsay,
Paul
Kelly.
Dir.
Phil
Whitman.
Time,
64
mlns.
RIvoll.
to United Artists for the
Griffith.
90 mlns. Rel. Dec. 23. Rev. Jan. 3.
Rev Nov. 22
further up the street.
Bill of Divorcement, A.
Story of a shell-shocked war vet. By Clemcnce Dane.
A gold mine up to two years ago, Guilty or Not Guilty? Betty Compson, Claudia Dell. Dir. Albert Ray. 67 mlns.
John Barrymore, BIlUe Burke, Katherlne Hepburn. Dir. Geo. Cukor.
Rel. Nov. 16.
Time. 69 mlns. Rel. Sept 30. Rev. 0«r. 4.
Rialto has been a far better moneymaker for Publix, despite chain's Klondike. Physician who fails in a major operation makes a comeback. Frank Bird of Paradise, A. Famous stage play of the South Seas. Dolores Del Rio.
Hawks, Thelma Todd. H. B. Waltlial. Dir. Lyle Talbot. Time, 66 mlns.
Rev.
Joel McCrea. Dir. King Vldor. Time. 82 mlns. Rel. Aug. 12.
desire to get rid of It, than many
Rel. Aug. 30. Rev. Sept. 27.
Sept. 13.
runs
similar-type
other
of
Its
Lucky Larrigan. Western. Rex Bell, Helen Foster. Dir. J. P. McCarthy. Bring 'Em Back Alive. Frank .Buck's animal thriller. Time, 65 mlns. Rel.
around the country.
Aug. 19. Rev. June 21.
Hel. Dec. 10.
Its overhead Is around $11,000.
Cheyenne Kid, The. Tom Keene Western. Dir. Robert HIU. 66 mlns. Rel.
Story by Peter B. Kyne. Pauline Frederick, Theodore Von
Among Its few losers during the Self- Defense.
Jan. 20.
KItz, Barbara Kent, Robert KlUott, Claire Windsor. Dir. Phil Rosen.
past two years have been 'Clara
Conquerors, The. A story of American depressions and their surmounting.
Rel. Dec. 15.
Rich. DIx, Ann Harding. Edna May Oliver. Dir. Wm. Wellman. Time,
'Man Called
'Forbidden,'
Deane,'
Slightly Married. Society boy marries a street girl and then falls In love with
mlns. Rel. Nov. 18. Rev. Nov. 22.
84
Back' and 'Movie Crazy.'
licr.
Evalyn Knapp, Walter Byron, Marie Prevost. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. Goldle Gets Along. Movie-struck girl who works the beauty contest racket.
House is situated on what's con6!) mlns. Rel. Oct. 16.
88 mlns. Rel. Jan. 27.
LllI Damlta. Chas. Morton, Sam Hardy.
ceded to be one of the most Im- Strange Adventure. Regis Toomey, June Clyde. Dir. Phil Whitman and
Half. Naked Truth, The. From Harry Relchenbach's memoirs of a press
portant corners of the world, at
Hampton Del Ruth. Rel. Dec. 1.
agent. Lee Tracy, Lupe Velez, Eugene Palette. Dir. Gregory Le Cava.
42nd street and 7th avenue. Publix's Thirteenth Guest, The. Mystery play by author of 'Scarface.' Ginger Rogers,
76 mins. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Jan. 3.
main desire in dropping It is underLyle Talbot, J. Farrell McDonald.
Dir. Alfred Ray.
Time, 66 mlns. Hell's Highway. The horrors of a convict camp. Richard DIx, Tom Brown.
Rel. Sept 21. Rev. Sept. 27. Dir. Rowland Brown. Time. 62 mlna.
(Chadwlck.)
Rel. Aug. 26. Rev. Sept 6.
stood to derive from a policy which
will enable the chain to pick Par's Western Limited, rhe> Mystery aboard a transcontinental train. Estelle Hold 'Em Jail. Wheeler and Woolsey play football on the convict eleven.
Dir. Norman Taurog. Time. 66 mlns. Rel. Sept. 2. Rev. Aug. 23.
Taylor, Edmund Burns, Gertrude Astor, Crauford Kent Dir. Christy
best for the local Paramount.
Cabanne. Time, mlns. Rel. Aug. 10. Rev. Oct 19.
Little Orphan Annie. Based on the cartoon. Mltzl Green. Ed. Keennedy.
Dir. John Robertson. Time, 61 mins. Rel. Nov. 4. Rev. Dec. 27.
Young Blood. Western. Bob Steele. Story by Wellyn Totman. Dir. Phil
Rosen. Time, 62 mlns. Rei. Nov. 6.
Men Are Such Fools. L«o CarUlo. Dir. Wm. Nigh. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Nov. 18.
Men of America. Bill Boyd. Dorothy Wilson. Chio Sale. Dir. Ralph Ince.
Shuberts' Year's Lease
Studios: 6861 Marathon St.,
OfflCfls: 1501 Broadway,
Time 67 mlns. Rel. Dec. 9.
Hollywood, Calif.
New York, N. Y. Monkey's
Paw, The. W. W. Jacobs mystery story of a hoodooed charm. C.
The. Broadcasting story with many air stars. Stuart Erwln,
Aubrey Smith. Tvan Simpson, Louise Carter. Dir. Wesley Ruggles. 66
on the Garden, Big Broadcast,
Bing Crosby, Leila Hyams. Dir. Frank Tuttle. Time, 80 mlns. Rel.
mlns. Rel. Jan. 13.
Oct. Rev. Oct. 18.
Most Dangerous Game, The. Island recluse who hunts human beings for
With Understanding Billion Dollar Scandal. BaSfed on the Teapot Dome iDTestlgatlon. Robt. Armsport. Joel McCrea, Fay Wray. Leslie Banks. Dir. E. Schoedsack.
strong, Constance Cummings, Olga Baclanova. Dir. Uarry Joe Brown.
Time. 63 mins. Rel. Sept. 9. Rev. Nov. 22.
76 mlns. Rel. Jan. 6. Rev. Jan. 10.
No Other Woman. Steel worker who rises to affluence and drags his wife into
the mire. Irene Dunn, Chas. Bickford. Dir. J. Walter Ruben. 68 mins.
The Shuberts may retiu-n the Blonde Venus. Story of a stage woman's efforts to retain ller child. Marlene
Dietrich, Herbert Marshall. Dickey Moore.
Dir. Jos. Von Sternberg.
Rel. Jan. 6.
Winter Garden, under their direct
Time, 86 mlns. Rel. Sept 16. Rev. Sept 27.
Mary Holmes, The. Destitute opera singer unwittingly accuses her
management, to its former policy Devil and the Deep. Jealousy in a submerged submarine. Tallulah Bankhead, Past of
Helen MacKellar. Eric Linden, Skeets Gallagher. Dir.
soil of murder.
of musicals on the type of 'Passing
Gary Cooper, Chas. Laughton. Dir. Marion Gerlng. Time, 72 mlns.
Harlan Thompson, Slavo Vorkapich. Rel.. Jan. 20.
Rel. Aug. 12.
Rev. Aug. 23.
Shows,' 'Artists and Models' revues,
Penguin Pool Murder, The. Stuart Palmer's novel: murder mystery. Mae
Clark, Robt. Armstrong, Edna Mae Oliver, James Gleason. Dir. Geo.
Considering this as a possi- Devil Is Drlvlno. The. Wynne Gibson, Edmund Lowe. Dickie Moore. Dir.
9tc.
Stolbtt. Rel. Dec. 9. Rev. Dec. 20.
Archainbaud. 69 mlns. Rel. Dec 9. Rev. Dec. 27.
bility on their part, an understandfor Sale. Viennese nobleman becomes a gigolo. Herbert Marshall, Phantoni of Creatwood, The. Mystery at a week-end party. Rlcardo Cortes,
ing has been reached with Warners Evenings
San Marltza, Ghas. Ruggles. Dir. Stuart Walker. Time, 61 mlns. Rel.
Katherlne Morley. Dir. J. W. Ruben. Time, 77 mlna Rel. Oct 14.
for mutual release of the Garden
Nov. 11. Rev. Nov. 16.
Rev. Oct. 18.
by the Warners when and if Shu- Farewell to Arms. Hemmlngway's novel of war on the Italian front. Helen Rockabye. Sentimental mother-love story. Constance Bennett, Joel McCrea.
Hayes, Gary Cooper, Adolphe Menjou. Dir. Frank Borzage. 90 mins.
berts are ready.
Rel. Nov. 26. Rev. Dec. 6.
Dir. Geo. Cukor. Time, 70 mlns.
Rel. Jan. 6. Rev. Dec. 13.
With the Warner lease up this
Secrets of the. French Police. Foreign mystery. Gwill Andre, Frank Morgan,
Gregory Ratoff. Dir. Ed. Sutherland. Time, 68 mlns. Rel. Dec. 2.
January, another for a. term of one Guilty as Hell. Murder mystery with Quirt and Flagg comedy angle. Edmund
Lowe, Victor McLaglen, Richard Arlen. Dir. Brie Kenton. Time, 82
Dec. 13.
Rev.
year has been written with the conmlns. Rel. Aug. 6. Rev. Aug. 9.
Parade. Novelty story. Joel McCrea, Marian Marsh, Wm. Gardan.
dition the Shuberts can have thea- He Learned About Women. Comedy drama. Stuart Erwln, Allison Skip- Sport Dir.
Dudley Murphy. Time. 66 mins. Rel. Nov. 11. Rev. Dec, 20.
tre earlier than its expiration for
worth. Dir. Lloyd Corrlgan. Time, 67 mins. Rel. Nov. 4.
Strange Justice. Oddities of the criminal code. Mae Marsh. Norman Foster,
the musical productions if they so Hello, Everybody. Radio story. Kate Smith, Randolf Scott, Sally Blane. Dir.
Reginald Denny. Dir. V. C. Schertzinger. Time. 64 mins. Rel. Oct 7.
Selter. Jan. special release.
make up their mind.
Theft of the Mona Lisa, The. Foreign made. Willy Forst, Trude von Molo.
Dir. G. Von Bolvory. Time. 83 mins. Rel. Oct. 21. Rev. Sept 16.
Meanwhile, although their Holly- Hofse Feathers. Marx Brothers go collegiate. Dir. Norman McLeod. Time,
70 mlns. Rel. Aug. 19. Rev. Aug. 16.
Thirteen Women. From Tiffany Thayer's story of the power of suggestion.
wood and Warner theatres are
Gossip In a small town. Nancy CarroU. Dir. W. Seiter. Time.
Rlcardo Cortez. Irene Dunne. Dir. G. Archainbaud. Time, 60 mlns.
problems,
has the nut down so Hot Satui^day.
72 mlns. Rel. Oct 28. Rev. Nov. 8.
Rel. Sept. 16. Rev. Oct. It.
low at the Garden that it can oper If I Had a Million. How various persons would. react to an inheritance. Gary
ate It more profitably than trying
Cooper. Geo. Raft. Wynne Gibson. Chas. Laughton, Jack Oakie and many
Artists
others, each in a single sequence. Directional sequences by various dito use either of the other houses for
rectors. Time. 86 mins. Rei. Nov. Rev. I}ec. 6.
Cynara. Philip Merlvale stage hit Ronald Colman, Kay Fronds, Phyllis
the same policy.
of Lost Souls. Novelty story.
Chas. Laughton, Richard Arlen, Leila
Barry, Dir. King Vldor. Time. 79 mlns. Rel. Dec. 28. Rev. Jan. 8.
Harry Charnas is buying film Island Hyams.
Dir. Chas. Kenton. December special.
Rev. Jan. 17.
Kid from Spain, The. Eddie Cantor masquerades as a bull fighter down In
product in an open market for the King of the Jungle.
Novelty story. Buster Crabbe, Frances Dee. Dirs. HumMexico. Cantor. Lyda Robertl. Dir. Leo. McCarey. Time (roadshow),
Independent
Including
Garden.
berstone-Marcln. Jan. special release.
118 mlns. Rel. Jan. 21. Rev. Nov. 22.
brands such as current 'Vampire Lily Christine. British made. Corlnne Griffith, Colin Clive. Time. 69 mlns. Magic Night. Viennese operetta. Jack Buchanan. Dir. Herbert WIIcoz.
Bat* (Majestic).
Rel. July. Rev. Sept 20.
Time, 79 mlns. Rel. Nov. 2. Rev. Nov. 8.
Love Me Tonight. Chevalier as .9. tailor In masquerade. Jeanette MacDonald. Mr. Robinson Crusoe. Adventures In the South Seas. Douglas Fairbanks,
Chas. Ruggles, Chas. Butterworth, M<>rna Loy. Dir. Rouben MamouUan.
Maria Alba. Dir. Edw. Sutherland. Time, 72 mins. Rel. Sept. 21. Rev.
Time, 90 mins. Rel. Aug. 26. Rev. Aug. 23.
Sept. 27.
IN
OFFICE Madame
Butterfly. From the opera. Sylvia Sidney, Cary Grant, Chas. Ruggles. Rain. Jeanne Eagles' famous stage hit. Joan Crawford. Walter Huston. Dir.
Dir. Gearing.
Rel. Dec. 30. Rev. Dec. 27.
Wm. Gargan. Time, 93 mins. Rel. Oct. 12. Rev. Oct 18.
Change in Publix N. V. District; Madison Square. Sporting story. Jack Oakle, Marian Nixon, Thos. Meighan. White Zombie, The. Haytlan sorcery. Bela Lugosl. Madge Bellamy. Dir.
Dir. Harry J. Brown. Time. 70 mins. Rel. Oct 7. Rev. Oct IS.
2 Pars Under Their Managers
Victor Halperln. Time, 69 mlns. Rel. July 28. Rev. Aug. 2.
Make Me a Star Dialog version of Merton of the Movies. Stuart Erwln, Joan
Blondell, Zasu Pitts. Dir. Wm. Beaudlne. Time. 86 mins. Rel. July 1. Studloi Universal City,
Offlces: 730 Fifth Ave.,
Universal
Rev. July 6.
New York, N. Y.
Calif.
With elimination of the Publix
district setup in New York over Merrily We Go to Hell. From a stage comedy drama. Sylvia Sidney. Frederic Afraid to Talk. From the stage play 'Merry-Go-Round' about crooked politics.
March. Dir. Dorothy Arzner. Time, 82 mins. Rel. July 10. Rev.
Eric Linden, Sidney Fox, TuUy Marshall, Louis Calhern. Dir. Edw. L.
Greater New York houses, Gus
June 14.
Cahn. 74 mins. Rel. Nov. 17. Rev. Dec. 20.
Eyssell, city manager for some time Movie Crazy. Harold Lloyd breaks Into pictures. Constance Cummings.
Dir. Air Mall. The. Commercial flying thrill stoiy. Pat O'Brien. Ralph Bellamy,
under Milt Feld and more recently
Clarence Bruckraon. Time, 96 min.s. Rel. Sept 23. Rev. Sept. 20.
Gloria Stuart, Slim Summerville. Dir. John Ford. Time. 86 mlns. Rel.
under Boris Morros, will assume Mysterious Rider. Western. Kent Taylor. Dir. Allen. Rel. Jan. 27.
Nov 3. Rev. Nov. 8.
general operating assistant duties Night After Night. Humor in the night clubs. Mae West Geo. Raft, Con- All American, The. Football story. Rich. Arlen, Gloria Stuart Dir. Russell
stance Cummings, Allison Sidpworth. Dir. Archie Mayo. Time, 70 mins.
Mack. Time, 73 mlns. Rel. Oct. 13. Rev. Oct. 14.
under Sam Dembow, Jr.. as reRel. Oct 14. Rev. Nov. 1.
Back
Street. A one-man girl whose love defied convention. From a Fanny
ported. Eyssell has been with PubNight of June 13, The. The neighbors react to a murder suspicion. Cllve
Hurst novel. Irene Dunn, John Boles. Dir. John Stahl. Time, 91 mlns.
lix for many years, in various parts
Brook, Llla Lee, Chas. Ruggles. Dir. Stephen Roberts. Time. 76 mlns.
Rel. Sept. 1. Rev. Aug. 30.
Rel. Sept. 23. Rev. Sept. 20.
of the country.
Destination Unknown. Adventure on a rum runner adrift In the Pacific. Pat
In future the two Paramounts No Man of Her Own. From the novel 'No Bed of Her Own.* Clark Gable,
O'Brien, Ralph Bellamy, Betty Compson. DJr. ray Garnett. Rel. Jan. 26.
Carole Lombard, Dorothy Mackalll. Dir. Wesley Ruggles. December
(N. Y. and B'Jilyn) will be under
Eskimo players. Dir. Ewing Scott. Time,
Igloo, Life struggle in the Arctic.
special. Rev. Jan. 3.
60 mins. Rel. July 14. Rev. July 26.
the direct operation of their man- Phantom President. Political story of a presidential
double. George M. Cohan,
In Hell. Chain gang story.
Pat O'Brien, Merna Kennedy. Dir.
agers, who report to Morros.
Jimmy Durante, Claudette Colbert. Time. 77 mine. Rel. Oct 7. Rev Laughter
Cahn.
mlns.
Edw.
72
Rel.
Jan.
12.
Itev. Jan. 17.
Oct 4.
New York advertising department
The. Mystery thriller. "Boris Karloff. Zita Johann, David Manners.
Phillips Holmes, Dorothy Mummy,
Is also broken up. with Jack Mc- 70,000 Witnesses, ^urder on the football field.
Dir. Karl Freund. Uel. Dec. 22. Rev. Jan. 10.'
Jordan; Chas.. Ruggles, Johnny Mack Brown, Liew Cody. Dir. Ralph
Inerney to handle ads and publicity
My Pai, the King. A wild west show In a Balkan kingdom. Tom Mix. Dir.
lilurphy. Time, 69 mlns.
Rel. Sept. 2. Rev. Sept 6.
for the New York Paramount and She Done Him Wrong. Paraphrase of 'Diamond Lll.' Mae West. Cary Grant,
Kurt Neumann. Time, 75 mlns. Rel. Aug. 4. Rev. Oct. 11.
Maurice Bergman for Brooklyn.
Nagana. Tropical drama. Tala Blrell, Melvyn Douglas. Dir. E. L. Frank.
Noah Beery. Owen Moore. Dir. Lowell Sherman. Rel. Jan. 27.
Rel. Jan. 19.
When pictures are day and date, Sign of the Cross. Spectacular production of the stage play. Frederic March,
Claudette Colbert, Ellssa Landl, Chas. Laughton, Ian Keith. Dir. Cecil Okay America. Columnist story. Lew Ayres, Maureen O'Sulllvan, Louis Calthey will work together, otherwise
hern. Dir. Tay Garnett Time, 60 mlns. Rel. Sept. 8. Rev. Sept. 13.
de Mllle. Time, 124 mins. (roadshow). Not yet released. Rev. Dec. 6.
they will be in complete charge,
Tonight Is Ours. Noel Coward's 'The Queen Was in the Parlor.' Claudette Old Dark House. A night of terror in an English country home. Boris Karanswerable to Morros.
loff. Melvyn Douglas, Chas. Laughton,. Gloria Stuart.
Dir. Jas. Whale.
Colbert. Frederic March. Allison Sklpworth. Dir. Stuart Walker. Rel.
Time, 70 mlns. Rel. Oct. 20. Rev. Nov. 1.
Jan. 13.
Alex Gottlieb, who has handled
Once In a Lifetime. Hollywood satire from the stage play. Jack Oaklo,
the Par, N. Y., under Mclnerney, Trouble In Paradise. Cheating cheaters In Paris and Venice. Miriam Hop
Sidn<:-y Fox, Alice MacMahon.
Dir. Russell Mack. Time, 90 mins. Rel.
kins. Kay Francis, Herbert Marshall. Dir. Ernst Lubltsch. Time. 81
along
with
is
out,
manager,
city ad
Sept. 22. Rev. Nov. 1.
mlns. Rel. Oct. 21. Rev. Nov. 15.
Lou Smith, who received notice as Undercover Man. Secret service bests the gangsters. Geo. Baft, Nancy Car They Just Had to Get Married. Matrimonial adventures of a ncwlyrlch
couple. Slim Summerville, Zasu Pitts. Dir. Edw. Ludwig. 71 mlns.
a result of the Rialto closingr Feb. 1.
Dir. Jas. Flood. Time. 74 mins. Rel. Dec. 2. Rev. Dec. 6.
roll.
llel. Jan. 6.
Vanishing Frontier. Western drama. John Mack Brown, Evalyn Knapp,
Zasu Pitts. Dir. Phil Rosen. Time. 66 mlns. Rel. July 29. Rev. Sept. 20 Studios: Burbank,
w. 44th st.
Brothers owces: 321
DIBECT
Wild Horse Mesa. Zane Gray's story. Rudolph Scott. Sally Blane, Fred
Calif
New York, N. Y.
Kohler. Dir. Henry Hathaway. Time, 60 mins. Rel. Nov. 25. Rev
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Big City Blues. Country boy come.s to New York for ttirllllng experiences.
Jan. 17.
Joan Blondell, Uric Linden. Dir. Mervyn Le Roy. Time, 63 mlns. Rel.
Willis Kent la giving up producSept 10. Rev. Sept. 18.
Offices: 723 Seventh Ave.,
PnuTAva
tion of Independent pictuces for
N,y^ York, N. Y. Blessed Event. Columnist story. Lee Tracy, Mary Hrlan, Allen Jenkins. Dir.
four months to sell his latest feaRoy Del Ruth. Time, 84 mlns. Rel. Sept. 10. Rev. Sept. 6.
Lucky Qirl. Musical comedy force. Gene Gerrard. Molly I<amont Dir. Euture, 'The Psychic Backet,' direct
Hard
to Handle. Cagney'as a high powered promoter. Cagney, Mary BrI.in.
mins.
Rel.
O'SuUivan.
Time,
69
Sept
L
gene
Dir. Mervyn Lc Roy. 81 mliis. Rel. Jan. 28.
to exhibitors.
Man Who Won* The. Story of a wastrel who makes good. Henry Kendall,
Haunted Gold. Search for gold In a haunted mine. John Wayne. Dir. Mack
Kent recently spUt with Maxlnl,
Heathier Ange). Time, 70 mins. Dir. Norman Walker. Rel. Sept 16,
Wright 00 mins. Rel. Dec. 17. Rev. Jan. 17.
Which had be«n <tote righting his Woman Decide*, The. From' a stage play of Labor vs. Capital. Adrlenne
(Continued on page 29)
.1
All6ta«'0wen Nare. Dir. Miles Mander. Time, 68 mins. ReL Aug. 16,
i
films.
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CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES

David Colder (French) (Protex). Drama. Harry Baur, Dir. Jullen Duvlvler.
90 mine. Rel. Oct 1. Rev. Oct 26.
Der Ball (German) (Protex). Domestic comedy. Dolly Haaa. Dir. Wllhelm

(Continued from page 28)

Jan. 28;

Purchase Price, The. Night club singer with a past. Barbara Stanwyck.
Wm. A. Wellman. Time, 68 mlns. Rel. July 23. Rev. July 19.

Dir.

Western cowboy story. John Wayne. Dir. Fred Allen.
Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Nov. 1.
Scarlet Dawn. Russian refugees In Constantinople. Doug Fairbanks, Jr.,
Nancy Carroll, Lilyan Tashman. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. Time. 68 mlns.
Rel. Nov. 12. Rev. Nov. 8.
Stranger In Town. Comedy drama of real people. Chic Sale, Ann Dvorak,
Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Aug. 6. Rev. Jply 12.
Dir. Earlc C. Kenton.
Merchant pretends poverty to check family's exSuccessful Calamity, A.
travagance. George Arllas, Mary Astor, Evalyn Knapp. Dir. John G.
Adolfl. Time, 72 mlns. Rel. Sept. 17. Rev. Sept. 27.
Twenty Thousand Years In Sing Sing. Visualization of Warden Lawes' book.
Spencer Tracy, Bette Davis. Dir. Michael Curtlz. 78 mlns. Rel. Jan. 31.
Rev. Jan. 17.
Two Against the World. Constance Bennett In a murder Jam. Dir. Archie
Mayo. Time, 71- mlns. Rel. Sept. 3. Rev. Aug. 23.
Winner Take All. Smashing flght comedy. James cagney. Dir. Roy Del
Ruth. Time, 67 mlns. Rel. July 16. Rev. June 21.
Ride Him. Cowboy.

World
YVOria Wifl<>
Wiae

OWces:

1501

Broadway,

New

York, N. Y.

From Eugene

CNeill's play 'Recklessness.' Conrad Nagel,
Dir. Victor Schertzlnger. Rel. Jan. 29.
tiella. Hyams.
Between Fighting Men. Conflict between the sheep men and cattle raisers.
Ken Maynard. Ruth Hall. Dir. Forrest Sheldon. Time, 62 mlns. Rel.
in Souls.

Oct. 16.

Breach of Promise. The ruin of a man's career. Chester Morris, May Clarke,
Mary Doran. Dir. Paul Stein. Time, 67 mlns. Rel. Oct. 23. Rev.
Nov. 22.
Come On, Tarzan. Ranch owner saves his horse from a gang. Ken Maynard,
Myrna Kennedy. Dir. Alan James. Time, 64 mlns. '-<nel. Sept. 11. Rev.
Jan.

Falsche
86 mlng.

Farce.

Dir.

Johannes

17.

Crooked Circle, The. Mystery story with ample comedy. Ben Lyon, ZaSu
Pitts, James Gleason, Irene Purcell.
Dr. H. Bruce Humberstone. Time
70 mlns. ReL Sept. 26. Rev. Oct. 4.
Death Kiss, The. A murder mystery with a motion picture studio backManners,
ground. David
Adrlenne Ames, John Wray, Bela Lugosl. Dir.
Edwin L. Marin. ReK Dec. 26.
Drum Taps. A Boy Scout troup to the rescue of Ken Maynard. Ken May
nard, Junior Coughlln, Scout Troop 107 of Hollywood.
Dir. J. P. McGowan. 61 mlns. Rel. Jan. 29.
Dynamite Ranch. Ranch manager fails to vanquish the hero. Ken Maynard,
Ruth Hall. Dir. Forrest Sheldon. Time. 69 mina Rel. July 31. Rev.

3.

Die Btumenfrau von Lindenau (German) (Protcx). Comedy. Renate Mueller, Hansl Nlese. Dir. Georg Jacoby. 70 mlns. Rel. July 1. Rev. July 12.
Die Cslkos Bareness. (Capital) (Ger. Hung). Musical comedy. Gretl Thelmer,
Paul Vlncentl. Dir. Ernst Verebes. Time, 82 mlns. Rel. April 1.
Die Grosse Attraktlon (A-R) (Ger). Muslcat romance. Richard Tauber. 80
mine. Rel. Feb. 1.
Die Grosse Llebe^ (German) (FAF). Drama of mother love. Hansl Nlese.
80 mlns. Rel. March 1. Rev. Feb. 23.
Die Lustlgen Welber von WIen. ^Capital) (Ger). Willy Forst, Irene Elslnger.
Dir. Geza von Bolvary. Time, 97 n.'ns. Rcl. July 1.
Ralph Roberts, Lucie EngDIenst Is DIenst. (New Era) (Ger). Musical.
llsche. Dir. Carl Bosse. Time, 84 mlns. Rel. June 8.
Die vom Rummelpiatz. (Capital) (Ger). Anny Ondra, Siegfried Arno. Dir.
Karl Lamac. 9 reels. Bel. Feb. 10.
Eine Nacht in Paradies (A-R) (Ger).
Musical comedy. Anny Ondra. 90
mlns. Rel. Feb.
Ein Prlnz Verliebt SIch. (Capital) (Ger).
Musical.
Geo. Alexander, Lien
Deycrs, Trude Berliner. Dir. Conrad Wlene. Time, 75 mlns. Rel. May.
El Hombre (2ue Aseaino (Paramount) (Spanish). Roslta Moreno, Ricardo
Puga. 70 mlns. Rel. April 16.
EIn Walzer von Strauss. (CTapltal) (Ger). Musical. Gustav Froelloh. Dir.
Conrad Welns. Time. 89 mlns. Rel. March 10
FrIederIke (A-R) (Ger). Dramatic operetta based on Goethe's life. Mady
Christians. 90 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1.
Gitta Entdeckt Ihr Herz. ((^pltal) (Ger).
Comedy. Gltta Alpar, Gustav
Froellch. Dir. Carl Froellch. Time, 90 mins. Rel. Oct. 4.
Gloria. (German) (New Era). Transatlantic aviation drama. Gustav Froehllch, Brlgltte Helm.
76 mlns. Rel. Nov. Rev. Nov. 1.
Holzapfel Weiss Alles (German) (Capital). Comedy. Felix Bressart. 90 mlns.
Rel, Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 16.
Hurrah, EIn Junge. (Capital) (Ger). Farce. Max Adalbert. Ida Wuest. Lucie
Engllsche. Dir. Geo. Jacoby. Time, 91 mins. Rcl. June 24.
Hyppollt a LakaJ (International) Hungarian). Fast farce. Dir. Szekely Istvan.
77 mins. Rel. Jan. Rev. Jan. 16.
Kamaradschaft. (Asso. Cinema) (Ger). Sensational drama. Alex Granach.
Ernst Busch. Dir. G. W. Pabst. Time, 78 mlns. Rel. Nov. 8.
Koenlgtn von Preussen. See 'Lulse'.
La Chance (Paramount) (French). Drama of a gambler's llfe^ Marie Bell,
FrancolsQ Rosay. 78 mine. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. May 31.
La Couturlere de Lunevllle (Paramount) (French). Musical of a woman's love
and revenge. Madeleine Renaud, Pierre Blanchar. 90 mine. Rel. July
1.
Rev. Oct. 22.
Le Bal (French) (Protcx). Domestic comedy. Dir. Wllhelm Thlele. 83 mlna.

Miscellaneous Releases
From a Peter

B.

Kyne

story. Barbara Kent,
71 mlns. ReL Jan. 16.
Lester Vall, Frances

Rel. Dee. 15. Rev. Jan. 16.
(Capital) (Ger). Dramatic comedy. Hansi -Nlese,
Else Elster. Dir. Max Neufleld. Time, 86 mlns. Rel. July 30.
Cuando te Sufcldas (Paramount) (Spanish). Musical. Argentina. 90 mlns.
Rel. March 16.
Quand te Tuea Tu (Paramount) (French). Farce comedy. Drean, NoelNoel, Robert Brunier. 80 mlns. ReL March 15.
Reserve Hat Ruh. (New Era) (Ger). Military farce. Fritz Kampers, Lucie
Engllsche. Time, 84 mins. Rel. Aug. 11.
Rhapsody of Love. (Capital) (Polish). Hardships of an art career. Agnes
Petersen, Mosjuklne. Time, 89 mlns. Rel. Aug. 25.
Self explanatory. Dir.
RIchthofen, Red Ace of Germany. (Gould) (Ger).
Robt. Slezlch. Timet, 80 mlns. Rel. Aug. 20.
Ronny (Protex) (Ger). Operetta. Kaethe. von Nagy, Willy Frltsch. -Dir.
Emerlch Kalman. 86 mine. Rel. April 1. Rev. April 19.
Scampolo (A-R) (Ger). Cinderella romance. Dolly Haas. 80 mlns. Rel.
70 mlns.

Purpur und Waschblau.

J. F.arrell MacDonald, Glen Tryon, Matt Moore.
Town, The. (Invincible.) Vice crusade story.
Dade. Dir. Arthur Hoerle. 67 mlns. Rev. Dec. 27.
Face on the Bar Room Floor, The. (Invincible.) Temperance discussion.
Dulcle Cooper, Bramwell Fletcher. Dir. Bert Bracken. Time, 66 mins.
Rel. Oct. Rev. Oct. 18.
Footsteps In the Night. (Auten-) Mystery drama. Benlta Hume. Dir. Maurice Elvery.
Time, 69 mlns. Rel. Dec. 1.
Goona Goona. (First Dlv.) Love charms on the Island of BaU. Dir. Andree
Roosevelt, Armand Denis. Rel. Nov. 26. Rev. Sept. 20.
Hotel Variety. (Capital.) Grand Hotel In an actors boarding house. Hal
Skelly, Olive Borden. Dir. Raymond Cannon. 71 mlns. Rev. Jan. 10.
Jungle Killer. (Century.) Expose of wild game hunting In Africa. With lecture. Rel. Nov. 26.
Rev. Nov. 29.
Feb. L
Manhattan Tower. (Remington.) Suggestive of "Skyscraper Souls.' Romance
(Capital) (Ger). Musical of Schubert's life.
in an office building.
Mary Brian, Irene Rich, Jas. HalL Dir. Frank Schubert's Fruehllngetraum. Arno.
Dir. Rich. Oswald. Time, 71 mins. Rel.
Carl Joeken, Siegfried
Strayer. 62 mins. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 20.
June 28.
Red-Haired Alibi, The. (Tower.) Gangster story. Merna Kennedy. Theo.
(Protcx). Comedy drama. Lien DeyOrs.
Scheldungsgrund
(German)
Sein
Von Elta. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 76 mlns. Rel. Oct. 21. Rev.
Dir. Alfred Zeisler. 80 mlna Rel. March 1. Rev. March 8.
Oct. 25.
(Synchronized.) Danger In
Scarlet Week End. (Irving.) Murder at a house party. Dorothy Revler, Storm Over Zakopane, The. (Capital) (Polish).
the mountains. Time, 89 mlns. Rel. Aug. 25.
Theo. Von Eltz. Dir. Willis Kent. Time, 68 mins. Rel. Oct Rev.
Nov. 1.
Taenzerin von Sansoucl. See 'Barberlna'.
Speed Madness.
(Capital.)
Speedboat racing with acrobatic trimmings. Tempest (German) (Protex). Drama. Emll Jannlngs, Anna Sten. Dir. RobRich. Talmadge, Nancy Drexel. Dir. Geo. Crone. Time, 61 mlns. Rel.
ert Sledmak. 90 mlns. Rel. March L Rev. March 22.
Aug. 27. Rev. Oct. 11.
Tingle Tangle. (New Era) (Ger). Comedy. Ernest Verebes, Fritz Kampers,
Tex Takes a Holiday. (Argosy). All multi-color western of a mysterious
Elizabeth Flnajeff. Dir. Japp Speyer. Time, 93 mlns. Rel. May 15.
stranger.
Wallace MacDonald, Virginia Brown Falre. Dir. Alvln J. Trapeze (German) (Protex). Circus drama. Anna Sten. Dir. A.
Dupont
Nietz. 59 mlns. Rev. Dec. 13.
Rel. May 1. Rev. May 10.
80 mlns.
Unholy Love. (First Dlv.) The classic. 'Mme. Bovary,' transplanted to
Trenck (A-R) (Ger). Romantic drama. Dorothea Wiecke. 90 mlns. Rel.
Rye, N. Y. H. B. Warner, Lila Lee. Dir. Albert Ray. Time, 75 mlns.
Feb. 1.
Rel. Aug. Rev. Aug. 30.
Heroes. (Capital) (Polish). Polish police activity. Mary Bogda,
Woman In Chains. (Auten.) Tragedy of a woman tied to an hypochondriac. Unknown
Adam Brodzlcz. Time, 89 mins. Rcl. Aug. 26.
Eng. ca.st. Dir. B.iBil Dean. Time. 68 mlns. Rcl. Nov. 18. Rev. Nov.
Victoria und Ihr Husar (A-R) (Ger). Viennese operetta. -90 mlns. ReL Feb. 1.
Voice of the Desert, The. (Capital) (Polish). Algerian story In authentic
Films
Foreign
locales. Adam Brodzlcz. Maury Bogda. Time, 89 mins. Rel. Aug. 26.
(Note: Bec.iuse of the slow movement of foreign films, this list covers one Weekend In Paradise. (CapiUl) (Ger). Farce. Otto Wallburg, Julius Falkensteln. Elsie Elatcr. Trude Berliner. Dir. Robt Land.
Time, 81 mlns.
year of releases.)
Rel. Nov. 1.
with
English
titles.)
available
(Most of those
A Nous la LIberte. (Auten) (French). Comedy drama. Henri M.irchand, Vorck (German) (Protex). Historical drama. Werner Krauss, Rudolf Forster.
Rel.
Gustav
Ucicky.
90
mins.
Dir.
Nov.
1.
Rev.
Nov.
27.
Rel.
May.
Raymond Cordy. Dir. Uene Clair. 93 mlns.
(German) (FAF). Circus drama. Llane Hald. Dir. Heinz
Barberlna, die Taenzerin von Sansoucl. (Capital) (German). Rococco mu.olcal Zirkus Leben.
i'aul.
70 mlns. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Jan. 3.
comeily. Lll Dagover, Otto Gebuchr. Dir. Carl Froellch.
83 mins.
Rel. Nov. 20.
Zwel Herzen und EIn Schlag (German) (Protox). Oprrotta. Lilian Il.irvey.
90 min.s.
Kol. .Si j.t J.
Dir. Wllhelm Thlele.
Ilev. .Sept. 13.
Brand In der Oner. (Capital) (German). Musical drama. Gustav Froellcli.

Big

R

Language

Dir. Carl Froclicli.

Ucl. July 19.

Broken Vow, The. (Capital) (Polish). From a novel. Krystyna Ankwlcz,
M. Cybul.skl. Time, K'J mlns. Rel. Aug. Ho.
Cinq Gentlemen Maud;t (IVotex) (French). Rone Lefevre, Harry Baur. Dir.
Julian Duvivicr. Rel. Jan.
Coiffeur Pour Dames (P.iramount) (French). Musical farce. Fernand Gravey.
80 mlns.
Rcl. July 1. Rev. Nov. 8.
Das Ekel (German) (Protcx). Comedy. Max Adalbert. Dir. Franz Wenzler.
75 mins. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 16.

Dae Schoene Abenteuer (German) (Prote:?).
Kaethe
Romantic comedy.
von Nagy. Dir. Relnhold Schunzel. 83 mlns. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec 13.

Los Angeles, Jan. 23.
Virtual approval of the S. R, Kent
pact by the Southern California Independent Theatre Owners Is contained In power of attorney that
has been given by the association
to M. A. Llghtman, head of Motion
Picture Theatres Owners o£ America.
Local association has advised
Llghtman that it strongly favors a
uniform

Key

—Amkino,
723 Seventh Ave.
American-Roumanian Films,

to address

15C0 Broadway.
A.ssociated Cinema, 154 W. 55th St.
Harold Auten, 1560 Broadway.
Capital Film Exchange, 630 Ninth Ave.
Foreign American Films, 111 W. 57th St.
John Krimsky, 33 West 42d St.

International (Jlnema, 1499 Fifth Ave.
Era, 630 Ninth Ave.
Protex Trading, 42 E. S8th St.
Symon Gould. 251 W. 89lh St.

New

contract,

and

empowers

him to represent it In the final draft
acceptance.
I<:xhlbs are hopeful that end of
the depression will have been reached by mid-summer, and that with
the advent of the new film buying
,

season a state ot normalcy will
again prevail. The Kent pact, they
hold, will be a bier step towards relieving the straitened condition ot
many of the indie exhlbs.
So far as Southern California in-

dependent exhibs are concerned, the
current situation Is regarded as
particularly dark.
Most of the
houses have so far been able to
weather the storm, with few of the
unaffiliated exhibs forced to close^
but it Is generally conceded they
cannot hold out much longer. Unless there are radical and drastlo
changes by the start of the new sea>
son It will spell quits for any nuni«

ber of the smaller house men,

it Is

claimed.

Rel. Oct, 1. Rev. Oct 4.
Legion of the Street. (Capital)

Life of the newsboys. Time, 89
(Polish).
mln& Rel. Aug. 26.
Le Rol Dea Resqullleura (Frencb) (Protex). Comedy with music. Milton. Dir.
Georges Colombier. 90 mlns.% Rel. June 1. Rev. June 14.
Llebe 1st Llebe (German) (Protex). Musical comedy. Kaethe von Nagy, Hans
Albers. Dir. Paul Martin. 80 mins. Rel. June 1. Rev. June 7.
Dec. 27.
LJubav 1 Strast. (Yugoslav) jCCroat). Drama of life among N. T. Imlgranta
Rakel Davldovlc. Dir. Frank Melford. Time, 1 hour. ReL Dec. 16.
False Faces. Doctor makes a racket of his profession. Lowell Sherman, LUa
Lee, Peggy Shannon. Dir. Sherman. Time, 83 mins. Rel. Oct. 13. Rev. Lulse, Koenlgin von Preussen. (Asso. Cinema) (Ger). HlstorlcaL Henry
Nov. 29.
Porten.. Dir. Carl Froellch. Time, 92 mlns. Rel. Oct. 4.
Fargo Express. Straight-shooting sacrifice in the career of a cow country Maedchen In Uniform (KrUnsky) (German). Poignant drama. Hertha Thlele,
hera Ken Maynard, Helen Mack. Dir. Alan James. Time, 62 mins.
Dorothea Wiecke. Dir. Richard Froehllch. Rel. Sept. Rev. Sept. 27,
Rel. Nov. 20.
Man Brauch Kein Geld. (Capital) (Ger). Musical farce. Dir. Karl Boese,
Hypnotized. Jam following a big sweepstakes win. Moran and Mack. Dir.
Rel. Nov. 10.
* Mack Sennett.
Rel. Dec. 25. Rev. Jan. 17.
Comedy. Kaethe von
Melne Frau die Hochataplerin (German) (Protex).
Nagy. Dir. Kurt Gerron. 90 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 9.
Last Mile. The. Drama in the death house, from the stage play. Howard
Phillips, Preston Foster, Geo. Stone, Noel Madison.
Dir. Sam. BlschoR. Mein Leopold. (Capital) (Ger).
Musical. Gustav Froelich. Max Adalbert.
Time, 84 mlns. Rel. Aug. 21. Rev. Aug. 30.
Dir. Hans SyelnoS. Time. 96 mlns. Rel. April 1.
Sign ot Four, The. Sherlock Holmes story. British cast. Arthur Wontner, Men and Jobs (Russian) (Amkino). An American engineer looks at Russia.
Isia Bevan, Ian Hunter.
Dir. Graham Cutts. Time, 74 mlns. Rel. Aug.
86 mine. Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 16.
14.
Rev. Aug. 30.
Mensch Ohne Namen (German) (Protex). Poignant drama. Werner Krauss.
Texas Buddies. Cowboy, veterao of the AEF, turns aviator to balk the vilDir. Gustav Ucicky. 95 mlns. Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 15.
lains.
Bob Steele, Nancy DrexeL Dir. R. N. Bradbury. Time, 67 mlns. MIche (Paramount) (French). Musical comedy. Suzy Vernon, Robert Burnler,
Rel. Aug. 28.
Rev. Nov. 16.
Dranem, 80 mlns. Rel. July I. Rev. Dec. 6.
Those Wo Love. A woman's understanding averts domestic tragedy. Mary
Mlstlgri
(Paramount) (French). Musical. Madeleine Renaud, Noel-Noel.
Astor, Lilyan Tashman, Kenneth McKenna. Dir. Robt. Florey.
Time.
80 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Jan. 16.
77 mln&
Rel. Sept. 11. Rev. Sept. 20.
Macht 8eln Glueck. (German) (Capital). Farce. Siegfried Arno. 90
Tombstone Canyon. Western, in which the hero tries to solve the mystery cf Morltzmins.
Rel. Deo. 16. Rev. Jan. 16.
his birth. Ken Maynard, Cecilia Parker. Dir. Alan James.
Rel. Dec. 25.
Namenshelrat. (German) (FAF). Drama. 76 mins. Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 16.
Trailing the Killer. Epic of the North Woods.
Dir. Herman C. Raymaker.
(Capital) (GerO Prelude to the world war. Dir. Rleh. Oswald. Time,
1914.
Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Dec. 4. Rev. Dec. 6.
73 mlns. Rel. Sept 1.
Uptown New York. Married happiness and a past. Jack Oakle. Shirley Grey.
Oberst Redl. (Capital) (Ger). Spy thriller. Lll Dagover, Theo. Loos. Dir.
Dir. Victor Schertzlnger.
Time. 74 mlns. Rel. Dec. 4. Rev. Dec. 13.
Karl Anton. Time. 79 mlns. Rel. Aug. 30.
Paris- Beguin (Protex) (Fr). Musical. Jane Marnac. Dir. Augusta Genlna.
(Capital.)

CONTRACT

Der Herr Biirovorsteher. (Capital) (Ger). Felix Bressart, Herman Thlmlg.
Dir. Hans Behrendt. Time, 86 mlns. Rel. June 10.
Der Schwartze Hussar (Protex) (Ger.). Costume romance. Conrad Veldt,
Mady Christians. Dir. Gerhard l&mprecht. 90 mins. Rel. Dec. 1.

,

Big Payoff, The.

FAVOR KENT

R«l. Jan. 16.

Rev. Jan.

CAL INDIES

SO.

MUltary musical. Vlasta
(Capital) (German).
Burian. Dir. Carl Lamac Time, 81 mln& Re). July 12.
Der Hauptmann von Kepenick (A-R) (Ger). Comedy. Max Adalbert. 90
mine.

29

Outer.

Der Falsche Feldmarachal.

a Fugitive. From the story I Am a Fuerltlve from a Chain Gang.' Paul
Muni, Glenda FarrelL Dir. Mervyn liO Roy. Time,
^ d3 mine. Rel. Nov.
19. Rev. Nov. IB.
British east and director. Time.
Illegal. British made, story of a night club.
Rel.
Ang.
Rev.
6.
Oct.
mlns.
4.
ai
Jewel Robbery. Romantlo comedy drama from an Himgarlan source. Kay
Francis, WUllam Powell. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. Time, 68 mine. ReJ.
Aug. U. Rev. July 26.
Lawyer Man. Inside story of the profession. William Powell, Joan Blondell.
Rev. Jan. 3.
Dir. Wm. Dleterle. 68 mlns. Rel. Jan. 7.
One Way Passage. Love develops for a prisoner. ICay Francis, William Powell. Dir. Tay Garnett. Time, 69 mlns. Rel. Oct. 22. Rev. Oct 18.
Parachute Jumper, The. Two ex-marlnes and a girl who go aloft. Doug.
Fairbanks, Jr., Bette Davis. Dir. Alfred E. Green. 72 mlns. Rel.

Am

Auction

ReL OoL 9.
Ehemann (German) (Protex).
Rel. OoL 1. Rev. Oct. 29.

83 mlns.

Thlele.

Der

I

VARIETY

Cut

IfUfo

wKh

Receiver

Spokane, Jan. 2S,
Operators took a 10% cut at the
Fox, Orpheum and State (formerly
operated as F-WC theati-eis), following the appointment of Fnuok
Newman, Seattle, as receiver tot
the eroup. Stage hands are out of

Fox and Orpheum.
Terry McDaniel, district manager

the

for F-WC, continues in the same
capacity over the Spokane territory.
Tom Olsen, previously Fox manager, has changed places with H.
D. McBride at the Orpheum on a
tryout policy to work out best possible setup for both houses.
Jim
Runte remains as manager of the
State.

Fox has dropped admission toik
same as Orph. Previous top

to 40,

was

60,

including tax.

Toronto Cots
Toronto, Jan.

23.

Scale cut is the latest to get the
customers into the downtown picture houses here.
Imperial, ace plc-prez. house, goes
Shea's, plc-vaude. 80-50;
pix, 26-80-60; Tlvoli, British plx, 26-35; Loew's, plx, 26-30-60.
All houses figure to get part ot
the reduction back by charging 60

26-35-66;

Uptown,

cents admission all day on Saturdays and holidays. Used to be 66
after

50 before.

6,

DENVER'S CUTS START
Spreading

Around
Started

Town— Labor
It

Price cutting has started In Denver. As a result of 16-cent matinee
price at the Tabor, the State Is
changing its straight 20-cent to
10-15-20, while the Isls Is switching
to 10-16.

Within the past week two North
Denver neighborhoods have cut
from 36 to 25. This leaves only
three 35-cent houses In town, the
Mayan, Aladdin and Ogden, and
with these competing more or less
with each other.
First run prices are: Denham,
15-26; Rlalto, 20-25-40; Paramount,
26-40; and
26-35-40-DO.

Denver and Orpheum,
Before stage shows
last two were getting

went out the

65 cents. Including tax.

Recently Fox-West Coast boosted
their houses in the Inteimountaln dlvl.slon, ortslde of Denver, to
40 cents on Sunday and Monday on
ace pictures. The raise was tried
in
a fe.v spots, and sucffHHfuI,
.spread to all
all

Harry Sherman Well
Sherman, Publix

Harry

labor

exec, has returned to his office after
an Illness of several weeks.
Uome with pleurisy.

^

-

VARIETY

so

Society. Matron's Idea'

Agency SatirKes Radio Cqnfiib

And Board

Ukes

of Directors

A
It

a

East-Dumke in Vaude,

WTAM

Penod

from a man whose

By

in Line

Osborne
While a new commercial is being
disk which It has made of a 'typisought for them. Sisters of the
cal' Board of Directors meeting dis- Skillet
(East and Dumke), have
cussing a radio program. This rec- been booked into the Albee, Cincinord Is cleverly introduced at bona nati, week of Feb. 3. With the boys
off
Armour show next week,
the
fide board meetings to sell the
business men, through a laugh, on NBC is working on a deal for them
the need: for a 'sHowmanly attitude. with the.,Spani; Baking Co. of CleveComedy recording was 'used" liere land; - If" c'ohcTuded, the program will
last week at a gathering of execu- be a local over WTAM.
Team had been practically contives and is reported to have been a

a

NEWS

Nellie Revell

sig-

nature guarantees ^n Interview
almost anywhere barged into
one of the local stations last
week. She announced, herself
as willing to lertd her trained
soprano voice to the radio tor

1

Chicago, Jan. 23.
Durstine and
Barton,
(agency) has a special

Batten,

letter

m

AIR

Chicago, Jan. 23.
society matron, armed vrith
.

'

Radio, once viewed as the Orphan Annie of entertainment by its stage
and screen rivals, is now amusement's big sister. The stage, or at least
that portion of It embraced by vaudeville, and the motion picture regard
it as their little and dearly beloved sister who' suddenly grow into
heiress.

an

'

_

::.

A few short years ago, Vincent Lopez's faith in radio cost him two
seasons of vaudeville bookings. Lopez, with his orchestra, was playing
the Palace theatre ^n New York. He was offered a radio engagement,
but the vaudeville moguls of that day said 'No. If you play on Radio
'we'll cahcel'your two years* contract with us.'
So ViAcent, forced to make a choice, selected Radio. And now that
same Palace theatre and the rest of the RKO clrcuh is owned and operated by Radio— the little sls.ter who haa grown up.

fee,

•We haven't had a soprano
on this station in two years,'
she was told.' 'the last one
worked for nothing until- we
sold her to an account for f36
a week.'
'Why,' said the socially in-

.

tracted, for th? SpAiB acq«j^unt when
meeting, in- the Armour proposition intruded
thei usual last fall.
ciudes % bMrlesQuiB
suggestions, l^eard; ivh'en radio. 1$
under discussion. One, executives
cracjis, .'Why .can't. we get LlndPratt
Another
.bergh for bur pcpgrain?'
sfiys he (ian't do. anything until, his
Network; (i^eit^
da ygliter gets hqm,e, from, .,col|iege
A
,as ^he H'lo^v's all about radio.
third exec kejepS: sflyinp,, tbat they
Saucy for A9?ertisiiig
shouldn't do aoy,thing until they
get In toAich. wlth..4iis .ft^ett^d,' Jqo
Chicago, Jan^ 23.
Zilch,, ,who ., Is an..exp.ert .,pn rad.loj
This reference to 2ilcji keeps, recurSlverman and Pratt, the comedy
ring through, tlje dlaci^sslohg. Ffj^a^-j^ •doctdrs' Of KYW, will be on thB^
$nd
..out
to
board,
decide?,
.ly.the
Rifettl
Slllc 'Program with Vincent'
.wha.t to do about the raidio program Lopez^ 'whfeh' 'it Btarts Feb.
ovei-'
by ipoking up Zilch.. .A phone cali VVEWr tad ah NBC Web; It's a r©:|a .put' through tor.lhlm and baclc
tifn to 'hetkork ''hroa'dcBistlfa^ for
come? th.e aniswer.i^llcn., can't. talK tli^ comedlaiiff whdde chummy and
Gonfercnc.e,.wjth his oyrtt flippant Efag:|;iiiig ii^ottt the jtrbducts
aa
boar^ of ipireptora, trying tp, flefura thejr '^Jijeiirfi'' plurg^c'd wasr formerly
..QUt'/.what .to.4o wl'tJ>,Ws. pwn risidloi de'emStii to6 diqres^'e.Ctwi "[tpr '-halprogram..
ii
16wi6i'"pr6ja'ucts,^
•v..',
BBD&b end the record on a .ta^ctr: ^'yf| \',lii|Ly e' had"! a spotty
^career
ful .npte by. pointing, out,, that,, pro- duevto! .t1^'4ir' contentloh
thai ..laughgrams built to suit the, tastes of ter and adyertisthg were hot deadly,
.«ducate4 men. pi;esQiit cqiKipaQy alenemies. As long ago as four Veairs,
,waya included, may not. be the pera .cisntury,. in rajdio, they w^re. kidfect program for.,reaching the proding iaidvertising and wer^" .can..Iptar^t-and' then sometimes., .pzcelled as Fleischman's 'Bakers' on
plalns what proletariat me^ns.,
that account. Fleischman In those
days Jiist couldi]i',t take
\.
x
Since ^^If '.Taat h^tiv^ork jlwcbimt,
Dr. 'West's toothpaste, .^herm^n and
Pratt'^hay ; been Ivs^ndHtng
such,
of is 'minutes each on 'a 76-min-

big

,

hit.

*rhe

dexed lady drawing herself
up very haughtily, 'I shouldn't
consider.

l^.qard

a week

One

A

$1,600,

:

.

.Apologetically. It 'was expiftined that this ^eas highly
'

'

&

Sherman

imprDbahle.
said the
•i"don't see why,'
Gold Coast duchess, Tond's

Back Oq

;

Too

;

cream gave me $1,400 for an
^^sty advertiser
endorsei|aent.
ehourdlite willing tb'pay'an ex-

'.

my

tra $100 for

.

.

•

.

.

,

f

.

•

,

.

,

.

inetiance,

-.

.

.

-

would the episbdes ot Amos 'n' Andy bd as funny it thev
weren^t unfolded in the Negro 'vei^hACuIar?
-4;
Would Seth Parker be half as^^opular .without the.Down East naaai
.:.
noises?
'Would'The Goldbergs-be 'as' human If their joys arid.'sorrows weren't
--^
told inithe Hebrew idiom?'
j!
For

•

WCt^lfiy-*

Dfal-ect
of the Shakespeare brother^ said, 'The Play's the.'ThlnB'. but
wifh
ul wjin
- ...r,.
"

Radio,- the dlal-ect 18 it

vW'W

,

..

les[a:.than...$E^OO

at first and I, should expect an
at least
advertise^' t6

.

'typical,'

•

gossips'spoice the English- 6f their (Alma Mater, Northwestern University 7
'
No, in radio, it's the .dlal->ect' ti(4t'8 the thing"! '

yolco.'

f—

"

.'

.
.

9lipa Thai.J^atjp Through ths Mika
rddib singer In a It^wsijit. d^^orlbed himself on >-the stand as 'the
greatest, airtist oni the air.' A^^er iithe- hearing, a friend took him to task
for his cbnceit. 'But, mjr'Vfear fellow, it -vrasn't conpeit,' protested the
star,' ''remember, i was' uiraet- bath.'
'Sltice a scientist advan:ced'^he theory that the shap» of the shoulder
blades denotes the state -of a person's mentality, May Singhl Breen
points out- there aren't s<y many^ lowbacic evening, gowns worn in the

A

as/

>

NBG-

'

-

studios.

'

'

Chatfer

'

•

,

;

i

'

^Wdttied about his

\

wa^tl(h«^^^

'^cfahpy' Lambert and'^ilijr. Hlllpot, singing partners, for four years,
Wei'6 'classmates at RutgejTdv .;
Alec McQueen, a bachel'or, wrote a book, 'How to Name a Baby.' The
nerve of that guy!
geneologlst, for a fee, offers to prove the Boswell Sisters direct
descendants of the Boswell who made Sam Johnson famous.
Tom Meighan's nephew, James Meighan, plays the juvenile lead with
DeWolfl.I^ppper..ia 'Roses r^d Drums'.
RobBTt^^it* Simbn, of-th^"'New T6rker', and 'Robert Jiussell Mennett,
.>i^ilot, are collaborating on an opera.'
"1^
ffiiuif4ii&< X)ubols, 'icblicertmelster of iHoward Barlow^s 'symphony, is an
expert photographer.
-

'q^icfig:o,

Campagna's

Jan. 2?.

,

..

balm, sponsorfl of two- radio programs, 'First
Nighter' and "F'u Manchu,' last week
its
advertising
c.ohcentrated alf
upon radio. All.iiewsprint and supplementary 'forms- were dropped.
ORBIEKS
'for.that:one weiel£;^hlch was dieslg-'
n^ted- 'National 'Cafaipagna- week.'
Peggy Keehan and Sanchra. Phiilips, WABC piand '^uo, appear in
Big-, radio '.'pusH was for' thei piir\it^ ftf ter^voh-: ^es3loiv.„9yer KYW. 'pose- Of movingt 'the lOi-oent size Wamfets' 'Pie a la Mode'-, picture.
'Augfiistds' Barrett, author bf t^e; CBS dramatic sketches, "The
Uhdet-'takiiilf -'Is' bell'e'ved
to be 'packages -IxotH 'the- counters of
Ottatwa, -Jam -23.
unique in style in that the program .Woolwortb,J-Kreaee,' Ortat, tad' all Volcb''« lioW playing Capmh :^][-esford in the series.-'^ "
- Following the return 'frdta yEutfope
"FrejiOTlclc lAndis, 'Thj^ ^iqrodier Editor', heard bh Coltiliibia, was editor
.was ^ao % ad lib.. Real- Silk will- un- the -other nlckle laud dime empn'"'
/•of;Ool. W;-A'...Stcel to -join the .ne-w
^f thtf' New' 'Y6rk- 'AiheHctdi' t)»Teb; yea;rs.
dertake to,' provide them 'with Tiutti^. It waa
a 'senBe -the aicifl
Canadian Badios CoramtssiOn; . ojf
Helfell' I^Ickens, of the Hq^e'ns ^isters, stiidieil''' 'dr&s designing in
scripts^! ^
.
test given^^•Ta(Ucr'adverttslng'i9'ai<itvhlch''-he l8 -.the."^thlrd; 'member,'
\,' ^
Pari*;'^ttnd* 'tame -back a •sinferfer.
rect'oesutts oii-a^arge'^cale.Ghairnran Hector "GharleswotthT'dn" ^"
'Arhbld' Johnson pronbuncejs''^^ .'''Tec-knock-rai^
-• Chaple» Hughes,- 'on-"Flrst -Nighter'
iibunbedt tfaat-<the Watch ToWer In'r
Ajine^lBIstner, of Colunahiaysi. 'Jftarbh of Time',!' came' back from Mary'an|l Bolb White, bn; "Fu MancKu,'
featuring
Broadcast,':
ternatlonal
Seat$
land with a brace of ca'nvMbackducksV^
-thie:imlke'9"U>
some
special
todir
-do
Judge Ruth^irf<>rd,. .i^d been ruled
Freddie; Rich has move.d, ,int9 a Park avenue stu'dig. apartment.
pleading: with their public.
They
off the air insofa^ as Canada was
Buy^ Theatre Air Plugs fi*3nkly- put -It tip tO' the- peasantry, Ma,fi6 "Braggiottl, of the piano, duo, JFray and Bragglotti, and Rama
All Cana^liaij 'sditlonij
coTjcefned.
Bragglottl, star of Harvard's hockey squd, are hrotber^.
'If you'' like these programs help ua
l-w^ite adyls'ed to 4'eiete t^ls p'rb]g'ram
Johii.and.^111 Mitchell write the; gags for ihe Carson, Robison cowboy
prpv« that .radio advertisings pays,
fbttlh'.ylth becatis^ of Ruthwford'p
'
Hollywood, J.an. 23.
these programs- may be forced prtf^ram;
and
"atticks'on confltltuted'autTior'ity
iSome Coast radio Stations, ^fliidi- or
'
Barhara Bennett Downiey, has no trouble piclcing ..Morton, Jr, out of
'
off the air, and you will be deprived
the cl'ergy-.
Ing- that cksh is' not forthcoming
-20 babies in the hospital maternity ward
^he crieai two ,.t;Xtijiep higher than
of the pleasure they -give you.''
Chairl'esw'orth explained that com^ for
.,
hroadcasttng servlies, have "
any other infant
Reports' on the response of the
plainw^ had been recel*6d by the been accepting
theatre tickets, in
Frederic William Wile, political analyst, is back on the air waves after
public Are so; far missing.
commission regardi-ng the Watch lieu of
a siege with the grippe.
coin for brief announce«
ToWer propaganda being broadcast ments of
attractions.
Helen Haynes, from legit, is now a member of Columbia's television
through 25 C&hadlan statioiis. The
staff at W2XAB.
KELW, located in San Fernando
lattei? are compelled to; obey the
Real Fight in
valley,
for
12
pair
Tom
Shirley,
of
seats
a
of
the
'week
'Myrt
and
Marge'
cast,
is
a bridegroom. He marorder Or suffer the loss oi licenses.
This is The second- 'censoring by gave 'The Plain Man And His
Studio fbr Realism ried Dorothy Lobdale of Chicago.
WOR's 'Choir Invisible' Is the oldest sustaining^ "program on the air.
the Canadian Commission; first pro- Wife* a i^allyhoo at frequent interChicago,
Jan. 23.
Bernard Levitow, general musical director at WINS, observes his 4Bth
gram to be ordered off the air hav- vals on its hourly program. KTM,
•First Nighter* program, directed birthday Feb. 14.
ing been that for a patent n^edlclne, through C. W. Taylor, offered to
give the same attraction announce- by Charles Hughes on behalf of
Tom Howard and George Shelton put their stuff on the air withoutments over its various periods in Campagna's Italian Balm, will stage the aid of a script.
a regular prize jOght in an NBC
J. Dan Pllmore, a generation ago manager of a Bay City, Mich., vaudeexchange for one pair of seats.
Renewals
Other niinor stations around here stydlo here with professional pugs. ville house, is running an inn at KingsvlUe, Ont.
Donald Hughes has been added to 'The Magic Voice' on WABC.
are reported not adverse to doing Dave Barry, of Tunney-Dempsey
long count' celebrity, will announce
Ellas Breeskin, violinist and conductor, is recovering from peritonitis.
National Biscuit C,o. has extend- business with the theatres on this the fisticuffs.
basis.
Lanny Ross, NBC juvenile, was christened Lancelot by his parents,
ed its early morning Wheatsworth
By way of novelty from the usual former vaudevillians,
and somehow he became a tenor.
program for another, 21 we^jSj ef'First Nighter* type of program,
Dale Wimbrow, announcer,
tour with the Mills Brothers to handle
fective Feb; 13. Ho.dkup continues
which has a theatrical entertain- the broadcasts, doesn't appearon
Drops
in the vaudeville act.
to take In WJZ, WBZ, WBZA and
ment as the core of the affair,
May
Buckley
plays
Aunt
Ella in 'The Country Doctor'.
WBAL.
Chicago, Jan. 23..
Hughes la having a slugging match
Herbert Rice, the Buck Mason of Bobby Benson's Cowboys, is an
WJJD, in a retrenchment move written into the script and actually
Dr. Lyons "Toothpowder has reEnglishman. Lorraine Anne Pankow, who plays Aunt Lily, is his wife.
newed on NBC for 13 weeks,, ief- last weelc, let out John Hage, an executed for realism.
Kathleen Gordon,
fective Feb. 5. Talent setup for the announcer;
Mildred
Brown,
a
librarian, doubles as prima' donna of 'FootUght
Echoes'.
dentifrice's Sunday matinee show wotnan's program assistant, Billy
There are 2,300 words on the average in a Lowell Thomas news sumwill continue to include Jean Sar-i Sunshine, a veteran of the station,
'Aces'
Schedule
mary.
gent. Scrappy Lambert and the and Margaret M. McKay, publicity
David Taylor, screen writer, is preparing the continuities for Edgar
and continuity.
Chicago, Jan. 23.
Gene Rodermlc orchestra.
Miss McKay was taken away
Thompson Products Co., maker of
Lavoris hsui set the 'Easy Aces' Rice Burroughs' 'Tarzan of the Apes'.
George Brlcker has been transferred In
auto parts, returns to NBC in April from WLS only three weeks ago new time schedule starting Jan. 28.
from the exploitation
to
the sales department, succeeded by Capt. Robert Wood, formerly
for a 12-week3' run with a session after having been with that station Turn
will
broadcast
Mondays, of the
New York 'World'.
called 'Service With a Song.' Pro- several years.
Wednesdays and Saturdays theregram will be given a garage setting
after at 7 p. m^ Chicago time, or
Short Shots
QUITS AIB FOB FILMS
and mix comedy bits with the
8 p. m. eastern time.
charge of program presentations at NBC
warbling of a quartet. It's down
New hook-up omlta the west ...The
Los Angeles, Jan. 23.
^}i}S^\?^E^f^'A^- '^^"^ ^®
Mabel Wlthee
are written by
for a 29-statlon hookup.
Arthur Fleming, conducting the coast but includes 28 stations. Act Marjorie Dale Krilling,Musical Skits heard over
daughter
of the late Alan Dale... Bob Brain,
orchestra for the Happy-Go-Lucky has been broadcasting at 10:16 p.
pianist, who attempted suicide .wo weeks ago, found upon his release
hour at KHJ, has left that station G.S.T. thus far this season.
from the hospital that his Job at NBC had been filled, so he immediately
STAIEINO SALES APPEAL
made another attempt, which, according to the doctor's reports, will
to devote his time to Alms.
prove successful... Billy Jones, of Jones and Hare, lost his mother last
Chicago, Jan. 23.
Hy Moulton of Ray Paige's orWHO-WOG'S 1,000 EILOS
week... Adolf Opflnger,
studio director. Just lost his father. .Betty
NBC is moving "Vic and Sade* chestra, same station, succeeds with
Glenn, formerly secretary in the NBC press department, has resigned
23.
Davenport,
la.,
Jan.
from 8:30 a. m. to 9 p. m. in the the baton.
her Job to go with Art Sorenson in his new personal publicity venture
Central
Broadcastng company, ...The
belief that there's more commerRoger Bowers of
(she was Hazel Arnhelm) are ready to
operating WHO, Des Moines, and welcome the stork... Phil
KMO'a Big O: gan
cial Inducement in the later hour.
Cook
to the air next Saturday at 0:45
WOC, Davenport, has been given p. m. with an hour's show.. .Billreturns
Tacoma, Jan. 23.
New schedule starts tomorrow (24)
O'Neill's CBS sustainings have been c»t
permission
Monday,
Installation
a
by
the
federal
radio
of
pipe
organ,
said
to
one
be
week
will
since
he
thereafter
landed
that commercial ... South Sea Islanders, oft
and
during
commission
the
Hawaiian
Friday.
to
operate simultanescandal, have returned. .Welcome Lewis will go on
to be the largest in any radio studio
Tuesday, Thursday ajid
west of New York, has been com- ously on a 1,000 kilocycle fre- sustaining for NBC three times weekly for a build-up. .Marie Cahili,
Originates over WMAQ.
veteran musical comedy comedienne, is seriously ill In the Lennox Hill
in the Wlnthrop quency.
Bernardin© Flynn.'Art Van Har- pleted by
License provides tliat frequency Hospital. ..Rey Meyers suffered a relapse and returned to the NVA ward
vey, and Billy Idleson carry the hotel.
of the French Hospital. .Isabel Addis, contralto, formerlv one of thp 16
Arnold Leverenz, former theatre deviation between the stations is singers of NBC,
script which has heen NBC'b big-:
is now a soloist on WINS... J. R. Poppele, chief cndgest mail getter for si* months- tut organist, is featured at the console to be not more than two cycles per neer of WOR, Is the only department head who has been with the station
second. -' "'
with daily programs scheduled.
since its inception, 11 years ago.
without getting a banlcroll nibble.
.
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AD CHIEF FLMS AIR GRAFT
Midi Test Case

BESULT OF KICKS Schuettes 2

Radbihg of Disks
Natio^iial Assoclatlpn ot Broad<^teFs baa advised station members
tbat tbey need have no legal qualms
about Jjroaflca^tlngr phonograpb recordsi even if Cbere's a. label oh the
platter forbidding 'them to' do So.;

KSL's 4-Way

~

'

.

-Meahwhlle-, .Brunswick, .and Golumbia P^qnograph are. discussing pooling their ;. leiBftl rtsourpes lor the
jjnutppse. rof bringing, a test cas.e
which'- they 'antlcU)ftte,Vlll eventual?
ly! be j!arrlod-4b the U. S. Supreme

'Courtr

.

Broadcasters' organization contends that iaft«r a station has been
licensed by the Ahieirlcan' Society
that that outlet msiy send out any
number, unless re«Dpyrlghted
stricted, with impunity. -NAB not
only questidns the recording compknles' claim to a property right in
'the product after It haii been sold
across the counter, but accuses the
Auslc Publlshei's* .Protective Assoclieitlon of prompting the recorders
to pa^te tho 'Not Licensed for
Broadcastlfag* label on the waxings.
Communication addressed., to NAB
members declares, that this latter
•

•

'

.

.

RCA

had been obtained from
'-Victor. ^BC and Vtcfor are subInfo

spot

'

broadcasting 'KSL,

owned and operated by
:

;,the

Mormon

Church,' has been paying .out 60c in commission,
piscovery was recently made
by the financial agent tor the:'

A 60%
'

the' outlet^s exclusive' station
representative oitligated it for
a 15%' cut on all. spot business
no matter what source placed
it; .another 15% for the adyer-.'
tislng agency, another fourth
to the indie station rep controlling the account, and the
llnal 16% to World Biroadcasting System as the license fee
for. the*uSe of a special phonograph arm device to translate
the'iilli and dale system.
°

.

A$ Day^e

Yen

.

facilities,

Lincoln Defamatory
Suit Pops

Up

Again

Lincoln, Jan. 23.

The

old

KFAB

liability

for de-

famatory remarks, made by a politician some two years ago, was
dragged to light ae;aln in district
court with a suit for $100,000 damages being appeased on an acluaowledgement of a $600 Judgment
by the station. Case, previously
tried last April, ended with $1 being charged from the politician at
fault and KFAB going untouched.
A test case will be made to obtain
a ruling from the state supreme
eourt.

Uproar was all caused by one of
Richard Wood's campaign speeches
over the station.

PBOV. STATION MOVES

'

CHISEL

tine.

Only one cooking recipe vendor
noT.' holds a spot on Columbia out
of New York, while NBC's two networks are down to five representatives from this category.
Recent surveys taken among
women listeners by two of the major
agencies and CBS show a pre-

In all three cases w^^s negligible.
Interpretation here Is that the housewife wants to feel that she's getting something cultural.

Fair's Studio

fold,

expectation that the .entry will
give them a chance to-learh
the advertising business and
eventually develop theniselves
along other {igency. lines.
Marerin of salary between th^
network and agency' staffs is,

.

fied for 'Variety.'

In

talk

his

^

the

jsefore

AdvOrtisIng cannot continue to support the parasites who Inflate the
cost of radio talent.'
During the Interview with » •Variety' reporter Peabody, sales man
ager of the Borden Co., of New
York, stressed the point that he
.was merely speaking as president of
the
and that what he had to
say was the accumulation of com'plalnts th^t had coine to him from
advertisers on the .air. As pilot of
Borden's morning show.., on NBC,
Peabody declared, that he, personally, had never encountered the condition described, but he thought It
was about time that his advertising
organization; numbering 200 odd national advertisers, served notice
upon those concerned that it was
hep to what was going on and that
if wasn't going to stand for any
more of it.

Average weekly

around 25%.

ANA,

which dealt with the elimination of
waste, in advertising, Pcabody con
fined his .comment on radio salaries
to the foUpwIng remarks: 'Padded
prices ^_n radio talent, money which
talent receives, but which is largely
'diverted to go-betweens, must end,

for writers, and proof the brbadcastihg
chains^ in New' 'fork, is $76,
while the average, agency level
for these two 'cfasses in the
radio department com^s io

payoff

ducers

~

ANA

.

:

'This

.

rampant,

promiscuous

boosting of salaries with from two
to six outside parties cutting in,'
said Peabody, 'Is an unhealthy condition, and if it Jsn't eliminated the
advertiser will start losing faith in
those connected with the broadcasting business and that won't be doing radio any good. The advertiser
wants to pay a fair and reasonable
price for his program talent, but he
wants to feel thait all the money is
going to th^ talent and Is not being
sliced up six different ways.'
Know the Routine
The advertiser is fully aware,
Peabody averred, of how wldespread-^he passing and chiseling has

agencies and the various depart-

ments in the networkis. Peabody
states he has been Inclined to let the

slap

retaliatory

first

its

Exec
at

the air two. nuniberi!) that Schuette
YiaA distributed' amoi^^^ radio, sta-.
1[*hese cbmp^sitlQiis' are 'Just
'jrHe Laik 3UiI«

tions.

Like a Shiirdow' '4^'d,
Is

.

;Whei Tpu're^^^o^
i$ack ;H6ihe,'.t)<>th placed

-.on'geat

ttiiB

Tour

Way

the market by Randolph Mnsle
Publishers Lt <nii<;ago.
\. s6huette, as copyright publicist
for the National. Association of
Broadcasters, had urged stations'
and networlts to: glv<E> these |ium-;
bers frequent .plugs.
*As part .ot
the protection of brpadcastihg stations against copyright racketeer"
iou'

.

.

ing,'

he wfote in a

accbm-

letter

panying' each copy of the first song..
'It is important to establish a sapply of new' and popular music In
Which the (radio) Industry will control; its own public performance
rights,'

'AS you will note front the notice
printed on the first 'page of the arranGre.inent,* the letter :furtUeir'i«^
-'I have been irrevbcibly aiiithorlxed
'

'

»100.

'^o'gtajit 'licenses to all sts.tl6n^ ttfiQ l|
perform this music without payment,,

of

a

fee.'

Wfiat

Serials

Schuette

obviously

over-

Chicago, Jan. 23.
A broadcasting studio now being
built
within the Administration
building at the Century of Progress Exposition will be formally
dedicated Feb. 16. At that time it
Is hoped both NBC and CBS will
donate a full hour to broadcast the
ceremonies.
Galaxy of bigwigs Is expected to
participate. Studio will have hookups with both networks and will
be operated by the Exposition's
publicity force for general use
the
period
of
the
throughout

Providence, Jan. 23.
"Within the next month WPRO"WPAW, Cherry & Webb Broadcasting Co., Is moving broadcasting facilities to Conn's Metropolitan theatre.
Work of remodeling one entire floor of the building to provide
studios and broadcasting space is World's Fair.
under way now. At present station
has studio In the Loew State
Editor Joins Chicago NBC
building.
Chicago, Jan. 23.
Conn's Met Is dark awaiting disJohn Alcock has Joined Uie NCC
position by real estate group that publicity staff here. He succeds Jim
took over mortgages when Jacob Little.
Conn's theatrical bubble burst last
Alcock Is a former Sunc'ay editor
taU.
of the Chicago 'Tribune.*

-

.

Next for Air;

Now Working On One
B. A. Rolfe believes in the previously discussed trend in radio, toi
original
musical comedies.
But
Rolfe, who has a, cinematic background, likens the future aJr ihuslr
cals to the milestone In illms. established by the ^Perils of Pauline'
serials.
After that will come the
big: show the 'Birth of a Nation;'
of the air.
'

'

.

of tlip society the .winters,
of the sbngs' arie. Pai^ tesponslble
for the 'Shadow', ditty iure Benny
Davis and Sammy Biept And for
.'IL«8t MUe? it's the saoie D&vls and

Abner

As members

Silver.

of the

every' coniposttlbh ' turneill
its j>ertbi^infS rlisKts exclusively Invested' la
the society until !Uie iehnlnilitldtk
of th^lr' .ASCAP contrau;ts lb December,' 1986.

society

'

.

out by~ these' men had

'

Qrsnt Wsivep
'

Ben

atrical archives,

Clarence L.

ser Is adapting for radio
also stage the series.

Men-

and

will

San Francisco, Jan. 23.
Al Boasberg and Ed Conne arc
Changes Coasts
Public Food Stores failed to re- partners in Majestic Radio Studios,
Los Angeles, Jan. 23.
new on Cecil and Sally, dialog inc., formed to plot programs.
Conne, until recently, was the
Elvia Allman, singing comedienne,
twain they've been backing on KPO
program builder for World Broad at KHJ since 1923, has resigned
for six month.<i.
Nightly 6:45 o'clock spot now casting Corp., and Boasberg was his and gone east.
She hopes to hit one of the
goes to Irving Kennedy who will scriptist.. Both left to go into busi
.

tenor during that choice hour.

ness on their

own

.

'

'

CO.

-

'

Randolph Publishiws Is owned .by
Milton Weil, .who also operated the
Well Music Co., Whieh
Rolfe, dating back' to his musi- Miltdn
cal
tab productions with Jesse is also oh the society's roster. From
Lasky, when both were cornet play- Weil and tlie writer(f concerned, th«
society
has
obtained a. signatured
ers and producers of Rolfe & Lasky
vaudeville acts, also produced the waiver- permitting it to withdraw
Houdini and other serials, and was imniediately all ether performing
president of Blue Bird Films, later rights of the two songs. A letter
to this effect has' been addressed to
absorbed by Metro.
every radio station tn the country.
Rolfe made a national rep for
Schuette had. appi:oached both
hlmsell on Lucky Strike, from
Columbia and NBC on 'Shadow' and
which he has been away for a year. had only obtained a favorable reHe Is now working on a 39-part mu- sponse from the former
chain. CBS
sical melodramatic serial, 'Tracked
notified its artists, orchestra conAround the World' with libretto by ductors and program directors to
William J. McKenna and score by give special plug attention to this
himself. Its first few chapters are song.
Letter and arrangement of
all recorded for broadcasting either
the tune was turned over on their
as electrical transcriptions or for arrival at NBC in New York to the
physical reenactment weekly.
network's general counsel, A. L.
Ashby. That network exec called
the ASCAP to check on Schuette's
Examine Klauber Before assertion about having the exclusive performing rights to the song,
Trial in Savino Suit and. learned that the writers were
A court battle as to whether Bd members of the society. Ashby in
Klauber, CBS v.p., is to be ex- turn advised the network's program
amined first, before trial, and Do- department to lay off broadcasting
mfenico Savlno to furnish a bill of the composition.
particulars later, or vice versa, has
been decided Just that way. Savino
Standard One-Acters
Is suing CBS for $28,900 on a two
year contract as general musical

BOASBERG-CONITE

'

.

'

:

—

.

member

matter slide with the hope that
somebody else would do something
about It. But some advertisers, according the ANA head, have taken
the effort to do a little checking of
Porl^ew Luxor Series
their own, and have found that as director.
Composer-maestro colhigh as 60% of the money shelled lected 136,000 from the Columbia
Chicago, Jan. 28.
out by them for talent has gone to network tho first year and okayed
NBC has won Luxor face powder
various cut-In sources.
a renewal for a year at a cut.
over to a dramatic series via "WMAQ
for
13
agency
weeks.
Understood
Week or so after the second year
started, CBS changed its mind and favored and recommended a musiBard Off Air
dispensed with 6a^4ho's services. cal show with a fashion common-^
Suing through Abeles & Green, the tator.
Los Angeles, Jan. 23.
Bernardino Flynn, Harvey Hayes,
Ben Bard Is off KHJ 'Merrymak- court has ordered that Klauber, the Arthur Jacobson apd Lillian White
CBS v.p., be examined before trial.
ers' after two sessions as master
Ten days after the examination, present 'The Bride,' by Harriet
of ceremony.
Ford, as first of a group of standAssignment reverts to Ken Miles, Savlno will furnish a bill of parard one act plays from the theticulars.
chief announcer at that studio.

DBOP COAST FAIR

.

looked
that though Randolph
Husld Publishers, as suchr is Aot »

Rolfe Sees Musical

.

Dedication Feb. 15

*^

'

,

ponderant IncUni-tion for orchestral become. How it works right through
music of the semi-classical school the artist's personal rep, the produring the daytime. Vote for jazz gram contacts in the advertising

World

way.
Reason for the trend is twoand the. main, one has to
do with compensation. Agencies maintain a higher level of
salaries.
Other motive.-is the

AdvsrtiMrs are to tha brim with
the salary padding and chiaaiino
going on in tha talent and of this
broadeaating busineaa, and if the
evil isn't elaaned up radio .wi|l ba
,tha losar.
Such ia tha warning
voiced by Qtuart Paabody^'prasidant
of the Asbaciatibh of National Advartiaers, in a speech before that or:ganization and subseiiuently ampli-

Raifio

°

^.

Don't Expect Victor
- In
the event of court action'
Brunswick and' Columbia do not exIt's a
Djalers
.p,ect Victor to dqin .them.
problem, say the execs in the former two, companies that they'll have
Cnltoral
io. battle out themselves.
3runswlclc and Columbia assert
Qne class of program that's gone
that iiiiless their property rights in
the recordings, as far as brpadcast- Into a sharp Recline this season Is
On
Itag is concerned, is upheld by the the bsmkrolled culinary .spiel.
i^^C'and
CBS combined thercj airen't
courts the complete elimination of
their 'American market will merely one half the advertisers using' the
be a matter of another yea.r or cooking recipe idea that there were
two. Artists with radio reputations, a year ago. Case heire, say their
tiiey say, are beginning to refuse agency rep's, is merely one of merto record for phonograph disks, chandiser reacting to the' femhie
claiming that the continuous broa.d- listener's change of Interest.
Advertisers, aver the agency men,
casting of -tlieir voices by practically
every one-lung station in the coun- ^ound that the hausfrau hasn't been
try tends to d<6preciate their net- giving .Wrapt attention to recipe rework value. Royalties, that they cifalsi and that the novelty of scoutnow derive from the sale of the rec- ing aroUnd for a pencil and paper
ords, say these- artists, far from when the 'you-take-three-ciips of
make up for the- Jeopardy in which flour, etc' started has worn Off apthey find themselves us commercial preciably. Repetition also has played
program attractions, according to a major part in the swerve of inter-'
est. It became Just a matter of listhese disk Arms.
Music publishers point out these tening to so many versions of prerecording companies have their in- paring an apple strudal.
After collecting reams of recipes,
vestments protected by the law, and
simple i^ason dictates that similar the daytime dialers came to realize
protection should be accorded the that this pencil pushing necessitated
breaking
into her housework roumillions invested by the record
in
mechanical
plants and salaries.

.

is

the ad. agency. Ne^iwork stalt.
men look forwat-d to a joji, with
some agehcy. Rarely is the^
aspiration directed the other
.

sidiaries of ilCA.

makers

As

Ai^

the attacks made, on it by Oswald
'Schuiette, tha Alnerl^n Society hais'
withdrawn from -peirfprmance .bV'Sr

'

commonly favored

Jec'tiy.e

it?

'

Haanf

Move Against

Ciirlous sidelight on the aqibitlons of wiritera iahd pr<i-'
ducers. in radio; is that .the ob-

'

.

rep found that the
commission: wia.s being
split four wiayia, contract with
:6lders'

60%

(hrifers Tiines Oif

That Agency Urge!

Coin Is Cut Up^Warns
Radio It WUI Be Ultimate
Loser

..Church.Bld^rs folIovfing which
Ihstruotions were, given - the''
station's
management
that
charity begins at home, and

how about

In 1st

Head of ANA Declare* ClienU Won't Stand for Padded Talent Salaries Much
Longer —- Wise to How

City, Jan. 28.
dollar coming in

Of every
for

60%

Lake

Salt

As ASCAP

BY

Back

'Cripples' Bite

chains.

,

RADIO

VABJETY

82

^HlMMBHIlll]yHHMMlMllllMJM

s-77ltQta to WON. Chicago, for its
Mark Fisher orcheatm.
Charles Glldbrlst'a radio gossip

BAmO CHATTER
^^iiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiKnwm-»«*j

l

Freddy Martin band at the Central
Park Casino, with Russ Columbo
stepping out for a string of RKO

East

week

Mich. Network Starts

dates.

Vallee and Milt Cross are the only
regulars permitted to ad lib in an-

Rudy

may

Vallee

Married—But Happy

return to the

Jan. 31;

3 Konsky-T.

Pennsylvania Grill.
Guy Ijombardo quits the Hotel
Gordon Thompson, who selects the Roosevelt In New York Feb, 1 and
Others
Statwns and
acts for the Fleischmann Hour, Is goes one-nightlng.
associated with but Is no relation of
NBC program board gave a hearDetroit, Jan. 28.
J. Walter Thompson, bead of the
Aling to Percy Hemus' act, 'The
agency handling the account.
The new Mlohlgaii Radio Network
iens.' Same- board is still pulmotorUsing
Mrs. Clara M. Ripley, former dra- Ing around with a Mutt and Jeff starts operation Jan. 81.
matic editor of the Albany •Knick- dramatization.
WXTZ as key station, seven outlets
erbocker Press,' now director of
rdinglng In power from
Ralph O. Wolfran has not become are Included,
•Radio School of the Theatre.' new
program manager for WHP, Pitts- 100 to 1,000 watts.
program.
Detroit;
Stations are WXYZ,
burgh. C. M, Meehan, the station's
Clyde Doerr's Saxaphone Octet's
says he and Wolfran Wood, Grand Rapids; WASH, Grand
Sunday afternoon shot over NBC's manager,
Rapids; WIBM, Jackson; WELL,
haven't even met.
red network is now a half-hour afKa,lamaz6o,
WKZO,
Deiinis and Reese have the Sun- Battle Creek;
fair.
will use susPhil Baker Is now auditioning for day spot for Klein Shoe Repairing and WFDF, Flint.
taining programs originating in the
NBC. Makes two chains trying to on WEAF. Series starts Feb. 22.
sell him.
NBC beats Columbia to the punch various stations.
contract and broadcasts the 10 Best Songs,
John Royal's
WXYZ,
and WASIJ are
taken over by NBC expires Feb. 1. picked in a N. T. 'Journal' poll, two owned and operated by Kunskywith his shift to Radio <:ity's the- nights before the opposition. Poll Trendle, the former Publlx theatre
atres still a good probability around Idea among the band leaders had partners of Detroit.
that date.
originally been suggested to. the
Eddie Miller has a warbling in- dally by Bob TapUnger, CBS p.a.
terlude set for him during the Al
Belle Baker is in line for a radio
CAN GET A RATE
ani Lee Reiser piano act On WOR, commercial which may be closed
Newark, this Thursday (26) night.
within the week. She's dieting at a NBC Woiild Like Newark Station
Langford
Joins
the farm In upstate New Tork, conFrances
Over to 5th Ave
to
Move
trary to the femme radio adeige that
you've got to be fat to click.
NBC Is still trying to Induce
Maria L,yher, of the German
buildup WOR, th6 Bamberger station In
Opera Co., on a
under Elmo Russ of the produc- Newark, N. J., " to tWce over the
tion staff.
present NBC quarters at -711 6th
Mort Mllman with Al Jolson on avenue when NBC moves over to
Florida- vacash. G. M. will pick up
The
1.
Ita4io' city Mou'nd 'A^^
Jolson from Miami, costing the
X6 mention
inammylst $1,200 personally for the chalii has asked
Its own price for all or any of the
wire charges..
NBC
has
WOR'a pugilistic commentator. some 80,000 feet of space
The Rlngslder, is how being sup- under letise on 6th avenue.
Management
plementarlly air identified as Jack
Unexpired .term of the NBC lease
Pulaski of 'Variety.'
WALTER BATCH ELOH
for 18 years, stands the network
There is no John .Williams conThis Wll- $350,000 a year. NBC moved Into
nected with "Variety."
liatns first mentioned the N. T. the. Fifth avenue building In 1927.
BATH CLUB REVUE
NBC win not abandon Its 5tb
'Times' and later switched to "Variety* as :hi3 newspaper affiliate avenue space until September or
upon trying to crash into an NBC October, next It will not cost anyV. p.'s office.
thing like the reported: $2,000,000 for
NBC to move, as the equipment Is
portable and modern, and doesn't
Sunday, 9 P. M., E. iS. T,
require replacement.
West

nouncing numbers over NBC.

4

Chicago. Jan.

II.

Burrldge Butler, president of
WLS, 'The Prairie Farmer
iStatlon,' Is sentimental about
hla employees and has refused
to cut expenses by letting out
any married man.

MUSICAL TRIED

ON COAST

Butler rieputedly takes 'the

view that the boys at the stM
tion married 1 A this belief that
they had permanent Jobs.

San Francisco,

'

over the Don Lee chain. To that
end It listened to a public preview of
a 60 minute broadcast which KFRC

CanGoytWt
Share Cost on

'

WTAM

WOR

WMCA

WOH

.

:

Network Hours

Ottawa, Jan. 28.
Coast-to-coast radio networks are
again being organized In thei Dominion, this time under auBpIdes of
the Canadian Radio Commission
Pete Morgan Is no ..>nger p.a'ing
which yf\n bear a percentage of the Paul Whiteman, George D. Lottcost Cross-country hook-Ups here nian taking It over. Jack Lavin redied out two years ago When com- mains the personal rep.
mefclal enterprises began to feel the
need for retrenching and, as a reAT
sult, the west has heard little from
eastern Canada, for months.
I
Commission will share a substantial proportion of the cost of the
country wide broadcasts which will
be the first under direct Federal
ausplcles.
Orchestras In Montreal
and Toronto will be featured,

NOW

ST. R EG

.

'

WABC

KGT, Olympla, Wash., now broad

Rocleefeller

casting Washington state legislature
Increase In time is
proceedings.
(Continued, from page 1)
granted for that pur|>ose.
Ijlceilse of KVOA, Tuscon, Ariz.,
heads as well as Fox's. Discussion
assigned to Arizona Broadcaisting of
RKO-Fox combo Is Intermitan
Co., Incj, by Robert. M. Rlculfl.
Freeman Talbot, director KOA, tent with these Interests. The last
Denver, directed, special radio show talk happening only a week or so
put on by machinery jobbers for ago.
'

And His

ORCHEStRA

"THE GREATEST- TRKO
.

ON THE

AIR*?

and a 'bo7 that 'elicle and
•paikl» with red hot inii»lo «nd aon*
tor tba earlr rlMra."

«Cwo

(AIXICASTBR)

DON-HALL TRIO

highway commissioners of Colorado
KMJ, Fresno, jgets a 500- watt, unlimited time, license.
Boost in daytime power from 6Q0
watts,to 1,000 granted KOT, Phoenix.
..Pioneer Mjercantile Co., Bakersfield, Cal., receives permission for a
Restricted to experl
500-watter.
mental purposes.
Tacoma, Wash., and El Paso, Tex.,
granted municipal police stations
with 100 watts power.
Mrs. Kenneth Nlles, wife of announcer at KHJ, In hospital, Los
Angeles, after an emergency appendicitis operation.
.

COAST TO COAST,

WEAP SUNDAY

10 P.M.

Than., IM., Sat.,
7:30 A.M.
W. 46tli 8t, N*w York

id-West

Blon., Taes., \9*Ai,

WJZ
Mst M.

0*1*.

151

ABE

LYMAN
AND HIS
CALIPORNIA OACHESTRA
ColmnbU

PHILLIP'S

BroadcastliiK 6yat«m

DENTAL MAGNESIA

Toes., Than., Bat., 8 to 8:15 P.M., E.8.T.

COAST-TO-COAST

'W A B C*

Julia Hayes, long absent, is back
on WBBM, Chicago. Spieling for
housewives.
Jack Brooks, ex-partner of Don
Ross, now teamed with Norm Sherr.
The pair have a sponsor in Oscar
Mayer frankfurters via WBBM, Chi-

cago.
'Uncle

otherwise Walter
Bob,'
Wilson, has celebrated his 10th anniversary as founder of the 'Curb Is
the Limit Club' for kids over KYW.
Thei:e are 600,000 names on the

membership rolls.
Mac and Bob were 'way out front

WLS

in a popularity poll of
tainers. Boys are blind.

enter-

Mrs. Franklin Roosevelt broadfrom the point where on June
her husband, as President, will
open the World's Fair.

casts
1

Edgewater

Beach

hotel

may

NBO Network

-

Blltmore Uote/

/

RADIO STARS

^^^^^^

KEITH McLEOD LET OUT

S

ANSON
WEEKS
AND

HI8

N.B.C.

OF NBC, PRESTON SET

ORCHESTRA

NETWORK

LUCKY STRIKE
BRUNSWICK RECORDS

I

I

Walter Preston has been assigned DlrecUoB UUSIC COBF. OF AMKRICA
NBC'program board
made vacant by the departure of
Keith McLeod, let out last week.
Preiston Is best known In radio as
a' tenor although he has done program building and published a fan
mag, among other things.
ikcLtiod'fl
connection with the
N.B.C.
C.B.S.
network dates back to Its organizaWed.
Mon., Thurs.
tion In 1926 and previous to that he
9:30, E.S.T.
and
had been for three years on the
Woodbury
WJZ payroll where he had started
Saturday
Hour
aa a plaito player.
the spot on the

fLEONi

BELASCO

Neither combo Is an Immediate
It is held downtown
that the merger most likely to first
Set
go through is of Fox and RKO.
That's principally because RockeOld Gold,
feller is a lar^e stockholder In RKO,
Old Gold executives are still deas well as RCA.
So far as the Warners go, they bating about the selection of Jack
have been reported combining with Benny as m. c. on the ciggle account's
half-hour show which Is
comnearly every one of the major
panies, but so far It's been only due to start on CBS within the next
two weeks.
Voting was pretty
talk.
much In Benny's favor up to the
Limitations
Altogether what makes the Rocke- time he put on a second audition
for
the
account
last Wednesday
feller family connection with show
Consideration of Joe Cook,
biz permanent may be indicated (18).
from the advices that have John another candidate who also audiD., 3rd, as heading the Rockefeller tioned for the spot, had in the
meantime been passed up.
Investments In show biz.
Discussing the position of the
Fred Warlng's band Is definitely
Rockefellers frankly. Industry states- set for the program's musical backmen believe that obligations to so- ground, with the warblers yet to
ciety prohibit them from partici- be picked.
pating too actively In show biz.
As the head of Sabbath associations and similar organizations the
Rockefellers, it Is pointed out, would
Washington, Jan. 23.
be forced to hesitate at barriers reg
CBS scrat>-T7ith-Navy on again
ularly circumvented by the business
itself.
As a slight Illustration, the with Radio Commission setting
Sunday opening Issbe might prove case for hearing within next three
embarrassing were the Rockefellers months.

MiOHTLT

AMBASSADOR HOTEL,

possibility.

Warings

AU

.

With
Benny Maybe

Navy-CBS Row Up

Soto DIreotloa

A Man Can

N. Y.

HKBMAN BKRNIK

161* Broadway,

Now Toik

Reach the Zenith of
If His Mind I* at

Success Only
Ease.

Hit Loved Ones Should Ba Provided For.
swer.

InsurancB

It

the An-

INCORPORATKD
M
-^-INSURANCE
BROADWAY
Ml

1671

NEW - VORK - crrv

Information Without Obligation
to Radio Folk

JACK
DENNY
AND ORCHESTRA
WEAF

assume even an Indirect hand In
After net had spent $100,000 on
participating on policy matters.
building, studios and transRadio City
mitter here. Naval Research Labocemented
The Radio City opening
ratories at Bellvue, Md., squawked
the Rockefeller connection with the that
station Interferred with its
Industry and the two houses now
tests.
Commission renewed license
at Rockefeller Centre may eventutill May 1, with hearing on, protests
ally be entirely operated by and
In meantime. Bellvue Is mile away
through the Rockefellers themselves
which uses 10,000
Such nego- from
assenting.
with
from prom- watts on 1460 kc.

WABC

to

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel

WJSV

RKO

PAUL
WHITEMAN'S V^gr

staged. No decision yet.
Shell already sponsors Dobbsie's
Happytime group, half hour dally
m. period, and up until last month
paid for Bb and Zeb, serial team.
First musical comedy, 'Columbus
Conies Across,' was produced by
John Hasty with Stianley MacLewee
writing script and Edward Harris,
former accompanist for Lawrence
Tlbbett, penning harmonies and
batoning.
a.

WOOD

.

Jan. 23.

Shell Oil i* considering a bankIt inuBlcal comedy program

roll tor

WGT

.

24, 1933

JR. ORIGINAL

1

WMAQ,

last
for" Monarch, over
-was devoted to Bob White's
various records, Including his performance score of 949 commercials.

jmmry

TnesJay^

tiations

0

WJZ

WOR

Management M.

C. A.

would come

downtown connections of RKO
through association with RockefelReport has It already

ler relatives.
In the swing.

Roxy (Rothafel) personally would
head operation for them, in such an
eventuality as when and If the
Rockefellers finally decide to take a
direct hand In Radio City operation,
there are Indicati^/ns that Roxy will
It is believed
be the key man.
that when Roxy himself Is fully
recovered from his Illness, the
parties to the Radio City project
go ahead on such a plan.

So far as theatre showmen go,
is head man with the Rocke
fellers, from all accounts^ and will
continue to 'be' under their aegis.

Roxy

Whitman Chocolates

WJSV

inent

will

Victor Records

Lucky Strike Dance Hour

KUZNETZOFF

A.

with

"JOLLY RUSSIANS"

RUSSIAN KRETGHMA
TUESDAYS,

10:15 P.M.

(Rest)

60th Consecutive

from

244 E. 14th

St.

STATION

WOR

Week

TOM KENNEDY
"VORKO"

SUITE

00,

SIXTH FLOOH, BKO BUILUIN<i. UADIO CITY
THE BACHELORS

RADIO RUBES
Lmw'i,

WaihlROtM

I

St

Otoroa. States Idtad
.

RKD

Proipoet

THE BALLYHOOLIGANS
RKO AlbH, Brotklyn

RADIO

Toesday, January 24, 1933

Personal Reviewing

RATE WOL PLAN

A New York radio chatterer
went on a new program as a

AN EDGE FOR

posedly anonymous air entry,
plugging its possibilities for
commercial purposes.

Washington, Jan. 23.
out for small stations catering to spot trade, but missing
night time talent programs, may be

A way

Hour* now In Its
second month on WOL., local 100-

In the 'Prosperity

outlets,
toild.

Gag
gnder

Plan, scoffed at by bigger
nevertheless rates as the

Leon

prominent
and a string of 20 or

Bruslloff,

civic speakers
80 sponsors.
sales iMillyhoo

Period is devoid of
the advertisers being
nierely named In groups of four or
Ave between selections.
Key Is this: Salesmen track down
eVery potential commercial In town
(Ottering regular spot announcements
during th6 day at a slight increase
over the usual station rates. The
^cess pays for the orchestra and
statlpn time for night progi-am in
which the firms' names are repeated
as 'contributors who made this pro-

gram

WIBO PAIR PAN PRICE
ON AIR FOR DODGING

From

Over
in

RCA

Columbia
Expansion

Frank Walker, recently recording
Columbia Phonograph,
RCA Victor this Thursday

possible*.

So far two hours have been sold
on different nights with a third on
Separate organization
the way.

NBC

(26) as director of that disk

R. C. Migration

mak-

program division.
Like
Columbia Phono this RCA subsid
has embarked upon a policy of expansion into the broadcasting field.
Intention Is to not only go after
advertising business but also to set
its own station representative
or time placing bureau.

up

Muffled, Proves

Rap went on for several .ninutes,
Cavanaugh having Just come from

Agency Adag

WENR

moving

B&K

.

B&K

Back

CARUSE'S CHORUS

GREENWOOD

EMTB

Mst.

XBC

Bel-Taborln.

Bar«ao

]

BOASBERG
Sole Direction

E. R.
1780

CONNE

Broadway,

New York

Circle 7-1831

the networks.

I

I

Leo-Columl)in network.

I
I

P.

for eight months.
Starting at KMPC, Beverly Hills,
three years ago, the billies have recently been at KTM. They'll broad-

IIVItERT
FBBI> WIT.SON

IIAI.LER

GE0R<;E OOVR

AirniiKer

TONES
THE .MARTHA
THREE
BARBAHA
nOYER
UNDER DIRECT ION

lF»HII_._

new executive v. p., and
what is the exact func-

employe on the payPatterson has been trying to
by himself the past two
months with a view to slashing exit

A. BIZ

BUREAU

ADDS RADIO'MONITOR
Los Angeles, Jan. 23.
schemes over

So many dubious air
local stations that the

Better Busi-

ness Etireau for th% first time Is
including a radio man on its board
of directors. Ether representative Is
C. Earl, Jr., owner of KNX.
Addition of Earl to the board is
to check the rackets,
principally the fake advertising In
connection with t>romotlon of questionable
investment and mining
proposition^.
The bureau believes it has found
an effective way of handling these

an endeavor

questionable

advertising

lar exercises.

Shortly

after

23.

.ilre

Of that sum $2,500 goes to the
Lavoris
comedy
brldge-playors
while the other $500 is for three extra people who will appear in tliPir

cutting

down

results

didn't

Dutch Test Case
The Hague, Jan. 14.
A controversy here arose over the
copyright of a play by the late
Herman Heyermans, Dutch author.
Literary agents, acting for the
heirs of the author, claim an 'Infringement because stations VARA
broadcast one of the writer's plays.
VARA contends that copyright
Is only affected by plays on stage.
Case going to court with radio mert

their staffs, but the
work out satisfac-

torily.

Peabody on Coast
Commercial Feb. 8
NBC

in line.

San Francisco, Jan. 23.
and Safeway stores finally

got together after several weeks of
dickering.
Grocery chain begins
sponsorship
Eddie
Peabody
of
Feb. 8.
Present contract calls for one
program weekly with an option for
two If banjo plunker clicks. Peabody will be supported by a small
instrumental group.

DUMB
CRACkERS

particularly Interested In decision.

ROBERT
BURNS
PANETELA

Claire-Gray Act
Bernce Claire and Alexander Gray
have been brought together again
as an act by

NBC

WABC
Every

Artists Service.

WedneHday

Network has obtained for them a
four an a half week route on RKO
opening, Jan. 27, In Omaha. Followed by Kansas City, Chicago, Minneapolis and New Orleans.

Evenlnf
at 9:30

't.

1*.

M.

ALLEN
WM. HOBBI8 AGENCY

Dir.!

G. F.

DROPS 'CHILDREN*
Chicago, Jan,

23.
withdraw Its

General Foods will
financial patronage of 'Today's Children',

WMAQ,

morning
on Jan.

program
31.

over
Irna Phillips,

who authored and acted the program, was carried for 13 weeks by
sponsor.
Show will cohtlnue at 10:45 a. m.
as a sustaining station program.

LEONARD
HAYTON
CHESTERFIELD

ORCHESTRA

GAINES FUSHES UP

NIGHTS WEEKLY

SIX

(Except Sunday)
via

Entire Colambla Network
9 P. M. (E.S.T.)

ond o

BROADCASTINC
SYSTEM
nu»iu

Moss and Jones

hall

rrom

WTAM,
WHS,

Louisville.

RUTH ETTING
Mi.

t.

axKikWf

u

MIIU-R«ck«<ll.lnc
799 ItvtnthAvt NrwVvt

»:I5P.M

GLOWFYIKG '^ePOPULAa SONG

(oLUMBiAcoAST-To COAST

uuitai*

COLUIUOIA

niche.

Cleveland, and prior to that,

•

'

Patterson

Col.

made his debut on the job he asked
programs the heads of the various departments to submit suggestions for
gearing up and at the same time

In making
complaints to the stations, the BBB
forwards copies of the kicks to the
Federal Radio Commission. As two
local stations are already In bad
with the commission, and others
fear that their licenses may be
taken away, the bureau figures that
knowledge that copies of local protests are being cent to- the federal
body will keep the station owners

on the smaller stations.

One of the things Impeding the
intent has been the source of the
employe's connection with the network. In many cases the situation
han been comparable to the relative
angle in the picture business.
Figuring that the survey required
more detailed study and specialization them he could spare for it is
the reason Col. Patterson has reefficiency
expert
sorted
to
the
thing. Besides which payroll eliminations will thereby be given a totally impersonal slant.
When the eflflciency lads get
through giving the New York setup
a going over they will trek to the
network's Chicago branch for simi-

.trnfjcment.

WEEDEN

SPITAL.NY
OF

Chicago, Jan.

Goodman and Jane Ace

week at the Chicago thcJan. 20 was underquoted. Act
will receive $3,000 net for the en-

for their

has

Richard C.

roll.

do

Aces Underqaoted
Salary of

niARI.EM TOl-CIIETTE

SYLVIA STONE

Col.

tion of each

nightly excluding Saturdays.

M.—

THE RONDOLIERS
IIENDKIE
ROY

Patterson,

experts

NBC. They've been

penses.

L.

WMAQ

KMTR

CHOCOLATEERS
VOICES OF NESTLE'S
8-8:30
MtC ItMJE NETWORK
W,IZ— FBID.WS.

efficiency

bow^ at

to find out

1.

TEABS—

ca.st

<

of

its

brought In to help

KNX

McClatchy Dies
San Francisco, Jan. 23.
Carlos K. McClatchy, v.p. and g.m.
newspapers in
McClatchy
of the
California valley towns and organizer of the papers' numerous radio
stations, died at San Mateo last
week after a sudden attack of
double pneumonia.
McClatchy did much work on developing KFBK, Sacramento; KM J,
Fresno; KOII. Reno; KWG, Stockton, and KEPwN, Bakersfield, all of
which he amiiated with the Don
C. K.

YEAB OF RADIO

Artists'

RKO

new

Charles Gaines has become production manager of World Broadcasting and Sound Studios. He succeeds Ed Conne who resigned to go
Into business for himself.
Frank Watanabe and Honorable
Gaines haa been with Percy L.
.Archie,
daily Japanese serial, Deutach's enterprise since the early
being
is
extended to KTAB, San Brunswick days, growing up with
Francisco.
the orgnnizaton.
Program Is picked up 10 miles
outside the northern city; goes in
Fostering Moss and Jones
over telephone wires and Is reChicago, Jan, 23.
broadcast.
Marlon R. Grey Shirt
Ben Moss and Paul Jones, har
Co. pays the bills.
mony team, have been taken under
the wln.i? of the NBC Artists Bureau
3
3 STATIONS
here.
They will sing over
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
at 8:30 a. m. on the period formerly
Beverly Hill Billies, once the fav held by Vic and Sade. Latter pair
yodelling outfit on the Coast, go have been moved to an evening

Yorker and

ENTIilBLNa lOTH

are

All are equipping with sound
studios,
control rooms, etc.,
with a view to direct lines into

Gauchos Program

PETER

agents

of radio
into the

Bldg. in Radio City Feb.

.

MAY SINGHI

Staff

made
Flock

Guy

Fanny, With Rose

the Palace theatre as he stepped
before the mike. He stated the biggest and best stars- of radio had
handles all soliciting and collecting, appeared on the 'radio celebrity-''
paying the station a flat rate.
program and this was the first instance of Its kind.
Price burned plenty when hearing
No headache they have to conof the WIBO Incident and was even tend with, say the ad agency men,
Disc Co. Bankrupt
hotter next day when about a dozen rankles like the Interference of a
letters arrived at the Palace from performer's wife or husband. RathCosmos Broadcasting Co., 100 Bth Irate listeners celling him down for
er than tolerate this annoyance
avenue, New York, which filed a his walkout.
most agencies have adopted a polvoluntary petition In bankruptcy
Friday night (20) Price appeared icy of dropping' the act as soon as
la^t week, lists llablllii^Q«,of $26,300
over the Armour Hour at
the contract permits, or at once if
and $10,600 In assets.
guest m.c.
as
Just prospect.
The disc record outfit, now under
J. Walter Thompson agency, to
Irving Trust Co. receivership, shows
take a case In point, claims that
MILLIE GIVES IN
19,000 In accounts receivable as the
the click results of Fannie Brice on
main assets.
last
week's f^lelschmann session
Miss Bailey to Chi In NBC and
was due to the fact that Billy Rose,
Personals
Those 'Fraud'
Kate Smith at. Chicaoo Mar. 17
her husband, had been persuaded to
Chicago, Jan. 23.
Mildred Bailey is acceding to withhold his advice on the routine
Kate Smith will play the
NBC's proposition for some Chicago she ought to do. To Rose's insistChicago the week of March 17. ether plugging, plus a probable ence upon steering his wife's act
Playdate was set last week.
radio commercial and Balaban-Katz is also attributed, by the CBS ArtFirst time for B&K. Singer pre- personal apps. The songstress, who ists Service, the fact that the comeviously played the Palace for RKO. came from Chi with Whiteman was dienne lost out with the ChesterNetwork
originally opposed t^o the idea of field account "recently.
going back there on the theory it "uggested that the routine be
was a manifestation of having not framed one way, but Rose argued
made the grade in the east, but that he knew his wife's possibilities
NBC convinced her of congested and artistic range best and fashioned the audition stanzas to his
eastern conditions.
morton a. milman
B&K is offering Miss Bailey $1,000 own viewpoint. Similar attitude
didn't help Miss Brlce, according to
circle 7-2525
and $1,250 for personals.
the NBC Artists Service, when
•2580
Chevrolet
was considering the
Pat Barnes
-omedlenne.
When the Flelschmann date was
Chicago, Jan. 23.
Pat Barnes, off the air since the arranged for Miss Brlce, It is eald
cancellation about four months ago that William Murray of the WilI
of his Swift program, returns this liam Morris offlce took Rose In hand
week over NBC. He will be heard and induced him to lay off.
TEN CANARIES TRAINED
BY GRACE
dally at 6-5:15 p. m. In an entertainTO HARMONIZE WITH MUSIC ment designed for the kiddles.
AUDITION BISK EAST
Barnes will be sustaining for a
San Francisco, Jan. 23.
Four Years on NBC Networks
time, but a commercial Is already
Standard OH of California has
interested.
been auditioning dramatic programs
at NBC. After listening to a brace
REMOTE
SOUTH'S
of tryouts, petrol firm made a tranCreator of the
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
scription of one audition and sent
Eddie South's orchestra, at the it east for execs in authority to
Club Ballyhoo since coming here discuss.
for
remote
new
Standard has been broadcasting
from Chicago, is a
And .Many Other Superior ProKranriB
I
local symphonies, now concluded.
WABC KMTR.
Sondoy 11 P. M.
I COS
This makes three remotes a night
on this station. Other two are Ted
JAP SESIAL EXTENDS
Warner's combo from the Club New
"SWEETHEABTS OF THE AIR"
L>os Angeles, Jan. 23.
Jack Dunn from the

I-BREEN »d DE ROSE

Rosters That 'Once Over, light'

er's radio

suffering.'

VINCENT SOREY

Called In to Give

treks to

One advantage held by Victor is
the rule prevailing at NBC which
allows no recording company other
than Victor to tap a network wire
in the event a commercial wants a
last Wednesday (18).
Cavanaugh live broadcast waxed for spot placement. Case In point Is the current
told the public that Price had promEno Crime Club series, currently
ised to show up and that 20 minutes before the program WIBO sent fed as a broadcast twice weekly
an automobile to the Palace theatre from the New York NBC studios
by telephone wire to the Victor
to pick up Price, only to be informed by the actor that he couldn't laboratories In Camden, N. J., for
platter Impression.
make it.
'Please oftor my excuses,' Price is
reported to have said.
To which
Cavanaugh over the air said: 'I
don't think there was any excuse
and there was no evidence of the
cold from which Price said he was

Crew

Efficiency

lab chief for

Chicago, Jan. 23.
Eddie and Fannie Cavanaugh,
conducting a 'radio celebrity' prolocal commercial hour sold
gram over WIBO, gave Georgie
Price a severe panning over the air
uses topnotch local orchestra,

watter.

only

Phono

'Mystery Reporter' one after-

MINOR MIKES

33

WALKER'S VICTOR DUTIES
Switching

noon.

The next day his column
carHed a review of the sup-

VARIETY

mmm

Mon-Thun

,

RADIO REPORTS

VARIETY

.54

HAROLD

F.

McCORMICK

.'THE iVIOVIE
With Herbert Rawiin»on
Sustaining

Whistler
Sustaining
WMAQ, Chicago
This Is let crejluUty

—

not be
Important
less
strained nobody
than the president Ot the Interna
In Chlcaero
tlonal Harvester Co.
that's tantamount to U. S. Steel in
the east. And would anybody be
surprised if the president of U. S.
Steel got on the radio and did a
whlstline: solo?

—

It was such an amazing piece of
news in Chicago that Fox and Met-

sent newsreel cameramen,
of the newspapers sent
photographers^ to preserve documentaiy evidence of the unusual

rotone

and most

Never before has McCorformer husband of Ganna
Walska, the opera singer, revealed
this talent for whistling. He does
BO in this instance only to further
the cause of flne music.
Right now local Gold Coasters are
behind Frederick .Stock's ambitious
undertaking to build a $100,000 music pavilion in the World's Fair.
And contributions have been slow.
McCormick is a pretty fair whistler. Gus Stth would bave given him
a Job, perhaps. He was a little flat
once in a while, probably due to
nervousness in making His professional debut. But he accomplished
the purpose for which he volunteered. "There were probably thousands listening in to the program
event.

mlck,

.

that otherwise included several soAmong these were
ciety women.
Mrs.' Arthur Meeker, Mrs. Merril

Hubbard, Mrs. Ambrose Craminer
and Mrs. John R. Winterbbtham, Jr.
In Chicago those names go with
Land.
teacups and-lprgnettes,
'

.

DOCTOR DOOLITTUE
Ssrial Skit

KGO, San Francisco
WOR, Newark
For a considerable time LangenThis new Tuesday program from
(7:15-7:30 p. m. EST) is au- dorf, California bakeries, dealt out
thored and directed by H. Emerson numerous transcriptions by Anson
Yorke, former shorts and phono- Weeks' band via. KFRC of the
graph recording director. Herbert Don Lee chain. Comes now Rush
Rawlinson, doubling from 'When Hughes, who tor the past three
Ladles Meet.' legit play. Is the m. c. months has been a KFRC anand central figure in this film stu- nouncer. He's got the Langendorf
dio chatter quarter hour which scalp tucked under his belt, and
alms at a little more sophistication to all Indications pretty securely.
than the average ether chatterer.
This quarter .- hour period, five
h Rawlinson, a former film mornings weekly over KQO and
name, the program has an asset be- KFI of the NBC hookup, bids fair
cause of his rep." His delivery is to strike a stride that will popularwith
authoroke and he can speak
ize it among the housewives ^t
ity about Hollywood and Us perwhom it is aimed.
sonalities, in itself no small asset,
That the bread makers should
on the whole.
have shifted radio preferences from
The routining is nicely mixed up. KFRC to NBC is noteworthy, but
achieving a change of pace which is that a KFRC announcer resigned
something ot a distinction. The his
Job to take the program to NBC
prime fault with programs of this
Is still more unusual.
type is that ;the central idea can't
Continuing on the personality anlast more than five or six minutes.
After that chatter about the stu- gle, there are still more KfTRC peoAssisting Hughes
dios, or whatever it is, begins to ple concerned.
and playing all temme rotles is Edna
pall.
Rawlinson, or the program's plot- O'Keefe, who started In radio as a
ters, circumvent this by first doing boop-da-boOp chanter over KFRC.
ether
gossip. The announcer and .player ot extra,
the
conventional
Then, to the strains of 'Auld Lang men parts is Lewis Lacey, currently
Syne,' birthday congrats go out, as on NBC's staff, but until recently
they did that Tuesday, to Carl m.c. on several KFRC programs.
Laemmle. Sr., Mack Sennett, Nils
Langendorf Pictorial Is a leaf
Asther, et al., with other Imminent from 'March of Time's' album, being
birthdays orr the morrow, or the day dramatized cross sections ot curaftet", also broadcast.
rent ne\es events with dramatized
Then comes another change of ad plugs and an occasional fashion
pace when a man-behind-therscreen description Interpolated.
It's
all
comes to the fore, this time a cam- done rather skillfully, altho.ugh
eraman> Don Somebody, who is there's
a tendency to cover so many
rather halve in recounting some of
subjects
that
unless
highly
ata
the
tricks
of the photography
ti'ade,
such a^ the best color tentive ear Is glued to the loudschemes; and later becomes tire- speaker the listener finds it difficult
some,! with his account of his great- to keep up with- all happenings.
This, could be Worked in are a. few Hollywood anest canctera thrill.

WOR

W

gles such as a paragraph about the;
next, "For Tour Film Fare screen colony's best known babies.
Recommend,' and the Warner A short description ot the preced-

chopped..

Sustaining

WJZ> New

Comes

Yorl<

We

the earmarks of
the
It's
British importation.
a,
weirdest specimen of program that
either chain has experimented .with
In at least the past two years, and;
its chances of gfrnerlng fav attention among American listeners are
NBC ha£l this alinoist tOO%
slim.
^tJockney mixture ot persiflage slottibi for late afternoon release, '%.lth
the hope' that the exhibit of parrpt
mlmlcr;- In the act will at least entice the juvenile ear..
Frequently punctuating the patter
are the weird notes oC a flute, making It also weird item No. 1 for the
pi;ograoi. It!s the philosophic&l and
mooning Dri John Doolittle finding
In its tooting a. relief from worldly,
cares, somewhat after the way o£
"This

LANGENDORF PICTORIAL
With Rush Hughes
COMMERCIAL

PARADE'

-

one baa

all

is

:

SherloQk Holmea and his violin. But
the real' pkyoff Ih the 'cadt is the
parrot iinpersdnator, who flreauently
forgets lier routine and lapses into
the shrill, register of a woman' with
a hlgh'^pitched voice. Henpecked by
his t^ousekeep^r,. the doc finds respite in his exchange of h6ne too
ecinti'llating phllosephlcal nuggets

Last program
with the panroi,
caught hail the medic philosopher
in the predicament of having lost

by preferring
to interest himself in animals. His
parrot pal urges him -to turn his
talents to doctoring animals, and
promises to teach him the languages
of birds and beasts.

all his hiimiin practice

Other characters intrude into the
proceedings, but they're just flashes
ot the Impersonator duo's art.
Looks a little too fantastic and disjointed for the kids to follow, with
the parrot lAimlcry having little
possibility of
flve-year-old.

Slhg Sing,', ing night's local' prize fight was
the current plugee. Therein lies obviously included as A gesture te
commercial po^ any males tuned In, biit nonetheless
tontlaUtyv^The '20,000 Years' plug is well done and interesting.
gratis currenitly, as the program is
Except tor an occasional bverdrastill obviously spCnsdrless, tiut the matlzatlon of some of his- netvs
idea of some film company under- clips Hughes has a vigorous, rewriti.ig a program such as this, with freshing style
that warms up the
its personnel institutionally plugged, mike.
And, as before mentioned,
Is probably the hope and Intent of
Miss O'Keefe is an okay actin' lady.
the general program.
Hughes
Then, probably .another regular bining. Is the only one receiving
Bddk
plug feature, follows the recommendations for this week's. Movie Hall
mentioning Katherine TARZAM OP THE APES
ot Fame,
Hepbut-n, Lilian Harvey and Con- Serial Skit; . Disk
COMMERCIAL
stance Cummings.
Follows th9 flrst ot two plug re- WOR. Newark
iiuests for fan. miail. Inviting quesAnother shocker with which to
tions and- i^nswers, with self-ad- scare the kids around bedtime.
dressed envelope?, andr then, some That this etherized version of- the
more chatter; an air biography ot E. R. Burroughs table will push up
Fairbanks, Jr., and as a top-oit a the blood-pressure there is no doubt.
little hooey about Hollywood, Raw- Interpolated into each ot the three
linson calling it Dream City In his weekly installments is the moral
lachrymose' address.
Hokey, but tbat 'it you want to be as big and
husky and fearless as Tarzan, drink
popularly palatable.
Youngsters are further
The giveaway is a tree biog of Toddy.*
the screen -tavorltes. First two are vouchsafed the into that Tarzan
roamed the Jungles and ate natHelen Hayes and Jr. Fairbanks.
urals,
but
since the kid listeners
Rawllnson's mention ot his own
16 years before the camera .lends can't do that they can, however, reauthenticity to this program, which sort to the malt beverage as a compensation.
is one of the most natural radloTwo initial episodes caught were
fllm hookups yet on the air. With
the screen more or less hungry to effectively done for broadcast purposes.. Major part of the story's
capitalize on the air thing, its po
tentlalitles for film sponsoring are unreeling In each was shouldered by
the side-line narrator, with the cutthe more heightened. *
Abet.
ins of dialog between the marooned
picture, '20,000 Ten.rs in

even hornswoggling a
Odec,

'MAKE BELIEVE'
With Kathleen Gordon, Joseph Bier
Songs, Orchestra
£ustaining

V

OR, Newark
Conveyed here of a Friday evening is a neat little package of
melody centered around a soprano
and baritone. They not only have
the knack of blending their voices
deftly, but of creating an atmosphere distinctly in keeping with
their routine. To the armchair lis-

this program's best

Lord and Lady Graystone used with
PIE PLANT PETE
economy and only when necessary
Hilly Billy
to the heightening of the dramatic
Sustaining
action. On the second program the
WGY, Schenectady
narrator did a ringside description
Under the above nom de radio, of a battle between two apes for
this is Claude Moye's hilly billies leadership of the Jungle mob, with
three mornings a week over NBC studio sound effects roaring away.
from its '^Cleveland outlet. A 16
Packed enough excitement to keep
minute shot.
the average juve in dreams about
Moss-covered nuihbers, particu- the hairy simians tor the next two
larly lachrymose ballads, form the nights.
If that didn't do the job,
backbone of the program, with spir- there was the description of the ape
ituals and an occasional comedy se
tribe attack upon the Graystone hut
lection added.
Moye sings tear and the carrying away of the Tar-

Jerkers in the style familiar to radio
devotees of the hilly billy. It's the
manner rather than voice which
counts in this type of stuff.
Moye does spirituals fairly well
He sings to guitar accompaniment
tor ditties ot the and doubles on the harmonica for

tener in the mood
He has an In
operatic genre this stanza has every Instrumental bits.
gratlatlng mike personality when
element of appeal.
'Make Believe' title derives from not swamped In a sea of musical
sadness.
the game these two suggest, that of
Those who like this form of enterimagining that they were the stars
tainment are generally located in
who Introduced these numbers in rural
small town areas, hence the
operettas of years gone by. Patappeal seems limited.
ter is brief, fitting and sprightly

cued

in.

as a duet that Miss Gordon
and Bier shine, with the latter's
showmanly tendency to step back
and make it a baritone obbligato
Instead of matching volume appre
ciably enhancing the melody of the
tune. Session shouldn't have much
difficulty in attracting a coinmcr
Odeo.
dal.
It's

LAMONT SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Sustaining

SAM ROBBINS ORCHESTRA
Sustaining

WJZ, New York

Sam Robbins and his Bermudlans
have been at the snooty Hotel Hamilton, Bermuda, for seasons, being
imported by the Hotel McAlpIn,

New

"Vork, to establish that commercial hostlery with the couvert
charge tourist bunch. That's the
scheme of things at the Marine Grill
proper, from where Robbins does

his stint.

KOA, Denver

So far as the ether is concerned,
This group of musicians take the Robbins has two midnlte half hours,
air from the stage of the Orpheum Tuesdays and Thursday, to air his
theatre Sunday afternoons. Top of brand of dansapation, which Is quite
this broadcast was Jean Dickenson, acceptable, stacking up favorably
who won last year's At water Kent with the rest of the late-hour dance
contest in Colorado.
These periods arie developing talent and giving the youngsters e
cfaaiice to get their bearings before
the mike. Ar-tst, of -course, as a plug
'>
..^••
for the theatre, too.
•

•

•

bands.
After 'Old Spinning Wheel,' the
theme, Robbins is Introduced for his
own announcements, mixing up the
assortment of pops in palatable

manner.

Aiel.

zan Infant to top it off.
Recording of the sound effects
and talk is ot a satisfactory level,
but the same standard doesn't prevail during the tew musical interludes.
Program has tacked on a
giveaway offer from the opening
stanza. In return for the key on the
can of Toddy, the kids are offered a
statuette of Tarzan and a box of
colors with which to tint it. Odec.

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S BAND,
Sustaining

WGY,

Schenectady

•Tuesday, January 24» 1933

BRONX MARRIAGE BUREAU'

'PRINCE OF PIL8EN'
Tabloid Comio Opera

With Hyman Brown,

WABC, New York

COMMERCIAL
WOR, Newark
And now WOR,

COMMERCIAL

Thursday night is musical comedy night 'on the Standard-Beacon
Oil products' Five Star Theatre of
the Air series over the NatloAal and

New

kingpin of the

no'n-chaln-afilllated

outlets

In

the

east, has its own version of the
Columbia networks. Every Thurs- •Rise ot the Ooldbergs.' As a source
day the Abom Opera Co., under of competition the 'Bronx Marriage

Milton Aborn's personal direction

Bureau' holds nothing to frighten
the Goldbergs.
What's likely to
handicap the Bronx affair is the
inevtable association of the Esther
Saphiro character in the
opera successes in tabloid form.
sketch with Its Molly Goldberg preWhat has happened in every in- decessor. Both characters seem to
stance has been a sequence of song come, from the same mold.
selections,
interspersed
the
by
"VVOR connection for the 'Bronx
sketchiest of librettos. The garbled Marriage Bureau' is not only a
book must necessarily be trimmed boost into the Intermediate radio
to the bone in view of the less-than- time, but a move uptown.
Same
30-mlnute time llniltatlon (credits serial did- a stretch on a nabe
and ad plugging) and raced through transmitter, WCAD, on the east
at almost breakneck speed.
There It was right on home
side.
What these tabloid operettas soil, with Its background, theme and
mean for the masses Is highly de- parade of characters thoroughly
batable and still a moot problem identified and appreciated. For Its
mifrration the serial has
among the broadcasters. It they
w&rit to hear the yesteryear hits stripped itself of its Yiddish dialog
from the musicals by Herhert, Interpolations and assumed an almost
completely
anglicized garb,
Frlml et al. there are programs galore which specialize dolely in the thereby Inviting comparison with
extraction of the best musical por- the Goldbergs. What few dabs of
the old complexion are left lay in
tions ot such past successes.
How much does it meaii to the the racial quality and idiom reaverage auditor to follow not only tained In the voice ot Morris Shawhat is now a trite libretto situ- piro, the .'Schatohln,' or marriage
ation (for these old-time books sure broker. Also retained is a touch of
were obviously simple), but do they the old orthodox background eneven bother to follow? A cast of tirely ellininaied from the GoldAhd it Is these two
lilne principals, as in thi^ entry, bergs sample,
sought to convey the plot of the very characteristic^ which may gain
Clnciilnatl
brewer who Is the the Bronx serial the wide racial
audience
that
Its
angel, Abe Goodpseudo-Prince of Pilsen, while the
real prince (sung by Roy Cropper) man & Son, retailer of matzohs and
and the brewer's daughter (Vivltth noodles, has within its purview.
Hart) fall In Ipve.
This effort tells the story of a
A I H. Wilson, as Hans Wagner, kindly synagogue custodian who
the brewer; Edward Nell, Jr., as had always dabbled in matchmaking.
Tom Wagner, the heroine's brother; A legacy gives him the means to
Eulalle,
Young, Laura Ferguson, retire from the Job as 'Schamus,'
Eric 'Titus (as. Artie, the silly-ass and he sets up his office as marriage
EngUshnuin). Hobson Young (as broker. Theme and the possibilities
Francois) and Louis Kroll, maestro, are there, but the writing, in Its
only sketchily convey the' plot' And, pure English transcription, lacks
simple as it is, it defies grasping or the essentials of neatly-contrived
close attention for the. simple rea- situations, a skein ot plot and a
son that the average llstener-ln touch of suspense. Most time it
Ukes to take his radio straight and rambles on aimlessly, ringing In
easy. Those playing cards or read- bits of philosophy that are both
ing aren't likely to centre complete pointless at the moment and an obattention, save only, on the .unusual stacle to the smooth unwinding of
comedy., quips of the currently fa- the episode.
Judging from the
vorite iether funsters, because the start, if this series comes within
Wynn, Jdlson, Cantor, Pearl type click rating It won't be due to the
ot comedians are contemporane- narrative,
but
the
atmosphere
ous and modern. The anonymous created and the appeal ot the Morprince with his radio asides is of ris Shapiro character.
schedhoary vintage even for the hinter- ule has It down .ifor 0 p.m. EST

and usually by arrangement with
Tams-Wltmark, the music pubCBS from 10-10:30 p.m. EST
brings a revival of yesteryear comic

lishers,

WOR

,

,

.

WOR

,

.

WOR

Tuesdays and I'hursdays.

land.

This condensation of an old threehour musical comedy, which relied
as much on the physically visible as
well as the audible for appeal. Into
a half .Ji'our air tabloid seems too
of task.

^hether

this

eventually

With

KELLER, ROSS and SARGENT

Songs, Talk

COMMERCIAL

WABC, New York

the

"Vallee-Flelsch-

mann, Relsman-Ponds, and other
programs, and (Stuart) Ross and
(Joe) Sargent, pianologlng team
which, as they lyrically recount, has
performed In London, Paris, Berlin,

Monte Carlo, Biarritz, etc.
Sargent, acting as a sort of m. c.
after recapitulating their foreign
performances, dovetails nicely Into
the introduction of Miss Keller,
whom they allegedly met at the Pavilion, in

Gail Tayloc,

Helen
orch.»

Myron Niesley

KGO, San
Framed

Francisco
expressly for fem
morning period has
carrying on for several years
good response from listeners

this hourly

ears

been
with

and

adequate support from a multiplicity of sponsors.

Contains concert orchestra music,
songs, a sketch, and generous slices
of plugs for the flrms who sign
those helpful ad checks, all done
without a lot of finesse but probably
satisfactory to the gals who listen
In for recipes and little h'nts on
how to make hubby a hap:)y home.
Dally period is divided into three

20-mlnute segments, each having a

This new Tangee (lipstick) program holds Greta Keller, "Viennese
songstress who has come to ether

on

Bennie-: Walker,
Ed Fitzpatrick

Webster,

COMMERCIAL
means 60
Mine.

original musical comedy for the air
Is debatable.
After all what the
tabloidlzed operettas have primarily
in their favor are the already famill&r favorite melodies from the
pianofortes of popularly beloved
composers.
No original musical
comedy could hope to get over a
song hit in one crack, but perhaps
the serialization of a radio musical,
akin the aerial script acts so popular on the air, may be the answer?
Abel.

attention

Odee.

MAGAZINE OF AIR

^

much

Vienna, thus bringing her

on. right after the team's

opening
'Rhythm' .lumber.
Follows a double, 'Change My
and Miss Keller's solo, 'Mon
Amour, Cherl,' a Franco-English
pop, wherein she again displays the
Plan,'

same Dietrich throatlness

In

the

vocal delivery which, coupled with
ar engaging accent, lends this songstress her prime distinction.
The ad thing Is novel in that the
and broadcasting over WGY. Heard
on luncheon and supper hour as well three artists engage In the 'bally
booing.
There is no outside' an
as midnight broadcasts.
Several quick changes In orches- nouncer in any of the 15 minutes'
tras booked for the Kenmore after duration.
The boys do straight for Miss
Sammy Watklns left, and what with
one thing and another Johnson does Keller by complimenting her allur
not appear to have attracted as Ing appearance, and she plugs the
much attention locally as Watklns Tangee lipstick as the wherefore
did.
Nevertheless, this is a flne and whyfore of it all. Some of the
band, one that sends its dance mu- plugging la a bit thick, such as her
entreaty. 'I wish I could Influence
sic over in smooth, sprightly fashion.
Johnson being a pianist, this In- all women to use Tangee,' but It's
strument Is naturally to the fore. not consistently so heavy.
The dime -catching request for
He leads, and usually takes a solo
spot for a composition of his own. sample packets is the topper-offer,
A trumpeter also stands out. Ar- an obviously double Intent for mer
rangements are good; likewise the chandlzing and check on audience
tempo. Ensemble work is excellent, circulation.
On Tuesdays and Thursdays,
Vocals are handled by Gerry Gross
and Freddy King,' who also work 7:30-7:45 p.m. EST from WABC on
with a harmoriy trio and a quartet, a CBS hookup and well spotted, for
this type of product exploitation.
all ok&j^^ <iAf'»'distinctIve signature
Abel.
J<ieOt
number might be added.
'Victor recording unit now playing
Kenmore hotel, Albany,

at the

Julie Bernstein

Serial Skit

sponsor. Business houses splitting
the week are Caswell coffee, Pabco
building products, Ghlrardelll chocolate, Roman Meal, Safeway stores,
Tillamook cheese and Sperry flour

with Pioneer clams and Sego milk
due to Join up next month. Former
two drew the ad pluars on morning
reviewed.

Bennie Walker is m. c, occasionally bursting into song or bringing
to the mike Little Bennie, kid character he's been doing with considerable success for long time, although
kid was silent this a. m. Walker
keeps hour moving at brisk pace.

*

Instrumental group directed by Ed
Fitzpatrick, himself a concert fiddler
of no
is

mean

ability.

Helen Webster

domestic science expert stepping

up at one time with flock of recipes
and later with household hints, in
both of which sponsor's products
drew unstinted praise.
Additional talent is varie'd during the week, this a. m.'s artists
being Gall Taylor and Myron Niesley.
They do the sketch, 'Jordans
at Home,' yarn of a newly married
couple building a home and, of
course, using Pabco products 'because, sweetheart,
nothing's too
good for our little neat.' In bctwopn
chatter they chant coupla tunes
Bock
which are nicely done.

TOMMY WATKINS ORCHESTRA
Sustaining

KOA, Denver
This local orchestra Is spotted
over NBC hookup once a week.
They're worth it. Group provides
good dance music that's appreciated at their class spot, the

Palace hotel.

Brown

Jack Dean does the

vocalizing.

Arrangements and their rendition
are easy on the ear. Band has
distinct local popularity.

won

—

—

YAIIS EVILLE

l^esday* Jiunutff 24, 193S

VARIETr

NEW START
But 3 Agents Paying light Bilk on

Vande

Sickly Coast
Los AngeleB. Jan. 28.
Decliae of vaude here leaves only
agents eupplylng acts for
there la on the
variety
little
what
three

Saturday
paying their
still
and little more, from
Harry
are
commlsBiona
Road tour of Sir Harry Lauder
THrel^er, William Morris and Jack under the management of the WilLatter is a recent arrival liam Morris agency closed' Saturday
CvttlB.
and like the other two is concen* (21) in New Haven. Next Saturday
Lauder will leave for his
(28)
tratlng on pictures.
Morris, office does the biggest Scotch home.
Touring In stands from one to
^tage business, selling a flock of talWeber three days at %2 top, Lauder did
ent to Fanchon & Marco.
and Curtis offices supply acts for well enough to let the management
boost houses and' occasionally send break even. How Lauder came out
Latter financially isn't reported, but it is
a' name east for personals.
«nd of agentlng has been sour lately, said he did not insist upon the cus'jjames are refusing to take to the tomary guarantee received by him
stage Tvith routes too short and from Morris' on previous visits.
"
It had be^n understood the tour
lumps too big.
Biooking Condition Ssd
would run beyond 14 weeks and
Though vaude agents are scarce, wind up with a week on Broadway.
bookers are plentiful, with most of Conditions made the 14 weeks
tfaiam barely able to get a living out rather a lengthy stay on the road.
Bert Levey office
of theh- racket
.bas Levey, Sam Kramer, Eddie
.Gamble and' Bobby Stewart hanAgency Loses Out
/dllng the office's one full week at
bills,

vaude

.

.

•

.'

von Herberg TelU How,
Why Vaudeville Must Again Build
Likena Performer to Bush
League Ball Player

RKO

Trained posing horse couldn't
land any bookings, so his owner
got him a Job hauling an ice
wagon.
On the first day out the horse
was walking up Broadway

RKO

.

when

Beck's

Britisli

-

RKO

the

•

here, a split at the
arid .three Saturdays

Downtown

Blppodrome

In

Minevitch's

Direct

'and Sundays.
office

,

.

.

'

rolled

Bluraenthal.
Opening, presentation date Is Feb.
3 at the Balaban
Katz Chicago,
Chicago,
Immediately
following
'Boat's' conclusion of its (2 top legit
engagement in that city at the
Auditorium. Loew takes it next for
Cleveland, week Feb. 10, and then
for the Capitol, New "York, Feb- 23d
after a week's layoff. Single
week wUl be at the Albee, Brook-

&

Croons,

.

h U. S. on Spec, Goes

RKO

put back vaudeville,

Back After Try-Ont

von Herborg, if and
acquiro independent con-

commencing March

lyn,

troi of a circuit*
It is. Von HerIke Freedman, one of the Eurberg believas, tha raal salvation ofl
opean acts seen and liked by Martin
the thoatro business if consistently
Beck and Roxy during their trip
developed.
But the place to start the return abroad last spring, came over on
of vaudeville, according to this spec on Beck's promise that hcf
manager. Is In the councils of the would be given consideration. But
stage labor unions. He figures that he's going home, with the spec
nothing can be don^ .toward the re
thing having failed to worlE.
He
habilitatlon of vaudeville until the has ano^^her promise from Beck
stage hands are led to a co-opera
that if he's around the' IT. iS. agaiii
tion that will permit a theatre to next 'fall, he'll get another cliancje.
operate a vaudeville bill without
After arrival two weeks ago
having to hand the entire. proceeds -Freedman got an
'showing'
to the orchestra and stagia hands.
date at the Cosmopolitan, New. T^rk
This' is doubly Important, Von with the bookers viewing blm thejre
Her.berg argues, because the real for possible further bookings. Freed>
starting place, of any permanent re
man .is a .Biftish crpotier,
turn of vaudeville .must be in the
After ^seeing him the bpoldhg office
smaller theatres. Vaudeyiile must advised Freedman^ who is a slngei'i
start where It always has had Its that things wiil be much better In
beginning. That, in his opinlop, is the fall. The reverse clincher was
the crux of the situation. "Vaude
Freedman's big specialty, a song
viUe cannot, be revived In -the top entitled "Why Do They Call Me a
houses until theris is' provision made Jew?
for the teohstant^ creation and development- ojt the new acts in the
lesser priced nurseries.
'

Radio City Bookings

&

Allen's complaint against
direct booking of Borrah
Roxy. New
Minevitch for the
Tork, has met. with a refusal "by
the booking olfice to act on'^'the
matter. Despite that all contracts
for both Radio City theatres must

Curtis

RKO's

RKO

go through the booking office,
George Oodfrey passed responsl
bility in the Minevitch case on to
Leonidoff, stage producer, and
advised Curtis & Allen that no pro
tectlon could be given.
Minevitch opened at this RKO
Roxy Friday (20) at $2,760 a week

Leon

previously' set for the
Hall's second variety bill,
prior to the policy change, at $2,600,
but contracts were not issued. The
LeonldofC
with
booking
direct
brought him a $260 raiise and Mine
A.'s
vitch refused to concede C.
Tony
Canzonerl,
lightweight rights as agent in the booking.
champ, who has been doubling In
Jack Curtis has been Minevltch's
Vaude with a band act, is trying Keith and
agent for about
to get a release from
book- eight years.
Direct booking is
ings.' The Madison Square Garden nothing new on the sixth floor, but
has ordered Tony to come home, the direct booking on an act that
wanting him for a fight at the Gar- has been represented by an agent
den Feb. 7 and others to follow.
for that long sets a new precedent
Canzoneri signed
contracts
for the weeks of Jan. 27 in Newark
and Feb. 4 at the Palace, New York. Actress Learns
He wants to scram out of both.
As an actor Canzoneri gets |1,000
Dress in P*keepsie
a week, net, for himself.
Pouehkeepsle. N. T., Jan. 23.
Mary Nolan, playing the State
theatre, will probably remember
Married
this city as the place where she had
to use a barber shop as a dressing
room. The theatre didn't boast of
Hollywood, Jan. 2i.

WOULD RATHER nCHT
THAN ACT, CANZONERI

Music

&

'

RKO

RKO

RKO

Where

RK&

.

Al Stone and

Anna

Lee, with a

&

Fanchon
Marco unit, were married in Los Angeles, Jan. 15 for the
third time within the past year.
Actual marriage occurred in Sewith thie splicing done in a
gas station by a justice of the
peace. Later they were married by
an Episcopal minister in New Orleans.
Stone decided to make the
knot triply secure by having a third
attle

ceremony performed by a rabbi.

After 12 Years, Single

Comes Back to 10 Weeks
Muriel Window, staging a vaude

comeback after

12 years' retirement, was given the entire
route of 10 weeks, concluding at the
Palace, New York, after 'showing'
at the Cosmopolitan last week.

RKO

Miss Window left the stage upon
her marriage to a wealthy mildlo
western man. She was a standard
vaude single at the time. Her first

husband was Robert Emmett Keanc.

.

..

-

Loew

8.

holds the option for further time.

Three-cornered

booking

cii'cuit

eruaranteed consecutive playing tiibe
and made the pop priced try worthwhile for the legit piece.

present Chicago

caist,

with Helen

Morgan

starred, will remain intact
for the four and' flve-a.-day tlookings.

Needs Seasoning
VaudevUle, according to Von
Herberg, is analogous to baseball, in
lieagu'e player Is the grad
uate of the sandlot league up
through the minors until be becoines sea'soned big league material
Until a similar system again obtains
in vaudeville, as It did in the past,
the vaudeville headllners will be
synthetic products frdm other fields
brought into vaudeville through the
lure of inordinately high salaries.
Such a condition of gradual
growth will not obtain until a point
Is reached where the cost of running
the stage falls below the salaries
Union heads
paid the players.

which the

ON CANTOR ROAD SHOW
Eddie Cantor's
top variety road
for' ohe-nUera.alonep the eastern coast will ooniprise; besides
Cantor,
Jessel,
Bepny
fSeorg^
Meroff's. band,, Golletta ftyan, Rdbby

show

.

Bixley, Jack, Holland dnd June
Knlgl>t> .Etour Albbottere;. and Got'

don's Dogs.
Opening date on the month's .'i^o.uie
.

as arranged by .the 'WHiiam Morris
ofllce. Cantor's manager and purtner
in the venture, is Jan. 28^in Springfield, Mass.
It's Done
For the one-niters in RKO tiieatres in Albahir and Rochester'; the
Scene any booking ofilce.
circuit will pull the regular picture
Characters—one booker, one agent, policy out for '(Cantor's performance.
Agent ^I've got a new flash a.ct
Cantor's Sunday night cominerciat
that's great 10 people, all young, broadcast will, be hooUed In jCrom
and the scenery Is terrific.
wherever the show Is Spotted at the
Booker There's only one spot time, with an arrangement made beopen and I can't pay very much, tween Cantor and Chase & Sanborn
1100 for three days in Nyack.
on wire charges.
."

'

.

A

100 bucks for 10
Agent—What?
people and a knockout act?
Don't
be ridiculous. 'Why I'd insult 'em

making an

offer like that.
—^Tou
know the

Booker

this offlce.

rules

—
—

must come to realize that only
through concessions can their own
existence be perpetuated and em-

Here

It

Was

Mondaj' and

of

The agents have to co
and you've

operate. That's the offer
got to make it.

—

—

—

B&K Had No
A

Friday

SiMw

Chicago, Jan. 23.
Jucky accident forewarned Bal-

aban & Katz last week of an unprecedented situation. Fanchon &
Marco's '"Whoop^' unit booked and
billed for the Chicago theatre Jan.
20 had, by some fiuke in New York,
been booked for the same 'date at
the RKO, Minneapolis.
B&K discovered the astounding
circumstance on Monday with the
unit duei';to open the following Friday. In checking with RKO It was
learned the Minneapolis theatre had
billed "Whoopee' all over town in
the Swedish metropolis.
officials aged 10 years speculating on the possibilities except for
their accidental discovery of the

B&K

unique booking Jam. On Tuesday
B&K booked Ben Bernle to open
Friday with his band. Bernle played
the Palace for RKO Just four weeks
before, week of Dec. 16.

Pros' $2,000 Driye

—

Opens Feb.

standard vaude

trios,

other connections.

It

Walter Hagen and Joe Klrkwood,
the golf pros, are framing a vaude
turn. Marty Forklns Is agentlng.
The boys are asking $2,000.

personally.

—

Charlie You must be screwy. I
Marathon
C.
you I'll take it. I don't understand you. I still say I'll take it
St. Louis, Jan. 23.
MHE. EASCH UIIPEB JUIU'E
Agent Okay, Charlie. I knew
George Beatty, who came into the
Albertlna Rasch is in Mt. Sinai you'd see it my way. Be in the Ambassador for one week as a
hospital, New York, rushed there morning to sign the contracts. So single and has been held over ever
last week for an emergency oper- long, Charlie, (hangs up).
since as m.c, Is going into his sixth
Booker "Well, what did he say? week.
ation for an internal disorder.
Agent He finally took it. But,
Dr. Joseph Brettauer operated on
Besides m.o.'lng, Beatty is douthe ballet mistress, who is resting boy, what a sales talk I had to bling on the production end of the
give him!
nicely.
stage shows.
:r(

M.

told

don, Reed and King and Mills,
Abroad,
the Hoof
and Martin, are splitting up.
Slate Bros., last in 'Vanities,'
Billy Gordon of the former will
sailed Friday (20) on the Paris for hook up with Kirk and Martin of
London.
the latter, the act to be known by
Dance team will play vaude dates their names. That leaves Reed, King
arranged by the "William Morris and Mills at liberty and looking for

On

20 at the Palladium,

London.

GorKirk

'

—

—

Scrambled Trios

'

'

>

—
—

AMY

Two

'

.

How

Agent But I can't. They'd shoot
me.
Booker 'Well, either get shot or
ployment given a majority of its don't book any more acts here.
Make the offer and maybe they'll
membership.
Vaudeville, von Herberg points take it. And make it right here in
out, did not begin at the top and front of me. There's the phone, call
It reached the them up.
trickle downward.
Agent ^Aw, all right, (calls mandressing rooms and she was shown better class of patrons only after
of act on
phone). Hello,
to a nearby barber shop as the next acts had been developed in the low ager
best thing.
priced and otherwise small time va- Charlie? I can get you a showing,
The actress was forced to walk riety houses where crude aspirants three days in Nyack for a hundred.
Charlie, (on the other end)
the distance between the shop and polished their turns against the
Okay, I'U take it.
theatre and back again in stage coming of the politer sort of bills.
Agent—But listen, Charlie. After
wardrobe.
The folding of burlesque, the disall
the booking office hasn't seen
placement of small time vaude by
the picture theatre and the ever ad- the act yet and they don't know
LEE'S SUICIDE
vancing costs of stage upkeep are how great it is. I know the offer
what put vaudeville down for the Isn't enough to make expenses, but
count, in his opinion. Improvement It's Just a showing salary.
Vet Vaude Half Despondent Since
Charlie— Okay. I said I'd take it
cannot come until basic conditions
Agent But Charlie, you'll probHusband's Death Retired
And that change must
change.
come from the small town houses ably get a route once they see the
act. They can't spend more than
Mrs. Amy Lee, 64, committed sui- and small town unions, claims Von
that for the date and it's an opcide by inhaling gas in her home at Herberg.
portunity to be seen.
Lynn, Mass., on Jan. 16. She had
Charlie 'What's the matter, are
been despondent since the death of
you nuts? I said okay. Take it
Exporting Stooges
her husband and former vaude
Agent But, Charlie. Don't be a
partner, George Lee, a year ago
Jack Pepper is taking himself chump. "We've got to cooperate a
Christmas Day. Known in vaude and stooges abroad for six British little
bit y' know. I'll guarantee
as Lee and Stannard, retiring 20 vaude weeks in England and Scot- they'll grab the act In
a hurry if
years ago.
land.
you take this date. I'll guarantee

They

3 Ways

.

.

He had been

ofllce.

Lyons

through the show's operator, A. C.

'

has Bern Bernard on
.the books with Charley Hatch iioing
Meiklejohn. oftile outdoor work.
fice with one full week and three
one day dates has Jean Meiklejohn
and her four brothers doing the
booking. Walter Trask has an asilstant to help him with his four
~'ViyB, and Al Wagfer has three people
'In. the office booking two week-ends
J|hd a half-dozen other Single dates
.tiBlng mostly amateur talent.
Fanchon & MarCo, who at one
time booked several weeks of vaude,
has Sid Schallman the head man
over a set of books for one house,
Fox, Santa Barbara, which uses
variety on Sundays only.

'EKO

operators, will
according to J.

when they

&

on bookings by Lyons

the traffic light changed

from green to red. He
over and struck a pose.

UNIONS IMPORTANT
Seattle, Jan. 23.
Jensen A Von Harbors, for many
years ahow autocrats of the Pacific
northwest and still important indie

lioew,
and Publiz are get>
ting logrether to Jointly book Zieg'Show Boat,' legit musical in
picture and vaude houses. So far
Loew has bought it for two weeks,
and
and Publlx for one week
each. Salary all over will be 112,600
feld's

Where awl

.

"

ChaiDs

IT
Whoa, Pegasus!

J.

Weekly

Fdm

Playing 4-5-a'-Day for

THEITRES FOn

LAUDER CLOSES TOUR
Out 14 Weoks Over Her*—8«iiin0

OfflcfiB

SiKst*

light

Legit 'Show Boat' at $12i(IO

—

—
—

,

.

)

.

Jmnj

twegd>y»

VARIETY
THE HAWDWRlTINe?

10% Git on NVAs Total Overhead
Year—Hat

$250,000 Needed for Next

DcH

Col-

lections Certain

Vande bf Demaid

Ufflvr 6m« No Putur*
Vaud*, .RMfgnt

Maaon

DolC Leffler, RKO. booker, QUlts
Feb. 1 to go with bis brother's millinery Orm In Newark* He's the first
booker to go out by
Keith or
the resignation route since Danny
Slmpiona went Into retirement years
ago.
Leffler saya'he doesn't see much
of a' future In the TaudevlUo business for a young fellow, and prefers to start at the bottom In a
commercial line. He ts 29 and mar-

RKO

Cuts amounting to |26,600 a year are concentrating on the New York
In the NVA'a operating overhead, of and NVA Club end.
The reductions at both ends
which the Saranac Lake sanltorlum
must contribute $10,000, have been amount to about 10% each. New
ordered by the NVA Fund's commit- Tork slice of around $15,000 from
tee comprlslner Sam Scribner, Moe the present $160,000 overhead In-

MACiciANs

In

and Sam Dembow. Scribner, volves reductions in salaries, ibclud- ried. He has been in the booking
Henry Chesterfield and William Lee ing that of Henry CheaterSeld's $300 office about Ave years, starting as
made a trip to Saranati for cutting a week as the NVA club's secretary. an assistant booker when brought
(Continued on page 89)
purposes lost week and this week
in by George Oodfrey, a distant rel-

Slivers

ative.

City,

193S

ntonsr ad

EXr0SDI6_H0W DONE

Jan. at.

la,.

24,.

The Cecil la bringing baok vaudeHartford, Conn., Jan. as.
Tom Arthur, manager, swinging In HVe acts with plx for two
The order of Robert Hoiidin, a
days over the weekend, 26-40c.'
group
of
Hartford
magicians
manDemand for. In the flesh led
headed by Everett Austin, director
agement to give vaude a trial.
of the Morgan -Meinorlal, protested
a few days ago aisalnst profaning
SWITCHED HO. 2, LAKES
the mysteries of Thaumaturgy.
<We protest against unnecessary
Arthur and Florence Xiake quit
the current bill at Lbew's State, exposure of atago Illusions In your
New Tork, after opening day .<Fri- advertisements,' the order stated in
day^, when the theatre Bhlfted them a telegram iteht to ft. J. Resmolds,
to No. 2. They were third On the makers of 'Camels,' as the result of
an advertisement In which the
show befoire the rearrangement.
Ross Wyse, Jr., replaced the 'Milkcan Bscape' waL exposed as
featured by the late Harry Houdlnl.
Lakes.

ville^

.

WilX
.

November sixth floor shakewas among those let out.

In the

up, Lef fler

He connected with the Weber-Slmon office aa an agent, but several

The Originators

weeks ago waa returned to
books.

He

the
turned In his resignation

last weeic

of Radio Satire,

.

Cosmo, N.

Both on the Air and on the Stage

In

RKO's Own Nabes

To

JOHNNY

CHARLIE

Sniping

REO'a

Bally

^reekljr

RKO Yaude

budget on vaude-

for tho Indlo Oosmopolltan,
Now Tork, baa boen out to IflOO tor
fly* aotfl.
Honao formerly spent
1800 for tho bOla.
BUllns OB the Cosmo stating the
theatre Is using
vaude appeared In
theatre territory lafit
week and "wai ordered out by the
circuit Wblle the rule at
baa
always been to resbralh Indies playing RKO vaude trbm a4vertl8lng the
tiaot, an exo^tlon waa made In the
Cosmo ease by th« theatre department. Btit tho permission did not
permit' bOUng nearby RKO's' own
Tlllo

AND

RKO

MDIO'S ^mMTHOOtreJUIS*'
Have
•TttrM^

l>a«. «,

am

by the press as be-

FeUowIair emm* tb» fcniniui Iml-

CbArlay Joidaa »nd John
Woodv, i couple of tho ratartept

:tatQrs,

It'a ma
and abonnOlitK

«ntortaliiian iA.thaIr Una.

speeailr pKo«a

ftct

tliat-^'ar* vato,'tI|» real tttlOK,

wttk lmiMn«n«tIbBa
««fUiiltr

mad

oloaa

oomedr

with

oUeIc

off

tlie-

twlata that.
rat-tat

and

4alrka

eccentHcItlaB

down

wtth no need of taaortlas to

ttQtroonlsh «Ter-ezanr«ratlmi
naotirk the glgglM.

vaudeville to de imi-

tations of noted
radio stars.

Wnm

Any Copying
from

Two' boya have taken a cae
from the mav 'Ballyhoo* In a
burlesque of radio programa. It
la Ingenlona and new to vaude:

excellent,

nnnaually cood,

nearly

from

Mate-

all anglea.

amartly written with none
of the bnrleaiine blta dragged oat
too much. Llnea are punchy and
the boya ahow talent In their

rial la

Above

of

Material

Be

Act Will

Prosecuted to the

Fullest

Who

Extent and Those

Are

at Present Using Our Material

Had

Better Take Heed!

burlesiine Imltatlona.
'

Both uaa mlkea, attached to
ampllfled boma, with one of the

boya' sitting at the IvoHea. Programs like thOB* carrying BIng
Crosby, Kate Smith, SIngIn* 6am,
Vallee, etc, are parodied.
The boya do aboat eight burlestiaa Imltatlona
Ona straight
bit waa Included, that of Maurice
Chevalier, delivered by the boy
at the Ivorlea,
Latter alao did
the Body Valleie gag Imltaah.

Rudy

Hoke program

plus

names,

announcementa

gagging the
commercial
like Scrame, for Cremo,

and Barbapole, for Barbasol,

In-

cluded.
A real smart vaudeville novelty

that Bhoald go big anywhere.

Personal Bep.,

Henry Shi^ilro, former Western
yaudevlUe agent la returning to
Chicago thla wedc after two years
oh the RKO floor In New Tork.
Shapiro hha obtained an RKO
Chicago, franchlae and will open his
own office there. He was formerly
Max Halperln'a partner In the Halperih-SltapIro agency.

Benefit for Pitt Club's

'Variatir*

18 mimit One

la

Shapiro Dofos a Greeley

5,

feffetaon

Act

C. F. Ztttial, who also runs a
scandal sheet, operates the Cosmo
on the sld«,°(Hr ylcO rersa.

.

iMt
'B^iliTVOOUOANS' (t)

ville.

tbeatres.

'

to.

WARNING
Bapriated
Jaa.

TOM KSKNKDT

The Raiah

and

BWlttted From

PAUL ASH

NOW
RKO

N. Y.

Stanley last week.
Among those who came on from
various spots In the east to do their
bit for the club's waif; picked up
In the lobby of a local theatre where
she had been abandoned four years
ago, were Bill Robinson, Norman
Frescott.
Peter Higglns,
Serge

Dan

Healey, Oamer, Wolf and HarJohnny Pastlne Co., Howard
Marsh. Talent and Merit, Frank
Richardson, Jack Pepper, Ken Murray and Rae Samuels.

Sojhumaim-Heuik's

of 25 people

—New

AcU

(22)

Band Act
30 Mine.; Fuji (Special)
Mat, Brooklyn
Here's Paul Ash, back in vaude with a
big stage act It's not only a big act, it's
a good act As good as they come. But
the question can't help popping out—
what's he going to do with ItT Where
does he go from here? And who, these
days, In the vaude field, can afford to pay
the kind of salary an act of this kind
-ihuat ask?
Act consists of 19 persons In the band,

'

'

.

:

soloists

and Ash Band

,

Is laid

out nine brasses, six strings, double plaho
and drums, making, a beautiful flash and
sweet lineup. Whoever Is responsible for
the orchestrations comes in for a big bow,
nowever, since they're almost classlo.
Entire turn takes a half hour, and not aminute of that time lags.
Of the soloists, a girl, Nancy Kelly,
does Well by a simple soprano, and a boy,
Hal Menken, almost stops the show with
a couple dance routines. His miniature
stairs bit is the one that's especially fine.
Menken comes out of the band, as also
do Si Collins, a fair- to -middling crooner,
and one other singing lad, a coon shouter,
Also
whose naine Is not mentioned.
there's a colored girl who does herself
proud with 'St Louis Blues.'
Mostly It's straight musical stuff, with
For novelty
the solo bits Interwpven.
purposes tliere's one ot those things In
which most members of the congregation
do a bit about themselves, and a song
title duet between Collins and Miss Kelly
What musical acrobatic
that's cute.
tricks are done by the bandsmen are done
by the brass section.
Ash doesn't attempt any calisthenics in
his baton waving, restricting himself
pretty much to a smile and a careful

maneuvering of his stlclc
What Ash probably has in mind is radio worlc, and he ought to have no trouble making the grade there with this outfit,

though

soloists.

he'll

need a couple stronger
if he can continue

Certainly not

to reproduce the kind of melodic arrangeKauf.
ments he has in this turn.

Palace, Chicago (Jan. 20)

Milwaukee

{Jan. 27)
Minneapolis (Feb. 3)

Out

Madame Schumann Heink

MACK

•Variety'

kins,

Hollywood, Jan.

(Week Jan. 21
RKO, BLONDELL A

$5,000

Pittsburgh, Jan. 23.
Club'a annual
benefU
show for Catherine Variety Sheridan, Pittsburgh theatrical organization's four-year-old ward, grossed
around $5,000 at |U0 top at the

Flash, MelUsa Mason, Julius Tannen, Ada Brown, Brian McDonald,

ALBEE

BROOKLYN,

Baby Ward Does
Variety

Rhythm

of

a company

his Orchestra,

two femme

lavKha la

Ulijhtdn.
AiDoac-' th* twiia eaay^
JJiM'Inirtoslu oa ra«Uo and Ita p«r«
tormera thea«i. lada 'rat« pi nioba
their owtu Ther have all the
pittif

ing the firet act in

AS H

BKO

RKO

beeii credited

PAUL

23.
liaa

Sole Management,

wired liOew's State here that on
account ot illness she will be unable
to open with the F&M unit Jan. 2$.

ie»7

JOHN O'CONNOR

BBOADWAT, NEW TORK

DICK and EDITH

THIS

STOW

WEEK

(JAN.

21)

STOPPING SHOWS
AT

LOEWS

STATE, New York

CLOSING A BILL OF ONLY
THE FINEST

NEXT

WEEK— LOEWS JERSEY

CITY

THE ORIGINATORS

LOWE, BURNOFF
CAPITOL,

NEW YORK, THIS WEEK

and

WORLD'S GREATEST COMEDY DANCERS

(JAN. 20)

WENSLEY
Direction,

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

YAH DEVI LLE
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NABORLY

JUGGLERS GET SCARED

Beadliiiers in 'One'

AT MUSIC HALL'S

With a Pianist Only

SIZE

To Keep O'head Down

After the size of the Radio City
Hall frightened the Three Swifts off
Chicago, Jan. 28.
the current bill, RKO sent all the
"The
Street
Singer'
Tracy,
jirthur
way to New Orleans for another
Je playing the Uptown for
"of radio,
juggling act. Felovis was closed in
B&TS. wltl^ only a piano player ilor N. O. in the middle of last week
accompaniment this week. It's by (Tuesday) in time to make the
way of an experiment with B&K. Thursday Music Hall opening.
The Swifts accepted a freak fourl4iBt minute booking gave but little
chance for exploitation so Tracy day booking at the Albee, Brooklyn,
under an arrangement by which
opened practically cold.
Uptown has been straight pic- they would have ^uit that full-week
tures for about a month with grosses bin and switched to the Music Hall.
down but overhead also. B&K is But after getting a look at the latapparently willing to gamble «with ter's interior, they decided to stay
occasional special attractions if not at the Albee for the full week.
RKO then offered the spot to
Tracy
Involving extra union help.
worked, in front of the house trav- Serge Flash, who was playing the
Mean- Earle, Philadelphia, but Flash said
eler with only the piano.
he
next
had seen the Music Hall, too. DeRiviera
door
to
the
the
while
Uptown has returned to straight spite all the jugglers laying off in
York the booking office
pictures after a short visit to the New
couldn't And one and had to send
vaudeville reservation.
Bums and Allen are booked to 1,600 miles away for Felovis as a
play the Southtown for B&K next last resort, and pay for the jump.
It seemed the Music Hall had to
week on the same basis Tracy
have a juggler.
played the Uptown.

Palace Doea An Alphonae-and- Gaston for Paramount, N. Y.

Cookie Bowers was let oft at the
RKO Palace, New York, Thursday
night (19) after six days so that he
could open at an opposition Broadway house, the Paramount, on Fri-

day (21).
Raymond BaJrd went in for one
day at Pal to succeed Bowers.
Another substitution last week at
the Pal was Jimmy Savo, subbing
for Prince Mike Romanoff, when
latter became Involved with the
federal immigration authorities.

RKO Agents Can't
Take

RC

(iices;

Plugging Palace

VARIETY

Incompetency and Stupidity Mark

Beck-Godfreys

YEARS

11

MURIEL WINDOW HANFORD

RKO

Marvin's

Spotted
NBC Artists

Return* to

RKO

Vaudeville,

Replacing Annie, Judy and Zeke,

Monday Matinee

Of the 60-odd franchlsed RKO
agents about 20 now have offices in
the Palace building, rest being scattered in the Bond and other build
Ings in Times Square. Beck's idea
Is to have the other 40 fill up the
space that RKO is vacating In Its
to Radio City.
In his sales talk on Beck's be
Rose tells the agents that the
present booking office quarters on
the sixth floor will be converted Into
a clubroom for 'the agents' associa
tlon.
But most of the agents say
they would prefer the convenience
of Radio (Tity offices adjacent to the

Booking Office

Harold Franklin and liis cabinet
were to have met today (Tuesday),

Dates

NBC

Agcf.

to consider the future operation of

Service has taken
over the vaude bookings for the
Johnny Marvin combo. Makes the
first
booking acquisition of this
tjme since it released Rnss Columbo
from his contract and Buddy Rogers
decMed to quit bandmasterlng.
First Marvin placements through
the network are a spilt and a full
week with RKO. Band plays Proctor's, Albany, Jan. 28-31, and Proctor's, Newark, week of Feb. 3.

Radio City, besides economy meas-

home

office expense.
Marscheduled to have rethe Orpheum circuit
meeting in San Francisco to attend
this conference at the summons of
Franklin.
Beck was to be asked to get rid
of George Godfrey, RKO chief booker, In the Interests of constructive
This demand
operation of RKO.
has been made of Beck on previous
occasions but Beck always found
ways of cutting off other booking
men, instead of Godfrey.
office
Whether the RKO chieftains are
^sufficiently strong enough to impel
Beck to eliminate Godfrey now remains to be seen.
Throughout Beck's administration
of the RKO booking office, the operating end of the company has been
flooded with complaints of Incompetency and general stupidity on the
part of the booking office admln( Continued
on page 44)

ures on
tin

Beck

Is

turned from

Tastyeast Jesters, harmony trio,
make their stage bow through
next Friday (27). It's a week
at the Fox, Brooklyn.

also

NBC

No

own move

at the

\ty

Having previously advised the
agents that they will not be
Trio
Like No. 2
permitted to rent offices in Radio
City, Martin Beck now is asking
them to move into the Palace buildAnnie. Zeke and Judy walked out
ing. The asking Is going on through of the Palace before yesterday's
Maurie Rose, once a prominent (Monday) matinee in protest of
vaudeville agent himself but now their No. 2 spot.
mostly concerned with the presi'
Muriel Window Hanford replaced.
dency of the RKO agents' associa
tlon and In doing little odd Jobs 'for
Beck, Godfrey and the booking of
flee.

*7%c Little Peacock of Vaudeville*
Assisted by JUAN REYES and EDDIE SHAPIRO

RKO

OperatioihT^emand Godfrey Quits

RKO

AFTER AN ABSENCE OF

87

Marcus Loew
BOOKINCACENCY

]

half

RKO

PALACE,

(THIS

NEW YORK

WEEK JANUARY

21

WEEKS TO FOLLOW
Jan. 28, Proapect, Brooklyn,

and Troy; Feb.

4,

new booking
Providence; Feb. 11*

Beaton

General Executive Offices

LOEWBUILMNG

ANWESX
N EX

office there.

Whether the

permit
prospective agent-tenants to take
Radio City space is by arrangement
with the R. C. people isn't known,
Incidentally, Beck owns 26% of the
Palace building which contains the
Palace theatre.
refusal

to

160

4e^ST*

BRyant 9-7800

NEW YORK

CITY

Harlan's Vodeshow

RKO ROXY, New York, Now (Jan. 20)
Columbus, Jan.

GARCIA'S
EXiCAN

MARIMBA
BAND

TIPICA

NBC Artists—On WJZ
Every Sunday Morning 10

to 10:30

SEVEN OF MEXICO'S FINEST MUSICIANS

J.

23.

MARVIN

Dale, m.c.

Bookings are through the south,
opening at Bluefield, W. Va. Dance
dates as well as theatres are to be
played. Ed. Breckenrldge, Hartman theatre manager, resigned his
post here to act as advance man
and manager.

June Carp's 3 Foreign Weeks
June C!arr Is going abroad for
three London vaudeville weeks on
a booking by Curtis & Allen.
Dancer opens Feb. 6 at the Palladium for two weeks there and a
third at Holbrook Empire.

H.

LUBIN

OBNSBAl. MANAOKB

Kenneth Harlan has formed a
vaude roadshow which Includes a
12-piece all-girl band, Harry and
Gurley, adagio team, and Freddy

H.

SCHENCK

BOOKIKO MAKAOKB

COLLETTE LYONS
With

GEORGE SNYDER

RKO PAUCE, NEW YORK, THIS WEEK
Direction

O. L.

MES "Dunv

OZ

"

(Jan.

21)

WM. MORRIS OFFICE

m
S9f

VAUDE nansE nEyiEw$

VARIETY
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PAVILION,

LONDON

STATE,

were not expected to enterN. Y.
tain, the logical move was a strong
Nearest thing In a long time to a
London, Jaii. 10.
show otherwise. As a vaude layout
the current one just about passes,
This week's bill at the Pavilion straight specJlalty bill In the forand that's in spite of the freak looks like corking entertainment on mer style than has been around
these parts. Nothing about it that
headllner. There's nothing else on
friend

RICH and Jack

Mrs. Freddie

RUYTER

De-

Soprano
Fox, Washington

Freak Act
ei Mlna.; Full

Palace
Billing says,

nnd Her Park

'Beautiful Divorcee
Ave. Playboy.'

Freddie Rich, orchestra leader,
sued for and won a divorce from
Peggy Lawton Rich, former show
girl, on the only grounds upon which
a divorce can be obtained In New
York. Co-respondent was Jack DeRuyter, who rates as a millionaire
on a newspaper decision.
Ex-Mrs. Rich, using both first and
last names of her husband for the
occasion, and her boy friend are doing a vaudeville act; at least they're
playing a week on a vaudeville
stage. It happens to be the Palace.
The trial, which caused the tab-

down

loids to let

their journalistic

hair a couple of weeks ago and
which was just so much advance

the act, was hot
Witnesses for the husband

exploitation
stuff.

testified to

for

having seen Mrs. Rich

and her playboy
ping-pong.

for

together, and not
Tliat testimony,

which gave Rich his divorce. Is not
so old that it has been forgotten.
But just to make certain, Mrs.
Rich's billing in t)ie Palace theatre
lobby and out on the sidewalk In-

cludes rgprlnta of newspaper stories
and headlines that contain the infiide

MARY GARDEN

boudoir

stuff.

Mary Garden, ex-darllng of CMcago opera, with blonde hair, collects a gorgeous wardrobe and steps
down

into

vaudeville

Rich and her playboy off the stage
most of the time. There Is some
entertainment in the act, but it
doesn't come from the principals.
contributed by a 12-plece iMind,
a tenor who's equally

It's

unbilled, atid

anonymous. With the band and the
singer to keep things moving, the
21' minutes are not all terrible.
Mrs. Rich Is on thrice and In as
many costumes. She .'leads' the
band first, then reappears for a ballroom waltz with her Park Ave. playboy, and at the finish of the act,
she walks around the stage to music. Her costume In the waltz with
her playboy Is a revealing black
chiffon creation.
At the break-In
at Trenton she wore an underskirt.
For the Palace engagement she left

which

will Interest only those
wlio are still Interested.
it oft,'

Th« boy friend seems to be going
through an ordeal whenever he's on,
tliree times.
He wears evening
dress as a Park avenuer should do,
even &t Qie Palace,' a grind. His
dance with Mrs. Rlph Is one of those
things that the lucky Palace customers who B^fe it probably won't
ever see a^ain In a theatre.
Business is the only reason for
Mrs. Rich and Park to be on a
stage, but there was no business at
the Palace Saturday afternoon, so
no rectaon.
What Mrs. Rich has done more
than anything else is to oaen up a
new way to play a week at the Palace by having a judge ofllclally decide that a wife cheated. So be true
to your husbands, girls, ai\d the
best you'll ever play is a last half
on the washboard.
Bige.

—

DUNCAN SISTERS
22 Mins.; One
Loew's State, Newark
Reunited again, the

organization to present her. Comes
out under white spot before curtain.
Ovation weak, but more than she
ge*- at flnieh.
Shallow stage Is set with pianist
and vase on table stand. Atmosphere is distinctly that of concert
stage with no attempt at change of
setting. Opens with 'Annie Laurie,'
Only
followed by 'At Dawning.'
operatic aria is 'Habanera' from
'Carmen,' which Is best number.
'Comin' Thru the Rye* furnishes encore.

The years have woven glamour
about Garden which has drifted to
vaude fans through society pages
and beauty preparation ads. But.
they may expect more than they'll
get.
Graciousness and interpretation which made her name on concert stage is lost on a picture-house
mob. She Is sweet, but doesn't give
'em any thrills. Old-line opera fans
call it admirable restraint. Voice Is
pretty, but fine points are over
heads of most i^nd without power to
ring rafters they just can't see what
all shooting is about.
Uses orchestra throughout, which Is help.
Just a nice, refined act with a
name.

Duncan

Sis-

appear in a new act. They
have the s.nme life and infectious
gaiety, but the act does not really
do them justice. That they have
never meant much in Newark no
doubt hurts. It may be that they
have not really found the!T>.<?elves,
and tb»v will In time build the turn
up with their own additions that
better

Some more
would

their
typical

reflect

person.ilities

Duncan songs

help.

They open with both In white
coats and sing mildly and briefly.
They drop the coats, and Rosetta,

who appears throughout In white
fa£e, becomes a poor kid in rompers, while Vivian re-enters as a rich
They sing und talk and go
child.
out on a bicycle. In all this flrst
part they .make little impression. It
might be well to scrap It.
Rosetta makes a speech
team being together and
raising Asthers. She then
as Chic Sales and Vivian
garbed as an old-style

about the
speaks of

makes up
comes in

belle, ex
tremely dressed with much bustle
and bust. After another half-talked
song, Rosetta appears as a German
boy fascinated by the rhumba. She
alone and then both sing a combination of German popular song and
the 'Peanut Vendor.' They work In

some Interlocked and

Grand O.

(10)

N. Y.
Revival of the old-time hypnotic
act which probably is new to
younger patrons In this antique
form.
Act is staged with some
sense of showmanship, but the oldtime horses are no longer available,
and only two of the standard stunts
are worked; the rl^d body on which
four men stand while it is rested
across two chair backs, and the
strongarm stunt with one man.
All the rest is comedy, with the
seven men from the audience doing
pretty well with It,^ but It's more
stooge comedy than* the old developments. Apt to be laughed at the
wrong way In the better houses,
but should be a mopper In fapnlly
places. The younger folk rocked In
H.,

shifting

nand

BtulT n- '' Anally arouse them to real
applnuap.
But the Duncans can do better.

Ray

back on

after his stretch at Radio City,

is

on the bill, too, though you wouldn't
kjiow It by reading the front. Bolger happened to be the hit of the
first Music Hall show and just now
stands as the foremost candidate for
new-star rating on Broadway. But
he hasn't lost a divorce case yet.
Bolger was fourth on the bill under
the emergency arrangement

and

re-

peated his R. C. click.
It starts off with George Campo
t.aklng some hard falls In an acrobatic dancing turn with a girl.
Campo better get another make-up.
lAct used to be Campo and Ray.
lOpens show here.
That Annie, Judy and Zeke laid
\
an oeuf in the deuce might be attributed to a cold and small audience, or that the Palace Is still on
Broadway. Their rube takeoff a la
the Weavers has been reliable out
on the road for a couple of seasons.
Joe and Pete Mlchon worked
themselves up to the verge of a
nervous breakdown, which is the
usual procedure for this, one of the
two or three hardest-working acts
in show business. Their strenuous
tumbling drew the bill's flrst base
hit. No. 3.
The Mlchons and Vanessl sandwiched Bolger. Miss Vanessi in
fifth position, with three song-anddance boys aiding. Is back with her
cycle of dances, a good-looking turn
by a good-looking girl. Collette
Lyons, billed alone while with
George Snyder, has added a buck
dance to her other eccentricities and
now gives 'em everything but cooking lessons. It's an okay arrangement for a girl who's a chiefly a
comedian, bespeaking of a versatility that may lift her out of the four
and more a day. Only that buck
dance should be tossed down front,
with the singing again used for the
,

.

Bige.

finish.

Orpheum, Minneapolis
Minneapolis, Jan.

their seats here.

18.

Stage '©utflt Is two girls and a
All that the Orpheum is giving
man, though all of the chair plac- the folks this week for 55c Is two
ing could be done well enough by feature pictures, 'Goona-Goona' and
a Eringle person. All makes an ef- 'False Faces,' Pathe news and five
fective appearance In tux and a acts of vaudeville, including Georges
black-and-white turban, and his Carpentier for a name and Harry
patter is pretty well built, but he'll Burns and Arthur Jarrett.
But
have to get better horses.
Act even this wasn't enough to Induce
would be Improved by a faster pace. a box office rush. And the show. In
Not enough stuff for the 20 minutes Its entirety, while boasting the utused here.
most In quantity, falls far behind
Chic.

THREE FRENCH MISSES
Gymnasts

most of Its recent predecessors in
entertainment quality. But It sounds
like a big 65c worth.
Four Casting Pearls get the bill
off to a satisfactory start with a

5 Mins.; Full
Academy, N. Y.
routine- of thrilling and difficult
Three personable girls who work casting feats. Two of the flyers
on a rigging formed of two upright are catapulted back and forth In
ladders with a cradle across the top. mid-air, turning a succession of
Neck suspensions, tooth holds and somersaults before caught by their
the usual gymnastic stuff with the partners, ^vho hang from horizontal
swings and ropes carried by the bars.
bearer from the cradle.
Lee, Port and Doty, two youths
Showy stuff and fast working, but
offered ,too matter-of-factly to sell dressed as sailors, and a shapely
reveals her charms liberwell, and needs a smash finishing miss who
ally, have no difficulty In holding
trick something showy.
for
Good
an opener almost anywhere. Chic. down the deuce. Their clowning
and dancing evoke considerable audience response. Lee, a local youth.
Is the act's hit with his unusual
N. Y.
Russian clogging and eccentric
'They Fell in Love While Danc- comedy dancing.
Jarrett, well-known locally through
ing,' says the vocal Introduction. So
Freddie Rich sued for divorce and his Hotel Lowry appearances and
won it. There was plenty of dirt radio work, got a hand on his enabout Mrs. Rich and the boy. Jack trance. His singing of pop numDeRuyter (New Acts). It all came bers, including 'Buddie, Can You
out in the newspapers, and now it's Spare a Dime?,' through a mike,
on display in the picture frames In was well enough liked, but not prothe Palace lobby what Freddie's vocative of excessive enthusiasm.
Harry Burns, next to closing, still
witnesses said they saw when they
peeked through the window, etc. seemed able to garner laughs with
That's how new Palace headliners about the same routine that he has
are now born.
been doing these many years, and
Besides bringing up the charges which is familiar to all vaudeville
of mlsbehavln' again, the bold bill- fans.
Two girls and a stooge help
ing describes Mrs. Rich and Mrs. Burns, who continues to use his
Rich's friend as 'Beautiful Divorcee balloon business and all the other
and Her Park Ave. Playboy.' Under stuff. A change of material Would
1
the new Palace freak policy^ they help..
Outside of good looks and ajSashare the headliners.
As a freak headllner without ex lon-plate appearance, Carpentier has
pected to entertain an audience, the nothing to offer. He probably satisblonde Mrs. Rich, once a show girl, fied the curiosity of a number of
and her playboy are in purely to patrons and got by as a master of
draw sohie business. They weren't ceremonies for the singing and
'drawing Saturday, with attendance dancing revue presented by four
in the afternoon leas than average. girls, who are far from worldThe gross will have to show some beaters. When Georges essayed to
sing and dance, it was pitiful.
heft as the week progres.ses to jus
On the screen. 'False Faces' was
tify the booking. It's doubtful that
even a smash week and that's not well liked, but no magnet. Loop
RKO for showing of 'Virgins of Ball' a few
poEsible would repay
bumming up a perfectly good the weeks ago probably detracted from
'Goona-Goona' as a card.
Small
atre, which Is all that the new pol
house at the early night show.
icy has done thus far.
Reet.
And since Mrs. Rich and her boy
•

—

ters

be-

—

What the husband's witnesses
bwore they saw through the wlnddw
Is what got the wife and her playboy into the Palace. But what the
audience is seeing at the Palace
Isn't enough to get Mrs. Rich and
her playboy to first base In an InALI BEN ALI
door ball game at Girl's High.
Marvin Welt and Dave Fine, com- Hypnotist
missioned by RKO. to make the cou- 20 Mina.; Full
ple presental>Ie for stage purposes,
were smart enough to keep Mrs.

spotted

tween Radio Rubes and comedy
team, No. 3 on flve-act bill. She
ought to be a sensation but isn't.
Is irftroduced from pit by orchestra leader with long spiel about
what a privilege It is to the Loew

paper, ,wlth only two holdovers,
several new names and some quick
returns.
But in practice it lacks
speed, not enough comedy, and generally misses fire. Sixteen Pavilion
Angels
open. Girls are a definite atOverlooking an opening show jam
traction here, as Is often commentin which delays necessitated some
last-mlnute switching, the bill as ed upon by the 'regulars' at this
spotted didn't look, like opposish for house.
Two Harlequins, couple of contithe family radio. Principal fault is
nental hand balancers, with the
too much dancing, and mostly tapsuggesting their style of atping.
Up to the freak closer, at name
tire, are just another of their type.
which point five acts had been on Norman
Carroll, getting credit for
and off, the customers were shell- being 'famous
all over Manchester,'
shocked from the taps. And then
was originally discovered some 10
Mrs. Rich and the boy friend apyears tigo when Stoll ran a compepeared, to send them out walking.
tition at the Shepherd's Bush EmBolger,
Broadway

the stage or screen to prevent a boxoffice moratorium In the event the
headliners don't draw. Par's 'Devil's
Driving' Is the picture on second
run here after the Paramount,
where it was just another picture.

PALACE,

—

—

—

looks sensatlbnal, but smooth, nicelv
varied specialty matter, fairly weil
blended and delivering a nice average. Hasn't a single radio name or
picture personal In the running, no

'flashes' and no freaks, which Is
something.
Extraordinary situation just happened. On the original layout they
had Arthur Lake and Florence Lake
In feature position, but a last-minute substitute brought in Ross
Wyse, Jr., and Parents for the spot.
Show opens In formal manner
with the Great YacopI Troupe,
seven men and a sturdy woman,'
doing teeterboard acrobatic feats of
breath-taking calibre.
Have cut
pire.
Act has been working con- the <tlme to about six minutes now
sistently since,
with very little and Improved. It's all solid spechange In material.
clalty
with twisting throws to
Carlo Medlnl Six, family aggrega- three- and four-highs, the woman
tion of South Amercan acrobats, functioning in the middle of
the
have a routine of pole balancing, three formations and doing
much
fast, swinging catches of more than catching.
Fast and Interesting.
ordinary quality which are near
Letdown No. 2 with Andre Reshow stopping.
naud, young man of engaging apChris Charlton, with several as- pearance, who plays
two pianos
sistants, still relies on kettle trick, with a
good deal of flourish. Why
the burnt handkerchiefs and disap- playing two pianos
should be a
pearing lady from bathing tent sus- stage performance
doesn't explain
pended in mid-air.
itself, even when the result sounds
Cole Brothers, playing quick re- about
the same as first-rate music
turn, took time in warming up, but
on one set of ivories. No telling
finally got them with their banjo
about a vaudeville audience, though.
playing, snappy gab and dancing.
Young China, coming across from This crowd Insisted on an encore.
The Wyses followed in No. 3 for
the Leicester Square after debuting
at the Palladium, is about the best a first-rate Interlude of stepping
that's been around in a long time. and talk. The youngster has what
it takes to be a specialty dancer,
Novelty in a Chinese hoofer.
Georgle Hayes, one of the hits of doing a great variety of difficult
a Casino de Paris ravue several sea- steps In finished style. Wyse pere
sons ago, looks lifelike as male im- Is no mean acrobatic dancer himpersonator, and performs some diffi- self, while mama broods gently over
cult toe stepping. Her toe work on the proceedings and furnishes ata specially constructed staircase mosphere and a saxophone accom*
would have been a riot, but the panlment to the boy's final stepping
Barstows' recent London appear- pyrotechnics.
Nan Halperin brought her song
ance took the edge off her work.
Cabaret section has only three cycle to the next spot, figuring as
acts, not counting the Pavilion An- added attraction on the six-act laygels and Georgle Hayes, who makes out. Series runs 'Girl Who Forgot,'
another
appearance.
Nauton 'Agitated Bride' and 'Scarlet Sister
Wayne's introductory reniarks set Sadie,' the latter a florid finale that
the pace for Anona Winn, popular fits neatly In for a climax to an Inon the air, in impressions. Girl does teresting trio of character numbers.
splendidly, but overstays.
Miss Halperin manage;^ to get a
Rio Brothers, here after a Conti- world of vaudeville punch into an
nental jaunt, have very little that Is act that has class.
new. The 'Schnozzle' Durante ImNext-to-closing and closing were
pi'bsslon, by one of the brothers, a dangerous selection, calling upon
with the schnozzl6 falling Off when Dick and Edith Barstow, boy and
least expected, could be funny If girl tap dancers, to a put a period
done well, but lacks realism. As is, to a six-act bill and at the same
act not a safe bet for English vaude- time follow no less a tapper than
ville, and looks like limited stay.
Bill Robinson.
Ordinarily it would
Billy Cotton's band, with Cotton be no bargain to assign
a buck-andback after serious illness, works winger of almost any kind to top off
better under his direction, and a session of Bill, but this arrangemakes effective closer.
ment works out well enough. The
Bin cost about |3,000, which Is trick Is that Bill Is a rough-andreasonable. Last week the Pavilion ready entertainer,
grossed $7,700, despite the bill con- is only one side and the tap angle
of his turn, which
taining 10 dumb acts. Including six has his
characteristic Imitations and
doing acrobatics. This week's gross side murmurs
and the brunet
should be around $8,300, which comic's
genial presence, all topped
means $2,000 to the credit side.
by the stair tap routine.
Then come the fresh-looking
young brother and sister with their
juvenile appearance and their novelty song and stepping routine, and
Toronto, Jan. 20.
In booking the Georgia Minstrels the similarity doesn't occur to one.
into the Imperial, Howard Knevels The finish Is the trick, however,
has scored another local scoop. It is when the Barstows go to tapping
doubtful if there has been another on their toes for nearly four minminstrel show in this to:7n during utes, finishing up with the self same
the past decade.
There's a police stair routine. Here's a case where
ban on the old-time parade, but this a similarity of specialty is its own
deluxer tCL^^ped the edict by placing merit through the interesting angle
the players in two busses, brass of seeing two widely different kinds
band on top, and parading the of dancers go through a more or

IMPERIAL,

TORONTO

downtown area. It's the sort of
thing that stirs past memories and
brings the oldsters fiocklng.
Capacity house for last show and looks
like a good week.
Nucleus of the Georgia Minstrels
is the old Richards and Pringle
fxoupe that played here 40 years ago
in the old museum days. Bill opens
with a Suwanee medley behind the
traveler, with plush parting on a
full-stage set, minstrels in traditional toppers, red jackets and
striped trousers, in three tiers, with
band at rear. House orchestra lends
able support in the pit.
End men are introduced in the
old-time manner, and company goes
Into a 'Weep No More, My Lady'
harmony.

Then a dance

for
rubber-legs bits
trio

snake-effects and
in the true Afro-American manner,

less identical routine.

Attendance was excellent at this
second Saturday afternoon performance, the answer apparently
being Clarke Gable on the marquee
in 'No Man of Her Own' (P.nr).
Rush,

DOWNTOWN,

L. A.

Los Angeles, Jan. 20.
In the past five weeks, the caliber
of acts at this house has risen from
small-time to the best vaude can
offer today. As an indication, current week has Allan Rogers headlining and two strong comedy turns,

Franklyn and Warner and Nelson
and Knight.
Opener, an unpretentious dance revue, gives the

show femmes and youth. Clcser is
fine control hand-to-hand team.
Park and Clifford.
Rogers lands solidly and this Is
more of an achievement because he
had an 80% male house to work to,
'Silver Threads Among the Gold'
In
being a stand-out that called for due to the picture '20,000 Years
Sing Sing* (WB). For an operetta
four encores on opening night.
mob
tenor
Lots of shouting and applause for means to encore before such a enthat he delivers plenty
the dance bits.
Only letdown Is
and doesn't have to dewhen the boys go into chatter. tertainment
on s.a. Does four numbers
With the usual minstrel repetition, pend
and an encore. Of these, a Swedish
this slows up the offering.
Jokes comedy song, done a la El Brendel,
are also hoary with age.
Three 'Brother Can You Spare a Dime"
Gobs are before the velvet in one for and a Yiddish specialty son;? are
scene change and score on spectac- strongest, though all click. House
with a background of tambourine
arm drills. It's a sock effect. Lee
Robbins trails with a couple of oldtime ballads In the music-hall style,

a

ular dancing that's clean but satisfies.
Then the company on before a
Southern plantation scene with pillared colonial mansion at rear and

may hold him over for a second
week with a new set of ditties.
Franklyn and Wa'rncr have all
the makings of big-time material,

an Alabama moon. Modern negro
pops are worked In for old-time
cake-walks, and then Into a camp
meeting with the hallelujah singers
scoring on harmony again.
Overture is a medley of sea chanties with Jack Arthur handling the
baton. Feature is 'They Just Had
McStay.
to Get Married' (U).

the girl contributing as

much

to the

goofy waltz and other clownincr as
the man. A little more polish and
this act can compete with any

mixed comedy team among standard turns.
Nelson and Knight get st.arled a
bit slowly but soon warm \ip a"''
run the other comedy act a clopc

tneB«lay, Jtammey 24,

VAUDE HOUSE REVIEWS

1933

Opener
mtmovA tor lauffh honors.
tmUke Ben and Sally revue, straight

GRAND

Gras Festival* through a
O. H., N. Y. masquerade
touch, Felnberg goes
DOwA at this old-timer, where out as stager. He's being sucSuiolner t>y a line qI four, and two
MOlalty RtrlB. Producers operate they go In more for quantity than ceeded by Boyle Woolfork, who has
^rjMae Beach dancing school and quality. It's still a three-hour show staged units for picture houses In
^T.e displayed orlglnalty in their with the five acts of vaudeville run- Chicago and the mlddl6 west,
ning 66 minutes. Topper Is All Ben
clean-cut All (New Acts), who put's the old- Woolfork will have complete charge
Clifford,
"fparfc"* and
of the stage. Dows will continue to
oune acrobats, score well enough time hypnotist act Into modem supply acts working in front of perJi hold them In their s^ats for the dress, but clings to the old forma- manent
stage band, an 11-piece outdose. Manner ot delivering their tion Instead of the more recent fit, which the coming week gets a
more
even
than
the
counts
tricks
developments of mentalism and new leader, Willie Creager, from
tunts In winning applause.
thought
traneferrence.
Modem burlesque.
above
the
usual
flOO'
went
House
touch iB in the make-up with All
An. acrobatic dancer shortly af17001 budget for the stage show and
patterning after Chandu instead of
Ihe quality of the bill shows that it Carpenter, Santanelli and that ilk. ter opening of unit Saturday regisworth it. House was almost Only trouble is that while he goes tered about as well as anyone In the
show,
second
day
opacity opening
the
motions, horsing show. A trio of dancers with too
old
through
pf the week.
has ceased to be a profession, and long a routine not so forte, but finhe is forced to resort to stooges in- ish fairly, while Georgle Hunt, who
stead. Probably it would be impos- m.c's, does moderately well with a
N. Y.
sible to And old-school types who line of talk. Some of the gags are
Fourt^nth street house got a bet- could submit to having their flesh moth-eaten, but with mob over here
in
tisual
with
bill
a
than
break
ter
pierced with needles and the other that makes Uttle diff.
which four out of five acts clicked, old reliables, but he does pull the
Osaki Bros., Japs, like the dance
but that didn't seem to have much stoppage of blood with one man, the trio, seem to be padding, with the
Half
business.
a
the
^eot on
arm and hand going almost dead in barrel Juggling sequence very slow
'bouse downstairs for the last night contrast to the flush of the other and overstalled. On their rlsley fina
on
the
third
show, and less than
hand. Act lacks meat, taking 20 ish, however, they partly redeem
It's not a bad
7 o'clock scampen
minutes for four tricks where the themselves, with HIpp's line of girls
show, but no smash to the names vets would have packed a dozen Into (12) and Lillian Fields, clever aero
since May Wirth is better known that time. 3ut It went over because hoofer, bringing up finale.
Osakis
where circuses ar^ more strongly it was something new to the rising should have been spotted earlier.
"Advertised.
generation, and struck them as beNovelty single, apparently Jack
'She getft the middle niche on a Ing^ funny.
Adams in billing, does a song num:.iave-act bill, using two younger girl
Another revival Is the appearance ber while eating cigs, matches,
riders, Phil as down,- and a groom
the new edition of Gallagher and paper, etc. Some folks thought It
who works in on one trick, a flve- of
Shean, the boys being sons of the funny and laughed. Strictly a novneirsbn carry. Routine is-^ell vaoriginators. They use the old song elty and passable as such, but too
ried for a lO-miniite run, though the
for the encore which assures them long on routine.
Char.
singing which opens the act hardly
Riding Is somewhat ham- an encore but do not use their
-

«s

ACADEMY,

Now
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—

'belonjEfS.

pered by the size of the ring avail.

-able

oh this stage.

Four head

of

ring stock are carriied, but it is not
;nhtll the close of the act that it is
t^ized by the crowd that more
thah two horses are used; Act is
fast working, yet it seems to lack
illnger and over to only a mild hit.
Three Fren<jh Misses (New Acts)

bpeh with some gymnastic stuff,
upright ladders with a

iuaing ^two

-cradle across for a series of neck
suspensions; iron- jaw work and rope
'and swings. Varied iand fast working with the' girls attractive in neat
odstiimes.
Benny Ross with his ennuled girl
trLend deuced, and they even liked
s6ihe of Ross' chatter and radio im>

personation, though they did not
.come to life until the girl sauntered
iOil^i
After that they knew why Ross

had been booked. They wanted
more of her, but Ross hogged the
though the act is

tflnish for himself,
.over when the girl

quits the stage.
Senator Murphy In the choice
.-next-toi-clos'ing on form looked to
.'bOrthemopper. upper with his stump
speech In -the center of soapbox oratory, but that probably was the
trouble.
Some of those spielers
around Union Square are as funny
as the Senator and more in earnest.
Murphy had plenty of good material
and quite a bit of It new. In most
.houses It win get over in a large
:Way, but hero they were merely poDidn;t seem to be a matter of
lite.
voice projection, because they were
.

.

-

.

—

—

—

fathers' material in the

main

act,

with a noisy young person laboring
under the delusion that it is necessary to keep shouting all the time
to carry them along. Act is still In
the formative stage, but gives
promise.
Olvera Brothers open with a little
hand pulling and a couple of good
perch stunts and got an unusually
good hand for the opener down
here. They had It coming to them,
for they work very hard and effectively and dress the act neatly If
Only five minutes,
inexpensively.
but no stalling.
Carlos, Leete and Mia down here
from the Orpheum and over well.
At the close of the show caught the
girl got an elegant bump at the finish of the act. but In general the
catches are sure and this tumble
was covered by the girl rtaylng put
until the travelers closed.
Jones and Wilson in negro coffk
edy had plenty on the crowd and
got four rOcallB. Not usual down
here, where mostly they like 'em and
leave 'em.

FUm

backer-upper

Is

'Fugitive'

(WB), with the kids all hot and
bothered over Muni's woes and sore
at the Indefinite finish. They like
films down here with a clear understanding that they gel married and
happily ever after.
only fair to good Sat
live

Business

VMe.

HIPPODROME,

ORPHEUM,

N. Y.

applauding now and then from
the' back of the house.
Closer Is the Rimacs Cuban orch,
10 men with a good sense of rhythm
but falling Just short of the Individuality that puts over some of the
Havana importations. Smooth playlhg,.but too much of a- too-complacent comedian. Two girl dancers
help very considerably in torrid
.

PALACE, CHICAGO

—

—

Radio

at

Offices

City

RKO

and Radio Pictures moved
and Satur-

into Radio City Friday
(20-21).

day nights

and

theatre deare on the 11th
partments of
building at
floor in the new
R. C, while Radio Pictures has the
14th floor. In between, 12th, with no
13th 'floor In the building, are surplus staffs of both
and Radio.

Administrative

RKO
RKO

RKO

Bond

building

emptied by the

Is

almost

59

REPORTED SCHEME OF
ORPH STOCKHOLDERS
As a
Orpheum

possible solution of
circuit
problem,

theatres Into 26c. vaudflim grinds
along the lines of the Indie Hippodrome, New York. This came up at
the Orpheum stockholders' meeting
In San Francisco last week, attend-

ed by Martin Beck, with Beck said

The most

Spokane's Vaudfilmer

Wow

Click

Spokane, Jan. 16.
Ray A. Grombacher, formerly
with Spokane Theatres, Inc., has
reopened the Post St. as a tab and
picture

house.

It

was

New

Tork.
significant point to the
policy setup Involves a
complete break with
for operation by the Orpheum people on
their own.
In the way of adoption of the 26o
idea Just now is the present Orpheum theatres' overhead which In
the majority of locations would preclude chances for profit at such a
scale.
weekly overhead of $7,000
or $8,000 per theatre. Including
rent. Is regarded as maximum for
any cheap priced grind, and that in
the larger theatres only.

reported

At 25c a

the
the

stumped stockholders are weighing
the posBlbilities of turning all Orph

half to be bringing the plan back to

RKO move.

previously

under Grombacher's direction.
First week's business at 26c top
has been the talk of the town.
Stage band under Dudley Wilson,
together with specialty ai)d second
and third run pix for the two-bit

admission.

RKO

A

&

The NOW Tork Hip under Cooper
showing a
an $8,000

Carroll's oi>eratlon is
slight profit now iibove

weekly cost. The top Is 26c scale
ranging down to 16c matinees. The

New

N. Y. Hipp Stager

Boyle Woolfolk, former Western
Arbuckle goes Vaudeville agent and producer, has
the central spot on the marquee for been brought eust from Chicago to
the current stanza. Business was stage the stage band shows for
neither off nor above the usual level Cooper & Carroll at the HippoSaturday afternoon. But entertain drome, New York.
and garner unanimous approval the
Woolfolk replaces Abe Felnberg,
Arbuckle act did, with the reaction

To Roscoe

operators feature the admlsh price
above the show in belief the scale
is

The low

the chief attraction.

'Fatty*

grade stage and screen combination
give quantity
bills are built to
rather than quality. C. & C, think
that neither the vaude nor the picture Is ever Individually responsible for business, but that the
leaving room for the possibility that who is out. A. & B. Dow office combination of the two, plus the
scale, is tho draw.
a word-of-mottth fipread around the continues as the Hip's booker.
Yorkville nabe -will spur things as
the

week

proceeds.

Of the four ^urns sharing the bill
with the former .fllna comic only one
comes >7lthin the standard category
and that's the opener, Claudia Alba,
FolIOwlrig the lady with the sturdy
shoulders and Iron Jaws Is Hildegarde, practically breaking In a
single, a trio of knockabout clowns
calling themselves Tom, Dick and
Harry, and a clq^in^ musical nondescript traveling under the moniker Of Roismah'a Alabamians. Ranoff was fast In getting started, but
slow In winding iip.

F&M

sure that there was
enough film to brace this vaude melange they tacked three shorts onto
the main epic. The Son-Daughter*
(Metro). Trio in addition to the
newsreel consist of a Charley Chase
exhibit and a Rudy Valiee fantasy.
Though her collection of strongarm. Jaw and back stunts, and the
museum of cannons, cannonballs
and chariot that go along with it,

Unit Additions

Vaude's Click Keeping

Hollywood, Jan. 28.
ScoUay, Boston,
Marco placements
Boston, Jan. 23.
during the past week:
Scollay's
persohnOl,
n[iusiclanfl,
Ray Conlln Into 'Varieties': Stone stagehands and others who got noand Lee, originally spotted In tices, still have their jobs due to
'Rookies', fib Into 'Snapshots* In
the big' success pf returning vaude
stead; Jerome and Gray, Joitl 'Rookin bringing In. the patrons.
ies' Jan. 27 at the Warfleld, San
Manager Vinson, putting oh eight

Open

Fanchon

fk

-

Francisco.

acts,

retains

own

John McConvlIle

To make

N. Y.
was in all likelihood no new -sight to
most of
customers, Frauline
Big ones for a nickel, as in the Alba kept the
the glims peeled In her
old beer days. Is comparable to Hip- direction and the approving palms
podrome now with Its shows for a in action. Furore of the cannon(Quality may not be the firing
quarter.
and the metal crashing In the
best, but there's a lot of It. Pea- Alba session provided a sharp connuts policy, with whole stage show trast to the quiet entry of the wilbudgeted at around $1,000 on the lowy HIdegarde.
depresh
at
bought
and
film
week
It took Hlldegarde, who recently
terpsey stuff in three sections. prices, has its followers the same
was tied up with Gus Edwards In
Screen offered 'Man Against Wo- as the big mugs of beer.
one of his annuals, a little time to
man* (Col), a two-reeler, and the
It's okay if you want to get a fill
'em warmed up here to her style
get
usual newsreel.
Chic.
and still have carfare home. No of feeding and bubbling personality,
use kicking if the show Isn't up to but even with the mild reception, no
Broadway standards, or if some better house could have been picked
careless kid tramps In your corns;
for that Dutch dialect and those
Chicago, Jan. 20.
the cost has been trivial. Appar- German dlttl^.
Once she settled
Paul Ash refused to mention the ently there are a lot of folks who smoothly into her routine the going
word 'Oriental' at the Palace on measure their entertainment de- was all hers. But the act seemed in
Friday. He did mention Lou Ldp- mands by the pocketbook rather need of smarter routining, both on
Btone, the B&K production chief, than by tastes, with some of the the patter and the slotting of the
but further than that he would not patronage over here looking like It song numbers, especially the Garbo
advertise his former employers. It may have sneaked down from Fifth item. It is also possible the substiwas always 'the other theatre* -that avenue and into house unnoticed In tution of a fast comedy ditty for the
he alluded to in the sentimental order to save a quarter or two. And ballad would bring a more solid
speech-making.
Of course, 'the still kill time.
sendoff.
other theatre* Is now given over to
Yet considering the low operating
Tom, Dick and Harry didn't stay
straight pictures, its long loyalty to overhead of $8,000 and the top scale
very long, and that undoubtedly was
Btage shows forgotten, and it was
one
no
afternoons
IBc
of 2Bc it's
one of the points In their favor.
obvious that many of its former gets stuck. Current stage show Is Nothing above
the usual run in
patrons were, at least Friday after- not as good as some house has their method of knock 'em down and
noon, at the Palace.
With drag 'em out hoke, but the heavier
it isn't bad either.
Ash was a smash. That goes first played, but
itself, in good order, well
the pratt fall, the heartier the reas regards the welcome he received, theatre
and well lighted, and the sponse from the Orpheum clientele,
second on the performance of his heated
stage dressed up so that it at least and these lads collected a bundle of
act, and third on the crowded lobby
familiar dusty, frayed them.
waiting for the second show. Ash lacks that
look, It is pleasanter to tire out the
Arbuckle came on to a neat relooked great, too, with less of both
average Inde- ception an*' walked off to a corking
nair and weight. Needless to say It fan here than in the
scaled at a quarter ovation. Exchange between the big
house
pendent
was an ideal combination that
more,
or
boy and his annoyer. Jack Shutta,
placed him on the same bill with
Abe Felnberg has been staging In an upper box, was studded thick
Johnny Perkins, for the two have
the band units played at the house with old ones, but the payees treatIntertwined histories locally.
Show was strong all the way after since It opened under the manage- ed them all with equal laugh sallies.
the opening act. That was Bee and ment of a couple of Woolworth Arbuckle's song recitation that folRay Goman revue, which seemed operators from Ohio, A. J. Cooper lowed the cross-fire added little to
new and in cor.sequence slow. Turn and William Carroll, successful the general Impresslop and could be
got
meagre results throughout, 10-cent boys, who brought Cecil easily omitted. By passing up this
most of the specialties dying. Lil- Maberry In with them. The Ohioans Interlude and going straight Into his
took one look at Sixth avenue, fig- soft-shoe, Arbuckle would both
lian Miles and Al Slegel also did
one number with Ash besides their ured It was their meat and opened quicken the act's pace and butid up
own turn, which got over well and up. Maberry Is the operator, while to a stronger finish. Mrs. Arbuckle
Alec
Moss is skimming the milk (Addle IVIcPhalll) Is on Just long
presented the flaxen-haired girl to
enough for the customers to give
close in advertising the shows on a
Chicago for the first time.
the once-over, and to crack a couple
Perkins'
stories
and paunch- restricted budget.
Picture is 'The Stoker' (Allied), at the guy In the box.
Jlbrating good humor kept him in
ravor all the way. HJs colored boy an indie which has played around.
Roisman's Alabamians closed to a
With a lot of major brands avail- .slipht flurry. As a musical combo
tenor, more shrelker than singer,
old okay by a ballad before an un- able on 19th run or whatever Hipp it's neither fowl, fish nor cheese,
critical
assemblage and seemed is, this one could at least have been and as a flash it Just about passes
somewhat out of place In an act given less preferential playing time. small-time muster. Drummer lad In
that also included an ultra and Policy now is three changes weekly the band has a knack for comedy,
stately performer like Ruth Pettey,
Instead of the four with which but It's all confined to his pan. Girl
a lady of vast charm.
house started out. Changes Sunday. carrying the terpsy load can do a
^o Other Woman* (Radio) Is Wednesday and Friday.
nifty cartwheel and somersault, but
current film.
Odec.
With current stage show, called that's about all.
Land.
.

New

in

•

'

VARIETY

RKO MOVED

'Mardi

JUST COULDN'T

WOEK

own

Ing

-with hla

publicity dept.

is out,

exploitation

Vinson do-

and publicity

managerial assistant, Ted

Los Ang'eles, Jan. 28.
Richmond, his drsjt aide ;on 'the p.a.
Unable to perform because the end.
New Tears' eve crowd at the Roosevelt was allegedly too rough and
rowdy, Lee Wlllmott and Stearns
MVaidcee Dirops
and Dean have appealed to the labor
Milwaukee, Jan. 23.
commission to collect $20, salary for

F&M

the evening.

Claim that the hotel has refusedpay because they did. not play
but that <7arl08 Molina, who was
the orchestra leader, had instructed
them not to go on.
to

NVA's Overhead

Fox Wisconsin, dropping Fanchon

&

Marco units Friday

.(20), leaves
as
only loop hOuse, outside the
David ton legit and Gayety, bur-

the
the

RKO Riverside with vaudflim

but
anjrthlng
lesque,
offering,
straight pictures.
Rumored shift of Fox Mldwesco
houses back to the Saxe brothers^
but Harold Fitzgerald, general manager here, claims to know nothing
concerning any negotiations.

(Continued from page 36)

The Saranac san is .now running
under an actual cost budget of $90,000 a year, which is considerably
under the amount generally named.

Ex-Champ's Oke Biz

West 46th street clubhouse, Is the
charity list which has Jumped from
$9,000 to nearly $5,000 a month in a
little over a year.

getting $3,800 a week for himself,
got good publicity in both towils,
the sports writers being especially
generous.

Easton, Pa., Jan.

23.

Jack Dempsey, heading a vaudeHigher estimates have apparently ville unit playing In Wllmer & VinIncluded the charging off of other cent houses, broke a record last
NVA bookkeeping expenses on the week In Allentown and indications
san.
of breaking another record currentLargest New York single item, ly here.
Former champ, who is said to be
next to maintenance of the costly

Raising $250,000
How. the $260,000 or thereabouts
LET'S THE BOSS OUT
necessary for operation of the NVA
Decision on Theodore J. Lessor's
in both Saranac and New York will suit
for $400 against Ted Healy was
be raised this year has not been reserved by Judge Tpbin In Musettled.
The NVA Fund board Is nicipal court. New Tork. The attorscheduled to meet next week or ney charged Healy with responsithereabouts to discuss ways and- bility for a $400 loan he (Lesser)
means, if Pat Casey returns from alleges he made to Eddie Moran.
the coast by then. There is doubt
Moran admits borrowing the
all around that a good portion of
money from Lesser, who was his
the amount can be obtained under lawyer and manager at the time,
present conditions through the plate but declares he signed a note for
passing in theatres.
The Fund the $400 which Lesser now holds,
members are reported convinced but for which, he avers, Healy is
that theatre collections will again not responsible.
be necessary to make up part of the
Moran, now working with Benny
fund, but are stumped thus for for Leonard, was a member of Healy's
a method of raising the rest of the act when the debt was contracted.

money.
The

NVA drives are usually
staged in April.
Attempts to dispose of the
cw
York clubhouse, without which the
NVA could operate with considerably more ease, are still going on.
According to Chesterfield, the Edi-

WEINEB-BENTHAM SPLIT
Jack Weiner and M,
are dissolving their
partnership.
Both will operate
their

own

S.

Bentham

RKO
alone

agency
under

franchises.

son hotel deal which went cold in
December, Is warm again, and at
Sheila Barrett's 8 Wks.
better terms than before.
Plus two weeks, Feb. 10 and 17
The staff at the club has been cut for RKO, Sheila Barrett Is set with
to minimum, .vlth all house Jobs ex- Loew'e for eight weeks.
cepting the porter and mechanical
Salary is $500, booked by Millswork, given to Idle performers.
Rockwell.

VARlEfr
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lUCO.ROXY

Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK

WEEK

THIS
Numerals

•how. whether,

below

B

PaUM

Dahon A Rose

May Wynn Co

1st half (21-24)

Realtor

(Three to

flII)

(21)

Catnpo Co

Academy

(21)

Manny King Co
(Three to tUD
2d half (1-3)

Fin D'Orsay
WInir

Peterson

BBOOKI.TN
Albee (28)

Hops Wyse

Thanlu

.

NEWABK

State.

Boswell Sis
Sailors

Bnrico MadrJguera
Valencia (87)
Honey. Fam
RelBS & Dunn
Carol & Stuart
Sid Marlon Co
Betty Ja'na Cooper

•

to

WASHINGTON
Fox

(27)

3 St John' Bros
PlUard A Hllller
,Lowe Burnoft et VI
Georgle Price
A Friedland Re7

Bros

Jjathrop

MABVJM BOHX»(CR *

.

(87)

Janet May
Zlngone
CUftord & Marlon
Neville Fleeson CO

Harry Savoy

-

Lee Port & I>
Art Jarrett Co
"Hatry Bums Co

FelovlB
'

Pearls

4

Art Frank
Chas King
Carl Freed Co

Maximo

(21)

HoM

Worth A Wyle

JIfelfopoUtaB iVt)

WlSCOBSlB (S8)
Paul Ash Bd

Rev

MONTREAL
Loew'B (87)
& Sis

Fuller Bros

& A
& Dupree
Kam Tr

Medley.

Vercell ft Slnnott
DUtmore Hotel
Leslie
Paul Whlteman Or Gladys
Iris Adrian
Jane Vance
Marian Martin
Red McKenzle
Isham Jpnes Qrch
Peggy- Healy
LexlDfton
Irene Taylor
Jack Fulton Jr
Don .Bestor Orch
RamonA
Miurfolr Tacht Clnb
Rosa
Sargent
Central P'b Casino
ft
Me'yer Davia Orch
Morton Downey
Hotel Montclnir
Bddy Duchin Orch
Charley Eckels' Or
dab .May fair
Nat
Clnb
Millard ft Anita
Jack White
Oac&r Davis
Jerry Bergen
Margie Landy
Lulu Bates
Madlyn Moore
B.rooke- Adams
Beth Cannon
Bill Spencer
Lee
Blanche> Latell
Al Crawford Orch
i Mayfair Beauties Dorothy' Maxine
Barker
Al
Coanle'a Inn
Jimmy Murphy
Cora Green
3 Blake Sis
Bobby -Bvana
Lew
Dolgoff
JazsllpB Richardson 'Joe Hayma'B Orch
p ft B UeereB
ParndlBo
Emma Smith-

D & B Barstow

Bert Rome
Lubin Larry

Toung

Wah Tr
'MILWAFKEK

Wood

(Others.to. nil)
2d half (26-27)

'

ON
OPENS
Week
JMW

'

Clr««lt 'Next-

•

'1

-EUZAIUBTH

i'PliiwBd'br';;^-.;.-.

.

UEDDY A SMITH

<

'

.

«•

.

Bd
miNNKAPOEIS-Orplievm

^
P

X

Johnny. Marvin
ft Lenny(Three to fill)
2d hklt -(I-8>
Oamberelll
(Others ..to .fill)

Kayo
.

fIarmon'-£-Claxtoii

.

-

Billy. House Co
Benny KoBa

.

.

2d

'

.

Sthte

halt- C26-8T)

DBVe Harris Co

& B

"Sis

BKO

-

Blla, Logtkn.

•

,

(21)

Paddy CUa Orch
Swifts
Kitty -Doner
Glenn '& -Jenkins
Bronettes

Palace

& Lamb
Bam Lohk
Bellet

Co
King; King &

Klutlngs-

Bob Murphy
Babe Dldrlkson

K

Wills &''DavlB
Pola N««rl.

Poll (27)
'Sweet Se Lovely*

.

Dave Harris Co

(21)

PROVIDENCE
Keith's (88)
Bdler & Reed Co

CINCINNATI
Albee (88)
B A -R Gohian Rev

Amaut Bros
Solly Ward Co

Blanche Sweet
Stroud 2

-

Johnny Perkins Co
Paul Ash Bd

&F

Chamberlln &
Loo Lorraine
Al Rlnker

Hutchlrs

Harriett

"iMster Cole
(21)

Co

THE

OFFICIAL DBI^TIST TO

N. V. A.

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
&

ClBik

Nell Kelly
(21)

'

California Co
Daphne Pollard

4

& Rose
CLEVELAND

Hippodrome

&

Miles

(88)

ds

Billy Glason

GamberelU

Art Frank Co

(Three to

& Manning
COLUMBUS
Ohio (88)
& (31enn
DALLAS
Kelth'B (88)
Olson & John'sOn
White

OBAND

nil)

half

.1st

'

Ahdernon

.

(1-3)

&•

Allen

Muriel Window
Manny King Co
Kaye & Lenny

Gene

(One to

Kelth'B

Howard Sadelle & B
NaBh & Fately

SAN FBANCISCP
Warfleld (20)

'C Poy'B
Charlie

Gomez

1933'

Ray Conlln
Ashford
Dorothy

& Brown
& Vina

California 6

Kay

RenoS Renor

MIIIB Bros

Plratea

MaxeiloB
Ijemarest

Ut

Kay &

Medley

Hal' Sldalre Co
Beatrice Howell
* A Clark
Stqart & JjAoh
-

Cat Norrls

.

Silk

.

.

McCann

Lee
Sis

NEW OBLEANS
State <87)
'Movie circus'

In Silk

B

t9 nil)
2d half (31-2)
Taketa Bros. & Sis
Tito C<iral CO'

Fred Ardath Co
Fawcett

Terrell &-

&

Doughboy Ens

Sayre.

&

Dupree
RenofC Renora £

:

.

lo-'

& B

(Orie

Tonriff Kam- Tr
2d hBlf. (SI-2)

Ithapsody

Stone

halt (27-30)

Rhapsody

Boulevard
Jft half (27-30)

M

Co

Orqhealn

Wfn

(10)

'Rookies'
Nina Olivette

Sayre

Herbert. Faye
Billy Hallen

Marx Garden
KUcben

i&

(87)

Monte Blue
Monroe Bros
Ohio Kennedf

Kirk ft Lawrence
Freethy Ens

OAKLAND

'

Bubbles
American Belfords

Orpbeam <20)
•L Ceballos' Follies'

Vanity Fair

Anita LaPIerre
Billy Carr

Peggy Hoore
Mary Neville
Playgronnd
Masked Countess
Bddle Clifford

Imperial (87)
'Spotlights'

Melson

Paula Tymes
Wlkl Bird
Al Handler Bd
WIntergarden
Helen Morgan
Aber Twins

Bredwlns
Chalmers Ens

VANCOUVER

Wheeliog,

Orphenm

(10)

'Big Top*

Jack Sidney
Adele Nelson
Flo Mayo
Harrison's Co

Bee Hee
Dolly

ft

R

Kramer

WORCE9TEB
Poll (87)

'Hands Up'

Ted Claire.
Peg Leg Bates
Ben Dbva
Sunklst Bns

Capitol,

largest
after a
straight pictures.

vaudfllm

Fawn

ft Jordon
M Peterson Girls
Frankte Masters
.

100 Clnb

LaMlgnon
Johanna Nagle
Jimmy, Noone Orch

Bills
top.

are

twice

W.

Va., Jan. 23.

gone

here,

has

long

period

weekly,

to

of

40c

Linder'a Port Chester, N. Y., Indie
Jacik lilnder started

Embassy,
Thursday

Port

Ga,mbatelli being ofC this
Veloz and Tolanda's closing
is good enougli to. top oft.
Another number by the teaim Would
come in handy further doWn.
Par's 'Desert Song* tab, there can
An 'A^esop Fable' cartoon, -tmiler be only one answer. Whether or
plugging: the Music Hall, and. Uni- liot locals want any stage shows at
all
'remains to. be. seen,
^hubert
versal news are on the screen With
opened burlesque last night (.23).
the' featuroi picture, 'Hot Peppe.r'
Failure of units locally can npt
(Fox). Thei short subjects, run in.
be
ascribed
to pbbr quality of stage
succession, followed by an overture
as some excellent shows have
which falls just :under the stage fare
passed through here recently, with
show. Pit orchestra plays a medley current 'Desert Song' no exceptlqn.
by "Valencia,' which Probably the mqst ambitious thing
concluded
No pro- evier attempted' by this house; but
plianta the Spanish idea.
grams and no billing or ,anii6un(:e- it didn't draw.
ments for the conductor or anyone
Unit gets under way with trailer
MInevJtch. of cast which d.oesn't mean a thing,
else Inside the theatre.
and Veloz and Yolanda have their first because it can't be read on
nanies up outside.
traveler instead of screen and secBtisihejes pretty good here for the ond, it's- toQ long to, remember even
last
Firiday
night pet'formaiice, if it could be read. Principals inwhile at the same hour (9 p. m.) the clude Perry Askain,! Elvira. Tanzl;
6,000-seater Music lEIall up the street Nbnhette Vallbh.^ -iBarl Ask&'m,' John
Merkyl, Rbbert McCoy,; Chas.- Boyle;
Wais' jammed and bvefflowing.
John Wagner, Sylvia Shbre a^d
Bige,
Kenneth Rawley, a number of
whom previously appeared in legit
comipaiues of the showl
Following ah''6V6rture, show goea
into 'Rife Song* sh<irtly and putq
Detroit; Jan. 21.
over male chorus with a wallop
Titled 'Tin Types' with York and early
in thei presentation. Girls get
King this' week's show is one of the' an opportunity
to shine in some bn-.
good ones. A lot of entertainment, semble numbera 'that require voicei^
depending in the main on Tt & K. as well as ninible limbs. Soldier
Other talent includes Boyd Senter formations of boys and girls ovei'
and Hal Menkln, adde^ locally. In big, as Was a' tap routine by girls
addition the. 'Village Choir'. Is used in French Uniforms. A native dancin the two production numbers. The ing scene drew, a nice hand.
"Village Choir* is Just a nani'e, .the
Perry Askam's personality and
group being a local one without im* voice well suited tb, leading role,'
•
portance.equally good In solos and. his duets
York and King, in addition to with Tanzl. Other male voices to.
their clowning, are usln^ two new register were Earl Askam.and Robscenes.
One is a reproduction of ert McCoy. Nennette Vallon gets
the old-time vaude house with 'Rose plenty histrionics but of native girl
Xing' in full length tights and with role and adds a dance that stands
the husband and Coley Worth in a out. Cast as a whole fits.
Unit runs straight through with
box on the stage. Played broad, it
no encores, and nothing resembling
starts the proceedings off in the
an interraisslbn. Only break is furright vein.. Second scene used by
nished by male chorus who do yeoY&K Is the sleigh with the rubber man duty to cover up sceii^ shifthorse that collapses for a belly ing. Show Is nicely costumed and
laugh. Third is the ballroom with carries several effective sets. Pror
Miss King doing some trick vocals duced mainly with musical angle
with her whistle working okay.
In mind, with emphasis on male
Production numbers lend them- chorus, comedy suffers for want of
selves to the scheme of things. Act sufllclent time to deliver ^properly.
was in town for a week before Chas: Boyle and a cute trick named
opening and able to get a produc- Sylvia Shore handle the laughs as
tion built around them that sets It well as could be expected under
all off nicely.
For the opening the the handicap of being rushed
familiar family album page' blown through their business.
Whole show sticks pretty close to
up with the heads of the 'Village
lerina,

show.
dance

,

.

.

.

.

..

.

,

.

score of production and
never misses a chance to register
with the Romberg tunes. Musical
routine and then the opening Y&K numbers are nicely spaced and unit
swings along at a clip that leaves
scene.
dull moments. -Runs about 80
For a middle number prior to the no
minutes.
|elgh scene a nice production Is
News, sport short, organ solo and
lit up of 'It's Winter Again' with
'Billion Dollar Scandal' (Par) on
Ith Drake doing the vocals, as
Bone.
screen.
sl^d by the choir. Miss Drake
maK|es a very nice looking snowmaiden and with a pleasing voice
does okay.
Chicago, Jan. 21.
Boyd Senter hasn't played this
Ben Bernle and all the lads hold
house for over a year, and had no forth currently under a last minute
trouble getting over.
Hal Menkln booking, caused by a. date mlxup at
using a novel set of stairs, drums B&K. Bernle Is considered a far
and Chinese bells does a neat rou- stronger personality In a box office
tine and tops it with a nice piece sense than he was on his last Chion the midget steps and okay.
cago theatre appearance a couple of
For an overture Loii Forbes, In years ago. That radio broadcasting
his last week at this house, uses has put hlra among the national
'Symphonic Gems' and 'Tiger Rag.' heroes somewhere between Babe
Both for standout effects. The 'Rag,' Ruth and a good five-cent cigar.
S.O.S.
while plenty hackneyed as done here,
Answering Beeandkay's
with Abe Lincoln hitting for home wasn't so difficult at a moment's
on that trombone got a reception.
notice as it would perhaps otherwise
the
played
have
Bernle
been,
as
Merle Clark uses 'Show boat' for
his solo this week, and more on the Palace only a month ago and that
concert effect with Harold -Stanton gave him the framework for his
less
or
and Miss Drake singing the vocals. turn. It Introduces his more
Stanton sings the vocals on 'Old well-known coadjutors, such as
Man River' for the finale and for Manny Trager, Pat Kennedy, Jackie
some reason Is left In the dark, al Heller,' etc., whose specialties prothough in the previous number with vided the punch as Bernle 'yowslred
Miss Drake he gets a spot behind the laughs with his patter.
Band got across easily In perthe scrim. And for the finale other
formance, but what was probably
singers are not given a bow.
more Interesting both to B&K and
Picture, 'Frisco Jenny' (WB). and to Bernle
was the fact that busibusiness mild.
Lee.
ness was promising a nice gross at
the final count-up. Bernle was the
whole show, plus the attractive
M. C'S SWAP
Stanley Sisters.
Vincent Lopez
San Francisco, Jan. 23.
didn't participate this week due to
the house wanting a classical overFox.- West Coast has swapped di
on the
recting Jobs of Walt RoesKer a..d ture to contrast with Bernle
stage.
In consequence MarccUI,
Jay .Brower, former coming into B&K old-timer, was at the baton.
Warfleld from Orpheum, Oakland,
'Tonight Is Ours' (Par) on the
with Brower replacing.
Lund,
screen.
Choir'' singers stuck in singing oldtime tunes.
Girls dressed in the
old tin types manner into a cute

original

.

'

Gloria Grafton
Cherle ft Tomaslta

WHEEIINO'S VATTDFILBIEB

Mlas Irmanette
3

.

CHICAGO

WInehlll
PhyllB Ray
Edna Mae Morris

TORONTO
Charlie

LOS ANGELES
Loew'B State

cm

Te^ Gulnan Co
Austin Nack Orch
Paramonnt

LOUIS

Winona

-

Frolic's

Allen
Gretel

ft

Sis

Carl Lorraine Orch

ft Mickey
Chas Starlght Orch
Via Logo
Jackie Hamlin
Todd Sis

Rodlons
Mildred Tolle
Edith Griffith

&

Qucenle Smith
Sunklst Ens

Bam

Patsy

Ben Omar

'Anniversary Show
& Patstoh

Benny Rubin

Village

CllfC

Sheehan

Pantages (10)

Karoly Nyaray

Brook Adams
Val. Vestoft

Vaughn

Ches Paree

Dorothy La Marr

ft

Zslga Bela
Mme Ilona deThury

Blanche Bow
Floria VestoR
4 Cllmas
Eddie Ray
Marquerite ft Leroy Nina Laughlln
Theo Phane
Joe Furst's Orch
Barbara Blane
Waldorf-Astoria
Jean Muna
Ahl
Jack Denny Orch

Ben Pollack Orch

HOLLmVOOD
of

Frank Hazzard

Sophie Tucker
Ted Shapiro
Ross McLean
Stanley Twins

Ruth Fay

Fox

Mabel Scott
Dorothy Turner
CbkB Jobnson Orch
Taft GriU
Geo Hall Orch
The Cearda
Karoly Bencze

CHIGAGH)

Betty Farrlngton

ST.

May Alex

Roy White

Collette 81b

George Fox
Sydney Reynolds
Anolyn Arden

Buck

Wm
Spellman
S Palmer Bros

Tamara

3

Duncan

Geo Walker

B'etanrant
ft

George Ball

Karsen

3

Blaokbawk

Kathryn Crawford
Bobby Watson
George Dobbs
Walter Regan

Wanda

.

ft Norton
Speed Demons

Heers.

Rose ft Ray Lyte
Deane Janis
Hal Kemp Orch

Buddy Karsen

Dee Loretta
Earl Maestro
'Varieties

Bughouse'

Foy

H'lyw'd
Fowler

Paradise

Small'B

'Black Rhythm' R
Nyra Johnson

Kokosch Gypsy Or

(87)

SPRINOFIELif
PoU (87)

HalUgan

Allta

Or'

B.Bbsen
'

BAN ANTONIO

Kellar Sis

Mi]fr> TpBK
Capliol (81)

Bells'

ft

Sheila Barrett
Nadlne Gae
Tommy Atkins Co
Oypey'TraD
King Bros ft Cully Baroness Bczsl
Stetson
Louis Hegedush
Ann Roberts
Ethel Pastor

Jerry Ross

All)

Renards
Gordon & Reed
Werner, Henri Co
Leon Janney
Bernlce & Emily
4

iBt half (28-31)

Vllma

'Irene'

Eddie Tamblyn
Helen Wright
Franklyn Farnum
Madeline Sheffield
Bill

2d half (26-27)

BAPID9.

Henry King

BntbasBy Club
Ernie Hoist- Orth

(10)

Virginia Peck
La Verne

Capitol (27)
'Follow Thru'
Joe Penner
Olive Olsen
Mao Harris

Kelth'B
1st half (28-31)
Billy Farrell Co

&F

Anson Weeks Orch

-

Myrtle Lyman
Torney- Ens

'Joy

'

BeglB Hotel

St.

Ballet in sightly silver
a. bal-

,

.

Laura

NIckolas Hadarlcb
Barra, Blrs
Mjsha Usanotf

Accordion Luis
EI Patio
Beatrice Llllte
Fontana ft Coles
lender ft Farrell

Lambertl
Topsy McMann
Peggy Earl
Max Lerner

Tudy

HAllTFORD

•tBOT

Bd

Powers

Nina & Moreno
Marqulta Florea
Ig^aclo RufBno
Marta de lai .Torre

(87)

"Hearts of B'way'
Vera. Gordon
Sidney Page

Balalaika 6
Flaschette

Jack DUily
Jack Egan

Leon Brrol
Glory Lee Co

F'rsythe S'am'n
MItzl Green

(87)

Ilarry Stafford
Leta Bliss

Allen

Loma Worth

Stegal

Fox

Renee.'ft

Moreno

ft

Arta

Joe Morants -Orch

Lorenzo Herrera
EI Flamengo
Al Valencia Orcb
Bl Flamenclto

PHOENIX

Miss Harriett

&

Duran

Olive & George
Jed Dooley Co
" Candreva Bros

George Guhl

(2n

(21)

Diaz

Vox

Orlons

Anderson

June Purlans Co
Clyde Hager
Barto & Mann
Jean Calloway

DETBOIT

Madreguera Orch

BOBSlan

Faye

Fra.ncla

Maxine Lewis
Arthur Ward

'Sally'

Patrlcola Co
Daphne Pollard

Dalton

Sunklst Bns

Mary Baton
Jack Waldron
T Roy Barnes
Hal young

Tom

Bob Murphy

Arthur Brown
ft C Herbert

C

Harco

Buster Shaver

Empire

Gae
Atkins Co
Ann Roberts

TORONTO

.

Hlppodnmie (27)
4 Frankenbergs
Chaz Chase

Oracle Setaen|£ Co

Klkuta Japs

&

turntable.

costumes d6 a Waltz minus

crimson figure of ..about $5,000,
and this is a whole lot to. stand, on
top of a previous successon of
weeks that -had the adding machine
ciphers working overtime.
Unit
alone cost house $4,850, 'wjnlch was
a big bite; but management was
determined to get reaction on a
class production. That reaction was
so negative it left no room for
doubt
When a town- gives 'Kid Prom
Spain' |14,Q0d in. a normally $6,000
house and 'Strange Interlude' |13,.
000 in a house with an average
seven grand take (both in houses
opposlsh to -Par) and then follows
those figures up with $7,400 for

MICHIGAN

Peggy, de -Albrew
Velbz ft Tolanda

H
p

X

'Bombay'
Flo Lewis
Leo Karlyn
BUFFALO
O'Connor Fam
Boffalo (87)
Gaylenne Bis
'Joy Bells'
Pasquall Bros
King Bros & Cully Bombay
Snkst Bns
Stetson-

Tommy

HtruMi

lloCaltMili; Hairy

H

Nad'lne

1560 Bcbadwiair

WL:

Thlt

.

HUl

Leitha.

& L

2

Catchalots
Sunklst Bns

Rio Rita

Pola Negri

(20)

.

Plgalle '.

Alberto Tangolsts
Cab Calloway Orch.
Bddle Oarr
Roiei Pennsylvania
CInb Wlchmnn
Barry &-Whltledge
Ted, Weems' Orch
8
Sis
Jack Osterman
Booaevelt Hotel
Rlchman .Rev.
Guy .Lomlbardo Or
Jerry Freem&n Or

Harr^

Broadway

BBIDOfiPOBT

B & R Goman I^ev
Miles & Slegal

Viatk Cheatral Hote^
RUBB '.COlnmbo Orch
Ha'nnah WlIllamB

'

J^OBTLAND

Pan & Chang
Manchu 3

lat half (21-24)

King.
Fin D'Orsay

(87)

Long Tack Sam
M-N & M-S Long

Wing Wah Tr

(88)

& Xi
Kink & K
Sis

F'rsythe S'aht'h

MetropoUtan
Shanghai

Welst & Stanton
Rae Samuels

OHICAOO.
'

.

BOSTON

Keith's
1st half (28-31)
Detbregoes
Al Verdi & T

.3

Daws

Gaye
High Hat Bd

Mildred.

OMAAH

•

(87)

..

Dixie 4

Snowball Whlttler
High. Hat Co
Bather Pressman
Doris 'Deane

Win Mahbney
Dr Rockwell
Walter Powell Orcb D&shlhgtons' Dogs
OMAHA
(One to fill)
.

Boxy

cinr

Ted Lewis

(21)

Gloria Led Co
Herman Hyde

•

nsce

The soap-bubbie fountain effect Is
gained through use of the stage

If the object was to find out public
reaction definitely, they found out.
The week's gross of |7,400 meant

.

Bddle Jackson

El Ctiico'B

NEW TOBK

.

Leohard Co

BDIMON

Dbnovan

Martin

Will Aubrey

Bather Ralston
Wllla & Davis

KeltK'a (8S)
KlrkWhlte' & A

'

FanchoQ

(88);

&

Martin
.

•

Billy Farfell Co.
Beiiiiy

RlmacB
.Bd
"

—NEW .OBLEANS

JoB.B Howard Co

.

(21)
ttnriy D<»lniar'r Rev
..

Rdaltdr
Joe Touns .Co

M

Grill

Harriett Hllllard
Otzle Nelson Orch

.9

Cotton.. Club

•

.

'

.

PanunOnnt

Jackson

Lucky Seven

White

O Rev

T'

Cantor's Beauts

Abe .Lyman Orch.

.-

ft .BQ.wle,
Co01I-'

Shcrindp
Alda.yrard'
Sylvia & Clemence
Henri Vessel
tVASHINOTON
Swan ft Lee
Earle (27)
Boyer
'DeWoIt Metcalt ft F Anise
Roy-Atklna
Reynolds & White
Peaches ft .Duke'
Radio Rogues
Brown ft McGraw
Helen Kane
Nltiholae BrOa

.
'

2d half (2'4-26)
Talent & Merit
Helen Kane
Hlers & Pollard
Kitchen Pirates

:

.

Seal
«l.

-SIB

Hal

-

Gordan Klr^ie :ft
Al B White Co

(88)

Vespers

Henir

St

Bdgbr. Bergen' Co

(21)

--.l^>lave

,

I

,

-Boswell

let; bait (20-23)
,Rlxtbcds

BUI

NSWABK

.

• :PaIa«e'
iBt half (28-31)

3

'

.Whoopee

.

.

Bvans Co
James
• AIAANTv

'

•

:

.;.

LouIbIi
.Wlllle

(20)

&

PIcard

Reynolds

•'

ifSi}

Batelie Taylor
R6SB <ft,.KdwatdB
/Tbree to flU)

Ajrrttoc/atB

Jordan & WobdB
Ve*» Schwarta
WUI. Mahpney

SlnimB

<;arroll'B Vanities

Thomais 6
(Two to; HID'

Jean Callaway

.

Earle (87)

'.

N

Bessie Dudley
Mlllan Cowan
Red ft -Struggle

PHILADELPHIA
-

.'

'iiitB-

1st half (27-30)

Irend YermllUOn
Claire &. Gray.
Jlinmy- SavoVaneBu:"
: :-. (21)

.

-

HARRY SAVOY

'

Broadway that same simple piece of
surprise- business has. always been
surcrflre for a howl. There's only
one block between Broadway andSlxth, but a block that can't be
measured by yai^dage.

NEW TOBK QTT

Loew'a (87)

Bob Hope

.

Detoregoes
Al Verdi & T
Welst & Stanton

Kelth'B (80)

(87)

Rector & Doreen
Andre Renard

the castenet clicking up--ah«ad,

the customers might -have thought
he was speaking Spanish, if, they
didn't get.
Frankte Richardson thought at all. They just
it, except for a scattered few who
Watson & Cohen
'Unwritten Law'
laughed here and there. Over on

PHILADELPHIA

'Air Hostess'

JERSET CITT

Oates .Ave;

Rdger Wllllants
Terrell & Fawcett
Harry Howard
RulE & Bonlta
2d half (31-2)
Hal Sldalre Co

& M Mason

J

Brltt

N T O

'

1st half (27-30)
Leoha. Soyce Co

(38)

Rita Gray Chaplin
Johnny Perkins

let half (28-31)
12 Aristocrats

Collins

BBOOKL.TN

Bellly Kids
B'd: «T Browne

'

& Pete Mlchon
Ray Bolger
R & De Ruyter Co

all

'Tonight Is Ours'

Sheila Barrett
Joe Morris Co
Bill Robinson
Gracella & T'dore

Buddy Rogers

cm

KANSAS

Malnstrcet

Lyons

Collette

Joe

State

Mady Co

Havel

Peter Hlfffflna
Stuart & LAsh

4 Frankeiiberpfs

Window

.Muriel
Vanesal

M

A &

4 Ortons
Wilton Sis
Harry J Conley Co
Nell Kelly

Leon Brrol
Torke & King

.

Don Redman .Bd

'

CLEVELAND

Great Gretonos
J & J McKenna

BOSTON

.

Metropolitan (20)

(20)

Leon Llvoft
Al Stobbl

Edgar Bergen Co
Belle Baker
Mary. Miles
Starnes & Kover Co Delivery Boys

State (27)

Vic Oliver

Carroll Vanities
'Goldle Geta Along'

Nicholas Daks

.

(20)

Milton Berte
-

C'therlne LIttlefleld

Max Co
& Raye

Gold

Roscoe Arbuckle
Llna Basquette Or

CITT Aaronson F & L

(2S>

Boxy

Century (27)

(87)

Vox
A & F Lake

HlppodrOme

(20)

<i.

BALTIMOBlE

'

Borrah MInevltch
Veloz & Tolanda
Garcia Bd
'Hot Pepper'

BALTIMORE

Whlto Co

Valentine

Box7

.

Rogues

'Tonight Is Ours'

'Tonight Is Ours*

BKO

(80)

Kremer

Railllo

'

week

Pomdlse
Monroe & Grant

Paiamoaat
Leo Carrlllo
lea

.

New Haven

^
New Haven, Jan. 19,
It won't be ^long now.
One more
week of
then the films wlii
which sends everything to all parts have thisunits,
house all 'to themselves
to
seemed
clarity,
the
house
with
ot
Everything goes
out.
includlhij
at
the
°
drawback
have, at least one
units, concert orch, and organ.
show caught. When ,th.e MInevltch
There may have been some
boys weren't making Onougb raipket, in the minds of Paramount doubt
execs
an electric buzz that sounded like
as to whether ;they should cling to
radio's AC 'hum' echoed through the the stage fare. As a matter of
fact
auditorium.
'Desert Song,' this week's unit was
.Especially slgnlflcaht was the way brought In somewhat as a .final ex.
the Tlddlsh talk bit by the brand's periment after ah ^original folding
colored boy laid an egg. Rattled by date was set for. the week previous.
(Continued from page 13)

BBOOKLTM

OITT

ParamooBt (80)
Kate Smith
Nate BrUBlloS
C & J Prelsser
Jack Miller
Cookie Bowers

opentng oa:v«t

iniJ.cate

or iplit

full

At

NEW YOBK

NEW 'YORK

Paramount,

•

Picture Theatres

(January 28)
(January 21)

In oenn«otion with bilic

Tuesday, January 24, 1933

booking the
N. T,

dhester,

(19).

This Rogo}tKsky -Bros, house wUl
play units flrst baU^ five acts last

,

Tiieedfift

h»wmf

:
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Taldn? an Idea from the pictures,
iolnepne t>Iahned. a sketch to be
played by. feot only.- Curtain stuck
.

Htwnt two feet from the

A radio click continues a big accident. If an Idea, artist or program
as much haphazard as scientific In its happening. All concerned admit they are frustrated when trying to float a new Idea.
Given a script or important talent neither the authors, artist nor advertising agenoy can definitely begin putting the wheels Into motion as
the outlets are so uncertain. The advertising account may have certan stock. Ideas from which the agency can't deviate. As for sustaining
bulld-^up of new programs, big shows of any importance have to emanate
from .this form of grooming.
The studios take the path of least resistance in, grooming some
crooner or songstress, figuring that it's easier to sell that sort of a personality, and do not want to incur any time or talent expense in fooling
around with big shows or new ideas.

clicks, it's

-

Foreign

floor.

No

panic.

WCFIj, Chicago Federation of Labor station, recently cancelled a contract with the Good Will Religious Society, disk talks by Franklin Ford,
before the series had been completed. Decision- followed- a protest by
the Rev. J. P. Morrison, pastor of the Holy Name Cathedral, whose
Sunday morning services for sometime were broadcast over the same
transmitter.
E. F. Nockels, general manager of WCFL, announced the cancellation
on 'the grounds that the station management thought the talks were
becoming 'too critical' and were not of the type
wished to broad'

holidays

Industrial

Monday,

to

«0hsei^e coal, were .helping the theVaudo houses save extra
atres.
bow. 'Much discussion as to wheth-

41

with the return of Winnie Sheehan to the production roins on the Fox
and the inheritance of 'Cavalcade' as a production, the scheme of
production arranged by Al Rockett, who was to hnve produced the picture, was all switched around.
Sheehan, who had. been aliroa.4 prior to his return, had accumulated
an abundance of dat<i, sketches and historical facts with reference to
the picture, and decided that he wanted to make It along those lines. He
let It be known "that he did not feel the treatment given the story at the
studio was in line with the play, and Sheehan wanted to follow the
Coward script as much as possible.
He also stated he would cast the picture in its entirety with British
players who had been in the stage play, and that he also would have
British writers on the script. After that, he decided having the picture
British in every other way that a director with British background and
knowledge would also fit in well to handle the subject.
Frank Borzage, originally assigned to the picture, had gone to Eng-;
land for atmospheric stuff, was Informed of the fact. Several directors on the lot were considered as fitting the Sheehan requirements,
with the final choice made of Frank Lloyd, a native of Scotland, who
had lived in London for many years, and familiar with the general historical background of events occurring In the British Empire during the
early part of the present century.

lot,

.

WCFL

cast.

Paramount is going in the publishing business via Its press sheet, selling space to equipment companies patronized by theatres. It's.a gesture
Eddie Cantor Is also reported to .see a broadcasting audience with dis- by Par in the direction of economy, with Idea to make press books pay
favor! "with Cantor it seems to entail an obligation, as often fbll6wlng for themselves In whole or part by commercial advertising.
his broadcast before '700 people, he will continue tq entertain them,
First advertiser; is -the Norrls Carbon Co., which 'sells carbon for
they may have Jost sqme of his matter sent in sotto voice projectors.
-"Variety* commented that current through a fear
over^ the air.
Bill Danziger, who Is In charge of the press books for Par, made the
advertising^
framed
was
newspaper
D's,
At
one
reference
V.
time
when
the
Cantor
script
called
for
a
to
B.
suggestion
to try to sell advertising space to commercial firms and It
fp appeal to the 'pocket' rather than
emphasized Cantor went on the stage in that di'ess, to riot disappoint the radio, was okayed, with a solicitor put on to hop ads.
biiaglnatlon. '. Prices
audience, although while wearing the shorts, he was reading from the
*trer''attractlons.
er the acts got extra pay.
Aarged Sunday prices.
ttosed on Tuesday*.-

Some

Houses

....

"

.

.

script.

Geo. Broadhuri^ had a ban on
Chicago radio editor had one of his scripts submitted: to a station that
jUan Dale, the critic, visiting his was' tk^lng to sell it when another radio editor on" a rival sheet heard
theatre. Now about to book Dale's about it. Rival phoned station and Intimidated that If the station was
whether
speculation
as
to
and
play
making It easy for the other fellow he was an author on the side him
Good self and would like to have the sales resistance overcome on his own
critic got Into see It.
press work.
behalf.
Upshot of incident was that station returned the spript to the first
Equity started # Il^t of "unde
editor with the suggestion that maybe after all he should sell the adverun
flirable' managenst- - Blacklist
tiser direct.
det another name. >'Por those who
did not pay oft players.
Believing that advertising salesmen have a. lot .to. learn about radio
Lee B. Tyson, general manager for the Coast Don Lee broadcasting
Max .Llnder,. once more popular system, has inaugurated a visiting system for ad men "with various lios
than Chaplin In films, wanted to Angeles agencies.
Ad men spend an entire day at the Don Lee station, KHJ, and after
eome back to America. He had
on
done three on a 12-plcture contract being shown the workings of all departnients are allowed to sit in
the yiear before.
No, one wanted conferences, etc.
Tyson'S: aim Is for better oo-operation and a keener understanding of
He later cqmiiiltted suicide
him.
because the same condition obtained radio station problems.
al»r>ad.
Had money, but liked to
Latest' experiment undertaken by Myers Electrical Research, Inc., is
work.
the broadcast of sound by means of a beam of light. Hooked up with
Columbia network.
World Films .advertising it would Myers on, the experiment is the'
Diaily tests has the Myers outfit shooting a beam from the 66th floor
9lve free one old feature with each
building. New. York; onto an apparati4s located on the
Ostensible of the. Chrysler
new feature hooked.
10 blocks away. Receiving equipment picks up
Real roof of the CBS building
Idea was to help the exhib.
the beam and coverts into sound.
gag was to keep .prices up.
Oiie of the experiments showed some results under loggy conditions.
•

'

Returns from 'Hypnotized', Mack Sennett's Moran and Mack- picture
World Wide, Indicate that the picture will come short of getting its
production cost in this country. When It left the studio, picture was
tallied at over $400,000, of which $47,600 was charged against the story.
Latter Included salaries of the 12 writers who worked on the yarn. Financing of the picture was split three wayd, with E. W. Hammons,
Sennett and Charles Mack contributing the money, Sennett is now off
feature length pictures.' Iti the future he, with his partner, will be satisfor

-

fled to stick to two-reelerd.

'

Kent personally max^e the deal for Fox product in Radio City
I^qslc Hair and; Rko theatres to follow, eruaranteeliig $i6,000 per picture
for 16 a year for the R. C. pre-release, against 16% of the gross, and 20%
for everything above $100,000, The Mayfalr, New York, is to follow, at
a 20% straight rental, with a $4,000 minimum gu{irantee.
It gives Fox the privilege to sell anything and everything away from
RKO as It sees flt, although. the terms would warrant giving R. C. first
preference, with the exception of a 'CavaTcade\ of course which might
Sid.

go road show.

-

.

'What was regarded as a systema
tized -theft of films-

Politico broadcasts were the lifesavers of both networks In sending
the top for a combined 9.6% Incretise over 1931 for the past
But collections are Just as tough with the broadcasters as In alis said to be still anxious to collect
most every other business.
CBS a third as much from both partletl. Republicans owe
and
$160,000
the most.

was worrying them over

the exchanges. Hardly a day passed
without loss of prints. They were
shipped to -South America and
Latin Europe.

year.

'White Rat investigation revealed
that $177,196 had bwen spent in the
building of the clubhouse.
Had

WSM, Nashville, is laying claims for fan mail record of the south.
For the week ending Jan. 14 the station received a total of 60,436
pieces of mall. Of this total the 'Grand Old Opry', a four-hour program
presented Saturday nights, received 42,341 letters and cards. Every state
In the union except one was represented including seven foreign
countries.

passed to

NVA.

50 YEARS AGO
(From 'CUnper')
Chicago operagoers paid $20 for
season tickets for six performances
expecting to hear Pattl three times,
She sang only once, and they
flamed.

Edwin Booth, playing in English,
acclaimed hit In Germany.
Benefits were being given to pro
vide a base for the Bartholdi statue
of Liberty. The arm with the torch
had been set up In Madison Sq. to
attract attention
to the statue
which lay In a storehouse.

NBC

Understod that Beechnut may drop Chandu when existing contracts
expire in March. If so account will nationally use discs of Unknown
Hands,' nOW being broadcast by the company exclusively on the Coast.
Beechnurt was unable to get Chandu for the Coast, as this program
was being used by the L. A. Soap Company, so put on 'Halnds' as a
tester. It's now favored by the firm for full coverage.

NBC

on the
starting a new commercial program for
Coast, had the screen player, Tom Moore, as a guest on one of his
broadcasts. After Moore had chatted for a few moments Hughes asked

Rush Hughes,

listeners to write in.
One of the letters rebuked
people.

Hughes

for trying to do imitations of

w.k

WMAL

when that station went Indeto stick with
pendent last November, will be retained by NBC. This will piit him
under Provensen who Is NBC's chief of announcers in Washington.
Bell,

who

quit

CBS

Remains of John Howard Payne,
KSD, St. Louis 'iPost-Despatch's' previously unexploited 600-watter, Is
'Home Sweet Home,* were going commercial. Two new studios have been built and radio time will

Washington.

be sold locally In connection with display space In the Pulitzer dally.
In the past KSD took spot (disc) or network programs, making little
effort to

M. N. Havlland, who had wan
dered away from the Frank Mayo
troupe In Texas while mentally un
settled, was found.
He had fallen
off a train near Ames, where he lay
unconscious for several hours.
It
was feared, he would lose a leg as
the re.sult of his experiences.

-

Two recent pictures have been held up because of inability of the
male star of each to recoup sufficiently from benders to appear on schedule.
One production had t^een delayed previously by flii in the cast and
this was given a.s the excuse when the star .was recpvertng from too
much New

Year.

.

Other did not start on the date set because the .lead was suffering
from eye trouble—;he kept seeing snakes and hippopotami.

Postponement of 'College Humor* by Paramount, due to the holding
Bing Crosby in 'the east for his new Chesterfleld broadcast, is flgured
.

of

as a lucky break by the studio. Musical numbers for the film are still
In the making, with the musical department figuring It will be some
time yet before they are whipped Into shape. Studio {eels that by- the
time Crosby gets here, tentatively March 16, music and story will be
ready to start production.
.

Gloria Swanson's British made film, 'Perfect Understanding', now
completed, is inslded as having cost close to $275,000 for actual production, which Is a good deal more than is generally 6pent in London, or

than was figured on.
Miss Swanson ran into a number of difficulties while making the picture, changing her cameraman after it started, changing cast members
several times and also going in for considerable reshooting.

Although Warners does not favor teaming George Brent with his wife,
Chattertoih, the actress has different ideas and sq she gets Brent
for the lead In 'Lfly Turner.'
After studio told Miss Chatterton Brent wouldn't be with her In this
picture, she protested the story wasn't suitable for her. Studio made a

Ruth

A four-year-old rivalry between Herluff Provensen, NBC presidential counter proposition that IC she would do
announcer in Washington, and Stanley Bell, former CBS White House as 'opposite.' She then accepted.
man, wlll end when NBC annexes WMAL In the capital Feb. 1.

author of

at Marseilles awaiting transportation to the U. S. for reinterment in

On the door of Wesley Ruggles' private offlce at Paramount Is a sign
reading: 'Even If you know this man well, please give- me the pleasure
of announcing you. (Signed) Romayne.' The signature Is that of Romayne Croldsmlth, the director's sec, and Is lii lettering several times
larger than Ruggles, with the latter being the only director in plcturies
taking second billing to bis secret&.'Ty. Miss Goldsmith, In Ruggles' eitiiploy for a number of years,' resigned at the timo o£ his marriage, but
.returned to his payroll a short tiihe later.

produce programs in

its

own

it

she could have her husband

Division manager for a circuit operating extensively in the southwest
virtually run out of town and b&rely escaped serio.us injury at the
hands of union sympathizers when he replaced the hoMse projectionists
in two mining towns near the Mexican border with non-union operators.
Union affiliations in both towns are heavy and report Is that pressure
will be brought to bear on the circuit's home office to .rescind the dlv.
mgr.'s actions. Meanwhile, business at the b. o. has fallen away off.

was

studio.

Jack Warner's conferences at the home offices in New York last week
Co., which publishes the monthly figures on the ad- were almost entirely about the theatre end of the Warner company. It
two national chains, is extending Its service to inde- is said.
What to do and how to do It about the theatres is reported the main
pendent stations.
Denny outfit is making a survey of national advertising now going to subject of Jack Warner's conversation while east.

Denny Publishing

vertising of the

the Independents as well as the networks.

One

of those 5th

avenue photogs almost cost a publicity director his
a fre.sh get of

Wood is currently on trial before Judge William J. Lindsay
Chicago charged with quackery. He allegedly broadcast what he
termed 'healing waves' over the radio under a system known as 'aetheDuring the Chicago engagement ronics' and for a fee. Witnesses were Introduced to prove Dr. Wood
of Mrs. Langtry the railroads ran broadcast them 'cures'.

Agent took a company star on an easterly visit for
Job.
sittings. Didn't ask the photog anything about price.

sevrral f xour.sions..

Arthur Del Barrios, reported to have married Ilelene Costello in
Havana recently, was engaged to the actress before her marriage to
Lowell Sherman. With his brother, Del Barrios owns the only picture
studio In Cuba, in a Havana suburb. Lot Is small and used Infrequently.
Brothers al-qo operated the Summer Casino at Hovana.

&

H.art
Sullivan's minstrels went
"P.
Sullivan bought the title and

continued
Partner.

ihe show with a new
Hnrt organized another.

Frank Robbins was putting out
the 'N. Y, Circus, Woods Museum
and Centi-al Park Menagerie.' Some

show!

Dr. Eldred

in

Among the new accounts on WMCA, New York, Sunday evenings is
the Lake Fish Hour. Program includes a band and specialists with a
short selling talk by a physician who aims to make listeners 'fl.sh
minded'. Dealers in Brooklyn, Manhattan and the Bronx sponsor the

When

the

was rendered

14 poses cost $1,400.
Florida and the agent has another Job, anyway.
bill

Photog

la

now

In

period.

Armour paid off East and Dumke for nine weeks, the balance on a
26 weeks' contract, following Eddie and Ralph (as they are known),
Ignoring and doing their own idea of comedy on last week's program.
Team had been balking right along, first at being billed as Sisters of

the Skillet, which they flgured was strictly their former Chlpso program identification, and later, followinfr their winning a point as Kddlo
and Ralph, at the script restrictions. They're continuing on NBC and
sustaining out of Chicago.
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Legit Pondering Refrigeration

Shows

Need

'Strike

For Share of Chi s Big

'33

Summer

in Rdhearsal

Me

ToesdajrJaiiiMrj 24, 1933

Met i^encies Eqnal Attractioiis,

M Deep

Pink' (Brown and

Henderson), 44th Street.
'Evensong'
(Arch Selwyn
and Sir Barry Jackson), Sel-

in Red, Talk Mergers

wyn.
Chicago, Jan.

Worcester Stock Hurt
By Price Competition

23.

Apparently the legitimate ahow

men have

erlven scant attention to
their summer problem for 1933. Two

Worcester, Mass., Jan. 23.
Despite the enthusiasm shown
subscriptions
were being;
sought for a season of dramatic
stock, the patronage has been so
slim that the Civic Repertory Co.
at the Worcester theatre Is threat-

or three attractions are tentatively
but meanwhile the legits, admittedly with a good opportunity
ahead, have Ignored their main
problem. That Is, how shall they
keep their theatres liveable during
the heat?
Only the Grand Opera house has
anything like sufficient resources for
refrigeration, while such houses aa
the Selwyn. Harris, Garrlck, Apollo,
Erlanger, Cort, Blackstone, and Illinois are ordinarily Turkish baths
after July 1.
Estimates on the number of people
set,

when

'

'Forsaking All Others' (Arch
'
Selwyn), Times Sqtiare.
'Alisn Corn' (Katharine Cornell), Belasco.

'Four o'clock' (Charles Henderson), Union Church, 48th
St.

'Marathon'

("Modem MadMans-

ness*) (Joseph Bernard),
field).

'Before Morning' (Bannister

and Norman), Longacre.
'Sunday Afternoon' (Leo Bulgakov), 40

West 42d

st.

ened with closing.
Opening Jan. 9 with Madge Kennedy as_guest star, the business
s Price for Visit
virtually
was KO'd by stormy
weather and a price cut at other
theatres. Last week business gained
Too
for Boston
slightly with Lynn Overman starred
who will visit Chicago between June in 'The Queen's Husband.' A 12Boston, Jan. 23.
week
season
had
been
planned.
1-Oct. 31 run as high as 50,000,000,
Grand Op. for the Hub is defand even if the Fair la only mode-,
initely out. so far as the Bostonrately successful there's bound to be
Chicago Opera Association goes.
money around.
This is now announced by H. WenIN
Naturally, the chaotic state of the

legit

has made planning ahead as

far as the World's Fair difficult, al-

Mef

STANWYCK
REVUE
TO SALVAGE PLAY B. R.

though the Shuberts a year ago were
eald to be figuring the value of their
Chicago leaseholds on the basis of
proflt possibilities for~ the summer
of 1933.
There are some deals reported in
progress at present which may be
consummated shortly In the loop.
Attractions especially designed for
the 'period of the Fair and with
some structural changes in theatre,
properties to acconxmodate them are

mentioned.
L>ast summer not a single legit
was on view tor nearly two months
and the summer previously only one

ehow

held the boalrds through the
torrid prairie heat.

dell
Endlcott, chairman of the
board in charge, and largest Individual backer of opera here in the

past.

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
now at the Playhouse here, opens at the Curran,.
9an Francisco, next Monday (30),
with Barbara Stanwyck in the cast
as co-star with her husband, Frank
Fay.
In Joining the revue Miss
Stanwyck hopes to salvage -some of
the $16,000 which she advanced to
Fay and Felix Toung to keep the
show running.
Miss Stanwyck, who was granted
a six weeks* leave from, Warners to
join the show, gets billing below her
husband.
With Miss Stanwyck In the cast,
the producers hope that the ]lnx
which settled on the show at the
beginning of its run at the Belasco
in L.A. will disappear. Latest was
"Tattle Tales/

For first time Endlcott reveals
negotiations with the Metropolitan fell through. He states the

why

Metropolitan demaiyled a guaranwhich the association feels Is
more than can be reasonably asked
of the guarantors.'

tee,

But though grand op. is off for
this year, Endlcott winds up with
optimistic statement that association will have plans for G.O. here
In 1934.

Extra

Wedi

Pay Some Wage Claims
Los Angeles, Jan. 28.
Faced with bad check charges,
Samuel Gelberg and Joseph Fingrer.

Broadway ticket brokers are
plenty worried. Few If any of the
agencies are getting by and have
borrowed to the limit. They are
wondering whether they can stick
it

out.

There are as many agencies as
producers of 'Rose of Flanders* paid
$160 to the state labor commlsslpn there are lighted theatres, perhaps
covering claims for wages due mem- more, counting the small fry specs
The
bers of the company. Criminal pro- who grab tickets somehow.
cdedlngs were halted, and will prob- trouble, therefore is principally with
the brokers themselves.
Ticket
ably be- dropped.
agencies
mushroomed
In
the
several
Pair also face other complaints
totaling $600, due other members of peak years. A number quit as emthe cast wlio had not even received ployees in the existing agencies and
turned spec on their own.
checks that bounced.
Elimination of at least half the
number of existing agencies is
stated to be the only solution. How
RELIEF
that is to be done is what the
brokers have been unable to agree
on. At several meetings it was suggested that two or three agencies
combino. In that way operating exThe Stage Relief Fund total went pense would be reduced. Those
well over the $16,000 mark witll the specs who would be affected thereaid of a Sunday (22) night per- by, demurred and declared they
formance of 'Autumn Crocus.' To would risk continuing, although addate more than $8,000 has been dis- mitting their agencies would slip
bursed, in amounts of from $4 to further Into the red.
Effect of Seals Cuts
$7, most of it going for room rent.
In ticket circles the trend downDuring the past week applicants
received about $1,100 and among ward in ticket prices at the box
those aided were some formerly office Is looked upon as a favorable
development. Conceding that the $2
well known players.
«
Rachel Crothers, who conceived ticket will attract more people to
the
Stage Relief, announced a the box ofHce, the' brokers believe
women's committee of 12 who are that eventually tra'te will swing
in charge of the collection and dis- back to the agencies It not at once.
Agency reports are that four
tribution of clothing and all manner of wearing apparel. Those who times as maiiy tickets were sold for
have extra men's or women's cloth- a show after cutting Its scale to $2.20
ing, hats, shoes, underwear and ac- top. In the case of another attraccessories are asked to send them to tion the agency sales were doubled.
the clothing department at 89 West Main point Is that attendance
46th street. A whole floor has been perked up, not the fact that some
turned over to the committee rent shows which cut prices had but
small profit Increase, If any.
free by the Edinburgh Realty Co.
Ticket men say that there should
Committee will call for donations
not be more than 10 recognized
if; requested.
The telephone num- agencies, whereas there
are two
ber Is Vanderbllt 8-2600. Remodeldozen. They believe theatres should
ing,
cleaning and
pressing of do business
directly with the limited
clothing will be done by volunteers.
group and that others to fill orders
Players In the following attracshould purchase tickets from the
tions are turning over 1% of their
recognized brokers.
Limiting the
salaries to the Fund, this money
number of agencies to whom allotbeing devoted to the Actors' Din- ments
or buys are arranged for,
ner
Club:
'Another
Language,' may be a solution. Last week
75%
'Dangerous Corner,' 'Of Thee I of the tickets
for a success sold by
Sing'
(both
companies),
'Bi- the brokers were distributed
by four
ography,'
'When Ladles Meet,' agencies.
'Dinner at Eight,' 'Autumn Crocus.'
Cut Rates
Contributions up to last Friday
The position of cut rates in the
(20):
reduction of ticket prices is In doubt
Previous contributions: ..$10,829.00 at this time. By slashing scales as
Gertrude Freeman .
100.00 much as 60%, the box offices have
Mary Xash
100.00 been offering tickets for the same
James Forbes
60.00 price that they were obtainable in
James Speyer
60.00 the cut rate mart. That the downOsgood Perkins
.
20.00 ward revisions constituted a handi«
Mrs. Irving Berlin .
20.00 cap to cut rates, has been discountMary Servoss
10.00 ed because of the general trend.
Louis Loewensteln .
Cut rates like the premium agen10.00
Gregory Zllboerg . .
10.00 cies express confidence that price
Grace S. Batchelder
10.00 reductions will eventually be bene-

MAKES

STAGE

PLEA FOR CLOTHING

,

Cornell's 'Alien

Com'

Balto. Premiere Feb. 13

Baltimore, Jan, 23.
for Baltimore In the battle for 'Allen Corn,'
the second Katharine Cornell
for Pofishiiig when Toung and his press agent, and
show of the season will premiere at
Jim Keefe, got into an argument
the Maryland Feb. 18.
over salary, with Charles Harris,
The
Howard play will run
Pittsburgh, Jan. 23.
company manager, stepping In to at a Sidney
Instead of taking his new mu$3 top.
avoid fisticuffs. Cteorge Landy re
sical, "Melody," to Broadway next
placed Keefe.
week, as he originally intended,
AS OEN. GRANT?
George White Is keeping it out for
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Boston, Jsui. 23.
another week of polishing. It comes
Attachment proceedings brought
Sam H. Harris is to produce a
to the Nixon Monday (30), for the
against 'Tattle Tales' by Leroy play built around (3eneral Grant.
last of its tryout engagements.
Top will be (4.40, first time a Prlnz, who staged the dances, Paul Muni here with 'Counsellor-atshow has asked that around here claiming $634 due lot staging and Law,* reveals. It will probably be
this season since the flop, "Humpty $226 for royalty, resulted In city tlUed 'Mr. Qnnt,' and Muni will do
Dumpty,' which later blossomed marshall getting $67 Jan. 18 from the central character.
But the production will wait. Muni
Into a hit as 'Take A Chance.' It box office and $11 Jan. 19.
Martin dang, attorney for Prlnz, says, until he has fulfilled standing
also marks the first White show
Script mentioned was
ever to hit an Erlanger site in decided it was not worth continuing contracts.
written by Arthur Ooodrich.
Pittsburgh, his former works hav- plastering the box office.
ing played the Shubert Alvln, now

mdody' Taldi^

Tlanders' Producers

Len McLaughlin won out

MUm

Closed.

. .

the

produced
by George White which has been
playing out of town several weeks,
has not been definitely dated for
Broadway. Musical is current In
Newark and moves to Pittsburgh
next week.
"Melody,'

operetta

House to get 'Melody' not certain
either.
Casino Is probable at $3.30
top. White's "Music Hall Varieties
closed there Saturday.

$250,000 Unpaid Taxes

May End

Adelphi, Chi

Chicago, Jan. 23.
Morrison. Estate, owners of the
property upon which the Adelphl
theatre Is situated, have served a
'pay your taxes or else* notice upon
the 919 North Clark Corporation
It'll be 'or else' evidently as the
919 Corp. an&wered in court that
they didn't have $250,000 handy.
That's the amount of the accumu
lated taxes.

Ralph Kettering Is receiver for
the 919 North Clark Corp., which in
turn Involves two subsidiary cor
poratlons, Harding Hotel Co., op
erating Planters hotel, and Woods
Adelphl Corp., who operate the theatre when it's open, and that's been
Bsldom of late.
Morrison Estate if taking over
properties and eviction notice is

—

anticipated — may convert both hotel

and theatre Into other purposes, as
property Is capable of yielding
greater revenue from commercial
uses.

Aarons III
Alex A. Aaroha is ill and conWith Vinton
to his home.
presented 'Pardon My
he
Freedley
English" at the Majestic last week>
but was unable to attend the prefined

miere.

Understood an operation has been
(Rdvlsed by physicians.

Inside Stuff-Legit
Felix Young's 'Tattle Tales,' current at the Hollywood Playhouse, is
being: rated as the season's coast Jinx attraction. Internal troubles developed early in the run by reason of too many self-appointed directors.
Tear's Eve perThen Frank Fay, the star, walked out during the
formance, necessitating several substitutions in the cast.
Advance publicity of the show l>eing shifted from the Bela:ico to Hollywood, at reduced prices, killed the downtown run, with the revue closing

New

four days ahead of schedule. After a good opening at the Playhouse,
torrential rains put an electrical transformer supplying the theatre out
of biz, causing an Interrupted performance Sunday night (16) and Inability to raise the curtain the following night.

•We, the People,' at the Empire. New York, is the fourth show by
Elmer Rice as author-manager-director in two seasons. Last year he
had 'Counsellor-at-Law' for a year on Broadway at the Plymouth. Concurrently was 'Left Bank.' a minor success at the Little. During the
past fall he did 'Black Sheep' at the Morosco. It went off- after three

Frank

Shell

J.

Constance Collier ,.
Rita Gould
Other coiTtributions
Total

10.00
10.00
10.00
4,161:46

$15,401.30

Duffy Lines Up Shows

To Wind Up Season
Hollywood, Jan.

23.

Henry Duffy has lined up suffiattractions which he hopes
him through the season at

cient

will carry

El Capltaln.

days.
'People' Is understood to represent $30,000 in production outlay. The
drama represents his politicta views. Rice is a radical and success as
a showman has not changed his communistic beliefs. The playwright
visited Russia last winter but there Is no refererice to the Soviet In the

'Bridal Wise,' featuring Lois Wilson and the two Moore brothers.
Matt and Tom, opened yesterday

play.

man

(22).

Tagging this will be Lllyan Taahin 'Grounds for Divorce," which
Duffy also opened Sunday at the
Supporting cast
'Big Night', which the Group Theatre presented at Maxine Elliott's, Alcazar, 'Frisco.
had the advertising agency business as the background. Dawn Powell, Includes Jameson Thomas, Lenlta
who wrote it, is the wife of an advertising man but the play Is not based Lane, Cyril Chadwlck, Mary Forbes
and
George
Lewis.
on her own home life.
Next on the DulTy schedule Is anPlay was originally called 'The Party', once In the hands of the Theatre
Guild. Bobby Newman also announced It. Originally the script was In other Joe E. Brown show, 'Shore
a much lighter vein. Revision also changed a lead character from just Leave,' after which Pauline Fredea big chain store man from the west, to a racial type and regarded as rick win return to El Capltaln stage,
this time In Martin Brown's 'The
questionable taste. It closed in first week.

Love

Child."

Arthur Hammersteln proposes an operetta repertory for Broadway,
NASHVILLE CIVIC FOLDS
but on the eve of announcing his plans, legit shows started slashing
ticket scales and the musical revivals have been postponed.
Birmingham, Jan. 23.
'Rose Marie" will be the first attraction. The manager has retained
The Civic Repertoire Co. organthe rights on that show, rejecting many offers for the road rights. It ized several months ago at Nashwas Hammerstein's biggest money maker.
ville has failed and the Orpheum
Players, backed by private capital,
George M. Cohan's 'Pigeons and People* at the Sam H. Harris, New is now operating the Orpheum.
The Civic company was organYork, with its cast of less than a dozen people, is one of the most inex
ized to sell shares in the company
pensively hooked up 'shows on Broadway.
One simple set, and self-authored, its chapi^^re unusually favorable to local business mei. and individuals.
It running.
at $2 top, because o£ what it cost to put it'tm!!mfk' to keep

How and when shows will be
able to go along selling at ".ut rates
on the basis of the new low scales,
has not been woikod out. Leblang's
claimed a Jump in cut rates
last
week and that establishment through its premium deficial.

partments, including the Po.ital Telegraph arm, counters any drop In
the
cut rate
Ledepartment.
blang's through its Postal office, Is
a major agency and the only ono to
sell at 60 cents over the box oT.oe
price.
All others charge 75 cents
premium (plus the tax) if not more.
Some agencies are risking the reduced clientele by gypping. Case In
point: a broker charged a patron
$2.20 per ticket over the b.o. price
for a comedy. When the patron arrived at the theatre he found the
house little more than one-third
filled.
The customer burned and
told friends about the gyp, adding
he would not have squawked if the
house was sold out. Same man had
done business with the agency for
10 years, but he quit and there are
doubtless many more such Instances
with the theatres being blamed for

the stupidity of

some

brokers.

DORFMAN WANTS HIS
Nat Dorfman wants two weeks*
salary at $150. plus $50 expenses
personally advanced, from Hilaire
Mahleu, the costumer, whom he Is
suing personally for p.a. services
rendered In connection with the
1933 edition of the colored 'Shuffle
Along' revue.
Mahleu and George Wlntz coproduced the Slssle and BlaUe musical, under a corporate name, but
through Julius Kendler. Dorfman
avers he was personally engaged by
Mahleu.
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COME BACK
Shubert Probe

Pk CaUed

Creditors Out o'

luck

(NF.

in

LECIT BIZ

The Shubert Theatre Corporation,
Is about to liquidate In re-

Ist Niters

petition to the court by an independent group of debenture bond-

holders for a re-audit of the Shuberts from the date of Incorporation In 1924,

was withdrawn Frfday

(20).

Matter was placed before federal
Judge Francis C, Caffey, In charge

ILowered

of the receivership, last spring

and

Charles B-vaas Hughes, Jr., was appointed special counsel to recomniend to the court whether an investigation of the Shuberts would
be to the interests of the bondholders and other creditors. Friday Hughes discussed the application with the court and it was
counsel's idea that, while there were
Aome points of merit In the indie
bondholders' petition, to press the
matter would involve litigation
which might be. spread over years.
judge Caffey commented that unless there were more specific charges
against the Shubert corporation, he
would be loath to order an investiCharles H. Hyde, counsel
gation.
for the Independent bondholders,

Demand

ALWAYS OPPOSITION

of ihe requests
of luplicatlons.

Prediction is made that within
years, show business will
come back stronger than ever. Low-

three

Same

persons had asked Gordon and Coward for tickets, or
the same people made requests
of Gordon and the Lunts. Sit-

ering of admission prices

orders.

—

-

ALIENS' DUES

envelopes.

33

In other words the Shuberts will
buy back their theatres and the alien actors (mostly British) encream of the assets, while the cred- gaged in legit shows over here.
will get little or nothing. Highest number at any time was
Hard to see how the holders of during October, when for several
over $0,000,000 in bonds can par- weeks 15 foreigners were engaged.
ticipate in the proposed new cor- At present there are 10, but next
poration the capitalization of which week the list Jumps to 19 with the
Is but one-sixth of the
outsUndlng advent of 'Evensong.'
Highest money to be paid Equity
bonda. Nor its there any apparent
by a visiting professional will come
chance for the stockholders.
The court Is expected to sign the from Noel Coward, opening this
decree ordering the disposition of week in 'Design for Living.'
the Shubert assets. Such
an order
had not been signed late last week.
itors

Actual sale will not be set until
February or some time in

late

Hampden Ogles

optimistic

that prices dominate
to a large extent.

EQUITY CHECKS

This season there have been

called for the final presentation of
the late Flo Zlegfeld to tour for
two years. It was revived last
April and ran 23 weeks at the Casino,
Now York, and was figured a
to Washington last week and laid
natural for the road.
spot cash before Manager Steve
'Boat' left town well in front
Cochran of National for every after a number of the late showpasteboard in house for 'Design for man's obligations were taken care
Road dates appeared to draw
of.
Living.' Plan was to corner market,
well, but that the profits gained on
rent barber-shop next door and Broadway were virtually used up.
clean up.
It was decided to end the tour to

Washington, Jan.

23.

came

is

the
claimed.
for

show business

In 1906 Broadway and the hinterland were worse off than at present. An old regime was passing out
Just as it is at present. Stars were
disappearing through demise or other reasons. Managers were going
broke or had lost their perspective
and were staging flops for the most
part.

The

ticket

agency

field

was

regarded as washed up, A leading
ticket broker declared the theatre
was through. His associates thought
otherwise and as a result they went
on to affluence because the theatre
later prospered to a greater degree
than ever.
Opposition
Show business had had Ita opposed attractions almost from Inception.
The last generation remembers the bicycle craze that rather
scared
showmen.
The present
generation saw the arrival and
popularity
of
the
motor
car
and show people likewise were
skeptical, besides phonographs, etc.
Opposed amusetiaents were even
.

.

more feared, especially by legits.
The rapid rise of pictures swept the
country because such shows were
easily accessible and the cost of admission modest. At present radio Is
on Its way up, opposing legit and
picture theatres alike. But the opposition to the theatre is regarded
as transitory to some degree and
that as large a proportion of theatregoers will again become theatre-minded as In the past is a san-

guinary

How

belief.

prices figure in theatre at-

COLORED

beftore

dom when

'Boat' reopened

and

will

of a colored road show have reached remain with the show in the picthe state labor, commission here, ture theati-es.
For the revival Zlegfeld assemwhile the police of Sacramento are
bled the original cast, but Miss
reported seeking Irving C. Miller,
Morgan alone remains of that group.
promoter of the troupe, who gave Aside from his 'Follies,' 'Show Boat'
his address as the Club Alabam was Zlegfeld's most notable producOscar Hammersteln, £d artion.
here.
Company started from Los An- ranged the condensation for picture
geles In a truck several weeks ago houses, with Lelghton Brill restagand, after a number of breakdowns ing th6 show.
and a two-day dtrandlng on the
road, opened at the Plaza, Sacramento, on what the producer termed
Kendall Again Acquitted
the 'cosmopolitan' system, whereby
all shared equally.
Harder Change
Broke before they opened, outfit
wound up the engagement $103 to
the bad. Added to this were bills
Galveston, Jan, 23.
for truck repairs and board and
Burell Kendall, arrested about 18
lodging, which had been guaranteed
months ago charged with the murby the theatre.
At that point Miller left for Los der of Lou Brownlee and his houseMrs. Kate Smith, at New
keeper,
Angeles, saying he was going to
raise money.
Company Journeyed Caney, Tex., was acquitted here
on to Stockton under the guidance Thursday (19) of the death of Mrs.
He had been previously
of the promoter's brother, Quintard Smith.
tried and acquitted for the charge
Miller, seeking further bookings.
Three Sacramento musicians, Hor- of killing Brownlee.
proprietor of a small
was
Latter
ace Chaffee, Robert Gregg, and
Frank G. Mack, lodged complaints tent show giving a minstrel and picwith police there for a total of $66 ture performance. Kendall was the

Oh 2d

Slips

hto Stock

The manager
machine operator.
and the Smith woman were found
dead In the tent several days after
they had been beaten to death.
Kendall had left town, but was
caught and returned.
At both trials it was shown
threats against the pair had been
made by some unknown persons.
There were no witnesses to the killing. Kendall was held on suspicion
chiefly because of his flight.
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Sistaire*8

Joins Hedsrerow Theatre

Appear

Christmas clos-

LABOR JAMUP

Chi Fair

Ann Harding

Two weeks

CO.'S

March.

Wed

prevent losses.

ing notice was posted in Cincinnati,
but the tour resumed two w^eeks
operating
later. In the interim th
cost was cut about $2,000 weekly. It
was stated by the A. C. Blumenthal
office that run of the play contracts
signed by Zlegfeld made the show
too costly. Several players refused
to cut salaries, but resumption was'
made possible by their withdrawal,
from the cast.
Blumenthal made every effort to
continue the s^ow as it meant keeping about 200 persons employed.
Zlegfeld's widow, Blllle Burke, and
his daughter, Patricia, received a
weekly loyalty of about $100 each.
Helen Morgan Is credited with
keeping the company going after
the Cincinnati notice. She volunLos Angeles, Jan. 23.
tarily reduced hei: salary and exReading like an Octavius Roy Co- pressed willingness to play any and
all dates. She was elevated to starhen story, the trials and tribulations

tendance stands out In the records.
Broadway hit a high mark with the
presentation of costly musicals for
which $6.60 top ^vas charged. It
in unpaid wages.
A warrant for
was possible to play as high as 31 Irving
Miller's arrest was issued on
weeks on Broadway before business
charges of obtaining labor under
started shading off. The shows at
false pretenses, and the cases were
$5.60 top were able to maintain an
forwarded to the local state labor
approximate capacity for 20 weeks
commission's office in an attempt to
(Continued on page 44)
locate Miller.

Chicago, Jan. 23.
Walter Hampden, who played
Losees
Years
here once this season, will return
Mr.- and Mrs. Frank Losee,
veter- on May 8 to present 'Caponsacchl'
ans of stage and screen,
and foster and 'Hamlet' at an unnamed theaparents of Lou Nathan of Para- tre.
mount, celebrated their 49th wedAlthough supposedly only a fortin
clng anniversary
last
week in night's engagement, Hampden Is
ionkers.
reported as hoping that the town
Losee, for years with David Bel- will bo so thronged with World's
Philadelphia, Jan. 23.
asco and one of the first actors
Ann Harding paid her long-promwith Kair visitors that he can extend his
the old Famous Players,
l.sed vi.'?It to the Hedgerow theatre
has been cngagoment over the summer.
Jn theatricals
nt Moylan-Rose Valley near hero
43 years. The missus,
on the stage Marlon
I.Tst week and played a number of
Ellmorc, played
with Joseph Jefferson.
Herrman Bans Tribune
performances with the company, directed by Jasper Dceter.
Cliicat'o, Jan. 23.
Herrman,
manager
of
Miss Harding, who came In very
U. .T. 'Sport'
SCHNOZZLE DUE EAST
(|iiietly, but was soon discovered by
tlie Cort theatre, yanked all advoi-'Strike Me Pink* will be j)lacod in tist-ments for 'The Kamily Upstair.s' the dailies, Intended to stay at Rose
rehearsal this week by Lew IWovin out of the Chicago Tribune follow- \'}>lley three weeks and add some
and Hay Henderson.
In original ing a tiff with a "Tribune" represen- new plays to her repertoire. A sudrorm show was called 'Forward tative over an unpaid bill con- den rail from the RKO-Radlo studio
March,'
tracted by the show while at ili'- Friday caused her to leave after
Jimmy Durante, Lupc Vclez and Garrick.
apiioaring at the Saturday matinee.
Hope Williams will head the cast.
Herrman ordered the representa- She is scheduled to make 'I')eclaH.ie'
•Durante is due in from the Coast tive and the ads out in the same on the screen.
aext week.
The two plays ht which Miss
breath.

Closing of 'Show Boat' in Chicago as a road attraction and its
for picture house appearances,
bliisted
plans
which

Buy condensation

all along
Cochran nixed 'em with advance
the solution and the basis
^ales rolling In and nice profit asoutlook, (t is
sured. Pointed out D. C. law that
sales couldn't be boosted over 76
Pair
Forecast is based on observation cents per ticket anyway.
of general business charts starting thought a while and scrammed.
Town has been free from specs
with the Civil war and the charting
tied
market
was
when
since 1906
of theatre ticket sale* by volume up for David Warfleld's 'Music
and according to scale. It is shown Master.'

the line

uation was somewhat clarified
by eliminating all duplicate

withdrew

cheme.

Coward Piece Mixes Block
Gamble in Washington

Itinerant ticket speculators

the petition.
He said he recognized that a long
legal battle might ensue and explained that his group was without
funds to carry on such litigation.
How Bonda Fare
Interest now turns to the proposed reorganization of the Shubert
Interests,
with .the bondholders
guessing whether they will figure
and ta what degree. The Shuberts'
lawyer vaguely mentioned reorganEquity has tightened up its rules
ization in court recently, but the
various creditors^ committees are governing alien actors, particularly
eald to have heard nothing more of as to required payments. Foreignthe plan.
However, Lee Shubert is proceed- ers must join Equity and, when
ing along lines that will enable him working, pay 6% of their salaries,
and his associates to absorb the the minimum being $10 weekly. This
circuit, wheji theatres in the cordoes not apply to resident aliens,
poration are put on the block. For
that purpose he is resigning as co- actors who have played here for
receiver in order to bid for the 100 or more weeks.
properties.
While most of the visitors have
The Shubert plan in substance Is paid on the line, there has been
eald to call for the- formation of a some difficulty in the closing
weeks
new corporation with. $1,0Q0,000 cap- of shows, aliens walking out withital.
Shubert proposes to put up out settling. Latter has ruled that
half that amount and has sugall managers engaging aliens shall
gested the balance be Invested by
some of the same Interests, in New agree to be responsible to Equity
York and out of town, who formerly for the percentage due it. Managers
were concerned. At least some of have been so informed and are exthe responses are favorable to the pected to withhold the Equity coin
from the pay
thereupon

One

for Prediction
Business Charts Responsible for Forecast

Gordon, the show's producer
decided to go into a huddle
with Noel Coward and the
Lunts about it.

Some requests were for four
tickets and it was suspected
that certain ticket specs were
on the make. AH tickets were
for cash—^and at $11 each for
the lower floor but the house
would have been sold out several times over had all requests been acceded to.
Stage Relief Fund participated- to the extent of 50% of
the first night's take.

Admissions

Reason

for first night tickets for the premiere of 'Design for Living* (opens tonight
at the Earrymore, New Tork)
was so voluminous that Max

Comparison
showed plenty

Prevent Losses, with Profit Gone
DESIGN' CORNER FLOPS

Doubling

which

ceivership, will not l>e Investigated,

'Show Boat' Stopiwd on Road to

CIN

BY RICORDS

THIIT
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THREE YEARS

IN

New Plan

vARmrr

Two

Long Enough

to

Plays

Harding app»'ared at Hedycrow last
week were 'Misalliance' and 'The
Inheritors', both of which she played
before when with this company. She

Chi Revivals
Chicago, Jan.

23.

Sistalre, now at the ("ort
with 'Family Upstairs,' bas 'The
Climax' and 'The Banshee' in prospect to follow.
Hopes to get Guy
Bates Post for 'Climax.'

Horace

Sistaire Is toying with a proposition to do Chauncey Olcott, Irish

tenor, revivals during the World
Klves to Deeter credit for starting Fair era on the theory that this
lier stage career and has long exlong-neglected type of entertalnpressed a desire to rejoin his com- wlll be I'ipc under tlie unii.sual cirpany.
cumstances expected to be prevailThe Hedgerow people sent out ing here In early summer.
no announcement of the star's arrival to the drama de.sks; in fact
no copy at all on the week's bills.
Joe E. Brown's P.
.VeverthelesB after the first perChicago, .7an. 23.
formance, capacity ruled in the little
playhouse which seats about 150
Joe K. Brown in person will play
and has a $1.60 top. Considerable the Chicago theatre for
the
money had to be refunded when her week of Feb. 17.
visit was cut short.
Deal was set by wire

A.

B&K

FOREIGN

•VARIBIT'S' lONDOir OFFIOB
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8

St.

Slnitlire Plaoo, TrafalKnr

Square

SHOW NEWS

7

London Show World

Incurable

MOOO Debts

Into Bankrnplcy;
Berlin, Jan. 23.
Brothers, blersest Berlin
legit theatre concern, went bankrupt
with nine theatres on the asset sidd
of the ledger and about $1,000,000 in
^ebts. Reorganization Is apparently
deemed Impossible and Fritz and
Al/red Rotter have departed from
the country.
Entire Berlin theatre situation Js
confused by the blow, with things
In a very bad state, and several
Other companies indirectly Involved.
Nothing decided offlclally, yet but
likely that the government will appoint an administrator to try riin-r.
nlng the Rotter theatres on a cooperative tbasls for the-tlme being.
Msfintlme. the Rotten boys, are- on
.^he .Riveria awaiting the ojiitconie.

Royal, Liege, Goes

Rotter

.

Dark, Refund Sought
Brussels, Jan. 12.

Theatre Royal, Liege, has gone
M. Galllard,. who ^as run the
theatre for the past ten years, announces that the falling off of business, due to the economic crisis,
dark.

makes

14.

Rita
an
obscure provincial actress, is
theatrical angeL A year
or so ago, while In a touring
company, she received a cable,
notifying her she bad lnher>-

Hollywood, Jan. 28.
grade.
Acting for Ben Weldon of the
Newcomers on the bill are Morgan
l^ide theatre, LpndlpUt- Arthur. andw-Stone^;. expert banjo players,
Lublii bought the English stage who should stick; to the instrument

more than $200,000.
Bhe promptly backed a show

West

called *Pride of the Regiment,'
which -wasn't so good; so she

rights to 'This

had the same authors and composers do her another.
This
time she will have George
Rpbey in the cast.
'

'

not warbloi
One Man' from Sid and
Two Burleys;!. comedy barrel jugney Byichman, the author, how writ
glers, make efficient opener,
Jerry
Ing for Paramount.
Weldon will Coe, direct from the Palladium,
has
produce it. Jan.. 28.
been told to discard his slow mo.
Lubln, who. directed and pitoduced tlon dance,, as a well-known Eng>
the' play lit "New York in 1931, was lish act claims priority to stunt,

.

offered job of .staging the London
it down becaiise'of
picture deals he has pending.
'

them and it id said that '.ttie the4tr^8. :^ac<SQunt. «b<^ks :havp; 'tween
tak^n in char^«r-by the creditors.

KING'S
Brussels, Jan.- 12.
'

Pug, a Hit in Milan

Her5jan.'TeJliilLnck,,.w^^^
ajiui driima^tis^ iias

Milan, Jan. 12.

'

,

.

T

'
Pade^(U^/8ki'dr Ideas
3ir osYr^aid- stall, is thinking of
i^eylYlng;. .v?.t»de.ville
when 'Caaa.

'

London,. Jan. 23.
Sir
Walter Gibbd'hid, persona^,
lessee of the Leicester Square theatre,, has.. been forced to vacate by
Leicester Square,. Ltd., owners of
the. house as a result of Glbbohs
filing
a petition In bankruptcy.
Harry Foster 1b' now operating- the,
house -for the dWhers.
Action seeiiis to be) a move against
General Theatres, 'daumont-Brltish
th'tetre siibRldlfry^,. Harry Foster
was' Glbbop^'.' booking man for the
Leicester- .Square^.:but only a couple

Alfred Butt 'has o^ni^il'.hegojtXatl^j^i/s ,f or the
Cpliseym tfieatije
If he can get the liouse, ifilon^. Sir
Pswa^ld Stqll, Butt wopiif^p to' return, tfi' show. busln^e^j^' wltjx big
nujslcal productions ..yf the^ y^yR^ij.,,hri
P^.9duc9d ,at the feury )^ane,'..ior
Sir'

,

.

,

.

,

.

npva'

fiptslies^.ait

sebrn.

sc^Ur

.-

'

.'

,

.

Coliseum, currently

for, npv^ltiesy

.Sbteral big concert
hsive oe'eti dpproaqhed.
. Thj?. first, was
.Piader^wski, with
his represen.tat|vQ asking; $4'0,0t)0 ^or
13, pertfiman^; .on '.ty/fce
dally
basis, CohditlbM ariS' that' adjrhls^lon

.

liousin|r'.f<«as-

'

,

'

South Africa

'

'

'

'

•

-

WITHERS;WINS^$IMi25

ON CANCEllEb DATES

.

:

•

chargps^?it(st'^(^hge 'from

'

:

.'

.

.

tnc26' h^s' 'ti^k'^ ttte Pbilsb,
'P^rtgarlan~ atrcl.'. Ckeiifipklo^9)Hslii whi,ch .w^ 'true even when theatres
-'
yfgijtp "ip;'Di»pi^,kt i^aprit;*; '\Geni«in-' were in-high;
'
,-i
1
Pricfes;^;
.
.J^espt'aHpn. ^
^Ijpr^tS--^^®'
m^Cff ia flilr^ftdar. :dlEipo>?^d,;iOf -.fof,' |,.^iH|ie .T^aiter ]^pit ;$'4,4o'' top' 'tickets
France, :and-jls runnlog^ ia XiondxHi presents the same history.. , X^ast
'Saiidi>i-

-

:

^

.

.

..

spring when Broadway ended anB. Cochran' thanagementi
"Dinner*
was sold in" 'Fraiiice other relatively poor season, showthrough Irvlrt Marks;' the Paris play men figured on charging jnot jover
broker, -for immediate production, 1^.30 or $.lv8'6....for any. legit. attracInstead the .season -saw most
.at the Ambassaldeur theatre, Paris.
tion!
Edmond Sayajf''will- proffuce- it and of..jthe musicals arriving at $4.40.
Jacques Deval, author of 'Made- Profitable business for most of
moiselle' and' 'Cardfeoard Lover,' will those lasted about 10 weeks and
then the managers started cutting
make the adaptation.
ticket prices. Indications are fbr a
return of the $2 show with some
standouts at $2.50 (plus tax) and
fewer at somewhat higher prices
because the actual smashes are exceptions on the records of ticket
Einer
:

FOREIGN REVIEW

Maedchenjahre
Koenigin

('Girlhood of a Queen')

I

Vienna, Jan. 10.
play In three acts by Sll Vara, with
BolfUer, Raoul Asian, Alfred Lbhner,
Augusta Punlcosdy, etc-. First
presented at the Burgtheater on New Tear's

A

Alma

Iflly Marberff,

are.

BU Vara, Austrian writer and theatrical critic mostly residing in
England, has written an historical
comedy

charm and

grace. It's
Victoria,
how she
came to the throne, of the first
years of her reign, her sympathies
for Lord Melbourne, noted ladyklller,
who won her over to the policy of

about

full of

Queen

the Whigs, and how she Jilted two
auitors and got engaged to the third.
The story is based on facts well

known from Queen
and from Lyttpn

'

Victoria's diaries
Str,achey's biogra-

phy, but they are strung together
to form a comedy with well-rounded
action and well-presented characters. It's not a mere historical narration, likQ most of 19th century
historical plays now so much in
vogue here, but a well-constructed
play that can stand on its own
Merits, though, of course, the presentation of interestlngvpersonages is
a big asset.
The Burg's beautifully staged production among the scenes are a
cabinet council and a ball at Windsor Castle was excellently cast.
Alma Seldler Interpreted the shy
reticence and the quiet energy of
the girl queen to perfection, and
Baoul Asland was a fascinating if
The rfeeeptlon
elderly Melbourne.
of the play was warm. No rewon
why it should not be the same in
other countries. Gilbert Miller is to
produce 'Girlhood of a Queen' In
Ix>ndon, and has engaged an Austrian ftctor, Hans Jaray, for the part

—

—

-Of

Melbourne.

-^iMnd Siiupidiiy

.

under

and

:

iapin was th.e ii^'xt nibbled at, and
.
at $6,700 a '^eek.
'Harry FosUt' has been in consultation with Sir Oswald, and has
canvassed, several big American
,namea; biit Ijj Mljst Instances the

inbney has b*!W' .t^p high."^
Chances
the'.Cttllseum staging
c'dbie-bacit with vaudeville are
slender. .T.hei:e.T9..n6.-«jr doubt Gauirtont-%lt.t»i aj^i bent on getting the
StoU circuit. If they can got it reasonably.' They might be expected,
therefore, to. c(o. their utniost tp hinder Stbll's vaudeville coilne-baclc
•

a.

.

Pat. Bill

Second -show"; week- of Jan.- 9, 'at
the Palladliitn ^tta about 60% capacitj^i
Headltners were Robert
Leonard and Gus- Ybrke in sketch
do^e -here' by -same team some'elght
•y^ars ago at- the "GoHseum; titled 'In
Lingerfa.' Vehlfel6"is draggy, with
I

=

•

'

« -laugh 4v6're>'<->and. there.' Lots of
with- McGoiiklndale>.«hittlie--de-' things :ha<%'<Ha^ened' in vaudeville
fens.lve and Stribllng lobklnSbtOi.<«r4t since the bbyd•'>v^efe^here last.'
a knockout. The referee gave th'e
>Supporti1A^ aiiet Nellie Arhaut a'nd
fight to Stribllng on points,- and al- HDrothers Irt ftlft^ 'violin playing and
dull,'

-

.

tit'6

seat, which are
prices. When
suggestedl, the [Pljlc^ . wfis tho high,
his represisntatlyfe 'sold Virtuoso gets
$6,000 pei:,.sn6w. in America. Chal-

-

''

'.

names

back to yaude. Feb.'. 2, ptx.t'o o.nb.giJjIheJi 'per
the iButt* deal 'goes through his ud^al .;coficert:

anpva,' goes

•

.

the London Coll-

Ha:&,;lft8tru'cted ag'enta to
the Cofitl'hent and America
'.

.

yeJ^rs..,

t>een appointed privyi-CQURsellor' to
.uii^^s^
The '.former Italian heavyweight
the King t>f .the Belgians, -and the. boxer, Srmlnlo Spalla, ha«t just profirst
Buke of Brabant :"M; sreirllnck was duced aEt tlie Prlnclpie' Theatre, 'MiFlemish professor to -Prtnce Leo-' la^. $, "play,
Pugnl' del Sli^or Tre'-^
jjiold.
mbl^iV (C'Wfp, ^r^jaioUditB Fi^^^ .-W0ek8 -agOi:,Gibbonfl. settled with
Appointment Is ttiken' to. li|idlcate tt is 'enJpyIpir';S)^r)sTn succesj^,.
Foster amieablyrand turned that end
^%:at King Albert yrlahes to; babtnt^aia
By H. Hanson
Spalla. has, recelyed aii .offer, from; of it- over to G-T."
cXoae contact withi Fleml^ .Intellect- Argentina, for: riehta- in Spanish,
^Gibbons In htfspKkl for an Internal
.Flemish
Capeto-wh,"Dec^ 20.
ual progress jand :Wltlii ,the
while -some- one 'Is already- trying to operation.
Capetown tram and 'bus' Strike
.Uteatre.
'adapt it for England and- the States.
went dbWn'-Dec. 18; after'a t^n' day's
hold*up of traffic throughout:-': the
cityif:: Knocked the- bottom: outwof
business for stores..and amusenvents.
Now that the trouble Isvover, trams
and buses are carrying capacity to
ijoncLon, Jan: 23.
the centre of the town, filled with
(Continued from page 43).
folks and kiddles out to spend their
Geprg« Black, general manager of and then it was seen that there
mite, .oi; money f oe, Clhrlstpi^s.
.General Theatres, -has beenx«lven ^were- only enough patrons willing
London, Jan. ^3.
Charles l^ltbers (American), won
a li^w contract for -seven yclittrs. OF able to afford that price for a
Striblihg-M«Oordindale Bout
Q'.T. is "the- tbleafre conapftny "lor period of 12 w'eeks, proveii last sea- a Judgment of $6,62S against the.
Thfe 12»>round fight betweeiiciW.
,
;.,
son. That length of titiie \(ras found Palladium for cancellation of three'
akuwpnf'BHtisii.-':"
'
jatriWing.-ith,e Anierlcan^jiaBds JPon
^Biiick'^^'.agfeenient calls ^ for '..an to b^'tob short f6r mkhageVs to win •weeks' -work two'-years ago. Wlth^ Mc(?.orklndaIe, Souths Af^-ipan.I^eavyback the production investnient. ers tried out his -act >lh -Portsmbuth .w^ljsht, pec. 17 in Jpbannefburgt
fihnual salarjr.'bf about $50,609.
That a number of musicals ended In arid was can<:elle'd' immediately aift- drew a crowd of about l6,0D0; 'instead of 25^000 as antii;ipat«fd, '^diie
this; red was as much the ,'^foducers'' erwferd."
to" 'a'=-heaVy do-wnpour- b'efd're'^ thje'
fault' as'' anything else, they liaving
"P^rehdantfl '.^e 'appealing.
starft"- ^hft -bout thrbufehodt 'wafl
,gone overboard on -costly Apapplngs,
-

Lily Morriis substituted for Rellly
and Comfort, due Tommy Rellly'a
attack pf flu.
BiU Is not the :best estertainment.
but is about. the, best available under present -£OQditlonsi

"

.

-

Fiemlsl| .authpi:

WANTS CCLISEU|«

Alfred Would .Stage Musiciajisof
'.
iDrury Lane Seopa

'Sir

,

J.?

relies .mainly on his accordion playing, but- is too brief to impress.

.

EIUTT

.

.

.

-

qoroperrg^tive ba^i^, for. the
t

-

-

show, but turned

any longer.
The stock company, and ^taff,
numbering in all about 200, will' endeavor to reopen the theatre on a

London, Jan. 12.
- Victoria ;*fiilivc«i,
now under the
regime of .Gadmont-Brltish, with
Val Pamell In' charge, Is on the ud-

JIMan'

Weldon Production

!For

ited

impossible for him to
shoulder the financial responsibility

remainder
of the season.
Theatregoers who
bought season tickets are pressing
for the return of the balance due

Lubin Buys 'One

now a

It

'io

FLEMISH DRAMATIST

London, Jan.
John, for years

.

amnmi TABmnr, iMtmon

eww»

'

though
(Cohtrnyed «^6M

pftiTe 37)..

A,cts-have been purchased
without regard, to .(he limitations of
the RKO book, and In a number of
instances- at salaries beyond' the
recommendation of the theatre end.
In other Instances It was fbund that
Beck or Godfrey bought act's without consulting' the theiatre operating
end. Wheh 'ca4led for It, they would
lay it to request from divisional
men in the field, which never really
istratlpii.

.

-

occurred.

It Is said.

It

is

conceded, that

the

dancing.

For

the/ do- 'NightYipU^ goes over

finish

A^^iH^eBtn tt the better mdni^thd''*^!!- IngAle^-Coprlsltiip^',
cfifet ^Hk* al-oused ho ehl'fi'dsIjE^; '^\xe
big-'
.
to the holding and miliilinsf'tetrtlds
SuppbrtlMIr ar^'^rge and Morg*
Stribllng,- who*'' web n(§f, -a distinctly" novel acroba.ti'c !&f«
warned-' by< the referee a notnber 6t ferihg;' Flanag'ain'and Allen, substitimes. during the contest*::
-is
tuting -tor
NM116'- 'Wallace,
iaut
,.1,-1
-..
through fiu, great' favorites Tiere;
Stribling's Undertaking
Lily Moore, a buxom femme, with a
Stribllng is. -prepared tovkgJve a fialr for story, tilling; and Lee, Lee,
written undertaking to give..Mq- •Lee and Lee, 'held 'over and made to
Corklndale a return fight lyif- Don close. Why- boys 'should be brought
enters the ring against Chastain. 3)000 mlled to: close bills here is a
With the matter settled: so far the local mystery, as they have a good
promoters are going ahead with the act, with many original ideas. Deplans for the fight, probably aboiit spite position on bill held them in.
Jan. 7 .
.

adopted' by

•

'

:

•

.

;

.-

.

.

.

Bad Judgment
Numerous other Instances of bad
'Queeries'
judgment and Incompetency, It Is
stated, with the theatre! end Is fed
Roy Cowl's 'QueerJes,' a concert
What the ticket reductions have up on it, as the RKO headquarters and burlesque combination under
engagement
the
by
Capetown
meant to attendance in the past feeling generally Is that the booking
several weeks seem encouraging. ofllce In taxing the company over- Munclpality is showing around the
Agencies report selling four times head at a time when strictest seaside places.
as many tickets for one musical that economy and the best of operating
Paul Rotha Arrives
went from $4.40 to $2.20 and twice Judgment are needed.
Paul Rotha, film critic, author and
What Is bringing the whole book- director,
the volume of tickets for another
arrived at Capetown Dec.
which did not cut quite as much and ing oiilce matter to a head is Radio 19 by plane. He had something to
City. Attempt to get the right kind say
is not regarded as highly in an enabout 'Contact,' the travel
of talent for the houses In that spot sound picture of the British air
tertainment way.
has forced the RKO heads to sud- route, which he is directing for
$4.40 Exception
denly become aware that certain British Instructional Films.
All this despite that in most
Thirty- five thousand feet of celbetter agents may refuse to do
csises the shows which reduced the
business with the present admin- luloid will be used, but eventually
cut down to 7,00C feet for exhibition
scales were not real hits or were istration
of the RKO booking office
purposes.
He Is due in London
approaching the end of their runs. on almost any terms,
unless com- about February, and the complete
First show to open at $2.20 was
pelled to do so.
picture will have a London premiere
•Pigeons and People,' which started
.It's. known that the feeling on the
in Easter.
last week.
It was expected to be
taeatre end is that now is. the time
a test, but showmen declare the for a balanced operating
Colored Carnival
position at
trend to be general and one par- RKO, and
The colored male section of Capethe exigencies of current
ticular play hardly tells the story.
conditions demand that the booking town puts over every New Year a
'Pigeons' (Geo. M. Cohan) was well office situation
be cleared and for colored carnival. For weeks before
received, with trade fairly good at all
time in the interest of construc- the big event they form troops, start
practice with songs, dances, and inthe $2 scale.
tive operation.
vent ideas for outstanding and novel
The exception in stage fare arIf Beck tries to stand pat, as he
rives this week with 'Design for has repeatedly done for Godfrey, costumes. Each troop has its own
band of banjoists, violinists, mouth
Living.'
It not only charges $11 the feeling appears to be that in the
organists, etc., and vie with each
top for the premiere, but a $4.40 resulting melee both Beck and God- other to get a brain
wave to come
scale regularly at night. Advance frey may go. RKO Is considering out In the most original outfit. The
fame of the show assures it of suc- conditions.
final round-up takes place In the
cess within the 21 weeks listed as
grounds of the Cycle Track, where
each lot go through their program
the length of the engagement. Bui
before
Judges,
and prizes are
there are ticket experts willing to
Galsworthy 111
awarded.
gamble that the show will not sell
Yesterday's, Monday's (23), papers
out completely throughout the 12
reported
John
Galsworthy's
seriousBelgium
Honors
Guitry
weeks of the agency buy. Show is
ly ill in his home In Hampstead,
Brussels, Jan. 13.
publicly announced for that period
Eng.
Sacha Guitry, the famous French
but is slated to stay Ave months.
actor and dramatic author, has
No other drama has attempted a
Riviera, Chi, Drops Vaude
been made Officer of the Order of
$4.40 scale for over two years. Only
Chicago, Jan. 23.
Leopold by the King of the Beltwo shows now have a $4.40 top
Riviera has discontinued vaude- gians. France has already recTake a Chance' and 'Music In the
Was run- ognzied the actor-author's talents by
Air,' both musicals. The latter will ville after three weeks.
decorating him with the Insignia
drop to $3.86 when its agency buy ning Friday-Sunday Inclusive.
William Morris office booked.
of Ofiicer of the Legion .of HpQpr.
expires at the end of the week.
prices.

|

$10,000 Guarantee
It was practically settled that J.
L. Sachs' show, 'The One Girl,' goes
to the Alhambra, but cast lodged
objections to playing twice dally,

and deal

fell

through.

Show now

London Hipwillr first play two
Manchester and Glasgow for Moss Empires.
Sachs' gets $10,000 guarantee a
week in the province,, which is first
time such a high, guarantee has
been given to any musical by Moss
definitely going to the

podrome,

but

weeks each

in

Empires.

Rose as Film Comic
London Film production has engaged Julian Rose as feature comedian in the picturizatlon of a current Berlin play.
The version has been titled 'Cash,'
and will be directed by Alexander
Korda.
SherrifPs Now Play
R. C. Sherrlff, who wrote 'Journey's End,' has tossed off a new
play,
which Gilbert Miller will
shortly
produce.
Cedrlo
Likely

Hardwlcke, England's premier character actor,

win play the

lead.

Hulbert, Waller learn Up
Jack Hulbert has entered into a

and production alliance
with Jack Waller. William MolHwho was general producer for
Clayton & Waller, will act in a similar capacity for Waller & Hulbert
and will be interested In the profits.
Hulbert has recently been appearing in pictures, and his return to
the rostrum will be in a musical
starring

son,

version of 'Brewster's Millions.'

GAPT.

WOODWABD

DIES

London, Jan.
trainer,
(21).

23.

James Woodward, seal
died in Ramsgate Saturday

Captain

He was

82 years old.

Toe04aijr,

LEGITIMATE

Jimnnrj 24, 1933

jittle

Group Su^ Prof.
Razzed Their Art

Who

Response to B'way Cuts Cheerful
'

In

Broadway

managerial

tlcKet olrolea there la

a

and

Personal

diatlnct note

Draw Helps

encouragement as the result ot

tif

Increased trade attributed directly
price ot
to the reduction In the

Scketa at the box office. Not all
ihowa which cut prlcea bettered
because aiwne were
their bualneBB,
In the flop class.
But two musicals which went pop
had a decidedly favorable reaction,
Sie jump In attendance being as
hiKh as B0% and the Increase In
gross quite material. High point In
business general was evident on
Saturday, both performances. "Gay
Divorce,' which reduced rates wheri
to
it moved Into the Shubert, went

Dresser's Frisco Dates
'Plain
last week's sole contribution to
crop of legits, only moderate

and

star,

its

new
biz

Louise Dresser, re-

sponsible for that.

'Another Language' opens at the
Geary tonight (23) with but small
advance sale. Lllyan Tashman in

Grounds for Divorce' started Sunday (22) at Duffy's Alcazar.

Little
114,000 at/$3.30 top, •Walk a
Faster.' which dropped to $2.76,
lumped 13,000 for a gross of $16,000.

-

Two

holdovers of the past stanza

were Henry Duffy's production of

'Bridal Wise' at the Alcazar with
Lois Wilson, Matt and Tom Moore.
It'a second and final period drew
about $4,600.
Fourth and last week of Coltending was regarded as a favor',
able Indication..
bounne-Jonies players at the Colum.
'Pigeons and People,' the first bia was pretty low. four days of
$2.20 name show In years, opened to Too True to be Good' and three of
liigh praise at the Harris. It drew Quieen's Husband' drawing arouiid
about $8,600, which, while not big,
was looked upon as aatlsfactory. $4,000.
'Tattle Tales' is due Jan. 30 at
•Big Night' at the Klliott did not
fare well In the press. It dropped the Curran with Barbara Stanwyck
the scale to $2.20, but the show vyaa and Frank Fay in cast.
withdrawn after five days. 'Pardon
at the
My English' opened Friday'We,
The
Majestic and was panned.
'Ladies Meet' Beheaning
People' was a Saturday night. preT - - Angeles. Jan. 23.
miere at the Empire, with th^ reor arrived from
Edgar M
doubt.

Iwben Ladles Meet' moved upward,

From
too. getting around $11,600.
inthe' agencies? standpoint the
atiirease in the number of people

•

ault in

Business appeared to move upfor the good things last^eek,
'Take a Chance' going to $26,600;
nearest to it la 'Music In the Air,'
about $23,000. 'Dinner at Bight* now
has a contender tor dramatic leadership in 'Design for lilvlng* (opens
tonight). 'Biography' stood up upon
expiration of the subscription pe
'20th Cen
rlod, bettering $16,000.
tury* again Improved, with takings

ward

around

$16,000.

Due next week

.

.

.

and Sam Wren.
.

CAITTON STOCK CHANGE

'Evensong.' Sel

wyn; .'Sickness ot Touth' (tenta.
live), BiJou; 'One Sunday After'
noon.' house unnamed: 'Alice in
Wonderland' coming up from 14th
Street to the New. Amsterdam with
the Clvlo Repertory company. Added
doslnira last .week were 'Foolscap.'
Times Square, and 'Two Strange
Women,' Xlttle. The Abb^y Players
-

day (19). and im
U.i.
mediately started rehearsals of
When Ladies Meet.' next Curran &
Belasco Coast production. Opening
date at the Belasco here Indefinite.
Only cast selections so far made
are Kay Johnson. Catharine Doucet

New Tork

Canton.

Jan

O.,

the

old

last

fall,

Enga,gement was
sponsored by the union stage hands
on co-op plan.
Louise Jordan Co., stock, succeed
ed the Gordlnler players Jan. 21,
continuing the policy without In-

closed Jan. 20.

cohelMde this week at the Beck. 'The terruption.
Dubarry* doubtful, but 'Another
language,' announced to dose, may
.hold over.

Eatimafea for Last

Week

upward

Femliilne
(CD-898-$3.30).
draw explains extra matinee weekly; paced better than $8,000 in nine
tlmea; profitable.
'Another Language,' Booth (40th
week) (C-708-$l.e6). Final week;
run comedy reduced scale by half
for last two weeks; average since
summer bettered $8,000; last week

was

there

satisfactory.

'Marathon,' Mansfield (1st week)
Presented independently (Joseph Bernard); writ'
ten by Isabel Dawn and Boyce De
(D-l,060-$8.30).

Graw; opens Friday
fAusie in the

(27).

Alvin

Air,'

(12th

week) (C-l,387-$4.40). Grosses considerably under first Indications, but
attraction making good money;
around $23,000.

about $7,000.
Taken off
'Big Night,' Elliott.
'Pardon My English,' Majestic
Saturday; figured to have small (2nd week) (M-l,700-$3.30). Opened
chance after some reviews; five late last week (Friday) ; spanked by
days.
strong second night;
reviewers;
'Biography,' Guild (7th week) (C- better line on chances this week.

'Pigeons and People,' Sam H.
Harris (2nd week) (C-l,0Bl-$2.20)
subscription period almost as good Critics applauded George M. Cohan
as previously; quoted at $16,600.
attendance not quite up to fine no
scale quite
'Criminal at Large,' 48th St. (16th tices; but $8,600 at low
week) (D-893-$3.30). Slated to re- good.
'Take a Chance,' Apollo (9th
main
February, then to
914-$3.30).
Agency demand for
tickets excellent; first week after

through

Improved
week) (M-l,270-$4.40).
last week; Broadway's gross leader
both ways.
at $26,600; only musical not figuring
'Dangerous Corner,' Fulton (14th on ticket reduction.
week) (D-913-$3.30). Has been bet
'The Dubarry,' Cohan (10th week)
terlng $6,000, with both house and (O-l,300-$2.7B).
Chances of stay

road; business around $6,000. slight
ly profitable

show making some

profit.

for Living,' Barrymore
week) (CD-l,090-$4.40). Pre
sented by Max Gordon; written by
Noel Coward; indicated smaBh on
road; opens tonight at $11 top.
'Dinner at Eight,' Music Box (14th
week) (C-l,000-$3.86). Away out in
front of Broadway's dramas, and
has clicked In London; paced over

'Design

(1st

.

$22,000; leadership probable to 'Design for Living,' starting this week.
'Flying
(19th
Colors.' Imperial

much

clpals

longer

doubtful;

on percentage; about

-
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Road Show

Current Road Shows

prin

$10,600

'Cat and the Fiddle,
cago.
'Cavalcade,' Majestic, Boston, Jan.
26. 27, 28.

Oits Skinner, Hanna,
Davidson,
Jan. 23-25.
Milwaukee, Jan. 26-28.
'Counsellor at Law,' Shubert, Bos-

Cornelia
Cleveland,

cago.

•Springtime for

Henry,' Garrlck,

politan, Seattle, Jan. 25, 26.

Korrest;

re

ton.

Louis.

'As Husbands
Insures profit for show and house.
•Love Story,' Broad, Phila.
vival very well received.
Mademoiselle,' Plymouth, Boston.
(6th
'Honeymoon,'
Vanderbllt
Italian Marionettes, Lyric; new
'Melody,' Broad Street, Newark.
week) (C-771-$2.20).
Small cast numbers added; profitable.
•Of Thee. Sing' (East. Co.) Ford,
show easing by to small takings;
Shakespeare Theatre, Jolsons
Baltimore.
estimated over $3,000; principally Shakespearean revivals.
•Of Thee I Sing' (West. Co.), Fort
cut rates.
•The Show- Off,' Hudson: revival
Wayne, Ind., Mizpah Temple, Jan.
•Whistling in the Dark,' Waldorf
'Late Christopher Bean,' Miller
22; Indianapolis, Ind., English, Jan.
Went revivaL
(13th week) (C-946-$$3.30).
Go,'

'

I

Brown's Play Missing

Phila.

'The Green Pack,' with Percy
Hutchinson, Jan. 23, Winnipeg.
•Too True to Be Good,' Metro-

•Vanities,' Wichita Falls, Tex., Memorial Auditorium, Jan. 23; Dallas,
'Face the Music,' Grand Opera Fair Park Auditorium, Jan.
24; Fort
House, Chicago.
Worth, Plaza, Jan. 25; San Anlike all the better attractions last
'Good Earth,' Metropolitan, Min- tonio, Convention Hall,
Jan. 26;
scale neapolis, Jan. 23, 24, 25.
Metrolowered admission
week;
Galveston, Auditorium, Jan.
27;
working to advantage; $11,500.
politan, St. Paul, Jan. 26, 27, 28.
Houston, Auditorium, Jan. 28.
'Green Pastures,' Forrest, PhilaOther Attractions
•Whirlpool,' Hollis. Eo.ston.
Abbey Players, Beck; Irish troupe delphia.
American,
St.
•Laugh Parade,'
(ioast Companies
finishes return date Saturday.
.

when gross was $14,000;
should
Washington's
last
until
Birthday or longer.
'Goodbye Again,' Masque (5th
week) (C-700-$3.30). Should make
creditable showing; agency trade
okay; business around $8,000 or over

nee,

Week Jan. 23
23, 24; Dayton, Ohio, "Victory, Jan.
Ziegfeld Memorial
•Another Language,' Geary, Frisco. 26; Louisville, Ky., Memorial AudiTollies' as Tribute
•Bad Manners,' Boulevard, Jack- torium, Jan. 27, 28.
'Rhapsody in Black,' Grand Rapson Heights, L. I.
Chicago, Jan, 23.
'Student Ids, Mich.. Powers, Jan. 22, 23;
Time' and
'Twentieth Century,' Broadhurst
•Blossom
Battle Creek, Mich., Post, Jan. 24;
•Ziegfeld Memorial Follies' to hon(6th week) (C-l,118-$3.30). Jumped Prince,' Cass, Detroit.
again and hit rating looks definite
•Bringing Up Father,' Maryland, Flint, Mich., Palace, Jan. 26; Lans- or the departed producer, is in prosing, Mich., Gladmer, Jan, 26; Roch- pect for a run locally during the
takings went to $16,000 with lively Baltimore.
N. T., Lyceum, Jan. 27, 28.
ticket demand in agencies.
forthcoming Century of Progress
•Broadway Rhapsody,' Playhouse, ester,
'Show Boat,' Auditorium, Chi'Two Strange Women,' Little Wilmington, Del. (26, 27, 28).
Exposition.
Presumably at the
cago.
Taken off Saturday; two weeks.
'Caponsacchi' and 'Hamlet,' Al•Sign
the
Cross,' Biltmore, Los Auditorium here and presumably on
of
James
St.
Faster,'
Little
•Walk a
lentown. Lyric, Jan. 23; Harrlsburg. Angeles.
A. C. Blumenthal's bankroll.
Wilmington,
(8th week) (R-l,520-$2.76). Reduced Majestic,
Jan.
24;
•Sign
the
Cross,'
Nixon,
of
PittsNed
Wayburn
mentioned
as
nearly
attendance
prices bettered
Playhouse, Jan. 25; Washington, burgh.
stager.
50% at some performances last National, Jan. 26, 27, 28.
'Sign of the Cross,' Erlanger, Chiweek and jumped the gross $3,000
Apollo, Chiing

week) (R-1.016-$2.20). Actual gross
at reduced ticket scale around $13,- to $16,000.
000; attraction can get by, but house
'We, the People,' Empire (Is
end doubtful.
Opened
(CD-1.099-$3.30).
week)
'Foolscap,' Times Square. With- Saturday; serious piece variously
drawn last Saturday; played less regarded; critics are divided on
than two weeks.
strength, but all praiseworthy no
on run chances
'Gay Divorce,' Shubert (9th week) tlcee; better line
_
.
(M-l,395-$3.30). Removal here with this week.
'When Ladies Meet,' Royale (17th
modilled scale worked out well last
Improved
(C-l,118-$2.20).
week)

week

exceptions, it Is likely that the rest
of the year's shows won't exceed
grossed around $4,600. Very
'Of Thee I Sing' will,
figure.
big for a 'one-person show.' Thea- that
exceptions,
tre Guild's 'The Good Earth; cur- of course, be one of the
rent, with advance sale good.
but both 'Coiinsellor-at-Law* and
Going in entirely for revivals in 'Another Language,' booked in the
conjunction with the new 66c top,
are playing here at a
the Balnbridge dramatic stock drew near future,
close to $2,800 with" 'Cradle Snatch- $2 top. It is also quite likely that
Fairly satis- there will be a number of attracers* at the Shubert.
factory.
'The Only Son' is this tions coming in at. $1.60.
week's offering;
12,407 Seats for
One result of this price-cutting
St6ck burlesque at the Gayety,
has been to jam the American Thecopped about $2,600. Just so-so.
Little IKz in Chi;
ati'e Society aubqcrlption organizaOnly one play of the second
tion.
Music,' $15,000
series (five in all) bias been presented and there Is. non? ..in proaThat In ltse|lf disturbed the
pect,
Chicago. Jan. 23.
Late winter outlook is hot promsubscribers plenty, but when they
ising hereabouts.
Last week saw
found 'Counsellor-at-Iaw' and 'Angrosses tumble everywhere and
beinjgr booked Into!
Language'
other
closing notices up on 'Show Boat'
the same house, not bn subscription'
and 'Face the Music.' Only new atbut at the aaine price they were
tractions are 'Blossom Time' in
paying ($2), they got plenty hbt.
something. like Its 7th or Sth local
Last week's pleasant surprise, was
Los Angeles, Jan. 23.
appearance and a negro revue, loTwo legits playing last week got Springtime for Henry,' which came
cally produced, entitled 'Dixie On less than nut money. 'Tattle Tales.'^ Into .the Garrlck with not jnuch of
Parade.' 'Blossom' opens Jan. 29 at the Felix -Young, revue, moved from any advance, and pla,hned only a
the Grand, while 'Dixie' will start the downtown Belasco to the Holly- week's stay. By WednesdayMt was
at the Garrlck under Ray West wood Playhouse, opened Sunday,, picking up iso fast that a second
auspices the same night.
but ran into tough luck for the first week, was decIded.Qn... Week's groiss
I^t week the Auditorium and three days. House wiring was too was $8,600, fine for a $2 top, and
now there's' talk of a third week.
Civic Opera House between fthem light t^ carry the load of the must
added 7,400 seats to th9 total in cal's special equipment^ with a new Notices here were raves.
'Green Pastures' enjoyed another
town, making 12,407 chairs for rent transformer being ordered In by the
Wednesday, the good week at the Forrest, attho.iigb
fire department,
in a legit field of six attractions.
show got going again, and talUed the edge Is off the downstairs trade.
Ilstimates for Last Week
$4,300 oh the remainder ot the week. £stlmat<ed at 113.000, with two
'Cat and Fiddle,* Apollo (M-1,600; Talk 'of Barbara Stahwyck going weeks to go.
$3.30) (6th week). Started at $2.20 Into the attraction opposite Frank
This week the Broad relights with
top as of Sunday (22) and wlH try Fay today.
Peggy Fears' new production, 'A
for run.
Departure ot 'Face the
'Bridal Wise' opened at the EI Story of Love.' It was first bookedMusic' and 'Show Boat' wilt leave
Capltan Sunday to a fair. adVance at the Garrlck, but switched to the
only the operetta company at the
with Lois Wilson and Tom and Broad to allow 'Springtime for
Civic Opera House as musical com- Matt Moore In the cast AdyiBrtts- Henry* to hold over. !Story. ot tiove'.
petition. Fourth week at $3.30 top Ing Is plugging
the picture names la scheduled ft>r one week only, wltli
scale around $14,600.
the Wee-Leventbc4 production ot
who are figured to draw.
'Face the Musie,' Grand (M-1,
'Whistling In the Dark' following.
Estimates for Last Waek
Opening
207; $2.76)
(2d week).
Wee Leventhal tire understood to
'Love'a .Passport,' Los Angeles
pace very mild and will stay only
have
leased the Broad for flVe or alx
two weeks, returning to New. Tqrk Theatre Guild. Egan (4th week) weeks, with ain option' on a longer
Semi-professional
for a $2.20 repeat. Mary.Boland got (CD-834-$2.60).
stay. 'The Good* Fairy' find others
the notices but theme dealing with group satisfied with $800 on the will follow ^blatllng In the Dark/.
Tammany Hall not sufllciehtly faNext Monday's other opening' Is
'Tattle tales,' Hollywood Playmiliar to Chicagoa;ns who usually
'Counselldr-at- Law,* at the Ckest^
are slow to respond to satire any house (Ist week) <R-1,103-$1.65)
nut, with 'Of Thee I Sing' menhow. Around $16,000 first week, not Moved to Hollywood Sunday, with tioned for the Forrest, but no date
the .top shaved 60c. Got $4,800 for
hot.
given as yet. 'Another Language^
'Family Upstair*,' Cort (C-1.100; the last half of the week with the comes to the Chestnut Feb. 20,.and
first half dark due to electrical
$2.20) (6th week). Quite likely the
Hurok's 'PIccoHl,' marionette novel-'
aggressive iexploitatioii behind this trouble.
ty, is reported for the Broad or
small cast one set ishow will hold
Garrlck.
it for good engagement.
Climbing
Estlmatea for Last Week
few hundred each week' and only cut rates policy on promise of at
'Green Pastures' (Forrest, Stb
cut rater in town. Horace Slstairs tractions from New Tork. Didn't
week) Held nicely, thanks to upput over pip tie-up with street car get $3,090 last week. House dark.
stairs
trade.. $13,000. Another fortlines on account Thomas W. Ross,
'Robin Hood,' Civic (3.900; $1.66)
the star, playing motorman In play, Repertory
ot
operettas
started night.
'Springtime for Henry' (Ganick,
Got 1,360 cars free for price of promisingly with excellent cast and
printing, $160.
Sistaire ah experi- production quality high. Large ca- 1st week) Picked up rapidly after
enced cut rater from old Central on pacity and cheap scale ought, to opening and held In for second
Van Buren Street. Around $3,800 make It a factor In legit competl week. Topped $8,600 and should
tion.
Around $9,000 first week, beat. thlEit figure by a grand or two
this week.
'Play's the Thing,' Blaokstone (C
'Song of the Flame' this week.
1,200; $2.20) (2d, final week). Dis
'Show Boat,' Auditorium (M-3,
appointing and unprofitable two- 600; $2.20) (8d w§ek). Will make
week engagement for Guy Bates it four weeks when ehdlng Jan. 28
at Bfltmore
Post show, which folded. Should Production will be boiled down as a
have been cut-rated and might have tabloid and presented at Chicago
been forced on that basis it begun theatre week of Feb. 3. Last week
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
early. House, however, sticks to no around $16,000.
Biltmore goes dark Feb. 2, with
closing of 'Sign of the Cross' film.
It reopens Feb. 19 with 'Rhapsody
in Black,' first stage show there in
almost A year. Feb. 26 'Of Thee
I Sing" goes in.

Teeter has been named defendant
in a $200 breach ot contract suit
filed by the Portal Players. His defense is that he called the play off
in order to avoid embarrassment to
the plaintiff and criticism ot the
University of Minnesota for sponsoring the play.

.

week when

general advancement; around $10,-

'Autumn CroouSt' Morosco (11th 000,'and
week)

last

Minneapolis, Jan. 23.
Cornelia Otis Skinner, at Metropolitan for three nights and a mati-

Philadelphia, Jan. 23.

A $2 top seems to have been
adopted as the official scale for legit
shows here and. with a couple ot

-

23.

at

Players,

result of his action. Prof.

*EarthV Good Advance
At IVfinneapolis Met.

-

Grand opera house since

Gordlnler

Henry' Builds to $8,500 Holds Over

'

As a

4S

PhiDy Sets $2 Non-Musical Top;

Minneapolis, Jan. 23.
After witnessing, a rehearsal of a
20-scene futuristic drama, '1931.' by
the Portal Players, little local theatre group. Professor T. A. Teeter,
director ot summer sessions at the
University of Minnesota, refused to
permit, the performance of the piece
at the university because he didn't
like the acting and* direction.

San Francisco, Jan. 23.
Man's Wife,' at Curran was

VAsmr

•Bridal Wise,' El Capitan, Holly-

wood.
'Grounds

for

Divorce,'

Alcazar,

San Francisco.
'Plain Man and His Wife,' Curran, San Francisco.
'Tattle Tales,' Hollywood Play-

house, Hollywood.

Play, 'The Hope of a Tree,' announced for the Ambassador and
due Monday, seems to have been
lost.

Show was

the

first

of a series

trys planned by Chamberlain
Brown, whose idea was to put a
new show on weekly for eight

of

weeks.
Understood

that Brown refused
money covering house exBrown claimed the cast
was Incomplete and show would be
delayed a week or two.

to post

penses.

AHEAD AND BACK
George Mooner replaced William
as .ipent with 'A Plain Man
and His ''A'lfe' in San Francisco.
riillr>n

j
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WE, THE PEOPLE

Plays on Broadway

PARDON MY ENGLISH
AaroDS dnd Vinton Freedley
comedy production.
Jack Pearl
and Lyda Robertl featured. Book by Her
A.

Alex.

musical

b«rt Fields; music, Qeorge Qerahwln; ly'
rica, Ira Gershwin. Musical numbers eta^d
trr George Hale; book staged, by John Mc-

the production which looks like the
14 or )6 brand of musical comedy
At |3, It
this started out to be.
should shape up as somewhat of a
bargain, e&peclally with the Leblang tralde which the large-caAbel.
pacitled Majestic permits.

John Wenger;

costumes.
Robert Ten £yck Stevenson; entire produc-

Omran;

settings,

In two
tion staged by Vinton Freedley.
Top $8.30, but $5.60
acta and 10 scenes.

premiere obtained upon Broadway debut
Besides
Jan. 20, 1038, at the Majestic.
the following principals there are 30 girls;
22 boys and six Schuhpladlers "Tyrolean
dance specialists),
Tony Blair
Mr. Preston
Eleanor Shaler
Mrs. Preston
Jack Davis
Robin
Robert 8penc«r
College Student
Another College Student. . . .William Lllllng
Cllft Charlie Hall
Schultz
Betty Hamilton
Qlrl
C^rl Randall
Johnny Stewart....
Barbara Newberry
Gerry Martin
Harry T. Shannon
McCarthy
Liyda Robertl
Olta
George Olvot
Michael Bramlelgh
Jack Pearl
Gommlssloner Bauer
Dr. Richard Carter.... Gerald Oliver Smith
Josephine Huston
Ilse Bauer

Ruth Urban

Hagda
Anna

Wllma

Inn-keeper

Rdeloft

PIGEONS AND PEOPLE
Comedy In one act presonted by and with
George M, Cohan at the Sam H. Harrla
Sam Forrest
Walter Gilbert
Joseph Heath
George H. Cohan
Parker
..Arvld Pdulaon
Tokem
Ollva Reevea-Snttth
Miss GUea
Paol McGrath
Fraoklyn Chase
theatre Jan. 10; stased by.

Bllnore

BUisanor Audley

Payne

.AIney Alba
Naiinery

Winnie Iiloyd

Bid ward

Ollroy

Howard Hull Olbson

McQoIre

•...Reynolds Dennlston

Dr. Frlsby

As a

feat of histrionic art

and en-

durance George M. Cohan's performance in 'Pigeons and People'
be recorded as unprecedented.

will

George Shields
..John Cortes His name and his generous appearJack Carver ance should command sprightly at-

•

RIarl

BelnrlcA

'Pardon My English' la not a good
musical comedy. But It will manage a moderate success, chle£ly on
the strength of Jack Pearl's yeoman f unsterlng, coupled with hia
radio rep.
That Is counted upon
as the most decisive bozofflcQ equation, although whether the ether
public will go 43.30 worth for a
peek at Pearl Is something else'

tendance for a limited engagement.
Fact that George M. himself is
on the stage for more than an hour
and 26 minutes continuously Is
enough to attract the Cohan fans,
and he returns soon to conclude this
Intennlsslonless (one act) but fulllength play. There Is another fiell-

Ihg point. The., show iB $2.20 top,
the. first name attraction with that
again.
BtlU. Pearl's, relative ezpp](^Iar
scale since t^^e war. The
cluslveness, through not having
weakened his In-person appeal by aulhor-st&r Is credited with saying
promiscuous picture-housing; shquld. that iB what his new show Is worth.
stand him In good stead currently.
*Plge6n8 attd People' Is baffling In
This' AaronS
Frelsdley musical'
.

&

has had a chedkered career during some oapectH atid sUggeMa Cohan
its
preliminary playing,' but It In Tbe Tavern.* For the first hour
shapes up somewhkt better Dian
It fa laugh-provoklng, not so much
the many out-ofr.town dlfflQultles.
would Imply* It becomeiB appistrent that the lines are mirthful, but bewhy Jack Buchanan wisely dropped cause of the, Cohan majoner* They
«ut, foii* there's little in the libretto inied to Imitate the way he danced,
which could servei him virell, or ^vlce
versa. True, he Undoubtedly would but only he can play his plays as he
have lent the romantic proceeidlngB Intends they should be played.
a tittle more class, with his presCohan Is Parkeh a fellow who
ence,
but after George Givot's charms pigeons In Central Park, a
initial nervousness wears off, he
should manage quite well In the fellow who believes more In pigeons
principal juvenile aisslgnment.
than In people. He has had tough
Xhe book, notr solely credited to. breaks, and he might be close to.
Herbert' Fields,' Btm carries Morrle
Rysklnd's co-authorship billing on down and out, but. he asks no fathe' title pages of the song sheets. vora^ Just wants to be alone, to be
The ..third collaborating librettist^ awAy from the life around him.
Jack MdSowan^ wbo, too, became
modest about .this libretto. Is solely Joseph Heath, a well-to-do Insurprogram-credited
as
the
book ance man, has observed Parker and
stager.
This Is the tlpoff on the sits down on 4 bench to chat with
And Parker relates what ih.
plot, which, however, doesn't go to' him.
'the story
t>lece8 really until the midway of the play becomes famous
the second stanza.
As musical, I 'told you In the park.'
Wbat that story Is nobody dicomedy books go,, it could be worse,
although for this big league pro- vulges, although Heath teUa It to
duction investiture. It's pnques- his friend, Fnmklyn Chase, and
.

'

-

.

.

'

—

.

-

The Ubretto deficiencies, with
wavering and uncertain motivation,

Including a detective who
after .several never-connected calls to headquarters. Heath
has Parker In his apartment, asks
him to stay as his giiest, feeling
that In a few days Parker will have
a changed viewpoint on life. But
Parker refuses food, drinks and
smokes. Often he starts to depart,
but he never does.
IVhen Heath declares he believes
the story told him In the park,
Parker asks 'what If It wasn't true 7*

are omp. par with some of the mlscasttiigs. Pearl as the Dresden Po-

Justice,

tlonably below' par.
Ditto for the freres

others.

Gershwin arrives

with their music and. lyrics. But
like moat Gershwin tunes^ they
wear better in- the lottg run and
unquestionablir A couple will be
etherized ultimately into the public
consciousness. /Cousin In Milwaukee,' 'So 'What?'; Ifln't It a Pityr
and 'I've t34t to Be There,' look
'

likely.

.

Supposing Parker is a fugitive from
Parker asks, and Heath
lice Commissioner Is a bit too young grabs a gun and swears he will get
as ;^osepbine Huston's vater, al- the real story. But Parker demands
thofigh she's an acceptable enough his rights, and when hid feelings are
prima. The Carl Randall-Barbara hurt he cries fine bits of character
Newberry hoofing partnership comedy.
clicked several times with their
Then supposing he was once the
numbers, tlelng It up once. Givot, lightweight boxing champion I That
handled
Buchanan's
assignment is sprung when Chase threatens
(now quite a bit played down in violence. And before the cop comes,
direct ratio to Pearl's part having supposing he was once
a great debeen built up), should eventually tective, this Parker, and maybe he
And himself and exude the poise still is. This mysterious person
and esise the light role calls for.
Parker generally wins his points,
The book, such as it is, brings even if all his assertions are prefcrooks and stranded
vaudeville aced
by 'supposing.'
hoofers into the peace of Dresden
Cohan
more antic, playwhich is reflected by the childish ing the becomes
piano and singing about
naivete of the town's police com- This
Old World.' He capers and
missioner, Bauer (Pearl).
Lyda Robert!, also tense from the dances in the style that is only his.

—

first night rigors, ultmately hit her
stride, projecting her good-natured,
self -kidding Polack brand of garbled

English and comedy over In great
style.

But the show is all Pearl's by
virtue of his own achievements, and
he vindicates the producers' wisdom
in throwing the entire burden of
this venture, such as It has turned
out, onto his shoulders. Every time
he recourses to his trademark-demike, "Vass you dere, Sharlle?' (his
ethereal straight ,Clift 'Charlie' Hall,
is purposely in the cast), it's good
for an abdominal guffaw.
Pearl's effect on the risibilities,
across the footlights, is seemingly
as vital as via the ether. Only his
personal impression finally permits
him to get away with such timehonored wheezes as 'C!zechoslav,
Jugoslav? "No, Just goodnatured
slob;

What
knots

'or throw him a lifesaver.
flavor?;' or, 'miles to me,
to you,' etc.
accredited librettist's com-

He makes

pseudo-love, for among
the characters are the young housekeeper, two girl friends of Heath
and Chase and the secretary of the
doctor who lives upstairs. Heath
had suggested the doctor look Parker over, and his only conclusion is
that somebody is playing one huge
Joke.

Parker demands to know if the
various characters believe him to be
loon.
Nobody, even the doctor,

a

will concede that.
And when he
goes he goes alone.
After the curtain he returns for
a little audience speech to the effect that it does not make any difference who Parker really Is, being
Just a straightaway chap who wants
to be on his own.
'Pigeons and People' la pretty
nearly all Cohan, who bills his play,
'A comic state of mind in continuous action.' He refers to the company as 'George M. Cohan and his
listeners.'

But regardless of the success of
The
edy contributions are at times the now play it stands out as one
bawdy, but so forthright In their of the most remarkable and lengthy
bawdlness that It's almost accep- performances by any actor within
memory, if not in stage history.
table.
nee.
The producers haven't cheated on
•

Z*

Tom

Helen Davis,

.HIeanor Ptaelpa

Frieda Davla
Allen

............Herbert Rudlay

Davla
William Davis

,OraM

Mllla

..Ralph Theador«

Albert CoUlna. ............ ..Blaine Cordner
.....^Pierre Watkin
Wlllard Drew
Mildred Quigtey
Stenographer

Jack IngeraoU

«•

James CanolnKham

Winifred Drew
Sarah ColUns

; Randolph Hala
Qeorge Pembroke

Mildred Baker
.....Katberlne Hnunet
.Valerie Valalre

Stella Oolllna

Thomas Williamson
Stava CMnton

WlllUm

Ingen(ril

and

Broadway Rhaptod

costume change waits

dexterous

exhibits

of

hia

The several enwas forced to take Included

pianlstlo technic.

cores he

a

brilliant

performance of Oskar

Potoker's 'SImUltude.'
Aff

a commentary on current con-

cert presiantatlon. It is almost sad
to view the lack of showmanship
displayed here.
dirty eye and
creaky curtain, spotty borders and
occasionally flickering lights all
gave an atmosphere of shabbiness
that was a hurdle for Miss Kenyon
to leap.

A

Jan. IT.

Frank Wilson

Some 12 weeks ago Gene Austin,
the vaude and radio crooner, sepaLeo flohwara
Sam Byrd rated himself from the NBC organiPeter Hlnea......
Dalgy Coeilgmn...
Jane Hamilton
Manr Klobntsko........... .Juliana Tabema zation In Chicago and decided to
..Maurice Wells become a producer on his own. He
C. Carter Sloane.,.
Oregorr J>MU>e
Fred Whipple
Maria Sermolino gathered unto himself a half dozen
Isabella Volterra
George Christie
Harry Gregg
Howard Miller or so standard and not so standard
Arthur Meadowa
Thomas F. T^acey vaude aots, bought a few back drops
Elbert Purdy
Oalvln Thomas and opened In 'Wheeling,
Walter Applegate
W. "Va..
Cleveland Ttaomaa.. ...... Walter N. Greaaa
Arthnr Ritchie where the show immediately scored.
George Fallon
Jean Sidney And In the following weeks through
Luke Smith...
....Jalea J. Bennett the towns of West Virginia, Virginia
Herman Bpandau
Fomat Taylor and western Maryland brought, to
Robert Marden
House Jameson
James Moulton
.........Glenn Coulter itself more 'ihuccess at the box olflce,
Jo* Callahan.
David Appelbe doing good business.
Cleik
Alice John
Edna Innesa
AH of which was great so long as
David Leonard
HlrachbeOn
Morris
.'.
Harry Moore Austin kept his show running In
LiUther Weeks
Orrin Burke towns where flesh Is a novelty.
EUla Joiiea...
Harry BelUver
Mike Ramaay.
Austin
would do well to stick with
Burr Camth
James Trowbridge
this show to the fleshless towns. In
the towns of that category there Is
Elmer Rice as author, producer no reason why this show e.houldn't
and stager used a flock of his own please both at the box office and on
G's to get plenty off his chest In the the stage. But In towns where the
public Is more sophisticated about
miiltl-scened "We; The People,' a vaud, legit and presentations.
It
propaganda show, protesting against hasn't much chance.
Here In Baltimore, It's a laugh to
much of the American eapltal-andcompare the Austin show with the
labor scheme. It Is perhaps Intervariety entertainment the' public
esting to certain classes^ but cer- gets for. 40c at the Hippodrome and
tainly cannot be regarded as diver- at the Century, where the public
sees Eddie Cantors, Kate Smiths,
lower
floor
sion. Indications against
'Vanities' tabs, Abe liymans, etc.,
drawing powers, .which limits its etc. At |1 for Austin, It's a gag,
chances.
since In comparison with this .40c
show
the Austin outline Is sinali
He is
Rice Is misery-minded.
time. Austin Is In town for a week
known to be politically radical, and at
two 'a day. One week wIU be too
those Ideas antedate the depfesh, much; then If he's wise he'll hike
even before he climbed back Into his show back to the oil towns of
Broadway tame and coin with Pennsylvania, where they'll eat thla
show up and where It can get by
'Street Scene' and more latterly easily as
a real 'Broadway produc'Counsellor-at-lAw.' But the fact tion.'
Show Is a badly run Job, wanderthat he has plenty makes his stage
ing, about like a revue, with the reexposition an Ironlo gesture.
sult that there's no build-up.
The author presents a number of
No chorus, Just variety acts,
plays Ihstead of ^one. EC the various backed for the most part by the
characters and scenes were worked redhead girl band. Band Is behind
the
curtain much of the time, with
out' to conclusions 'We, The People*
would take mere time than 'Mourn- the performers out front striving to
ing Becomes Electra*^ or even the co-ordinate with the music.
Tracey and Hay are -close to the
trilogy 'Methusaleh,* In three parts
opening spot for some hoofing and
on as many BuccecuUng evenlnga
Despite llie Intent, or perhaps be- adagio work, hard workers but
cause of It, the show piles up trouble without any smack. Tracey Is on
after trouble^ ao the doubt arises later as sort of m. c during a nlte
whether playgoers, most of whom club sequence. Harrlnerton Sisters
have their own worries at this time, are doing their old vaude' routine,
wish to see a portrayal of those even 'What Do I Carer and 'We're Gonna
less fortunat& There was one scene Be Golddlggers.' Material Is dated;
depicting a hanging, bat Rice's staff the ol,d laughs aren't there, but these
convinced him that was putting It girls put 'em across mainly on the
on too thIclQ and the scene went out old showmanship. Tlutt nobody can
during a series of dress rehearsals take away from them.
RoUo and Peiters are the Juve
played before Invited audiences.
Mark Brookwood

filled all

with

Baltimore, Jan. 17.
Variety ahow In two a«ts, produced by
and featuring Oraa Austin. Cast Inoludea
Brioktopa Oroheatra, Sidney. IMcay wid
Bessie Hay, Harrington Blaten, Carol X<e«.
Paal RnsaelL Faraell apd Flo, RoHo and
Patera; Mauna Hamilton, Gloria Dawn,
Gyp Rittlok. At the Maryland. Baltimore.

Fred Herrlck
Carol Aahbum
Cbarlea H. Davla
Marvin 8. Borowslqr

Donald Colllna
iMttr Colllna

Town

Plays Out of

Drunk la thre* Mta. FnsoDtod «t tbe
Bmplre Jan. 31 by SloMr RiM. Written
and ataged by Wm,
Tonr Volterra., ..«.«..••
Xlgtato Vlsaer
tiouis Volterra..*«.«*».,..CtiarIea

JtoMnf Zi, 1933

TutaAmjf

comics on the knockabout plan, a
^ebpleT runs the gamut—Unem- little unfinished In workmanship
ployment, poverty,^ shell shock aft- yet, but giving some Indications of
ennath, the veteran's irpblem, loss promise.
Maybe such shows as
of savings through bank closings, Austin's will be a training ground
seduction, rape, negro and white for the future. They've got to be
problem, old age abahdoment, capi- found some place.
talistic control of politics, police
In Farnell and Flo, however,
framing, control of Judges, rioting of there's no need for training. Fardischarged mill workers and their nell la the show, as far as the audi'murd^ by armed gruards,' the dis- ence Is concerned. On the bulk of
integration of the home, compulsory the time and pulls It over the weak
military training.
These are also spots like a wonder-worker. Withcontroversial subjects and a Jeer for out this drunk comic there wouldn't
'Waishington's lawmakers.
be any show at all. He singles,
At least 'People' gives actors em- doubles and triples, working every
ployment.
There are 44 players minute to give the show punch. Has
programed for speaking parts and a tendency to go into tasteless blue
at least 10 other names of extra .gagging sometimes, but that can be
people. It would be more than de- forgiven in his excellent efforts to
sirable to keep that many profes- keep the show going.
Austin is on twice, once in each
sionals occupied and the liberal
half, to croon.
Does about seven
number of stagehands required.
Opening scene a schoolroom, numbers through the show, working
with
the band and alone at the
where the teacher, Helen Davis, inpiano.
terviews an Italian boy's father, who
Staged on a low nut Is the hope
gives his reasons for being communistic.
That la one reason for the of this show.
fomenting of Red violence among
the immigrant class against the
government, but It did not seem to
jibe with some of the others. The
Los Angeles, Jan. 17.
Davis home is presented as a typical
After a slow and hesitant start.
case In quite another direction. 'Wil- Doris Kenyon, who has
practically
liam Davis Is a foreman In a har- abandoned pictures for the
concert
vester plant. He has a tidy savings stage, delivers a satisfying and
enaccount, a car, radio and la content. tertaining performance in her secThen his wages are cut and finally ond appearance of its kind in Los
he is let out. The savings were un- Angeles. It takes Miss Kenyon the
wisely placed in a state bank which duration of her first three songs, in
folds, and the final blow comes French, to And herself and loose the
when he is dispossessed.
tenseness that does not display her
Allen Davis, a son, is forced to voice to its best advantage.
leave the State University. He is
With a group of three Irish numarrested for stealing coal in the bers, repeated from her prior perrailroad yards to keep the house formance, she hits her stride and
warm. Seemed unnatural when the keeps it up with effective Russian
father brands him a crook. The boy ditties, a German folkslied and two
gets six months in the reformatory. specially written numbers, a CoUpon release he goes to live with lumbine fantasy and a nun's layoung Mary Klobutsko, a commu- ment
Almost all of the songs have been
nistic Pole who he met at college.
She had quit for some reason and selected shrewdly with a thought to
took a Job in a hotel kitchen at $7 a Miss Kenyon's vocal limitations,
and
her pantomimic ability is alweek, spending her evenings at rad
leal meetings.
During a meeting ways placed in the forefront PhilAuditorium was wellwhen Allen makes a speech to the harmonic
with many of Miss Kenyon's
unemployed a cop Is shot dead. The fllled,
celeb friends present.
Her coslad was unarnied, but a gun found
tumes and wigs were of especial
in the room shared with Mary helps
note.
(Continued on page 60)
Max RaMnowltsh accomp&mea'

DORIS KENYON

Chicago Operetta Co.
('Robin Hood')

Chicago, Jan. 18.
Flrat pntdnctlon at Chicago OIvlo Opera
House ot a season of iqterettaa presented br
David Brwln Russell. Reginald DeKovea
score and Ibiry B. -Sipilth book; staged by
Charles Sinclair, with orchestra under Ben
Jerome. For one week only at ll.es top.
.

Robin Hood

.......James LIddy

Sherlfl ot Nottingham'.
Sir Giiy ot Olsborne
lilttle

WIU

.'Foreat

Hull

Georgto Sweet

....Greek Bvana

Jdin....^.'
Scarlet

John Dunsmuro
SYlar Tuok
Nat Biims
Allan a Dale
.Loma Doone Jackson
Lady Marian FItzwalter. .Charlotte Lansing
Dame Dnrden.....
Sara Camp
Annabel
Joan Arthur
.

Promoters have centered operatic
aspiration this season at the Studebaker, Stadium, and 8th Street theatre, but It has remained for David
Erwln Russell in the Civic Opera
Houses built by Sam Insull, to
finally get the lyric drama launched
under anytliing like promising style.
His venture Is limited to the lighter
works, a wise decision, and to a
modest $1.66 price maximum.
What gives the Russell enterprise
Its chance of ^clicking Is the enormous advantage it has In being able
to draw upon the vast storehouse of
scenery, costumes, and props that
belonged to the defunct grand opera
troupe. ^Robln Hood"^ In consequence
looked like a $250,000 Investiture at
$1.66 top.
Besides which a thoroughly experienced and well cast
group of singers for the main roles
and a pip chorus gave the Inaugural
piece a fine revival.
Russell Is from the Municipal out'

door opera In St Louis where he
gathered the experience which will
guide him In Chicago. Out of the
many promotions, half-developed,
premature, iraorly executed, that
bob up In a year's time this Is one
of the rare exceptions which on
clean-cut merit bas a chance and
deserves to succeed.
In measuring the things for and
against success, the auspices 'will do
well to ponder certain of the disadvantages they must overcome.
all, Insull buUt a beautiful
but In a bad neighborhood.

First of
place,

a loop ticket agency,
Spauldlng's, Marshall Field, etc
ought to be established for publie
convenience. This la especially true
as the box-ofilce arrangements at
the Civic Opera are the most awkward In Chicago. Although there
were two windows selling there was
no uniformed attendant to keep the
lines clearly defined. In consequence,
there was a good deal of unpleasant
Therefore

elbowing and prolonged waiting and
the opera was well into act one on
the third night before the queue
was taken care of. Most of this
delay, so exasperating to the layman, could have been avoided.
Managers may be inclined to regard as captious any complaints
arising out of too many people
clustering around with money in
hand. But the point is after one
experience of that kind, will people
repeat? A new show every week
calls for sustained patronage and
few people will fight to get into the
theatre. Management must make it
more comfortable outside the theaand not simply expect the beautiful interior and the good performance to overcome the memory of

tre

irritating difficulties
the place.
In vigor of voice,

getting

into

Greek Kvans
dominated the singers aa not-veryLittle John.
In clarity of diction
and skilled deportment in stylized
comedy of a bygone theatrical tradition. Forest Huff as the Sheriff of
Nottingham and George Sweet as
Sir Guy, rose highest
Charlotte
Lansing made a sterling leading
soprano and James Llddy did well
as Robin Hood, although not quite
the rough and ready fellow fancy
would dictate for the role. Others
Land.
were capable.

—
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Engagements
Louis Jean Heydt
Louise Prussing,
Fillmore,
Marston,
Clyde
Gloria Holden, Jules Epallly, Royal
C. Stout 'Before Morning.'
Anderson Lawler. Helen Flint,
All
'Forsaking
Hale
Borcross,

McKay Morris,
Hugh Buckler,
John

Others.'

Mathilda Baring,

'As

Husbands

Go.'
,.

Doris

Dalton«

*'WhIrit>obl.'

Marcla

Byron,

,

LITERATI

Tuesday, Jan^ary 24, 1933
Canavan's Record
Josepb J. Canavan, recently appointed secretary to Gov. Herbert
salary of $12,000
H. Leliman at a
'

per annum, originally vas 'drafted'
from his post as night city editor
of the New York 'World' by Alfred
handle the letter's pubTE. Smith to
llcity In the presidential campaign
and had Just returned to
of
desk when Lieutennewspaper
the

ont-Govemor-elect

Black-inS|
R.

Too

E.

Stuart is In Hollywood to write a picture column
to syndicate only to negro papers.

He has labelled his column
•Hollywood Blackouts.'

him that Albany was to be his
headquarters after January 1. Col.
off before Canavan
had a chance to reply to the offer
of the secretaryship.
Canavan thus entered public life
after a career of 24 years in the
newspaper game. A native of Albany* his first Job was office boy
on the Brooklyn 'Eagle'. St. Clair
McKelway, the editor, drafted Can-,
avan to type his editorials. Later
he became editorial assistant to Mc-

Xehman rang

novels, not hitherto published
here.
McBrlde will issue the book
next month, under the title of 'The
Eyes of Love.'

seeking a 'Miss O'Hara, nurse
attending Conlin at the time the
his pants disappeared.'
Article further said that the magician had been fed an overdose of
sleeping powder and when he awoke
nurse, trousers and money had vanished. Attorneys for the suing Miss
O'Hara, who is a nurse, refused to
state whether or not she was in attendance on the case.

money and

can publisher for years, with that

&

scribbler, since his 'Sorrell

Son,'

a very good seller. With the Deeping books going so well here, McBride has been buying up whatever
old stories of Deeping's be can procure.

Last year the Issuance of an old
Deeping story by McBride got Knopf
riled, and he stressed the fact whenever possible that only he, Knopf,

was getting out Deeping's new
stories. Even went to the length of
Pushing Sinclair Off
stating the fact in his advertising
the eve of his second world
copy on the Deeping books, but it
tolir, in which his stories will be
didn't do the Deeping tales pubsyndicated throughout Canada and lished
Gordon
Bennett
James
for
by McBride any harm.
to work
tho United States, Gordon Sinclair,
on the N. Y. 'Herald'. With the ex-Toronto correspondent for "Vamerger of the 'Herald' and 'Sun' in
Careful Canada
farewell
greetings
received
riety,'
1917, Canavan became night city
During the past calendar year
from 3,000 Toronto citizens who
editor of the •Herald', under the
Hall in a Canadian customs officers examined
Munsey ownership. When Munsey Jammed Massey Music
spectacular piece of Journalistic ex- 430 books a,nd banned 46. The Extelescoped the 'Herald' into tho
had a crowd of 10,000 aminer of Publications also received
Tribune' in 1922, Canavan moved ploitation that
letters
complaining about
lining up outside the theatre at 6 1,660
over to the 'World' as n.c.e.
the show was books of an alleged immoral, indeo'clock although
cent, treasonable and seditious charscheduled for 8 p. m.
Title
Suit Over
Mayor of the town and board of acter.
Among the banned periodicals are
Suit over the use of the title aldermen were present, as well as
'Red Dust' has been filed against senators, titled citizens, members of 'True Confessions,' 'Hooey,' 'Aw
the
New
York
Supreme
in
the foreign consular corps, news- Nerts,' 'Jest,' 'Americana,' 'BreviMetro
Court. Claiming that film has led papermen and heads of patriotic ties,' 'Paris Magazine' and 'La PaFirst trip covered 22,000 ree.'
the public to believe that' it was bodies.
Among the banned books were:
based on a story he published back miles, in whlcjti he did Southern EuThis 'Thirteen Women,' 'Three in a Bed,'
In 1921 and again in 1927, Will F. rope, India and the Orient.
is
to Australia, Borneo, FIJI 'For Women Only,' 'The Hindu Art
Jaunt
Jenkins, who writes under the pulp
of
Love,' 'Girl on the Make,' 'Early
mag name of Murray Lelnster, asks Islands, British New Guinea and the
He'll be away to Bed,' *No Bed of Her Own,' 'Husfor an injunction restraining Metro South Sea Islands.
bands and Lovers,' 'Some Like It
from further exhibition of the pic- eight months.
'Foot-loose In India' Hot,' "Let's Go Naked.' 'Blonde
Sinclair's
ture and also for an accounting.
Baby,' 'Week-End Cruise,' 'GentleStory Jenkins refers to was en- went 6,000 here before he left and
the United men in Hades,' 'Nothing Common
titled 'The Red Dust' and was first has been brought out in
But Sex,' 'Sanctuary,' 'Strange Womcarried in 'Argosy All -Story Maga- States by Farrar & Rinehart. While
in Toronto, he maintained an office en,' 'The Chastity of Gloria Boyd,'
zine' and reprinted in the January,
in his Cadillac 8 where a stack of 'Collusion,' 'Grounds for Indecency.'
1927, issue of 'Amazing Stories.'
always kept to accommoAttached to the complaint are af- tomes was
Still Th«y Come
date autograph hunters. Said Richfidavits from the author's friends
ard Hklliburton, who was lecturing
Latest radical mag, 'The Anvil,'
and readers stating that they had
in Toronto when Sinclair left: 'I've a quarterly, due In a couple of
gone to see the picture under the
never had the same kind of Journal- weeks, with Jack Conroy, Walter
impression that it had been based
istic backing myself.'
Snow, James Rorty, John C. Rogers
on the Lelnster tale. Representing
and H. H. Lewis among the editorJenkins in the title infringement
Snooty Mag
contributors.
Will print, among
claim is John J. Wlldberg, who forLarge type on the front page of other things, installments of forthmerly had charge of copyright mat- the first .issue of 'The Aristocrat' coming
novels by Conroy and Snow,
ters on Paramount's legal staff.
proclaims that it Is 'Edited by a Snow's novel may be his new one,
great grandson of Thomas Jefferson 'The Magnificent Marchetti,' hailed
but it is necessary to go all the way as a significant work, for which a
High Cost Per M
The London dailies thrt are com- back to the third cover page to number of publishers have already
peting for circulation are paying learn that this is Lewis Carter Ran- entered bids.
•The Anvil' wlU be published by
plenty to secure same. Their free dolph. It's a quarterly, 16 pages
Insurance schemes are so flamboy- and cover, selling for two bits an B. C. Hagglund, who gets out a
antly 'generous' as to be really stag- issue. Rather juvenile in much of number of Northwest farm papers.
as
'How
Its
content,
with
such
gems
Understood to be Hagglund's first
gering.
This bid for additional
readers Is costing them about $600 to be an aristocrat. Subscribe to the venture along this line.
Aristocrat'; 'The Park Avenue cats
per thousand.
There have been complaints of are counterfeit aristocrats,' and
Another Optimist
welching on the part of insurance similar drivel.
J. M. Lansinger, who is reported
Lead story is 'What Is an Aris- as planning to relinquish 'College
companies carrying the newspaper
risks. Recently a lady was injured tocrat,' by Benjamin de Casseres, HuAior,' is getting set to
issue a
by a fall as she attempted to step who is editorially touted as 'one of new mag perhaps in March. Will
onto a motor bus. The insurance the supreme Intellects of the world.' be a sort of 'Amerimerk' and 'Plain
company declined to assume lia- Supposed big noise is a parody on Talk,' debunking things but not in
bility on the ground that at the the Declaration of Independence.'
as fancy language.
moment of the accident she was
Title will be "Real America,' and
Denver Elects
neither a pedestrian nor a passenEdwin Baird will edit. Baird, exger.
At their annual meeting and ban- newspaperman and short story
quet held at the Olln hotel in Den- scribbler, has for
some years edited
Now It's His
ver, the Colorado Authors' League 'Real
Detective
Magazine,'
also
In most states the No, 1 automo- elected the following officers: Harry owned by Lansinger.
bile license plate is issued to the Adler, president; Miss Olga Gunkle,
governor, but in Colorado this prize first vice-president; Stephen Payne,
California Publisher Dies
possession goes to 'Denver's most second vice-president, and David
Carlos K. McClatchy, 41, died Jan.
useful citizen', thanks to a cam- Raffelock, secretary-treasurer. The 17 at San Mateo, Calif., of influpaign waged some years ago by directors are the above and Blanche enza-pneumonia.
Deceased
was
Hallock,
Wiles
Fred. G. Bonfll's Denver 'Post', The Young McNeal, C.
publisher of the Fresno (Calif.)
woman who fcunded Denver's 'Op- Ida Riner Gleason, Arthur Haw- 'Bee-Republican,' and vice-presiportunity School' was awarded the thorne Carhart, C. E. Scogglns and dent and .general manager of the
William M. McClatchy chain, which included,
No, 1 tag, after Bonfll's suggestion Edwin H. Hoover.
had been adopted by the Secretary Ralne, Denver author, was the guest besides the 'Bee-Republican,' the
of State.
This year, however, the of honor at the banquet, which was Sacramento 'Bee' and the Modesto
publisher is sporting the license on featured by a burlesque radio broad- •News-Herald.'
fjlway.
In 1913, Canp.van left the 'Eagle'

On

,

.
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American News

At Last
Kicking the Slips
Frederick G. Bonfils, publisher of
Name authors in England have
gone high hat on the blurb-writing the Denver 'Post,' has been ordered
thing. Consider it disgusting, and by Judge Robert W. Steele to subnow refuse to plug young authors mit to having his deposition taken
as they were plugged. Some even by the 'Rocky Mountain News' and
say, In the arty manner of dlllet- its editor, Charles E. Lounsbury.
Lounsbury and the 'News' have
antes who don't know what it's all
about, the publishers ought to be been trying to secure this deposition
ashamed of the practice. No rec- since September, 1932.
ord that these authors have refused
For Brain Fag
royalties
who
publishers
from
To give the old brain a work-out,
boosted sales of their books by the
blurt route. No record either of an Iowa lad, C. A. Castle by name,
their writing a letter of protest to is getting out a mag to be called
a critic who praised their work and "The Master Puzzler,' A monthly,
was quoted to that effect In the it will go in for all sorts of puzzles,
from the familiar crosswords to
ads.
cryptograms. First issue In March.
Belated Damage Suit
Milhauser's Trick Deal
One year after an article apBertram Milhauser's 'The Suckpeared in the Los Angeles 'Record'
regarding th-j theft of $800 from C. er,' produced by Wai-ner Brother;^,
A. Conlin, known in vaude as will be publi.shcd as a novel by
'Alexander
Myrlle Macaulcy.
Groat,"
the
In sellin , tlie story for picture.",
O'Hara, nur.so, has filed suit in Sureserved
publication
perior court for $.tO,000 actual and .Mllhauser
$25,000 exemplary datnncros asfinst riKhts, alth jiigh few stories arc so
the paper.
Story said that police han^lud now by tlie film companies.
i

21,

as reported by the

Co., Inc.

Fiction

By James Gould Cozzens
By S. S. Van Dine
By Isabel Paterson
By Lloyd C. Douglas
By Laetltia McDonald
By E. Phillips Oppenheim

•The Last Adam' ($2.60)
'Kennel Murder Case' ($2.00)
'Never Ask the End' ($2.60)
•Forgive Ue Our Trespasses' ($2.50)

•Young and Fair' ($2.00)
•Murder at Monte Carlo'

($2.00)

Non-Fiction
By Hendrlk Willon Van Loon
•Van Loon's Geography' ($3.75)
By Richard Halliburton
•Flying Carpet' ($3.76)
By Harold Loeb
'Life In a Technocracy* ($1.75)
•100,000,000 Guinea Pigs' ($2,00) By Arthur Kallet and F. J. Schlink
By
James Truslow Adams
'March of Democracy' ($3.50)
By Walter .B. Pitkin
'Life Begins at Forty' ($1.50)

centious, notably 'Esther Waters.'
One of his books 'A Story Teller s

Holiday' was given American entry
He was at
only two weeks ago.
work until a few days before his

death editing a complete edition of
his works.

Van Dine Spared
Willard
Huntington
Reported
Wright has changed his mind re-

garding the 'death* of S. S. Van
Dine, the pseudonym under which
he turns out those Phllo Vance detective pieces. Wright was to have
killed off Van Dine with his new
story, 'The Kennel Murder Case,'
making that the last of the Vance

Quick Folding Screen Mags
Looks as though anyone finding
time on his hands in Los Angeles
these days publishes a paper or
magazine,, devoted wholly or in part
to the picture industry. Also looks
as if they fold almost as quickly.
Life of the many screen publications is only as long as the printer
will extend credit. Then it becomes
a quiet death.
Despite conditions, the last two
years have seen a heavier crop than
ever before in a like period. Few
started, however, have lived.
Publishing record in this respect
Is held by. Maidee Crawford who,
during the two years, launched four
mags, the 'California Digest,' 'Holly-

but economic conditions have
wood Midget,' 'Screen Stories Rechanged Wright's attitude and he
view* and 'Screen Writer.' Not one
will do at least one and perhaps
of the quartet went beyond one
more Phllo Vance stories.

series,

issue.

Wright turns out serious pieces
'Hollywood Tattler,' Issued in
under his own name, but these lim- March,
1932, only lasted one issue.
ited in appeal and productive of
Same for Joe Bonica's 'Star Dust.'
little money.
However, Bonica's 'Hollywood Review' went into its third Issue.
All About Jail
'Television,' published by Harry
Victor F. Nelson, who has spent Ray and containing considerable
more than 12 of his 24 years in pris- film material, was launched in Jan.
on, and who is regarded by H. L. 1931. but lasted less than two
Mencken as one of the most prom- months. 'Screen Mirror,' gotten out
ising of the younger writers, will by Fox- West Coast and sold at its
have a book published In March. theatres for 10c a copy, went only
Title is 'Prison Days and Nights,' into its sixth issue.
Deslder's Peck's International Ciand will contain "Men Without
nema Reporter,' went weekly for
Women.'
Noticeable that Little, Brown, and almost a year, but 'Child Artists'
not Knouf, will publish 'Prison Days Review' lasted but two weeks. Also
and Nights,' although Nelson has in the mortality statistics for the
been a frequent contributor to the two years were 'Inside Facts,' •Daily
'Amerimerk,' which Knopf controls. Screen World,' which went Into a
weekly, 'Wld's' and 'Wllshlre Trib,

une,' neighborhood newspaper going
Attested
heavy on picture news.
Because book reviewers arc given
any volume of remiL. A. Times' Drops Eight
niscences that sounds too fanciful,
Eight writers, including two from
that forthcoming book by Alya
Rachmanova, called 'Flight from the drama staff, were dismissed
Terror,' will carry an insert in each from the_Los Angeles 'Times' edicopy of a sworn affidavit attesting torial department last week. On the
conservative 'Times,' where a Job
to the authenticity of the contents.
Rachmanova account details the has been referred to as 'good for a
to scoffing at

author's adventures in getting out
of Russia, and on second thought it
occurred to the publisher that the
narrative sounded too much like flctlon.
Hence, the authoress was
haled before a notary to swear to
the truth of her story.

Brown Managing Syndicate
Gilbert Brown, the coast's

num-

technocrat and former
Los Angeles "Record',
has been made L. A. manager of
the Western Features Syndicate.
Brown currently is running a series
of articles on technocracy in the
Scripps-Canfield chain of papers on
the coast. Western Features is an
S-C subsidary. Latter also owns the
'Record.' Recently Brown made a
single reel subject on technocracy
for Bryan Foy.

ber

one

editor of the

Advance Order

cast.

his car.
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Best Sellers
Best Sellers for the week ending Jan.

old

Knopf has been Deeping's Ameri-

Lehman phoned were

VARIETY

Deepino Old and New
Looks like more controversy between Robert M. McBride and Alfred
A. Knopf, the former having gotten
hold of the American rights to another one of Warwick Deeping's old

lifetime,'

this

considered a big

Is

reduction.

Among
Williams,

those
editor

out are Whitney
of the Sunday

'Preview* section, and Mary Mayer,
his assistant. Williams had been
with the paper eight years, and left
rather than take a salary cut and
minor Job. Glen Palmer, editor of
the Midwinter issue; Douglas McKay, an assistant to the financial
editor;

and

Bill

Wheeler,

artist,

were among those leaving. No reporters were let out. 'Times* gave
employes a salary cut six
months ago.
Prolonged illness of Ralph Truemanaging editor of the
blood,
'Times,' has started rumors that
the a. m. dally will lose some of its
ultra- conservatism. Norman Chandler, son of
Harry Chandler, the
publisher, has wanted a change of
policy, but has always been overruled by Trueblood.
all

Covlcl-Frlede have won out in
Another Picture Mag
fight with E. E. Cummlngs
Photoplay Pub, Co. will bring out
over the designation of his new
a new dime mag Feb. 20, with a
book. Cummlngs wanted it called
March date line. It will be 80 pages
Just a book, but the publishers Inwith a four color cover, enamel
sisted on calling it a novel and
paper and plenty of Illustrations.
after a month and a half of pubhave won. Book is 225,000 words
Will call it 'Shadoplay.'
lication.
long and titles 'Elml.' It'll be pubKatherlne Dougherty will be pubMartin's latest connection is with lished on March 21, one
week earlier lisher, with J. S. Tuomey, biz mgr.
Pitt's new weekly, 'Illustrated Live than
previously announced.
First
Willam T. Walsh will be m. e., with
News.' He's the radio ed.
edition will be sent out prior to pub(Continued on page 50)
lication, the number being limited to
New M.P. Critic
orders for the book received prior to
William Troy has taken over the Feb. 15.
motion picture criticism for 'The
.Nation,' replacing Alexander BakVeteran Scribe Passes
shy, who held the post for quite
Harry B. Curtiss, 60 ncw.spaperfinest
that
some time. Troy is a professor ot man and artist, died Jan.
at the
New York University with consid- National Soldiers' home, 12,
Sawtellc,
erable cinema Interest, but no past Calif.,
following a long Illness.
critical backeround.
business— by the
Born In Minnesota, he had worked
as a reporter and artl.st on the San
celebrated author whose
George Moore Passes
Francisco 'K.xamlncr,' Minneapolis
Hoboken revivals astoundGeorge Moore, noted British nov- 'Journal.' 'Hooky Mountain Ncw.h,"
elist, died in London Jan. 21,
Had Denver 'Republican' and Colorado
ed New York producers.
he lived until next month he would .Springs 'Gazette.'
Said to have
have passed his Slst year.
For been one of the few surviving exyears Moore was the bad boy of I)crffl In the use of clialk jilntc:;
hy Christopher Morley
lOnclish literature, several of his in mnkin? ncw.spaper Dliisl ralion.«.
%t.W. 5ili I'm. no.ihlcJav. DDrj'n
books being frowned upon as li- A neplx.'w survives.
Pitt Radio Sheet Quits
Pittsburgh
'Radio
Guide,'
air
weekly
published by Darrell V,
Martin, former radio editor of 'SunTelegraph,' has tossed In the sponge

their

Here

is

the

novel
ever touched on

show
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Tiuesifay, Judiuary 24",

MONEY SPUT-UP
VIR1VAUY ALL SET

ERPI

Inside Stuff-Music

1933

Market

Stocf^

(Continued from page 7)
Sam Fox Muslo 'Co. and the 12 compared to the previous mlnL- grade of bonds would
show the in<
H
A.
M.
P.
aro
on
the
way
arto
P.
mum
14.
fluence first by declines, since they
of
laat week's lios Angeles court victory for Vogel the latter Will probably
Much more Important was a drop are on the lowest yield. Nothing of
recover nothing as the Sheridan L. A. realty which Vogel (of the Plaza riving at a compromise agreement
the
kind
was
visible.
of
4
points
In Loew on good-sized
Prospect of
Music Co., New York Jobbers) hoped to attach Is being foreclosed, and on the sharing of the $826,000 redealings. Low and final price here inflation certainly wouldn't hit a
Sheridan's Inactivity as a picture actor doesn't permit any garnishee ceived from BRPi; In .settltment of
was 76)i6, which Is not a new low, bond like the Paramount-Famous
proceedings.
that bond having made a low mark Laskys, which at. the low represent
the
bootleg seat salt
brought
Vogel's prime regret Is that tlie late M. L. Malevlnsky (O'Brien, Male
during the collapse of fixed Income a yield of nearly 66% which tells
vinsky & Driscoll, his attorneys), couldn't see the fulfillment of his moral against the electric. New formula securities last summer of 64. How- its own story, recalling that when
beliefs that Vogel was legally right, as h&a been adjudicated In the for dividing up the money, which ever, as a iCohtrlbutlon to a general company Interests made their re«
cent statement, they declared that
courts on both Coasts. The Sherldia'n Case Is replete with much run
looks set for approval all aroun4 -situation, '4 break of 4 points in the
around and other ramiflcatlotis whltih placed an unusual aspect on the by the end of the current week, best r^gardei.d security In Its group" the Feb. 1 interest was safe, but
nothing' could be stated definitely
is nothing to be sneezed at.
desire by Vogel to prove that the courts sustain his claim that he was
about those due In mid -year.
By
gi've
Fox
around
one
those
eccentric
turns
win
$200,000.
Fox
of
Instrumental in making the song in question a popular hit after It had
Bearing on that same problem
characteristic of the market, the
had been demanding close to $300,
lain dormant on Sheridan's shelves for some time.
Warner
bonds
steady, al- of theatre operating costs. It was
stood
000 as his cut.
though that company's stock Is noted that the few stocks that ended
Settlement of the ERPI mpney among the less esteemed equity the week with plus signs were those
The McCrory chain store Tecelvership, which has tied up over $16,000
of the publishers' money, is the third of its kind In recent months. The controversy will also pave the way items among film stocks, having fi:«e from any .theatre ownership
F. & W. Qrand-Sllver 6-10-26C syndicate was the first slap. Then the to splitting up the $176,000 received sold as low' as 60 centd a share at entanglements^ notably Consolidated
from RCA Pbotophone in connec- one' time, and now Is available at Film, industries which mqved up
McClellan closely followed by McCrory stores.
with a good deal of determination
The latter two, under the MDS slnldng fund arrangement, more or tion with a similar suit. Southern 19i;, tied for the booby prize wltl» and ended the week
net up a full
less guarantees the pubs' accounts, but it really comes out of their own Music Co. and Belwin, Inc., have Paramount. Pathe bonds gave way point for the senior issue on rather
pockets as it evolves into the proposition of taking funds out of one also put in substantial claims on' with the rest, being sold at' 62, impressive volume. Apparently spewhich, is a low on the movement, cial
SlPPA
the
ERPI
money,
but
the
considerations .figure here. Conpocket and putting it into another. The MDS charter members are supbut not on th^ year. Keith's 6's
posedly guaranteed any losses on accounts, these funds to come out of board of directors feels confident of weint. with the trend, losing 1^4 on solidated preferred has been off a
dividend basis for nearly a year,
quickly straightening out the^e two small dealings.
the profits of thei Music Dealers Service, Inc., sales combine.
Shubert bond's took: but is entitled, to $2 before the comlatter situations after the Fox dis- it on the chain likewise,
dropping mon, gets any return. After that
which looks like a minor
Blase attitude has become marked among
network
toward pute has been taken care of.
It cost Jerry Vogel some $6,000 In Ie?al fees to be awarded a $24,000
Judgment against Frank Sheridan over 'Marcheta' (song) and even after
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the

p. a.'s

opening nights of name bands in hotel or cafe spots with a chain outlet.
This ballyhoo angle, they say, has "been overdone and since the columnists are no longer inclined to take in these events, there's no reason why
Karzas Keeps Trianon
the network cohtacta should get excited about them.
One. reason they give fOr the reaction Is the fact that the dine and
dance spots this season have made tt a practice of changing their dance
Chicago, Jan. 23.
atti^ctlons l)rlefly and frequently.
This, the network boys aver, was
Andrew Karzas will continue in
carried to gia|: extremes. Every time the band added a brass or string qbarge
o' .the Trianon ballroom of
the hotel would deiclare an opening night.
which property he Is. the original
builder. He Is also the present reLyr-ics of '0! Mister Carpenter', trom Radio Pictures' 'The Half -Naked ceiver for the coriporatlon Ih which
Truth*, have been barred from getting an airing over NBC mikes In he is p'erabnally heavily Invested.
Chicago. Thing has been carded, as too risque, for family ears by the
Ernest Byfteld headed a syn'dletudio execs. Makes the first objection that the ditty lias eiicountei'ed. cate which tried to obtain contrbl
Jani here Is given a curious' twist by the fact that the, network Is in of the -south side ballroom lasi
the' substd. group with both the picture company and the publishing firm week, but' lost out.
Byfleld family
.

;

.

.

%,
frac-'
tioh, but is nevertheless just half
the last- recorded price.It sounds like a gag, but the only

they

share

equally.

slump both paid

'

Before

the

$2.

On

'

the basis of no theatre entanglements, Columbia might have
been expected to. get In motion upward, but it didn't, drifting off a
fraction on small trading, but below
10 .again after holding above that
level since the first' of the year.
"Volume on Paramount rose to the
important total of nearly 60,000
shares and gave way by eighths to
1% where a' fair amount of stock
was. absorbed. .Performance recalls
stories circulated, at the time John
Hertz stepped out of the management that orders had been placed
for a large amount of stock at 1V&
and 1, virtually pegging the price

bond In the amusement group, to.
end the week with a plus sign was'
General Theatres Equipment. "The
company is in a receivership and
the. .bonds have been in default of
interest for nearly a year, but almost anything can be expected in

sp^tiiatlve bonds.

Shares in Narrow Range
With amusement liens going to
pieces. It would have been logical
to look for a^nii-coUapse at lea^t
among the common stocks, but
'

'

nothing of the kind happened. iMost
the chang;es here were fractional

of!

owns the Sherman and Ambassa- and there even were a few plus
dor hotels and White 'City amuse- signs scattered through the group.
Under ordinary circumstances it
Dave Oppenheiin, veteran songwriter. Is another of those millionaire ment park, latter not far from tiie
would have been reasonable to assongsmiths a la Ik>u Davis, the lyric: writing wholesale butcher, who Trianon.
sume that the market was getting
gets more kick realizing a few. bucks from a song that he wrote than
Aragon ballroom, on the north ready for some sort of inflation, but
making .big money In his own meat field.
side, is apparently not Involved In the performance of the general bond
dpp^nhelm differs in that he started as a songwriter years ago until the matter, although that Is also and stock list didn't confirm that
collecting heavily 'on a beauty parlor, hobby horse patent which is used operated
under receivership by conclusion. If a movement was on
to. .prepare for inflation, the best
In most beauty parlors and barber shops when cutting children's hair. Karzas;

there.

responsible for the sheet version.

There were siiergestlons in its
tape performance that support had
been to Loew's which held well
above Its recent bottom of 16, although It would have been In the
cards for It to display weakness in
sympathy with its own bonds and
those of the majpr film companies

°

generally.

V^Sunftmary for wee|c ending Saturday, Jan. 21

Songwriters are campaigning for a clause In the writers-publishers
new contract, calling for the payment of royalties due from publishers
out of the latter's ASCAP taket In. cases where the pubs fall to remunerate the writers in the contracted time.
>

Composers Trying to
Serve Lucas Jin Suit
Pittsburgh, Jan. 23.

Probably the reason Nick Lucas
didn't show' up at a benefit show
here last week, at ^hlch he was
BOhedtiled to appear, was because at
the stage dOor awaltln hlm^ was a
XT. S. marshal anxious to serve him
with papers in a -M^O.OOO suit.
Action was brought Against Lucas
by two song- writers from Canonsburg, near here, who charge him
with breach of contract over the
song "When Tour Road Leads My
Way,' which the singer has been
using.

Song-writers are Frank Staslo
and Ralph Anthony, who claim that
Lucas disregarded an agreement he
made with them concerning' the

number.

UNWANTED DATE
Danbury, Conn., Jan. 23.
Maurice Repole, local orchestra
leader, has been sentenced to one
year in jail on charges of carrying
concealed weapons, intoxicants and
with breach of the peace.
Repole was arrested after he had
forced his

way

Into

a

local

wo-

man's home.

BBnSHOEF'S SCBEEN TUNE
Hollywood, Jan.
Unlversal's

'Suicide

Club'

23.

will

have a pop song.
Studio bought a melody from Nat
Bruslloff while the leader

was here

with Kate Smith. Harry Tobias has
been assigned to think up a title

•nd

lyric to

fit.

VEiyUTI'S CLUB

DATE

Joe Vcnuti combo has the musical
asslignment for the night club that
Coblna Wright, social reglsterlte,
opens In the Sert room at the Wai'i
dorf Astoria, New York, this Satur-

day

(28).

iBand Is down for
release over NBC.

a twice

nightly

SHOW BOAT
Shut down

New

Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.
for a fortnight after

Year's eve, this popular local
reopened with what is customarily known as a bang^. It represents Joe Hlller's Idea of something new in cafe entertainment for
local coilsumptlon.
If the natives
have the price the'U go for this.
It's Harlemi stuff with a floor show
that comes pretty close to approaching the Cotton Club average. Cabaret business has been plenty off
around here of late, and it's Hlller's
Idea and that of his backers, the
Jaffes, that the town is ready for a
more modern type of nite club show.
There's no question but what 'Hot
from Harlem,' as the present revue
is called. Alls that need and. If anything, should get over around here,
here 'tis.
The stiff convert ($1.50 per person
on week nights and $2 SaturdaysSundays) may keep plenty of prospective customers away, but once
they put in an apperance they'll be
satisfied.
Show Boat, prior to New
Year's, hdd been operating under a
no-couvert, no-minimum check policy, and the sudden tilt may react
against it for a time.
Hlller, however, is making a play
for class trade, and is trying to
wean away the boys with cash from
the William Penn hotel's Chatterbox, where there's a $1 couvert week
nights and $1.60 Saturdays.
No
comparison between the shows offered at these places, with the Boat
standing head and shoulders above
its competitor in this respect.
Current line-up has Fletcher
Henderson's band, George Dewey
Washington, the Four Blazers, the
Washboard Serenaders, Cora Harnite spot

STOCK EXCHANGE

Trying Floor Show

-1032-'83
»
High.
Low.

Cleveland, Jan. 23.
After having tried out three highpriced name bands during opening
weeks, the Hotel Garter's Rainbow
Room, operated by Metropolitan.
Insurance, has decided to try out a
new floor .show poljcy of yaudeville
and radio acts, with a direct tie-up
with
for talent

WTAM

Ted Cook

Is

being-

brought

In

from Chicago .to lead a new 16-:
piece band organized by Walter
Logan.

Issue, and ratel

%

'/....'.

Amerlcah' Seat.
Columbia P. -vto

2%
85%

1,400
9,800
20,300
10.300
4,800
41,900

»%

4%

14%

6%
1194

87%

B%

1

1

26 Vi
80

8%

87%

18%

80

80

4V&

22%

Net chg.
Sales.

'

11,100
1,600

xX"

8%

Orpheum

1%

40,800

1%
6%

1%

1,200
2C,200
4,C00

13%

7%

2%
1%

Hollywood, Jan.

4

20

48%

23.

With the exception of one numEuropean score for 'Adornext Janet Qaynor picture at

16%

88,000

NOTE— Stricken

.

Gilbert.

Explains Music Contract
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Coast members of the Song
Writers' Protective Assn., numbering over 30, met at Levy's Tavern
"Thursday (19) to heur L. Wolfe Gilbert explain the new uniform con-

4%

16

%
%
%
%

1%

Boston, Jan.

23.

famous DelrtLonico Inn, historic
building .housing many a gay theatre group after shows, was destroyed by 4^6,
Location was in town of Walpole,
on ninin highway, whither autos
i to travel for we« hour
wtfe;
•

festivities.

1%
18%

4%
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6%
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31,000 Keith O's, '40
156,000 Loew O's, '41
11,000 Palhe 7's. '37
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183,000 Par-Pub 6%'s, '60
0,000
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2,000 Shubert O's
88,000 Warner Bros. O's, '30
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RKO
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10%
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10%
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Over the Counter, N. Y.
Bid.

%
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Asked.
2

Gen. Theatre

Roxy, Class
cfs.

$24,000;

1%

A

(3.50)

..

high, 1 low, 1 last,

net off

1.

tract.

Council of the. association has
delegated Gilbert as coast representative

and spokesman.

Band Breaks Up
Cleveland, Jan.

23.

AIR HOSTESS

YOUNG BLOOD

(Continued from page 21)

Trem Curr production; Monogram release.
Story by Wellyn
Directed by Phil Rosen.
Totman. Stars Bob Steele. Cast Includes
Chas. King, Helen Foster, Harry Somcls,
Neoma Judge, Hank Dell, Henry Roque-

stead of the horses, and about of the
same grade of entertainment. Looks
intended for 'C spottage and sub-

Ace Brigode and his dance band, sequents.
Mary Dixon and Billy Maxey
Picture starts with a "World "War
and a good looking Creole chorus of which he organized at Danceland
an airplane crackup and
10 girls. It's without a doubt the here about flve years ago, have scene of
warning
swings
without
then
sizzllngest floor show ever to hit spilt up after having a disagreethrough
a decade and a half to a
Pittsburgh.
Enthusiasm opening ment In Cincinnati.
airport at Albuquerque.
peaceful
night, when a packed house turned
Musicians are now looking for a Nobody but the heroine looks any
out, was a revelation around here.
new name leader.
older though the years have passed.
They're presenting two shows
It will hit the customers broadly
nightly, one at 12:30 and the second
and throw the story away offside.
at 2:3Q a .m., with each running 45
CBS BOOEEB OFF CHI?
Not much to the yarn and even
minutes, and there's not a dull moChicago, Jan. 23.
less to the acting. Thelma Todd Is
ment. Washington, the Washboard
Neil Conklin's return to Chicago the rich vamp but she's done better
Serenadets and the Blazers particuas band booker for Columbia is un- In Sennet shorts. Dialog is juvenile
larly clicked opening night.
Some of that chorus wriggling derstood to be Improbable. ConlUIn throughout for her and others.
and those double entendre songs hung around for several months Evalyn Knapp, peer of the cast,
which Miss Dixon and Maxey fea- after Bob Sanders was let out of appears even r.truggllng through her
lines.
ture might not be accepted so well the same Job by Ralph Wonders.
It can't be that customers know
aroud here outside of a nite club.
Conklln placed Ben Pollock at the
Present sho\i> Is penciled in for Chez Paree and Charley Straight at much about hostesses on airplanes
four weeks, although Washington the yanlty Fair, but otherwise or whether air lines use them.
That's an obstacle to the film's releaves before that to resume rehearfound Chicago pretty sterile. He Is ception from the start. Fist fight
sals In 'Strike Me Pink.' Hendernow in New York and hot' expected between two fliers and the crackup
son's band Is the .best collection of
with Howard Neumiller now of a second plane towards the fljttl&h'.
Jazz artists to hit hero in som" 'me. back,
ris,

\
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able',

Neubach and Robert

14%
12%
10%

bid

11%

recently.

list

ber, the

Pox, will be thrown out. New score
Is being written by Richard Whiting
and George Marion, Jr.
Story Is an adaptation of the German musical, 'Princess at Your
Order' by Werner Heyman, Ernest
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18%
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Westlnshouse
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RKO
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Last for wlc

60%

10%

11%
61%
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Baatman Kodak

Fox, Class A
Gen. Elec. (40c.)
300 Keith pfd
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16

Coti80l.

Low.
..

4%

Film
Film

Consol.

High.'

carrying

ori'

In his place.'

help interest.

Bnm.

more, Lafo McKee, Art Mix, Perry Murdock, Roy Bucko.
At Loew's New York,
one day, Jan. 17, on double bill. Running
time, 01 mins.

Another of those efforts to get
from the routine western
endeavor to be difIn this
ferent not helping much.
instance it's the introduction of a
foreign actress who is frowned upon
by the women as sin incarnate.
That's spoiling it for the kids without getting enough to make it palatable for the adults. Falls between
the two.
For the rest it's the Robin Hood
type of bandit who steals to help
the poor and because he likes the
excitement. Not much of an appeal
to the type, so Steele suffers. Usual
hard riding and a fist fight, with
the villainous sheriff going to a

away

story, with the

finish.

Gives emphasis to the futility of
trying to disguise a western. Good

photography, sound even and direction good for what there w.a.<5 to
<?ft*C.
'work with. "
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ASCAP ADMITS RADIO

French Demand $100,000 from ASCAP,

Admish Scale More Important

Than Bands
Canton, Jan.

ing ballrooms of the middle west.
For several months eastern Ohio
ballroom operators have been compelled, they say, to lower admission
prices because of unfair competition
Proin their respective centers.
vailing price a year ago in most of
the better known ballrooms was 50
cents. Today, few ballrooms in this
territory are asking in excess of 26
cents top.
Conferring recently with several
ballroom operators in Cleveland,
Perry found that most of the boys
are giving more consideration to
admission price than band bookings.

They claim that the dancers have
b.ecome more Interested in the entry
fee than the band attraction.
Since last fall most ballrooms in

Using Both Hands

Student's *Baby Waker'

Propose
With money getting

3%

tighter

than ever'around the New Tork
dance spots, and the air plug
now playing an ace part in determining a publisher's cut on
ASCAP money, orchestra leaders are showing less and less
compunction about putting out
the palm to the sheet men.
Baton men who previously
wouldn't touch anything less
than $60 per song are now willing to take anything the traffic

TAX TO ADVERTISER
Convinced that the present three
year agreement with radio stations
already shows signs of flopping as
a big revenue collector for its members, the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers has
offered to tear up this contract and

NBC's Repeat Rule

new

Communication

one.

Plenty Idle Nitely

numbers than the bandman has expected, leaving him with a surplus.
But every number okayed on the
his for exclusive broadcasting
that night, and all subsequent requests for permission to use them
are turned down. In pruning his
list Is

Dutch mus^ans' association was

Lincoln's Bands
Lincoln, Jan. 23.
Ted Cooper, recently coming into
the management of the Marigold
ballroom here, booked Jean Calloway's gang and reaction was favorable in spite of the cut-in of the
free college parties.

Some bands dated now are the
Dixie Ramblers, Phil Spitalny, CallDrnla

Ramblers and Husk CHare.

Union O.K.'s Weeks
having

adjusted
his union difficulties in New York,
%vill do several Lucky Strike broadcasts.

cur-

New

York, has been held up from radio
commercial and phonograph work
because of his not being a New
York local member. Special dispensations have been arranged.

KATZ EEPLACING LYMAN
Al Katz replaces Abe Lyman at
the Paradise, New York nitery, next

Monday

(30).

Although the

floor

show spot

and are demanding more.

is

doing business, operators figure
that a band for less money can fill
the bill now.

almost

In

every

the

instance,

American Society takes more out of
a foreign natioii than it returns.
Germany sends over some $20,000
annually to America but receives

he confessed to seta giant 'baby waker' fire- back only $12,000. Austrian Society
Said it was because he
of Composers Is an exception behad been ejected from the club.
cause it takes back more than It
They put him in the hoosegow as a sends due to the wealth
of Viennese
drunk.
grilled,

ting off
cracker.

AIR LINK

music utilized in America. Thus,
some $10,000 per annum has been
exported to the Austrian Society
whereas the ASCAP has only realized around $3,000 from that ^untry for the use of Its musical copy-

MAY MOVE

CRAWFORDS TO

R.

C

rights.

England likewise uses so much
American Jazz and other copyrights
that it pays more to the ASCAP
than the American Society exports

Jesse Crawford find his wife may
Decision to propose an abrogation
of that contract which went into be on their way to the organ berths
The
effect last September, occurred at at the Radio City theatres.
a meeting of .the ASCAP board of R.C. theatres squawked at the idea
directors last week. Line of action of the Crawfords being ballyhooed
was agreed upon after several of the over NBC from a rlyal theatre, the
directors had voiced the admission New York Paramount.
The Crawfords are currently sus-thiat the tenqs of the document had
proved a stumbling block from the talning. for NBC and have played at
beginning and that the Society's ex- the Paramount for six or seven
chequer had certainly not been im- years.
The rival CBS chain picks up Ann
proved by tbd inclusion into the
contract of a 3% tax on commercial Leaf and Fred Felbel from the Paraprograms, levied directly and ex- mount theatre, . a CBS-Par accord
clusively upon the local station. It still existing, although Par's 60%
was less than two months before interest in the Columbia chain was
this that E. C. Mills, ASCAP gen- bought back by CBS over a year
eral manager and chief author of ago.
the three-year agreement, assured
the same board of directors that the
SocIet]r*8 Income from radio for the the
money collected from these
first year of the contract would sources.
reach around 12,000,000.
Opinion
New Proposition
prevailing among the directors now
Proposition that the Society now
Is that Judging from the rate that
has in mind for the broadcasters
the station money has been coming
would wipe out the 3% completely.
in the past two months the Society
It would, however, provde that the
will do well if it nets 11,000,000.
stations continue to pay the SusIndie Stations Burn
taining fee, which last year brought
With Oswald F. Schuette as their the ASCAP a total of $960,000, and
spokesman and propagandist the no controversy. On the other band
broadcasters, since the signaturing the broadcasters are being asked by
of the contracts, have been demand- the Society to agree to let the muing that the programs not using sic men pass the commercial tax
ASCAP music be exempt from the direct to the advertiser. This would
tax.
Another thing that has been be done through the advertiser's
burning the indie station operators. agency rep, negotiations for such a
In particular, is the fact that this
tax being carried on with the
tax completely paused up the net- American Association of Advertiswork revenue from time sales at Its ing Agencies. Latter organization
source and placed the burden exhas recently been petitioning the

to the British
Society.

Performing Rights

New International
rights treaties are in
negotiation.

M-R Says

performing
progress of

Effington

Can

HOOO

Boat Ride for

Duke Ellington's band will probably be the first of the attractions
sent abroad by Mills-Rockwell nnder the new international booking
alliance negotiated by Irving Mills
wtb Jack Hylton on the former's
recent European survey. MlUs has
placed a $4,000 price on Ellington
and is willing to have the band
double from a theatre into a cafe,
plus broadcasting fees, so long, as
the weekly gross is $4,000 but dol-

—

lars.

•

Parnell & Black are amenable to
some Palladium, London, dates for
Ellington plus doubing into the Cafe
de Paris, the cafe Job to be as an
act and not for dance purposes. The
displacement of English musicians

by visiting bandmen

isn't

counten-

anced.

The Rex,

in Paris,

and the Scala,

are also dickering for El-

Berlin,

.

lington, along with Cab Calloway
and the Mills Bros., all of whose
phonograph fame has preceded

upon local station grosses. music men to combine the Society's
them.
Under the provisions of the 3%
tax and the MPPA royalties on recorded programs so that the agen-

clusively

tax as now applied, of the 139,000,asked to stat4 their case and also
000 taken In Jointly by NBC and
Dutch Tourist Association, which Morris Keeps 'Nother
CBS last year from facilities sales
sees In this aahon a danger to tourEther
the
Tune
Off
only 16%^ can be tapped by the Soing Interests^ of Holland.
Besides
the hotels warned against too drasTo find* out what can be done ciety and that consists of a tap on
tic government veto of alien musi- with -a new song by confining its the |26 per half hour and $60 per
cians, as quite a contingent of plug to the music counter, the Joe hour standing fees which the local
Dutch musicians is earning a living Morris Music Co., has decided to stations derive from each chain
In
England and Germany. The keep 'Till the Journey's End' oft the commercial. The network may collect anything from $250 to $900
meeting appointed a committee to air for 30 days.
study the question.
Firm did the same thing with for an hour's use of an allied sta'You Must Believe Mc,' recently and tion but that outlet's cut is limited
in 10 days sold 5,000 copies in to $60 of this money.
Resentment among the indie
counter demonstration.
In Husband's Place
broadcasters over the provisions of

tory.

When

only

received $22,000, or so, from America for the use of French copyrights.
Now the French think that their
tunes are being used more and more,

place of business.
Police squads, rushed to the scene
motor vans, found a whoopeelsh
Harvard student In the environs.

to this effect has been sent to the
National Association of Broadcast
ers and to every A8CAP<licensed
station in the country..

On Times Keeping

San Franci.scan bandman,
rently at the Hotel St. Regis,

ASCAP

ciety heretofore sent to the
about $200,000 annually and

in

devise

Weeks,

Authors and Publishers until this
matter is adjusted. The French So-

—

take, however, still prefer to
collect via the special arrangements route, the publishers
concerned gottlng their bills at
the end of each month:

Anson

23.

Two
Now

The Hague, Jan. 12.
Agitation of idle Dutch musicians
program the bandman
against
alien
has overcrowded
competitors
may toss out current publications
reached a climax.
Street demontherefore haven't a chance of
strations and petitions to govern- which
ment were responsible for a meet- an airing on the network that eveing called by interests of hotels, ning because they've already been
assigned despite that he may not
restaurants and
cabarets where
most of tho foreigners are em- have had time to play them. And
the publishers weep.
ployed.

Boston, Jan. 23.
Mme. Agide Jacchia, formerly
Ester Ferrabini, operatic soprano,
and widow of the late Boston Symphony maestro, Is back from Italy,
where her husband died. She announces she will take up his work
at the Boston
Conservatory of
Music.
Mme. Jacchia has already taken
her husband's desk at the conserva-

Boston, Jan.

000 a year' from America for the use
of its musical copyrights, and is
withholding some $200,000 due the
American Society of Composers,

Beacon Hill Bohemian quarter,
centering about the Barn theatre in
Joy street, was thrown into panic
Bitter
Society Expected by explosion of what was believed
a bomb that shattered windows, etc.
Millions as Revenue, Happened near the Saracen's Head,
Only Sees One Mil- night club, and Prescott Townsend,
owner, and leader In the colony of
lion
actors and painters, thought It
might have been Intended for his

NBC's enforcement of the rule
against broadcasting the same pop
song twice in one night has, declare orchestra leaders, developed
from an annoyance into a gag. ,In
trying to get around the rule bandmen, it is pointed out, have unpoor territory for their ace attrac- wittingly been keeping current hit
tions other than at Land-O-Dance numbers from getting a single airwhere Perry has been offering one ing over the chain on certain eveor two names each month. While nings.
there Is little moneiy to be made
Regulation, as put into effect for
with the big bands, he believes their NBC by John Royal, assigns the
presence adds prestige.
right to do a pop number to the
Those ballroom operators who band first submitting it for okay to
also axe identified with parks in the the program department. Hence, In
summer are seriously worried over anticipation of a substantial number
'33 prospects because of admission
of blue-pencillngs on his submitted
prices having been lowered to a new list the average leader has got Into
level.
Some of the ballroom men the habit of naming, say, 16 numclaim they are unable to meet op- bers, even though be doesn't proerating costs and that unless higher pose to do more than 10.
admission prices are charged In the
It frequently happens that the
future they will have to close.
program department cuts fewer

For a Ban on Aliens

French Society of Authors and
Composers Is now demanding $100,-

Scares Beacon Hill

Been Overly Productive
and Has indie Stations

some giving a number a release on their sustaining programs for as little as $6.
Most of the nanie bands who

have been offering mediocre bands for the 26q a person
charge. In many instances the midweek sessions drop to a 16c. top and
in Akron one leading ballroom Is
back to its. usual lOo nights, splitting gross receipts 60-60 with the
band and no guarantee.
Few dance operators have cared
to gamble with big name bands this
Bookers have found this
winter.

Musicians Press

Dropping Present

Tax Which Has Not

will bear,

this area

Idle

Hold Back $200j)00 Due for Verdict

in Ohio Ballrooms

23.

Unless eastern Ohio ballroom
managers agree to standardization
of admission prices, the dance business has little chance to survive in
this terrltoi'y, according to H. W.
Ferry, managing director of LandO-Dance, one of the best known of
eastern Ohio ballrooms, and for the
past 16 years identified with lead-

49

the 3% tax, plus the agitation
against the Society carried on by
Schuette, has had Its unfavorable
effect upon the ASCAP exchequer.
Many of the stations have been lax
in relaying either the regular sustaining fee or the commercial tax
money, while others have advised
the ASCAP that they are in no position to pay both and that if the
Society Insists upon the commercial
will have to
wait for the sustaining fee.
Also frequent have been letters

program royalties

It

informing the Society that the staadvertisers are delinquent
tion's
about paying their bills and therefore the comparatively insignificant
of the enclosed check. To
investigate these stations' claims the
Society r^ealizes it would require a
staff of traveling auditors whose
maintenance would eat beavlly into

amount

cies

could

reduce

the

Sax Player Toots His

music fee

billings to a single item for their
Advertisers, so the Four
clients.

A's advised the

making

MPPA, have

Way

Into Family

been

Boston, Jan.

Jam
23.

embarrassing for their
agencies by questioning the where-

Larry Jones, sax player and featured In a local cafe, is named as
fore of the dual billing.
the gay Lothario in the domestic
By getting ou.t of the present troubles of Jacob Zellman, downagreement the Society hopes to be town perfume shop manager. Zellin a position of drawing up a con- man accuses his wife of infidelity.
tract that will take Into direct conWife, in a cross suit, denied being
sideration the millions of program lured by Jones' playing.
Zellman
money collected at network sources. countered by testifying Jones conASCAP boardmen them.selves, how- fessed he had been 'friendly' with
ever, doubt whether
the broad- the wife.
casters will be amenable to letting the Society do business direct
it

with the advertisers. It is also suggested that if the broadcasters cannot be persuaded to tear up the
present document, the Society will
agree
to exempt
from taxation
those programs not using ASCAP
music on condition that the tax be
raised from 3 to 6% for the first
year and a graduating scale for the
succeeding two years. It will also
likely be proposed that this con
tract be extended for several moro
years.

The Society is now in a position
to negotiate for any number of
years up to 1945 because of the 10ycar extension of contracts obtained in recent months from the
writer and publisher members.
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WE, THE PEOPLE

News From

r/ns department contains reioritutn theatrical nem items as published during the week in the
Varietjf takes no
paptrs of NeJ» York, Chicago, San Frandsco, Hollyttood and London.
credit for these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.
dailjf
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East

stage earnings.

lyric

24, 1933

Literati

(Oontlnued from page 46)

the Dailies

claims a commission on her

Januuy

Tuesdfiyt

sought a minister In
the great open spaces.

friends, they

the police ^ase agiUnst hlra, and lie
is sentenced to be hung.
Final scene Is an auditorium
where meeting protesting the conviction of Allen ends the show. The
most literate character, a young college professor of Plyinouth Rock
stock, calls upon the audience for a
cliange In the political structure of
the country. The author's main Idea
appears to call tor that, but the nature of the remedy is left to the
audience.
Surest thing In 'People* Is the romance between Helen, the teacher,

:

Judith Voselly Lloyd, stage and
Ethel Barrymore likes 'Old Folks
Report from Sweden haa Garbo at Home,' by H. M. Harwood. Brit- screen player, sued her motherTinaround Feb. 5. No record ish dramatist. No deflnlte plans, law, Mrs. Mary Penrose Lloyd, for
of her booking, however.
alienation of aftectiona of latter's
but may try It this season.
an4 Albert Collins, a young accountson.
Suit Ini West Chester, Fa.,
ant.
Most of her salary 'goes to
•Prince' Mike indicted last week
Stage Society reports that •Play court T'ossed out becausa the acon 13 counts. Penalties total 65 No. 1,' by Gretohen Damroi9Cb, tress failed to deposit $400 to In- helping her family, and he does not
see how he can withdrew support
years maximum.
brought in $900 from members, $100 sure costs.
from his people, whose farm nets
Warner Bros, and subsidiaries for guest tickets and a producer
Joan Blondell awarded $360 for nothing. The pair spend evenings
sued in Camden, N. J., by Victoria paid $500 for an option. Production a taxi accident here in 1930. As the In his room and their Icve continues,
Amusement Corp., owner of two in- costs were $1,600, so it's an even insurance Co. Is In bankruptcy she although there Is no suggestion of
marriage. During a scene in a capiUsual complaint of break.
die theatres.
gets. about 10% of the award.
talist's
library, whera college
coercion, block booking: and, perpresident is Induced to be a candicentages. All other major distribJohn P. Hearne, of Moran and
date for the presidency, the speeches
utors are named as secondary de- Mack, denies report he Is about to
of the several wealthy men present
Coast
fendants as being all in the same be married.
were hissed.
boat. Abe Myers Is among counsel
Many of the individual performfor the complainant.
Anne Nichols has a new play
Frank Fisher, artist, was severely ances were good, as was the casting
written in collaboration with Alford
his
burned
trying
save
while
to
Hattons,
the
generally.
But some parts called
•Any Husband,' by
'Heartbreak Bound'
von Runkel.
which
paintings
from
flames
damfor long, tiresome speeches. In faOt,
will be put on by Jack Dougherty.
title.
aged his studio home in L. A.
the play is unnecessarily lengthy
and seemed more so because of the
James W. Blake, author of Al
'Love Costs Money,' by Lyon
Smith's theme song, •Sidewalks of Mearson and Burnet Hershey, and
George Raft had all but the soup succession of painful episodes.
New York,' evicted for non-payment •Hotel Alimony,' by Adolph Phillips and flsh which he was wearing at
Ihee.
of rent, taken care of by Al Smith. and A. W. Pezet, both about ali- the premiere of 'Cavalcade' stolen
by burglars who invaded his L. A.
mony.
William Carey in for Warren
Clothes were valued at
home.
Ashe, out of 'Show Off" through illPearl Buck gets a luncheon from $1,000.
Comedy drama In three acts presented
ness.
the League- for Political Education
at Maxlme Elliott's Jan. 17 by the Group
Jewelry valued at $40,000 stolen Theatres, Inc.; written by Dawn Powell;
Friday (20) at the Astor.
Nan O'ReUly, golf ed. of the N. T.
froin Betty Compson, returned to staged br Cheryl Crawford,
expect
DftrreU
Rupert
and
'Journal,'
Stella Adler
Hawthorne Blssell, pianist, of her. Crems were left at the South- Myra Bonney
Lewis t,everett
•
to have their play produced so6n Provincetown, Mass., pleaded guilty em Paclflo station, L. A., and Ed Boniiey
Winnie Murphy
Phoebe Brand
by Chas. Henderson; It has no title Tn' a New Haven court when his claimed by Miss Compson through a Delicatessen
Herbert Ratner
Boy
yet.
wife changed her charge from! kid- baggage' check sent her by the Bob Tuttle
Orover Burgess
J. EMward Bromberg
napping to breach of the- peace. bandit. Actress told police that no Bert Schwarts
Fargo
Roman Bohnen
Washington annpunces another $16 and costs last Friday.
cash was paid for their return.
Mrs. Fargo
Eunice Stoddard
drive on aliens. Including picture
Doorman
Clifford Odeta
stars. ]ja:tter got attention because
Russell Collins
Part of the library of the late
Bdwlna BOoth, suffering from Chet Davlea
of the recent Renaldo conviction.
Ladies
In
Evening
Dress
David Belasco at auction lal^t week. over-exposure to the African sun
Ruth MelEon, Dorothy Patten
Sold for $1^600. Antique collection while making 'Trader Horn,' will be
Cigaret concern Is exposing Hou- up this week.
conflned to her bed for several
dini's tricks In its ads. Not alwaVs
weeks more, according to her father,
The Group Theatre, formerly atthe. right answer, but one way to do
tached to the Theatre Guild as
Picture player who was not Dr. James L. Woodruff.
It.
juniors, offers a second production
named was the co-respondent in
the divorce case of Suzanne Park
Marlene Dietrich announces her this season. 'Big Night' Is creditWill Oakland's cafe pinched and Amldown against her millionaire Intentidn of saying farewell to able both productively and from an
the singer on $1,000 bail pending a husband. She alleged her husband Hollywood in. the spring, when she acting angle, but doubtful of outlasting a brief engagement.
hearing Jan. 31. Six employees' held used her charge accounts to ob- returns to Germany.
in $500 each.
tain gifts for his charmer. Given
'^Story too sordid and like 'Suca decree.
Bessie Lasky, wife of Jesse L. cess Story' the group's Initial show
Eva lie Oallienne to move 'Alice
Lasky, has placed 85 of her paint- this season it has an advertising
Amsterdam.
in
Wonderland' to
PoiUon sister^ had Steve Clow ar- ings on
at the Los Angeles agency background. Play has been
Opens Jan. 30. Civic rep. short of rested for criminal libel last week. Museum display
around some time, originally called
ias the first showing of a
the usual guarantees.
•The Party.' Among those who had
Hearing Jan. 31. Alleged libel ap- nation-wide exhibition.
the rights was the Theatre Guild.
peared in Clow's new 'Tattler.'
Stuart Peabody sales manager for Clow was unable to obteiln ball In
Leading characters are Ed Bonney
Clara M. Sarecky filed suit for
the Borden Milk Co. hits radio grift a hurry and spent Friday night In
whose
job is to secure accounts for
separate maintenance from Louis A.
in a speech before the Assn. of Nat. jail.
an agency, his young wife Myra a
Sarecky. Columbia associate pro^
Advertisers.
Says the sponsors
former cloak and suit model and
Mrs. Helen Clark is named Bert Schwartz whose chain of stores
cannot continue to support the parNew group has acquired the Sut- ducer.
co-respondent.
asites who divert to themselves ton playhouse and will produce
in the middle west budgets a mHlion
a year for advertising. First act
much of the money the talent is •Cinderella's Brothers' there next
Jury returned a verdict of not not so hot, second has something,
supposed to receive.
Sat.
guilty in the manslaughter charge but reaches no dramatic heights,
against
Mullaly.
Jr..
son
of
Don
H.
while
the third does little more than
Peggy Rich and Jack i>e Ruyter,
Alia Nazlmova to do Behrman's
Youth was tie up an unpleasant story.
breaking in their act In "Frenton, 'Love Story' when 'Good Eftrth' a Warner writer.
took out a marriage license in Mor- completes its run. Jos. Verner Reed charged with killing two aged perEd throws a party in his apartrisvlUe, Pa. Intended the hitch for and Theresa Helburn will produce, sons in an auto crash.
ment to win the friendship of
Schwartz In the hope of getting his
Jan. 18, but postponed a day when with the latter staging.
Elinor Fair has been granted a account. Myra detests the man bede Ruytor became ill. Pointed out
She had
the Rich divorce Is not yet complete.
Instead of cutting night prices, Mexican divorce from Thomas W. cause of his advances.
Daniels, who she married in Yuma, slapped him at their last meeting
Gilbert Miller will give three mats
and walked home from a cafe.
Theatre Guild double heading. of 'Late Crlstopher Dean' at a price Ariz. Lasted six hours.
Myra's husband is aware of her
Win put Eugene 0'Neili;s trilogy of range of 77c to $2.
Universal studio personnel pre- opinion of Schwartz but wants her
one-acters and 'Both Tour Houses,'
sented Carl Laemmle,
with a to be nice to the man. The big
by Maxwell Anderson, into reGreen Roomers will have Conway 66-pound cake, topped bySr.,
66 candles, chain store man arrives stewed, achearsal.
Tearle for their jest of honor at a on the producer's
66th birthday.
companied by a competing agency
beefsteak revel at the N.V.A. Feb. 5.
salesman and the latter's wife. It
Maurice Chevalier and his wife Chas. Judels will be roastmaster.
Although King Vidor and his es- would appear that this man, too,
both get French divorces. Held by
stranged wife. Eleanor Vidor. have doesn't care if Schwartz takes
the
>urt that both were right.
Marian Hosley, actress, cleared of been seen together recently, atwith the missus.
a homicide charge arising from an torneys for the two state that liberties
After many drinks the noisy party
George S. Kaufman and Morrle auto accident. She saw the smash there has been no official confer- breaks up. Schwartz attempts to
Ryskind at it again. Working on and reported it to me police. When ences on a reconciliation.
win favor from Myra but she rea new musical for Sam H. Harris.
another witness told the police the
pulses him. But at the command of
car had been driven by a woman,
Almee Semple McPherson-Hut- her husband she permits an embrace
CUfton Webb back In 'Flying they came and got Mrs. Hosley. ton settled out of court for a 'satis- and a kiss.
the morning
In
Colors' after a sneeze Intermission. Unable to prove that she drove the factory sum* with J. Roy Stewart, Schwartz doesn't remember what
car which caused the trouble, so who was to star her In a picture, happened after that kiss. Ed wants
'Clay in the Potter's Hand,' and to know about that also and under
'Our Nell,' farce comedy, to go case dismissed.
Cromwell Ormsby, who was to be the flre of his questions, Myra lies
Into production under Shep TrajjQi&
"DJErttel "FroTnwffhT-who has been" business manager of the project, by saying she and Schw&rtz had an
Authored by Kenneth Brltton.
connected with the Actors' Fund for who had sued the evangelist for affair.
When the store owner
Mrs. McPherson-Hutton promises to give his agency the adAntls charge that Instead of Play- 50 years. Intimates that the benefit $544,600.
also agreed to appear as originally vertising
account,
nothing
else
land, Westchester muny park, show- next Sunday, at the Imperial, will
matters so far as Ed Is concerned.
ing a profit, there's a net loss of be his last. He sat In at the forma- planned in the picture.
That Is the point that changes
Claims trick bookkeep- tion of the Fund as representative
$1,086,381.
Monroe
Owsley, screen actor, has Myra's
of
the
Mad.
Sq.theatre.
course.
She
rejects
ing was employed for profit anbeen sued for $76,000 by Catherine Schwartz* offer of marriage and
nounced last fall.
Mack Hilliard to make a produc- Allen, who charges breach-of- good times In Chicago. Because Ed
promlse.
did not care what she did as long
William Canavan, who left the tion of 'The Masked Princess,' an
operetta.
as he might gain his salary, she
presidency of the lATSE to become
Acting on the suggestion of Helen packs up and declares herself on
business agent of Projectionist's
'Sickness of Youth,' homosexual Lee Worthing, who had been con- her own in the hope of better
Union 43, of St. Louis, defeated at theme
testing
the
suit,
Superor
Judge
done at Cherry Lane recently,
things.
the election Tuesday (17).
Job will come
Thomas
C. Gould, L.A., granted an
into an uptown theatre,
The playing of Stella Adler as
goes to Oscar KUentopf.
probably the BlJou, with practically annulment of the marriage of Dr. Myra Is the highlight of the show.
Eugene C. Nelson, colored doctor, She Isn't supposed to be an inthe same cast.
Patrick Kearny to the former Follies girl.
plant
Cornell
will
'Allen
Katherlne
fronting.
telligent person, but a girl who
Corn' in Baltimore Feb. 20, for trygropes to Improve her station and Is
Elissa Landl goes to Calexlco to
out.
Court of Appeals witholds de- arrange with
morally superior to those around
American Consul her.
cision In the case of the appeal of
J. Edward Bromberg turns in
Dollar line pulls star boats off Projectionists' Local 306 to remove Bowman In Mexican, Mexico, for a an excellent performance as the
Can't get the receivers. Two of the judges visa which will permit her to re- gross
N. T. to Frisco run.
Schwartz,
making
the
main in the United States after
enough trade.
Lewis
voiced the opinion the court had no Feb. 17, when her temporary pass- man thoroughly detestable.
business running a labor union.
port becomes void. Consul Bowman Leverett, good as the husband.
U. S. Board of Tax Appeals alPhoebe
Brand
counted
girl
as
the
has cabled Naples, Italy, for a quota
lows Fox film and subsids a refrom upstairs, quite the little hussy
Norman Brokenshlre, radio an- number.
bate of $190,071 on taxes for 1926. nouncer, due to tell why and if he
Intended.
'Big Night' is anything but funny
soaked his landlord in the jaw.
Portland, Ore.'s city council has
against
Judgment for $32,000
Landlord sued out a warrant in lifted the eight-year ban on pic- but an amusing bit comes with the
Fortune Gallo, opera Impresario, in Yorkvllle court, claiming he lost a tures featuring Ros6oe 'Fatty' Ar- entrance of a highbrow radio
favor of Conlew, Inc. Claimed he tooth.
buckle.
Mayor George L. Baker warbler who never gets to sing a
17th century Scotch ballad.
had put up City Trust Co. stock,
recommended the action.
Group people announced at $2.20
then worth $62,600, to secqre the
showgirl,
and
Joan
Burgess,
transaction.
Nicholas Blair, of one of the proSecond note demanding $6,000 top after the premiere which may
But Indications are for low
prieters of the Paradise Cabaret, undei^ threat of death has been re- help.
Ibee,
Elizabeth Rethberg. Met soprano, were married In Harrison, N. Y., ceived by William von Brinoken, grasses.
(Otosed Saturday .(?1) niaM.,R^being sued fof $30,000 by Kurt early Sunday morning (22). Ac- screen .\7rlter, at his Hollywood
of
view
several
auto
loads
home.
record purftoitea.y "
companied
by
for
He
see.
former
Welnhold. her
,^

salliner

.

BIG NIGHT
'

,
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(Continued from page 47)
Ivan St. John on the coast end.
Herbert jr.,Donohoe and Curtis wiu
be ad men east and west re«
spectively.

Editing Chatter

The

religious editor of the New
is a woman, Rachel'

York 'Times'

K. McDowell, who abhors profanFellow, writers on the staff of
the Ochs' dally lontr had been aware
of this fact, but they were rather
surprised recently to receive a
printed slip, Initialed by her, suggesting that they 'Swear Off Swearing for 1933' and give 'Moral Support for the New York Times Pure
Language League*.
ity.

Chatter

Robert

Miller
Neal.
assistant
editor
of the
Springfield
(Mass.) 'Republican', and former'
instructor in journalism at Norwich
University, Is the author of 'Newspaper Desk Work*, recently published by Appleton.
Mary Austin, ^vho tells something
of her 64 years of life In 'Earth
Horizon*, was a teacher, newspaper
woman, actress, publicity agent for
the Panama- Pacific Exposition, and
several other kinds of worker before she took tc writing books about
the Southwest. Is now perhaps the
best known member of the literati
colony at Santa Fe, N. M.
Alan Dale, Jr., who does the dramatic news for the 'North Shore
Journal.* has just completed a radio
sketch.
Lillian Dynebur Rice, for years in
mag work, died in Forest Hills.

news

Albert

J.

Morse.

'Times-Union'

federal reporter, elected 49th president of the Rochester Press Club,
W. G. Letiris Of the Democrat and
named vice-president)
Chronicle,'
Sam Shuleky of the 'Journal,* secretary; Eunice Yeaw, 'D. & C.,'
financial secretary, and James L.
Angle, Associated Press bureau,
treasurer.

Arthur Guy Empey, author of
•Over the Top* and other books and
covered the National Westem Stock Show and Rodeo for the
stories,

Denver 'News.*

.

'Variety* is in

good company on

the Jacket of Gilbert Seldes' ne\^,
book, 'Years of the Locust.'
S. A. Everett back witli Doubleday, Doran.
Christopher Morley will be guest
of honor at the Roerlch Museum
Press literary luncheon on Jan. 30.
Paxton HIbben-'s widow. Sheila,
lecturing.

Ellery Walter can't make up
mind which land to visit next
Lionel White out of the hosp.

his

Tom Gerson assembling another
book of poems.
Next tea for benefit of the Authors' League Fund will be held at
the home of Mr. and iMrs. Arthur
Gulterman Jan. 29. Guests of honor
will be Stephen Vincent Benet and
William Beebe.

Add Newspapermen Who Have
Made Good: Albert Harper, whose

novel, 'Union Square.' is Literary Guild selection for March.
Mrs. Belloc Lowndes sailed for

.first

home.
Alice

Duer Miller

to

the

West

Indies.

Helen Welshlmer claims to sell a
poem a day.
Fell;t Rlesenberg has completed

-

'

his autoblog.
Philip Guedalla

comes over

this

week.

C. C. Nlcolet is out of 'Common
Sense,' the mag, already.
Frank Wuschnlck in Spain to get

the low

down on

revolutionary ac-

tivity,

"Russell Owen, the 'Times' snow
and ice expert, has delivered a book
to Llverlght
Theodore
that
explained
forthcoming book, 'The
Stoic,' is not about the bird that
brings the babies.
Joseph W. Llppincott sailed to
pick up some foreign scripts lor
his book house.

on Greenland
It's

Dreiser's

James T. Farrell's sweet title is
'Gas-House McGlnty.*
Ishbel Ross will do a new novel
on that sea trip.
Lion Feuchtwanger comes back
next month.

Edwin Skinner,

recently resigned

from the cable copy desk of the
'New York Times,' has opened a
school for writers, with classes in
newspaper writing, short story Inmanuscript criticism and

struction,

magazine marketing. Skinner has
considerable newspaper and magazine background.
Sally Kussel, who writes under
the name of Kaye Holden, has Just

had her first novel 'Sinless Sin' published by Grosset & Dunlap. She's
already started on another book for
the

same house.

—
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Daro-Gallery

Monte Carlo Grabs Mining

Team

Game To Lure

Nice, Jan. 13.

With Mussolini's San Remo adyertislntr you can play the highest
oiaxlmums In the world at Its tables
now (and no takers), Monte Carlo
lias observed the handwriting and
la

going honkey-tonk.

fltuck for something to pull them
Into Its new $4,000,000 sporting club,
previously only the elect
could get a membership card. It's
'

where

taming to the luck of roaring camp
Syndicate has
to stimulate trade.
Introduced an old friend of the
wide open spaces, the lumber camp

and the heathen Chinee, none other
than old chuckaluck.
Old three dice pastime is being
shellacked for the haute monde and
currently titled 'English hazard,'
though anybody can lose at It who
wants to. At present only one dice
table Is operatirtg, with hopes of
finding enough refined chumps to
open up two more, though the
wlsers say the whole deluxe bit of
granite is likely to close in 60 days.
Is

The Old Buildup

Come-on of "English hazard' is
that you can win 180 times your
stakes if you guess 100% right. One
mythical Briton announced as having won 27,000 francs on a 300 franc
roll in first

half hour of _ play.

No

names, indicating a shill. To titled
oappoes shooting crap for the first
time, the game has 'some novelty,
but nobody expects it to last.
The old caaino trying to pull
through by lowering the roulette
rates In the 'kitchen' (where the
mob plays) to 20 cents a throw is
getting laughed at for its thrift.

Going Places

Piker Play

career for Miss "White.
Cuddley
little things with a sense of humor
can be mighty useful as laugh provokers right now, and Miss White's

jackets that accompany the negligees from slipping.

Yolanda's Dramatic Calm
'A Spanish Garden' In the
Roxy stage show glide Veloz
and Yolanda.
Yolanda's lovely to behold In deep
coral, her wide circular skirt traced
with coral sequins, her lacquer black
hair parted chastely in the center
but it isn't the sudden beauty of her
face, the slow grace of her movements that so swiftly capture atInto

RKO

extravagant tulle ruff flatteringly
piquant, her coiffures are Interesting, smartly stylizing bangs.
Production could not be more considerate, all fluff, and then come those
embarrassing emotional moments to
bother her, as if striving for majesty
and enticement wasn't enough work
for a girl.

Tm

—

pace,

and

it's

over.

A

Dutch Treat System Spreading
BILLY PIERCE'S TAP TALK

House

Schenectady, N. Y., Jan. 23.
Yesterday before the white society of Northern New York Dancing Masters, Billy Pierce, colored,
lectured on tap and hard shoe
dancing.
A colored boy demonstrated the steps as Pierce spoke.

About

dance

200

teachers

tended the meeting.
is

at-

Fred Herbert

the society's president.

Pierce is said to have received
$100 for his expenses in coming here
from New York. At home Pierce
has a dancing school with colored
instructors. His school has taught
Jazz stepping to most of the best
known dancers of the stage.

a co-operative

parties on

among

basis,

Talks to Upstate White Dancing Masters
Instructor

with

friends,

each

amount

couple contributing a like

are
springing up all over New York as
another way of beating depression
and beating the theatre, night club,
speakeasy and other places at the
for the evening's conviviality,

same time.
Under the

liouse

many

are

folks

party plan, as

working

It

out,

eight or 10 couples decide to chip In

a

amount or bring a bottle or
at each party held. One night,

like

two,

with Saturday the most popular,
party is held at one house, moving
to the habitat of another couple,
etc., with the rotating Idea permanent.

During the past year numerous
have sprung up at
is a regular admission

friendly clubs

BENEHTS THAT BENEHT
PROMOTER LEAD TO JAIL
Providence, Jan.

23.

Henry A. Terrlll, self-styled commander of the 'Christian Soldiers
of America, Inc.,' who is in jail here
with his wife awaiting disposition
of charges of racketeering, faces
additional charges of a similar nature In New Haven.

which there
of

$1.50

or more.

Genertilly pro-

moted by someone having a large
apartment and a large assortment
of friends, with each paying the
admish and that entitling them to
food, drinks, some dancing if caring and now and then some entertainment usually on the cuff for the
house.

)

One such place, calling itself the
Terrill and his wife are charged Depression Club, draws as many as
with sponsoring benefit shows at a 76 people on a Saturday night, with
local theatre and then fleeing with a profit for the apartment lessee at
the proceeds. Arraigned on a charge the $1.60 nick after cost of drinks,
of fraud, Terrlll was sentenced food, maids, etc.. Is deducted.
to one year In jail last week.
He
Regular mailing lists are In vogue
appealed and furnished bonds. To with some of these apartment
prevent Terrill's disappearance, po- places.
formances during a 12-day trip, two lice obtained a fugitive warrant
night club shows (midnight) and a against him and his wife. Unable
Sunday concert.
to furnish bail on this charge, the
Smith Gete
In addition are picture shows. A pair were remanded to Jall.~

WincheU

new

film, generally a pre-release,
Terrill's activities were brought
shown continuously on the larger to the attention of the police by the
liners.
Others have flicker shows Better Business Bureau who Inves-

Check

Coolidge's Last

is

five

times daily.

Show groups aboard the boats
totals 25 persons. Including the
band, usually six men. Musicians
are paid the regular union scale,
playing dance muslo in the afternoons and evenings, when the
performance is not on.
Artists
have been getting a break with
light sailing lists, being assigned to
the best cabins.

Telling You'

By Jack Osterman

WE FOUND OUT THAT THE
News
GOOD THING ABOUT If things keep up this way, the
IS
THAT YOU New York Police will have to wear
CAN GET A DRINK ON SUNDAY. badges to keep from kidnaping each

Hartford, Conn., Jan. 2S.

Perhaps the last signature written by Calvin Coolldge was adteering.
dressed to Wlnchell Smith, the playWright. It~4s-on a check for $1.89,
dated at Northampton on the day
the former president died and made
Agnes E. W. Sands, muscian, and
John P. Mern, both of Brooklyn, payable to Wlnchell Smith's Flour
have filed marriage intentions at Mill. It is payment for a bag ot
Greenwich, Conn.
whole wheat flour ordered by Mr.
Rose Helen Doyle to H. S. Com- Coolldge last Friday.
Smith's hobby Is the old grist mill,
ings at Yuma, Ariz., Jan. 13. Bride
is of the vaude team of Doyle and about six miles outside of Hartford
where flour is ground between
Wristen.
Elizabeth Gray to Lee A. Shel- ancient mill stones. He is traveling
don at Yuma, Ariz., Jan. 16. Groom In Egypt and the letter was forIs ass't prop manager at Warners warded to him at Cairo by the manager of the mill. Mr. Coolldge tried
studio, Burbank. Calif.
Joan Burgess, showgirl, to Nich- the flour on the advice of Senator
olas Blair, Jan. 22, at Harrison, George P. McLean of Sunsbury, who
first told about the old mill.
N. Y.
tigated the man's so-called welfare
work, and characterized It as racke-

MARRIAGES

ONLY

PROHIBITION
.

I

'Prince'

Don't Blame

other.

Him

Mike Romanoff was

Show Business

or-

This week Mrs. Freddie Rich and
dered off the Palace stage by the
authorities.
He may get up to 50 Jack De Ruyter are billed at the
years. Well,

time than

after all

RKO

that's

more

could give him.
Confession

Palace. The management forgot to
say, 'Bring the Kiddles.'

Reading the Ads
The way shows are slashing their
Vlolinsky has hocked his violin prices, theatrical ads look like they
show-wise routine made glamourous by Miss Yolanda's restrainedly so often that the guy In the pawn were written for Macy's basement.
George M. Cohan for $2. Bee Llllle
shop plays it better than he does.
exotic grace.
cut In half and "Foolscap' adverTimes Square Patter
We asked a brother thespian if tised a $1.50 top, with no C.O.D.'s
Powder Blue For Blonde
Ethel Shutta is good to see at the he had seen, "Dinner at Bight.' The or alterations.
performer
Ostermania
snapped
back,
T
haven't
Capitol this week, as kind to the
Fannie Ward gave a gorgeous
seen breakfast two weeks.'
eye as pleasant to the ear.
She
party at the Embassy last SunHello Frisco
brings for the ladies a costume
day.
A Gus Edwards protegee.
generous with new style, wise with
Joe Frisco phoned to say that he Cynthia
White's Greenwich Village
simplicity, lovely In the grace of expects to go on the air soon. He
Ball this Friday (27), In Webster
will be heard at eight in the mornits pure line.
Hall.
(Leave this in, Ed., she sent
Fashioned all of mat surfaced ing telling bed-time stories to us two tickets)
.Artie Paul writes
powder blue, the slim high waisted gamblers.
to say that the theme song of the
seven -eights coat ripples Just a
Fannie Brice» Hypnotist
Radio Stations should be, 'Just a
little at the hem to match the soft
Don't be surprised if some day Little Home for the Old Jokes'....
flare of the long dress.
Its draped you see that sign outsl4e Fannle's And Heywood Broun, one of our
high neckline Is surrounded by a apartment. Fannie is a hypnotist favorite people, always looks like he
lei of delicate blue fox.
Flattering on the up and up. The other night is wearing what the well dressed
in color and line, heightening the she wanted to put us in a trance. man will throw away.
.ARE YOU
shade of Miss Shutta's shining ash We declined but asked her to hyp- READING?
blonde hair, It brings distinction to notize her husband, Pllly Rose, and
the Capitol stage, proclaims the while he was under the spell to get
chic and good taste of Its wearer. him to do a revue and sign us up.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Bradley, son,
Overheard
What the Brrde Won't Wear
On Park Avenue a boy was heard Jan. 19, Mission hospital, HuntingAlice White's the news In 'Em- saying to his girl, liet's get married ton Park, Cal. Father is manager
ployees Entrance' She returns in a or something.' The girl was heard of the California theatre in that
cast feverish with high pressure answering, 'Let's get married or town.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lynch,
acting, yet she quietly Ingratiates NOTHING.'
daughter, Jan. 21, In Witchita, Kan.,
herself
right
Wasted Energy
from
the
start,
snatches every possibility for comAfter being overly polite to Harry home town of the mother. Father
edy, and triumphs as an artful RIchman for two weeks we found is of Keller Sisters and Lynch, radio
comedienne. Her work in "Em- out he has nothing to do with the trio. Mrs. Lynch Is the former Iris
ployees' Entrance' opens a new club we are working at.
Gray, ex-Paramount Junior player.
original

Co-operative House Parties on

Colored

HEAVY LOSSES

tention.
It's because after everyone else
has been bustling, she comes out in
slow motion. The musical accompaniment of her predecessors has
been full orchestra, hers is the
strings and a softly rippling piano.
The contrast is dramatic instantly
and Miss Yolanda sees to it that
her waltz lives up to its introductory promise.
She begins slowly,
slowly, increasing her tempo so
gradually that it's suddenly a surprise to see her whirled so rapidly
in her partner's arms.
Smoothly
she touches the floor, then in fluidly
decreasing speed she returns to her

ship to operate the house.
This is the first deviation from
wrestling for Daro, who is financing
the project.

CRUISE BOATS'

masquerade Pierrot costume has an

51

28.

Taking over the Olympic auditorium for boxing, Tom Gallery and
Lou Daro have formed a partner-

the lone screen representative of
the type.
Petite, with excellent
curves and a shrewd way of curling
her blonde hair about her face to
give It a halo, of child-like innocence, she makes a comeback as effective in appearance as in performance.
Iioretta Toung plays a model in
the film's fantastic department store.
The shop's business falls off, it
Although liners are reported havseems, and creates quite a probing suffered losses, the boats slated
lem. Yet If the manager would only
for 12 and 17-day cruises to the
look closely at the clothes Miss
West
Indies are sailing from the
Young has to model, he could disport of New York on schedule. Feacover why women no longer patronturing the cruises is profjessional
ize the store. Miss Young exhibits
a white satin wedding dress, for in- entertainment, most of the perstance, whose low cut bodice and formers receiving compensation In
addition tOr passage.
fitted lines would make It suitable
Short cruises over New Year's
for the girls In a Wild West saloon.
The tipsy orange blossom wreath were satisfactory but five boats
that accompanies it suggests It which sailed on or about Jan. 6
would be just as appropriate for took a loss of 1600,000. One liner
shot gun weddings. Brides some- with 129 passengers went into the
how don't buy that kind of dresses. red for $75,000. while a vessel startNor would they find place in their ing a world's cruise with but 160
trousseaux for a black sheath fas- passengers faced a loss upward of
tened at the throat to a silver cloth $260,000, dependent on how many
Peter Pan collar, but cut Away every passengers would come aboard in
place else, and with silver circular other ports.
flared cuffs worn above the elbows
Number of Shows
for no apparent reason save general
Mid -January the boat bookings
confu.slon.
looked upward and advance sailing
lists held from 200 to 250 names.
A Horizontal Queen
Entertainment is Insisted upon by
'Tonight Is Ours' keeps Claudette
passengers.
Instead of strolling
Colbert reclining on divans, sofas,
musicians, fakirs and the like who
chaise lounges and beds. Miss Colrather ^disturbed passengers who
bert is supposed to be every inch
wished to rest, shows now are conseductive charm at the same time
that she's every Inch a queen. She fined to one room and at stated
goes horizontal on both counts and times. Second class dining room is
generally
the spot, with three perstill the result is spurious.
Some-

thing's missing; perhaps after all
queens are born and not made.
(Continued from page 19)
Miss Colbert moves through luxuInshe
rious
transparency
backgrounds, poses against
Ilgees whose
She wears
sures by standing in front of a handsome hangings.
strong light, and If that doesn't clothes rich with precious furs
work, she seems to have great massed on her shoulders, lavish
trouble keeping the fox trimmed with beads and sleekly fitted. Her
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BIRTHS

ALWAYi A
SHOW 6i RKO!
wap/iuiCB 47th

BETTER

oi

Pnmler
,

On

Screen

WARREN WILLIAM
LORETTA YOUNG in

. .

.

The Air

In

By JEROME KERN and
OSCAR HAMMER8TEIN 2d
Relnald WcrraDratli, Tulllo C«fnl.
NaUlla Hall, Walter Slaiak, AI
ihean, Kathtrlns CarrlagtM; Cnrtaln, 8.30
A T.VTUr Theatre, S2d St. W. of B'7.
'""•""Mats. Thure. & Sat. Bert
Balcony Beat*. $3; othert |1.60 «s $1.00
Alth.

Mtl,

EUPJLOVEES'

'

ICf^m

^

On

ENTRANCK
Slajte

SEORGE 0L8EN

IbrSin IW^L'"' ETHEL SHUTTA

Ah

3 Sailor*
Britt Wood

f

Oa

Vaodavlll*
Mr*. Freddi* Rich

J Jack

and
R* Raytor

With

iBay Bolger

Ednund Low*

Wyaa* Glbwn
•Ml Other RKO
Ja*. Altaion
A(t*
Contlnaoui from 10 A. M.
Dally Midnliht Show Foatur* Pktore
CtapUt* Mldaliht 8b«« Every Sat.

Jaa. as

lOtlVSa^vAY.^iM.

(lATE
MAN
"NO

On the Bentn
Clarke OABI^K
In

OF HEB OWN"

etafo: BILL ROBINSON. Arthiir
Extra Added
LAKE.
Floreate
Attraction, NAN HALPERIN, Other*

On

a

Hollywood Rhythm Girls, orchestra, booked for an indefinite en-

gagement at Palatial

Inn, only night

club at the now regattaless Poughkeepsie, N. T.

8cr««a

18 DRIVINQ'

AT

m086thSl

PBICIS8 8I.A8HED

tb*

THE DEVIL

U

LtX.

AVE

27

JAMES DUNN in
'HANDLE WITH CARE'
—and
'MANHATTAN TOWER
with

JAMES HALL, HARV BRIAN

ON
mosistST. BROADWAY
Jaa. 25 t* 27

JAMES DUNN
Id

'HANDLE WITH CARP
with

John
Foster's
Ohio
Hl-Oaiis,
radio orchrstra, touring one*nighters in the easU

BOOTS HALLORY, EL BRENOEL

!

Broadway

€HA

Rlza Royce's script making the
rounds.

Sydney Fox

looklngr
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London
Henri Lartlgue sick at Pau.
Henri Carson also on the sicic IIsl
John Southern's mother serlou^

for a stage

111.

script or part.

Tess Gardella and Marie Hartman
Morris, the Palace
honor.
Al Fields around with half his elevator boy, guest of
Understood the Paris picture
neck done up In a bandage.
houses want Clara Bow and Rex
Rilly K. Wells had 50th birthday Lease for personal apps,' but she
worrying.
last week and started
will not accept on Sam Rork's adWard Morenouse and Mark Bar- vice, her producer accompanying
ron off quail hunting In Virginlah, the pair on their European vacation.
sah
Claudette Colbert, in New York
Charley Gartner on a leave of absence while Mrs. Gartner recuper- for a vacation, checked In at the
Manhattan Eye, Ear, Nose and
ating.
Throat
hospital, New York, Friday
Mike Simmons lecturing Mon. (20) for a two-day battle against
(23) for the Federation of Women's sinus.
After two or three days of
Clubs.
recuperation she will leave for HolRuss Moon Is in training to han- lywood.
dle one of the 'Cavalcade' road
Twenty-two New York City senshows.
ators and assemblymen are reported
Helen Flint, actress, 160 Central to have signed a petition notifying
Park S., discharged from bank- management of a leading Albany
ruptcy.
hotel that If the patronage of a felHerman Tlmberg writing a new low legislator from another parJt of
show for himself and the Pat the state was accepted they would
no longer remain as guests.
Rooneys.
Amlke Vogel back in town after
Budd Grey Is around again after
a couple of months at the Fox, seven, weeks in Florida, where he
helped open a new theatre and did
Brooklyn.
other odd jobs in between Ashing
Dan Dogherty Is aoJng contact and
Headed back before
fooling.
work as well as publicity for Fox the hookworm got him. Looking
Movietone News.
around. If he strains his eyesight
Unlike Will Hays, Dr. A. Gold- h^'s got a farm up around Peekssmith is open in his praise of a fa- kill to fall back on.
vorable news story.
Phoebe Diamond recuperating at
Farmlngdale sanitarium from atBermuda
tack of acute asthma.
Alex. Gottlieb got his Par notice
exactly three years to the day of
Leo A. Tweroger, dean Bda. hostarting to work for Par.
telman, elected proxy Hotel Men's
Al Jolson left Saturday (21) for Ass'n.
Palm Beach. Back in New York at
Castle Harbour opens in a blaze
Paramount for $15,000 Feb. 17.
of glory and red ink for its second
'Safe driving starts just above the season Jan. 14.
ears.'
It's an illustrated sign in all
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Acheson of
of the taxis of one fleet in New N. Y. and Lunnon at the Princess,
York.
both being writers.
Judith Anderson pulled a Garbo,
Richard Gerard Husch, who wrote
the words to 'Sweet Adeline,' Is a convalescing at Elbow Beach Incogclerk in the Jamaica, L. I., post nito to avoid the press.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Woods part
office.
Jim Donahue, honorary sec of the of string trio at Inverurie, are as
America Club in Pafis, here on a popular as they are in Boston.
Joel Sayre (Rackety Rax) leaves
returning on the Suropa
visit,
at long l^st with Mrs. and their
Feb. 1.
Jack Mason, dance director for Bda.-born girl (19) with the new
book
in his pocket.
'Of Thee I Sing/ a patient at the
Clifton Webb rumored to have
Park West hospital after a heart
come in on the Monarch (16) and
attack.
Bernlce (Harry) Lang and Lucille taken the return trip same day, but
(Jack) Norton, both Haley sisters, his name not on the passenger list.
grill
silver
Bermudlana
(11)
have opened a gown shop at Smithcrowded with 20 couples, six danctown, L. I.
Memorial addresses to the late ing, including Jack Sharkey's party
four. The champ came down for
William Morris at the. Morosco the- of
a rest, sailed (16).
atre Sunday (29) by Jewish The'Man Against Woman,' wherein
atrical Guild.
Holt comes to Bda. to get his
Dave Fox and Fred Mayo couldn't Jake
man, a big hit with the local color,
find enough vaude time to play, so
can't get into the hotels except
who
they turned vaude agents, and it's as employes.
Btill a problem.
The 'Castle Harbour, Bermuda,'
Temporary office which Emanuel date line you see in the home newsCohen Is occupying at Par while In papers, is swell publicity, but the
New York still has Xmas wreaths place that has that name is a bay
over a prop fireplace.
plus the hotel,- latter being in TuckWilliam McBride, the ticket bro- er's Town, which, believe i. o. n., is
ker, not only mayor of Pelham, but not a town.
Castle Harbour dinner dance (18)
chief of police as well. Claims nary
a speak in the place.
saw on the Aoor the Arthur MurNewest Jigsaw gag is to get your rays, Cllve Alvord, the golfer; Jack
Margaret
Fishback,
own photo cut up, bright Idea being Buchanan,
Siggy
to send it to someone and let them Judge Warren R. Voorhls.
Schatz leading the musicians here
guess. Only costs 98c,
for
second
season.
Nick Holde won't be frightened
Glen She'rrard, down for a trip
by any Friday the 13th. Flew to
Chicago that day, and there were (15-19), says the Hamilton hotel will
most certainly open next month (6).
13 people in the plane.
'Mudians wondering If Roosevelt'll
Some sections of the picture bust
ness still believe Will Hays isn't show up here when he takes that
cruise Feb. in Vince Astor's Nourgoing to stick when Roosevelt en
mahal, a familiar favorite in these
ters.
Despite the contract.

Dave Blum beginning
for dog shows again.

to prepare

for presidency.

.

The

Ellin (Irving) Berlin story in
'Saturday Evening Post' this
Is Action.
May be the first of
by Mrs. Berlin In the 'SEP.'
Bernie Hynes is making the econ
omy survey at Radio City, as RKO
seeks
to
effect
operating cuts.
Hynes' secretary is named Anna
Kutz.

the

parts.

'Waltz Dream' revival at the
Volksoper is attracting big audiences.

Llesl Edthofer, wife of Vienna's
matinee idol, selling pajamas In her
new shop In Herrengasse.
Rita Georg, musical comedy star,
Is a success In her first speaking
role in' Shaw's 'Too True to Be

Good.'

and ran away with the

to be paid
coin.

Cliff

Fischer

off to

North

for health cUre.

^

Atrlotf

Harry Welchman to play 'Casfcnova' role en tour.
Jack Forester around, lookHur
over Alms for France.
Rellly and Comfort's two gramtn
phone recording offers.
Greta Natzler, wife of Hanr
Stelninger, latest flu victim.
The old melo, 'The Streets of Lou,
don' puUlng In quite a crowd.
Jessie Bond, famous Savoyard,
celebrating eightieth birthday.
Anton Dolln around with La Jana,
.

Yiddish Theatre of Wilna, which
The government still trying to
hit with 'Dybbuk' ten
collect taxes on radio receivers, but
years ago, back in Vienna with new it is
no go, after EJl Mundo, mornrepertory.
Inger, waged hot editorial campaign
Yet another Hapsburg play on in asking the tax be repealed with
Vienna, 'Kaiser Franz Joseph I,' by Manuel Castellanos, representative,
Duschlnsky. Just another of those taking the flght at the House and
well-staged historical revues of lo- getting it passed. But it stuck at
cal interest.
the Senate.
Erwin Strauss, son of Oscar

his Aew Hungarian dance partner.
Lee Ephralm enjoying a snooz«
during Victoria Palace performance,
Conrad Veldt to play title role in
'Jew Suss," Gaumont-Brltlsh Alml-

Strauss, boy. of 22, who made
mark composing witty music

Luce'ia guest.

made such a

his
to

'Dancing Shylock' recently, recovering after suicide attempt on the
Riviera.
'Spooks in the Castle,' Krlcka's
new, modern, Jazzy comic opera,
was presented at the Staatsoper on
New Year's night. Extraordinary
book is based on a short story by
Oscar Wilde.

The Hague
By M. W. Etty-Leal

zation.

Yorke and Leonard reading Aim

scenario, with English Aim debut as
objective.
S. T. Hale Just back from three

weeks'

New York

trip,

as

Claire

Marcelle
Rogez throws swell
party, with Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hyl.
ton of the guests.

Mervyn McPherson with
Hague is an ex- aged arm, all through forciblyband«
hitartists, held daily In ting a glass pane.
Scala Cafe; Amsterdam had one alSonny Miller collaborating with
ready.
Johnny Burnaby, son of Dave BurHolland has a famous whistling naby, in song writing.
baronet. Baron de Vos van SteenA. E. Abrahams abandoning idea
wyk, who has just been acting for of producing 'Mademolsele' after
Profllti newsreel.
seeing show again In Paris.
Esther Phillpse, Dutch soprano,
Laurence Olivier to play opposite
signed up with Dutch Operetta Com- Gertrude Lawrence In indie Aim, to
pany for a new production, 'Darling, be done at the B. I. studios.
Do You Know
Frances Maddoux at the Mayfalr,
Ctuite a few foreign artists here and doubling in 'Ballyhoo' at the
at present: Percy Manchester, Eng- Comedy, replacing Zadee Jackson.
lish, tenor; Robert Soetens, French
Louis J. Seymour's continuous
violinist; Raden Mas Jodjana, Java vaudeville Autter at Daly's theatre
dancer;
German Rlele Quieling cost him £16,600, but might still
Quartet.
come back.
Similar gag, but silent, to be tried
Cella Johnson replacing Edna
out in taxis of Amsterdam by lit Best in 'Another Language.' Edna
up changing advertisement box, an quit when her expected happy event

A

novelty for the

change for

Leopold Reichwein, well-known
refused to. conduct a
Mendelssohn concerto In the Vienna
Broadcasting Studio recently because his national feelings forbid
him to Interpret the works of a
Jew.
After 'Taxation Document No.
17/1/24/3,' the title of Hans Sassman's play in which he satirizes
Austrian red tape, Kutr Goetz has
written one with a still more extraordinary title. It is 'Hiob Praetorlus, M.D., Specialist In Chirurgy American Invention.
Every three
and Gynecology.'
minutes this revue of ads starts on
a new run; Amsterdam Arst town In
Europe to adopt it.
As tramways in Hague are in bad
Budapest
straits, as a novelty too, conductors
By E. P. Jacobi
are to announce not only next stop
but also to cry out shops near to it,
who naturally have to p§y for that
Christa Winaloe here.
privilege, management hopes to All
Victor VarconI here for a throat
coffers by this step.
operation.
Two premieres in Holland this
Melchlor Lengyel means to settle week: At Amsterdam, by Verkade
in England for good.
Company, 'The Marchioness,' transDorothy Thomson, Mrs. Sinclair lated from English play by Noel
Coward; at the Hague. 'Fear,' by
Lewis, ran down from Vienna.
Head of Warners' local branch. Edward Wllbraham, translated by
Dr. Pressburger, quit Job he had Mrs. Dumoulln-Goedkoop, produced
by Hofstod Tooneel. This company
only taken over in the fall.
has been very successful with anMaria Szilvasy won Ufa's beauty other play, 'Leontlntje.' written in
contest. She is Ufa's guest in Berco-operation by Flemish author
lin during three weeks while they
Felix Timmermans and Dutch draare making tests of her.
matist of that company, Eduard
Sugar Brothers, a Hungarian Arm Veterman. The 200th performance
of New York, has Just completed of that play went this week at the
shooting a Hungarian short, 'Penny Hague.
Rapid,' with a view to showing It in
Hungarian nabes in the United

conductor,

'

MinneapoGs

States.

Hungarian educational, 'Shadows
of Love,' Just released by the producer, Ferenc Pless. Censor board
permitted showing only If separate
perf->rmance3 are given for men and
for

women.

'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,' running
here under the title 'Man or Monster,' is considered one of the biggest jokes on the screen.
People
crowd to see it, but instead of being

awed

they're amused.

Paul Fejos here for opening of the

German

version

of

'Big

House,'

which he directed. Heinrich George,
German male star, here for personal
Montreal
appearance at the opening. Picture,
which was vetoed by censor here
during two years and at last perJim McDonagh out of hospital.
mitted, has great success.
Constantln 'Nitchevo' Zolo scoops
Rod la Rocque ^oing about with a
press scribes on Albanian poet.
Bill
Crouch and Bud Carroll,
Montreal orchestra in fourth year full-fledged dark beard. Grew it
newspaper men, marooned In their sending hat around. Feared may when he lost his bet on the re-elecEaton canyon cabin by snow and a disband.
tion of Hoover. Rod and his wife,
landslide. Lived on beans for three
Gilbert Ghewey, late Ottawa and Vllma Banky, intend to turn prodays.
Quebec press gallery, news editor ducers, it is said. Negotiations to
Jack Barry hit the jackpot ma
enter into partnership with the
•Herald.'
chines for the pot two days runElmer Ferguson breaks into ether. management of a local theatre.
ning, but not the same machine,
Jimmy Oastler another new one
Then- he stopped playing. Too good on the air.
to last.
Havana
Larry Stephens leaves His MaPercentage of the Greenwich Vll
jesty's to manage 'End of Road'
By Rene Canizares
lage Ball in Webster Hall Friday road company.
(27) goes to the Emergency Relief,
Hilda
Hcsson
sponsoring
one-act
Fund Committee headquarters at plays aboard Duchess Bedford on
Grand Hotel a hit at El Encanto.
the Brevoort.
Mrs. E. L. Olivell, wife of N. Y.
West Indies trip.
Mabel Withee ha^ started a con
Censors who started their Xmas Evening Journal's editor, in town.
tlnulty period for a commercial over
chopping
early
at
have
kept
it ever
Edward Hughes, sports cartoonthe radio. Material written by Marsince, latest murder being 'Strange ist of Brooklyn 'Eagle,' here with
jorle Dale, daughter of the late
Interlude.'
Mrs.
critic. Alan Dale.
Fanny Appelbaum stages allIrene and James Vernon, ballJack Shallit, formerly eastern still
photographer for Paramount, is now Montreal artists picture gallery room dancers. Imported for the
on his own. Swanky offices just off mezzanine floor Loew's. Gets nice Plaza roof.
Maurice and Cordoba, dancers,
upper 5th avenue, including a bowl press notices.
Total of 35 actions taken by city and Rita Montaner, Cuban singer,
of frisky goldfish.
Square getting: a laugh out of police against Ave cabarets and at the Havana Casino.
dance
halls
and
close
Anes
wiUi
Tomas
Cuervo, impersonator of
'Pardon
My
review
of
Winchell's
Chief Dufresne has issued Laurel and Hardy, added to the
English' in which he speaks of the costs.
mazdas hissing. It's a good trick ukase must all close at mldnlte, and Sunday eve kiddie program at CMC
will
kill
nite
biz
in
this
city.
this
Roberto Soto, most pdpular MexIf the bulbs can do it.
Grill, Hotel NorM. A. Malaney, of Loew's Cleve- Cabarets are Cosy Moonlight Gar ican comedian, also In town with
his musical review company at the
land string. In for a look at the old mandie, Lion d'Or,
Gardens Cafe. Chez National theatre.
street and back to the grind again. dens and Grand
afPepsodent people dickering for a
Says the less there is the harder Maurice and Frolics not so farAnes
radio commercial program. Trying
fected, but are liable to same
they have to hustle for It.
Cackomanla Club being revived at These will bo much higher on sec- to set a team similar to Amos 'n'
Gerson's for meetings once weekly. ond offense, but most of above may Andy in Spanish.
Algeria y Enhart, Spanish comesession will be battle between close.

week

series

'

First

dians, at the Payret theatre with
their
musical comedy company,
staging make believe bull flght for
tourist trade.
Plenty radio stations will be closing down soon, as government Is
set on collecting taxes or else. Most
broadcasters In arrears two and
three years In taxes.
Marino Mendoza, amusement Inspector of the tax dept., collected
(377 from Sam McKlnney, treasurer of Payret theatre for taxes

By Les Rees
Marigold Garden,

city's biggest
dancehall, cuts prices.
'Hell Divers' drew biggest gross
of any picture in Publlx houses here
last year.

Florence

Lehmann, Minneapolis

Symphony Orchestra demon

press
agent, k. o.'d by Au.
Al Kelles out as Shubert business
manager after many years' association with 'Buzz' Bainbrldge.
Rumor around rialto that Fox was
taking over Minnesota theatre and
would reopen 4,200-seat house proved

bunk.

Two

features plus Ave vaudeville
acts for 65c. didn't mean a thing at
Orpheum here, gross dropping below average.
Bobbe Arnst, with 'Whoopee,' at
Orpheum, billed as 'Johnny Welsmuller's former wife,' and profiting

became public.
Gordon Beckles wants

it

men-

tioned in 'Variety' that all bankrupt
producers are dining at the swellest

London

nlghterles.
'Flies In the Sun' is title of new
Ivor Novello play, in which he will
appear with Gladys Cooper at the
Playhouse Jan. 18.
Harley street, home of medical

perturbed over persistence of barrel organs in playing

specialists,
'Ain't It

Grand

to

Be Blooming WeU

Dead.'

Flu victims Include Nellie Wal-

Edna

Ferber, Monty Banks,
Claude Hulbert, John Tllley (who
returned to sick bed after marriage)*
Gene Gerrard, George Gee.
lace,

Riviera
By Frank Scully
Syd Chaplin now nite-lifer.
Bob Ritchie to Paree and back.
Evelyn Arden convalescing at
Cap Ferrat.
Rain cutting in on Jeanette Mac«
donald's riding.
Winston Churchill dodging taxis
Monte Carlo.

at

Peggy Wood and Johnny Weaver
loaAng at Cagnes.
Dina to double in Dolphin, Cannes
nltery, while doing a pic.
Edward Titus, Paree publisher

and legit producer, laying off.
Henri Cochet, tennlser, volleying
his way into export wine biz.
John Ersklne due in next week
for opera huddle with George Antheil.

New version of the 'something for
your pretty neck' gag for lady golfers is a soap shaped like golf balls.
Fred Barlow's 'Mile. Prudhomme,'
world -premiered at Monte Carlo, is
a musical based on Dickens' Pickwick.

Hobart Henley, lost for weeks,
now at Mlramar, Cannes, with
Both were burled at
Irvln Marks.
from front-page publicity.
St. Moritz.
Gordon McKlnnon, former MinneE. Phillips Oppenhelm, who lives
sota theatre assistant manager, and only a half hour from Monte Carlo,
now running house in Iowa for has moved over there to the Hotel
Flnkelstein theatres, a week-end de Paris for a holiday.
visitor.
Carl Brlsson back to twenty more
University of Minnesota beauty weeks of 'Merry Widow' touring,
show at Orpheum to select winner after which he wants Betty Compfor national college co-ed cham- ton for 'Countess Maritza.'
pionship off on account of faculty
Ed Hope's new private bar has
opposition.
black oil-cloth curtains and the
Jeanette Feah being sued for Martinez's barkeep, proving the
$5,530, alleged unpaid balance of 'Post' must be paying again.
$13,173 cost for constructing replica
Kay Boyle laying off 'Gentlemen,
of a Swiss village at her road house I Address You Privately' and brlnBnight club.
ing out a vol of short stories till
After two years' absence, Marie she thinks of a shorter title.
Gale (Mrs. A. G. Bainbrldge) reJimmy Walker and a 'V.ariety
turned to Shubert (dramatic stock) mugg wrote 200 catch-llncs for
cast to play a lead in 'Cradle Betty Compton's book while dlninf:
Snatchers.'
at the Sing Song, but her 'Knookinj!:
Don Alexander, top-notch State the X Out of Madame X' still holds
press agent, surprised localites by the title.
returning to city with a secret bride,
Hollywood,' now nltery, is clickto whom he was knotted here last ing even when charging six bucks
August without any publicity what- for Afty-cent champagne, and the
soever.
backer, Bruce Bundy, going next
Police cars carried Henry Wo- door to the Savoy when hp w.ints a
empner, orchestra conductor, from real drink.
KSTP radio station after concluTod Robblns' dancing partners
sion of broadcast at 8:16 p. m., to are plenty tall, reminding of J- PMinnesota Auditorium, nearly 10 McEvoy's comeback to a tall Ennrnlles

distant, in

Minneapolis
8:30 p.

m.

time for start of

Symphony

concert at

llah gal

who

praised his footwork.

'How do you know what I'm doing

down

here?' cracked Mac.

.

"
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Hollywood
George Landy
.

Is axi

^.bolea-ln-carpets.

v

Carroll Graham In town and lookfD£ ^or a studio bertb.
Al Lever says the California rains
Bake blm homesick for Texas.
Fox publicity department is start-

'

ond-yeor

student

at

San

Army and Navy academy.

Diego

Loop

Unemployment vet outfit at Camp
lug ^ perpetual bridge toUmament., Kearny entertained by Iiouise
Han'^^Ronald Colman at Arrowhead, Hoi sen,
Shirley
Harrison,
Virginia
AI Lackey informed Al Jolson that
Springs, to get rid of a stubborn
Cook, Gloria Wlnke, Gale Littlepage he was 'the Tucker of male singers.'
cold.
others In a dance revue. KGB
Ted Weems wDl return to town at
Frank Uoyd hiding out for a cou- and
Saturday night revue also broadcast the Winter Garden after Jack
ple weeks now that 'Cavalcade' has
from the camp.
Denny.
,4ipehed>
Robert Bk^in, company mgr. for
former
sports
editor
Roberts,
Don
•Play's the Thing/ left town very
the "Record,' off for a year in
Miami
suddenly.
Europe.
Louis
Stern, known to scores of
Dick Rodgers says he's working
By Ben Prout
actors as a Christian Science prac^Ith the Zwel Hertzen ^Lairy and
tioner, died last week.
lloss Hart.
Moulin
Cliff
Rouge club folds. Too
Edwards and Eddie Lowry
Harry Brand, despite his connecwill be on the same bill with 'Easy
much competition, no money.
tion, is ott Caliente, with the b. r.
Beach Bath and Tennis club, Aces,' at the Chicago, Jan. 27.
jllghtly sick.
Richard Burritt handling pubColumbia exchange staff garbed strictly private, opens at beach.
Jimmy Hodges and complete licity for the Russell operetta seaId Chinese apparel, with Joe Stout
vaude unit move into old Ambassa- son at the Civic Opera House.
«s the head-mandarin.
Frank Mullins, NBC's director of
Thornton Sargent, of Fox pub- dor club.
Jim McKoy, former city manager agriculture, gets a nice trip to Winlicity, was once an instructor at
for Sparks and Publlx, transferred terhaven, Fla., for the orange fesUniversity of Missouri.
tival.
Mrs. Harry Ruby recoverii^ at to Tampa.
Frank Burke, publicity for Music
Coral Gables Country club opens
the Cedars of Liebanon hospital
with new show, making some 16 Corp., leaves It Feb. 1. He may take
after an appendix operation.
a publicity position with the ChiAbraham ~L«hr back after two dlne-dance-cabarets in operation.
cago
Fair.
They're off at Hlaleah park, Wldmonths In New York and lands
Pat Frank goes to the Washington
ener's 'most beautiful' horse plant.
right in the middle of the rain.
Baltimore Dairy Lunch resumes Liots of good horses, plenty of peo- 'Herald,' and his post as associate
ed
of
'Radio Guide' will be flUed by
ple, some bettors.
Its- old title. West Bide Riding and
Thomas and Mrs. Melghan stood Evans Plummer.
Asthma club. Just for a change.
Jack Robblns and Jlnuny CampDr. Joseph Ginsburg got a Job of in line several minutes waiting to
bell spending a hectic fortnight betxins Johnny WelsmuUer's schnoz. see 'Strange Interlude' at Commun- tween
trains, enroute to Hollywood.
Swimmer broke it playing squash. ity, Miama Beach, recently.
Vernon D. Hunter, former Day- Willie Horowitz all worn out.
Harry Sugarman's electric tram
H. W. Beatty and Reed Moore,
saved the day when rains flooded tona Sparks manager, takes over
vets from ths. Civic Opera, are back
the court leading into the Egyptian. Paramount, which was McKoy's
at the house to build and light the
Rowboats necessary at crossing special charge of recent months.
for the new tenants.
Intersections downtown and on fllm
Bouche opens Villa Venice at productions
Social item: Dr. Bernstein. looprow during the recent heavy rains. beach. Claims he has the show be hound
medico, took over Eddie 6oGroucho Marx glad to be home will feature In Chicago for Century
bel's apt. to throw an Italian meat
from New York, but dissappointed of Progress period next summer.
dinner for Harry Puck and Aron the crop return of his Bev Hill
Ed L«wry and Ted Huslng billed ball
thur Treacher.
rancho.
,at Plorldian hotel supper club along
Reading in •Variety' that Pres.
William K. Howard back from with Lou Holtz, who has been drawHoover
may broadcast commercially
Europe, but impressed most with ing middling crowds considering
for General Motors, an RKOite said:
the seven-cent beers served on the season.
'I wonder it we could get him for a
•Europa.'
Frank Ford opens DeauvlUe Yacht week at the Palace.'
Mel Murphy insists one reason he club, two blocks away from famed
Jess Krueger of the Chicago
left Tucson flat was because his Hollywood Beach hotel.
Still no 'American' wrote an article on how
-healthy appearance had the natives word about opening of Shhbassy,
he panhandled 26 cents from Sir
all o. o'lng him.
but those close to Ford say he'll Harry Lauder. Told as a true story
William Wellman moving from open before the month is out.
but publicity Bospected.
Whitley Heights to a ranch in San
Florence Paley, woman ezhlb, has
Fernando valley, where he expects
added the Haymarket, burlesque, to
to raise chickens.
San
her Imperial for atraigbt plx at 10c.
Francisco
Grant Gardner at the N.V.A. ofPalace
will play
minstrels
By Harold Bock
fices going dizzy when a radio
Feb. 8 Instead of Feb. 10.
booker asked him to audition his
886 Rush, Chicago's cwankleat
-good stuff over the phone.
Bob
and
speakeasy
Helen
Barlow,
and
hoofers,
French
cuisine
Cecil B. DeMille, minus a shave,
restaurant, was closed tighter than
divorced.
taking charge of projection arrangeEarie C. Anthony docked here a drum and a policeman is on- aen<
ments for premiere of his 'Sign of after his Hawaiian trip.
try duty to see that It doesn't rC'
the Cross' at the Biltmore.
The Paul Spiers expecting that open.
Xaw Arm specializing in Mexican blessed
Don and Mazle Dixon, hoke draevent any day now.
divorces, and supposed to be doing
A. W. Beideman and Ray Howell matic stock couple, have reunited
a lot of business, had to move be- installing
after a three-year hiatus and think
KTAB's new equipment.
cause they couldn't pay the rent.
KTAB will soon rebroadcast from Chicago ripe for another sample of
Helen Hayes and Charles Macthe Frank Watanabe pro- their art, recently exemplified by
Arthur will see Japan In the cprlng. grams.
Billy Bryant.
Diana Wyngard has postponed
Admish reduced at Davles; bUls
Garrlck will try a colored revue
the visit to England to do 'Reunion changed twice instead
of thrice entitled rDixie on Parade,' with the
at Vienna' at Metro flrst.
weekly.
Ray West-Ralph Ketterlng^ combo
On Wilshlre Boulevard, 'The Fifth
Metro dickering for abandoned again operating house. Percy VenAvenue of the West,' two chaps liner, City of Honolulu, but deal able is producing from south aide
were standing a mile apart, each dropped.
talent sources.
holding a large card, asking for
Walter Bunker, Jr., KFRCs chief
work. First, dressed In full chauf- announcer, surprised by busting
out
uniform,
Job as

—

.

'

.

.

'

WBNR

KNX

,

wanted a
as singer.
The other's card read:
Arnold Maguire Joins KFRC an1 want work. Will do anything for nouncing staff; Murray
Bolen doing

feur's

Toronto

chauffeur.

my

board.'

m. c'lng.

relief

Tom Gerun

thinking of swapping
shows with

his Bal Tabarin floor

Hollywood

San Diego
By Lon

J.

Smith

Dpr spot.

Bookmakers flourishing with police Indifferent.

McLaglen guest of A.

•

J.

Kalberer (Fox).

Wheeler and Woolsey shooting
acenes at Caliente.
Tom Kennedy getting ready for
another Troupers' show.
Lewis night club in a court Jam
after complaints about noise.
Auto rack track folded last Sunday. Drivers went on strike.
Betty Compson went through to
Afua Caliente to get her Jewels
back.

Five newereel crews here from
Loa Angeles to cover 'Old Ironsides,'
tied up here.

Empire folds.

Bob Noble back.
Irish Players coming.
Daniel Frohman In town.
Joe Can* to the Savarln.
Harry HIrtz out as King Edward

This 'Variety mugg spending two
in hosp, too, but 'Variety'
p. a.
continues to go on.
Jake Shubert up to catch 'Blossom
Catherine Lawler takes over na- Time.'
borhood Regent and Is city's only
Downtown picture houses slash
fem house operator.

weeks

California dark.
Rain, and quite cool.
Fritz Fields owns a chicken dln-

Victor

cafes.

Vic Llnfoot permanently assigned
announce those Johnny Hamp
broadcasts via NBC.
Charles Alexander new radio ed
'Chronicle.'
Eric Koster getting
reportorial assignments.
Ned Tolllnger's frau back after a
month's visit in loway and packed

to

off to

hospital for flu recuperation.

prices.

'True Confessions' is banned in

Canada.
Carol Graham and Jack Malcolm
wed.
Frank Gill to the liondon Dally

will

Express.'

Aldwych Players sorrowfully
for

sail

home.

Harriett Ball to

New

York

to p. a.

Merrill Denison.

Milwaukee
By Frank

J. Miller

Gayety again burlesklng.
'Good Earth' popular at Pabst.

Toscha Seldel at Auditorium Jan.
23.

Harry

Lauder one-nlghted at
Great Raymond was locked in his
dressing room at the Orpheum and Davidson.
Cornelia Otis Skinner coming to
had to get a locksmith to get out.
Davidson.
Starr and Dahl dancing at Elks'
Late Barry Connors was a Milpublic dining room. J. Warde Hutton and his orchestra also appear- waukeean.
John R. Freuler in town for a
ing.
short

visit.

Ed Wynn has cancelled that
Toronto booking.
Patricia Godfrey doing a female
in London.
Michel and Vera Fokine being
par tied by Dmitri Vladlmlroff.
Hamlet

Frank
lain

('Daily

By Len Libbey
Aaron Richmond sponsored ShanKar and his Hindu dancers at the
auspices of

,

Star*)

Chamber-

being wrist-smacked by Win-

ch ell for pirating.

The reason Harry O'Grady, Shea's
organist, isn't taking bows is because he has a black eye, the gift of
Phil Llsner.

Pittsburgh

Several former vaudeville perFritz Krelsler thought Milwaukee
By Hal Cohen
formers in crews delivering gas bills sad without beer.
in local company's effort to aid unNo more Fanchon & Marco shows
employed.
Arnold Berk has been signed to
at the Fox Wisconsin for a while.
Wallace Beery, Clark Gable and
Boston English Opera Company direct the 'T' Playhouse's producJean Harlow will work In scenes to will offer two weeks of dollar opera tion of 'Red Dust.'
be taken at North Island, army,
Joe Rubin, who used to run the
navy aviation base.
Christy Wi'lbert has left Fox Mid- Club Alabam, Is now managing the
Nearly 100 American entertain- wesco for the coast. And so has Club Mirador in Homestead.
ers affected by Tijuana ruling that Bill Zeilor of the same chain.
Manuel Grecnwald is the dramatic
expenses must be cut to meet heavy
of
that new Pittsburgh
A. James Alexander, 73, formerly editor
tax imposed by Mexico City.
a well-known local theatre orchestra weekly, 'Illustrated Live News.'
Joe Schenck doing a good job of leader, died in Chicago. Buried here.
Ralph Harrison and Leon Danbuilding up Agua Caliente Jockey
James O'Donnell, Mirth doorman, doy, awaiting the return of stage
elub.
Hopes to make it 'Saratoga held up by bandits who thought he shows, are operating a nite club.
of the Winter,' and is getting good was the house manager and threatCharles Turan has left the Strand
play from Hollywood.
ened to kill him unless he told them theatre in Ridgeway to become
Mrs. Henry G. Miller, mother of the theatre safe combination, But manager of the Park In Meadville.
Gilbert Miller, here to be near he convinced them he was only a
Eddie Cantor's vaudevlllfa revue
comes to the Mosque Feb. 2 under
grandson. Cadet Gerald McCoy. sec- doorman. Got his |3.
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May

Beegle, local Im-

presario.

Etzi Covato operating his Plaza
cafe under a 'nothing over 20 cents'
policy, a new low for cabarets here.
Helen Donnelly Is doing press
work for Maurice Frank's opera
troupe coming to town next moAth.
'There's Always Juliet' had a onehour booking at the Nixon. It was
yanked 60 minutes after it had been
penciled in.

Hollis for three days (19-21).
John McConvllle, late of Publlx
publicity staff, goes to manage the
Paramount theatre in Needham.
John McCormack packed "em in
at Symphony hall, and had 'em
standing outside and prices were
high.
Jack Buchanan, before departing
this town, paid in advance hospital
charges for showgirl. Just as an act
of kindness.
'Prince Michael RomanofT exploitation here for week's headlining in

—

Kaspar Monahan, 'Press* critic, vaude fizzled expensively when New
has been in a cold sweat for two York called him off.
Laugh In the marquee at the Treweeks awaiting the belated arrival
mont when it read that house reof that heir.
Jean Gros, Pittsburgh marionette opening after long darkness itself-^
'The Old Dark House.'
artist, has been signed to stage his
Chorines at a chop suey night
puppet shows at the Chicago

—

World's Fair.
Dick Powell coming back in
March to spend most of that 12week vacation he gets from the

Warner

studios.

Silvia Nelson, prima donna In
touring 'Vanities,' and Fred Mann,
of Philly, getting married in the
Spanish and Portuguese eynagog.
New York. Feb. 12.
Henry Halstead's band has replaced Jimmy Joy at the William
Penn Hotel's Cbatterbox, with Rose
and Ray Lyte succeeding Clifford
and Wayne as the dance team.

By Harold M. Bone
Yale Art School ball set for Mar.

8.

vaude Sat. nites

offers

only.

Harvey

Acknowledging

would make Sunday dancing legal.
At present all dancing is eliminated
from stage and screen, at Sunday
shows. And all legs are draped.
Joe McConvllle of Newton, Tim
O'Toole of Boston, and the rest of
the Columbia Pictures gang here
being congratulated on landing first
prizes In the Columbia 'Pl«ydate

New Haven
Howard

club claiming they get each $13.60
shows a day, and
furnishing own wardrobes!
Gay des Lys, in 'Melody,' is reported to have captured the heart of
Jack Shubert, Harvard student and
son of J. J. of the Shuberts.
Bill Rogell, Detroit (A. L.) shortstop, being congratulated after fed
grand Jury exonerates hint from
complicity in Cape Cod rumrunning.
Drive to break the old blue laws
continues; bill before legislature

for the week, three

Cook's

letter.

Alec Bookspan wants red-headed

Derby

aiid district races,' conducted
McConvIIle's district
nationally.
flrst, and O'Toole topped all the
exchanges. Murray Briskln won the

was

District Booker prize. Much cash
came to winners in turnover on beta.

twins.

Eddie Brennan takes kerosene for

Cincinnati
By Joe Kolling

croup.

Henry Busse

likes to

be called

'Hank.'

Clarence Bell mgr. and p.a. for
Strand.
E. V. Dinerman's suite a Slnton
Harry Lauder did a one-niter at
high
spot.
Shubert.
Lynn Famol did advance hotcha
Abe Lyman's niece Myrtle in town
for 'Kid From Spain.'
with a unit
Charlie Miller in charge of two
Bums Moore used to be a roller office
buildings for Emery.
polo player.
RKO likely to reopen Capitol for
Tony Acquarulo pasAes out as a twice
daily screenings of 'CavalFar big shot.
cade.*
Ike Hope looking up old buddies
Modern Times- Star* plant and
while In town.
recently opened Taft Museum are
Hosp. and. doctor bills have Jack new show places.
Sanson worried.
Jack Ryder, 'Enquirer' baseball
Ask Jimmy Whelan about the new scribe, doubling amusements until

Eddie Weaver pulling for a Ha.

'

Shubert

clientele.

Reds

stdrt training.

lYanic O'Connell still Johnny-on
Harold Eckaird. vet of Erlangerthe-spot at Palace.
Grand b.o., now at Shubert window
Does Arthur Benline still eat six assisting George Brown.
doughnuts for b'fast?
Rudy Benson directing publicity
Dr. A. J. Lord (Seth Parker's for Coney Island, Bob Stayman befather) lectured here.
coming picnic promoter.
Flu in cast postponed Dixwell
Issuers of theatre dUcats smiling
Players flrst for 1933.
at sketch of Frank Aston, Post'
Cathleen Bessette has a weakness crick, as a ticket buyer In bis column.
for Scotch shortbread.
Howard Gale ahead of 'Of Thee
Sal Spinelll's ambish Is to be
I sing,' mall order sale for which
paged In a hotel lobby.
(Charlotte McQuiggan out of Par is best Shubert has bad since on
'Student
Frince' In '26.
after seven yrs. service.
Cliff Boyd, Manny Shure and Bill
Tony Augliera knows old-time
Hastings collabing on a tune,
theatricals from A to Z.
Joe Kaiser's offspring has now "Lobby Rustlers,' for Harry Schreiber and Joe Alexander.
reached the spinach stage.
Daggatt Lee to Fla. between eon
certs of Woolsey Hall series.
Saranac Lake
Joie Ray. ex-clnder pather, iAiuf
fling In dance marathon here.
By Happy Benway
Roy Phelps due to go to India as
cameraman for Frank Buck.
Henry Chesterfield, William Lee
Teddy Joyce carries his baton on and Sam Scribner, Board of Direcstreet when making next Jump.
tors of the N. V. A. Fund, ogled the
Charles Murray, former food buy- lodge.
special meeting was held
er for Ringling, died here Dec. 28.
here concerning the budget of the
Sammy Alien and the Cummlnge sanatorium for the coming year.
Boys landed that WTIC air period. They visited every patient in the
Al Davidson mixes Shubert usher- lodge.
ing with sketching theatrical celebs.
Mannle Lowy, that boy who first
Yale's Junior Prom will bring violined it with Rudy Vallee, is
some stage and screen guests Feb. showlbg up 100% on the improve24.
ment side. He has added his wife
Handing out all those notices has and daughter to his 23 Franklin
Walter Lloyd gray around the tem- avenue apartment,
ples.
Did you know that Benway, the
Prof. Jack Crawford directs Little "Variety' representative, has anTheatre's 'Blue Bird' for Jan. 28- swered over 200 Inquiries during
30-31.
1932 concerning the sick here, and
Jack O'Connor carts around a pic- that it Is considered an honor and
ture of his kid. Patsy, posing with pleasure to do that little thing. The
Sue Carol.
'Variety' office address is Room
Dan Cummlnge and Charley Mc- 212 c/o N. V. A. Lodge, Saranac
Bride stick backstage when Par Lake, N, Y.
goes sound.
Fred Buck, ex-banJo strumming
Par last month "Farewell to fool, late of the Warring's PennsylArms'; this month "Farewell to F. vanlans, manages to write music
and play chess between cures. Fred
&. M. Units.'
If they're good Alms Al Bevan is trying to collapse that lung thing
booked them; if they're clucks, it via the pneumo-thorax route and is

A

was his asst.
80% successful.
Saranac on Parade:
Does Wm. Cameron Menzies reto play mar- Boston playboy, here

member when he used
bles with this mugg?

—airing.
.Tack Hlrsch,
.Dan
..

Astella couldn't dodge quick enough
Resignation
of
Harry Arthur to dodge a Dodge car, the car ran
from Fox-Poll N. E. circ. has ru- away from the scene and Dan went
to bed, not serious. .. .Guy Johnson
mored return of Hcrschel Stuart.
'Desert 'Song* week at Par: No- and his son, Guy Jr., hello-lng the
body bothered to remove grease wife here, who is progressing on the
oke side while strictly bedding it. .
paint in strolls between shows .
Jimmy Hall hobnobbing with com- Dorothy Harvard all messed up with
pany .
the chorines with their ear-aches and what have you, abed
.
jig-saw puzzles
.Sylvia Shore but doing well. .. .Edith Cohen now
.
probably bathes In a thimble . . . a 70% collapsed pneumo-thorax
Merle Massle and her teddy bear artist, up for one meal, first time In
John Merkyl In makeup hurry- year, nice comeback. .. .Fritz Ben.
ing down Crown st. with an armful der all on the oke side, limited exof pants
Perry Askam's valet ercise to great results. .. .James
.
doubling in baas chorus.
(Continued on page 66)
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STOPS PICKETS

HOLLYWOOD

Union

Phona Hollywood 6141
on a $3,000 note endorsed

by Selznlck for his

Kay

Phillips, In

son,

Howard.

a complaint be-

fore State Labor commission, al-

Emmett Rogers owes
Noreen Meredith, dancer, is seek- leges Howard story
she wrote under
ing payment of a $10 wage claim her' $166 for a
Labor commission Is
against the Hollywood Barn, night assignment.
Rogers on behalf of the
club that closed a week after it suing
Buddy Fisher, orchestra writer.
opened.
leader, named as defendant in complaint, filed with state labor com-

Exploitation

mission.

Four waiters are seeking $100
apiece as back salary due from the
Sliver Slipper, downto\^n nightery.
Pledger & ' Co., stockbroker, has
filed a Municipal court suit against
Mack Sennett, Inc., and H. L. Hugunin, his general manager, to collect $700, the price of a $1,000 Sennett bond that Pledger alleges It
bought on Hugunln's Instruction.
Latter, It is asserted, then refused
to accept delivery.
E. Nugent, auto

Assignee for
distributor,

is

suing

Howard Em-

mett Rogers for an .$89 deficiency
on a car sold Rogers and later repossessed.

Empire

Reformers Close Howard
(Continued from page 1)

"VarUty's" Offic*. 6282 Hollywood Blvd^ at Vina 8t. (Taft Bldg.)

Mllgrlm, Inc., througrh a local aselsnee, Is sulner Mae West In Municipal court to recover a balance of
$96 due on a New York Judgment.

Newark

at

Restrained by Court Order

and Los Angeles

collect

Repa

Tuesdajf January 24, 1933

Newark, Jan. 23.
Local 21, lATSE, and Local 16
Musicians MutuM Protective Union
with many Individuals, were restrained by a temporary order of
Vlce-Chancelor Berry from boycotting the Empire (burlesque), us-

lished -this confidence I know you
will believe me -when I tell you
that .' The plug for the show to
be touted follows. Winds up with,
'I'm confident you'll thank me for

—

was

doing

men have

picketed theatre and offered tickets to other theatres.

the Mayor.

Asked
Dowllng

If he covered nlghl clubs,
said, 'Yes. some of them.'
said cafes were under watch,

He

NEW HAVEN

GOES INTO BURLESQUE
New
Shubert,

Haven, Jan.

town's

only

legit

23.

for

Opens toHouse has been managed during leglt regime by E. D.
years, has gone burly.

night (23).

too.

Mayor asked Bodwell if stag party
bcoklngs were through agencies.
Bodwell replied they often were but
thet decent agencies were anxious
to weed out the 'renegades.'
The discussion returned to the
H« ward case when Manager Somerby was escorted in. Atty. Crane
for Watch & Ward accused theatre
of continued violations. Investigator
Slaymaker, agent for .Watch &

Eldridge, who remains to look afhaving told you about It.'
ter Shubert Interests. Actual oper- Ward was the first witness.
He
It's a good gag, but only If It is ation will be handled by a group of
said 'sinuosity of Howard dancers'
used on the same class of pictures New Yorkers, with Al Elchen In
was more than suggestive. Mayor
which, used to get the manager's
direct charge, who have taken a sought details; Slaymaker said he
personal guarantee.
didn't have a vocabulary to cover;
Fool them once and you'll need a six weeks' lease on theatre.
Setup win Include a resident line so Mayor asked him to Impersonate
new set of ushers.
of girls, with principals changed a dancer for the boards benefit. Slayweekly. Same layout as operated maker said he wasn't gifted that
Flashy
by same group In Parsons theatre, way.
An excellent attractor for after Hartford.
In September he saw Misses
dark tor use on the marquee can be
With folding of stagft shows In Woods and Muzzio In 'little more
disc
slowly-moving
made from a
which Is covered with block cloth all local -film houses, operators of than tassels above the waist,' he
new
policy
probably
figure
to
get
and carries a mirror set in the rim.
said.
There was 'shimmying and
A. strong spot is trained on the edge by as only flesh entertainment In then some.'
Told of other queens,
of the .iVfheel, where It will bit the town.
but mostly Ann Corio. Said she.
disc at «ach revolution.
appeared first In a loose garment,
The effect Is a bright flash every
Then she
which
she.' unbuttoned.
few seconds, whlcli Is far taote efwould vanish Into wings, and refective than directing the .beam Coast Barley Becomes
npi>ear, each, time with leas and
pteadUy doWn -the street.' Best to
lesis on, he said.
Finally Bhe apset In the mirror at a slight tilt so
'Announcement' Series peared with a diaphanous brassiere
that the light will strike the sidewalk a block away.
and a 'diamond breech clout.'
'

Velva Darling Is the target of a
$187 Municipal court action brought

by the Broadway Department
Jack Niese,

store.

editorial writer,

has

lodged a wage complaint with the
state labor commission, against the
Badio News Service of America,
Ivan Johnson, president, for unpaid
salary of $210.
-

Carlisle,

Hedda Hopiper, Mary
Edwin Stiles and James

(30).

Xios Angeles, Jan. 23.

Old Car for 'Dollar*
Salt Lake City.
Capitol (Publlx) exploiting 'Silver
Dollar' this week by using a real old
horse car, pulled by a, pair of ice
wagon horses. Car obtained from
musieum of local traction company,
and has the old 'Utah Central lUiIlSuitable addiroaA'. name on It.
tional signs tied up with picture.
Car was driven over main lines of
Three chorus girls, Irene Barry,
Patsy Darr and .Dot Dayton and a street car system; crew,, with Smith
pantryman lodge complaints with Brothers whisker maKe-up, was .obthe labor commission seeking un- liged to lift carriage off tracks! in
paid wages of $316 againat__Lee outlying sections where no switches
Moore, operator of the now-closed were available, when- a regular car
came aloiig.
Frolics cafe.
.

Municipal court suit of the Edward Small Agency against H. B.

"Warner .for $766 commissions has
been settled out of court.

Hal Roach and Mickey
defendants In a damage

Daniels,
suit for
$16,000 filed In Superior court by
Harold Goldstein. He claims Daniels, an employee of the Roach studios, was at fault in an auto co-

-

Behind the Keys
(Continued from page 17)
Plaza, becomes
Boiling theatre,

manager

of

Burlesque wecskly la becoming
more and more a'hlt-br-mlss propo.

on the

sition

coast, with the strip

show operators continually closing
for the purpose of announcing new
policies.
Burbank In South Main
street, closed Just before the holidays, changed Its handle to the Tulane and reopened with musical tab.
This died In a few weeks, with the
house again going dark for a change
of policy announcement and a new
name, thejn reopenlng^ with only the
tag, 'burlesque,' In the lights.

.

Norton, 'Va., of
Young
Is part owner.
formerly assistant at Imperial,

which he

Los Angeles.
Fox West Coast managerial
SuMervln Davidson becomes
which he sought to changes:
and
recover $3,021 from Thomas Pro- manager of the Imperial,
Egyptian, both
ductions.
He claimed he was Charles Bowser, the
John Klee takes
fraudulently Induced to sink his at Long Beach.
money on the promise the company Reno Wilk's post as manager at
would manufacture 800 projection the Scenic, Whlttler.
Circuit has reopened the Starmachines.
land, grind house on North BroadGeorge Llnd has sued H. Keith way, L.A., and placed Don <Austln,
of Santa Paula, at the
^eeks In Municipal court on a formerly
charge that a $160 check Weeks Is helm.
In the midwest, Howard E. White
alleged to have given him "was rereplaces Frank J. Celoud temporfused payment by the bank.
Ramirez

lost his case In

Nkkel Adds Fdm
Baltimore, Jan. 28.

Hon
starts

Nickel's Qayety this week
burley-fllm combination

a

policy, after having for years been
strictly a two-a-day parade both on

the wheel and on stock.

Nickel has
times expressed himself as
opposed to the grind.
But time changes everything, and

many

since Nickel was forced to cut
prices he added two more shows to
the day. Also to help the turn -over
Nickel puts his house on a split

manager of the Auditorium, week policy.
An Influence on the picture end
George K. Arthur has been made Marshall, Mo.; Dave Davis replaces
defendant In a suit filed In MunN Charles Ernst as manager at thei for Nickel was the profits he's turnFox
and
Paramount at North ing out of the 10c. and 16c. grind
clpal court by Cartler, Inc., of New
going
to
Platte,
Neb.,
with
the
later
York, which charges that the actor
Embassy down the street
owes the plaintiff $1,690. In other the Rialto aiid West in Trinidad,
arily as

suits against Arthur, Walter Gcckler Furs, Inc., asks $166, and the
Southern .California Telciphone Co.

wants

$123.66.

Edward

Rainy, receiver, on be-,
half of the closed Bank of Hollywood, has filed suit in Municipal
court against Lewis J, Selznlck to

Col.

Missouri "Valley, la.
Rialto, largest indie house In
Harrison county, opened last fall by
"Vern Brown, has closed indef.

'She may have disrobed under It,
but the* e was no sigh of It to me
out front,' he declared. 'That was
a few days atro; but last fall I saw

a ehow theru and the girls were
covered by s\t foot crash towels.'
Slf^ymaker also described disrobing nets of .MIb.1 Horner and MIse.
Hastings.
He detailed .si.appy
stories told

on stage.

1 saw that same

new

perior court in

Mayor Didn't See It
^ayor then told of himself seeing
by a huge cape.

ld|ss Corlo, shielded

House resumed Saturday (21)
'i see no point In the pie story,'
with an all-colored revue titled the
the Mayor.
1933 edition of 'Change Your Luck.' said
'Neither do I,' said the Police
Across the street. In the same
block, is the 'Follies,' another bur- Commissioner.
ley, which stuck It out until a week
Slaymaker then rehashed a fish
ago, when It boarded up the lobby
and plastered the front with the story he said was passed between
announcement of a reopening soon BImto Davis and George Levy In a
show last Ocicber.
under a new policy.

llslon.

S.

$100,000 Cut
(Continued from page 23)

show,' said the

'

.

said.

Asked by Judge Bolster if the dla*.
log testified to by witnesses were
completely fabricated, Somerby replied:
'Greatly exaggerated.' H»
said he never saw any sex perver*
slon stuff on his stage.
Other Theatres

1 have

seen shows at the Colo-

nial theatre,' said the mayor, 'and
the girls were pretty much uncov-'
ered and pretty bare as to their
bodies.' Then he added, as an after-

thought:

1 wonder If It's competition with
filth that is responsible for it. There
are shows In New York In which
are on the stage stark
naked.'
little later he continued i.

^omen

HELL"

A

'I saw the other day a motion pictured called 'Department Store,' It
had more muscle dancing in it than
anything I have seen at the How-

ard.

I

saw no muscle dancing

license will be permanently revoked
If the offences are resumed.

And that closed the theatre. Manager Somerby showed his colors by
taking care of three Empire burlesque companies he found on bis
hands. The City Hall word Is that
no. appeal to the ruling Is permissible under the law. Censorship decisions are flat and final.
Chalnnan Dowllng of Watch

Ward announced
action Is but

a

that the

&

Howard

that his
campaign will be thorough and that
he 'would restore purity to the Boston stage.'
Rialto opinion Is that the Howard has been forced to 'take the
starter;

—
—
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in

the Ann Corlo show.'
Atty. Whitman, for the Howard,
said the testimony made him think
the complaint was for a girls' schooL
That closed the hearing. The'
room was cleared. In 10 minutes the
board said it had decided to suspend the license of the Howard for
30 days, that from the evidence presented there was no other action
The board'
the board could take.
added a warning that the theatre's

LETTERS

RKO STATE-LAKE

Shoes
SHO W

testimony.

Somerby said he admitted none
under 21 to the Howard shows, and
he believed reports of boys attending to be exaggerated.
Covering
of women on stage was no different
from. w%men on street, he said^
Never had a woman appeared on
his stage without a brassiere, he:

mayor, 'and you sure saw more than
I did.
You must have had a front
seat, close up. What you saw didn't
come through to me.'
'No, I didn't have a front seat,'
said Slaymaker, who went on to rap.'
tell of filmy brassieres worn
by
Howard will reopen with stock
Blllle Holmes at another show; and burlesque.
how a story was told with a double
Charlie Waldron, owner of the
meaning when they changed the Casino, Is now advertising his
punctuation.
house as 'the only burlesque now
Fadeout of witness followed by playing in Boston.'
Hills
being sworn.
Investigator
Nothing restrained, he said. In a
show he caught Dec. 30. Three performers finished by getting into one
Wlinn S«ndlnK for Blall to
bed, he said. A sailor and a nurse
VARIETY Addr«88 Mall Clerk.
made merry in nasty manner In a
FOSTCARnS, ADVERTISINO or
NOT
CIRCOLAR I.E1TER8
doctor's office. Caught a detective
BE ADVERTISED
scene Jan. 3, he said; filthy, too.
BETTERS ADVERTISED EN
Also an elephant scene.
ONE ISSUE ONIY
Investigator Minton next.
Said
many minors In the audience.
Lynch Frank B
Laughter when he testified that De Cardos S
'\''irglnia Muzzio did not hestltate
OJeda Luis
Ferris L
to display, when she disrobed, a Flngle J S
Pearson Vera C
Floyd
Stella
'mobile abdomen.' Said performers
Pljor Al
had Impersonated moral perverts. Qrleb H
Ripley Lou
Said chorine dances featured snaky
Rogers D D
movements.
Called the show of Hnnley Jack
Schoen Billy
Nov. 16 vicious, and recited dialog Hill Joe
Sherman Sidney
between Mike Sacks and Fred Lewis Bob
Sugarman Ellas

around $140,000. This was the same
Glens Falls, N. Y.
Park reopened Saturday (21) with on the second week of the spot
collect $1,260 on a note. Rainy also
has filed action In Superior court to Harry W. Allen of Jackson, Miss., while under Roxy's original policy.
manager. Second -runs.
Currently and after cuts on the Binder. Arab slave scene featured,
new presentation policy, the weekly he testified, purchase of a girl; one
budget which Includes a rather lib- man bought top half, and another
eral
allowance for film
rental the bottom half. Called the dancing
Empire Wheel
amount to maybe $74,000. The week- 'voluptuous.' Said a Congo moonCHICAGO
ly overhead on the RKO Roxy which light scene was feature of Dec. 31
Week January 23
was $72,000 the opening week is now show, with May Joyce and Connie
IN
French Models— StHr, Brooklyn.
down to maybe $44,000.
Fanslaw.
Said Miss Joyce was
Moulin Rouse Trocadero, Philadelphia
with
To all accounts these figures hissed because audience thought her
Nlffht HawkB Empire, Newark.
PAT O'BBIEN, GLOBIA STUART,
NIte Lite in Purls— Irving Place, New aren't the lowest, with further cuts disrobing act was too slow and dull.
HTBNA KENNEDY, TOU DROWN York.
Round the Town Modern, Providence. maybe coming in as confabs are Policeman had to restore order, he
held dally on the matter.
said.
The savings which have been ef'Stage cop?' queried the mayor.
fected were not entirely through
'No, one of Hultman's bluecoats,'
elimination of help but included .said the witness.
slicing down certain salaries of deWitness described bedroom scene
sjL
partmental heads, at both houses. of Miss Woods nnd Harry Bentley.
Besides which the number of the Said he had heard many tlmfes, and
back stage help were reduced, in- more frequently lately, the term
eJ/r^^/
for the
cluding the Roxyettes, the ballet 'gazeka' used, but he didn't know
and pit.
what It meant, nor could hel 'And
1552
F.OL|^'S.
Mr

'lAUGHTER

Watch & Ward

'

Ellison In, the cast.

Suit of Dr. Stanley Immerman
against Clare Sarecky for $800- In
medical fe^s has been settled out
of court for $400. Zagon & Aaron
were attorneys for Dr. Immerman.
Miss Sarecky Is now peeking a, divorce from Louis Sarecky, Columbia supervisor.

out from theatre men or patrons^
He detailed various scenes, one

shpwing affection between a Judgo
and a lawyer, he said. 'Stomach
Muscle' dancing featured an African
show, Jan. 9, he said. Joe Morse's
song was suggestive.
Said 'gun
ain't loaded' scene and a burglar
hunt were against the law.
In this show Miss Corlo disrobed,
and twice came out with nothing on
above the waist, he said. Not even
a transparent brassiere, he added.
She stood exposed for between 20'
and 30 seconds. That ended the

.

,

Little Theatre of Beverly Hills Is

producing S. N. Behrman'a 'The
Second Man' for three days starting

Monday

the

about

anything

'traveling circuses' going ab .ut the
city {^nd staging private shows.

Dowllng referred Mayor to Secre-

ing pickets in front of theatre, and tary Bodwell of orgahlsh.
Mayor
Interfering with patrons. They were wa? told It wa& hq,rd for the agents
directed to show cause today.
to get Into such shows.
Theatre alleged the union scale
'I understand they make the stage
could no longer be paid but unions
shows seem relatively clean.' said
refused to compromise and that 60

SHllBERIS'

(Continued from page 17)
doubted my word as to where the
best seats were, for which I thank
you. And now, since I have estab-

now,' said the Mayor. He had previously asked John Dowllng, head of
Watch & Ward, If that outfit

DOROTHEA ANTEL
220 Vr. 72d

St.,

New York

Q\\.y

»Iy New Assortmpnt of GREETING
TARDS Is Now Ready. 21 Ihuintlfui
CARDS nnd FOLDERS, Boxed, Potitimlil, for

One

Dollar

.

oaTDaoRs
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WOULD END SUBSIDY TO

Saranac Lake

O B

T U A R Y

I

ELISABETH MAR^ljRY
Elisabeth Marburyi 76,. died suddenly -of heart disease In her New
York home Jan. 22.
She was one of tjie leading play
agents of the '90's and In the early
part of the century, baying an office
in the \Emplre theatre building and
doing the bulk of the business for
the Frohmans, Klaw & Brlanger and
It was
other, important producers.
she who flrat sensed the ability of
Clyde Fitch and many other prominent, dramatists owed their start to
h^r perception and efforts.
She at that time lived in the old
^\%ashinBton Irving hpitnstekd on Ir-

Sloan was a half brother of George
S. Kniefht be Corrected. He was, she
states, a full brother, George Sloan
taking the stage name of Knight
because of parental objection to his
stage career.
The relationship as
given in the obituary notice was
from data supplied by the Actors'
Fund.

LARRY THYNE
Lawrence

J.

New

dean of

Thyne,

(Larry)

75,

England newspaper

home

reporters, died Jan. 13 at his

survived
onl^ by distant relatives including

a grand nephew and

is

neice.

downtownlng and
doing well with added weight, now
ozoning at 10 St, Bernard street.
Harry Namba has been added to
Dr. Mayer's lamp squad.
Plenty
good results are being received from
.

.

,

.

TBNDER MOVING MEMORY

TIMMy O'DONNELL
Darling: I^usband.

29,

1932

Mary Love

at its

opening, later going to the
Winnipeg, remaining at the latter
house until Its destruction by fire.
Since ..hen he has been with the
Famous Players theatres.
Survived by his widow and three
sons.

FELIX

ORMAN

Gus Abraham, 49, known in piclures as Felix Orman, died in the
Nashville hospital last week after
a .short illncs-s. He was for several
years with the Chicago 'Tribune.'
but recently had been free lancing
In

Now

Had
W.

York.
gone south to visit relatives.
H.

SLOAN

(Correction)
A correspondent asks that the
statement that the late Wnilaim H.

to

Admission

29.

the gi'ounds

will

be re-

$1.50

charge for the clubhouse, in-

Near Ready for Jury
Erie, Jan. 23.

The Tom Mix-Zack

Officers were re-elected as follows: Samuel T. Atchley, president;
Ferdinand W. Roebling and Colonel
Arthur F. Foran, vice-presidents;.
Miss Helen G. Laffan, secretarytreasurer, and J. Fred Margerum,
general manager.

Miller $342,000

Park Spends $200,000,
Auctioned for $37,000
Poughkeepsie, N.

Y.,

Jan.

23.

Harry Katz, of Greenwich, Conn.hag purchased Woodclifl Pleasure
park for $37,000. The property was
.

sold at public auction to satisfy a
mortgage claim for more than $27,000.

The rides in the park were purchased by Abe Kaatzienssen. Two
hundred thousand dollars had recently been expended on the park
In Improvements.
Katz hja.d no defljilte plans for the
future of the resort at the time ot
the pi^rchase.

. .

B.

MURIEL WAINWRIGHT
Muriel Walnwright, of the Three
Wainwrlght Sisters, died In a New
York hospital Jan. 8. She was 26
years

old.

F.

Farm

to

Tommy

FAY

BRUSH

But One Nebraska Fair

Signs for Attractions
vefy good results....
Burned with
Abbott holding the bed
Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 23.
Bristol, Pa., Jan. 23.
nice comeback, trying to
The meeting of county fair mana»
pneumo- thorax gang....
Equipment of the Buffalo Bill gers with the booking agents here
Vernon Lawrence, l^ew Yorking for Wild 'W'est, stored in a large barn In
the Lincoln hotel was a dismal
a vacash, returned to his downtown near here, was destroyed by fire.
afValr.
Only one fair association
airing home.
.Ethel Clouds still
came to the conventton with backseiging abed, gritty little curer who ^ The old .Wagons ahd eharlpts. In
wni lick this thing soon..;. Fred eluding the golden outfit oh whlc|[L ing enoujgh ib sign a contract.
The possibilities of Nebraska havRith returned to the 'lodge after four Buffalo Bill himself used' to ride,
weeks of the Bronx, sez the Bronx were lost. The barn was owned by ing a state .exposition has dwindled
is all right, but, oh, you Saranac! ....
Thomas Smith, a farmer who wa,s to almost nothing. An election of
Millie Jasper is back to the lodge, once manager of the Buffalo Bill officers was
featured by the withairing and bedding It with a slight shows. The Are left nothing undone drawal
of George Jackson as secrecold. .. .Betty Blair has' been bedIn the way of cleaning up the circus tary.
His successor Is Perry Reed,
ding it for three weeks, little set- outfit.
former
president.
The new presiback as It were, doing oke.... Chris
dent is A. H. Miller. Salary and
Hagedorn has weathered two more
premium cuts featured the meeting
operations, totaling four, and losing
ten ribs, that boy took them cuts discuss organizing Pen and Pencil and averaged from 26 to 40%. A
like
Grant took Richmond; Dr. club.
deflcit over the past two years Is
Woodruff, the cutter, reports that
Ralph Williams, 'Journal' drama $130,000.
his temperature is normal, appetite critic, tries to stir demand for
There was a great leaning toward
good, the boy will make It oke.... vaudeville.
amateur shows before the county
Gang here wants to thank Ruth
is building new broadEtting for that nice letter. .. .Write casting station at Victor equipped fair grandstands. Should be a harvest next season out here for a
to those that you know In Saranac for 50,000 watts.
and elsewhere that are sick.
to baptize new 50,000-watt bunch of pseudo-directors who can
transmitter with presidential In- set up a home town pageant in a
ercising

ELIZA.BETH

Elizabeth 'Betty'. Fay, 27 years,
old, died at the N, V. A. Sanaiorlu'm.
after a, lingering Illness of one y^ar.
Sh0' worked in vaudeville and
burlesque'.
Her last theatrical engagement was ajB a feature daWcer
with the Bozo Snyder conipariy.
Her father,' mother and brother
survive. Interment New Rbchelle,
N. T.

showed a predellctlon
for the violin when he was only
Husband, 39 of Marion Orth,
three years old and made his plat
form debut at the age of seven. screen writer, died Jan. 14, in HolLater he became a pupil at Joachim. lywood from self-inflicted gunshot
He filled many impoi'tant musical wounds. Widow survives.
positions in Germany and in 1898 he
Mother, 74, of Kubec Glasmon,
made his American debut at Carnegie hall with the Boston Symphony film writer, died Jan. 2 in Chicago.
Survived by two daughters and two
orchestra.
sons.
He was on the concert stage until
a few years ago, when his retireBrother of Noel Coward, Erik,
ment was caused by the fact that he
had worn his first finger down to died in Kent, England, yesterday
the nerve through con.stant playing (23) at the age of 27. He was a
Ceylon
tea planter.
and

MacLEAVY

and close Sept.

price

.

MGM

C.

26

stead of $2.60.

Zack Miller-Tom Mix

-

WILLIAM

John C. MacLeavy, 56, died In
Winnipeg last week. He was stage
manager of the Dominion theatre

Trenton. J:in. 23.
The Trenton Fair Association
voted for a four-dfty F.iir and instead of the full week, as In previous years.
Attendance in past
years has been falling off, with
rumors persistent for some time that
after another year or two the Fair
will be dropped entirely.
Until a
few years ago the Trenton Fair was
one of the biggest in the east.
The Fair this year will begin Sept.

The Minnesota Federa- duced from 50 cents to 25 cents.
There will be a 76-ccnt charge to
tion of County Fairs elected L. W.
the grandstand, Instead of $1, and
Emery of Hlbblng, president.

'

William F. Prush, 65, for many
years secretary of the New York
State Fair association, died of a
paralytic stroke at Montgomery,
daughter, two brothers and two sis- N. Y., Jan. 16.
ters, Anna and Emma, Chicago.
Mother, 58, of Dave Ross,
salesman in Chicago, died Jan. 11
WILLY BURMEI8TEP
Willy Burmelster, 63, c!ied of a in Dayton, Ohio, after a llngerng illness. Ross was formerly with Paraheart attack in Hamburg Jan. 16.
mount-Piiblix.
Burmelster

practise.

AS Other Admissions

Fair board.

who has
Raybrook

Gate Halved, Cuts on

.

Ing and poultry-raising.
He won
several national trophies as a poultry fancier.
Survived by his widow,
one

JOHN

state legislature that the state discontinue its $500,000 allowance for
such events.
Just before this recommendation,
A. Lee of Hamllne and M. O. Grangaard of Minneapolis were reelected secretary and treasurer, respectively, of the Minnesota State

sanatorium, is a newcomer at the
lodge here, incipient case.... Ford breach of contract retrial will go
Raymond, has joined the pneumo- to the jury about Thursday (26).
thorax gang,' first jab taken okay
Case started last week with MilStella Barrett under observation for that 'nerve' operation. Med- ler on the stand almost contintiicos say that It will shut that little ously. R. N. Harvey, general agent
RAGLAND
cavity. that troubles her a little....
John Calvin Ragland, 49, coast Annamae Powers, still strictly abed of the '101 Ranch' show was Mildistrict manager of the Ross Fed
patient. Is doing well, may get short ler's main ;(vltness.
era! Service, Inc., died Jan. 19 In the mild exercise soon .... Phyllss MilJohnny Ogee, who has been inCalifornia Lutheran hospital, Los ford, who Is showing up 100% on' and out of circuses since 1897, wa»
Angeles, following on operation tor the Improvement side, now added to one of Mix' witnesses.
He was
our mail distributing' department
an abscessed lung.
Thomas F.
....Betty Huntington gets the big called as an expert.
Ragfland, born Nov. 11, 1883, at
oke report; may resume work soon Gorman, New York theatre man,
Petersburg, Va., had been active* in :....Jack NicoU beat the flu while was another witness for. Mix.
the motion picture industry •fbi' hospitaling two weeks, fae is vacashJohn: Kelley, the Rlngllng atmany -years, one of his earliest Ing in litlca. . .Fr^ ^Sones' .Bach- torney, represents Mix. Charles H.
posts being that of general eastern man trying to break sans' record by English and Francis Qulnn are Milputting
on
pounds
last
week,
two
managier for liarold Lloyd. Then
ler's counsel.
.Among. the
followed an association with Real- and is that boy happy.
In the first trial here two years
lATSE boys who are ozoning in the ago
Art as general sales manager, arid
Miller won a $90,000 verdict.
hilltop city, reports are that John
with the Arthur S. .Kane Pictures Dempsey had a bed aeige with a Mix was granted a new trial.
Corp. as general manager.
no-can-eat stomach trouble. .Mike
Ragiarid moved to the coast '.!hL McMamee, strictly a bed patient,
1926.
His widow, three brothera holding his own, manages to walk Buffalo Bill Splendors
a few steps daily. ...Joe Rellly exand two sisters survive him.

.

Hlbblng, an alrdon^e, which later
became the PrincesB* Later he be-^
came associated with Paramount
Publix and operated the State,
Homer and Plaza., After several
y$firs of .successi(ul operation of these
bouses, he retlre,d^ taking up daicy

January

that lamp.... Rita Nolan,
sfeen a mess of curing at

,

appearance of carnivals,' Mrs. Jean
W. Wlttig, state budget commishas recommended to the

sioner,

. .

William Rezac, aged 68, pioneer
theatre owner- and manager of Hibbing, Minn., died Jan. 18, at his
home of heart diseasQ folpwing an
attack of Influenza. He came from
Staten Island, N. T., and engaged
In the. theatrical business on the
range for more than thirty years,
operating the flrst .movi^ house -in

Who Went Home

Carman

Alice

Minneapolis, Jan. 23.
Because she claims that state and
county fairs 'have departed far from
their purpose and have taken on the

55

Trenton Fair 4 Days,

MINN. 'CARNIVAL FAIRS'

.

WILLIAM REZAC

IN

. .

.

. .

.

Democratic committed.:
She never married and

.

.

.

show;
Blanche Carrelli's
vine Place, sharing her' honie with Cabin'
Elsie de Wolfe, now Lady Mendl, Opera company and for 'Parson'
but she was largely Interested In Davis, who was handling Paddy
th^ development of Siittdn place as Ryan, then matched to flght Jphn
a fashionable resldehce district and L. Sullivan.
made her home fhere in recent
years.
JOHN. CALVIN
...
in the interior decorating business
for a time, did war work during the
big scrap and of late years has
chfefly concerned herself vrlth politics.
She waig the- adviser Of Al
Smith and a member of the National

. .

Marlboro, Mass.
In the latter
part. of the last century he was ad- Torii Temple back after two weeks
vance agent for an 'Uncle Tom's of the big town hello-lng. It helped
her. .. .Saranac population 10,000,
Flu cases reported, 2,000. Flu cases
at the N. V. A. san, none. Nice, eh;
sure we have real good medicos ....
in

mmm morris
With Miss de Wolfe she engagfed

(Continued from page 63)
Hicks now resting oil Long Island
.... Bert Ford has licked a very bad
mess of flu, now downtownlng without that sneeze.
.Ben Shaffer, seen
walking around, goes downtown
once a month, picking up strength,
craves Houston, Texas .... Leonard
Cowley, ex-barrytone and m. c,
showing up on the oke side, 100%
a gas patient with a 96% collapse,
limited exercise.
.Olga Oaier up at
times for meals and short, mild exercise, doing well. .. .Eddie Voss,
who New Yorked It for six weeks,
back here sapping up a mess of
ozone, old man run-down got to him
again
Al Jocker gets up for one
meal a day, wife paid him a visit
and didn't know him, either extra
fat or that 'stach was the cause.
.

VARIETY

down

join

to

Bam

a

the

.

.

WHAM

WHAM

week.
augural March 4.
Century theatre Is trying 16-cent
Baltimore
matinees one day a week. Regular
prices are 25c and 40c.
Chautauqua Quits
Billy Hallen to tour Loew's cirLike old times of show business, cuit with Bobby Ernisse and Jane
Toledo, la., Jan. 23.
Gus Hill in town with 'Bringing Up Bernbaum, beginning Feb. 3.
It's curtains for the 33-year-old
Father.'
Theatres joining In beneflt at the Central Iowa Chautauqua associaBob Smeltzer of Warners is film Century, Jan. 27, for Ben Connolly, tion, directors having decided
to
row's ace stickler for all the rules Eastman stage manager, who died
dispose of holdings arid discontinue.
and formalities.
suddenly.
A balance of $477 was distributed
Bob Folllard just a little boastful
among the towns and civic organabout the showing his exchange
izations
sponsoring
the
yearly
made In the sales campaign.

Some day Sarah Young

of

Fox

is

going to sell flim Instead of just
book it, and nobody will be sur-

Omaha

By Archie

J.

Baley

prised.

Eddie
Sherman,
agent,
the
Evert Cummlngs vacationing In
brought Ben Feldman, the manager, California.
in town to take a peek at the Earl
Rudy Mueller promoting for Dlnty
Carroll tabloid version.
Moore's Cellar.
Lynn Farnol brought Sidney
Council Bluffs (across river) won't
Franklin to town to help Bill Sax- stand for 'walkathon,' either.
ton plug the Cantor flicker, and it
'Vanities' flopped in Sunday night
'32
Fair Sites
was open sesame to all the dallies.
holdover after good Fri.-Sat.
Tom Rooney showing what coKru? park building bathhouse
Brussels, Jan. 13.
operation means in the theatre by ($40,000) to replace burned one.
For the Whitsuntide fun fair at offering to do the 'Vanities'
show
Brandels dept. store gives free
Antwerp the auction of emplace- five times dally at the Hipp despite
movies to kids Saturday; t\'^o shows
ments has produced $13,700 more the fact that contract specified only
Jake Isaacson reports profTl of
than last year. Three sites for auto- four.
over $1,600 for Ak-Sar-Ben, despite
scooters secured $1,700, $1,570 and
depre.'SRlon.
$1,200 respectively.
Mu.slclans' union wants to fine
Paul Spor a grand for argument;
Nine hundred dollars was given
Rochester
he's resigning.
for the emplacement for a scenic
Carol Frank, of Paul Spor's Club
railway. The fair last.^ throe wcek.g.
By Don Record
Araby floor show, robbed of ring,
watch and pin money by taxi gunAuto Show opens, with dealers man.
Akron Park on Block hopeful.
Explorer
liarold
Noice doing
Akron, O., Jan. 23.
Cantor-Jessel show comes to the personal app«aranoes and luncheon
Summit Beach Park, Akron's Palace, Jan. 30.
club bally for 'Kxplorcrs of the
Harry Lauder played to packed World.'
largest amusement park, one of the
Jack Durant and Lucille I'affo cut
best known in the middle vraat, goes house at the Lyceum.
Roland Bradley, formerly of WGY, tholr hands on fraf,'ment3 of liKht
under the hammer soon to satisfy
dramatic staff.
bulb June Raymond broke by slipcreditors.
Park was thrown into joins
Bill Adams returns from Bopton ping Into foot.s In 'Vanities.'
receivership at the close of last seacontinuity writer for WHEC.
Roberta Dodge and Dolly Troy
son.
Jerry Rose and
Jens Erf en, held aa state witncs.sos aflrr at(I.,ffpd<4(»wncr8 cl^lm rental for sev- dancers, appear at the Odenbach.
tempted suicidft of Gould How.nd in
eral years. Reoj.enlng le doubtful.
Advertising men and news writers roadhouscs where they're hoslo.sso.H.

events.

Lack of Interest, times and other
entertainment encroaching on admissions led to action of directors,
who did not wish to risk going Into
the red, the organization having
maintained an excellent financial
record during the 33 years of Its
.

existence.

Top

WHAM

DARBUBT ELECTS
Danbury, Conn., Jan. 23.
G. Mortimer Rundle has been reelected head of the Danbury Fair,
association.
Other officers are C. Stuart Mc-

Lean

and Herbert II. Vreeland,
vice-presidents; G, Mortimer Rundle, secretary; George M. Nevlus,
assl.stant secretary; John R. Bacon,
treasurer and Joseph E. Piatt, assistant treasurer.

PAE ATTRACTS CIRCUSEES
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Seven ciri^us employees are working with I'aramounl'a 'Murder In
the Zoo' company, and with the title
of 'assistant animal trainer.^.'
Men are Bill Folx, Carl Link,
franson, Chubby Cuilfoyle,

White, Herbert
ll.ammond.

John

Bud

Cook and George

<3
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LEGIT STAGE GOES SOCIAL
Ho Good Women in

History.

Mae West

Says, During Hot Sex Selling Talk
By

Cecilia

Ager

good women,'
«onceded Mae West aa she talked of

Pages-'

Name

New BKO

executive offices In

spot her profesBlonal personality
fill In picture's hall of
you never hear about
The only
Kood women In history.
good girl to make history was ^etsy
Xloss, and she had to. sew up a flag
pi do it.
^'People are more curious about
•omething not good. Did you ever
notice how quickly they hop to talking about how bad you are and never
Is golnff to
ttame, 'but

you're good?

mention you
r^izatlon of

if

tendency put

me

My

•

this universal human
over In the drama.
stage
f. catered to the masses In
plays. I built up a loyal public in
going to keep
the theatre and
public in pictures.'
talth with

the RKO buUding In Badio
City the last word In snooti-

Them

Bven the page boys have individual name plates at their
desks, just like big grown-up
vice-presidents.

THE BOYS JUST

'

'

—

vaudevllllans' stump for free speech,
that the boys can't walk out on it
just like that. It's the place where
show business is dissected and rewritten every hour on the hour,
SO.
where nothing Is deemed perfect and
every
booker's handiwork has a flaw.
BliTnlngham, Jan. 30.
That
short stretch on the downtown
Merchants of several small towns
letter box Is
for some time have been sponsoring side of the corner
'operating table.' It's
•trade days' to get people Into the known as the
towns from the surrounding coun- where most of the knifing takes
place.
try. At these events free shows have
As one curbstone devotee stated,
been staged at the local picture
"What's the good of getting booked
house.
If you can't go over to the beach
spot

FREE SHOWS IN PUBLIC

TO AID TOWN TRADE

Samson, Ala. went

If

OVER-HOCKED

Dress clothes arc an over-producespecially
tion
for
pawnshops,
around the Times Square sector.
Evidently the first thing people
hock, If they have It, Is the tux.
Also from the records it's the last
tux
ad-

the St. Louis
brewer, is reported trying to option a 150-foot Broadway frontage
on the west side block between 46th
and 47th streets. New Tork, for the
purpose of opening a 5,000-capacIty beer garden, if and when.
Plans Involve continuous entertainment on a stage or dance floor
In addition to food and beer, in a

family atmosphere.
Property reported sought con
a Childs restaurant, an Automat and the Globe theatre. The
present A-B advertising clock Is on
the same site.
tains

;

flair

on

all

A

if

blue.

Best representation thus far this
(Continued on pa^e 42)

PEmCOAT BULL
HGHTERS FLOP

30.

Merle Potter, 'Journal' picture edinviting his readers to submit
lists of the past year's '10 worst

itor, Is

Potter himself has nominated 'Age
of Consent,' 'Struggle,' 'Cock of the
Air,' "War Correspondent,' lilfe Begins,'
.'Broken
Wing,'
'Chandu,'
'Blondie of the Follies,' 'Tess of the
Storm Country' and 'Faithless.'
In describing 'Age of Consent,' the
critic said:
'Introducing Minneap-

of 'projectionist.'

For the first time Haysites hope to
have an opportunity of lecturing to
the pulpit and mingling on a basis
of Inculcation with the ministry of
the land.
Governor Mllllken and
Arthur DeBra, as well as other
olis' nice little Dorothy Wilson trymembers
of the Hays staff, will take
ing to be romantic in a gents' lavatory. What a breach of decency and suflScIent time out to function as

was

picture Instructors to the
the opening presents

that!'

disposes

of

'Blondie

of

when

the

Rural cycle has hit

Fox

picture equipment; motion pictures
in worship; motion pictures as the
basis, for sermons; motion pictures
in religious and character education;
motion pictures in other

church activities; administering a
motion picture program; relation of
church program to motion picture
theatre; preparation of new materials for church use.'

THINK MUSIC VOGUE

following

coming more and more out for the preview reception of 'State Fair.'
femmes In these parts as perform- Studio figures that the time Is ripe
for features with a farm and fireers or spectators.
side atmosphere.

To that

A DEPRFSSION REFLEX

end, story

The

Viennese vogue which is
sweeping Mie world musically Is Interpreted by economists as an unconscious reflex to the prc'-war days
when everything Teutonic, whether

department has been instructed to
look for possible screen yarns with
a bean lot setting.
Feeling is that the soil urge of
Is

as

great

as

sex

and

music or entertainment, was accepted as being of a light hearted
In

perhaps the audiences will go strong
for the back-to-nature dramas.
Reception of 'State Fair" at its
here.
James Hall, from pictures, studio showings disclosed that the
appeared for three hours Sunday at major portion of the audiences,
the Elm City Pants and Suit Co. studio and outsiders, were familiar
office, with ads In the paper to that
with the farm, though most of them
effect.
would hesitate to admit an early
Anyone listening to Hall talking youth familiarity with a cow barn
about Hollywood got a free auto- or silo.
graphed picture of him.
Other studios are not sharing the
Hall has been better known Fox enthusiasm, believing that the
around here of late for trying to public is more Interested in the pardodge alimony than for film play- lor drama wherein the gll'icd blrrl
ing.
He's now under local bond walks around In a tlriiwinpr rMi.m Innot to forget that weekly dough for stead of scrajiinj? Ik.t hoel.s bofoi-f

New

Haven, Jan.

30.

nature.
Pre-war Vienna was synonomous with gayety.

kind of personal appearance

the wife.

entering

the

farm

kilclien.

clergy,
Itself.

Hays' course Is divided Into nine
parts, Including 'Historical development of motion pictures; motion

Cow

New

through

tion, he will call It 'sequence.'
Instead of operator, should bis sermon
be about booth trouble, the reverend
will also use the higher expression

movies.'

He

FOR PANTS AND SUITS

medium

prime

The minister who completes the
course of nine subjects on the industry will no longer refer to the
theatre as 'the movies.' He will call
them 'motion pictures.' The preacher, as well, will be familiar with the
nomenclature of the business to the
point where, when he wants to refer
to a certain part of a film produc-

CRITIC

sense

Bull fighting is be-

the

men of the cloth will receive
•
their picture wisdom.

which

Mexico City, Jan. 30.
Follies' thusly: 'Marion Davies and
Mexico has two femme bull fight- Billle Dove trying to be kittenish
ers. They're good, but they hayen't with Robert Montgomery, but only
clicked with devotees of the blood succeeding In emphasizing their
and sand racket.
years.'
Bull tossing gals have appeared
here at minor shows a couple of
times, but local arena management
Just a Little
Is cold toward booking 'em again.
Fans no like.
Highest femme toreador exhibit
Pasture Urge in All
top, arena dare ask is 36 cents,
against $3 for stellar male performOf Us, Fox Believes
ers.
Femmes receive about $17
each tor a mat; star male matadors
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
get from $1,666 to $2,666 each per
performance.

tirades
are at-

ton University's School of Religious
-Education and Social Service.
It the experiment Is successful,
plans are already set whereby it will
be made available to reverends
throughout the country. Tale will
be-,

NAMED BY

Minneapolis, Jan.

It

masses
and at

-

names

including ever members of the
Schermerlior:i and Whitney families, than
Which there are none
with bluer blood, assert the near-

that

agafnM the Industry which
tributed more or less to present
clergical darkness- on the subject,
wilt be Instituted thlh month lii Bos-

WORST FILMS

10

ing social ragiaten'tes in legii shows.

social registerlfe

Educating the pulpit so
can enlighten the rellgioua
in t^e V.^^ about pictures,
the same time curb certain

executive, says that
every time somebqe sticks tli^lr
head In his door, ha looks up
from his desk and aisks:
'Are you the man?'

aides for u»-

for

Curious oo Pictures

film

New Deal in Personals by Picture
Name—Appeared in Factory Office humans

When Beer

•

his.

an 8th avenue place, was
vised his .street clothes or almost
anything else would be better liked.
Into

It?'

Anheuser-Busch,

Dress Clothes Turned by Unclei
First In; Last Out

thing they take out.
One Broadwaylte, taking

and

Sudden,

With the

THE BEACH'

King Komedy Kom- and brag about
pany engaged to do their stuff In
the town square.

—

in

There are deba in at feaat three current shows on Broadway, two others
this season have had them and at
least two of the proposed stage
playa will have Park avenue people.

WONT GIVE UP

ilesh' with the

Oergpen.

with

Lights

REAL SET NAMES

Miss West summarizes the deyotlon of her audience to her so:
The boys have absolutely refused
'There are some people who can to desert the 47th street curbstone
get away with anything yet always in front of and alongside the Palace
come out on top. The worse they as their Broadway hangout. After
ere, the better you like them. They 15 years a stroll to 'the beach' for
happen to have something different, some chinning has beoome too much
that wins you no matter what they of a habit to be broken so easily.
do. No, the wages of sin In all
Mere fact that the RKO booking
cases is not death.'
oflflce, formerly upstairs, has moved
Convinced of this theory, Miss over to Sixth avenue doesn't mean
Tl7"est became an Institution in herthey have to trail along, the nonself. Her determination of purpose bathing curbstone beauts say.
In
Freak the old days when it was 'the' book,won her unlotue recognition.
jJubllcIty, mouth comment and raids ing office, a move might have carried
efwarmed to her aid, helped her them along, but nowadays with one
along so generously that although booking office just as good or bad
I^tcture audiences have never seen as another, and all mostly bad, it
Her, they know who she Is and doesn't make much difference.
what to expect from her. Miss "West
There's too much sentiment conIntends to give it to them. Picture nected with that 47th street curb for
it to be easily deserted and for(Continued on page 42)
gotten.
So long has it been the

like

Sociril

On Par with
Workers of Any

Daily
Class

ness.

my

hepared by Hays

9 Courses

Always Waiting
ShoWs

Stage

Young

my

A

TO DO IHTO PLAYS
Seven

Tm

IBS

Plates

^ J^^^^ersonally; I' admire

it^ie

T, Sir

Hence, the particularly bullish
trend towards the Viennese motif
Interpreted as a sub-conscious
doslre to escape from the presentday period of depression and,
through the medium of the waltzes,
hark back to the g.iy and musical
a.s.«ioclatlon3
that went with any
thought of tiio Austrian capital before tho w.ir.
In Kiiropr'. aa In America, the
Is

.(Clio

V
I

or

iK.

ihoi-'-friro

w'.'.'To

1.1

now tres Vienit was Harlem

formerly

ranfl;ni'.,'0.

PiXT

VARIETY
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Farrow, Coast Don Juan, With Phoney

Up

Duel Scar, Picked
Los Angeles, Jan, 30.
In his drive to depoi-t aliens that
are in Hollywooil illegally, Murray
W. Uarsson, assistant to the Secretary of Labor, driopped In at the
Cocoanut Grove of the Ambassador
hotel, Thursday night (2C) and arrested' John Farrow, screen writer
and director, as flrst of the 61 film
people against whom deportation
proceedings will be instituted within a woelt.
Farrow, an Australian, was taken
off the floor of the night spot, in

Down
hibitor

flim

actress.

He was

taken into custody on moral terpltude charges, and deportation proceedings were immediately begun
following his release on ball.

Farrow was

pr<eviously in trouble

to

pratic National Committee;
Eddie
Dowling, ithe actor; Gerald Griffin,

had a new baby arrive

his

WILL MAHONEY

to Pby Pig Keeper

.

This week, Keith's, Boston.
The Boston "American'' said:
"Will Mahoney Is a whole show in
himself. The Metropolitan Has had
nothing in its history to equal hiin.
The audie.nce yesterday made his
appearance the greatest triumph

We can remember."
Direction

RALPH

.

a seaman.

man

at

He

this

FARNUM

Broadway

Jumped
he was

CHICAGO EXPO

WANTS FILM

got a joti aa doorCriterion and was

Connie Bennett's Husband

.

Chicago, Jan.

There

will

ture studio replica and allied entertainments In the Century of

Progress EJxposltlon.
of the World's Fair

Management
Is

anxious to

have this particular promotion go
through.

Hollywood

has twice declined to participate through the
M.P.P.D.A. (Hays) office. Followofficially

'..

pistols,

.

'Joke* dual with fists and
which resulted In charges

against Josef Von Sternberg for
possession of liquor.
Farrow sported a scar on his face,
supposedly obtained in a duel with
sabers. It developed it was a prop,
having been put there previously by
a surgeon for a price.

COLLIER ON DIALOG
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
William Collier, Sr., returned to
Fox today as dialog director for
'Pilgrimage.'

Lee Morrison made the

deal.

on Two
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n They're., there at the. Presidentelect's Invite and will remain for

the duration of his stay. Dbwllns
h&6 become the official court- Jepter
DemocratI6' party, heads,
foi- the
with iRoosevelt regarding hin^ as
''

weeks ago. Intermo(i.t was in Home particularly entertaining.
Walker, mentioned for ml>i.nQt
of Peace cemetery, Los Angeles.
The, former producer, born In.: membership, is said to have^yurned
down all offers of government p6Kiev, Russia, May 2, 1870, entered
sltlons under the Roosevelt adminpictures Just after auctioning off
isttatlon. Outside of hl!^ work d.s the
his Jewelry business in Pittsburgh
party treasurer, Walker is reported
an an emissary as .preferring to devote hIS' time to
It
In 1912.
for Mark M. Dltenfass in trying to
the theatres* Interests of his fanegotiate a sale of the latter's th^r-ln-law, Mike Comerford,
holdings in Universal to P. A. Powers that Selznlck became interested
In the amusement field. UnsuccessIN
ful In his dealings with Powers,
Selznlck swung to Carl LaemmIe,
convincing the latter that In add- i
ing the Dltenfass stock to his own
he would gain control 'of U.
•r
s '.Hollywood, Jan. 80.
LaemmIe purchased, and placed
Red Golden, 33, assistant director
Selznlck at a desk as a more-orless free lance around the office. Vlth Charles Brabin at Metro, is In
Selziiick
sehseci the piosliion in a eerious condition at Hollywood
which he had spotted himself, and hospital wlth.b fractured skull and
before long a:ssutned' geiieral niati- broki^n leg, following an automqbile

w^

RED GOLDEN HURT
BAD AUTO ACCIDENT

agershlp of the company.
He eventually was eased out of
Universal, and Joined World Film
as vice-president and general manager. In 1916 he left this corporaton, and it was then thai he started
on his own on a path that led him
to a dominating place In the Industry, his first individual endeavor
being the handling of a VIvan Martin picture which Maurice Tour-

neur had directed.

the Hollywood atiidlo project
Next he organized the Clara
prlviate promotlohail pos- Kimball Young Film corporation, of
Various money-making which he was president and general
sibility.
ideas include admission fees to manager, later getting Nazlmova
watch productions In the makihg.
and Nocma and Constance TftlExpbsitlon figures 'Hollywood at madge. It was said of Selznlck at
the Fair,' as the concession wili .be that time that he would organize a
called,, one of the most glamorous company for any star who wanted
conditional- on fihding a suitable
from the public viewpoint.
one.
story.
During his early days in pictures
Revnes left the agency business
the lAte producer became known
to go with Metro.
Hollywood Sick Lst
among other executives aa. 'Sel^nick-the-jester,'
with
his
proespecially
cedures
annoying to
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Coast Holds Durante for
Condition of Thelnia Todd and Adolph Zukor, who. It Is claimed,
thousand'
Possible Retakes
Mrs. Tom Reed, both at California offered Selznlck several
hospital, has Improved In last two dollars a week for the rest of his'
Culver City, Jan. 80.
life \{ he would go to China and
Jimmy Durante will not get away days, according to their physician. stay there.
for the east Feb. 1 to begin re- Dr. Edwin Larson. Miss Todd Is
After going on his own, Selznlck
t^eafsala In 'Strike Me Fink.' Ex- recovering from injuries suffered in
the
special
preview
originated
pected he will not make the Jour- an aiito accident, and Mrs. Reed
functions in New York and spotted
ney until the middle of the month. had an emergency operation.
Marlene Deitrich has recovered the Selznlck name In lights along
He Just finished "What, No Beer!'
habit
Broadway.
These,
and
his
of
and is now doing his final scenes in from an attack of Intestinal flu. signing and starring outstanding
'Pig Boats.' Studio Insists that he Mrs. Hanv Ruby Is recuperating
names, were the undertakings that
remain until after -preview of both after an appendix operation.
Edward Smith, Metro studio proved bothersome to other compictures in case retakes or added
manager, is improving, at the Holly- panies.
scenes are required.
Selznlck had early ingratiated
wood hospital, where he went for
himself to Marcus Loew, who on
treatment for a kidney ailment.
occasions loaned the former money,
CHISELING PAR-PUBLIX
and through influence with Joseph
Cruze Gets $2,000
M, Schenck brought the Talmadges
Alert Studio Painter Gives Quick
under the Selznlck banner, a coup
Fade-Out to Name
for Waiting which, it is asserted, upset Zukor
at that time.
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Hollywood, Jan. 30,
From the beginning of his own
With Edward Small undecided as
The traditional studio sign painter
whose paint removing Job Is often to when he can put 'I Cover the operations, Selznlck saw to it that
Water Front' into production he Is his productions were 'financed in
the first indication that the man be
hind the door Is out, was first to carrying James Cruze, who is to advance through the sale of franreport at Paramount Friday (27) direct, on the payroll for $2,000 a chises to exhibitors, being one of
the first to use this plan. Lewis J.
the day after the Paramount-Publix week.
Selznlck Enterprises was formed at
Cruze started on a 10-week mini
receivership.
By the time the early employees mum guarantee at that figure and this time to distribute his product.
Selznlck induced Nazlmova to
be; an to arrive, the name reducer has been drawing pay since Dec. 6
enter pictures through an offer of
haa a scaffold over the studio en
$30,000 for her to amiear in a protrance and wa!: hacking away at
duction of 'War Brides,' In which
the concrete letters that spelled out
Feb, 13 (San Pedro to New York), she had been playing on the stage.
Later,
'Paramount-Publix Corp.'
the building was graced with the Mr. and Mrs. Richard Day (Penn
Richard Barthelmess had his first
lettering:
'Paramount Productions, sylvania).
picture part In this film, which
Inc.'
Feb. 4 (Paris to New York) Jos, grosied $300,000.
Same day Publix stationery dlsap Seidelman, C. C. Margon (BerenNot until 1917 did Zukor and
peared with Paramount Produc
garia).
Selznlck get together. At this time
tions. Inc. and Paramount Pictures
Feb. 3 (New York to London), Select Pictures was organized, with
Distribution Corp., replacing.
Five Elglns (American Banker).
each holding a 60% interest. SelzFeb. 1 (Berlin to New York), Max nlck, however, found that he was
Magnus (Pres. Harding).
becoming submerged, with the ''elzSten's Gilt-Edge Tests
Feb. 1 (New York to Berlin), nlck name gradually disappearing
Josef Somlo (Europa).
from the lights and the screens.
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Jan. 28 (New York to Paris), Tom
George Fltzmaurice, who gets
The industry awoke one morning,
however, to find the Selznlck name
$75,000 a picture, has been hired by Terrls, Arthur Hammer, Guy Ren
again in a picture company title,
.Samuel Ooldwyn to make tests of nie, Luclen TaingUy (Lafayette).
Jan.
27
(New
York
London)
to
Myron Selznlck having formed SelzAnna Stcn.
nlck Pictures Comporation, with
The week of tests will determine Herbert Fields (Berengaria).
Jan, 26 (London to New York)
Olive Thomas as his one star at
whether Goldwyn will loan Miss
Charles Maddock (Aquitania).
$1,000 a week. Following this Selz.Ston to Fox or hold her for a pro
Jan. 20 (London to New York), nlck, Sr., bought out Zukor In Select
(hiofion of hts own early In the
Fred Duprez (American Banker).
During his production career he had
summer.
ing,

became a

i

staged a

30.

be a Hollywood pic-

,

friendship was broken when the
actress took sick. He then was attentive to Delores Del Rio.
He was conaldeVed somewhat of
a Don Juani especially among the
very youtlif ul film femmes, and eeveraT times was on the receiving end
of swats to the jaw. At a party he
and B. P. Fineman assertedly

from a heart attack.
complication of dis-:
eases.
Although In.^IU health for
several months, his condition did
not become serious until three

,

.

.;

Anr

in .Beverly Hills (Los'

j

Told to Leave Country

Hollywood, Jan* 30.
given a home by a newspaperman
With jiuway' Gar son, govt.' a|;ent,
here.
Later he came to the atviery active, a number of Important
tention of C. B. De Mllle, then at
have been
picture
personalities
Pathe. He assntned to be an. Engcalled in and given word to get out
lish poet, but dnly four lines of
of the country as soon as possible.
poetry were ever found to .his
First of thoBe" ordeo'ed to go was
credit.
Marquis de la f*al(|,ise, husband of
The Fair-Haired Boy
He worked on the script of 'White Oonatttnce'Peiinett{;
Gold,' a picture directed by William K. Howard 'and for a time wt^a
considered the fair-haired boy at
Ex-Agent Off Lot
Pathe, Later, ?,t Foi, he lUn Into
a jam with execs b'ecause of his
-Culver City, Jan. 30.
attentions td oiie of ihe company's
On the Metro lot as a: IsupierVisor
youngest femthe "players. At one
time he was reported to be engaged the past six months,' Maurice Revto Lila Lee, and although seen a iles Friday (27), "turned In his resgreat deal in her company, the ignation. His supervisor status was

home

ereles suburb),
IfiducepI by a

.

.

virtually penniless. He had
a boat in Seattle on which

G.

1660

~

acter in Hollywood since first arriving
here several years agp,

'En-

Lewis J. Selznlck, 62, former quirer,* and Jim Farley have leased
prominent producer and distributor a house near the Franklin D. Roosevelt's vacation residence at Warm
of motion pictures, died Jan. 26, at
Sp^LnKS, Ga.

Erwin Wins Fight Not

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
After a two weeks' controversy
With studio execs, Stuart Erwln
won out in his determination not
to go into the western, 'Under, tie
Tonto Rim.' He had two objections, one ihat it was a, horse oper^,,

New York

publisher of the

paid oft the doctor with

with immigration authorities, and
left for England, where
he directed a pict.ure, to return with and that he was to have the role
the Roumania consul aa an 'attache of: a keeper of pigs.
to the Roumanian Embassy.'
He -sets the romantic Juve lead
Let Out. By. Etadio
-instead In 'International House,' to
He went back to Radio where a be directed by Edward Sutherland.
part of a former contract had yet
Verna Hillie, one of the Panther
time to run, and it was announced girls, has femme
lead In 'Tonto,'
he would direct a picture for that but Erwin's part has not yet been
company. He was le: out from the filled.
studio, the day before the arrest.
Farrow has been a colorful char-

a year ago

Frank C. "Walker of the Comerford circuit, treasurer of the Demo-

'

in his family.

He

—Invite

That

scrip books.

full evening dress, where he was
dancing with Mona Maris, South

American

Actor and OUiers at Warm Springs
from Pre8.-Elett

to Deport

Seattle,' Jan. 30.
the story 'noe&: local ex-

So

Eddie Dowlii^ Jester for Roosevelt

SAILINGS

•

accident last night on Hollywood
..t-

•

l^oulevaird.

William Koenig, executive studio'

manager

Warner

Brothers, la in
Olendale Sanitarium for treatment*
for

Fairbanks'

Snow Urge

Hollywood, Jan,

80.

Douglas Fairbanks will leave hffn
the end- of this week for the eSfSt'
to sail for Switzerland. He wants .to
get there for the winter, sports and
tjo Bhgot: some scenes<
Also expect^,
to participate In the games.
Mary Pickford will remain here
going to New. York for the opening
of .'Secrets' and will then sail for
Italy, where her spouse will Join
lier.

Samuel Goldwyn, with his wife,
expect to leave Feb. 16 for the continent and will. Join the Fairbanks
in Switzerland.

^toff Ordered
Prove

to

Legrit

Losses

Los Angeles, Jan.

30.

With

creditors, through William
L Heffron, trustee, repVesentlng
many of the bill-holders, opposing
any immediate discharge in bankruptcy of Gregory Ratoff, Bank"

ruptcy Referee Turnbull has ordered the actor to bring all hig
books into court to prove asserted
losses of $30,000 In productions of
•Girl Crazy' and 'The Kibitzer.'
At his first examination, Ratoft
testified that he had lost $10,000 of
his $13,000 since coming to Holly-

wood

in legit productions.

such stars as Elaine Hammerstein,

Eugene O'Brien, Elsie

Janls,

Owen

Moore, Corinne Griffith.
Zukor then looked around .for a
plan by which he might compete
with Selznick's product, and hit
upon Realart, which gradually made
Inroads upon the former.
Finis
was written to his own production
undertaikngs in 1925, although he
re-entered the industry in 1926 and
•;

assumed management of A.«»sociated
Exhibitors for a time.
Selznlck was one of the prime
factors in Inducine: Will H. Hays,
he had met through C. C. Petto leave politics for the
screen.
Saul
Accompanied
by
Rogers. Selznlck visited Hays in the
latter part of 1921, carrying an invitation to head a producers and distributors' association.
The parPt*

whom

tljohn,

was signed by Zukor, Willlnm Fnx
and others.

On January

Hays accepted the

14,

1022,

invitation.

After leaving the production and
distribution field. Solznirl: hopnmo
associated with his son, Myron. In
what is now the .Toy(r'-F-''l/iiji-k
acrpncy In Hollywood.

His widow and thrco sun-;. Mji on,
David, head of Rndto s-(i;>lio pi '-lnrtlon,

and Howard,

siirvlvp.

Tiicr^ny, January 31,

FICTHRES

1933

HOW

STUDIOS RATE AT

Studio Ratings

FILMS

.-D£G.

Following statistics cover releases in New York for the approxiperi04l Nov. 1 to Jan. 1.
Bixplanatory note PR (pictures released): Good (counted as 6);
Fair (counted as 3), Poor (counted as 0); Pet. (percentage).
Pr
Good
Fair
Poor
Pet.
Producer
_

mate

VARIETY

Film Extras as Sales People Fmd

COLUMBIA

METRO

11

4

6

2
6

11

.WB-FN
FOX
UNiykRSAL
RADIO

9

6
3
3

1
1

3

Paramount

in Lead,

with

Theatre Operator*

2
2

6

2

4

2

6

0
1

1
3

.600.

...10

5
6

6

2

3

1

.633

.460

Hethod oC airlvlnc at percfntasea: Example—PAromonnt with 11 releases
AotnaUy It bod four
eoaaldered conid reaeb a possible maximum of S5.
«Sood' or 80. six <falr' or 18, totallBs SB. Relation et actaal results to theoretleal perfeetioB thus Is expressed by the fraetion S8-56ths, or .691.

Heart Confines Hearst

Terribk Tenns

Bunched

.691
.633
.618
.556
.556

8

INDIES (combined)

Columbia and
M.G-M—'Variety* Ratings
Checked by

Yard Stick
Average of
Program

INDIES

Distribs
to

Once upon a time. It was related Lee Shubert squeezed a
nickel with his finger until It
the size of a dime, and then
Lee yelled for the. rest of the

and

was

S eek

day because he found
a nickel.
Almost as great a shock,
it

Measure

Units'

FOR AD TIE-UPS
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Another Hays office edict has gone
overboard with all major studios
i^sain considering commercial advertising tie-ups for their players

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Following a heart attack last
week, William Randolph Hearst Is
cortflhed to his San Simeon ranch.
Publisher
was stricken while
playing, cards, and fell to the floor.
A Christian Science practitioner
was called from Los Angeles, and
has since heen In attendance.

PRES.

and product.
Paramount recently made a deal
with Coca-Cola and currently is
getting plugs for 'Sign of the Cross'
soft, drink company. Lux
going stronger than ever, as Is

from the

liifebuoy soap, with studios furnishing advertising copy for both

companies.

Edwin Bower - Heaser,

advertis-

ing photographer. Is lined up with
Coca-Cola to submit pictures for
color reproduction. Harvey White,

York photog who has done

considerable commercial work, is on
Ills way west for a three-month
stay at Metro and will devote some
of his time to getting portraits for

commercial plugs.
Cieneral Electric, for its various
subsidiaries, Is after picture names
Old
to decorate its advertising.

currently canvassing the studios for production photographs which will be used as advertising art.
Studios feel that at the present
time It is necessary to get as much
plugging as possible for both pictures and names. As long as the
advertising plugs are not too obvious, the requests for art material are not being turned down.

Gold cigarets

is

Last year. Hays
all

office

went after

advertising plugs, claiming they

were not only unethical but undignified.
Studios have been wary
about going into any advertising
deal since then. In the past month
the desire for wider coverage of
picture advertisements minus any
cost to the studios has Iielped put
the Hays ban in the discard.

Harvey

Now

in Divorce,

Married Margery Wellman
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Margery Wellman, former wife of
William Wellman, filed a divorce
suit here against Charles Wallace
Harvey.
Charges extreme cruelty

and that the $50,000 she had when
she married him has been dissipated in loans to him and she's
broke.

Harvey is a promoter, who was
Involved in the suicide of Mrs. Earl
Williams last year. Mrs. Wellman
married him several weeks later despite tlic tragedy.

*Gan5* Kids in

Vaude

Hollywood,

Vaudo tour

J;in. 30.

this territory has
for six members of the
In

been bookod
Hal RcTli 'Our Gang*

outfit.

Young-

sters t)l:.: od the Redondo at Rodondo npac'i .<5;!turday (28) and .Sunday
with otlior dnto.': set for Ventura,

Santa

>T r. ia
BofiK-lrcTM

and San I.,ouis Obispo.
made by .Sidney M.

Schallman, with act staged
Bolton.

l)v

Lew

OF ONE ON

'HONEST FAN CLUB'
6797 S. Artesian Ave., Chicago,

Jan.
Editor, Variety:

As

26.

it

is.

to

While Lee was

Max demanded

still

dizzy.

the terms be

made 80-20 over $26,000. Lee,
too weak by now to argue,
agreed In the hope that no
drama could do over $26,000 on

Compilation covers product coming Into release in Broadway key
houses generally for the period, the
current chapter having to do with

had pre-release

on Broadway and have gone far
enough Into subsequent stands to
give a reasonable 'Ihdlcatlon of thuir

president of a very legitimate,
reliable and honest Fan Club, I
of 5 for each release.
resent very much your slurring arGradings of all pictures are made
ticle aginst our organizations.
I
have had this fan club in honor of by 'Variety' on available records,
and the group of productions conMiss Billle Dove for 4% years, and
sidered in this survey has been
all during that time, I have never
by the distributors without
come into contact with a club that checked
materially changing the "Variety'
runs as you claim. There are many
appraisal of pictures' box office perclubs, I admit, that do not fulfill all
formance.
of the promises they make, but none
Low Cost Pictures
is a money-making proposition, but
The percentage table presented
rather, lose the small amount of
herewith is 'weighted' in one redues taken in.
spect.
Some of the releases inTou might be interested in know- volved have been brought to the ating, something about an honest club, tention
of theatre operators for
so I'm taking this opportunity of their judgment.
Obviously a picinforming you about mine.
And, ture could be made on a low cost
should you doubt my word, you basis and might return a profit to
know where you can reach Miss the producers, while its box office
Dove, and have her verify my state- might not be at all satisfactory to
ments.
the exhibitor. Clearly such a subMiss Dove personally sponsors our ject is not entitled to the high ratorganization and contributes to our ing. Consideration has been given
upkeep. Our dues are 50c yearly, to this phase In the 'Variety*
and for this amount, we send each ratings.
At the opposite extreme an excepmember an 8 x 10 size personally
autographed photo of Miss Dove, tional release would merit a rating
membership card, and 'Dove Tales,' above the value of 'good.' Such a
our club magazine, which Is Issued release would take a premium rating as a 'prestige picture' calling
thrice yearly.
enclosing a copy of our for a value expressed for instance
I am
A current subject of this
in 10.
latest Issue so that you can see just
what a reliable club does, and, mine class probably is Fox's 'Cavalcade.'
Tnat picture, however, does not figis not the only one.
I have never
come into contact with these $1.5P ure in the table here compiled, since
it is still in Its high scale pre-reclubs that you mention.
lease run and its general release
I know that Miss Harlow has sevpossibilities could only be guessed
eral clubs that she personally spon- at.
sors. We do not have enough memUnited Artists' releases are not
bers to warrant making money on here considered, that unit having
the club even If that were our in- released only two features, 'Kid
tention. The president of a club is From Spain' and 'Cynara,' which
obligated to keep in touch with the have not yet gone very far in remembers, so I have a very large cent bookings for a basis.
postage bin every week.
No consideration is given to the

delivered

agreed.

'Variety' presents in tliis issue the
chapter in what is proposed as
a periodic canvass of studio ratings
based upon the standings of the
various -units on their product.

grossing potentials. This survey includes such product as has had
Broadway attention and general
bookings from Nov. 1 to Jan. 1 approximately.
Values are arrived at by grading
product as 'good' with a relative
value of 6; 'fair,' with relative value
of 3, and 'poor' with a relative value
of zero. Percentage ratings therefore represent actual results compared to a possible maximum count

was

Lee
when Max Oordon demanded
75-25 terms for the CowardLunt comedy at the Shubert
Barrymore theatre. No such
terms were known in New
York for a drama. But Shubert
said,

OUT OF LINE

pictures which have

was

still

Whole

first

New

Chain Gag Salesmanship

Profit in

—

PARAMOUNT

Is

0

B.

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Promoters of the endless chain
system of selling commodities have
found a fertile field for their racket

among the extras and
who have been hit by

bit players

the produc-

and bad weather.

tion lull

Practically all are selling something to their friends who In turn
sell a similar article until the chain
gag is now a round robin. Sohie of
the extras have {is many as a dozen
of the prosperity articles' for sale.
It's not all laughs, for in a' number of cases the boys and girls are
doing not b^dly for themselves.
Last week, one girl managed to
knock off $95 selling three friends
undergarments. By the tinie the
three pals had sold three of their
friends, the money started to roll
in to the original seller.
Fulfill

Any

Desire

Broadway.
But 'Design for Living' is
doing and probably will do for
each of the 20 weeks It stays
around (29,000 or more.
If you ^ear of Lee going on
a vacation you will know the

Practically everything Is being
sold on the prosperity, chain gag.
Fountain pens started it In the east.
They' petered
out
fast,
sales
psychologists figuring that a pen

reason.

Campaign then switched

Dietricl^

was something that a great many
could

people

get

along

without.

under-

to'

wear, shirts, pocketbooks, makeup,
stbcklngsi SOX, handkerchiefs; magazines In fact everything that can
retail at a buck is getting the chain
canvas.
Retail stores locally are beginning to protest against the chain
gag. According to the retailers,, the
prosperity racket might be all right
for the wholesalers who supply the
merchandise, but it is cutting li) to
the retail trade at a fast clip. Most
of the retail merchants are. still
holding a good share of the Christmas stock which moved not unlike
a fast turtle.

—

Met Up 0?er

Pants Pobficity^ Says

She Wears Hale Undies

.

/

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
of blurbing on Marlene Dietrich's male attire, the ban
goes on again. Therfe'll be no more
After a

week

of the Paramount publicity
to exploit the star's
and pants.

effort

department

coats, vests

Following^ the
first
concerted
breaks so many haberdashery concerns and men's clothing establishments pestered the studio and the
actress for endorsements for their
goods that finally Miss Dietrich got
peeved.

She bounced Into the

1

departam not

trying to encourage other

women

ment

In high dudgeon.

p.a.

wear men's clothes,' she told
them 'EEts all wrong. Male clothing is just what I want, but I don't
to

say other

women would

be as satisfled.
I am not going to endorse
hats, shoes or trousers, so leave me

alone.'

So Paramount is going to leave
Miss Dietrich alone. However, ban
wasn't restored until after the Gerstar had admitted that she
wears men's underwear.

man

MRS. SCHDLBERG BRINGS

BACK EHlL JANNINGS
Mrs. Ad (B. V.y Schulberg has
options on a nurjiber of foreign
people for Hollywood. Now with the

Schulberg-Feldman agency on the
she is bringing over Emll
Jannlngs as her first of several Importees, with the negotiations yet to
be consummated when Mrs. Schulberg returns to the coast.
Jannlngs will probably come over
in a month or so.
He will make
three or four weeks of personal appearances east before proceeding to
Hollywood.
coast,

Too Much Sugar

Sheehan Here Wednesday
Hollywood, Jan.

30.

Winnie Sheehan is due in New
York Wednesday morning (1) for
two weeks of home office conferences.

On
Into

his return six pictures will go

Hollywood, Jan.

31.

Major studios are doing a nIp-up
at the $160,000 asking price for the
picture rights of the Sam Harris
play, 'Dinner at Eight.'

New

Kaufman-Ferber

Current

work at Fox.

York stage

hit has been given a lot
consideration by studios, who
plenty when the price is mentioned,
Harris is at present in
Hollywood on several other deals.

of
definite to be of much use for present purposes.
Foreign grosses are not material
to rating product, there being so
few stars in current releases who
have strong foreign draw, comparable, for instance, to that of Chaplin, Keaton or Ann Harding.
For
these reasons 'Variety's' ratings apply only to the home market, and
foreign takings are disregarded.
List will be carr'ed along in future, with results assembled every
two or three months, wltli such
changes In method as seem desirable from time to time.
In this Introductory survey, the grading of
Independent productions Is probably Inadequate, the few Indle pictures listed being only those that
were of a quality sufficiently high
to gain for tliem a showing in a

I hope that you will retract your returns on individual stars concernstatement, so that our honest clubs ed In the two months covered, for
will not suffer.
I read your paper
the reason that none of the leading
with great interest every week.
screen personalities appeared often
enough to call for such grading.
Lenore A. Hfidorn.
The issue In studio ratings is to
indicate the producing unit in lead
'Dove Tales,' magazine mentioned, c.i money pictures at intervals. A
Several pages studio might gain a great deal of
is a small 12-pager.
are devoted to chatter of general attention by putting out one or two
film colony items, and several more conspicuous smashes and on that
to short Interviews, mostly- of the basl.s claim It was that studio's
fan mag type, with all picture people year, although the rest of the prowho pass through Chicago.
gram might be lamentably weak.
No .T.d.«! and a couple pictures of The real teat Is the grouSing record
Billie Dove.
of the whole program of each studio.
Contests for new momhors, with
Foreign Returns
the wlnhor.s given pictures of actors.
Rating of boxoffice returns on
Lenore Heidorn is mentioned a?. product might be slightly changed metropolitan Icey spot. Hereafter it
president of the club and Doris Hei- from tliese appral.sals If it were may be found desirable to take In
dorn aft .secretary, with tho.so two practicable to weigh them on a a wider range for Independents.
names appearing over several ar- ba.si.s of world-wide diatrlbution, inIn the present list It is conceded
ticles, and only two other names cluding the foreign returns.
But that the Independent ratings arc
noticeable among the contributors.
such a calculation would be too In- out of line with the rest of tlie trade.

chill

League Swatters in L. A.
For Joe E. Brown Cast
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
major league

many

Including

players

baseball

stars,

35

work

Friday

with

(27)

started
E.

Joe

Brown In 'Elnior the Creaf at Warners. Company was delayed .a week
by rain.
h.h. prominents

who

will

work

out elth<>r at Wriglcy Feld or
Rrookside P.irk are Charlie Root,
Tut SteinSach and Babe Herman,
of the Chicago Cubs; Ernie OrBill
Cardinals;
Huttl,
f.l
Louis
Hrulialvcr and Jim Crandall, Plttsburtrh I'irates; Wally Borger, Bosti'in
IJravcs, and Beans- Reardon,

National

umpire.
Mike
U.C.L.A. football star,
in the film.

League

r'rankovlch,
will also

swing a bat
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Judith Voselli Loses

Hollywood on

Its

Very

Own

as Far

On

Alienation Action

Par Hearing in N. Y. Federal Court

West Chester, Pa.» Jan. 30.
(250,000 alienation of affec tions^
suit In county court here, brougEt
by Judith Voselli Lloyd, reported
film actress, against Mary Penrose
Gilford Lloyd, was nonsuited by
'

As Money From Home Is Concerned;
Actor Colony

May

Believe

Now

It

A

Postponed by Consent Until Feb. 2

Judge W. Butler Windle.
CANT SEE TWINKLE
The actress was the first wife of
John Eshelman Lloyd, oZ West Even if There on the Stage of • Ball
Chester. He married her Dec. 28,
Park, Says Correspondent
They were divorced at Reno
1920.
on April 27, 1932. Lloyd then marDetroit, Jan. 27.
ried Mrs. Gilford in Oallfornia, and Editor Variety:
the couple came to West Chester,
Why don't you get an old theatrethe Lloyd home town, to liva
goer to cover shows? These young
Mr. Lloyd died several months fellows have grown up with the idea
ago. The first Mrs. Lloyd charged that a tremendously large theatre
that Mrs. Gilford, the second wife, seating thousands of people and
stole her husband's love and caused costing millions must naturally be a
him to seek divorce.
huge success.
The plaintiff failed to file |400
In the days when show business
bond as security for payment of and vaudeville In particular got its
costs. Because of this default, the start, ypu were lucky if your ticket
court nonsuited the case.
did not entitle ypu to a seat behind
a post, ^.*ith the new architects'
success the only thing between you
and the stage is too much distance.
Pic Bodget of
.

GOLDWYN

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
STORY 1ST, SAYS
In their desire to circumvent the
extravagance of Hollywood, the May Mean Colmah Will Call off
companies In fllmdom could have
Contract, After 'Masquerader'
picked no better out than the receiverships which have fallen on
'Masquerader* may be Ronald ColParamount and RKO. By this very man's last picture for Sam Goldwyn,
act, the studios are made dependent
Goldwyn and Colman
upon their source of money supply with both
from the companies' distributing choosing to forget a contract that
subslds only. The parent company has two years to go. If not, it Is
of RKO or Paramount-Publlx can likely Colman will not be permitted
no longrer dish out the kale.

With the same. swing it cuts off
the studios from a possibility of
draining the theatres for money.
By the very fact of the parent
company receiverships which have
fallen on both RKO and Paramount,
prima facie warning has been Issued

to studios of both companies, and
maybe the industry generally, so
far not affected by these receiverships, to live strictly within their

in future to try to carry pictures
alone and, it Is said, may be teamed
opposite Anna Sten, the German
girl, with story in future from the
Goldwyn point of view, to be of Initial importance.
Colman has Indicated on the Inside, It is said, that he isn't overly
anxious to carry out the balance of
his contract term, while Goldwyn,
on the other hand, is reported noncommittal as to whether he would

$16,000

Rock Bottom, So King

And

Freuier Splittmg

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
own Incomes. For the studios that
Unable to bring down the negameans they must now do a turnabout demand fulfillment. Unofllclally it's
tive cost of his films below $16,000,
and begin to show the goods with- said he may be willing to forget
Burton
King
will probably split with
out the aid of any other company a'bout it
John H. Freuier after completing
source. It puts them all on their
Sam Goldwyn, accompanied by one more
for the distributor. Freuown.
Mrs. Goldwyn, will arrive in New ier,
it is understood, insists he can
Curiously enough and as expected, York within two weeks and shortly
chop the budget and is contacting
first reports in Hollywood show
thereaftier go abroad for a vacation.
other
independent
'inducers before
the usual Indifference of that end to
The Goldwyns will be at the returning to New York
next week.
It may be Waldprf.
what has happened.
King has made eight of the 18
Ignorance or Just the usual fadepictures for which he contracted for
away stuff.

For instance, it Is reported that
both at Far and the Radio studios
there

was

little

upset following the

announcement 6f receiverships for
sections of these two companies.
At Paramount about 10 people
No names
were apprehensive.
given.
Some of these were those
who receivied Paramount Publix pay
checks on Wednesday (25) and did
not deposit them immediately. Friday the banks refused to accept
these in view of receivership. Studio quickly straightened the matter
out. The account is now Paramount
Productions, in conformity with
present conditions.

100

HOUSES FROM
FOXW.C.

.

.

DETACHED

Tyler, starts this week.

Verree Teasdale Story Sad

Agreed Chicago's Judge
Hollywood, Jan.

30.

Chicago, Jan.

E. C. Rhoden, with headquarters
in Kansas City, will have operation of 100 houses Included in. Fox-

30.

Verree Teasdale came in from
Hollywood last week to tell Judge
About 80% of between 260 and 300
contracts at Paramount are with the West Coast-Midland group under Herbert Anderson her story. It was
sad, said the Judge, 'indicating he
Paramount-Publlx Corp. All con- new decentralization plan.
tracts made by the studio within
Control remains with Fox West would grant the divorce she wanted
from William O'Neal, the tenor. He
the past three months are signa- Coast.
deserted her in 1927.
tured by Paramount Productions.
Attorney Phil Davis represented
With the receivership designated as
Miss Teasdale.
temporary, the studio Is at a loss
on how to proceed should It choose UNIT
to repudiate any of the Paramount

PRODUCERS ASK
RADIO FOR MORE MONEY

Publlx obligations.
Little Dissatisfaction

Inside information is to the effect
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
that of the 1,700 now on the Par
J. J. Bachman and Joseph Schnitpayroll there are but two writers
zer, making pictures at the Pathe lot
with
whose
and possibly one actor
contracts the studio feels marked for Radio release, have requested
additional financial protection from
dissatisfaction.
Radio studios, operating under the Radio before starting remaining
films on their Radio contracts, with
corporation, has had no kick
back as yet from the New York re both producers splitting 60-60 with
Radio on financing.
celvership.
Understood that Radio is agreeIt Is believed at Paramount that
the new condition may be made use able to the proposition provided that
of to obtain reductions in salaries production Is not started until May
of players believed to be overpaid and that the pictures are transferred
in view of current conditions, since to the 33-34 program.
Producers have contracts for four
all contracts probably will be subBachman has comject to repudiation, but no move had pictures each.
yet been made to effect reductions pleted one and Schnitzer two.

RKO

wages or production costs
rough use of this threat.
Locally no one seems to know yet
what it Is all about, with the studio
heads professing equal Ignorance
with their employees as to the plan
and scope of the receiverships.
Contract people at both Paramount and Radio are besieging their
agents' and lawyers offices for Information as to the validity of conAttorneys, while not fully
tracts.
conditions
with
the
cognizant
created at Paramount, express the
general opinion that following the
usual procedure, the receivers may
disavow such contracts as they may
regard as prejudicial to the rehabilitation of the company, but that
actors and others are bound by their
contracts until the receivers take
in

til

action.

No one

will

hazard an opinion as

to the situation in regard to Radio
studio contracts.

2d

RKO

N.

Named

J.

(Continued on page 26)

'

ceivership of RKO's New Jersey
properties ordered by Vlce-Chancellor Alfred Stein tn the New
Jersey State courts on the petition
of Doris L. Charing. Miss Charing
claims to be a holder of company

bonds amounting to |2,000. Arthur
Walsh, an official of the Edison Industries, and Abe David, prosecutor
of Union City, were named receivers,
but the latter withheld action until
after the hearing.
Statement from
set forth of

RKO

Par

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Benn W. Levy, English play
Wright, has returned to Paramount
to continue his contract, which was
Interrupted by a leave of absence,
flurlng which he directed a picture
in

England.

Riseman and

^'

lawyers.

Chelm 8t

Orr.

the receivers, at the request of
Charles D. Hilles, co-receiver with

Adolph Zukor. of the Paramount
company.
Judge Bondy also revealed that
Will Hays had communicated with

him and

offered his assistance' to
the court in the receivership mat«
ters.

It wasn't altogether a story telling hour for the court, although

was

there

some

.

Inferential

talk

about the Par receivers wishing to

down

get

Only 2 Musicals

At

WB

to Avoid

to

biz

if

the

court

would allow speedy action on the
hearings. It turned out also that
the Court itself wished to familiarize itself with certain matters.

Burkan's Clients

The postponement which had adfrom Attorney Na-

ditional consent

Cycle Repetition
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Following the success of '42nd
with another musical, 'High
Life,' Jack Warner says there'll be
no more out-and-out musical picStreet'

at that studio for several
"Ha is going on the theory
the box-offlce will only stand a
limlted'number.
Warner says he wants to get
away from the cycle idea, and points
to what happened to the last musitures

months.

cal barrage to prove his point.
'High Life' will be similar in locale
to '42nd Street,' with music by Al

than Burkan, stated to be representing ad counsel, holders of something like $l.BOO,00C in Par bonds.

The coutroom was filled witji onmany i>romInents from
and show fields.
Paramount-Publix went 1 n i o
equity receivership Thursday (27)
and simultaneously filed a voluntary petition into bankruptcy for

lookers with
the banking

I>ubllx
subsid.

Enterprises,

Federal

theatre

Inc.,

WiUam

Judge

Bondy appointed Adolph Zukor and

Charles D. Hilles as co-receivers
Par-Publlz, and the Irving
Trust receiver for Publix Enter-

for

prises.

to

hold $4,000 of the company's
gold sinking fund notes due

Aug.

Educat Co. WiD Save Million Doflars

1,

19B0.

Zukor and Hilles posted bonds of
each as co-receivers. AsParamount-Publlx are cur-

$60,000
sets of

rently given at $166,000,000.
The suit of the trio of bondholders looks to have impelled Para-

mount towards consenting to the
company found
itself unable to meet presently ma-

receivership as the

Estimating that his distribution
hook-up with Fox will save Educational-World Wide at least $1,000,000 yearly, B. W. Hammons, who
retains his title as head of the
shorts subjects involved In the deal,
observes that only in good times is
It necessary for every company to
have its own set of exchanges.
Out of the deal Fox, Hammons
stated, will eventually build up a

the New Jersey receivership shorts department around Educamight be Inoperative as RKO has tional personnel. Under the present
no properties In New Jersey and arrangement only distribution is efthat the Jersey theatres, Jire leased fected, with Fox retaining certain of
to subsidiary theatre firms of RKO Educatlonal's key men in that delike Proctor's and others.
partment.

to

I.

6^%

flclally

Levy Returns

by Reuben Gelford,

M. Tellou, bondholders holding an
aggregate $4,000 In notes against
the company.
The hearing was scheduled for
Monday (30) afternoon but was
postponed at the. request of counsel
for the bondholders. This postponement was agreed upon ;|>y Par's

The bill to which Paramount consented to this equity receivership
Dubin and Harry Warren; Busby was filed by Col.
William Donovan
Berkeley handling the dance rouon behalf of the Broadway Twentines.
Studio will throw in an all- tieth
Fay, Producer-Star
Properties, Stui Francisco thename cast, including Warren Wil- atre company.
Latter claims to •
liam, Joan Blondell. Allnd McPar creditor for $26,166. Donovan
Hollywood, Jan. SO.
Mahon, Guy Kibbe, Ruby Keeler,
Interest of Felix Toung, producer, Dick Powell, Ginger Rogers, Allen Is a former assistant U. S. Attorney
General.
He was the Repub»
in the revue, 'Tattle Tales,' was Jenkins and Ned Sparks.
llcan candidate in the last gubertaken over by Frank Fay for $1,000
natorial election in New York.
and makes the latter star-producer.
The action followed a hastily
O'Hara Ogling Pix
Show left the Hollywood Playhouse
summoned session of the ParaSaturday night (28), and opens toHollywood, Jan. 80.
night at the Curaan, San Francisco.
Fiske O'Hara is making a try mount Board on the same day
Barbara Stanwyck co-stars with for pictures, with several tests now which came on the heels of an inher husband for the 'Frisco run. being lined up by Leo Morrison, his voluntary petition filed against the
NItza Vernllle and Alex Galium agent. Actor recently played a week Paramount company in the U. S.
Courts of New York by three small
have been added to the cast. Fay at Warners' Downtown.
is negotiating with John Garrlty
O'Hara made several shorts In the bondholders, Reuben Gelford, M.
Yellou.and I. Riseman. Trio claims
of Chicago for a house there.
east a couple of years ago.

Indications

circumstances, as neither the
RKO nor the Par receivership estate extends to the studios. Howthe

magazine cuts
so small that you
cannot easily read it, you will stop
buying for that reason.

Receiver

in State Court

There was to be a hearing In
Newark yesterday (31) on the re-

RKO

RKO

vaude starts there.
if you favorite

down reading type

Hanunons' Reasons for Fox Deal-His

Studios Trimming

Assuredly the receiver for
can't interfere with the operation
studio any more than
of the
a receiver for Par can interfere with
the operation of Par's studio, under

star.

The press used to mention the
twinkle of her eyes, but today's
press don't know if she has eyes.
One great fall down In business of

ing.

Tom

gether with the pending bankruptcy
petition filed against the company

Judge Bondy announced the apEven the bald-headed row occu- pointment of the law firm of Root,
pants need field glasses to see their Clark and Buckner as counsel for

Freuier Films, with Freuier financ-

Producer and distributor have
disagreed over several pictures, it
is said, with Freuier asking for better casts and stories than King
could supply on his budget.
Next feature, an action yarn with

Thursday (») Judge William
Bondy In the New York Federal
Court will hold a Joint hearing on
the Paramount receivership, to-

are

that

Hammons

will start Immediately disbanding
his own exchanges, although he personally says this is a matter which

take the next few months before
a positive decision can be arrived at.
At Present
Corporate titles of the Hammons
Interests will be permanently retained and headquarters for Eduwill

.

cational World Wide will be continued, for the time being, In the
Paramount building. Hammons also
win continue as Educatlonal's president and. In the event of a complete consolidation, will remain as
head executive, it Is stated.
Hammons Is the last of the short
subject producers to surrender any
part of his independence.
In the
business over IB years, he has
watched shorts men come and go, at
one time or another releasing the
products his hand in the business
of most of them.
Spread of double features and increased popularity of rnrtoonp are
credited over the depi-csslon In being responsible for Hammons going
elsewhere.
The hook-up of Fox and Educational Is regarded as an economic
advantage to both compajilcs. Fox,
more or less, has been without a
shorts schedule, while Hammons
has lacked the box office wedge for
his shorts which features of a major
company usually provide.

turing obligations.

There

is

around

$370,000 of an Interest payment
falling due Feb. 1.
Hilles is not altogether new to
show biz. He had indirect contact
through a brother, William Hilles.
Latter, In the early stages of talkers and before the same wore practically

accepted

figured

centered

by the industry,
certain actions which
around DeForest Pliono-

in

fllm.

Assets and Liabilities
Keyes Winter, Republican Icadir.
an assistant attorney pencral
of New York State, also fisured
In the same thing.
After (ioneral
tlien

Talking Pictures acquired control
of DeForest both Keyes Winter and
William Hilles resigned from the
DeForest men.ige. Winter nli^o resigned his office in the .T, lornoy
general's departmen. at tlio I'mc.
Assets
of
Publlx Eniorp-.-is<;s,
Inc., are stated ns $23,86 1,070. <' impany's
214,407.

liabilities

given

-ns

—

—
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VARIETY

RECEIVERSHIPS
Paramount and Publix Enterprises
With the least amount of delay
necessary, Paramount Publtx will
notify its creditors to submit claims
^th a view to some mutual under-

Idle Salaries

pany through Us receivers, Adolph
Sukor and Charles D. HlUes.
Hilles Is a former chairman of

the National Republican Committee
and a «ew York State Republican
He la now the New York
leader.
representative of the Employees'
Xilabllity Insurance Co., but as coreceiver with Zukor, it Is hinted
he probably will permit Zukor, with
his showman's background, to do
the operating. Hllles' brother, William, also with a political background, has served as trustee In
t>ahkruptcy and In other capacities
In the interest of stockholders.
Whether or not he may assist
Charles D. Hilles or not hasn't been
indicated as yet.
While under the equity receiverehlp for Paramount Publix, all
claims of creditors stand as obllgatlons. The banlcruptcy over Publix
Enterprises will probably mean
This is a receivership
.'liquidation.
in bankruptcy with the Irving Trust
Co., appointed as receiver last week
Bondy and shortly
Judge
Federal
by
expected to be appointed by court
as trustee, so that Is can go ahead
at a reasonable date.
Publix Enterprises is an outgrowth of the Southern Enterprises,
the S. A. Lynch chain in the southeast which prior to formation of
Publix Theatres, was an integral
theatre subsidiary of Famous PlayPublix
ers Lasky (Paramount).
Enterprises is" confined principally
to the southeast, but Includes some
0tock ownership in scattered theaThis stock ownertre properties.
ehip in other theatres becomes one
of the assets of the Publix Enterprises group. The Lynch group of
j

'

houses, plus others, in this particular subsidiary, have been in bad
financial shape for some time. Its
assets are placed at $23,864,076,
liabilities at $41,214,407.
In a hopeless state, the petition
for a receiver in bankruptcy Is believed to have been requested^ for
the Publix Enterprises subsidiary in

the hope that, although it may have
the effect of dragging others down,
the majority of the Publix theatre
holding companies could be salThose at least for which
vaged.
there is some chance.
Oth%r Receiverships
Concurrent with the Publix Enterprises bankruptcy receivership,
the Publix- Nebraska group and the
Saenger chain went into hands of
receivers.
A. H. Blank, with an
interest In the 20 Nebraska houses
Involved, was appointed receiver
there by consent, while E. V. Richards, to whom the 3aenger circuit
was recently returned under a
Publix partnerships, is that theatre
company's receiver. Richards was

RECEIVER JUST

NO THEATRE FIT

&

-

Bankruptcy

for

FOR THEATRES MOSTLY
Reports of Paramount Publix and
RKO with subsidiaries accepting receivership or bankruptcy proceedings during the past week are on
this page.
Scattered through the
Picture Department are other stories
bearing on the same matters^
The Involved companies are
seeking mostly relief from too. expensive
theatres,
although
the
court's protection will likely be extended to other relief if required
with either company.

Each company

is

Theoretically Inexperienced showmen as receivers in theatres may
excellent but practically they
don't fit at all. That's how Frank
Cambria, late of the old Roxy feels
about it. He isn't hesitant about
stating that his last will be his final
experience back stage where a receiver has charge of the overhead.
There is no mystery to Cambria
as to why the Roky reached an all-

be

time low of around $9,000.

When

receipts started to fall Howard S.
Cullman, the receiver didn't wait
He ordered
until the next week.
Cambria to cut overhead beneath
the theatre's red.
As the weeks went on the nut was
pared and pared until it got too
much for Cambria, with so little.
'Well,' soliliquised the stage mae-

LEAVING

is

PAR LIMITING

RKO

RKO

filed in

Southern petitions were

the Federal Court of Dela-

ware.

PRODS. TO 250G

SCALES

MINNEAPOLIS

Day

fell

The receiverships are stated to be
limited to the RKO, parent company

HOW

Field

RKO

and

announcing its
by the legal

for

Lawyers

and the three subslds mentioned. It
has been oflflclally announced that
none of the film producing and distributing units or the Keith-Albeethe latter's subslds are to be affected.
Federal
Judge William Boudy sitting In the
U. S. court. Southern DIst. New
York, appointed the Irving Trust re-

Orpheum group and

ceiver.

When

the

RKO

Orpheum

maturing obligations.
That RKO figured for RCA to*
cease contributing may be envisioned by the fact that the West bill was
filed Monday (23), four days before
the consent decree was entered.
Up to that filing and for more
than a month previous the RKO
people were contacting RCA additional funds. Each day brought new
hope that nev/^ money would be
forthcoming, at least to forestall receivership
from happening Just
when It did. Eventual receivership
was looked for anyway which may
have been the basis of RCA's de-

cision to refrain from sending
money into RKO.

more

Figures

The RKO hopes from RCa Trere
based on the agreement which RCA
had made to underwrite the $11,600,000 financing plan of Dec. 1931. Under this RCA already had contributed around $6,000,000 with something like $3,600,000 still callable
from that company by RKO.
In January, RKO had to meet not
only something like $800,000 in part

payment of principal and Interest
on Its Pathe purchase, but also
around $200,000 due to C. I. T.,
Chemical Bank's securities subsidiary on a $6,000,000 loan which C. I.
T. had made to RKO in 1931. There
Is still $3,000,000 outstanding on this
loan, according to accounts.

RKO's

agreement Is to pay It off in stipulated monthly instalments.
On the day of filing of West's

RKO

comment waa

to the effect that the petition was
unexpected. Later indications proved
otherwise.
The petition was brought on the
claims that RKO failed to meet that
part payment due on the purchase
of the Pathe Exchange. Also mentioned Is the fact that at the close
liam Fox thing for one rea.son or of 1931
the company held $3,844,614
another.
in cash and $7,910,434 notes payable.
Always It's the company that The company has
an outstanding
pays.
funding debt of $61,022,572 of which
Stockholders protective commit- $21,569,000 }s
a direct obligation of
tees have their own lawyers; the RKO. There
are $39,000,000 in bonds
bondholders' protective committees and mortgages.
have their own lawyers; the reNo 1932 figures were given which
ceiver has his own attorneys, and may mean to
infer that in this later
the company Itself usually has two period conditions were vastly worse
staffs of lawyers, one downtown, and off In RKO.
another uptown. That's not to mention the individual lawyers for Individual bondholders and Individ- Hurley Leaves Par as
ual stockholders who may bring
Aide of
.striker suits against the companies
on .such cases.
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
The u.sual wind up Is for the lawHarold Hurley, e.vecutlve a.sal.stant
yers for the receiver to generally be- tc) Kmaniicl Cohen at Paramount for
come the new general coun.^el for 16 months has tendered his reslgthe receivership firm, providing the n.itlon. Thitr.sday (26) effective Feb.
firm I.sn't liquidated, or If not gen- 11.
eral counsel, maybe a.ssoolate counHurley will take a four month
sel.
European trip, with a possibility he

RepresentinfiT Everything

—

and

boards met in special session Wednesday (25) it was stated that no
receivership
decision
had been
reached.
This may have been a
lingering hope by RKO execs that
RCA would stick by and provide the
necessary funds to meet presently

petition, official

and Everybody-

Company Always Pays

distribution, theatres^ and foreign
all goes to the benefit of the parent

company. Paramount Publix.

With Paramount and

RKO

cepting receivership, fllmdom

ac-

may

be about to be seized by the legal
fraternity and thrown for a plenty
big fee, no matter which way the
thing travels.
While It can't be

estimated

how much lawyers may

eventually take out of the film

biz,

what they will take out collectively
win be plenty before the receiverships are finally straightened.
Fllmdom has only to look back on
the William Fox debacle of 1930 to
try to glimpse an Idea of how much
lawyers can make or take. In that
setup which had William Fox battling Halsey, Stuart and Western
Electric for control of Fox Films, It
Is rated to have cost the Fox com-

Loew's Paying Ed Wynn $2,000 More
Than Met Usually Takes in
pany something rike $5,000,000 In
Harry Katz,
Loew will pay Ed Wynn $2,000 lawyer's fees, and the case isn't setbrother of Sam, who owns a 25% more than the theatre's current tled yet. Each side, the Fox comInterest and has aided the circuit average gross when the stage-radio pany and William Fox, are still at
on personal financing.
comic plays the Metropolitan, Brook- odds with one another and suing
Operation of the Indiana-Ohio
Samuel Untermyer,
houses Is automatically out of the lyn, following the Capitol, New York. each other.
At the Met Wynn and his 'Laugh William Fox's counsel, got the bighands of John Balaban, Chicago, as
a result of the receivership, but Parade' troupe from legit will re- gest fee, $1,000,000.
Homy .'?ti< l;olnicyer remains in lo- ceive the Capitol salary, $20,000. At one given time there were over
((.'ontliiupd on page 2B)
Met's average weekly gross lately 45 attorneys interested in the Wilchain

ager's office.

-

WAGE TOPS AVERAGE

creditors of the FltzPatrlck-

may be using the theatres'
phones for personal calls.
As a result. In place of the
monthly-charge phones there's
now a pay station In each man-

proceedure, and these are the arterRussell Holman, executive secreies of the film business away from
tary to Manny Cohen and George
the theatre operating department.
Receivership for relief has been Putnam, on way to coast on Frilong reported for over-burdened day, will start three day conferences
chain operation.
Deluxe theatres at La Quinta, Calif., with Cohen and
built in flush times and at recklessly all
Paramount studio executives
extravagant cost came home to to line up next year's program
roost when the boom days com- under specific orders from New
menced to sober up. A chain like York.
Publix struggled in every way to
No production will reach over
overcome the red handicap and de$260,000 in cost and studio must use
ficit created weekly by losing theNo
atres with the losses of the delux- play material now on shelf.
ers often mounting Into the thou- play buys are to be made unless
very cheap, as company has over
sands on any week.
Old time showmen groaned when 90 unproduced purchased plays and

tion of transferring any assets from
one company to another. It's regarded as a tactical move by Para-

David Sarnoff shut off the
faucets of RCA, last week,
into receivership. Happened Friday (27) In the U. .S. court
when the company consented to an
equity receivership under the petition of Alfred West, note holder,
and at the same time petitioned Into
bankruptcy three of RKO's theatre
subslds. These are the Orpheum Circuit, Inc.. the RKO Western Corp.,
and the RKO Southern Corp., comprising altogether around 58 theatres in around 36 cities and. towns
where RKO operated.
Western

money

That uptown New York picture house operator who pays
his managers $27 a week got an
idea recently that his managers

MOR ALONE

on Hot Femmes

McElroy

When

$27-a-Wk. Managers

CO-RECEIVER

U

Among

and Orpheum

hearing of a theatre doing perhaps stories available.
$24,000 gross on the week, losing
$8,000, and so on, more or less and
more often more with the deluxers.
SLIDE
Or another sample of costly theatre operation, with RKO carrying
IN
Now I'm the Orpheum Circuit which was eatstro, 'We live and learn.
going to take a vacation and try to ing up $30,000 weekly in support,
with the Southern or Interstate
forget it.'
Minneapolis, Jan. SO.
house in Texas costing $20,000 a
Main theatre stem here Is rapidly
week, while the eastern end of the
Average night admisRKO
could
going
lO-lSc.
show
profit
a
on
the
LIKELY,
average of $40,000 a week upwards, sion price for the nine show
but useless because of the red elsehouses is still a fraction over 28c.
where, that also taking in the PanOn this principal amusement
tages and some detached RKO
thoroughfare are now two lOc
Trade opinion on Charles D. Hilles, houses.
It all becomes a part of the failure houses, two large theatres (Publix
co-receiver with Adolph Zukor of
Palace
and the independent PanParamount, is that 'he will have of theatre chain operation brought tages) with a 16c scale, one 26c
sense enough to leave Zukor alone.' about through rapid and high cost house,
two 35c houses and two theTheatrical attorneys unanimously expansion.
atres (State and Orpheum) chargtake the attitude that even rent reing 65c, Including tax.
ductions couldn't have adjusted
Just olf the main stem are four
some of the staggering leases, and Miller O. O.'ing Studios dime houses (two large), a 20c
that it was best that the Paramount
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
house, and a theatre with a 40c
Publix friendly receivership eventuGilbert Miller arrives tomorrow scale.
The 4,200-seat Minnesota
ated as a means of ditching the the- (31) to begin his contract to pro- and the 10c Unique, both Publix
atre properties, at top rentals, which duce one picture for Columbia.
houses, are dark.
constituted the organization's greatArrives a month ahead of his preA few years ago three theatres
est menace.
vious schedule in order to acquaint had 76c scales and there were no
The four subsid corporations of himself with the picture field.
10c houses.
Paramount Publix Corp. are 100%
owned by P-P, so it's not a ques-

Federal Judge M. M. Joyce yes
terday (Monday) in Minneapolis
After Pic
named A. M. Hamm, local theatre Missouri
operator, as receiver for the MinneLabel
sota Amusement Co. (F. & B.), a
P-P subsidiary operating a chain
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
of 70 theatres.
Receivership was
University of Missouri has gone
ordered on the application of the ga-ga and is requesting Paramount
Hamm Puilding Corp., which set and Metro to permit one of their
forth In its petition tha; P-P had stars to Judge a beauty contest at
failed to pay rent due It and was commencement ihls year.
In arrears on mortgage Interest
University claims to have a flock
payments.
of hot looking femmes in the 1933
graduating class. U. of M. would
FitzPatrick-McElroy
Earlier in the week (last week) like fo~have one of the Barrymorcs
the Publix-FitzPatrick-McElroy cir- from Metro.
cuit of around 20 houses in Indiana
and Ohio, was declared Insolvent,
TAKE
with Irving LcMaux, Indlanapollfi
banker, made receiver. LeMaux is

a disinterested party, having no
banking afflUatlons with the chain.

RKO

subsidiaries not affected

mount when it first occurred to
make possible no interference in op
appointed Friday (27) in New Or- eration by those companies in the
leans by Judge Borah. Blank the event of any receivership.
day before in Omaha.
Any profit from any of the four
Saenger chain is the larger of the
subsidiary corporations production,
houses,
two, controlling around 60
all in the south.
Finkelstein
Ruben

—

Paramount Publix has been
paying a weekly gross of $18,000 (almost $1,000,000 a year)
In salaries on contracts and
employment obligations to personnel no longer with the organization but still collecting
on their contracts.
The receivership in, equity
disposes of these along with
any otfier unwanted covenants.

Creditors committees may be appointed or claims may be taken up
direct with the Paramount com'

panies

Some Subs

toward their disposition.

Btandlnsr

Paramount-Publix and RKO,
with Subsidiaries of Each,
Take Court Protection
Receivers for Parent Com-

Emanuel Cohen

Sometimes the rocelvci
i>ollllcally minded and the offioe;; of t)ic
firm become the qtia.'jl-he'ul.iiiarlcrs
of some local political groups ijaylnj;
no rent for such occupancy of ofllf-f.-^
or service. Just one of tlu si^ ihinKf'-

They come with

eel ver.shlpa.

may

rejoin

Paramount on returning.

in

lpa\ iiig on the vacation, he
to enter St. Vincent s hospital for

;i

.<<inii.')

Br-[(,rc

Tlurley
10

ye.Tis

Kl.stant.

operation.
Hf.irted
ajro as

with

Paramount

Arch Reeve's as-

PICTM
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«
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ROXY'SSTATUS
Clause' and Reeeivershijf'
Bring Up Re'employment

30- Day
'

.

Briefly rewritten extracts from 'Vartaty**' Hollytfvood Bulletin; prii|l44
Although Rosy holds A contract each Friday in Hollywoodi and placed aa a wrapper upon the ragular
with RKP which stipulates that the weekly IVarlaty.'.
agreedlsafSrm
thait
could
company
The Bulletin does not circulate other than on the Paeifle Slope.
News from the Dailies in Loa Angeles will be found in that cuatoma*X
ment on Rozy's continuous Illness
for 30 days,' during which, time he is department.
incapacitated, for active work, the
company ia not taking advantage of
writers, .are off. UPtvers^l. pajroIL
Blue* Singer Set
this clause at tfils particular time.;
One of the three femme leads in Hurlburt has returned to New York.

s Bottoms;

•

MMaH[et Waits Std^M^
By

AL 6REAS0N

another point to around

12.

N%
1%

1.600 Loew's

still

p(. .
....
100 Pathe ....
SOO
Do pr...
2,000
1,600
....

day prices Armed up

Illustration of the utter lassitude
of traders was the- fact that, although the ticker i>carrled the an-

nouncehient that Consolidated Film
Industries had Juqt islosed a. deal
with Universal io ticLk^ oveir laboratory \vork representing $1,000,000 a
year, it -was impossible to stir up
;

any interest' -in that stock. Announcement declared that Consolidated had no contractual -relations
with Par-Publix end its dealings
with the RKO unit waa entirely with
Radio Pictures which is not involved
In the recfent troubles.
;

Film Bonds CoJiApse
prompt coUapfi^'o;f amtisement
bond priced was the result last week
of equity rfeceiverships for Paramount-Publix and RKO and bank-

A

ruptcy petitions in Orpheum circuit
and several other RKO subsidiaries.
The drop was precipitous and draswltlt 'the Hens Principally affected, reaching their lowest levels

at

'

the dose, Saturday
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Los Angeles, Jan.

WB

MG

German

Credit Clash with

Create

(Monday)

where

Wynn's

'Laugh

months.

Albert Lewln,

who has had

been

replaced

by

for Dressier

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
After receiving reports on 'Mademoiselle' from Chuck Relsner and
Sylvia Thalberg, who went to Boston to catch the play, Metro has

purchased it for Marie Dressier.
Miss Thalberg will do the screen
play with ilelsner directing. Pair
returns here next jveek.

Howard

Barl Baldwin signed to a new slxo
month term by Warners, effectly*

May

16.

He

will co-direct

and wrltew

in the Lasky-Fox picture, 'Warrior's
William Goetz, son-lti-law of Husband.'
Louis B. Mayer, goes off the Fox
Bruce 'Lucky' Humberstone, dl«
payroll March 16. Formerly a supervisor, he recently has been In the rector, and Jules White, technical
advisor, off Paramount's payroll on
reading department.
the completion of 'King of the
Jungle.'
King's One Move at Fox
Lew King stays at Fox for 'The
Wbbber Officer Stays in 6. Fk
Romantic Widow,* followlpg his
Herman Wobber, after several
megglng of 'Robbers Roost' and re- days
in Los Angeles on Foz .dlstrl«
makes on 'Cianyon Walls.'
bution, returned to San Francisco^
with no present plans to transfer
Adele Buffingto^i's story, 'Cheat- headquarters south.
ers,' has been bought by Allied in
script form.
Radio la testing Marjorle White,,
formerly of vaude, for the ^ead In
Jack Cluett Is working on a con- the Wheeler-Woolsey picture which
tinuity for 'Buddies,' which Metro William Selter "will meg.
shelved some months, ago. Now inBreak for J live Crosbys
tended for Jimmy Durante, Buster
Larry Darmour is giving all. %ti^
Keaton: and Jackie Cooper.
Juvenile Blng Crosbys and Kate
Smiths
an opportunity in his bur«
Roy William Nelll will direct
'Murder of the Circus Queen' for lesque on Paramount's 'Big Broadcast.' Mickey McGulre short will be
Columbia.
titled "Mickey's Big Broadcast.*
Lola Lane, following the filing pf
Paramount has Philip Wylie writdivorce action against Lew Ayres^ is
returning to pictures under the ing an orlg around the title, 'Fifty
same agency managenient as her Years from Now,' and Lester. Cole^
'

estranged husband.
handling both.

Ivan

Kahn

is

'Delinquent.'

,,w<

.Soap's One- Reel Plug.
Marilyn Knowlton, six-year^ojd.who models for White King Soap)*
,.i

U Drops Four Writers
William Hurlburt, Gordon Morris,
Clarence Marks and Wellyn Totman,

Fox dropped Irene Lee, N. Y. acbrought here as an associate
producer. In her six months here
she did not supervise a picture.

Columbia's compilation of newsreel clips and Italian government
library stuff on the life of Mussolini,
goes into the Criterion, New York,
shortly for two-a-day at $1.50.
Patchwork film carries running
offscreen comment by Lowell Thomas. Present title, 'MuBsolini Speaks,'

may be

billboards, will ajppear in the .<rompany's advertising one-reeler.
j ;j

tress,

Mussolini at $1.50

changed.

"Broadway Bad' getting a retake
treatment at Fox to build the court
scenes.

l«ad In "Dressmaker,' from the
French play, 'Llnlvllle,' by Alfred
Savolr, goes to Slissa Landl at Fox.
Horace Jackson adapting.
Paramount, Metro and Fox will
peaks In Febbruary, with 12 pictures in work at
Par, eight at Metro and eight at
Fox.

Much Confusion and Feefing

Frankie Darro on Loan
Mascot loaned FranlHe Darro to
Warners for 'Mayor of Hell,' formerly called 'Reform School.'
Skeets Gallagher and Noel Franhave the leads In 'Reform Girl,*
which Sam Neufeld is directing for

cis

RKO

RKO

York

area. Par cannot C.O.D.
houses involved.
In addition to Warners, Publix
was also C.O.D.'d by Radio and Co-

by some distributors
and
to the proposition, with the others RKO houses by other dlstribs, with
lumbia.
marking time until the studio can
all bookings on a cash basis, is one
Limit Credit
assure them that he will come into
of the first and most disturbing
Fox and Universal are extending
line with the rest of them.
aftermaths of the Pufojix-RKO re- credit. Where formerly it was three
ceiverships. Immediately on the top weeks. Fox has reduced the credit
of the receiver actions against the to a week and Universal to two
PAYING
two companies, their circuits were weeks, for Publix.
notified of conditions to be Imposed.
Fox, Columbia, Universal and Radio are continuing to serve RKO
PICTURE Conferences were quickly called theatres
$100,000
and In some. cases credit was arinto which its film goes in
ranged on a satisfactory basis, no- the usual manner, with no difficulHollywood, Jan. 30.
tably between Publix and the Fox ties experienced up to yesterday
When Paramount tried to get and Universal
(Monday) when 'Variety' went to
companies.
Jack Pearl for 'International House,'
Metro and United Artists up to press.
the comedian demanded two picture
All fllm bills are generally paid
yesterday (Monday) were the only
contracts of $100,000 for the first picdistributors continuing to extend the three weeks after playdate, with
ture and $126,000 for the second.
usual film credit of three weeks. payments on such current bookings
Understood Metro is paying him Both companies have large con- to a large distributor sometimes
$100,000 each for, two pictures.
tracts with Publix, but do not sell running as high as $200,000. It Is
Metro paid $60,000 for the rights film to RKO on seasonal buys.
said
Publix owes Warner and
to 'When Ladles Meet,' stage play.
Metro film rental close to this
C.O.D.'8
Warner Bros, created the first amount. RKO's account with CoMary Garden at
furore by notifying Publix and RKO lumbia ran at about $60,000.
While the Warner C.O.D. order
that henceforth all its film would
Chicago, Jan. 30.
Mary Garden set for week Feb. be delivered to theatres on a C.O.D. to Publix made Publix dig up ready
basis. In tUm, the Warner theatres money to cover dellvjerles to its the17 at Chicago theatre.
were C.CD.'d by Paramount and atres, the Paramount C.O.D.'ing of
Radio Pictures. Action of Warners, Warner houses made
dig for a
with company refusing to conilnue larger amount on snort notice.
L. A. to N. Y.
credit, came as a shock and over the
Mlrldm Jordan.
week-end created a problem for
Chicago, Jan. 30.
Al Lewln.
Publix particularly, with company
Informed that Warner and Radio
Winfleld Sheehan.
having to pay
In cash to cover film was now on a cash basis, and
current booklngrs.
credit shortened by Fox and UniverRKO Is. not a large customer of sal, Balaban & Katz (Publix) is said
N. Y. to L. A.
Warners, using the film only in cer- to have put in a rebuttal by offering
Jack Dempsey.
tain situations. While also C.O.D.'d to pay 70% C.O.D. cash for all picLeonard Goldstein.
Otherwise the cash fllm
by Paramount its difficulties were tures.
Dave Gould.
mild compared to those of Publix. would be rejected. If accepted at
Joe Toplitzky.
Under the RKO francbise for Par- 70%, that is of the C.O.D. amount,
amount pictures in the Greater New that would be payment In full.
Jack Warner.

METRO

of 8t. Morita.'

Helene Madison, BWlmmeiV-apotted

cancellation in Publix

PEARL

PER

.

Home

W5

m;

super-

vision of Metro's 'Soviet' since work
started on the story t^o years ago,

C 0. D. Shipments

Restriction of film credit to Pub-

Ed Wynn's Texaco com- overhead must come down to keep Ux and
in step with returns, Barthelmess is
reported to have turned a deaf ear and Its

Parade' is winding up its legit road
tour prior to going into the Capitol
Intact.
Whether the stage broad
cast goes depends on what Schenck
finds out in Buffalo.
The Capitol booking and the $20,
000 record picture house flat salary
for Wynn and his show, hinged
largely on the stage broadcast,
Loew counting on the ether ex
ploitation for the theatre through
Wynn's sizable ether audience.
Wynn has been stage-broadcast
ing in legit bouses on the road with
Texaco's consent for about six

Sun

hit their production

WYNN MAY NOT RADIO
FROM CAPITOL'S STACE
That

30.

It is reported here- Fox Films &iay
ask for receivership of the Wesco
Corporation, a .theatre holding comContractees' Opposition
pany, affiliated with Fox - West
Coast and controlled by Fox Films.
To Sahiy Concessions Wesco lis guarantor on several theatre. leases held by. F-,WC.; If the
riecelvership of Wesco should occur
Burbank, Jan. 30.
Warners is trying to work out a and the Fox people are 'stkted to be
plan for general overhead reduction discusslng^ such an eventtiallty, it
throug'h. having all of their stars wUl pot, affect. Fox- West^ Coast.
Wesco is not an operating comand contract players make either
hnanclal concessions on the con- pany. Pox- West Coast is the thetracts or do without pay for specific atre operating firm, and Fox-WC
periods, covering the closed period recently received around $1,600,000
from, the Chase Bank to care for
and into the summer.
Hindrance to the plan cropped up certain maturing obligations, $600,from Richard Barthelmess who in- 000 of "which was immediate.
The- F-WC chain is stated to be
sist that he get $425,000 for four
pictures that he has to make before in pretty compact condition since
the expiration, of bis termer. This letting go of the Pacific Northwest
attitude of Barthelmess Is reported circuit. Also, the presently moving
to have deterred other stars and plan of shoving out Midwesco with
players iFrom acceding to the plan. its 65 middle- west 'theatres to forAll of the higher executives are re- mer owners on a 60-60 basis with
ported to have taken a cut when the control in F-WC.
given new contracts recently and
Officials of tlie wiestern chain are
directors in most Instances are now on their way east to figure out
understood, to be playing ball with the thing with home office officials.
the studio.. In the case of the latter,
some of the meggers are said to
Actress Out
have agreedfta reduction on the condition -that they be permitted to
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
make pictures during a 12-week
Charlotte -Susa, (3erman actress,
period for other companies at a has been let out by Metro.
figure higher than the one the stuShe has been at the studio six
dio has paid them.
months without a picture assignIn the case of Barthelmess he had ment.

Barthelmess Leads

Greta Garbo's second picture on
her return with Metro will be 'Th«

Delayed by Cortex's 2d Spot
Rlcardo Cortez's appearance In
Warners, with Its studio closlns
Charles R. Rogers' 'Bedfellows' has shortly, has dropped Gene Markey
delayed production on B. P. Schul- and Sidney Sutherland from th«
berg's 'Police Surgeon' until Feb. 20. writing staff.

Hawks.

1% + U
30

Chevalier's 'Bed T-ime Story' at Par
goes to Leah Ray, blues singer at
the Coooanut Qrove.

has

gesting jthat the. Hqutdation was not
yet completed even at such prices
as 6% for the Par-Pub 6%'s, 8% for
the older Par-Fam-Lasky 6's.
Movement toward' dumping obligations spread to other issues -In
the group until at the end of the
week the nine listed bonds had lost
an aggregate of nearly 40 points
from the levels of the Saturday .previous.
The 'grim jest, of -the week two pictures to make for the combefore was repjfeated when the de- pany at 1187.600 'eachl Studio execs
bentures of the Shubert Corpora- came to him and asked that he retion, which has been ordered to vise his contract. He finally agreed
liquidation, were the only obliga- to make one picture free of charge
(Continued on page 25)
and one for $126,000, providing the
company would give him a new deal
for an additional three at $100,000
each. This proposition at the time
was looked upon by the studio offl
clals as an altruistic gesture on the
part of the star. However, when
Jack Warner sent out word that
mercial broadcast will emanate from
the stage of the Capitol theatre,
New York, during his $20,000 week
there commencing Feb. 10, Is in
doubt.
Loew requested the stage
broadcast but Wynn's advertiser has
entered an objection, stating it preferred tlie comic to broadcast from
a studio without notifying the Loew
office Just why.
^
Marvin Schenck, the Ikjcw booking head, went to Buffalo yesterday

to'

receivership,

'

1%

Qen. T. cf. 1%
Keith .... 80
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Roxy's

-IH

Bonds
$2,000
6,000
3G.00O
14,000
106,000
2.000

RKO

.

le
I'Ji-i*

%

With

question

the
status begins
anew.
Tlie company notice that
Roxy was to -continue was sent before the receivership action was
taken.
Roxy, at present convalescing at.
home, is expected to go South for a
rest before returning to active
operation at Radio City.'

+

%

%

slightly

with dealings still on a' iAmall scale
as a few cautious shorts withdrew
until the long awaited steel verdict
is known.

tic,

1

114
4ik

40 Univ.

1616

IH

i%
i%

RKO

0,000

le

RCA

while traders

awaited the action' today (Tues.) of
the U. S. Steel directors on the $7
preferred dividend which the street
fully expects to be pared to $3 or $4.
Volume at 2.10 was below 350,000
shares and prices were within extremely narrow range as instanced
by the difference of less than a point
between the day's high and low of
American T. & T. Toward the end
of the

...

10 Orpb.

aOOO Par-P

.

a stand

was sent

letter to this effect

Roxy.
Net
HIsli.Low.tast.cbKe.
aeo Col. PlcL. 10
0% 10
SOO Cons. F... ft
S
3
2.400
Do pf... 10
e
10
%
700 EMt. Kod. SSK
68% +114

Sales.

Lioew'e

waa only fractionally off.
The market for stocks was practically at

A

Yesterday's Prices

Amusement bonds slipped further
to new record lows in some cases
yesterday while stooks were quiet
and about repeated their bottoms of
last week. Paramount Publlz S%%
liens touched 6^4- during the momine while Warner convertibles eased

WB

Premier.

Fox brought Howard
and stage

Lally, radio

actor, west.

Molly Rlchardel, author of 1 Loved
You Wednesday,' arrives here Feb.
1 to collaborate with Philip Klein
on Fox's fllm version of the play.

Gene Fowler refused to- take the
adapting Job on his 'Shoe the Wild
Mare' at Paramount, as he may remain here only six weeks longer.
Believjng

Edward Everett Horton

will supply sufficient comedy In the
Chevalier picture, 'Bed Time Story,'
Charlies Ruggles has been 'withi

drawn from the

cast at Paramount.

Claude Blnyon and Frank Butler
doing additional dialog on 'Dead
Reckoning' at Paramount.
Father- and Son
Metro's 'Gabriel Over the Whit©
House' has Walter Huston starred
and his son John doing the story

treatment.
Radio's asking price of $76,000 lor

the loah of Ann Harding for Mefro's"
'When Ladies' Meet' has chilled tWti"
deal.

other

Metro now looking
femme name.

for an-,

German

Actress,

Charlotte Susa,

dropped by Metro after six months
on the lot without a picture.
Flske O'Hara,

who

Warners Downtown,

recently played
is

making a

try for picture. Leo Morrison, his
agent, is lining up tests.

Robert Parkinson, business manager for Royal Laboratory, is pub(Contlnued on page 31)

.

.

Tnc3t!ay, January 31,
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1933
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Par-Mlix Last Balance Sheet
Moat recent Faramount-Publix consolidated balance sheet Is that
reporting company position as of Dec. 26, 1931, and contained in
the annual report for the calendar year 1931. This survey does not
Include the bank loans assumed last summer, secured by negatives,
involving 113,000,000. Report for 1932 would have been due late
this February or early In March in the ordinary course of business.

Film customers and sundries

HI u. s. pix

Native and Naturalized Players, Directors and Writers
Solicit
Aid of Hearst,

Total.

O&sli •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Account? receivable:
$963,526.44
Adv. to subsld. cos
376,043.31
Adv. to producers

RKO's Last Balance Sheet

CITIZENS

y

AsBCta
$4,949,282.65

and Legion in
Forcing Producers to Give
Preference Over Importees
Labor

4,066,162.83
6,404,732.58

Inventory:
$11,638,727.92
Releases, cost less depletion
6,301,266.28
Completed prods, not released
2,884,856.69
Prod, in process
Seen, and oth. costs app. to fut. prod. 2,197,591.33
1,585,292.80
Rights to plays, etc. (at cost)

Prepaid expenses.
Total current and working assets
Deposits to secure contracts.
Investments in subsid. companies

national

$298,304,108.49

Foroign

this

applying approximately $13,000,000 appreciation in land
on independent appraisals of 1928 or prior.
Liabilities and Capital
Total.

to subsid. cos

Owing

to outside producers, etc

Purchase money obligations for properties and inVeatments, maturing serially within 12 months....
1931 Federal taxes (estimated)

Total current

liailltles

film rentals, etc

them in

direction.

was to sothe aid of William Randolph
Hearst in the matter.
Their plea to the publisher was

on the grounds that having championed the Buy American cause In
his chain of newspapers, he should

4,684,283.60
196,145.24

Other inv. and dep
Deferred charges

Cash

and aid the employment of Americans in the motion
picture Industry. Hearst responded
to a telegraphic protest from these
people, with a promise to confer
with a committee upon his return
to Hollywood from his San Simeon

11,259,751.21

972.960.73
2,316,049.79
2,982,974.00

estate shortly.

Outstanding

Earned surplus.

.

Total liabilities

Play

$139,870,298.23

Word
5,791,391.66
1,989,668.75

Market laecurties
Accrued interest,

27,269,356.60

and

capital

288,399.12

Liabilities

Due

PRESENT FILM MAKING
Sam

way

on the
Coast In company with John Zanft
and Max Gordon, is reported hoping
to organize a cooperative independent producing film outfit on an old
theory ever new and always with
an appeal, which he is trying to
bring to life, with everyone in on a
percentage basis. This would take
Katz,

to

the

In all persons associated with pictures from star down to camera-

man.
Zanft

is

with Katz as his partner

In the proposed cooperative venture.
It is said.
The percentage idea has

Cal.

A.F.O.L. and their national organizations in a boycott of pictures
with outstanding foreign casta and
unnaturalized directors, unless consideration was shown them by the
producers.
Peculiarly, lined up in the move-

Employment

ment and working with Americanized picture people are a number

Law, Affecting Agents

of foreigners, particularly English,
who have been in Hollywood several years. This unit consists mostly of those who have applied for
citizenship. They contend that Pox

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
California
private
employment
law, as it affects theatrical agentclient relations, will be tested,

with

ter players for their pictures without going outside of the boundaries
of Hollywood.

O'Reilly's Secret Service

cision was not in connection with
a theatrical agency suit.
In one case in the local court last
week, Superior Judge Lester Roth
ruled that theatrical agencies do not
have to abide by tne law's 10% provisions. This was In the demurrer

The

bureau in Washington,
starting with the Koosevelt regime,
will function along secret service
lines.
Charles O'Reilly, its head,
intends to be in Washington only
for the inaugral ceremony.
The bureau will be a part of
Democratic National Headquarters.
O'Reilly does not intend to publicize

been talked of for years by many of Alfred A. Cohen to the $6,500
persons but nothing of moment in commission suit of Edward Small
that direction was ever attempted. when Cohen said Small violated the
Gordon, stage producer, is ac- law by charging more than 10% of
companying Katz and Zanft and the first month's salary, i.e., a like
is interested.
Trio pulled out from commission on the full duration of any of
New York yesterday (Monday).
pletlf*
the Job.
(

film

its

.

8,316,871

to bfflcers

Dep. on sale of

Accrued taxes.

and

Def. accts.

inv., etc
Int.,

arid

Funded

60,0'^'^

60,000
1,667,442
344,314
18,620,976
39,463,534
4,361,926

exp

deb. pay.

debt.,

Reserves
Int. of mln. stockholders in sub
Capital surplus
Deficit

2,336,6
490,21i>

407,640
40,361,600
3,901,312

2,638;343
1,344,747

4,633,670
76.065,193

$132,294i936

$117,796,076

,

Totals

* After depreciation and amortization.
t Represented by 2,328,260 no-par shares, excluding 63,148 shares
held in treasury and including shares reserved for stocks of subsidiaries not yet exchanged.
t Represented by 600,000 no-par shares.
§ Represented y
2,446,298 no-par shares outstanding, including
shares reserved for common stocks of subsidiaries not yet exchanged.

Surplus.

IZHons for 48 Fox Features

—Sheehan

Average

for Next Season
East to Confer on It

$250,<

New Fox

Lois Weber's Return
Hollywood, Jan.

30.

Hoping to re-enter pictures as a
director, Lois Weber has made an

studio.

Miss

femme

moves

until their

com-

Weber,

Hollywood's

director, is not

first

on salary.

MERCHANTS PUBLiaV
ADV. THEATRE'S VALUE
Reading, Pa., Jan. 30.
double page advertisement by
in behalf of the' Park
theatre, was the business men's
recognition of the benefit having a

A

merchants

and other studios could have found
a number of good English charac- theatre

the case now being prepared by Peyt<m H. Moore, who is witholdlng the
nOTne of his client, an actor.
Ten percent clause in the employment law has been declared unconstitutional already by the state Supreme court, although the rest of the
act was not invalidated.
The de-

$4,3^08,900

6,010,300
t46,934,769
1

$48,687,714
7,910,434

Deposits

Theatres Picture Boycott
arrangement with Universal to act
The telegram further stated that as talent scout with the view of
efforts would be made to enlist the eventually turning megger for the

—

$4,303,900
6,811,100

This group, which

directors.

t Including 65,000 shares deposited in escrow under stock repurchase contracts, since delivered to the corporation.
Note. Par-P stock has since been changed from no par to par $10.

$117,796,076

Totals

7% pfd. stock
Orph. Circuit, Inc., 8% pfd. stock
Class A stock
tClass B stock
Common stock
,
Notes and accounts pay
Dividends pay

communication to

they are determined to see that native and naturalized Americans get
preference over foreign casta and

* Including 7,084 shares, represented by scrip.
During the year
1931 the corporation purchased 105,239 shares, under options, increasing the investment cost in consolidated subsidiaries by the premium paid for such shares; the remaining 47,484 shares have since
been purchased by the corporation.

KATZ' PERCENTAGE FOR Testing

the

were imported.

$2,902,213.17

$132,294,935

! !

Kelth-Albee-Orpheum

consists of a number of prominent^
actors, writers and directors, state

$1,678,274.55
643,369.50
292,170.00

1,491,971
1,662,494
102,630
675,260
8,842,116

ll'6.884

*.

'

Down On Importees

of

publicity of negotiations for
foreigners in any branch of their
organizations.
The wire sent Hearst stressed
heavily on the Fox production of
'Cavafcade,'
for
which English
players and writers and experts

$298.304,108.49

Contingent mortgage liability of subsidiary cos
Contingent liability on Investment notes discounted.
Letter of credit expiring March 23, 1933
Guaranty of employees' stock subscriptions (secured
by deposit of $160,000 par value of treasury bonds
and 64,800 shares of treasury stock) t

148,209
.... 10,879,136

. .

:

etc

Inventories

any

150,652,749.85

.

10,674,170
1,216,682

. . .

Adv. to outside prod

Hearst reached the producers, with
the latter reported keeping down on

3,160,596 shares $123,383,394.36

.

3,106,612
3,662,626
3,844,614

;

loans
Subscrtp: to debs and stocic (unpaid)
Notes and accts. rec...

V

Total liabilities
Interest of minority stockholders in capital and surplus of subsidiary companies
Stock dividend payable Dec. 31, 1931
Common capital stock without par value (Note).
Issued
3,312,688 shares.. *$132,095,311.41
Less: Treas. stk.
162,092 shares. .
t8>711,917.06

$89,807,866
3,963,297
6,253,581
3,670,718
2,536,145

Call

also step out

.98,656,882.61

Advance payments of

to aid

licit

$23,681,679.99

Reserve for foreign exchange fluctuations.
Appropriated surplus and other reserves..

Wars

out of the local studios

$7,500,000.00
3,830,284.50
118,238.59
940,322.58
6,494,731.23
918,674.36

.

Purchase money obligations for properties and investments, maturing serially after one year. .......
Mortgages and bonds of subsid. cos
$72,438,882.51
20-year 6% sinking fund gold bonds
12,542,000.00
20-year B%% sinking fund gold bonds.. 13,676,000.00

including

These actors at present are unwilling to come out in the open but
their first move t9 keep importees

values, based

Owing

organizations,

1930.

^Buildings, land. Improvements, leaseholds,
goodwill, and contracts
$94,835,842
Inv. in and adv. to afBI. cos
3,812,162

the American Federation of Labor,
the American Legion and Veterans
of

Notes payable
Accounts payable

di-

ni0nt slack of lato in the studios,

231,463,654.31
6,430,223.78

Unsecured trade accept, discounted by foreign subsid.
Sxcise taxes, payrolls and accruals

and

have organized for ths purposs of
a movement to keep foreigners in
their various crafts out of Hollywood. They have contacted various

$71,361,578.50
Land*!
133,160,717.59
Buildings, leases, etc
Prem. paid for cap. stk. of cons, subs.* 26,498,210.04
463,148.18
Adv. payments on purch. of real prop.

* After

actors, writers

who have found omploy-

rectors

Fixed assets:

Total assets

Assets
1931.

American

$37,732,641.80
3,205,739.51
20,471,949.09

Deferred charges

Following is the last balance sheet of RKO covering its position
This survey does not give effect to the company's recapitalization plan which had been approved bV stockholders after a contest Dec. 12, 1931. Rights of stockholders under
this plan did not expire until Jan. 9, 1932.
Plan called for raising $11,600,000 by the offering of new debentures and a drastic revision of the old 'A' and 'B' stock. Old Class 'A*
stockholders received % share of new common for each old share.
In addition 'A' stockholders were invited to subscribe to new debentures in the ratio of one $5 bond face for each old share held and
with each $5 of principal amount went % shares of new stock in
the form of voting trust certificates. Payment of 50% was due
Jan. 9 and the remainder due at call up to Dec. 1, 1931. Non-subscribers received only % share of new stock for each share of old.
RCA underwrote the new bonds.
as. of Dec. 31, 1931.

PROTEST 'CAVALCADE^
24,607,734.92
766,652.37
2,004,139.38

Securities

VARIETT

In

their

block.

Manager

Cornelius G. Keeney, in a statement
explaining the necessity of cutting
his admission to 40c, gave these and
other business men a new angle
from which to look at theatres.
Keeney has been playing vaudeville-pictures.

Keeney's statement reminded hotel and restaurant ihen, specialty
shops and other businesses that a
theatre with a personnel of 30 to
70 people, including talent, stage
hands and musicians, instead of
merely giving the public canned
music, is an asset to any city, and
that he expects business men in his
locality to CO operate.

The statement made a

hit

and

the double-truck adverti.scment was
the result.
Each ad was a tie-up
with the Park theatre.

production

budget

is

figured at $12,000,000 for 48 pic^
tures for next season. This would
mean an average cost per film of
$250,000.

It's

slightly

the estimate cost per
season.

lower than

Fox

film this

Winnie Sheehan

is heading east,
stated, to discuss this new
budget plan.
All of this means that Fox Film
Is financially set. Any and all merirer stuft for Pox Is Just
one of
those things for the plesent at least,
it is said.
it

is

The idea that Fox and RKO
might hook up was busted even
before the latter company walked
into the receivership thing. The
Warner-Fox move is credited solely
to sources close to Edward Tinker,
chairman of the Fox Board, and
formerly the company president.
Tinker is the enigma of the Fox
setup.
None of the ofHcIals can
figure how he stands.
His contract was due to be finished around
a month or so ago, with comment
downtown that maybe Tinker would
retire
from the company. This
hasn't happened.
Sidney Kent's contract with Fox
through Chase has him the head
man with the bank agreeing to
stick

by at

least for

two years.

Goldwyn's Staff of 10
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
be cut down to
and the United
been skeleton-

Goldvvyn stalT will
10 people ne.\t week,
Aril.sts lot has also
ized until

May.

...

i
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Coast Qoudbursts Puttii^ Damper

On Grosses; Mae West s Opera Oke
Gross, $12,000; Hustling,' $7:500
Loa Angeles, Jan.
Paramount, with
'She

of 'the

local

Is

Lotsa Radio In-Persons

30.

Mae West

Done Him Wrong,'

In

the leader

On

B'klyn Stages

No Help

group during another

Brooklyn, Jan. 80.
Peaceful at the boxofllces here,
with the Paramount particularly
away from the ainusement emporl hard hit. Radio attractions galore
urns.
Over weekend biz was shot what with Kate Smith at the Par,
a bit.
Boswell trio at the Met and Jesters
Chinese, with 'Cavalcade' In third at the ailing Fox
week. Is holding up in fairly good
Estimates for This Week
shape, with the cheaper seats much
Paramount (4,200; 26-35-65-76in demand, aa is the case at the 85). 'Billion Dollar Scandal* (Par)
and
stage
show headed by Kate
Blltmore where the upper floors go
Smith. Picture got a good drubbing
like hot cakes over the lower for from scribes. Around $24,000, poor.
'Sign of the Cross.' Trade for sec- Her picture, 'Hello. Everybody,' Is
ond stanza is practically on a par not coming next week, reason being
with the first, with the chance the that 'Lost Souls* from the RIalto,
N. T., must first precede. Last week
picture may be stretched for an'Tonight Is Ours' (Par) produced
other week here, though profit will
only $28,000.
not come out of the run.
Fox (4,100; 26-35-55-66-76), 'Air
Warner houses with 'Lawyer Man' Hostess'
(Col)
and stage show
at the Downtown and Hollywood boasting
of the Tastyyeast Jesters.
are fairly good, with the former May do $10,000, weak. Last
week
house havinf the edge on the 'Second Hand Wife* (Fox) a cool
suburban.
$12,000.
Pantages went Into double bill
Albee (3,500; 25-36-66-76), 'Bitter
take
with
par
In
on
which
Is
grind,
Tea* (Col) and vaude featuring Alex
what was gotten out of the picture- Gray and Bernlce Claire. Looks
stage show policy here. 'Whistling like under $20,000, mild biz. Last
in the Dark,' with final week of week 'Animal Kingdom' (RKO) did
stage shows at the State, looks like a fair $22,000.
a bust at only $7,600. 'No Other
IMetropolitan (3,000; 25-35-66-66Woman' at the RKO rather a weak 75-85), 'Whistling in the Dark*
(M-G) and vaiude. Boswell Sisters
Estimates for Thit Week
have played this town at least a
Biltmore (1.666; 66-$1.65)^<Slgn half-dozen times now and mean
of the Cross' (Par) (2d week>. With little at b.o.
Around $19,000, bad.
cheaper seats heavily In demand Last week 'Employees Entrance*
should hit close to the (8,000- which (WB) $21,100, mild.
It got on the first seven days.
Strand (2.000; 26-36-66), '20.000
Chinese (Fox) (2,028; 56-11:66)— Tears in Sing Sing* (WB). Fine
'Cavalcade* (Fox), and stage show stride. $16,000.
Last week 'Frisco
(3d week). Holding up fairly well Jenny* (WB) did nicely at $14,000.
after initial week's take of $16,400.
quiet business. That
bugaboo rain la keeping the folks

week of rather

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 26-70)—
•Lawyer Man' (WB) and vaudeville.
Powell strong draw down here, with
possibility It will gamer around
$10,500. Last week '20,000 Tears In
Sing Sing* (WB) very good at $11,-

•D6ath Klas' (WW) and 'Hypno
A very bad $3,600
tlzed' (Educ).
looms. Last week 'Sport Parade'
(RKO) finished bit below expectations at $6,300.

Paramount (Publlx) (3,696; 2665)—'She Done Him Wrong* (Par)
Mae West seems to be the medium
for draw to the 'Diamond Lil' opera
which will hit around

$12,000. oke.

Last week 'Tonight la Ours* (Par)
poor at $10,100.
RKO (2,950; 26-56)—"No Other

LEGIT'S
Bills

Oke

ihaedchen; sg, n'ark
Newark, Jan. 80.
They've still got money enough
go for draws as 'Strange Interlude* at Lioew*s shows and •Maedchen in Uniform' at the Terminal.
The former heads for $18,000 while
the German film opened Saturday
aa If it would break the season's
record with $8,000.
Business, however, Is really off at
the neighborhood.
There are no
price cuts as yet with one or two
minor drops outside of the city bal
anced by other raises.
The Mosque has closed again but
may again reopen this season de
pending on product
Estimates for This Week
Branford (WB) (2,966; 15-66).
•Employees Entrance* (WB). Opened
well but did not hold strength;
probably around $9,000. Last week
'20,000 Tears in Sing Sing* (WB)
to

'Cavalcade' at $1-10 top beginning
Feb. 18.
Estimates for This Week
Paramount (Publlx) (2.348; 86-60)
New
—'Sign of Cross' (Par).
straight sound policy, sans stage
show, strictly okay at $9,000. Last
week, 'Island of Lost Souls* (Par),
and unit (final) got $8,100, weak.
Palace (Arthur) (3.040; 35-60)—
•Mummy* (U), and 'Hot Pepper*
(Fox).
Horror picture may suffer
following last week's 'Lost Souls'
but balanced bill should be okay
around $6,600. Last week, 'SonDaughter' (MG), and 'Second Hand
Wife' (Fox), took a bad plunge to a

Strand (1,600

;

40)— 'Second Hand

Showing a flurry and
good $2,000. Last week
•Man Against Woman* (Col), nice
to

at $1,700.

Tudor

House takes the
(800;

veil this

50-$1.60)— 'Sign of
Priced too

Cross' (Pir). (2d week).

MPLS/ HORROR

PIC BIZ

WEEK; BAD
WEATHER

boost for the Albee's take over last

Weekend

weather

a

For

Heading for $2,700, below and 'Whoopee' on stage, $12,000, fair.
Century (Publlx) (1.600; 40)—
Last week 'Me and My
and 'Handle With Care* Second Hand Wife* (Fox). Doing
(Fox) and 'Cry' of the World' added aurprlalngly well, helped by Manfor second half pulled $3,200, swell. ager Ayre*s neat exploitation job;;
Family (RKO) (1, 000; 16-26), about $6,000 indicated, pretty good.
Ranch*
(WW) and Last week, 'Son-Daughter* (MG),
•Dynamite
•SlighUy Married* (1st Div). Split $2,800. poor.
Lyric (Publlx) (1.300; 36)—•Fast
week. Ken Maynard the magnet in
Pace Is around Life* (MG). Haines no draw here
the former film.
Last week •Robber*s any more, but this is a g'ood pic$2,200, fair.
Roost* (Fox) and 'Crooked Circle* ture for house and pleasing cus^
tomers. Should reach $4,000. pretty
(Stan) $2,800, oke.
Strand (1,160; 15-36), 'Self De- good. Last week. 'Sherlock Holmes'
Pauline Frederick (Fox) collapsed after good startf
fense' (Mono).
depended upon as the trade bringer, $3,200, light
ilptown (Publlx) (1,400; 40)-^
but not so hot at $2,0 00 pa ce. Last
week •Hypnotized' (WW) $2,200. 'Animal Kingdom* (RKO). Headed
Last week.
fair.
for a good $8,600.
Ufa (400; 80-40), •With WUllam- •Rain* (MG), pulled after three dfiys^
son Beneath the Sea* (Prin). Bub- and 'Tesa of the Storm Country^
bling to $1,200, good. Thia picture (Fox), split $2,600, light
waa put in the middle of last we§k
Grand (Publlx) (1,100; 86)—'Rain*
to replace 'Technocracy* (Stand), (MG), second loop run, anl •Central
Two Worlds* (Flsoh) and "War Park' (FN), first loop run, split
Debts' (Stand) which tumbled to a Maybe $2,000, pretty good.
Last
miserable low for this house of $400 week. •Billion Dollar Scandal* (Par),
for five days.
first loop run, out after a couple ot
daya, and 'Call Her Savage* (Fox),
aecond loop run, apllt $2,200, fair,
with latter accounting for moat of

Hurtiiig Pic Biz week.

average.

Providence, Jan. 80.
Frigid weather over the weekend
very likely to hamper things. Combined stage opposlsh exceptionally,
strong, hindering chances for the
picture houses to pull in decent
grosses.
Lew Leslie's •Rhapsody in Black'
starring Ethel Waters at the Carlton
all week, and this Is Just the type
of a slLow that usually cramps the
style of the picture folk.
Both Fay's and
Albee are
plugging their variety bills heavily.
Then there Is the Modern which Is
now operating on a grind policy of
burlesque, vaudeville and pictures at
40c top. And on top of thia several

nabe stands here have added

five

acts of vaudeville to their regular
picture program over the weekend.
There's no doubt that this sudden
fiurry to live entertainment Is hurting the picture trade here.
Grosses seem to be pretty well
distributed with no particular house
as outstanding. Loew's State where
26c top is now in effect showing
slight

improvement over

but climb

Is

last week,
nothing to rave about

Gal* (Fox)

JIGSAW PUZZLE CRAZE
W.
NEW OPPOSISH

Estimates for This Week
IN N.
RKO Albee (2,300; 15-66)—'The
Mummy* (U) and vaUde. Karloff
Portland, Ore., Jan. 80.
opus not expected to do anything
sensational. Swell vaude bill bringBridge, radio and new fad of jiging the crowd to thia spot. House saw puzzles have been putting the
.

anticipates gross of at least $8,000,
fair but down a peg.
Last week
'Guilty or Not Guilty' (Mono) and
'Rio Rita' stage unit oke at $10,600.
16-56)—
Fay's (1,600;
'Face In the

STATE, ORPH, 9G EACH

Wife* (Fox).

ONCr

—

N.O.VERYQ.T.ATB.O.'S;

may go

WOW ^5,000 NO

AID TO

for
swell
amusements. Picture theatres feelMinneapolis, Jan. 30.
ing legit opposition for first time
Handicapped by lack of outatand.
this season with 'Of Thee I Sing* Ing attractions In addition to bad
current at $35,000 or better, biggest weather breaks, loop showhouses
business Shubert has done In aev- are having slow going this week.
eral yeara.
'Island of Lost Souls^ at the State
and The Mummy* at the Orpheum.
Estimates for This Weak
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 86-66), 'Bil- the two leading loop stands, makes
lion I>ollar Scandal' (Par) and Pola this a 'horror* week, but the splneNegri headlining five-act vaude bill. ohilling stuff has been overdone the
It's the first personal app. of the past year and no longer boasts boxpassioned Pole and her name Is all offlce potency.
'Second Hand Wife' at the Cenover the theatre's exterior and press
Attracting tury and 'Fast Life' at the Lyrlo
and poster spreads.
Aided by the novel's
$16,000, fair. Last week 'Hot Pep- look strong.
low $4,700.
per* (Fox) and vaude with DAphne prestige and the feminine appeal,
Roger Sherman (WB) (2,200; 36- Pollard topped, $11,300, rather chilly. 'Wife* has the Century off to a bet60)
'Employees' Entrance' (WB),
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 30-66), •Kid ter than average week.
and 'Hard to Handle' (WB). Will From Spain' (UA). Cantor cantered
Estimates for This Week
get a good share of town's biz for to a roaring $23,800, last week. JusState (Publlx) (2,200; 66)— 'Isle of
a good $6,600. Last week, 'Cynara' tifying an encore week that's bidLost Souls* (Ptur). Nicely sold by
(UA), and 'Death Kiss* (WW) ding for $15,000, excellent
Manager Frank Steffys with sex
reached $6,300.
Lyric (RKO) (1,286; 80-65), -Ma- angle and novelty stressed in
ads
College (Arthur) (1,516; 25-40)— ddme Butterfiy' (Par).
This re"Face in Sky' and 'Obey the Law.' liable vehicle rolling to a merry and In front of theatre. But picture
Headed for a fair $2,200 to equal $7,600, swell. Last week "No Other lacks draw names or feminine apsurfeit
had
of
peal
and
have
a
fans
Other
Woman'
last
week's •No
Woman* (RKO) $6,400, good.
shocks, so biz isn*t holding up any
(RKO) and 'Air Hostess' (Col).
Keith's (Llbson) (1,600; 26-40).
well. Looks around $8,600, fair.
"Ladies They Talk About' (WB). too
(Par),
Ours*
Last
'Tonight
Is
week,
BarbEura Stanwyck the big draw for
a dandy $6,000. Last week 'Para- $8,000. fab-.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,890; 65)—
Pro?,
Pushover
chute Jumper' (WB) rose to a fair
Mummy* (U) and vaude. including
$4,000.
More horror film
16-30), Estelle Taylor.
(RKO)
Grand
(1,026;
Stage Shows,
'Penguin Pool Murder* (RKO) and fare. Doesn't look to top mild $7,500.
Split Last week, 'No More Orchids' (Col)
'Goldie Gets Along* (RKO).

Sky' (Fox) and vaude. Stage show
doing the pulling at this stand also,
looks fair at $6,000. Last week •Darpower to this
ing Daughters' (Tower) depended
fell off to $10,000.
content with not hot $4,200. Last
Capitol (WB) (1,200; 16-25-36- plenty on vaude to come through at
week 'Mummy' (U) very good at lit 50),
'Frisco Jenny' (FN) and 'Me $7,000, good.
tie short of $8,000.
Loew's State
10-25)—
(3,700;
and My Gal' (Fox). Ought again
State (Loew-Fox> (2,024; 25-70) to
(MG).
pass a nice $6,000. Last week 'Whistling in the Dark'
handicapped by lack of names and
—'Whistling in the Dark' (MG), and 'Flesh' (M-G) and
'If I Had a MUstage show. Start poorly paced and lion' (Far) flne
notices, even the low prices no inat $6,600.
gross of only $7,600 brutal. Last
ducement This is second week of
Little
(Cinema)
26-40),
(299;
week 'Hot Pepper* (Fox) clipped in •Voice of Ireland* (Haddock & 60% slash in prices, but reaction Is
far under what house anticipated.
a fair $12,000, more than was Ross). Enough Irish here but most
counted on.
of them will probably see 'Maedchen Lucky if this one reaches $6,600,
n.s.g.
Last week 'Son-Daughter'
in Uniform.* Okay at $1,200. Last
week
'Bezimiennl
Bohatorowie* (MG) ballyhooed to the skies, and
with first crack at low prices was
(Cap) same flgure.
able
to
garner
less than $6,000, poor.
Loew's
State
15-76).
(2,780;
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 15-66)'Strange
Interlude'
(M-G) and 'Hard
to Handle' (WB) and 'Gam
vaude.
Opened great and should bllng
Sex.'
Not
a world-beater but
surge to $18,000. Last week 'Cynara' (UA) did not build as ex- very likely will make the hurdles
okay at $8,000. Last week '20,000
New Orleans, Jan. 30.
pected but okay at $14,000.
Tears
in
Sing
Sing' (Fox) and
Mosque (WB). Dark. Last week
All quiet along the boxofllco fronts
Not one outstanding film 'Call Her Savage* (Fox) and 'Law- 'Bachelor Mother' (Gold) oke at
locally.
$8,800.
draw to dispel general gloom ap- yer Man' (WB) weak at $3,100.
Paramount (2,200; 16-40)— 'She
Newark (Adams-Par) (2,248; 16parent.
Just one of those weeks.
Done Him Wrong* (Par) and 'Vam99), 'Island of Lost Souls* (Par)
Strand closes after this week.
Looks to get
and vaude. Big opening looks to pire Bat' (Maj).
Estimates for This Week
good $13,000. Last week 'Farewell around $6,000, a slip in biz. Last
week 'Tonight Is Ours* (Par) and
Saenger (3,668; 40)— 'Hello Every- to Arms* (Par) flne at $16,200.
body' (Par). Kate Smith not wowProctor'a (RKO) (2,300; 16-75), 'Wild Horse Mesa* (Par) good at
ing them, and total looks like bad 'No More Orchids' (Col) and vaude. $7,200.
RKO Victory (1,600; 10-25)—
Last week '20,000 Tears' Nice film had feeble opening and
$8,000.
may not top $10,000. Last week 'Cornered* (Col) and 'Half Naked
(WB) light at $9,000.
Also chapter of
Loew's State (3,218; 60)— 'Son- 'Animal Kingdom' (RKO) held with Truth' (RKO).
Daughter* (MG). This draggy, tire- local draw of Ann Harding to a fine serial 'Whispering Shadow,' comedy
and sound news. Plenty of show
some affair may only get $9,000, or- $16,000.
for the money, and the fans know it.
16Terminal
(Skouras)
(1,900;
Hayes
and
dinary, notwithstanding
Very brisk and final tally should
Last week 'Tonight Is 50), 'Maedchen in Uniform' (Krim- show up okay at $3,000. Last week
Navarro.
sky). Swell opening should lead to
Ours' (Par) drew good $12,000.
$8,000. ricture may hold over. 'Men of America' (RKO) and 'Pride
Orpheum (RKO) (2,400; 60)— great
of the Legion' (Masc) another oke
Last
week
Wife'
'Second
Hand
•They Had to Get Married' (U). (Fox) and 'Cry of the World' (Fox) week for this small spot at $2,500.
Last
Only fair $9,000 apparent.
n.s.g. with $3,400.
week 'The Mummy* (U> to light
Smith 'Cavalcade'
$8,000.

Not much draw
one so will have to be

Woman* (RKO).
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New Haven, Jan. SO.
Cincinnati, Jan. 80.
Any deluxer In town now for half
•Kid From Spain,' In its second
a buck. Passing of F.&M. units
contlnnes to
from Par mi^es apund programs week at the Palace,
chum sweetest boxofflce music at
unanimous.
Personal
stands.
regular
40c. principal flicker
College,
Arthur's
appearance of Pola Negri Is a light
double feature bouse, will roadshow

RKO

interlude.' $18,000,

000.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 25-66)—
•Lawyer Man' (WB). Trade quite
brisk here and looks as though |8,Last week
000 will be the take.
•20,000 Years' (WB) okay at $8,900.
Los Angeles (Wm. Fox) (2,800;
16-25)— 'Her Mad Nlghf (Mayfr).
The low scale for first runs brings
consistent trade, which wUl be
Last week, '131
around $6,600.
Guest' (Mono) faU> atr $6,100.
Pantages (Fox) (2,700; 26-40)—

100%

All-Sound Biz Ditto—Double
All

SSES

skids under b. o. biz, ~ and local
houses worried. Fox-Parker took
F&M shows out of the Broadway,
and understanding is they won't go
back unless price concessions are
made on all stage operation costs.
RKO Orpheum Is cashing in temporarily with only vaude and stage
band in the burg. That house had
a fair week with 'Half Naked
Truth* and looks same with 'The
'Mummy.* Orpheum decided to keep
top admlsh up to 65c in spite of the
Broadway's cut to 40c. Indies and
nabes are cutting the ducat price in
line with the general policy downward.
'Cynara* looks a winner at the U.
A. and may hold two weeks. House
also did okay with 'Silver Dollar*
last week.
Liberty, with Its cut rate to two-

biz.

Aster (Publlx) (900; 26)—'Trouble
Paradise' (Par). 'Night After
Night' (Par), and 'Old Dark HouseT
(U), second loop runs, split at $1,«
Last week, "Vir^
1)0, pietty good.
tue' (Col), prst run; 'BlU of Di-

in

vorcement* (RKO), and •Madlaon
Square Garden' (Par), aecond loop
runs, split $1,200, fair.

Very Hotcha $25,000

>

For 'Hot Pepper/ Fox,

SL L, Birdiday Show
St. Louis, Jan. 30.

Though spotty, business doing
The big
holding up fairly well.
spot of the week is the Fox, where
they've got a stage show with a
score or more of acts In addition to
the McLaglen-Lowe fllm. It's the
house's fourth anniversary, and
they've got the theatre and adjoining buildings all dressed up in yards
bits top, is still getting the biz.
bright
Colbourne-Barry, legit roadshow of bunting and myriads of
lights.
This plus a lot of publicity
at the Auditorium for two days,
bringing them in.
furnished some competlsh, getting and ad ballyhoo is
The 'Croas' will be big, but it'll have
good attention and a big $3,600.
be to pay for the show.
Broadway has returned to the to Otherwise
there's nothing starauto door prize gag to help out biz.
Last week 'Tonight Is Ours' only tling. Missouri may go up a little
with
two pretty good pictures; Amfair.
bassador Is holding its own and so
Estimates for This Week
is Loew's with 'Kid from Spain,'
Broadway (Fox-Parker) (2,000; which Is being held over on a last25-40)— 'Hot Pepper* (Fox). Paced minute decision.
poorly for only $4,500. Last week
Estimates for This Week
'Tonight Is Ours* (Par) a fair $6,000.
Ambassador (WB) (3,000; 35-50Orpheum (RKO) (2,000; 25-55)— 65)— 'Tonight la Ours' (Par) and
'The Mummy' (U) and vaude and stage show. Looks headed for pretty
stage band.
Getting some atten- fair $10,000. Last week 'If I Had a
tion and in line for fair $6,000. Last Million' (Par) same.
week 'Half Naked Truth' (RKO) got
Fox (Pox) (6.000; 25-35-50)— 'Hot
$5,400.
Peppei"* (Fox) and elaborate threeUnited Artists (Fox-Parker) (1,- unit anniversary stage show. Com25-55)—
000;
'Cynara' (UA). Looks bination sure to get big $25,000.
like a good week up to $4,500. Last Last week 'Face In the Sky' (Fox),

week 'Silver Dollar' (FN) about $20,000.
average for this house at $4,000.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,000; 26Oriental (Hamrlck) (2,500; 25-35) 35-50)— 'Kid from Spain' (UA). Sec'Just Had to Get Married' (U). ond week, but still doing well at
Lou Smith, long with Publlx, will Okay $3,000 In view. Last week around $10,000. Last week huge
high at $1.60 per copy toij; only $2,- handle advertising on Fox's 'Caval- 'Lawyer Man' (WB) got attention
$25,000.
~'
and clicked nicely for $3,300.
500 this week. Last week same picMissouri (RKO) (3,500; 25-35-60)
cade' when It opens in Chicago,
Liberty (Fox-Parker) (2,000; 15- -'Air Mail* (U) and 'Half Naked
ture got moderate $4,000.
probably
in March.
some
time
25)—
25)—
'Divorce
in
the
"Men
Are
Family*
Truth*
(MG).
(RKO). Also doing well,
St Charles (1,800;
Smith
has
charge
ads
been
in
of
Going
nicely
for about $3,600. Last maybe $9,000.
Last weclc Goona
Such Fools.* About $1,700, nice.
Last weok 'Afraid to Talk' (U) $1,- and publicity at RIalto for three week 'Devil Is Driving' (Par) good Goona* (1st Dlv) and 'No Other
800,

okay.

years.

enough at

$3,000.

Woman' (RKO)

$5,200.

IPICT
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VARIETY

ACADEMY, ECONOMY BUFFER
Triscd/ Chicago,

$31,00(1, in

Lead;

Palace's 'Get Married' Okay,
Chlcasro, Jan. 30.
Mild weather prevailing throughout January was Interrupted Friday with the arrival of colder
breezes and snow flurries for what
that may mean as a boxofflce In-

B'haiti's

STUDIOS GO TO

20Gs

OldRoxysNear-$30,000at25-35c

IT

And Radio City's 150G Socking B'way

FOR

Deluxers Plenty; Par, Cap Only 3SG

40c Top Stock
40c Pix Houses Ratification of Its 1,700-Foot,
Reel, Proposed Investig^
Birmingham, Jan. 30.

Whams

saying

tion of Agents, with Latter

'poo-poo' to pictures and flocking
to the Jefferson to see a comedian

Represented on Com-

by the name of Walter Ambler. GoPalace and Chicago oppose each ing Into the third week of the stock
other with athletic and film head- the management Is putting temporary chairs In the back of the house
liners at the first and radio and film
take care of the crowds at 40c
Both to
headllners at the latter.
top.
It's been many a day since a
week
the
nicely
for
will
do
legit house has packed them In as
houses
they are doing.
from indications.
In the picture houses things are
Mae West's 'She Done Him about
the same. Every house doWrong* (Par) didn't get a regular ing just about fair. 'Strange Interloop glossing but went into the lude' last week was best thing in

mittee, and Confabs with
Assistant Directors Among

'

fluence.

mongrel-pollcyed Roosevelt B&K
publicity bills her as. 'Diamond LU'
Mae West, in indirect reference to
the story being an adaption of that'
j>lay whose title Is barred from the
•

acreen.

Stage hungry folks are

months.
Estimates for This Week
Alabama (Wilby) (2,800; 25-40),
'Tonight Is Ours' (Par) and 'Silver
A split week for a
Dollar* (FN).
change although 'Silver Dollar'
would probably do better on a whole
week than the two together, $5,000.
Interlude'
'Strange
week
Last
(M-Q) good at $7,500.
Ritz (RKO) (1,600; 26-40), "No
More Orchids' (Col) and 'Flames
(Mono). Another double bill and a
Last week 'Mummy*
fair $3,000.
(U) and 'Unwritten Law' (MaJ)
pretty good at $3,700.
Strand (WUby) (800; 26), 'Ma-

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,940; 35-56-76),
(WB) and stage
*Prl8Co Jenny'
Indications for moderate
show.
131,000. Last week 'Tonight Is Ours'
(Par) took In good $39,200.
Erianger (UBO) (1,318; 55-11.60).
•Sign of the Cross' (Par) (ad, final
week). Consensus Is that Chicago dame Butterfly' (Par). Around $1,just won't pay $1.66 for any picLast week 'Flesh'
700 for week.
ture. 'Cross' pleased good audiences
$1,900.
which compllmentarles were (M-G),
In
Empire (BTAC) (1,100; 25), Talse
abundant Second week maybe $T,- Faces'
(WW). Poor $1,000. Last
Rumored Musicians' Union week 'The
iiOO.
Crash' (FN), about $1,-

wanted to force five men on house
f>ut biz had enough to explain short

800.

Recent Undertakings

CONTRACT PROBE
Hollywood, Jan.

30.

Following the ratification of the
1700-foot reel

project,

which

it

is

estimated will save the companies
$300,000 a year in the elimination
of film mutilation, the companies
are seeking through the media of
the Academy for every and all ideas
that can be considered as probabilities for knocking dollars off overhead.
Call in Assistants

'

Wlndup
$13,000,
$22,000.

for
mild.

Palace

^hey

Interlude*
around
First week was

(RKO)

(2,633;

40-66-83),

Just Had to Get Married' (U)
and vaude. Babe Dldrlkson, Flfl
COrsay, Bob Murphy head bill and
bouse anticipates $20,000, okay. Last
week Paul Ash not as strong as
early omens. Got $21,000, good. In-

HO man; 12W, DIATCH
king; $14,000.

HONTl

Montreal, Jan. 30.
High-powered ballyhoo and big
picture couldn't put 'Chain Gang'
across In this city, and Palace biz
folded latter half last week, only

good

weekend

furnishing

gross, but currently 'No

Man

$10,500
of Her

Own* Is going to stage comeback,
with estimate for $12,600. His Majesty's goes pix this week with 'The

Outsider* at main stem prices, and
stead of the sanguine $26,000 first may get $8,000.
Loew's has 'Match King' and betanticipated.
'No Other Woman'
ter than usual vaude, and should
(RKO) was with Ash.
State Lake (RKO) (2,766; 35-56), get back to $14,000. Capitol has an
TDeath Kiss' (WW). Doing better average brace, 'Butterfly' and 'Devil
than last three pictures to play Is Driving.' Princess is all-British
house. May get near $7,000. Last this week, but has worked up nice
week 'Laughter In Hell' (U) around Old Country connisctlon, which, with
$6,000.
House In the red regularly. low overhead, gives fair profit on
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 36- $6,500 gross. Imperial and Cinema
65-75), 'Kid Prom Spain' (UA) (3d de Paris' French programs are also
week).
Will go out with around getting by.
$12,000 for final week. Second week
Continuing fine weather sans
$15,300.
George Arliss* 'King's Va- snow has created good conditions
cation* (WB) follows, as Swanson's
for nabes, which are holding up
•Perfect Understanding* (UA), billed
nicely.
as 'Kid's' successor not ready.
Estimates for This Week
His Majesty's (Ind) (1,600; 60-75)
'The Outsider' (MG). Gross may
Cantor's Pic Pulls Big
be $8,000.
Last week 'Marry Me*
(British)
collected
about same
$20,000 as Buffalo

—

Ups

figure.

Jan, 30.
generally
Shown, notably with 'Kid From
Spain,' drawing better than recent
average at the Buffalo.
Double feature bills still seem
best by comparison in this key.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 30-40-65)—
•Kid From Spain* (UA). Cantor pix
will bring best gross in weeks,
Buffalo,

Slight

Improvement

around $20,000. Last week 'Lawyer
Man' (WB) slumped to poor $13,300.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 25-40)
^'20,000 Tears In Sing Sing* (WB).
Indications are for $7,000, mild. La.st
week 'Strange Interlude' (MG). Got
nicest play for house in long time,

Palace (FP) (2,700; 60)— 'No Man
of Her Own' (Par).
Gable will
bring 'em in on this one for maybe
$12,500.
Last week's 'Chain Gang'
(WB) couldn't make the grade and
disappointed with $10,500.
Capitol (FP) (2,700; 60)— 'Madame Butterfly* (Par) and 'Devil Is
Driving' (Par). Average bill should
gross average $10,000.
Last week
'Maid of Mountain' (Empire) and
'Old
Dark House' (U) collected
$10,500.

Loew's (FP)
King'
usual

(WB) and
bill

looks

(3,200;

05)— 'Match

vaude. Better than

good for

$14,000.

Last

week's 'Silver Dollar' (WB)
and vaude, $12,500.
$11,000
Princess (CT)
35-60)
(1,900;
Century
25)—
(Shea)
(3,400;
'Slightly Married' (Invin) and 'Rob- 'Leap Year' (Brit) and 'Love Con(Brit).
Should get $6,500.
bers' Roost' (Fox). Should get fair trast'
Last
week
'Bitter
Tea'
(Col)
and
$7,000.
Last week 'Evenings for
Sale" (Par) and 'Most Dangerous 'Deception' (Col) had nice play at

—

Game' (RKO)

$8,000.

$6,300.

Hipp (Shea) (2,400; 25)— 'Maedchen in Uniform' (Krim). Not much
at b. o., pace suggesting mild $5,000.
La.st

a

week

'Silver Dollar'

(WB)

only

little better, $5,700.

Lafayette (Ind.) (3,400; 25)— 'UpNew York' (WW) and 'Isle of
Paradise' (Prin). Twin bill headed
for nice $7,500.
T^st week 'Bitter
Tea' (Col) knocked out an okay

town

$8,<)0.0.

.

Imperial

City

While drawing
to sock ing and helping.
suffering Its potential customers away, Astor Is
benefiting through some overflow
from Gaiety.
Capitol (5,400; 35-75-99-$1.65)—
•Whistling In Dark' (MG) and stsige
show. Both picture and stage show
with names of Mary Garden and
Four Mills Bros, failing to draw;

continues
Is

up for ecenomy in production, all major studios are seek- of bucks Broadway Is losing.
With
business
the
big
on
ing the machinery of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences thoroughfare very bearish generally,
the exceptions ,/ire led by 'Cavalfor surveys en almost every angle
cade,'
continuing capacity, plus
entering into picture making.
In lining

15-20),
(Wllby)
(500;
Galax
engagement.
Wth Care' (Fox) and 'Fast
Example of the urge for coMcVickers (B&K) (2,284; 36-55), 'Handle
Companions' (U), split. Fair $900. operative^ economy In even the
BiUlon Dollar Scandal* (Par). Tea- Last
week "Robbers* Roost' (Fox)
pot dome brought to the screen now
minor spots Is the call this week
$1,000.
administration
Imchange
of
that
for a series of conferences to be
pends.
No boxofflce names for
held between a committee of the
Chicago and $7,000 will be bad.

ILast week 'Hot Pepper* (Fox) got
$10,900, fair.
Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 36-66-75),
i^trange Interlude' (M-G) (2d, final
week). Stays until Wednesday for
fortnight.
Next attraction will be
•20.000 Years In Sing Sing' (WB).

Radio

Broadway which

hardest blow this week since before
Christmas when the bottom was out
of everything and R. C. was getting
ready to lure a lot of money over
toward 6th avenue.
Intake at the Music Hall with
'State Fair,' a draw, will be $105,000,
its high so far.
At the smaller
house, RKO Roxy, with *No Other
Woman' on screen and Ted Lewis In
person, the result presaged Is $45,000.
Between the two that's a lot

assistant

directors'

section of the
pro-

Academy and members of the
ducers' branch. Back of this

is

a

feeling that assistant directors are
more cognizant of set conditions
than any other group of employees
and that Ideas from this source can
be valuable.
Agency situation Is also on the
fire for investigation along economy
lines with an Intention to have at
least two representative 10 percenters,
non-Academy members,
sitting on a board of Inquiry that
will launch an investigation into
present agency practices.
Method of procedure here will be
for a series of hearings, similar to
Senate Investigations, In which
agents, clients and others Involved
will be called to testify In order to
arrive at a standard form of agency
contract and a code of ethics governing the representatives and their
duties to clients and producers.

(1,900;

$35,000, poor.
Gaiety (811; 65-$L10-$1.65), 'Cavalcade' (Fox) (4th week).
Continues at capacity plus tickets of
50c and $1 for standing room. First

—

four days of current

Last week

week

$8,200.

(third), $13,000.

—

26-40-83-$1.10Criterion
(875;
'Sign of Cross' (Par). Closed
Sunday night (29) after seven

$1.65)

weeks. On Its final five days got
Sixth week's receipts were
$5,700.
Picture $8,900, okay but under expectations.
Mayfair (2,200; 36-55-75)
'Big
grossed $13,000 last week (Its third)
(1st Dlv) (2d week). Sliding
and on the first, four days of the Drive'
on its holdover week and mild over
current week has $8,200 In the till.
$10,000. First week, $18,000, good.
Other exceptions In the week's
Palace (1,700; 30-40-66-86-$1.10)
small minority of draws on the
stem Include 'Kid From Spain' at —'Animal Kingdom' (RKO) (2d
Rlvoll, at around $25,000, Its second run) and vaude. Picture giving house
week, and the old Roxy, which a spurt, with chances good for $1?,spurted sensationally under Its new 000 or better. Last week 'Devil Is
25-36C top policy. Seventh avenue Driving' (Par) (2d run) a bad blow
de luxer will be under $30,000, which at $9,000.
is nicely In the black.
'Death Kiss,'
Paramount (3,664; 36-56-76-99)—
an Indle, Is the picture but the 'Hello, Everybody' (Par) and stage
scale and the radio giveaway stunts show.
Kate Smith draw wasn't
are pulling.
'Animal Kingdom' on there last week when she played
2d run, also is pepping the Palace house In person and Isn't in eviup to $16,000 or better.
dence currently through her flbn;
"Kid' remains at Rlv at least maybe
$36,000. Last week 'Tonight
another week, perhaps a fourth. Al Is Ours' (Par)
$43,100, poor.
Jolson's first flicker in several years,
Radio City Music Hall (6,946; 36'Hallelujah, I'm a Bum' slated to
follow, with Wednesday (8) possible 56-76)— 'State Fair* (Fox) and stage
standees,

at

the

Gaiety.

—

Paramount and Capitol are both
trouble.
Former, playing Kate
Smith's picture, 'Hello, Everybody'
on top of a poor week with Miss
Smith on the stage, will be fortunate
to get $35,000.
Capitol Is In the
same position, but the Paramount
In

having a slight edge.
Along with •Whistling In the
Dark,' on screen. Cap haa Mary
Garden In her flrst picture-house
engagement. Mills Bros, are In the
show with her also.
Together with the Par and Cap,
the Strand Is also taking a licking.

House
with
flrst

la

away down

Came

show.

opening date.

to

$10,000

'Parachute Jumper* on Its
week, while the Winter Gar-

den's Indications are $9,500. It's a
rise over recent weeks for the Garden.
Instead of havljig held over
•Vampire Bat,' which flopped bad,
Garden brought In 'Frisco Jenny'
Friday (27) on second run. Picture
flrst-runned at the old Roxy.
Mayfalr, holding over 'Big Drive,'

will be lucky to exceed $10,000, while
Technical Savings Up
the Rialto's chances to better that
Various technical problems, that same flgure on third week of 'Isle of
is expected will help save cash Lost Souls' are slim.
Rial to, under
as in the case of standardization of a closing notice, Is scheduled to
reel lengths and projection aper- darken tonight CTuesday).
Criterion,
another
Publix
house,
tures, two previously handled subjects, are also In the cards, with looked up Sunday night (29) after a
various technical committees formed futile try with 'Cross' on a move
from the RIalto. House may reopen
or in process of forpiation for re- shortly
with foreign films under
search on the several subjects.
Publix operation.
Such technical problems are to be
The Strand hopes to have 'Hard
h.i.ndled by the Academy's research to Handle' ready for opening Thurscouncil, whose scope Is to be en- day (2), while the Paramount, in
larged following a call this week view of failure of 'Hello, Everybody'
by Its chairman, Darryl Zanuck, to draw, is bringing In a new show
for ideas from every quarter that Thursday (2), with 'Luxury Liner'
can help reduce production costs by (Par) and F. & M.'s unit production
of 'Desert Song,' embellished by
possible creation of new methods of
Publix, on the stage.
procedure.
This show will stay for seven
Research council, as now func- days, with Thursday the change day
tioning under Zanuck's guidance, the following week, Feb. 9, when.the
will step out of the straight out- Mae West picture, 'She Done Him
and-out technical scope and treat Wrong,' plus Miss West on the roswith such subjects as the stand- trum, opens for an eight-day stay,
ardization of a format for all house returning on end of engagescripts, the unification of a system ment to Its usual Friday openings.
for handling original screen stories,
Estimates for This Week
matters pertaining to reading deAstor (1.012; $1.10-$1.65-$2.20)
partment procedure and so forth.
'Rasputin' (MG) (6th week). DoContracts Up for Consideration
ing around $10,000, with 'Cavalcade'
Present contract system, as exist- in same block at Gaiety both hurting between the studios and actors,
it

—

writers and directors, Is also to be
Investigated by an Academy board, bccause of the small contract stipu'Avec I'Assurance' (French). Good consisting
of
representatives
of lations, and If something happens,
for $2,000.
Last week 'L'Atlantide' every branch in the Industry.
find the star loses his draw, It
(French) gros.sed $2,200.
Particularly in this phase is the kicks back at the studio.
Cinema de Paris (Franco-Film)
actor-producer
relations on conInquiry along this line fa for a
(600; 25-50)— 'L'Atlantide' (French).
Taken over from Imperial may tracts, which are currently deemed more flexible type of contract that
prross $800.
Last week 'Gaites de inequitable. It haa no balance, aver can work both ways and in no case
I'E.scadron'
and
'Chien
Jauno," the thinking heads of the Industry. ever be con.sldered either from an
If an actor clicks he's dissati.sfii'd actor or producer point of view.
$1,000.

(Franco-Film)

50— 'L'Enfant Martyr' (French) and

probably won't touch $35,000. Last
week 'Employees Entrance' (WB),

Is

in Thursday (26) and
o. draft;
kiss $106,000, extraordi-

displaying splencITd b.

house

may

nary.

Last week, 'King's Vacation*
tapered oft after good start

(WB)

to $88,000.
Rialto (2,000; 26-40-66-76)—'Island of Lost Souls' (Par) (3d week).

Winds up an even

three weeks on
closing of Rialto after last show tonight (Tuesday).
Around $12,000

on its finale. Last week (second)
$14,500, fair for low-nut operation.
40-66-76-86)—"Kid
from Spain' (UA) (2d week). At
around $2$,000 Cantor picture is
doing okay and will remain a third,
maybe fourth, week. Last week. Its
Rivoli

first

(2,200;

on pop run,

RKO

Roxy

$31,000, nice.

(3,525;

—

35-56-76)

'No Other Woman' (RKO) and
stage show.
Picture, plus Ted
Lewis on stage, points to a current
gross of $45,000.
Last week 'Hot
Pepper' (Fox) hit $50,000, nice.
Roxy (6,200; 26-86)— 'Death Kiss'
(WW) and stage show. Under new
25-35C top policy, old Roxy goes
comfortably into the black this
week, at close to $30,000. Overhead
is around $18,000.
Last week, prior
to change in policy and operation,
'Air Hostess' (Col) dropped house
to $7,000 on six days, creating new

low.

—

Strand (2,900; 35-55-66-75)
•Parachute Jumper' (WB). Not enticing anything but stray biz; pace
is to tune of poor $10,000.
Last
week, second of ^20,000 Tears In
Sing Sing,' $13,300, disappointing.
'Hard to Handle' (WB), If ready,

open Thursday (2).
Winter Garden (1,418; 35-55-75)—

will

'Frisco

Jenny'

(WB)

(2d

run).

Rather than hold 'Vampire Bat"
(MaJ) over £is planned,
rushed

WB

this picture in here on second run.

may get around $9,500, not so
bad con.sldering what it did at old
Roxy. 'Bat' on Its engagement last
It

$6,900.

Ed

talker revival, 'Follow
Leader' comes in Friday (3).

the

week

Wynn

let

houFe down to

Union-Minded Ushers
Get the Publix Gate
Detroit, Jan. 30.

Publix flrcd six ushers from the
United Artl.sts and one from the
Michigan and RKO let one out from
the Downtown when it was discovered that' the ushers of downtown
theatres were forming a union.
The men were gelling $8 a week
for part time and $15 for full time.
Inefficiency was given as the excuse
for the lei-oute.

•

'
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Cut Scales in

Indianapolis, Jan. 30.
biz to speak of but extra
ads and exploitation are helping the
slow spots. Even the Lyric is falling oK, and the Circle is begging for
biz with 25c. seats in the balcony
after 6 p. m. and 35c. top all the
time.
The Indiana has dropped to
10c. in the price war.
Fare is pretty fair this week and
is in line for little more than in the

OKEPK
Washington, Jan. 30.
Best line-up of pictures town has
seen In lone: time Is showing results
at all b.o. 'Rasputin' is getting nice
run at Columbia in flrst roadshow
policy since 'Grand Hotel.'
Playing with $1.60 top should see $12,000 for week.
Palace is going after records
working both boxofflces on 'Kid

From

Spain.'

Weather spoiled

JRD HANDLE'

Indpls.

all

openings Friday,' but pic beat previous high Saturday running six
showings in day.
Interesting angle last week was
effect of radio plugs on Three
Sisters' vaude debut. Gals' rep was
sew In town and didn't help opening much, but local air series resulted in noticeable build-up dur-

X

ing week.

Hardie Meakin shot preview of
Drive' for American Legion,

^ig

et al., and' is getting a nice $0,000
for Keith's through socking exploitation where it matters.
Estimates fqr This Week

past few weeks.
Ten and 15 cent burlesk opening
at

two downtown

spots.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Fourth Ave.) (1.100; 2540)
'Mummy' (U). Should do fair
biz, maybe $3,000, but will have to
climb above other thrillers at this
Last week, 'Hot Pepper'
spot.
(Fox) got around $3,800. good.
(Skouras-Publix)
(2.600;
Circle
25-35)— 'Bitter Tea' (Col). Maybe
will get $3,000, but must climb
steadily. Last week, 'Billion Dollar
Scandal' (Par), dropped to $2,800.
Indiana (Skouras-Publlx) (3.300;
25-40)— 'Hard to Handle' (WB), and
Billie Leonard :ind Frankie Parrlsh,
radio favs. on the stage.
local
Around $6,500. Last week Gene and
Glenn, radio team, billed above the
film 'Tonight Is Ours' (Par), got
around $12,000, okay.
Lyric (Fourth Ave.) (2.600; 25-40)
—'No Other Woman' (RKO), and
Lehr unit on the stage, with three

—

RKO

acts prefacing. Maybe $7,500,
Last week, 'Face in the Sky'
(Fox), Lehr and three vaude acts,

fair.

got around that figure. Not as good
as in two preceding weeks.
Loew's Palace (Loew) (2,800; 25-

But L'viUe Holds

I8G IN

(2>800 seats) at $l.i:0 to $8.30.

Baltimore, Jan.

30.

ing two

tally of eight
business looks satisfying all around
the circuit.
No wow grosses anywhere, but
they will mean profits at the majority of the spots. The roadshowor
Is 'Rasputin' at the Maryland, and
the three Barrymore names In that
legit theatre Is counting for the cai"riage trade. Loew's has the house

a grand

on straight rental will be making
It a fortnight run before hauling it
out of the $1.60 class and showing
It Into the pop priced Stanley.
With the Maryland assuming the
roadshow label of the Kernan
group, the sister house, the Auditorium, goes film grind for the flrst
Still
time in Its 90-year history.
working magic to keep the two
Leonard B. Mchouses going.
Laughlin has contracted for at least

two World-Wide

flickers

and

will

grind 'em out at 14-20-30, the dime
for kids at all times. On the grind

may have a chance

for proflts

town on 'Hard

to Handle'

Boston, Jan. 30.
Cavalcade by the dictionary is
the procession, but 'Cavalcade' now
leads the processlohi The corking
picture whooped It up along the
trade.
Kentucky, second run, did sensa- rialto, being the finest tonic out of
tionally last week with 'Big Broad- flimland in a long while, and all
cast,' clocking $3,100.
the other picture houses are feelSince practically all theatre managers in Louisville are Kentucky ing the reflex Impetus given by the
colonels, it was no surprise this Fox production. It's the talk of the
week that Gov. Laffoon had com- town, the rave of the critics, and
missioned Lionel H. Keene. southem division manager for Loew's pet of the b. o. Premiere was cartheatres, as one of his aides. So far ried through in dignlfled fashion by
as known no governor has found Lester Thompson, Fox p. a.
any film critic worthy of the title.
Two days later, Saturday night,
Estimates for This .Week
'Rasputin,' opening at the Tremont
Loew's (3,400; 26-36-60), 'Whis- to good house, gave a second Imtling in Dark' (MG). Fair only for petus to business.
Tremont st.
$6,500.
Lukewarm reviews clipped trafllc was stopped by the Jam
'Kid from Spain' (U) to $11,000, but watching the
trackless train
tliftt's ok©.
ballyhoo, lights, etc. Picture rates
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (2,700; 26- poorly compared to Its rival on
30-66), 'Lawyer Man' (Par) and roadshow basis.
MItzl Green on stage. Latter helpMain thing Is that stimulus to
ing to good $9,200.
Last week picture biz is strikingly apparent.
Georges Cai^pentler and 'Match Majestic, where the Fox fllm holds
King' (FN) pulled $6,600.
forth. Is sold out for some time
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,786; 26- ahead. Business reported brisk at
36-60), 'Tonight Is Ours' (Par). Bad Tremont also.
notices, despite Colbert and March,
Bill Ferguson, Metro explolteer
hurt and $6,800 Is best outlook. extraordinary, who came over for
Last week 'Hot Pepper' (Fox) went 'Rasputin' opening, and Bert Mcto $6,000.
Kenzle, local chief, have tie-ups
Brown (2,000; 26-36-40). 'Bitter with Hearst papers here that mean
Tea' (Col). Fair $2,400. Last week oodles of publicity for both the
'Animal Kingdom' (RKO) with fa- trackless train and Tremont street.
vorable notices did good $3,000.
It perked up biz at Loew's State
Alamo (Fourth Ave) (900; 16-26- and Orpheum on stages of which
40), 'Mysterious Rider' (Par). Get- screen tests of beauties will be
ting usual big western trade for made twice a day through Thurs*
possible $1,700.
Last week double day next. These two houses enjoy*
bill,
'TraUIng Killer* (WW) and Ing best biz since vaude passed out
'Face in the Sky' (Fox), encouraged of Orpheum.
bargain hunters to spend $2,400,
brought the men
'Big Drive'
strong trade.
crowding. War picture at State and

and a

.

Dime?'

plenty and should do mighty heavy

$20,200.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,400; 30
'Frisco Jenny
40-50), 'Lawyer Man' (WB). Origi
enough at $4,300.
of 'Brother, Can You Spare a Dime?
Hartman (Great Lakes) (1,700 nally Intended for the Century,
The opinion of the average theatre- 20-30), 'Exposure' and vaude. Looks house took It on th? Loew turn
gc»^r is that he'll wa't 90 days and good enough for the usual money down, the second Warner flick it's
save himself 400% on his amuse- making $5,000.
Last week 'Malay had this season, and will do okay
ment budget. News is prevalent Nights' and vaude missed this by with It. mainly on the afternoon
trade.
Which means $5,000, very
along the row that Bob Livingston only $100.
nice.
Previously house managed
veteran exhib, will wire the Liberty
Majestic (RKO) (1,100; 20-35)
for sound.
The stock company Unwritten Law.' None too forte $5,400 for 'They Call It Sin' (WB),
there for the past 16 weeks is cur- and $2,000 will be tops. Last week getting the flapper trade.
Maryland (Penn Mutual) (1.800;
rently farewelling. This'll make six 'Wild Horse Mesa' (Par) flopped at
flrst run houses and the flrst time
close, but kept going to tune of 55-83-$1.10-$1.66), 'Rasputin' (MG)
Loew takes the house for a two-aIn ,35 years the old legit house has $2,300, not bad.
daying.
Just a fortnight and out
gone exclusively pix.
On advance sales may touch $10,000
The struggle for b. o. superiority
for the flrst week, opening tonight
this week will be between 'Frisco
Doubles
Get
Tacoma
$,
(30).
Jenny' and 'Big Drive' at the State.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 30-40-50)
Latter looks the better bet since the
Tacoma, Jan. 30.
town eats war pictures.
Broadway continues as an inde- 'Dangerously Yours' (Fox). Going
pendent house. Doug Kimberly op- along with the house, now opening
Estimates for This Week
erating it. following PNW receiver- regularly on Mondays. Looking for
Colonial (LTC) (650; 10-J5-20)-ship, surrendering lease. Kimberly $4,000, oke. Last week 'Face in the
A'li

the second run houses in town
1 rices slashed to
the tune

Last week

$8,500.

(WB)

fair

•Billion Dollar Scandal' (Par), first
theatre
completely
leased
the
half, and 'Mysterious Rider' (B4),
equipped from the owner, Henry
Sluggishly to $600.
second half.
Rhodes. This Is flrst house revertLast week. 'Hold 'em Jail' (RKO) ing that goes indie in PNW chain.
nice at $860.
Roxle and Blue Mouse, also indie
Lincoln (LTC) (1,600: 10-25-40)— houses, with Rialto remnants of
Tonight Is Ours' (Par). Only a FWC chain in this burg, William
fair outlook to $1,900. .Last week
Houck being manager.
•Match King' (WB), never started,
Estimates for This Week
low $1,600.
Herberg)
Roxy
(Jensen-von
Orpheum (LTC) (1,200; 10-15-26)
—'Scarlet Dawn' (Par). Will stay (1,300; 15-20)— 'Trailing the Killer'
at the average $860, even though (Ed) first half, 'Breach of Promise'
double
(Cap),
and
'Exposure'
(Ed)
been
slashed
a
the b. o. cost has
nickel on all scales. Last week 'No bill, last half. Looks good for $3,000
More Orchids' (Col) fairly received very big considering further chop

State (Monroe)

(500;

10-25-35)—

Should click
•Big Drive' (R/4S).
to $1,900. Last week 'Laughter in
Hell* (U) couldn't get going, barely

.

Last week, 'Crooked Cir
'Unwritten
Law'
(Sunart),
cle'
(Mas) first half, 'The Intruder'
(Mas), 'Cowboy Counsellor' (Mas),
second half. Okay at $2,900.
to

at $900.

reachlne $1,000.
Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-23-35-50Will
60)— 'Frisco Jenny' (WB).
probably. > top but notHlngr fancy at
12.100. lABt week "Kid From Spain'
money
(UA) pro v.«d. there waa some
available with a mighty nice |4<000.

20c.

Broadway (PNW) (1.400; 25-40)—
(Par)
and
'Madame Butterfly'
'Strange Interlude' (MG).
Changed
five days.

ter

split, latits mind

about going dark this week. Okay,
Last week 'Billion Dollar
$3,600.
Scandal' (Par) and 'No

Man

of

Her

Sky' (Fox) off somewhat at $3,700
Stanley (Loew-UA) (3,400; 25-35-

46-55-66), 'No Man of Her Own
(Par). Gable getting the sex play
and will mean anyhow $15,000,
profit.
Last week 'Son- Daughter'
(M-G) slid away after a fine start
and finished up weakly at $14,700

Own'

(Par)

split

week,

slow

at

$2,200.

Blue Mouse (Hamrlck) (650; 25)
—•20,000 Years' (WB).
Fair $1,600
probably. Last week 'Match Kins

(FN) and 'Parachute Jumper' (FN)
no help, sunk to $1,200.

split,

Rialto

Carroll Sisters, popular .blondes.
Hindu Wausau being held for second week under direction of Rube
Bernstein.
In the picture houses, the RIalto's
MItzl Green Is drawing the Juvenile

MGM

under

the low cost setup. Opened Friday
(28) with 'Hypnotized' and will follow with 'Trailing the Killer,' animal travelog thriller.
Century runs Into the lead of the

DRAW HIGHUGHTS COL

incf.

WOW HUB

Town once more jumps up into big for 'Vanities' Feb. 3-4,
show business this week, addBob Bly, dancer, has been enfirst run houses to make It gaged to carry
on at Gayety with
spots, and

real

40)—'Kid From

have had

ROADSHOWS

Josef

Hoffmann had big house Jan. 26 at'
same place, and tickets are selling

GENE-GLENN'S $16,000

You

WAND 'RASP

"Of Thee I Sing" packed three
houses at Memorial Auditorium

BALTO

slick st^e Ilne-np beaded, by Belle
Baker. Looks headed for $18,000,
Spain' (UA). Looks a bright figure .when the reduced
to be the best bet in town, ai;ound admission charge Is reckoned. Will
the rival
$8,000. Last week 'Whistling In the place this house- above
Hippodrome currently on grosses,
Dark' (MG) did little, $4,000.
with that Indle house falling off
somewhat froiU the tdrrlflc' gross of
•Son-Daughter' (M-G) and vaude.
the previous session when 'Vanities'
Cblne'se angle left strictly alone folbulged the walls to a new attendlowing lesson learned on 'Madame
ance record.
Buttei<fly.' Rcisult Id hopes for nice
On the sex angle the Stanley will
$26,000 with George i»rice helping
ride Into the open. on 'No Man of
on stage. Last week 'Tonight Is
Her Own' that being the only outOurs'
(Par) and Mary Garden
and-out s.a. flicker In the loop. New
turned In about same.
Columbus, Jan. 30.
theatre remains the woCful one of
Mot (WB) (1,863; 26-36-50-70),
The names may not mean much town on T5ahgerously Tours,' which
•Parachute. Jumper' (FN). Co-feaIt's
Is without particular strength.
tured with Moran and Dressier in In the cast, but irt Ohio they're the the matron shopper drop-In trade
'Dangerous Females' should get sat- works—Gene and Glenn, radio stars that Is the llfesaver here.
who,
this
are
playing
the:
Pfilweek,
isfactory $6,000.
Last week 'CenEetimatet for This Week
tral Park' (FN) and 'Williamson ace theatre along with the usual
Auditorium (Penn'Mutual) (1,600;
films.
The boys won't be far from
Beneath Sea', died with $3,000.
Keith's (RKO). (1.830: 16-25-35- setting new house record If: the 10-20-30), 'Hypnotised' (WW). Former
legit
spot now film grind and
60), 'Big Drive.'
Should come out crowds keep coming. Having twice
o.k. with $8,600.
Last week 'Pen- smashed records In Cleveland a the only house of its type In town.
guin Pool Murder' (RKO) turned similar stunt here won't surprise For that reason looks capable of
despite Its somewhat
getting
along
in flne $9,000, thanks to Edna May much.
Maybe
out-of-the-way location.
<)liver buildup.
These boys' bringing 'em down
Palace (Loew) (2,363; 25-35-60- town is helping other houses as well $4,600 for the first week of the pol60j, 'Kid From Spain' (UA).
Sail- with '20.000 Years' next In the icy and a profit- maker under the
financial setup.
ing along to beaiuttfur $19,500. Last crowd class and others trallin:
Century (Loew-UA) (8,000; 26•week 'Hot Pepper' (Fox) had to be badly. 'Vaude at Hartman continues
to
Handle'
33-46-66-66).
'Hard
content with weak $12,000.
as money-n^aker.
(WB) and vaude. Belle Baker
Rialto (U) (1,853; 25-35-40-60),
EstimatQa_for This Week
drawing 'em on the stajge and the
*Nagana' (U). Should come out all
25-40)
Palace
(RKO)
(3,074;
Cagney flick Is no slouch at the
right with $7,600. Last week 'Dar'Handle With Care' (Fox) and Gene boxofilce either. Together they Ining Daughters' (Tower) pretty bad
and Glenn on stage. Plen.ty of biz dicate a zoom-zoom $18,000^ a pleaswith $3,500.
will take at least good $16,000
ure.
Last week 'Island ot Lost
Columbia- (Loew) (1,232; 50-$1.00- and
Last week 'No Other Woman' Souls' (Par) got mixed response
$1.60), 'Rasputin* (M-G).
At twovery mild $3,900.
and only fair $15,000.
a-day should get very nice $12,000. (RKO)
Ohio (Loew-UA) (3,000; 25-40)
(Rappaport) (2,600;
Last week 'Robbers' Roosf (Fox)
Hippodrome
'Whistling in the Dark' (M-G). On 25-35-46-66-66),
bettered average with $3,100.
Mary
of
way to only fair $7,500; competiqh Holmes' (RKO) 'Past
and vaude.
No
too heavy. Last week 'Son-Daugh- strength
stage and flicker rates
on
ter' (M-(3) light at Just $7,600.
weaker
than
all
counts
usual.
On
Lincoln's Nabes' llieme,
Broad (Loew-UA) (2,500; 26-40)
a setback for the house, though not
'Hot Pepper' (Fox). Opened nicely
*Can
Spare a
and looks like fair enough $5,500 serious at $12,000. Previous ses
Last week 'No Man of Her Own' slon, however, shows what can be
done when the 'Vanities' show overLincoln, Jan. 30
plenty good at $9,200.
Only a moderate week in sight (Par)
Grand (Neth) (1,100; 25-40), '20,- shadowed the 'Goldie Gets Along'
wllh nothing particularly outstand- 000 Years' (WB).
Packing 'em (RKO) flick to garner terriflc

Earie (WB) (2,424; 26-30-.40-606O77O), .'Hard to Handle' (WB) and
vaude. Helen Kane helping to nice
18^000. liast week 'Employees' Enirance' (FN) turned In acceptable
917,000.
Fox (Loew) (3,434; 16-26-36-60),

Up

Louisville, Jan. 30.

No

FOR WASH'S
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Lotsa Stage Opposish

Battle of Ballyhoo and

STRONG TRADE

CROSSES

E

Orpheum

good

Is

stuff In Itself,

trance,'

ELS; CA<aiEY, $9,500
Pittsburgh, Jan. 30.
action anywhere.
Heavy
didn't help any, and
take plenty to overcome the

Little

weekend rains
It'll

slow starts.
Best of the lot, with at least a
chance to break even, looks like
the Cagney picture, 'Hard to HanHardbolled egg has seldom
dle.'
meant anything in this burg, but
his recent salary squabble with Its

a humdinger for

Estimates for This

biz.

Week

—

Majeatio (Shubert) (1,600; $1.66
top) 'Cavalcade' (Fox). First week

with two shows a day a sell-out
and very bullish biz In prospect for
several weeks; looks $14,000.'

Tremont

(Indie) (1,600; $1.66 top)

First Week,
(MG).
—'Rasputin'
likewise very promising for $10,000,
with two shows a day; excellent.
Keith's (RKO) (4,000; 25-40-66)^
'The Past of Mary Holmes' (RKO)
ami vaude headed by Will Mahoney.
attendant- publicity and fact that Rainbow hued deeply for $16,000.
It's his flrst picture In some time
Last week 'Mummy' (U) and vaude^
should help Stanley around $9;600, $16,100.
But that's not so hot.
anyway.
Boston (RKO) (4,000; 26-40-55)
Son -Daughter,' despite Hayes and —'Air Hostess' (Col) and vaude reNovarro names, doesn' look to cre- vue with Ted Claire as new m. c.
ate much of a stir at Penn and will Failing to attract on $9,000.
Last
be lucky to gather $9,000, also pretty week 'Laughter In Hell' (U) and
bad. Oriental stuff washed up and vaude, $9,700, poor.
this seems to be a mistake for both
25-50)—

Orpheum (Loew)

principals.

Weakness
the line.

In prospect all along
Fulton, with 'Face in the

Sky,' may cash In slightly on some
of the ballyhoo given Spencer Tracy
preceding week in '20,000 Years In
Sing Sing,' although $3,600 here
isn't anything to *crow about, while
Warner will have trouble reaching
$4,800 with 'Billion Dollar Scandal.'

Davis' current double feature consists of 'Parachute Jumper' and 'Secrets of French Police.' and nothing out of the ordinary at $3,500.

with town's

new vaudfllm

riety, sliding off

a

site.

bit to $5,300

$16,500,

week, disappointing with 'Whistling
In the Dark'
(MG) for $12,000,

though this was above recent marks.
State (Loew) (3,000; 30-50)— 'Big
Drive' (1st Div.), Also screen tests;
Last
$13,500 a smllin' thru week.

week 'Whistling

In the Dark'

(MG)

Just fair at $11,000.
Met (Publix) (4,330; 35-50-65)—
'Hello Everybody' (Par) and double

Va- stage
with

(8.000;

'Big Drive' (1st DIv.). Screen tests
little help to a corking
Last
best in long time.

on stage no

show.

Kate

sliding house to $18,000.

Smith 11 Im
Last week

'Tonight Is Ours' (Par) and Har'Sign of Cross' wound up fort- lem revue, rich. tor $31,000.
night
roadshow engagement at
Paramount (Publix) (1,800; 20Nixon poorly at $4,000. giving fllm 30-55) 'Employees' Entrance' (F.V)
only slightly better than $10,000 for and 'Hot Pepper' (Fox). Magnetic
Profitless for both ends.
its run.
for $11,000, splendid.
Last week.
Estimates for This Week
'Second Hand Wife' (Fox), and
Davis (WB) (1.700; 16-25-40)- 'Robbers' Roost' (Fox), away down
to
$7,300.
'Parachute Jumper' (FN), and 'Secrets of the French Police' (RKO)
Fair $3,500 will have to satisfy this
dual bill, and that's right on the
to Sell
Last week, 'Second Hand
edge.
Question asJ to whether World
Wife' (Fox), and 'Afraid to Talk'
Wide will follow Education;!, in iHs(U). around $3,750.
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 15- trlbutli.g through Fox was under
25-40)— 'Face in the Sky' (Fox) discussion at a session of tlio direcBest opening in some time, and tors and A. W. Hamnions l,".te yesmaybe $3,500 this week. Last week terday (30).
'Hypnotized' (WW) brutal at $2,600.
Nixon (Erlanger) (2.100; 55-83
$1.10-$1.65)— 'Sign
of
Cross'
the
(Par).
Around $4,000 for this one locally for one reason or anyiher
on second and last week, which will and his comeback film -can't hope
hardly bring any smiles to either for more than ordinary $9,500. I-ast
Virtue.'
•

—

<

W.W.?

Fox

end. First week got, $6, 500 or there
abouts. giving roadshow fllm pretty

uneventful engagement.

week '20.000 Years in
(FN) a disappointment
Variety

(Jaffe)

Slnif Sing"
at $n.000.

(2,100;

(PNW) (1.300; 16-25-35)—
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 25-35 'Virtue' (Col) and vaude.
Woman' (RKO) and 'Man 50)— 'Son-Daughter' (MG). A weak a bit to around $5,300. but

'No Other

but

have, tremendous boost from
the four days of screen testing.
Paramount, with 'Employees' En»

will

PTSBG'S CLIMATIC

:i3-40)—
Sliding
.still

on

Last
of Action' (Col), first half, with sister and not even Hayes-Novarro the right side of the ledger.
'Goldie Gets' Along' (RKO) and 'Ai
name3 likely to help it any. Will week 'Evenings for Sale' (Par) just
Hostess' (Col), split. Double bills be lucky to wind up the week with missed $6,000.
better and $2,200 is not bad. Last miserable $9,000.
Last week 'Kid
Warner (WB) (2.000; 25-35-50)
week 'Island of Lost Souls' (Par) From Spaip' (UA) great at $18,600. •Billion Dollar Scandal" (Par). No
'Men of America' (RKO), flrst half,
Stanley (WB) (3,600; 26-35-50)— marquee names In this one. and
'Laughter in Hell' (U) and 'Face in 'Hard to Handle' (WB).
Cagney doesn't look for anything better
the Sky* (Fox), last half, fair at has seldom meant anything in this than $4,800. Last week 'Half Naked
$2,000.
town. He's a tough article to sell Truth' (RKO) all right at $6,000.

—

'
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Croing Places
By

1st

Cecelia Ager

Runs

<hi

VARIETY

2d

WMk
around that fits Miss Merkel too,
Smith On Sere«n
something about taking the bitter
aoul, a friend Indeed,
with the sweet, and so though she's
helping hand^'.a .d^ampion of the
the feminine lead' 1H 'the picture,
farmera and a- farmingr chaplon— they've forgotten -to give her
clothes
Kate Smith in ""Hello "Everybody/ lead importance.'
She wears one
Good to her mammy, kind to little dress through most of the picture,
ehlldren, ducks, horses and oows, and it happens to be very dull, even
A girl with a heart of gold. It's oldish. Dark crepe with dolman
not surprising, then, that when she sleeves and silver ball buttons down
wins fame, lights, and fortune as a the shoulders, an uninteresting bai^lo crooner, she's splendid enough teau neckline, and a. belt that droops
to go with the broadcast though but a little dowdlly In fronts Miss Merkel
'

'

'

a moment before she received a

the sort of girl, however, to aptelegram telling her the. dirty old preciate that one can't have every
Interests had won the law suit.
thing, so she doesn't let her frock
Miss Smith is calm In the face depress her, but seizes her opporof 'Hejlo Everybody's' emergencies tunity and soars.
and cameras. Its mikes, naturally,
hold no terrors for her. Shie's an
Hot Cha and Mary Garden
If she
ever
iin&fCected actress.
Just a little too late, Mary Garden
doubted her appeal in pictures, she is making her first picture theatre
She follows the appearance at the Capitol. The
doesh'l let on.
script's stilted outline with hardworking, sincerity. It happens she's
best when the story pauses to let
her sing, because it's that kind of
a story. She wears neat and tidy
printed dresses when she's on her
farm, tailored dark frocks with becoming white surplice collars for
traveling, never shows otti and does
all she can to make people like her.
Sally Blane plays Miss Smith's
sister,, the one who goes to 'sociala,'

love, strolls In the moonlight with her adored. one to provide

falls

111

for Miss Smith's moon song,
and gets married. She has a ward-

a cue
robe
high

full of softly circular dresses,

wide
heeled
shoes
and
brimmed horsehair hats. None of
these things happen to Miss Smith,
but she's not jealous, not even fleetIngly. Her emotions, every one of
them, are wholly unselfish. She's
happy, yes, when she's making the
other fellow ha.ppy, when she can
say 'Hello, Everybody,' and do It
with that benign Illt to her voice.
.
'

^f

48tai0 Fair* Stars' Team Work
'State Fair" keeps its flock of stars
order, lets no one break the spell'
its fine

homespun mood, tempers;

their varying pers(:>nallties with unr
selfish regaM for the whole, welds
them into bright but not destructive pieces for its general pattern.
An aU-star cast- realizes the picture
Itr

Paramount

jKato

A right good

most important.
Therefore, there's Just enough of
Gayhor, a dash of Sally

Janet

Ellers, the proper portion of Iioulse

They all fit in, the story
uses them, not they the story and
BO each one benefits, shines in reflected glory.
Miss Oaynor is a
farmer's daughter, a good little girl
with a good little girl's longings,
however, sensibly not allowed to
usurp an entire picture.
Miss Ellers, a love 'em and leave
*em trapeze artist, compliments the
profession with her honest, natural
performance, her enormously Improved appearance, her new coiffure
that at last has done with the rigid
marcelled waves so detracting in
the past, her shrewd aerial costume
>r-black and white sequined. leotards, white ranel down the front
surrounded with black at the sides
to diminish wliatever heft might bo

.Dresser.

—

lurking.
liOulse Dresser, the farmer's wife,

la

«d,' Tepiier/ 7G
Fifth Ave. back to one feature
week, with a hot one, "Hot
Pepper,' backed up with oke comedy setup, including a Laurel and

Hardy and Mickey Mouse.
Blue Mouse is also showing

—

Feb. 10

^"She

— 'Clear All Whres'
—
Rivoli — Tm a Bum' (UA)

week.
E. W. Scott now at helm for PaNorthwest Theatres, Inc., as
trustee in bankruptcy, opening offices In the Bklnner building, close

(2d wk).

Winter Garden—'King's Va-

cific

(WB),
Roxy-r'Child of

Man-

hattan' (Col) (9).
'Topaze'
Music Hall

(Ra-

Mgr. Frank Newman. Local
houses cutting overhead and dis-

(Astor)

managers Homer Gill and
Terry McDanlel are out. Paramount
being watched closely, and it must
click or It means lights out.

—

-

trict

92 Pictures
'Rasputin' (Metro)

Estimates for This

(7th wk).

'Cavalcade'

(Fox)

(Gaiety)

Paramount (PNW)

(5th wk).

'Tonight
$4,000.

own

right. Patricia

their

Bowman

descends on the stage

sit-

She leaps
a premiere danseuse marionette
red satin trousers and blue
satin waist, dances a little, then
leads the ballet on to fresh Jumping
ting on a crescent moon.
oft

in

jack enthusiasm.

Miss Gaynor'a mother, goes
about her household tasks so agreeably, she Is so free from the stifling
sweetness thet drips from picture
mothers, she Is so sincere and likable that the' audience Is as genuinely thrilled as she was when her
pickles and mince meat win first

chest, lips that yearn to be bruised
with kisses, arms that ache to embrace, and so on.
At last comes
•Whistling In the Dark' to reward
Miss Merkel's valiant service in the
cause of laughter. Now she can be
the heroine herself.
'Tls said that love makes lovers
beautiful; Miss Merkel proves that's
true. Certainly it teaches them new
flattering ways of doing their hair.
Miss Merkel, for Instance, combs her
marcel waves straight back oft her
forehead, lets them ripple into soft
curls across the sides and back.
Bangs soften her coiffure and give
it
witchery; love and Improved
make-up, are responsible for the
new load of piquancy in her pert
face.

Bette Davit Convinced
Bette Davis in 'Parachute Jumper'
seems convinced she's become quite
a charmer. Slowly she raises her eyelids to sear the hero with her devastating glances, then satisfied, she
smiles a crooked little Mona Lisa
smile. Unfortunately, this procedure
takes place while Miss Davis Is
wearing a curious pill box hat that
perches on her head at an angle
slightly comic.
The hat, and her
own self-satisfaction. Interfere with
the effect.
To make matters still more trou-

blesome for her. Miss Davis must
keep to the neat but not helpful
black and white frocks of a Job
hunting stenog. Finally she gets
work, and an evening dress, too,
from a dope smuggling employer.
The dress is black satin swathings
about the hips, little more than a
drop shouldered ruffle for the completely backless bodice. A bit too-

too for Miss Davis* slender flgger.
Claire Dodd, the story says, engages her chauffeurs on their biThere's another saying knocking ceps appeal, then gets to the point

week

for

a

Week

(3,106; 25-40)

(Par).
'Frisco

fair $6,000.
(2.300;

(FWC)

Brutal
Jenny*-

26-40)

•Hot Pepper* (Fox) with all comedy
program. Censors looked this one
over carefully after some com

'Maedchen in Uniform'
(Krlmsky) (German) (Cameo)
(3d wk).

about trailer shown last
Week. Balanced program h^re looks
to reach corking $7,000. Last 'week,
plaints

'SAHY' PUIS DFTOWN'

'Madame

Butterfly' (Par) and, 'Wil-

.

WB. however, stays closed only
until Saturday (4), when Dan Markowltz reopens It as an Indle firstFox-West
run with low prices.
Coaist has completely bowed out of
the house, and with its downtown
first-runs cut to two may put its St.
Francis Into such a policy. Warners,
since the deal whereby they sold all
product to F-WC and RK(>. and
tossed in' the theatre to boot, are
entirely out of the Frisco field. Pox
and Orph are dark for some time, if
present indications count
'Cynara' is street's outstanding
money-getter in a burg where Ronald Colman Is always a pretty good
draw. Twelye-hundred-seat United
Artists, booking its UA plx for exclusive showings in Frisco at 60c, is
piling up a neat $13,000 on thls'n despite weather conditions.
Paramount picked a tough one to
sell when "Island of Lost Souls* was
booked in, but by plugging 'the panther woman' angle house la getting
big play at $17,.000. A Laurel-Hardy
comedy probably helping.
'Match King.' with Warren Williams, steadily building Jn popularity
here. Is okay at Golden Gate, where

(Prln) < scant there's pretty much of a regular: attendance, thanks to only vaude in
town and a good brefik in film -durBlue Mouse (Hamrlck) (1,000; 26
35) 'Kid From Spain* (UA). With ing past few. months.
'Lawyer Man' has had some clever
Eddie Cantor sold heavily, his radio
work helping, on way to a terrific advance advertising for its Warfield
date. ,WiUlam Powell popular.
47,000.
Music Box (Hamrlck) (960; 25
Estimates for Thi* Week
In
35) 'Animal Kingdom' (RKO).
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.844; 30-40second week, holding up- nicely after 66), 'Match King* (WB> and vaude.
building right along first week to House's consistent-gross maintained,
$3,600. Last -week, same fllm, ft nice $14,600.
Last week 'No Other, Worecord at present price sqale, big at ma:n* (RKO> weakest in weeks at
near $7,000.
$i3.oor'.
Coliseum (PNW) (1,800; 15-26)
'Paramount (Fo^x) (2.700; 30^40'Tess of Storm Country' (Fox) and 55), ^st Souls'- (Par).
Panther
•Cabin' In Cotton' (FN), Big $4,000 woman pic surprising on draw, big
in view. Last weel^ 'Fugitive' (WB) $17,000. 'Son-Daughter' (MG)-drew
and 'Rackety Rax' (FN) double bill, $13,600 last Week.
oke for black. $3,700.
United Artists (1,400; 2S-3$;rS0).
Liberty
(Jensen Ton Herberg) 'Cynara' (UA). Neat take at $13.(2,000; 10-15-25) 'fHiantom Express' 000.
Sixth and final week ojf ^id
(MaJ)-. Looks t» get a good $4,600. from Spain* (UA) got okay $5,000.
Last -nneek. 'Spirit of the West'
Warfield (2,700; 36-55-66), 'Law(Shef) and 'Guilty or Not Guilty' yer Man* (WB) and stage .show.
(Shef). Double bill, nicely at $3,900. Powell a help, also stage shows, but
$14^000 isn*t as good as usucU., 'Hot
Pepper' (Fox) developed into a

liamson Under Sea'
$4,300.

BOOM

FOX, DET., 2iSG
Detroit, Jkn. 30.

on Fox stage and 'Upsold with big bally
stressing Mary Ea;ton in person and
'Sally' unit

town

New -York'

big arj^ay of na'meff' got the only
opening in to^n. Bad Weather- here
but Fox should hit another' big
profit
is

play.

.

Denver's Three Indies

'Maedchen.in Uniform' roadshowIng at the LAfayette looks for an
Indef. engageihent at $1 top.
Last week all houses with the exception of the Fox and Fisher were
In the red. The Fox went to town

a terrific week of $25,000. The
showed the first profit in
in its first week at the new
policy with a gross of $10,000 and
profit of about $4,000. The rest also
ran.
Estimates for This Week
Michigan (4.045; 15-36-55-72-76),
'Hello Everybody* (Par) and stage
show. Going down to brutal $11,500.
Last week 'Frisco Jenny* (WB) arid

for

Fisher

months

65-72-75),

Romance Helps Clowns
Always Una Merkel's been clown
to some other girl's romance, always
that funny gangling kid standing by
to make the heroine exquisite by
contrast. Well, comedy relief has a
heart, too, a curly blonde head that
longs to rest on a strong masculine

Last

Fifth Ave.

The Roxyettes like make-believe, stage show weak at $16,100.
too, so they are marionettes in
Fox (6,100; 15-25-35-40-55). 'Upshort white satin Pierrot suits with town New York' and F&M's 'Sally'
red stockings and red beaded ruffs. on stage.
Huge $26,000 In view.
Eleanor Powell, in beaded white Last week 'Hot Pepper' (Fox) and
pyjamas, rivets attention single stage show a big $26,000.
Downtown (2,750; 16-26-40), 'They
handed by the effortless, fiuid style
Get Married' (U).
of her easy taps, skimming about Just Had to
Doubling last week's take, $8,000.
prize at 'State Fair.'
One happy the stage with her smart shoulders Last week "No Other Woman*
family with a mother to cheer on an even keel as all good dancers' (RKO) mean $4,100.
about.
shoulders should.
United Artists (2.018; 15-26-35-

and

Ours'

Is

(FN) went

Foreign Films
'Captain of Kopenick' (A-R)
(German) (Europa) (3d wk).

-

tions in

PNW

to

dio).

week regardless.
'Hello Everybody* at the Michigan
surprisingly -very weak.
•Farewell 'to Arms' for a follOwup
we^k at the Fisher at popul&r prices
little card of lyrics.
seems due for hard pull at that
house.
Music Hall's Swift Pageant
•Sftrange Interlude' at the tJnited
With a curtesy- to its feature, Artists is being milked for the usual
•State Fah-,' the Radio City Music two weeks engagement. Following
Hall presents for Its stage show a roadshow -Engagement at which
'Carnival.' Bright lights, dancing the pletui^ failed to Impress, this
dolls and a merry-go-round give booking id merely a stopgap.
•They Just Had to Get Married*
the picture a gay send oft, a swift
at the Downtown is merely one of
grouping of pageantry peopled those
things: Farce getting a mild
with a ballet corps as nimble as. the
Roxyettes, now but thirty-two.
The ballet corps pretends to be
a marionette show on its own miniature stage, brightly dressed figures in blue and salmon satin domnoes whose arms are worked by ribbons that take on exciting forma-

ro ster

Winter Garden (Sterling) using
run this week, but
no first run policy definitely set in.
House seats 750, prices 16 to. 26 for
Opened nicely Wednesthis shot.
day (25) for good $3,000 on the

Capitol
(Metro).

RKO

town has fewer first runs
it's had since the earthquake.
Fox-West Coast's two. Paramount
and Warfield; RKO's Golden Gate,
and the United Artists comprise the

'Bitter Tea,' first

liadies They Talk
Strand
About' (WB).

cation'

With Warners, Orpheum and Fox
than

prices.

Done Him

San Francisco. Jan. 30.
a low-tide week with ole JupiPluvius' high tides drenching
for fancy grosses.

closed,

did close to seven grand, biggest
biz for this house in many months,
getting lines of real length, and near
capacity for oke Intake at these

of Cross'

13G

any chances

Last week "Kingdom*

ond week.

OK

It's

ter

was the

sensation, 'Animal 'Kingdom' getting them so
strong that it's being held for secrlck house,

(Par).

Week

lots

of speed with rKld From Spain.'
Last week Music Box, another Ham-

(Fox) (2) (2d run).

Paramount
Wrong* (Par).

'Cynara

this

lied).

HaH—'Sign

Frisco Grosses,

Seattle, Jan. 30.

(1).

Music

Rain Drenches

Seattle;

Xjiner*

— 'Secret of Mme.
Blanche' (Metro.
Strand — 'Hard to Handle'
(WB)
—
Mayfair 'Hot Pepper* (Pox)
(2d run).
Rivoli — 'Hallelujah, Tm a
Bum' (UA).
Winter Garden — •Follow
Leader* (Par).
Roxy — Iron Master' (AlRKO Roxy — 'State Fair'

'

ground for her heavy emerald and
diamond necklace, her short' black
gloves set off the sparkle of her
twin wide emerald and diamond
bracelets, one for each wrist. Black
slippers, and a youthful, shaHow
crowned black toque confines her
crisp red hair to soft wa.ves about
her face. t>etall and appointments
artfully
to
make a
contrived
smartly stylized stage picture. And,
of course, a matching turquoise chiffon handkerchief for precious femininity, and cJso as a mask for her

Wk m

(Par).
Capitol

magic in her name still lingers, but
fainter now. The old guard remember the legend, but the old guard
has dwindled, too. To the new generation Mary Garden is a gracious,
graceful figure of evident cosmopolitan chic who sings very nicely, has
quite a time of it getting from the
stage to the Inconsiderately unsteady platform built over the orchestra pit and back again, whose
songs are ot the polite order that
elicit polite response. Hotcha, it so
happens, has supplanted politeness
'
In picture houses.
Miss Garden's smart turn-out is
built from turtiuoise blue with black
accents.
Her formal day dress,
severely sini'ple turquoise crepe
fitted suavely, long and slightly fiarIng at the hem, attains width at the
shoulders
with two-tiered cape
sleeves.
The dress supplies back-

Z
— Fab.
'Lu±ury

hto

IQiigilom' Boik

Broadway

(Subject to OlMinbe)

11

(M-G).

'Strange
Second

week

smash

last week and final
$22,600 in the till.

K. C. CUTS HELP
Denver, Jan. 30.
Shrine circus at Municipal Auditorium cutting in some on first run Newman Sole 50c First Run Stand
—'Mummy'—Lita, $14,000
grosses, circus getting only 10-40c
admissions and playing to big
Kansas City. Jan. 30.
crowds.
Locw's Midland's 25c price seems
Denham had standouts three
days, but still will turn in lowest to be causing' considerable interest
gross since Christmas week with and many new faces are noticed in
This week 'Whistling
double feature of Independent .pic- the house.
tures.
Denver Is also down from in the Dark' opened big and -manprevious week, but having good agement has hopes business will
steady business. Folks here com- hold up as it has been advertised as
exclusive.
ment favorably on 'Strange Inter- anLita
Grey Chaplin, In person. Is
lude.*
Orpheum
doing well
Is

on the Malnstreet's heavily

billed feawith 'The Mummy.' and doing fairly.
'Tonight Is Ours,' at the Newman, is Just the sort of story the
regulars go for. House is doing extra publicity for Kate Smith's 'Hello
Everybody,' which -opens Feb. 3.
Dublnsky's Liberty next door to
the Newman has gone to two-aweek with top price 20c.
Loew's slash in prices has left the
Kewman the only first-run house
in town with a 60c top price; the
Malnstreet *rets the same for its
lower floor seats but sells balcony

week of price slash from 60
40c and balcony any time 26.
Balcony full several nlg:hfs already
with loges and main floor holding
first

ture,

to

up.

Paramount

Is

not doing so well

on 'Big Drive' while RIalto will be
off slightly from last week.
Three
Independents In flrst runs this week
with 'Big Drive' at Paramount and
double bill at Rialto, secpnd double
Interlude' hill to hit flrst run here, both at

weak

at

$6,500. Last week same picture got
$14,000. fair.
Fisher (2,666; 16-25-35-40), 'Farewell to Arms' (Par). Maybe $8,000,
off.
Last week 'Silver Dollar* (WB)
got big $10,000.
Lafayette
35-50-75-$l).
(1.200;

day saw

Couldn't Get Started

Denham.
Estintates -for This Week
Denham (Hellborn) (1,700; 16-25)
—'Hell's House' (Indie) and 'Sav-

tickets for 35c.

Estimates for This

age

Girl' (Freuler). Double feature.
to $3,200, off. Last week 'Congress Dances' (UA) broke the house
record and finished with ^5.200.

Liberty (Dublnsky)

Back

20),

"Fugitive

from

Week

(860;

10-15-

Chain

Gang'

'One Way Passage'
(WB), second. Will benefit from
heavy advertising given both by the

(WB)

first half,

'Maedchen In Uniform.' Roadshow- Standouts and
packed houses all
ing and looks for some nice trade.
week,
Around $5,000.
and will
Denver (Publix) (2.500; 25-35-40- Newman a few weeks ago,
Last week
50)— 'Strange Interlude' (MG). Not get close to $2,500. and
'Men of
'Afraid to Talk' (U)
Last America' (RKO). ditto, good.
the day they start work. Miss Dodd bad with $10,000 in sight.
'Kid
From Spain' (UA)
is too young and pretty to need be week
Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 25-35so aggressive, but the story says finished with $11,600. fair.
50). 'Mummy* (U) and stage show
Orpheum (RKO-Huffman) (2,600; with Llta Grey Chaplin featured.
she is.
25-35-40-50)— 'Hot Pepper' (Fox). Fairly for around $14,000.
Last
In the money with $10,500, same as week 'They Just Had to Get MarIrene Dunne Martyr Again
last week for 'The Mummy' (U).
ried' (U), with Fin D'Orsay In perParamount (Publix) (2,000; 25- .son. added $15,000, good.
It's about time now that Irene
(Loew)
(4.000;
25),
Dunne should be fed up on men. 40) 'Evenings for Sale" (Par), and
Midland
men. men; men walking all over 'Big Drive" (Rule), split week. 'Whistling in the Dark' (M-G).
Not ."o hot, $5,000 this week. Last Word-of-mouth helping lots, should
her. up and down again. No actre.is,'
week 'Flesh' (MG) and 'nillion Dol- hold up for good $17,000. Last week
on the screen's gone through more lar Scandal' (Par) flnlshed with a 'Son-Daughter* (M-G) slipped after
on account of them, but here's Mlas very poor $2,400.
a good opening to $S,900, very poor,
Dunne again In 'No Other Woman'
Rialto (RKO-Huffman) (900; 20Newman (Publix) (1.860; 25-35stubbornly going on being faithful, 25-40)— 'Lawyer Man' (WB). Falr- 50), 'Tonight l3 Ours' (Par). March
slaving, wronged, tossed aside, yet ishly for $2,800 same as last M'eek's and Colbert co-stars are favorites
nothing can tear a reproach out of •Me and My Gal' (Foxi nnH 'H.-ilf here and should click nicely for
Naked Truth' (RKO) on a split about sn.nno. L.T.«it week 'Lawyer
(Continued on page 60)
week.
Man' (WB) fair $7,800.

—
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Tcdldng Shorts
*The Hitch- Hiker'

Comedy

(Fox). Fine
Fair'
'State
production of a simple but ap<
I>ealing

22 Mins.
Loew's New York
Educational
Harry Langdon develops a cold
and for intended purposes of com-

story.

Should be In

the money all along the line.
Dark'
the
In
'Whistling
(Metro). Okay comedy meller,

Adventure; 19 Mins.
Translux, New York

competently cast, and capitally
played by the featured pair,
Ernest Truex (new to talkers
from legit), and Una Merkel.

Principal

This is a short that should go
over anywhere. It has that certain
adventurous atmosphere.
No close-ups of battles with an
edy tries to make funny a cough
and some sneezing. At first it's a octupus or other sea horrors. Picture gets over mainly by its suglittle annoying, but Anally his condition elicits a laugh or two. For gestive qualities.
Picturesque dialog provided a
the smaller houses.
reporter with a convincing
On pantomime Langdon doesn't talkingundoubtedly
are important
eeem to be there in this one. He voice
In action the
assets.
upsets a Aiming scene by diving contrlbutary
picture shows divers descending
into a lake to pull out a drowning
and fumbling amid wrecks. Waly.
baby dummy, thus contracting the

From

New York

Loew's

Educational
Superior to most in this cartoon
and with more than the usual

water

another

spoiling

rcene,

it

persons better than usual.

Everybody'

'Hello,

(Par).

Kate Smith singing nine times.
Story or rest of film unimporShould do Okay outside
tant.
big cities on Smith draw.
'No Other Woman' (Radio).
Family entertainment. Needs
heavy support for a week in

jar, getting

the keys.
'The Fourth Horseman' (U).
Tom Mix, with good support in
a well-made western.

Char.

again.

.'...liee

Moran

picture despite a first-rate

cast of standard names and a workmanlike physical production. The
story itself has possibilities of
swiftly manipulated murder mystery
tricl^s, but they haven't been realized because of foggy literary treatment and a notion that perhaps the
comedy relief was more important
than the solution of the crime itself.
Adapters seem to be laboring under the influence of 'Once in a Lifetime' in the working out of this
studio murder plot, and the effect is
confusing. Progress of the narrative
had a picture-wise audience at the
Roxy on the Jump to k^ep up with
its eccentricities. What the reaction
will be among the less alert fans of
the subsequent runs will be. It Is
On Its straight
edsy to Imagine.
crime solution angle the picture is

banks, Jr.

series

and singing. While
Umburger amount of dialog
the average cartoon includes little
cheese instead of vapo-rub to smear
more than sound effects, this one
on his chest, the situation takes on has considerable offscreen singing
some promise. For a flnlsh an over- to correspond with its characters.
annoyed gent sitting close to Lang- Will serve as generally okay.
don knocks him cold, pins on a
TWO mice, fleeing from a speak
parachute and tosses the poor mugg briiwl, do the song doubles while
He lands in the same lake earlier a floor show teiibr goes
out.
where a director is trying to film through a solo. Voices of unseen
wrong

into a

Todd

'Parachute Jumper' (WB).
Aviation-gangster theme that
moves breezily on playing of
support and star, Doug Fair-

Terry-Toon Cartoon

There

difilcut enough to follow In Its
rapid Intricacies and the neccesslty
of keeping pace with its sudden
shifts from the serious to the absurd makes the task doubly diflicult.
Picture opens promisingly enough.
Expensive auto is standing before a
hotel entrance. A woman in evening
clothes explains to four companions
that the man she is about to kiss
will thus be identifled as their vlctime. Man in top hat and evening
clothes comes forward to the hotel
entrance; she kisses htm, to his astonishment, and, as he walks to the
'sidewalks, guns bark and he drops.

selected,

red-headed sow.

All this Is done straight,^ as though
the opening of an underworld story.
But at this point the camei-a goes
to a wide range shot and It Is re-

Based on Phil Stong's best seller
written around a country fair,
an apt female Tarzan.
H6nry King has nicely caught the
It's Just a lot of foolishment with spirit of the simple
story and has
the Tarzan screech of triumph, over turned in a production that has the
man or beast, acting as cheer charm of naturalness and the virtue
Waly.
leader.
of sincerity. No villain, little suspense, but a straightforward story
'SACRED ELEPHANTS OF INDIA' of a rural family who And their

Over all Henry King has wielded vealed that the action is taking
a sympathetic megaphone, getting place In a picture studio, screen re-

Arvid E. GiUsti'om produced and
directed, Vernon Dent and Ruth
ClifCord included in support cast.

down by cheapness

Fox production and release. Produced by
Featurlncr Janet Gaynor, "Will
Rogers, tew Ayres^ From the story by
Bcreen play by Paul Oreon
Phil Stong.'
and Sonya Levlen. Ray Flynn, asst.' dir.;
Hal Mehr, camera; I>unoan Cramer, art;
A. Ii, Von Kirbach. sound; Rita Kaufman,

of plot development. Another reach at
'Manslaughter* with a loose

H«nry King.

MASQUERS' COMEDY
'Who's Zoo

in Africa'

18 Mins.

RKO

New York

Roxy,

Radio
Audiences with any suggestion of
sophistication will delight In a fair
part of 'Who's Zoo.' It inake9' no
pretenses about burlesquing Metro's
And It
serious feature 'Tarzan.'

succeeds iexcellently.
Perhaps a better screen reporter
than Eddie Borden could have been

wardrobe; R. W. BIschoff, editor. At RKO
Musical Hall, New York, etarting Jan. 20.
Runnlnsr time, QO mins.
Margy Frake
Janet Oaynor
Abel Frake
Will 'Rogers
Fat Qllbert...
Lew Ayr^s
EiDlly Joyce
..Sally Ellers
Wayne Frake
Norman Foster
Melissa Frake
L,oulse Dresser
The Storekeeper
.Frank Cloven
The Barker
Victor JoryHarry .Ware
Frank Uelton
'

grllK

who gypped young Ftake

the year

before and smilingly prepares to repeat, only to 'find that his erstwhile

vlcttm has spent the twelvemonth
Interval In practising to ring the
.

prizes

'

but certainly Jimmy Finlayson makes an ideal professor and
the robust Dorothy Granger simulates

Carekept

'Officer 13' (Allied).
fully made production

STATE FAIR

and

a dea(|

Is practically

shot.

Is even a humorous twist to
the porcine romance of Blue Boy,
the. prlise hog, who comes to life
only when he meets Esmeralda, the

through naturalness
his
effects
rather than stress, and knkting the
whole Into a conislstent and acceptable sequence of events.
The picture shows some very
beautiful scenes, particularly In the
grove Wh^re the farmers camp, and
great moments at the state fair, a travel shot of a moonlight ride
where paterfamilias captures the down the road between the rows of
title for his prize hog, the mother the tall com for which the state is
makes a clean sweep in the pickle famous.
'State Fads' Is a picture that will
entries, the boy gets his first vicarious but satisfying taste of romance, do much to restore faith in the abiland the girl finds a more lasting ity of the cinema to appeal without
love.
Well cast, sumptuously pro- recourse to sensation or sex. Chic.
duced. Intelligently directed, and
-

Travelog Novelty
7 Mine.
Loew's New°York
Ideal Pictures
Neither below nor above the average ambfte' shorts of its kind.
Newsteely in character and strictly
around -elephants and other animtds
used in processionals for rajahs.
Elephants are shown being painted, bathed and harnessed in preparation for the big caravan with all
This
the extravagant trappings.
portion of the short, but without the
maharajahs photoed, is very color
ful.
Generally the photography is
above par for scenics, with the oft
screen narrative also okay.

done

in very fine photography,
'State Fair' promises to be a win-

ner

all

way down the
who have never

the

line.

*SCRAM'

sat in the
grandstand for the horse trots or
thrilled to the high dive will appreciate the novelty. Those who know
their rural America will find It
ringing true. Just enough of the
general atmosphere has been used
to give the local color, but most of
the happenings are backgrounded
against other than the fair locales.
Of chief interest is the debut of a

Laurel and Hardy

new romance team

Tliose

Oftor.

in Janet Gaynor
and Lew Ayres. His rather flippant
York
style gives a needed tang to situations which sometimes in the past
Metro
Threatening obviousness In sev have been to saccharine. The comeral situations, Raymond McCarey bin^lon should give Miss Gaynor a
and H. M. Walker, his dlaloglcian, fresh hold on her fans, and it will
wisely steer Laurel and Hardy clear not hv^rt Ayres. It is a charming
of things Into a bit more complicated romance between these two. There
situations.
Told by the Judge to is interest, too. In the less whole'scram,' on vagrancy charges, they some romance of the boy with the
are befriended by a drunk who girl of the acrobatic act. Norman
steers them into the wrong house Foster and Sally Ellers handle this
where the dumb pair and the capably, while there is Just enough
Judge's wife get mixed up In a stew of Will Rogers' quaint humor and

21 Mins.
Capitol, New

Louise Dresser's country dame to
That's the punch of the two reels, temper the more hectic moments.
with the rest building up nicely for For a moment Victor Jory steals
a fair quota of lafts.
Abel.
the screen as the concession owner
scene.

The

Woman Angle
For Kate Smith's devoted fans only, and
a singing short padded to feature length.
lack of romance and plot interest.

Everybody' (Par).

'Hello,

even they

will

grow

restive at

City gals won't excuse

its

(MGM). Pleasantly done mystery brightened
Credibly built suspense makes good
entertainment, but picture lacks names the ladles follow.

'Whistling in the Dark'

by Ernest Truex's expert comedy.

femme

'Parachute Jumper* (F. N.). With its love story as Incredible and
shallow as its pseudo-hard boiled adventures, this garbled picture misses

femme

appeal.

'State Fair' (Fox).

sentimental

winning

Little

human

things in

life

homespun

Into a fine

natural humor, tender romance and sympathy
Appeals to and entertains the whole family.

mood with

cast.

Woman' (Radio). Dated sad story of a loyal though wronged
Too familiar and old fashioned In treatment for the girls to care

'No Other
wife.

'The Death Kiss' (World Wide).

Murder mystery that

<ast enough to puzzle ladies in the second runs.

talks

and moves

WHISTLING IN DARK

Metro production and release. Co-featuring Ernest Truex and Una Merkel.
Directed by Elliott Nugent who also screenadapted from Broadway stage play by
L&urence Gross and Edward Cbllds Carpenter.
Camera. Norbert Brodlne: film editor,
Ben Lewis. Running time. 7 mins.. at
Capitol, New York, week of Jan. 27.
Wallace Porter
Ernest Truex

Una Merkel

Toby Van Soren

Edward Arnold

Dillon
Charlie

C

Lombardo
Slim
Barfuss
Joe

John Mlljan
Henry Gordon
Johnny HInes

Joseph

Cawthom

Nat Pendleton
Tenen Holtz

Herman

Marcelle Corday

Hilda

*WhisUing In the Dark' will do
more for Ernest Truex as a farceur
for the talkers than for Metro. It's
a good picture, light, bright and
'

plausibly tense, right down to the
public taste, but Truex and Una
Merkel in the tolp roles are no boxofllce draft florae film tans as yet.
Picture will have to be sold and
word-of-mouthed to get 'em In, al-

though once
It's

In, It'll satisfy.
first talker.

Truex's

He

did
the

vealing director,

cameraman waiting

extras, etc.
It

promptly

release.

Starring

Weber
Alabama

Leo

•'••>-

Carrillo

Bette Davia

......Frank

Toodles
Secretary
Steve

McHugh

.....Claire Dodd
..Bhella Terry

Mra Newberry
«

Harold Huber

Breezy treatment of a not very
brilliant yarn and some nice light
.

Barbora Bedford
Alan Boscoe
Mona Marls

Clerk

A weak

Mlnjlr
Boteler

Warner production and

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Directed by Alfred
B. Groen.- Adapted by John Francis Lar.
kin from original by Rtan James. James
Van Trees, photog. At Strand, New York*
week Jan. 20. -Runnlnir time, 70 mins.
Douglas FalrbanKe, Jr«
Bni Keller

-j*' ?"1
comedy playing by Doug Fairbanks,
Jr., and others combine to mako
pleasantly
amusing.
talker
this
Edmund Bums Without getting out of the pro->
Jimmy Donlln grammer class, it should register
Harold Waldridea

Assistant Director

HIII

scattered Interest.

'THE JEALOUS LOVER'

Wade

Hllllker

Chalmers

(KBS-World
Kiss'
'Death
Wide). Murder mystery with
film studio background, weakened by inappropriate comedy
complications. Standard name
cast lost In tale of badly

5 Mins.

HaroW

Howell

Mrs. Avery
Brent

audience, once they're In.

there on his efCorts to

hitch-hike end in a plane, where he
annoys everyone with his Incessant
coughing. It's done in that weak
manner, along with sneezing, and
eventually has Langdon looking as
though he went through a wringer.
Somehow or other it isn't as funny
as It may sound. But when he goes

David Manners
and Bela IiOgost. Story adapted by Barry
Barrlnger and Gordon Kalin from the novel
by Uadelon St. Dennis. Cameraman, NorAt old Boxy, New York,
bert Brodlne.
week Jan. 2S. Running time, 74 minutes.
David Manners
Franklyn Drew
Adrlenne Ames
Marcla Lane
Bela LurobI
Joseph Stelner
John Wray
Detective Sheehan
Vlnce Banjett
Officer GulHver
Alexander Carr
Leon Grossmlth
Edward Van Slowi
ay)m Avery
Adtdenne Ames,

Script Clerk

Lack of marquee draft prime
deficiency, but will satisfy any

-

cold.

PARACHUTE JUMPEI^

KISS

release.
KBS production. World Wide Featured
Directed by Edwin I*. Marin.

players,

WITH WILLIAMSON BENEATH
THE SEA

HARRY LANGDON

DEATH

Rem

Miniature

Tuesday, January 31, 1933

develops

actor playing supposed

that

the

gun victim

fairly well generally.
Gangster and aviation stuff are
knitted together as a background
for the plot, with neither phase par>
tlcularly original in thought, but
okay under the hookup. Fairbanks,
Bette Davis and Frank McHugh are
a routine trio of lovers and comedy
foil, yet the old stuff somehow manages to shine anew. Although the
plot attempts to get serious now
and then it's treated lightly and
played for comedy effects n^ainly.
"Fairbanks and McHugh start out
as a couple of flying U. S. Marines.
The parachute Jumping comes in
when they're back in private" life
and desperate for a Job, and later

when chased by government planes
while carrying contraband. On the
side young Fairbanks, who's almost
too versatile, hires out as a chauffeur. That's how he meets the hie
gangster, for whose lady friend he
chaufs. When catching Fairbanks
and the lady friend in a LondosLewls he kicks out the lady tand ia
talked out of shooting Fairbanks by'
Fairbanks.
Later, while apparently runnins
booze for the ganster (Leo CarriUo)
the boys are really carting dope
without knowing it. .It leads up to
a crack-up finish. In which Fairbanks and Carrlllo are brought

down by a government

aviator.

It's

an awful smash, but neither seems
seriously hurt.

Miss Davis enters when another
timely

angle,

the

depresh,

is

dragged in.
Her meeting with
Fairbanks in the park while both
are very much on the starve Isn't
so conventional^ but easy to overlook, because Miss Davis always
impresses as a nice girl. But she'd
have been a lot better In this pic-.,
ture had she refrained from overworking a stilted southern accent
Just because her character name is
Alabama. McHugh as the laugh belief holds Hp his end easily.
Aviation
stuff
extremely well,
done. Picture's chief kl<^ Is in the
planes' ground smashups. It shades
the ganster section by two to one
'

has really been murdered and the
action continues in the usual murder mystery technique to point suspicion to one after the other of the
principals, as the police take up the
Complications develop with in creating excitement.
trail.
dizzy speed.
The opening is pretty warm. A
Involvments are sometimes inge- Nicaraguan cabaret Is the location.
nious but more often transparent The rumba by a Hollywood brunet
Vince
Barnett
is nothing out of the ordinary,
and mechanical, with
bustling about as a dumb studio cop but the scene gets hot when Fairdoing low comedy and getting In banks -puts his hands on the maeverybody's way. Throughout these chinery. Then the captain walks in.
everybody
convolutions
plot,
Bige.
of
speaks slightingly and in light vein
of the dead actor, which Is not good
technique,
since
you can't get
worked up over a murder mystery if

HELLO, EVERYBODY

the crime itself is regarded as unimportant.
Story Idea has some interesting
technical studio stuff in its atmosphere, all well done, but the mental
strain of following a confused plot
robbed it of attention. Cast plays
with fine regard for teamwork, but
in so scattered a yam nobdy got a

Paramount production and release. StarKate Smith.
Directed by WlUlaiu
Adapted by Dorothy Yost and Lawrence Hazard from Fanny Hurst original.
Gilbert Warrington,
photog.
At Paramount, New York, week Jan. 27. Running

chance to stand out.

Bettlna
Mr. Parker
Mr. Blair
Mr. LIndle
Jed

OFFICER

Ruah.

13

ring

Setter.

^

time, 60 mins.

Kate Smith
Lily Smith
Mrs. Smith

Jackie Searle.

true,

day,

the-

on double

bill.

Jan.

24,

Jerry Tucker
Marguerite Campbell
William Davidson
deorge Barbler
Paul Kniger
Charles Grapewln
Fern Emmett

herself, all Kate and
Picture depends
on the radio songstress,

singing.

entirely

At Loew's New Tork

Swayne Gordon

Kate Smith
Kate's

Prances Hymand. Harry Neumann, Tom
Gallgan, camera.
Leete Brown, editor.
Gene Hombostel, art. Wilbur McGaugh,
Delaney,
asst. dir. Cast includes Chas.
Robt. Ellis, Frances Rich, Jos. Oirord,

one

Julia

Bobby

Ettle

Allied picture; First Division release.
Stars Monte Blue and features Llla Lee.
Seena Owen. Directed by Geo. Melford.
story by Paula Edwards, screen play by

atre,

Kate Smith
Randolph Scott
Sally Blane

Hunt Bloke.

having

little else

tainment.

draw

to offer as enter-

Nature

in the past,
indica,tes

of
if

the
still

enough

Smith
holding

will

be

.grabbed on the smaller playdates to
smooth the slaps 'Hello, Everybody"
past.
Re-enacting the
he
will get in the big cities.
Produccreated
Alexander McKaig's
In
No. 2 type of production and ap- tion is adequate without looking exBroadway moderate stage success.
Truex gets everything out of it and parently not trying to get out of its pensive.
class.
It's a 'popular' version of
While no literary gem, the plot
more.
Miss Merkel hasn't been seen to 'Manslaughter,' but with the girl not manages to spin a love yarn that
better advantage with her Dixie guilty of the speeding. Sufliciently doesn't Involve Miss Smith, yet
drawlish style and looks better, with good to walk by itself in the two-bit keeps her in the foreground.
She
the poundage down, than she has houses and with some names and was no easy person to At into a picWith a com- playing to help it over. Photography ture lead. They took the best route
of recent months.
petent Metro stock company in sup- excellent, direction good save in one by holding the romance down to a
port, plus Elliott Nugent'a okay di- or two spots, sound good.
secondary position and letting Miss
rection (he also rates, a bend for the
Lila Lee and Monte Blue share Smith carry it all with her singing.
screen adaptation). It shapes up as top honors both in the billing and She sings nine times in the 69 mina thoroughly workmanlike Job.
on the screen. Miss Lee is an in- utes, or once more than twice as
It's of the gangster genera but
telligent and careful player and can much as they hear her sing for
Truex's presence tells all about its hold interest even in the somewhat nothing on the radio.
lighter moments, although towards
Fanny Hurst, whose original was
screwy story. Blue is also handithe end, It's most tellingly tense capped
by having to bend his per- adapted by Dorothy Yost and Lawand melodramatic.
sonality to the sobby work of the rence Hazard, must have pounded it
The eloping Truex-Merkel hap
out in a weak moment while comcontinuity
writer.
The
former
pen Into a booze mob's hide-out.
merce had a half-nelson on art. She
Truex's Ingenuity in plotting a rival Mickey McGuire and Jackie Searle carried
the stout but sweet singer
juvenile,
appeal
and
legitimate brewer's murder, and contribute
back to the old homestead and
then self-extricating themselves, Frances Rich in a bit part is much
above the average. Charles Delaney, everything's in, only it's the power
grips once it gets under way.
Seena Owen, Lloyd Ingraham and company instead of the sheriff.
There are a couple of draggy se
Much license had to be taken to
quences and if that 76 minutes Charles O'Malley all contribute, to
With a more get Miss Smith on the air for some
could be chopped 10 or so it would the acting score.
story
treatment this real singing. A network hears lier
intelligent
take care of that
Nobdy else of distinction in the might have climbed much higher up sing at a party, via local broadcast,
all-round good support excepting the list, but real hits are not fabri- and though she appears to be all
Johnny Hlnes as an Imported tor- cated from the trite sure fires. There the way out in California, the rhain
pedo from Detroit who essays a must be moro novelty and a firmer Invites her to come to Xcw York
(Continued on page 29)
CMc,
double-x and Is caught at it. Alel grip on plot.

some

silent

picture

work

in
role

Running time, 61 mins.
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by having lopped

NEWSREELS
Unlversal's hew slant on titles
this week. First attempt by any of
the reels to get away from straight
motionless type. While it's a courageous attempt to do again something new, this time U will probably find it will have to revert to
the conventional. Titles that move
across the screen are hard on weak
eyes. And titles that move as fast
neighborhoods as those of U are doing this week
foreign
cultivated
for trade, the Russian dictator are too rapid for the strongest eyes.
draws applause, while In the Luxer
Both houses cover almost Identithe subject passes for just one of cally Washington's move to cripple
those things.
the power of Its future lame ducks.
Kmbassy had nothing exceptional
For those who understand GerIn the Saturday afternoon program man, Luxer's statement from Gerto draw.
many's war minister may have
Fifteen-year-old Boy Scout who some significance.
trapped a thief jin Brooklyn photoThe two theatres also cover a
his
if^tralghtforwardly..
But
graphs,
number of Florida subjects, includdiction, were the face unseen, would ing the Tilden team. Camera work
be taken for the Hollywood gang- In both exceptionally good.
This
jPosslbly out of deference to time, instead of concentrating on
ster.
the deed the audience doesn't laugh moving heads of the audience on
outright, although the lad does pro- the screen, as Is the way of the lazy
voke smirks."
grinder, the lenses pay attention to
Few at the Embassy Saturday volleys on the courts.
saw much more In Harold McCorIn a Washington conference on
mack's clip than that of a mlddle- homeless boys some statements, reage man attempting a whistling act. markably frank for newsreels, are
The fact that this millionaire al- obtained by Pathe.
lowed himself to be recorded under
Other Luxer clips. In addition to
such circumstances would probably the usual shorts, Include dog-sled
be appreciated by the Luxer's regu- races in New Hampshire and Canlar audience.
ada, hoirse-shoe pitching in Fla.
For once Japan's Emperor Is proWaly.
vided With means of Identification.
He Is the only member of the cav- vlous Hearst episodes In this camalry to ride a white horse.
paign.
Not to be outdone by the
Other clips: Wrestling, skating,
Roxy's current program evidently, Chinatown's New Tear's, Parisian
the Embassy has Ted Lewis and his cross-country races, Tuskegee choir,
band oh the newsreel screen. Lewis Old Ironsides In a Cal. port, flres in
sings for Hearst's 'Buy American,'* Texas and Liverpool, hockey, and
and It's a lot better than the pre- Havana trace track.
Waly.

While tn American newareel quarters It's regarded as straight propaganda, and reported to have been
purchased from Amkino, both news
theatres lead oft with Moscow remembering Its revolution. In the
clips are a few fleeting glimpses of
Stalin. At the Embassy, which has

.

RKO

.

PARAMOUNT,
New

N. Y.

York, Jan.

28.

RKO ROXY
New

Tork, Jan. -27.

Third week of the 6th avenue
The Broadway Paramount Is getting a one week's sample of what Roxy makes it Just old enough to
majr happen If and* when the well of compare with the better days of
high-priced name attractions runs the 7th avenue Rosy. The old, old
dry ;and the house has toJCall back Roxy used to have some backon' shows that play on their merits grounds that would stir up^ converand not on their reps. And at the sation when the payees got bock
among their neighbors. It didn't
same price of admlsh.

example may be have three or four revolving platbecause' the stage forms. It dropped a scrim in a
not only lacking the Par's modest minute or so to change.
now customary high-tone coin as- But when that scrim or thin curpect, but also misses as entertain- tain lifted or parted there was
ment.. Willie Howard worked hard something that usually got a resand got on base personally, but piration of admiration something
there was no team behind him. Pic- deflnitely big and Substantial and
ture, Par's 'Hello, Everybody* (Kate •really colorful.
Smith), win be okay when It gets
This is strictly by way of comoutside the city limits, but for parison; nothing to take the edge
Broadway It certainly needs more off Ted Lewis' current endeavors,
help than It's getting.
This Is a because Lewis and Co., including
Kate Smith hangover week for the the band., ballet, Dixie Four, Esther
Par, the songstress having been Pressman,
Mildred Gave, Doris
here In person last week as a living Deane and the infant 'Snowball'
trailer for her new talker.
'Whittler (who really cops the stage
It was all lip to the Smith name
show) rattle oft a routine the !raon the fllm to catch the trade, but pldlty and smartness of which was
returns were extra bad Friday night. seldom, if ever, to be recollected at
In addition to not being fascinated the 7th avenue emporium.
by the name, it's likely they sensed
Again, but the Roxy grandchild
the current drop In stage-show
currently has about as much color
value.
Along with the Howards the bill stagefldly as the plafness of its new
walls.
'Where it Impresses with its
apeclallzes in Dopald Novls, Berry
Bros., Loomls Twins, and Melllssa luxury In the wash and lounging
Mason. The Berrys were the ber- halls it's Just a bowl of light sepia
ries, as usual for these colored kids, from any seat during the brief inbut theirs Is a fast on-and-ofC right tervals of light.
Those mechanical platforms strip
under the finale without contributing mu(!h weight to the general pro- the veil from that certain illusion
ceedings. Miss Mason, an elongated which the original place had in its
loose-limbed dancer who has pufCed heyday. Lewis' band plays. Then
up one comedy kicking trick Into a the audience sees it take an aboutAt the same time it sees
full-grown routine, ran away with face.
scrims, effecting weeping willow
the specialty honors.
Novls, a tenor from radio, indi- wisps, drop. And it perceives the
cated he is much better suited to band go into scenic reverse, with the
his home Held. 'What he lacks in rear denoting the trunk of a huge
stage warmth and acumen isn't tree. Simultaneously, like a crossquite atoned for by a nice pair of word puzzle, the payees apprehend
pipes. Chief fault is Ills preference two parts of the stage fitting together, baring people as they travel,
for all slow numbers.
Loomls Twins, who are lots bet- until a. tree, moon and garden efter up close in a nlte club or smaller fect are provided in the course of
theatre, found the Par's spacious- one minute. And upon completion
ness a handicap for their close har- it's Just like the background that
mony. They didn't make much of could be provided, with more time,
an Impression. David Bines house in the average vaude house. Only,
line, increased to 20 girls this week, excepting the visible mechanlca. not
half so complicated as that in the
filled In the btdlet spots without
meaning as much as 20 people average vaude place.
The most conspicuous thing about
should. .The way the ballet stuff is
now Jammed down the customers' the Friday night show was the audiMaybe it was because the
throats here, the girls are becom- ence.
fans
were new to the grandchild
ing Just a necessary «vll, the idea
being that a presentation couldn't and had been impressed by the
be complete without them.
The breath of Its cold fountain the lobby.
best way to avoid that would be Or else it might have been that
something new or novel in the way barge-like elevator with Its silverThis

pretty

show

hittiself

week's

severe,

Is

—

'

of routines or costumes now and like trimmings and the tiny boy in
the corner who helped add to the
then.
The Howards are on four or flv.e Immensity of its proportions.
Whatever it was and It couldn't
times for their own talk-and-song
business and some blackouts. They have been the Radio feature, 'No
this
particular
were responsible for the Infrequent Other Woman'
good moments. Willie has one very audience applauded everything
funny Idea In that Hebe hlll-bllly, even the short subjects.
The kind of rendition that Lewis'
but It hasn't yet been developed as
far as It might be.
They're Just band provided Isn't new. It's like a
getting a flash of it now, but a clnch lot of other bands that have listened to far less applause. And as
they'll stand for more.
Rublnoff selected one Irving Ber- for Lewis he got out on the kind of
lin song out of the resume of his a runway the burlesque houses use
writings for a flddle solo that sold to have to exercise their girlie
the pit overture.
The conducting trotters and amuse the baldhcads
showman and his players snared the alongside.
heaviest applause turns of the shoy.
Lewl.s' routine was smart, but he
Bige.
could have made It a lot smarter

—

—

F-M Stage Show

That: Friday audience, however,
flgured everything Vas good. Parts
of the feature which will be laughed
at, silently or otherwise. In other
less luxurious surroundings were
applauded.
Lewis was applauded
at appearance. 'Every time Lewis
crooked his cane there was audience approbation. Even every short
subject pleased some group in the
house.
It's probably saf^, but a little
daring, to predict that when the
audience gets house-broken and
begins to overlook the permanent
glamors of interior decoration Roxy,
Jr.. will And it necessary to take to
the days when Roxy, Sr., was taken

Waly.

seriously.

CAPITOL,

at Two-Bits

mOSO;

Army

of Kids

Air Tieup PuOs
New

York, Jan.

27.

a year.
Altogether the capacity audiences
which the Roxy is currently
playing is a huge contract to what
the house has been doing at the
The week will bring in four
b.o.
times what the theatre grossed last
to

be

Mary Garden and

the Four Mills the exploitation gets Its biggest pat.
and bot- There'll be 100,000 people coming
a repeat for the and going from the Roxy this week
diva.
talking about the Roxy and its

Bros, are the> current top

tom

liners.

Mills

It's

and won't be for the

With product such as 'Employees'
Entrance' last week and 'Whistling
in the Dark' currently, both good
enough features, but sans draft, It
places an undue burden on the theatre end, which, striving for something new and no repeats, cooks up
a hodge-podge such as currently
holds forth on the Capitol rostrum.
Mary Garden doesn't mean a
thing and impresses less, and the
Mills Bros, are now too standard
also. There's Bill Demarest and Estelle Collette in between, but an
adagio foursome, Peggy TaylorGary Leon Co., and the Maxellos impress _ best.
Both are essentially
sight turns, which is something else
again which the big capacity deluxers, even with the microphonic
equlppage, should never forget.
Cloaked only in a reputation of

many

years'

accumulation

which

has made this 66-year-old vet of
the Chicago Opera Co. worth |3,600
to the Loew management. Miss
Garden Is not good presentation
stuff.
None but a ballyhooed diva
could have gotten away with 'Anna
Laurie,' 'Comln' Thru the Rye,' the
'Carmen' habanara (In French) and,
as a routine encore, 'At Dawning.'
Bill Demarest gave her an entrance Introductory buildup, but she
never rang the bell thereafter.
Looking blonde and slim enough,

the Cap scheme of things didn't
help her when she had to span the
trough from the rostrum onto the
fore platform, where the mikes are
stationed.

Peggy Taylor and Gary Leon, with
two unbilled male adaglolsts, have
one of the best of such foursome
terp turns£
limber and

She

extraordinarily
in her flying

is

daring

maneuvers from throwers to catchers.

The Ave Maxellos
Paradise

(also at the
restaurant on
despite

cabaret

Broadway) were

effective

their top-off spot,

which

let

down

an already sluggish sequence. Demarest and Collette's stuff Is standard
and was well received.
Along with 'Whistling,* a Laurel
and Hardy slapstlcker, 'Scram,' bolsters the fllm end.
Also usual
Hearst Metrotone News. Biz light
opening night.
Abel.

Paramount,

New Haven

New Haven, Jan. 26.
It's all over but the shouting, and
the management will do that when
reviewing the figures of the past
few months. Stage shows at the
Paramount are no more after today,
and it's a big change in a house that
used to break In the old $6,000 and
$6,000 Publlx units and now winds
up with a strictly sound diet. Final
week's figure of $8,200 was prSEiibly
helped by a farewell gesture on part
of fans sending off house regulars.
Henry Busse, musical director, and
Eddie Weaver, organist, out after
three and six years, respectively.

Whether or not this town will
stand absence of stage fare very
long (never without It in at least
25 years) remains to be seen, but
the demand for a return will have
to be pretty heavy before the house
will dip into the field again. Only
locals showing anything resembling
a profit in recent months are Palace
(Arthur) and Roger Sherman (WB),
and they both dumped the stage
stuff overboard ages ago.
Final unit, 'Sweet and Lovely,'
Just so-so as entertainment. Produced by Leonldoff, and obviously
built to display the Blanche Sweet
versatility, which registered in all
departments except vocal, which
probably never should Tiave been
attempted. Otherwise, former fllm

star does herself credit and steers
clear of the usual Hollywoodlte's
walk-on for the edification of the
natives.
Unit opens with one of Stroud

Twins as m. c. to Introduced Miss
who steps through a pink
traveler to a nice reception. Chatters a bit, and then, with Stroud off,
Sweet,

Miss Sweet Introduces next number,
called a symbolic fisherman dance,
by 12 line girls. Set Is in two, atirt
shows, center stage, a huge table

sparkling

entertaining

precision

More kids are seeing the Roxy dances of the Roxyettes are missing
show this week than all the Broad- from the Roxy stage, these are fully
way houses together have seen in made up by a troupe of 12 acrobatic

week when it went under $7,000, a
new low.
The mouth-to-mouth advertising

N. Y.

Jumps

Old Roxy Gate 4-Fold to

New York, Jan. 27.
which the house will get, especially
tougher and tougher with the current show on tap, can't
booking these Broadway deluxers. be under-estimated, which is where
Must

IS

minutes or

no one was allowed to suggest the
longitude of boredom. "'And, as
Lewis admitted, the little colored
kid stopped the show.

TRANSLUX

EMBASSY

off 16

With the exception of

so.

VARIETY

show.

These 12 are addancing girls.
ditionally supported by 12 other girl
dancers.
The stage has been extended to
It's over
cover most of the pit.
the apron and leaves only a centre
elevator platform in the pit for
closeup performances for personThat's Judgment.
ality type talent.
Bringing the stage closer to the
audience transforms the theatre
and makes the stage possible for
utilization by .personality actors.
That the present show goes over
from the mezzanine where It was
caught indicates the effectiveness of
The foots are back of
this thing.
the apron. Besides which the stage
has been rendvated so that it can
separate in the centre to provide
other trick stage stuff if wanted.
The bandwagon sticks to a normal
'two' position on the stage in the
current show and so Isn't too far
back for proper sight appreciation.
Show opens with the girls after a

Fanchon & Marco have devised a
stage show for the Roxy that is
the strongest hour of stage entertainment the house has offered in
a long time. The bill Includes 'Just
Plain Bill' and hie daughter, 'Nancy,'
also 'The Radio Rubes' song and
instrumental
quartet,
as airline
contributions.
Neither Is w.k. to brief musical Intro.
although the
theatre audiences,
It
Opening sequence Is fast.
quartet has played around.
Although without marquee lure catches Immediate audience intergroups.
the show is well grounded.
It is est, as the girls split Into
backed by Dave Schooler and pretty The acrobatic ones perform against
good bunch of musicians (24). It is atmosphere provided by the remainclean, fast, continuous and climatic der, who are clad in long, flowing
•entertainment. There is a comedy colored gowns and drape the stage.
F. & M. culled talent from varielement almost throughout.
ous of its uqlts to build the present
It may not wind up as the ultimate stage end of the Roxy. What show. 'The Three Gobs.' a whirling
is being given now may be changed,
colored trio of dancers and songbut under the Roxy's new 26-^6c sters, are from 'The Georgian Minpolicy, it's going to be difficult to strels.'
Putting these boys in the
top.
It's the way the show is put present show and providing them
together and how the talent is with the dressing rendered here
bleiided, more than anything else. lends a developing eye to the lads.
Talent is made worthy where other- The same goes for the rest of the
wise it might be weak by the very talent, which may not be so well
pattern which has been fashioned.
known, thus demonstrate an underIf this grade of entertainment is lying strain In F. & M. handling that
continued with the house keeping leads towards developing new talent
an eye out for entertainment vari- right along.
ety, the Roxy looks to be over on
Acrobatic troupe of dancing girls
Its new policy.
It's over this week
are here called the Gae Foster Girls.
anyway. The most Important angle They are recognized as the Freethy
brought out is that this kind of en- Troupe, which spotted In
F. & M-'s
tertainment gives the house something definite and tangible to sell Monte Blue unit that recently
played the Brooklyn Paramount.
the public, whereas before the Roxy
They look to stick here. They prowas mostly fumbling in an attempt vide
a puncbful flush toward the
to phoney the stage end with a
close. They strip from red, flowing
color flash and dancing.
That the layout is pulling and gowns Into trim and abbreviated
even above the fllm end which has blue gym costumes for a climactic
'The Death Kiss' (WW), a weak wallop of precison stuff on the
screen slater, is evidenced by the roman wings and traps.
Radio Rubes are second on the
b.o. pace. A gross of around $28,000
This flg- list, introed, as, are the others,' by
Is indicated for the week.
ure means profit. The house budget Schooler, whose verbology is limited,
and wisely. They punch over
has been trimmed down to $18,000
on the advice of Harry Arthur, con- with simulations of various instrusultant to Receiver Howard Cull- mental and mechanical noises besides rube tunes. After them come
man. Figure Includes fllm rent.
A class touch in the performance Gobs, who dance together, in duets
and singly, flnally climaxing with a
Is a well rendered piano, solo of
Tschaikowsky's 'CJoncerto in B Flat corking Harlemanlac number that
Minor.' by Schooler. Latter looks gives the audience a good laugh
good on the Roxy stage. He pos- finish.
sesses personality and talent and
Schoolers' band music is subwhen he solos on the music box, merged mostly and Judiciously behe crashes. Schooler In his open- tween numbers. This not only helps
ing week's appearap<fe seems to Schooler himself, but the other perhave Improved slncernls days at the formers as well. Instead of working
Capitol.
He harmonizes his ap- the acts around the band, .the band
pearance on the stage with the spe- Is used principally to back up the
than performers in a
rather
performers
cialty
musical way. For
diverting their performances. That's weak chatter acts
it gives great
Not as simple as it support.
an asset
sounds.
Annette Ames, a tiny handful of
Lengthy overtures are out If the blonde femininity,
reaches out In the
lower bracket of the show.
Her
chatter stuff is thin material, but
lamp, glx girls in red tights arid does no harm.
Schooler and the
boots, representing flshermen. come band background support her. The
on from behind lamp and are fol- sprightly Miss Ames, scarcely
lowed by six others representing -fetet tall, and in an abbreviated cosflsh.
Go through a neat routine on tume, sings and breaks into strong
a colorful stage, and climax dance finish with a buck-and-wing. She's
by flshermen enmeshing others in over that way.
large net and dragging them offTwo girl speclaly performers,
stage. An effective opener for the (Miss) Chic Kennedy and Loretta
girls.
Dennlson, work out of the band.
Table lamp is on a revolving stand, They lend femme allure to the spewhich turns to show a barge set for cialty end of the show. Miss Kena scene from 'Anna Christie,' which nedy Is a pepped up blonde who
offers Miss Sweet an acting oppor- chortles rather than sings, and thus
tunity.
Did original silent version flings up comicality. Neither is alof fllm, and this excerpt is a nice lowed to overstay.
follow-up after the fisher dance.
Toward the finish 'Just Plain Bill'
Scene Is done on a black stage ex- and his daughter Nancy appear. A
cept for center overhead spot, and a special radio effect Is given his ensoft stringed accompaniment helped trance from the wings by an ana lot.
nouncer before a table at one side
Strouds ,on ne'Jtt in 'two,' with of the band wagon.
same act used here previously.
Bill Is not an actor.
He proves It
These boys have the questionable In his six minutes on the stage
distinction of putting on two acts at where he docs nothing but straight
the same time one for the benefit oliatter.
But his presence at the
of the cash customers and second Iloxy this week Is In the nature of a
under- the-breath affair for the boys lle-up through
of the Coin the pit
The latter must hnvc lumljia Broadcasting chair. In conbeen funny, as the musicians got nection with the appearance of Bill
plenty laughs out of It, but It bo- at the Ri)xy his toothpaste sponsors
came monotonous to tho.sc beyond liave invited listeners to the Roxy
the 10th row, who mls.sod out on fieo.
They are admitted by prewhatever witty gems wore flyfnfr .-ontini' ,1 loothpaste wrapper which
about.
i!ie t(>t)thj>n.ste company exchanges
Twins off for a French roof-toi> for c.ish to the Roxy. Company
scene that had no rhyme or re.'json. pi\.s b.'K.k 10 cents to the Roxy for
Line on In long black ttijlifs. cut- cm h canlljoard admission.
away coats and topper!". Ji anyTho lin-up Is announced dally
one's
imagination
\v,n«-\v'(ii<iir.i\f r tl)o nir on the toothpaste hour
.
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NO GOOD
Pictures in

Germany
5-Yr.

6-Tr.
.

1928

...

i;. i.

^WpWin

1930
94
23t
111

;^??9

-99

•Fr;.*'jch

..

x--A»ioWc»n vyv;;Vi*-»- 513
122

62
211
130

1931
139
220

.

60

..

:!.3 ••

7

i^^^

13

"TOtfiir*'.

*

;

.

436

.

+39%
—33%

10

4
16

478

463

496

^14%
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8
8
8

6

1928
•••••••• .. 221

German

1929
192
142
16
16

American
.. 206
French ••••••••• .. "24

'—18%

16

2
2

'".'\r^
683

vTftialB

3

Change

—60%
+50%
-^2%
—16%

16
•.i^taMMn^

1932
167
208
99
;
7

Austrian
..
Czechoslovakian
English «•••••••• ..

20

'

May Be Exception
Germany Now Producing

10

'

Than

Less \ pictures
.Years Past

Totals

..

1932
138

80
32

69

13
11

6

5

2

9

3

0

16

13

6

286

229

426

305

16

520

1931
148

97
13
4
16

20
17
23

France
,

1930
151

Change

— 37%
— 71%
— 37%
— 45%
— 80%
—100%
— 76%
— 56%
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SEIDELMAN RECALLED
Par's Foreign Rep Trying to Dispose
of Theatres Abroad

Board

Censor

Paris, Jan. 30.

YEAR STATISTICS

5-

Toronto, Jan. 30>

Claiming injustices to
dustry

tlirougli

tlie

tlie

film in-

reputedly

too

Mex

:

,
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CONTRACT BONER OVER
ENGiSH
Sweden To Film

Stage
Hit with Gosta Ekinan

80.

Through an oversight, tarnell and
Stockholm, Jan. 19.
Zeltlin, who have the British tourThe greatest stage hit this season
ing rights for 'Cavalcade', have a (with the exception of 'Green Pasclause barring a picture of that play tures' and 'Desert Song,' which are
Not believed that still drawing big crowds at the Drafor five years.
the Fox picture will he affected.
matic and Oscar theatres) Is 'KanFox bought the rights from C. B. ske en Diktare'
('Perhaps
a
Cochran and the Drury Liane the- Dreamer') which has played three
atref^hey having overlooked, or for- months at the Wasa theatre with
gottehi the clause in the P. & Z.'s
leading
acEkman,
Sweden's
Gosta
•

contract.

tor, in the principal role.
Unless an amicable settlement is
The piece is by a Swedish author,
reached between the legit producers.
Ragnar Josephson, and is now to be
It Is thought likely Parnell arid Zeit->
filmed by an Independent company
Iln
may take action" against in Stockholm, Skman playing the
Cochran.
lead in the picture as well. Work
will begin in about a week's time.

EIFFEL TOWER^jRlNa
Theatre Sending. High-up
Broadcasts on Suridaya
Paris, Jan. 20,

Jack Hylton's band is at the Rex
two-week.stay starting today
Jeanriette MacDonald
<20),^; with

for a

following In for another fortnight.
Francis Mangan is producing a
special stage show around Miss

MacDonald.

House la also getting considerable break through a regular Sunday concert broadcast, along similar lines as Inaugurated at the
Roxy, New York, some years back,
but a novel thing to Europe. BroadCast is from the BlITel Tower.

Von Sternberg at Ufa
Wants Colony Directots
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Reported that Josef von Sternberg
director-general

of

UFA,

way, with kontingents
distributors,

(Continued on page 62)

UFE

BEGINS'STOPPED

Xife

Ban

BRITISH SHOWING
London, Jan. 30.
Begins*
(WB) has been

banned

here.

at the request of the

County
Council
Committee.

Bars

London

Entertainment

War

is

seeking American directors for that
plant.

Dickering with him for one picture is Lloyd Bacon, who wants to
make the film during his layoff at
Warner.i iand has requested a three
months' leave of absence.

When

Theatre Accomplishes T''ick
2 Reels are' Ruined
'

'Moon

Over

French

Morocco,'

talker at the Little Carnegie,

New

Tork, suddenly became a German
talker Friday (27), due to an embartasing accident. Last two reels
got caught in the spools of the projection machine and blew up, with
lit) other print of .the picture In the

Budapest, Jan.

on

Fore^

Picture

New Tork Supreme

m

Court

Cpurt will

suit bjf Herman
Film was recently bought by Fox hear an injunction
(!>'; against
Shumlin tomorrow
Krimsky and Cochran on 'Maedchen
in Uniform.' Shumlin claims to dwn
2 FOREIGN STUDIOS
dialog
rightS'
to the
American
the
picture and thinks K & B are InMetro Will Be Producing in Rome fringing through use of English suand Paris Germany Out
perimposed titles.
Shvimlin bought the Ametlcan diaMetro is through with Germany log rights In November, tyro months
for the time and will not att<impt after the film ha^. opehed In New
any sort of production, dubbing or Tork. He thinks that showing the
Pro- picture in. German, with English
otherwise for that market.
ducer has started work on a pro- titles, is stepping 6n his rights,
duction studio In Italy and is finwith K & R answering that they
ishing details on a studio for Paris.
own the Amerlca.n distribution
Italian studio is in Rom^. A
the Getaian film and the
small building Just large enough to rights to
merely explanatory mattake care of production Is needed titles are
ter, no English dialog being used.
for that territory.
Shumlip tried for a while to sell
In Paris Metro Is adding one or
two stories to Its exchange and of- the English dialog rights to an
fice building, with a complete dub- American producing company, but
bing stage *o occupy one of them. got no offers.
Shumlin got his rights from MarMetro figures this
a more pracrepresenting Chrlsta
ticable and cheaper move than by tin Verlag,
having a studio in another section Wihsloe, author of the novel the
Krimsky and
film is based on.
of the city.
Cochran got their rights from the
•

for the United States.

—

.

Bryson Vs.

Aim 'producers

U Up

in the distribution of B.I.P films in

Reading, Pa., Jan.

leased

the

New

Warners'

In.

Gertnany.

rights' to the play are held

Stage

by

still

another group, headed by Frank
Greg6ry pi Lpndon.
LAcal matter is of considerable
importance in foreign film circles in
the United States because, should
Shumlin's claim be given any legal
Into

Aus. Keeps Out 'Arms'

York, have
Arcadia on

admission prices to
absorb the federal tax. The first
films,

offering is 'Kameradschaft.*

call witnesses.
Somlo Betoniing
dismissal of the
Having come over from Berlin In
action. Miss Lewis* claims remained
as undisputed evidence. This made connection with his sale of the Engfor a deadlock. Justice Ralney said lish version of 'Llede Elner Nachf
Miss Lewis could not be bound by ('Song in the Night') to Universal,
the signed contract which B.I.P. Is Josef Somlo, Berlin indie film proalleged to have sought to establish ducer. Is returning tonight (31) on
as binding upon her, asked for the the Europa.
Film, made In English, French
relentlon of moneys paid by Miss
Lewis to the defendants, for dis- and German, stars an eminent conmissal of Miss Lewis' claim and for tinental singer, Jan Klepura.
It
damages against Miss Lewis tor her opens next week at the President,
alleged breach of contract.
rend,med' the Caruso.

Help Opera Ballet
Out of this amount, 500,000
kroner would be set aside for the
naaintenance of the two branches of
art which have caused a .loss, at the
Na,tlonal Scene,, the opera and the
ballet:

The sum

of 260,000 .'kroner

should go to the administration of
t&e ;Fllm CentraL
About 600,000
kroner would be assigned to 'Danish
culture films' of which kroner 300,000 would be devoted to making
Danish pictures. For 250,000 kroner
could be established a so-called
culture fund.'

Of this latter fund kroner, 40,000
should go to Danish exhibitors in
the provinces for the betterment of
theatres, etc., 40,0C0 for the purchase
of sound apparatus in colleges and
schools, 20,000 to foreign exhibition
of Danish art, 30,000 to the support
of the legitimate stage in the provinces, 10,000 to Danish dramatic

authors whose work has not been
presented on the National Scene,
10,000 to unemployed actors, 10,000
to Danish actors for studying purposes, 6,000 as a yearly gift to an
old Danish film artist, »nd 20,000 to
exhibition of pictures for workmen
and unemployed. The activities of

the Film Central would be supervised by a board of control in which
exhibitors would be represented.

& B. Merges Two of Its
Distrib Subsidiaries
London, Jan. 30.
Ideal Films, a distributing com-

all

'Farewell to Arms' (Par) has
Penn street near Ninth, a 400-seater.
They will show German and other been banned in Australia, censors

foreign

.

it would materially cut
pany and subsidiary of Gaumontforeign-language films on Brltish, will shortly cease to functhis side, since the majority of them
tion, and will be absorbed by Gauare presented with English titles.
mont Films, another G.B. subsidiary.

cognizance,

3u.

Samuel Leffler and Samuel Handelsman, both of

18.

Distributor .happened to have a
version of' the same pic- entirely eliminated, and the Film
ture on hattd, so, threw- it on the Central would instead purchase all
required,
amounting to
screen, plus another, older, French pictures
picture to appeas^ Whatever French some 300 a year. It is figured this
would cost about 2,500,000 kroner.
customers might Arrive..
If the film rentals also in the future
are figured at 4,000,000 kroner per
year, it would mean a yearly income
Hatter of EngGsti
of 1,500,000 kroner.

30.

Government has banned 'Croix de
Pathe-Natan French war pic-

Bols',
ture.

Copenhagen, Jan.

The Danish picture world is facing a revolutionary change.
The
Danish socialists have presented a
bill in Parliament calling for a State
Film Central to exercise a monopoly
in the purchase and leasing of all
pictures to be shown In Denmark.
The picture theatres in Denmark at
present pay an average of 30% of
gross in film rental, which means
that 4,000,000 Danish kroher go out
of the country each year.
By establishing a monopoly, the
film distributing concerns would be

German

Titles

No:

when refusing to
They asked for a

FRENCH NjADE INTO GERMAN

Film

London, Jan. 80.
Bryson's suit against Universal is due for hearing t9day>
I)ecisibii Yet in
with considerable film interest In
Lewis Vs. B.I.P. in Can. the matter.
Bryson is suing because be was
Toronto, Jan. 30.
Decision has been reserved in the fired as U's managing director irf
He's asking for $100,000
action for $550,000 which Ray Lewis England.
launched damages.
Joshua Smith)
(Mrs.
against British International Pictures for alleged breach of contract
FOfiEIGNS nr BEADING
Canada. Throughout the oft-postponed proceeding of a two-month
period, Ray Lewis, owner-editor of
'Canadian Motion Picture Digest,'
trade organ, has claimed that the
B.I.P. contract submitted to her was
not in accordance with the terms
agreed upon by cable.
Defense counsel sprung a surprise

Subsidize Native Prodiiction

XTnlted States.

FROM

Jimmy

New Rex

now

in its natural

Monoiioly Proposed

European countries

affecting only foreign

Asks

Orks

London, Jan.

in

International Company, was ap- generally defeat their own purpose.
prised of the receivership actjon for I'ntended as a prop to local indusParamount-Fubllz and advised to try, a" 'Variety' canvass of the figreturn to New York. He will leave
ures for the past five yearb fhows
on the 'Berengarla' Feb. 4.
Seldelman is in Surope to arrange that home industry goes right along

severe, treatment of pictures by tlie
Ontario board of c^tubrs, dlstribiitors here are presslngr the governihent for the establishment of a nevtr a new production schedule for JoinSoard of Appeal. Government is In- ville, look over the foreign offices of
vestigating, claims and promises a Paramount and, if possible, get rid
of Paramount's European theatre
prompt decisien.
Under present legislation, film holdings. Latter matter is especidistributors may appeal a- censor- ally difflcult. It is not thought likely
ship ruling but feeling iii fllm circles now he will be able to complete any
is that once, the censors Have given sort of a deal before returning to
•
New York.
a, ruling an appeal Is. useless under
the present arrangement. As a placating gesture, the government has
Chain
Gov't
cut the appeal costs from $20 to $10
a reel on an/'Am°erican picture, and
from $10 to $6 a reel on the British
0. K. to Let Ont
Flint men, however, reproduct.
jCiise to consider this aa much of a
Mexico City, Jan. 30.
j^fU They still insist that It will do
Sj^dlcate operating five large
them little good to conduct an ap- downtown nabes here has petitioned
peii.1 under the present arrangement
Federal Board of Conciliation and
iwhen the B.oard of.. Appeal is re- Arbitration for sanction to elimiiputedly. subfi(ervleht,to the Board of
orchestras in its cinemas as
What the- distributors nate
CensbrsL
economy measure.
Want'is an. Jhdependlent bo&rd.
Expense figures for the five
of
Majir J; C. Boyllilj, -.clifeilito
houses syndicate cited board indithe Ctiinsdr ;3oard, malhtfiiiis. in recate that operating cinemas here
buttal that censorship ^Is as fair as
costs plenty. Principal items in synlast
it is possible.^ He' 'c!lafm0
dicates monthly operating expenses
year"- thel.CehsQr TBpajrd' rieieoted 85
are: Rents,. $3,SO0; /electric light
piotures,: w:hereas*' in' the previous
and power, $2,250, and orchestras,
year the flgurb was il"?. Boyleh says
$2,000, Syndicate figures that' it will
this Is an indication of fair conhave a chance to break even if it Is
•ideratlpn.'
allowed to drop its tune makers.
Board has called a conference between syndicate and musicians'
union representatives.

4o

Stringent kontingent laws against

Via long distance phone to Paris, film import
head of Paramount'e

Jos. Seldelman,

YM

Danisli

disliking the story matter.

Australia had previously banned
the novel the fllir. was made from.

Foreigns Once a

At Akron

Week

RKO

Palace

Akron, O., Jan. 30.
Foreign language films, which
have had no regular home in Akron,
win be presented every Friday night

RKO

at the
Palace.
A foreign film will be presented
every week, this to follow the regular performance on Friday niphts.

Offerings will be in German, Italian,

French and

Poli-sh.

Change means that Simon Rowson, head of Ideal, will be switched
to joint managing directorship of

Gaumont Films with William
Gaumont-Brltlsh now has two

|

Gell.

disinstead
of
companies,
tributing
P.
three, the other being W.

&

Films.

Fanchon Royer's Indie
First Foreign in a Year
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Independently
produced
First
foreign language talker In over a
year was started here Saturday (28)

by Fanchon Royer.
Film Is Spanish, titled 'La Republica no Peligra,' and has Jose
and Conchlta Montenegro in
Carlos Bbrocosque will
the leads.

C're.ipo

direct.

Miss Royor regularly produces for
Mayfair release.
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VARIETY

THREE REELS

OFI

THAT STOLE THE SHOW AT THE
RADIO CITY ROXY
THIS WEEK!

I

IF

YOU CANT GET

IN

THE RKO ROXY

. . .

ASK YOUR EXCHANGE TO SCRggw in

a

PI

Tuesday, January 31, 1933

CTH

II

ES

with myself always, and so be a
Tagged Colnmn
Real American.'
Always on the lookout for free
For 'Bitter Tea' he produced a space, manager of a downtown
free vaudeville act out of a hat or bouse arranged with a newspaper
Three accdrdlon play- with an inquiring reporter feature
much satisfaction and .coats a lot something.
a singer and dancer. They did to tag the usual stuiC Dally colHe got a Job .lot of 3x6 card ers,
less.
six shows Sat, and five Sunday,
index hoxea and gave one to each with three at the night shows for umn now lists six replies picked up
woman patron who presented three the remainder of the run. Not only on the street in different localities
consecutively numbered coupons, a didn't cost anything, but they think and five, on the same question,
different number being given out he's a great guy to give them a picked up at the theatre. Paper Is
an afternoon sheet, so the manager
each change of bill. A pack of 60 chance.
gets his stuff at the night show and
blank cards, on which favorite reshoots it in the same evening.
cipes could be written, went with
Manager Is careful to give every
Industry
Display
box.
each
one
a chance, and being an old
for
each
week
offers
96
Now he
Good results are accruing in one
newspaper
man himself, he is able
the best recipe from a patron, the town from what the manager calls
prize winner, being printed on a his permanent industries display. to dress up the replies so that his
card and handed each woman pa- Lobby Is large and he has built a patrons are proud of their sayings.
No one probably comes Just in
tron on A' certain night, to be added showcase between the entrance and
exit doors, where it will be out of the hope of~ being quoted, but it
to her collectlop.
Manager's wife tries out the most the way. Adjustable glass shelving is certainly net hurting the attendpromising of the entries and decides is provided and local merchants are ance any.
the winner. In a section where most given a week apiece to display their
of the families have no cooks or at wares, the only stipulation being
Threat and Promise
least supervise In the kitchen, the that that it shall be educational.
exhlb who felt he had to cut
idea seems to be getting over betA drug store, for example, shows to Indie
match the chain slices in his town
ter than the cup and saucer scheme. the ingredients of its cough mixture
not happy about it and doubtful
And there's room for about 200 and the bottled product; a' grocer was
Cards are shows green coffees used in his whether it would help any, so he
cards in the cabinet.
made the offer with his fingers
printed on a hand press used by the leading blend; a shoe store got.
crossed. Both newspaper and house
bouse, BO the actual cost is around series of unfinished footwear from
front advertising carried this copy:
Its largest factory. All are fixed up
60c a week.
'Next week I am reducing admiswith lettered cards and are attractsion to 15c on the plea of many paing general interest.
It does not
Bargain Mat
hurt any that most of the stores trons that they would come more
House playing three and four-day take newspaper space to advertise often at a smaller admission. I
shall hold these prices for three
runs planned to stir up business their displays as they run.
not bring a sufwith a, bargain matinee one day a
Side Issue Is announcement in the weeks. If it does
week when the usual quarter was schools, with the recommendation ficiently larger increase in business
cut to 16c. Manager made this the that the pupils take time out on the to Justify the cut the old admission
last afternoon of his four-day run, way hom^ to look the display over. scale trill be restored. If you want
which was a Monday, figuring that Incidentally the showcase cost only
he could get a little more business 13, being bought at a bankrupt sale.
out of the final squeeze.

Makes

It Last

Manager who eot

tired of

han-

dling dinner sets and tableware has
sometblngr that Beema to give as

Not much of an up In the attendance and his assistant pointed out
that Monday was generally a tough
day in the homes of most patrons,
Blnce many did their own washing
and ((11 were straightening after the
men In the family had been home
bver Sunday. He suggested a switch
to Tuesday, which opened the short
run, arming that if women came
end liked the picture, they would
pass the word along on the same
Idea as the old one-cent tickets.

Manager took the suggestion and
found that he not only drew more
than double the mat business, but
the picture got off to a better than
usual night start and held up.
House

Barter CSiange
a lO.QOO town

In

Is falling

with a strong newspaper tie-in.
Patrons who put In a dollar may,
on request obtain a card representing 75c In service value, but handled as only half a dollar In making
change.
Not as yet good for merchandise,
applies: to small tailoring and
pressing Jobs, carpenter work, window cleaning and similar Jobs. Only
one concern in any line listed on the
card, the idea being that the cards
will steer trade to the co-operating
concerns.
Cards are paid at full
|60c value when presented at the theatre and not more than one card
may be presented on a ticket pur'chase where the purchase represents
the face value, or more. In other
words, there is no change from the
barter ticket.
House gets plenty of advertising,
and so far the scheme Is working
out well as a novelty. No effort is
made to force the cards. Patrons
must ask for them, but many do.
]t>ut

Free Sapper
Combination stunt which is helping a theatre and a nearby lunch
Is the allotment of free suppers to certain persons who attend
the theatre. After the first break
and again at closing time, the manager goes to the lunch room and
designates three couple who are to
receive free meals. No announcement Is made, but when the diners
comes to the desk to pay the^:heck4
they are deadheaded If they can
sliow theatre stubs.
Sometimes It happens that the
couple have not been to the show,
In which case they are out of luck,
but an effort Is made to pick those
who have attended the performance.
Not only gets the crowd into the
place, but It slightly Increases the
size of the average check.
Costs the theatre n<)thlng but a
little advertisement, and the restaurant also advertises the house, so
that's an even break. Proprietor Is
willinGf to deadhead the six meals to
get all the others in.

room

Hart'B Greed
Kdgar Hart is working a modified
plan at the Rlvoli, Toledo.
'News-Bee' prints the Sat. program
Friday and adds a coupon which
will let a kid In for five cents on the
pre-show Sat.
Before the show
starts he flashes a Creed on the
screen, which the youngsters repeat
In chorus. Hart worked it out with
some of the women's organizations,
and it is good enough to be copied.
club

It nitiK:

want

be

.square shooter,
hoiu'.xt find triitliful, in the schopl,
a( li iiif^,
at ))lay
anywhere I
may b:-. I want to be on the level
to

.i

—

make

It

into

a

contest.

While about it Malaney paused to
drop a tear over the good old days
when every major Cleveland theatre
ran a full half-page ad every Sunday. Probably it was the only town
In the country in which such a large
use of space was made, bu,t it paid

Los Angeles.
Fox-Prlnclpal closed the Banning,
Banning, Calif. Another closing In
the desert section

is

the Broadway,

Mecca.
Electric, L. A.,

Main

/

street grind,

has been taken back for operation
by Mrs. M. Ewlng, veteran L. A.
exhlb.

Katie Pheuler has taken over the
Uplands, Uplands, Calif.

V

Mansfield, O.

Charles Keyser, mgr. Warners
Majestic here, shifted to Harris,
Flndlay, O.
John' Manuel, from
making money. Also recalled the Sandusky, succeeds Keyser.
three-color Jobs S. Barrett McCormlck used to turn out in IndianapoFindlay, O.
lis 16 years or so ago.
Different
Glen Nelson, manager of the Harthese days, but possibly not gone ris theatre here, has been transforever.
ferred to the Ohio in Sidney, O., according to announcement of Frank
N. Phelps, central district manager
Instalment Tlurift
Theatre which did not anticipate for Warner Bros, with headquarmuch of a sale for thrift books be- ters in Cleveland.
cause of limited finances of its paBirmingham.
trons and yet wanted to ride the
Extension of another two-year
idea, fell back on a scheme used by
some cigar dealers who sell cigars period and modification of the old
singly and give the customer the re- contract by the Crescent Amusemainder of the box when he has ment Co. of Nashville and Warners
were made and
will continue to
paldj^he box price.
Tickets are printed up represent- operate the Tennessee houses as
ing a value of 15.60. Issued to all usual.
First
contract
made in 1980.
was
who apply. Patrons pay as usual,
with their purchases punched out of
Bronx, N. Y. C.
the card. When |6 worth of holes
Maurice
Bliss, recently in charge
have been punched, card Is good for of the Metro
theatre, now managliig
an additional 60c worth of admis- the Boston Road
theatre. Succeeds
sions.
the post vacated by Louis Gans,
Value of the card Is that, having to
who has gone to the United States
It, the holder is more apt to come to
the theatre than to patronize the theatre.
opposition. Narrow margin, but it
New Britain, Conn.
ail helps these days.
State closed.
Court action for

ored globules In the tank, the fall
being slower than a straight drip.
Secret is that the tank contains
a light colored but heavy oil, a
A
cheap grade of mineral oil.
trough runs across the top and

and

tell

your

No

report on the result, but the
feels that he has provided
an out In case he wants to go back.

Badio Talk,

'
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Encored
Hitting twice in the same place
With one stunt was accomplished
by Sammy Cohen, handling foreign

and
exploitation
for
United Artists. As a gag Sammy
had pictures made up of Mickey
Mouse reading various foreign trade
publicity

Oakland, Cal.
and fan papers. These were sent
Fox-Orpheum made a play for out to the various papers, with quite
feminine trade by setting a series a number In various sections of the
of radio talks on KLB, controlled by world falling for a free reprint of
Courrler Cinematograthe 'Tribune,' at 11:30 a. m., start- the thing.
ing this week. Wood Soanes, drama phique of Paris, one of the best
ed of the 'Tribune,' will be in charge trade papers in Europe, reprinted
editorial
of pride that It was
plus
an
generalities
series,
of the
discussing
picked from all the French papers.
on pictures and people.
In the opening broadcast Soanes On receipt of that in New York
card made up
Sammy
another
had
and Hernoah Kersken, manager of
the theatre, occupied the 15-mlnute of Mickey Mouse plus a notation,
period arguing over the form and allegedly from Mickey, of thanks to
And
'Courrler.'
that.
too. was
the
style of the programs, with a view
for a three-quarter page reto catching audience iangle.
Re- used
production.
sponse was immediate in mails.
The first picture to be indirectly
Biding the News
plugged was '20,000 Years in Sing
Dallas.

Sing.'

When

Ethel Leginska dropped in
guest performance with local
orchestra, as flrist woman
to conduct that group, James Chen-y
for

'Employees' Screen Tests

symphony

Los Angeles.
Warners Downtown will use the
screen test gag as exploitation on
'Employees Entrance.' In addition
to plugging the picture, the studio,
which has sponsored the stunt in
suburban spots, hopes to get at least
six girls worthy of contracts.
So

borrowed Vln Linflho frpm WFAA
and promptly plugged Ixer as first

femme

leader for his Palace

Lass

about champ performer for

Is

pit.

the radio station with plenty pep,
and, Incidentailly, it was case of
both 'first femme conductor' and
try at conducting for the
first
have been chosen for femme,
giving customers a little

far 26 femmea
further consideration.

novelty.

While Leglnsica cracked a record.
Cherry's idea not so bad, as dates
concurrent and the scribes had
plenty to rave about, even as to
whether it was oke or no for Llndhe
to sport a masculine full dress for
afternoon and formal frock for eveH. Miller at the Fox, San Bernar- ning performances. If Pal b.o. didn't
dino, Calif. Miller replaces Everett pick up for the week was certainly
Sharp at the West Cbast In t^e no fault of press.
same town. Nate Blank replaces
Dick Prlchard .at the Alcazar, Bell,
Overdoing
Calif., with Pricl^u-d shlftihg to the
In recent months there has been
Majestic, Santa Monica, relieving
such a lax business that many theaMort Nathan.
tres have ovsrdone ballyhoo and exO. A.^ollins has been put in com- ploitation.
As a result dtuntlng has
plete
charge of all accounting,
auditing and reports for F-WC, become the ordinary way of putting
under supervision of Fred L. Metz- over an. ordinary picture, and the
public response has dropped. Stunts
ler, treasurer.
More personnel reductions at Fox- are good only so long as thev are
West Coast has ousted Jack Stone, novel, and they are not novel If day
stationery department hea^; Lou after day some stunt Is put on the
Lemieux and Louise Seller of the street to advertise a picture, ,It Is
purchasing department, and Izora like any other form of iteration and
Waller, private secretary to H. M. goes stale through constant tise.
Ii^ some section^ theatres have
Woolfims who resigned last week as
vice-president in charge of finances. fouqd' it profitable to drop' off special
stunts for three or four weeks and
then
come sweeping out with someDenver.
thing reially good for a better than
Chas. Kreiling Is back at the Mausual picture.
jestic, having leased it again.
It Is all a matter of change of
T. A. Georgetta has bought the
Pythian theatre at Dolores, Colo., pace. If bally no longer works, drop
bally for a time and concentrate on
from C. W. Smith.
house front. It will be all the more
E J. Lustig Denver and Salt Lake elfectlve
when it is resumed.
salesman for National Screen Serv-

KEYS

'

<

ice.

R. C. Ryan now selling for Educational, formerly with Warners.

Copped the Five
Lynchburg.
Richard R. Adams moved from
After a big buildup on the weirdDenver Paramount, where he was
publicity director, to America at ness of 'Island of Lost Souls,' ParColorado Springs, which he win amount here offered a reward of $5
manage. Richard R. Raub, pub- to a woman who could sit through a
licity director of Denver, suceeds special midnight showing of the
Adams; and E. A. Patchen, asst. at film, alone, without screaming.
"Expected few responses, but actuDenver, will take on Raub's old Job.
Larry Starsmore, city manager at ally got hundreds. Theatre picked
Colorado Springs for Publlx, will the first woman to apply, and .spent
the next three days apologizing to
manage Paramount.
other applicants who demanded to
be given a chance.
Seattle.
Wom^n didn't make an outcry
Ernie Ludwig now manager of
and
collected -her five.
Venetian
(Jensen-von
Herberg)
suburban. Coyle manager of Libcontrol of house followed.
erty (J-vH) with G. W. Cooley
Not So Good
Even press stunts have to be
New York City. manager of Roxy (J-vH) In Ballard
Milton Chamberlain is manager of district, which has Just been re- worked with some degree of IntelliBUI Hamrlck, nepliew of gence. There's a story going round
the Plaza, New York. Manny Rosen- opened.
berg, previously at Plaza and Little John Hamrick, succeeds David Dow of a manager who put a bright girl
of
Rex (Hamrick) on the Job calling the town on the
Carnegie (foreign), Is now solely at as manager
grind. —
phone about a coming picture. Along
Carnegie.

WB

Window Novelty
Chain of a dozen small houses has
a window novelty it Is circulating
around with each town visited about
once in three months. It Is a tank
with glass front and back, about 10
by 20 Inches, with the usual advertising lettered on the gleiss front.
It is a little more than an inch deep.
Novelty is the constant drip of col-

the lower price, come
friends to come, too.

manager

the

in flush times.
Extravagant, perhaps, but all of the houses were

In with the current barter schemes

'I

BEHIND

Beal Names
Most exhibs merely read the recent list of real names of stars
printed In a recent 'Variety.' Then
they forgot about It. When M. A.
Malaney, the veteran head of the
Loew theatres in Cleveland, was in
town recently he asked for another
copy. Going to slip the Information
out in his program and perhaps

VARIETY

Pittsburgh.
Joe Sklrboll, for years connected
with First National, manager of
Majestic Pictures exchange In Pittsburgh.
He
succeeds
Charlie
Schwerln.

Hartford, Conn.
Arthur Menard, assistant at Publlx-Allyn, manager of
Britain fDaly's).

Rlalto,

New

about the middle of the afternoon
this conversation happened:
this
'Yeah.'

'Is

Main

1357?'

'Well, this is the Golden theatre.
Al Weiss leaves Warner Capitol, We're playing 'Th6 Big Broadca.it'
Springfield, as manager in Miami.
next Monday and Tuesday, and we
William Flannagan, acting man- want all your folks to be sure and
Recent Warner managerial shifts
goes to Warner come.'
in local district sent Harry Seigel ager of Regal,
through this drips colored water from Park, Johnstown, Pa., to the Strand as asst.
'Oh, yeah
Well this is the county
James Weist manager of Regal.
which, being heavier than the oil, Strand, Rldgeway, where he sucinsane asylum'. You come and see
Robert Hart Palace manager.
settles to the bottom, where it is ceeds Charles Truran.
Latter reU.S.'
George Clark manager of Warpumped into the trough again by signed to go to the Park in Meadner-Colonial and Barney Grogan of
means of a small pump operated by ville.
Gloss and Matt
a clockwork motor. An overflow at
Spltzer Kohen, manager of Davis, Warner-Central.
Exhibitor who does most of hia
Victor Pajonaa. chief of staff at
the opposite end from the Intake here, withdrew his resignation and
own sign writing Is worried over
Allyn, now assistant.
excessive remains.
an
provides
against
the question as to whether to make
pumping.
his letters plos.sy on a dull ground
Phoenix, Ariz.
Columbus.
Probably would not pay to build
W. A. Osborne manager of Tuc- or dull on a glossy ground. May
Harry Schwartz, owner, has himone for a single house, but it's a
sound a bit foolish, but there is a
great attractor wheire it can be cir- self taken over the managerial son Fox at Tucson.
difference, and it seems to be In
reins of the Hartman here.
Dave
culated as the oil does not show.
favor of glossy letters where the
Los Angeles.
Pence Is acting as a combo asAl Bowman replaced as manager ground Is deeper than the letter and
sistant
and
head.
Appeal to Vanity
Kenneth Reld, manager of Loew's of the Belmont here by Spyro Car(Continued on page' 23)
Birmingham.
dos.
from
Broad theatre, has returned to his
the closed United Artists
A stunt that while it did not at- post here following the funeral of (downtown).
tract customers by the hundreds did his wife. Harriet, aged 32, in CleveAnVKRTISINO
work very well was used by the land. Mrs. Reid died suddenly after
Davenport, la.
Alabama In connection with 'Strange a short siege of pneumonia. A
Orpheum, RKO-Publix lious-e in
Interlude.' Seven hundred and fifty daughter also survives.
the Mississippi Hotel, large.st. theletters addressed to members of the
atre in the tri-cltles, clo.iei SatiiriWHICH CREATE BUSINESS
local Little Theatre were mailed.
TliiiiiKi)nJ<4 of lilenfi on file, one ot
day.
C;apitol, which brcame fir.st
Los Angeles
M hlfli will fit yoor neeilM.
These letters said that the manageLate.st Fox West Coast
hou.sc run house, almiilt;ineoiisly cut t-i
ment would be glad to have their managerial .shakeup has Jack llet- 2.=3c. matinees and
nii,'ht. flHrilcn
Economy Novelty &Printing Co.
opinion as to how the picture com- law, former district manager In the only other downtown lilni hou.-'c
pared to the stage play.
Northwest division, replacing Carl operating.
I

NOVELTIES

'
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BROADWAY

BIG

HOUSES TO HOLD THE CROWDS!
A booking record unparalleled in
motion picture history ! Three of
Broadway's

finest, largest theatres

play ^'State Fair"
secutive Weeks.

mightiest of

could ^tand.

on three con-

A

test

box office attractions
And, as we go to
Radio City

press, the 6200-seat

RKO ROX^

JAHET

only the

Mmic

Hall reports S. R. O. busi-

ness.

Another miracle picture

from FOX...as the FOX Cavalcade
of Hits marches on in triumph.

WILL

GAYNOR ROGERS
I

Alii*

LEW

SALLY

AYRES

EILERS

NORMAN

LOUISE

FOSTER

•

DRESSER

FRANK

'a J".

VICTOR

CRAVEN

JORY

Story by

Screen play by

PHIL STONG

Sonya Levien and Paul Green

HENRY KING

One

'^/'^

of the

Production

FOX

V
f

Irom aHy gMNMlHcer

SEASON

CAVALCADE

of HITS

PICTURES
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BIGGER BUT CHEAPER MOBS
214^84 Paychecks to Extras
Distributed as follows in 1032
Size of Cheek

Placements
47,606
43,763
-36,180
6,502
6,136
1,706
18

men

140,901

men

"

"
"
"
"

10.00
7.50
5.00
3.00
16.00
12.50

423

2,227
1,001

479
67
37
28
1

women
boys
•'

"

"
"

"
"

over

21
14

ever,

for
at

5.00
7.50
10.00
15.00
12.50
3.00
15.00

By Leonard

46^
84
20

Studio

than 1931

$6.46
8.59
8.94
9.13
9.74
9.32

$15,986,943

1,786,388

..... $2,283,848

255,056

774

8.69

25'2,446

189,689
214,684

8.6S

Indie Operation

kinds of reports about the
firm, with none apparently
having: grounds except that a mercer talk has been on.
Inside accountL of the Warner flaapclal position are to the effect
that the company is okay. It's main
difficulties are around the theatre
end, whiclrniay be dropping an average of $200,000 weekly.
Latest accounts are that Warners
have about decided to divest themAll

Warner

selves of a number of houses. About
the worst theatre situation confronting the company Is in Phllly and
tfhere the first give-aways may
occur.

PAR DOESN'T WANT
THEATRE OPERATION
This receivership thing for Paramount is taken to mean that the
bankers' long-time stand of having
companies return to production and
distribution and a^vay fi*om operat-;
ing expensive and non-profit making chains, has come to a head. Par
is about to return solely to making
pictures and their distribution. It
isn't certain It will keep all Its key
city deluxers as show windows.
Some may be retained. Principally
the Balaban & Katz outfit, not affected by the receivership. From all
accounts Barney Balban and other

.

HIRAM BROWN'S LOW
COST SOCIAL FHJHS
Financial backing for Hiram S.
in the proposed film venhe has ben toying with for
some months now, has not been
completely arranged, with Brown
said to be angling for a bank roll
that will be sufllclent to carry him
a reasonable distance.' it is said he
will be set shortly to go ahead, with
a strong contact in the Guaranty
Trust Co. on the financing arrangements.
Brown's project, never reported
pending completion of financing,
looks first to the consolidation of
various social interests and individuals who have made film in past
mostly for pleasure, but sometimes
Harmon
with commercial gain.
Foundation, plus several wealthy
individuals such as Jock Whitney,
have been making pictures on pleasIdea,
ure cruises, etc., for years.
it is said, is to direct the making
of these pictures for commercial
possibilities, as well as to make pictures with recognized film talent at
a low cost.
A negative cost of around $25,000
Is mentioned as envisaged In the
general plan, with talent to gamble
on a basis of a percentage of the

Brown

.

Film Go.'s

Wax

for

Plug on 'Big Cage'
Lofa Angeles. Jan. 30.

Universal has made a disk featuring Clyde Beatty, Hon tamer, to be
sent to all U exchanges as pre-

showlng radio exploitation for the
'Ciff Carre.'

studio's forthcoming animal picture,

has music from the picture,
plus an Interview with noatty on
Ills
animal training experiences.
Last time Universal used wax and
radio for o::ploitatlon was on 'Back
Di.sk

up

J.in.

30.

contract

Its

player li.st above the number It
w.ints to carry, Metro is now cuttinfr down on personnel.
Playor.s dropped ihln wccU are
Muriel ICirlilnnd, Verrcje Toncclale

and lledda Hopper.

Street."

Hayes

in Travel Stuff

Hollywood. Jan. 30.
Hayes, Juvenile, will be the

the travel dramas
to lie made In Central Ai. .erica hy
V.'llll.inl
IJittmar ind C'linrles 11.

male interest

Mojica on Concert Tour
Hollywood,

Fox

Jan.

.'^i>ani.><li

player. Ic-avos liore Voh.
cc;l to;;.- of Arizona,

2 foi'

30.

.sin^rcr;i

cnn-

Texas and

Me:dco CHy.
three weeks.

which saw

Magic Expose Rush

in

for 'Cavalcade' and yet several
hundred additional extras
phoned that day and were

turned down.

Only

(14,007 worth of female
children talent used.
Year's bill for extra workers amounted to $1,766,479.

tract.

One of the first reactions to Consolldated's move was the immediate
stoppage of plans for a new lab
building by Roy Davidson.
Means
less competition for Consolidated
with Davidson now considered chief

the

rival.

seven years since Central
was formed.
Mortality among types of actors
used included foreign version people,
singers and dancers. Dance directors found suitable choruses only
after long and tedious auditions.
Chinese were the only race that
benefited by a cycle.
Studio extra bill for the year
amounted to $1,856,778.71, again the
lowest In seven years with the exception of 1931. Total for the seven
years Just falls short of $16,000,000.
Total number of one-day Jobs was
214,584 for the year.
Biggest Increases In price divisions were in the $3 and $5 classes.
In 1931, 718 placements were made
$3 check people.
In 1932, this
had leaped to 9,533. The five buck
people Jumped from 32,988 to 59,016
in a year.
A drop of 4,790 was recorded for the $10 mobsters.

"Only Ono Percent Lucky
That the Industry cannot support
one percent of the registered extras
in even the most meager fashion Is

OFFER CHAS. ROGERS

Production

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
contract
between

next 30 days.
Neither party has
discussed a new deal, with Rogers

understood to have been approached by another studio on a production arrangement similar to his
present contract, but with a heavier
percentage arrangement for

himself.

Rogers' original sl.\ picture contract with Paramount will be completed when 'Bedfe'lows' is completed.

average of $17.30 a week during the
year.

film production

POLICY

and book-

several shorts.

two days or more and earned an

This wa.s even lower 'or the chllar^~, r'.r.co only ID":-, r-f them, or 010,
work'-d 10 (lays during, thnt time
and grossed $63 apiece for the year.

MAUERS HOLD

METRO'S EXECS WEST
Hollywood, Jan.

30.

Policy and production conferences
keep Nick Schenck and the
other eastern Metro execs at the
Metro lot for another two weeks.
Quartet Is now figuring on leaving
for the home office Feb. 4.
Huddles with studio heads are
dally events with the New York
e.xecs around the lot until all hours.
Illne.ss of Irving Thalberg has delayed several confei-ences on the
coming season's product, but It is
expected that he will be able to sit
in on the confabs within 10 days.
will

KiRuring on a basis of the 17,500
people who are registered at Cen-

by the number of
people who worked two days or
more. Altogether there were 205, CO
worn' n and 13G men, who worked

Mrs.

have on

Paramount and Charles R. Rogers
comes up for renewal within the

demonstrated

iiiclu(l(.'

Mostly the top guys take bows
for their second-men who may be
the real workers and mostly are
responsible for the creditable work
done in the chains. This receivership thing looks llke!y to change
that all the way around.
That's not to mention the effect
such owner- operator operation may
ings.

London, takes off Fel). l."). They
will produce 'Dark Hhor' and 'Into
the Unknown" as feature.';, and also

('onipany, which will
Jac-1;

tirely Independent.

HEAVIER PERCENT DEAL

tral, average number j£ day.s each
worked during r032 were 12.20, nnd
average yearly Income w;is $100, OC.

lUi'iiiii.ion.

With the receivership of Paramount-Pubiix and RKO, the bankruptcy of Orphe;Um, l>antages and.
Interstate, showmen and former operators who may -have been shovedout of the film biz through a buy.,
or otherwise by the chaind are presently on the brink of -finding thmselves right back in the show biz
em filmdom -bogiris heading indie.

.

to

Ilal

Away From

average daily wage of extras
.Camel's magic expose series of
dropped from„.$9^ to $8.63 lowest ads had started a scrafnble among
9ince\1927. At that, -the redudtion; almost, all 'shorts' producers for a
ambbntihg to 7%, was less than in series on. the svibjecf.
any other department of picture
The public interest in 'how It's
production.
done' has the shorts*' makers going
Tabulation of the figures for last to, ,the same source,^ Pi'of. Hoffman's
Decentnillzatipn :brought many
year reveal that the ext^a [bit his hobk, for^ the'do'p^: illustrating the
low year in 1931 and started- climb- .inahhcir of eiffecting' the tricks.'
back into operation again but the
recelveriship m&y bring more, as the
ing back during '32 in gross money
receivers begin to disaffirm ^jopand number and placements, if not
ertles.
in average daily pay.
Saving facDecentralization already sent back
tor in mob work was the return of D's Deal with Con Lab
such men into the indie field as M.
the spectacle type of production,
like 'Sign of the Cross,' 'Cavalcade,'
Oyer $600,00011 Debt; E. Comerfprd, E. V. Richards andHarry Arthur, but with the receiv'Kid from Spain' and the type oferships going Into effect, showmen
fUm where audience backgrounds
IT Gti^ing Its Lab like Kiarl Hcblltzelle and Nate
were required.
Blumberg, may be found packinfif
Average Per Day Up
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
around, their own circuit.
Average number of extras per
Inside -of the closing of the UniIt is Just as likely for Martin Beck
day Jumped 78 to 684. Asi^Te front versal $^00,000 Roya!l film lab is that
to make a deal with the Orpheum
'31, this Is the lowest by over 100
Consolidated Labs brought pressure recelvets 'or some! Orph spiots. It
to bear for the collection of the is equally as likely that Nate Blum$600,000 remaining on the loan mfl.de berg may do something like this.
1932 for the Extra
to U by Consolidated three years Besides which the -latter is stated
ago. To relieve the pressure Univer- to have some indie flnancia.1. backsal
shut down the processing plant ing for such u project from .Chicago.
Worst year, with the excepand
let the 76 employees go under
Only Solvents
tion of 1931, since Central
a deal whereby Consolidated gets all
It is the known intention of the
Casting wali formed In 1926.
of .Unlversal's business.
two chains tc stick only to their
More than two men for
Built a year ago, the lab has been solvent properties and '^o disaffirm
every woman.
a severe headache to Consolidated, all bad houses and locations. Since
Average paycheck dropped
with Universal going after indie both chains have more bad spots
$.67 to 18.66.
business. It had a deal with Phil than good, there will be literally
Number of. |3 find $6 playOoldstone whereby all productiojis hundreds
of
theatres
presently
ers zoomed and $10 and $7.60
financed by Goldatone went there turned loose to their former operaactors slumped.
with an override to Goldstone. King tors and owners.
More former film names In
Charney was handling the affairs
possibility
of
other
receiverThe
the extra ranks.
of the lab and was also working for ships coming along only increases
Only .02% of all placements
Goldstone. Roy Hunter in charge of these chances and spreads the
were for over (16.
technical work at the lab, has been groundwork for the theatre end of
:§Iggest single call was 2,603,
retained by Universal under his con- the film biz tc go practically en-

In

later.

Hollywood.

1932

placements more
go to the. extraa, was
But the

distribution return.

operating heads of this outfit mean
that It shouldn't be affected now or

M^^tro Drops Three

of

for Loose Theatres

—2nd Men Holding Up Top Guys

—

176.

ture

away

Paycheck

810
905
756
840
809
606
684

bigger and cheaper mobs.

8.066
3,570
1,820

72
315

cry

Chains
30.

.$89,309 ..«nd 24,995

...$1,855,778

ON THEATRES

will be

Jobs

269,269
330,397
276,166
262,968

Headed for

L Levinson Chances

Hollywood, Jan.

14,007

WB MAY MOVE

He

Average

4,790
1,005

flirls

^^().|i(•a,

Dropped

Daily Wage
from $9.32 to

SPECTACLES AID

TOTAL MOB PAYROLL

Jii.sc

—Average

Total

Dally Average—*

«

Jobs

i.... $2,195,396
2,838,136
2,469,711
2,401.429
2,460,012
1,766,479
1,856,778

$8.65

7,507.

6.00
7.50
10.00
3.00
16.00
12.60

"

"
"
"
"

built

Lowest Paid
Atmosphere Players
.

1926
1927
1928
1920
1930
1931
1932

-

11,135

214,584 placements grossing

Havlns:

Was

How-

Picture
Studios
in
Seven Years, Barring 1931

^,004

1,611 gflrls

2,328

Total of $1,855,788,

513,662

3,840 boys

476
182
24

of Central Casting Bureau Business)

^Tearly Gross

Payroll

223,000
160,777
94.990
8.937
20,670
6,287

summary
/

$357,046
437,530
180,900
19,506
77,040
21,326
387
$1,093,733

22,300 women
21,437
18.998
2,979
1,378

67,615

(Seven year

Group Gross

)7.60
10.00
5.00
3.00
15.00
12.50
over 15.00

"

The Mob Perks Up

[XTIUS

2H,!ill4

'Golddiggers' Title
I.ifc' musical picture War-

'IliKh
iicftt

is

(lli,';,'ers

of

th''

iltir'-d

starling will be called 'Goldof 1933," moflernl-ied version
Avery Hopwood piece pro-

hy

nmartway'

WB

as

In 1929.

'Golddiggers

r^t
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STATEMENT TO THE

MOTION
The

PICTURE TRADE

receivership of

ration in

no

way

Paramount Publix Corpo-

affects the corporations of the

undersigned companies. These companies are
subsidiaries of

Paramount Publix Corporation

and are

NOT

tinue to

produce and

pictures

in

receivership.

They

will

con-

distribute quality motion

under the same

management and

personnel as heretofore.

PARAMOUNT PRODUCTIONS,
Emanuel Cohen,

Inc.

Vice-Pres.

PARAMOUNT PICTURES DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
G. J. ScHAEFER, Vice-Pres.

PARAMOUNT INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
E. E. Shauer, Vice-Pres.

PICT

Tuesday, January 31, 1933

Subsidiaries
Sub. Cos. Left

Must Have Lip

and Receivers

Can Be

Left Alone by Re-

ceivers for Holdinsr Corporation

.

Ray

Profitable

According to a Paramount state'the

business of these pro-

ducing and distributing subsidiaries
is profitable and they will continue
to manufacture and distribute qual
Ity motion pl«;tures under the same
management and personnel as heretofore.'
There Is no mention made
of Publlx Theatres Corp., strictly
an operating rather than a theatre
or lease-holding company.
.

Reduced

to
virtually

la

a technical plane, It
a holding company

which owns various assets, in other
words, the F'aramount-Publix Corp.,
which Is In equity receivership.
Thus that receivership should not
Interfere with subsidiary companies
P-P owns which as units are In
good condition, any more than a
healthy child in a family should be
placed in bed because another child
is

111.

In a fashion, the General Theatres
receivership is a parallel. Though
thrown into receivership more than
a year, the onus of that receivership
does not exert Itself over one of
the
General Theater assets, Fox
Film Corp.
Under the holding company and
corporate unit setup of Paramount,
on the othAr hand, receiverships
can be declared over any subsidiary
if as a unit it Is permitted by the
parent organization to become insolvent.

HUGHES MAY BECOME
INDIE FILM

MAKER

Hollywood, Jan.

Hov/ard
his

project

'Scarface.'

30.

Hughes has abandoned
to make a sequel to
Action taken when Par-

amount refused

to relinquish

a five-year term

under

rights to the
silent picture, 'The Racket.'
Understood that Hughes had
planned to make the picture for
around $60,000 and ride it under the
'sequel' gag.
Rowland Brown has
been working on a script and was
scheduled to do the directing.
Having no release available,
Hughes has given Brown the gate.
Later on Hughes Intends to make
pictures as an Independent producer and sell on the open marits

ket.

Par ProducHon Peak

February with

12 pictures

had to get
make a trick

to

mouthpiece so the youngster
selected would resemble the
actor.

MAYFAIR GOES

BACKTOREADE?
Among

the

first

be taken by the

steps expected to
receivers is
on the RKO

RKO

to disaffirm the lease

Mayfalr on Broadway. That house
looks certain to go back to Walter
Reade, its owner. Preparations for
this already are under way by RKO.
It may happen within two weeks.

The straight film policy now at
the Mayfalr would then move over
to the Palace. This former two-adayer Palace and everything else
since the new booking regime took
hold, will finally and for always surrender vaude. The vaude looks to
shoot straight Into Radio City at
the RKO Roxy. At least that's a

newer theatre. The RKO Roxy Is
on a presentation policy. For vaude
take second run film choice
to the M. H. There is every indi-

It will

cation for this to happen.

The Mayfalr with Its $480,000 annual rental, as the figure is re-

.

RKO

suffered in 1932. It is authoritatively estimated that Par's losses
for last year may reach $17,500,000.

ported. Is Just too

Laws

ON RECEIVERSHIP

Fails to Stop

Columbia

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Columbia is attempting to get
Phil Goldstone to change the title
of the latter's Independent picture,
'The Public Be Damned,' as the former is preparing a story w'.th the

same

title.

Ooldstone so far has refused and
start production tomorrow on
picture, which Is said to be
based on the Samuel InauU case.
Christy Cabanne is directing from
Edward T. Lowe's script.
Story of Columbia's is a similar
type of poHtlcal-flnanclal yarn, but
is unable to get it into work before
April 1. Columbia intends keeping
the title despite the fact that its
will

the

picture

will
will go

Goldstone's,
follow
on the Majestic proIs

preparing

Neither the import, export, production nor distribution ends of
Paramount is stated to be affected
by the' receivership of the parent
company. These various services
are being handled by separate subsids especiajly set up for that purpose some weeks back. These companies Include the Paramount Productions, Inc., Paramount Pictures
Distributing Corp., and the Paramount International Corporation.
Each of the companies is headed
by operating chiefs with the title

House last week (26th). Society's
bill was
up, seeking to padlock
theatres considered 'objectionable'
(petitioners
speaking)
from the
standpoint of good morals.
Sen. Joseph A. Langcne, Jr., Bos-

—

ton,

bitterly

assailed

society

for

Old Howard for 30 days.
Committees tried to muzzle him,
but I^angone said he was a senator
and a constitutional officer and had
closing

the right of the fioor.
'If he, 'said Langone, pointing to
Rep. John T. Comerford of Brook
line, who had tried to shut up the
of vice-president. Adolph Zukor Is
speaker,' doesn't like what I say, he
president over all.
Emanuel Cohen is v.p. in charge can step into the corridor with me.
*I
dare the Watch & Ward to
Distribution, and E. E.
of. Par
Shauer and Joe Seidelman are vice- come down into my constituency.
presidents in charge of Paramount They don't dare to come down there.
Where were they during the BosInternational.
ton police strike? Why don't they
Ralph Kohn is treasurer over all.
padlock their cellars with all the
booze they have down there?'

Freaks

in

Lobby

member

of the

RKO

board.

George Schine, one of Mrs. Kohl's
former attorneys, also accepted a
position with RKO. Schine was to
do special work for RKO In a realty
way and at last accounts was still
on the company's payroll In some
way. Ite had had a drawing accounting against coi^mlsslons 0|f
$600 weekly at one' time.
Asclier
Iievy, another Orpheum belligerent,
apparently calmed down when made
an RKO division mgr. at $600 a
week. He didn't last very long at
It.
Beck, personally, was one of
the biggest stockholders In Orpheum. His original stock holdings
may have reached over $2,000,000
and his bonds may be around
$1,000,000.

Propositions
Since the Kohl fight the Orph
stockholders and bondholders have
propositioned and been propositioned one way or another towards
an amicable settlement of their
problems with RKO. The angle of
RKO was to get to some basis where
the stockholders might be satisfied
as well as getting certain adjust^
ments in th^ fixed charges on the

Orph houses which had been showing very large deficits.

Various meetings were held. One
in Chicago and another in San

was

Francisco. The Frisco meeting was
held hardly tv weeks ago. In Chicago among others that were attempting to get to an understanding with RKO, besides Beck, was
Charles Aarons, an attorney. This
was on a preposition submitted by
RKO of exchanging three shares of
RKO stock for every Orph preferred.

The RKO people,
meantime,
weary and diEcouraged over the anself-aiming Orph stock-

tics of the

holders, and worn by the exigencies
of the rest of the
properties,
had made up their minds to be rid
of the Orpheum.

RKO

Orpheum Houses
The Orph houses and

their loca-

tions follow:

Orpheum and

Palace,

New

Or-

Orpheum, Memphis; -Grand,
St. Louis and the Orpheum, St.
Louis;
Orpheum and Majestic,
Springfield, III.; Virginia and Orpheum, Champaign; State-Lake and
Palace, Chicago; Granada and Palace, South Pend; Palace, Strand,
Emboyd and Jefferson, Ft. Wayne;
Majestic, Evansville; Riverside and
Palace, Milwaukee; Orpheum and

leans;

Minneapolis; Orpheum
St. Paul; Orpheum,
12th Street,
Oakland; Otpheum, Denver; Golden Gate and Orpheum, Frisco; Or7th

'

Street,

and President,
Seattle;

Orpheum and

pheum,

Cedar

Itaplda;

Orpheum,

Omaha; Orpheum, Des Moines; Or-

Vancouver,
pheum, Sioux City;
Vancouver;
Malnstreet and OrMembers of the committee re- pheum, Kansas City; Garrlck and
sented
statements
by spe-ikcra Orpheum, Mr.rlson; Orpheum, Rawhich they said were 'slurs' on the cine, and Orrhoum, Winnipeg.
efforts of the society to "make poD-

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
ple good!'
Stuart on Circuit Trip
Egyptian (F-WC) here is starting
Theatre men are puttlnK up a
Herschel Stuart, general manager to bear down on freak stuff in an strong fight against the bill, and
of RKO theatres, left New York effort to get a bigger draw oft Hol- others of the same ilk.
Already
Friday (27) night on a tour of the lywood boulevard.
burdened by one of the worst sets
As a part of the Coney Island ef- of so-called moral codes on any
circuit's
mid-west and southern
up' and 'Strictly Personal,' while properties. He is making the trip fect in the large fore court, there state books of law, they see danger
starters next month will be 'Super- by plane.
are now glass blowers, clay model- in tlio new drive to give 'self delenatural,'
'International
House,'
Among other spots which Stuart ers and a psycho-analyst, who pre- gated' or(Tnnization<< nrw power.s to
•CrarUed Too.' 'Logal Crime' and may visit are Cincinnati, New Or- sumably interprets dreams for the poke thoir noses Into iiomcs and
'Bed Fellows.'
public plac.'S.
leans, San Antonio and Houston.
customers.
before the cameras.
Starting this week are 'Under the
Tonto Rim,' 'Dead Reckoning.' 'Song
of Songs' and 'Story of Temple
Drake." Holding over Into February will be 'Bedtime Story,' 'Pick-

Also Cold

When the voluntary bankruptcy
N. J. PAR APPLICATION
of Orpheum was asked and granted
Note Holder Start* Suit in Newark Friday (27) It meant the obvious
washup of the circuit. The future
—18 Houses in Jersey
of the Orph and its 46 houses or
An application for a receivership so is about as uncertain as a Macy
Nobody
over the New Jersey Interests of balloon on Thanksgiving.
Paramount-Publlx was filed Friday knows where it may land.
For eight years, from 1920 to 1928,
(27) in Newark before Judge Guy
of
holder
the
Boal,
Orph
paid
some
kind of diviL. Fake by William
$1,000 sinking fund gold note. To- dend. In those eight years the cirmorrow (Wednesday) is set as date cuit may have paid out some $12,000,000 In dividends of one kind or
for a hearing.
Publlx, under a long-term lease another. Past year or so has been
which has been cancelled with the various bondholders and stockhouses to be returned to Walter holders mostly out for themselves.
Which is why the RKO chieftains
Reade this summer, presently opIn have mostly given the Orph the goerates 18 houses in the state.
addition, under the Atlantic States by, namely the selfish attitude on
partnership between Publlx, Spyros part of certain of the Orph stockWith the circuit losing
Skouras and Individuals In New Jer- holders.
sey, three other houses are tied In maybe over $2,000,000 in 1932, various of the Orph holders were atunder a Publlx Interest.
tempting to strike bargains or jobs
with RKO that would protect only
themselves individually and not the
rest.
Par's, RKO's Huge Losses
Orph's losses in 1931 were
over $1,000,000.
In the melee that followed, Mrs.
For '32 Ten Story of
Caroline Kohl got left out in the
cold.
Martin Beck, however, still
Economy vs. Bad Times holds the
Job as general manager
of the RKO booking office at $1,000
Figures are not yet released on weekly. Increased from his first $600.
the deficits which Paramount and Mrs. Caroline Kohl was once a

PAR'S 4 SUBS NOT

Goldstone's 'Be

Uncertain, With

Selfish Stockholders

On New

D^ned'

21

finally

.

which

in

Orpheum s Future

much for RKO to RKO's deficit Is estimated at $8,Orpheum's losses alone
carry with or without receivership. 000,000.
That's especially with Radio City may have amounted to 26% of the
pictures.
now running and the Mayfalr hav- latter figure.
In each instance the losses thus
Practically all Independents are ing gone to a catch-as-catch-can
going 'through with announced pro- policy or almost on first run film engendered came through theatre
grams for the year. This In itself bookings. House was Intended any- operation and excessive studio costs.
distribution departniients of
is taken as an Indication of Indie way to go subsequent with the rest The
either company were fixed okay.
optimism, as In previous years of the RKO nelghbs.
Mayfalr was a burlesque house, What percentage of loss can be laid
smaller producers had begup to fade
and
but was renovated throughout
to any of the service divisions Isn't
out about this time of the year.
Independents are also eyeing the rebuilt by RKO in 1930 for Its ace known.
These figures tell a story in themdistribution field, with a view of film spot It cost RKO around
possible widening of operations. Al- $500,000 to do this. It's first film selves considering the efforts which
ready, Nat Levine has Incorporated was 'Amos 'n' Andy,' only picture were made by both companies durfor
pair
and
the
radio
ing the past year to effect economies
his Seattle exchange under the Mas- made by
In operation.
Despite these econocot name as a starter lii a contem- RKO.
Hanging Up New
plated string of exchanges. M. H.
mies, which at RKO Is stated to
Hoffman Is reviving his Idea of
What' assures this prospect is the have reached close to $10,000,000 on
throughexchanges
has
Walter
Reade
opening several
known fact that
a yearly basis, the companies just
out the South to handle Allied and become sort of persona non grata couldn't beat conditions.
General
extraordinary to RKO. It's his pro" conditions outside the biz lopped oK
other product.
If majors cut down on their pro- fuse use of jugrular adjectives which the b. o. Income so terrifically, fallgrams, Indies look for players and incenses them. Besides it is claimed ing maybe to 30% to 40%.
becoming available to they are not used to having folks
directors
Par's economies may have reached
them. Companies which will finish hang up on them or something, twice the RKO figure on the same
their programs as earlier announced while phoning.
yearly basis.
It seemed that RKO sought a
are Allied, Monogram, World Wide,
Majestic, Mayfalr, Freuler Film, rental readjustment from Reade and
Mascot, Goldsmith, the combined instead got some epithets, until
Chesterfield-Invincible group and R'eade's
partner was called in. Battling Mass. Reformers
Reade accompanied the latter to
Premier.
Aylesworth's office, but had to wait
Theatre
outside while his partner stayed Inside to talk to the RKO head. That
Spingold Starts at Col
RKO
except
that
was the sum up
Boston, Jan. 30.
was granted a reduction of $20,000
Vitally Important fight of the theNate Spingold started at Colum- yearly, which was accepted, but atre men to throttle teeming (prothat's all.
the
posed)
on
legislation
for more censor(30)
yesterday
Pictures
bia
ship, is begun.
business end in the executive offices.
Watch & Ward society, self apHe is committed to a six-month expointed censorship body and cusperience period, to absorb the worktodian of baked bean morals, reings of a film firm's business dept.
ceived a squared circle drubbing at
Spingold has been vacationing in
IN
a
hearing before the legislative comFlorida since December.
mittee on legal affairs, at the State

gram. James M. Cain
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Paramount reaches a production continuity for Col.

peak

VARIETY

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
After a two weeks' search for
a baby with a lip like Chevalier's for
'Bed Time Story,'

Paramount
a dentist

Zukor-Hllles co-receivership over
PAN GETS 'EM BACK
Paramount-Publlx, as a holding
company, and Irving Trust bank$3,750,000 Paid for His 6 Theatre
ruptcy receivership over Publlx EnLeases by RKO
plus receiver appointterprises,
ments for the Saenger, PublixNebraska (Blank) Finkelsteln &
Alexander Pantages Is returning
Ruben, and Publix-FItzPatrick-Mc- to activity as a showman, whether
Elroy circuits, follows by several he wants to or not. The six western
months a readjusted corporate set- theatres taken over from Pantages
up In P-P.
by RKO in 1929 for $3,760,000 are
From the first, the organization being returned to Pantages virtuof production and distribution as ally as a gift. They are among the
separate! subsidiaries of Paramount, properties of which RKO is disposwas regarded within show circles as ing under the current subsidiary
a precautionary measure, the natyre company receiverships.
of which now becomes far-reaching
RKO took the string, along with
under receivership.
the booking rightis, through Joe
While previously Paramount-Pub- Toplitsky of L. A. The $3,750,000
llx had one chief operating sub- consideration was paid partly In
sidiary, Pu'oiUx Theatres Corp., un- cash and stock for long term leases
der the 'jreak-down, new integral on the six theatres.
corporate subsidiaries were formed.
They were Paramount Pictures
Distributing Corp. and Paramount
International Corp. to cover domes- hdies See Bright
distrlbtion,
and
tic and foreign
Paramount Productions, Inc., which
Of Hope in Prospective
became a holding company for
these two as well as the corporate
Curtailment by Majors
producing unit.
These subsidiaries are not afCected
by the receiverships, although to
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Zukor and Killes as co-receivers !n
Possibility of major studios curequity over P-P itself, they become tailing their programs, and wild
among that holding company's as- merger talk that is In the air, has
sets. Publlx Theatres Corp., estab- pepped.
up the independent produclished In 1926, by the same^token, ers who foresee In either of such
may for sake of argument, be eith- moves a chance to get more and
er an asset or a liability.
better booking dates for their own

ment

ES

'

Jack Warner Leaving
Jack L. AVarnor doesn't return to
the roast until today or tomorrow
(Wednesday), He was to have. left
over the week-end, but some additional

liualne.s.s

who came

by Joe

TopHtzky,

east with him, delayed
the \VH studio exec.
Topiii.,Uy returns with Warner.

.

2d

VASIETY

NOW

Tiuesday, Jfainaary 31,

GETTING BIG MONEY EVERYWHERE! CLA9S

"A''

HOUSES! EXTENDED RUNS!!!

BOOKED SOLID
BALABAN & KATZ

THE MONEY

PUBLIX
LOEW^S CIRCUIT
RKO CIRCUIT
WARNER'S CIRCUIT
BUTTERFIELD
GREAT STATE

PKTUREOF
THE

193S

BREAKING OLD TIME
GROSSES
hammy

f
^

Bolaban of Chicago lay; "Sub-

zoro woothor . . . pre-Chrhtmos slump . . •
but butlnoM voiy good . . . appeal* alike
to men/ women and children .... a groat,

road show attraction."

ALL CRITICS RAVE OyCR
I1VEVERY GROUP* IN CVi^RY

TOWN STAMPEDES TO
EXPLOIT

IT!

WESTERN TERRITORY

MADELINE WOODS
25 East

Uke

Street, Chicafo,

Hotel,

THE WORLD'S LEADING INDEPENDENT

FOREIGN AND CANADA

III.

MIDDLE- WEST STATES

ALBERT
Sherman

EASTERN AND SOUTHERN.STATES - RELEASED THROUGH

RULE
Cfikagb,

L

III.

FIRST DIVISION EXCHANGES,
HARRY
H.

1600

THOMAS,

President

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

inc.

B,

H.

SERKOWICH

Parle Central Hotel

New York

City

Tr.rr;ay, Jonuary 31,

PI

1933

Radio City Not

Tangle

Independently Operated Corps, by
Hope of Aid Didn't Arrive

RKO-

Answer to the application of three
Reuben Oelford, l.
Rlseman and M. Tellou, for a petibondholders,

Work Gams

.

ARTHUR HOLDS AS POU
HEAD, DEFAULT OR NOT

RKO

RKO

RKO

RKO

Par Recehrership

nesday (1).
opening $2.60 flop.
There will be further confabs lo
Since then there has been a reMajor distributors look to be afversal In scale and business at the cally between the Poll people and
Pubbanking reps with Arthur, with the fected under film deals with
Music Hall.
under the t>arent combankers In New Yoric known to be llx houses
pany and various subsidiary partdesirous of contlmiing Arthur In the
-

nerships. Over

and above collections
which during the past year have

circuit.

that Poll will take
btick the circuit and operate the
(Continued from page 17)
houses hlmse|lf, as his advancing
a matt where the letters are darker. years and lack of up-to-date con
glossy black letter on a glossy tact with the operation makes him
white ground Is apt to be hard on disinclined to assume the task.
the eyes, but a dull black will stand
out against the gloss white surface.
Where the ground Is the darker the
Belgian
Soar
gloss letter seems to stand out betIt Is unlikely

A

Taxes

ter under most lights and apparently requires the aid of enamel to
come through the larger mass of

Brussels, Jan. 16.

From February

i Belgrlan

govern

close, but It Is just these
small points which amount to a lot
In the long run.

believed certain that the
Artists franchise, having
several years to go, will be a point
of major attack. This franchise, on
the point system with rental fixed
in accordance with situation and
negative costs, has been one of PubIlx's sore spots in Its deallngrs with
It

It's

an Idea
Phoenix.

Wayne

Fox manager,
town know that
Marco Big Beauty shows

Dallard,
to let the

wanted
Fanchon &
were returning to Phoenix.
He had all fiag pole holes

in side-

started to fall

dent.

Rosen says he was laid up and
deprived of work at the rate of $750
a week.

Jacobs'
Jenle

Commish

Suit

out to collect
is
of a $12,000 contract

Jacobs

walks plugged with standards on
which were nailed placards herald-

$1,200, or

ing the return of the bigger shows.

for

10%

one year she negotiated with

Jofius Singer at Liberty
Julius Singer, one of the pioneers
of the 16 millimeter field, has sev-

ered all connections with home film.
Including his Job with Universal,
and his post as president of the
16MM Film Board of Trade.
Singer started the Stay-at-Home
department at Universal over 10
years ago.
hasn't
retired,
he
Declaring
working on
states
he's
Singer
'something r.ew'.

RECEIVERS WILL LOOK
INTO SERVICE CHARGE
of his pen, when
he signed for the appointment of
receivers for Paramdunt-Publlx and
Federal Judge William
for

With one stroke

RKO

off.

ards as receiver-operator over that
southern chain.
An Instance which may be typical of many Is cited In connection
with the Intensive rental requirements from Paramount under the
UA franchise. It concerns a house
which played 'Rain' and out of
$1,000 gross on engagement, under
the point system had to pay UA
a rental of $700.

Everything went slick until some- RKO for Eric Linden.
one started to holler to the City
The agent, through Julius Kendr
Fathers, who finally reached the ler, is suing on the coast.
conclusion that city ordinance prohibited use of the holes for any
standards except for flags.
display showing the dawn of prosDallard protected by letter of au- perity In figures and scenic effects,
Col Drops Brand Title
thorization from recently appointed all of which gave plenty of publicity
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
chief of police.
His standards re- to Marie Dressler's pic. Through
mained Intact until permission re- this Mike Goodman got free street
Columbia is dropping the trade
voked later in the day. Estimated car cards furnished by the store; name of 'Action Pictures' for Its
200 placards used.
Next day 5,200 and plenty of attention. Anyway, minor dramatic features. Hereafter,
ticket buyers saw his show.
he was pinched by police for block- they'll be known by the title of 'The
ing up the sidewalk traffic on Port- Columbians.'
Pinched for a Standout
age ave. with the crowds waiting to
First under the new tag Is 'Full
'Winnipeg, Can.
get in to 'Prosperity.' Another aftM. Ooodni.'in of the Gaiety tied up ernoon and evening Mike totaled Speed Ahead,' a railroad yarn by
on •I'r.v.prrlty" wltli Hud.son's Bay 3,000 dishes he gave away for the Horace McCoy and AI Jackson. Lou
dept. stoie for a gigantic window one day.
Sarecky supervises.

RKO

two most prominent should be Orpheum and the Pathe Exchange.
RKO's failure to meet part payment of Its purchase price of Pathe
the basis of the suit that got the
consent receivership.
In measure, the
acquisition
of Pathe, purchase of which was
to have been made out of future
earnings, sizes from a practical
Is

RKO

standpoint with RKO's partnership
In Orpheum.
Latter was acquired
without exchange of cash also. It
was a stock deal coming from and
with
Kelth-Albee-Orpheum,
but
later separated
Geometrically it might mean that
nothing bought for nothing leaves
nothing.
RKO's aim to acquire Pathe was
Impelled by a feared shortage of
product due to Paramount's selling
away from RKO or maybe. After

trolysis.

DeForest (General Talking Pictures) outlawed the service charge
more than a year ago. More recently
followed suit, but ERPI
alonQ of this Pig Three persists In
clinging to it.
The Inroad of receivership has ERPI in a fix that
way. That's because of the Federal suits pending against it on the
grounds that the service charge Is

RCA

Illegal.

That the receivers for both Paramount and RKO will disaffirm that
service charge thing on equipment
contracts

is

reported fairly certain.
that
hasn't paid

RKO

known

It's

any such service charges for some
even before receivership although ERPI protested.
time,

Connolly, general

at

Garden

Both

edi-

formerly

RKO

were with Fox. Neither the
theatre department nor the studio
has. anything to do with the newsreel or Its handling.
High expectations which were
held out for such names as Ijlelen
Twelvetrees,
Ann Harding, and
Constance Bennett, handed over to
by Pathe. at no little salary
rates, with contracts still outstandlng> have not been realized under
the RKO studio handling. The theatre b.o. tells that story.
Pathe
also had BUI Boyd and be was coming along as a femme attractor
when he began to lapse under the
studio manhandling.

RKO

RKO

All of which tends to indicate
that receivership Is to bear In a
most important way on every phase
of the Industry. It's not altogether

hdie

manager and

respectively.

tor,

Goetz Finishing at Fox
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
William Ooetz leaves the Fox lot
March 16 when his contract Is up,
after three years.
He had been a supervisor until
recently entering the reading de-

Another Independent picture has partment.
been bought by Harry Charnas for
Likely he will go to Metro.
the Winter Garden, New TorH, under a policy which will enable Warners to sell to other houses any
5 YRS. AFTER
surplus product after the Strapd Is
taken care of. Newest Indle book- Again in Film, on B'way Feb. 4—

JOLSON—

ing

(Chesterfield).
Others are being sought.
'Strange People' will come in Feb.
10 unless 'Follow the Leader', the
Is

'Strange

People'

Ed Wynn

revival,

day

held over.

(3) is

opening Wednes-

Bloch Back in N. Y.
Bert Bloch returns to New York
next week to resume his post as
story editor for Metro.
Bloch was on the story treatment
of 'Awakening* on the Afetro lot until Irving Thalberg's Illness, when
Mayer told him to lay off, with
that film shelved until Thalberg's
return to activity. Bloch had given
up the story editor post to take a
writing assignment, but the previous post not being as yet filled, he
returns to It.

'Jazz Singer' in '28

Exactly five years between Jolson's first picture opening In New
York and at the Winter Garden his
latest.
'Jazz Singer' was shown on
Feb. 4, 1928, and 'Hallelujah, I'm
a Bum' will open on Feb. 4, 1933, at
the Rlvoll.

According to United Artists, the
thing goes even further, because at
that time, five years ago Jolson Inaugurated a new form of entertainment in talking and singing features.
He> Is now In new style of
film, which It Is claimed will change
musicals. 'Hallelujah' as called made
In 'rhythmic dialogue, about 85%
of the picture being In lyrics and
song, made to fit Into the story development.'

RCA

UA

franchise is reported cerThe
tain to come up In the Saenger receivership matter with H. V. Rich-

one of the curious angles of
receivership that in diinfluences for the action, the

It is

the
rect

RKO bought Pathe for $5,000,000, It
Bondy, without apparent knowledge, found
the Par product was availoosened the clutch of the electrics able
anyway.
on the film biz. The receivership
The best that's left of Pathe, so
thing for these two film firms un- far
as RKO's outward possession
doubtedly is calculated to lead the shows, is Pathe News.
This, through
way for the rest of the companies manpower has developed
as a
to throw off the equipment service lieader In the biz
under the direccharge and other phases of elec- tion of Courtland Smith
and Jack

Is

United

KBS

they waited until after the meal

Paid $5,000,000 for Producing Company and Stars

been delayed In various instances, on realty.
question arises as to, what readjustments will bd forced under deals
written so far this year or under
Another
long-term franchises.

ment tax on cinema seats between
14^ cents and 23 cents will be In- UA.
creased by 20% and over 23 .cents
Another long-term franchise is
by 30%.
held by Metro, whose product has
Tax on dance hall receipts is to had
Hustles 'Em In
Its largest customer In the Pubbe augmented by 20%, and tax on
Wanting to emphasize the change refreshments In both cinemas and llx chain. Warner Bros.-First NaIn prices at six o'clock, a theatre
tional up to last spring held longdance
This
halls
by
20%.
is part
box
the
over
light
a
Installed
has
term franchises In most of the Pubofllce and another on the marquee, of the government's scheme to raise llx key situations, but at the reBoth $67,142,850 required to balance the
the latter a 200-watt bulb.
quest of Warners they were canare dipped In red. So long as the 1933 budget.
celled and this year a deal was
prelight burns the afternoon price
written on a '32-'33 basis only at
vails, and the evening scale goes on
terms which it was stated by WB
immediately as the light goes out.
Sues
for
$14,500
were more satisfactory than under
Not only save time changing admission price signs, but the lamp on
'outdated franchises.'
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
the marquee hustles them. Fifteen
Readjustments
As a result of an auto accident
minutes before the changeover the
Presumably all film buys, whether
lamp Is switched to a blinker but- near VlctorvUle several months ago,
ton, and the fiash warns the lag- Phil Rosen has filed suit for $14,- seasonal or under franchises, will
600 damages against Irving Starr, face eventual readjustment under
gard to hurry up.
Lamp Is getting to be a gag, and who was his supervisor at the time, the P-P receivership, over and
the house figures that It really helps and KBS Productions. Starr was above certain adjustments that have
business, since many go to the show driving the car, which belonged to
been made since theatre receipts
before supper who might stay home
the studio at the time of the acci-

dark color.
Figuring

if

RKO

bankruptcy against Paramount Publlx, filed Thursday (26),
In

will be a general dental that the
Radio City, according to offlclal
Extra
corporation is not solvent Is exstatements, Is not affected by the
pected to be made.
KKO receivership. This may IndiPetitioners asked that bankruptcy
cate that ihe powers behind the^Hollywood, Jan. 30.
be granted because on Dec. 10 Parproject have formed some plan for
Extra work for the past week amount turned the Comerford group
the protection of R. C.
153 placenrients over the of theatres back to M. E. Comerwent
up
R.
weeks
of
C.
three
first
the
In
the two theatres at week previous, to a total of 4,803, ford under a deal which made Comoperation,
Rockefeller Crntre popped a deficit considered good at this point in the erford a preferred creditor. What
actually occurred in the Comerford
That's divided production year.
of around $"0C,000.
Top day of the week was (26) deal was the setting up of a Pubbetween an estimated $486,000 on
with
partnership
opening costs and around $186,000 when 1,215 people worked. Row- lix-Comerford
amount
Latter
deficit.
land Lee, making 'Zoo At Buda- Comerford having full operating
In operating
was engendered entirely by the Mu- pest,' Paramount-Schulberg pro- powers, similarly to Kincey & Wllsic Hall, so far as figures show.
duction, was the heaviest user of by, E. V. Richards, others.
There are Indications that much extras during the week.
The law firm of Cravath, DeGersdorff, Swaine & Wood prior
of this deficit may be borne by
part
while
Itself,
Centre
RockefUler
to Jan. 20 obtained an extension of
period
year's
a
may biBiSspread over
20 days in which to file answer
on the two theatres.
against the suit brought Dec. 30 by
Just how much Radio City played
another bondholder, L. H. Harris,
directly or Indirectly In Impelling
who asked removal of Chase Naexecutives either to hurry
the
tional Bank as trustee through Its
or to postpone receivership may
permission to Par to pay a cash
New Haven, Jan. 27.
never be told. That R. C. did play
dividend on common stock June 28,
an important part one way or both
Whether the Poll people agree 1930.
under conditions is to be believed. currently to Harry Arthur's terms
This suit also alleged Par had lost
Vain Hope
$10,000,000 In buying stock of subthe open- or not. It Is pretty certain that the isldlarles.
It'fi known that until
ing of R. C. and despite certain In- Interest due Feb. 1 from Fox New
Previously three suits by bondand the trade England theatres on the Poll bonds
side talk In
holders generally attempting to set
generally about receivership, the will not be paid.
This Interest, aside the deal of last spring by
hope was entertained that R. C.
Paramount placed film, negafinancially through; amounting to' ^round $360,000, Is due which
would aid
tives, as security for a |13i600,000
Its grosses, but If It didn't there, from Arthur Theatres Corp. to Fox
loan, alleging this violated bond instill was RCA (SarnofTs company). •New England, from whom the forwere disposed of.
denture,
Radio City was as much an RCA mer company leases the Poll houses.
project as RKO's. The Rockefeller
Regardless,, however, Harry ArCentre was developed and under- thur, looks set as the operating head
taken for completion while David of the circuit for several months
Sarnotr, president of RCA,' also was If the Poll peoplb decide to foreand contlnucB to remain chairman close on the circuit for non-payment
board.
of the
of the bond Interest, It may take
It Is said that even financial pro- several months to effect such b fore
tectlon from RCA could be limited closure.
Arthur's stay-on under
Is
It
RKO.
under conditions tor
these conditions is voluntary until
also said that RCA began to turn the Poll people either pick his sue
when that
Its palm away from
cesser or come to new terms with
memorable Wednesday morning af-v
Arthur himself. His resignation as
ter the opening, around five weeks
head of the outfit takes effect Wed
ago laid the Music Hall low as an

Exploitation
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What's Left of Pathe

Last Weak Agaiiwt Par
Others Soma Tim* Ago

On«

tion

RKO

VARIETY

BONDHOLDERS' SUITS

RKO

in

era RES

Transfers Porter

Carewe's Musical Shorts

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
G. Harold Porter, RCA representUollywood, Jan. 30.
Edwin Carewe Is figuring on mak- ative In San Francisco, takes charge
of the Hollywood plant of RCA Vicing a series of musical shorts.
He hopes to get under way with tor Co. this week.
G. H. Hall, manager, has been opthem at Metropolitan after he completes

his

World

Wide

feature,

erating the plant.

'Tarnished Touth.'

Lewin

WB

Borrows Darro

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Mascot, which has Frankle Darro
under contract, has loaned him to
Warners for 'Mayor of Hell.'
Picture formerly was 'Reform
School.'

to

Europe

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
LewIn, Metro producer, left
here last night (29) for an eight
weeks' trip to Europe In search of
,A1

story material.

He
na

will visit London, Paris,
arid Budapest.

Vien-

Billy Snyder in Pix
Minor Watson Switched
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
After knocking about Hollywood
Minor Watson, brought here by for years, Billy Snyder, vaude m.c.
Radio for 'Our Betters,' will not go and singer, got his first picture part

into that production.

Instead he will go into
mount's 'Bedtime Story.'

In

Para-

Warner.s' 'Elmer the Great.*
also warbles weekly over
un the 'Navy Oil' program.

i<n,v(ler

KI'WC

VARIETY
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The receivership of Radio-KeithOrpheum Corporation does not
inolude the

undersigned companies

which are continuing to operate
under their present management.

T
RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.
RKO STUDIOS, Inc.
RKO DISTRIBUTING CORP.
PATHE NEWS, Inc.
(Signed)

M. H. AYLESWORTH
Chairman of the Board

;

PICTURES

Tuesdaj, Joniuurj 31, 1933

Stock Market

Cohmbia

VARIETY
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Paramount and Puhlix

Propositions

FovAir-Heclit-ftrown
(Continued from pase 6)
ment at liM, where it finished the
group to display a plus week. This represented a loss on
.the day of nearly 2, compared to
Kxtent of tbe losses was extreme, fractions in most of the other
elsewhere
largest net decline coming Into the amusement liens, selling
Fatbe 7's which lost 12 net to 60 apparently having been completed
after breaking to 47%, which Is an at least for the time being.
Nervousness
here
bottom.
Minor Stock Losses
all- time
Is understandable since one of tho
Situation among the equity stocks
equities behind the Pathe bonds seemed much less strained than In
consists of 6% gold notes given by
department, probably bebond
the
KKO for the Pathe properties. cause most
of the stocks already
Trade understanding was that these had been pretty thoroughly deflated
notes had been discounted and pre- and because ispeculatlve Interest in
sumed to have been sold to dealers the share market has for weeks been
This might
In commercial paper.
at low ebb.
leavjs the JInal disposition of the
Nevertheless there' were a few
notes open to doubt so that the selling of the Pathe bonds may turn drastic mark-downS suoh as those
in Paramount, which broke through
ouc to have been Ill-advised.
However, when the two receiver- a dollar on the enormous volume of
ships were 'announced, bondholders 193,000 shares, and In the old Keith
appeared to have rushed to liquidate and Orpfaeum senior Issues. All
throughout the group. There was three of these stocks went to new
nothing In the situation directly to low levels except Keith pf. Orpheum
affect Lioew, but there was an out- pf. was sold at 3 flat. One trade of
pouring of that company's bonds 200 shares in the senior Keith issue
likewise, bringing on an extreme was recorded at 8, which is still a
decline of 8 to 67% With a late rally point above the record low of 7.
which prices RKO common broke through its
of one point to 68
compare with & bottom last year previous bottom of 1%, going to 1%,
of 64 during the banking crisis of where it ended the week. Volume
early sumtner.
here looked important, in view of
The old Keith bonds, which go the fact that there is. available for
back to the days before the RKO trading only a quarter of the old
regime and were the first listed se- issue of about 2,340,000 shares.
curity of the Keith- company, lost
dulk of the Outstanding RKO
about 6% at their eixtreme low of stock is in the form of voting trust
29%, which Is BtlU more than 6 certlflcates attached and inseparable
points above the extreme low of from the new debentures at the rate
The Irregularity of the of three-quarters of a share to each
last year.
line of retreat In bonds probably Is
$6 of principal amount. In view of
explainable by the fact that hold- this situation a week's turnover of
ings in several are of a more or 22,800 looked- like major dumping.
less recent speculative character
Dealings in Orpheum were small,
and It was the outside Interests the
bulk of that issue being in a few
that were the urgent sellers. J>robably the holdings of amusement hands, holders probably feeling they
had
to stand pat, since in all prob
bonds In the hands of banks was
ability
there would be no market
inconsiderable.
In the Street the
story is that the original under- for any considerable amount of
writing syndicates and banking stock under the circumstances, Orhouses concerned in the Paramount pheum having been petitioned into
Issues had got from under several bankruptcy.
There waa some selling of Loew
years ago and the paper was widely
common, which penetrated its low
scattered;
on the movement, going through 16
See .Soaling Down of Liens
to 16%, but there was evidence of
There appears to be abundant cautious support here. Turnover on
ground for anxiety on the part of the we^k was 21,400 shares, which is
Paramount bondholders, since the by no means abnormal
Street looks to see a plan of reorThe puzzle was why there should
ganization offered by the equity re- be only moderate retreat from the
ceivers within a few months revis- stock while the bonds wero-breaklng
ing the capital structure by a gen- badly. If anything in the amuseeral scaling down of claims such ment bond group should have stood
as has been witnessed in not a few fast, it ought to have been Loew,
railroad receiverships during, and since that company, -of the Ave maeven before the current depression. pors, is least fettOTed wlth^rhlgh
The Street's appraisal of what rents and leases, entared into during
this reduction of claims Is likely to boom times and in competitive bidbe was eloquently expressed in the ding for theatres. Iioew's got its
prices paid for tiie two bonds, of- lesson nearly
10 yfearo before the
ferings of the BVi'a being particupresent crisis, and its policy In exlarly heavy Wednesday, Thurfiiday
theatre holdings had been
And Friday. Saturday volume '^as panding
more
conservative
than any of its
greatly reduced and the more urgent selling appeared to have been rivals.
Columbia Pictures gave a good
completed, but even under lighter
showing,
ending
the
week with one
offerings the two Issues could not
organize any Impressive defense. of the few plus signs in the group
Sales were not Important In the and holding its recent defense line
RKO debentures, either, on that at 10. Reason here may be that
day, but even on minor sales the there Is small speculative interest in
price continued to slide with final the stock and holdings are supquotations for the part paid paper posed to be so concentrated that
ending the week at the level of 10, short selling might be dangerous,
even if the Exchange itself was not
bottom since Issue.
For some unexplained reason Just now frowning upon speculative
there seemed to be no urgency In selling operations of any extent.
The new shock to theatre stocks
the disposition of Warner convertibles until the flurry in the other was of sufficient violence generally
amusements was nearly over. The .to Interrupt the bull campaign in
Warner obligations had given way Consolidated Film Industries, which
gradually from a high of 20, where had reached some magnitude. The
they have been maintained stub- preferred dropped from 11%, new
bornly for the last few weeks, to high since September, to 9 flat, and
around 16-16, but on Saturday, ap- closed at 9%, net down 1%. Volume
parently Inspired by an accumula- attracted attention, reaching the retion of nervousness, relatively heavy spectable total of 23,300 shares. The
selling broke out In this issue, which common was also weak but on
gave way to a new low on the move- minor turnover.

As a Production Trio

tlon in the

.

Columbia
consisting

is

of

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
An important point in connection
figuring on a unit
Gene Fowler, Ben with receiverships over subsidiary

.

Summary

for

week ending Saturday, Jan.

28:

of

COCKSELL

Frances Cockrell goes back to the
Radio writing payroll on a weekto-week basis to script The Failure.'

This is new title for the play, 'A
Country Doctor,' which John Robertson will direct.

Nevinan on

3%
6%
14%
11%

c%
20'A

80

%

1
4Vl

2%
35%,
1

8^
7

87%

13%

80

30

4'/4

2L"/i

15

im
1%

cy»

60

1%

600

14
S

%
%

1%
2W
1%
10%
V4

20

00
108.300
1,500
1,000
85.800
22.800
40
17,000

100

4

43%

Bales.
Issue and rate.
100 American Seat
5,300 Consol. Film
1,200 Columbia P. vtc
23,800 Consol. Film pfd
0,100 Eastman Kodak (3)
1.800 Fox, Class A
89,700 Oen. ISIec. (40c.)
200 Keith pfd
21,400 Loew (3)
1,200
Do prct. (eVi)
600 Madison Sq. Garden

15%

23.100

Mct-O-M pref. (1.89)
Orpheum pfd
Paramount
Pathe Exchange
Pathe,

Radio

RKO

A

Class

Universal

High.

1%

4%
10%
11%

1%
3
10

60%

67%

2

1%
14%

67%
1%
16%

8

6

17%

16%

15%

54

62

62

8

1%
10
4V(

1%

12

pref

1%
2%
0%

Net chg.
List for wk.

9%

15H
,

Low.

9

1%
6%
2%

Corp

1%

1%
17%

1T»

3

8

%
%

1

%

1%
4%
1%

1%
4%
1%

12

12

Wnrncr Bros
Do pfd

1%
6%

1%
0%

1%
0%

Westlngliouse

80%

28%

28%

Columbia

4%

%
%

%
%

3,600

Plcts

A

De Forest Radio....
Gen. Thea.

E.

3%
1%

"%
3

1%

+ %

1%

-%

-%

BONDS
7%

$11,000 Oen. Thea. Eq.
04.000 Keith O's, '40

1

«3
90

24
04

80\i

40

60i>,

65
in
0
40

'40.,

219,000 I^ew O's, '41
44,000 Pathe 7's, '87
172,000 Par-Fam-Laskr O's, '47...
406,000 Par-Pub 6%'B. '60.
debs O's
16,000
1,000 Shubert C's
238.000 Warner Bros. Vb, '30
,

8%
0%
10

%

0%

RKO

1%
36%

29%

70
60

(r7%

1%
29%
08%

47%

50

11

10%

8%
C%
10

12

%

20

%

18%

8%
6%
10

Rozy, Class
efs. sold

A

(3.90)

M.OOO, 1% high, 1 low,

1%

lost,

%

13%

Over the Counter, N.
Gen. Theatr* Bdulp.

Torit
Albaajr, Jan.

net up %.

30.

'

tures; 110.000.
IDitCTprlBS
theatrical: $6,000.

Bam

Manhattan;

Corp.,

West nth

Street PUrhoiue, Ine.'. Manrestaurants;
hotels,
theatres,

hattan:

Hotel St. Becla. Inc., Manhattan;
hotels, theatres^ restaurants; $20,000.
Bast BMh Street Bealty Corp., Manhattan; hotels, theatres, restaurants; $20,000.
Cavalcade '8lsfat^4aiiBd Corp.* Manhattan;, pictures; 806 shares no par.
Associated Stadias' of America, Inc.,
:

New

Tork:

theatrical,

enterprises;

200

shares no par.

BUcfophMie Osnanitloa aC America,
Kings; general tmdlo huslness: $S0,000.
Broclnnna
Fiodaetlons,
Ine.,
New
Tork; theatrical; 166 shares no p&r.
Reseat Plotnres* bo., Manhattan-; reproduclns
and recording machines;
$6,000.

Snarlsa Plctarss^ 1m«^
atrical;

-6%
—7

—12

-2%
-3%
-2%

+ %

-0%

ever, the receivership estate oan re
places upon their status.
fuse to hand out any money to the
It Is pointed out that these

studios or other subslds from the
parent company, a source to which
the studios usually looked for funds
when deficiencies arose on the Hol-

lywood end.
In

glsto,

the

basic

source

of

money supply for the studios Is cut
off.
The studios have to trim.
the studios figure on trimming
the dlstrlb subslds for money, they
are likely to be rebuffed in the same
manner, although the distributing
subslds are not affected at either
Par and RKO by the receiverships.
Distributing companies must live
strictly within their Incomes as
well. They're all in the same fix on
that score. It is unlikely that under the conditions with the receivership thing starting that the dlstrlbs are going to hand. out money
as formerly;
Getting money from affiliated theatres is Just as remote. It 1b stated.
All of which goes back to the wamIngs which Sid Kent laid out to the
biz on the Coast months ago, and
which when seconded by M. H.
If

$30,000.

New

Tork; the-

$76,000.

OnadeU Theates

Oo>p.« Chatham; theno par.
Beaeoa Theatre Gorporatloa, Manhattan; theatrical; 20 shares no par.
Base Beade, lac, Manhattan; theatrical; 200 sharea no par.
New Tork Ttisati egoers* Assodatlon,
Inc., Manhattan; theatHcal; $1,100;
$10—100; 'B.' $1.
atrical; 1,000 shares

l4>SaIle rlctnres Corp., New Tork; pictures; 100 sharte BO par.
Hangman's Whip, Inc., New Tork; theatrical; 100 shares no par.
Edjomae Amusement Obip., Manhattan; theatrical: $6,000.
Invincible Playhonsesk Inc., Queens;
theatrical: $20,000.
.

Management Charles

I..

New

Wagner,

Inc.,

Tork; theatrical; 100 shares no par.
State Broadcasting Corp., Kings; gear
eral radio broadcasting; 3,000 shares no
par.
Peters ft SpIIIer, Inc., Manhattan; theatrical; $10,000.
T. Z. B. Amusement Corp., Kings; theatrical; $10,000.

Aylesworth some time later, after
assuming the helm of RKO, were
more or less snubbed by Hollywood

and

particularly

by some

affiliated

sources on the fringe of the biz.
Tho current receivership of both
Par and RKO is the answer.

CHILD AGTBESS FEATUBED
Hollywood, Jan.

30.

White King Soap company Is
Manhat- making a one-reel film for adver-

;

IaTodt and TIetsort, Inc., Manhattan;
theatrical; 600 shares no par.
Telephone Specialty Company, Inc.,
Tork; deal In radio apparatus.
Audio Research, Inc., Manhattan; pic-

.

1%

Contract Settlements

Pending settlement of contracts^
such as those of Jesse Lasky, Sam
Katz,
and others,
question
Is
brought up as to what complexion
the equity receivership of P-P

(Continued from page 4)

New

S. F. O. AmiiflcnMBt Corp., Kings; theatrical; 200 shares no jMtr.
Sixth AvMine Amnsement Corp., Manhattap, theatrical, 20^ sbarea no par.
HMnmer Vletares, Ine., Manhattan;
'
pictures; 200 shares no par.
UtIbs JkHhtoiis, Inc., New Tork; pic-

Union Theatre licainie. Inc., Manhat+ %
theatrical; $60,000.
—4% tan:
Uberty Concession Company, Inc.
-1% Manhattan:
- % ment; $1,000. operate places of amuse•nrananrafllm Corp., Manhattan; pic-1% tures: 260 shares no par.
-2%
EcUpse Rent^ Department, Inc., Man- % hattan;
scenery,
costumes;
+ % 100 sharestheatrical
no par.
Statement and Designation
- % Perfect
Service, Inc., Dover, Del.: pic-1% tures; Now
Tork olBca, 330 West 42d
-3
- % street. New Tork City; Jack O. Leo,

3

as tracted, are also subject to -possible

Hollywood Coin

ture sound apparatus; 10 shares no par.
North Park Theatre, Inc.; theatrical;
100 shares no par.

"%

pfd.

company, selling to It service or
merchandise which was in excess of
the same service or merchandise as
sold to other companies, the law
may permit a loophole.
Any claims which in any way
might be upheld as illegally con-

protested, with ultimate recourse of
creditors a lawsuit.

New

—%
-1%

liabilities

Incorporations

Paramount Amusement

Co..

Inc.,

931

Bergen avenue, Jersey City, N. J.; promotion of amusement enterprlnes; Npw
York office, 60 Co.urt street, Brooklyn;

un-

paid contract settlements of executives no longer with the company,
will go along with creditor claims
but that very likely a .question may
be raised as to the legal duty of tbe
executives to prove exactly what
their damage has been. If any. This,
it
is
held, would be ascertained
through the same executives' reasonable effort to equal with another
company or in other endeavors
what had been their salary or other
monetary value as P-P executives.
It is strongly indicated that where
actual damage has or Is not proved

by such executives,
with legitimate

bills

all

creditors

should be given

preference
In
effort
P-P's
to
straighten Itself out financially.
There is also the point, over which
difference of opinion may exist, that
former Par execs with contract
claims, proof will substantiate, were
not forced from the company but
resigned with consent.
Natural step to be taken by the
receivers as quickly as possible, it
is authoritatively stated* Is for Par
to call in the creditors to inform
them of its present condition and
to ask cooperation, by mutual interest. In safeguarding the Interests
at stake. At the same time any
cooperation from creditors under
the equity receivership Is accepted
as presumption P-P will avoid
bankruptcy.
Friendly Receivers
Going into bankruptcy on top of
receivership is held to be highly
Improbable. A major factor Is that
by virtue of Zukor and Hilles as

apparently friendly receivers, P-P
will be In a position to derive benefits that It otherwise could not hope
for.

It Is also pointed out that if in
tising purposes, featuring Marilyn no other way P-P is benefited, that
Knowlton, the six-year-old girl who it Is under a supposedly friendly
receivership
with
showman
Is featured on the soap company's
a

billboards.

(Zukor), president of all Paramount

Child actress was recently in 'I'm
Guilty of Love,' at Fox.

corporations, in virtual control, in
itself will constitute an important
benefit. This, hypothetlcally, is the
benefit of protection to Paramount

NEUFELD'S 'BEFORM GIBU
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Sig Neufeld of Premier Pictures
is producing 'Reform Girl' at Educational, with Sam Neufeld megging.
Skects Gallagher and Noel Francis have the top spots.

secretary; 100 shares no par..

LEAHY'S 'SONGS' CHANGES

against 'sharpshooters who otherwise might file suits petitioning for
receiverships.'

It Is, also, stressed that a receivership in bankruptcy on top of the
equity petition which wa.s granted,
would be unusual. Courts would
not be expected to grant a petition
in bankruptcy while an equity receivership exists, if it appears nt all
pos.sible tho latter can save the
situation.

Moreover, the equity receivers
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
would normally be e.xpected to have
is
doctoring the at ifta.st six TDonths or so in which
no par.
to prove a bunltruptcy petition. If
.script
several
in
sequences
of
'Song
Cliange of Capitol
aiJpIied for, Sihould not be granted.
Bye Playhouse, Inc., Rye: 12,000 of Songs,' Marlene Dietrich picture
Appointment of Zukor and Hilles
dhares: 2,000 shares preferred $60: 10,- at Paramount.
as temporary receivers over I'ar
000 common
Increased to
$1
22,000
Picture gets going in two weeks. o(;curred late Thursday afternoon
shares; 2,000 preferred $60; 20,000 com(26) following, a hearing in chammon $1.
Action was
Dissolution
Ijcrs of Judge Bondy.
precipitated on the P-P receivcrHertel Thea(«« Corp., Buffalo.
Hembersl^ips
.slilp
by filing direct with Judge
Judgments
The little Theatre Onlld, at Olean, Inc.
IJondy the complaint of the California and Twentieth Properties,
Oklahoma
Katliryn Hattram; Columbia Pictures Inc., San Francisco theatre unit in
Oklahoma City, Jan. 30.
Corp.; $2C0.
Company
TrI-State
Pictures,
Ine..
Oklahoma
Broadcasters Advertising Co., Inc., and the P-P organization.
City, Okla., capital stock $10,000.
In- Stuart ISgRleston: R. Morrison; 11,302.' declared Itself a creditor to the excorporators C. J. Collingsworth, H. N.
T>POnhar«lt Kntrrprlses, Inc.; Columbia tent of $29,106, and through its atWalker and B. B. Collingsworth.
Pictures Corp.; $116.
torneys filed a consent order.
Ada Amusement Co., Ada, capital
DeLuze Trallrrs, Inc.; Imperial DisZukor and Hllles were directed by
ntock
$16,000.
Harry tributing Corp.; $1,500.
Incorporators,
I.oewennlein, Bobby Boucher and Charles
Fortune (iiilln; Conlcw, Inc.; by sj"!- .Tiirlf^e Bondy to file bonds of $50,000
James

2,800 Technicolor
8,400 Trans Lux

Depending on the

-1%
-1%

+%

department, including statistlcians,englneers, etc.
The first step In
connection with Publix Enterprises,
It is Indicated, will, probably be a
complete survey of tha. situation to
determine what action will be taken
in direction of liquidation.

30.

—%
-1%

CURB
1%
2%
4%
3%

Takes

Licuidation

The Irving Trust, which seems to
For Instance, If among Parahave a monopoly on receiverships In mount's creditors Is one which may
New York, has a large bankruptcy have taken undue advantage of the

'The Big Cage.'

;

>

Low.

'Jones'

Hollywood, Jan.

unless It can be proved they were
incurred by fraud, misrepresentation or for similar reasons.

property.

With Russell Mack having gone against assets, bankruptcy receiv- cancellation or at least negotiation.
to Metro, Kurt Neuman will direct ers may eventually settle all existIt is explained that the procedure
retakes and added scenes on 'Pri- ing claims on a basis of a;nythlng in such cases would probably be
from 100c on the dollar down to Ic. Paramount Publlx's determination
vate Jones* for U.
by
notlflcation that claims would be
Under
the
receivership
In
equity.
megglng
Neuman Just finished

Interworld Production, Inc.,
tan theatrical $ 10, 000.

STOCK EXCHANGE
1032-'33

,

HiBh.

as declared over Paramount Publix,
holding company, the procedure is
somewhat different, although in the
end the results so far as creditors
are concerned can be synonymous.
Principal differentiation Is that
every creditor of P-P Is entitled to
his claim. Whether or not, by mutual agreement with P-P, creditors
are willing to take a settlement on
the dollar is something else again.
Creditors are likely to do this in
some cases rather than accept the
gamble, by their virtual lack of coof
reorganization,
in
operation
eventually throwing P-P Into bankruptcy.
Lease and contract readjustments figure as an important

Hecht and Rowland Brown to make theatre companies of Paramount,
with septwo to throe pictures a year. Prop- which there are hundreds,
arate corporations over many Indiosition calls for Brown to direct,
vidual theatres, has no bearing on
aided by other two who will do the Publix Theatres Corp.
writing.
Publix Theatres, a separate subPeal for the 'dynamite' trio calls sidiary of P-P, does not Itself confor a nominal drawing account until trol theatres or theatre leases. It is
story is accepted, after which they an operating company, and as such
are to go on salary and get a per- is a parent or holding company over
centage of the profit. Also wanted the vast number of theatre corpora- item.
About Leases
by the trio is, after acceptance of tions and partnerships in the United
States and Canada.
the script, a proviso that the studio
Improvident contracts, it is held
Under a receivership in bankkeep hands off the ^production until ruptcy, as over Publix Enterprises, under legal opinion, may be dropped,
it is previewed. I'llfey ^ant to..make the corporation in question admits with the United Cigar Stores repictures to cost around $75,000 each. or the court decides that the pro- ceivership cited as a possible parcedure shall be liquidation, with a allel. Opinion is somewhat divided
trustee appointed to survey the en- on this auestlon, with the law seeming to say that no claims in an
BEJOnfS SAOIO
tire situation and either auction off
or In other ways dispose of ^the equity rcceiverslilp can be destroyed
Hollywood, Jan. 30.

.

.

(Continued from page 5)
This is the group over
which Harry Katz sought control
early this winter through a deal
with Publix on Its 75% Interest.
cal charge.

Trlggs.

J.

Conway, secretary;

2S

shares

Agnes

ulgnmont;

Leahy

$32,934.

each.
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And now NEW ENGLAND
to the

box office!
m

Mott than ^2,000

inentUiiutteirabiypetftictr

without feat of cotir
or diapttte^ the
greatest fUm prodttcdon
skifCx sp«»ch was pvetk to
It

tickets sold

is,

timdicttoti

before fi»t p^tformance...an aU-time,
advance-sale record for the Majestic Theatre
Boston's

show window of great

. ,

•

lixt

.

.

Vonh

same inspired showmani

now

issuing

from

Movietone GiQ^.^.with others on the way.

What

ship responsible for hits

a year for

:

^MCavalcade' goaling 'em

upwt the doWnims."

HOLLYWOOD
nomenal

.

.

let

even

tlie

4e-

you ffom

pressioti stop

jotnitia the parsid4^ to

-^JB^m^p^

.^Cavakacle*'«*

FOX What a year for YOU!

NEW YORK
lu(c •liM'j

«~ Boston Hetatd

SCt6eo*

FOX

Again

in line. Standees. Rj^ve reviews.

genuis triumphs

*

Throngs

pictures.

.

joked this

:

.

.

4

the pic-

'^'Cavakade' sensational.

tertitoty

^

p. a,,-,^

out of

M

P.

its

•

»|>lie>

office

report

iethaigy.**

Daily box

It », jeasf tp

hmth

supetlattves

ob

fCadc**,

into

,

^'Caval*

It deserves

them.

DestitiiidtoWeiiormously
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OPENINGS:

Philadelphia

{Locust

Theatre) Feb. 2nd. Buffalo (Erlanger
Theatre) Feb. 5th. Pittsburgh (Nixon

filtst

k

duit.

a gold

r

medal for Hollywood, In
evety^ respect the peer of

I'

the vttpy hest

films, stleot

Theatre) Feb. 6th.

Hie most vi^^tbe most
deeply

PICTURE

stittitig

of the an*

ema mostetpieces. Audir

OF THE

GENERATION

ejttce

crowded the house

to the^ e^ye$**.thtmd<^ed
its

applause.

A

FOX
ACHIEVEMENT

(CTHBES

Tuesdny, JTanuarj 31, 19^33

Newest Alibi

Quittner's Trial Stopped

RKO May

Hollywod, Jan.

Court Stay with Receivership for Par

On

—

Now,
After eight weeks' trial before
Judge CafCey In the Federal district
eourt ot New York, the Paramount
receivership resulted In a stay of all
Utigration, including Ed Quittner's
antl-truflt suit against Par and all
the major distributors. The Midezhlb was just about
dletown, N.
to be called to the stand when the
Btay order was signed.
Quittner's complaint dwells on his
monopoly of the exhibition situation
In hla bozife town until Paramount
catiie In and built an opposition
theatre.
Quittner's sop, Joe, was the last
witness for the plaintiff when the

came through.

stay writ

6

Chicago, Jan. 30.
Closing of the Educational-World
Wide exchange put 16 people out of
work Saturday. But six employes
of the defunct exchange reported
today (Monday) at the Fox exchange and were assigned oflSce
space.

Dave Dubln, Chicago, manager for
Educational,
will
his
supervise
company's hiterests under the deal
whereby the Fox sales force and the
Fox shipping department will
handle the other company's product.
Not reported if Dubin's connection
is

2 More Coast Stndios
.

Co Dark Temporarily
:

..

Hollywood, Jan.

permanent.
Edna Enk,

veteran cashier at
Educational, Harold Wise, chief
booker, Thelma Kunsky, Dubin's
secretary, and two- film inspectors,
Mrs. Schack and Mrs. Moreno stay
on the Educational payroll.

mo«it£s. Closing last Saturday (28),
tJA will remain practically Inactive until May 16, with Edward
Small's 1 Cover the Waterfront,'
starting Feb. 9, only picture to be
made on the lot in the ihterlm.
Sennett will have completed by
April 1 the remaining 10 shorts on
Its program of 30 for Paramount,
and wUI shut dojw for a month,
with only the wrlUng staff staying
on.
Paramount's option for 36

more with Sennett comes up
March 1.
At Universal, writers without
contracts wete ksked to take 10 to
\t they wished to
on the payroll diu-ing the shutdo wit, starting F6b. 11. Most of the
scribes, who were not iJtebted by
U's general cut, three, weeks ago,
have accepted.

26%; salary cuts
Btayi

—

PoMibly CiUttinfir Out 98 Houses

in

Active

comes a
throw a monkey

MO $550

however,
to
In

Crosby Pic Gets Started
Before He Reaches Coast

jan hats made the latter top
heavy so new mllUnery was
ordered Immediately. Picture
was delayed three days.

With Blhg Crosby promised to
Paramount by Chesterfield dgarets
on or about March 6, production on
'Colleece Humor* will start Feb. 20.
Company will work around the
crooner for two weeks before he ar-

production

the

'Warrior's Hus-t>f
Lasky-Fox pic. When
the cameras were ready to
crank it was found that the
plumes on the 17 Amaxons* Tro-

schedule

Hollywood, Jan.

plan of operation, Conn-s
tive
Metropolitan theatre, recently closed
in

a

SOLD TO EMPLOYE

WKLY

.

.

t)etrott, Jan. 30.

Publlx Michigan theatres has sold
its lease of the Alhambra, nabe
house, to a corporation of which
Barney Kilbride is the head.
Kilbride is former comptroller of
the Publlx Michigan theatres and of
Kunsky. -Trendle theatres before
that outfit was sold to Publlx.
This makes the second house Kilbride has bought recently the -other
dnei being ihb Strand.
Kilbride Is also bookkeeper of the
Kunsky Tremble Broadcasting Co.
'

Symoii Gould Bankrupt

Financial diffl>
built the theatre.
Conn into bankcultles forced

lists;'his. liabilities

Wji^ght, former jpAt^was assistant
to Hurley. His first .picture will be
'Uhder the Tonto I^m.*

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Bobby Jones arrived here Sunday
(29) to begin his series of 12 golf
shorts for Warners. O. B. Ki^eler,
Atlanta sports writer and Jones'

"

at

MG,

wick, probably directing.

'Hock Shop' for Rogers

A

mtmlclpal attraction, Htased In
Aasost, with a history of tweatytliTM BaBCAsstnl yean and 300,000

nlelpal oa-opetatlon are owiared the
succesafnl bidder.

Bids wUI be reedved Tneaday, F»brnary M, lOSS. For further Information write

HBU.. JB., CITT CXKBK
CITT OF wnnwooD, N. J.

C. A.

as assets.

i-j

,

united in the belief over.
that Providence is way over-seated

now.

,

The
around 98 theatres.
remaining would form a comcircuit In and around New
York City, Including certain up-

itself of

78

pact

state spots.

Nothing on any

Hollywood, Jan. 80.
'Hock Shop,' original by William
Charles Belden, has
been purchased by Charles R

Gov't and Test POot'
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Major Corliss Moseley, technical
director for Metro's "Test Pilot,' is
In Washington seeking^ government
co-bper&tlbn' on the production of
the picture.
Muriel Evans gets the femme lead
in the feature. Clark Gable has the

Aim Hovey,
WB.

"Private Detective,'

Teddy Hart, In the Red.' Radio.
Gary Orant, John Halliday, ^ead
.

Reckoning,' Par.
Paul Panzer, Henry Kolker, Ernest Wood. "Bedtime Story,' Par.
Jackie Searle, lAdy's Profession,'
Par.
Dorothy Jordan. "House of Refuge,' Fox.
Virginia Kami. "Rivets,' Metro.
May Robson, Frank Morgan, Bodil
Rosing, "Reunion in Vienna,' Metro.
Fredrlk Vodeglng, Esther Howard, Paul PJige, 'Beneath the Seas,'
Col.

Al Ray, to direct "Shriek in the
Night,' Allied.

the first screen writing
effort of the team, both fan mag

Yarn

Is

scribes.

Barlett Cormack, scripting 'Black
and White,' Par.
John Halliday, "Dead Reckoning,'
.

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Phil Goldstone has bought 'Scndl,
the Terrible,' a mummy mystery by
Florence Ryerson, and is seeking to
borrow KarloK from Universal to
star.
If failing to obtain the actor
loan, Goldstone wants to make

Muriel Kirkland. 'Rivets,' Metro.

Lou Helfltz and Neil Brant to
their original. 'The Great
Greta' for Scbnltzer.
Dudley Digges, 'Reform School.'

adapt

Warners,

ANOTHEB IIUMMT PIC

on
the

picture with Karloft for Universal

Los Angeles, Jan. 30.
Suit
for
unpaid commissions
totaling $1,860 was filed In Municipal court by Frank Joyce- Myron
Selznick, Ltd., against John Francis
Dillon.

Sum was for
Fox at the rate

Opening

Week

THE ORIGINAL ROXY'S New

of

Policy-^

THREE GOBS
THE(SONNY—
EDDIE

Par.

Marcelle Corday, "Men on the
Metro.
Reginald Bcu-Iq, Hlvets.' Metro.
Sarah Padden. "White Sister,'

Nile,'

STOCKHOLDERS PROTECTIVE COMMITTEE

By order of the United States District Court for the Southern
District of New York, entered on January 26, 1933, Messrs.
Charles D. Hilles and Adolph Zukor have been appointed Temporary Receivers of Paramount Publix Corporation.
It accordingly becomes advisable that holders of Common
Stock of Paramount Publix Corporation should unite for their
protection. To that end the undersigned Committee has been
organized to represent the interests of the stockholders, and the
stockholders are urged to cooperate with the Committee by depositing their shares with the Depositary named below. Copies
of the Deposit Agreement under which deposits will be received
may presently be obtained upon request made either to the
Depositary or to the Secretary of the Committee.

Certificates representing shares of the Common Stock of
Paramount Publix Corporation should be deposited with the
Corporate Trust Department of The Commercial National Bank
and Trust Company of New York, 56 Wall Street, New York,
as Depositary. All such Certificates must be properly endorsed
in blank for transfer or accompanied by proper instruments of
transfer in blank with all signatures guaranteed by a bank or trust
company having a correspondent in New York City or by a
New York Stpck Exchange firm- Transferable certificates of
deposit will be issuied in respect of stock so deposited. Application will be made in due course to the New York Stock
Exchange for the listing of such certificates of deposit thereon.

Metro.

Jamil Hasson, technical director,

'Man on the NUe,' Metro.
Una O'Connor, "My Lips

DUNCAN A. HOLMES, CUi
New York

Betray,'

ami

EDDIE)

Arthur Kober, new treatment on
"House of Refuge,' Fox.
Arthur Hoyt. "Pleasure Cruise,'

Week

(Jan.

Thanks

to

27) ROXY THEATRE, New York

MR. MARCO, MR. HARRY SINGER and
MR. HARRY ARTHUR
DireotloB

MAT KAIiOHBIlI—WH. HOKMS OFFICH

BARNEY BAUBAN, CbiHgo
COOK, NATHAN & LEHMAN

Balaban

Ca«a*el

JOHN

Fox.

Next for Irene Dunne at Radio

'Lily Turner,"

P.

&

RICHARD W. MATTHEWS,
20 PiM Street, New York

WB.

RULOFF
E. F.

Secretary

E.

Pompiso Hiaea

CUTTEN

HaHoa

Hallfartea

Metro.

cast.

Merle Tottenham. "House of RefPox.

uge^'

'Pleasure Cmlse,' Fos.

C«.

&

Co.

Committee

Stuart,
who directed
Oulgnol' plays, taken by
Paramount for "Dead Reckoning*

Donald

'Grand

Ralph Torhm, Theodore Von

&

MAURICE NEWTON

Dudley Digges,' "Narrow Comers,'

WB.
"Rivets.*

Katz Corporation

BICKELL, Toroale

Hclatjr*

Is

'No Greater Love,* an original by
William Rankin.
Robert Barrat. Marjorle Oateson,

Gay Usher.

This

16 weeks' work at
of |1,250 weekly.

To the HoUen of the Conunon Stock of
Paramount Publix Corporation:

Fox.
for the

spot.

J^S Sues Dillon for $1,850

Paramount Publix Corporation

Phcements

Stodio

Rogers.

release.

Bpoked

of this Is positive.

•

Ulman and

potential patvons.

Tea thoDsand portable seata, alM a
CoBTeatlon Hall with 4,000 s«ata and
ample ballroom space.
Adequate police protection and mn-

Eliminating New England, the
middle- west and New Jersey
chuck out 40 additional
houses to those 68 already endangered through the three subslds petitioned Into bankrubtcy.
Altogether their RKO would rid
the

would

Won't Meg *Black Beauty*

Hollywood, Jan. SO.
Despite all the negotiations and
press agent, came in
publicity hocus pocus, Richard BoleWednesday.
George Marshall is leaving Sen- slavsky won't direct 'Black Beauty*
nett studio, where he has been di- after alL Megger will be kept at
recting shorts, to again direct and Metro on lost' untU too late to
help write the Jones pictures. First work on the L R. Chadwlck film,
will start next week.
which must be released in March.
Picture starts next week with
James Cowen, who just finished
megging 'Oliver Twist' for Chad-

BABY PARADE
AND CARNIVAL!

i:

Lesser, head of Principal PicMet at this time tures, Is in New Tork arranging
throw the' theatrical distribution of the Sergei Eisenont pf gear,, Bx- stein picture which Prin has taken

last

WORLD'S
LARGEST

—

Opeinlng of the
1^ expected tb
situation heiN»

manager and

For Sale

—

outatan,ding.,

Eisenstein's Dlcitribution

bibltbrs are

Hdd

be limited to

as $4,769 and as'

.

-

Boleslavsky,

may

It

sets (9,124.
;C5(tuld:'icIalims: |d>000 .due^ hiih' 'An

For 12 Golf Shorts

nor Detroit.

Symon' Gould, dblng special exploitation for the Fox Embassy, New
Woonsocket.
bankThe Met. was open for two York, has declared himself Tork
top
months dniy under Jacob Conn, who rupt. Schedule filed in New

atre,

Bdbby

Jones'^Arrivitig

trade that it will confine its theatre
operating activities to the east. That
east may not Include New Jersey,
New England nor the middle-west

fixed charges.

2 DETROIT HOUSES

$2,000,000 financial erasbi will

HOl'ijr^ood, Jan. SO.
ruptcy, and the theatre was soldi
With Harold Bfurley resii^ed'^ as at auction, .fo saitsfy claims.. Coba debts
15
aide to Emanuei pohefir, WllUam lost |2,0to,O(Mi; eveiy e^ni'
Wright gets the lob of supervisng: j|n the', venture. At present Conn is
westerns at Parainotmt.
in Hollywood with a son.
Sol

ScheKok and Qoldwyn

RKO

has served virtual notice on the

2Sc—

.

Wright Rephces Huriey

petitioning tlie Orpbeum Cirthe Pantages and the Inter-

New Tork, and altogether around 78
rives here. Studio decided on the theatres of which eight are presentadvance production due to Wesley ly closed.
Ruggles being assigned to the next
Co-operative Co. Will
While Orpheum, Pantages and InMae West picture, which will terstate can be let out through their
the restart immediately following 'College respective receiverships,
Open Met, Providence,
Humor.*
mainder can be removed In the same
Burns aiid Allen, Jack Oakle and manner, it Is stated, through the
At
3,400 Seats Richard Arlen will appear In the receivership of RKO, parent comsequences previous to Crosby's ar- pany, over all. It had to be done and
frankly stated by their headmen
rivaL
Providence, Jan. 30.
who could see no other way of obBased on an employee co-operataining adjustments In overhead and

companies at IJA will w:6rk iuntll
Feb. 4.^ ' other employees 'jleTti^atnrday.
\

Faliibanks,

SO.

By
cuit,

state houses into bankruptsy,
.

local theatre
prise will go

^

^Leaving 78
State

New York

iii

band,'

wrench

man. The new enterunder the name of the
Metropolitan Theatre, Inc.
RELIEF fli CHI Employees of the theatre will operate and own the business on a
co-operative basis. Willlainis anChicago, Jan. 30.
BKO ha^ thus far obtained about nounced. Company has leasecl the
1560 weekljf reHbe'from the unions 3i400-capaclty building 4rom^^hran<for the Palace and State-Ijake ther gellstie Turgeon, who purchased the
atres here. These savings are made theatre at an auction sale a few
up between two musicians ellml- weeks ago.
Williams says he intends to play
nate4 from the PaJace orchestra,
$126 per week off each ixoiise from seven acts and pictures at the top
the Janitors' Union, $10.60 .]Rer man price of 26c evenings. He says four
(mar'
workers'
from the electrical
shows dally will be staged.
qiiee maintenance) union /a,nd- one
Williams baa been Ideqtlfled with
projectionist firoin the P&lace booth. local
for
enterprises
theatrical
Mort Singer contacted the unions years. Presently he is int«]|«sted,.itli
for RKO.
the 'operation of the liaurier the-

UNIONS GIVE

'

Publicity staffs of' the Pickford,

a hold-up

reopen Saturday (4), under the
guidance of Charles H. WAllams;

80.

and Mack Sennett
go dark for next few

I^nttbd Artists
0tii^6tf> will

feather

From World Wide Move
Into Fox Chi Exchange

Operate Only East

aet

Illness, story treatment,

responsible for
production start.

27

80.

of God, cast selection and pumerous bt^er Itoms have been

^Trial

Weeks

for Eight

VARIETY

Bits,

Depositary
THE COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST COMPANY
OF NEW YORK
56 Wall

January

30,

1933

Street,

New York

Lt'4.

TieBday, January SI, 1933
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TO THE MAIDENS OF AMERICA!
Here's the Answer to Your Prayers!

WARNER BROS
PICTURES
^and plenty of

*eml

AT

IN

HARD TO HANDLE
with

VTACRArH. INC pISTRIBUTORS

NEW YORK STRAND TOMORROW

MARY BRIAN

•

RUTH DONNELLY

•

Directed by

MERVYN LEROY

P

Tuesdaf, Januaiy 31, 1933

CT

I

ES

VARIETY
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I

MY BE OF

B'KLYN PAR

THOSE PAR HOUSES OUT
Panumoont may let so o£ the
Brooklyn Famnoiint and Its house
In Staten. island, amongr others. The
paramount company, now In rethe

Is

ceivership,

on

eruarantor

leases for both of these houses.
Mor« recently representatives of

fhe Far theatre end were attempting
to negotiate a pooling of operation
between the Brooklyn Paramount
and the Fox Brooklyn. Apparent
aim was that Par might secure the
Fox Brooklyn as a window in the
backhaven section of New York If
the Brooklyn Par were to be let out
or something. Brooklyn Par has
been a heavy loser of late.
It has been Indicated that the pool
will not be arranged, now that Par
receivership.

Is In

EVERYBODY

HElQLo,

her, but gets the property

NO OTHER WOMAN

and the

Town gets a boom when they
turn water Into the valley from an
Irrigation project.
Meantime the
deserted village has been the hideout of a gang of train robbers headed by Fred Kohler. They have apportioned the town's Industries
among themselves by the time the
glrl comes to claim her own, and
are making more money than they
ever got robbing trains. The elrl
orders them off, Mix sees that they
exit and he marries the girl and
rides off in a "just married" buckboard with Tony as a led horse and
probably sizzling inside because
there's a white satin bow on his tali
which is no way to treat a prominent equine star.
Mix plays to good effect with
Margaret Liindsay as a girl worth
working for.
Fred Kohler does
smooth work as the head of the
holdups, but Raymond Hatton has
been cut to a couple of scenes,
though a press book cut suggests
that he was more prominently eno.ployed before the cuts were -made.
Picture has been whittled three
minutes under the hour, which helps
Chic.
the speed.

glrL

Radle Plctnr— production and releaae.
Adapted
Directed by J. waiter Buben.
(rom Bofena Waltar'a play, 'Jnt a Woman,*

Jim Stanley
Harlot

—

PIRI

by pwen Frande, Wanda Tnchock
Shidicrt. At RKO Roxy week
Rannlnr time. B9 mlnutea.
Irene Dnane

and Bernard
Jan. 2T.

Anna

.....Charlee Blekford
QwlII Andre
....4

borers in the steel mills who cuuM
lay aside overalls for a cutaway Just
as Eugene Walter visualized when

he wrote his play. But on the screen
It's
all too hurried a matter.
asking a lot of any audience, even
with an understood time lapse to
such a transformation directly
from one frame to the other.
it's

could only happen to a loosely disciplined Hollywood studio court.
Considerable of the action has to
do with family life. There is the
laborer's shack within the glow of
the steel mills. Much time is spent
with the boarders and In the kitchAfter that it's life in a huge
en.

effect

drawing room filled with marble
odds and ends. Nothing is forgotten.
Had the director soft-pedaled the
So carefully was the script precourtroom sequence, the screen verChristian Rub
pared that innuendo largely prevails
Ell
,
sion could have been brought to a
Donelll
J. Carroll Nalsh
when the rich laborer meets the
CaiToU
But
J.
Hilda Vaushn satisfactory climax.
Govemesa
girl,
Margot, at a party. In this role
Benedict
Brooke
Chauffeur
Nalsh was allowed to be overJos. B. Bernard
Butler
for Gwlli Andre has little to do except
Frederic Burton dramatic as the shyster counsel
Anderson
use her eyes.
Theodore von Eltz a divorce framed against the wife,
Sutherland
Irene Dunne as the simple and
but designed in the end to corral the
There ambitious housewife Interprets her
Mild family entertainment and not fortune of the ex-laborer.
the kind for a week stand in the key was a noise among the extras in role during most of the running time
in a manner which commands symcities, unless heavily supported on the spectator rows, obviously intended to inform the audience of pathy. Charles Blckford is always
the stage.
Possibly there are some gruff la- each point considered drama, which restrained as her husband. Waly.

Toe

1.

Bobby Stanley
Suate

..Eric

Linden

Buster Miles
Bennett

Ijella

THEY CHEERED!

MINDENT TUD

(Continued from page 12)
('Piri Knows All')
Finish Is
and sign a contract
(HUNGARIAN MADE)
happy and sappy.
Phobua production.
Arkay release for
To symbolize the hit Mies Smith U. B. Direction, Stephen Szokely; story,
I.aszlo; scenario, Andor Ssoledos;
has made In the big town, there are Alodar
Andor
miialc,
Liaszlo
Angyal;
lyrics,
marqhees
theatre
of
flashes
some
Szenea; camera, Stephen Elben; sound,
with Miss Smith's name In the Fereno Zohr. At the Tobls, N. T., on
The signs..: all say RKO. KTlnd. Runnlns time, 70 mine.
lights.
Kabos
Gyula
Bognar
Bela
This is a Faramoiint plcture.
Plrl, bis wl/e
....Dayka Marglt
Sally Blaiie, 'as' Kate's sister, and Szepvolgyl
...Ratkai Marton
Pager Antal
BanHblph Scott," a i*6wer company Fodor It. Arpad....'
Eory Erzsl
Marslt, blB wlte.....
man' who (|ults,hl8'Job',to marry Into Fannyka.
mother-in-law
Zala Korola
the Smith fiEtfnlly.. carry the romance
end. There are some good rube InOnly of passing ^very passingterpretations br the older players, Interest from an American standBut point, but probably niuch okay for
especially Charles Grap^wln.
Julia, Swiayne '^Qordon's Park avenue the Magyar trade.
brogjie doelin't mix with a &u>mGreatest interest lies In the curlhouse inother'.role.
bus observation that all Hungarian
Mis* Sotiith's: first song doesn't talkers thua far inade seem to be
arrive tni^ the pfcture Is *4 :«nln:
farces.
that's true of those Impart
prac
first
utesiOldi nialdner .th^
ported to America. Which is okay
tlcalty :meanlnglessV:but from then enough fpr a small Industry, trying
on the plp<^ get fretiuent workouts. to make a nois^ for -Itself. In farces,
Much caret was apparently taken In isllps are easier covered up and ,pos
photographing the star, and the re
sibly more, forgivable, whereas act
When called Ing la. not of so much import.^ At
suits are fiivorable.
upon to einote. Miss Smith was also least. In European farces.
This one Is too involved for even
shrewdly steered, because she's not
a hint of the story, except to men
called on too much or too often.
Besides the slngln|r, in a nlte-dub tlon that there's mistaken Identity,
scene Miss Smith' does that hotcha flirtation, Jealous wives and husdance which will surprise those who bands and aU that, plus the usual
haven't seen her do It on the stage. big cafe scene.
Dayka Marglt, the girl lead, can
Ted Collins, Miss Smith's business
hnanaiger In real life, plays that part probably be pretty if fixed up on
Taking no makeup and can probably act If
in the picture^ too.
forgetting some of her stage tricks,
Biffe.
chances?
:

THEY CLAMORED!

'

—

.'

THEY STORMED THE ROXY!

.

'

TO OVER CAPACITY
AT EVERY SHOW

"

TO

SEE

Kauf.

The Fourth Horseman
XTnlveiBal prodnotlon

fom

ud

release

by Jock CunnlnKham;

CSatneia.

Dan

Oast: Margaret Undaay. Raymond
Hatton, E^dw. Cobb, Baddy ReoMvelt, Rich.
Cramer, Harry AUen; Herman Nolan. Pant
Shawbam. Roalta IbratlnL At ZiOew'a
New York, one' day, .Jan. X. ob donble
bin. Runnlns time, ST xnlno.
Clark.

.

Tom Mix might be the fifth or sixth
horseman so far as the title la con
cerned. but It's Hit and not the
title which does the pulling, and
given careful treat
ment which will help It over In
many houses where westerns are
sick sisters. Not much novelty to
the story, but It moves rapidly, the
the picture

CNightingaU

.•tairlnigr

UIz. SIreeted bgr Hamlltoa ifttoFadStory br Nina Wltcox Putnam. Mreen

en.
frlay

Das Nachtigall Madel
Girl')

(FRENCH .MADE)

Eclair

producUon.

Capital

Ume, 80 mlna.
Algerl Tleiten

O^fln. Helen de

No
St.

In

otber
Play-

Running

Werner Fuetterer
BellefeulUe.. .Fee Malten
Else Reval
Eugenie KalB-Arrowa

Ihr Mutter

Taba
Kapltan Holten
Etn OOlzler
Fuhrer
Eln Dleb
Doktor

Alfred lielerle
Carl de Vogt

Fred

Altsctnilt

Peter Tbie
Ernest Morgan

Is

Silly piece of fluff-duC that had^-

no business shown over here and

even less business imported over
Neither the distributor nor
here.
photography is good, sometimes the exhibitor on its first run have
achieving even new camera angles any screen credits, but it looks very
version of a
and the sound Is adequate. It's a much like a German
French picture, with the title
topper In Its class, but still of west
switched beyond recognition.
ern appeal.
It's a new version of that famous
It's the ghost town Idea, with Mix
old stand-by yam of a native girl
racing to pay the taxes before the taken out of her environment. This
property Is seized for arrears. Not time it's an Hawaiian with a nathis,

but the

DAVE

^

release

U. S. Direction. Leo Lafiky.
At the 79tb
credits available.
bouae. Mew Tork, on grind.

girl's.

MARY

He

saves

It

for

GAltDEN

CAPITOL,
(Week

NEW YORK

A

rich lad
urally beautiful voice.
falls In love with her, takes her to
Europe, trains her voice and helps
her start on a career. But she pines
for Hawaii and dies of misery, like

Orchestra

PILOT

Werner Fuetterer and
Fee Malten handle the leads as
though taking medicine they don't

ManaEement, CHARIJGS T. TATES
Dond Bids.
New York City

NEW

And His

the picture.

Kauf.

like.

Jan. 27)

SCHOOLER

ULICA
('The Street')

(POLISH MADE)
(Synced Silent)

BOB HOPE
LOEW'S JERSEY CITY
(Week Jan.

27)

Dir.. CHARI<BS V. TATES
Rond mOg,
New York

City

1^0 Production; CaplUl releaae in U. 9.
Alexander Ford; musio and
DirecHon,
Ivrlcs. S. Knttaazek and T. Gorzynskl; cast
Including Zosia Mlr.ska. Stefek Regulskl,
Tudzio FIJewfikI, Marja Korska, and Zofja
Slawlnska. At the Fifth Ave. Playhouse.
New York, on grind. Running time, <3
mlna.

Surprisingly good picture, but siwith a synced score and a few
synced words here and there. Polish
folks will probably like It because
of the back home angle; they don't
get many pictures from their coun-

lent,

BETTY JANE COOPER
AND

LATHROP BROS.
LOEW'S VALENCIA
JAMAICA, L.
Management, CHARLES
ItoncI

nidg.

I.

V. YATRS
New York City

try.

Story is similar to one made by
the Russians recently, and the most
successful Kussian jiioture to come
over sinre talkers, 'Road to Lilfo."
It's about the same thinpr, and anypupss as to ^•hether tli^
boflv'.s
Polish stole the Idea from the Rns.slnns. or vice versa.
A
It's the roving children thing.
voung boy, homelos.<i, gets Involverl
with a bunch of nowsboys, that
leading to fights, arguments, thievWomen's clubs might he
ing, etc.
If
picture
Russian
Interested.
talkior and better handled.
Technically, from a silent standpoint, this picture very good. Kauf.

NEW POLICY AT THE
ORIGINAL ROXY NEW YORK
THE

(INDEFINITELY)
to "MARCO," JACK PARTINGTON, HARRY
ARTHUR, HARRY GOURFAIN and JESSE KAY for placing

Many thanks

confidence in

NEW-ERA

IN

me

to inaugurate a

SHOW BUSINESS

so
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ANIM
of the century!

the

X

With

TALA

DOUGLAS,

BIRELL,

MELVYN

Onslow ^tcvtns,

Evtratt

Brown, William H. Dunn, Miki Mortta,
Frank Lacktccn. Dirtded by Emit L.
Frank. Story by Ltstcr Cohen. Produced
by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Screen play by
Dale Van Every and Don Ryan.
Presented by Carl Lacmmle.

A

A

.

r ICTOiRES

Tuesday, Jaiauary 31, 1933

VARIETT

9t

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES
Handle with Care. Comedy. Jas. Dunn, Boots Mallory. El BrendeL Dir.
These t«bulatiena ar* compiled
David Butler. Rel. Dec. 26. Rev. Dec. 27.
from Information supplied by the Hat Check Girl. Murder and mystery In a nlte club. Sally Ellers, Ben Lyon,
Ginger Rogers. Dir. Sidney Landfleld. Time. 63 mlns. Rel. Sept 26.
Oct 16.
various production eompanies and
Rev. Oct. 11.
Iron Master, The. Success and romance In a steel mill. Reginald Denny, Llla checlted up aa soon aa possible after Hot Pepper. Flagg and Quirt — with Lupe. Edmund Lowe, Vic. McLaglen,
Lee, J. Farrell MacDonald, Virginia Sale. Dir. Chester fil. Franklin. 86 release. Listing < given when reLupe Velez. Dir. John Blystone. 74 mlns. Rel. Jan. 22. Rev, Jan. 24.
mln. Rel. Nov. 15.
Tracy. Dir. Raoul
and
My Gal. Comedy arama. Joan Bennett, Spencer
Me
lease dates are definitely set. Titles
<
Man's Land, A. Western, with Hoot Gibson winning Marlon Schilling. Dir.
Walsn. Time, 78 mlns. Rel. Dec. 4,^
are retained for six months. ManPhil Rosen. 68 mlns. Rel. June 11. Rey. Jan. 3.
Woman. Drama of the East Indies, with Spencer Tracy and Peggy
service subse- Painted
Officer 13. Motorcycle officer exposes racketeers. Monte Blue, Llla Lee, Seena agers who receive
Shannon. Dir. John Blystone. Rel. Aug. 14. Rev. Sept 6.
Owen, Mickey McGulre, Jackie Searle. Dir. George Melford. 63 mlns.
quent to that period should pre- Passport to Hell, A. Drama of African jungle. Elissa Landi, Alex. Klrkland,
Rel. Dec. 16.
serve a copy of the calendar for
Warner Oland. Dir. Frank Lloyd. Rel. Aug. 7. Rev. Aug. 30.
Famous stage play. Lew Cody, Marian Shilling, Gll- reference.
Parisian Romance, A
Rackety Rax. Football satire. Victor McLaglep. Greta Nlsaen. Dir. Alfred
bert Roland. Dir. Chester M. Franklin. 76 mlns, Rel. Oct. 1. Rev.
Worker. Time, 65 mlns, Rel. Oct. 23. Rev. Nov. 8.
The running time -.s given here
Oct 18,
s presumably that of the projection Robbers' Roost. Rustler discovers that love Interferes with cattle stealing,
Offlces: .1549 Broadway,
George O'Brien. Dir. Liouis King. 63 mlns. ReL Jan. 8.
Chesterfield
Now York. N. Y. room showings and can only approxSecond Hand Wife. -Banker's secretary steps from his oi^pe tt^to his heart.
length
in
release
mate
the
actual
Conway
Tearle,
i^atalle
Moorebead,
Robt.
From
novel.
The.
the
KInfl Murder,
Sally Ellers, Ralph Bellamy. Dir. Hamilton McFadden. 64 mlns. ReL
Dorothy Revler. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Sept,
communities where

studios: Pathe StHdloo,
Culver City, C«l.

OtflcM: 729 Seventit Ave.,

Allied

New

Hoot Gibson poses as a lawyer.

Counsellor, The.
ford. 66 mlns. Rel,

Cowboy

Dir.

Yorlc, N. Y.
George Mel-

•

•

Frazer.

Rev. Nov.

26.

1.

~

Silohtiy Married. Comedy drama. Evalyn Knapp,- Walter Byron, Marie Prer
vost. Dir. Richard Thorpe. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Nov. 16. Rev. Jan. 3.
John Darrow, Gloria Shea, Hale
Mystery melodrama.
Strange People.
Hamilton. Dir. Rich. Thorpe. 66 mlns, Rel. Jan. 15.
Thrill of Youth, The. Modern society. June Clyde, Allan Vincent, Matty
Time.
63
mlns. Rei. Aug. 16.
Kemp. Dir. Rich. Thorpe.
Women Won't Tell. Romantic drama. Sarah Padden, Otis Harlan. Dir.
Rich. Thorpe. Time. 67 mlns. Rel. Dec. 1.
•

those states or
local or state censorship myy result
Running time in the
in deletions.
reviews as given in 'Variety' carry

Jan. li' Rev.. Jan, 17.
Sherlock Holmes. The Conan Doyle story with a new gangster twist Cilve
Brook, Miriam Jordan, Ernest Torrence. Dir. W. K. Howard. Time,
68 mlns. Rel. Nov. 6. Rev. Nov. 15.
the actual time clocked in the the- Six Hours to Live. Murdered diplomat Is revived to avenge his murder.
Warner Baxter, Miriam Jordan. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. Time, 78 mlns.
atre after passage by the New York
Rel. Oct 16. Rev. Oct. 25.
state censorship, since pictures jre TesB of the Storm Country. Talk version of an old silent. Janet Gaynor,
reviewed only on actual theatre
Chas. Farrell. Dir. Al. Santell. Time, 76 mlns. Rel. Nov. 20. Rev.
.

•

Nov. 22.
shpwfngs.
W.hile.every effort is made to hold Too Busy to Work. Talking version of 'Jubllo.' Will Rogers, Marian Nixon.
Seventh Ave.,
Dir. Jas. Blystone. Time, 76 mlns. Rel. Nov. 13. Rev. Dec. 6.
York, N. Y. this list accurate, the information
supplied may not always be correct,
Freuler Associates?"'"' New
n%Tyo
York;
"k*; n.*^:
even .though officiaL To obtain the
fullest degree of 'exactness 'Variety' Fighting Gentleman, The. A fighter who goes to the top and back again.
Wm. Collier, Jr., Josephine Dunn, Pat O'Malley. Dir. Burton King.
will appreciate thd co-operation of
Time. 69 mlns. Rel. Oct 7. Rev. Nov. 15.
all manageirs who may note discrepForty-Nlners. The overland trek In pioneer days. Tom Tyler. Dir. J. P.
ancies.
McCarthy. 49 mlns. Rel. Oct. 28. Rev. Dec. 20.
Gambling Sex, The. Racing story with a society slant. Ruth Hall, Grant
Withers. Dir. Fred Newmeyer. Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Nov. 2L Rev.
Dec. 27.
Carrlllo.
Leo
Story of the wrestling game and Its frameups.
Deception.
Thelma Todd, Dickie Moore. Dir. Lew. Seller. 67 mlns. Rel. Nov. 4.
Penal Code. Story of a boy's regeneration surmounting complications. Regis
Hollywood
Toomey, Helen Cohan, Robert Ellis. Dir. George Melford. 62 mlns.
Rfev. Jan. 17.
Rel. Jan. 15.
End of the Trail, The. A TJ. 3. cavalry offlcer, who Id court martlaled, and
Savage Girl, The. Big game hunters find a white jungle beauty. Rochelle
redeems himself. Tim McCoy. Luana Walters. Dir. D. Ross Lederman.
(Continued from page 6)
Hudson, Walter Byron, Harry Myers, Adblph Mllar. Dir. Harry L.
Rel.
Dec.
9.
68 mlns.
guide of InformaFraser. Rel. Dec. 6.
Hello Trouble. Buck Jones quits the rangers— but he goes back. Buck Jones, llshing a buyers'
Llna Basquette. Dir. Lambert Hlllyer. Time, 61 mlns. Rel. July 16. tion pertinent to pictures and allied When a Man Rides Alone. Robin Hood of the West and some daring stage
coach holdups and fast riding. Tom Tyler, Adele Lacey, Duke Lee.
Rev.> Oct. 18.
Induatrles. Book will carry the title
Dir. J. P. McGowan. Rel. Jan. 29.
ConBIckford,
of 'Handlbook.'
Last Man, The. Drama of outlawry on the high seas. Chas.
stance Cummlngq. Dir. Howard HIgglns. Time. 65 mlns. Rel. Aug. 31.
Offices: 1619 Broadway,
Rev. Sept. 20.

Studio:

Gower

at Sunset,
Hollywood, Cal

r'niiimikin
l^OlUmDia

Offices:

729

New

Air Hostess. Thrilling story of the aaventure and romance of a- 1933 girl who
fearlessly flies acroias the continent In passenger ships. Evalyn Knapp,
James Murray. Dir. Al Rogell. Rel. Jan. 16. Rev. Jan. 24.
American Madness, Melodrama of a run on the bank and how It was checked.
Walter Huston, Pat O'Brien. Kay Johnson, Constance Cummings. Frank
Capra. dir. Time. 76 mlns. Rel. Aug. 16. Rev. Aug. 9.
Bitter Tea of General Yen. Romance and adventures of an American girl
caught In the maelstrom of Shanghai. Barbara Stanwyck, Nils Asther,
Walter Connolly. Dir. Frank Capra. Rel. Jan. 6. Rev. Jan. 17.

Wheeler and Woolaey

Man Against Woman.
Dir.

Lillian- Miles.

Rev. Dec.

Man

of'

Man's strength against woman's wiles. Jack. Holt,
Irving Cummings. Time, 68 mlns. Rel. Npv. 16.

20.

Action.

a^re

nego-

tiating with an unannounced sponsor for a national network spot

.

outdoor drama. Tim McCoy.

Original

Dir.

Geo.

Melford.

67 mlns. Rel. Jan. 20.
Collier, Jr., Joan
Original story of motorboat racing.
It Paid.
Dir. D. Ross licderman. 69 mlns. Rel. Nov. 12. Rev. Jan. 24.
MoKenna of the Mounted. Canadian policeman drops below the border. Buck
Jones. Greta Oransted. Dir. Ross Lederman. Time, 67 mlns. Rel. Aug.

Wm.

Mark

March.

British Dominion is after either
George Cukor or Mervyn LeRoy to
direct the Jeanette MaeDonald-H^rbert Marshall musical in Europe.

.

'

.

'

'

.

.

.

.

:

:

'

•

.

Jan. 10.
Life Begins.
Tactfully handled maternity story from a stage play. Loretta
Young, Eric Linden. Dir. Jas. Flood and Elliott Nugent Tlrrie, 72
mins. Rel. Oct 1. Rev. Aug. 30.
Match King. Fictitious romance of the Swedish financier. Warren William,
LUI Damlta. Dir. Howard Bretherton-Wm. Kelghley. 79 mlns. Rel.

Dec.

31.

Rev. Dec.

13.

Edw. G. Robinson. Dir. Alfred E.
Sliver boom days In Col.
84 mlns. Rel. Dec. 24. Rev. Dec. 27.
Kansas girl breaks into N. Y. show life. Loretta Young,
It Sin.
Time, 70 mlns.
Dir. Thornton Freeland.
Brent, David Manners.

Silver Dollar.

Green.

They

Call

Geo.

Rel. Nov. 6.
Rev. Oct. 25.
Three on a Match. Three schoolgirls have adventures. Joan Blondell, Warren William. Ann Dvorak, Bette Davis. Dir. Mervyn Le Roy. Time, 63
mlns. Rel. Oct 29. Rev. Nov. 1;
Tiger Shark. Life and tragedy with the tuna fishers. Edw. G. Robinson,
Zita Johan, Rich. Arlen. Dir. Howard Hawks. 79 mlns. Rel. Sept. 24.
Rev. Sept. 27.
VOu Said a Mouthful. Joe Brown swims to Catailna. Joe E. Brown. Ginger
Rogprs. nir. Lloyd Bacon. Time, 70 mlns, Rel. Nov. 26. Rev. Nov. 22.

Studio: Fox Hills,

Hollywood, Cal.
Call

Fav
FOX

Offices: 850

Her Savage. Tiffany Thayer's story of a half breed
Monroe Owsley. Gilbert Roland. Dir. John Francis

Tenth Ave.,

New

girl.

York, N Y.
Clara Bow,
Time, 82

Aug.

23.

'Frisco.

in

Alan Dinehart and Columbia are
a huddle on a director's contract

for the actor.

'Reunion in Vienna,' 'Service' and
'Soviet' are scheduled to get under
way this week at Metro.

mlns.

Rel. Nov. 30.

Justice.
Western drama.
Keith, Dynamite-Horse. Dir.
Oct. 1.

Outlaw
.

-

Jack Hoxle,, Dorothy .GuII|vejr, Donald
Armand' Schaeffer. 'Time,' 61 mlns,- Rel.
•

•

•

•

•

.

-

Railroad mel(>dramatlo liayetei^y> J. FarrfiS) MacDonald, William Collier,- Jr., Sally Blane, HObart Boswortb, :EddIe Phillips.
Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 70 mlns. Rel. .Se|}t.,16. AeV.'-l^pt 27.
Sing, You Sinner. Dramatic life of a torch-singer. From the pla^y by .Wilson
CoUison. Rel. Jan. 31.
Unwritten Law. The. A drama of betrayal and .vengeance. Greta Nlssen,
Skeets Gallagher, Mary Brian. Lew Cody,- Louise Fazeiida;'. Heddsi' Hopper. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time, 70 ihlnS... Rial. Noy^ 16. ..Rev. .pec. 20.
Vampire Bat, The. A thriller. Lionel Atwill, Fay .'Wra^;, Melvyn Popglas,
George E. Stone, Maude Eburne. Dir. Frank Strayer. ReL Jan. 21,
Rev, Jan. 24.
Via Pony Express. Jack Hoxle western. R|el, Jan. 31.

Phantom Express, The-

,

'

'

.

Offices: 1600^ Broadway,
IWInvfaS*
mayraiT
Hollywood. Cat.
no^ veric, n. v.
Mary Smith. Events follow a chance meeting. Seml-detectlve. John
Darrow, Gwen Lee, Ray Hatton. Dir. E. Mason Hopper. Tlme,^l mlns.
"
Rel. July 15. Rev. Aug. 30.
Heart Punch. Murder story with a prize ring angle. Lloyd Hughes,. Marlon
Shining. Dir. Breezy Eason, Time, 64 mlns. Rel, Oct l^* Rev.\:Dec 13.
Her Mad Night. Mother assumes guilt for a daughter's crime. Irep'e Rlcb,
Conway Tearle. Dir.
Mason Hopper. Time, 67 mlns. ReL Oct 1.
Rev. Nov. 29.
No Living Witness. Novelty crime Story. Gilbert Roland, Noah Beerr, Barbara Kent. Dir. E. Mason Hopper. Time, 72 nilns. ReL Sept 16. Rer.

Studios: 4376 Sunset Drive,
Alias

..

R

Oct. 11.
Destinies.

Tangled

Doris
mlns.

Hill,

Mystery In a deserted desert home. Lloyd Whltlock,
Glen Tryon, Vera Reynolds. Dir. Frank Strayer. Time, 69

Rel. Sept.

1.

Rev. Oct.

26.

TIa Juana. Army life on the Mex. border.
Renaldo. Dir. Wallace W. Fox. Time, 65 mins.

Trapped

In

Studios: Culver City,

MaIva
lYieCrO

Edwina Booth, Duncan
Rel.

Aug.

15.

Offlces: 1540

Broadway,

New York, n' Y.
Blondle of the Follies. Self explanatory title. Marlon Davies, Robt Montgomery, Billy Dove. Dir. E. Goulding. Time, 91 mlns. Rel. Aug. IS.
Rev. Sept 13.
Clear All Wires. Plcturlzatlon of the recent Broadway hit about a foreign
-eorrespondent. liee Tracy, Benlta "lume. Dir. George Hill. Rel. Feb. 6.
Divorce in the Family. Jackie Cooper saves the family happiness. Jacklo
Cooper, Conrad Nagel. Lewis Stone, Lois Wilson. Dir. Chas, F. RIesner.
Time, 78 mins
Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Nov. 1.
Downstairs. Life below stairs In a titled family. John Gilbert Virginia
Bruce, Paul Lukas. Dir. Monta BelL Time, 77 mlns. Rel. Aug. 8.
Rev. Oct. U.
Fast Life. Typical Haines story with a thrilling speed boat race. William
Haines, Cllft Edwards, Conrad Nagel, Madge Evans. Dir. Harry Pollard.
82 mlns. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Dec. 27.
Flesh. Wallace Beery as a wrestler. Karen Morley, Rlcoardo Cortcz, Joan
Hersholt. Dir. John Ford. 95 mlns. Rel. Dec. 9. Rev. Dec. 13.
Faithless. Rich girl learns the lesson of the depression. Tallulah Bankhead,
Robt. Montgomery. Dir. Barry Beaumont Time, 76 mlns. Rel. Oct 16.
Rev. Nov. 22.
Hell Below. The submarine heroes of the World War. Robert Montgomery,
Jimmy Durante, Madge Evans, Walter Huston. Dir. Jack Conway.
Calif.

La Cava on 'Gabriel'
Rel. Feb 19.
Gregory La Cava, having obtained
Remake of the silent of the same title. Sorcery In central Africa.
from a one-picture en- Kongo.Walter
Huston, Lupe Velez, Conrad Nagel, Virginia Bruce. Dir. Wm.
gagement at Radio, goes to Metro
Cowen. Time. 86 mins. Rel. Oct 1. Rev. Nov. 22.
to direct 'Gabriel Over the White Lady Deceived, The. Based
on the Broadway stage hit by Martin Brown,
House,' Walter Wanger's first proIrene Dunne. Philips Holmes. Dir. Charles Brabin. Rei. Jan. 13.
duction there.
Mask of Fu Manchu. Chinese plotter seeks the sword of Ghengis Kahn.
his release

Boris KarlolT. Lewis Stone, Karen Morley. Dir. Chas. Brabin. Time.
Postponing his trip east In order
68 mlns.
Rel. Nov. 6. Rev. Dec. 6.
and additional scenes Outsider, The. An unlicensed surgeon i)prforma soonilng miracles. Harold
Huth, Join Barry. Frank Lawton.
on 'Masquerader' at U. A., Richard
nins.
Ilol. J.in. 20.
Wallace will get a bonus for the Pack Up Your Troubles. Laurel and Hardy "full length military comedy. Dir.
Geo. Ma gliall and Raymond Carey. Tlnip, 70 mlns. Rel. Sept. 17. Rev.
additional week.
to do retakes

'.<0

Ort.

Dillon.

mlns. Rel. Nov. 27. Rev. Nov. 29.
Cavalcade. Noel Coward's pageant of British society. Diana Wynyard, Olive
Brook, Herbert Mundln, Ursula Jeans. Dir. Frank Lloyd. Roadshow
length 110 mlns. No release date set. Rev. Jan. 10.
Chandu the Magician. Dramatized radio broadcast Edmund Lowe, Bela
LugosI, Irene Ware. Dir. Marcel Varnel. Time, 72 mlns. Rel. Sept 18.
Rev. Oct. 4.
Dangerously Yours. Society thief and girl detective. Warner Baxter, Miriam
Jordan, Herbert Mundln. Dir. Frank Tuttle. Rel. Jan. 29.
Pace In the Sky. Romantic adventures of a billboard sign painter. Spencer
Tracy, Marian Nixon, Stuart Erwln. Dir. Harry Lachman. Rel. Jan. IB.
First Year, The. Domestic drama from a stage play. Janet Gaynor, Chas.
Farrell.
Dir. William K. Howard.
Time, .. mlns. Rel. July 3t. Rev.

'

.-

.

Kurt Neuman gpes In to direct
Rev. Nov 8.
retakes
on Universal's 'Private
Murder of the Night Club Lady. See 'Night Club Lady.'
Jones,' the original megger, Russell
Night Club Lady. Unique murder mystery, done from a novel. Adolphe Mack, having gone over to Metro.
Menjou, Mayo Methot, Skeets Gallagher. Dir. Irving Cummings. Time,
66 tains. Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Aug. 30.
Frances Cockrell scripting 'The
Night Mayor. Political story based on Jas. J. Walker. Lee Tracy, Evalyp Failure' at Radio on a week-to-week
Kiiapp, Eugene Palette. Dlr Ben Stoloff. Tlm.Oi 66 mlns. Rel. Aug. 19.
basis.
Rev. Nov. 29.
No More Orchids. A piilUonalreas who Is regenerated by the new American
William Collier, Sr., with Fox as
Carole Lombard, Lyle Talbpt, Walter Connedy, Louise Closser
spirit.
dialog director on 'Pilgrimage.'
Hale. Dir. Walter Lang. 70 mlns. Rel. Nov. 26. Rev. Jan. 3.
Obey the Law. Original of an easy mark who turned firebrand. Leo Carlllo,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.'s, femme
Lots Wilson. Dir. Ben]. Stolofl. 69 mlns. Rel. Jan. 20.
That's My Boy. Football story ofT the usual lines. Rich. Cromwell, Dorothy lead in his next at Warners, 'NarJordan, Mae Marsh. Dir. R. W. Nlel. Time, 71 mlns. Rel. Oct. 6. Rev. row Corner,' will be Patricia Ellis.
Nov, 22.
This Sporting Age. Revenge on the polo field. Jack Holt, Evalyn Knapp.
Benn W. Levy, English playDir. A. W. Bennlson. Time, 71 mlns. ReL Sept 16. Rev. Oct. 4.
wright, is back at Par to continue
Vanity Street. Girl breaks a window to get Into jail, but lands in the 'Fol- his contract following direction of a
Helen Chandler, Chas. BIckford. Dir. Nick Grlnde. Time, 67 picture in England.
lies.'
mlns. Rel. Oct 16. Rev. Oct. 11.
Virtue. A street walker who goes straight Carole Lombard, Pat O'Brien.
John Farrow dropped by Radio
Dir. Edw. Buzzell. Time, 68 mlns. Rel. Oct. 26. Rev. Nov. 1.
following the failure of his original
Washington Merry-Go-Round. Political satire. Lee Tracy, Constance Cum- story to jell.
mings. Dir. Jas. Cruze. Time, 76 mlns. Rel. Oct. 16. Rev. Oct. 26.
White Eagle. Buck Jones as an Indian pony express rider. Jones,. Barbara
J. Walter Rubin gets the meg on
Weeks. Dir. Lambert Hlllvear. Time. 66 mlns. Rel. Oct. 7. Rev.
'Brave Coward,' Bill Boyd's next at
Sept. 27
Radio, while Otto Brewer will diStudios: BurbanK,
rect Tom Keene's 'Father and Son.'
National
First
y.
^^n^w
Calif.
Cabin In the Cotton. A social study of the poor whites. Rich. Barthelmess,
Three additional players were
Dorothy Jordan, Bette Davis. Dir. Michael Curtlz. Time, 76 mlns. Rel. dropped from Metro's contract list:
Oct 16. Rev. Oct 4.
Muriel Klrkland, Verree Teaadale
Central Park. Western cowboy hunts bandits In a New York park. Joan and Hedda Hopper.
Blondell, Wallace Ford, Guv Klbbee. Dir. John Adoin. Time, 55 mlns.
'o-Rel. Dec. 10.
'What—No Beer,' will be title of
Crash, The. How one couple reacted to the panic. Ruth Chatterton, Geo.
Metro's Durante-Keaton beer picBrent. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. Time, 59 mlns. ReL Oct 8. Rev. Sept 13.
ture.
Crooner, The. Comedy drama of a radio singer. David Manners, Ann Dvorak.
Rel. Aug. CO. Rev. Aug. 23.
Dir. Lloyd Bacon. Time. 68 mlns.
Bobby Jones in Hollywood to start
Doctor X. Mystery thriller In color. Lionel -Atwlll, Fay Wray, Lee Tracy.
his series of 12 golf shorts for
Dir. Michael Curtlz. Time, 77 mlns.
Rel, Aug, 27. Rev. Aug- .9.
Warners.
Employee's Entrance. Original 'Love In a Dept. Store.' Warren William,
Loretta Voung, Alice White. Dir. Roy Del Ruth. 74 mlns, 9el. Feb. 11.
G. Harold Porter has taken charge
Rev. Jan. 24,
of the Hollywood plant of RCA VicFrisco Jenny. 'Madame X' in San Francisco locale. Ruth Chatterton, Donald
Cook, Jas. Murray. Dir. Gerard Beaumont. 70 mine. Rel. Jan. 14. Rev. tor Co. He ha^ J>een RCA- rep in
26.

Majestic
New York City
Drama of a crusading district attorney: Evelyn Breii;, H. H.
Warner, Ned Sparks, Lew Cody, Walter Byron, Marcellne Dwf. Dir.
Frank Strayer. 72 mlns. Rel. Oct. 1. -Rev, Oct. 11.
.
Gold.
Western drama. Jack Hoxle, Alice Day, Matthew Betz, Dynamitehorse. Dir. Otto Brower. Tlme^ 56 mlns. Rel. Sept 16. Rev- .Oct. 11.
Hearts of Humanity. Drama of New York's E^st Side. .JeAn Hersbolt Jackie
Searl, J. Farrell MacDonald, Claudia Dell. Charles Delanley. Dir.. Christy
Cabanne. Time, 70 mlns. Rel. Sept. 1. -ReV. Sept. 27;
Law and Lawleiss. Western drama. Jack' Hoxle, Hilda Moren6,= Taklma! Canutt, Wally Wales, Dynamite-Horse.
Dlr, Armand Schaeffer. .Time, 61
Crusader, The.

4.

Payment Def. rred. Murder story from tlic flay of that title with Chas.
Educ. Personnel Shifts
LauBhto.\ n his original rolo, Maureon O'.Sulilvan, Dorothy Peterson.
Mike Newman, branch manager
Dir. LotI 9r Mendez.
Time, 80 mins. Hel. Oct 8.
Rev. Nov. 16.
with the Fox
P >st dppres.ilon comedy with M.irlo DrossU-r and Polly Moran
exchange along with several other Prosperity.
Dir. San
Wood. Time, 87 min.s. llcl. Nov. 12. Kev. Nov. 29.
Educ. employees, now that the two
companies' distrlb offlces have been Rasputin and the Empress. The Hu.sslan overthrow and Its cause. John
Kthel an
Lionel Barrymorc. I)ir. Kirli. Uole.^l.-iv.ikv. Roadshow time'
'
consolidated.
of Educational, goes

1

lu3 min.s

No

release set.

Ucv. Dec.

27.

J.-, n Harlow r.nd Clark G.ible as a new team In' a story of
IndoFour Grand Gulgnol horror plays Red Duet.
'lr. Victor Fleming.
china.
Time, 83 mlns, Rel. Oct. 22. Rev. Nov. 8.
produced 'at the Music Box by SmlUn' Throu6 '. Rcm.Tke of the Norni.i Talmarlfrc .«illent
and Jane Cowl play
George K. Arthur have been purNorma ^carcT, l.fsllc IIow;ird, l-'rcflerlc March. C). I'. Heggle Dlr Sidchased by Monogram for two-reel
ney Frai kiln. Time, 9fi min.s. Itil. .Sept IK. Kev. Qct. 18.
productions.
(Continued on page 32)
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West

nsw

42d St.

Y«rk,

Blame the Woman. Brltlsb made with Adolphe Henjou and Claude
as a pair of erooks. Dir. Fred Mlblo. Tlm«, 74 mina ReL Oct

RrV.

Alllster
1.

Devil's Playgreuntfy The. George Yanderbllt's eKpedltloasry film. 64 minsk
Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 8.
(Continued from page 81)
Time, 48 mins.
Rel.
Travelogue of the Island of Ball.
Virgins of Ball.
Son- Daughter, The. From the play by David Belasco. Helen Hayefl, Hamon
Sept 16. Rev. Deo. 18.
.
Novarro, L.ewl8 Stone, Warner Gland. Dir. Clarence Brown. 8X mine.
mins. Rel.
With Williamson Beneath the Sea. ITnderwater exploration.
Bel. Dec 23. Rev. Jan. 3.
Jan. 1. Rev. Nov. 29.
Strange Interlude. The famous O'Neill play. Norma Bhearer, Clark Gable.
Dir. Robert Z. Leonard. Time, 110 mln& Deo. SO, Rev. Sept; .6.
Today We Live. An English girl ambulance-driver during the war, Joan studios: Hollywood,
Capif.
Crawford, Gary Cooper. Dir. "ioward Hawks, Bel., Feb. 12.
Washington Masquerade. Political satire. Lionel Barrymore, Karen Moriey, Come On, Danger. Western. Tom Keene, J. Hayden, Roscoe Ates. Dir. Robt
Hill.
Time. 64 mlhs. Rel. Sept 28..
Nils Asther. Dir. Ghaa Brabln. Time, 81 mlns. ReL July 8. Rev.
July 26.
What Price Hollywood^
Hollywood lowdown. Constance Bennett, Lowell
"
Whiatlina in the Dark. Adapted from the Broadway stage success. In which
Sherman. Dir. Geo. Cukor. ReL June 24. Rev. July 19.
a ramous mystery writer is kidnapped and forced to plan a murder
himself. Ernest Truex, Una Merkel, Jean Hereholt. Dir. Elliot Nugent. Studios: Hollywood,
Broadway,
r\
JSa Offices: 1660
Rel. Jan. 27.
New York, n' Y.
Calif.
Office: 728 Seventh Ave.,
Studio: 6048 Sunset Blvd.,
The. Love" and trouble for a co-ed. Dorothy Wilson RichUaw York, N. V. Age ofardConsent,
Hollywood, Cal.
Cromwell. Dir. Gregory La Cava, Time, 63 mins. ReL Aug. S.
Diamond Trail. Western. Rex Bell. Dir. Harry Fraser. Re). Deo. 80.
Rev. Sept 6.
Fighting Champ, The. W«Btem. Bob Steele, Arietta bnncan. Dir. J. P. Animal Kingdom, The. The man who could not distinguish between his wife
McCarthy. Time, 64 mins. Rel. Deo. 16.
and mistress. Leslie Howard, Ann Harding. Myma Loy. Dir. Edw. H.
From Broadway to Cheyenne N. Y. gangster meets the shootitag West. Rex
GrlfBth., 90 mlhs. Rel. Deo. 23. Rev. Jan. 8.
Dir. Harry Fraser. Time, 68 mins. ReL Aug. 16.
Bell. Marcellne Day.
Bill of Divorcement, A.
Story of a shell-shocked war vet. By Clemence. Dane.
Rev. Sept. 27.
John Barrymore, Blllle Burke. Katherine Hepburn. Dir. Gea Cukor.
Girl from Calgary, The. Girl cowboy comes east to stage trluroptiB. Flfl
Time, 69 mins. Rel. Sept 30. Kev. Oct 4D'Orsay, Paul Kelly. Dir. Phil Whitman. Time. 64 mins. Rel. Sept 24.
Rev. Nov. 22.
Bird of Paradise, A. Famous stage play of the South Seas. Dolores Del Bio.
Joel McCrea. Dir. King Vidor. Time, 82 mine. Rel. Aug. 12. Rev.
Guilty or Not Guilty? Betty Compson, Claudia Dell. Dir. Albert Ray. 67 mins.
Sept. 13.
Bel. Nov. IB.
Klondike. Physician who (ails in a major operation makes a comeback. Frank Bring 'Em Back Alive. Frank Buck's animal thriller. Time, 66 mins. ReL
Hawks, Thelma Todd. H. B. Walthnl. Dir. Lyle Talbot. Time, 66 mins.
Aug. 19. Rev. June 21.
Rel. Aug. 30. Rev. Sept. 27.
Hill.
66 mins. Rel.
Lucky Larrlgan. Western. Rex, Bell, Helen Foster. Dir. J. P. McCarthy. Cheyenne Kid, The. Tom Keene Western. Dir. Robert
Jan. 20.
Rel. Dec. 10.
Self- Defense. Story by Peter B. Kyne. Pauline Frederick, Theodore Von Conquerors, The. A story of American depressions and their surmounting.
Rich. Dlx. Ann Harding, Edna May Oliver. Dir. Wm. Wellman. Time,
Eltz, Barbara Kent, Robert Elliott, Claire Whtdsor. Dir. Phil Rosen.
Rel. Dec. 16.
84 mins. Rel. Nov. 18. Rev. Nov. 22.
Slightly Married. Society boy marries a street girl and then falls In love with Qeldle Gets Along. Movie-struck girl who works the beauty contest racket
her. Evalyn Knapp. wt"
alteir Byron, Marie PrevosL
Dir. Rich. Thorpe.
Rel. Jan. 27.
Llll Damlta, Chas. Morton, Sam Hardy. 88 mins.

M

At a meeting of Allied Exhibitors
In New York last week, James
mtter replaced Al Stefltes, resigned,
president.
Bitter and Stettes
founded Allied seven years ago as
tbe result of a personal flerht with
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America.
Inability to raise funds and pay
salaries were also reported responsible for unrest on the part of Abe
Myers, who now is scheduled to

draw

15,000 yearly retainer as at-

torney.

Money campaign was announced
as designed to promote the Brookhart Pill. Bxhibs were a. ked a mini-

mum

of $26 per head.

NO OFFERS MADE TO
OPERATE TIED UP CHAIN
No

Indications

so

far

whether a separate operator

as

to

will

be

named

for Publix-Fltz Patrlck-McJSlroy chain in Indiana, which has
been declared in receivership. John

R.ICO. Pathe

Rtr

"

"

.....

69 mins. Rel. Oct. 16.

Half- Naked Truth, The. From .Harry Relchenbach's memoirs of a press
agent. Lee Tracy, Liipe Velez, Eugene Palette. Dir. Gregory Le Cava.
75 mins. Rel. Deo. 16. Rev. Jan. 8.

is

raramoum

Fox

The horrors of a convict camp. Richard Dlx; Tom Brown.
Rowland Brown. Time, 62 mins. Rel. Sept. 21. Rev. Sept. 27.
Jail. Wheeler and Woolsey play football on the convict eleven.
Norman Taurog. Time, 66 mins. Rel. Sept 2. Rev. Aug. 23.
Little Orphan Annie. Based on the cartoon. Mltzl Green. Ed. Keennedy.
Dir. John Robertson. Time. 61 mins. Rel. Nov. 4. Rev. Dec. 27.
Men Are Such Fools. Leo Carlllo. Dir. Wm. Nigh. Time, 66 mine. ReL Nov. 18.
Dir.

Hold 'Em
Dir.

Men

,

^

Hollywood, Jan.

30.

mins.

p_,,,___
rowers

Seventh Ave.,
Nevw York, N. Y.

Offices: 723

Warners- First National has given Lucky Girl. Musical comedy farce. Gene Gerrard, Molly Lament Dir. Eugene O'Sullivan. Time, 69 mins. Rel. Sept 1.
a new writing contract to Charles
Man Who Won, The. Story of a wastrel who makes good. Henry Kendall,
Kenyon.
Heather Angel. Time, 70 mins. Dir. Norman Walker. Rel. Sept. 15.
He is going Iftto his fourth year l^j^^^^ Decides, The. From a stage play cf Labor vs. Capltnl. Arirlpnne
at the Burbank plant
Dir. Miles Mander. Time. 68 mins. Rel. Aug. 16.
Allen, Owen Nare.
j

C.
60

Rel. Jan. 13.

Rel. Jan.

6.

.

•

.

Rel. Sept. 16.

Rev. Oct.

IS.

United Artists ^""•^
!

'"1,1^ York.'^N'- V.

Cynara. Philip Mcrivale stage hit Ronald Colman, Kay -Francis. Phyllis
Barry. Dir. King Vidor. Time, 79 mins. Rel. Dec. 28. Rev. Jan. 3.
Kid from Spain, The. Eddie Cantor masquerades as a bull fighter down In
Mexico. Cantor. Lyda Robertl. Dir. Leo. McCarey. Time (roadshow),
lis mins. Rel. Jan. 21. Rev. Nov. 22.
Dir. Herbert Wilcox.
Magic Night. Viennese operetta, slack Buchanan.
Time, 79 mins. Rel. Nov. 2. Rev. Nov. 8.
Douglas Fairbanks,
Mr. Robinson Crusoe. Adventures in the South Seas.
Maria Alba. Dir. Edw. Sutherland. Time, 72 mins. Rel. Sept. 21. Rev.
Sept.

Rain.

27.

Jeanne Eagles' famous stage hit. Joan Crawford, Walter Huston.
Gargan. Time, 93 mins. Rel. Oct 12. Rev. Oct 18.
Haytlan sorcery. Bela Lugosi, Madge Bellamy.
Victor Halpcrln. Time, 69 mins. Rel. July 28. Rev. Aug. 2.

Dir.

Wm.

White Zombie, The.

Dir.

Universal City,
Offices: 730 Fifth Ave.,
ITnlv^vcnl
universal
Calif
York, n. v.
Afrafd to Talk. From the stage play 'Merry-Go-Round' about crooked politics.
Eric Linden, Sidney Fox, Tully Marshall, Louis Calhern. Dir. Edw. L.
Cahn. 74 mins. Rel. Nov. 17. Rev. Dec. 20.
Air Mall, The. Commercial flying thrill story. Pat O'Brien, Ralph Bellamy,
Gloria Stuart, Slim Summervllle. Dir. John Ford. Time, 85 mins. Rel.
Nov 3 Rev. Nov. 8.
All American, The. Football story.
Rich. Arlen, Gloria Stuart Dir. Russell
Mack. Time, 73 mins. Rel. Oct. 13. Rev. Oct 14.
Back Street. A one-man girl whose love defied convention. From a Fanny
Hurst novel. Irene Dunn, John Boles. Dir. John StahL Time, 91 mina
Rel. Sept 1. Rev. Aug. 30.
Destination Unknown. Adventure on a rum runner adrift in the Pacific. Pat
O'Brien, Ralph Bellamy. Betty Compson. Dir. Xay Garnett. Rel. Jan. 26.
Igloo.
Life struggle In the Arctic. Eskimo players. Dir. Ewing Scott.
Time,
60 mins. Rel. July 14. Rev. July 26.
Laughter In Hell. Chain gang story. Pat O'Brien, Merna Kennedy. Dir.
Edw. Cahn. 72 mins. Rel. Jan. 12. Rev. Jan. 17.
Mummy, The. Mystery thriller. Boris KarlofC, Zita Johann, David Mannera
Dir. Karl Freund. Rel. Dec. 22. Rev. Jan. 10.
My Pal, the King. A wild west show In a Balkan kingdom. Tom Mix. Dir.
Kurt Neumann. Time, 75 mins. Rel. Aug. 4. Rev. Oct 11.
Nagana. Tropical drama. Tala Blrcll, Melvyn Douglas. Dir. E. L. Frank.
Rel. Jan. 19.
Okay America. Columnist story. Lew Ayres, Maureen O'Sullivan, Louis CaU
hern. Dir. Tay Garnett. Time, 80 mins. Rel. Sept. 8. Rev. Sept. 13.
Old Dark House. A night of terror In an English country home. Boris Kar«
loff. Melvyn Douglas, Chas. Laughton, Gloria Stuart.
Dir. Jas. Whale.
Time, 70 mins. Ilol. Oct. 20. Rev. Nov. 1.
Once In a Lifetime. Hollywood satire from ^he stage play. Jack Oakla,
Sidney Fox, Alice MacMahon. Dir. Russell Mack. Time, 90 mins. Rel,
Sftpt. 22.
Rev. Nov. 1.
They Just Had to Get Married. Matrimonial adventures of a newlyrlch
couple. Slim Summervllle, Za.su Pitts. Dir. Edw. Ludwig. 71 mins.
Ilcl. Jan. 6.
Studloi

studios: Burbank,
Calif.

Warner Brothers

""'"-^N^^S'vr^.ff.V.

Country boy comes to New York for
Joan Blondell, Eric Linden. Dir. Mervyn Lie Roy.

SIg City Blues.

17.

Ralph Ince.

Past of Mary Holmes, The. Destitute opera singer unwittingly accuses her
son of murder. Helen UacKellar, Erio Linden, Skeets Gallagher. Dir.
Harlan Thompson, Slavo Vorkapich. ReL Jan. 20.
Penguin Pool Murder, The. Stuart Palmer's novel; murder mystery. Mae
Clark, Robt. Armstrong, Edna Mae Oliver, James Gleason. Dir. Geo.
Archainbaud. 69 mins. Rel. Dec 9. Rev. Dec. 27.
Phantom of Crestwood, The. Mystery at a week-end party. Rlcardo Gortez,
X
Katherine Moriey. Dir. J. W. Ruben. Time, 77 mlna ReL Oct 14.
Rev. Oct. 18.
Rockabye. Sentimental mother-love story. Constance Bennett Joel McCrea.
Dir. Geo. Cukor. Time, 70 mins. Rel. Nov. 25. Rev. Dec. 6.
Secrets of the French Police. Foreign mystery. Gwlll Andre, Frank Morgan,
Gregory Ratoff. Dir. Ed. Sutherland. Time, 58 mine. Rel. Dec. 2.
Rev. Dec. 13.
Sport Parade, Novelty story; Joel McCrea, Marian Marish, Wm. Garden.
Dir. Dudley Murphy. Time. 66 mins. Rel. Nov. 11. Rev. Deo. 20.
Strange Justice. Oddities of the criminal code. Mae Marsh, Norman Foster.
Reginald Denny. Dli*. V. C. Schertzlnger. Time, 64 mine. Rel. Oct 7.
Theft of the Mona Lisa, The. Foreign made. Willy Forst, Trude von Molo.
Dir. G. Von Botvary. Time, 83 mine. Rel. Oct. 21. Rev. Sept. 15.
Thirteen Women. From Tiffany Thayer's story of the power of suggestion.
Rlcardo Cortez. Irene Dunne. Dir. G. Archainbaud. Time, 60 mins.

.

Jan.

Dir.

W. W. Jacobs mystery story of d hoodooed charm.
Aubrey Smith, Tvan Simpson, Louise Carter. Dir. Wesley Ruggles.

Mpst Dangerous Game, The. Island recluse who hunts hxmian beings for
Dir. E. Schoedsack.
8i>ort Joel McCrea, Fay Wray, Leslie Banks.
Time, 63 mine. Rel. Sept. 9. Rev. Nov. 22.
No Other Woman. Steel worker who rises to affluence and drags his wife Into
the mire. Irene Dunn, Chas. Bickford. Dir. J. Walter Ruben. 58 mins.

-

Reduced
Asked
Twin

America. Bill. Boyd, DoTothy Wilson, Chic Sale.
67 mins, Rel^ Dec. 9.

Time

'

WB

of

Monkey's Paw,, The,

i

WARNERS

Highway.

Hell's

$1

KENTON, UAfiATHONEB

KaOlO

Mnnnnxam
IWODOgTam

Stran ge Adventure. Regis Toomey, June Clyde. Dir. Phil Whitman and
Hampton Del Ruth., Rel. Dec 1.
presently supervising
Thirteenth Guest, The. Mystery play by author of 'Scarface.' Ginger Rogers,
operation from Chicago.
Lyle Talbot, J. Farrell McDonald.
Dir. Alfred Ray.
Time, 65 mins.
Harry Katz is among the creditors
Rel. Aug. 26. .Rev. Sept. 6. ,,(Chadwlck.)
of the Fltz Patrick-McBlroy group
Western Limited, The. Mystery aboard a transcontinental train. Estelle
through having tossed money Into
Taylor, Edmund Bums, Gertrude Astor, Crauford Kent Dir. Christy
Cabanne. Time, mins. Rel. Aug. 10. Rey. Oct. 10.
It.
He controls a 25% Interest in 19
of the bouses, but has had no no- Young Blood. Western. Bob Steele. Story by Wellyn Totman. Dir. Pbil
Rosen. Time, 62 mins. Rel. Nov. 6. Rev. Jan. 24.
tlflcatlon other than that chain Is In
Studios:
6861 Marathon St.,
Ofllees: 1B01 Broadway,
receivership.
Pni*jimAa«ml'
Hollywood, Calif.
New York, N.Y.
No offer to' Katz so far to assume dig
Broadcast, The. Broadcasting story with, many air stars. Stuart Erwin,
operation, though that TueLy come..
Bing Crosby, Leila Hyams. Dir. Frank Tuttle; Time, 80- mins. Rel.
Oct. Rev. Oct. 18.
Billion Dollar Scandal^ Based on the Teapot Dome Investigation. Robt. Armstrong, Constance Cummlngs, Olga Baclanova. Dir. Harry Joe Brown.
Road-Showing at
76 mins. Rel. Jan. 6. Rev. Jan. 10.
Blonde Venus. Story of a stage woman's efforts to retain her ohlld. Marlene
Dietrich, Herbert Marshall. Dickey Moore.
Dir. Jos. Von Sternberg.
In most of the roadshow engageTime, 86 mins. Rel. Sept. 16. Rev. Sept 27.
ments Fox will scale two-a-day Devil and the Deep.. Jealousy :ih a submerged submarine. Tallulah Bankhead,
Gary Cooper, Chas. Laughton. Dir. Marlon Gerlng. Time, 72 mins.
runs mostly at $1. Of .16 dates
Rel, Aug. 12.
Rev. Aug.. 23;
lined up, only one, Majestic, Boston,
Is Driving, The. Wynne Gibson, Edmund I«owe. Dickie Moore. Dir.
win be scaled at $1.50. There may Devil Stoloff.
Rel. Dec. 9. Rev. Dec. 20,
be some others in larger of the keys Evenings for Sale. Viennese nobleman becomes a gigolo. Herbert Marshall,
later to come, but not certain.
San Marltza. Chas. Ruggles. Dir. Stuart Walker. Time. 61 mins. Rel.
Nov.
11.
Rev. Nov. 16.
In addition to Boston, which
opened Thursday (26>, engagements Farewell to Arms. Hemmlngway's novel of war on the Italian front. Helen
Hayes, Gary Cooper, Adolphe Menjou. Dir. Frank Bofzage. 90' mins.
60 far, mostly In leglt theatres, are:.
Rel. Jan. 6> Rev. Dec. 13.
Locust St., Philadelphia,. Feb, 2; Guilty as Hell. Murder mystery with Quirt and Flagg comedy angle. Edmund
Erlanger,^ Buffalo, Feb. By Nixon,
Lowe, Victor McLaglen, Richard Arlen. Dir. Erie Kenton. Time, 82
mins. Rel. Aug. 5. Rev. Aug. 9.
Pittsburgh. Feb. 6; Grand Central,
St. IjOuIs, Feb. 12; ApoUo, Kansas He Learned About Women. Comedy drama. Stuart Erwin, Allison Skipworth. Dir. Lloyd Corrlgan. Time, 67 mins. Rel. Nov. 4.
City, Feb. 19; Ohi o, Cleveland, Feb.
Hello, Everybody. Radio story. Kate Smith, Randolf Scott, Sally Blane. Dir.
16; Erlanger, Atlanta, Feb. 29; (ColSeiter. Jan. special release.
lege, New Haven, Feb. It; Palace,
Horse Feathers. Marx Brothers go collegiate. Dir. Norman McLeod. Time,
Hartford, Feb. 18; Majestic. Bridge70 mins. Rel. Aug. 19. Rev. Aug. 16.
port, Feb. 18; Fox, Springfield, Feb. Hot Saturday. Gossip in a small town. Nancy Carroll. Dir. W. Seiter. Time,
72 mins. Rel. Oct 28. Rev Nov. 8.
18; Elm Street, Worcester, Feb. 25;
His Majesty's, Montreal, Feb. 12; If I Had a Million. How various persons would react to an Inheritance. Gary
Cooper, Geo. Raft, Wynne Gibson, Chas. Laughton, Jack Oakle and many
Royal Alexandria, Toronto, Feb. 20,
others, each in a single sequence. Directional sequences by various diand Natidnal, Washington, Mar. 12.
rectors. Time. 85 mins. Rel. Nov. Rev. Dec. 6.
Roadshows are being handled Island of Lost Souls. Novelty story. Chas. Laughton, Richard Arlen, Leila
Hyams. Dir. Chas. Kenton. December special. Rev. Jan. 17.
from the Fox h. o.
King of the Jungle. Novelty story. Buster Crabbe, Frances Dee. DIrs. Humberstone-Marcin. Jan. special release'.
DRIVE PRIZES
Lily Christine. British made.
Corinne Griffith, Colin Cllve. Time. 59 mins.
Rel. July.
Rev. Sept. 20.
Divided on Basis of Number of Love Me Tonight. Chevalier as a tailor In masquerade. Jeanette MacDonald,
Chas. Ruggles, Chas. Butterworth, Mprna Loy. Dir. Rouben MamouIIan.
Theatres and Seats
Time. 90 mins. Rel. Aug. 26. Rev. Aug. 23.
Madame Butterfly. From the opera. Sylvia Sidney, Cory Grant, Chas. Ruggles,
In allocating prizes on its six
Dir. Gearing.
Rel. Dec. 30. Rev. Dec. 27.
weeks theatre drive, currently un- Madison Square. Sporting story. Jack Onkle, Marian Nixon, Thos. Meighan.
Dir. Harry J. Brown. Time. 70 mins. Rel. Oct 7. Rev. Oct. 18.
der way, Warner Bros, will base Its
premiums according to zones and Make Me a Star Dialog version of Merton of the Movies. Stuart Erwin, Joan
Blondell, Zasu Pitts. Dir. Wm. Beaudlne. Time. 86 mins. Rel. July 1.
seating capacities of houses InRev. July 6.
volved. In doing so, company feels
We Go to Hell. From a stage comedy drama. Sylvia Sidney, Frederic
that the percentage of increase In Merrily
March. Dir. Dorothy Arzner. Time, 82 mine. Rel. July 10. Rev.
business by a small house, seating
June 14.
around 1,000, should not rate as Im- Movie Crazy. Harold Lloyd breaks into pictures. Constance Cummlngs. Dir.
Clarence Bruckman. Time, 96 mins. Rel. Sept. 23. Rev. Sept. 20.
portantly as the same or less percentage for larger houses, in terms Mysterious Rider. Western. Kent Taylor. Dir. Allen. 'Rel. Jan. 27.
Night After Night. Humor In the night clubs. Mae West Geo. Raft, Conof money.
stance
Cummlngs, Allison Siclpworth. Dir. Archie Mayo. Time, 70 mins.
A lump sum, not divulged, has
Rel. Oct 14. Rev. Nov. 1.
been set aside on the drive ending
Night of June 13, The. The neighbors react to a murder suspicion. Cllve
Feb. 25, with prizes to go to InBrook, Lila Lee, Chas. Ruggles. Dir. Stephen Roberts. Time, 76 mins.
dividual houses as well as to zones.
Rel. Sept. 23. Rev. Sept. 20.
In allocating the amount of prizes, No Man of Her Own. From the novel No Bed of Her Own.* Clark Gable,
Carole Lombard, Dorothy Mackalll. Dir. Wesley Ruggles. December
the larger
zones such as Philspecial. Rev. Jan. 3.
adelphia will be fighting for larger
President. Political story of a presidential double. George M. Cohan.
awards than the smaller zones, with Phantom
Jimmy Durante, Claudette Colbert. Time. 77 mins. Rel. Oct. 7. Rev.
awards to be set up on a basis of
Oct. 4.
number of theatres and seats in 70,000 Witnesses. Murder on the football f.eld. Phillips Holmes, Dorothy
Jordan, Chas. Ruggles, Johnny Mack Brown, Lew Cody.
each district.
Dir. Ralph
Murphy. Time, 69 mins. Rel. Sept. 2. Rev. Sept 6.
She Done Him Wrong. Paraphrase of 'Diamond Lll.' Mae West, Cary Grant,
Indef
Scale
Noah Beery, Owen Moore. Dir. Lowell Sherman. Rel. Jan. 27.
Sign of the Cross. Spectacular production of the stage play. Frederic March,
for
Claudette Colbert, Bllssa Landi, Chas. Laughton, Ian Keith. Dir. Cecil
Cities
de Mtlle. Time, 124 mins. (roadshow). Not yet released. Rev. Dec. 6.
Minneapolis, Jan. 80.
Tonight Is Ours. Noel Coward's 'The Queen Was in the Parlor.' Claudette
Twin City exhibitors, seeking reColbert, Frederic March, Allison Sklpworth. Dir. Stuart Walker. Rel.
Jan. 13.
Rev. Jan. 24.
lief, have induced St. Paul union
booth operators to permit the 10% Trouble in Paradise. Cheating cheaters in Paris and Venice. Miriam HopKins,
Kay Francis, Herbert Marshall. Dir. Ernst Lubltsch. Time, 81
reduction from tlie regular scale to
mins. Rel. Oct. 21. Kcv. Nov. 15.
continue In effect Indefinitely.
Undercover Man. Secret service bests the gangsters. Geo. Raft, Nancy CarThe voluntary agreement coverroll.
Dir. Jas. Flood. Time. 74 mins. Rel. Dec. 2. Rev. Dec. 6.
ing the reduction expired Dec. 31. Vanishing Frontier. Western drama. John Mack Brown, Evalyn Knapp.
Ne.erotiatlons with Minneapolis booth
Zasu Pitts. Dir. Phil Rosen. Time, 65 mins. Rel. July 29. Rev. Sept. 20.
operators are still in progress.
Wild Horse Mesa. Zane Gray's story. Rudolph Scott, Sally Blane, Fred
Koliler.
Dir. Henry Hathaway. Time, CO mine. Rel. Nov. 25. Rev.

Balaban

^'rWv.

.

thrilling experiences.
Time, 68 mins. Rel.
Rev. Sept 18.
Blessed Event. Columnist story. Lee Tracy, Mary Mrlan, Allen Jenkins. Dir.
Roy Del Ruth. Time, 84 mins. Rel. Sept 10. Rev. Sept. 6.
Hard to Handle. Cagney as a high powered promoter. Cagncy, Mary Brian.
Dir. Mervyn Le Roy. 81 nilns. Rel. Jan. 28.
Haunted Gold. Search for gold In a haunted mine. John Wayne. Dir. Mack
Wright 00 mins. Rcl. Dec. 17. Rev. Jan. 17.

Sept. 10.

PICTURES
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tVom the atoir 7 Am a Fugitive trom a Chain Gang.' Paul David OoldtP OVench) (Protex). Drama, Hapry Baur. Dir. Julien Duvivler.
I Am • FiMitlve.
90 min*. Rel. Oct 1, Rev. Oct tf.
mliia. Rel. Nov.
Uun? Olenda FarreU. Dir. Hervyn' !« Roy: Time,
Ilev. Nov. 16.Der Ball (Qorman) (Protex). DomeaUc comedy. Dolly Haas. Dir. Wllhelin
Ij.
Thieie. 88 mlaflL BeL Oct. 9.
made
story of a niatht olub. British oast and dlreotor. Time.
British
iiiaaal.
Rev.
Aug.
Oct
Rel.
i.
4.
mlns.
Dor Falscho Ehomann «3erman) (Protex). Farce. Dir. Johannes Guter.
61
86 mlna. Rel. Get 1. Rev. Oct 33.
jawal Robbory. Romantic comedy drama from an Bonnrlan source. Kay
Powell.
WUIlam
Dir.
Dleterle.
Military musical. Vlasta
Wm.
Time.
mine. Rel. Dor Falscho PeMmarschal. (Capital) (German).
FranolB.
Burlan. Dir. Carl Lamac. Time, 81 mlna Rel. July 12.
Aug. 13. Rev. July 29.
Comedy. Max Adalbert Dir.
KInfl's Viscatlon, The. From a story by Ernest Pascal. The king takes time Der Hauptmann von Keponick (A-R) (Ger).
wife.
Dir.
Rev.
Jan. 24.
Qeo. Arllss.
John Adolfl. 62 mlns. Rel.
Rlcliard Oswald. 96 mlns. Rel. Jan. 16,
out to visit his first
Feb. 28. Rev. Jan. 24.
Der Herr Burovorsteher. (Capital) (Ger). Felix Bressart, Herman Thlmlg.
Dir. Hana Behrendt Time. 86 mins. Rel, June 10.
Lawyer Man. Inside story of the profession. William Powell, Joan Blondell.
Rev. Jan. 8.
Dir. Wm. Dleterle. 68 mlns. Rel. Jan. 7.
Der Schwartze Hussar (Protex) (Ger.). Costume romance. Conrad Veldt,
Mady Christians. Dir. Gerhard Lamprecht 90 mlns. Rel. Dec. 1.
One Way Passage. Love develops for a prisoner. Kay Francis, William PowRev. Jan. 3.
ell' Dir. Tay Gamett. Time, 69 mlns. Rel. Oct. 22. Rev. Oct. 18.
Parachute Jumper, The. Two es-marlnes and a girl who go aloft. Doug. Die Blumenfrau von LIndenau (German) (Protex). Comedy. Renate Mueller. Hansl Niese. Dir. Georg Jacoby. 70 mins. Rel. July 1. Rev. July 12.
Fairbanks, Jr., Bette Davis. Dir. Alfred E. Green. 72 mlns. Rei.
Jan. 28.
Die Cslkos Baroness. (Capital) (Ger. Hung). Musical comedy. Gretl Thelmer.
Paul Vlncentl. Dir. Ernst Verebes. Time, 82 mins. Rel. April 1.
Purchase Price, The. Night club singer with a past. Barbara Stanwyck. Dir.
Wm. A. Wellman. Time, 68 mlns. Rel. July 23. Rev. July 19.
Die Crosse Attraktlon (A-R) (Ger). Musical romance. Richard Tauber. 80
mlns. Rel. Feb. 1.
Ride Him. Cowboy. Western cowboy story. John Wayna Dir. Fred Allen.
Time, 66 mlna Rel. Aug. 27. Rev. Nov. 1.
Die Qrosse Ltebe. (German) (FAF). Drama of mother love. Hansl Nlese.
80 mina ReL March 1. Rev. Feb. 23.
Scarlet Dawn. Russian refugees In Constantinople. Doug Fairbanks, Jr.,
Nancy Carroll, LUyan Tashraan. Dir. Wm. Dleterle. Time. 68 mlns. Die Lustigen Weiber von WIen. 'Capital) (Ger). Willy Forst, Irene Elslnger.
Rel. Nov. 12. Rev. Nov. 8.
Dir. Gesa von Bolvary. Time, 97 n.'ns. Rel. July 1.
Ralph Roberts, Lucie EngStranger in Town. Comedy drama of real people. Chic Sale, Ann Dvorak. Dienst Is DIenst. (New Era) (Ger). Musical.
Rel. June 8.
Dir. Earle C. Kenton. Time, 66 mlns. Rel. Aug. 6. Rev. July 12.
lische. Dir. Carl Bosse. Time, 84 mins.
Merchant pretends poverty to check family's ex- Die vom rtummelplatz. (Capital) (Ger). Anny Ondra, Siegfried Arna Dir.
Successful Calamity, A.
travagance. George Arllss, Mary Astor, Evalj^ Knapp. Dir. John G:
^—Kac^lMMQi 9 reels. Bel. Feb. 10.
Adolfl. Time, 72 mlns. Rel. Sept 17. Rev. Sept 27.
EIne Nacht in Paradiea (A-R) ((3er).
Musical comedy. Anny Ondra. 90
mins. Rel. Feb.
Twenty Thousand Years in Sing Sing. Visualization of Warden lAwes' book.
Spencer Tracy, Bette Davis. Dir. Michael Curtiz. 78 mlns, Rel. Jan. 31. EIn Prinz Verlleht Sich. (Capital) (Ger).
Musical. Lien Deyers. Dir.
Rev. Jan. 17.
Conrad Wlene. 76 mlns. Rel. May.
Two Against the World. Constance Bennett in a murder Jam. Dir. Archie El Hombre Que Asesino (Paramount) (Spanish). Rosita Moreno, RIcardo
Mayo. Time, 71 mlns. Bel. Sept. 8. Rev. Aug. 23.
Puga. 70 mins. Rel. April 16.
Winner Take All. Smashing fight comedy. James Cagney. Dir. Roy Del EIn Walzer von Strauss. (Capital) (Ger). Musical. Gustav Froellch. Dir.
Ruth. Time, 67 mlns. Rel. July 16. Rev. June 21.
Coniad Welna. 89 mins. Rel. March 10,
Friederlke (A-R) (Ger). Dramatic operetta based on Goethe's life. Mady

M

M

.
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BOOTH MEN GIVE
FOX-WC EXECS

.

World Wide

'"N^^To^rft.

Los Angeles, Jan.

30.

Executives of projectionists' locals
in California, invited

by Fox West

Coast to meet at Bakersfiekl (24)
for

a mutual discussion of wage
and working conditions, gave

scales

the circuit, representatives who attended the proposed meetings the

Labor ofllciala from
run-around.
only three spots Los Angeles, TaXt

—

—

Bakei'sfleld were present.
Although Uie locals had accepted
the invitation of F-WC, all but the
three found last minute excuses for
their absence, and sent telegrams of

and

regrets.

F-WC execs. Including Charles
Skouras, Reeves Espy and Al Hanwho

son,

90 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1.
GItta Entdeckt Ihr Herz. (Capital) (Ger).
Musical comedy.
Gustav Froellch. Dir. Carl Froellch. 90 mins. Rel. Oct.

Christians.

v.

RUNAROUND

went

to

Bakersfield,

planned to lay befbre the union men
some of the difficulties confronting
the circuit, pointing out that the
Between Fighting Men. Conflict between the sheop men and cattle raisers.
Pacific Northwest Theatres (subKen Maynard, Ruth Hall. Dir. Forrest Sheldon. Time, 62 mlns. Rel.
sld) bankruptcy was brought about
Oct, 16.
Viktor Janson. 86 mlns. Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 17.
largely because of the failure of
Breach of Promise. The ruin of a man's career. Chester Mofrls, May Clarke, Hurrah, Ein Junge. (Capital) «3er). Farce. Max Adalbert, Ida Wuest, Lucie
union crafts to meet the theatres
Mary Doran. Dir. Paul Stein. Time. 67 mlns. ReK- Oct 23. Rev.
English. Dir. Geo. Jacoby. 81 mlna Rel. June 24.
Nov. 22.
Hyppoilt a LakaJ (International) (Hungarian). Fast farce. Dir. Szekely 1st- half way.
Refusal of the locals to meet at
van.
mlns.
Rel.
Jan.
Rev;
17.
77
Jan.
Tarzan.
Ranch
On,
owner
horse
from
Ken"
Maynard,
saves
his
a
gang.
Come
Myrna Kennedy. Dir. Alan James. Time, 64 niins. Ret. Sept. 11. Rev. Kamaradsehaft. (Asso. Cinema) (Ger). Sensational drama. Alex Sranach, Bakersfleld is considered by F-WC
Jan. 17.
Ernst Buach. Dir. G. W. Pabst Time, 78 mlns. Rel. Nov. 8.
execs as an Indication that little relief can be expected from the booth
Crooked Circle, The. Mystery story with ample comedy. Ben Lyon, ZaSn Koenlgin von Preussen. See 'Lulse*.
Pitts, James Glcason, Irene Purcell.
Dr. U. Bruce Humberstone. Time. La Chance (Paramount) (French). Drama of a gambler's Ufa. Marie Bell, men.
Auction

From Eugene

In Souls.

O'Neill's pluy 'Recklessness.'
Dir. Victor Schertzinger. Rel. Jan. 29.

Hyams.

Leila

Conrad Nagel,

I

70 mlns.

Rev.

Rel. Sept. 26.

Oct

Francolse Rosay.

4.

Death Kiss, The. A murder mystery with a motion picture studio background. David Manners. Adrlenne Ames, John Wray, Bela Lugosl. Dir.
Edwin L. Martn. Rel. Dec. 26.

A Boy Scout troup to the rescue of Ken Maynard. Ken Maynard, Junior Coughlln. Scout Troop 107 of Hollywood. Dir. J. P. McGowan. 61 mlns. Rel. Jan. 29.

Drum Taps.

Dynamite Ranch.
Ruth Hall.
Dec.

Ranch manager

vanquish the hero. Ken Maynard,
Time. 69 mlns. Rel. July 31. Rev.

falls to

Dir. Forrest Sheldon.

27.

False Faces; Doctor makes a racket of his profession. Lowell Sherman, Llla
I^e, Peggy Shannon. Dir. Sherman. Time, 83 mlns. Rel. Oct 13. Rev.

Nov.

29.

Fargo Express.

cow country
Time, 62 inins.

Straight-shooting sacrtnce In the career of a

Gltta Alpar,

4.

(German) (New Era). Transatlantic aviation drama. Gustav Froehlich, Brigitte Helm.
76 mins. Rel. Nov, Rev. Nov. 1.
Holzapfel Weiss Alles (German) (Capital). Comedy. Felix Bressart. Dir.

Gloria.

78 mlns.

Rel, Feb.

1.

Rev.

May

31.

La Couturiore de Lunevllie (Paramount) (French). Musical of a woman's love
and revenge.' Madeleine Benaud, Pierre Blanchar. 90 mlns. ReL July
Rev. Oct. 22.
Le Bal (French) (Protex). Domestic comedy. Dir. Wllhelm Tblele. 83 inlns.
ReL Oct. 1. Rev. Oct 4.
Legion of the Street. (Capital) (Polish), lite of the newsboys. Time. 89
1.

mlna Rel. Aug. 25.
Le Rol Des Resqullleurs (French) (Protex). Comedy with music. Milton. Dir.
Georges Colombler. 90 mlns. Rel. June 1. Rev. June 14.
Llebe let Llehe (German) (Protex). Musical comedy. Kaethe von N&gy, Hans
Albers. Dir. Paul Martin. 80 mlns; Rel. June 1. Rev. June 7.
LJubav I Strast (Yugoslav) (Croat). Drama of life among N. Y. Imlgrants.
Rakel Davldovlc. Dir. Frank Melford. Time. 1 hour. Rel. Dec. 16.
Lulse, Koehigin von Preussen. (Asso. Cinema) (Ger). Hlstorlcai. Henry

UGirr SENTENCES FOR

CONFESSED BOMBERS
Bast Liverpool, C, Jan.

80.

W. B. Hartman and Robert W.
Hamm, both of Youngstown, Indicted In a chemlca) istench bombing of
the

American and State theatres

Porten. Dir. Carl Froellch. Tipie, 92 mins. Rel. Oct. 4..
here Nov. 26, as an aftermath of a
Maedchen in Uniform (Krlmsky) (German). Poignant drama. Hertha Thtele, labor dispute between the theatre
Hypnotized. Jam following a big sweepstakes win. Moran and Mack. Dir.
Dorothea Wlecke. Dir. Richard Froehllch. Rel. Jan. 10. Rev. Sept 27. owners and picture operators, were
Mack Sennett. Rel. Dec. 26. Rev. Jan. 17.
Man Brauch Kein Oeid. (Capital) (Ger). Musical farce. Dir. Karl Boese. fined $300 and costs each. They had
Rel. Nov. 10.
Last Mile. The. Drama In the death house, from the stage play. Howard
pleaded ffultty to misdemeanors.
Phillips, Preston Foster, Geo. Stone, Noel Madison. Dir. Sam. Blachott. Melne Frau die Hochotaplerin (German) (Protex).
Comedy. Kaethe von
Time, 84 mlna. Rel. Aug. 21. Rev. Aug. 30.
Pleas were entered after the
Nagy. Dir. Kurt Gerron. 90 mlns. Rel Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 9.
Sign of Four, The. Sherlock Holmes story. British cast. Arthur Wontner, Mein Leopold. (Capital) (Ger).
Musical. (Sustav Froellch. Max Adalbert. charge had been changed to 'maliDir. Graham Cutts. Time, 74 mlns. Rel. Aug.
isla Bevan, Ian Munter.
Dir. Hana Syelnoft Time, 96 mine. Rel. April 1.
cious destruction of property* valued
14.
Rev. Aug. 30.
^
Men and Jobs (Russian) (Amklno). An American engineer looks at Russia at less than $100.
Texas Buddies. Cowboy, veteraq of the AEF, turns aviator to balk the vilRel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 17.
Dir. A. Macheret 70 mins.
Hartman, business agent of the
lains.
Bob Steele, Nancy Drexel. Dir. R. N. Bradbury. Time, 67 mlns. Menech Ohne Namen (German) (Protex). Poignant drama.
Werner KTausa. Youngstown local of motion picture
Rel. Aug. 28.
Rev. Nov. 16.
Dir. Gustav Uclcky. 96 mlns. Rel. Nov. l. Rev. Nov. 15.
operators' union, admitted In court
woman's
Those We Love. A
understanding averts domestlo tragedy. Mary
Astor, Lilyan Tashman, Kenneth McKenna. Dir. R«bt. Florey.
Time, MIche (Paramount) (French). Musical comedy. Susy Vernon, Robert Burnler, he and Hamm placed the stench
Dranem. 80 mlns. ReL Jaly 1. Rev. Dec. 6.
77 mlns. Rel. Sept. 11. Rev. Sept. 20.
bombs In the two theatres.
Tombstone Canyon. Western, In which the hero tries to solve the mystery of MIstigri (Paramount) (French). Musical. Madeleine Renaud, Noel-Noel.
Dir. Harry Lochman. 80 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Jan. 17.
his birth. Ken Maynard, Cecilia Parker. Dir. Alan James. Rel. Dec. 26.
Morltz
Macht 8eln Qlueck. (German) (Capital). Farce. Siegfried Arno. 86
Trailing the Killer. Epic of the North Woods.
Dir. Herman C. Raymaker.
Akron, O., Jan. 80.
mins.
Rel.
Dec.
16.
Rev.
Jan.
17.
Time, 64 mlns. Rel. Dec. 4. Rev. Dec. 6.
A blast blamed on a deliberately
Uptown New York. Married happiness and a past. Jack Oakle, Shirley Grey. Namensheirat (German) (FAF). Drama. Dir. HelnZ Paul. 90 mins. Rel. placed bomb wrecked the recently
Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 17.
Dir. Victor Schertzinger. Time, 74 mlns. Rel. Dec. 4. Rev. Dec. 13.
rebuilt
box
office
of the Southern
1914.
(Capital) (GerO Prelude to the world war. Dir. Rich. Oswald. Time,
theatre,
and rocked the entire
73 mlna. Rel. Sept I.
Miscellaneous Releases
Oberst Redi. (Capital) (Ger). Spy thriller. Lll Dagover, Theo. Loos. Dir. neighborhood.
Karl Anton. Time, 79 mlns. Rel. Aug. 30.
Big Payoff, The. (Capital.) From a Peter B. Kyne story. Barbara Kent,
Second time within a month that
J. Farreli MacDonald, Glen Tryon, Matt Moore.
71 mlns. Rel. Jan. 16. Parls.BeguIn (Protex) (Fr). Musical. Jane Marnac. Dir. Augusta Genlna. the theatre, owned by U. M. GiH,
Rev. Jan. 24.
90 mlns. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Jan. 17.
has been bombed. No one was hurt.
Big Town, The. (Invincible.) Vice crusade story. Lester Vail, Frances Purpur und Waschblau. (Capital) (Ger). Dramatic comedy. Hansl Nlese,
Police blame a labor dispute
Else Elster. Dir. Max Neufleld. Time, 86 mins. Rel. July 30.
Dade. Dir. Arthur Hoerle. 67 mins. Rev. Dec. 27.
Face on the Bar Room Floor. The. (Invincible.) Temperance discussion. Cuando te Suicldao (Paramount) (Spanish). Musical. Argentina. 90 mlna. which has been in progress here for
Rel. March 16.
several months.
Dulcie Cooper, Bramwell Fletcher. Dir. Bert Bracken. Time, 66 mlns.
Rel. Oct Rev. Oct. 18.
Quand te Tues Tu (Paramount) (French). Farce comedy. Drean, NoclFootsteps In the Night. (Auten.) Mystery drama. Benlta Hume. Dir. MauNoel, Robert Brunler. 80 mins. Rel. March 16.
rice Elvery. Time, 69 mins. Rel. Dec. 1.
Reserve Hat Ruh. (New Era) (Ger). Military farce. Fritz Kampers. Lucie Criterion
a$ Possibility
Goona Qoona. (First Div.) Love charms on the Island of Ball. Dir. Andree
Engllsche. Time, 94 mins. Rel. Aug. 11.
Roosevelt, Armand Denis. Rel. Nov. 26. Rev. Sept. 20.
Rhapsody of Love. (Capital) (Polish). Hardships of an art career. Agnes
For International Films
(Hotel Variety.
Petersen. Mosjukine. Time, 89 mlns. Rel. Aug. 25.
(C^apltal.)
Grand Hotel in an actors boarding house. Hal
Skelly, Olive Borden. Dir. Raymond Cannon. 71 mins. Rev. Jan. 10.
RIchthofen, Red Ace of Germany. (Gould) (Ger). (Synchronized.) Self exParamount Is mulling the quesJungle Killer. (Century.) Expose of wild game hunting In Africa. With lecplanatory. Dir. Robt. Siezlch. Time, 80 mins. Rel. Aug. 20.
tion of whether It should go into
ture. Rel. Nov. 25. Rev. Nov. 29.
Ronny (Protex) (Ger). Operetta. Kaethe von Nagy, Willy Fritscb. Dir. the foreiern film exhibiting end In
Manhattan Tower. (Remington.) Suggestive of 'Skyscraper So'uls.' Romance
Emerlch Kalman. 86 mlns. Rel. AprU 1. Rev. April 19.
New York. With the Criterion a
in an office building. Mary Brian, Irene Rich, Jas. Hall. Dir. Frank Scampolo (A-R)
(Ger). Cinderella romance. Dolly Haas. 80 mlns. Rel.
Strayer. 62 mins. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 20.
problem, company is discussing the
Feb. 1.
hero. Ken Maynard,
Rel. Nov. 20.

Helen Mack.

Dir.

Alan James.

.

Racing Strain, The. (Irving-Maxim.) Original of the auto races with air
stuff.
Wally Reid, Jr. Dir. Jerome Storm. 68 mins.
Red- Haired AllbU The. (Tower.) Gangster story. Merna Kennedy, Theo.
Von Eltz. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Time. 76 mlna Rel. Oct. 21. Rev.
Oct. 25.
Scarlet Week

End. (Irving.) Murder at a house party. Dorothy Revler,
Theo. Von Eltz. Dir. Willis Kent Time, 68 mlns. Rel. Oct Rev.
Nov. 1.
Speed Madness.
(Capital.)
Speedboat racing with acrobatic trimmings.
Rich. Talmadge, Nancy Drexel. Dir. Geo. Crone. Time, 61 mlns. Rd.
Aug. 27. Rev. Oct. 11.
Tex Takes a Holiday. (Argosy). All multi-color western of a mysterious
stranger.
Wallace MacDonald, Virginia Brown Falre. Dir. Alvln J.
Nletz. 69 mins. Rev. Dec. 13.
Unholy Love. (First Dlv.) The classic. 'Hme. Bovary,' transplanted to
Rye, N. Y. H. B. Warner, Llla Lee. Dir. Albert Ray. Time, 76 mlna.
Rel. Aug. Rev. Aug. 30.
Woman In Chains. (Auten.) Tragedy of a woman tied to an hypochondriac.
Eng. cast. Dir. B^sll Dean. Time, 68 n-.ins. Rel. Nov. 18. Rev. Nov. 22.

Foreign Language Films
movement of foreign Alms, this list covers one
year of releases.)
(Most of these available with Rngllsh titles.)
(Auten) (French). Comedy drama. Henri Marchand,
Raymond Cordy. Dir. Rene Clair. 93 mins. Rel. May.
Barberlna, die Taenzerin von Sansoucl. (Capital) (German). Rococco musical
comedy. Lll Oagover, Otto Gebuehr. Dir. Carl Froellch. 83 mins.
Rel. Nov. 20.
Brand In der Oper. (Capital) (German). Alu.sical drama. Gustav Froellch.
(Note: Because of the slow

A

Nous

la

LIberte.

Dir. Carl Froellch.

Broken
M.

Rel. July 19.
Vow, The, (Capital) (Polish). From
Cybulski. 89 mins. Rel. Aug. 25.

a novel.

Krystyna Ankwicz,

Cinq Gentleman Maudit (Protex) (French). Mystery drama. Rene Lcfrvre,
Harry Baur. Dir. Julien Duvivler. 78 mlns. Rel. Jan. Rev. Jan. 24.
Coiffeur Pour Dames (Paramount) (French). Musical farce. Fernand Gravey.
80 mlns.
Rel. July 1. Rev. Nov. 8.
Das Ekel (German) (Protex). Comedy. Max Adalbert. Dir. Franz Wenzler.
76 mlns. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 16.
Das Schoene Abenteuer (German) (Protex).
Romantic comedy.
Kacthe
von Nagy. Dir. Reinhold Schunzel. 83 mlns. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 13.

Schubert's Fruehllngatraum. (Capital) (Ger). Musical of Schubert's
Carl Joeken, Siegfried Arno. Dir. Rich. Oswald. Time, 71 mlns.

June 28.
Scheidungsgrund

life.

Rel.

Sein
(German) (Protex). Comedy drama. Lien Deyers.
Dir. Alfred Zelsler. 80 mlns. ReL March 1. Rev. March 8.
Storm Over Zakopane.The. (Capital) (Polish). (Synchronized.) Danger In
the mountains. Time, 89 mlns. Rel. A\ig. 26.
Taenzerin von Sansoucl. See 'Barberlna'.
Tempest (German) (Protex). Drama. EJmll Jannlngs, Anna Sten. Dir. Robert Sledmak.

90

mlna

Rel.

March

1.

Rev. March

22.

Tingle Tangio. (New Era) (Ger). Comedy. Ernest Verebes, Fritz Kampers.
Elizabeth Plnajeff. Dir. Japp Speyer. Time, 93 mlns. Rel. May 16.
Trapeze (German) (Protex). Circus drama. Anna Sten. Dir. A. E. Dupont
80 mins. Rel. May 1. Rev. May 10.

Trenck (A-R)
Feb.

(Ctor).

Romantic drama.

Dorothea Wlecke.

90

mlns.

possibilities
of playing its own
(Paramount) foreign versions, including originals abroad, as well
as French and German copies of
Hollywood-produded features, at the
house.
Meanwhile, even with RIalto closing tomorrow (Wednesday), Par has
no product in sight to succeed 'Sign
of Cross' on two-a-day basis, which

closed

Sunday

This

Time

Rel.

(29) night.

TAX BILL

CALIF.

1.

Unknown

Heroes. (Capital) (Polish). Polish police activity. Mary Bogda,
Adam Brodzicz. Time, 89 mins. Hei. Aug. 26.
Victoria und Ihr Husar (A-R) (Ger). Viennese operetta.
90 mlns.
Rel. Feb. 1.
Voice of the Desert, The. (Capital) (Polish).
Algerian story in authentic
locales. Adam Brodzicz, Mary Bogda.
Time, 89 mlns. Rel. Aug. 25.
Weekend In Paradise. (Capital) (Ger). Farce. Otto Wallburg, Julius Falkenstein, Elsie Elster. Trude Berliner. Dir. Robt Land.
Time, 81 mlns.
Rel. Nov. 1.
Yorck (German) (Protex). Historical drama. Werner Krauss. Rudolf Forster.
Dir. Gustav Uclcky.
90 mins. Rel. Nov. 1. Hev. Nov. 27.

ZIrkus Leben.
(German) (FAF). Circus drama. Llane Ilald. Dir. Heinz
Paul. 70 mins. Rel. Dec. 16. Rev. Jan. 3.
Zwel Herzen und EIn Schlag (German) (Protex). Operetta. Lilian Vnrvoy
Dir. Wllhelm Thielc. 90 mlns. Rel. Sept 1.
Rev. Sfjit, 13

Key

to addresi

American-Roumanian Films,
Associated Cinema, IBi

W.

15C0 Broadway.
65 th St.

Harold Auten, 1560 Broadway.
Capital Film Exchange, 630 Ninth Ave.
Foreign American Films, 111 W. 57lh St.
John Krlmsky, 83 West 42d St.
International Cinema, 1499 Fifth Ave.
New Era, 630 Ninth Ave.
Protex 'Trading, 42 B. 58th St.
Symon Gould. 261 W. 89th St.

Film

V/zc

Foot

J.in.

ZO.

Wanted
Hollywood,

Facing a tax of lV4c. per foot on
picture film manufactured and
exhibited In the state of ralifornia,
picture Intorest.s are proparlng to
w.ige a flKht bofore tlie Assembly,
now in session In Sacramento.
Producers claim It Is a further

all

move toward
|ii-pRslve

-Amklno, 723 Seventh Ave.

on

obnoxious

t.T.x;itii)n.

and

op-

Tax would run

Into the millions annually.
Kill was Introduced Into the Assembly by Ros.s, of Redding, and Is
believed to have the support of the
northern Callforni.a legislators, who
figure It an easy method of balancA'i<ll

ing tho hoavlly ovpr-lnirdoncd state

budget for the next two years.
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Notice to swivel-chair prophets!

Advice to trade-press forecasters!
Hint to guessers of box-office results!

YOU'RE ALL WET!
You made a prophecy about M-G-M's

STRANGE— INTERLUDE
{Norma Shearer

You

said

You

it

Clark Gable Together!)

———^—

was a good

picture!

predicted success for

it!

But you didn't guess the half of

it!

THE BOX-OFFICE
SENSATION OF THE DAY, in big cities, in
medium-sized cities, in small towns!
^'Strange Interlude''

is

''Strange Interlude" continues to top "Smilin'
Thru," "Prosperity," "Tarzan," "Hell Divers"

and

in

many

spots even

"Grand Hotel" !

! I

important to hold open extra time for "Strange
Interlude/' It is wise to double your promotion
efforts! The Hell with prophets! Here are PROFITS!
Here's your opportunity! With cheers from M-G-M!
It is

—

PICTURES

Tuesday, January 31, 1933

W. Houses at Auction

H

Liquidation of Chain Declared Bankrupt
Liabilities 2 V2 Millions
Lios Angeles, Jan. 30.

Liquidation of Pacific Northwest
Theatres, Inc., Fox West Coast subBid, which was adjudicated bankrupt, Dec. 81 by the U. S. District

...

—

Independent Feature Picture Can
Find Market—Conditions
Rapidly Changing

THEATRES WANT INDIES

Sale will be conducted In

MD. TRYING TO PASS

atres Is

Assets and Liabilities of Bankrupt Par AfMany Leases Involved
filiate

[

.

Police are reported to be Investigating a rumor that the fire was of
Frank Newman, Sr., former F-WC Incendiary origin. House was pickOperating
division manager in the Northwest, eted some months ago.
who with Attorney Don Graham of company had only had charge of
Seattle was named co-receiver of the house a few days.
Pacific Northwest by the court, has
been engaged by Scott as temporary
operator of the defunct houses, and
will probably continue to function
until some disposition of the theblock.
Seattle.

STATE

made.

Liabilities of Pacific Northwest
are listed at close to $2,600,000, with
assets primarily consisting of leases.

M

TAX BILL

Independent product with any
chance at all, is under the most
promising conditions currently in
certain spots, notably New York,
with playdates
the asking in
houses which formerly snubbed
anything from indie makers. Plus
other large keys which are being
forced to booking minor pictures
as a result of shortage, if not due
to price, the situation

Baltimore, Jan.

30.

is

generally

demed unusual.

An indie with a picture now that
Theatre owners of Maryland were
above shotgun worth
Principal creditors are the Fox- last week thrown into an uproar shapes at all
West Coast Service Corp., with a when It was revealed that the state has plenty of important playdates
situaclaim for $1,600,000, and $160,000 In legislature Is contemplating impos- to shoot at.' Difference in the
Pacific
Northwest ing a 10% tax on amusements. This tion amounts to a difference in
outstanding

will be in addition to federal taxes
Excessive rentals, contracted in already being collected under the
days; disinclin- congressional tax system put into
ation of labor crafts to accept or effect some months ago taking a
consider wage ' reductions and a 10% toll above 40c. The state levy
greatly oyerseated situation are the would be on all amusements, no
three principal reasons to which the matter how small the admission
price.
failure of the chain Is attributed.
Preparation for the bill Is being
Just what part F-WC will play In conducted by the backers In the
the liquidation of the subsidiary, or most secretive manner possible to
whether the circuit will again oper- avert representatives of the indusate in that territory, cannot at this
tries to be taxed from forming any
time be foretold, according to ex- formidable
opposition
in
time
ecs. There are so many stock ramienough to prevent its passage. Thefications, and Inter-Iocklng stock aratre owners immediately started
rangements that it will be some what efforts they can make to hold
time before order can be restored
up the passage of this tax.
out of the chaos.
What particularly heats the local
film men is that the business will
be taxed by the bill. If passed, on
the legal theory that the motion picture and theatre business can be
Formed for Par With Banka Named classified as luxuries.
As Depositories

bonds.

more prosperous

COMMITTEES

Chase Bank, Commercial National
and Chemical Bank have been

De Luxe

Trailers Fails

named

depositories for certain bondholders and stockholders protective
committees of Paramount, organization of which was announced late
last

week.

An

independent

RKO

DeLuxe

Trailers, Inc., associated

with the Meyer-Rleger Laboratories
at 630 Ninth avenue, has been assigned for the benefit of creditors,
O'Malley is
to David A. O'Malley.
president of the company.
Imperial Distributing Corp., staterlghter, recently obtained a $1,600

stockholders committee started to
form late last week.
Chase is the depository for the
bondholders committee on the 20year 6% sinking fund gold bonds Judgment against DeLuxe Trailers.
due Dec. 1, 1947 on ParamountFamous Lasky Corp., and the 20year 5^% sinking fund gold bonds Sound Reel Cameramen
due Aug. 1, 1950 of the Paramount-

Publlx Corp.
Frank A. Vanderlip Is chairman of
the committee. It Includes Sir WI1-,
Ham Wiseman, of Kuhn Loeb, & Co.
Robert K. Cassett, of Cassett & Co.;
Lawrence Stern, of Chicago, and
Duncan Q. Harris, of Brown, Wheelock, Harris & Co.
Davis, Polk, Warden, Gardiner
and Reed are counsel for the committee. Secretary is Frederick Sheffield.

The stockholders protective committee for Paramount-Publlx Includes Barney Balaban of Chicago;
John P. Blckell, of the Toronto firm
of Mclntyre, Porcupine Mines, Ltd:
RulofC E. Cutten of E. F. Cutten &
Co.; Maurice Newton, of Hallgarten
& Co.; and Duncan A. Holmes, who
Is chairman of the committee. The
attorneys are Cook, Nathan and
Lehman. Richard W. Matthews

Demanding Higher Scale

Continued wage squabbles with
may
soundnewsreel
cameramen
force all outfits to shoot silent and
dub sound In the 'talking reporter'
manner until the uniform wage
thing Is adjusted.
Unlversal's McNamee role has
eliminating the
that advantage,

sound crew In many shots, shooting
the stuff silent, with the result their
wage scale is low.
The other reel outfits point to U's
norm but the sound crews demand
more, with continuous squabbling.

Pat Casey wa,. to have handled
the situation at one time but was
called to the coast on more urgent
studio labor matters.

$3,800 for Theatre Hurt

Is

Long Beach,

secretary.

The Commercial National Bank Is
the depository for this stockholders'
protective Committee.
Another committee Is on the ParaCorp., on the first
mortgage 26-year sinking fund gold
loan notes certificates due Jan. 1,
1951. Chemical Bank Is the depository for this committee of which
Peter Grimm, of White & Sons is
chairman, Stroock and Stroock Is
counsel and Morton L. Dcitch secre-

mount-Broadway

tary.

This committee Includes J. Russell
Forgan, of Field, Gore & Co.; Robert Goelet; Howard Smith, of the
Home Insurance Company; and ElIsha Walker, of Kuhn, Loeb & Co.

Publix Enterprises as Guarantor

YOnK BEST

Nate Block's House Barned Any Worthwhile

Kansas City, Jan. 30.
Orpheum, St Joseph, Mo., owned
court of Seattle, will be started by Nate Block, and operated by the
within the next week when B. W. O. Q. Amusement company, local,
Scott, trustee, will put the 30 -odd burned Tuesday morning. Loss Is
theatres Involved on the auction estimated at $60,000.

Mrs. Rachel

Calif.,

Jan.

30.

Newman was awarded

value of theatre playdates.

While the Indies generally are
fighting for existence, most find conditions tough, despite decentralization, product shortage, etc., so many
Important indie first-run possibilities have opened up that the producer has a fine chance of getting
negative cost back through a mini-

mum
In

of playdates.

New York

there has been a

distinct Increase In the number of
Indie bookings into first run houses,
including those in the
classification. Winter Garden is beginning to
play them at a reported fair rental,
while last week Mayfair took 'Big
Drive,' and the old Roxy has booked
'Death Kiss.' Other spots for Indie

A

product have been opened up by
such houses as the Globe and Central, though, grinds.

An Example
•Death Kiss' booking for the old

Roxy may be taken as an example
of what's happening. On the basis
of Its rental, said to be $1,600 for a
week, picture will get 3% of its
negative cost out of one date alone.
'Death Kiss' Is reported having cost
$66,000 to make.
Roxy previously
paid $6,000 flat weekly for Columbia features.
As In New York, Indie product
where meritorious after screenings,
has been squeezing noticeably into
the first runs of other keys.
In
some cases It Isn't the potential box

damages

ing theatres:

at $1 top, with 75 cents In the afternoons. 'Cross* asked $1.60 and $1
at matineed.
'Cavalcade' comes to the Nixon

next

Monday

(6)

Beach, in Florida; Keith's, Atlanta

and Rialto, Macon, in Georgia;
Paramount, at Ft W^yne and State,

South Bend, In Indiana; Ottumwa
with a minimum and Rialto at Ottumwa and Capitol, at Sioux City, in Iowa; Paramount at Ashland, Ky.; Columbus
at Columbus, in Ohio; Fremont at
Fremont, World at Kearney, Lin-

of three weeks scheduled.
$1 scale Is the lowest on record
around here for a two-a-day picture.
«

A

coln

at

Lincoln,

Paramount

at

North Platte and State and World,
Omaha, in Nebraska; Quirk at Fulton, and Paramount, Syracuse, in
New York; Plaza, Ashville, Caro15-2SC SCALE lina at Charlotte and the Carolina,
Winston- Salem, In North Carolina;
Palace and Rialto at Hamilton,
Chicago, Jan. 30.
Paramount at Springfield, ParaAaron Jones closed the Randolph mount at Steubenvllle and Cameo,
for several days last week to give
and State at Toungstown, all In
It a paint job and general going
Ohio; Criterion, Ritz and Victoria,
over.'
House reopened Friday un- at Oklahoma City, Okla.; Penn at
der Jones' management. House re- Ambridge and Capitol at Butler,
ln.:-ar«\
verted to him a couple of weeks Pennsylvania; Carolina at Colum-j^'^J
ago.
bia, Carolina, Egyptian and Rlvoli
Jones now has the Woods and at Greenville, Carolinr. at SpartanRandolph within a block of each burg and Rex at Sumpter, in South
other oh daily change, 16 -26c. and Carolina;
Paramount,
Columbia
both doing nicely.
and Cameo at Bristol, Gem at Jackson and Paramount at Nashville,
in Tennessee; Worth at Ft. Worth,
House as Contract Breaker Kirby and Metropolitan at Houston,
in Texas; Capitol and Victory at
Salt Lake City, Utah; Paramount
Blamed for Union Pickets at
Charlotte, Kentucky and State at
Lexington, in Kentucky; Isls and
Paramount at Lynchburg and ParaNewark, Jan. 80.
,
The unions won over the Empire mount at Newport News, In Virwhen Vice Chancellor Berry vacated ginia; Paramount and Strand, at
the injunction he| had granted the Cheyenne, Wyo.; and Empire, Porthouse preventing unlawful picket- land, Me.
Stock interests In various corpoing. He
stated that the unions
should not use more than five pick- rations held by Publix Enterprises.
ets at any one time.
It had been
Asset* and Liabilities
charged that 60 and 60 men were
Aggregate rentals under leases Is

AARON

JONES' 2 IN

cm AT

'

.

The defense asserted that
used.
not more than 25 had been used.
Vice chancelor said that no proof
had been submitted that threats or
violence had been used and the
placards had not been objectionable.
He added that the house had
brought on the condition by breach"
of -a contract lawfully entered into.
The trouble arose through the
house breaking the union agreement owing, it was alleged, to bad
business.

value that counts as much as
the rental saving the operator will
Occasionally a surprise occurs, with an Indle at half the normal rental terms grossing in comparison with regular run of major

Pre-War Scale

set at $30,952,260, while stock interests In various corporations of
which some of these houses are
units, Includes Atlanta Enterprises,
A. H. Plank Theatre
$1,016,810;
and Tennessee
Corp.;- $1,544,332;

Enterprises, $1,014,004.

Debts claimed due to Publix Enterprises on open accounts Include
A. H. Bla:ik, $1,476,916; Paramount
Southern
Enterprises,
$1,236,501;
Enterprises of Texas, $1,696,636; St
Petersburg (Fla.) Enterprises, $1,-

Toledo
298,360;
$1,020,176.

in la.

Paramount

Corp.,

Liabilities of Publix Enterprises
Include unsecured claims of Publix

Theatres Corp., $6,748,272; ParaCedar Rapids, la., Jan. 30.
mount Publix Corp., $1,037,247, plus
has announced a new
a note to Universal Pictures for
Paramount and State, $209,007,
listed as a contingent liafeatured as first run
both
bility,
and minor obligations of
a pretty position with theatres cry- houses with prices to pre-war Augusta
Carolina
Enterprises,
Ingr for passable picture product at levels, 26 afternoons and nights 36;
Amusement Co., Montgomery Ena low rental. Disorganization of children 10c at any time.
terprises,
Memphis Enterprises,
most indies and that only a few
Publix-Indiana, Publix- Salt Lake,
have territories under control are
Theatre Co., Savannah
SAENGER RECEIVERSHIP Imperial
what hold the whole Indie mob back
Theatres, United Theatre Enterthe most. It Is said.
prises, Kansas City Operating Co.,
E. V. Richards Appointed Receiver
Regal Theatres, J. H. Cooper, Lin$306,000 in Debts, Besides Bonds
coln Theatres, Daytona Beach TheShorts with Merchandise
atres, Gulf Theatres and Midland
New Orleans, Jan. 30.
Following the Paramount Publix Theatres, Sparks Enterprises, LakeAndrew Stone, former shorts pro- receivership in New York came an land, Fla. Corp., Commercial InvestVincent
ducer, heads a new commercial film application here from It f r receiv- ment Trust Co., Wilmer &
Theatres.
outfit. Race >iipht. Inc.
It hag made
ership of Saenger Theatres, Inc. and W. S. Butterfleld
releases.
The indie film producer, keeping
his negative cost away down, is In

Publix

policy

for
to be

—

tieups with national product manufacturers for $1,000,000 worth of
merchandise in lieu of a fee for the
screen plugging.
Stone's novelty comedy series is
sold to the exhibitors, along with

Anniversary's Stage Show
Chicago, Jan.
B.

30.

&

K.'s

Southtown

will

30.

cele-

Principal Theatres, afllliated with brate its first anniversary starting
F-WC, has signed a new two-year Friday with Ed Lowry, Hildegarde
lease on the I'resldent, grind house, and Hal Mencken on stage.
No regular stage policy contemat $2,500 a week.
I>ease Is effective as of Sept. 1, pl.ited for straight picture house
1933.

Publix Enterprises Is listed as
guarantor of leases for the follow-

Paramount and Plaza, MontgomPittsburgh, Jan. 30.
Taking a cue from experience of ery, Ala.; America, Paramount and
'Sign of Cross', which closed an un- Rialto, Colorado Springs and Denprofitable tw )-week road show en- ver and Paramount, Denver; Florgagement at the Nixon Saturday ida at Gainesville, Beaux Arts at
Palm Beach and Kettler, West Palm
(28), Fox will play 'Cavalcade' her.e

ofilce

Re-Lease L. A. President
Lqs Angeles, Jan.

'Cavalcade' at $1

effect.

aginst the Long
Beach Theatre Corp., operators of
the State, in her suit for injuries a quota of merchandise. The comfrom a fall in the theatre that re- mercial asi)oots of the films arc tied
up with a contest which entitles
sulted in a broken arm and wrist.
Originally a.^kod Superior court winners to baskets of grocerie.s,
etc.
to award her $54,000.
$3,800

S5

BRIGHT SPOT

IN
30 Pacific N.

VARIETY

B.

&

K. states.

Federal Judge Boran placed E. V.
Richards in charge under $25,000
bond.
The parent corporation claimed
.Saen'.fer company was unable to pay
a loan of $6,000. Saenger listed Its
liabilities as $1,856,000, of which $1,550,000 is in outstanding bonds and
real estate owned by the local corpf)ration in three States. Remainder
of $306,00.0 Is listed as debts to various person.s and companies.
In the application Hied in Federal
court the Saenger company did not
ll.st
assets in money, but simply
made mentif)n of the mortpagc.s on
the various theatres and real estate
given as .security for the bonds.
ffacHKer theatres is operating thefitres in T.riul.sian.i, ,Ml.s.'!i.sHii)pi, Ala-

bama, Arkan.sa.s and

Florid.i.

Thcs"! take in subsidiary theatre

companies as well as Publix partners.

—L,

A

few of the houses for which
Publix Kntcrprises is guarantor of
leases are included In the PublixNebraaka and Publlx-FitzPatrickMcElroy groups, both of which are
in

individual receivership to cover
number of theatres.

their total

Frisco Deal
San

Franci.sco, Jan. 30.

Deal is on between Fox-West
Coast and United Artists for former
to acquire an interest in the U. A.
theatre.

Among
L.

offers made U. A. and H.
Cohen, oWner of the house, la an

interest in the

Fox Paramount.

PICTURES

VARIETY

36

Tae«d«7, itamtaj 31, 1933

Preview-itis

HobiitzeDe Objected to Waste in

Hollsrwood, Jan.

RKO.

PreventiiMi Mutual Trade
RAW

There are seven houses In the
NUDIST STUFF TOO
RKO Southern Corp., or Interstate
group which RKO has petitionied Finally Declared Out for N. Y. State
Into bankruptcy, along ivlth other
—Came Up oh Appeal
These are owned
theatre subslds.
by Karl Iloblitzelle. Of the group,
Albany, N. T., Jan. 30.
three are presently closed. They include the ilajestlc. San Antonio;
Majestic, Ft. Worth, and Trianon,

Declaring 'The Naked Age' as InFrank P. Graves, state

decent, Dr.

commissioner of education, Frl. (27)
ruled out the film In New York
the Majosiic and Capitol, Dallas;
state and at the same time placed
Mnje.-;iic, Houston, and Ritz, Blrmban on the exploitation of nudist
a
inphy m.

Birmingham.

Active

list

Despite the fact that W. T.
Lackey's production, *SeM De-"

wa.x pay ins a weekly rental
someiliinij like $20,000 for the

seven

.spots.

Charles Koerner

films.

The

In the

United States and abroad.

film Is of nudist colonies

Dr. Graves' decision,

Is -the

made

RKO

RKO

RKO

RKO

Bowser and

Cop Three Top

Incompetents
With that mind, Hoblitzelle Is
known to. have suggested that he
might give RKO an adjustment In
the rents on the southern house pro-

Awards

for

F-WC

Los Angeles, Jan.

Biz

Final standing In the second ineliminated certain In- creased business drive staged
by
Its docks.
Fox West Coast in the last three
month? has Rick Ricketson of the
Inter-Mountain territory topping
the divisions, with Al Hansen's Lofl
Ang4les and Southern California
division second.
RKO
A. M. Bowles' San Francisco diministration worked against RKO vision ran third; Frank Newman,

RKO

Hoblltzelle particularly stressed the
etudlo and vaude booking ends
J^Tttlch he Is stated to have decried
very strongly as Inefllclent.
That certain changes seemed beadyond the power of the

and Hoblitzelle together.Sr., for the Seattle-Portland dlv.
When no chance to co-operate this rated fourth, and J. Reeves Espy,
way was apparent, Hoblitzelle fig- li. A. deluxe and San Diego, tailed
ured out a pool between RKO and the list.
Paramount In the South which
George Bowser, during the drive
might have saved RK,0 at least in charge of the Los Angeles No. 1
$100,000 annually, acording to ac- district, copped the district honors
counts, but the plan wasn't ac- and wins the $500 in gold offered by
There were operating ob- the Skouras Bros, for that feat.
cepted.
jections from the RKO end.
Three Los Angeles hoqse managers ran one, two, three In the
managerial standing. Mort Gold,

FELD-CHATKIN SUING

*

try feels that this, although

time low,

salaries

list

non,

Chatkln's $650 weekly.

Both complaints alleges Feld and
Chatkin were discharged from Publix and thus are entitled to full payment under their contracts. Each
contract has until Dec. 31, 1933, to
go.
When Feld and Chatkln resigned around Vic. 1, they announced their intention of acquiring theatres under their personal
management. So far it is not known

vice-president

and

studio

manager, has gone to New York
to pep up sales. He will be away
two weeks.
'Dreamers of Glory,' one of the

seats, 293,000 less

ALLHARirORD
HOUSES CUT
Hartford, Conn., Jan. 30.
Every theatre in town cutting
playing
scale.
State
formerly
vaudeville resumed double features
at 10 and 20c and the Publlx AUyn,
reduced to 20-40 for first runs.
Palace, Arat run, drops to 35c top

and the big Capitol is 46o top with
stage show. Loew's Is at the old
scale of 15-35 for first runs, double.
Cameo, an old burlesque house, goes
Into films at 10c at all times. The
Strand theatre changes its policy
going into Saturday openings, the
Allyn starts oft every Thursday and
the Palace on Saturday. Regal goes

occupy.

Postponment of construction is
held responsible for theatre obsolesence stepping ahead of box office replacements. In 1932, slightly over
200
new theatres were erected
whereas In the five previous years
the industry replaced its tottering
houses and added to its box office
strength at the rate of around 1,000
houses per annumw
it

pression,

7|c IN SCALE FOR

SHEA HOUSE

IN ERIE

over the

.

official figures, of the 6,896
thisatres closed, 3,726 are silent But
the number of silent houses in the
n. S, has been reduced until they
total one fourth of the box office
population, or 4,080 theatres.

Indies

Another conspicuous item In the
survey Is the dominating position,
at first glance, of independently controlled theatres. There are 13,796 of
these alongside of a total of 5,616
circuit theatres, affiliated and unatflUated. But when It comes to a
comparison of seats the indies, with
nearly three times as many box offices httve only 166,363 seats more
than the circuits. Further study of
the chart shows that of the houses
closed many are Independents.
This chart of theatres opened ahd
closed in the key cities, as compiled
by the Film Boards of Trade and
corrected by the Hays Organlzatlon«
foI16ws:
-Totel-

Sound

.

Chicago

first -run

the

Pittsburgh

"

.

Dc^" Moines

in

situation in Erie,
Pa., where it's now possible to buy
an admission for as little as 7^
cents.
Situation exists there at
Shea's theatre under a two-for-one
tie-up with the Erie street railways

Detroit
Indianapolis
Kansas City

Memphis

Eyssell

on

RKO

Staff

Eyssell, former assistant to

—

Deluxer Does It General Cut Ex*
pected to Follow

28

20
60
61
46
93

393
427
760
646
196
467
866
400
259
466

Omaha

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
Salt Lake City
San Francisco

60
90
63
8?
136
47
91
403

1,046

It's a little different locally, where
Shea must use something different Seattle
dlfflcjulty in getting product. Washington
depends chiefly on Indie
product, getting only a small split
from Fox and a few M-G-M sluff- Sole Indie

Gus

81
.

613
466
659
470
216
451
793
176
341

Los Angeles

due to
Fulton

Other flrst-run sites In Erie are
sticking to a 40-cent top for the
time being.

132
210
39
60
105
115
62

466
659
321
368

Milwaukee
company.
Holders of trolley passes can buy Minneapolis
two admissions for price of one at New Haven
Shea's, where scale is 16 cents In New Orleans
the afternoon, and 16-80 at night. New York
House has Paramount and Metro Oklahoma City

o's.

2,170
46

361
657
861
364
332
766
767

.

showing plenty of concern

Distributors

cities repretheatres, economic

between 1,500 and 2,000
seata and erected at a cost not over

Open

Buffalo ...
Charlotte

Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas
Dcjnver

Pittsburgh, Jan. 30.
territory

Atlanta
Boston

Tacoma, Wash., Jan. 30.
11 NATIONALS SOLD
Walter Fenney, manager of JenNorthern California
in
& von Herberg's big downtown HousesGoing
to Redwood Co.
first run deluxer, Roxy, formerly
RKO, broke things wide open here
are
Papers
due to be signed by
with big ad announcing new low end of this week whereby Redwood
Theatres acquires the 11 houses of
at the Burbank lot.
prices for two flrst-run features.
Before returning to Par, * he'll
What ma3e the others cry was National Theatres Syndicate.
Dickering has been handled by
work in 'Private Detective' and 'Lily 10c till 1, 15c till 6, and 20c till
John Saul, theatre salesman, who
Turner,' working In both simul- close.
This house opens at 9 in the represented George Mann and Mortaneously.
Shorts also on the bill. gan Walsh of the Redwood circuit
Possibilities are that Warners will morning.
This places Hamrlck's deluxer, In buying from widow of the late L.
take over the remaining portion of
Westcott's Paramount contract fol- Temple, with ancients at 10-15 out R. Crook, organizer of National
Theatres, who died last year.
of
the
running.
loan
the
lowing the explrat^^n of
Houses are all In northern CaliPrice sla.<;lilnp: In all other houses
out period. Doth studios are hudfornia and under 2,000 seats.
expected next week.
dling on the deaL
sen

runs In key

modem

16,231
...

51'

6

40
90
66
69
40
17

Vaudfilmer
OHIO PRESS AGAINST
In Columbus Union Row

THEATRE

Columbus, Jan. 30.
has been declared on the
clty'^ only vaude house which Is
also
the
city's
only non-union
house. Operated by the Great Lakes

War

M

TAX

Columbus, Jan. 30.
An aroused press throughout the
state has come to the defense of
Theatres, Inc., the Hartman, which the theatre industry and has dehas been making money with Gus clared open war on Gov. George
Sun vaude and films at a 30c top, White's plan to levy a 10% amuse-

was the scene of two Intimidation
attempts In the past seven days.
The first gun fired was the usual
stink bomb.
It drove practically
a full house to the streets near the
conclusion of the final vaude performance of the day. Owner Harry
Schwartz was forced to issue tickets good at any other show to those
driven out.

Three days later the lights in the
lobby and on marque were extinguished and when two building employees went to the cellar to fix
them they were attacked by a gang,
which they clam, called them scabs.
Odd part Is that the building employees are not part of the theatre
force.

Dicker for Contract

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Gordon Westcott, borrowed from
Paramount by Warners for George
Arllss' 'Adopted Father,' has been
given two additional assignments

16th year.
But at
because of the defigured there are 2,000

Film Board

Westcott's Pair on Loan;

WB

when

its

Albany

Tacoma s Panic-10-15-20 for 2 Ist-Runs
Indie

is retired

chiefly

it is

first

-Theatres

twice a week, ...with Colonial and
Central changing four times, weekly.

theatres, though both have loolied
Into various properties around the

rector.

a theatre

reaches

minimum,

more

cal to run, of

than ever before, $200,000.
In the

Experts figure that there are not
In excess of 11,000 houses in the
country today which are in good
condition,
l^ere are 8,000 houses
standing, of which the greater percentage are Included in the closed
theatre figures, rated as worth little
more than the real estate which they

Officially

industry representatives see the replacement of the giant de luxe with

sented In
film

3,200,000

are gathering dust.

Milton Feld and more lately attached to Sam Dembow's theatre
operating staff, is now with RKO In
pictures grossing lew, is being dis- a special capacity as operating contributed In foreign countries by tact for the RKO theatre division
United Artists. Mannon also wants between the latter and the Radio
to get more information on several City theatres.
films made by Weiss Brothers, and
Eyssell will act as an assistant to
released under Supreme Pictures Harold Franklin in this new capacdeals for any banner.
ity.

country.
Feld and Chatkln were with Publlx virtually from lt.<j beginning, former as deluxe theatre operator,
Chatkin as shorts film buyer first,
then director of theatre management and finally as a divisional di-

In keepingr with the

is

Approximately

basis.

of 194 houses.

an

all-

country's economic leveL

Westlake, was first; Marty product tied up in Erie.
Two-for-ones also used by Mort
Schwartz, Belmont (since promoted
to city mgr. at Long Beach), was Shea at his Fulton theatre in Pittssecond, and Wm. O. Butts, third. burgh, although scale there is 25-40
Pantages, in Hollywood, tailed the and operated strictly under coupon

under contracts which had over a
year to go when they resigned from
Paramount Publlx have been filed Mannon Goes East as
individually by Milton H. Feld and
David J. Chatkln. Actions name
Tec-Art Grosses Drop
Pubilx Theatres Corp. as defendant. Papers were served upon the
defendant company during the past
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
week.
Disappointed over grosses on
Feld is suing In round figures for
several pictures In which Tec -Art
$51,000, Chatkln asks for $40,799.
Feld's salary with Publix was $750, is financially Interested, Al Man-

made

Hollywood

With the film box ofBce geared houses, still described as tfaeatrei^
down to one seat for every 16 peo- which are In their 26th year.
LO'oklher into the new theatre era
ple In the United States, tiie indus-

berg,

PDBLIX FOR SALARIES

tlmt they have

'Variety's'

Bulletin.

30.

competent personnel from

Suits seeking to collect

peated Tuesday night.
Distributing organization gets
paid for these 'previews.'

after

divisional director. Where he may a hearing before him, confirms the
original ruling placed against it by
fit in the setup looks to depend as
much on Karl Hoblltzelle, who may Irwin Esmond, state picture censorbe aljout to get back his houses, as ship director. Mr. Esmond had witnessed the picture at a private
upon the Irving Trust as trustee.
showing at the Madison theatre,
For the past few months
had been seeking a readjustment of neighborhood house, Jan. 11.
rentals
involved.
Interstate
the
The law firm of PhiUIpg and
Hoblitzelle apparently was willing Nizer, appealed from the original
providing
showed good faith decision on behalf of the producers,
In its aim to cut overhead along Its Michael Mlndlin and George Demline by eliminating high costs else- bow as the Vision Pictures Corp.,
bailiwick. What of New York.
where in the
Hoblitzelle couldn't gather was that
he was asked to cut while he bewas willing to suflieved that
fer In waste In overhead In certain Ricketson,
of its departments which Hoblitzelle, as a showman saw to be necGoldberg
essarily eradicated.

viding

was 'previewed' at the Forum
Monday night (23) and re-

From

Through Film Boards

Monogram

release,
was first previewed locally
early in December, the indie pic

for

includeii

KKO
of

Open and Closed Houses—List Gathered

rived.

fense,'

U. SL Ikatres

Tabubtion
30.

Hold-over previews have ar<

Unions deny any connection with
either action, while Schwartz states
bluntly that there is only that one

spot from which any such action
could come. He has made no overtures.

ment tax.
The governor
legislature

amusement

drinks, malt and tobacco in order
to obtain funds for poor relief and
aid for weak school districts in the
state.

A

battle on the proposed

program

Is certain.

More

Detroit Cuts

Detroit, Jan. 30.
Price cuts go Into effect at the

Michigan and United Artists
both operated by Publlx.
is from 76c top to 55c.
This is in keeping with the recent
change in policy of the Fisher The-

local

theatres,

The cut

atre to straight pictures at 40c top.

Sheriff at State-Lake,
^

Remade

last week urged ^he
to pass a law taxing
tickets as well as soft

But Adjustment Made
Ghlcaso, Jan.

'Western*

30.

Sheriff visited the State-Lake one

week aclincr on a judgment
obtained by the landlord by default,
make on the former "King of WIM when RKO failed to .inswer a suit.
Horses.' It will release the new ver- A temporary adjustment wns m.Tdc
sion separately from the program with landlord and .«;heriff palled nTf
under the title of 'Wild Stallion.'
after spending only few hours on
Location company spent three premises.
weeks in Arizona m.iklng the new
It all hinged on- oveidue rent v.iili
product with Rex, the horse.
$30,000 involved.
Hollywood, Jan.

30.

Columbia has done a complete

re-

(lay last

,

Tuesilay,

Jmauxj

.

K >t D I O

31, 1938
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ASCAP'S BAKER REACTION
Auto Set Makers Say They're Summer

Advertisers Revert to Theory

Remedy and Are Askmg Free Air Time
Name

Makers of automobile receiving

talent as part of

a national

exploit-

ation camptaiern. Argument is that
the more auto sets that are sold the
easier it will be for' the air chains
to contend with an advertiser's reaction to summer contact on the
air.

Auto set manufacturers," through
their organization, have advised the
chains that they would like to go
on the air but they haven't the coin
to spare. However, declare the set
makers, their problem is one which
should be given co-operation as
broadcasting, and particularly the
have much to gain
networks,
through the sales success of the
auto set.
Advertisers, point out the souVbox makers, are Inclined to pass^p
radio during the summer because of
the contention that on warm nights
people are out driving. But if the
networks could show that 2,000,000
auto receivers have been sold, the

doesn't like the idea of

mRET

Chicago, Jan.

3'

30.

Three,' kid program, is
drawing the most acrimonious comment from parents of
any juvenile entertainment on the
air today. But meanwhile. It's one
of the most popular with kids them'Secret

possibly

selves.
From all accounts the
youngsters are ga-ga over the blood
curdling adventures of the boy detective.

'Secret Three' is all action and
built along the lines of the film
serials of 20 years ago.
It's thick
with villains and loaded with lights,
gunfire and gore.
The kids evidently go into a high fever of ex-

Network thinks It
nice and has so notified
the J. B. Williams Co., whlOi
is about to debut on the chain

Enemies.'
isn't

with a musical session.
Shaving cream makers, it
happens, picked the comedy
and harmony trio because of
the moniker around which the
commercial plans to build its
plug copy. Man's three enemies. It proposes telling listeners, are a tough beard, a
lather that doesn't lather and a
.

sensitive skin.

Commercial retorted that it
the network was so
sensitive about the names of
but the moniker stays or

was sorry
acts,
else.

Spent $700,000 on

the air, giving it a record for
longevity and the amount of money
spent by one advertiser for a disk
program. Beech-Nut's expenditure
will tally over $700,000.
Meantime, the food packer Is
looking around for a network show
to release by way of NBC. What It

has in mind Is a comic who has had
no previous commercial connection
and an orchestra leader of promise
whose name is no special significance on the air. In other words,
the commercial wants to build Its
own stars from unknown material

Petry Takes 5 Stations

From

Riyal Special Reps

WIS

WLS

the

that
has been unusually considerate in protecting their Interests.

3 Cornered Pursuit

For Lincoln's

KFOR

Member

Will Reach for

Dual Tax. Loophole

PREDICT COURT FIGHT
The bringing of Newton
into the

D. Baker
music tax controversy by

the broadcaaters has split the American Society into two reactions re-

garding the move. One group views
the entry of Baksr as the Will Hays
of the broadcasters as an optimistic

omen and a move toward an

'Specials'

differ

from

'general'

reps In that the first confine their
efforts to a small group of selected
stations while the second class sell
spot time to all stations In accordance with the desire of the advertiser.

predicts that the former war secretary's first gesture will be to declare the dual application of the
music tax contrary to the meaning
of the law, and see
long drawn out
battle in the courts to follow.
Responsible for the optimistic
outlook Is E. C. Mills who, upon
iiearlng of Baker's retention by the
National Association of Broadcast-

Immediately wrote Baker welcoming him into the situation. In
ers,

hls^ letter of 'congratulation' Mills

declared
that
the
broadcasters
could have picked no more 'constructive mind' to represent them
in their differences with the society,
etc.

Day

following (26) the dispatchthis communication, the
board of directors met for
their
monthly
around-the-table.
Mills then assured them, that with
a man of Baker's stature representing the opposition there was nothing for the society to worry about.
Suggestion by a couple of members
of the board that a figure, say, of
John W. Davis' standing, be retained to take care of the music
men's interests was decried by Mills
and several directors as an entirely
unnecessary policy and expense.
Consensus of opinion among those
present was that all the society
would now do would be to await
Baker's answer to the ASCAP letter to the NAB offering to revoke
the current license agreement and
ing

of

ASGAP

to

Gratitude a la '33
Chicago, Jan.

30.

An NBC announcer was excited last week by a letter from
a cosmetic account complimenting him for his splendid
work and stating that they
were sending him a token of
their regard. With visions of
a wrist watch that a fellowannouncer received under simia
lar
circumstances
from
grateful advertiser,
speculation on the impending gift took
on a grandiose hue.
suspense was
Finally
the
ended.
The gift arrived. It
was a 60 -cent Jar of cold cream
for his wife.

early

settlement of the license agreement
tangle.
The other A8CAP faction

Chicago, Jan. 30.
outbreak of competitive
First
citement from the various episodes client raiding in the field of spejudging by the horrified complaints cial representatives has occurred
registered by some of the more here.
Howard Petry, new to the
worrisome parents.
has taken
special rep business,
However, the program Is an un- WFAA, Dallas; WBEN, Buffalo,
qualified success from the Three and KFH, Wichita away from WilMinute Oats standpoint and has liam G. Rambeau and WBAP, Fort
helped sales plenty.
Advertiser Worth, and WTMJ.
Milwaukee
hopes that the squawks are only away from Free and Slelnger.
the expression of a cranky mlnprlty.
So-called 'special representatives'
are only about one year old. Ram
beau Is credited with pioneering the
Protects Agents
Idea that stations give their exclu
sive sales representation to one of
flee in the manner of a national ad
Chicago, Jan. 30.
for dally
Station WLS does take care of vertlslng representative
Slelnger
outside agents. A statement to the newspapers. The Free and
while
contrary was based upon the fact firm dates from last summer,
Adthat WLS does business directly Petry, formerly with the Blow
with Balaban and Katz and in such vertising Agency in New York, has
only two
transactions the commission is al- been in this phase of radio
Chi
a
opened
months.
He
has
Just
ways net to the station.
Guy Perkins of RKO and Billy cago office in charge of Ed Voynow,
formerly with Scott Howe Bowen.
Diamond
indies testify

among

—

an act being announced over
Its web as 'The Three Public

Up Own

KIDS aJL

Leads Faction Hailing
Baker's
Entrance
Into
Controversy
Others
Think Former Cabinet

draw up a new one.
The Pessimists

NBC Snubs Disks
Of CBS Programs

filed

Federal

Unless Air Lapse

For

to talk their customers
out of this point of view and artists who clicked on one paid pro-

Its Stations gram began to move from comF^r Inmercial to commercial.

Recordings made of programs
broadcast by the Columbia chain
haven't a chance of getting a spot
release over a station controlled or
operated by NBC. Latter network's
attitude in this direction

came up

when Tangee

lipstick, broadcasting
twice a week over CBS, tried to
place disk versions of these periods
on an NBC west coast station.
Although CBS has its own Coast
affiliate (Don Lee web) the commercial preferred KPO, San Francisco, as the outlet for that terEven if all references to
ritory.
CBS were chiseled out of the stencilling, and an NBC source announcement Inserted, the advertiser
was advised that its program could
not be placed on an NBC -managed
station.
In other words, the advertiser can't use Columbia in the
East and NBC for disks in the West
as far as NBC is concerned.
Programs were picked up by wire,
as broadcast out of the CBS studios
in New Tork, and waxed in a recording studio several blocks away.

Team

Piped Back to

Station That Fired

'Em

In contrast to the above outlook
the one harbored by some members of the board, who anticipate
Chicago, Jan. 30.
Baker's resort to the dual tax loopTeam of Van and Don, dropped a
hole. These directors expect him to few weeks ago by NBC's Artists
declare that the eociety not only Bureau here, has been placed by the
lacks authority to collect a sustain- New York office of NBC. And to
ing fee and a 9% tax on all com- make the situation more poignant
mercial business done by a station, to local radio circles. Van and Don
but that It has no right to tax the will be on the NBC network proproceeds from programs not using gram outletted locally by WMAQ,
AJ3CAP controlled music.
the same station on which they
To these same directors, with were deemed to have flopped.
Baker brought into the situation, a
Van Fleming and Don Neil were
court fights looks inevitable. As sigNBC artists in San Francisco for
nificant in that direction they point
three years, a good part of the time
to that part of Baker's first stateThey came to
for Quaker Oats.
ment to the press in which he said
Chicago about three months ago and
that he had been retained by the
a quick In and out. Then they
NAB to represent the association did
hopped In their auto and continued
'in
conference or in litigation as
may be necessary.* Music, say these eastward.
Is

ASCAP

directors, had to go through
same controversy with the hotel
and cafe men, the dance hall operators, theatre owners and motion
picture producers, and they figure
that
eventally
a similar court
gone through
cycle will have to

this

composer

The bigger the click on one commercial tho tougher it's going to be
from now on for the same performer to connect on another
bankrolled air show. That is, unless he stays off the air long enough
for the dialers to disassociate him
with his previous sponsor.
Advertisers are again coming
around to this point of view declare
their agency reps. This theory held
strong sway until about 18 months
ago. Association of the hit air performer with his product by the fan
was too complicated a one for the
next advertiser to dally with, according to the consensus of opinion
prevailing up to that time. Advertisers at that time expressed a preference for bringing in talent without
previous national commercial servitude, thereby avoiding the possibility of running Into the mental
association snag.
But in due time the networks
were able

tract as he 'had been severely criticized by his own organization because he had made a 'bad deal' and

the ASCAP should have gotten a
substantially better result than was

with broadcasting
establish the obtained.'
30.
This bulletin goes on to toll the
- pub
Wayne King on CBS?
property
her's
with the
station operators that the ASCAP
r)ght."5.
radio commlsh for the
Chicago, Jan. 30.
wants to let the sustaining fee reright
Sch>i«i:Ce'8 Bulletin
to
station
here.
Wayne King's orchestra, now
Beltrlch Dirks, of KFAB, Howard broadcasting Sunday and Tuesday
Althougir^aker supersedes him a8 main as at present, with the .staA. Shuman, former owner and now for Lady Esther's cosmetics over .sijokesman on copyrights for the tion paying It, but to tran.sfcr tho
a member of an Incorporation an NBC web, may have a Thurs- broadcasters, Oswald F. Schuctte commercial tax to the advertl.sfr
Schuctte states as 10%.
called Cornbclt Broadcasting Co
lias advised the stations to refu.sc wlilch
day program over Columbia.
and G. W. Jenkins, former salesTwo factors favor the third pro- to cancel the present copyright con- ARCAP avers that the royalty figman for the station, have all filed. gram going CBS. First la sponsor's trart until a new formula has been ure quoted by Schuctte Is without
Cornbelt Broadcasting has issued wish to tap new listeners, second worked out and approved by the foundation, aa at no time during
2,500 shares of stock with a par NBC's traffic department's difficul- NAB. In his bulletin No. 9 (Jan. 25)
its board dlsr;uKslons wa.s the matvalue of $tO per and is an asso- ties in clearing the choice hour .'^fhuette declared that Mill.*) was ter of perfent.Tgc In rf^ard to tlx'
ciation of eight local men.
wanted on Thursday.
seeking to revise the present con- advertiser levy brought up.
Lincoln, Jan.

Three factions have

a

Is N. G. for

Mills

NBC

prop would be knocked from under
this argument of the advertisers, say
'Chandn/ bat Would
the manufacturers.
All they want from the networks,
Talent
Bnad
weekly
is
proa
the set men say,
gram with no charge for time or
talent. Affiliated stations, they feel
Packing washes up on
Beech-Nut
certain, would be glad to co-operate
because the local outlet would also its bankrolling of the recorded
have everything to gain by the 'Chandu the Magician' series on
boosting of the auto set. Each net- some 30 stations March 3. Serial
work is being asked to contribute a will then have wound up a con
sistent run of almost one year on
weekly quarter hour.

MOTHERS PROTEST, BUT

Clkk Talent

New Program

Objection

gets are trying to interest the net-

works In contributing free time and

lliat

stance the Boswell Sisters stepped
from a chocolate to a cigarette account; the Mills Brothers were no
sooner deprived of a lard tag than
they were selling a cold remedy and
soon after that soap, etc.

Benny As Example
However, things aren't working
so favorably that way now, say the
They're back to the old
preference for talent that hasn't
been too closely associated with another product. This angle made itself prominent when Old Gold execs
were considering Jack Benny for
the program which it d,ebuts next
week, -Feb. 7, on Columbia. Several
of that tobacco company's heads argued that although Benny Impressed
them as okay for the spot, his association with Canada Dry would
still be too vivid for the fans to connect him with a cigarette.
Had
there been an Interim of some
advertisers.

months between accounts
have been

right,

all

it

would

the Old Gold

Benny wound up

gang averred.

for
the ginger ale last Thursday (26).
Chief point that militated aginst
Bing Crosby's connection with another commercial, exponents of the
above theory .further cite, was the
chariness among advertisers that
his association with Cremo had not
yet evaporated. Warbler finally became an acceptable attraction to
Chesterfield after he had been without a commercial period for seven

months.
The networks, themselves, are beginning to give credence to the 'association' theory agioi Chain bookers are urging name people who
finished with a commercial to lay off
trying to make another Immediate
product contact and concentrate for
awhile on personal stage appearances while retaining their ether
hold through the sustaining method.

Charis Resumes, but

On

45

NBC

Stations

Charis Corp., corset makers, re-

sumes
March

its

network

exploit.ition

but this time on NBC.
8,
Until early this winter account was
on the Columbia books.
Contract with NBC calls for 4.";
stations Wednesday afternoon.") and
stipulates a minimum of 13 weeks.
Prognini will .'ifrain be labeled the
'Charis Musical Uevuo.' with tho
talent yet to be piokerl.
John I>.

Putlor

aKoncy,

of

J'hil.idflphla,

Is

linndling.

KFOR

Champ Old Fiddler
(

liic.-itrii,

Is

27

Jan. 30.

Cl.iytuii MrMii Ii(-n, champion 'old
(iddlcr,' li.Ls Joined the Cumberland

Uidgo Kunners at

WLS.

He won

the recent Cincinnati Old Fiddlers
.Vaiiori.il (."ontPflt.

incongruously
only 27 years old.

Siirrifwhat

Mlchf-n

is

Mc-

MJB

Rito's orohif

KENNEDY-JUDGE
KERyiLLE

COL.

'Demitau* Revus'

T«d Fio

Tommy

Hari

BAS-

20,000

Ernie Smith* M|irt|h .PrtfV<^ 'Di>«maj)f/iNewa
«nson, Muny Mkroellinok K«n COMMERCIAL
WOKO, Albany, N. Y.
Allan, Vera Van.
Presented by the 'Knickerbocker
80 Mint.
Press' and Albany 'Evening News**
COMMERCIAL
associated with the station, this
KQO, 8an Franofsco
offers a dramatic version of
MJB bad a generally good pro- sketch
outstanding general and local news
flrara with John P. Medbury and
It is a miniature 'March of
Ted Flo Hito'fl band on Monday events.
Time.'
The only two members of
nlgrhts at 7:30 for 30 minutes. Spon
an arduous task on
Bor and Lord & Thomas agency ef- the cast have
hands
when it is taken into
their
fected multl-chanere in the setup,
to pordropping Medbury, retaining Flo consideration that they have
tray
an average of 15 characters.
mto, adding Tommy Harris and
Ernie Smith. Results this Initial Most all sound effects are handled
night weren't entirely happy, with by electrical transcription.
Judge BaskervlUe (LeVere L. Fulshow going Into so many tricks that ler)
is an old man who is visited
the listener felt like a chameleon
twice a week by Col. Kennedy, a
trying to harmonize with Scotch
writer and traveler employed on the
plaid.
newspaper owned by the Judge, a
Evidently sponsors felt there was
temperamental invalid, but still a
enough singing on the half hour powerful
figure in the newspaper
with Muzzy MarcelUno, Ken Allen
The reporter calls on the old
and Vera Van handling those tasks. field.
man
to report the latest news
Accordingly Harris did imitations
events
as
you hear the run of the
of Crosby and Jolson singing. Bven
presses.
the curse of too much singing would
Before the dramatization the rehave been an improvement over
porter
(the Rev. Royden Nelson
these imitations. Harris can sell a
pastor of the Memorial Bappop tune; that's his forte, but If it Rand,
tist church and a former newspaper
must be impressions, other subjects columnist
and author) gives a brief
would be better.
Ernie Smith is w. k. around here resume of the stories and comments
as sports announcer for Hearst and about them afterwards with the
His is a judge. With only 15 minutes alscribe on 'Examiner.'
puncliy style that should please the lotted, much time Is devoted to explanations.
The old man uses a
ferns. Confined himself to commerwheezy voice and In many instances
cial plugs.
Flo Rito and his excellent group the characters vocally get away
from
their
roles.
The script is
of dansapatloa experts have been
developed into an outstanding dance written by Mr. Rand.
Sketch is given twice -a week,
band. On the program, as at the
8:15
p.m.
Saturdays-Tuesdays,
and
St. Francis hotel Flo :Rito capably
presided at the Steinway, and In is fair enough under local consideraddition to directing tossed In a ation.
solo, 'or Man River" that was tophole. New feature inaugurated this MR., SOLE AND MR. HEEL
night was a. marimba trio that With Jay Dennis and Ted Reese
might be developed as a musical-re- 8ona«f Talk
minder of each coffee bean's home COMMERCIAL
town. It worked right neatly Into WEAF, New York
Judging from the load of adverthe half hour.
Fio Rito's: organization includes tising this one carries and the gennumber, of vocalists, bulk of num-> eral makeup o^ the program, -NBC
has
placed lis ace transmitter in
bers going, to Muzzy. MaroeUlno,
wbose pipes and .deUvery were direct competition fpr local trade
pleasihg. Ken Allen find Vera Van with the indie stations around New
York.
Paying for the Mr. Sole and
aindled remainder of lyrics in okay
Mr. Heel glmgack, ciarly Sunday
&shlon.
Staff announcing done by Martin afternoon release, is a string of
shoe-repairing shops, some also
Provenson.
shoes.
From the network
Program has a cute signofF that selling
viewpoint
might be built to bigger proportions whole thingthe routining of the
is reminiscent of the
If driven home a little more forcibly.
1926 era in broadcasting.
Announcer delivers 'message of the
Program opens with a longchimes,* using NBC's regular identi- winded
set of verses chanted by the
fication chimes and spieling 'when- harmony team,
glorifying the brand
ever you hear thes6 chlnnes think of of shoes that can be bought at
M«-J->B,' emphasizing each- Initial by $2,96, with this descent
into rhyme
ba>inmering a note.:.
Bock
being followed
up by another
lengthy bple} on the same topic by
the announcer. Same combination
POX FUR TRAPPERS
Is repeated after the Dennis and
With Bert Hirsh
Reese pair, deliver themselves of
Orchesti'a; Quartet
about five minutes of harmonizing
COMMERCIAL
and patter, of little comic conse•

WEAF, Maw. York

for

mlxliig

r:

By

a

melodlus set of notes on the duet
portions of their act and^Jay Dennis can heave a smooth lyrical tenor

around an Irish ballad; but when

.

—

—

—

'

-

PHIL ROMANO'S ORCHESTRA
Sustaining

who swiped the bag from Johnny Marvin's car got fan moll.
Virginia (Mrs. DonBall of CBS announcing staff) Arnold doing piano

have broadcast

over one station as many times as
has Phil Romano via WOY. Association with the Schenectady 60,000watter dates bacH to '22, when he
went on the air from the New Kenmore hotel, Albany.
Since then
Romano has played eight seasons at
Albany stands, with
the ether
outlet.,.-. His' present locatloh is the
DeWitt Clinton hotel.
Of the musicians under his bow
on the first broadcast idinly Irving
Geller, pianist and a local boy, re
mains. Present combo Is a good
one; in fact, probably better than
the original group.
Plays dance
music well, particularly' waltzes and
rumbas.
Romano serves plenty of
the latter, something of a novelty
on local programs. In the "rumbas
singer choruses pleasantly In
Spanish.
Romano's arrangements are okay,
and the ensefnble work smooth.
Dance fans probably find unit's
midnight shots more to their liking
than luncheon and supper-hour programs. On the latter, Romano appears to strive for a quiet, sometimes a semi-concert effect, the full
instrumentation not always being
used.
Incidentally, Romano keeps
In the background to a degree unusual for a leader whose name Is so

WGT

WGY

—

SHOW

WESTERN

STOCK

—

rightly.

Thursday night Is when Pearl's
leglt show skips a performance to
Sustaining
permit Lucky Strike's 'Baron MunKOA, Denver
Witli a well -modulated voice and chausen' for his air stint, and a girl
a flock of $2 words, Helen Eastom can't be blamed for picking up a
told of society night at the horse little change the' ^ame' night with
show and rodeo. Miss Eastom is Vallee's yeast account; but it Isn'
society editor of the Denver 'Post,' worth the negative Impression Miss
Abel
but that's not the only reason she Robertl creates on the air.

was picked

-

I

to

tell

about the show.

Not only does she know the blue THE GOODFELLOWS
bloods, but she knows how to tell With William Thayer
abeut them through the mike. She'd Male Choir
never do as a sports editor, how- Sustaining
ever, saying Gov. Johnson looked WOR, Newark
Like the average outlet this one
like Gene Tunney, the 'wrestler.'
The lass is Just like any other grows cai'clcss about the routining
woman, relating everything the girls of its late evening schedule. Three
have on with one glance. Which male .lincrinpr acts following one an
may be an idea for Miss Eastom. or other. Just preceding the Good
any other girl, or station, to follow fellows is the Bachelors Quartet on
up as an Inducement to femme list WOR, while Jurien Hoekstra, barl

with a repertoire similar In
genre to the Goodfellows,' tops off
the all-male pacade on a Thursday
eve. Probable reaction by the time
the mike gets around to Hoekstra Is
a twirl of the dial. All three acts
depend on pianos for their accom
panlment.
Choir itself, under the direction
of William Thayer, stacks up as
tone,

eners.

D. REYNOLDS
and. Soloist

MRC. W.

Organ
KLZ, Denver
This program Las been livened up
and improved by the use of various
James McCormIck, tenor,
soloists.
has a voice of good quality and fine
volume.
He Is one of the most

Even
Just a late evening filler.
with the late evening mood in Its
favor the chances are limited to the

popular singers hereabouts.
accompanying McCor
Besides
mick, Mrs. Reynolds solos at the old folks

4^

console.

'any day.

who

like their choir rMisic

Odec.

VIC SCHILLING

26 weeks.

Thieves

WGY, Schenectady
Few band leaders

it comes to passing out the cheistthe same store tried to ef- nuts they show little advanec since
fect the same purpose with dance they were launched on that NBC
music of the less soothing genre, buildup several months. ago. As inwith results none too gratifying.
dicated at that time their chances
The furrier has just renewed with of getting ahead would be ao much
the .NBQ outlet for another 13 expedited by getting some one with
the flair to write their material, If
weeks. Program Is local.
Odec.
It's a melodious and easy to listen they must brave comedy.
to interlude right through the 16
mfnute span. Ensemble is an all- LYDA ROBERTI
string affair with Bert Hlrsh both Comedienne
the headman and the expert stroker COMMERCIAL
of a fiddle that gives each number WEAF, New York
that catchy, added appeal. Support
As one of the several specialists
ing quartet, which gets no billing, on the Vallee-Fleischmann hour,
does a conventional but satisfactory Lyda Robertl's couple of minutes
well
listeners.
He
piece of harmonizing.
Standout with lier 'Cousin in Milwaukee' song mightknown to
come forward for a bit of fidvoice of the foursome is the bari- (from the musical comedy, 'Pardon
tone.
My English'), proved that that's dling.
Gene
Stulz,
singer,
and
Gellers
Selling matter could be more art- just the matter with her, for the
Stulz is effective with pops
fully contrived. Even for a fur sale air her English. The Polish come- solo.
and blues, while Gellers is a brilit runs into too many words for a dienne is a stage clicker and can
single Interim. Oase here is one of only appeal on the ether to those liant keyboard artist, ranging from
classical to jazz and making everythe copy writer attempting to who know her work. Otherwise, the
thing in his selections click. Jaco.
Oaec.
emphasize by repetition.
odd dialect raises eyebrows and
causes listeners to wonder and

WABC

NATIONAL

ReveU

Nellie

Despite a lack of imagination and
resourcetulno^s from writing and
production angles, this Sutiday evecontrol room is a good oa&
Edict by NBC forbidding visitorii' in
ning session packs a wealth of human appeal which should get It a' Visitors do distract the engineers and artists.
Elssentially In
It would also be a good idea If. the studio pages were not permitted
oonsistent hearing.
Its favor Is that the air of authento come into tl\e studio before a broadcast to coll SQmeone to the phone
ticity given it by Warden Lawe?
thus putting everyone In a lather, Another obnoxious habit is that of
lifts It out of the oonventional jrun
pages bringing albums to be autographed flre mlnutds before the prodramas.
crime
of
the air.
Because of the heavy-handed gram goes on
Artists seeking conneotlon with radio are rather ohoosey about their
writing and direction, the story is
awkward in the tellingt But weav- programs at first. They ask to be excused from any commercial dealing in and out of the narrative is tng j)7ith 'cheap commodities' or anything 'undignified*.
the reserved, sympathetic personalOne' such fastidious aspirant was asked by George Engles, head of
ity of the penal authorl^r, with the
impression conveyed endowing the NBC artists bureau:
'Do you like the Swift Garden Party programs?'
dramatization with a l;uman quality
'Yes, lovely,' was the response.
far beyond story value.
For the Introductory sample the
'You know Mme. Schumann-Helnk Is featured on that.'
Liniment,
Sloaln's
commercial,
'Yes,' gushed the artist, 'and she's grand.'
picked on a parole violation story
'And yQU should know, also that the product advertised is 'VIgoro''
from the warden's collection of pub- which is really a fertilizer.'
lished remlnlsc^ncisis and observaR. C. Patterson, the new teller how-when-and who of NBC, fretions.
As a frame upon which to
hang the ether version they resorted quently misses lunch. The other dky he ran down to the drug store In
to the simple but common device of the lobby, salt down to the counter and ordered a Bar.dwich and a glass of
the interviewing reporter, the war- milk. 'Pass me the mustard, win you. Bo 7* said a voice at his elbow.
den filling In the answers and also 'I'm in an awful hurry to get back to work. Patterson has his firing
as narrator of the case history cited squad out today.'
'Sure, Mike,' said Mr. Patterson, as he passed the
as an Instance in point.
mustard.
With the story out of the way, the
program has Warden Lawes topping: off the interview with several
A Scotch Story
terse,
incisive comments on the
According to my Tin Pan Alley source, the market prices for air plugs
topic under discussion. On the subject of parole he gave it as his final with the boys are as follows:
One quart uncut should bring three orchestra plugs, evening programs.
opinion that 76% of the men in Sing
One quart cut three plugs, one verse and two choruses, evening proSing could be paroled with safety
to the community.
gram.
Caat given him for the dramaOne pint uncutr— two plugs, one and one.
tized Interpolations to the story do
Half Case of Scotch ^band plug entire network, evening program
well, considering the direction and
Morning and afternoon programs I^j^es not quotable.
the lines assigned tKetn. That Rollo
Boy miannef -about the lad in the" reporter role On the initial' session
Short Shots
must have been a laygh to the warPaul Dumont Is making electrical records.
den himself. Musical «n(^ of the
Joe Kahn, one of NBC's ace pianists, will give a piano recital at Town
prograiA could stand improvement. Hall next
mopth.
Most of it unfolds inappropriate
Frank Singlser isi back on the NBC announcing staff after being nom
scoring and of Inordinate 'length be- de plumed for two years on the A & P progrram as Colonel Goodbody.
tween scenes.
Harry Rose is now m.c. at the Hollywood restaurant, doubling his
Plug, which Is of' the dramatized Sunday radio program at the same time.
variety, fits In: smugly:
It's brief,
Frank Knight fell and Injured his arm- the same day that Irene Taylor
graphic and shoots over Its point slipped and sprained her ankle.
effectively.
Otfec.
Lucky. Strike still auditioning various types of musical comedy ideasnothing settled yet.
Lew White and Betty Moore inaugurate their first program Feb. 8 for

oluence.

Boys have knack

m UNE pws

IN 8INQ SINQ

COMMERCIAL
WJZ, New York

.

With the audience objective obviously the more mature femme ele
m^nt, the commercial has hit upon
romantic music to hold attention
between spiels on fur. While filling a similar dinner-time niche on

YEARS

With Wartfert Lawaa
Dramatic Sketch, Muala

ria,

TS
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BAND

work over NBC.
Freddie Rich would

'

Home Singer (WOR) is Judson House.
Tom Everltt, 'March of Time' author, is

arios

— who

Kay Webber

is

the

femme

warbler.

TENOR'S VOICE BESTORED

Isn't?

March

3.

Along Tin Pan Alley Jack Denny is known as King Ribber. Called the
song pluggers' nightmare.
Night club spenders in Chicago are dividing their money among Sophia
Tucker, Texas Guinan and Helen Morgan, thus forcing Ben Bernie to
take the road.

Talk
Joe Morrison, The Beloved Vagabond, continues on the Velogen program over WOR.
Goldma'h b£uid auditioned for Lucky Strike with a 6&-plece orchestra,
'

actors and 16 singers.
J. B. Williams soap program has advanced to the stage where they're
now auditioning announcers.
Chandler Goldthwaite, who has always been with NBC, was auditioned
with an orchestra for a commercial at Columbia last week.

Shorts
Ralph Kirberry, the Dream Singer, is doing most of his dreaming
about Frances Langford. .Jimmy Carr Is taking the cure at Saranac
and wishes his friends would drop him a line... Jimmy Noel, one of the
Rhythm Boys, Is expecting to -be wifree in a week... Andy Pembleton
got a contract from NBC as a result of the talent discovery contest held
at the Savoy ball last week. .Announcer Harry von Zell is to be cast
as m.c. In a new fim short... Some one should tell Evan Evans that
they arc wearing the hats low this season.
.

.

WHK WOKO

Union Embargo on
Ends with Compromise
Cleveland, Jan.

31.

Musicians' local has made up
with
calling off their boycott of the station with the under-

WHK,

standing that Louis Rich's sustaining band will be put back on the
air.

Union's ban, forbidding any of its
dance bands to broadcast over

local

WHK, started when

station dropped

Rich on the grounds that his orchestra wasn't paying for Itself on
the air. Until effecting a compro-

WHK

Chicago, Jan. 30.
mise,
found Itself without a
Laurence Solerno, one of the best single unionized band or musician
local radio tenors, expects to for two v eelcs.
obtain a medical okay to return to
WGN within the next few weeks.
CATHOUCS BUY TIME
Tenor had to leave town suddenly

known

early this winter after

a

cold left

him with a peculiar throat condition.

NBC TRIO'S

12

BEO WES.

Aaronson, Fayre and Lane,
radio act,

weeks.

Chicago, Jan. 30.
Catholic Cliurch Extension Sodirected by Monslgnor William U. O'Brien, goes on
every Sunday .starting Feb. 5 (2:303 p.m.) on a commercial basis. Willis
Cooper will write a series of programs showing the relation ot various Catholics to the history of
ciety,

Doctors said if he didn't get away
from this climate he might lose his
singing voice entirely. He has spent
the winter absorbing Florida sun.

Is

set for 12

more

NBC
RKO

trying his hand at film scen-

Charles Carllle on the Bath Club program with Fred Allen always
sings with gum In bis mouth.
Bill Hull, doorman at the Capitol, will go in there as on entertainer

Sustaining

KOA, Denver
This orchestra dispenses dance
music at the Cosmopolitan hotel via
NBC. Selections are well arranged
and played, and the four vocalists
are about the best with any local
dance group.
Male singers are Roscoe Hlllman,
Bert Hardcastle and Art Herfurt.

n^e

like to stop his former frau from using his
in her vaudeville tour with Jack de RUyter, but can't do anything at^ut
It for several months.
Abe Lyman and Freddie Berrens, once the closest of pals, now feuding
horribly.
Ben Alley is dickering to close two commercials.

WBBM

America.
Stanley Andrews, Tom Shirley,
Reginald Knorr, Carl Hackett and
Cooper will enact the series.

MAKING FILM

EXPOSING AIR EFFECTS
Albany, Jan; 30.
of
co-operation
the
link, the Strand the'Knickerbocker Press' and
'Evening News," associated with the
station, a film is being made showing the inside workings of the
broadcasting unit.
Picture will show all phases of
radio broadcasting, announcer, news

Through

WOKO, CBS
atre, here,

broadcasts,

and how programs

of

every description are brought Into
the home.
Harold Smith, head

WOKO

directing the picture.
CBS once sanctioned the making
of film shorts on how radio effects
are obtained until realizing that by
doing so it was merely disillusioning its public, the same as pictures
in revealing camera work is accomIs

plished.

EHJ DBOPS GIBL TBIO
Los Angeles, Jan. 30.
Three Shades of Blue, girl har-

mony

trio,

are off

KHJ

after nine

months.
Singers arc Jean Srhrook, Madalyn Green and Carlota Hill.
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AUDITION CLICKS

Radio Directory

•nd

Samh and
NBC

Girl

Inside Stuff-Radio

Sm-

Ol* Set. Iiy

Jttck McClallen and Sarah, have
been set by NBC lor sustaining
bcUd-up starting the current week.
Vande team waa handed a 13-week
contract following one of those
Monday night auditions attended by

<Aa a convanicnca for readers unfamiliar with who's who In Radiot
caeo.
'Variety' prints below a directory for New York and Chici

New York Cky
(Statio'na

Exclusnre

NBC
WJZ-WEAF)

711 Fifth Ave.
Flaza 2-1900
H. Aylesworth, President.

M

Bl'chard C. Pattereon, Jr., Executive V.-P.
O C. McClelland. Ass't to the President.

work

John EI wood, V.-P.
A. L. Ashby, V.-.P. and Qen. Atty.
Oeorge Engles, V.-P. on Artists' Service.
John F. Royal, V.-P. on ProKrame.
Boy C. Wltmer. V.-P. on Sales.
Frank Mason, V.-P. on Public Relations.

Mark

J.

H. P. McKeon, Auditor.
H. F. Kelly, Asst. Auditor.
C. W. Horn, Qen. Engineer.

Frank Mullen, Agricultural Dir.
J dejara Almonte. Evening Operations.
Bertha Bralnard. Progmm Mgr.
G.

B.
D.

W. Payne,

Operations.

J. Telchern. Asst. to Treas.
S. Tuthlll, Sales Mgr., Artists' Service.

exclusively,

Marlborough found that out
when trying to go MBC but
wound up CBS which chain
also has and has had several
clggie accounts on the air
simultaneously such as Chesterfield, Camel and Old Gold.

MocConnach. Secretary.
Woods. Secretary.

I,ewls

Engineering Dept.
Buth Keeler. Personnel Supervisor.
Donnld Wlthycomb, Mgr. Sta. Bclatlons.
Pa-1 P. Peter, Mgr. Stall.stlcal Dept.
a. W. Johnstone, Mgr. Press Relations
Dept.

Mgr. Electrical TranQiilnton Adams,
acrlptlon Dept.
E. P. H. James, Sales Promotions Mgr.

CBS
(Station WABC)
486 Madison Ave.
Wlckersham 2-2000

Sam Plokard. V.-P.
Hugh KendoU Bolce,

Harry

WGN
Drake Hotel
Superior 0100
E. McFarland. Gen. Mgr.
Quln Ryan, Station Mgr.

V.-P. in Charge of

George Isaac, Commercial Mgr.
Edward Barry. Production Mgr.
Delos Owen, Musical Dir.
Carl Myers, Chief Engineer.
Frank Schrolbcr. Publicity Dir.

Karl Knipe, Sales Mgr.
William H. Englsn, Asst. Sales Mgr.

WIBO

Julius S. Seebach, Program Operations.
Paul W. White. Publicity.
Edwin K. Cohan, Technical Dir.

Mlchlgan-Wac:>er Bldg.
Andover COOO
Albert B. Nelson, General Mgrr
Lloyd G. Harris, Production Mgr.

W.

Kesten, Sales Research.
J. Karol, Market Research.
S. Carlisle. Production Mgr.
Frederk: P. Willie, Educational Dlr.Jullua Mattfeld, Music Library.
Hugh Cowan, Commercial Engineer.
Ferrln Fnieer, Editor, Continuity.
Marlon R. Parsonnett. Dramatic Dir.
Herbert B. Glover. News Broadcasting.
RaJph J. Wonders, Mgr., Artists' Bureau.

John Cemy, Musical Dir.
James MacPherson, Sales Mgr.
H. V. PItzChorlea. Chief Engineer.
Alice TIplady, Publicity Dir.

WGES
128 N. Crawford
Van Buren 8000
Gene Dyer. Station Mgr.

WOR
Alfred J. McCoskor, Station Mgr.
A. A. Cormier, Sales Mgr.
Walter J. iNeff, Asst. Sales Mgr.
I>ewls Reld,

Program

Charles Lanphear, Production Mgr.
Joseph Brubnker, Chief Engineer.
John Van, Musical Dir.
Don Crosnor. Chief Announcer.

Dir.

Oeorge Shackley, Musical Dir.
Robert I. Wilder. Press.
J. R, Poppele, Chief Engineer.

McCann-Erlckson— Fred

BBD&O—George May.
Blackctt-Sample— EMwIn Ayleshlre.
Henri Hurst McDonald— Art Decker.

WMCA-WPCH

Harry Carlson, WMCA program mgr.
Bin Williams, WPCH program mgr.
Jack Rlcker, studio director
Harrr Paacoe, continuity.
Capt. Robert Wood, publicity.
Irving Seizor and Sol Shapiro, musical

directors.

Chi
iicasro
NBC
Superior 830O

WENR— WMAQ)
In charge.

P. O. Parker, Asst. Gen. Mgr.
Fred Weber, Station Relations Mgr.
John Whalley, Office Mgr.
Roy Shield, Chief Musical Dir.

Menser, Production Dir.
A. W. Kaney, Program Mgr.
Alex Robb, Asst. Program Mgr.
L. J. Fitzgerald, Artists Mgr.
John Gulun. Continuity Editor.
L.

Dir. of Agriculture,
Judith Waller, Educational Dir.

Kenneth Carpenter. Soles Mgr.
William Hedges, Local Sales Mgr.
E. Showerman, Sales Service Mgr.
B. C. Ctirlson. Sales Promotion Mgr.

I.

Engineer.
Engineer.

B. R. Donges, Maintenance Mgr.
Ben Pratt, Public Relations Counsel.
Al Williamson, Publicity Mgr.

CBS
Wriillcy nidg.
Whllchnll 0000

WBBM)

Leslie Atlass, V.-P. In charge.

Leonard Erlckson, Western Sales Mgr.
Walter Preslon. Progr.nm IJir.
nobby Urown, Gen. Production Mgr.
Jeff King, TrafTIc and Office Mgr.
Horold Fair. Asst. Progrnm Dir.
Howard Noumlller. Musical Dir.
Wllllarn Coopor. Continuity Editor.
Larry FlsU, Chief ICnglnccr.
Kelly Smith. WBB.M Sales MktSteve Trumbull. CBS Ptilillclty Mgr.
Ruth Betz. WBIIM Publicity Mgr.

Horlow Wllr'ox. Ch ef Announcer.
Rl'-horxl Klperd, S.^iles Promotion Mgr.
Arthur Wpsnor, Community <*'inc'rl .Mgr
McCluro Uellown. c:n.S Coiirort .Mgi-.

KVW
Stinus.^

i

.

II.

lt:iii.liill.

L'lmer Turner.

i-„:.f

Ivn-iprfi.

riilill,-l(y

D;r.

WCFL
Kurnlturo Mint

Delawaro
.li)hn

UOdii

Fllzpnirick. President.
N. .VocldP^. i;pn. Mr''

''•l\v;iril

I'r.'iiiitlln

l.ijr.il<|ij:st.

II.;'.

31.

has been put over by
Carter's
Rainbow Room which has engaged
Walter Logan, WTAM's musical director, on a four-week contract to
build up its floor shows with sta-

Radio ConHnissioD as
Pofirical Speculation

.'i-,..

MhuiI'-c Lynch. 'IVea-suror.
Phillip Frlcdlander. Production Dir.

buililir.:,'

.'niocial .studio and monitor room
OA the 11th floor of the Tribun"
Tower.
This is for convenience of Quiii
.1

other 'WOX o.\ocs, wlmr:;
arc nearby, and a!.so to ai<l
city
do j'c on .sD^flal event

'KING KONG' BROADCAST
Hollywood, Jan.

.h(>

•.viU'i-o

I

•.

iho ilaiiy ac.ii\cly fecils

i.i<'

j

i

i

.".et

Program

will

liave

Is called 'What Is That Blue Song,'
gives Thomas Hearon as the writer
and the firm of Cronn and Hearon
Neither writer
as the publisher.
or publishing partnership is a member of the American Society.
Schuette ran into a Jam on his
first two similar attempts when it
developed that the writers of the
numbers involved were all members

of

ASCAP.

Air Bally Invited Back

By Coast BasebaD Teams
San Francisco, Jan. 30.
Pacific Coast baseball impresarios
took the admission bull by the horns

wow

In a pow
laid vigorous

members

'

of

the cast and music from the picture.

pi-esent 13-weeks with Its Five Star
Theatre series split between NBC
and Columbia. Indications in the

are that the Marx Brothers
continued on NBC and the
concert session, with
guest stars, over CBS. It all depends on whether the four companies involved. Standard Oil of
New Jersey, Indiana, Louisiana, and
Colonial Beacon Oil agree to the
east

will be

symphony

selections.
Poll instituted
tions controlled

among

the gas sta-

and operated by

these firms gave the Marxes a two
to one lead over the Charlie Chan
program which rated second. Fa-

mous Authors

series

(NBC), and

the symphonic- concert star stanza

(CBS)

tied for third place.

Aborn

here this week and Light
Opera company garnered a
plans to revive the
scattering vote though it was the
diamond game.
favorite of the oil execs when it
'
Two bit baseball and broadcasting came to picking the
quintet of proof games are back in.
Clubs de- grams.
cided to lower prices from 60 and
75 to 40 and 25, thereby eliminating
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
federal tax. Baseball chucked out
Marx Bros.' Standard Oil air
broadcasting last year, but decided
etherizing of games didn't hurt the bit expires in four weeks, H. A. McCann, head of the McCann-Ericson
b.o. so It's back.
King of sports Is running on a agency, is here in an effort to sell
using
curtailed budget this season with Standard Oil of California on
Curthe program for the (.'oast.
$400 per month hl,<?hest salary for
rent NHC lime only comes as far
any player.
west as K.'jnsaa City.

30.

'Hollywood On the Air'
l)rogram plugging 'King Kong,' l.s
for Feb. 10. Spotted for the week
that the film oprns at Radio City.

NBC's

;^y.^n .and

mike.

May Carry Oyer
Symphony

munication, including radio, into
Telephone and variety and a scale of $1.60 weekone department.
telegraph are included.
nights and $2 top Saturday nights
The present Commission of five will click.
members, each representing a diOn Paul Whiteman'e suggestion,
vieion of the country, is supposedly Logan brought in Ted Cook as
bi-partisan, but decidedly Republi- band -leader and m.c, but got around
can in sentiment. Members are paying for a high-priced band by
appointed by^the President for six- organizing a 15-piece local orchestra
year terms at $10,000 a year. To that compai-es favorably with any
change this setup an act of Con- of the outfits in competitive niteries.
That Cook's versatile, ingratiating style
gress would be necessary.
this will happen is regarded as went over at the start with local
likely within the radio business.
crowds that are a bit tired of .highPresent commissioners are Will- hat directors with radio reps.
iam Starbuck (Conn.), Zone 1;
First show, the most expensive
Thad H. Brown (Ohio), Zone 2; looking and flashiest frolic put on
Eugene O. Sykes (Miss.), Zone 3, by any spot here this season, had
and Harold A. La Font (Utah), Val and Ernie Stanton, Helen
Zone 5. The Zone 4 post, covering Thomas Bucher, all from WTAM;
the Pacific Coast, was recently va- Francis Stevens, Dorothy Frank,
cated by Gen. Salzman, whose term three dancing Espreys, and troupe
expired, and is still vacant. Sykes of Lambert girls from Chicago.
is chairman.
Stanton boys put on what is nearly
None had any connection with their old vaude act but it's brought
or practical exi)crlence in radio up-to-date with new gags. Talent
broadcasting before taking ofllce.
from local RKO houses, inveigled by
Sykes' term expires Feb. 23, next:
theatrical night opening, pitched in
StarbuQk's in 1934, LaFont '33 and to put the show over with a bang.
Urown '36.
While headliners are being kept
as long as they continue to score,
Logan Intends booking in fresh supBemodeling
AI Gregg,
port acts every week.
t,hicago, Jan. 30.
former RKO-Palace's p.a., now exWGN, its main studios beinff lo- ploiting spot.

i.:r;cc

S. 0.

Picks Another

From

last week, for unification of the
government's Jurisdiction of com-

•atcd in t(ic Dialtc hotel, is

SCHUETTPS THIRD

Tune for Air Plug—
Marxes and
Non-Society Publisher
Metropolitan Insurance, operators
of the spot which opened season
Despite the complications followwith offish biz, has given Logan the
5-Star -Program
O. K. to go the limit In producing ing the distribution of a couple of
flash revues made up of vaude and numbers published by Milton Well
Standard Oil' combine has until
of
Chicago,
Oswald
Schuette
has
radio acts. Although name bands
didn't pull as much as expected, it asked the broadcasting stations to the end of the current week to deThis one cide whether it will
is hoped new policy with plenty of plug a third pop number.
go beyond the
tion's radio talent.

WGN

IKtlv;*..

W.Tbn.sh 4010

Moiner Ilog.an. Oen. Mgr.
l':irkcr Whoatlcy. I'rodurlinn 'Mur.
Harold E. Ile.-^n. .\sst. I'iimIuoim)
Msr.
Itcx Mnupin. Munical
i,)r.

The new Crossley report, rating the popularity of the advertisers oq
the radio, is due Feb. 4. This is the service which costs $1,400 a yean
by subscription. It's a quarterly summary.
Recent attitude aniong advertisers has been divided as regards the
authority of the Crossley report.

WJJD, Chicago, was not designated offlclal station of the Chicago Rebetween a tail Grocers Assn. as reported
some time ago. Deal was never consuma night club mated.
Hotel

'

Frank Mullen,

(Station

Cleveland, Jan.

a result of Presldem-eiect Rooseeconomy plan, announced
velt's

Merchandise Mart

Quick action let the Blackman ad agency out of an act with which
was caught when it lost out in the competition for the Socony -Vacuum
Through the NBC Artists Service Blackman has placed tlie
obligation, the Three Public Enemies, comedy-harmony team, with the
J. B. Williams Co.
While vielng with Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborne for the oil
company's program Douglas Stoerr, of the Blackman agency, picked up
the trio and put them under contract. BBD&O eventually garnered the
account and that left the turn to be played or paid. Stoerr knew that
the show Williams shaving cream had in mind could use an act of the
type and rather than get the agency mixed up in the talent booking
business he arranged to let NBC make the approach and effect a deal.
account.

First direct tie-up
radio station here and

Speculation is rife as to the fate
of the Federal Radio Commission as

Frank Marx, chief engineer.

WTAM

TALENT AS BUILDER-DP

Ibbett.

N. W. Ayer-W. G. McGuIre.
Crltchfleld— Frank Steel.
McJunlcln—O. H. Morris.

Donald Flamm, pres.
William Welsman, v. p.
Fred W. Dyson, bus. mgr.
Sidney Flamm, sales mgr.

Howard Luugena, Chief
M. W. Rife, Chief Field

LOCAL SPOT USES

J.

John McCormlck, Program Dir.
Harold Shubert, Production Mgr.
Bernard Levltow, Musical Dir.
Qeorge Wleda, Press.

(Stations
Nlles Trammel, V.-P.

Auditions

Advertising Agencies
Lord & Thomas— Henry Bellinger.
Walter Thompson—Tom Luckenblll.
Erwin-Wnsey—William Weddell.

WINS

Bradley Kelly, Station Mgr.
John 8. Martin, Sales Mgr.

C.

Steele, Publicity Dir.

W.

Lawrence W. Lowman, V.-P. on Operaand Secretary.
M. R. Runyon, Treasurer.

got $40.'
Inquiry that followed brought forth that all the femme program builder
paid the performer was $25. Program had been on 11 weeks before the
Now the agency is wondering how it can
chiseling was uncovered.
recover the accumulated difference without making it embarrassing for
both client and Itself.

I

Coast listeners went on record following the KFI broadcast of the
premiere of 'Sign of the Cross', at the L. A. Biltmore, that the limit in
commercialism was reached with that etherizing. During the hour that
the premiere was on the air more than 75% of the time was utilized for
out-and-out plugs for the picture.
Constant repetition of the magnificence of the DeMiUe production ot
its gruesomeness and its stellar ranking had many of the dialers soon
how to revise their routines for the seeking diversion from other outlets. Instead of a class premiere the
executive showing night.
affair, from the listeners' standpoint, took on the semblance of a honkyThese Monday night affairs run tonk opening.
anywhere from an hour and a half
Orders from 'way
to three hours.
In arguing the suit of his client, Walter Futter, to restrain John P.
up require the attendance of reps
from the program, production, sales Medbury from working for anyone else until the termination of his conand artists service departments. tract with 'Travelaughs', the plaintiff's attorney sought from the Superior
And each of these men is expected court in Los Angeles, a writ of 'ne exeat', which is designed to prevent
to turn in a report on the act audi- the defendant from leaving the Jurisdiction of the court. Granting of this
tioned for them, with recommenda- would have prevented Medbury from fulfilling his Eastern CBS contracf< <|7J
tions passed up the line for final immediately.
Tag of the matter was that no writ of 'ne exeat' appears on the Cal«
approval if it is a matter of putting the candidate under an artists Ifornla statutes, which the plaintiff's attorney had overlooked.
bureau contract and launching him
WGN,
Chicago, although outletting the bulk of the choice Columbia
on an air build-up.
Also required to sit in on the commercials from New York, is still in a unique position as regards its
tryouts is somebody from the vaude own network shows.
Lavoris' 'Easy Aces' is the only WGN-orIg}nated network show to go
booking section of the artists service
to make note of the stage possibili- over CBS, while NBC continues to pick up three network commercials
from the station. These are Clara Lu and Em (Supersuds), 'Kellogg'A
ties of the try-out array.
Singing Lady' (Irene Wicker) and 'Little Orphan Annie' (Ovaltine).

W. Washington

Haymarket 7C00
Burrldge Butler, President.
Glenn Snyder, Gen. Mgr.
George BIggar, Program Mgr.
D. B. McDonald. Adv. Mgr.
Tom Rowe, Chief Engineer.
Clementine Legg, Artists Mgr.
Hal O'Halloran, Chief Announcer.

Sales.

Paul
John
John

New

Following the arrangement introduced by the network's Chicago
branch several months ago, NBC In
New Tork has introduced the Monday night audition plan. Execs from
the various departments are under
orders to be on hand. Candidates
are sifted by the audition department during the week, and if showing possibilities are tipped oft on

WLS

tions

.

OB NBCs

WeeUy

WJJD
Palmer Huuse

Bdward Klauber, Executive V.-P.
.

Sit

State M60
A. Howell. Mgr.
R. R. KaUfmnn, Commercial Mgr.
D.ivld Capp, Pro.^ram Dir.
Dr>vid Bennett, Musical Dir.
Joe Allobough, Ch'ef Announcer.
1280

WMCA

it

C.

Paley, President.

S.

DepL Reps Must

Eddie Hanson, Musical Dir.
Howard Keegan, Chief Announcer.
Maynard Marquardt, Chief Engineer.
Pat Murphy, Publicity Dir.

Department Heads
Donald O. Shaw, Kastem Sales Mgr.
Thoa. H. Delvlso, Music Library.
D. Bloxham, Purchasing Agent,
John B.' Carey. .Service Supervisor.
O. B. Hanson, Mgr., Plant Operation and

W.

William

execs from various departments.
Another audition pick tabbed for
the buUd-up route is Gypsy Nina, a
warbler who accompanies herself
on the accordion and unknown to
both radio and the stage.

not generally known that
Lucky Strike as NBC's biggest
customer has the clgaret air
ballyhoo privilege over the netIt's

Woman running a program bureau finds hei self on the verge of a Jam
with a couple of ad agencies over her petty chiseling of talent. One ot
the agencies was tipped during a passage of words with a girl performer
over her failure to appear for rehearsal.
and when the agency rep took the warbler
Account was on
to task for her neglect she retorted that for the money she was getting
a rehearsal Just before the program wenTon would have to be enough.
Agency man remarked that for $40 the account was entitled to better
co-operation than that. 'It would be', was the warbler's rejoinder, 'if

THUESTON EENEWED
.Swift

&

Co. has added another 13

to Howard Thurston's contract effective Feb. 2.

weeks

J'l-ofirani

continue.'!

on a Thurs-

day-Friday evening basis.

S. O. must notify the brothers
within two weeks of intention to
take up the oiillon for another 13
broadcasts. If foast deal Is closed,
which looks likely, it's a clnoh for
.':n'iiher <|irii-!cr-ycar
radioing for
the picture comics.

40

ABIO

VARIETY

Tncaday,' January 31, 1933

the center. 'About two inlnutes oi^
Paramount,
this and the scrim drops to work
AIR
Into the picture.
(Continued from page 13)
Only film other than^ the feature
overtime, maybe they represented
is a brief newsreel and some trailer
15
black cats capering among the
for
which
fol'Sign
of
the
Cross,'
chimneys, but one guess was as
lows In.. Pretty scant entertalnr
good as another. Served to Intro ment even
Woodbury Soap has no iniontlon
at the reduced prices.
duce a dance team, Chamberlin and
'
Chic.
of renewing contracts for the.
Hines, who put on a burlesque
pro-

New. Haven

RADIO CHATTER
mass of listeners.
Hugo Rlesenfeld starts a weekly
concert series for NBC this Satur
too subtle for the

East

day

(4).

Old Bill, after year at WL.W,
Landt Trio and White are reCincy, transfers to WSM, Nashville, newed by Spang Baking Co. over
Tenn., for commercial blasts.
WTAM, Cleveland, for another 13
after drawing 19,900 odd let
weeks
and
planoinc;
Mansfield,
Andy
poeming at WXiW, Cincinnati, re- ters on a single broadcast tied up
joined by Virginia Lee, pop song- with a contest. H. L. Gallagher of
the station's sales staff says it's a
stress.
Elmer Dresman doubling type- record.
writer and mike as explolteer for
WCKT, Covington, Ky,
Mid-West
The Wanderers, Sid and Roy Mix
and Marjorle and Frances Shope,
Although he wears glasses, Goodinstrumentalists and vocalists, have
been added to the artists' bureau man Ace recognized the man who
talent of 'the nation's sta.tlon,' Cin- walked out on him at the Stadium
as Tom LuckenblU.
Virgil Relter and Lawrence Fields
remain at Scott Howe Bowen with
Ed Voynow's departure from the
Chicago branch.
and
Trumbell's
Scottle
Steve
Homay Bailey's Pekingese are on the

cinnati.

George F. McClelland, assistant to
Prexy Aylesworth, now has two
desks at NBC. One up on the 16th
floor and the other in the sales pro
motion department.
Paul White Invites the N. Y. radio

outs.

eds to the Presidential inaugural
ceremonies as guests of CBS.
CBS talked to Jane Froman, but
It was strictly on a sustaining basis.
Dorothy Lewis is doing the child
stories series for Sheffield

Irene Wicker, at the Chicago
radio show, couldn't be Introduced
as the 'Kellogg Singing Lady' be-

cause Kellogg imagines it's a mystery who their soprano Is..
Alex Robb stage managed the
Chicago radio show.

Farms on

WEAF.
Bing Crosby pays the Shuberts
|60 for the rights to do 'Brother,
Can You Spare a Dime' at the Palace, N. Y.
in
Gene and Glenn open for
Dayton this Friday (3).
Among the latest given a hearing
T>y Lucky Strike are PTltzi Schef^,

Another audition of 'Chlckie.' the
former King Feature syndicate sewas held Friday in Chicago.

rial,

Fritz Blockl

owns the radio

rights

RKO

and has written the adaptation.
'Mllligan and Mulligan' drew 1,000
for Phillips 60, and Bob
White Is happy.
Colgate
adds Sunday for its 'Dick
Whltledge,
Vlolo
and
and
Barry
kid show, making six days
Daring'
former
Philo, the latter of the
a week from WENR, Chicago.
Roxy Gan^.
Jerome
and Rice for N acor Co., of
Paul Whiteman does a concert In
Indianapolis, over WLW, CincinBoston a week from Sunday (12).
Giles, soprano, who broadcast over
In Its early days. Is

Erva

WJZ

NBC on a sustainer.
First public performance of Lily

back with

'j;^?\8trlckland'8 new song cycle, 'Quests
in the Desert,' given by Vocal Arts
Quartet,
sustaining group, di-

NBC

The

Rialto, Glens Falls, N. Y.. Is
radio acts on last

WGY

halves.

Gulf
Potash
will be
Best
of its

NBC

Refining

Is

the network,

new

a

auditioning

and Perlmutter

NBC

script.

and when.

if

Foods has put

the entry
musical comedy idea on
off

for another month.
Tom Howard and his partner,
George Shelton, lasted only four
weeks on Chesterfield because the
elggle company's execs decreed that
Howard's style and material was

-THREE—
VI
Pearl^^L^ Jessie

SISTERS
CBS—WABC

TYDOL JUBILEE

I

Per.<ionitl

Management

P ,51.

1

BD WOLF

CHICAGO
.

B&K

B&K

B&K

Henry Busse "Immortal Melodies' Goodman Ace got an advance hazcommencing Feb. 1. Team is
ing at the Chicago radio show a few
composed of Sidney Jerome, radio overture, news, Eddie Weaver or- days
previously when acting as m.c.
artist, and Felix Rice, composer and ganlog, and 'Island of Lost Souls'
Hal Mencken's disciplined puppies
Bone.
director, formerly accompanist for (Par) completed bllL
ran, up and down steps in broken
Eva Tanguay and Gene Green.
rhythm with triple time wings and
various other dancing phenomena
R. C.
interpolated.
Mencken can be
West
It's a markdown at the big Music grouped with the very best of his
kind, amazing In performance and
Hall this week, with the whole show
explosive in results.
Will Reynolds, the Elmer of 'Si
Hildegarde, piano-playing, Engand Elmer' at KNX, Hollywood, was running a scant two hours and a
once a Keystone kop.
half. Pull is still coming from the lish-chewing frauleln, was billed as
Copper Electric Co. of Lowell, house rather than the show, with 'a new Lyda Robertl,' possibly because she's so different. Robertl is
Ariz., is petitioning for a new stathe flrst-tlmers s^ll pressing the Polish, so on account of Poland and
tion license covering a 100-watter.
Racehorse has been named after buttons to see how the program Germany being close together that
Lord Algy of KNX, Hollywood, lights work (there are no programs may e:i^lain a comparison, otherto use the lights on) and giving wise too far-fetched. Working with
'Happy Chappies.'
KPQ, Wenatchee, Wash., Jumps other evidences that they are there Lowry for laughs, Hildegarde did
to gape rather than to see a show. okay but lacked sock.
power from 50 to 100 watts.
Abbott Girls cllck<:d off a couple
J. S. Edwards assigned license of At seven the house was well filled
KREG, Santan Ans^ Calif., to The downstairs with an almost empty of numbers. Hans Muenzer in fancy
At pants and gypsy tunic came out of
Voice of the Orange Empire, Incor- lege and one balcony filled.
nine the logo was better filled and the pit to play his $12,000 violin,
porated, Ltd.
Earle Smith added to ad staff, some on the top shelf, with standees and Ross McLean came from a local
nite club to tenor as musical acdownstairs and out In the lobby.
KFRC, San Francisco.
Picture, 'State Fair' (Fox), saves companiment for a toe ensemble.
KLZ, Denver, on the hunt tor susBiz light on second show Friday.
taining programs.
Most of those the day this week, with the sta^e

MUSIC HALL

tisers.

W-W

Flirt

with Radio

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Latest screen names dickering for
a national radio network spot are
Wheeler and Woolsey, with the
sponsor still a secret.
Deal is being handled by the radio
department of Joyce & Selznlck,
who placed the Marx Brothers with

Standard

Oil.

RIGHT THIS WAY
LADIES AND GENTS
Don't

NOW
CAPITOl
Jan. 27)

lAtest Warner Bros.
Nliort

Ron

to

fail

listen

Thursday evening on
Fleischmann

Rudy
at

9

radio's

NBW YORK
(Week
'The

etull,

nati,

available have been Qold to adver-

Mon., W«d.. FH., 7:30

Slam-bang

best part of which Is flnale. In which
girl twirls husky 170-pounder In a
neckspin.
Chicago, Jan. 27.
Miss Sweet returns for a vocal
Following its owQi formula that
medley with AI Rinker, who doubles
at the piano. Actress makes nice the best shows are compounded from
appearance in black outfit with diverse elements,
this week
white furs, but the vocalizing is a
has a radio headllner. Easy Aces; a
foul ball and is the weak spot of the
film headllner. Cliff Edwards, and
unit.
Strouds back before a Venetian Its own particular local headllner,
drop in two for additional gagging Ed Lowry. These go with some auxinto which they blend some business iliary stage talent and 'Frisco Jenny'
with Peggy Chamberlin of the dance (WB) on the screen.
Lowry is back from a Florida
team. Boys close with their handto-hand trick, then stage goes full sun-tanning. £[e will stick around
for a Venetian canal scene. A nice for eight weeks or longer, with the
looking set showing bridge over odds oh the longer, for he helps
shows plenty. Edwards,
canal with statuary group along- those
Line on in hoop skirts for of course, is not new to picture
side.
tambourine dance, which goes Into houses, but his song about the revival
brother
and sister liad a newa radium routine, very effective.
They return grouped as a gondola ness in a house like the Chicago.
carrying Miss Sweet and Loc Lor- It was distinctly not the sort of
raine on for their waltz specialty. thing they're used to.
Since running into some trouble
Star's ace bit, and, with line for
atmosphere, the artistic highlight of and criticism with George Jessel at
the Oriental last summer, the prounit.
Following waltz, stage goes dark duction department has been most
Edwards' heavily indigo
except for indigo spot on statues careful.
(the Cachalots), which come to life lyrics were the first violation oband run ofC five minutes of fast served since. Short of that which
is
obviously
impossible, the fronacrobatics. Up to this point team
had been posing motionless through- tiers of dirt are always a matter of
out scene, which In itself Is a good opinion, so if this Is not backed up
complaints
by
from the public It
trick.
Boys exhibit bralnwork as
well as muscles in a series of stunts probably doesn't matter.
Easy Aces (New Acts) was prebuilding up in three, arid they close
with a smash three-high forward sented as if the public was eavesThis
fall ending in a ground somersault dropping into a radio studio.
which landed them a big hand. was Aces' own idea, with
Flash finale has everybody on as building a set to carry it out. It
Cachalots return to original posing. was a first time, moreover, for the
Aces on a public rostrum, although
Unit runs about 40 minutes.

.

rected by George Dlllworth.

booking

letters

Apache number.

OOWNEY-NOVIS QUIT
AS HEAM ON MARCH

Hour

Vallee on

P.

M.

prelude

in

the

with

WEAF

and
to

hear

The

BARKER on 'THE RUBBERNECK WAGON'

Ar«Mind'

Nick Kenny, Radio Editor, N. Y. 'Daily

Land.
contingent below par. Brief organ
playout is followed by the 'Pagllacci' overture, with a singing taThen the
bleau near the close.
L. A.
curtains part again to show a false
Los Angeles, Jan. 26.
stage at about three with boxes on
It's the final week for stage and
either side filled with some of the
chorus in a rather motley array of screen combo at this one-time pride
costumes. huzzar unforms, oldfashioned dressed and others sug- of the Los Angeles deluxers. Stage
gesting that they came from some policy was temporarily out several
rental costumer rather than being months ago when the Fanchon &
made for the show. Orchestra plat- Marco units were shifted to the
form rises to the stage level and United Artists, three blocks away.
runs upstage to form the orchestra F-M shows came back after a few
of the mimic stage.
weeks, but are now out for good.
It was announced that at reFinal show, labeled 'Snapshots,'
hearsal the director's desk is about was personally staged by Fanchon,
the 12th row. Perhaps from there who provided a generally satisfying
is
it
possible to see the smaller talent diversion. Stone and
Lee and
stage. From the first six or eiglit Dave and Hilda Murray
share top
rows all that could be enjoyed was honors, with the other fare about
a grand little view of the orchestra the average seen lately in
this
and the heads of the ballet. Device house.
of the miniature stage conceals the
Probably the biggest hit of the
fact that the ballet has taken moro entire show is
a Micky Mouse

STATE,

—

than tlie prevailing 10% cut. Go
through their routine with white
ribbons from their wrists to suggest puppets and the danclnp alonp
the rather Jerky lines of the marionette.
Patricia Bowman does a solo
in a none too becoming costume for
a closer.
Male singer takes the leader's
stand to do a solo as the bandstand
scuttles back to place, and by the
time he's done the orchestra is
dropped down the pit to give better
sight lines on the Roxyettcs in very
red tights and white blouses. Roxies
are down to 32 this week. "They do
a precision routine of no particular
novelty or value In a sketchy setting with more lampposis than
Harpo Marx used in their last comedy.

Eleanor Powell, in cloth of Kold
pyjamas, does her tap routine that
got over for several bows, though
she looked lonesome In the wide
open spaces in spite of masking in
with drapes.
Chorus, still wearing the assorted
costumes, streak across the stage
in one singing 'Good Old Summer
Time,' 'The 'Band Played On' and
other songs of a much later period
than the dresses. As they file off
the Roxyettes come on for a straight
and brief tap and a walk-off, and
all Into full stage with a meriv-eoround, with some of the chorus riding the horses and Patricia Bowman
dancing on a revolving platform In
.

Mirror,'

January 30:

"Bill Demarest, who has ihe best idea to date for a radio program
the best m.c. ever to step before the footlights at the Capitolf"

makes

BILL

DEMAREST
Sea BILL

MURRAY

cartoon, 'Whoopee Party.' Screen feature is Metro's 'Whistling in the
Dark,' and there's the usual newsreel.
Walter Ruick conducts the
orchestra through a heavy overture
that was admirably done.
Line girls at opening provide th^
theme motif by making their entrance through the shutter of an

onlargod camera. Each girl, snapplly garbed, carries a small kodak,
and they go into a song-and-dance
routine. Betts Morine then on for
a goof dance, which .she put .icrosa

PAUL
WHITEMAN'S
VBC Network

-

niltmore Hole

RADIO STARS

It now has on NBC.
Moans
Morton Downey and Donald
Novis wash up as an ether team,

gram
that

March

program itself being
a minimum run of 13

15, tlie

limited" to

weeks.

Commercial nas come

to the conclusion that the 'Battle of the Tenors' exploitation angle, which it
had

hopped on as a saving grace when
found itself unable to get out of
the Novls contract, hasn't turned
out the publicity wow anticipated.
Warblers themselves are of the
opinion that their being matched
up hasn't done either any good in
the way of popularity appeal.
It

nicely.

Bob Williams, with a

clever

dog, provides a novelty, even though
the animal was not working up to
snuff.

It

was good

however,

fare,

and appreciated.

Ward, Pinky and Terry, knockabout dancers and acrobats, pull a
lot of hokum, winding up with their
gladiator fight in slow motion, which
drew plenty laughs. Scene shifted
to full stage for the femmes in Colonial garb with enlarged hoops,
which were utilized for a routine
before entrance of the Murrays,
Tenor soloist chanted a refrain
while the former ballroom dancers
whirled through some of the In lest
steps.
Miss Murray made a .'^u lkIng appearance In white, carrying a
large parasol, while her partner, In
formal afternoon garb, easily demonstrated his right to terpslchorean honors.
The Stone and Lee for the usual
brand of hokum, with the flnale
having the girls on for a red hot
routine.
Opening show ran 40
mins. and can stand a little pruning to speed it up. After this week
it's a straight grind policy for the
house.

FRED
ALLEN
Management

'

WALTER BATCHELOR

BATH CLUB REVUE

mmm^ WABG
Sunday, 9

P. M., E. S. T.

LOU
KATZMAN
And His LINIT ORCHESTRA

"THE GREATEST TRIO

ON THE

AIR"

"T«vo gXiUi and a boy tlint hIzzIc nnd
Bimrklo with red hot mnslo and noni;
for the enrly rlsem."

(AIRCASTBR)

DON-HALL TRIO
COAST TO COAST

WEAF SUNDAY
WJZ

10 P.M.
7:30 A.M. Every

Mon., Tues.. VCed., Tliurs., FrI., Snt.,
Mgt. M. Cale,

ISI

W.

46th 81.,

New

Vork

RA

Tuesday, January 81, 1933

CoIlecU 2

CHEATING HALTS
FREE AUDITIONS

Ways

a sustaining peVlod Is
Hennafoam with its 'News

tions as

Parade' recording.

permitting Diusiclans
on sample recordings

Program is a stenciled affair
and is a tabloid version of

has been reYork local. Union

'March of Time.'
Sale as a sustaining stanza

down on this Indulgence after
had found that orchestra leaders
were taking advantage of It to probe
musicians for
free auditions from
network commercial prospects.
At the appeal of recording studios,
which claimed they could Increase
the radio disk trade If musicians
were allowed to turn out sample
programs on spec, the union, about
and a half ago, made an
a, year

started when stations tried to
obtain the account, but failing
that, offered to buy the series.
To date 11 outlets have this
progra,m on sustaining schedules are paying for it.

Berultttion

to work gratia
purposes
*or broadcast

voked by the

New

closed
It

.

CBS

On Pan

exception to the regulation providing for a definite audition scale.
Understanding had been that each

was a sample program and was not

Bookers
vice

for Muffing

CBS

in the

came

a

for

in

file

who had been with the network
since its inception. Cause for the
ouster dates back to a squabble of
two NBC men at a dance several
months ago. Subordinate member
resented the manner of an exec
during the social affair and words
wound up with a threat by the official that the other lad woul-l be
taken care of in due time. In less
than two weeks the man In the production department staff was out.
X.atter took the matter up with one
of the NBC v.p.'sbutthe only satisfaction he got was the assurance
that his story would be looked into.
Meanwhile Patterson took over
the clilef executive post under M.

Artists Ser-

stiff

Interfere with the job.

Included in the warning is tipofC to
cliques to eliminate the logrolling
and spread their interests for the
general good.
Personal
difference
pronuncianiento follows the letout of an exec

Waring with Old Gold

spec program would have a break
In announcement declaring that It
to be broadcast, but that if the program were sold to a commercial the

Col. Richard C. Patterson, NBC's
new executive v.p.^ has passed the
work among executives that they
are not to let any personal differences among the network's rank

or

dressing

from Ed Klauber, v. p., for missing
same orchestral setup would hold
made out on the sale of a band to the
Old Gold account. Klauber wanted
dodge to know why the boys let Jim
frhen musicians who had played lor Doane, Morton Downey's manager,
complaints
lodged
get in ahead of them and peddle
such auditions
against a couple of leaders. Latter the Fred Waring combo to the
were brought up on charges and Lennon & Mitchell agency.
It
Bureau attaches explained that
let oft with severe reprimands.
was then decided to cancel all e^,-. they had submitted not only every
band leader on the network's payceptions to the auditions rule.
roll, but had also gone outside for
H.
a slew of orchestras.
But, they
for the entire recorded series
lor the advertiser.
Union became hep to the

DONUT HOUR GIVING
PUY TO VAUDE AQS

admitted,

they

hadn't

Waring.

KNX

Gene Byrnes and Baron Keys. ing.
Jack Carter, English comic, who
Klauber's laying out set the bookhas been handling the hour for a ing ofRce out hustling for a name to
year and a half, drops oflC but will fill the comedy spot in the program.
hour
of
dally
half
be featured In a
Reported that Harry Richman and
Ills own.
Milton Berle were among those
Vaude acta added the past week auditioned last week.
were Ulis and Clarke, Three Cheers,
Grace and Jack, and Lew Kelly.
More are to be added.
PUBLIC
WORRIED
m.c's.

WAS

mortOB

a.

milman
circle 7-2625

•2580

CHARLES
ALTHOFF
Yartcty,

Mew

From Campana's
Good
Hoke Sales Plea

Chicago, Jan. 30.
Last week's 'our fate is in your
hands' sales push on behalf of Campana's Italian Balm resulted in a
50% Increase according to McCannErickson, agency. These figures are
from the 22 communities in which
the 'Fu Manchu' show is outletted
over the Columbia web.
Plea to the public that the program's destiny rested with them had
sufnclent number
Its due effect.
of persons were evidently alarmed
at the possibility of losing the
period to provide a distinct bullish

A

Torii

movement.
Of course

it

was a gag with

the

program is highly
successful anyhow, and there was
no thought of actually yanking it.
Just a test to roll up an unusually
good week.

advertiser, as the

CARUSE'S CHORUS
TEN CANARIES TRAINED
BY GRACE GREENWOOD
TO HARMONIZE WITH MUSIC
Four Year* on NBC Networks

Winkler-Morrison

Creator of the

Gauchos Pvogvam
And Many Other Superior FroKranasI

Danny Winkler Is joining Charlie
Morrison's agency office in charge
the radio and music division.

Winkler has quit MCA where he
was similarly engaged since resigning as a v.p. of DeSylva, Brown
& Henderson.
Winkler is bringing Jane Froman,
Chi songstress, to

New

Tork.

CBS

WABcl

Sanday 11 P. M.

ROSE

ENTERING lOTH YKAB OF KADIO
Tttt. MBO Artlato' Boreaa

]

KTM EETUKN

Los Angeles, Jan. 30.
Boys, cowboy warbling

Ranch

"SWEXTTHEABTS OF THE AIB"
HAY 8INGHI
PETER

B|tEEN «i DE

COWBOYS'

KTM

for a
combination, return to
daily half-hour program. Cowljands
were at the station a year ago.

They fill tbe spot vacated by the
Beverly Hill Billies, which switched
Saturday (28) to KMTR under a
nine months' contract. Their sponsor

is

a

I

local dentist.

I

!
I

CHOCOUTEERS
VOICES OF NESTLE'S
8-8:30
M.—NltC BI-tTB NETWOBK
WJZ—FBJDAYS.

1

IA

VNBEB DIBECTlONpr

TOVrHETI'E

WKKDEN

argued from this position by
the assurance that the Item
was too ambiguously phrased
to Invoke a squawk from pro-

Adverti.iing a radio name to appear In person means that person
and no phoney, accordinp to the
Point
Federal Radio Commlssoln.
came up In the matter of Plain Bill
at the old Roxy, New Tork, this

week.
tliere is one or a dozen
Bills, according to the occasomething like Hal Roach's

Whether
Plain

hibitionists or Federal authori-

sion,

ties.

trained horses

for his horse piccome up except by inference.
It said that the commission informed the Roxy. theatre
tures, didn't

Negro Press Thinks Boy
First of

Race Recognized

By Radio as an

'Actor'

Chicago, Jan,

30.

whoever the
that
Plain Bill nlight be to state over
commercial radio period he
would appear at the Roxy this week
and that was the Bill who would
have to be there. The theatre
agreed and apparently so did Plain
Bill as well as the toothpaste ad-

management

.

his

Negro newspapers here made It vertiser Bill plugs.
May be a matter of faith in one
something of a civic holiday on the
southside when Quin Ryan, mana- another, human nature or a few
ger of WGN, engaged James Mit- affidavits that the Plain Bill on the
chell, 15-year-old colored boy, to Roxy stage this week is the one
play the part of 'Wishbone' in his and genuine only Bill. Other than
new program for Listerlne tooth- the Federal Radio Commission, how
paste.

many

Negro pregs declared Mitchell's
selection was the first recognition
by the radio of acting ability in the
colored race, as all other Negro entertainers on the air are musical in

OLSEN, SHUTTA,

DOUBTFUL ON SATIRE

care?

THEIR

OWN

Although Gus Van, George Olsen^
orchestra and -Ethel Shutta are a

combo on th« Oldsmoblle-WBAF
Kaufman-Ryakind-Segal
Audition program, Olsen and his wife are set
for Lucky Strike
with Loew's and Van Is stage perThey wfll ^
sonalin^ on his own.
each other in Washington^
George S. Kaufman and Morrle oppose
will combine to do their
Rysklnd auditioned an 'Of Thee I Feb. 17 but
For Oldsmoblle broadcast from Va»

WOR

-^/-INSURANCE-/-

WOR

JACK
DENNY
AND ORCHESTRA

WOR

WABC

WEAF

fed to

Hearst's

^ny

It.

Waldorf-Astoria HoUl

American'

woe

Viotor Rooords

Musicians' Strike

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Davenport, la., Jan. 30.
Hearst's "Buy American'
Charges that three union musicampaign will hit the radio with an
cians, non-residents, had been imhour's program over
Feb. 6.
ported, and intimations that they
Period will be contributed by that
were working under scale, resulted
station's talent and guest artists
In an order from Joseph Weber,
from other locals.
Program will go on under aus- president of the International, withdrawing all union musicians from
pices of the local Hearst 'Examiner.'
programs.
Musicians employed at the WOC's synchronized
station, WHO, Des Moines, have
not been affected by the order.
'Gossipers' Long
Chauncey W. Weaver, Des Moines,
was here over the weekend to at'The Gossipers,' one of radio's rec- tempt settlement of the difficulties.
ord run acts, is off WAAB, Boston,
after 94
weeks.
Turn broadcast six days a week
Ballou Leaves
on sustaining for the full stretch
Los Angeles, Jan. 30.
over the Yankee network station.
David Ballou is off the KFI pro
ductlon staff.
Brothers' Breaks
He had been writing and handling
the station's vaude program 'The
Chicago, Jan. 30.

Lucky Strike Dance Hour

Whitman Chocolates

R.

0
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Charley, recovered from an automobile accident. Gene Krclt.slnger,
staff

entertainer,

was

thrown from a horse in Forest PreIn consequence a second In-

I

VAN

OPPOSISH

M

serve.

Arranger

HX;N1>RIE

the ginger ale's sales talk came
the announcer's contrived remark, 'And don't ask me If It
mixes with other Ingredients.
You just try It!'
Network had Interposed an
objection to the line, but it was

NO CBS-NBC CONCERTS
HERCER; ENOES AZ

WBBM

P.

THE RONDOLIERS
BCBERT
ROT HAIXEE
CHABI.ES
FRED WU.SON
OEOBGE GOVE
THREE
TONES
THE^
BARBARA
SYXV
STONE
lOABTHA BOTES

PERSON

Sing* Idea for Lucky Strike.
Capital.
the llstenlng-in stanza the authors
Van will be at Warner's Earle
personally played the roles of a
couple of Senators.
Nat Shilkret against Olsen- Shutta at Loew's
lead the orchestra and VIvIenne Fox.
Segal took care of the warbling.
Judging from the account's reacto the script it has little chance
THE SHORTEST DISTANCE
IZ tion
Betweoi two points Is • •tnOffct
of acceptance. Commercial opined
line.
that radio audiences aren't ready for
SHORTEST DISTANCE
THE
Thee
satire
anything
the
'Of
and
of
Calling bis staff together last
Betireen the Mrtolnty and nnoertalnweek, George Bngles, y.p. in charge I Sing* calibre would go over the
tr ot yonr fntnre Is AN'KUITT INplanned tot yoa b7
SUBANCE
of the NBC Artists' Service, advised etherites heads even if they have a
them to pay no attention to the re- pompadour like Kaufman's.
port that he was leaving the network tbe middle of February.
Rumor current in concert circles
INCORlioRATVD
If
Wliitenian on
jf Ml
last week bad it that an approach
had been made, with NBC taking
For one night a week Paul Whitethe Initiative, toward merging the
|«7<l BROADWAY
WW-YORK-CtrV
Columbia Concerts Corp. and NBC man will confine his pickup from
concerts interests. This is vigorously the BUtmore hotel to WOR, indie
Information Without Obligation
denied by both camps, with Arthur Newark transmitter. Permission has
to
Radio Folk
Judson, head of the CCC combine, been granted by NBC at the banddeclaring that CBS, which has a man's request, the latter figuring
wUl give him an eastern cov66% interest in the CCC, had only
the month before okayed its share erage In spots perhaps missed by
of the concert corjt's. budget for the N£<C link.
Friendly affiliation between NBC
1933.
and
has existed the past two
years.
This network's talent frequently appears on the Newark station and special chain events are
Warners Broadcasting

Three weeks
I

IN

Run

I

I

terson's attention who investigated
and learned of the threat that
climjixod the verbal joust. The exec
involved got his notice.
The tip to break up the cliques
applies to all departments but is
principally directed at the program
division.
First move in that dl
rcction is Indicated by the assign
ment from the outside, on Ayles
worth's recommendation, of Walter
Preston to tbe program board.

W.

of

Vincent sorey

NO PHONEY

Aylesworth,
president.
By
chance the incident of the discharged employee came to Col. Pat- nature.

thought of

Doane obtained his Lennon &
Mitchell contact through the Downey association with the same
agency's Woodbury Soap program
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
on NBC. Only commission paid by
Is revamping Its Optimistic Waring for the ciggie engagement,
Donut hour, the oldest vaude-radlo guaranteed for six weeks, goes to
program on the coast, to use former Doane and that's 10%. This leaves
vaude acts exclusively.
the band $3,000 clear per broadcast.
Program hereafter will have two CBS Artists Bureau collects noth-

Results

Hint

41

ada Dry show via CBS last
Sunday (22). On the tall end of

COMMAND

Boreaa

Artist

A Wee

First time that a beverage
set-up hint has been plugged
over the air occurred on the
semi-final program of the Can-

CUQUES,NBC

programs to radio sta-

Its

VARIETY

BREAK UP THE

Example of a commercial
that's made a sideline of selling

mo

terruption In the brothers' professional partnership ensues.
Gene was picked up unconscious
after bis bolting nag collided with

a tree. At St. Francis hospital,
Evanston, H was stated concussion
of the brain had been avoided, but
It will be some time before he can
resume his radio work.

RUTHETTINa
GLOWFYINO

POPULAR SONG

<PLUMdIA-C<MST-TO^ASr NETWOWC
MONDAY

XHUBSDAT,

B f. IL,

Hr»^

Mon-Thun

WOR
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Pubs

Radio Bridge

Internal

Over

Radio Bobs Up

see

broadcast

the

'The

of

Happy-Go-Lucky* hour, the
free audience must have some-

away

thing to do to while
hits

that

station

the

Rental of Houses

the

aours.

Gang

Championship Claim

Fox-WC Cold on

Los Angeles, Jan. 30.
Flocking each day to KHJ to

Friction

Tuesdaj, January 31, 1933

For Broadcasting

and four hours before ihe
program goes on now take
cards and spend the interim
thre<»

Chicago, Jan. 30.
Newspaper3 opponents of radio
Within the last few months have
their attack.
They have
dropped efforts to fight radio Itself
and instead appear to be taking the

shifted

playing contract bridge.
Turning radio stations Into
bridge clubs is also another worry for the theatre
free

men.

position that newspapers with radio
stations, whether through ownership or afOHatlon, have an unfair

advantage over newspapers lacking

KTM KELW WILL

either outlets.

HEARST

L

GIVE

FOOTHOLD

Some observers think that raps
A.
against radio Itself have ceased and
that henceforth the press will have
Los Angeles, Jan. 30.
an Internal squabble by Itself of
more or less virulence. This practFederal Radio commission is this
ically means that the malcontents week expected to ratify the transhave realized the futility of trying
fer of the licenses of KTM, here,
to flght radio and have accepted it
and KELW, Burbank, to the L. A.
as an Institution here to stay.
Radicals Calm Down
Herald-Express,' through which W.
Significant change in tone of sev- R. Hearst will obtain his first pereral of the more inflamatory pubstation
In
radio
sonally-owned
possibility of

lishers points to the
recriminations between radio- owning newspapers, some 99 by recent
estimate, and the rest of the journalistic industry. It's a problem In
can all papers
long division.
to the ether when there

How

have access

are only 600 radio transmitting
channels extant?
Publishers in accepting radio as
a fait accompli, acknowledge that
radio is useful as a promotional aid
It gives dallies a
to circulation.
chance to get into the family parlor
by dramatizing various departments,
cartoon strips, news, editorials, etc.
That being true wKy should one
dally have this privelege while the
majority are shut out of the cosmos
[]^*il together. Therein lies the germs
of the friction that may develop.
.

^

FAMILY AFFAIR
Amoi

'n'

Andy Slated

Van

Beursn Shorts

-

dubbed

reissuing to the two stations of their
licenses.

Mae West Sez

with
a subsid with

(Continued from page 1)

affiliated
Is

KFWB

CBS'

COAST

12

audiences are

made up

of the

mass-

es too.

That Certain Element
Luescher Goes Radio
Giving them what they want In
Mark Luescher has connected pictures differs from giving them
with Radio Exchange, as publicity what they want on the stage only
director. Formerly at the old Roxy, in degree. When people pay $3 In
New York, Luescher left the latter the legit theatres, they have the
house last week under the change right to expect more. It Is not nec
essary, nor is It feasible, to present
in operation and management^
Claude Bostock, former vaude what Miss West characterizes as
producer, is head of Radio Ex- 'that certain element' as completely
as in the theatre. Picture audiences
change booking office.

FOR PRICE OF

7

are trained to anticipate, to be sat
isfled with suggestion, whereas stage
audiences are accustomed to prac
tically the whole works. Miss West
Jane
believes her individual Interpretta
tlon of that certain element robs it
of any possible offense.

Lee

ORCHESTRA
SDC

NIGHTS WEEKLY
(Except Sunday)
via

Entire Columbia Network
9 P.

H.

(E.S.'t.)

OLEONl
N.B.C.

C.B.S.
II

9:3oT'e.S.T.

Woodbury
Hour

nil

^"P
Saturday

NIGHTLY

AMBASSADOR HOTEL,
Sole Dlreotlon

N. Y.

HERBIAN BEOtNIB
New Yoirk

1619 BroadwoT',

Froman Quits Assured Chioago Job at

NBC

'I've developed a different way of
Chicago, Jan. 30.
my sex,' she explains. 1 Jane Froman, originally brought
laugh them into It. I cover it with
here two years ago from WLW,
comedy. If you laugh with a sinner,
Cincinnati, by NBC, Is severing her
you like her. You grow fond of her,
connection with that network and
feel sympathy for her.'
giving up her lodent commercial
fulsomely
Looking back on her
program to join her husband, Don
publlplzed career. Miss West sees
Ross, in New York. Pair are rated
now that she quit vaude just in time as Chicago radio's most incorrigible
to avoid the break, stepped out of
honeymooners and, with Ross in
legit just before it crashed too. Her
New York, following his partnership
varied experiences Is going to be
mighty valuable to her film work, break with Jack Brooks at WBBM,
She has alwiays been her own di- Chicago, Miss Froman tossed up

I

Ntw

8«ntalldnal

UNITS 'ROUND NAMES
Fanchon

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
have launched

& Marco

radio unit production at their Sunset studios, while in New York,
Marco has already started weekly
broadcasting from the stage of the
old Roxy. Here, Fanchon has been''
holding auditions of prospective
talent for the past several days,
with indication^ that three or four
accounts will have been closed by
the middle of this week.
One of the F&M rehearsal stages
has been soundproofed and equipped
with RCA Photophone transmitting
apparatus. Loud speakers have been
installed In the offices of both Fanchon and Marco, with the former,
presently, personally handling all

Air units proposed will be built
arqund such personalities as Rube
Wolf, George Stone, Roscoe Ates

In Tbree Plants
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
The three plants of RCA Vktor
shortly start production of
transcriptions for radio broadcasting.
Policy on this type of recording, which RCA Victor has not done
previously, will be set within a week
by Edwin A. Nichols, head of the
will,

sales department.

Possibility is that RCA will go
Into the field 100%, hiring artists,
establishing a sales agency and doing the recording, although It Is
considered more likely that the
company will only do the recording
through a tleup with transcription
companies already organized.

The plants at New York, CamdeQ,
N. J., and Hollywood will handle
this recording.
Policy will not affeet present function of recording
for films and making phonograph
records.
Victor has done a little transcrip-tion work in the east, but only on
request. Company is following the
move of Columbia Phonograph,

which recently announced the same
kind of an expansion policy.

DROP BOOSTER PLANS
Davenport's WHO-WOC Call
Request for Added Power

Davenport,

R«dU

Hit

RKO

Provldtnee

Now

(27)

and may be

Jan.

Off

30.

WMT

Social Legit

at Waterloo
chase plans for
Idea ot "booster' station
are out.
was to give better reception in the
station
cities
the
new
trlwhen
goes on the air in March.

(Continued from page 1)

According to the girls, it's now
the smart thing to say, 'I'm working.' Snooty mob doesn't look down
on toilers any more, nor bother to
deny that a lot of the kids, despite
their social posish, need cash with
what they are.

conditions

Trying for

OM

Gold

Due here from Hollywood Feb. 1«
Old Gold was hot after Jimmle Durante to start

off its

new CBS

series

of Wednesday half hours on Feb. 8,
with Waring's Pennsylvanlans, but
Durante will be too occupied with
rehearsals for his Broadway musical, 'Strike Me Pink,' to do any
radio commerciallng.
Jack Benny and Joe Cook are both
cold, following auditions, for the O.
G. account, which is now fiirting

with Milton Berle and Harry Rich-

man

for the berth.

ABE

LYMAN

From the show producer's standpoint the thing works out elegantly
ANU HIS
because not only do the girls bring
CALIFORNIA ORCHESTRA
many of the social squads to buy
Columbia Broadcastlnc System
tickets, but they aid considerably
in the publicity thing. Almost any
PHILLIP'S DENTAL MAGNESIA
daily will give up good space for Taea.. Thura., Sat.. 8 to StlS P.M., B.8.T.
pictures and reading matter about
COAST-TO-COAST
the registered damolselles time after
time. And for their sets the girls
think it places them in a bit higher
niche than the social class girls who
do their welfare work without pay,
glory or Johns.

ABC

Tamien on

program Friday

la.,

and others. Plan is to have a perWHO-WOC (Central Broadcastmanent m.c. or announcer deluxe ing Co.) have withdrawn applicafor each individual program, with tion to the radio commission asking
talent switched for each broadcast. for more power.
Abandonment of
Details are now being- worked out, the plan for a 'booster' station, to
with the first audition having 36 be synchronized with a new high
acts reviewed. Most of the contem- power,
in
watts,
station
60,000
plated F&M programs are Intended Mitchelville, was announced by Dave
tojc coast chain etherizing for the
Palmer, business manager.
present.
With the killing of the idea pur-

DUMB
CRACKERS

Masking

"VORKO"
SUITE 666, SIXTH IXOOB, BKO BCTLDINO, BADIO CITY
COLE
RADIO RUBES THE' BACHELORS •nd theLESTER
Radio Soldlen or Fortuna
New

F-M BIEDING RADIO

Radio Transcripts

rector, for nobody knows better than everything.
Understood Miss Froman will get
she Just exactly her style. The etu
dl6 doesn't argue with her.
Why a Columbia build-up over WABC,
Origin
should it, how can it for she's al- New York, but meanwhile has no
Detroit, Jan. 30.
ready delivered.
commercial. She had three sustain
One of the local radio stations is
Miss West Is going on the same Ing periods over NBC here plus
personality in pictures she created lodent on Sunday. Marjorle Dodge putting local speakeasy bands on the
on the stage. That's what they ex- will fill one of the sustaining perl air. This is done without any an
pect from her. She'll change the ods, and New York NBC will absorb nouncement as to the origin of the
program.
period of her goings-on, but never the rest of her time.
With only two open spots holding
her unique goings-on themselves,
name bands in town, Oriole Terrace
she says.
with Henry Thles and the Book
Julius
Air
Cadillac
with Barney Rapp, the
Ozzie Nelson has had his contract
Chicago, Jan. 30.
speaks have the greater number of
at the Hotel New Yorker extended
bands and mostly name comblna
Julius Tannen, who has been Uv
for another 10 weeks.
Ing In Chicago the past six months, tions.
was the guest artist on the Armour

TOM KE3NNEDY
R*)^

budget trouble.

All Others.''

—

•.I-

to

RCA PlreiKures for

figures

selling

CHESTERFIELD

due

was in 'The Firebird,'
these stations season
which had Elizabeth Schermerhorn
benefit themselves from the popuYoung and Helen Whitney Bourne.
larity angle.
Also Nlta Naldl, who's Important
Quintet not a part of the bill socially through marriage to the
given the. advertiser are KFBX, British Barclay banking family.
Sacramento; KMJ, Fresno; KWO,
June Blossom In "Flying Colors' is
Stockton; KDB, Santa Barbara, and a deb and another girl is in 'The
KERN, Bakersfleld. But to get Dubarry.'
these five on a gratis basis the net
Three of the girls are in the Fred
work account brought In by CBS is Astaire show, 'Gay Divorce,' and
expected to go for the rest of the eight are supposedly dated for
Lee web, which tdkes in KHJ, Los 'Evensong,' among them being Doris
Angeles; KFRC, San Francisco; Crandall, Joan Hamilton, Natalie
KFPY, Spokane; KVl, Tacoma; Hess, Natalie Davis and Jane Wyatt.
KOL, Seattle; KGB, San Diego, and Another half dozen or so for the
KOIN, PorUand.
Tallulah Bankhead show, 'Forsaking

cials,

LONESOME FOR HUSBAND

LEONARD
HAYTON

rarily,

details.

Columbia's customers are now
getting 12 Coast stations for the
price of seven. Group tossed In as
Letter-Writing Fanners
a premium ore given the euphemistic label of 'bonus stations.'
Chicago, Jan. 30.
Five outlets are part of the Don
by
WBBM's
Not to be outdone
boasts of its mail count for the year Lee string and are Included in the
1932, WLS Informs "Variety' that toll line circuit that swings through
,240,800 letters came in during the the
seven big city transmitters.
annum just closed.
Hooking In the quintet doesn't make
Most of them from farmers.
much difference In the telephone
bill and by feeding their communities with the class network commer-

in.

Van Beuren Is
RKO, which In turn
NBC of RCA.

These were in jeopardy

through charges ma.de that both,
using the same wave length, were
broadcasting unethical mystic stuff.
Commission decided that the complaints were not justified.
If the 'Herald-Express* gets the
licenses through the transfer, which
seems likely, intention is to acquire
both stations and close KELW.
Dally will then drop Its tie-in with
another local station, KFAC.

30.

.

for 13

With the NBC Artists Service
acting as the radio act'a rep, the
Van Beuren Corp. has closed witli
Amos 'n' Andy for a series of 13
Each of the subjects will
shorts.
be in cartoon, with the voices of the
blackface team, playing all the
parts,

Southern California,
Request to transfer follows the

Los Angeles, Jan.

Refusing to lend a hand to radio.
is turning down all
applications to rent its dark theatres for broadcast purposes. Some
of the smaller stations want to follow lead of the larger outlets In
producing see and hear programs,
and have offered to pay F-WC high
rental for opening several houses
one or two days a week.
Approximate audiences of 10,000
a week are currently attending these
station programs, and F-WC Isn't
anxious to bring further competition
with its theatres.
Local bread company, Intending
to compete with the Franco-AmeriHighcan, sponsor of the
Jinks playing weekly to 600 at the
Warner Sunset studio, wanted the
use of a F-WC house in conjunction with a radio program. Despite
high rental offered, bakery company
was turned down.

Fox West Coast

Minneapolis, Jan. 80.
long distance radio
program is General Mills Co.'s
Gold Medal Fast Freight, nine
years on the air from WCCO,
and a network.
Eddie Dunsteddter, organist,
has been with this program the
last four years or so and Betty
Crocker, now plugging the
same company's Blsquick product, has been doing the spieling for Gold Medal flour all of
Gold Medal
the nine years.
Freight Is off the air tempo-

Champ

ROBERT
BURNS
PANETELA

WABC
Every
W(MlneN<lay

ut e:30 r. M.

BURNS FALLEN
Dir.t

WM. MORBIS AGENCY

KUZNETZOFF

repeated next week. Armour is not
fully decided as to the exact type of
program it will use following its
parting with East and Dumke.

A.

George Price and Tannen on successive Fridays have followed that

RUSSIAN KRETCHMA

team.

TUESDAYS,

with

"JOLLY RUSSIANS"

10:15 P.M.

(Rest)

Slat Consecutive

from

244 E. 14th

St.
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TOO MUCH INSIDE STUFF
m mm
——

Palace's Freak

Policy

No Panic;

Peg Rich's Woes

FALL FATAL TO ACROBAT

BARTON'S $1,000

Henry Borcherding of 3 Lordens,
Drops 20 Ft,, Landing on Head

Loew's Headliner Chops $2,500 Off
Old Top Salary

Lowell, Mass., Jan. 30.
Harry Borcherding,
appearing
here with Mr. and Mrs. Lordens as
the Three Lordens, gymnasts, died
in

a

He was
down as a

policy, a la Hammersteln's Victoria, days earlier.
Borcherding slipped and fell 20
at the RKO Palace, New York, so
far Is 2 to 0, and the 0 belongs to feet to the stage, and landed on
the Palace. The headliners thus far his head, fracturing his spine and
have been Prince Romanoff and causing a congestion from which
Jack DeRuyter-Pegey Rich, at |600 the paralysis resulted.
All three performers are from
and $600, respectively, and both

West Reading, Pa,

flops.

BENNY RUBIN

local hospital Jan. 27.

paralyzed from the neck

result of a fall during the performof the act at a theatre a few

new freak ance

Score of Martin Beck's

Jim Barton went into Loew's,
Jersey City, for the current week on
a replacement when Bobe Hoi)e developed a bad throat opening day.
Barton salary there is $1,000, a decline of $2,500 from his former top

Fox-Wiest Coast No Like iigure of $3,500.
Actor's Remarks About
Eastern Efficiency Men's
Cliff Edwards Works
Effect on Show Business
M. C.'s Laudation of
As Two Sheriffs Wait

—

F&M Outfit Resented by
Theatre Executives

For Him

in the

Wings

The DeRuyter-Rich engagement
last .week

terminated with Miss Rich

pleadlne. illness and not appearing
closing day (Friday). OeRuyter had
his troubles that ^'.ay, too, being
taken into custody by a sheriff between shows to explain some finan-

transaction
doi^ntown.
cial
sherUi;. promised to bring him
;

for the next performance,
kept his word.

Mrs. Schultz

F&M's 30,000 PEOPLE

May

m

Get Acts

The

back
and he

Chicago, Jan.

RKO's Mysterious

Hollywood, Jan.

Dutch

A

mysterious Mrs. Schultz, who
says she represents the booking ofMrs. Rich's hearing on a bad fice, is calling on acts backstage at
check, charge pressed by a dress RKO theatres and advising changes
store was due Saturday (28), but and improvements in their scenery,
postponed .to yesterday (Monday.),. etc.
She claimed she signed a ^paper in
To acts who are limited nowadays
belief It was a promissory note, but to two or three weeks, on the RKO
it turned out to be a check. She was
time, suggestions that Involve the
given a oouple weeks of grace In spending of money for trimmings
which to make good some $300.
are Just a laugh. But this doesn't
Out of the act's $600 Palace sal- discourage Mrs. Schultz.
ary, RKO deducted $300 during the
Just who Mrs. Schultz is or what
week for liavlng pdld Mrs. Rich and she actually does is a mystery
DeRuyter's hotel bill in Trenton, around RKO. Nobody seems to
where the act broke In the week know, except perhaps Mrs. Schultz
before. When the balance was paid' herself, and Mrs. Schultz herself
off aCthe Palace, the 11 -piece band couldn't be located.
with the turn didn't see aby of it,
and hadn't up to Saturday. Among
.

the Rlch-DeRuyter creditors also
are Marvin Welt and Dave Vine,
who have $800 coming for staging
'

the' act.

RKO

declined to play Mrs. Rich
and DeRuyter further, and the other
circuits didn't care to play them at
all, leaving them out in the cold as
a freak vaude attraction. So they're
going out on one-nlghters In the
ballrooms, starting Feb. 4 at Roseland; New York, for |200 for the
night.
agef.

Sam Berger

their

Is

Roy Ciimmings'

Shift

Phoenix, Jan. 30.

Roy Cummlngs and

his partner,

Florence Roberts, left F & M's
'Ubangl' idea here, will open at the
Orpheum, Kansas City, Feb. 14 for

RKO.

$800 for 5 Acts

.

Benny Rubin went
chon & Marco payroll

30.

the Fanweek for
telling the audience at Pantages, the
closing night of stage shows at the
house, that the efficiency men from
the east were responsible for the
loss of stage shows, and not Fanchon & Marco, who were providing
work for eround 30,000 people in
the amusement field. Rubin headecl
off
last

the 'Varities of 1933' unit which had
two weeks to go with the m.c. being chopped from the payroll at the

Cliff 'UUelcle Ike'

30.

Edwards worked

three (lays at the Chicago theatre

with two deputy sheriffs standing
wings. He was unable to post

in the

$5,000 bond when arrested on complaint of his former wife, Mrs. Gertrude Ryerholm, on Friday. B & K
patched up work but constantly under surveillence of the law until the
court trial today (Monday). Court
also enjoined him from leaving Chi
until satisfying judgment in the ali-

At

35-40c> Indie

Vaude's Oatlook
The smaller Independents with*
out circuit connections and running their own business, most of

whom now

are in straight pictures,
say that the top price for a vaude
bill if they ever return to stage
shows will be $800 a week. That
must cover five acts on a full or
split week.
Opinion among indies who regard $800 as majcimum is that for
that amount they can obtain the
same bills that a year ago would
have cost $1,600.

The $800

figure or less

must be

adhered to so that the total overhead on the theatre does not rise
above $2,000. It's necessary to be
able to break at that amount, the
indies say, and any average house
exceeding $2,000 fs taking a chance.
mony.
In figuring on that cost, they count
in
It is charged Edwards is $6,752
alimony arrears to his former wife on 36c as the avet^ge admish price
for the support of their son, now 13, and declare 4Dc to be the very -outwho lost both his legs in an acci- side under avet>age Indle operation
dent 18 months ago. Edwards has of the average vaudfllm theatre.
paid only $300 in the last year and
a half the complaint against him.

request of F-WC executives who re
sented his remarks.
Rubin at an Interlude in the show
mentioned to the audience that he charges.
thought they liked the show from
the applause, and asked them if they
were sorry that the stage entertain about actors -Ctrith families to supment was going out. Applause was port who would bo out, and probthe response so Benny then stated ably starving. The audience strongly
Lion, N. Y., Jan. 30.
that Fanchon & Marco were not to applauded his remarks at their conJack T. Morse, 16-year-old fresh*
blame; that they had heavy in- clusion.
man
at
Rensselaer
Poly In Troy,
oft
for
Next day, with unit laying
vestments in stage entertainment,
and that It was the efficiency ex- a week. Rubin was called in by wbo has been ntlsdlng three weeks;
perts from New York who had or- Fanchon who told him that on or- is the son of Lee Morse, ,a graduate
dered the shows out, aijd would cut ders from F-WC executives his tour of Kent School In Connecticut,
ba«
off the -earning capacity of many bad been cancelled without any exnot been seen or neard from since
thousand people.
He then told planation given.
he left his mother and stepfather

LEE MORSE'S 16-YEAR

OLD SON DISAPPEARS
"

.

(who appears In Miss Morse's act)
Savannah, Qa., Jan, 8. He held
them In New York during the
Christmas recess and accompanied
them to New Orleans for a vaude
at

joined

man-

date.

The youngster, scheduled to return to college for the. second semester is said to have been giyen about
$200 for tuition money before he left
for Troy.
Local police have been

COMBO
BREAKS RECORD BY 56

$14,000 STAGE

requested by the New Tork authorities to co-operate In searching for

Eddie Cantor and Georgle Jesscl
as a stage combination at $14,000,
broke the house record for Loew's
nabe Paradise, Bronx, with a $41,000 gross last week. Former high
was $36,000, established when admlsh scale was 8c higher.
The $36,000 figure was likewise
set by a combination stage attraction' comprising

Morton

the boy.

Nixes Peggy's $5,000
Los Angeles, Jan. 80.
After Loew's State had refused
tilt the ante to $6,000,
Peggy
Hopkins Joyce declined to top the
theatre's stage show last week.
House had olTered her $2,600 to
sub for Mme. Scbumann-Heink, out
of the act because of Illness.

Downey,

to

Phil Baker and Bert Lahr.

Blanchard Must Rest
Beverly Hills, Jan. 30.
C. M. Blanchard, agent, who came
out from New York a few years

CHALK

ago, has been advised by his doctors
to take a month's rest. After leaving the ho.spltal Jan. 16, he suffered a heart attack and on top of

RKO's

contracted pneumonia.
Prior to his long stretch of illness weighing 215 lbs., Blanchard
now tips scales at only 168.

Danny

Freundllch,
Arthur Willi in the

RKO's

assistant

Bill

add
booked
on Bill

Oriental, Detroit, will

vaude
Miles.

to

booking

Columbo-Miss Williams
For RKO at $3,850
Ru.ss Columbo'.'s tour for RKO

Freundllch takes over all Leffler'e
houses but Pater.son, which trans-

takes him Into the Main Street,
Kansas City, Feb. 11, with Omaha
and Minneapolis to follow.
Act opens at the Palace, Chicago,
March 3, and plays Cincy as the

fere to Willi.

Richman's 5iG and

%

Harry Rlchman is at the Indle
Hippodrome, Baltimore, this week
on a percentage and goes to the WB
Earle, Philadelphia, next week on
the same terms.
Rlchman is getting a $5,500 gvarsplit.

—6

Since taken over by RKO Its policy
has been straight pictures.

office, moves up Into a full fledged
booker's Job upon Dolf Lcffler's departure. Latter is leavingr to go Into
the millinery business.

antee against the

on
Acts

Detroit,

vaude Feb. 10. Five-act bills
from New York. House goes
Howard's book.
Oriental played Pantages
when operated by Charlie

Up

RKO

FOR VAUDE

Howard's Book

it

Freundlich's

1

Oriental,

"AW SHUT UPRKO

last week.
at the

Now

-,"

said Chic

Palace,

CHIC

New

York

to

Rose King while they were cavorting at the Detroit

York, this Week (January 28).
"The Originators of Tin Type CoiSedy"

YORK

and

Direction:— JACK CURTIS,

ROSE
KIN
& ALLEN

CURTIS

OFF ICE

aut'

next .stand.
Included In the act is Hannah
Williams, the comMnod salary averaging $3,850 a week.
Although

Columbo withdrew from the NBC
Artist!. Service two months ago, the
v.audc
bookiriKs
were
through that bureau.

arranged

VAUDEVILLE

VARIETY
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CAPITOL'S M.C.

Inside Stuff-Vaude

Fore!

Berle

May Be Permanent

at

EMBELUSHED 'DESERT
Loew

B'way House

RKO

N'fwost

reducing

booking oIHce system for cutting actors' salaries involves
sal.iry on tlie contract and malting up the difference In cash

tiic

payment of railroad fare. As It really costs the circuit more money
instead of representing a saving, it's Just another case of the bookers
fooling themselves. George Godfrey Is credited as the inventor.
If an act's regular salary is $450 and the act Vi'on't take less, an;l the
fart* for the jump amounts to $50, the act will -^et a contract for $100
and recelv'e the extra $50 from the theatre. As vaude acts usually pay
their own fare, the double payoff doesn't make any difference to them.
I^ut the booking ofHce Imagines it has an edge on the records, because
the contract on record will show a $50 saving. Despite that the $50 is
l)ald out anyway.
It costs the circuit money because under a straight salary arrangement it would give the booking ofTlce Its 5% commlsh on the full $450,
whorens with the r.r. fare paid extras, Its commlsh Is only on $400.

Any

salary setting or understanding amongst the major theatre circuits apparently lost its last chance of living in the Ed Wynn booking

by Loew.

The Wynn thing started with RKO offering $18,500, with Loew's getting in on It through a Loew booker closing with Wynn in Chicago.
Not mentioned If Loev knew of RKO negotiations.
Though the Loew people mentioned the Wynn salary at $20,000, Wynn
has been telling friends he will receive $25,000 weekly from Loew.
agreements among the circuits Is exemby Blng Crosby's $3,000, now from Loew's, et al., after a $2,250
had been set on the former $3,500 act. Publix paid the
crooner that largest figure for some 20 weeks last summer and fall.
When Crosby was offered less, Irving Mills, his new manager, refused,
-until Loew's suddenly needed an act, and the $3,000 was thus established.
Demonstrating anew the old law of supply and demand.

The

Inefficiency of the salary

plified

to $2,500 figure

Rex Story writes from Lahore (India) that the correspondent who
recently placed him in India working the small cinemas with Rose Lee
and four girls, is off in his figures. Story says there were six girls, and
programs he encloses names all six.
Calls his combo the Hollywood Hl-lltes and is playing the higher
His outfit consists of himself, Rose Lee, Mantell's
priced cinemas.
marionettes and the six girls. Expects to again see San Francisco in

May

or June.

Washington Hotel, Chicago, gives Walter Hawley desk space in Its
.lobby gratis. This is all that remains of the N. V. A. in the windy city.
Hawley continues as nominal correspondent for the N. V. A. of which
organization he was once Chicago club manager and is understood at
present to be a beneficiary. He is a former actor.
Hotel's angle is a hope of attracting theatrical patronage.
Musicians union has notified Arthur Klein he'll have to pay off the
$1,400 he owes the pit crew from the flop straight vaude venture at the
Broadway, before he can engage another orchestra, in ^case he should

Chicago, Jan.
lost one

Milton Berle opens for Loew on
March 3 for a run at the Capitol,
Xow York, as m.c. Charlie Morrison
agentcd.
Berle's Capitol run is indef, with
Loew holding options up to 10
weeks on the one house.

performance Saturday at the Palace, when his daughter, Dorothy, also In the act, practicing golf shots in dressing room
under Babe Dldrlkson'e tutelage, hit him. Murphy was rushed to the hospital where several
stitches were taken under his
eye and on the chin but Mur-

phy

SONG' TAB'S TEST DATE

30.

Bob Murphy

COAST VODE PICKS UP
WITH NEW SPOTS SET

came back and worked

next show.
Accident occurred few minutes before Murphy's act and
his two youngsters, Dick and
Dorothy, had to do the act
alone while Pop Murphy was
at the hospital.

F.

&

M.'s 'Desert Song' unit
will

be augmented by Publlx for its
en.
gagements at the Paranioimt, New

York,

starting

Brook the week

Friday
after.

It

(3)

and
has been

on the road eight months.
Publix Is adding Viylenne Segal aa
prima .lead and Gus Shy, comedian
as well as increasing the number
of voices to 55 and augmenting
dancers by putting on eight extra
girls.

Los Angeles, Jan. 30.
Unless .show clicks on the ParaFiguring the holiday slump bur- mount date. It will hea^ directly
led, six houses in this territory have back to the Coast via New Orleans
gone in for additional vaude, with San Antonio and three or four other
five acts on each program.
regular F&M stops. If it clicks, it
Garfield,
Alhambra
(suburb), will play Paramount, Brooklyn, and
which has bet in acts two days a two Loew de luxe engagements, Vaweek heretofore, is now playing ri lencia, Jamaica and State, Jersey
split week. Mayfair, Los Angeles, a City, as well as possibly others
to
one-day-a-week house on the combo be added around the east.
jjollcy, has added another day. Burbank and San Fernando, suburban,
are each booking two days a week.
Friedland All Set
Acts also go into the Lelmert here,
So far as the vaude end of show and the F-WC Ventura, the latter
on Sundays only."
biz is concerned, the bookers and
Anatole Friedland's 29 -people revue, marking his return as an acagents can hardly wait for certain
tor after two years of producing,
From
happen.
receiverships
to
Agents' Sunday Nite
haa been routed over the entire
their viewpoint, the sooner certain
Loew time, comprising 12 weeks.

RECEIVERS AND

'

VAUDE GAINS?

leases and contracts are broken,
Lyons & Lyons are taking over
and the sooner houses revert tp the Winter Garden, New York, for
their original owners for direct, lo- Sunday night variety concerts comcalized operation, the better it will mencing Feb. 12. Agency is getting
be all around.
the Broadway house for the one
Agents recall the halcyon pre- night weekly on a percentage archain operation days when competi- rangement with the Shuberts.
tive small circuits booked attracProbable top is $2. Policy involves
tions in their particular territories, a permanent m. c, not set yet, but
and all made money. So much so, may be Jack Osterman.
that that was what started the
small circuit grab by the big chains,
ACADEMY'S STATUS
combining everything Into a giant
Chicago, Jan. 30.
spoke which ultimately collapsed
Stagehands'
union is protesting a
from its own weight.
change of policy at the Academy
here that would eliminate the crew.
John Nepo wants to take the house
on sub-lease for straight pictures,
No
in N. W.
but deal Is held up on the union's
claim that a contract with the the-

Turn

starts

in

Washington

this

week, following a break-in last week
at the Orpheum, New York.

KELLER SISTERS JOIN F&M
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Keller Sisters, arriving here after
two years in and around Chicago,
jumped into Fanchon & Marco'a
•Varieties of 1933,' featuring Benny
Rubin.

Team, which replaced the Paige
Sisters, also doubled at the Bally(night spot) before going to
'Frisco with the unit.

hoo

F&M

want one.

Jealousy Plaint Gets

CHAS. "BUDDY" ROGERS
LOeWS STATE, NEW YORK

*

DON

LOEW'S

cause his wife objected to traveling and that she often threw things
at him, including plates of soup, in
fits of anger.

RAYE

and

Management
T.

TATES

Marcus Loew

BOOKINOAOENCY

This

means

General Sxecutive Offices

LOEW BUILDING

A.N
N EX
160 WESX
46^" ST-

NEW YORK

BRyant 9-7800

CITY

LUBIN

H.

GBNBHAL MAMAQBB

MARVIN

C, and

are out

last

eastward

week,

journey

starts from. Oakland.

J.

J.

Franklin,

local

RKO

city

the Hipp goes grind straight pictures and scale slashed in order to
undersell Indie Allen and Loew's
competitive houses.
William J.
'Doc' Elliott now managing Palace,

may be Bhlfted
from Hipp to his old post at Palace.
but Frank Hlnes
Franklin

J.

& Marco shows

manager, is putting vaude back into
the Palace either Feb. 10 or 17, with
Horace Heidt brought here from
The McFarlands were married S.xn Francisco as permanent stage
three years ago. Suit was not con- band, and Maurice Spitalny directtested.
0
ing pit orchestra. Heidt is getting
a six weeks' contract but trouble
with musicians' union local has
been holding up the deal.
With Spltalny's band shifted from
RKO-Hipp back to Palace again,

Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

CHABLES

Seattle, Jan. 30.

Fanchon

of Vancouver, B.
out In Portland.

and member of a male trio, was
granted a divorce here in Common Cleve. Palace's Stage
McFarland also told
Pleas court.
Band Policy, Heidt's
the court that he found it almost
impossible to obtain a livelihood beCleveland, Jan. 31.

Harry A. B«nini)

GOLD

Divorce

Pittsburgh, Jan. 30.
Charging his wife was jealous of
all the girls in his troupe, Thomas
McFarland, local vaudeville singer

(Week Jan. 27)
Booked by CHARLES V. TATES
By Arrangement with

SID

Tom McFarland

a

BOOKING

SCHENCK

HANAOn

VAUDEVILLE ACTS, ATTENTION!
FULL WEEK, DENVER
Arts Oolnr To nnci From CooHt Get
Can Give Yon Fall Week Denver, Colo.
Pay Tour IVlrcs.
All

Toucli with Air Iinmrdlntely.
Salary Must Be Right.
IMenNe

In

BERT PITTMAN
Denver,
I'abor nidg.,

Colo.

install

is

vaude

atre calls for four stagehands.
Nathan Barger of the Star and
Garter around the corner has the
Academy lease from Mrs. Caroline
Kohl, who owns the property.

HARRY

THIS

BKO
HARKT FITZGERALD
DANNY COLUNS

Eulogies

werf

pronounced

m FIELDS

(Jan.

28)

Direction

LOBW AND IND.
LEDDT « SMITH

MAE WYNN
FOURSOME WITH

ZELLA
RKO PAUCE, New

Jewish Theatrical Guild Eulogizes
Its Late President

sentative gathering of theatrical
folk Including the leaders in every
line of theatrical endeavor.

SAUL

RKO PAUCE, New York

a second-run film nabe.

A memorial service for the late
William Morris, until his death the
only president of the Jewish Actors'
Guild, was held at am open meeting
of the Guild in the Morosco theatre
Sunday evening (29).
The theatre was iilled by a repre-

WEEK

NEW YORK

(Week Jan. 27)
CHARLES V. TATES
New York dtr
Bond BIdff.

FIELDS, SMITH

now

TRIBUTE TO WM. MORRIS

LOEW'S STATE,
Manasement.

GEORGE

also planning to rein Keith's 105th,

STUART »'USH

York, This

Week

(Jan. 28)

Direction

Thanks to

MAURICE ROSE—rADDY SCHWARTZ
DICK HENRY for Earopean Dates DeKlnnhiK

In April

BAL ACCORDION FIVE
A FANTASY IN MUSIC AND DANCE

by

Eddie Cantor, president of the
guild;
George Jessel, vice-president; Daniel Frohman, president of
the Actors' Fund of America; Frank
Glllmore,
president
of
Actors'
Association;
Gene Buck,
president of the Anierlean Society
of Authors and Composers; Edwin
Milton Royle, playwright; Henry
Chesterfield; secretary of the National
Vaudeville Artists;
Percy
Moore of the Episcopal Actors
Guild, and Gerald Griffin, president
of the Catholic Actors' Guild.
In addition a letter was read from
Sir Harry Lauder, whose tours

WORLD'S GREATEST ACCORDION FAMILY

THIS

WEEK

(JAN. 27) FOX,

BROOKLYN

Equity

Rep.:

Perional Mgt.:

JOE

T.

BALABANOW,

AND

William Morris had always managed, .and who had been compelled

THIS

to leave for England the previous
day.

Par. RapratentatlvM

WEEK

MAX RICHARDS
20 So. 13th

St.,

Newark, N.

J.

JANE McKENNA
LOEW'S STATE, NEW YORK
CHARLES YATES A MILTON BERGER

(Jan. 28),
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PALACE,

i<m Asm
BABE DIDRIKSON

With Georae LIbby Full
and
16 Mins.; One
Palace, Chicago

'EASY ACES'
With Pierre Andre, Truman Bradley, Mary Hunter

Comedy

N. Y.

VARIETY
Finsbury Park Empire

the latter off to a perfect start, almost made up for what had preceded.

(London)
London, Jan. 17.
through their talk-and-song routine
This is .a Moss Empires house, iine
a
and
assistants
girl
the
two
with
of the tluoe the circuit has in LonPhillies
the
since
character straight
don suburbia; others aro t>tratford
won their last pennant, but some- and New Cross Empires. AViili
how they manage to keep it enter- Gaumont-British taking over the
taining. It's probably because they circuit, house is under diroci .'supergive the Illusion that it's fun for vision of George Black, l)ut po far
them, too.
not evident. Orchestra still nt logPeter Higgins, No. 4, whose Irish gerheads with the acts, a.<! of joro.
tenoring never misses, kept the rec- Lighting arrangements lack bri.nlitord clean here. Vaude can thank ness, but distinct improvement in
somebody or something for still stage settings is visible.
Novelty here Is four American
having Higgins without radio flndIng out about It, although how the acts, rarely found on any one bill
ether as passed him up is a mys- outside the West End, headed by
the Hilton Twins, now billed as
All sorts of leg- tery. Stuart and Lash eased in on 'Britain's Siamese Twins,' with the
Is now amplified.
mania. Including steps and taps. their breezy comedy and song fln- aunt-announcer, Margaret Moore,
Running a bit long for straight ish to set up the pins for Rogers.
Business not bad early Saturday stating girls were born In Brighton
dancing with 16 minutes.
and left when three years old. HilBige.
Fields, Smith and Fields with and building.
tons are here on a six weeks' booktheir self-inflicted corporal punishing at $300 per, with General Theament idea of comedy work hard,
tres having paid their transportation
and while impressing they just miss
N. Y.
(five people), something new in a
somehow. Reminding too much -of
Outside of an easel frame in the G. T. booking. Act pl.nyed Leeds
too many other threesomes, they
last week, and grossed the best
do the best snatches of several acts, lobby the Hipp players have no money since Grade Fields.
and well. The posterior assault and more names than the old one-reel
Hiltons consume about l.") minbattery Is perhaps their own Idea. Blograph players. Not for the same utes, during which they give a
Throughout their 10 minutes of reason, though. Bio was afraid the Duncan Sisters' Impression, dance
slapping and socko they work al
players. If known, would ask for with Danny Allen and Vic Lynn,
most without interruption, certainly more money. Hipp acts know bet- who also act as reporters, internot boring In their No. 2 groove.
ter than that. There ain't no more. viewing the twins for comedy. Act
Vera Schwai'z wisely held down
Hipp Isn't selling names.
It sustains Interest throughout, and,
to two numbers, and as a result
given good publicity, is a cinch here,
stopped the show for an extra bend. doesn't even take the trouble to list especially for the provinces. Pubwhat it haa on more than the single
comedy
stew
Leon Errol's vertigo
licity here seemed to be lacking, and
frame.
No
annunciator
cards
and
stuff went the full distance, aided
refiected on the house, which was
no
verbal
announcement.
It's
Just
not a little by that good straight
acts in a 40-50-minute show, and about 60% capacity. Flu epidemic
as the butler. It's the crockery rou
might have had something to do
you
can't
expect
introduced
to
be
tine out of 'Louie the 14th,' clock
with it. Girls were asked to double
personally
and
chummy
two
get
for
Ing a flock of laffs In its 16 minutes'
at tho Palladium but refused, claimrunning time. Nick Long, Jr. (New bits kids a thin dime at all times. ing It was too hard work.
If you don't like that, go up to
Acts) likewise held a mess of step
Supporting are Rellly and ComRadio City. They haven't any proping, followed by the extra legfort, doubling from the Palladium,
mania now included in York and grams, either, and they don't even who came on to a reception and
list all the acts on one card.
King's nifty clowning.
knotted up the proceedings.
Seems to be a profltable policy, finally
With Coly Worth, Bdlth Drake
Team, as mentioned on their debut
and Herbert Kingsley doing more for the business is building. Satur- here. Is one of the best singing acta
and more. Chic York and Rosle King day afternoon at half past three the sent from America in some time.
are likewise adding right along, and lower floor was filled from wall to
Helen Page and Leon Kimberly,
getting more and more on the new wall with a quarter of the first bal- formerly billed as Kimberly and
business. There's too much of the cony taken. At five the balcony was Page, have new offering in
'A Good
nance stuff by the buck-and-wing half full. Even the side boxes were Girl,' retaining some of the best bits
occupied
downstairs.
No extra in their former vehicles. Act is
specialist, who, incidentally, might
show up better in the dinner Jacket charge If you're mugg enough to classy, with Helen as funny as ever.
want to sit in those boxes. It's a Team Is
if he switched to patent leathers In
Just as much of a standard
stead of retaining the comfortable quarter admission and you can sit team in England as in America.
but relatively shabby soft shoes af anywhere but on the stage. With Eight Black Streaks of Dance, five
ter his specialty is through and he three complete changes a week and men and three women colored act,
maybe with some 4|C the customers recruited
has bowed off.
have fast dance vecome hicle, but here,
Realtor, an equilibrist on roller having enough money to
lack finesse of American
skates, with a label that sounds like twice.
colored teams.
what the Rotary clubmen like to
Show this week is announced as
Billy Russell, in comedy get up,
call real estate agents, closed. His 40 minutes and runs 49. Opens with of the British
worklngman type, haa
illuminated pedestal rollers add to Willie Creager and his nine-piece been around for years, seldom fallthe balancing presentation.
band in a four-minute overture, and ing to score. Here he nearly got the
For the extre frolic on the week- then an unannounced woman with a bird' from some roughneck, but
ends the shorts are out, merely al- strident voloe who sings a bit while finally overcame the difficulty, Joe
ternating the vaude with Harding- two boys and three girls cross the Porter, provincial revue comedian,
Howard 'Animal Kingdom' feature stage. She's off and the kids come and company of four, in a roughThe picture along with Miss back for a tap routine. Apparently and-tumble vehicle, 'The Burglars,'
Schwarz are Radio City heritages,
It's a booked act split up to spread
got by nicely.
The heavy biz on Saturday, along It around. Man and woman next,
Lily Moore, hefty singer with
with the fancy takings at the pop
possibly the Novelty Duo, in adagio sense of comedy, has dug plenty in
priced emporiums on 6th and 7th lifts without the dancing.
Differs "Madison's, but audience liked them.
avenues, besides striking optimistic from the usual push-and-pull turn Robert Bemand's performing pigkeynotes, is also indicative of some- with some really good stuff. For an eons and the Two Burleys open and
thing in the pop admish emporiums. encore the man uses the fairly hefty close, respectively.
Seemingly they'll turn out if the girl for a dumb bell, putting her up
price is right. If the ratio between about 15 times, which is no light ex
the overhead and
the reduced erclse considering the four-a-day.
grosses Is equalized it augers for a Act Is nicely dressed and smooth
decidedly more stable theatre <itm- working and can do four hard minPittsburgh, Jan. 26.
dltlon.
Abel
utes as opener on almost any bill.
Of the three vaude layouts so far
Line girls on next and 11 of them lined up for this site, current one is
In Chinese costume because the the most economical and at the
back drop has a string of Chinese same time the best. Starting outaa
N. Y.
lanterns and Is red. Not much, but
Preponderance of men is the only It doesn't last very long. Man Long a 10-act proposition, with the whole
thing necessarily small time due to
big flaw this week. Otherwise the
Trio, three Chinese boys, hold the
State six-acter has considerable distance record with a 14 -minute house's cheap set-up. Variety has
seen the evils and is gradually corquality, probably enough to over
turn, but there'p nothing In it to sap recting them.
Management is now
come the overdose of masculinity their strength.
A little singing, going out and spending a little more
The boys have it four to one, while some dancing, a trio
of string in
dough on the stage, as a result cutof the few girls the only one rating struments dressed
to look Oriental,
billing
is
Jane McKenna, who and that Cantonese novelty, the mu ting the number of acts In half and
shares It with her partner. Charles slcal saw. Noisy and not so hot, getting somewhere.
This Is still far from being the
'Buddy' Rogers is the stage head
but they mopped here. Opening act typo
top-notch
presentation
of
liner and Edward G. Robinson tops
gets back to do the rest of Its turn Pittsburgh used to get In the heythe scrcwn In 'Silver Dollar' (WB)
splitting Into three girls who do dey days, but it's fair enough conRogers Is back after a brief Hol- challenge taps, two boys with some
sidering
tho
times,
the
low scale
lywood return in an act (New Acts) good acrobatic dancing, and the

Biggest novelty of the current
Palace show was the opening mat's
SRO at 75c and 86c. 'Animal Kingdom' feature rates the credit for
the draft, but the seven acts are
decidedly contributory, holding two
substantial names in Leon Errol
and York and King. Vera Schwarz
(New Acts), working off her Radio
City Music Hall importation time,
is sub -featured.
Show is bullish on hoofology,
starting from scratch with Mae
Wynn's Foursome and Zella, as the
former Mae Wynn and Buddy act

12 Mins.; Full (Special)
On the first show Friday the Chicago, Chicago
Olympic athlete star had no act.
Goodman Ace, former Kansas City
Llbby was
This deficiency George
He
overcome.
to
bravely
newspaper columnist, and his wife,
flfaruggllne
average
suffered the fate of the
Jane Ace, have been on the air over
to
lines
throwing
in
who
oerformer
over a Columbia network for two years,
others or attempting to ad Ub
awkward interludes often Is blamed achieving a popularity and followconditions that ing sufficient to make them worth
for causing the very
cover up.
be or she is trying to
$2,500 net to Balaban & Katz for
poor vehicle
It was admittedly a
Out of their first stage apofarance. B&K
for the versatile lady flash.
pays their cast of three assistants
was
half
least
at
so
or
minutes
16
criti- additionally.
Btalllng. It would not be fair
Ace framed his own turn, which
cism after what was really only a
preceded
by
B&K built. This Is a replica of a
performance
break-in
to dwell In broadcasting studio with the audi
little or no rehearsing
Obwrong.
ence
looking through what purports
detail on what was
viously on the second show at least to be the glass curtain that always
60% of the errors probably were separates audiences and performers
Pierre Andre,
correcte^. They were that obvious. In a radio studio.
on who announces tho Lavorla program
It Is not meant as a reflection
over the air, sits at a desk near the
George Llbby to say that there was tormentor and comments on the
anIndividual
own
his
of
much
too
He has a switch for
While undoubt- program.
tics at the start.
turning on and oft a :'ed light.
edly intended to bring some pep When the light is on, the audience
and 'animation to the turn, it was may hear the Aces within the in
tended
somewhat Inappropriate as it
Wlien not lighted. Aces
closure.
to throw Miss Dldrlkson into the and their bridge opponents, Truman
background, and she needed bring- Bradley and Mary Hunter^ may be
ing out, not playing down. Libby's seen but cannot be heard. .
function naturally is to sell her to
Idea behind this method of prothe audience, and he seems capable cedure is to glv. the public an ac
of doing that in a businesslike man- tual picture of the mechanical pres
ner after he has a reasonable time entation of a radio program.
In
to get his bearings. He met Miss this. Ace has beei successful In creDldrlkson In Detroit three days be- ating a likeness In point of authenfore the Palace 'cold' break-In.
ticity that is certain to interest the
a
takes
in
full
Dldrlkson
Miss
great bulk of the public. A profes
few hurdles and performs a couple slonal observer would suggest that
Space limitations
of high Jumps.
there was a bit too much engineermake it tough to show oflt her prow- ing and not enough cross-flre from
She also walloped out a few the Aces. But this may not be
ess..
golf balls (cotton), and the athletic
speaking for the public's own trend
side of the act Is obviously where
of Interest.
there Is room for improvement.
Ace's wit and his wife's dumb
A surprise and capable of better ness
are, of course, the basis for
handling was Babe's rendering of a their radio popularity. It would be
torch song, quite good, and later a condescending at this late date In
solo on the harmonica, also better
their careers to call the Aces amathan expected. She is at all times teurs. That statement should carrj
poised and easy, and even the first past tense.
Radio has made then
show failed to perturb her compo- professionals, and their deportment
sure. Her natural grace of carriage
at the Chicago theatre was thor
combined with the baptism in pub- oughly poised throughout. Cross
licity she has already received since
flre got laugh after laugh, but took
skyrocketing to fame via the Olym- only about one- third the running
piad has seasoned her in public de- time.
portment. She can be heard when
Jane Ace, who plays bridge for
she speaks.
her own 'amazement,' thinks hubby
What is more to the point in a should take 'bichloride' for his incase like this is that business digestion, and believes that to in
started off excellently on a rainy
troduce signals would be 'adominal.'
Friday opening with a sizable hold- Patter is of this calibre and dellv
out in the lobby. Its her box-ofllce ered with their characteristic drymagnetism that RKO will be most ness of expression.
Interested in. If she can, as seems
Mrs. Ace handles the punch lines
likely, handle herself easily on the
with a natural sense of timing. Ace
platform it's that much better.
vocally suggests the restrained exLand.
asperation of a punch-drunk spouse^
Mrs. Ace, smartly dressed, presented
a trim and attractive figure when
VERA 8CHWARZ (1)
appearing in 'one' for a gagging bit
Songs
with Ed Liowry. Therein she Is also
7 Mint.; One
the modern comedienne, nonchalant
Palace. N. Y.
and ultra.
Vera Schwarz Is the Martin Beck
Act .got over excellently. Plerrie
Importee from the Berlin and Andre delivered his portion of the
Vienna staats-opers who came over talk with clear diction and easy In
expressly for the Radio City Music gratlatlon. Bradley and Miss Hun
Hall, and after the initial fortnight
Land.
ter did nicely.
of the variety policy was farmed out
into the other RICO and NBC stage
and radio aflJllatcs. The air thing NICK LONG, Jr. (2)
hasn't happened as yet, and may Dance, Pianolog
not.
Her current Palace week is 15 Mins.; Two
in line with the compromise of her Palace, N. Y.
stage contract, although she's doing
Nick Long, Jr., has been In and
four and five frolics instead of the
out of musicals and vaude, this time
two-a-day as at the Music Hall.
This probably accounts for Miss ably aided by Betty Keane In some
Schwarz keeping it down to two eye-fllling snakehlpsery and Billy
numbers, both In German, stopping Relnhardt at the piano. Running
the show for an extra bend, al- 15 minutes now, if cut to 11 or 12 that's new for him in routine but
though she could have taken an en- it should be a cinch to snap up into familiar In content. His display of
corce. Backstage and personal wis- right, bright and tight vaude.
Or versatility on the musical instru
dom prevailed, and 'Blue Danube maybe Long regards vaude, such as ments, in which showmanship
covers up the deflclencies, set the
Waltz' and 'My Hero' sufllced as her It is today, as Just a stopgap.
film juve in solid with the State
two straight singing entries in the
The act has lots of entertainment crowd and gave the bill a wallop
trey spot.
ability, and particularly snappy on at the far
end.
Also new Is the
As an act It's a one-to-flll. Her the stepping, which Is the mainstay
personality alone and the foreign .of the routine and the bulwark of opener, Great Gretonas, four men
aura, further fortified by a prelim- the talent. Long, a personable lad and a woman in a novelty tight rope
workout that's remindful of the
inary Intro by Chic York of York is In one of those begoggled eccen
Wallendas.
and King, made her quite accept- trie
opening
getups,
collegiate
Neither the spot nor the theatre
able, although there are any numslowly with some satire on the pop
ber of Teutonic sopranos from the ular ad slogans. It's a bit aimless is new for Joe and Jane McKenna
who deuced It for usual results,
Yorkvllle schnitzelbank eateries who and doesn't quite ring the bell.
which still aren't what they should
could qualify almost as well. Miss
Enter Miss Keane in silver-span
Schwarz's vocal accomplishments gled abbreviated costume showing be. This nice-looking couple, espe
are something not to be flippantly off her underpinnings generously daily tlie girl, who is an exceptional
dismissed,
but for the average and to good advantage for one of knockabout clown, could do so
much better. By way of slight Im
catch -as-catch -can fan, patronizing those dance-lessons-from-the-prop
provemcnt at least the boy should
a combo house like the Palacer the book routines. Later on she con
refrain from kicking the
as
difference in the vocal niceties be- tributes
some snakehlpsing and often as he does, and do girl
It only
tween the importee's efforts and any other hoofolgy.
when the time Is ripe.
now
local Teuton really isn't enough to
The punch top-off Is Long's col giving her the FlorshelmsHe's
so often
make so much of.
lection of famous old dancing shoes, It stop.q being funny
before the turn
Certainly for ordinary vaudc ap- which he dons In turn for Impres
peal it didn't warrant Bpcclflc im- sions of his dancing favorites such Is half over. There's much wasting
portation such as in Mme. Schwarz's as the late Jack Donahue and the of difncult falls, because as done
they don't look as tough as they
Instance.
It .parallels the Music very modern Hal LeRoy with his
really are.
Hall's borrowing from the Tuskegee own dancing style.
Stuart and Lash, who have their
Institute of a colored choir when
In midriff of the PaLioe'.*? seve
there are several almost as compe- act.s, this combo was one of the own next-to-closing spot, make
preliminary appearance ahead of
tent a collection of choral ensembles bright spots.
Abel.
tho
Xo. 3 act, Arthur and Morto
more economically recruited In Har-

The Havels have been wading

'
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lem.

For a mugg audience that takes
Meyers Bros. Agency
its singing straight off tho ether,
Walter and Edwin Meyers have
the Schwarz bookings at the Palarc
and Mary Garden's once-over-licrhtly reunited as an agency.
Eddie Meyers still has his Loew
at the Capitol, further up Bron-l "lyfranchise.
have their parallellngs.
Abel.

If

you

it

fronter who sings a.gain.
listen carefully you can spot
as 'Fit as a Fiddle.'

and the additional fact that
the Variety hasn't any competition
at all in the vaudfllm field. Trade

here,

woman

has been picking up gradually and
looks like it will make a go of it.
That's music to George Jaffe's ears,
for house, playing two-a-day burbe excess baggage, but once when lesque, cost him a pretty pile of
the girl Is off changing costumes he coin during the last couple of seabreaks Into an aero dance that has sons.
Headllner this week
Is
Ada
some tricks in it and establishes his
right to be In the act.
One gag Is Brown, who calls herself the Queen
neatly done, a half turn to one hand of Southern Syncopation, and she
and a hop on that hand to a second makes the show. Songstre.'is came
spot tefore going completely over, on here a week ago from Toronto
Not a very wise audience here, but for Variety club's (no connection
benefit
show for
they spotted that one as different with theatre)
Sheridan and.
Girl Is nol.sy but good humored and Catherine Variety
suits the family trade.
Does three with a week on her hands, decided
It was a
changes in a 12-mlnute turn.
to take the local date.
house
booking and
Line girls back In neater cos- last-minute
tumes, long skirts, but only 10 now didn't even have time to get up any
it's
Maybe there were only 10 of those billing on her. Next to closing,mi.s.s.
dresses in the costumer's stock, but a cinch for the buxom colored
anyhow they took a 10% cut and and she picks up the show and
down.
h.nnds
away
with
it
walks
P.est of show on
left one girl out.
Nat N.izzaro, Jr., contlnin^n &a
for one whoop and the travelers
m.c, and although Variety 1= railing
close in.
itself a vaude house, Nazzaro'a anNothing much to brag about, bu nouncements,
his presence and nLso
the pay patrons get 'The Crooked
the presence of a chorus of 12 girls,
Circle" (World Wide), the ncw.srcel
worked in on production numbers,
and four other shorts, and tliey gives the whole thing more of a
expect Eddie Can- presentation fl.-ivor.- Na/.zaro works
can't and don't
tor for chicken feed. And if the new
unobtru.^ivoly. plenty of
Havel, for a bit of m.c'Ing, and not receivers for the big operators ever nicely and
this line hohlnd him,
funny enough to excuse the Inter lamp the size of tho crowd, realize oxperlen<-e Innumber,
solo
a drunk dance,ruption. They continue m.c'Ing for thiit the feature wa.s relea.sed last and hi.*!
performed around here sevwhile
the rest of the show, up to and af
October and is backed up by four eral times before, l.s still first rate
ter their own Interlude, and improv
pi-artlcally
aiionymous act.«i, tho
should do much with these
and
a.s th" hill progresses.
Harry L.Tsh' whole S'luare section may gi> on the
(Continued on page 46)
Chic.
£ag introduction of Rogers, shoving cheap.

Then Wynn and Henvin,

'neat'

man comedian and a girl Inter
ruptor. At first the man seems to

—

—
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was a case

of fitting the material to
the audience, and he did a nrettv
swell Job of it,
Things mpved along slowly for
Carl Lorraine Oroh
Medley and Dupree until the artll.
Paramonnt
lery was brought into action. Added
Anita LaPlerre
to the boom-booming was the crash
Peggy Moore
of bolts and steel plates. Anyway
Genevieve Moore
Billy Carr
they stayed awake long enough to
Mary Neville
watch his antics of 'Med\ey and his
.Syd Lang Orch
Joe-Savolsh stooge and to reward
Terrace Oardens
them with a few chuckles.
Dot Myers
RenofT, Renova and Bekefl took
LIscheron & Adams
over the closing spot for some
Alice Blue

CHICAGO
Blackhawk

Pictore Theatres

NEXT WEEK

WEEK

THIS
Numorals

(February 4)
(January 28)

eennectlon with bills below Inc'.cate opening amy •!
•how. whether full or split week

In

TRENTON

(28)

Lincoln

Grace Edler Co
Harriet Hutchlns
Arnaut Bros

Step Bros
Schwartz & Clifford

Lester Cole Co

Ohio

(4)

Felovis

Arnaut Bros

Kelth'8

Bob Murphy

acne

May Wynn Co
& F
Vera Schwarz
Leon Errol
Nick iMne, Jr
Torke & Klnff
half

Vic
Dniton

Capitol
hair (4-7)

(Three to

& Rose
IIRMPSTEAD

Nell Kelly

Uarry Rich Co
Pollack Co

Ist

Eddie

(4-7)

linlf

Co

Werner-Henri

& Pnyder

Colo

Ames

Sis

Balalaika 6
Flaschette

Tudy

to All)
(28 only)

PHIL.4DEtPHIA

D

Chinese Follies

Fox

(3)

Star Gazing
Zelda Santley

Marcy Bros

MELISSA MABQH

Capitol
Georkle' Price

(S)

PLACED
LKDDY A SMITH
Fun

Carnival

.ot

(One to

fltl)

_

'

C^b Cnlloway .Bd

Fontana & Coles
KIkutas Japs
Al'Trahan
BonloTord

Hollywood
Georffia

Duponts

Harry Small Co

1st hair (28-31)
'

Cosinoiiolltaa

half

1st

Toko & Chlyo
Peaches Brownlnsr
to

Kelth'8

St

Boyle & Delia
RadloUtes

Donovan & Shea
Parker Cowen Co

& Gray

Jimmy Savo

Vanessi
Prospect

(One

&

to

2d
Sheldon Jensen

BROOKLYN
Gates Are.

half (3-6)
Co,

Ben Frankiyn

Bd
MINNEAPOLIS
Orphenm (4)
Paul Ash Bd
(28)
Sandy Long Co

Powers

Stella

& J McKenna
Billy Hallen
D & E Barstow

J

Telaak Co
Taylor

Bill,

Estelle

Ross

Dawn

& Edwards
Co

Sis

NEWARK

Palace

Palace (4)
Whlt'slde Anita
Cookie Bowers

(4-7)

Mills Bros

Vinette

(Three to

Basquette Orch
1st.

(28)

Paul Ash

ALBANY
&

Harry Savoy

Jills

MILWAUKEE

S

Brooklna & Wlloy
Abbott & BIsland
Bob Nelson
Charles Masters

Tracy

&

Jacks

&

Caroline Palmer
Doris Eaton
Brltt Wood
Baron SurlanI
2d halt (1-3)
Snoozer, Jr

halt

Cossacks
Franols Arms
Friedland Revue

All)

2d halt (8-10)
Orvllle Stamm Co

Jack Major
Ada Gordon Co
Harry Burns Co
Maria Oambarell)

&B

(Three to

4

1st hnir

Vespers

Co

N. V.

Irene Vermillion

A

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
1660 Broadway
This Week; Aagost Dryer, Hal Sherman

BOSTON

Co

Howard

to fill)
(28)

Paul Rcnnrd Co

Sis & B
& Barrows

Donovan

Mahoncy

Will

Walter Powell Or

CHirACiO

Pnliire

Sinclair

(4)

(28)

Will Aubrey

Wills

California

Babe

:

ot Skillet

O Carpenller Co
(28)
R & R Gonian

Detorcgoes
Ai Verdi & T
Weist & Slanlon

Rae Snnmcls

Wing Wnh Tr

PATKRSON
Kelth'H
halt

Harriet

F'rsythe Sc'nrn & P
Pola Negri
Kelly
SchPnlt Co

Nell

CLEVELAND

Welst & Stnnlon
Lanny Ross
2d hntr (8-10)
Larry Illch Co
2d

(4)

(4-7)
llutrliins

halt

(1-3)

Dance Olympics

4

Earl Faber

Nash

Funnyboners
Lewis & Ames
May WIrth Fam

Casting Pearls
& Fntely
Walter O'Keete
Roscoe Ates
Glory Lee Co

Providence

(28)

June Purlans Co

.

Clyde Hager
Miles

Bnrlo

& Slegal
& Mnnn

Jean Calloway Bd

Kelth'R (4)
Miss Charllne Rev
Millard & Marlln
Muriel Window
Will Mfthonoy

James Evans Co

(3)

(28)
Carroll's Vanities

WASHINGTON
(3)

Schlchtl's Co
May & Carroll
Irene Beasley
Harriett ?Ioctor
(28)

De Wolfe,

Co

M & F

Reynolds & Whito
Radio Rogues
Helen Kane

'Joy Bells'

Ceorge Doll
Buddy Karncn
George Vox
Sydney Reynolds
Anolyn Arden
Ruth Fay
Belly Fnrrington
Dorothy La Marr
Wnnrtn Allen
(Jrclcl

itRim;i<:roRT
roll (3)
'Fblliiw Thru"

Penncr

Joe

Olive OI«en

Mac

Harrl.i

Eddie Tamblyn
Helen Wright
Frankiyn Fnrnum
Madeline Sheltlcld
Halligan
Jerry Ross
Bill

Alita

Dee

Duncan
Loretta

L

Sam Lohk
St

Jane Vance
Red McKenzle
Peggy Healy
Irene Taylor
Jack Fulton Jr

Iris

JazzIIps Richardson

Lew

Emma

Joe

P & B Meerea
Smith

Cowan

Red & Struggle

SInnott
Leslie
Sc

Arlctle

O'Connor Bros

Cotton Clab
Alda 'Ward
Henri Wessel
Swan & Lee
Anise Boyer
Roy Atkins
Peaches & Duke

I>rown & McGraw
Nicholas Bros

(3)

Mullen Sis

LOS ANGKLES
Ix>ew'N

State

(30)

NEW ORLEANS
State (3)

'Holiywood Com'
Teddy Joyce
Walter Hlers
'Snub' Pollard

Normans

ItufTnlo
'Spotlights'

Calhleen Bessette

Blossom

Mary

Sla

Miles

D

Alberto Tahgolsts
Hotel Pennsylvania

Ted Weema Orch
Roosevelt

Hotel

Guy Lombardo Or
Russian

Arts

Joe Morantz Orch

Renee

& Laura

Nickolas Hadarick
Barra Blrs
Misha Usanotr

Regis Hotel

St.

Small's Pamdise
'Black Rhyihm' R

Beatrice Llllle
Fontann St Coles
Endor & Forrell

King Or

Rmbnflsy Club
Ernie Hoist Orch

'Snniiahot.s'

Place PIgalle

Anson Weeks Orch

& B Ebsen

Vllma

stone A l/cc
Keith OlnrU
Robert Wlillnms
Scliuninnn-IIeInk

Rubs Columbo Orch
Hannah Williams

Peggy de Albrew
Veloz & Yolanda
E Madreguera Orch

Ignacio Rufflno

Henry

'Variety' Rev
Ted CInIre
Peg Leg Bales
Men Dova
4

Valencia Orch

Harriett Hilllard
Ozzle Nelson Orch
Park Central Hotel

101

la Torre
Accordion Luis
Rl PatIo

HARTFORD
Ciipltol

Hill

Marta de

Buster Kelm
Dorothy Kelm
Sue St John
Mary Dolan

Beauts

Bddls Jackson

3

Flamenclto
Nina & Moreno
Marqulta Fibres

Toung

Rev

Lucky Seven

AI

Myers
Bobby Bernard
Muriel Moran

Paradise
Cantor's

Abe Lyman Orch
Paramonat GrlU

Lorenzo Herrera
EI Flamengo

Morosco

C^harlcy

Dolgoir

Haymes Orch

N T O

Slmms & Bowie

Louise Cook
Willie Jackson

Shclla Barrett
Gypsy Troll
Baroness Brzsl
Louia Hegcdush
Klhei Paator

Gypsy Or

Ivokoacli

R'staurant

ll'lyty'd

Fowler

& Tamara

Coliette Sis

Frank Ilazznrd
nianchc Bow
4

Cllnias

Marquerltc

& Leroy

Theo Phane
Barbara Blane
.lenn

Ahl

Muna

Nyra Johnson

Meors & Norton
3 Speed Demons

Geo Walker
Wm Spelimnn
3 Palmer Bros

May Alex

Mabel Scoit
Roy White
Dorothy Turner
Chas Johnson Orel)
Taft Grill

Geo Hall Orch

The Csnrdn
Karoly Bcncze
Zaiga Bela

Mme

Ilon.T

dcTliuiy

Karoly Nynray
Village

Brook

Burn

Adnins

Val Vesloff
Fiorla Vestolt

Eddie Ray
Joe Fursl'e Orch
Waldorf-.lntorla
Nina Louglilln

Jack

Todd

Sis

Paula Tymea
Wlkl Bird
AI Handler Bd
Wlntergnrden
Helen Morgan
Buckley & Bennett
Miss Lydia

Lovey Twins

Jbreska % LydIa
Frankle Masters Or
100 Clab

DOWNTOWN,

L. A.

L.OS Angeles, Jan.

26.

vaude bill, topped by
Eddie Peabody and flanked by Allan
Rogers and Capt. Willie Maus.
Opening show ran 71 minutes, which
First -rate

is
about 20 longer than regular
schedule at the house. This can be
attributed to Peabody's long stay
out in 'one.' He held that spot for
over half an hour.

House extended Itself on money
this week, going about |400 over
LaMlgnon
the regulation $700 weekly obudget,
Johanna Nagle
and
worth it if the overflow house
Jimmy Noone-Orch
can be attributed to either Peabody
Dick Lane
220 aob
Dick Rock Orch
or the holding over of Rogers for a
Frances WIIItamB
Playgronnd'
second week.
Harland Dixon
Eddie Clillord
.Reggy Cornell
Taylor and Ija Rue, mixed pair
Vaughn 81s
Fred ZImballst
13-year-old
dancers,
opened
Julia Lyons
Chlcco's High Hats of
neatly with tap and aero routines.
\
Allan and Croel followed with the
only comedy of the bill. Pair, long
man and tiny girl, do a lot of gagging with and on a tiny portable
(Continued from page 46)
plaho to good laUgh returns.
audiences .to stamp him as a perRogers follow^, but does not
former of merit.
score as sensationally as he did his
Opener^ are Qarr Sisters, a couple first week because^ ho Is relying
of capable hoofers. who get pfC. on more on pop ballads than on the
the' wrong foot with a s6n«p that's operatic type of love song that ha
hardly audible beyond the first Ave does best.'
rows. A bad ;9tart for them, and
'Peabody, who did an
tour
they should dispense with the war- recently,' has rebuilt a. welcome
bling and stick to -dancing, at which hefeabotlts if the opening performthey're nicely proficient.
Rexola ance Is ^ny indication. Whammed
Brothers, display a lot of acrobatic 'em wltK his banjo banging.
versatility,
although still lacking
Closer, and a perfect one for any
some polish, while man-woman act vaudeville bill, is Capt. Maus In hia
be Princeton and Tale is entirely in bicycle ride defying gravity. Shorti'
the ancient manner.
snappy and one punchy thrill. BigCouple of chorus numbers one of gest business at the house, which
thfem Is' a poorly-conceived version has been making money the past
of the 'Hoops' number in 'The Band two months, since 'I'm a Fugitive.'
iWagon' are fair enough, while Holdout up tQ the flrst break. FeaNazzaro pulls one of the- gals out of ture is 'Liawyer Man' (WB).
the line for a typical bpv-girl introduction to a production number.
'Betty Boop' carton. Universal
talking newsreel and feature, ''Virtue' (Col), round out.
Business at
Chicago, Jan. 27.
Cohen.
first show not so good.
To the vaudeville bill go, and
rightly, the credit for this week'^s
biz.
On the screen is Unlversal's
N. Y.
'They Had to Get Married.' For
What the Torkvllle gentry have what it may be worth. Publicist
here to regale them for the first John Joseph is duly stressing the
half of the current stanza is one of combined presence of Flfl D'Orsay
those collections of stage Items that on both screen and stage. She has
manage to make the hurdles Indi- a supporting role in the picture and
vidually but create little excitement is auxiliary headllner of the week.
Babe Dldrlkson, Texas wonder
in the general runoff.
Hence the
listless pace that weighed down the woman who ran, hurdled, javelined
parade at the Saturday matinee, and and pole-vaulted to fame at the
Los
Angeles Olympics, makes her
equally
the
listless way the customers reacted to most of the proceed- professional debut. She is reported
asking $2,500 and getting $1,100 for
ings.
Business was pegged at about the the Palace week to prove her casame level, but no wor^g than the pacity for earning it.
Friday it looked like the Dldrlkprevious week. Attention given the
vaude melange, which has Emil son lure was potent. If the week
Boreo holding headline honors, continues as good she may get her
clearly indicates that the weight of $2,500 for a once-around. Her presthe box-offlce drag has been tossed entation (New Acts) on the cold
In the direction of the feature, 'No break-in was naturally replete with
Man of Her Own' (Metro). Pad- flaws, but the reception was cordial
ding out the film fare Is a Mickey and the stooging of George Llbby
Mouse, scenic reel, and several helpful. About 10 floral pieces went
news clips. Lots of show for 35c, over the footlights at the bows.
considering the nabe, but noticeable
Bobby Murphy was on several
on this matinee occasion was the times prior to his own turn with
sparse kid attendance.
Whatever his
two
attractive
assistants.
have been the slashes In admission Murphy has a dandy routine now.
the Juve tap remains at two bits.
Funnier and more ingratiating. He
Show shaped up as a pretty quiet, was the comedy core of the prolittle affair until abQut the time It
gram.
got down to the next-to-shut niche,
King, King and King, attired as
when the plstol-flrlng and general floorwalkers In gentlemanly cutclatter made by Medley and Dupree aways, were heavily pyrotechnic
made it tough for even the soundest In the opening niche.
Their
snoozer to continue.
In keeping hardworking, enthusiasm -provoking
with the tread-lightly atmosphere dancing can open any bill with a
the bill started off with Ade DuVal, load of reliable sock.
a personable lad fast on the sleight
California
Collegians*
by now
of hand, quietly going about the well-seasoned hoke
was anollier
business of changing the colors of loud explosion.
Miss D'Orsay did
kerchiefs and scarfs.
DuVal re- well and would have a swell act If
served his talk for the tag end of the first two pointless numbers were
his routine, parfTering a generous of a quality with the epic of the
sendoff with the tube trick in which loving elephants.
As a performer
yards and yards of silk come bil- Miss O'Orsay is sprightly and showlowing out and his ingratiating ex- manly, tries hard and makes herplanation of how he fools them.
self popular.
fMTtd.
Kaye and Sayre took over the spot

F&M

—

—

PALACE, CHICAGO

CITY

BUtmore Hotel'
Vercell
Paul Whlteman Or Gladys

El Chlco'8

4

(3)

Lamb

St

Cabarets

Puran & Moreno

Earl Maestro

nUFFALO

(3)

'Shanghai'

NEW TOBK

(3)

Edna .Sedgwick
(3)

Crawford
Bobby Wntson
George Dobbs
Walter Regan

&

Fox

Ollie

BOSTON
Metropolitan

DETROIT
'School Days'

Milton Douglas
Mnry Price

Ted Lewis Bd

Knr.>!cn

Charlie Mclson
MlHS Irmanctte
3
Bred^vlns

Whlttler

Doris De.ine
Mildred Gaye

WOBCESTEB
Poll.

Chas Straight Or
Via Lago
Jackie Hamlin

plain

-

Myrah Lang

Bellet

rough-and-tumble adagio and

acrobatic tosslng-around that settled well with this mob.
Odec,

,

,

Chang
Manchu 3

Cab Calloway Orch
Club Rlchman
Jack Oaterman
RIchmnn Rev
Jerry Freeman Or
Arthur Brown
C & C Herbert
Francis Faye

Chalmers Ens

High Hat Ens
Esther Pressman

'Irene'

1st

Grade

."Snowball

Katliryn

lat half (28-31)

Albre (4)
Detorcgoes
Ai Vercll & T
Harry J. Conloy Co

Century

Relllys

J Browne
Bcrnicc & Emily
Leavitt & Lockwood
Fin D'Orsay

Dlilrikson

BALTIMORE
"Ted Lewis'
Dixie 4

Keith's
lat halt (4-7)

B &

CINCINNATI

Hippodrome

DiivlB

OMAHA
3

& K

Co

Fin D'Orsny
Bob Murpiiy

&

Dave Harris Co

Minstrels
(28)

King. King

Midgets

& Martin

Martin

& Mnnn

Barto

)

Rose's

Gray Chnplin

I,.Ua

Sis

Ike

Kathcr Rnlston

Wing Wall Tr
Buck & Bubbles

>=•

& B
Walter Walters
Aaronson Fayre & L.
Garner Wolf & H

(26)

Vanity Fair

Alexander & S
Doris Lenlhan
Bobble Cook

'

Wally Jack.<ton<
Edgar Gardner
Helen Howell 3
Le Paul

Pan

Poll (8)

I.eliha

State (4)
Sadelle

Aristocrats

Goss

Nick Lucas
Marty May
G & P Mngley

-

TANCOUVBB

Orphenm

Olive O'Nell

Don Pedro Orch
CIIR WlnehlU

.

Lela Bliss

Long Tack Sam
Ml-Na & Nee-Sa

Sis

SPRINOFIELD

Lillian

NEW ORLEANS

Harry Burns Co

(Two

6

2d half (31-2)
PIchlanni Tr

(27)

Bessie Dudley

Benny Ross
Rimacs

Kelth'8 (4)
Sylvia Froos
12

Thomas

& LaVere

Roscoe Arbuc.kle
Ruiz & Bonlta

Enrle

Fred' LIghtner

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THE

George Guhl
Harry Sta-fford

.

Louise

.

Hal Toung

Miss Harriett

Jack Duffy
Jack Bttan

St

Norma Ballard

VARIETY, PITTSB'G

(3)

Adrian
Marian Martin
Ishatn Jones Orch
Hotel Lexington
Don Bestor Orch
namona
NEW.ARK
State (8)
Central P'k Casino MayfaIr Yacht Clnb
Rector & Doreen
R6ss & Sargent
Mortorf Downey
Pcttit & Douglas
Meyer Davis Orch
Wally Sharpies Co Eddy Duchin Orch
Hotel Montrlair
Bert Gordon Co.
Club MayfaIr
Nicola
Charley Eckels Or
WASHINGTON
Millard & Aulta
Oscar Davis
For (3)Nnt Clnb
Margie Landy
Max Co
J^ck White
Lynn Cantor
Madlyn Moore
Jerry Bergen
Slim TImblln Co
Bethr Cannon
Lulu Bates
CIIRord & Marlon
Lee
Brooke Adams
Buddy Rogers
AI Crawford Orch
Bill Spencer
% MayfaIr Beauties
Blanche Lalell
Dorothy Maxme
Connie's Inn
AI Parker
Cora Green
Jimmy Murphy
Bobby Evans
3 Blake Sis

Mary Marlowe

(27-30)

3 White Flashes
Harmon & Claxton Murray,
M & C
Billy House

Warfleld

JERSEY CITY
Loew's (3)
Cahlll & Maybelle
Arthur Lloyd
Lewis & Moore

.

All)

TORONTO

'Sally*

Mary Eaton
Jack Waldron
T Roy Barnes

'Hothouse'

^

& Lawrence
SAN FRANCISCO

Kirk

Les Bversnn

Earle (3)
Rio Rita Co

White & Manning

(28)

(3)

Sunklst Ens

McCann.

PHILADELPHIA

RItz
half (3-6)

GlovanI

Empire

Movie Circus
Mohle Blue
Monroe Bros
'.Tqannle

Ottlllle George
6 Thoroughbreds

Rex Weber
Paddy Cllft Orch

ELIZABETH
1st

A & M Havel
Johnny Marvin
J & P MIchon

SAN ANTONIO

Cal Norrls

B & R Gorman Rev
2 Daveys
Jans & Whalen

Reed

&D L

Anger H'mllt'n

Bombay Ens

Curtis

De Long Sis
Red Heads
Joey Cey Lon

Imperial

Robinson
June Hurley

Bernle Marshall
Easter & Hazelton

.

Trouble'

Julia

'Rookies'

Century (3)

Loew's (3)
Dorothea Co.

(3)

(3)

Nina Olivette
Jerome St Gray

BALTIMORB

O D'Ormonde & B

3

June Lorraine
George NIblo Co

to fill)
hair (8-10)

lat

fill)

& Van

Cecil

Nadel Co

Bob Hope
Britton Orch

MONTREAL

Neville Fleeson Co.
State (3)

81a

Toy Shop
Andre Renard

Benny Ross
Georee Olsen Orch

Ken Murray

(29 only)

(4-7)
Violet

havr

Ames

E

Rev
(3)

Peter Hlggtns
Carr Bros. & Betty

Paradise

Keith's (5 only)
Murrell 3

(28)

Ross Wyse

(Two

& M Mason
LYNBBOOK

J

France & LaPell
Powers
J & J McKenna
BUly Hallen
Thopias 5
Stella

J Brown

LIta Gray Chaplin
Johnny Perkins Co

Pelovis

Ist

&

Betty

Albce (4)
J Hubert
Olenn & Jenkins
(Three to nil)

'

State (3)

2d half (7-9)

(28)
Rellly Kids

BROOKLYN

F &

Bell6 Baker
Connie's Inn

(3)

CLEVELAND

Leon Janney
Lubin, Larry & A
Walter Dare Wahl
J & E Torrence

Ray Bolger

Jack Gwynne Co

.

Ted Xewls Co.

Hastings Marl'ettes

Gloria Lee Co
Lee Port & p
Rae Samuels

Howard & LInd

Metropolitan
Janet Max
Gold & Ray'e

'

1st half (3-6)

Halnntreet (4)

Tarzan

B

'Bombay'
Flo Lewis
Leo Karlyn
O'Connor Family
Oaylene Sis
Pasquall Bros

flII)

Gautler's

Orpheum

KANSAS CITY

fill)

Cropley

(4)

Johnson

Olseri '&

2d hair (8-10)
O Richards & N
(Three to flU)
2d half (1-3)

Claire

-Eddy Co

Torrence

to

Valencia

Lebn Janney
Trado 2
Button & Rose
(One to mi)

HOUSTON

(4-7).

(Two

&

Carrie.

.,

Co.

Bryant, Rains & T
2d hair (7-3)
Ben Mai^ks & Bthol

Wood
Renard, & West
Bernle St Walker
Werper-Henri Co
Win Osborne Orch Leon Jann'ey
Brltt

.

i^jT.

(.3-6)

Shaw &
Rubs Brown

E

ft

(One

& LaPell
Roberts

Carl

2d hair (7-9)
Hast'gs Marionettes
Bernle & Walker
Walter Dare Watal

J

France
Joe'

Co

2d halt.' (1-3)
DanclfiK Atound

bait

,1st

Revels

& Walker

Bernlce

CITY

(3)

Warren Jnckson

Ballet

Fox

Fcollc'e

Tex Oulnan Gang
Florence Barlow
Ralph Cook
Yvonne Douvler
June Carroll

Nadlne Oae

Chester Fredericks

La Verne

PHOENIX

NEW YORK

Baron & Diair
Katya, Ltbby & C
Robert Royce
Lopez Orch

& C

King Bros

'Girl

Virginia Peck

& Van

Collenette

N«w York

(27)

Stetson

Fox

Athenas
Muriel Gardner

At Paramount^

Keltli'8

Bddle White

Atkins Co
Ann Roberts
Sunklst Ens
ST. LOUIS

Maxine Lewis
Arthur Ward

At the Roxy

ANNETTE AMES
LORETTA DENNI80N
CHICK KENNEDY

Jardys

Les

'Deception'

Poy

Charlie

& Shea

Donovan

June Lorraine
George Nlblo Co
Anger H'milton &

Volgt
Klaiss

Pressler :&

Gilbert Bros

Dance Olympics
Eddie Conrad

(27)

Orphenm (27)
'Charlie Foy's Bug'

WESTWOOD
Keith's (4 only)
Murrell 3

(One

Parumonnt
Kate Smith

OAKLAND

Manny King Co
Kaye Lenny Co

Cecil

(27)

Lewis Mack Co
Mardo & Bennett
Kay. Eddy & R

BROOKLYN

Parker Cowen Co

(1-3)

Helen Thompson
'Hello Everybody*

Fays

Rodlona
Mildred Tolle
Edith Griffith
Ben Pollack Orcb
College Inn
Fawn & Jordoa
Jaokle Heller
Pat Barnes
4 Abbottera
Ben Bernle
CongTeBs Hotel
3

Window

Muriel

All)

halt

2d

St Elton
Charles Barnes

Debutantes

'Death Kiss'

Anderson & Allen
Mark Bros & B

6

Armand & Perez

nivoit

(8-10)

2d hair

TRENTON

Swnn liUCllle & C
Howard & LInd

Brltt Wood
H'ward Sadelle & B Baron
SurlanI
Nash .& Fatoly
2d tialf (8-10)
Aaronnon Fayre & L Scout
Bd
Oliver

(4-7)

Vernon Rathburn
4 Step Bros

Low

Co

1st halt f2f8-31)

ACADEMY

iHt

P atone & Taylor
Daphne Pollard
Tom Patrlcola Co
Ist

Klee

Mel

TROY

Ben Omar

Camp

rmLADBLPHIA

Radio Rubes
Rute David
3 Gobs

Kelth'8
2d half (1-3)

Chaz Chase

Bomby Co

Jack Randall

Realtor

Chick Kennedy
Loretta Dennlson
Annette Ames

Fran ken bergs

4

1st

Fields Smith

Frances & Lloyd
Clark
Hollywood Revels

(28)

(4)

Qlenn

ft

Bob Nelson

Sylvia

Grade Schenk Co

Keith's
halt ^-7)
I^arlmcr & nudson
F'rsythe Se'm'n & P

(28)

SIcgal

Art Frank Co

GRAND RAPIDS

Maria GambarelU

&

Miles

Whlttler

High Hat Bd
'No Other Woman'

Roxy (27)
Dave Schooler

May Wirth Fam
2d half (31-2)
Prltchard & H

(4)

Jean Carr Co
Joe Marks Co

DALLAS
Kelth'n (28)
Olsen & Johnson
DAYTON

Bowman

Piilace

Hippodrome

(2S)

Qene & Glenn

John Pierce
Patricia

TORONTO

coLVAinus

CITY

Hnsio HaU (26)
Eleanor Powell

Snowball

1st half (27-30)

Ward Co

Solly

NEW YORK

Rose St Ray Lyte
Deane Janis
Miller
Hal Kemp Orch
NEW YORK CITY Jack
Nate Bruslloff
Paramount (2V)
Dloe Orotto
Cookie Bowers
vr & E Howard
C & 'J Prelsser
Uonald Novis
Tina Tweedle
'Billion t Scandal' Marjorle Tate
Iioomls 2
Derry Bros
Marge & Marie
BALTDIOBE
.Melissa Mason
Honey Sis
Hippodrome (27)
& Cuckoos
Joan Miles
'Hello Evoryboay*
Paul Tremalne
Jackie Daw Oroh
Alice Joy
RKO Roxy (87)
Chec Parce
Jack Pepper
Tod I«Wl8
Sophie
Tucker
Dixie 4
'Mary Holmes'
Ted Shapiro
Esther Pressman
BOSTON
McLean
Ross
Mildred Gaye
Metropolitan (27)
Stanley Twine
Doris Deane
Long Tack Sam

Denny Orch

ORPHEUM,

from that point to toss off some
neat precision dancing, with sample
of both the buck-nnd-wing and
soft-shoe schools. But the real cllrk
portion of the act came with the
entry of their Scotch terrier pooch,
which showed limited trnining but
a cuteness that gets unanimous appeal.

Boreo, .isslRnod to follow, had to
dip deep into his bag of hokc to get
a rise out of them. The finer bits
of his repertoire of mimicry he
l>a3sed up entirely and brought his
stuff down to the clientele's level,
and with that matching of routine
to class he reaped results.
It was

brand of mugging ami funny
noJac-maUing that the Yovkvillitcs
wanted, it soon became evident to
his

him, and

fed these knick-knaclcs
to them in a style that kept the
lauglis consistently popping. Boreo's
lie

ONLY PLAYS 1ST HALVES
With the Maxwell Coffee 'Showhim in N'cw

boot' air hour keeping
York Thursday night,

it will have
to be first halves only wlien it comes
to stage personals for Lanny Hoss.

lliis ari-an'rrmcnt NUC lias
the tenor into I'.-oc;"!-'.''
Fob. 4 ana I'iocior's Albany, Veh. 27i.

Under

booked

.N'ewarlc.

Schmertz
Ch;irllc
in-o(Uicci-,

in

Sclimntz.
is

in

the

Hosp
junior

.St.

I'liMix

LuUc".-:

h^is-

N'ow VoiU, obtaining tit^itment for a nose infection.
He ex'-pcts to lie out fjonio tinie
this week.
pital,
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(From Tarieti^ and

'Clipper')

Current songr was "Love Cannot
Bay Good Bye'. Snappier phraslnp
now.

Canada was considering: closing
theatres three days a -vireek for
conservation. Not carried through.
The one day vacation Idea was
working well In the U. S. Commerand the
cial houses closed Mondays
theatres later In the week. Caught
all

Mondays and most
Hurt Stindays,

bumper- houses

gave three shews.
though.

Shuberts were trying to get Al

Woods
In the

them a

to sell

half Interest

Eltlnge (N, T.), and Alwoods

(Chi), for $460,000.

Music pubs were getting after
waxers who made discs of copyright .songs with Canadian labels,
No
to evade payment of royalties.
copyright agreement with the
minion.

Do-

was

the

L,yric
first

Chicago,

theatre,

open on a 24-hour basis.
as such for sev-

to

Had been running
eral years.

When

Had

a

the govt, ordered
all theatres closed on Mondays, they
could not lock the doors. No locks.
to hire

special officer to keep

watch.

Kidding author reduced 'Hamlet'

modern

to

language, offered

sir'''<o

verbally to
there was no',:It

'udio

•

i

t

to

and was

told

way down

the industry line as a result
of the Paramount and RKO receiverships. Various film companies are
so Inter-related through film buys and theatre pools besides other business interchanges that all of fllmdom is presently wrapped up In the situation. The current weelc is expected to be full of happenings as Par
and RKO begin fighting suits by Independent stockholders and bondholders, while the rest of the biz looks around to see where it gets off
in the receiverships that have happened.
In the connection of the Paramount receivership It was not an altogether unexpected move. Reports that it would come have been around
Mostly these came immediately after John Hertz recently
for weeks.
resigned from the company.
Downtown, even after the Hertz resignation, feeling was that nothing
in the way of receivership would occur at Par for maybe three or four
months hence. This outlook apparntly was founded on inside information and may have to do with a willingness on the part of certain of
Par's bankers to support Adolph Zukor, In reorganizing the company
after the latter reassumed operating charge of the firm.
It Is a matter of record that up and to two weeks before the receivership action and although one suit by a bondholder, Li. H. Harris, was
pending against Par on an equity receivership matter, oflflcials of the
firm felt it couldn't come that soon. The Harris suit was filed Dec. 30
and last week. Par was given 20 days in which to make answer.
Real impetus to the receivership talk came when Sid Kent, Fox president suddenly made a hurried trip east. Inside on that was that the
powers behind Par had decided on receivership and were preparing for it
and that Kent was summoned east by Winthrop Aldrich, president of
Chase, for that very reason.
Linked with that Kent-Par report also was RKO. Officials of both
companies, however, denied this.
The Warner company also figured in the same reports as Jack Warner
hurriedly came east. Jack Warner is leaving for the west this week.

Meetings are being held

all

the

MDS

The prime feature which appeals to some publishers is that they can
step in on the fifth of the month, for example, and tap the till for a few
thousand when needed. This can be done without any other publisher
knowing, save the general manager, and protected of course by the
extent of money outstanding. The efficient collection system of accounts
guarantees that the amount of any advance will be due within a week
or so.
The reserve which, it is hoped, will be built up in time, by the Ic. per
copy margin to the MDS, will not only pay for the organization but show
a

profit.

I

hopeless properties.
Zukor's supporters In the battle he is staging Include everyone in P-P
and about everyone In show business outside of it. The hope expressed
that he will win is continuously heard.

disclosed.

A similar character Is Theodore A. Metz, 77, author of "Hot Time In
the Old Town Tonight', who, however. Is drawing a small weekly stipend
from E. B. Marks without being particularly uncomfortable.

It.

Stevens,

critic,

the Bijou theatre. New York,
the light man hit one of the gas
tanks of the calcium light outfit
with hammer. Some fool thought
so.

—

'

AGO

It

—

—

The general co-operative good-will is another factor. Each business
head at the merchandising meetings frankly airs his experiences from
past and present problems for the mutual good of all. The combination
of more than a score of the major publishers in dealing with the dealers
is the major element in fostering prompt settlement of bills, the trade
thus knowing that it would jeopardize its music supply If not paying its
accounts promptly.
Some 150 new outlets have been created by MDS, it is claimed. All
Confidence and hope immediately prevailed in the Paramount Publix these new music counters receive unusual co-operation on liberal credit
i;Organization following appointment last week .of Adolph Zukor and and returns until finding their level of ultimate sales.
Charles D. HiUes as receivers In equity for the parent concern. Executives pictured this development as a vindication for Zukor as a showman
The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers missed
and for Paramount Publix as an organization.' The Par president- a bet when the plight of James W. Blake, co-author with Charles B.
receiver will not disturb his organization personnel, it is virtually Lawlor, of 'The Sidewalks of New York' was aired. At Al Smith's behest,
promised.
the city pension fund is taking care of the veteran songwriter whereas
Zukor Is seen as In full and unhampered control of his company after the society, it is contended, should have stepped in and declared Itself
more than a year of doubt and distress. He is expressed as being 'In as being capable of taking care of Its own.
complete charge under a Judicial cloak' and with the aid of Hilles as
Instead, along with the pension. Max Mayer, of Richmond -Mayer, Jobco-receiver, a high Republican politician, who also has ihany industrial bers, who own the Paull-Pioneer Music Co., the technical copyright own«
and commercial connections.
ers, declared himself as contributing to Blake. The latter, still a familiar
The voluntary receivership over Publix Enterprises, Inc., with Irving character around the Flatiron building sector. Is spoken of by the cafe
Trust as receiver and probable liquidation coming, was characterized as men in that vicinity as an Immaculate dandy who never tipped oft his
'a step toward improvement rather than one of destruction', whlch^ In ill financial conditions.
Only through sitting around for an unduly long
other words, would amount to divorcement from Par-Pub of apparently period in the Pennsylvr.nla railroad waiting room was Blake's wants

That M. H. Aylesworth, president '^'f RKO Is a director of the Irving
Chi Trust, appointed receiver for the RKO company, has no bearing on the
Hearst
had a play produced. receivership and is not a legal bar. If Aylesworth were the president of
Out in lios Angeles, where Stevens the bank. It wouldn't be a bar.
started.
However, the receivership may make Aylesworth's post as president
4of the RKO company rather an inactive Job. Same goes for all other
officers and the directors. Any company becomes more or less a dummy
This makes David Samoff's post as
in action under a receivership.
50 YEARS
chairman of the RKO board also Ineffective.
Aylesworth continues as the ranking head of RKO through his position
(Frnm 'CHiper')
as chairman of the board on the RKO theatre end. Neither this Job nor
New variety theatre was opened that of president of RKO was sought by Aylesworth. It was forced on
In Nashville.
Had one barroom him, in almost the literal sense, even after he had declined to take it
BBx20 feet, one large and two small once or twice. This was when it becaine apparent that Sarnoff's apwinerooms. Wlnerooms were for pointee, Hiram Brown, was about to leave the company.
Aylesworth has served without pay all this time, a condition he put
the affluent who bought for the
actresses at Increaised prices. Didn't himself in when taking the job which was assigned to him directly by
have to buy wine, but beer was a Owen D. Young, so far as Info goes.
dollar a bottle In most wlnerooms.
Back of the Ernst Lubitsch-Josef Von Sternberg controversy In the
Bamum & Bailey were planning German newspapers was the spilling of a confidence by one of the forto tour Joe Wilton, Romer and mer's German friends. Inception of the wordy battle was at a dinner
licroux In a horizontal bar act with party given Lubltsch on his arrival In Berlin. Matter of Von Sternberg's
special posters offering |3,000 to any interviews in the press there, that he had been given bad stories by
team equaling their performance,
Paramount, came up,
Liubltsch, asked for his opinion, stated in confidence that he knew that
Adelina Patti played to a $10,000 the particular film his brother megg referred to, 'Blonde Venus', was not
house at McVlckers, Chicago, with
only written by Von Sternberg, but that the latter got paid for it sepa $10 top and $2 standing room. arately
from his director salary. However, one of the confidantes tipped
Record.
to a German newspaperman, and the latter sought out Lubltsch and
asked for confirmation. Lubltsch gave it, and the war was on.
At
Ashton

drama

MDS

has been in operation for several months It
Now that the
started last September the publishers believe it'll work out in bettor
shape right along. The originally over-stringent return system has been
broadened to general satisfaction of the dealers, and the talk about the
bulk number of copies having a psychologically negative efCect on the
trade is deprecated. The single bill is generally welcomed and the system of collections, with monthly settlements 76% is claimed paid on
the 16th of every month, with the other 25% usually in by the 25th— Is
lauded by the publishers.
The syndicate stores are particularly enthusiastic about the central
because it saves them (the chain stores) much
shipping idea of the
expressage and clerical work. Also the bills to MDS, from each publisher constitute an actual statement of all sales, and can thus be used
as a royalty statement to the writers as is, less returns.

sounded like a fire gong and said
Panic narrowly averted.

Tweedle Hall, Albany, burned
down. Its original cost had been
1100,000 with $7,600 recently spent
on renovations. One of the major
houses, at that. Keith had not yet

& Marco, staged a Japanese
the musicians on the stage,
similarly to the 'Geisha Land' display at the new R, C. Music Hall.
Leonidoff, while not denying the two numbers had similarity, says he
was in full charge when number in question was done at the 7th avenue
Roxy and feels it an insult for anyone to think otherwise.
With a lot of fan mail said to be coming into the Music Hall from
people wanting to know how Leonidoff gets the orchestra from the pit
to the stage, the Music Hall stager thinks this the Important point about
the 'Geisha Land' presentation. Explains the pit gang travels underneath stage from pit on a cable or something but doesn't indicate when
he's going to show audience how it's done.
Leon Leonidoff says that he, not Fanchon
number at the old Roxy, New York, with

The trade Is watching the picture song thing closely, particularly the
numbers from Kate Smith and Al Jolsbn's films, for the Cantor picture
('Kid

From

Spain') tunes haven't sold anything.

There

Is

much

dubious-

ness about the Smith and Jolson songs, the latter's 'Hallelujah, I'm a
Bum' being a title that was previously a song hit already, but not the
same song.
'Please' and 'Here Lies Love', out of 'Big Broadcast', are credited more
to radio than the picture for popularity although this Par film started
'em, while 'Sweethearts Forever' and 'Three on a Match', from Warners'
'Crooner', are likewise credited more to the air for exploitation than the
film. 'As You Desire Me' was merely a titular borrowing from the Garbo
film but otherwise not In any way associated.
With Cantor's ditties not selling, the Smith-Jolson outcome Is regarded
as an Important slant on what songs from pictures may or may not mean.

Jack Bloom, ex-vaudevllllan and now manager of the GImbel departstore's sheet music dept. In New York, and Mickey Kippel, Stanley
theatre, Jersey City, manager, have fashioned their first pop song, 'My
Palace Where Love Is King'. It's for E. B. Marks publication.
Bloom wan of the 3 Hauser Boys before going Gimbel.

ment

the receivers will probably not have to resort to a sale of receivership
certificates.

In a co-receivership, such as Is the set-up for Paramount one receiver,
it is explained, cannot act without the approval of the other. In the
event of dlssention, the dissenting receiver has the right to make his
application directly to the court.

With his father, W. B. Usselton, publisher of the 'Kent News', Chostertown, Md., reported set for an appointment in the new Pres. Roosevelt administration, his sonrBlll Usselton, will
ment of his paper. The son was last with

probably assume manage-

RKO

in

New York

an

in

advertising capacity over a group of Greater New York houses.
Young Usselton was brought into RKO by Hiram S. Brown, a friend
of the Usselton family, and from the same Chestertown.
'Kent News' has been in the Usselton family for three generations.
Bill will be the fourth Usselton to take charge of its management and
editing.

Murray W. Garsson, the special assistant Secretary of Commerce, In
charge of the Hollywood investigations of foreign talent overstaying
their permits, is a former picture man.
He was a promoter for Independent producing units in New York some years ago and himself acatres.
tively engaged in film promotion.
His specialized knowledge of trade
Of the dozen girls from Hollywood who opened with the N. T. G. new matters, plus the publicity being meted out to certain non- American
Manager of a troupe of British
Hollywood employees, also suggests a peculiar Governmental barrage
actors was crying out loud. Com- Paradise restaurant on Broadway, 10 are still with the show. The other
left after the first week, when they not aJfthe for the technical immigration reasons, but also on the premise
plained nothing seemed
to
suit two known as Patsy and Peaches,
of 'moral turpitude'.
them and his heart was broken by wire given their carfare home by the restaurant management.
one of the girls who stated she was ill with her condition confirmed
the constant complaints poured into
Warner Bros, is now even with Metro-Loew's. Just as
made a
by the restaurant, left immediately for Hollywood. The other girl who
his ears.
gave as her reason for quitting that the sick girl was her chum and bad buy in taking a couple of Metros for the Strand, New York, a year
Calcium light gas tank exploded she wanted to be with her, also received money to go home but did not or more ago on flat rental deals, Loew's blundered by picking '[emEntrance'
for
ployees
the
Capitol.
It
had the choice of another plrfiire
backstage In a Milwaukee theatre, leave New York until several days later, then going west alone as far
from WB, but took 'Entrance,' believing as Warners did when It took
killing
two and injuring three as anyone around the Paradise knows.
Nancy Lyon of the California group at the Paradise says all the Holly- the two Metros, that the box office draft would be there.
stage hands. One of the tanks had
'Entrance' fooled street by dipping Capitol to around $35,000 on wcfU.
been filled with mixed gases, form- wood girls are perfectly well satisfied with their treatment. As a matter
ing a highly explosive mixture.
of known record among chorus girls In New York, all like to work for though all reports and ratings on It were good.
N. T. G, in his restaurant shows and for his vaudeville dates. He's hart
After a recent radio Interview over KFAC, one of the mliu^r I.os
Circus season was getting close that name for years.
and those who had not hooked in
The matter came up with reports reaching New York that some of the Angeles stations, Noah Beery was immediately flooded with phone call.s,
were getting worried and advertis- Hollywood girls at the Paradise alleged they were let out and not given with 116 of them recorded in the first hour after the program. Li tter
was 167, with the tenor of them being that the writers w ro
response
ing for jobs. Fine for 'Clipper'.
Lyon.i,
According to Miss
who
their transportation back to California.
Is very well connected through her family on the west coa.st and has glad to 'sec him again, even if through a new meUium*.
Many claimed th.'xt t.ir-y wv.ic staying away from pictures, accoiiliriK t<>
Juan Calccdo, wire walker, was been 'iadvanced to principal in the floor show, there has been no rca.oon
Beery, bocauKo tlif>re wvfc so many sii-nime unf.imilicxr fares on ihf
advertising himself as 'artist on the for any of those reports.
started the craze for $1,000,000 the-

WB

>

submarine
cable

was

May

First
novelty.

cable'.
still

a

Fiske was reviving her
Blondes troupe and anhouncing that old veterans were
preferred. Like 'em younger now.
British

screen.

Atlantic

Costs of three features can be met by a year's Interest on the i^^^Tr
bonds, alone, it was pointed out at Paramount Monday (30). First h.nlf
of $363,000 will not be paid this Wednesday (1) because of the receivership and the money will be diverted Into other Immedl.ite needs, It w.is
added.
Confidence was expressed by the company's financial executives that

Tom

I..ijcal (l.iii:!:-, did not
l<ln<lly to
Bully's plan at I'aiaiuu-.mt
of having unit p.a.'.s iilaiiiing tlvdi- own stuff.
What has burned the
rcpciilfis, (i'f-l< rmn, '^iinday ctlitm-.s and others handling news on tlie
dailies mii.-i is ih" f.-iilm-p, iluy flnirn, nf rnr-tnliers of the puldioity biaff
(I 'ijiil iniii

cl

fiM

p:ige C2)

.
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2d Ave/Solves Sininp

Wifli

Bargain

Lincoln Stock Fidds,
Old Legit for Sound

Tncaday, Januarj 31, 1933

Kides Long

Career with Tyson

Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 30.

Hash Shows and Frequent Changes

The Liberty Stock company Is
scheduled to close Feb. 4. The com-

Rosen Again Producing
As Screen Player Plug

backers withdrew six weeks ago
and the house has been oo-op since.

Yiddish operetta !n two acts and six
scenes presented by Aaron LebedefT at the
Music,
Second Ave. theatre. New York.
Herman Wohl; lyrics, N. Stuchkoff; dances,
Trllllne: book, WHIIam Slegel; Aaron

I.

IiebeaefC and Leon
Isserl Ginsberg

Blank starred.
Michael Wllensky
Lucy FInkle
Paula Kllda

Sonia
Bossel
Notte....'

nofienlhni

Doris

Yltzchok Feld

Schmlel Yiissel
Solomon Yudelson
Llovka
Marqulta
Boalta
Bonnie

Max

Sailor

Isldor Schuchatt

Leon Blank
Aaron LebcdefC
•

•

Salche Schorr

Vera Lubov
Boaenblatt

its

theatrical season
second wind and sails on. It

becomes evident that a new
tlon has arrived, a new era in Yiddish theatre, and a mighty Interesting Idea seems to have been created for the theatrical world gen-

genera--

The

16 operated out of the red.

After the close, Gladys Oriswold,
Hollywood, Jon. SO.
Al Rosen, picture agent, la about fern lead, Audrey Rickard and Don
York.
to launch forth another legit pro- Darcy are leaving for
The company attempted various
duction.
He hopes to get Bruce Matteson scales, every type of Advertising
In pictures by way of starring in and house to house ticket camthe stage opus. Rosen adapted this paigning, but couldn't make headmethod before to get "Wynne Gib- way. The neighborhood of the theatre Is blanketed with low scale picson Into the studios.

New

ture houses. Plans are being made
to wire the Liberty for sound.

As the Yiddish
gets

pany opened mid-October backed
by Lou Karnes and Geo. Fltzslmmons, and only one week out of the

MUSICAL REVDE POUCY

FOR CLEVELAND CENTER

Balcony

Tomaway

Tottering a year ago and on the
Dream of local promoters to esbrink of going over completely, the tablish a five-ring amusement cenYiddish stage went Into the current ter for localitea started taking a
eeason with much fear, but with deform when Consolidated
termination to light the thing out. material

Davidson

$2 Top

in

at

Milwaukee

Second avenue was trimmed
Only two theatres operating

there, one for musicals

—

—

—

not.

Not Alone Capacity

But Saks has had nothing

to

com-

plain about thus far. His shows go
on regularly, business Is sufflclent,
his troupe is happy. The real point
being that he doesn't allow his
shows to linger too long. Six weeks
or so and out, with a new play In,
new scenery, new dances, new.
songs, new routines.
Saks' argu
ment Is that a big capacity theatre
at a low price means nothing un
less all the seats are occupied. Suf
ficlently frequent, and able changes
of the stage matter, not only keep
the seats occupied, but get an ex
ceptionally large amount of news

Lowe

Klesle,

(Jan.

23)

of

Gug

for 10 years

Marks

was a part,
in the Tyson

San Franclaco, Jan. SO.
& Brother-United theatre ticket
Henry Duffy has Edmund Lowe agency, formerly prominent
on
in April with 'Man In

probably

Evening Clothes' as the piece. Ann
Harding, In an unselected vehicle,
is due for a play some time In
May.

STANLEY SHARPE DIES
AT GREAT NECK HOME
Sharpe,

with

identified

many major Broadway musical
tractions, died at his

at-

home. Great

Neck, Lb I., Jan. 26. He was recovering from a month's illness with

pneumonia. Death was caused by
an intestinal blood clot, his condl-.
tion being such that no operation
could be performed. He was 47.
Sharpe managed most of the Shubert shows at the Winter Garden
when that theatre was In its heyday. In addition to his managerial
tasks he was a buffer for those
About 10 years ago
showmen.
Sharpe became associated with the
late Flo Ziegfeld, becoming hla confidant as well as chief executive.
His first move was to sign Marilyn
Miller and the late Bert Williams
with Ziegfeld.
His first connection on Broadway
was In the advertising department
of old Daly's theatre, then going
with Dan Frohman. As a boy he
was a Jockey, riding at the one-time
Morris Park track. He developed a
liking for horses that attracted
to all important race meets.

Broadway, recalled the operations
and genesis of that enterprise. The

depression forced the agency into
smaller quarters about a year ago.
Recently the partners split, following a series of dlfferencea, botfi
taking modest rentals in office
buildings.

Klesle started in the ticket busU
ness with Wesley Tyson. When
Tyson died he bequeathed the
brokerage to his widow, with a minor interest to Klesle. Mfirks at that
time operating the United In the
Heidelberg building at 42d street
and Broadway, Joined forces with
that branch of the Tyson outfit
representing the widow. Marks was
,

always dominant He surprised the
other brokers by tielng up with the
Shuberts,
first five

tractions.

agreeing

to

handle the

rows of all Shuberts' atThat forced the other

agencies to fill orders through Tyson-United.
Resale Revenue
Eventually the deal went sour.
For years the agency had no direct
dealings with the Shuberts and

Marks claimed it was a break because he was not forced to make
buys on fiops^ Tyson-United also
handled a liberal number of tickets
for grand opera and it was believed
the agency netted more from the
Met than from the legit. It has
been generally known tlie MarksKlesle office got most of Ita legit
ticket revenue by reselling to other
brokers.

When Marka and

him

latter requested

Klesle split, the
to sell the

Marks

Tyson-United name to him. Instead
it was disposed of to a newer, small

Sharpe resigned from the Ziegfeld office about two years ago, but
remained friendly with the showman, although there was a suit over
money due him. Shortly before
Ziegfeld went to Hollywood, where
he died, Sharpe withdrew the action, knowing then that the pro-

agency.

.

Failure to obtain the

title

weighed heavily upon Klesle. On
the day he committed suicide he
visited the theatre and settled In
full for

the previous week's

tickets.

Another worry is said to have been
an obligation to the Fifth Avenue
bank, the agency having dealt with
The death of Sharpe means the that institution before and after

ducer

was

in financial straits.

extinction of that great showman's
executive retinue.
Sam Kingston

Tyson's death.

Klesle, retiring and rarely comand Walter KIngsley passed in 1929, municative, carried a pistol when
a few months separating their paying oft theatres. After a solideaths. Both occupied quarters in tary round of speaks he entered the
the New Amsterdam theatre after lobby of his apartment house, got
the producer moved Into the new rid of the Elevator boy by a ruse,
Ziegfeld theatre, and both were vic- and shot himself.
He was about
.

Inside Stuff—Legit
Something of a record in the way of dues will be collected by Equity
from Noel Coward during the engagement of 'Design For Living* at the
Barrymore, New York. Rule covering alien actors calls for 6% of the
weekly salary. At the capacity pace hit by the show Coward's piece will
amount to about |5,800 and his Equity pa.yments will approximate $290
weekly. Coward, Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne are on percentage,

A widow survives.
The Tyson name in

61.

a

The author-manager

all tickets mjust be sold direct at the box office, brokers being
barred with the public.
The agencies thereby got a break because there is virtually no demand
Worcester, Jan. 30
class patronage. Show is drawing strange people, few apparently
An attempt to revive stock here from
ever having been In a Broadway theatre. Most of the attendance is in
flopped a week ago when the Civic
the balcony and gallery and although there are plainly radicals or com
Repertory Co. folded after two pro
munlsts, the audiences have been orderly.
ductlons.
At least 10 weeks had
There are 54 players in 'People', 10 being extras, but the total salary
been promised. And apparently the
is said to be not over $3,500.
six stage hands are hoUling the sack
thus far.
During the last few months the ticket agencies In Los Angeles report
Gene Shea, manager of the thea
tre, could not be found when the a drop In business of 60%, with one office in a leading downtown club retime arrived to pay off. The latter porting a three-day stretch a week ago without a single ticket sale. Demade an appointment with the em spite the fact that prospective theatre patrons call the agencies for the
ployees early last week, but failed lowdown on shows, they prefer the box office for their ticket buys, thereby
eliminating the 60c. tilt for services.
to show up and to date the em
ployees have been going without
The Theatre Guild's jazz advertising on behalf of Ina Claire's 'BiogAbout $300 is due them.
raphy' In the Guild theatre, Broadway, is a departure for that somewhat
The actors were protected by
conservative organization. The clown, dialectic endorsements by conbond and were paid.
The Worcester Drama League temporaneous theatrical and literary notables of Miss Claire's play is
the work of Russell (Buck) Crouse, the Guild's p.a.
which sponsored the idea, was wor
ried for a while, as were the sub
It's a family season for Bill ^rady.
Hla first play, 'Madamolselle', had
scribers who had bought season
tickets in advance, but it developed his wife, Grace George, and daughter, Alice Brady, In the cast. Now he
that the league had nothing to do has 'Bad Manners' and grave the directing assignment to his son. Bill, Jr.
Dwlght Wlman, former partner- of young Bill, owns a small hunk of
with the operation of the company
'Bad Manners', which he, at one time, was to produce for himself.
and all subscribers have been reim
bursed.
Sam Wren, announced as In the coming Belasco & Curran producWith the closing of the company
the only stage productions in the tion of 'When Ladies Meet' on the coast, has been around Times Square.
Wren has some deals pending in New York and wants to see them
cltK-are seen at the Poll-Palace now,
wbere Fancbon & Marco hold .forth. through before he gives thought to the California sunshlna.

ally

has developed from that agency

Is

known as 'Fifth Avenue Tyson.'
Baacom Splits Away
George Tj'ton's cousin was Wesley,
who established Tyson &
Brother. Latter was in the background and known as 'the ghost.'
George's brother-in-law, who waa
associated with him, split away and
with his two sons established Tyson & Co. It waa really George Bascom who, after the late Wm. Fallon
became a factor, lost control and

Edna Whitney.

started

The
agencies.
Interest was finally

Bascom's

Tyson-Bascom

Two Down

cir-

puzzle.
George Tyson (the original) was first in the field and what

Crew

Civic Stock Folds declared

ticket

has been almost as prominent
as that of McBrldes. Which Tyson
was, which was something of a
cles

A

t

in Suicide

suicide

who

ner of David

tims of cerebral meningitis.
Dan
Curry, who succeeded Sharpe as
general manager, died of heart trouble last summer.
Only surviving
member of the producer's managerial group is Sam Harrison. Latthe Lunts' share being the same as Coward's.
ter managed the 'Follies' during its
Show came in from three tryout weeks' with most of its production Broadway engagements, while the
paper notice.
cost of $18,000 netted. Max Gordon flgrured the show to be on velvet after late Edward Roeenbaum was comCurrent effort at the theatre Is 'A the second night on Broadway and the indicate weekly gross is )29,000, pany
manager on tour.
Honeymoon for Three,' and the
'Living' was announced as limited to 12 weeks !n New York but It is
Sharpe accompanied Ziegfeld on
third piece of the season. In many
most of his trips and advised on the
ways the best so far, although suf- understood that Coward has agreed to remain for 21 weeks.
Two
ticket
near
Barrymore.
spots
opened
the
One
is
con
up
gyp
making of the picture 'Whoopee'
fering from the same faults as past
efforts.
It is naive and a little bit ducted by the SulUvan-Kay outfit and the Acme, the two combining in- with Eddie Cantor in Hollywood.
smaller 'store' is also operating but be- He tried to Induce
far-fetched, but it contains all the stead of opening dual spots.
the producer to
cause they held the tickets for the first matinee too long, the specs were withdraw from the
(Continued on Page 51)
market early in
stuck for $150 worth at the first matinee.
the crash, but Ziegfeld stuck and
went broke.
Elmer Rice could have had a four weeks' ticket buy from the agencies
A widow and two children surWorcester
Unpaid
on 'We, The People', at the Empire, New York, on the strength of the vive.
Mrs. Sharpe was professiontheatre's rep and Rice's standing as
playwright.

As

Ends

The

to Star String

Puts

Milwaukee, Jan. 30.
Arts, newly formed company of
showmen, signed a long-term rental
When manager James Hlgler saw
and one for contract for use of Moose Hall and about 10,000 people turned away
drama.
Other companies were opened a $200 prize contest to find
spread around in the various naborsuitable name for the enterprise. from the Davidson during the enhoods and boroughs. Companies on
Financial backers not known, but gagement of 'Of Thee I Sing' beSecond avenue were strengthened to the
1,600-scated theatre in the 48- cause the cheaper seats were sold
the highest possible point, showmanship was Injected naive show- room amusement center Is slated to and the theatregoers were unwilling
manship, perhaps, but showmanship open around Feb. 11 with a musical to go for the higher priced locations,
nevertheless and an oath seems to revue policy and Dorothy Dell as
have been taken by all hands con- first of guest stars. Nick Luoa^, he decided to revise prices. As a
cerned to try harder than ever. It Nlta Naldl and Joe Frisco reported result, Milwaukee is to see the
Vaniworked.
to be booked for following weeks. ninth edition of Earl Carroll's
Schwartz' Idea
Mark Bernard, president of Con- ties week Feb. 12 at a $2 top.
Forrest Crosman, advance man
Maurice Schwartz, with hla Yid- solidated Arts, also planning to Indish Art theatre, got together: a very
for the Carroll show, demurred at
stall a dance hall, a Coffee Dan
sti'ong troupe and put on a couple
first, but a long distance call to
of strong plays. They're doing big grillroom with a 50-cent top for James Carroll brought consent to
dinners,
with singing
business.
Michael Saks went fur- Southern
the new scale.
ther In the musical line. He took waiters; an old-time western saAt the Davidson this week is the
over the large capacity Second Ave- loon for soft drinks and beer If it
playing a full length
nue, got together a half dozen ever comes back; an indoor play- 'Whoopee' unit
musical
comedy names, ground and a permanent art ex- show at $1.60 top. Scheduled origstrong
inally for the Wisconsin which has
Jieaded by Aaron Lebedeff, and got hibit.
discontinued its stage presentations,
going. He attempted to put some
Entire program of amusement, all
lavishness Into his production, a
the company was booked into the
pretty line of girls, some effort at In same building, which even In- Davidson for seven nights and three
staging and line routine, a clever cludes a swimming pool, is to be matinees.
Plenty of interest as
facile
librettist and a
songwriter run at a %1 per head.
evidenced by the advance sales.
were put to work and the company
Theatre Is now occupied by
At the Pabst, the second and last
etaVted. It was a dangerous under- Billie
Ballus'
burley
company week of light opera by the Boston
taking because of the heavy cost in- which,
according to promoters, will English Opera Co., is being offered
volved and because of the Yiddish
theatrical union laws which make be dropped or revamped when place at a dollar top. Bill for the first
things even more difficult. A troupe is undergoing repairs. Only thing week was 'Manon' while 'Tales of
hired Is a troupe hired on Second holding up project now Is its fi- Hoffman' current
If the venture
avenue. No two weeks and out. It's nancing, although six Cleveland proves, worthwhile, it is planned to
a season's work, a full season's pay showmen are said to have their fin- bring the company back for addifor every actor whether working or gers In the pie.
tional week&
down.

Duffy Adds Harding,

Stanley

'Vanities' to

Cleveland, Jan. 30.

erally.

First,

Bway Agency

.

taken over by John Sullivan, who
about two years ago Joined with

East Stocks

Harry Kay

(Kaufman)

and soon

afterward that agency changed its
Sullivan-Kay to Tyson
& Co. That explains why the Tyson name is present in three to-

Fold on .Subscribers name from
Worcester, Mass., Jan. 30.
Attempts to operate dramatic
stock companies In thla city, aa well
aa In Fall River, have failed despite
campaigns which enrolled many

tally different ticket agencies.

Wesley Tyson started in the old
Windsor hotel. When it burned
down, quarters were established In
the Manhattan hotel, then becoming
popular. Branches were established
in the Waldorf-Astoria and McAlpln hotels, under the better known
name of McBride's. Latter, Tyson
and Marks were Interested three
ways, with the McBrldea forcinP
the others to buy them out.
Klesle worked up from a small
Job during his boyhood to head man
in Wesley Tyson's agency. Tyson,

subscribers.

The company, with guest sUrs,
folded at the Worcester theatre after
a three-weeks' attempt.
It was the same story In Fall
River, where the Civic Theatre Association gave up, also after three
It had been playing a split
week schedule In Fall River and

weeks.

New

Bedford.

Future Plays
'Bronx Apartment,'

new

play by

Theresa Rosenberg, will be shown
Feb. 16 and 17 by the Players Theatre at the 67th St Playhouse, N. Y.

,

a six foot three fellow, was curiously straight -laced. lie n e v r r
swore, drank or smoked. Belnp of
large girth, he waa a quick victim
of pneumonia.
He adoptod his
chautfeur, who was long in hi"
aervlce, but a comparatively yoiin!:
man. Several yeara after T.vson's
death the adopted son married th«
widow.
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Co-Op 'Vanities' Cast and Trahan

Go to Mat Over Disputes on Road
^

Trahan baa

filed

an Bqulty

Takings Jump from $1,000 to $5,000

TEET

JESSEL'S JIGSAW REVUE

claim for his share of the profits
from the co-op road tour of Earl Wants to Blend Hit Bits of 3 Shows
Carroll's 1931 'VMltles,' now playin One Road Musical
He
ing one-niters in the south.
claims be was forced out of the
George Jessel is negotiating with
show, which Is on co-op, Irt Amarlllo, Max Gordon and Lee Sbubert to acTex., ^Jast week, following trouble quire some of the best scenes from
with other members of the cast. the two Sbubert revues, 'Americana'
When reporting: lor work the next and 'Ballyhoo,' and Gordon's 'Flying
night in Wichita Falls, he had to Colors,' to combine them Into
a
buy a pair of tickets at the box of- three-in-one revue for the road,
fice and enter through the front of
especially with a view toward Chitbe bouse, he avers.
cago. Jessel is talking thla combo
The AmarllTo Jam occurred when road show
for himself and Norma
Mitchell and Durant refused to go
Talmadge at the helm.
on upion Trahan Insisting to work
Clifton Webb -and Ted Healy are
in a scene from which he (Trahan)
also
being
figured
for the combinaThe town
had been removed;
tion musical.
fiherllt advised the team that the

Sentiment Over Role

Challenging Lessons of 'The
Play's the Thing* ^Actors
on Percentage and Only
One Set, but Couldn't Survive Empty Auditoriums

—

—

Might Be Filled at
Prioes, Some Showmen Think
at $2

Lower

.

audience had paid to see the show,
They
80 they had better go on.
took the sherlfTs advice, but when
Trahan made his entrance the curtain
leges

Trahan

was rung down.

al-

the stage manager, Harry
Long did It.
When he arrived at the theatre
at the next stand, Witchla Falls,
Trahan declares, he found the stage
door locked.
He and his pai'tner,
Tukona Cameron, went around to
the front, bought two tickets and

reached tbe stage from the audi-

torium In order to show Jim Carroll,
the producer's brother and manager
of the show, that they were prepared to go on.
The troupe went co-op aft$r Its
recent Chicago run, during which
the cast accepted a 25% salary cut.
Trahan claims he loaned Carroll his
salary for two weeks prior to the
Amarlllo date to help keep the show
going.

Trahan returned

to

New York

the

HOW ONE

NIGHT OFF

WORKS WITH

Plan of presenting 'Pardon My
English' five nights weekly at the
Majestic, New York, ran to schedule.
Thursday nights arc out because of the show's star, Jack Pearl,
who has an hour on the Lucky
Strike radio program.
An extra
matinee was given Thursday afternoon, grossing $2,000 at $2.20 top.
Capacity at the night price of $3.30
top is about $3,800, with Friday
night's house running about $1,000
under that figure.
It was first agreed by the radio
advertiser to pay the show the difference between the extra matinee's
takings and the possible capacity
night figure.
That was clianged
when the ticket scale was revised
downward. Originally the show was
to come In at $5.50 and $4.40 was
also considered.
Understood the
weekly amount paid the show for
the ml.ssed evening performance is
$750. This Is to be sent weekly by
Lord and Thomas, advertising for
the clggi^,4Qoncern.
Georgid' Civot who replaced Jack
Buchanan when 'English' was trying out. Is leaving the cast.
He
will be replaced by Joseph Santley.

and asked for a release.
Beckhardt has a play of
about ready to produce, but
on Selwyn's play first.

his

own

will put

Fixing Fears Play
'A Story of Love,' with Dorothy
Hall, presented at the Broad, Phlla.,
last week, was called In for script
revision.
Show is one of several

on Peggy Fears' production list.
'Love' Is slated to go back into
rehearsals this week and may reach
the boards again witbln a fortnight.

NIGHT

Chicago, Jan.

Moore

30.

Marry'
Now

Selwyn Wants P.C.

pretentious traveling road
troupes as an exploitation stunt to
some 6,000 retail stores it controls In 17 states.
Charles Schoenberger framed the program which
includes Mrs. Helen Schrelber heading the troupe plus a special motion
picture made with Alois HavriUa,
the radio announcer.
Three days
are played in each town.
help

Splh

for

Coast

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Because of Metro's
proposed
plans to produce around six new
year in Hollywood, Edgar
trying to induce the
is
Dramatists' Guild to amend its
legits

3L,

Selwyn

Sound

Liberty, Lincoh,

Lincoln, Jan. 30.

Dob Livingston, veteran exhib, is
wiring the Liberty here for sound,
which will bring that old legit stand
into the picture field.

Stock company, there for 16
present rules so that the stager will weeks, is currently doing a farewell.
receive 50% o* the play's selling With the Livingston coming in,
there
will be six first run picture
price after a run of only three
weeks in either Hollywood or Los houses in town.
Angeles. Present ruling allows the
producer to share only on shows
Dies of
ijotting a three weeks' run In New Edith
York or Chicago, or 76 consecutive
Poison, Called Suicide
performances elsewhere.
Selwyn who will act in an adSeattle, Jan. 30.
visory capacity on the studio's legitEdith Ransom, the original Tonimate points out that inclusion of deleyo of •Wiite Cargo', died Jan.
this section in the three weeks' I'ule 26 at the Harborview hospital
here,
will stimulate legit production here. two days aftei taking
an overdose
Plenty of playwrights are already of peraldehyde, a powerful sleeping
here, he points out, and producers drug. A coroner's Jury brought in
would be willing to take a chance a verdict of self-destruction.
on new plays when shown right
Her la.<3t appearance on the stage
under the eyes of studio heads.
here was three years ago when she
Metro is understood to be look- played in a revival of the play by
ing for a theatre, with several spots the Bainbridge Players. Since then
in Los Angeles and Hollywood un- she has lived a precarious existder consideration. Harry Cohn of ence. She filed a $1,000,000 damage
Columbia Is said to have offered suit against one of the Pariflc coast
to finance the idea, despite it being steamship companies, charging she
a Metro enterprise, but the latter had been 'shanghaied' from Honoturned thumbs down. Laura Hope lulu.
Crews will be In charge of staging
She al.so sued three local newsif tbe plan materializes.
papers for large amounts, charging
Plays starring Joan Crawford, libel. Actress was 32 years old.
Norma Shearer and other Metro
names are in mind for production

Ransom

Tink' for Garden?
'Strike

Me

Brown and
show to be

Pink,' the

Henderson musical
headed by Jimmy Durante, may
land at the Winter Garden.
Warners declare they Intend to
continue the Garden for pictures.
If not the Garden, the Imperial
seems

liltely.

*Whirlpoor Withdrawn,
Claimi^

Exceed Bond

'^'hirlpool' which opened at the
Hollls, Boston, last week, closed
suddenly and was brought back to
New York. It was presented by
Richard Herndon,
Gross on the
week approximated $800.
Understood Eugene Bristol Rodney, who wrote the drama, forced
the sudden withdrawal. Claims filed
with Equity were Incomplete. Some
Beckhardt Vice Gribble of
the players received partial salArthur Beckhardt has taken over aries with others demanding paythe staging assignment on Arch Sel- ment In full or nothing. Protective
wyn's Tallulah Bankhead show, bond filed with Equity, said to call
'Forsaking All Others.' Harry Wag- for less than $1,000.
staff Gribble, who started the staging, couldn't get along with the cast

VS.

New

most

'ENGLISH'

MATINEES

Broadway's downward revision of

the ticket prices for legit shows progressed further and last week nearly
all attractions modified the scale in
some form, with prompt and favorable box ofnce reaction. All show
buisness now seems to realize that
cheaper rates comprise a tonic for
patronage.
his death, rehearsing it for
'Take a Chance' at the Apollo is
some time and drawing salary.
now the only musical at $4.40 top,
For sentimental reasons, says
but that only applies in the eveMiss Merrill, she'll take any
publicity
the
nings.
Without
other i>art in any other play,
Wednesday motlnee was cut to
but not that one.
$2.20 top and the show sold out.
Saturday's matinee was reduced to
$2.76 top and the show's gross on
the week advanced to $27,000.
Grace
Gambles
'The Late Christopher Bean* at
Henry Miller's tossed in an exti'a
Widi Cast as
matinee and for the afternoons the
scale was cut to $2.20 top, with the
Picks Up,
Indef. gallery at 77 cents. Favorable b. o.
sales and an Increase on the week

Beth Merrill has rejected the
lead in 'Painted Veil.' Pat
Kearney's play which Carrol
Sax is preparing. She was rehearsing the same role for
David Belasco at the time of

Hazards of wildcatting dramatic
attractions and other lessons in
present day road conditipns can be
Traveling Road Shows'
gleaned from the sorrowful two
of $1,000.
Is
Cooking Sclipol months' history of 'The Play'a the
'The Dubarry* is holding over at
Grosses Move Up
Thing' which expired ingloriousiy the Cohan nnd a spurt in business
'Music In the Air' waited until the
may
keep
It there indefinitely.
last
Inweek
at
the
Blackstone
theatre
buy expired Saturday (28) and anUnion Classification
creased
attendance
Is
the
partially
nounced a $3.30 top for night shows
here.
Between Thanksgiving week
result of a downward revision of
when it opened until its ctranding prices, with last week's gross starting Monday. Top was $4.40 for
Chicago, Jan. 30.
12 weeks. Matinee prices were reWith show business at Its present the piece traveled around 4,000 miles around $13,000.
duced to $2.76 top.
'Pardon My
low ebb stagehands union has grate- and had only one profitable week.
Grace Moore is credited with English' a new musical at the Mafully found an added source of emholding the company together, can- jestic dropped to $2.20 top for
Show was scaled at $2.20 and it
ployment from the traveling 'cook- wa£ abundantly
celling her salary guarantee and matinees immediately after opening
proved that the
ing schools' that are becoming inaccepting percentage like the other ($3.30 top at night).
price was too high.
Especially in
creasingly numerous through the
principals. Songbird was loaned by
The favorable effect of lower
the big barn-like auditoriums was
middle west. Union classifies the
the Met for the operetta, the leave prices is indisputable in the cases of
this manifest. A gross of $300 was
schools as traveling road shows and
of absence spanning the season.
shows not deflnltefy stand-outs and
from three to four road men are
(Continued on page 60)
'Dubarry' has a working arrange
those on their way out.
'Gay
carried.
ment with the house. Latter re Divorce' at the Sbubert improved
ceives the first $9,000, that taking further and approximated $15,000,
Elaborate stage equipment, props,
lobby displays, and special projeccare of the theatre's share, stage •The Dubarry' at the Cohan leaped
and orchestra labor and the en- $3,000 to $13,000. -Walk a Little
tion paraphernalia are carried by
semble.
All above that flgui-e is Faster' advanced ianother $2,000 to
the schools, along with lecturers,
shared by the cast.
etc. Regular theatres are frequently
$17,000 a betterment of $5,000 in two
rented, although auditoriums and
weeks that the lower pi'lces have

WItchita Falls turndown to file an Equity complaint. ballrooms are also used. Purpose,
He opens for Loew Feb. ? at the naturally, is to attract housewives
and stimulate grocery sales.
Capitol, New York.
Kroger Grocery and Baking Company of Cincinnati has one of the

after

Lower B way Scales Pep Up Grosses,

Copley's Musical

Rep

Boston, Jan. 30.
Copley announces reopening next
^londay night with musical comedy and operetta repertory company.
First Is 'Prince of Pll.sen,'

and Lee Morrison

thi.s

year.

Pasadena Players Plan
One-Nighters on Coast
Pasadena, Calif., Jan. 30.
California Theatre Guild, financed
hy locnl money, plans to stage six
pl.iys at the Pasadena Community
I'l.'iyhon.sc, on six successive nights,
with a tour of the coast to follow.
Victor Jory and other members of
the Community Players are inter-

iindrrstood to
i.5
ns totl.
be behind, with society backing.
Prices range from $1.50 to 50 cents
Six pl.'iys scheduled are 'Mournevenings, $1 to 50 cents mats. Pierre ing Becomes Electra,' 'Counsellor at
pe Rceder directs orchestra; in the Law,' 'Animal Kingdom,' 'Criminal
'Pilsen' cast will be Miriam Winslow, at
Blossom,' 'Devil Passes' and
smart set dancer fav;
We.sley •I>ouder Please.'
Boynston, Alice Wellman, Evelyn
Be.sides
Pasadena, the troupe
Dorn, Melba Ryder Llnd rrcn, Ed- will play .San Diego, .S.inta Barbara.
ward Hale and George Vivian.
San Francisco and other dates.

Givot Quits 'English'

been In effect.
'Another Language,' longest run
list had been announced

show on the

to close, but early this week plana
called
for
continuance
through
winter. That show sliced the rates
in half, nights being $1.65 top and
matinees at $1.10 capacity. Show
is low cost In operation and $7,000
okay. Among the other comedies
'When Ladies Meet' Improved further. The better dramas are maintaining a $3.30 top, which figured
on the theory that there always will
be exceptions to the rule.

—

'Design' Sole High Scale
Newest of the outstanding attractions is 'Design for Living' at the

Barrymore, the only
the boards.

and

It

is

$4.40 drama on
a natural draw

maintain the gait for some
time.
Whether It can maintain
actual capacity throughout the engagement is to be seen. Dinner at
Eight,' at the Music Box, is another
dramatic smash with the top at
$3.85.
No plans to reduce the scale,
but some time ago the balcony
will

prices were revised

downward.

Some shows have been
duce

operating

costs

able to re-

to

pre-war

One show which recently
grossed $3,250 made a profit of $700.
House formerly demanded a $10,000
levels.

stop limit. In this case the theatre
may not be making money, but is
getting
some
revenue
which
diminishes the fixed charge, red if
the house was dark.
Another show with flock of actors
has a payroll of less than $3,500
weekly, whereas two years ago
salaries would have topped $5,000.

George Glvot Is going out of the
Juve role In 'Pardon My English.'
'Only Girl* for Frisco
Joseph Santley is succeeding.
Hollywood. Jan. 30.
Glvot had followed Jack Buchanan
Victor Herbert's 'The Only Girl'
in on short notice when the English
goes Into rehearsal here shortly for
star decided to bow out.
presentation at the Geary, i^in
Francl.sco, with a Los Anijeles date
MILLER SPEEDS 'SPELL'
to follow If clicking.
Herhert L.
Helrtecker
Gilbert Miller has bought the
is producing, and will diAmerican rlght.s to 'The Spell' by rect the miiHic. with John Cameron
staf-'Ing the hook.
J.ily Hatvany, and will ru:«i it into
Mu.tilcal i.s peKKed at $1.50 top in
production as his next play.
tho hope of getting an extended run
.<^anford Grecnberger agented.
in 'Frisco.

Charlotte L:iK.slng

Three Dropped by

'Tales'

Hollywood, Jan. ."50.
There were three let-outs frqtn
Frank Fay's 'Tattle Tales,' during
thf week
Til-

••

•

•

!

.

.

-

.li

ence Kubinsun and

e

Kioriiubertson.

r,.

Guy

,-irrlve.s

here on

completion of her engagement with
the Chicago Light Opeia Co. for the
lead.
Others cast are Guy Voger,
Roland
Woodruff,
Dic't
Powell,

Wyndham St.inding, Marienne Mabee, Mary Imuran, Pat Sh.mnon, Eve
Cunningham and Margaret Rilling.
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SHOW NEWS

Rent Cut or Closing^

London Success for

'Pearl'

Delysia,

Play About Wagner Hops Quickly
26% COMMISH

Liondoii, Jan. 30.

Qulie a buay theatrical week here,
With only one really outstanding
opening, however. That's the new
Cochran show at the Gaiety, which
looks like a smash.
'Mother of Pearl' stars Delysia
nnd was enthusiastically received by
all hands.
It's an easy triumph for
both the star and the producer.
Wagner Biog a Play
'The Begijar's Bowl' lasted only
five
It is

Lederer Kicks Back to Four Differ*
ent Sources

London, Jan.

30.

Fvjincls Lederer pays 26% commlssloh for his American engage-

ments. His two English representatives get 10% and 6%, American
Equity -gets 6%, and an American
agent collects jtftother 6%,

weeks' seasoii' he

Going Places

sliows at the Duke of York's.
a chronological history of the

(Continued from page 1.1)
her, no Indignity Is horrendous
ternately interiesting and tiresome,
enough
to wreck a complaint. She
though without wide popular appeal.
Oscar Asche produced the piece and sticks In the face of everything.
Frank Harvey played the part of Actually she likes it, she has suchglowing good time being marWagner. Equity stopped It Saturday night (28) when no payroll in tyred.
life

of

Richard Wagner.

It

was

al-

No actress suffers so much, and
'Green Bay Tree* at Saint Martin's none can take It so big. Some day
her screen husband's going to kick
Is a curious play of parental selfishness. It's skillfully written, with her, frenzied, by her fine womanly
excellent comedy features.
Frank resignation. So far he's only run
Vosper and Hugh Williams are In shrieking to the arms of the other
the cast.
Doubtful whether the woman, but Miss Dunne had better
watch out. She has endurance, but
piece can gain general support.
what about her husband's? The one
In 'No Qther Woman' has an additional grievance, too, poor fellqw.
Miss Dunne Is so economical she
makes him rich, and then he's got
to live In a palace with marble
(Continued from page 4D)
staircases and rooms so tremendous
obtained In
6,000-seat auditorium he shouldn't be surprised to see
that might have been filled, or trains pufling ijn, mistaking the
nearly so, at $1.10. At least, that place for Grand Central station. So
was the view of showmen observers. he spends niore and more time with
Sticks won't pay $2.20 for a dra- Gwlll Andre, who will never go
matic show. Perhaps for an occa- noble on him, because she has as
sional musical with a nifty chorus. much as she can do to look alive.
Showmen opine that the chief mis- Her flawless features seem so unsight.

Top Limit

take was in ignoring everything else
and concentrating on New Orleans.
That was the ripe orange that the
auspices expected to provide them
with vitamins. But to get to New
Orleans the itinerary
.vas
the
w;6rld's worst, from accounts.
It
was a route laid out for an aviator
raiher than a traveling dramatic

company.

Happy Days

in Dixie

New

Orleans loomed so large In
the hopes of this particular attrac
tlon because it \fa.3 the stronghold
of Guy Bates Post, the star of the

Molnar revival. One of the Jumps
on the way is said to have been
from Wheeling, W. Va., to BvansFinally New Orleans was
reached and Post's faithful following proved i.ot to have been exaggerated. A gross of $5,200 was ob
talned, the best they had and profit
able for the first and last time.

ville, Ind.

New

But even

Orleans had

Its

to teach apropos the road.
least the road of '32 -'33. Of the
$5,200 gross only $3,200 came from

lesson

At

the seven night performances at
$2.20 while the two matinees at $1.10
provided the disproportionately large
share of $2,000. Refusal of Blackstone In Chicago to permit cut rates
cramped any chance locally..
Robert Erwin and Charles

H

Brown were

In on the production,
but later Press Agent Edward Mulwas understood to have a piece,
Mullen supposedly advanced $500 to
move the show when an earlier
stranding in one of the towns
threatened.
Actors were all com
monwealth at 2% of the gross, with
Post reported at a larger percent

len

Show barged into Chicago
with several C.O.D.'s against it and
stayed two unhappy weeks. There
were 10 stagehands at the Blackstune for around $900 weekly. They

age.

.

collected nightly.

Nice Production
Production was regarded as wor
thy and well up to road averages
One set and seven actors was mod
est enough. Notices along the route
were good although not too effusive
in Chicago itself.
Final week In
come was around $1,500 with most
of that pledged and the actors
stranded on a small Equity bond
that only provided enough cash to
send them back to New Yprk by
bus, a 38 -hour trip. Actors received
Only $11 apiece the first week and

no

sfilnry

at all the last

week

of

the Chicago engagement. Cast in
eluded Richard Lloyd, Roy Murd
Guy Hltner, Roger Qulnlan
K&therine Standing, and Donald
Wilson.
Guy Bates Post received an offer
from Arthur Casey to appear Feb.
in a two-week revival of 'The Mas
querader' in stock at the Orpheum
He therefore did not reSt. Louis.
turn to New York.
dock,

London Show World

Brussels Circus Pleai
Brussels, Jan. 19.
M. Jacques Fermo, who. has leased
the Royal Oirous, Brussels, from
the proprietors, the town council,
for the past 12 years, ta in dlfilculi
,tles and circus will e:o dark uhless
town agrees to reduce rent and permit the staging .of bth.er. than essentially circus turns.
M. Fermo
states that his present deficit Is $716
a week and that the past fotir seasons have cost him $20,000 from his
own pocket.
Despite staff rediictlons and ,will.>
Ingness of artists to accept half pay
M. Fermo declares that nothing but
a substantial lowering of the cent
of $8,670 he has to pay for the 16
Is boiindi

by con-

tract to provide and permlssloo to
put on spectacles more In keeping
with the modern public's, idea of en-

c^n save the -circus.
Animals and acrobats caniiot stand
up to the cinema, he adds.
tertainment

.

PAVnJON RE-FiNANCED
AS ABRAHAMS VACATES
London, Jan. 30.
A. E. Abrahams vacates the London Pavilion at the end of the current week, with the entire staff of
the theatre getting a week's notice.
New company has been formed
with a $36,000 capital to run the
house. Ernest Remnant, owner of
the Royalty theatre, is back of the
venture and John Southern becomes
managing director.

G»bl« Ad4«Mft, AmBlXT^ .I^KDON
TeleplioM: Vem^te B4r B041<004S

advanced around $36,000 to the firm
London, Jan. 21.
Edward Poor Montgomery in bis o£ Jack Hulbert and Paul Murray
'Double Harness,' produced at the to cover losses on their revue 'The
Haymarket Jan. 12, has made a House That Jack Built.'
well-written play, both in dialog
They produced 'Follow a Star' in
and coi^struotloi).August, 1930, which was a failure
A. glri nieets a brilliant young causing a further loss of around
lawyer, who is a bit of a l&d with $12;D00. By March, 1931, he was unthe ladles, and determines to land able to carry on any longer, as their
him for herself. He is not the mar- production, 'Folly to Be Wise.' did
rying kind, so she deliberately ac- not maintain Its capacity business
cepts an invitation to his apart- long enough to straighten out matment, aiid we next find her visiting ters.
In this crisis Hulbert took
him regularly. Three months l&ter oyer. Tolly to Be .Wisp' from the
she frames It so her father enters PfLrtnershlp and began, to assume
the apartment and finds her there his share of the responsibilities.
in the lawyer's pyjamad.
Father
Murray's personal liabilities are
demands they marry, and the law- estimated at around $26,000. He Is
yer says if the girl is willing, he Is. now endeavoring to get on his feet
They marry, but It is an alliance in once more as a booking agent.
hame only, and this continues for
three years.
Four Daily Revue
Meantime the wife hiE^s prodded
iKatt' McKeigue (McKeigue & Elhim into a successful political car
reer and biiilt him up into an litoi-: liott) has sold his 'Between Oui-portan't niembisr of paii'llam'ent. At s6lVes' revue to Charles^ Clore, of
this stage,; the wife's sister, who has the Prince of Wales theatre. Show,
been extorting money from her, on which has played around the provbeing refused further advances, de- inces for some time, is new to Lonnounces the wife to her husband, don,' and several of its former memtelling him he wa^ framed Into the bers are being lined up for the
Wales' engagement, which is four
marriage.
times daily.
The last act is interesting.
Some of the former cast returning are Leslie Sarony, Lena ChlsMurray Takes Plunge
holm, Billy Mayerl and Ivan Sam•

'

.

'

,

Paul Murray has filed a bank- son.
petition
because money-'

ruptcy

lenders were pushing him so hard
the situation became impossible.
After a long partnership with Jack
Hulbert he found himself around
June, 1930, in. the position of having

7%

debentures. It Is figured In this
the corporation will be able to
obtain cheaper money.

way

South Africa
By H. Hanson

Amsterdam

Legit Borns,

A

welcome
ment Is the

Capetown, Dec.

New

30.

Year's developannouncement that
Vaude Hoose Goes Pix South Africa has gone oft the gold
standard due to the government being nervous lest the heavy buying
in exchange and withdrawal of gold
The Haguef, Jan. 19.
The big Arena theatre in Amster- coin would strike at the credit and
banking position. But there is an->
willing to disturb their perfection dam, taken on lease by German
other side to the story. The governwith any expression save that of a Scala Concern in Berlin, burned ment Is practically on Its last legs,
down Jan. 18. Alternative vaud^j and
wax model's.
the off-the-gold-standard Is a
vllle and revues were staged there;
A change hod just been made from political move to win support.
the revue 'Red Spider* to a new one,
Show Business Slightly Better
'Vendetta.'
Shortly .be£or« the fire
During the holidays there was a
(Continued from page 13)
the props had been sj^lfted and stage slight Improvement in show busiand the enormous effect of that got ready for new "show. Proper- ness, due' to the inclement weather
radio exploitation Is gleaned from ties of both shows lost.
preventing holiday makers leaving
the fact that the RoXy started to
S)xty-five actors, stagehands and the towns, aa usual.
All of musicians lost their
s. r. o. biz. the current week.
Jobs.
which Indicates Bill must.^ quite
Lease Changing
The Casino theatre In Rotterdam,
radio
Announced that African Consolia
figure.
which housed vaudeville and musi- dated Theatres has 'transferred' the
It's the most remarkable tie-up
cal
comedies.
a
Is
being
turned
into
made. The result has brought hunUnion Theatres, Ltd., lease of the
dreds of children Into the theatre cinema; provisions >belng made to Strand, Capetown, to the Royal, as
who otherwise might not attend. seat 1,000; ready early February.
from Jan. 2. Considered that the
The tie-up nearly demoralized drug
Royal is larger and more suitable
store biz all along the Times Square
for screening M-G-M pictures.
area where druggists caught by the Palladium 'Crazy Month'
'Ben Hur' is drawing capacity at
wrapper storm placed conspicuous
the M-G-M Metro, the outstanding
boards in their windows advertis
Basis show house of the town.
to
ing the toothpaste. The house may
London, Jan. 21.
play to more than 100,000 customers
Poor Profit on Fight
currently, as the neighborhoods all
The success of the London PallaThe Transvaal National Sporting
around New York are spilling their dium 'Crazy Months* has been so Club, promoters of the Strlblingstay-at-homers for the Roxy. Ex- satisfying the management has de- McCorkindale fight, Is not' likely to
tra police reserves and 28 extra cided to run them for six weeks get fat on the profit.
little more
ushers have been put on for the
than 6,000 pounds was taken in reweek. No such crush has been seen at a stretch. Originally they started ceipts.
Amusement tax cost 939
on Broadway for almost an age. with a fortnight and developed into pounds. Then 72%% for the fightmonthly afCalrs, the last one lasting ers' purses and expenses. PrelimiLines form early and daily the out
side of the theatre had to be roped five weeks, and the next one, which naries, preparing stands, grounds,
off by the cops and the doors shut
is due in March, will run six weeks.
etc., took a fair bite into the money.
to keep'the customers in line. OrigIt Is further Intended to have The holders of the ground got 120
inally a 10c wrapper admitted cus
them three times a year, and more pounds, and other expenses. The
tomers, but this has been shifted, than likely they will become a four promoters may get between 100 and
and Plain Bill on the air now limits
200 pounds as profit. As optimists
per annum affair.
it to full-sized ones.
The shows succeeding the 'Crazy' they console themselves with the
Curious enough the cash intake
fact that despite the poor fight it
dally is greater by 3 to 1 or almost periods have been far from success- was worth while for the game's
against the wrappe/ trade that's In ful. This may be attributed to. the sake.
number of customers as well as tastes of the theatre>. clientele, who
cash. Namely, that there are three have become apcustomed to the
'Belle' Okay
cash customers to every wrapper boisterous style of the 'Crazy'
'Belle of New York* has been re
coming in. Another strange angle
and for tho.- toothpaster sponsors shows, with the succeeding pro- suscitated in 'Johannesburg by
mostly is that the count so far grams comparatively slow and ac- Philip D. Levatd and proved as
shows more full-sized wrappers tlonless. On the other hand. It may strong an attraction as cv6r.
than others, meahing that cus- be the talent of the ordinary proStribling-McCorkindale Return
tomers do use toothpaste.
grams, which have recently not been
Ted Broadribb, manager a:nd
This unusual Roxy gain can be up to the usual Palaldium standard.
father-in-law of Don MdCorkindale,
counted only to showmanship. The
The last 'Crazy* program savored South African heavyweight, states
house publicity staff had nothing
somewhat of a show with parts writ- that he and the boxer return to Engto do with It.
Another thing currently demon- ten and rehearsed, Instead of the land Jan. 6. Says that Jeff Dickson,
strated is that radio under condi- hitherto 'impromptu* routines, and top fight promoter in England, has
offered Don matches with Paollno
tions can be made to work for the didn't fare so welL
In Spain, Jack Doyle and Peterson
theatre. The 'Plain Bill' tie-up and
in London, and a return fight with
Its tremendous draw proves this, for
Stribling at the Albert Hall. London,
the Roxy will get the most wide- Mexico's Theatre
Broadribb Is Indulging in open
spread mouth-to-mouth talk possible out of the scheme besides the
Ready,
Policy Set hints about Stribling, inferring that
he will be unable to twist out of a
dally plugs on the air.
The folks
Mexico City, Jan. 30.
match in England, and that the
who use the wrappers for admisNow that the National theatre American is afraid to meet the
sions are stay-at-homes mostly and
a radio audience who may rarely go here is nearing completion, after South African again. Stribling has
to a theatre.
Third, the house is under construction for nearly 30 proved his willingness to give Don
demonstrating the value of a low- years, a controversy is on as to a return fight in Johannesburg, and
ered b. o. scale backed by a fiashy what type of presentation would be that leaves Broadribb flat after his
demands that McCorklndale gets a
stage performance can make an unbest.
return match before Stribling leaves
beatable combination for any theMusicians and those musically in- the country, and insisting that the
Shan.
atre.
clined want grand opera or a con- American gives a written undertakcert by the Mexican Symphony Or- taklng.
Johann Strauss, Waltz
chestra; jobless thespians desire a
The proposed contest with Clyde
prMuction with a big cast. A bright Chastain, Strlbling's sparring partKingr, for U. S. Cinemas fellow
has wrlttien to the papers ner. Is now off. This was arranged
Paris, Jan. 30.
urging that the initial piece for the to enable the South African to reJohann Strauss is getting ready theatre be a massed jazz band con- habilitate himself before the return
match with Stribling. Broadribb's
for a U. S. trip, with picture house cert to express the modenr naattitude is doing the South African
appearances in mind.
tional Joy that the edifice was at a lot of harm among his friends and
The Viennese 'waltz king' tried it last actually finished and placed sporting public. Including the news
into aerVlca.
at the Rex, here, and did well.
sheets^

ROXY

•

Goes

6-Week

A

—

Near

No

—

GB Refunding
Gaumont-Brltish
shares
have
been going up lately, and, according to 'inside' report, they are preparing a new issue to refund the

Amerioan Palladium Hits
The. three outstanding hits of the
Palladium program week of Jan. 16
Probably the
are American acts.

biggest wow Monday night was
Bobby May, a return visit. Next in
the order of success, with even more
prolonged applause, was Rellly and

Comfort
It is

a question

If

Condos Broth-

ers weren't equally as healthy a hit.
The latter two acts have played 'opposition' all over London. You can't
blacklist hits such as these In face

of the present dearth of good

ma-

terial.

Another newcomer is Karina, a
contortion poseur, assisted by a
couple of husky men to throw her
about.
Laughton's London Film
The picture in whloh Charles.
Laughton Is to be starred by London Film Productions is 'Dom Napoleon.'
Alexander Korda will direct
Cliff

'Rhyme

Show Weak

and

Laddie

Rhythm,'

Cliffs revived show at the Prince
of Wales' theatre, minus Laddie
QUff, as continuous entertainment
failed badly, with management already looking for successor, although show originally scheduled
for four weeks.

Negotiations at present pending
with Jack Taylor, provincial revue
producer, to stage oii£ of his shows.
All

Lloyds as Act

Harry Foster has lined up the
entire Lloyd family, consisting of
Alice Lloyd, Rosie Lloyd, Daisy

Wood and Marie

Lloyd,

Jr.,

and

forming new

act, with material specially being written by George Ar-

thurs.

Act opens for try-out at Brighton
end of January and comes to the
Palladium week after.

Moss Empires' Loss
Moss Empires' trading loss
last

year

is $23,800.

for

Gaumont-Brlt-

ish will have to dig for money to
operate their newly acquired circuit.

'Fugitive's' New Hook-up
John Maxwell pulled a nifty In
imme-

grabbing 'The Fugitive'

diate release at the Regii;'*>^Picture

has been rushed, replacing 'Blessed
Event' in order to cash in on the

Sam. Furnace murder story curand being sought

rently a fugitive
by the police.

Wimrove

Pavilion Booker

Alfred George Wingrove, for 12
years booker of Moss Empires', recently let out, has been appointed
to

a similar position for the Lon-

don Pavilion.

Henry Sherek's

position as solo
Pavilion booker is now at an end
but with Sherek being given preferential treatment in getting acts
Wingrove wants.

Ervine's

Radio Post

St. John Ervine has succeeded
James Agate as dramatic critic of

the British Broadcasting Corporation.
Agate held the Job half a
dozen years.
Littler- GofRn
Cora Goflln, principal 'boy' of the
'Mother Goose' pantomime at Dalys,
and Emile Littler, manager o£ the
Birmingham Repertory theatre announce impending marriage.

-
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Shows

and Fiddle

Chicago, Jan. 30.
convention last week

Cannere'

little.

HALF-WEEK BOOKINGS

'Show

a big buy Thursday night
Its way out at the Auditorium,
and 'Face the Muelc,' also wash-

MINNEAPOLIS TONIC

Boat' got

on

a portion of the canners'
This week the automobile
ebow Is In session.
Town, generally speaking, is slugErgish, with Jew causes for Joy.
langer lost 'Sign of the Cross' and
Its advance legit booking at the
'Mademoiselle' with
game time.
Grace George and Alice Brady will
ing up, got

dough.

Chicago, for the sufficiently logical reason that 'Madeniqiselle' folds at Boston.
'Plxle on Parade,' locally produced colored revue, opened Sunday
at the Garrlck.
not reach

Minneapolis, Jan. 30.
Manager B. O. Tunstell of the
Metropolitan thinks he has solved
the legit problem here. It's to average one or less high grade attractions a month, hold the scale down
to $2.76 top and book 'em for a half
instead of full week.
Utilizing
these
methods,
the
Metropolitan grossed $8,000 for four
performances of 'Good Earth,' last
of the Theatre Guild series. This
followed on the heels of $4,600 for
Cornelia Otis Skinner (four per-

formances) and $6,000 for 'Rhapsody
in Black' (five performances). 'Student Prince* and 'Blossom Time'

'Strike

•

San Francisco. Jan.

been drawing heavy matinees with
plenty of fems dropping in for a
peep at her gowns, and although
rains materially affected grosses,
the $6,000 take was satisfactory.
Stays another week, then on to El
Capitan, Hollywood, with Alcazar
probably darkening for a short time
until Joe B. Brown can get here for
'Elmer the Great.*
'Another Language' has been pulling good comment for Its Geary engagement, while biz was of gettingby caliber at $6,000. Another week

Film

Names Do

$6JO, Bullish

$24,500.

January business among the legits
through
the
improved
month, the season, such as it is,
Saturday
being In full stride. Saturday night
the Hollywood Playhouse following saw capacity in about half the thea
a fortnight at the Belasco down- tres operating. It was better than
the
previous
week-end.
Ticket
town, Final week got slightly un- brokers said, for the first time this
der $8,000, which means red Ink. winter, they had more customers
Beset by trouble since It opened, than tickets.
30.

scrammed town
Tales'
(28) after two weeks at

represents

$20,000

the

of

Frank Fay-Barbara Stanwyck bank
Before leaving here Fay took
over the Interests of Felix Young,
Miss Stanwyck
original producer.
goes Into the show for the San
Francisco run.
'Bridal Wise* at the El Capitan
opened bullish, getting $6,200 on the
initial stanza. Lois Wilson and Tom
roll.

and Matt Moore In the cast getting
credit for the draw. "Love's Pass

2nd Am. Cure

trated love,

a

villain plotting plots

against the heroine, and the eventual happy ending. It also has plenty
of songe, most of them very reminiscent, but songs nevertheless.
Lebedeff is chief among the actors.
A curious lad, this Lebedeff.
He likes to be known as the 'Chevalier of Second Avenue.*
He has
quite a voice from a volume standpoint and a pleasant personality.

Bryant

Cleaning service is donated
the Newark Cleaning and Dye
"Works. Department is supplied with
the requisite motor car service by
the Treasurers Club, which pays
unemployed box oflUce men to drive
cars, also taking care of gas and
• -8293.

They

like

Cleveland Try-Outs
Cleveland, Jan. 31.
'Brain

Sweat,'

new

drama

of

Negro

life, by John Charles Browauthor of 'Nut Farm,' Is being
premiered here by Gilpin Players
Jan. 31. Brownell taking trip from
New York to attend opening.
Another new play by Albert and

nell,

Edwin Barker,

labeled 'Middletown,'

by Play House Feb.
Both authors, who are Chicago
newspapemten, elated to be here for
premiere of piece which deals with
him and have for many town of Middletown, O.

—

—

years; so

steadily

many

to be tried out
16.

Frank Gillmore
Mrs. A. G. Davis
Mrs. John Magee
Nettie Raymond
Charlotte Muller

Marion Hood
Agnes McCarthy
Other Contributions
Total

bettering $22,500.
'Evensong,' Selwyn (let week)
(D-l,067-$3.30). Presented by Arch

Selwyn

and

written by

Barry

Sir

Jackson;

Edward Knoblock;

prin-

Vanderbllt
(Hh
'Honeymoon,'
week) (C-771-$2.20). Coats little to
operate and both house and show
satisfied to go along to about $3,000.
'Late Christopher Bean,' Miller
Extra
(14th week) (C-946-$8.30).
matinee added last week; afternoon
prices reduc£d and gr >ss Improved
to $10,000.

'Marathon,' Mansifleld (2d week)
Opened late last
(D-l,050-$3.30).
week and drew a general panning.

'Music

the

in

Air,'

Alvln

(13th

week) (C-l,397-$3.30). Ticket scale
revised from $4.40; business profitable right along, however; about
$22,000.

'Pardon
(3d

My

week)

week topped

Majestic
English,'
First
(M-l,700-$3.30).
$20,000; reported prof-

itable both

'Twentieth

Current Road Shows

(6th

week)

moving may stay

Century,'

Broadhurst

(C-l,118-$3.30).

Has

up- steadily and last week's
takings close to $16,000; Saturday
night capacity again.
'Walk a Little Faster,' St. James
built

ground somewhere, and Blank does
Sing,' National, Wash- (9th week) ^R-l,520-$2.76), Another
'Of Thee
them excellently.
Currently, he's
Week Jan. 30- Feb. 4
musical
benefited
by
lowering
an aged and nice American business
'Abbey Irish Players,' Broad St., ington.Thee
Sing,' Shubert, Cincin- prices; Improved again and grossed
'Of
man, which isn't so good, but he Newark.
nati.
Yitz$17,000; should go through winter.
tries to do it convincingly.
Language,' Geary, San
'Another
in
Black,'
Carlton,
'Rhapsody
chok Feld, comic, is a very small Francisco.
'We, the People,' Empire (2d
Providence.
person with a considerable Itnowlweek) (CD-l,099-$3.30).
Chances
Opera
San-Kar Dancers, Garrick, Phila- still
Time,'- Grand
'Blossom
cdge of stage technique. He knows
doubtful; upstairs trade mostly,
delphia.
all the tricks and takes advantage House, Chicago.
with
little or no agency call; rated
'Sign of the Cross,' Biltmore, Los
'Bringing Up Father,* Williamsof them all. The rest of the cast is
bit
under
flrst
full
week;
not
$7,500
geles.
port, Pa., Feb. 2, 3, 4.
equally capable.
'Springtime -for Henry,' Broad St., profitable at pace.
Songs in 'Honeymoon for Three'
'Broadway Rhapsody,' Morgan
Philadelphia.
'When Ladies Meet,' Royale (18th
are better than usual, though Her- town, W. Va., 30, 31, 1; Clarksburg
Auditorium,
'Vanitiesj'
Shreve- week) (C-l,118-$2.20). Popular price
man Wohl, the composer, really (repeat) 2, 3, 4.
High School tickets sent pace ahead further, and
port. La., Jan. 29;
ought to take a bit more pains in
'Cat and the Fiddle,' ApoUo, Chi- Aud., Little Rock, 30; Auditorium, the takings were over $12,000.
$15,401 hiding the sources of his material. cago.
Memphis, 31 -Feb. 1; Ryman Audimore
any
doesn't
steal
tunes
He
120
Other Attractions
'Caponsacchi' and 'Hamlet,' Ma- torium,
Nashville,
Memorial
2;
25 than a lot of more famous compos- jestic, Brooklyn.
Auditorium, Louisville, 3, 4.
'Face the Music,' 44th Street;
more obvious
'Cavalcade* (film), Majestic, Bos25 ers, but he's a bit
brought In from road for repeat
Coast Routes
about it. Lyrics by N. Stuchkoff are ton.
20
date.
'Another Language,' Geary, San
not up to those in the show precedCornelia Otis Skinner, Lyceum,
12 ing this one, but satisfactory. One
'Oliver Twist,' Rltz; dollar top
Rochester, Jan. 30; Court Square, Francisco.
10 outstanding number is called 'The Springfield, Mass., 31; Ford, Balti'Bridal Wise,' El Capitan, Holly- series oi)ened Monday.
wood.
'Whistling in the Dark,' Waldorf;
10 Eternal Immigrant,' which has defi- more, Feb. 2, 3, 4.
'The
6 nite sales possibilities as sheet mu'Counsellor at Law,' Chestnut St., 'Grounds for Divorce,' Alcazar, San revival closing this week;
Francisco.
Monster' nr-.Yt week.
phonograph record, or other Philadelphia.
sic,
5
'Louder, Please' Croad co.), ComShakespeare Theatre, Jolson's;
medium If anything of that sort
'Dixie on Parade,' Garrlck, Chi5
munity Playhouse, I'.isadcna.
.Sliakc-speai'can revivals.
still exists.
cago.
*
4
'Love's Passport,' Egan, Los An'As Husband Go,' Forrest; revival.
Call ;t a naive evening at the the'Ed Wynn,' Erlanger, Buffalo.
228 atre, if you will; it's an entertain'The Show-Off,' Ilud.son; revival
'Green Pastures,' Forrest, Phila- geles.
Italian Marionettes, Lyric; indel^
'Tattle Tales,' Curran, .San Franing evening, and well worth experi- delphia.
$15,871 encing.
Cisco.
nite.
KauJ,
'Melody,' Nlxoa, Plttoburgh.

many well known professionals
participating will be given at the
Imperial. Proceeds will be divided
between the Authors' League relief
fund and the Stage Relief. Tickets are
$10
top.
Other benefit
shows arranged are 'Alice in Wonderland,' Feb. 10, matinee. New
Amsterdam, and 'Dinner At Eight,'
Feb. 12 (Sunday), at the Music
Box. Contributions up to last Fri-

Philip Dunning
Gilbert H. Montague

strong as ever with steady line at
box office; takings up last week,

$13,000; instead of
here.

ever, the 'Depression Gaieties' with

(27):

other

liable to

stick through sea^og here or another theatre: credited with $16,000.
'Criminal at Large,' 48th St. (17th
Moderate
(D-893-$3.30).
week)
money sticker; around $6,000 or bit
more seems enough for smajl cast

ways; plays extra matinee Thursday with night show out.
'Pigeons and People,' Lyceum (3d
given occasionally at 14tl\ street;
moved here with company intact weeit) (C-957-$2.20). Switched here
Monday; moderate scale conforms from Harris; moderately paced at
$6,000; missed Saturday's performto prices downtown.
when George M. Cohan
'Autumn Crocus,' Morosco (12th ances
Playing strained leg tendon.
(CD-893-$3.30).
week)
'Sickness of Youth,' Bijou. Vilthree matinees weekly; sole Shubert
attraction making some money with lage product announced, but date
set back.
over $8,000 indicated.
'Take a Chance,' Apollo (10th
'Another Language,' Booth (41st
Held over; week) (M-l,270-$4.40). Best figure
week) (C-708-$l:65).
opening last week, when taksince
flnal week again announced, but engagement may be Indefinite; low ings went to $27,000; night admisprice scale increased attendance; sion scale same, but matinee prices
cut.
about $7,000.
'Bad Manners,' Playhouse (1st
'The Dubarry,' Cohan (11th week)
week) (CD-893-$3.30). Presented by (O-l,300-$2.76). Perked up smartly
William A. Brady; written by Dana last week, with the gross going to

years, in fact, that

no longer mentions his age.
Leon Blank, a yeteran scene-chewer,
has a considerable rep for straight
legit.
Here, In this troupe, he han-

There was no benefit show last
Sunday in deference to the Actors' dles the sympathetic old men parts,
All Yiddish musicals
Fund show. Next Sunday (6), how- generally.
have a sweet old rabbi In the back-

George Abbott

shows but current success

cipals brought over from London;
opens tonight.
(20th
Imperial
Colors,'
'Flying
week) (R-l,016-$2.20). Getting by
First full week of 'Pardon My at about $14,000; deal with cut
English,*
at
the
Majestic,
was rates should Improve the pace of
claimed satisfactory, though not big, first musical top chop prices.
at slightly over $20,000.
'We, The
(10th
Shubert
Divorce,'
'Gay
People' did somewhat better at the week)
Jump In
(M-l,39e:$3.30).
Empire than indicated, with takings gross accompanied ticket reduction;
over $7,000, but that Is not proflt last week's business up again to
able for large cast drama. 'Mara
nearly $16,000.
thon' opened late last week at the
'Goodbye Again,' Masque (6th
Mansfleld with little chance indiModerately
week) (C-700-$3.30).
cated.
geared comedy holds to proflt with
'Pigeons and People' did not fare
grosses; about $7,600 or
moderate
as well as most others. It moved
bit over last week.

he

«il.

day

readying

Guild

914-$3.30).

.

(Continued from page 48)
elements called for in Yiddish musicals. It has the one scene back in
the small Russian town; it has frus-

fcy

Previous Contributions
Florence Reed

Jtttt«S

mystery piece.
'Dangerous Corner,' Fulton (16th
week) (D-913-$3.30). Paced under
$5,000 but comparatively good proflt
for show and date indefinite.
'Design for Living,' Barrymore
drama at $4.40 top. 'Dinner for (2d week) (CD-l,090-$4.40). Hit
Eight' has led the non-musicals capacity right off; with strong box
since it opened, over three months office notices and name draw high
ago, and still maintains a great scaled drama got $21,500 In five
pace at $22,500. That show Is one days and looks like $29,000 this
of the few which has not lowered week.
its top of $3.85, the only high scaled
'Dinner at Eight,' Music Box (15th
Seems as
drama this season until the advent week) (C-],000-$3.85).
of 'Design.'

revue

B.

'Biography,' Guild (8th week) (C-

"

For L A. 'Bridal'
'Tattle

Burnet and WllHam
opened Monday.

.

HELPS

is

Actual figure was
higher, what with an $11 top premiere, but half the flrst night's take
went to charity (Stage Relief
Fund).
Playing to standing room, 'Design'
points to $29,000 this week. That
will doubtless beat any of the musicals, only one of which is paced anyShow,
where near that gross.
which has a three name draw (Noel
Coward and the Lunts) Is the only

was

port' continues at the Egan with the
Los Angeles Theatre Guild, pro- from the Harris to the Lyceum, and
Barbara Stanwyck and Frank Fay ducer, using the play as a training stands a better chance there. 'Alice
open tonight at the Curran in 'Tat- school for amateurs. Last week got In Wonderland,' which stood
out
tle Tales' with good run anticipated. $800, enough to show a small proflt:
among the new plays by the Civic
Estimates for Last Week
Repertory, moved from the 14th
'Bridal Wise,' El Capitan (1st Street to the New Amsterdam Intact
*Too True' in 4 Times
week) (C-l,571-$1.65). Better than Monday, going on a pop prices.
Most promising premiere this
opening week at $6,200 esGood Portland $5,000 average
timated. Only house getting party week is 'Evensong,' with the original leads Imported from London.
business.
Seattle, Jan. 30.
It
opens tonight at the Selwyn. No
Maurice Colbourne -Barry Jones In
'Love's Passport,' Los Angeles
Shaw play, 'Too True to Be Good,' Theatre Guild, Egan (5th week) deflnite closing this week, except
at Metropolitan, grossed close to (CD-334-$2.20).
Continuing more the revival of 'Whistling In the
$6,000 last week In four perform- as a school than a legit theatrical Dark' at the Waldorf, which gets
ances. Good.
offering.
Last week's take of $800 'The Monster,' also a revival. 'MelCompany, piloted by H. L, Hill, satisfactory.
ody' may come In also 'One Sunday
continues route east through Can'Tattle Tales,' Hollywood Play- Afternoon,' 'Before Morning,' 'Four
ada after engagement this week In house (2d and final week) (R-1,103o'clock' and 'Sickness of Youth.'
Portland. On Feb. 20 open at Thea$1.66). Blew to an estimated $8,000,
tre Guild, in Boston.
Estimates for Last Week
with Fay hoping the San Francisco
and subsequent engagements will
'Alice in Wonderland,' New Amspull him out of the red.
terdam (1st week) (C-l,702.$2.20).
One of Civic Repertory's new shows

Total contributions to the Stage
Relief Fund are estimated over
$20,000, there being several Items
due in addition to the moneys listed
below.
The Fund is to get half
the receipts of the opening night
of 'Design For Lfving,' which had
an $11 premiere and the takings
from a Sunday night of 'Autumn
Crocus* are also forthcoming.
The clothing department now has
12 persons collecting and distributing, all being volunteers without
pay.
A direct line telephone has
teen installed, contributed by the
It

(Brown and

Street.

to go.

Figured around

Assembly.

30.

Lllyan Tashman in 'Grounds for
Divorce' had a neat opening week
for Henry Duffy at the Alcazar.
The blonde picture player has

STAGE RELIEF PASSES

Theatre

LiOtigocre.

Pink'

Los Angeles, Jan.

In Frisco Satisfies

$7,000.

$20,000, DESIGN'

Broadway has a new leader In
'Design for Living* which, true to
form, opened to smash business at
the Barrymore last week. In the
first seven performances the gross

Tashman's $6,000 Week

day. But cheaper prices seem to be
catching on, and excellent houses
have been reported all week. Attraction carried cinema-size advertisements in dailies for several 'days
Reselling the public on price.
sponse encouraging. Around $17,000
last week, and with 'Face the Music*
and 'Show Boat' scramming will
have things much to itself during
automobile show week.
'Family Upstairs,' Cort (C-1,100;
$2.20) (6th week). Not far short of
$4,000, with nice proflt for house
and attraction at that ilgure. Building as a family clientele entertainment. Same show played Selwyn three years ago and was a
quick flop. Cheap prices under cut
rates plus nice Leonard Doyle production explains growing popularity.
'36no of the Flame,' Civic (O3,900; $1.66). Reported having troul>lcs
with musicians' union last
week, but rated having a chance to
.groove if it can take the flrst
bumps. 'Desert Song' delayed for
week and 'Song' held over for reported reason couldn't get right
tenor. 'Desert Song' not considered
good choice by showmen, as tabloid
version played Chicago, Tivoll and
recently.

Week-EndDemand Tops Supidies

'Four O'Ctoek' (Charles Henderson) Little.
'A Story of Love' (Peggy
Fears) Alvln.

underlined.

maximum

Uptown

Me

Henderson) 44th

The Bainbrldge stock at the Shubert pulled a fair $2,600 with 'The
Estimates for Last Week
Only Son.' Gladys George is back
'Cat and the Fiddle,' Apollo (M- this week in 'The Marquise.'
Had to
1,500; $2.20) (6th week).
refund difference between advance

sale at $3.30 top and new scale at
starting last Sun$2.20

Grosses Go to Jan. Peak; Agency

'Our Nell' (Shepard Traube)
Booth.
'Sunday Afternoon.' (Peters
and SplUer) Unity Hall.
'Before Mornins' (Bannister

and Norman)

SI

asR'way

Design' Points to

'Both Your Houses' (Theatre
Guild) Guild.
'East River Romance' (Howard Inches) Mans&eld.
'Hangman's Whip' (W. A.
Brady, Jr.) St. James.
'Alien Corn' (Kathartne Cornell) Belasco.
'Forsaking All Others' (Arch
Belwyn) Times Square.

At $2 with Biz Convention's Help

may have helped a

in Rehearsal
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MARATHON
Play on Broadway

Three-act

DESIGN FOR LIVING
Max Gordon

presentation starring Alfred

Lynn Fontanno and Noel Coward.

Lunt,

Written and directed by Coward.
Three
acts with three sets designed by G. E:.
Calthrop.
At the Ethel Barrymore theatre, startne Jan. 24; $4.40 'top.
-

Lynn Fontonne
Campbell Qullan
Alfred Lunt
Noel Coward
Gladys Henson

Ollda
Ernest Friedman
Oito

Loo
Jliss

Hodge

Philip

Mr. Blrbeck

Tonge

Ward Bishop

Photographer
Grace Torrence
Hrlen Carver
Henry Carver

Ethel Borden
Phyllis COnnard

Alan Campbell
Macleary Stinnett

Mnithew

Among

the thlnsa to be said of
'DesigTi for Llvine" the most Important Is that facing the gun In Cleveland with an $18,000 prodrction cost,
the show was on velvet the second
Three weeks
night in New York.
out of town, Pittsburgh and Washington following Cleveland, served
to bring this play into the local
Barrymore but |3,000 shy of Its production tarlif which the Manhattan
first night, at an $11 top, took care
of despite a percentage of these receipts going to one of the theatrical
relief funds.
Under normal conditions show
people would tip their hats to such
financial manipulation as an example of how to produce; but, this
being the winter of '33, show business is bowing itself Into a deep
salaam before such an achievement
while muttering something about
legerdemain. Of course, the solution
is in the name strength of Coward
and the Lunts. The boys figured
that a bad show with this trio
should do 12 weeks, a fair play 20,

and a good one malybe a year,

re-

gardless of the times. Coward has
made known bis willingness to
linger with the show for 21 weeks

In New York, which seems to indicate that he's an excellent Judge
of b. o. pace among other things.
For the play really doesn't make
its bid until the last act and a
half. At the mid-way point it be-

comes as thoroughly unbelleveable
as amusing. Meanwhile, there's the
story of

how Max Gordon

fell

into

this theatrical plum.
It all started ':wc years

ago when
Max, having turned impresario, sat
through Coward's 'Evergreen' of a
London summer eve. Afterwards he
went, back stage to Introduce himself to the author-actor and Informed htm that parts of his last act
were pretty terrible.
'Design for Living* Is a long time
.

getting' started.

It Introduces Itself
as a very talky vehicle, immediately
placing Miss Fontanne at a disadvantage. She is first on for a long
discussion of her libido with a secondary character. This may be the
reason for the 8:30 curtain the
management has Invoked. Those
who reach their seats by 8:60
will start even with the evening's
entertainment, but to get back to
Gordon.
Probably somewhat aghast at
Gordon panning bis last act at their
first meeting, Cowardt nevertheless,
agreed to the extent of declaring.
'The next show I do In New York

you can produce.' Which must have
sounded great to Gordon but thei*

—

was nothing in writing.
The long overture In dialog which,
but for occasional relief via action,
lasts until the middle of the second
act, hardly seems fair to such a
splendid performer as Miss Fontanne.
There Is no doubt that In
this piece, probably for the first
time In seasons, she Is overshadowed by principal male characters.
And to such an extent
that the Inference Is unavoidable
that

Coward

-writes better of

men

than of women. \^
So Gordon had "ft Coward promise
on his hands and a wild hope that

SAFETY and
SECURITY!
You can't go wrong with a
sure fire act the reason I wrote
over $1,000,000 in LIFE INSUR-

—

ANCE
year

and

ANNUITIES last
my clients

was because

that the foundation of
business, built up over a peof twenty years, is the

realize

my
riod

client's

and

interest

FIRST,

LAST

ALWAYS.

JOHN

J.

KEMP
Insurance
551 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
Phones:
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Hill 2-7838-9
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Bernard

at

MansQeld,

th«

comfortable and If they could do
anything. Finally the brusque Gordon got on the wire and. ignoring
the niceties, opened up with 'How
about that show?" To which Coward replied. 'You're, the only one

who's asked

down

here.*

me

about It

Come

OuToTTown

Mew

Cast bas nearly 30 charTork, Jan, 27.
acters listed. Staged by Clyde North. Sets
by P. Dodd Aofcerman. Scaled at tl.65.
Isabel Dawn
April Jones
Charlie Baker
Paul Oulltoyle
Robert Strange
'Too Soon' Decker
Jertmie Cowan
Ropey

something would come of it. Some
six or eight months :'.fter the 'Evergreen' incident, Coward arrived at a
North river pier and 20 managers Mops
immediately started phoning, ask- Gllly Bray
ing the visitor how he was, was he Rose Malloy

Plays

8C«no8 by Isabel
presented by

23

Dawn and Boyoe d« Oaw,
Joseph

%f>yf. 'W. Shuttleworth

WHIRLPOOL

Bringing

Boston, Jan.

A

drama

of

modem American

two

Produeed by Richard
Herndon. Written by Kugene Bristol
Rodney. Staged by A. H. Van Buren. PreRuth Chorpenning sented Jan, 93. at the Bollla Street.
Robert Keith
Ruth Conle'y 'Wallace Crane
Harcia Byron
Czara Romanyl Mra. Wallace Crane
Robert Hyman
Pierre de Ramey Foster Randall
Doris Dalton
Julie Chandler Margot Hale
Shlrllng Oliver
Reed McClelland Philip BIton.....
Ivan Trlesault Dr. Barry Reeves
Bdward Fielding
Arthur Marlowe Officer Andy Carmlchael
Tom Burton
Tom Fadden Tim Boylan
niomas Shearer
Don Wyatt Nurse
Betty LInley
Jack Klendon Medical Examiner
Lincoln Robinson
John Alexander First Assistant.
Angus Duncan
Wilbur Coz
Second Assistant.^

Frank Rowan
Franka Moore

Hicks
Minna Geckel
Lis Brigga
Sonia Markoff
Senor Alvarez
Dolores AlvarcB
Leo Berry
Luis BorkofskI
Jimmy Dupran
Light Collector
Eddie Hicks
Val Owen

Claire

Gertie

acta ond nine scenes.

a,

Nolte

It is likewise true that Coward
dominates, the current performance, Devlin
although Lunt may be the more
Frank M. Thomas
vaguely written play apparently Inspector Meeban
sympathetic character. This Is be- byA two young moderns steeped In Peggy Curtis
Jeraldlne Dvorak
Wm. Christie
cause the author Is personally de- Juvenile cynicism and uncertain «]|evator Boy
Robert Ober
Malcolm Taylor
livering a decided majority of his what to do about It.
What could Reporter
Bdward Bmmerson
own laughs, and what slight early be said for a drama that paints the
action there happens to be only pitiful travail of marathon dancers
A tense drama with vague possicomes to the surface at his instiga- with a vividness that compels comtion.
Later Lunt shares in the ac- passion and then Invite a metro- bilities, but developed and written
celeration, the basis of tlje improve- politan audience to laugh at them? so lllogically that It looks problemment specifically being a prolonged
of
the
Tlie answer Is that one
atical, even If patched up and redrinking bout by the two men upon highlights of the comedy is a scene
finding that Gilda (Miss Fontanne) in which a former five and ten cent cast.
has left them. There is still more store salesgirl sinks under the
The plot centers around a police
about Gordon.
strain of the dance derby, gives up Inspector confronted with the probGordon's reply to Coward's bid to and lapses into a delirium of ex- lem of concealing the identity of a
come and sec him ^was a flying trip haustion and disappointment. The suicide banking magnate or making
and a visit, at. which arrangements prospects of such an opus probably the news public and causing a genwere made, and the producer found are no better than it Intrinsically eral run on every bank in a big city
he had stepped into a theatrical deserves, which Is zei'o or there- during the height of the depression.
dream—^the Lunts and Coward in abouts, even at a new low scale of He finally lets the body go to the
the same show. 'With three musical $1.60 plus tax.
morgue und6r a false name, but the
After 'Penny Arcade', and 'The audience never does discover whethhits behind him ('Three's a Crowd,'
Band "Wagon,* and 'Cat and the Barker,' and even more recently er the banks blew up or not. As a
Fiddle'), which would normally have 'The Great Magoo,* it was Inevitable matter of fact, the audience refused
made him a million or more, but that somebody would iexpose the In- to believe that the show was over
which actually left him just about side on the marathon dance racket. at the final curtain, as the plot had
even, Gordon had waltzed .himself That's what the new piece purports reached an Involved point where a
into
something other ntanagers to do and probably actually does couple more shifts of scenes on a
would have paid to have had their with a good deal of accuracy. Cer- well-handled
jack-knife
stage
tainly Its atmosphere is convincing
names on.
seemed necessary to explain even
Coward has almost mathematic- on,ough. "That's about all that is the major complications.
ally proportioned his second net. convincing. Indeed the whole drama
The story starts with two bankers
Is
atmosphere,
with
the
occasional
It's In three scenes with Gilda and
discussing theif financial crisis and
Leo (Coward) in the first. Gilda and intrusion of theatrical plot and also their family lives, the happily
Otto (Lunt). In the' second, and Otto counter-plot.
There are two acts of utter triv- married one warning the other to
and Leo playing the third. This
stop philandering. It Is the happily
ialities of a dozen or so marathon
latter scene marks the point where
dancers' quarrels,, vanities, discom- married banker's wife who - later
the two men become as Feck's bad
hopes and fears and the shoots her lover In h^r bedroom, the
boys and enhance that Impression In forts,
lover
being the weathly man to
machinations of an underworld
the final act. There they both return
racket promoter who Intends to whom the bankers are looking for
to take Gilda back with them and welch on the prize money any way, financial aid to avert a bank run.
away from her acquired husband, and then as an aftef-thought they
After the murder the wife runs to
formerly a friend to the three of Introduce a murder, making pos- an adjoining apartment where an
them.
The actress
sible a third act In which to solve actress friend lives.
Staid citizens are very apt to the crlrn? and more or less neatly and an elderly doctor are entertainfind
distasteful
arguments to tie up all the other very loose ing a young playwright, and when
the
against the conventions which the strings.
All around It's a pretty they learn the details of the murder
play presents. Those liberally In- clumsy piece of playwrishtlng, exe- it fits with a scene In the second act
clined may look 'upon it as a cuted by a cast that seems to be of his play, that they decide to condefense of the Immoral In the more than half amateur.
ceal the murder by pretending that
guise of a stage comedy. They will
"Whole Idea gets of£ on the wrong the shooting occurred accidentally
be amused but hardly offended. foot by pictyring the marathon Idea during a rehearsal of the murder
The play Is not as broad or daring as a bait for public boobery and scene. The detective- Inspector aras advance rumors led the first- then Invites that same public to rives and Is fooled, only to have an
night audience to expect. Incident come and watch Itself play chump Irish comedy doorman In the apartally, neither was this a particularly together with the melancholy halfment house spill the beans.
enthusiastic gathering in a., applause wits that allow themselves to be
Then the pressure Is applied to
sense, and as the play lacks a punch victimized In participating in the the police official to save his own
situThe
illoglc
that
exhibit.
of
money In the bank, the police, relief
climax, the curtain rang down to
fund, and the money of widows and
surprisingly mild acclaim. The ten- ation speaks for Itself.
staging
Is rather inStyle
of
orphans, by concealing the news of
acity of purpose that remained to
The single set shows a the death. While this Is
force the author to a brief appre- genious.
going on,
portion of the dance floor with a the wife who committed the murciation came from upstairs.- They
tent on one side of the stage der jumps out
were bidding as high as $100 a pair rest
of the window to her
and
the manager's canvas oiflce death when
she
for tickets the afternoon of the
finds that the dead
of
space on the other. The change
man's sister knows the truth and Is
premiere.
scene Is accomplished simply by
However, the piece Is risque lighting the one of the three sec- going to tell ihe police.
Finally the police inspector notienough so that there Is little or no tions that la required for the mochance for 'it for pictures over here ment as a background; regular fies the coroner that the death was
or to be a play of universal appeal foots for the dance floor, and fiood.s accidental and the body, under a
Financially the script shortcomings concealed In the tents for those sec- false name, goes to the morgue.
are not so important, due to the tions.
Libhey.
three names over the title. In other
program note conveys the In- (Withdrawn Saturday (28). Rehands the fate of the piece would formation that of the two authors viewed for record purposes.)..
be much less optimistic, as It needs de Gaw is a former coast newsall the playing this highly gifted paperman and Miss Dawn a western
But there Is a stock actress, the pair having coltrio can give it.
chance, too. that this can develop laborated on an episode for Parainto the first real balcony draw mount's If I Had a Million.' This
show on this side, for which Cow- Is their first stage play to reach
ard. In person, has been equally re- production with Miss Dawn play(Continued from page 16)
sponsible with others In his casts. ing the lead femme role in the manwho are curbed, and local exThis figures because of the picture. ner of a fair stock Ingenue.
Story deals with a tough racketeer hibitors, who are hurt by the curb.
'Cavalcade.'
making 'the general
public Coward conscious. The Lunts who promotes the event In a tank
In
Germany, where the konhave long been an upstairs attrac town. Fair of humble newlyweds, tingent has always been strongest,
tion due to their previous Theatre up against It, enter for the prize
there are less pictures produced
Guild afilliation. As a matter of fact, money, but husband has to quit on
when this show opened. Cowau-d also doctor's orders. Another racketeer now than at any time ip years, and
appears to horn In and both go on less shown. While American export
had two pictures on Broadway.
The smooth Lunt, he of the vaude the make for thd young wife, lead- to that country has been curbed,
ing to a fight and the murder of the the local industry has not been
ville complex who attends all supsecond
grafter by the promoter.
per shows when on the road, and
helped in the sightest.
becomes indignant if accused of not There Is great ado about the murFigures
Indicate
that
France
der
and Its solution by a local deremembering Flanagan and Edtective, but the whole business was actually has been helped by Its
wards or MacMahon and Chappell,
never clear to most of the audience. quota laws, with the explanation
gives a fine performance here as the
Ceittainly the authors will have to there lying In the fact'that France's
artist. Otto, and is dominant until
which makes laws on this matter have never
facing the staccato Coward as the clarify the solution
the play's final curtain. It was all
playwright, Leo.
Lunt then con- a mystery to the first night crowd. been stringent and always adapttracts into something of a foil, alable to meet any conditions.
Rush.
though a superb one. 'When the
Germany
show goes on the road next fall It
Yearly for the past five years
would not be surprising if Lunt to take Gilda back with them. German production
has dropped.
were to sharpen his delivery and Somewhere along in the plot you
The
total
drop
annually has not
move over into the Coward role. will gather that Leo. Gilda and Otto
Meanwhile, in between is Miss Fon- have been inseparable since Paris been a big one, but within five
tanne, looking as charming as ever student days. There are three acts years it has been a 37% loss, debut limited in the sharing of the and three sets, all Interiors, located spite all the laws designed to enbrilliant dialog.
Coward's verbal as Paris. London, and New York in courage native industry. During
shafts only intermittently sparkle that order.
that same period American films In
early In the play, for which a defin
And so back to Gordon. With this the country took an even greater
ite lack of tempo In the direction theatre capable of playing to around
loss; only 69 American pictures were
is as much to blnmo as the writing. $29,000 weekly at the scale, and the
Supportinp players are all minor show in on sharing terms of 76-25 shown In Germany in 1932 as
against 206 in 1928. A good deal of
with the exception of t ampbell Gul
(the latter usually musical comedy
this
Ian, who is tied to the plot.
figure Is due to the language
figures), everybody should be satisThe story is fantastic in relating fied, Including the ticket brokers. barrier with talkers. It was Just
of Leo inadvertently interrupting The three principals are sharing in about 1928, at which time this surthe relationship between Otto and the net, with no guarantee. Cow- vey starts, that talkers
came In
Gilda, and 18 months later having ard's percentage '«lng equal to that
with the lingual thing becoming
Otto reverse the situation on Leo, of the two Lunts. For Gordon It
At which point Gilda flees from closes a cycle of from a breakdown important. Instead of helping the
home groiip in Germany, It seems
both of them to New York, where to a break in the same depression
she weds the trio's friend, upon he's in fojr a percentage of the net. to have reacted against them.
With the bi^rgest rub coming
whom Leo and Otto ultimately call too.
Bid.
,
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Quota Flop

Up

Father

Baltimore, Jan.

26.

life In

'

26.

Musical comedy In two acts, based on the
cartoon of the same name by George Mc.
Blauiia.
Presented by Hutchinson nnd
Connor, who also staged the production
Book, lyrics and muslo listed In program as
by Bd Hutchison and James Connor.
Scenery 'and effects by Frank Ilo. At tbe
Maryland, Baltimore, Jan, 23.
TIggH

Mahoney

Danny Simmons

Maggie Mahoney
Dlnty Moore

.....Josephine DeRry

Bltnore Mahoney
Kitty Mahoney

Florle Hutchison
Barbara Russell

Mrs Holmes
Oswald (the butler)
Tom Hamilton
Billy

Moore

l^ount CastllUon

Fritz (the gardener)

The Crook

James Connor
Fern Rogers
Bob Capron
Billy Moss
.....Johnny Dale
A1 Hoover

Jay Brown
Al .Cooper

In the old days of show business
when the local theatre managers
wanted an attraction they wired
Gus Hill and asked him to bring
down 'Bringing Up Father* or even
'Mutt and Jeff.' At the old Colonial
and later at the Auditorium a week
of either cartoon comedy worked
like

a charm.

But the old system evidently
won't work any more, because this
edition of Jlggs and Maggie Isn't
going to double any gross: more
likely to halve It Only hope for this
one is the matinee trade; the nights
are hopeless, despite the single bill
top and the two-bit rate for kids.
This production is a 1>lt too cheap.
It's a thrown together affair and no
credit to anybody, despite the list of
credits In the program.
For Instance, Frank Illo Is mentioned for
his scenery and eiTticts.
That's a
laugh.
The only scenery Is two

dutdoor backdrops and three cane
chairs.
On the production end it
was like glorified amateur stuff. In
fact, that's about the tone of the
entire show.
Hutchison and Connor, producers,
have listed themaalves as the writers of book, lyrics and music. Most
of the music Is strictly pop stuff;
the theme song, reprised throughout
the show, is 'Please.' Other music
Is such stuCC as 'Here's Hoping.'
'Look 'Who's Here,' 'Doll Dance."
'Dim, Dim Dawning,' a section of
Irish melodies, etc.
These boys
Hutchinson and Connor certainly
can write music. Besides writing
all this music Bd Hutchinson doubles as manager of the company,
while Jimmy Connor does the stage
directing,
besides
doing
Dlnty
Moore. Florie Hutchinson Is the
leading lady.

Miss Hutchinson is the one woman with a real voice on this stage;
a swell pair of pipes that carry
through any house, but the role Is
spoiled by Miss Hutchinson's inability to unbend. She tried so hard
to be at ease and grradous, but
couldn't make It. She gave the Impression that the mess was far beneath her.

Show is more musical and dancing than copiedy.
Chorus of 14
works hard but without originality
and without costuming. In between
there Is a male quartet, and various
specialties.
In between the long singing Interludes, the rest of the characters attempt to develop a puerile musical

comedy plot, concerning the bogus
count who wants to marry Jlgg'a
adopted daughter for her coin.

Comedy weak throughout, getting
laughs only on the strict burlesque
moments of hokum. Outstanding
performer on all counts Is Bob Capron doing a pansy butler. Most of
the laughs and the real workmanship go to him. Danny Simmons Is
to the point as Jlggs, while Josephine DefTry tried too hard on
Maggie and drew the role all out of
"perspective.' Bill Moss as leading

man

exhibited a nice voice.
Altogether,
something for

the

small towns.

from the standpoint of the German
exhib.
Only Z29 new films were
made available for German exhibitors during 1932 as against 620
in 1928.
With that necessitating
longer runs for films than they deserved on b.o. returns, doubling up
sllents and talkers, and playing an
exceptional number of old films for
return engagements.
France seems to have leaped
ahead of Germany In the number of
films produced, for the first time.

France is comparatively a newcomer in picture production, while
Germany has been prominent In It
for many years.
In Europe practically every foreign country appears to have lost
ground in the past five years, with
the local industry advancing. This
is explainable largely by the language factor plus the changeability
of official minds in the matter of
legal stringency.
In France there's a smstll loss
in the total number of films available all around, but not a serious
loss, and a better total than at any
time since 1929.

LITERATI

Tuesday, January 31, 1933
Not 8o Easy

Immediately, housewives, stenos
street cleaners signed up for
mall order courses In literature, and
the editorial offices were swamped
liy msB.
l,et the truth be known.
It takes
Writing Is a luxury.

Best Sellers
Best Sellers for the week ending Jan. 28, as reported by tiA

American News

^d

•

1600 books to pay off a $2 title. If
publisher prints 6,000 copies, he
must .sell 3,500 to break even. Most
pobllsherB are averse to bringing

»'

more than one book a year

for

Non- Fiction
By Arthur Kallet and F. J. Schllnk
By Walter B. Pitkin
'Flying Carpet' ($3.75)
By Richard Halliburton
'March of Democracy' ($3.60)
By James Truslow Adams
•Van Loon's Geogi-aphy' ($3.76)
By Hendrik Willon Van Loon
•Life In a Technocracy' ($1.76)
By Harold Loeb

,

the

first

going out yesterday (29).
first

publication

Southern
the

first

of
California,

Its

issue

It Is

the

kind

in

and possibly

anywhere.

Employees will work from their
theatres on Sundays. Now it's the
homes, using their own phones, beliberal of all the Minneapolis
ing
paid
commission.
straight
sheets in that respect.
Martha Pennell, with the Los Angeles 'Herald' 11 years, Is assisting
Dailies Ban Lottery Ads
Seller.
With the post office department
Report In Los Angeles Is that the
ruling the chain sales systems a throwaway Is only the forerunner
lottery, Los Angeles dally news- of another evening daily, publishpapers have barred all advertising ers using this method of feeling out
pertaining to such stunts from their advertising possibilities in the tercolumns.
This prohibition applies ritory.
primarily to the classified sections
which had been used by the pyra'Lions on a Leash'
miding schemes in advertising for
Agents in the U. S. who propose
salesmen.
Throwing out of these booking concert artists or men of
ads was prompted by the Better letters, science or statecraft, into
most

Business Bureau.
On the other hand, the magazine
Tood,' which, after resuming publication some time ago found the
going rough at $1 a year, has
adopted the so-called prosperity
plan on subscriptions In the hope
000.

E. M. Delafleld

'100,000,000 Guinea Pies' ($2.00)
'Life Begins at Forty' ($1.50)

—

formerly considered antl-theatrlcal In
attitude. Previously It Ignored theatrical dope on week days and gave
a minimum amount of space to the

By Sinclair Lewte
By James Gould Cozzens
By S. S. Van Dine
By Isabel Paterson
By H. G. Wells

i

'Kennel Murder Case' ($2.00)
•Never Ask the End' ($2.60)
•Bulplngton of Blup* ($2.60)
•Provincial Lady In London' ($2.50)

.

cal departure for that sheet,

Co.,. Inc.

Fiction

•Ann Vickers' ($2.50)
•The Last Adam* ($2.00)

an author. This means that the
Author can count on $700 income
for tho year's output, unless he
Foreign
rights.
dramatic
sells
England derights ^re negligible.
ducts 26% tax. Agents' commission
The publisher's share is
10 20%.
her from poverty to
50%. The author is in luck if It adroitness led
Crane comes
doesn't cost hlrii anything to pub- the concert stage.
into the story at that point and
lish his books abroad. He certainly
So. much from then onward It Is a grudge
doesn't make anything.
for book markets, unless you've fight clear to the final page 716,
which Is plenty too much.
Tho
written a best seller.
'The pulp imagazine field is no story ceases to be Interesting and
linger a mecca .for pot-boilers and becomes a rave. It is going to make
the apprenticeship school for writ- a lot of talk and cause considerable
Today, writing for the pulp speculation, but the last portion of
ers.
magazines, like writing books, is a;n the book is too grossly overdrawn
avocation rather than a vocation. In to be credible.
1929 there were 160 i^ulp magaIn this year of grace, 1933,
slnes.
Fowler's Newspaper Experiences
there are about 63, and eyen ,thls
Gene Fowler is working on an
number varies weekly as new mag- untitled non-fiction book of his exazines come. to. life and. puff out, periences In newspaper work. Tome
authe"
forgetting
tline
most of the
will be published by Covlcl-Frlede,
thor's check.
with subject matter confined to InA great many of the pulps are teresting personalities Fowler has
publishing reprints of old stories. met, and their efforts to keep supStates have been cut exactly In half. posedly damaging news out of print.
Tiiey pay a cent a word on pub- He'll also delve Into the Inside on
lication. Let's say an author turns several national stories.
out 3,000 words every other day. If
Fowler still has two novels to
he sells 800,000 words a year his deliver to Alfred Knopf. Writer reincome Is $3,000; thalt Is, provided ceived an advance for three, but
he has a market for his entire out- paid back the money on one reput, which Is highly Improbable.
cently.
Page Geo. Kaufman, that eight
'The Great Mouthpiece' so far has
grand guy!
sold 60,000 copies, fair for a nonfictfon book during trying times.
Theatre Interest
Fowler's percentage on the sales
Even though conditions may keep has been slightly under $12,000.
many folks away from the theatres, Neither he nor Ben Hacht expect
Isn't dampening or any returns from the $2 Issue of
It apparently
lessening their Interest In movle- 'Great Magod,' now on the stands.
dom In Minneapolis. Locfa-l newspa- Authors Insisted on special typogpers find that the' public here has raphy, binding and color illustraa more consuming, appetite for in- tions which cut too far Into their
timate life stories of film notables percentage to permit any revenue
and Hollywood ^osslP than ever for them.
before and they're going to unusual
lengths to satisfy this demand.
Weekly Classified Newspaper
Newspapers in Minneapolis ju-e
Rudolph Seller, for many years
running more Hollywood and film with Hearst
papers as classified
stuff now than at any time since
advertising
manager, and recently
the Industry sprang Into being. Picheading that department on the
ture publlcltj^ matter also gets a
Los Angeles 'Times,' is entering the
better break than before. Life stories
field with the Tmb Angeles Classiof the stars, Hollywood letters and
fied,' a weekly throwaway carrying
various articles are played up.
nothing but ads of that type.
Large space devoted to the flickPaper will be placed on doorsteps
ers by the 'Tribune' marks a radiSunday mornings,

of building Its

53

;

•Variety' ran a front pago story
nn Geo. Kaufman, the author, a few
>eeks ago. It gave eight grand as
vis weekly Income.

out

VARIETY

Greenberger On Own
Rappeli is the Pres. and editor Ferd
Sanford Greenberger has resigned
Fisher Gen. Man. and G. Upton
Shreeve is V. Pres. and Treas. In- as vice-prosident of Kennaday &
cluded in the staff Is Fiank Smith, LivIiiBston, and opened a literary
dramatic editor; Geer Williams, and play agency of ills own. Greenberger, at one timo story editor for
sports editor.
Paper will sell for 6c and will be "Warners, has a number of iinixn-iant
Stn-opcan connection!; ;uid expects to
on sale over the week end.
specialize in foreign rights i>n both

Canadian

cities

had better watch

out that posters and circulars for
mailing lists do not bear the 'Printed in the U. S. A.' slug in the corner.
Public opinion was aroused in
Torbnto when the press front-paged
the fact that John Masefleld, poetcirculation to 400,laureate of England, was 'under the

Writers' Clul^
To find a literary group like the
Writers' Club, you would have to
go back to the days of the Civil

sides of the ocean.

New

Auspices

'Singing and Playing,' the music
and mag, goes under the operation of
other bohemian writers met regu- the Magazine Guild this week, as
larly in New York rathskellers. The the first unit of a plan by which
writers meet in the Blue Ribbon the Guild will put a number of pubHeading the Magazine
Restaurant on West 44th street, and lication.s.
through the twenty years of its ex- Guild is Joseph Roth.
Alfred Human continues as editor
istence there have come and gone
a long procession of famous names. of "Singing and Playing,' which he
Ellis Parker Butler, Morrle Rys- founded in 1925.
Previously, Huklnd, Bide Dudley, Albert Payson man was managing editor of 'MusiTerhune. Lights of importance in cal America.*
the literary world address the

War when Walt Whitman

Paid on Profit
Revealed by Cass Canfield, the writers every other Tuesday. AuHarper head, upon assuming the thors who have had a book or a

presidency of the National Associa- play accepted are eligible.
Book Publishers for another
term, that book publishers are trying
Eats and Thinks
out a new system of royalty payDown in the Latin Quarter, a
ment to scribblers.
Greenwich Village rendezvous,
Whereas royalty system In the Henry Harrison Is offering a diverse
past has been based on the retail program nightly.
Rachel Crothers
price of the books, tho new system recently appeared in a talk on 'The
calls for payment to scribblers per Production and Staging of a Play,'
the publishers' charges.
Chas. D. Isaacson on 'Making AmerThis would work to the advantage ica Dance Cof'solous,' and George S.
of publishers in the case of a book Schuyler, author of 'Black No More,'
that fails to sell, in that the royalty 'On Negro Civilization.' The 50 cent
payment would be practically nil if admission charge Includes sandthe publisher loi3es money on the wiches and coffee.
book. On the other hand, however,
the author would stand to profit
Sleuthing the Solons
more than by the royalty method on
Sidney Skolsky's political razzing
the retail price should the book go of the White House, congressmen
across in nice sales.
and senators in the New York 'Dally
Most of the publishing houses re- News' (tab) follows a similar series
gard thiB new system favorably, it Is by Westbrook Pegler, the N. Y.
said, and it may be a general prac- 'Eve.
Post's'
sport commentator,
tice before long.
who was assigned for a closeup of
the Capitol. Pegler turned out some
likening
the legislative
stuff,
great
Nickel Mags Out
routine to 'fixing a fight' on some of
<3eorge T. Delacorte, Jr., took it
on the chin with those nickel pulps, the inside stuff how bills are killed
but one remaining, 'All Detec- or passed.
Skolsky seemingly is also under
tive.'
With the" newsstands overloaded with mags, newsdealers could specific assignment how to handle
not see spotting, the Jilckel mags in the 'lowdown' on the lawmakers.
tion of

McQuigg Out, After 27 Yrs.
Frederick McQuigg, head of Chicago 'American' amusement department for past 27 years, let out Saturday with Oscar Schenk, formerly
head classified given post. Another
10% cut all 'American' employees
went into effect.
McQuigg, some years ago, averaged $30,000 a year through advertising percentage and was highest
salaried department head in Chicago.
Elsie Janis' Col

Elsie Janis now wiring about 300
words daily from Hollywood, all film
chatter, to the New York 'Dally

News.'

Chatter

.

'

prominent positions because of the
small return on a nickel sale. NewsMore Carfares
dealers continued giving the ace po'Radio Guide' has again changed
sitions to the 10 and 16 cents pulps, editors and has also decided to move
the profits in the sale of each being its editorial headquarters back to
two and three times that of the New York from Chicago. Frank
nickel numbers.
Lovette, a former secretary of the
Because of the small margin of Federal Radio Commission, takes
profit by which the nickel pulps over the post of editor left vacant
were issued, Delacorte couldn't do by Ed Fisher.
any better for the newsdealers, and
Evans Plymmer, who did a colso they continued to bury the nickel umn for the weekly, has been given
mags. That spelled oblivion.
the title of Chicago editor. 'Guide'
has also arranged to change its forExhuming the 'Graphic'
mat from the tabloid to the mag
Reports of the resurrection of the type.
'Graphic' have the operation of a
Back to a Daily
three-cornered affair, with Ormond
Finding the going worse as a
Smith and Generoso Pope concerned,
along with Bernarr Macfadden. Or- weekly than as a daily, the Frenchmond Smith is the head of Street & language sheet, 'Courrler des EtatsSmith, the chain mag publishing Unis,' is back to daily >publication.
house, and Pope Is the publisher of The newspaper went weekly about
a number of Italian - language six months ago, after daily publication for more than 100 years.
dailies In New York and elsewhere.

Madison Kidding Technocracy
Bought Assets Only
Pueblo, Colo., 'Chieftain,' morning
James Madison, former vaude
gag writer, but more recently sup- paper, has been purchased by Frank
plying quips and dialog for pic- S. Hoag, owner and publisher of the
'Star-Journal.'
Hoag
tures, has hit the Los Angeles book afternoon
stands with a 10-cent pamphlet bought the Associated Press frantitled •Techno-Crazy.'
He hopes to chise, subscription list and mechanget some sheckels from those who ical equipment of the 'Chieftain,'
might enjoy a few laughs at Tech- but acquired none of the liabilities.
George H. Sweeney, owner of the
nocracy.
His analysis of the
ject

is

Illustrated

scientific

'ChlefUln,' has left Pueblo.

sub-

He

cratic State administration.

is

Irwin Thomas, ex-leglslatlve correspondent 'of the N. Y. •Evening
World,' appointed a general clerk in
the Senate at $10 a day (for 100
days). Thomas is now working in
the Chamber which he once 'covered' from a press chair.
None of C. Hartley Grattan's ancestors were writers and the author of 'The Three James' did not
originally plan to be one. He took

a commercial course In high school.
Edward Dean Sullivan doing a
blog oh Samuef S. Llebowltz, the
present-day William J. Fallon. Put-

nam will get it.
G. B. Holdsworth will do her
next book abroad.
Gertrude E. Trevelyan, whose
'Applus and Virginia' is out, is only
23.

With the pulps
ley

Gardner

book-length

George
In his

new

When
Fitch

S.

Is

n. s. g.,
Is devoting
fiction.

Erie Stanhimself to

Chappell going serious
novel.

Hugh

T.

an Instructor at the U.

S.

not doing rhymes,

Naval Academy at Annapolis.
John J. Trounstine added to the
Alfred H. King editorial sUff.
Lytton Strachey's niece, Julia
Strachey, makes her bow as a novelist soon.

Pitts Sanborn, the 'World-Telemusic critic, has another
novel coming along, 'Greek Night,'

gram'

Philip Guedalla here, and will go
South for a few weeks.
Michael Arlen, who's been almost
forgotten, will be represented in the
spring book lists.
Arthur Carlyle didn't like London,
and so to Paris.
Ruth Raphael lunching Isabel
Paterson.
Bargain offer is three novels and
two novelettes of Mary Roberts

Rinehart in a single volume for $2.
Another cut went Into effect last
Cheap Treasure
The drop in money values abroad week at the New York 'Telegraph.'
has flooded America with rare vol- Ten per cent nick for everybody on
the
paper with the exception of the
umes at relatively bargain prices

by one of his

paragraphs, reading: 'A man may
perhaps shovel snow off a sidewalk
in exchange for a hunk of baloney,
which he in turn can trade for a
porous plaster to cure the cold he
got while shoveling the snow.'
There's quite a few.^.eood snickers
in the book's 16 pages.

because of the higher purchasing

power of the American dollar.
Autographed first editions are being shipped wholesale by the English

booksellers

into

the U.S. for

executives and. heads of departments, who took 20% chops.
Virgil Jordan, economist for McCo.,

some-

times uses the non de plume.

Homer

Graw-Hill

Pi^bllshlng

Hudson.
Robert G. Seymour, telegraph editor of the Denver Post, underwent
Jerry Wald's Mag
a major operation and a secondary
'Radio Reporter' is a new fan emergency operation in a San Franweekly which Jerry Wald will edit cisco hospital. He went there to
and publish with financing of some have the operation performed by a
disposition.

One-Man Pulper

exclusive management of Lee KeeWith the pulp market pretty well
dick, 475 Fifth avenue, N. T.' MaseFictionized Fact
shot, particularly as regards air
fleld was likened In one evening
Lydia Lindgren, who had her day
paper as 'a lion on a U. S. A. leash.' tales, George Bruce, previously perIn court with Otto Kahn, has proNothing might have been said but haps the most prolific scribbler of
duced a literary curio in 'My Heart
the happy landing pieces, has turned
for that 'printed in the U. S. A.'
in My Throat' which may or may
pulp publisher as an outlet for his
line. That seemed to irk the locals.
not be autobiographical. The readown works only.
er is left to judge. The heroine is
First instance of a scribbler domiMerge
in
Danbury
the alliterative Sven Svenson inThe Danbury (Conn.) 'Newp,' nating a mag, and the project being
stead of LydIa Lindgren, and the
closely watched for whatever it may
arch villain is one 'Mr. Crane, known throughout the country at mean.
chairman of the Opera House,' sel- one time for the humorous writdom honored with a first name, ing of James Bailey, its editor,
New in Detroit
Ralph. The book is not announced merged Jan. 30 with the 'Times,'
New local paper out as of Jan.
as a novel nor yet a biography, but other afternoon daily at Danbury. 27, called the "Detroit Week-end Mirthe story sounds largely autobiog- Paper is now published as 'News- ror.' Being partly a resumption of
The 'News' was thrown the issue put out by the 'Detroit
raphical in a Actionized fashion. Times.*
The reader unfamiliar with the Into financial difficulties by the em- Mirror' since dissolved.
legal technicalities might easily be bezzlement of more than $20,000 by
Group of the former employees of
William the Mirror are getting out the new
led to believe it fact, but the libel, Its advertising manager.
if any, is only Inferential.
Buckley will be managing editor, sheet. Limiting to merely the weekUp to page 331 the story is a de- and Frank Rollins, city editor. end tabloid for the start plans are
tailed account of the early life of a Frederick B. Dalton remains as pub- to eventually return to a daily issue
Swedish girl whose voice and lisher.
if and when results Justify.
Kenle

Another writer formerly in the
employ of the Pulitzers has been
given a Job In Albany by the Demo-

radio interests.
It's due out In a couple of weeks.
Wald is ex-radio columnist of the
now defunct New York 'Graphic'
California Publisher Dies

George

W

Barton, Jr., 27, died
(22) at hie Mcntebello, Calif., home
from asphyxiation. He was publisher of the Lynwood 'Press,' and
former owner of the East Los Angeles 'Tribune'

Hurry Up Job
,

J. George Frederick deserves the
writeathon prize for completing in
two weeks a 266 page book, illu.strated, on Technocracy.
He's for
and against it.

personal friend.

Here

is the
novel that
ever touched on
finest

show business— by
celebrated author

Hoboken
ed

New York

HUMAN

producers.

BEING

by Christopher Morley
$^.^0.

the

whose

revivals astound-

PiB. Douhlcday.
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—
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BALLROOM'S $2^00

Prod^al Hostii^f of Show

Folk.

New B'way Hoofary Going Faney

Jannfitj 31, 1933

'Jt'uesday,

Forep

Mi^ic

Men

Denianiliiig

for Whiteman'a Personal App.

Slain King Solomon s

Supreme Hobby

for

Boston, Jan.

30.

Best Sbeet Sellers

Slaylngr of Charlie Solomon last
week not only shocked the theatre
district, where Charlie was popu-

Six best sheet music sellers
for the week ending Jan. 27,
as reported by Jobbers* and
syndicate stores in the east:

shocked the policy into antigangster activity, diverting attention for the time from the censor
crusade, but also revealed the mystery of Solomon's Cocoanut Grove
night club.
Charlie, known to about everybody in Alms and on stage, host at
thousands of parties to them, and
now dubbed 'King Solomon' in the
newspapers, was ^ot down in the
Cotton Club here, whither he had
gone after close of the morning's
lar,

show at

his

own

club.

—

'Little Street' (Morris).

'Echo of the Valley' (Rob-

(0),

an hour and a

It's

collecting
hair? stay.

26% down with the

—

'Night and Pay' (Harms).
'Willow Weep for Me' (Berlin).

'Play, Fiddle, Play' (Marks).
'Boy and Girl Were Dancing'

Discs' Foreign

signatur-

ing of the contract and the balance
an hour before he'a due' to take- the

Hans

bandstand.

on a new international
sums up the reason for
the slump in mechanical sales'
In America while discs, etc.,
are still holding up abroad.
Headquartered at a New
York hotel In a room equipped
with outlets for the three major

MUSIC

WEEKS-WEEHS JAMMED
WITH UNHHt OVER AIR

broadcasting
stations,
Gelrlnger waa amazed at the
continuance ~of Jazz at any
local

Chicago, Jan. 30.
head of the
musicians' local here^'and directors
Anyway
of the World's Fair still unable to
Action
against
taken
the
bandmen
Charlie, the most genial of enterarrive at an agreement governing
tainers, staged shows at his Cocoa- for filling radio engagements out of music at the exposition, ^the Amernut Grove which cost sometinA&s as New York broadcast sources, with- ican Federation of Musicians has
high as $10,000 a week.. He paid out first obtaining permission of advised band leaders to. make no
entertainers far more than they got
contracts for the Fair nhless okayed
Tex Guinan got Local No. 802, may force Anson by Petrlllo.
in the theatres.
$10,000; Sophie Tucker, $6,500, and Weeks from the St Regis hotel and
Federation's edict declaces that
lesser lights In proportion. It was Ted Weems from the Pennsylvania
no contract made by a member for
Charlie's way of doing things.
Grill.
The two leaders have been services at the fair will be recogLosses on Davis Scale
found guilty of violating
The Grove never could, In any mission rule and the local the per- nized by the union until the exposihas asked
week he controUed.lt. pay its over- the international executive board tion authorities and the Chicago
local Jell on a basic working agreehead and come out .clear. Last year, for authority^ to revoke
their trans- ment.
Order has put a complete
Charlie lost $9d,0D!0 on the dub .yenfer oardSi
halt to negotiations for a ^hookup
ture. His first week last fall start3am arose from dates played by with the Fair started by orchestra
ing the new season ^as. a. wow for the Wieems
and
Weeks
bands
on
the
symphonic to dance, from
leaders,
standing
IosseBr:-in fact, Cha^rlie's
Lucky
program. Weems. ac- all parts of the countryt
among night club owners is Uke cordingStrike
to the- local, was permitted
Failure to, work outi.^ deal with
that .of Edgar B. Davis, the angel
to come Into New "York with the
of 'The .^.adder,'; on Broadway,
the union will autcmatlcally. It Is
tinderstanding that his commercial
Charlie took It on his financial
pointed out, bar participation of
broadcasting affairs would be conQbin, and always with a smile.. He
CBS and NBC In the «xpositIpn.
flned'to the Canada .Dry session. To
once said he averaged losing $2,000
This would Include both the ground
obtain
the
latter
dispensation
a week.
studio exhibit and the ^general
Weems,
at the time,' contributed
He mjide money aJid plenty of It.
broadcasts of the event.
Newspapers name a halt dozen several thousands dollars to the local's relief fund. Ginger ale stanza,
rackets as bringing him in millions.
after Weems had been on it for 13
people,
But Charlie loved to meet
SPLITTING MILLION
weeks, came off CBS last Thursday
loved to fningle. Loved the «lare of
cinema and stag^, loved their people. (26).
Weeks combo was also rated by Electrics Settlement Money Plan of
It is now reviejilea fiiat- the CocoaDivid^f nd
the union as an outside attraction,
hut Grove waa hfs siipreme enwith permission .extended to broadgrossmeiit:
New 'plan authored Xty Gustav
cast
on
a
sustaining
basis
out
of
the
Police and gangsters were at the
of the
hotel spot. Weeks has taken an ap- Schirmer for the splitting up
funeral,' but loyal friends from the
SRPI .and RCA Photophone settleThey knew peal from the local trial board's de- ment .money has been okayed, by the
Rlaltb attended, too.
nothing df the other Chftrlle; they cision- to the International execu- Fox Music Co; and. notice to that
tive board.
only mourned the man they knew,
effect l8 being mailed out to the M.
of tickets, lavish
lavish' buyer
P. P. A. membership today. (31).
spender' on entertainment. Actually,
Letter to each of the publishers InCharlie again and again hired out Coast Club Goes White
volved also advises what share of
his deluxe shows to theatres at far
the $860,000 from BRPI and $176,000
After 6 Years Colored from.
less money than he paid for them
Photophone. ,t^e. particular
because he 'wanted to give the perHollywood, Jan. 30.
entitled
firm
to under the
Is
formers work.'
Colored fioor shows are out at Se- Schirmer formula.
Boston never before had an enter- bastian's Cotton Club Friday (Feb.
Compi'omis^ acceptable to Southtainment figure like Solomon, and 3) after being a fixture at the night ern Music Co., and Belwln, Inc., have
probably never ^111 again.
spot for the piist six years.
also been arrived at In connection
The irony of his life, is that a
New show will be all white, staged with the picture use claims put In
secret list of the underworld named by Jack Lester.
Marlon Wilkins by these two publishing outlets.
him as one of the 'five untouchables' heads the show. Redmond's band Understanding agreed upon by those
of the nation and yet one of this for the music.
who took pirt In the Fox negotiasame underworld rubbed him out.
Harry Fox has been engaged to tions was that amounts allotted Fox
m.c. the first floor show. Dorothy or any other publisher would not be
Darling, Roscoe Ates' step-daughter, divulged to any one but the Individual firm concerned.
CIHCAGO; will appear with Fox.
COL.

With Jimmy

Gelrlnger, special dele-

ciety
pact,

CHI FAIR

(D^Sylva).

Edge

gate of the Austrian Society of
Composers and Authors, who
returns abroad tonight (1) on
the Europa, following conferences with the American So-

AFM WARNS ON

Ounmen

Petrlllo',
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REOPENS

it

Bridgeport
will

local

its

ASCAP

no longer wants to guarantee
any of Its foreign afflllatea anything,
but pay over a percentage of all the
Ihcolne, depending on the number of

foreign usages.
The French, German, English,
Austrian, Italian, etc. societies aren't
particularly enthusiastic about the
point system unless It carries a
guaranty with It. In almost every
instance, the foreigrn societies want
that guarantee Increased.

The ASCAP states it is thoroughamenable to paying as much as
the foreign copyrights entitle the
various foreign composers' societies.
The ASCAP contemplates clockhotel thing alone, contrasting
ing all public performances of muslo
the abundance of dance muslo
on the air. If there are 600,000 gross
to European broadcasting conusages
of copyrighted music on the
ditions.
There the Governair. In a year, and the French Soments foster radio for educaciety's compositions are performed,
tional purposes with language
for example, 6,000 times among the
coursfss, lectures,
talks and
'600,000, that would mean the French
otlier educational features perauthors and composers would be enmitting pnly a modicum of jazz
titled to 1% of the gross revenue etc.
which l^ves the people hungry
The foreign music men are quite
for lighter music and, compelled
In accord with the Idea that the
to buy Jdisca to satisfy their
radio check should be accepted as
Jazz yearning.
-a- standard for music played all over
the U.'S. and Canada, but the^ noguaranty thing is not liked. Some
foreigners claim any ..liumbi^r of
smO'll' hotel string combinations play
.foreign music
In
preference to
American concert pieces and that
.these programs are not so often
With the monthly nut down to picked up on the air, but even they
under $16,000, Bobby Crawford has concede the ASCAP's radio point
Although
was his first time In
America, he quickly grasped
the domestic situation from the
this

ly

.

.

GREAT HEARST PLU(S
BUT SdNG NO SELL

been compelled to chop the o.h. for
DeSylva, Brown & Henderson some
•more and 13 people have been let
out. They are equally divided between professloixal and trade departments, Including Danny Engel,
Detroit territory man, and
Wigler, radio contacteer in the

dep^

VJ{oi.

(Continued on page 62)

YOUNG CAFE OOllPLE'S
MURDER AND SUtCIDE

Sam

New

'

.

'

'

.

'

home

Boston and another out-of-town salesman also
went. Joey Stool remains as prof,
manager.
DeSylva's 'Buy American' current
plug song is enjoying the most ultra
tieups with the Hearst papers, but

oMcd

.

^

,

not selling.
Crawford, major spokesman in
music Industry affairs, has long advocated a minimization of operating
expense in ratio with the ASCAP
income.

Orleans,

j;an. 30.

Lester Renaudln, 21, m. c. at the
Plantation, shot and killed
Mary Lee Roberts, 19, his wife,
who has been dancing at th^ Club
Avalon, In a car parked dlretctly In
front of the Avalon, and .then killed

Club

Renaudln and his bride of
a few months had been living apart
recently and he waited In the
parked car of one of the musicians

himself.

for his wife to come to work. When
she arrived he called her and she
proceeded Into the auto and sat

down.

BOOK CADILLAC
(MAYFAIR ROOM)
Detroit, Jan. 30.
Barney Rapp Is following several
orchestras here but none of which
caused much of a ripple locally.

After several minutes conversation Renaudln whipped out a revolver and shot his wife through
the heart, a few seconds later firing

a bullet through his brain. Both
died on their way to the hospital.
Mrs. Renaudln kept screaming, 'I
Handicapping Rapp Is the rep the don't want to die, I don't want to
spot has thus accumulated, plus the
die,' until she expired.
cover charges, which Is all out of
The tragedy Is one of the oldest
proportion to what is being asked
In show business.
The wife who
The room's Urban decorations are <vanted a career and the husband
who wanted a home. The RenaudIns were burled in the same vault

slated for revision If not complete
elimination. In this spot the decorator used white elephants as side
wall ornaments and the theme Is
perhaps too symbolic. Decorations
Installed last fall at a cost an-

Disc Reviews

Chicago, Jan. 30.
impossible to handle

By Abel Green

from the factory In
Columbia Phonograph

re-establish

In making Its new International
deals with the various natlonalistie
Societies of Authors and Composers
the American Society of Composers'
Authors and Publishers la preceedl
Ing on a point system, predicated
on the number of radio usages. The

In other spots here.

DEALERS' PRICE COT
Finding

&

hour, day or night.

'

distribution

in U.

$2,600

bins).

did the thing some say robbery,
for Charlie had |4,600 on him and it
was missing after the shooting
some say a feud in one of the many
rackets charged up to him.

,

More Income from Music

Paul Whlteman goes Into the new
Broadway ballroom, the Rex, on the
debut night

ofBce.

Harry Victor returns vto the organiRudy Vallee.
zation to handle this end and four
Three of fiarry Woods' songs,
salesmen will be added starting Feb. which the American songsmith
wrote with Jimmy Campbell and
10.
Bill Young is general manager of Reg Connelly in London and origithe Columbia branch here including nally published by Campbell-Conradio discs, an important aspect of nelly, are done on the 'A' side of
as many disks by Vallee on the new
Columbia's biz.
Columbia 'blue label' series. Sans
the announcements which by dealer
One-nighter tour Is Out for Guy demand came off because upon
Hfe stays on at the repetition they became tiresome,
Lombardo.
Vallee
plays and vocalizes 'Just an
through
Roosevelt hotel, New York,
Echo In the Valley' and 'Language
May.
of Love' (2733); 'Till Tomorrow' and
Here It Is Monday' (2730), and
'Linger a Little Longer,' which is
-

Saturday morning.

Martin Klinger, 75, Dies

nounced as around $60,000, has had
the spot in the red In color scheme
novelty for straight vocalization and bookkeeping ever since.
purposes. Victor 22891.
Room has tried to cash In on the

Ambrose- Waring
this European recorded revival of Jerome Kern's old
musical comedy hit, 'They Wouldn't
Believe Me,' la done In a very modern foxtrot manner by Ambrose and
his orchestra, London dance music

From London,

Easton, Pa., Jan.

30.

hotel's prestige with that seemMartin Klinger, 76, leader of the
ingly meaning little in this day and Allentown
band for 40 years, dropage and suffering when saddled
with a $1.60. cover charge. Down- ped dead while rehearsing his band.
He was a member of the Amerward revision on the covers, or substitution of a minimum charge, ican Bandmasters' Association.
might overcome the lethargy of the

locals to patronize.

In line with the novelty,
Rapp and his orchestra are back
Warlng's Pennsylvanlans have a to dance band bookings after a
foxtrot medley of 'Missouri Waltz' seven-months' tour for RKO. Combo
and Sol P. Levy's 'That Naughty has lost none of the ability that
Waltz,* both, of course, orchestrated made it one of the Important bands
into four-four tempo.
The old in New England. It is one of the
waltz favorites sound very fetching largest combinations to appear in
coupled with the Omar Khayamlsh under the Warlngs' foxtrotlzation. Detroit for dancing for years with
foxtrot,
'Jug of Wine, Loaf of Victor 24215.
a total of 14 muBiclans and two
Bread and Thou.'
vocalists.
Vallee's Columbia 2737 does right
Madreguera-Savoy Ofpheans
Rapp hag benefited by stage work.
by 'Playing with Fire,' the new IrA continental waltz composed .ind After acquiring stage presence and
ving Berlin foxtrot song, and 'Bed- played by one of smart New York's ability to entertain under hlyh i>restime Story,' an Enprllsh importation current favorite maestros, Enrlc sure dance work is pretty soft. Band
'Babe'
Miller,
by Horatio Nicholls. All done In Madreguera, and an English con- carries
.feminine
the more or less lazy foxtrot .and ception of American syncopation, singer, a nifty looker and a voles
singing style associated with Val- played by the Savoy fHotel Orpheans that enables her to stand out even
In this day of too many woman
lee's smooth rhythmpatlon
of London In foxtrot tempo, is the
vocalists
sitting
In
with dance
novelty backup on Columbia 2740.
bands. In addition to Miss Miller,
Mildred Bailey-Gene Austin
The waltz which Madreguera himRyan la also carried cxcliisTwo pop ether songsters In char- self composed seems destined for Eddie
Ivply for vocals.
ncterlstlc numbers.
Miss Bailey's wide popularity, 'May I Have This
Using plenty of special arrange'Georgia on My Mind' has full or- Waltz with You, Madame?' 'Sing, ments the band Is musically okay
chestral backup, while Gene Aus- Brothers!' is the very good British and offers dansapatlon of a higli

Trianon's

favorites.

35%

Cut

Chicago, Jan.

30.

Trianon ballroom, having settled
Its litigation last week when SuAndrew
perior
Court continued
Karzas,

its

founder,

as

under receivership, has cut

operator
Its ad-

Instead of
missions. Henceforth,
60-90 cents, the tap will be 40-60.
This figures out as a 35% admission
slash.

Other Karzas ballroom, the Araon the presumably more prosperous nortli side, continues with
its present scale.

ffon,

.

tenoring of the

Duke

of the' American Jazz order.
Bond should also be ol^ay
jazz classic, 'Mood Indigo,' is as idiom.
'Brothers' has likewise a on the air with all arransements
much orchestra as vocal. Essen- good chance for international dance bclnp: mrtdo with that- popRlbility In
tially an intricate Jazz piece, it's a popularity.
mind.
Lee.
tin's

Ellington

DICK KENT
ORCHESTRATOR
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LIGHTED THE LAMP?

Pout

Society's Silly
Song Embroils Shapiro
Bernstein and Jenkins Cos.

Hillbilly

Poems

Highlight

Whiteman Concert

Shapiro, Bernstein and the JenkMusic Co., of Kansas, ai*e
tangled over the publication of the

ins

By

ABEL GREEN

hillbilly
tune, 'When It's Lamp
Llgbtin' Time In the Valley.' Within
the past three weeks both firms have

The Mass Idea

'fifth experiment in modAmerican music,' Paul White
man again proves his worth in the
interpretation of the contemporaneous American sympho - Jazzidiom. It's of a quality that's becoming more and more standard

For his

ern

and

less

'experimental.'

Further-

more, It is possessed of a worth
which, were Whiteman not in the
economic position to personally un-

derwrite matters, would merit endowment to the utmost.

As
still

man

it

is,

considering that this

is

show business and that Whiteis essentially a showman, his

ventures into Carnegie Hall every
so often undoubtedly must be paid
In no small measure with some
radio commercial sponsor's revenue
which the Jazz maestro so generously puts right back into his experiments in modern American music.

As usual, his last Wednesday
night's (Jan. 26) recital at Carnegie
with plenty of
ermine from the regular CamegleMet patronage rubbing elbows with
the songwriters and songpluggcrs

drew

capacity,

from Broadway. Both factions were
equally enthusiastic, if using different means of expression.

John W. Green's 'Night Club' (six
Impressions
for
orchestra with
three pianos, at one of which the
24-year-old Harvard alumnus presides) was the piece-de-reslstance
of the first half.
And, as it developed, it somewhat eclipsed Ferde
Grofe's long heralded suite. 'Tabloid.'
Again proving^ in another
way, why newspapermen prefer
to hang around nite clubs rather
than their own city rooms where
only,
as Grofe sub-divides his
Tabloid,' there can be th^ 'Run
of the News,' 'Sob Sister,' 'Comic
•Strip' and 'Going to Press' to intrigue them.
Green's Suite

An

idea of radio's undoing

for pop song sales purposes is
recounted by one manager of

an

Important
sheet
music
counter.
If a hit is suggested, the usual reply in, 'Oh, that's two or
three weeks old we hear it on
the radio often.'
That two or three weeks'
longevity of a popular song hit
is one of the answers to the
depresh In the music biz.
Sheet music is sold these
days either on direct call, because some song appeals to
;

purchaser who asks for
and that alone; and, secondly, on a little sales talk that
this is a brand new song. Just
being popularized. That latter
is a new sales approach
the
idea of selling against the
over-familiarization of a tune.

put out a sheet with th9 same title,
Shapiro claiming priority of copyright and demanding that Jenkins
desist from further distribution of
the song.

Although it has had the number
registered with the Music Publishers'
Protective Association since
1929, S-B did not place it on the
market until after the Jenkins verJenkins contends
sion came out.
that by giving its 'Lamp Lightin'
Time' ditty consistent plugging over
southern stations it created a demand for the composition.

('Dance On A Dime') when the Jazz
motif rum wild and the room is
getting hot. At 12 m. 'Tango At
Midnight') brings forth the m.c. to
introduce the famous ballroom exhibitionists, as an accordion and
other
instrumentation associated
with the Argentine tango come to
the fore In the orchestration. The
finale, 2 a.m. ('Corks and Bubbles')

Publishers.

Even in the formative period, when the vigorous pioneering and attendant test suits against the hotel and restaurant men first establlshed_
legal precedents, nothing as formidable as the broadcasting interests'
crossed the music men's path.
Having bested the hotel men, dancehall and cabaret proprietors, and
ultimately the picture theatres who, lilcewlse, lobbied the ASCAP but
couldn't effect any counter-legislation In their favor, the society, through
present-day mismanagement and general tactical bungling, seems to
have led itself into a pack of needless trouble.
Urged long ago by the foreslghted in the Industry to engage expert
public relations' counsel to offset the National Association of Broadcasters* and other opponents' too efficient propaganda, the music men
confessed their own weakness by stating they knew of nobody else other
than E. C. Mills, as their $50,000-a-year general manager. He resumed
as their mouthpiece. Mills may have Impressed the people of tin pan
alley, but it's something else again when the tin pin alley's spokesman
crosses foils with the skilled propagandists of anotl-er industry.

the

that,

—

only casual commentary, for Grofe's
'four pictures of a modern newspaper'

had

their

moments,

Some Smarter

ASCAP STARTS
DRIVE TO CUT

EXPENSES

.

'

Movement to

down

the overhead of the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers
board of
started
the
has been
by
directors. First gesture is the appointment of a committee to study
the situation and devise means
of reducing the cost of collecting
the Society's tees.
Committee is scheduled to hold its
first hearing this week. Among the
economy suggestions already made
by board members is that E. C.
Mills, the Society's business manager, be asked to take a cut on the
$60,000 a year salary he is- now recut

ceiving.

Society's preliminary financial report for 1932 shows that it took in
around. |1|900,000. and of this sum
cleared less than $1,300,000 for disamong publisher and
tribution
On the basis of
writer members.
theso two figures the board found
that the Society expends 32c for
every dollars it takes In.
In discussing the overhead reduction board members have expressed the opinion that under conditions the cost of collection should
be reduced to at least 16%.

portion.

With the exception of Green's own
program notes for his 'Night Club'
and Clark's addenda on behalf of
'Tabloid,' Ford Bond supplied the
NBC
explanatory program data.
Service

Artists

(George

Engles)

Unlike any of Tin Pan Alley's former antagonists, the broadcasters do
not deny the authors and composers their rights. It's Just to what degree
they would extend these rights. The broadcasters take the wind out of
the ASCAP's sails by expressing amenability to a reasonably modest
wajits ample compensafigure, but when the ASCAP and rightly so
tion from the radio which has literally annihilated the music publishing
business, the broadcasters tactfully switch their defense into rebukement.
The legislators are bombarded with statements by the NAB that the
ASCAP would deprive the homefolks, the shut-ins and the invalids of the
fund of musical entertainment made possible gratis by that marvel of
the 20th century, the radio.
Legislators, by the same token of equity which first gave the ASCAP
Its greatest arm of protection
the copyright statute can't help but
recognize the eternal struggle between any rival interests' the desire to
dodge financial obligations, whenever possible. The fundamental protection of artistic creation, even If only popular song.i, is indisputable.
Can't Call Names
But where the ASCAP's spokesmen seem to err Is In being thinskinned. If Osward F. Schuette, the NAB's oracle, from his 'Washington
headquarters, calls the ASCAP 'racketeers' or kindred terms, the wisdom
of the ASCAP's fathers should prevail. "What uvalle It if Mills suddenly
pouts and se.nds out letter proffering cancellations of contracts? Schuette's ignorance, more or less, with the practical wi inkles of tin pan alley
is beside the point when he evidences the result of having thus drawn
fire from the society.
His. seeming blundering may not be as stupid as
some of the things he has done suggests. Although, Judging by his bulls
with the Milton "Well songs, Schuette has much to learn as to what it's
all about.

—

—

—

some

very brilliant. Perhaps 'Sob Sister*
was a bit lachrymose and mebbe
'Comic Strip' reminded of Mickey
Mouse doing his Dlsneyish antics,
but there's no gainsaying the general
vigor of his lurid novelty orchestration which sought to match the
ribald tempo of a tabloid's conception of the news.
Braine's Concerto
Just preceding, Richard Rodgers*
'Lover* waltz (Carroll Huxley arrangement) was a proper popular
touch to follow Robert Braine's
'Concerto In Jazz,' also a self-Orchestrated composition, with Josef
Stopak's violin solo featured. While
not outstanding it held some distinction in its general undertaking.
Opening the second stanza, Roy
Bargy's rhythmpatlon of Liszt's
'Llebestraum' was competent sympho-Jazz, but nothing new.
First half likewise held expert pop
orchestration but nothing particularly brilliant. Bargy again with the
popular 'Peanut "Vendor,' by Molses
Siiucns, and Victor Young's ' .-Mios(Jose
version of 'Valencia'
tral
Padllla) were passively fetching but
nothing unusual.
The colored William Grant Still's

Johnny Green's orchestra opporwere much more pregnant
with color.
His six impr^sions,
chronologically programed as starting at 7 p.m., with 'Linen and Silver' passively enough interprets the 'Africa' (only the third movement
setting of the scene for the East from his suite), scored by Still,
60'8 boite de nulte when, at 9.30 likewise didn't impress particularly,
p.m. the 'Ladles and Gentlemen' ar- 'On the Trail,' one of the five pic- Appellate Dir. Reaffirms
rive. At 10 p.m. ('Table for Two') tures from Grofe's 'Grand Canyon'
the romantic theme, as established, which had been previously per- Umofl's Verdict on Rnbens
leads into the hectic 11.30 p.m. formed in full completed the first

tunities

The general uncertainty on both sides of the music vs. radio struggle,
as to what Is the saturation point, has created much needless 111 will.
As a result the more powerful radio interests are giving the music copyright owners a far more vigorous tossing around than anything previously encountered by the American Society of Composers, Authors and

Maurle Rubens, former general
musical director for the Shuberts,
stands expelled from the American
Federation of Musicians until he
pays a $6,000 fine Imposed upon blm
by the executive bocu'd. Union's action was again upheld by the Appel-

—

—

At

to

—

—

Mr. Baker

Newton D. Baker's appointment as the broadcasters' 'czar* could almost be optimistically taken up by the society, for they would now be
treating with a diplomat and not a professional trust-buster such as
Schuette. Schuette enjoyed some vicarious renown in connection with
his acting for a radio manufacturing body against the patents pool in
the early days of set producing.
Baker's influence and standing as a former cabinet menriber may well
react to the dignity, of the broadcasters' interests, but not ^v^n a former
secretary of war can go against the principles and tenets of the copyright law.
The broadcasters' concession of the important relations of
music to the ether srme 86-90% of all radio programs Include music
is materially evidenced by their own grave concern over the music-radio
:

—

situation.
The society not only could cripple but virtually annihilate

a |100,000,000
If, on the morrow, it withdrew its public performance privileges
music for the air. The society would also exterminate Itstilf at the
time, of course, but this is evidence enough how crucial and how
necessary is the society's income fi;om the radio interests. If the air Is
to maintain its plenitude of new song material and enjoy the wealth of
the world's fund of favorite music, It^ must pay. the creators thereof.
And it must pay at a percentage ratio hearer the music men's demands,
because of existing trade conditions, whether the broadcasters deem it
business
of

same

equitable or not.
But Mills and the society also must learn how to treat with Big
Business such as Is personified by the NAB. Just because a professional
propagandist for the broadcasters says boo at them is no cause to pout
and further aggravate an already agitated relationship. The society is
wise in exempting any music levies on political programs but is decided-

management.
The consistency of Whlteman's late Division when the court last
capacity draws is best proof of the week denied Rubens permission to ly Justified In a percentage demand on all commercial programs whose
'general Interest in his quality 'ex- carry the case to the New York Court most vital appeal is predicated on the use of music.
is a fittingly rhythmic top-off to
The broadcasters know that full well, as Is evidenced by the necessity
periments' which seem assured of of Appeals. Appellate Division had
this highly colorful and popularly
the same public appeal with each originally ruled In the federation's of enlisting the Mr. Baker as the front man. The best that can result
appealing Impressions of 'Night
for the radio men Is the minimization of the music tariff.
succeeding program.
favor.
Club.'
After the New York local had disBesides
the
youthful
Johnny
missed the complaint, Rubens was
Green, who used to hang around
INFRINGEMENT CLAIM
brought up by the international on Weber Planning Coast
ENG.-U.S.
Billy Pierce's studio and tickle the
a charge of accepting fees for obivories as the Broadway Ingenues
Smacks taining musicians Jobs In Shubert
came in for some hoofology instruc- Wirges Says 'River Home'
Confab with
Execs
DISC COS. JELL AGAIN
pit orchestras.
In resorting to the
of l-lis Orchestration
tion,
Roy Bargy and Ramona
court for relief from the union's
(Davles)
man-and-womaned the
fine and consequent explusion, RuLos
Angeles,
Jan.
30.
Resumption
of the old working
Bill Wirges through the publisher
other two pianofortes.
Green did
bens declared he had been framed
With the new regime of Local
arrangement
between
his own orchestration, and Just for of the composition, Luz Brothers, by a couple of musicians.
Columbia
47 now in control and many probthe record the intornationally pop- has notified Irving Berlin, Inc.. that
lems regarding studio music coming Graphaphone of England' and the
ular 'Body And Soul' started him the latter's song release, 'My River
up, Joseph N. Weber, president of domestic Columbia Phonograph Co.
an
on
Home," is an infringement
off on his songwritlng career.
Can. Bandmen Ask Some the American Federation of Musi- Is cemented with the arrival In New
Climaxing the second half, and the elaborate instrumental piece he
cians, arrives here Feb. 4 to confer
York of Raymond Langley, recordevening,
came Grofe's 'Tabloid.' wrote and put on the market in
Ruling on Natl Anthems with the local .Jinlon execs.
ing manager of the British concern.
Orchestration gave as the
also self-orchcstrated, whose four 1931.
Theatre situation, which has been
Toronto, Jan. 30.
Langley, on an Indefinite stay, will
pictures of a modern new.spaper are title of the number involved 'Fasclvery bad, and restrictions and tax
Because
it Is impossible, through
book talent and make use of the
program -explained by city editor natin' Manikin,' which he claims
on members playing studio recordthe
numerous
arrangements,
to
con(Iporge Clark of the N. Y. 'Daily received frequent plugs over the air.
ing engagements will occupy Web- company's Manhattan labs for the
recording of disks for British disMirror" so that even the 'Times' cir- Berlin tune was released several duct a massed bands rendition of 'O er*s attention while here.
Canada' and 'The Maple Leaf,' the
culation could understand it.
Since the last election of officers, tribution.
months ago.
Canadian Bandmasters' Association
Alliance between these two reGrofe, who was performed e.irller
J. W. Gillette, retiring president, has
Eernice Petkere wrote the music will ask the government to give
a
in the evening by a request excerpt
been appointed personal studio rep- cording organizations was broken
of 'My River Home* and Joe Young
definite
ruling
and
the
tempo
on
off when the British end merged
I'rom his 'Grand Cr^nyon' suite, In- the lyrics.
Wlrges claims that thr expression of these national an- resentitlve for Weber.
with RCA-Vlrtor in Englnnd some
troduced typewriters and revolvers particular strain out of his instruyears ago.
Jimmy Campbell, of
a part of the orchestration.
Some mentation, which he alleges to havi thems. Outcome Is the result of a
mid-wlnter meeting here, which
-Connelly, Enirll.sh music
oC the caustic critics on tlie dailies
Lyman Stays on B'way Campbell
boon infringed upon, has had lyric- precedes the Dominion-wide confirm, came on several weeks In admentioned machine guns also but

COLDMBU

New

.

—

!

Willie the pistol reports in the staid
oonflnes at Carnogle ITall startleJ

written for it, with the Intention of
releasing it soon as a pop number.

many a

patron there was no gatlinK gun stuff otlier than the three
or four shots in 'Going to Press' as
part of the motivation of the news
broalcing Into printer's Ink.
I'erliaps if Grofe had labeled it
'Newspaper' Instead of 'Tabloid', he
nilpht have been met with a little
kindlier treatment from the standard metropolitan sheets, but that's

Holman Over

set their own. "When massed band.s
start on them, so does the trouble.

KI-IJ

Los Angeles, Jan.

Bob Holman's

orcliestra,

Cafe de Paris, goes
day on remotes.

Combo

KHJ

31.

at the
twice a

spotted for one half
hour at lunch time and a similar
period before midnight.
is

vention in June.
No authorized arrangements exist
for the anthems, and bandmasters

Chandler Joins Miller
Billy Chandler is now prof manager of Miller Music. Chandler was
last with Robblns..
riverett Miller will assist

vance of Langley and turned out
Milton Adler and J. Arthur Adlcr,
attorneys, Charlie Sherman, Nicky
Blair and N. T. Granlund (NTO)
h.ivc a piece of the new Paradi.so
restaurant.
A1)0 Lyman and his band remain

summer, when some otlior
combo may come in. The Katz reuntil

m.Tsters of American perfor shipment to the Columljia fJraphaphone Co.

several

formers

Musicians Take Inn
Albany, Jnn.

Freddy KnRcl, ork

leader,

30.

and his

succeeding Lyman fe.'itured trumpeter, Chuck Miller,
cropped up through negotiations for have i.ik'-n over the Ambassador
next summer.
Inn, on tlie Albany-Troy ronrl.
port

of

his

MUSIC

VARIETY

56

Bands and Orchestras
Week
Permanent ddreuee

Peldoyao, Joe, 1008 B, 03th St., ClaveUad,
Ohio.
Fetton, Happy, DeWltt Clinton H, N. T.
Ferdlnando, Petia. Le Chataau B. R..

of Jan. 30

will bo publiahod
without charge.
No charge ia made for Hating in thia department.
theatre,
For reference guidance, initiate repreeent: H hotel,
dance hall, B ballroom,
cafe, D H
reataurant.
P park,
Aa far aa poaaible, etreet addreaaea in large citlea are alao included.

—

—

C—

—

Aaronaon. Irving, Ruxton H.. N. T. C.
Agnew, Clms., care Kennaway, Cblcago.

T

CDS.

Julea.

Albert.

N.

MadKon

46ti

Av*..

Eait W. New

tOM Olvd

Wully,

Newburgh.

U

Amidon.
Andrus.

A.. 012 B. 8th St., Flint.

08 Liberty St.,

J.,

Llberatorls

ud,

R.,

Mich.
Elmlra,

N. Y.
Appel, Oscar. The Cathay, Baltimore.
Arand. Henry. 643 Broad St.. Newark.
Arcadia Syncopaton (C. Bdgerton). 2004
St..

L.ee. KVI, Tacoma. Waah.
Armbruster J. L., B. A. C. BufTalo.
Arnhelm, Gus. MCA. Chi.
Ash. Paul, Capitol T., N. T. C.
Atklna. A. P.. 8014 Oth Ave.. De« Uolnea.
Austin. S. Davli Ii. Country C, Tampa.
Axt. Dr. Wm., M-O-M Studio. Culver

Arkell.

City. Cal.

B
Bachman. Lew,

211 N. Central, Chi.
Balrd, Mnynard, Crystal T., Knoxvllte.
Baldwin. P., Frontenac, Quebec, Can.
Bailey. Carl, Cavalier Beach C. Virginia

Beach. Va.
Ballew. Smith. Muehlbach H., K..C.
Bard, Jos., Golden Pheasant P,, Balto.
Barnard. B. U} W. Morrell St.. Jackson,
Ulcb.
Barrlnger. Don, CalUco Cat B., Miami.
Bartlett, O., Book-Cadlllac H., Detroit.
T. C.
Barton, Herbert, B4B Btb Ave.,
Barsley, Beenar. Montauk Point MonL.

Baallo.

Jos.,

es

No.

14tb

St..

leans.

Chrlatenaen, Paul,

WKY, Oklahoma
N.

1831

J.,

Ormaby

City.

Ava.,

Church, Ross, Buckeye Lake P., Buck•ya Lake, O.
Clarke, Bob, lOdS Rozbury
(B>, Columbus, O.
Clarke. Herb. L., Municipal Band, Long
Bearh. Cal.
Clevelandera. Fuller'a Garden. Cincinnati.
Coakley, Toiii, Athens C, Oakland, Calif.
CoL P..
Donglaa St., Reading, Pa.
Coleman, Emll, Watdorf-Aatorla. N. T.
College Club, 4120 Dewey Ave., Omaha.
Collegian Serenadera, Far Bast R.. Cleve-

M.

VWn.

land.

Columbo, Russ, Park Central H., N. Y. C.
Cote, King, Solomon's D. H., L. A.

Newark,

Condolorl. A.. Adelphi H., Philadelphia.
Conley, Ralph, 1110 Grand St., WheelW, Va.
Conrad, II,. 1088 Park Ave., N. T.
Cook, Arthur. WXYZ, Detroit.
Cooley,
FrIU, Maple View. Ptttsneld,

OT

Ormond

St..

Rochester,

.

226 Rose St., rteadlng. Pa.
Baxter. Phil. WDAF. K. C.
Bcean. Walter. NBC, S. P.
^,
Beckley. T
102 B. 8th St.. Wilmington,
.

Del.

Mass.
Cooney, Bernard, KWG, Stockton, Calif.
Cornwell, Franlir Mayfair C, Boston,
Coyle, L. H., 219 EL lOtb St., Baston, Pa.
Craig, Francis, Harmttaga H.,

Ambosaador H., N. T.

Belasco. Leon

C

Benavie, Sam, Fisher T.. Detroit,
Bennett, Dave, Station WJJD. Palmar
House. Chicago.
Bentley. ^lIly. KXO, El Centro, Calif.
Bercowlti, Abe, KGW, Portland. Ore.
Berge, W. B.. 07 Grand Ave.. Englewood,
N. J.
Berger. Jack, Astor H., N. T. C.
-

rerger. W. J., BifO Penn Ave.. Pittaburgh.
Bergin, Fred, idora Park, Toungstown, O.
Berlin Paul. 421(8 Archer Ave., Chi.
Bernle. Ben. 1610 Broadway, N. T.
Berrena. Freddie. CBS, N.T.C.
Bestor. Don. Hotel Lexington, N. T.
Beddlch. Jlmmle, RMTR. Hollywood.
Benford, Jack & Jill Tavern, Portland,

Naabvllie.

Crescent Orcb., Armory, HiddletowE, N.T.
Crawford,
"Bun," 211B Pennaylvaola

Washington.

Ave.. N. W.,

Crawford, Jack, Fox T., Seattle.
Crawford, Thomas L., Wichita, Kana.
Cuilen. 8. B.. tM B. «th St.. South Bo«>
ton
Currle, Harry, Beelbach B., Loulsvilt*.
Cummings, Johnnie, Webster H., Canaar
dalgua, N. Y.
Cummins, Bernie, Trianon B. R., ChL

C

Ore
Blssette-Maclean, Marigold R.. Rochester.
Black, Ted, 1610 Broadway. N. T. C.
Blaufuss. Walter, N.B.C., Chicago.'
Blumenthal's Orch'.. Sovereign H., Chicago.

Bob's Sunnyslders, 80 B. Haverhill
Lawrence, Mass.
Bnrr.
N. Y.

Mlscha,

Ens.,

St.,

Waldorf-Astoria,

Bovee, Ralph, KHQ, Spokane,
Bowley. Ray, 21 Beacon St., Hyde Park
Mass.
Boyd, Tommy, Sacramento H., Sacra'
mento, Calif.
Boyle. Billy, Copley-Plaza H., Boston.
Doyle. Marian, KHQ, Spokane, Wash.
Brandy's Singing Bd.. Palmer's Park.
Lansing. Mich.
Brashin, Abe KJR, Seattle.
Breeakln. Daniel, Earle T., Washington.
Brlgode Ace. Merry Garden B. R., Chi.

D'way

Collegians,

Walled

Lake

B..

De-

troit.

Brewer. Ted. Toeng's R.. D'way and Blst
St.. N. Y C.
Brooks, Hnrvey, Zulu Hut, No
Hollywood. Calif.
Brouily. Dave, Grant T., Pttlsburgh.
BrownnKle. T.. 922 0th St., Harrlsburg,
Pa.
DrunlloB.

-•

Nat. 10 E. 40th St.. N. T. C
Bryant. W. H.. 1B28 3. eth St., Terra
Haute. Ind.
Buck Vern, Sheridan T.. Chi.
Buckeye Wonders. 04S So. Main St..
Akron, O
Buffano, Jules, Eth Ave. T Seattle.
Buloskwies Califs., Eagle B., Milwaukee
Bunchuk, Yasha, Capitol T., N. Y. C,
Burk, Mllo, Brockton, Mass.
Burke, Chick, Amesbury, Mass.
Burke's Canadians, New Constant Spring
H., Kingston, Jamaica.
Burnett, Jordan, GreenhlU B.R., Chicago.
Burnett, Tiny, Orpheum T., Seattle.
Burns, Jimmy, Ltdo Venice H., Sand
wlch, Ont.
Butcher-Guth, Pines, Metuchen, N. i.
,

Hills

H.,

Beverly

Calif.

Danakl, Henri, KJR,

Seattle.

Dantzig. B. J., 842 Putnam Ave., B'klyn.
Dantzler, T., Mirador B. R., Phoenix.
D'Artrl's Orch.. 61 14th St.. Norwich,

Conn.
Daugherty, Emery, Jardln Ltdo, Arlington H., Washington, D. C.
Davidson, J. W., Nonhore T., Chicago.
Davis. C, Indiana, T.. Indianapolis.
Dayle, Meyer, 18 E, 48th St.. N. Y. C.
Davison, Walt, Mainstreet T., K. C.
DrPorest. Don. 171 King St.. Portland,
Ore.

Innis,

&

Delbrldge,

Del.,

Madison T.

404

BIdg..

Detroit.

Del Pose. Benor,

DeLuca,

831

J.,

1BQ7 B'way,
St.

Marks

N. Y. C.

Ave.,

Brook-

N. Y.
Denny. Claude, Nocturne C. Chi.
Denny. Jack, Waldorf-Astoria H., N.Y.C,
Daterlch, Roy, Stevens H., Chlcaco.
Dewees. Lowell, 1200 Jackson St.. Bprlng-

lyn,

neld.

III.

Dickenson, Bob. McElroy's B. R.. Seattle
Dltmnrs. Tvnn. KOL. Seattle.
Dolan, Bert, Bond Hotel. Hartford. Cona.
Domlne Orch.. 22 4th St.. Troy. N. Y.
Donnelly, W. H.. 280 Glenwood Ave
B.
Ornnge, N. J.
Dombergrr. Chas.. Mt. Royal H.. Mont.

roai.

Doty,

Mike,

Celestum

B.

R.,

Tacoma,

Wash.
Dougherty, Doo. Adelphia H., Phlla.
Dowcll, Boots, Cotton C. San Diego.
Downey, Harry, Ballyhoo C, B'way and
40th St., N. Y. C
Dunn, Jack. El Patio B. R., L. A.
Duerr. Dalph. 114W Orvllle Ave.. Cleve.
Duchln. Ed., Central Park Casino, N.Y.C.

C

Friedman, tk. F., St Louis T., St. I.ottls.
Prledman, Snooka. Paramount B., N.T.C.
Prieso. J. P.. Strand T.. Stamford. Conn.

WJAR.

Station

Jack,

Frost.

Providence,

I.

Swias Oardena, Cinn.
Funk. Larry. WIOAP. N. T.
Furat. Jules. Village Bam, N. T. C.
Fye. Gil, Sliver Spray B. R., Long Beach.
Fuller,

Bart,

C

Calif.

Gatvln, J. J; Plaaa

Eckel, Charlie, Hotel Montclalr, N. Y.
Glen, Elk's C, L. A.
Ellington. Duke, 709 Tth ave., N. Y. C,

Btmwood Band. 872 Van Nostrand Ave..
Jersey City.
Bppel, BTSO N. 7th St.. Philadelphia.
Erickaon. Harry, Saltair Beach Co, Salt
City.

Eslick,

J.,

3677 Georgia

St.,

San Diego.

T„

Worceatar, Uaaa.

Galllcchio, Jo, 6200 Sheridan Rd., Cbl.

C

Gardner,
C. 1B27 N. 24th St., Lin.
Nab.
Garrlgan, Jimmy. Oriental Gardens. Chi.
Gates. Hal, KGER. Tj. A.
Qatea, Manny. Alcaaar B„ Uiaral.
Gaul, Geo.. Washington, D. C.
Gaylord, Chas., La Bohemc, Hollywood.

coin.

Geidt,

IIT

Al.,

a

N.

J.

Ave..

Altantic

City.

Genin, Tom, Bal Taberin C, S. P.
Gibson's Blue Devlla, I. O. O. F.. Ballroom, Baltimore.
Gill, Sumit C, Balllmore.
Gill. Joe, Hollywood C. Galveston, Tos.
Glllen, Fraalt Detroit Yacht C. Detroit

a

Ana. CaL
Goirell.

Ray. 404 Uadiaon T. BIdc.. De-

troit.

Graham.

Paal.

Pleaaant N.

lenklinaon

Par..

Pt.

J.

Orass, Chat 3040 B. Oorena, DeaTer.
Green, Jimmy. Beach Vlaw Oardena C,
Chicace.
Gross, Preatls. UcElroy B„ Portland. Ore.
Greer, Billy. 1002 Haln St.. Davenport la.
Grler, Jimmy. Adolphua H., Dattaa,
Groaso.
FaoL Arlington B.. Colorado
Sprlnga. CoL
Guanatte, Lon. It St Aagelo St. Quaboe.
auraiek. Bd.. 10 Roynetds Ave.. Providence.
Gunsondorfer. W., '..ido C, 8. F.
Gutterson. M., Valencia T.. Baltimore.
Gutterson,
Waldemar.
Roosevelt
H.,

Hollywood,

H
Haas, Alexander. 264 W. 7Bth St., N.Y.C.
Haines. "Wbltey." Tavern Inn. 183 N.
Bend St., Pawtucket, R. L
Hail, George, Taft H.. N, T. C.

HCA.

Chicago.
Hamilton, Geo., Airport Garden*. L. A.
Hammond, Jean. Sky Room, Milwaukee.
Hamond, Chestine, KIT, Yakima, Wash
Hamp, Johnny, Mark Hopkins H.. S, P.
Hancock, Hogan, Jefferson H., Birming-

ham.

Harmon, M., Club Hirador, Washington.
Harris, Phil, Ambarsador H., L. A.,
Harrison, J., Rendesvoua, Toronto.
Hart, Ronnie, British Columbia Pk., Vancouver, B. C.

Harkneas, Eddie, 2030 Franklin St.. S. F.
Hatch, Nelson, Old Mill Tea Garden, Toronto, Can.
Hatch, Wilbur, KNX, Hollywood.
Haney. At. 26 Capital St.. Pawtucket.

R

1.

Haucke. Curt, Rainbow Gardens, L, A.

Haymes,

Nut Club. N. Y.
Hays, Bill. Cathay Tea Garden, Phlla.
Helberger. Emit, Bond H., Hartford.
Heldt

Joe, Village

Horace,

R. K. O.

Golden

C.

Gate.

"Frisco.

Henderson. P., 228 W. 130th St., N. Y. C.
Henkel, Ted, Capitol T., Sydney. Aua.
Henry, Joe, Astoria, N. Y.
Henry, Tal., e-o NBC, 711 Btb Ave..
Y.

C.

Hines, Bart, Grand Terrace C, Chleaco.
HIrabak, A., 1128 Goottman St., Pittsburgh.
Hlte, Les, Cotton Club, Culver City, Cal.

Hobbs, Prank,

Bt.

Catherine H.. Catallna

is

IlofCman, Earl, Cosa de Alex, Chi.
Hoffman, L. G., 78 Ernst St., BufTalo.
llogan. Bill, ProUca C, Culver City, Calif.
Hogan, Tweet, Chanel Lake, 111.
Hogland, Everett, Rendezvous B. R., Bal-

.

Waerti.

U

Lose, Harley, Wilsoa'a B. R.,

A.

B.,

Huntington.

R., N. T. C.
Lynn. Correy, Bltie Orotta C, Chioago.
Lynn. Sammy. 9000 Wichita St. Dallas.

T.,

New

M

Britain,

Maedonald.

Rea,

St

Coliseum,

Patera*

laamlnger. BIIL Haceiatowii. Md.

burg.

laitt Doiia. BnUe, Uont
lula, Pallie. RIvoll T.. Baltlnrare.
lula. Ruolne. City Park Bd^ Baltimore.

Hace. Art, Rehdeavoua B. R., Santa
Monica, CaL
Mack, Dave, Paria Inn, 1.. A.
Mack, Ted. Blaokstone H., Fort Worth,
Commodore
Bnrle,
Madregnera,
B.^
N. T. C.
Mahon, Margie, KMO. Seattle.
Major. F. J.. 8007 td St. Oesan Park,

vtlle.

N. T.

Jatfy. Gilbert Leighton'a Aroade. L. A.
Janis. Fiad. Tnrkish Village C, Chicago.

C

Janover. A. U. 12S6 Grant Are.. N. T.
Jensen, ESdward. KVI, Tacoma, Wash.
Jaxon, 'Half Pint' WJJD. Chi.
JedeL B., 475 Hawthorne Ave., Newark.
N. J.
Jehle. John, TB Drigga Ave., Brooklyn.
Jockara, AL 1019 B'way, M. T.
Jobnaon, C, Small'a Paradise. N. T. C.
Johnson. Dwight. Bmpreas H.. Portland,

C

Ora
Johnson, Gladys, KTM. L. A.
Johnston, Merle, 161 W. 46th St, N.T.C.
Johnston, O. W., 48 Grove Ave.. Ottawa.
Jolly Joyce's Syn.. 916-lT Wainnt St..
Philadelphia.
Jordan, Art. C341 Norwood St.. Phlla.
Jones, Rogan. KVOS, .Belltngham. Wash.
Jones, laham. Bollywood R.. N. T. C.
Jorgensen. Ruth. 1386 Sheldon St, Jaokson. Micli.

Cal.

C

Chicago.
Maklna, Bddle. LaClalre
Maloney. R. B.. tOt Bllnor St, KnoxvilI«^
Tenn.
Mentha, At., 107 N. Francis, Madlsoa
Wla.
Mart>urger. H.. Roeeland B. R., N. T.
Marengo. Joe, Italian Village. L. A.

Manh. Chas.. Ft Pitt B. Pittsburgh.
Marahall, Red. Venice B., Venice, Cal.
Marlnaro John, Beaux Arts C. 80 W.
40th St.. N. T. C.
Martin. Fred. Boasert H., B'klyn.
Haallm, Sam. Seneca B., Rochester.
Mason, Bobble (Miss), New China R.,
Toungstown. Ohio.
Masters, Frankie, Morrison B., ChL
Mauasoh. Steve. Garden B.. Seattle.
Manpin, Rex, KTW. Chi.
Maurice. Jack, KGFJ, Z.. A.
Mayfair, Bsmte, TO So. Division.
Creek. Uloh.

Bat*

tie

McCloud, Mao., care Paul Cohan. 64 West
Randolph, Cbl.

Joy, Jlmmle, Variety. Bollywood.
Joy, Jack. KPWB. Hollywood.

McCoy. Clyde. Drake B.. Cblcago.

A

McDowen. Adrian, Town

C

Kahn, Art, Via Lago
Chicago.
Kahn, Harry, 6210 Ga'nor Road. Phlla..
Pa.

Kahn. Herman, C^itol T., Newark, N.
Kahn, Roger W., 1607 B'way, N. T.

J.

C

Kails. H..

Ude

Venice C. Boston.
R.. Washington.

Kamaa, AL Swanee B.

Art, Birmorck H.. Chicago.
Katzman. Louis, 1780 B'way, N. T. C.

Pa.

Kay, Berbie, MCA. Chicago.
Kayser, Kay. Nixon R.. Pitta.
Keegan, Rosa B., 33 Gold St, Frssport,
L. I.
Ktefer. Bert, 447 R. R. Ave.,

Pen Argyle,

Pa.
Keller, Wm. R.. 4116 Blst St.. Woodaide,
L. I.. N. T.
Kelly, Paul, La Granduja, B. F.
Kelsey. Walter. KFRC. S. F.
Kemp. HaL New China C, Cleveland.

Kennedy. Clem. KTAB, S. .
Kennets, L«rry, 801 Keenan BIdg.. Pittsburgh.
Kentner, B., BenJ.. Franklin B.. Phlla.
Kerr, Cbaa^ Adelphia H.. Phlla.
Red Kibbler, Recreation Pier, Long
Beach, Cal.
Koestner. Jos., N. B.
Merchandise
Mart 323 North Bank Dr.. Chicago.
Keystone Sersnaders. Gd. Rtvlara T., De-

C

troit.

King, Dan, and his Radio Scandals, Four
Towers, Cedar Grove. N. Y.
King'a Uelody, 63 Hueller St., Binghamton, N. Y.
King, Wayne, Aragon B. R., Chi.
Klein, Fred. Kipgaway B., Hot Springs,
Ark.
Kilns. M., B4B6 Spruce St.. Philadelphia.
KneUel, B„ Blltmore H., Atlanta.
Knickerbocker Club, Berks County Tnist
BIdg., Reading, Pa.
Knutaon, Briing. Prealdent H., K. C.
Koiala, Jim, Station
Chicago.
Krauskrllt, Walt t47 Claremont BIdg..

WLFU

S.

P.

Krueger. Art, WISN, Milwaukee.
KruroholB. G., P. O. Box 404, New Bedford, Mass.
Kyte, Benny, Station WJR, Detroit

La Fcrara, Vinton,
Lagasst,
Haas.

P..

ftia

Grant Ave., S. P.
Merrlmae St., Lowell.
1821

Laltsky, Ben, Majestlo T. Bldg., !«. A.
Del, Palais D'Or. N. Y.
Lampham, Clayton, Luna Park, Coney
Is.,
N. Y.

Lampe,

Lane, BJddle, HcAlpln U., N. T. C.
Lanlleld, M., BBB'a Cellar, Hollywood.
Lang, Barry, Baker H.. Dallas.
Lange. J. V., 27 Abbott St., Lowell, Haas.
Lanln, Sam. e/o CBS, 486 Uadlson Ave..
N. Y. C.
Lanln, Howard. CBS. N.Y.C.

Laws, Bernle, Pattls C. Dss Holnes, la.
Mickey Lazarus. McFadden B. R., San
Francisco.
Lee, Baron, Cotton Club. N. Y. C.
Lefcourt Harry. 27-10 Newtown Ave..
Astoria,

L.

I.

Lefkowlts. Harry, Caslsy H.. Scranton,
Pa.
Leftwiob, Jolty, Oeeanio H.. WrlghtSTllls
Beach, N. C.
Levant, Phil, MCA, Chicago.
Levin. Al, 476 Whalley Ave., New Haven.
Levltow, Bernard, Commodore H., N.Y.C.
Lido Orch.. Suite 66 Loew BIdg., Washington. D.
Light, Enoch, Plantation Gardens, Philadelphia, Pa.
Llndebaum, Joe,
Breakers H,,
Long

Milwaukee.
McBnelly. B,
field, Masa.

J..

06 Sylvan

Country C,
St.,

Spring*

McGay, J.. Detroit Country Club, Detroit.
MeGowan, Loos, o/o B. W. Kahn. 160T
B'way, N. T. C.
Mclntyre, James,
tawa.

Chateau Laurler, Ot«

Lanl. KMTR. Hollywood.
1331 B. tSd St, L. A.
Wm., 91 Bdwln St. Rldgcfletd

Mclntlre,

McVeaa.
Mella,

I. S..

Park. N, J.
Momphlsonlana, 93 8. Main St.. Memphis.
Messenger, Al. Rosetand. Taunton, Mass.
Meroft. Ben. Variety. N. T.
Meyer. M. P.. 030 Broadway. Brooklyn.

N. T.

Meyer

4639

Oscar.

Camao

St..

Phila-

delphia.

Meyerlnoh, Serb. SUtea Hotbrau. S. F.
Meyers, AL 0300 Girard Ave., Phlla.
Meyers, LoulOb Zenda B., L. A.
Meyen, Vie Trianon B. R. SeatUe.
Miles, Dusty, The Roof, Kenoaha, Wla.
Chicago.
Miles, Jack. Granada
Milholland. B. I., KOA. Spokane.
Miller. J. Frana. StaUar B.. Petrolt

C

Miller. Gladya.

KOMO.

Seattle.

Millar Jack. Prcas Oub. MontroaL
N.. 131 .WUIlama St.. Chelsea,

Miller.

Mass.

Vic Loew'a SUte, Syracuse.
Milan. Bert, Xastwood Park, DeUelt
Floyd. 780 Fayette St. Cnmhar-

Miller.
Mills,

land.

Md.

Milne, Del. 876 B. Washington St. Portland, Ore.

Miner-Doyle, 1193 Middlesex St.. LowelL
Uaaa.
Minicb. Bd., 1101 Proapeot Ave., Seranton. Pa.
Mitchell,

Al,

4 Reed

St..

So.

Norwalk.

Conn.

Mohrman. Mabla, KJR,

Seattle.

Morton. Fran.. Italiap Gardens, Spokane.

Wash.
Uolino, Carlos, Roosevelt H., Holly.
Moore, Carl, care Kennaway, Chi.
Moore's, Dinty. Washington Arms, Maraaroneck, N. Y.
Moore, Pryor, Schaber'a C, L. A.
Moore, Tom, Cinderella B., Long Beach,
Cal.

Moray, Al, Worth T., Pt. Worth.
Morris, Glen, Sliver Slipper, Baltimore.
Moss, Joe, 18 B. 48th St., N, T. C.
Uosby, Curtis, Apex C, S. F.
Mosher. V., 8137 10th Ave. 8.. Mlnneap.
oils.

Murlal. Fred, Oriental T.. Detroit.
H., Watkiki Beach. Honolulu.

Uoana

Ha-

waii.

N
Nappl,

Bill,

Tutwlller

H.,

Birmingham,

Ala.

Nash, Len. Lcn Nash's Darn,

Compton,

Cal.

Noshold, Dudley. Nashold's B. R., San
Diego.
Naylor, Oliver, Walton H., Phlla.
Neff. Art, 0238 Spruce St., Philadelphia,
Neglar. Merlin, Pox T., Spokane. Waah.
Astoria.
Newlolf.
Nick. 81B0 24th St..
L.

I.

Nelson. Ozzlc. Hotel Now Yorker, N.T.C.
Nelson, Tom, Roosevelt H., N. T. C.
New OrleaiM Owls, H. Roosevelt. N. O.
Newman. Alfred. U. A. Studio. Holly
wood.
Nichols. Red, Golden Ptieosant, Cleve, O.
Nolan. Dob. Fisher T., Detroit.
Noone, Jimmy, Club Dixie, Chicago.

Normnn,

Jess, 1770

Green

St.,

B. P.

C

Calif,

Holtowetl, B., Strand D. H., Wilmington.

Providanca.
Parrcll, P., Inn. 4 Sheridan Sq., N. T. C,
Peeney, J. M.. 220 B. 11th St.. Oakland.
Pagan, Ray. Sagamore H„ Rochester.
Fajr'a,

liycenm

Kaufman. W.. 38 N. lOth St. Lebanon,

Hark, Brigga R.. Detroit.
Gotdberc. Gee.. Caleatlal R.. Bay Shore
Park. Baltimore. Md.
Golden. Neal. WOR. N. T. C.
Ooldketta. Jaaa. Book Towar, Detroit
Oenaaioi,
N.. tlO B. 4th St, Saata
Golt.

boa,

Pay, Barnard,

B„

Kassel,

Albert KOW. Portland, Ora.
Oihaberg. Ralph. Palmer B.. Ctal.
Gervin, Hal. 1620 Gongh St. S. F.
Gillet.

N.

Edmunds,

Vanity Pair

Bd,

Jackson's Jaaa, It Chestnut St. Qlovera-

Fomish, Henry. Pleasant Lake. Jaekaoa.

R.

Lombardo, Guy, Rooaeyelt B., N. T.
Lopea, Vincent Congresa H., Chi.
Lowd, Boward O.. 4100 Srd St., N. W,
Wash., D. C.Lowe, Benle, Nanking Cafe, Dea Moinea.
Lowe, Sol, Manohester T., Z^ A.
Lndeke. Frank, Davenport B., Spokane^

Va,

Irving,

Coan.

m

Hall, Sleepy,

Delany, Jack. ICLX, Oakland, Calif.

Lake
Calloway, Cab, 709 Tth Ave., N. T. C.
Caperoon. Fred, 401 B'way, Camden, N. J
Cappo, Jor, Lakeside Park, Dayton, O.
Oarlln, Herb, Guyon's B. R„ Chicago.
Carberrr, Duke. Walpele, Mass.
Carpenter, Earl, 1010 fi'irar, N. T. C.

Beverly

Ted,

Dahl,
Hills,

a

W.

Fischer, C. Z.. 914 South Wastneds* St..
Kaiamaaoo, Uleh.
Fisher, Buddy, Bohemian C, Hollywood.
Fisher, Hark, Bdgewater Beach B., Chi.
Plnaton, Nat Par, Studio, Hollywood.

Louisville'.

Baum, Pabe,

it

H.

Christie,

C

Lyman, Abe, Paradise

Mich.
Foadick, Gene, Rya Bath * Tennla
Westchester.
Freed, Carl, 90 S. Oranco Ave.. Nawark.
Ftlary. George, Rockland, Uasa.

ing,
J..

Ave.,

Pa.
Caasidy, D. L., Vancouver H.. Vancouver,
B. C.
Caason. Pep. Victoria H., N. T. C.
Castro, Manolo. Nadonate H.. Havana.
Causer. Bob, Ithaca H., Ithaca, M. Y.
Cavallave, John, 30 Irving St.. New

Pittsburgh.
Charles, Roy. Golden Pumpkin C, Chi.
Chlo-B-Revelera. Station WJBO. New Or>

I.

N. J.
Bauer, F.
H. T.

W. Glenwood

Peyl, J. W., STS River St.. Troy. N. T.
Plo-Rlto, Ted. St Francla H.. 8. F.
Fischer. Carl. Hnjeatle D. B.. Delreit.

F.
Fltzpatrick, Eddie, N.B.C..
Poard. Dob. 1419 Read Ave. Kaiamaaoo.
Mich.
BeaeqA St, Portland.
Fogg A. U.,

Cavato. Bta, Flotilla Club, Pittsburgh.
Cave, Don. El Cortez H.. San Diego.
BIdg.,
Cervone.
BOa Blackstone
Isay,

Hughes). 404 Blandlna

Manchester, N. H.
Ferko, Joa. A., 600

Hopkins. CUude. «oseland B, B'way and
60th St. N. T.
Hornick, Joe, NBC. 8. F.
Houston. Chas., Monmouth Beaeh C.
N. J.
HuestoB, Billy. lOBO B'way. N. J. fi.
Bultbers. Henry. Inglaterra B. R., Chi.
'Hyde, Alex., o-o Wm. Morrla, Hayfalr T.
BIdg., N. T.

Phlla., Pa.

Carr Bros.. 2137 Oulyot, Oceanslde, CaL
Carr, Jimmy, Ben Marden'a Riviera, Fort
Lee, N. J.
Carter, P., Majestic, Long Beach, CaL
Casa Loma, 709 7tb ave., N. T.
Cass Nova, Greenwich Village, Dayton, O.
Caaaie, M.. 140 Ptn* St.. Wllliamsport.

Haven.

Phll».

Arlsiocrati (Wm'.
Utlca. N. T.

Bt..

Uuk,

R—

J.

Alsdorf.

Addlaon

T—

C

C.

Allen,

Tork, N.

—

C,

Miami Bcaeh.

band* or orchottraa

of

Tuesday, January 31, 1933

jPabelto, Phil, Albee. Brooklyn.
Farr, Aaron.' Iftaial Beach Country

Del.

Hollywood Colteglana, K. of C. C, N.C.Y.
Hotman, Bob, Cafe de Paree, L.
Holmes, Wright Hartlnlqua H., N. f. C.

^

Beach,

Calif.

Llabin, Hanlr, Adolphos H., Dallaa.

O'Brien, Tom, Baranac Lake H., Saranao
Lake, N. Y.
O'Conneii, Mark, 816
08 St.. N. T. C.

W

(Continued on page 61)
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TeDing Yon

Rubbing Out Bad Debts

By Jack Osterman
BUT AMERICAN. .BUT WHAT
TO USB FOR MONEY?
. .

.

Th» Yankee Doodle Dandy
In these days of unemployment
along comes George Cohan with a
play without Intermission making It
impossible for the folks in the rest
rooms to make a quarter. Incidentally, we loved Oeorge and his philosophy In 'Pigeons and People.' It's
a great logic ^providing you've got
Cohan's money.

picture

tests

A

these

days.

..

.Well,

anything can happen. .. .And we
understand the Rlch-DeRuyter Society Orchestra originally played in
Feltman's....Hot Dog, society!....

ARB YOU READING?

St

Paul's Tioneer Press'

Underwrites Auto Show

—

St. Paul, Jan. 30.

club recently
changing hands discouraged
the new owners through the
light att,endance Immediately
following^
Investigation revealed to the management that
outstanding accounts on the
class

liUbln,

club's books were keeping
of the members ...tray.

most

Dade County Sheriff Clamps Lid Down,

The new owners hope they
have solved the business difficulty by writing letters to the
members of an entire new management that knows nothing
about old debts, with everything free and clear from
scratch.

WATSON

Miami Gay Spots Socked, Trim Shows

——

LEGAL

BETTING UP

Miami, Jan. 30.
Sheriff Dan Hardie dealt a solid
uppercut to night life business here
this week when he announced, In
State Assembly
effect, no gambling and a general
clean-up in Dade county.
Albany, Jan. 30.
Declaring that $68,000,000 was bet
Hardest hit were the Embassy
last year on horse racing. Assembly- club, Ira's Supper club, Bouche's
man William Breitenbach, Brooklyn Villa Venice, the Floridian hotel,
Democrat, introduced a bill legaliz- Palm Island club, all of which have,
ing pari-mutuel betting In all New heretofore, depended upon their

N. Y.

Mutuels for Revenue Proposed

UPSET

SHADES LA BARBA

York state race

tracks.

He

in

esti-

Mary Garden and

the Mills

Brothers.

ing their paid space in show's 10grand sponsor.

Out of the Bulbs

Nevada

casinos to get oft the floor

the

Assemblyman.

Keeping

USC

Take

The

Football

(fT Miffs DaSies

Los Angeles, Jan. 30.
Local dailies are burning at the
University of Southern California
since the officials of the institution
have for the first time consistently
refused to issue any information
covering the gate receipts for the
past season's football games.
USC officials contend that any
statements as to the amount of
money made would be harmful to
the school, taking the stand that
the public believes there are millions
made in Inter- scholastic football,
while in reality the profit is small.
Another reason, according to the
papers, but not admitted by University officials, is that If the profits
were large, the institution might
have a difficult time raising funds.
Known fact that the past season's pigskin battles were on the
red side until the Notre Dame game
at the tail end of the season. This
contest played to 110,000, the country's record for last season. Gate
of around $350,000 put the season
wall In the black. However, the New
Tear's Day game at Pas&dena
against Pittsburg knocked considerable off the profit side, but still permitted USC to finish the season with
a surplus.

One

depression.

Palm Beach

Is almost a deserted
while the wealthy who prehomed there, are practlslnc^
comparative thrift by residence

village,

viously
here.

New clubs, obviously opened for
their casinoes, in Broward county
include
Rigaud's at Hallandale
Beach, just over the line and George
Carter's Casa Grand, also at Hallandale. Rigaud's advertises supper
and a show, Carter's place advertises nothing except by word of
mouth.
Prices

—

—

A

Free Lager for Thirsty, if—

Coast Brewers Plan House-to-House Give-

Away

—

Welcome

.

RKO

•

.

at

all

resorts.

are lower than

hotels,

Including
since the

boom.

The Doherty-owned Miami Blltmore and Roney Plaza hotels both
have

reported

business

20%

or

more over

last season; the Fisher
hotels at the Beach also claim more

more revenue.

eruests,

Hialeah pari-mutuel takes are
over last season, and attendiance is
claimed to be 30% greater than In
1932.

$16.50 Bargain Rate
For Mexican Divorce

Law Jam

A

.

the

hopeful that

Floridian,

newly elected sheriff would either
do nothing or be lenient, opened
with a bang-up show headed by
Lou Holtz and dropped to second,
rate when the pronouncement came.
Bouche brought in an elaborate,
sexy show, but admits he'll have to
take it on the chin, hoping, however, to prepare a cast which will
repay him at his Chicago club next
summer.
Palm Island has the Yacht Club
boys and a dance team; Ira's probably is keeping in the black with a
good cuisine and neat floor show
and Ford's Embassy likely will be
a feeder for the Deauville Yacht
club casino at Hollywood across the
hospitable Broward county line.
Despite gambling situation, however, Miami has been a gainer, from
an amusement standpoint, by the

Wedding

Promotor

show and

mates that the state could net an kitchen nut.
annual revenue of t25,000,000 from
All these clubs are running, but
the machines.
gaming, if any, is surreptitious, and
'It is Just as sound to urge 'betting
the overhead has been pared by
for tales' as 'beer for taxes,' said putting
on modest shows.

Fidel was rather a puzzle to many
and especially the
at ringside
sports writers who touted La Barba
as a cinch winner. Fidel subbed
who got into
Kid
Chocolate
for
Speaking of billing, :'.ow a days
Anti-Gamblii^
passport trouble at Key West and
If you're in a flop your name rewas sent back to Havana.
mains in lights weeks after. Evi'34
BiB Blocked TiU
Watson was off his pins no less
dently if they can't pay oCC the acthan six times and for no apparent
tors, they can't pay off the electriLooked like he had rubreason.
cians either.
Reno, Jan. 30.
With Thomas Carroll, Las Vegas ber ankles. Three times he slipped
real estate '^dealer and exponent of or was dropped In the first round,
Dietrich Quick Wallinaford
That Marlene Dietrich gag of wide open gambling, In charge of bounding up immediately, however.
wearing men's clothes is a new the public morals committee of the Seaman sampled the canvas in the
racket If It clicks, gals will prob- Nevada assembly, there's small second, third and sixth sessions.
ably be ordering dresses' with two chance for the antl-gambling law, Apparently he got his land-legs
pairs of pants.
presented by Initiative petition, be- after that and remained perpening enacted Into a law at this ses- dicular.
The win was a break for Charley
Appropriate
sion.
The music publisher's theme song
Carroll has the initiative bill Harvey who has stood for plenty
should be, "Here It Is Monday and locked up In his desk and it will of kidding because of those horiOffice.'
zontal
British boxers he insisted on
Still
Got
That
I've
My
means
probably stay there.
Harvey Is now lame.
that the Nevada voters will decide importing.
Minute Review
by ballot In November, 1934, whether He gimped up the steps with the
The Noel Coward opening was they want gambling and how much. aid of a cane to advise Watson at
every rest period. After the desensational with mounted police
Sufficient profit was made on last
cision Joe Humphries remarked:
giving a 'Ben-Hur' atmosphere to
Pres. to Another
'Well It looks like England Is go- season's athletic events at USC to
the front of the house. Coward and
insure the continuance of all sports
ing to pay the war debt after all.*
Lunt with their one Fontainne of
Watson smacked La Barba around for another year. Several of the
Youth are swell. He gives you
Washington, Jan. 30.
larger universities have found it
a great design for living, but
From an incoming vice-pres. to a plenty in the latter part of the 12 necessary
to limit athletics due to
They say he has a
doesn't tell you, if you followed his stage pres. was the gesture by round event.
of funds.
live.
advice, how long you would
Speaker John N. Garner to William good punch, but although Fidel ab- lack
Gaxton at a dinner tendered the fat- sorbed several hard right slams he
did not appear to be In trouble at
Depression Qag No. 48573
ter by the former Sunday evening.
Arthur (also of Club Richman)
Gaxton Is the 'Wintergreen' elect- any time. That goes for the' Sea- finale of a preliminary between Al
Brown knows a guy who is so broke ed to the White House, nightly In man too. His next bout will prob- Roth and Jerry Mazza. Neither had
ably be the deferred Chocolate ever lost a bout Jerry was ahead
legs.
fellow's
last
another
he Is on
'Of Thee I Sing.' Show Is here for
scrap and the sailor being a wing- on points when In the fifth round.
the week.
ing sort of fighter, that match for Roth landed a straight right to the
Capital News
the championship should be inter- chin and only the bell saved Mazza.
An authentic report from WashBallyhoo Gets
esting. It will be for the feather- His handlers foolishly permitted
ington informs there is a movement
weight title (126 pounds). Early Jerry to answer the sixth round
on foot to prohibit stage portrayals
in
this week Watson threatened to sail bell.
of tab newspaper reporters. Maybe
He was quickly dropped and
back and resume his job as barkeep lost consciousness, being carried
Odd Mclntjrre will get a chance to
Providence, Jan. 30.
be the love interest yet.
dance marathon In Pawtucket, in a pub.
out like a sack of flour. He was
Semi-final
brought on Benny removed to Polyclinic hospital with
which has been in operation since
Precaution
early last November, was abruptly Bass the Philly socker and Sid a brain concussion. The kid called
Harry Hershfleld advised us the ended Thursday (26) when police Lampe of Jersey. Latter looked as for his mother, who had been dead
other night not to use too many ended the affair following com- rugged as Benny, but he went out a year.
like a light early in round two. One
Rather good house, best attendgestures while making a speech. He plaints of clergy.
said he talked at a political dinner
Sam Lewis, operator of the mara- of Benny's specials a left hook to ance at the Garden in quite a spell.
button turned
the
switch. Looks like another good card this
last Friday and has a terrible habit thon was arrested on a charge of the
of pointing.
The rext day three tending to corrupt youth. He was Sid's dome hit the floor so hard Friday (3) when Tony Canzoneri
that he was doubly kayoed.
judges resigned.
and Billy Townsend mix It 'up. Not
released In $400 ball.
little tragedy occurred at the a title bout.
There were 16 couples on the floor
By Way of Punishment
when police stopped the show. The
And since your columnist has 16 were survivors of the 56 couples
been broadcasting from the Club who started out to win $2,000 prize.
Richman, the wife tells the baby,
The marathon went on unnoticed
'Be a good girl or I'll tune in on your by the police for weeks.
father.'
Lewis got ambitious and decided
to stage a public wedding of two of
By Way of Retort
the participants. He ballyhooed the
Walter Winch ell reports that very wedding over the air, and in the
few people stand up when they play newspapers, with the result there
our national anthem, yet at 'Caval- were plenty of complaints from
Is
cade' the entire audience rises when church people.
they play 'God Save the King.' Dear
William J. Manlon, 22, a jockey,
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
ries and a revived taste for lager.
W. W. . . It's played at the end of 65 Bartner avenue, St. Louis, Mo.,
If and
when tho beer bill Is If this can be accomplished through
of the picture they can't stay in and Martha Pearl Slack, 21, a facthere all night.
tory worker of Bayonne, N. J., two finally passed, coast brewers are the medium of the give-away pints,
marathoners, obtained a license to planning to distribute several hun- brewers feel that the investment
Ostermania
wed at Pawtucket City Hall, but tho dred thousand bottles of free beer will repay them well.
in a house to house canvass for
In California, some 38 breweries
new wedding was called off.
opening
Julius
Spector
steady customers.
are standing by awaiting the passticket agency. .. .with only three
Brewers will all have to start ing of tho bill. No telling when
phones
probably one each for
Off
scratch,
they
figure
tho
from
so
boor will be legal, but the brewers
Lunt, Fontanne and Coward....
free beer as their best angle for have high hopes.
Reno, Jan. 30.
Wait'll you hear Koehler and ArNot so with the grape growers
The flaming arch that graces sales In making the public conlen's new 'Stormy Weather'.
.Bert
who feci that their cause has been
Lahr thinks It's a DOGone frame- Reno's main street announcing to scious of tlifir particular brands.
Another angle is that the brewers lost for the time being unless the
up
the world that 'Reno, the Biggest
bills Leon Errol as Rubfeel
will
be
necessary
to
educate
It
Democratic
administration
will
ber-XjCgs
know Little City In the World,' has a wide
himself ... .We
places that could be billed, Rubber- open welcome for all comers Is not the public in beer drinking. Being make good its campaign promlsoa.
away from it for 14 years may have To thorn any kind of wine free or
checks Themselves. .. .It's getting going to flame any more.
so now the way they distinguish the
By order of the city council the weaned tho former beer drinking bought is far distant.
Lot;allzing of wine would Incroaso
two is by saying 'I'm going to the current has been switched off to cut populace from the amber brew.
36c Roxy....Mike Durso, Para- down operatlni? expenses and the Whntting the appetites with a mug the returns to California grape
Of free beer may bring back memo- growers some $:iO,000,000 yearly.
mount's sheik trombonist, is having arch's welcome is now dark.
atre,
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nite

With prospect of no auto show
Oh, Doctor
for St. Paul, 'Pioneer-Press Disa dentist with a sense patch' underwrote project
for 10
IN
of humor, has a pal who will soon grand then pushed show, with fullget a high-class job in Washing- page ads and columns of news copy.
ton. 'Why don't you get me a Job
Auto show to run full week, 4 to
department?'
revenue
internal
the
in
11, with local merchants presenting
Doc asked him. The Democrat re- style show as added feature Tuesplied, "What does a dentist know day
By JACK PULASKI
(7), parading live models.
about collecting money?' And Lubin
A boy from Blighty known flstlcIn teeth of ballyhoo over revival
ups and says 'Don't be silly, col- of live music with Lou Breese and
ally as Seaman Watson brought
lecting money is just like pulling his band of local 'musicians to recurses on his head from the wise
teeth.'
lieve unemployment, at Paramount,
prices
'Pioneer Press' goes outside and guys who make the betting
Thrifty
hires Paul Specht's 14-plece orches- on fights and who layed four to one
Things are so tough we read tra.
that Fidel La Barba would defeat
where Harry Liauder will save his
Admission to auto show, 40 cents,
Seaman, who if he was a
annual U. S. A. Farewell Tour this dancing included. All profits to loc^l him.
sailor was probably bus boy on a
year. It would have been his eighth. Community Chest.
Joke of the town is the 'News,' liner, caus"ed the biggest upset of
Show Business
'P.P.-D.' opposish rar, which is
the Garden last FriAnd who y.-ould ever think the frantically plugging show as a play the season at
day would come when you would for advertising, but automobile men,, day (27) by winning the decision.
billing
In
front
of
a
theHow he scored more points than
see this
grateful to P.P.-D., are concentratDoc

VARIEtY

Reno Mat

of Pints

When Law

Changed

Mexican City, Jan. 26.
Bargain dlvcrce tariffs are under
consideration at an emergency session of the Chihuahua state legislature, presumably as a means of
boosting biz for the commonwealth.
Scions are figuring on amending
divorce law to fix equivalent of
$16.60 as a state fee for gaining
freedom from matrimonial bonds.
Cludad Juarez, across the river from
El Paso, Tex., is Chihuahua's chief
spot for divorce seeking Americans.
State announces that 1,200 divorce
decrees were granted by its courts
last year.

Silver Issue in Colo.
Denver, Jan.

30.

The buy-an-ounce-of-silver movement is causing gray hairs for owners

of gasoline vending machines.

Ounce pieces
size

of

of silver, exactly the

a silver

dollar,

sold three for a dollar,

are being

and are be-

found in servc-yuurself gas
pumps.
Because the slugs are silver they
pass through an electric protection
device In the pumps which prevents
slugs of iron and other metals from
boinp used. Oil man complained to
tho secret service, but they apparently can do nothing, as the
slug.s do not apparently violate the
ing

counterfeiting

The

law.

legislature

nuisance, however.
introdiicod

gus

pumps

may

A

remove, the

law has been

making the automatie
unlawful.

'
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ATTE

Broadway

£

Jerry Vogel elected to the Lambs.
Sol Lesser in from the Coast on a
Visit

The

J.

Tuesfla^t Jannaiy 31,

Loop
Harry Smltz

Lee Marcus has started

his car

and basements showing pictures at
London
low admlsh and barring no one with
Theatremen
the price, dropped.
will reopen flght If Children's Act Is
Tom Naughton, the ticket broker, talked
Lawrence Wright being nursed
out by Quebec legislature.
reported very ill.
Many petitions and big lobbying at Blackpool..
Lew Mosley, former RKO agent, campaign
Paderewskl filling Albert Hall as
on at Quebec with view
selling for General Foods now.
to amendment or repeal Children's solo attraction.
'Freeby* is 1933 Harlemese for a Act, barring minors under 16 from
Four Musketeers fairly successful
party or affair at which everything's flickers in this province.
General at Cafe de Paria
free.
opinion as to success not optimistic.
Aldous Huxley now writing for
Sidewalk handbook makers have
Dancing after mldnlte actions by Sunday 'Referee.'
been chased off West 47th to 46th local police against cabarets being
Louise Brown getting to look like
street.
Charles Peck, Vlvienne Duncan.
fought In courts.
Latest In Broadway honky-tonk-, operating Imperial cafe, takes test
Eric Wollhelm's 'flu attack cause
ery is a shoe-shine parlor's street case to quash suits. Cabafets af- of postponed Paris trip.
barker.
Lord Bethell's money behind all
fected are Moonlight Gardens, Lion
Abe Lyman goes to the hospital d'Or, Frolics, Cosy Grill, and Chez Hyams brothers' ventures.
this week for observation.
Trick Maurice.
Even Henry Sherek could not
stomach.
Variety's' featuring of N. T. Phil- ward off the 'flu epidemic.
Larry Boyd trying to park his 330 harmonic orchestra as among favo'Pugs,'
latest society nightery,
pounds on one seat at the Garden, rite radio programs with Canadians, operated by Lady Douglas.
flght nights.
'Strange Interlude' beating 'Smllexcites many letters and favorable
Ballard Macdonald and Harry editorial comment right across 'Can- In' Thru' record at Empire.
Carroll to make a songwriters' short
West End clubs report Increase
ada. Many papers preening themfor Master Art.
in membership applications.
selves on compliment to Canadian
to

Hollywood

for

|

"Wartier Bros.

Beth Brown planning to sound-

proof her Riverside Dr.

an aid

manse as

cultural level.

to literature.

Friends drank up all of Charlie
The Hague
Levy's Scotch before he scrammed
to Florida last week.
By M. W. Etty-Leal
Jean Frontal leaving 'The Gay Divorce' oast to join hubby. Chick
Saalborn Company has bought
Chandler, in Hollywood.
Larry Schwab and wife sailed on rights for Holland of Ludwig's.play,
the Franconla for Vera Cruz and Versailles.'
Latest census of Holland shows
will fly from there to Mexico City.
'The Dubarry' now has two stage population now at 8,000,000, of
managers, Basil Smith and Oharles which 60,000 more women than men.
German Nlbelung fllm, which was
Walton, who replaced the late A. O.
a big success as a silent here, now
Huhn.
Louis Arndt from Wall Street vis- back In Holland, with synchronized
and sound (Lang production).
music
ited Broadway with a bright red tie.
Said It was mourning for Para- Premiere this week in Ufa-Luxor
Palace, Rotterdam.
mount.
Concert halls here flooded by forTerry Turner rooted for a boy,
but was presented with a second eign talent: Greek pianist Sief.(i!n
daughter, weighing upward of fO'ur Askenase, South American pianist
Magda Tagllafero, Russian violinist
pounds.
Spanish dancer
Lionel H. Keene, Loew's southern Cecilia Hansen,
Russian dancer Serge
theatre supervisor, made one of Terestna,
those Kentucky colonels by Gov. Llfar, successor of Dlaghllev In
Paris, and the two violinists, Simon
Laffoon.
Hubert's Museum on West,42d has Goldberg (German) and Heifetz.
The Guarnerl Quartet will play at
added a Chain Gang show.' with a
free spiel In the lobby, that has 'em the Memorial Evening held for Pavlova at The Hague on Jan. 20. Evespilling out onto the sidewalk.
arranged by impresario Dr.
ning
Jimmy Glllesple'S' pop visited
Radio City to see 'Vhe Animal Krauss, two partners of the famous
Kingdom,' then squawked, 'There late dancing star, Algeranoff and
wasn't a damned animal in the pic- Hitchens, and the ballerina Yvonne
Pavlova's widower, who
(^orgl.
ture.'
Louis Oruenberg, composer of the just wrote a new biography of her,
music for the Met's 'Emperor Jones,' Dandre, also to be present.
Three jubile.es In artist circles
is the son of a violinist who once
Mrs. Buderman van
played In a Yiddish theatre on the this week:
Dyk, operetta diva of three generaEast Side.
Mrs. Mort Blumenstock, wife of tions, who celebrated triumphs in
Warners' head on theatre advertis- 'The Geisha' in the gay 90's, enjoying, underwent an operation for ap- ing In good health her 81st birthpendicitis last Week at Medical Arts day; Sylvaln Poons, popular revuehospital. New York. Reported do- comic 20 years on stage, and BronIslaw Huberman celebrating his 40
ing nicely.
Kingflsh Levlnsky, the Chi heavy* years' jubilee as violinist In Amsterweight battler, bought two tickets dam Art Circle, together with his
for a show from Leo Newman only 60th birthday.
to have them exchanged.
Slight
Owing to depression, the two big
error.
Kingflsh discovered he had shows for poultry and motor cars
to flght that night
were skipped In Januosy, 1931. As
Louis K. Sidney and his family, business seems to pick up, confland also Marvin Schenck, of Loew's, dence growing, so that this year
to Florida on vacash, but not to- Avicultura Is having its poultry exgether. Sidney going for flshlng off hibition In Hague Zoo and R. A. L
the west coast at Boca Grand; Exhibition of automobiles, motorSchenck to Miami.
bikes and cycle at Amsterdam, both
Helen Wherle, who had to quit this month. It is whispered though
dancing about a year ago In order that most of the stands for motor
to submit to an operation on her show are being given away.
spine, In harness again.
Did four
weeks at Chez Maurice, Montreal,
and now at the Chez Paree, Chicago
Toronto
'Variety's' cub reporter No.
2,
Jack Oetertnan, has turned author,
compiling theatrical anecdota of
Ernie Geyer to p.a. 'Cavalcade' for
two continents for a book which he Canada.
calls 'I'm Telling You.'
He has
The dancing Harri Walford back
dates with publishers 'n' everything. from Germany.
Joe Kudth, tackle of the Notre
Rice giving up the stage to
Dame team and an unanimous goGitz
into business here.
choice for AU-American honors. Is
Phil ('Porgy') Thomas opening a
an honor student in journalism at Southern style chlcken-and-waffle
the South Bend institution, and shop.
hopes to land a plenty-paying newsEvelyn ('Bits from Hits') Fortner
paper job after he graduates.
Melville Keay, the costume deBusy as he was wKh the problem and
signer, will wed.
of balancing New York
State's
Police will ban sale of pop at
budget. Governor Herbert H. Lehevents to overcome bottle
man found time to attend, with his sporting
hurling by the fans.
wife, a recent performance of Weber
The Dlckson-Kenwln dram.a acad& Fields at RKO's Albany Palace. emy
will merge with the BroadusChief Executive is a personal friend
Farmer music school.
of the veteran come(?lans.
With no snow here, Michel Foklne
wondering what to do with all those
woollies

H.
"

P. (Horse Power)
Little sell spiritual.

Bell

and

New Radio Commission to put
Montreal orchestra on air.
Motor Show at Stadium helps deplete picture grosses (21-28).
Honore Vaillantcourt, joint lessee
His Majesty's and president F'rench
Operetta society, died Wed. (26).
International Snowshoers' convention here (27-28) flnds no snow and
carries snowshoes on backs in street

parade.

Percy Hutchinson with 'Green
Pack' cuts out western trip at Hamilton and sails with company by
Montclare.

Montreal furniture store features
bed in show window with Oxford
Group book 'For Sinners Only' on
spread.
Laughs aplenty, but no
kicks so far.
Police action agaln/^t pajrlsh halls

Cricket
Test
England-Australia
match as a background.
A short revival of 'Bunty Pulls
the Strings' will act as stopgap at

to his

fam-

Coon orchestra at LaSalle

the Savllle until

Bobby Howes

is

Pat Kennedy partially silenced by

laryngitis.

Mrs.

Wayne King down

With win-

ter sniffles.

Inland Editors' Assn. will meet
ready with 'Captain Applejack.'
Zammit and Grube, continental again Feb. 23.
dance team, twice robbed In same
Engagement of Paul Capp and
Picture
dny; once at Trocadero
June Raft is off.
theatre and also at their apartment.
Albert Bachman managing TerAlexander Woollcott's verbal cri- minal for B&K.
ticism of 'Children in Uniform' curHarry Kogen making radio discs
rently at the Duchess theatre, be- for Gold
Medal Flour.
ing heavily exploited by manageStaid chauffeurs at Chicago Athment
letic Club play chess while waiting
Paul England, Pat Patterson and calls.
Buena Bent off to Paris for dubAllen Summers keeps his health
bing English version of 'Roi Paudepartment Job despite being a Resole,' with Emil Jannings to repeat his French performance in publican.
Edwin Beck, managing editor of
English for flrst time.
•Tribune,' will take a West Indies
cruise in Feb.
Harry Kolin has leased the NewSan Francisco
berry on North Clark street for 1626 -cent grind.
By Harold Book
Barnes and Carruthers lost the
Bobby 'like' Henshaw cancelling
Canadian fairs that in good times>
big
event
Chinese
New
Years
the Victoria Palace due to 'flu.
were big plums.
here.
Jeannette McDonald and Bob
'Buy American' Is the telephone
of
George,
to
Margaret
wife
Bole,
Ritchie oft to the south of France.
operators'
greeting
at
Hearst's
Michel and Nan scheduled for hospital an appendix.
Irving Ackerman entering his 'Herald-Examlner.'
new Tommy Lome touring revue.
Louis
Goodklnd of Lord & Thomas
show.
After flop of 'In Lingerie' sketch. prize pooches at dog
agency
married
Ruth
Glenn
of
vaude
Edmund Lowe around Alcazar but
Palladium slgnM o£C sketches for
didn't tell anybody.
where wlfle, Lil Tashman, works.
life.
J.
Murtaugh has established a
Dorothy Relnhardt, formerly at
Joe Freldman, head of Columbia
states
right
exchange
under
the
In Europe, on continental- business Warners, new sec In FWC ofilces.
Jack Dean, ex-local songster, now title of Superior -Pictures, Inc.
trip.
Stone theatre, store show presentJoe Gilbert complaining about with Tommy Watkins orch, Denver. ing black and white 'burlesk' on
Tom Coakley's band subbing for
music publishing situation over
Ted FioRlto's during latter's va- North Clark street, has folded..
here.
Jackie Heller suffering from an
Harvard Holt and KendHck have cation.
Pat Frayne is colossal as a tango unusual accident. A lighted cigar
split, with Harry Holt now working
dancer, outclassing all other sport burned his eyeball. It's mending.
a trio.
Madeleine Woods in town beA. E. Abrahams and Eric Woll- scribes.
The George Oppens entered but tween trips' Into the great western
heim have interest in J. L. Sachs'
didn't flnish In big contract bridge wildernesses eelllng 'The Big Drive.'
.

•

—

.

musical.
Lady Illlngsworth throwing party,
with- family pearls worth £60,000
on view.
Clifford Orey oft to Paris, working on English version of 'Rol Pausole' fllm.

.

G. B. Ritchie, of

Monogram

tures, In close conference

thur

Pic-

with Ar-

Dent

200,000 records of ^Underneath the
Arches,' Bud Flanagan's classic, al-

ready

sold.

Marlon Harris postponing her
American trip, awaiting cable from

New

York.

Maurice

With You'

Chevalier's 'One Hour
flopping badly on gen-

eral release.

to

Marshall Roberts throwing big
birthday party at Savoy, with Duke
of Norfolk as guest of honor.
Edna Ferber convalescing. Two
members of 'Dinner at Eight' cast
out during flrst week with 'flu.

Walter Hutchinson showing un-

'Director Wellington of Hollywood' is the billing of a visiting
evangelist whose spiel is called 'Let

Cancellation

of

and

Cecil

Sally

has about tied up NBC's phone
trunks with over thousand calls recorded in four days.
'^ews' arranging another amusement golf tourney offering cup similar to one won by Bob Kimic last
year. Owen Merrick In charge.
Helen Gahagan, her husband,
Melvyn Douglas, and Dan Totheroh
up, announced they'll do latter's
'Mother Lode' play here In August
With his Universal camera tucked
under an arm Mervyn Freeman
.

NBC and KFRC, starting his new
job ^th the former before leaving
the latter station.
Charlie Leonard's wife and fourmonths-old
S.

S.

daughter

sailing

on

Virginia to visit relatives in

and Noo Yawk. Meanwhile,
Leonard will flnish his novel.

Philly

rical.

There Be Light.'
Mae TInee wrote a

-

ZImballst

$4.40 convert opening
night.
L. J. Fitzgerald will be gone two

months from NBC's Artists Bureau
to pilot Ignace Paderewskl. Meanwhile, Robert Kendall will function
for him.
Homer Saunders, who will have

the Fort Dearborn Massacre spectacle at the World's Fair, also bills
himself the Black Partridge Pageants, Inc.

John Clayton, ex-opera p.a., is the
stirrer-upper for the $100,000 fund
campaign of the Friends of Music
who want to build a pavillion at the
World's Fair.
Babe Didrickson while at the Palace will appear for Dodge Bros, at
the Automobile Show. It was Dodge
that caused Pabe to give up her

Henry
By Frank

J.

in

status.

Sylvester, ex-vaudevlllian,

from Grand Rapids on biz con-

cerning

Miller

Henry,

patented

his
Jr.,

possible to listen to

Bermuda

21, acts with
little theatre.

the

Helene Glrard, secretary to Florfor a few ence Reed, in town to arrange fu-

days.

Now

skates.

ice

now

Grand Rapids

saw auto show.
Moe Silver in town

68,000

26 -word review

of 'Hot Pepper' at McVlckers, but
In the later editions It was expanded
to 68 words. She didn't like it.
226 Club reopens under new policy with Frances Williams, Harland
Dixon, Peggy Cornell, and Fred

amateur

Milwaukee

—

Styles to replace Naunton
as London Pavilion com

and

advertising.

Cornelia Otis Skinner a real hit
censored version of 'Call Her Savat Davidson.
a few Intimate friends.
'Kid from Spain' moved to Gar'Come and hiss the villain,' is one
of the publicity slogans used for den after week at Warner.
unemployed
More
stagehands
'The Streets of London' revivsd.
Comtesse de Slebour, Gordon Sel- since Wisconsin gave up stage
fridge's daughter, reputed to wear shows.
January tax collections have hurt
biggest sized pearls In England.
Harry Foster lining up numerous theatrical trade ag well as everyAmerican acts for Leicester Square thing else.
Warners reopening Majestic, Shetheatre, with many new names.
Jerry Coe sailing for America boygan. Fred Reeths in charge as
shortly, on account of illness of his city manager.
baby, sacrlflclng 16 weeks' work.
Recent beneflt for sick and needy
Odham's Press shortly issuing of musicians and stagehands a disnew theatrical weekly; claim Lon- appointment flnanclally.
don has not such a thing at presLittle symphony concerts at West
ent.
Side Turner Hall more popular than
John Southern negotiating with ever. Sol Shapiro directs.

Wayne

Frolics

Sophie Tucker at Chez Paree doing the big cafe biz of the town.
Ben Bemie ends his College Innings Feb. 17 this year and will rest
until March 3, when going theat-

age' to

Edwin

at

Thousands of fountain pens being
local market via that
progressive sales Idea.
Arnold Sheuerman sold his American scenic studios to Fred Turner
and turned his attention to theatre

dumped on

Richard Collett complimenting
Deszo Retter on his act at the
Savoy cabaret
Vogt, of Meyrowltz (opticians),
trimming all the actors with his sailed from here for the Manchurian
battle front on a newsreel expedielectric shaver.
Constance Carpenter and Freddie tion.
With that Fox-Educational deal
Carpenter framing new act for
consummated George Blumenthal
cabarets; no relation.
has moved his desk over to the Fox
Metropol, Zurich, Switzerland, offrom which base he will
exchange
fering American dance trio 80 Swiss
operate.
francs ($14) per day.
Tommy Harris set a precedent
Wallace Pamell bought provin- last
when he doubled between
week
cial rights
"Ballyhoo,' currently
at the Comedy theatre.
'Strange Interval' ('Strange Interlude')
attracting Oreta Oarbolan
audience at the Empire.
Bon Vlveur gaining fame as night
rendezvous after occasional visits
by the Prince of Wales.
St John Ervlne appointed professor of dramatic literature of
Royal Society of Literature.

Guinan

Texas

contest.

neral details fpr her flance, Pierre
Deltort, late chief of Belmont hotel.

Body will be taken back to France.
Beck-LeBrun grand opera that
to materialize at the 8th
Street theatre bobbed up at the
Pabst, Milwaukee, instead with Florence Tennyson singing 'Manon
Lescaut.'
Sallle Agnes Smith, niece of the
late Cal Smith of the Cort theatre,
appeared there last week as lastminute substitute for Eileen O'Day,
whom sickness prevented from apfailed

pearing with 'Family Upstairs.'

Des Moines
By

WTMJ

broadcasts for a dime. Receipts go
That
Im- pere.
to Goodfellow House, local charity.
Dorothy Hyson (daughter of Dor
perial who draws the co-eds down
Paul Falbe, wage attorney for inothy Dickson) makes London debut dustrial commission, asking that
front is Girant Mllllgan.
Frank ('Daily Star') Chamberlain In the Novello show 'Flies In the roadhouses and night clubs be
facing a $16,000 libel suit for that Sun.'
forced to give bond that performers
Sort of Billy Watson 'Beef Trust' and employees will
Ethel Shutta item in his column.
get their salDaniel Frohman recalling when chorus, with plenty dirty lyrics, at aries.
Margaret Anglin got |40 a week be- annual Ratlings' Ball, Park Lane
cause she was willing to barnstorm. hotel.
David
Hakim,
formerly
with
Osso
Percy Hutchison and his 'Green
Pack'
company cancelling that Films, Just completed deal with Cotrans-Canada tour and sadly sail- lumbia for several pictures for
France.
ing.
And was Mgr. Theodore Tltze sore
Alfred Davles, formerly in the
Ed Wynn sending the boys ducats publicity
department of Moss Em- about all those comps!
for
Buffalo engagement of pires,
the
Jack Buchanan remaining on a
handling the Hilton Sisters
'Laugh Parade,' which was can- press work.
week and not picture-shy yet.
celled here.
Lois Elllman, deb singer, down
British and Dominion failing to
Fred Davles will sue 'Liberty' for get Ramon Novarro for English with a slster-deb, Lizzie Chew.
using his alleged copyright photo of picture, due to Metro's not sane
Mr. and Mrs, Arthur Murray sail
the Prince of Wales which was tlonlng release.
(23) with eight instructors brought
credited to a rival.
Hugh Thomas, one of Prince of down for the opening of Castle
Victoria
up
at
the
for
the
Rights
Wales' secretaries, probably riding Harbour. In the party were Kathflrst time this season.
It's a re- own mare In Grand National horse
erine Glllls, Lillyan McGrath, Charhearsal hall now for the Junior race, next big classic.
lotte Stockton, Leona Sears, Bert
League show which will go into the
Ben Travers' new farce 'A Bit of Jeter, Edward Joray, Pat Brown
Royaj Yorjc.
a Test' due at the Aldwych, h&B the and Tommy Hulbert.
coats.
step-out violinist at the

Montreal
Tim

and fur

Is 'Holly'

ily..

-Dell
hotel.

H. Lubins on their annual

to Fla.

going west.
Dave Gould

1933

R.

W. Moorhead

Eggs at a cent apiece.
Winter weather again

and

a

slight business spurt noticed.

Corn alcohol being combined with
gasoline to make the buggies buck.
Novello Phillips, Publlx secretary,
named after Ivor Novello's mother.
Carol Frank's girls back from
engagement at Club Araby, Omaha.
Dua McCurdy managing only
country club in town not heavily involved.

A stench bomb In the town's best
theatre at opening of 'Strange Interlude.'

Managers of the town's three
leading theatres all members of the
same church.
F. R. Peterson explaining to the
police Just

what

his midnight

shows

are all about.

Lee Keyser buying third in K. C.
baseball club with Tris Speaker and
Joe E. Brown.
spiels
featuring weekly
from the new governor picked up

WHO

at the state house.

-
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Hollywood
'

low with

Marin
blaoa '\yynyard r«stlns up at La
laAd

Jjou

flu.

Cleveland
By Glenn

Two week-ends

of rain has put

a
reporter at 'News,'

who

left

when

trary,

Miami

Bobert Rubin mlsees hla dally, there were no longer any finances
to report, now general stenog in
walk around Central Park.
Howard Bletz still nursing that Minnesota's house ;of representaJ.

By Ben Prout

Pullen

C.

Cops also raiding gambling joints
but wisenheimers are folding.
Vic Wolcott and Al Wilson open-

Quinta.
'

.d«ht In Caliepte's buslneBB.

59

Thing,'

'Real

pro- ing

recently

new

black -and -tan burley house.

Sam Bradley doing a hermit .act
Is brand
Grandon while ptittlng across ch.irity show.
Rliodes, Balnbridge stbck company's
J. P. Buckley finally succeeded In
leading man, and never presented getting a slg over his 'News' radio
duced at Shubert here,

new

play

written"

by.

tives.
busted digit on his left mitt.
Frank Ford's Embassy club opens elsewhere.
Peter McFarlane, sup of Union
column.
Marian Nixon back after looking
Gospel Mission, walked into Hotel this week.
Frankie Burns Is looking a bit
ever New York and Chicago.
Lou Holtz sticldng around though
Halperln Brothers trying to get St. Paul's dining room Wednesday
forelorn since the cops padlocked
Hartford
(26) noon fuid addressed 100 Ex- unemployed.
his nitery,
Pola Negri for 'Supernatural.*
Ted Husing broadcasting from
Qeorge Xahdy hopped to San change club members: 'Would you
Hammer
By IVI. H.
Biillo Sager in Billy Cujllton's
give up this meal tor a needy man?' Hialeah park.
Francisco for a couple of days.
band marries .Riith Aldkins, exIrving Thalberg played backgam- 'Yes!' oame from 100 throats. 'Fine,*
John Hertz and Albert Lasker
Ai-tliur Meynard leaves AUyn to 'FoUIes' girl.
nodded
McFarlane,
up
and
'Get
give
Schenck.
Joe
with
week
join winter colony.
mon last
go with Daley theatres.
Death of mother forced Chita to
In
J
Ghlco Cllne, tenor, here under the your places to these men.'
Local newspaper copy desk men cancel week of singing with Merle
Pete Des Jardins, Olympic diving
trooped 100 Jobless, hungry MissionLew Gold^r management on spec.
getting rather risque on headlines.
champ, at Roman Pools.
Jacobs* band.
Martin Brown, writer, here on Ites.
West
headline,
'Mae
'Courant'
Six-day bike fans squawked when
third
'double'
takes
Etta Reed
on
pec after trip through the Canal.
Flaming Film Roll.' What a blaze. gate prices were hiked unannounced
engagement at Paramount.
Henry Qarat, Fox French ImporWarner creates poster and art deRigaud, formerly at the Breakers, partment, and A. Lloyd Foley is in on final night.
tation, pronounces his name Garrah.
Sophie Wild, former stenog to
Pittsbmrgh
opens hot spot at Hallendale.
Tudor WlUiamB singing In the
charge.
German consul, put in by Terminal
•Cavalcade* prolog now a regular on
By Hal Cohen
Maurice McKenzie of the Hays
Burlesque to give Its farewell as lobby hoste^.
KNX.
ofilce among the beachcombers.
comwith
Hartford,
bow-wow In
Lew Wasserman, who quit p. a,
Jeari Malln making all the class
Eddie Rogers comes to be master pany going elsewhere for business. job at Palace to go to West Coast
It's a girl at the Kaspar Monaparties to throw flip Qulps at the
Hennessey, McCarthy and Hoif, with Rube yVoM, Is back.
hans, dramatic editor of the 'Press.' of ceremonies at Auby's Lagoon.
guests.
musketeers, go to the
Benton Hopkins let out as RainRudy Vallee and' band at Roney the three
Dolly Fritts, local gal, is the latest
Tiffany Thayer has. bought a new.
Club banquet in New York. bow Room's p. a. Al Gregg, former
something for a. addition to the chorus %t the Va- Plaza and Olympic theatre for three Warner
cap, which Is
You should see Henry Needles' Palace publicity man. Is in.
days.
riety.
Thayer.
lighter. . .Horace
new
cigarrette
Gill leaving Lotus GarEmerson
French
and
the
Charlie
Gentry,
bass player with
Staging parties on
Dave Harman assembles new or- Bushnell Meifiorial management dens Feb. 8 for southern band- tour,
German boats at San Pedro getting Henry Halstead's band, married Ora chestra for two-bit Frolics, doubling permits only benefl.t shows in Its with
Dick Fidler following Feb. 9;
Steely of Birmingham,
popular.
as m. c,
auditorium. ;Why pay' ndbre subWilliamson, managHelenMrs.
Automobile show last week at
Hitgh Sinclair and his wife, ValEddie Cantor reported signed tor head in four different theatre ad- eress of Grenadiers, cracked an
eree Taylor, return to England In William Penn hotel's Chatterbox appearance at Oiympia theatre in vertisements In one day... Walter
ankle the second week sh"e hit town,
drew capacity crowds
February.
Brown,
'Courant' columnist, still lU,
plans for
February.
McLaughlin's
Robert
Fulton pulled 'Vajnplre Bat' this
La Qulnta getting a great play
Frolics cafe closes Monday at with others on staff and in town new stock company at Ohio held up
from the picture colony over week- week at the last minute, substitutpinchhitting. Thanks for that card, by booking of 'Rasputin and Em$1.50 general admission; opens Sat
ing Fox's 'Face In the Sky.'
ends now.
jams
them
In
Fogarty.
.Capitol
press.'..
Hilda Feld man here, from New urday at two -bits.
Ellssa Xiandl In town again with
with presentation that carries alLillian Miles of fiickers, doing a
Warner and Mrs. Baxter drop In most 100 stage characters, and personal
a quota number, and plans to appljr York, visiting her brother, Joe Feldhere, signed by Irving Berman, WB's adVertisJjjg chief.
from Hollywo.od enroute to Havana. smash black ads make the feature lin for new musical, 'As Thousands
for citizenship.
Harry Marx, foimierly supervisor ,MaKeJno perianal appearances.
Joe' Sbherick threw a party for,
more attractive. . .-"Deluxe shows at Cheer.'
week^
tho
Joyce
over
now.manag
deluxer,
Hopkins
of
WB's
local
Peggy
Joe Relchman's band washes up low prices"... A new sales angle for
Ted Cook crashed- all the sheets'
Mayfair
New
York.
Callente.
Ing
the
In
end at
with Frolics cafe, but Is promptly pictures.
with his six weeks' old baby boy
Nat Dorfman ai;ound ahead of hired for reopening of Ambassador
Towrie-Baker writing combinawhich his wife brought -along from
tion are never seen In public with- 'Melody,* with Sam Blair In town club.
Chicago.
agentlng the Tox hit, 'Cavalcade.'
out their manager.
Condensed- 'Show Boat' with Helen
busiBo.iiche
getting
his
share
of
Lois' Miller, Ydnher singltig-or
Mosd Hart disdppolnted because
penciled tn -for State Feb.
Morgan
he hii's riot received a gift frotn SId ganist 'at the Penn, now a regular ness at Villa Venice •with spiciest
By Harold M. 'Bone
with 'Secret of Madame Blanchei*.
10,
OraumKn this visit.
sustaining artist at' station KDKA. and most elaborate floor show In
the plx.
as
Brian McDonald leaving the Nixon town,
Firef annual motion picture golf
and
Alble
Booth's
Edward
a, pappy.
H. Smith of
Ray Teal packs 'em In at Partournament will be staged at Agua- cafe after two months as m.c. to
starting novel course In miPaderewskI into Woolsey Hall
open at the Chez Paree lii Chicago. amount with two show changes Feb. 6.
Callente Feb. 26-26.
crophone and radio technique' at'
Louie Epstein, who used to come weekly, and much of talent picked
Elliott Nugent, who slipped away
Jimmy Hall a Shubert burley Academy Guild.
to New York 10 days ago, will be here with Al Jolson, in towh beating up around town.
BUI McDermott, the 'Peedee'ri'
One dollar and a half covers all flrst-niter.
the drums for Cantor-Jessel vaude
back about Feb. 10.
Red Early's asthma's bothering drama crick;, is making bis '.annual
charges at Regaud's Nlte Club, inW. H. (Bud) LoUler back from; revue.
Brbadway*s ne#
pilgrimage' toeluding dinner, ginger ale, water, him again.
a week In Arizona on tax matters
Worthy Hills and orch have 4lulf hlts^for a week
'
for Fox-West Coast.
\] show and dancing.
Winsor French Is town's only
Irving Berlin drops In to say that Pavilion Royal.
Dfatia Wynyard has left her
Barney
London
has
Iron Ild columnist td dare wear three-tons
the
in
cement
'real
melodies
the
and
words
that
mean
pedal Impression In
Oakland
suits with pleated trousers and
something* are necessary to the out of mothballd;
the forecourt of the Chinese.
Alec Bookspan Joined the flu con- gets away with It.
By Wood Soanes
popular song of today.
Jack Conway sports a grey fedora,
Addle. Addison was- token for a
Al Jolson Mammies and Sonny tingent for a week.
spats and a malacca cane when
CUff
Pascarella.'
.hdps
•ride
from
Par
by -two cops td office of :chlef of
shooting exteriors on the Metrd I6t.>
The. Piedmont Community Play- Boys over hatlon-wlde hookop from band' to Sevieh Gables Itiji.
police) who-framed gag ftnd- gavs
Roney Plaza hotel, Miami
Lilian Harvey brought a mauve' ers make a secQnd try next n^ohtb the
•Tony
Augllelt^
autographed tihoto. him
'walfed.'tin
clbislng
plnk-coloifed Mercedes roadster' with with 'The Best l^ebple' at the Oak- Be^ch, while hundreds look on.
nito taJBecome a Par actor.
Selznlck's renamed his nitery
Phi]
to go 120 miles an land Women's City Club.
Ambassador club closes, will be
her. Cftrireared
Par baind gave themselves fare- the Night Court, redecorated It llk«
^"
hour..
Somerset Maughemi's 'The Bread- re opened Tuesday by Marque and well banquet In Little Italy .- a
a jail and Made all muslkers put ota
Barbara Lee proved to the Wit- winner" got Its first bay city hear- Marquette, dance team. Their first
David Stanley Smith conducted uniforms of prisbn denim.
mark personnel that she can cook as ing (20) at the ^rkeley Playhouse,, venture In night club proprietorship. third New Haven Symphony.
Kenneth Webb's writing new- play
Chick Ehdor and Charlie Farrell
well as warble. Her cake was de- under the direction of Helen Buell,
Thornton Wilder's sister, I^bel, for Thurston Hall, who IhtehdS to
licious.
one-time Guild actress.
will be headlined for opening, prob^ had her flrst novel
released FrI. (27). produce It next fall after finishing
BerriDa Williams travels to New
The University of California Lit-, ably will return to Deauville. "Yacht
Wm.
Lyon Phelps td address Lit- radio series in New York.
three
In
time
second
for
productions
York 'for the
tie Theatre resumes
club at Hollywood after things get tle Theatre at annual 'meetlng Feb. 8.
Teddy Lloyd, p; a. for T'eddy
months with the Warner-General this semester with EUmer Rice's going.
Harry Feldman posing for a Brewer's biahd, got .Into trouble over
Electi^Ic train.
'See Naples and Die' on Feb. 10.
painting of The Vanishing Stage- a new car on -which he paid '$60 an4
F^ed Sersen, special effect direc- Stanford University starts a week
hand.'
himself In'ihe hopsegow.
found
tor at For, doins Janet Gaynor and earlier at Palo Alto with Philip
Now that Harry Arthur is on Arthur Rpdzlnskl, from Los AnMinneapolis
Will Rogers In oil for the Cafe de BaiTy's 'Holiday.'.
B'way, maybe he'll make Buster geles Symphony orchestra, appointParis on the lot.
Fulton is still dark with no prosBy L«s Re«fl
Lomax
a
Roxy
usher.
director of .Cleveland Symphony
ed
ColbourneOscar Serlin threw a party for pects of re-llghtlng.
Studes who tried to crash back- at $25,0.00 yearly, succeeding ^Tlkolal
his New York friends last Sunday. Jones Players dickered for a short
Paul Ash and orchestra under- stage at Shubert burley premiere Sokoloff.
Even those who only hear of New run but decldied to change bills at lined for Orpheum.
reported spending next day at denBob Hope, local lad on Loew tlnie,
York were there.
Harold Flnkelsteln, head of the- tist's.
the Columbia In San Francisco after
got befuddled. when h6 got an
Real estate men trying to stimu- flop of 'Too True to Be Good* and atre chain. In New York on biz.
Final ('Sweet and Lovely') stage film offer' arid a chance at a radio
late a- new boom, using the slogan:
Their best bet
stick it out there.
John H. Dilson, Shubert stage di- show at Par: May Wocka should commercial at same time, but favors
'If we are to have inflation put your
rector, landing considerable radio have been a columnist.
was 'The Queen's Husband.'
picture job,
.. .Loc Lormoney in property.'
Richard Spier's, first act as super- work.
raine's a jig-saw puzzle expert...
Sidney Andorn claims he's writ-.
Paramount studio had Peggy Hop- visor of Fox theatres In the east
Lorlng, Publlx uptown house, had Claude (or Is It Clarence)
Stroud Ing a movie [^cenarlo for some guy
flu
the
fighting
home
of
Tea
kins Joyce at
11-piece Sioux Indian orchestra for learning to toot a clarinet,
bay was to book 'The Bitter
offered to take him to Hollywho's
and
Clarfights
the
at
while she was looking
General Yen' Into the State down- one night.
ence (or Is It Claude) learning to wood. But what happened to that
In the auditorium.
Edward Vlslnl, once noted singer yodel.... Blanche Sweet's hobby is long-promised novel?
town and the Grand-Lake, nabe,
J. Boyce-Smlth, president L. A.
simultaneously. Results were rather and member of ^ostonlans,' died clay-pigeoning. .Eleanor Cress
'The
Columbia university curious. The Grand-Lake, which here in obscurity.
branch
of
Forgotten Woman'
Carroll is
alumni, Is hosting the next meeting has been in the red for some time
Lew Fine, local boy, now featured one of those farm andJill
fireside girls
on a Republic studio stage.
took a big spurt and did banner comedian with Gayety stock bur.Betty Frembllng has enough cuSeattle
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., took Max business; the State took a rap. lesque troupe at Gayety.
riosity to kill two cats. .Marie GalAsher, assistant prop boy at Metro, Now Spier Is putting a twice-weekly
By Dave Trepp
'Randy' Merrlman, former Min- lagher never even heard
of the faeast with him. First time kid has change Into the State and letting nesota ^theatre assistant manager, mous Mr.
Shean
George Suttoii
beeii outside of Los Angeles.
the Grand-Lake resume Its week making hit as radio performer.
the fashion plate
RacbmanlrioflF next at the Met.
Don Milhelm
Interviews with Georgle Harris, stands.
Gladys George, i>opular and tal- the muscle bulger with
a comedian Feb. 23.
now ip England, in the English paented stock leading lady, back at complex
Col. Dow now with K. L. Burk
and th© final curtain of
pers are reaching here. All compliShubert with Ralnbrldge company. the last stage show
helping sell prizes.
at Par.
mentary to Hollywood. Unusual.
proposed
Town excited about
State sales, tax proposed woyld
Lincoh, Neb.
In addition to handling the Fan$276,000 municipal sports' center
hit amusements 2% of the gross.
Maiwell
chon & Marco publicity,
with 16,000-seat stadium and field
Amelia Earhart here on lecture
By Barney Oldfield
Shane is now. in charge of advertishouse.
Mempliis
tour
draws oke. publicity and audiing and publicity for the William
Municipal Auditorium failing to
ence.
By Walter b. Botto
Joe Cooper was in and out of town earn sufficient to pay any part of
Morris agency and its clients here.
J. Willis Sayre is press agentlng.
Rlan James, dog fancier, is the again.
bond interest, amortization requireLoop
Don
Geddes again witji -Sterling
gamblers
raided
dally.
Liberty stock is scheduled to ments or taxes.
only person allowed on the Warner
Loew's State and Warners dropped chain.
Arrives each close Saturday (4).
lot with a canine.
Girl cashier at Radison, one of
Danny Cram, band leader, opens
bills.
Rumor says the Liberty about to loop's two leading hotels, fought double
morning with his wire-haired terEarl Kaye Orchestra leaving RK- Loge cabaret Feb, 2 after long
riei- and a bottle of milk to feed
be; wired for sound.
off bandit at busy downtown corOrpheum after 6 -weeks.
darkness.
Harold l.Tuer guest artist for the ner and saved $2,700.
him.
Walkathon Marathon going strong
Walt Fenney on the job for JenSymphony Sunday (29).
George Habberstad, 28 -year old
25 couples doing 250 hours.
sen-von Herberg's Roxy at Tacoma
Skip Dean is planning another Minneapolis Symphony orchestra
Early Maxwell, sports editor of as manager.
tent.
season with the
member, dropped dead from heart the Evening Appeal— a radio
Gilmore radio artists to be headyen.
St. Paul
Price war sends Rialto and Capi- failure on way to rehearsal.
Bob Courtney of Hagenbeck -Wal- liners at the Seattle Auto show end
tol to 10-15 scale and Orpheum to
Split-week of 'Blossom Time' and lace shows at home for a few weeks.
" By Walt Raschick
of February.
15-25.
'Student Prince' to follow 'Good
The Little Theatre Co. preparing
The dollar seatc sold out early for
Bob Livingston figuring to make Earth,' last of Theatre Guild sub- 'Craig's Wife' for next producUon.
Paramount staff already preparing
Fritz Kreisler at the Civic auditothe
a flrat-run sound house out of
scription plays, at Metropolitan.
Twelve thousand Memphians aid- rium. Then the $1.50.
copy for Mills Brothers, March 24.
John P. Read, formerly at Coun- ed the American Legion at RKFriday (27) night RKO returned old legit Liberty.
Gen
Coy and 11 black aces up
About 2G's spent on vaude equip- cil Bluffs, la., new manager at Pub- Orpheum.
Manager Rust off
to boy ushers.
from Chi's Cotton Club for hot
ment at the Rialto last fall and no lix Aster, succeeding Julius ReisLyceum Theatre Stock Co. re- music Thursday, Jan. 28, at Trianon.
blms because they're too flighty.
indication of its ever being used.
mann, who has joined Universal in duced prices 60%, and tough sledCliff Rust, RKO manager, nursing
Blue Boys (7) playing theaNavy
Abe Hill's orchestra has a minus New York.
ding at that.
a headache when two kids stole a
tres in N.W. for seven weeks, openworking co-op, the union
Rochester 'Times' advertises over
Old Time Dixie Circus at Audi- In.ij March 30, management Percy
mummy he had planted downtown record
than
more
been
far
radio
that
It's only Minnesota newsso
has
tax
torium
for
week
local
department
as publicity for 'Mummy.'
Parks.
paper publishing complete radio store gave free coupons to get
Verne Rooney, nine years leader they've made.
I'Yank Newman changes sign at
KFOR is reincorporated by the programs and using airplane for 'em in.
of RKO band, now flrst fiddling
ofTices from dlv. mgr. 'Fox -West
Was distribution.
Capt. Menlte's Show Boat on the Coast' to Taclflc Northwest Theaacross the street In opposlsh Para- Cornbelt Broadcasting Co.
Paramount
Omaha,
Paul
Into
Breese,
St.
moving
Lou
Mississippi
fighting
about
the
City
License
some
goz
mount, under Lou Broose's baton.
tres, Inc.'
of
composer
orchestra
conductor,
right
to
continue
on the levee, but
George II. Hr;ulloy, 10 years at the but cnmmlsh said no.
City council cuts out free tickets
LegLslators taking pokes at the new Minnesota cheer song played license to continue refused.
•News' and once that rag's city ed,
at dance halls or ticks with dime
basketball
Sunday movies for Memphis are charge
resigns to move Into new state ofTlco press, saying the .scribes misrepre- at Minnesota-Michigan
for service, declaring it Inleading univer- a certainty, now If the local m.-inbuildinpr as director of Minnesota sent the activities of the lawmakers. game with Breese
vites 'too young' to trip. Ticket gag
agers want thorn.
ConKressman
Chatter about denying press facil- sity band.
Tourist Br,reau.
(Continued on page 63)
New York newspapers to the con- Crump of Memphis behind the bill.
Ed Stanley, nine years financial ities. Yaahl
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East
Mrs. Ruth McDonald, professionally Jean Gale, was shot four times
and seriously wounded by her husband In the tea room of the Victoria hotel Tuesday (24). Husband,
a shell-shocked veteran, says he
was too drunk to remember shoot-
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Mid-West

News From

the Dailies

Mrs. Marjory Quodbach, wife

This department contains reuJritttn theatrical news items gs published during the u)ee^ in the
yariet^ takes no
papers of Nei» Yorlt, Chicago, San Francisco, Hulljfivood and London,
credit for these neVfs items: each has bten rewritten from a daily paper.

|

dail])
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ness

ing.

Betty

are

Some

30 noisy Yale students were
bounced from the Shubert theatre

she's

Jack Harwood, Herbert War-

ney,

bad.

is

still the wife of Arthur Klein banned from the campus at Berkewhile within the state limits. He's ley by the student executive committee.
the theatrical agent.

Sarah Strong,
Jones, William Jan-

Worth,

Mary Tupper

Al Quodbach, owner of the Granad«
Cafe, Chicago, wants $3,809 of a
promised $11,000 alimony settlement. She told Jud^e James Kellr
she didn't care if Quodbach's busl'

Charles Englehardt,
39,
radio
musician, trapped his wife, 38, with
another radlolte, Daniel Lube, 20,
he
testimony
that
White's
Jack
had no bank account, no Jewelry at the Wisconsin hotel, Milwaukee.
and no property brought to an end Divorce charges based on adultery
the hearing of the citation of Pau- followed. Both wife and paramour
line Stark, his ex-wlfe, who Is seek- were fined $100 apiece by Judge
ing to collect on a Judgment of sev- George Page in Milwaukee.
eral thousand dollars as part of^a
divorce settlement.
Lorna
Jackson
Doone Imea,
singer, secured a divorce from La.
Charging negligence while driv- mar Imes, utilities exec from Dixie,
ing an automobile, S. C. McKlnney, He was^lways. drunk she averred.
on behalf of his three children, has
filed suit to collect $38,36C in damMrs. Irven Kephart tried suicide
ages from Pauline Frederick. Three In Chicago, but didn't succeed.
Shb
children are alleged to have been
(Continued on page 62)
injured in a collision.

ren and Carl Reed.
nudist pic,
'This Naked Age,'
Wednesday newspapers carried a takes another slap when N, Y. State
the
story that LIbby Holman Reynolds board of education backs up
unable to leave her Phila. censors in withholding permit.
Arlette LaCross held In ball as a would be
months, due to
material witness in the case of hospital for three
Anonymous telephone call to the
Contradicted the
disorders.
nervous
Henry Glronda, former Mamaroneck following morning with report she Globe theatre last Friday night told
constable, who was shot in the
of a bomb planted in the second
Hollywood Inn early Tuesday morn- is rapidly recovering.
balcony. Search disclosed a packing.
She's hostess there.
age which was turned over to the
S. Z. Poll loses a lot of champagne
police.
House has no labor trouble.
his
raid
Helen Henderson gets tlnal de- and liquors when thieves
Maybe press stunt for gangster piccree from William Duryea.
Her New Haveil home.
ture playing there.
fourth slough.
Says back to the
de
Alfred
Rlchai-d Aldrich and
stage.
Lawyers Title and Guaranty Co.
Liagre, Jr., have bought an untitled
'
o foreclose on Fori,vest
play by Gertrude Tonkonogy for files suit
Louise Carr gets a wedding sup- production In the spring. May fol
theatre and hote!. Action is against
per at the St. Morltz Monday (?3). low with Fred Jackson's 'School for the 224 to 238 W. 49th Street Co.,
William Farnum,
actor,
filed
Married more than a year, but only Husbands.'
the Trebuhs Co,, Shubert real estate bankruptcy proceedings in United
remembered to tell her
lately
subsld, and others. Original mort- States District court, L. A., listing
friends.
gage of $1,200,000 Is down to $960,- liabilities of $46,438.28 and assets of
Grace Brlnkley to Jos. T. P. SulLawrence Weber readying 000 through
L..
amortization. Interest
livan,
Baltimore, Jan. 24.
Miss
'Manhattan Medley,' which did not in default for a year and no install- $6^0.
Appellate division of the N. Y.
Brlnkley Is prima donna of 'Of Thee
so hot at a tryout. New ver- ment of principal paid
Jan. 1.
Supreme court ousted the receivers look
Sing.'
I
Pfidegroom is the son of
Fox.
Hervey
Paul
Redwood Theatres has bought a
Parent sion by
for projectionists' local.
the
late
'Little'
Tim Sullivan.
•Our Nell' becomes 'The Sophisti- controlling interest In 10 houses
body of lATSB gets supervision on
John Golden working on a pro- cates.' Due at the Bijou Feb. 13. owned by National Theatres SyndiGertrude McDonald to Robert
$500,000 bond. Hailed as a victory
duction of 'Wdoden Shoes,' play by Shepard Traub piloting.
cate of California. Deal was closed Maawell, last week. Bride is In
for all organized labor.

New Haven Monday

In

(23).

Open-

ing of a burlesque venture and the
students razzed It.

.

MARRIAGES

Theatre Guild takes an option on
•Native Ground' by Virgil Geddes.

Augustus Klesele, sec.-treas. of
Tyson & Bro., ticket agency, shot
and killed himself In the hallway 6t
the Richmond apartments where he

Sam Raphclson with a Holland
background and a realistic hospital
locale.

Arthur Hopkins readying 'Barbs
of Fate,' with Judith Anderson and
Raymond Hackett in the leads.
Modern version of 'Hamlet' with a

Auction of property of late David
Belasco brought $6,600 for 460 Items.
Some small Items brought from a
dime to a quarter, but the piano
used In 'The Music Master' got
$37.60.
on painting of Lenore Ulric, a chair used in 'Zaza' and other
items brought no bids.

In San Francisco by George Mann
musical
and Morgan A. Walsh of Redwood.

Freudian complex.
his home. Came in about 2
m. Tuesday (24), sent the elbvar
Dramatists' Guild of the Authors'
Basil Smith and Chas. Walton
man for a glass of water and League plans a fight to prevent
was dead when the latter returned. N. Y. state tax bureau from mak- will Jointly stage manage 'The Dubarry,' replacing the late A. O.
Ascribed to nervous breakdown.
ing retroactive recent U. S. decision Huhn.
that copyright profits are not ImCheryl
Crawford denies that mune from state taxation. State
CllfFord Cochran and John KrtmGroup theatre iA through for the. wants payup on the past years when
sky will do the German musical
season.
no taxes were collected on royalties. nrrangement for 'The Beggars'
Opera.' Cochran arrived last week
Paderewski from Poland for conActors' Dinner Club presently to
cert tour. More Interested in mat- remove to the Great Northern ho- with, the score.
ters of state than matters musical. tel.
Joe Gilbert back from Hollywood
and preparing to make drama pro,James Hall found e^llty of nonJack Dempsey conferring with
support of bis wife, and under |6,000 the receiver of a Jersey shore hotel ductlons here.
bonds to pay $100 weekly for one over establishment of a health camp
John McCormick, former husband
year. New Haven court.
in the busted inn.
of Colleen Moore, 111 In Paris. Says
physicians tell him he Is suffering
H. H. Rogers, Jr., and Harold McGeorge Abbott, N. Y. theatrical from
Cracken, explorer, will make pica complex for his ex-wlfe.
^tures under the titl^ of Standard man, divorced by his wife in III. on
desertion.
of
Decree
Horace Llverlght In Roosevelt
M. P., Inc. Eddie Foy, Jr., and Vera grounds
granted
in
Dec.,
but
only
entered
hospifal.
Recovering from pneuMarsh are working on a comedy in
a L. L studio. McCracken was a last week. Cuts him oft ffbm any monia and suffered a relapse.
cameraman for Pathe before he took participation in her estate.
Clarissa La Framboise, dancer,
to exploring.
Ethel Barrymore better and con- suing Clifford S. King, broker, for
Won't talk breach of promise. He married anPolice alarm out for Jackie Morse, sidering a new play.
other woman and the summons fol16 -year-old son of Lee Morse, radio about It.
lowed.
singer.
The lad was on his way
WUl of the late Elisabeth Marfrom the south, to scho.ol in Troy.
Oattl-Casazza to be given a tesLast seen iii the Penn station, N. Y. bury leaves the bulk of her estate
to Elsie deWolfe, now wife of Sir timonial marking his 2eth year as
Theresa Helbum and Lee Simon- Charles Mendl. Her summer home impresario of the Met. Lucrezia
son will be the production commit- Is to be made into a country club Bori engineering the event.
members of the American
tee for the Theatre Guild on 'Both for
Geo. P. Baker, Yale drama prof.,
Your Houses.' Helen Westley and Women's Assn. Her agency is left
to retire at the end of this season.
Slmonson will have the similar job to Charles Reed.
on the O'Neill trilogy of one acters,

made

has
$67,-

•

Ara Gerald will head the cast of
•Four o'clock,' play by Nan O'Reilly
and Rupert Darrell, which Charles
Henderson has in rehearsal. Others

pert,

Edna Callaghan, actress, and
Gregg Wesley Tolan, cameraman,
have filed marriage Intentions in

Is

Coast

wllj stage the Lonof 'When Ladies

production

Meet.'

De Wolff Hopper

goes into the re-

vival of 'The Monster.'

L. A.

dios in Hollywood for that month,
Increase ot 1,666 over same
nionth of 1931.

an

Lee Jean Carter, actress, has
taken the oath of citizenship In Los

Citation against the actor
discharged.

left.

OVERWEIGHT?
ha

Weight Reduction
Duty in the Profession
But a

PLEASANT DUTY
and a PLEASURE
Under the System Devised
by the

NANUET MILK FARM
NANUET,

NEW YORK

Phone Nanuet 315
P. O.

BOX

133

BELLE BAKER
Under Our System Has
Lost 22 Pounds

ter, Jan. 26, In Good Samaritan hospital, Los Angeles. Mrs. Dlx was the

former Winifred Coe, non-pro.

ALWAYS A
SHOW (it RKO!

On HUne

the

District

Attorney'^

office

soclated with Read's In a marital
tangle last year.

Opera's

theatres

for

week-end

re-

robbing the safe of the Manchester of $400, and hauling away
the strong box of the F-WC Highland
containing
about $500.
Gallo
Ray

Own MART OAKDEM

Wm. Dtmirett—Extra—4
I

k.
^
m

IS

Icia

|5t-Slll

"""HE

Kfc^

Queen ie Harper
she

Is visiting

In Hollywood, where
with her sister, Dor-

Brn.

BETTER

DARK"
'flth

lB|ll^/ka
UKIIIKUM

Emtit

TRUEX
MERKr

—^Times Sq.

Variety

'

Md

In Parson:
1

&

On

tha Bcneeo

IMword O.

ROBINSOK

Bsba Danlali In "Sllvar Dotlir"
Laih.

BUDDY ROGERS,
Extra

Addad

Stuart

other
Aeta

THE GOOD

ANN HARDING

RKO

LESLIE

HOWARD

mo 86th

OliD

ROXY

^IS FLAYING TO
CAPACITY AUDIENCES

Feb. 1 to 3

IS

in

DRIVING"

and

"THE PENAL CODE"
with REGIS TOOMEY
ON
moaistn. SROAOWA/
e

F«b. 1 to 8

EDMUND LOWE
Alexandra Carlisle, who came
back to the stage after nine years'
retirement and was forced to quit
thrqugh illness. Is better. Going to
Florida for

a

flshinc trip.

i

ST. iex*Avf

EDMUND LOWE
"DEVIL

AGAIN

Seraeo

with

Cohtlnuoui Iran) 10 A. M.
Dally Mldnllht Show Faatura Picture
Complete Midnight Shew Every Sat.

Attraitlan.

PETER HIQGIN8

tha

"ANIMAL
KINGDOM"

Leon Errol
J York ft Kins
Schwan
I Vera
/and

LiIO*W.i>.l(

(TATE

Or

Pramlar
Vaudavllla

lOtW$nw^Y,..iL--ST.

ceipts,

paper, claiming an othy Appleby, actress, and her
authority close to S. Z. Poll, an
mother, Mrs. Gr. F. Appleby.
nounced last week that manager
woiuld recover hla Fox-Poll theatres
Bill to regulate and license horse
after the necessary litigation.
racing, and providing for the parimutuel system of betting, has been
Referee for Supreme court ap
Introduced in the California legis
pointed to take testimony in the lature in Sacramento.
plea of Jos. D. Bannon that he was
University of California's two so
not the legal husband of Evelyn
Klein Bannon finds her Florida called scandal publications, 'Razzdivorce not legal In this state. So berry* and 'Dill Pickle.' have been

Mllli

On Screen
«'WHI8TL1N0 IN

lGl\Vly

Bandits made a play on Los Angeles

Myra Kinch, dancer, won her suit
for divorce iji 'L. A. from Clyde
lATSE heads signed a stipulation Leach, musician. The charge was
that if the Kaplan ouster Is sus- cruelty.
tained It will hold an election in
Local 306 within 46 days to permit
Three men, according to story told
the selection of a new head In his police, kidnaped and assaulted Mrs

New Haven

theatre,

ings.

will

place.

was

NEW YORK THEATRES

to

damages. Wilson althat the defendant burned
and other objects which provided an Inspiration for his writ-

Friedman and
have the summer theatre at
Locust Valley, L. I.
Chas.

Paramount

leges
trees

she had invested $6,000 with
Bank and Trust that
Read and had loaned him a like
sum. Miss Windsor's name was eis-

RKO

was connected with the
theatre, Providence, as
publicity director; and was one of
the only two women publicity agents
Farrell

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dlx, daugh-

collect $9,400

at

Central Hanover

in New York and New England, In Providence last week, Far-

work

Father is an RKO press agent.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Serwer, a son,
Claudia (Morgan) Cummlngs, ac- at the Polyclinic hospital. New
tress, filed suit for divorce against York. Father is the special service
Talbot Cummlngs In L. A. Superior manager for Wltmark, Inc.

i

Co. seeking to foreclose the mortgage it holds on the wOllseum theatre, Bronx,
property. Keith
Co. tOQk out a mortgage of $550,000
on the property in 1921, and five
years later took out an additional
loan, making the consolidated mortgage $760,000; $600,000 still due and
the CO. defaulted Jan. payment.

to Royal Al*
Bronx, Jan. 21. Bride Is in the
chorus of 'Music in the Air.'
Richard E. Farrell and Lea Du«
hamel. for more than 10 years assoclated with .theatrical publicity

BIRTHS

Harry Leon Wilson, author, filed
suit In Cafrmel, CallJC., against Meyer

In an Investigation In L. A. into
Royce Landls replaced stock selling by Alfred C. Read, Jr.,
Gloria Holden In 'Before Morning' Claire Windsor made declarAlons
last week.

the

'

Jessie

SHOWFOLKS

is

with Fublix
Secret marriage last October In
Chicago of Laura Straub and Allan
Joyce
Snell
Grayson granted Scott was announced by bride's padivorce from Harold Wesley Gray- rents In San Francisco last week.
son, orchestra leader, in L. A, Su- Bride is playing in 'Another Lanperior court.
guage' at the Geary; bridegroom is
author of 'Good -Bye Again.'
Walter Catlett, In answer to SuLillian Roth to Benjamin Shallick,
perior Coyrt Referee Arthur Will's
Qtootn is a
question as. to why the actor had New York, Jan. 29.
not made a payment on the $1,800 municipal court Judge.
balance of Judgment granted to
Connelly Morrison two years ago,
when he recently received $1,260
weekly for picture work, was that
Mr. find Mrs. Terry Turner,
after salaries to help knd .food bills
26 at New Rochelle
had been paid th^r^ was only $28 daughter, Jan.
hospital. New Rochelle, New York.

Court.

contractor,

Bride

27.

Angeles.

Capitol

road

Jan.

man.
fVances Krueger

December report of the Depart- rell has been connected ^Ith RKO,
ment of Industrial Relations, Frisco, Recently he was released from the
shows that 6,220 women were em- New York office, and Is awaiting a
ployed by the motion-picture stu- ne^ assignment with RKO.
Mrs.

Glendale, damAlan Mowbray, screen actor,
by fire which started In conbound over for trial In Los Angeles aged
fectionery shop adjoining.
on charge of drunk driving.

Rosenberger,

John Golden
don

a

Bljur,

daughter of Roxy. Groom an ad<

charging he was prevented from
appearing, in a series of plays.

.

Clark, night-club dancer.

New York
Vertislng

tor

Mary

Bridegroom

Beta C. Rothafel to George

332 against the Wllshire'-Ebell club,
owners of the Wllshlre-Ebell theatre, and W. C. Wyatt, manager,

a.

Nita Naldl before a referee in suing Sewell T. Tyng, social reglsbankruptcy &ays that she's broke trlte, for $250,000 breach of promise.
and trying to support a husband. Defense is that she knew he was
One of her liabilities Is a $1,000 fur married at the time he proposed.
coat she bought before her mar
riage and for which her' husband is
With 'Pardon My English' off his
not responsible. Furriers suing to hands, Herbert Fields left for Loncollect the 10-year-old debt.
She don last week to collaborate on a
explains she has been traveling so new musical with
Cole Porter.
n^.uch she's lost the receipt.
George Gershwin heads for Florida.

comedy.

non-pro.

Alexander
Llgbt,
actor,
brought action for damages of

IN

'DEVIL IS DRIVING'

LESQUE

Toesday, Janntty 31, 1933

RlU-CarltOB B.. N. T.
Rich, Fred, CBS, N. T. C.
RIccl. Aldo,

Those Collegians!

Bamty, Uptown Village,
C, Xoaolnako, Mian

Rlcharda,

Cbl.

Rlckltta, J.

New

Studes in Chin Spinach Give

jlTale

Haven Burley a Bum Welcome

:and dignified old Shubert this' week.
Next week probably the Salvation

j^xmy lassies will be doing numbers
cn the Central Oreen.
That loud noise on College Street
Monday night (23) was a combination of the Tale students rocking
the orchestra chairs, plus the ghosts

A fellow, rather heavily saturated with what it takes, was
full of Aght and the regular

Zlegfeld, Hammersteln
and others rattling the rafters. The
studes seamed to be protesting just
on general principles, but with the

<

tainers from working on stage. The
false faces were probably the studes'
Idea of a tie-up with the whiskered
gags that Altered across the foots

through

hullabaloo

the

now and

Trianon

dance emporium where XJeut.
Gov. Vio Meyers Is known as
Band Leader Vic Meyers,

of Belasco,

ghosts it looked like a definite
lamentation on the passing of one
more old-time standby.
New .policy got ofF to a bad start
through no fault of Its own, but
because a couple hundred students
decided they were going to put on
a bigger and better show in the
audience than the performers did on
the stage. The fun began when a
half dozen of the boys appeared In
an upper box arrayed in various
colored beards. The combo of the
trick spinach, preventing the enter-

trouble at the

bouncer

was

troubles.

So along came the

having

8

his

Samplatro, Joe. KOIN, Portland, Oie.
Sanders. Joe. MCA, Chi,
Sans, P.. aiB RIdgewood Ave., B'klya.
Schara.
F., «2« B'wny, Buffalo, N. T.
Scblll. J.. Aroadia B. R.. N. T. C.
Schubert. Dd.. 84 Arthur St., Lawrence.
Maaa.
Scbumlakl. Joe, Station WCFL, Chicago.
ScbwarU. U. J., 81* Conrt St., Fremont.
OblOu
Scoggin, Ctalo, Pla-Mor B. R., Kanaaa

governor,
rather
husky and healthy himself, and
bodily picked up the disturber,
threw him over his shoulder
lieutenant

The

him

outside.

up patrons gave

lined

a cheer.

their 'gov'

and

B.

C

a sack of potatoes, and

like

carried

O. Routes

Scott.

He'll

Pay

The ace laugh of the evening
came not from the stage, but from
the back of the house. Business on
atage called for a comic to say Xet
ne pay that check or I'll bust you
-In the nose.*
stude piped 'I'll pay
the oheck if you let me bust him.'
Which gives a rough idea of the
local reception that burley got. It
Anally took 22 cops to calm things,
the show was cut about a half hour

(Continued from page 66)

U

.

A

and a wonderful time was had by
•11
except the management.
It was a tough break for those
who sank their dough In this deal

—

the sendoff didn't do the rest of
the week's business any good. But
this is a tough village for burley
anyhow. The censors won't let them
open up, the etudes rough house
them at every opportunity and on
top- of that a $1.10 top is a" lot of
money lii a town where the depression is more than Just something to read about.
As far as the show itself is concerned, it's probably the highest
class burley that ever played this
city.
And that's the 'trouble. The
lid was clamped on the dirt, eliminating that attraction, and the artistic angle was over the heads of
the clientele.
Cuts in over the
dialog, orders to wear pants and
brassieres at all times plus a taboo
on strips and teasers left practically
nothing to appeal to a burley Aend's
as.

appetite. Balance was tame stuff.
New policy Is supposed to be set
for six weeks but if town officials
don't loosen up its a question If
shows will reach that date. May
possibly draw, however, as the only
stage fare in town.

Oppentaelm, W., BenJ. Franklin B., Pblla.
Original Georgta a DancelanO, Jamaica,

Tellew

Bumaerfand

Jacket*,

Beach, Buckeye Lake, O.
Orlando, Nlok, Plaaa B., N. T. O.
Oabome, 'Will, c/o Variety, N. T.
dVena, Barry, Grand B., Santa Monica,

CaL

Paige, Ray, BUUon KBJ, I.. A.
Paleraan, Dan. Black 'Cat R., N. T.
Palmqnlat, Krala, Btagle B. R., Mitwankee.
ParialaB Red Beada, ta W. North Bt..

C

'

Indlaaapolla.

Parker, Dad. SSO Bart Bt., B'klya. If. T.
Pametl, Chaa.. Hartford B'. R., San Bernardino, CaL
Paao. George C. RoaeTiUe. O.
Paateniackl. Bteve, I^lgl'* R., Detroit.
Pearl, Moray,
Bnnttng Ave., Beaton.

an

Peck, Jack. Ml Keeaaa Bldg., Plttabnrgb.
Peerlaaa Orcb.. MonsMnth Bt, Newport,

Ky.
PendarMa, Paul, Jonathan C, 1..
PemI, Dob. Baenger T.. New Orteaaa, La.
Peny. Firaak, FUgler B^ lUlabarg,
N. T.
.

Peteraoa.

.

Aft.

Troat-dale-lB-ttte-Plaaa.

Pettla, Jack,

Peyton, Doe,
N. T.

PeUraoB.

Wm. Pens B., PltUbnrgb.
New Kenmore B., Albany,
Ttreli

B..

T..

Mleblgaa OHy.

New Tork Ctty
My New ARSortment of OREBTING
CARDS la Now Ready. 21 BeaoUfui
CARDS and FOLDERS, Boxed, Postt26

W. TSd

St.,

Pfelffer'a Orcb.,

IMa Palmetto

Ave.. Ta-

ledo.

Phllbrick'a Orcb., Toanker'a Dept. Btoie,

Dea Holnea,
Phillipa,

la.

Phil.,

Mb

St.,

Reading, Pa.

Chaa., Midway Gardena, Cedar
Lake, Ind.
Pipp'a Orcb., Bulllvaa'a, Bdmonton, Ow.
Pontrelll, Pete, Palace B. R., Ocean Park.
Pierce,

Cal

TEIN C
SMAKE UPtJ

M.

Potter, JenT, LImebouae C, Cbleago.
Walter a Rudy Bandy, care
A Smith, 220 W. 47tta St.. N. T. C.
Prado, Fred, American Houaa, Boatoa.

Leddy

U

Prior, Will, KFAC,
A.
Pullaa. R. B., ISdB Bellera St., Fianhford,
Pblla.

Ralaton, Jack, Station WOL, Wlaablngtea,
D. C.
Radin. Oacar. U-G-U Studio, Culrer City,

Radriguea, Joa., KFI, L. A.
Rapee, Brno, Radio City Music

RKO STATE-LAKE

CELA

(Dracula)

LUGOSI

INSTITUTION

^ o^iO

Dunk,

Del Monte,

Birming-

ham, Ala.

"THE DEATH HSS"
With

Maaa.

Redman. Don, 700 7th Ave., N.T.C.
Reese, Gardner, 1610 Broadway, N. T.
IlcUman, Leo. ISO W. D7th St.. N. T. O.
Relyea, Al 'Buddy,' New Harmony H.,
Cohoes, N. T.
Rendleinan,

CHICAGO

Ball,

T. C.
Rasrauaaan, F.. 148 Grabam Ato., Coaaell
luffa, la
Ray, AlvlDO, NBC, S. F.
Read, Kemp. U9 Aahley Blvd., New Bed-

.N.

:<ird,

Reno.

bam,

Bill. Pierre H.. N. T. C.
Beldcnman, BM. Mi^yflower B.. Waab.
Beiger, Rudy. Fairmont B., 8. F.
flelvlD, Ben. «/o C«>L Recording. SS *\\
Ave.

Betoro, A.,

Paramount

U

Studio, Holly.

KBJ,
A.
C, Wllbor'a Taunton, Maaa.
Shepard, CSiaa,, KFI, L. A.
Sheridan, Pbll. Moaaala. Mont.
Shirman, Maurle, College Inn C, Cbl.
Sldell, Cnrtla, Bollywood A. C, BollySevert, Glno,
Sheffcrp, H.

wood.
Sleff, Solly, Palace B., B. F.
Silverman. D.. Mlaaoarl T,. St. Lonla.
Slmmonda, Arlle. Playland Park. South
Bend, Ind.
SImona, Seymour. 1004 B'way, Detroit.
Slaaon, Fred, Lotna R., Waablngton, D. C.
Smith. Beaaley, Roaemont B., B'klya.
Smelln, B., IM W. Buebtel Ave,, Akron.

Ohio.
Borey. Vincent. CBS, 4SS Madlaen Ave..
N. T.
Soanlck, Barry. MCA, Cbl.
Bpector. Irving, WOKO. Albany, N. T.

a

C

SplUlny, Phil. N. B. C. N. T.
Spor, Paul. Paxtm Hotel. OnuUia, Neb,
Springer, Leon. 184 Livingston St., Bklyn
St.
Clair Jeetere, Prince Edward B„
WIndaor, Canada,
St, George, Geo., 2100 Belmont Ave.. N.T.
St Lonla KInga, 182S P. SBtb St., B'klya.
Stafford, 'B., 911 Soinner Bt., Lincoln, Neb.
SUfford, Jeaae, c/o Variety, Bollywood.
Btanflll, John, 820 Broadway, Ban Antonio, Tex.

Benry, Cotton C, Caiver City. Cal,
Max, Radio Studio, Bollywood.
Button WHBC, Detroit
Stem, Barold, St Morlts, N. T.
Stevena, Perley, 9B8 Bontlngton Ave..

Btalner,

Stead, By,

Gee,. Pafamount T.. Loa AngelM.
Stone, Marty. Radlaaon H.. MInneapelU

Stoll,

Story, Geo., WonB** C, London, Ont
Straub. Berb, Buffalo Broadeaatlng Corp.,
Btrlaaoff,

Sweet

a

VanderbUt H., N. T.
Qolnoy Bt, Chicago.

Al. 38

T
Taylor, Art,
tucket, Maaa.

NamiMket

Taetat O..

Nan-

Ray, Falrmotmt B., B. F.
Teppa% J. J.. 8S8 Glenwood Ave., Buffalo.
Tcaven. Roy. Regent T.. Grand Raplda
Telller,

Cal.

BOOKLCT ON HOW
•TO AAAKB UP •

ScotU,

Buffalo.

Club Bagdad, DaJlaa.

Picclno. A., 8<0 N.

paid, for

One Dollar

Bkiyn.,

Boaton.

lad.

Powell,

DOROTHEA ANTEL

St.,

Cal.

Starr.

Cola

Blrercreen,

Frank, 384 Prealdent

N. T.

Octavet Qfc.,
DnflleM Bt, Brooklyn.
M. T.
O'Hare, HUBk. La Balle H.. Chicago.
OrHMTB. Trave. I^cClalr B., IfoUne, la
Olaen, George, NBC, N. T. C.
OUen. Ouy. Eaclaa And.. SeatUa. Wash.
Olaen, Ole. Commodore C. Vanconver,

I* 1.
Original

L. W., too Dllbert Ave., Bprlng-

O.

Scott,

B. C.

then.

Mo.

City,
field,

Frank,

Blltniore

H.,

Santa Bar-

Cal.

Reynolds,

Ulcb.

Tbomaa, Howard, e-o M. C.

A.,,

OS W.

Randolph, Chicago.

Thompaon'a 'Vlrglnlana,' Venter
N. J.

T..

At-

lantic City,

Thorpe, Sunny Fan Tan R.. 34^ Oala
St., N. B., Pblladelpbla.
TIemey Five. RItteabouae B., Pblla.
Viloff, Andre, Surf C, Miami Beach, Fla.
Tobias, Henry, WMCA, N. T.
Tobler, Ben, Roaemont B., Bklyn.
Tolland, Ray, Detroit Leiand B., Detroit.
Trartler. Loo. Oaaino B. R., Ocean Park,

Lou,

000

Central

Ave.,

Ala-

Tremalne, Paul, Roseland BR., N. T, C.
Treastor, Bob, Bleckbawk, Chi.
Trevor, Frank, KOIN. Portland, Ore.
Trlnl, Anthony. Roeeland BR.. N. T. C.
Tucker, Tommy, Hollywood R., N. T. C.
Turcotte, Geo..
Orange St. Mancheater
N. H.
Turnham, Edith, Royale C. L. A.

M

u
Ullrich.

Frank, Roney Plaaa H., Miami.

V
Valentz, Vol., LAkealde Caaino, Denver,
Valentine, Jada, Statler B.. Boeton.
W. 67th St., N. Tj C.
Cleef, Jimmy, 41 Pateraon St., Naw
Druniwlck, N. J.
Peter,
Towera H., BrookVan Steeden,
lyn. N. T.
Vllo, King, Rose Room D. H., L. A.
VoRe). Ralph. 3302 Coral St., FhllaVoorheee. Don. WEAP. N. T, C.
Vallee, Rudy, 111

w

INTERNATIONALS

Shoes for the S^^g^
Street
WFOLK'S SHOESHOP — 1552 BROADWAYyy

Mad On

Another
Chapter

series

134,

12

Izzy Herk's

new

Circuit

idea to kefp the

Empire wheel breathing is a flvcweek circuit of as many theatres,
with a new show produced at the
starting point every week. Operating expenses are being cut by
$100 -a -week
elimination
the
of
traveling stage hand and some

of

'Love In the Burlesque Biz':
Izzy Herk and the Mlnskys
are mad again, and at each
other, as usual.

TRIO AFTER HOUSES
Shaw, Burns and Leavitt Take National on Lower East Side
Solly Shaw, Charley Burns and
Joe Leavitt, new combination for
stock burlesque operation, ^ have
taken over the National on Hous-

New York. It will open
about two weeks.
trio has started negotiations for the Sam Harris on 42d
street. If they get it there will be
three burleycues in the one block,
with the Republic and Eltinge now
ton street,
in

Same

economizing on the shipping of costumes and scenery.
At the same time the remaining
wheel houses are following the
trend of the rest of show business
by slicing the admish. The Raymonds started it last week at the
Star, Brooklyn, cutting from $1 to
65c, with a new low of 40c in the
afternoon.
The Star becomes the
starting point for shows under the

new Empire arrangement.
Remaining dates at
in that
Phllly;
Place,

present,

and

are the Trocadero,
Newark; Irving
New York, and the Howard,
Boston, when the latter's 30-day
censorship closing is up on Feb.
operating.
The east side National is down- 28. Gaiety, "Washington, now- in
stock, will be worked in if transstairs from the old National Winter
portation can be arranged,
Garden.
Fred Clark is the Empire office
producer of the new shows, which
will be assembled at the Star. The
Burlesque Placements
Star's last week's show will go out
over the time as the traU blazer.
Chicago, Jan. 30.
Milt Schuster made the following Principals are Eddie Lloyd, George
Murray, Steve Mills, Joe Lyons, Ferburlesque placements:
"Willie Gordon, Kitty Axton, Mau- ber and
Marvin, Herb Leonard,
rice Llnal, Star. Cincinnati; Nat Three Cardova Sisters ^and Lillian
Mercy, Kaye Elton, Donna Faye, Dixon. Star's current troupe and
Colonial, Indianapolis; Bob Sand- the No. 2 road show comprises
Jean
berg, Jerry McCawley, Marlon Mor- Bedlnl,
Harry Evanson, Harry
gan, Joe Yule, Gayety, Washington;
Pearce,
Harry Levlne, Herbert
Frltzle Bay, Karl Bowers, Garrlck,
Barrls,
Bubbles
Yvonne,
Hiss
ColSt Louis; Beulah Hayes, Jackie
Marshall, Vic Plant, Chick Hunter, lette, Karlova, Art "White, Nellie
DeVeaux and Darling, Maxine De- Cassan, Patsy Johnson and Billle
Shon, Star and Garter, Chicago; Holmes.
Sammy "Weston, Frank O'Nell. Des30 Stage People
demona, Jessie Rece, Gayety, MilUniform casts of 18 chorus girls
Charby Bonneau, Bltz
waukee;
and 12 principals will apply to all
Bourkette, Empress, Cincinnati.
shows. This is an increase In people over the former wheel shows,
Irons Quits Chicago
and allowed by the saving on the
traveling deck hands, transportation
Chicago, Jan. 30.
"Warren Irons will transfer his and scenery.
The bus travel to which the wheel
managerial efforts to the Star, Cincinnati. During the present season resorted eazjy this season for econIrons has had stock burlesque com- omy has been discarded, with the
panies at the Garrlck and Haymar- players to ride- the trains again
ket. Chicago. Latter has just gone through the ofllce taking advantage
straight picture under Florence Pal- of the new week-end excursion
rates.
Costumes and scenery will
ey's management.
Star, Clncy, has only 400 seats. be shipped direct to the theatres
weekly from wherever purchased
Irons will open there Feb. 8.
or rented In New York. This saves
the hauling charges on road Jumps
T-TCA-nTCTt. SUES EHPSESS
from station to theatre, etc.
Salaries remain about the same,
30.
Jan.
Cincinnati.
with
the house guarantees as Indef
Teddy Menge, orchestra leader,
has filed a breach of contract suit as ever.
"With the traveling stage hands
against Meyer Lantz, manager of
the Empress, for $1B,83B damages. out, burlesque loses Its real stars
Menge claims he contracted with Insofar as sal&rles are concerned.
Lantz Sept. 24, 1931, to furnish "With few exceptions, the union
seven musicians for the theatre for members' $100 has been the top Intwo seasons, and avers that Lantz dividual salary on any burlesque
repudiated the contract Sept. 1. show pay roll this season. At the
start of the season the Empire
1932, and employed other musicians.
Empress Is operating non-union shows were required to carry two
men at that figure, it the wheel
this season for the first time.
succeed in cutting the union demands to one man before eliminating
the scene shifting primas altoCaL
Southgate,
Rooet,
IVwsy'a
Way, Panl.
gether.
Bollywood.
Wayne. Hal, New Torker C„
Caved In
Weber, Thoa.. Breakfoat C, L. A.
Weeka. Anaon, St. Keels H., N. T. C.
The regular Empire wheel, which
Weema, Ted, Pennsylvania Hotel, N. T.
started in September ^Ith 15 shows
Weidner, Art, 44 Wawona St., 8. r.
and 14 weeks of pi- "ng time, Just
Welch. Roy, Pulton-Royal. B'klyn.
about caved in when the old HowWarner. Ed.. Ulchlcan T.. Detroit.
ard was ordered clor-d and the
Wesley. Joa.. SIT 12th Ave.. Milwaukee.
Modem, Providence, went stock last
Beach,
Ix>ng
Coast
C,
West, Ray, Pacific
week. But three houses were left,
Cal.
The
Wetter, Joa.. flIT Adama Ave., Bcraatoa. Brooklyn, Phllly and Newark,
Irving Place, New York, Herk -opPa.
Whldden, Ed, 120 Dlkcman St., Brooklyn. erated, has been in stock all season,
Whedden, Jay, MIramar H., Santa, Moni- but win be tacked on the new wheel
Feb. 13 to fill out the five weeks.
ca, Cal.
,

Walker. Ray, 201
N. T,

St,

Whttyre, Everett, New Hartford, N. T.
Williamson, Tad..
(Me of Palma H.,
Charleston, S. C.
Wilaon, Billy, Du Pont H., Wilmington.
Wilson, Clare, Madison Gardena, Toledo.
Wilson, Meredith,

WInehrenner.
Hanover, Pa.
WIttenbroch,

W.
Al.,

NBC,
8.,

1808

Jamee

PI..

Brook-

S.

287

T

P.
Praderiek

St,

St.,

Sacramento,

Cal.

Wlttateln, Eddie, New Baven,
Wolf, Leo, Vanity Fair C, Chicago.
Wolfe, Rube, o-o Fancbon A Marco.

Hollywood.

Woloban, Johnny, Bl Patle B. R., S. F.
Wray, Robby, KFOX, Long Beacb. Cal.
Wright. Joe, 410 Hllla Bldg., 8. F.
Wandarllcb, P., 19ST B. IMh St., Bklyn.
Wylla, Alliater, Coronado

order,

Empire,

fl..

Providence, Jan.

20.

Cast of the Empire wheel's 'Round
the Town' company was engaged by
the Modern to start off the new
stock policy which starts this week
in place of vaude-fllms-burlesque

(Empire) combination policy. The
itself without a place to
when the old Howard, Boston,
and the wheel almost went
along with it. At the same time the
Modern Is cutting its scale 50%.
'Round the Town* principals are
Hay Freyer, Clyde Bates, Eoots
Rush, Lew Petel and Wanlta Ca-

show found

land

folded

sino, all

ptaying over

In stock.

Bt. L.

Y
Taw

Ralph, KERN, Bahersfleld, Cal.
Marty. 4300 Pershing Dr.,

Young,

Warlng'a Penna, o-o J, O'Connor. Hammersteln T. Dldg., N. T. C.
Walters, Lou, 1007 104tb Ave., Oakland.
lyn,

Show

Whiteman, Paul, Blltmore B., N. T, C.

Cal.

Van

medn, Cal.

61

Try by Herk to Salvage Wheel

Burlesque with 5-Wk.

C

Seattle. Jan. 80.

The other night there was a
little

New

RInea, Joa.. IBlka B., Boaton.
Rlttanbaud, J., U. ArtlaU T., Detroit.
RUzo, Vincent. Sylvania H., Pblla.
Roanea' Ponn, Commodore B., Lowell,

Masa.
Robbins, Saromy^ McAlpIn B. N. T.
Roberta, Mllea, 8 Sheldon St.. ProT., R. I.
Robinson, Johnny, Showboat, Seaalde, Ore.
Robinson, Johnny, Olympic fl., Seattle.
Roky, Leon, Byracnae B., Sytaonae.
Rolfe, B. A.. Ill W. B7tb St.. N. T.
RomanelU. I.. King Bdi^ard B., Toronto.
Roae. Irv., JeSeiaon B.,,St. Lb
Barry Rosenthal. 1690 Broadway, N. T. C.
Roiaroan, Harold, Bagdad C. Miami.
Rothschild, Leo, 800 W. 14th St., N.T.C.
Rubl, Wamey. Michigan Tech.. Hough,
ton. Mich.
Ruasell, B., King Cotton H., Oraenaboro.

Bouncing LiQut. .Goy.

New Haven, Jan. SO.
They brought l>urley Into the staid

VARIETT

C

Empire Wheel
El

Paso.

z
Zlller. Les, Virginia n. R.. Long Reach.
Zooper'a Arabian KnlghU, Kaego Harbor.
Case LAfet, HIcb.

Week January

30

Moulin Houce — Empire, Newark.
."-Vramblcd I^gs Trocodero, Phllailel-

—

l,hla.

Tempters

—Star,

Brooklyn.

.

'

VARIETY
Thursday! .(26) after

OBITUARY

ness.

Tuesda^t January 31, 1933

a month's

Ill-

'

With his passing the big four of
the late Flo Zlegfeld's production
organization has been entirely eliminated. More extended notice elsewhere.

Inside Stiitf—Pictiires
(Continued from page 47)
keep promises of excluslveness on yarns, with each p.a, trying to grab
^
space for a showing.
Some of the newspapermen are demanding affldavita as to exclu8tve«'
ness from the Far force.
to

Lewis

merous legitimate attractions. Interment was under the Catholic

Selznick
liewls J. Selznick, 62, died Jan.
26 at his home In Beverly Hills, Cal.
A complete obituary will be found
In the picture section.
J.

Actors' Guild.

His widow survives.

BELLE VERNON BINGHAM

EDITH RANSOME

James

Mrs.

Edith Ransome, 28, tormer acwho attained prominence in
the play, 'White Cargo, died in Seattle Jan. 26 from what physicians
declared to be an overdose of sleeping powders.
Notes In her room
indicated that the act was delib-

W. Bingham, 76,
late J. W. Bingham,

widow of the
ventriloquist, died of heart trouble
In her home in New York, Jan. 16.
Interment was in Freeport, L. L

tress,

In her youth Mrs. Bingham was
to vaudeville as Belle Verbut retired some time ago.
Survived by three daughters and a
son. Of the children only the eldest,
Kathryn, has been on the stage, her

known
non,

erate.

She had had a stormy time on
the coast since 1929, when she obtained a Judgment against Thos.
Wilkes, Inc., Wilkes as an individual and Lionel Samuels, claiming
they had ousted her from the theatre after dismissing her from the
play. She was given $20,000 of the
claimed.
Since
1120,000 damages
then she has several times appeared
in the newspapers.

last

being

appearance

the Deck.'

with

'Hit

Sustaining Internal Injuries during practice, James L. O'Connor, a
trapeze performer, who had appeared in vaudeville and circuses,
died Thursday at Brattleboro, Vt.,
O'Connor had been doing his act
with Daniel Bennett, also of Brattleboro. He is survived by his parents,
^hree brothers and a sister.

AUSTIN

HUHN

hospital Jan. 23, while awaitlngr examination for admission. He was
from heart^trouble.
former actor, he had recently
given his attention to production.

suffering

A

•

M. FISCHER
Charles Moritz Fischer, 70, former musical director at the' MaChicago, and organizer of
the Fischer Military bands of Chlcae:o and New Orleans, died Janl
23 after a lingering illness' at his
home in Montrose, Calif.
jestic,

HARRY EHRLICH

O.

Austin Oscar Huhn, 48. stage
manager of 'The Dubarry,' died In
the reception ward of Roosevelt

CHARLES

Harry Ehrllch, 57, vice-president
Saenger-Erlich circuit. of theatres

U O'CONNOR

J AS.

He is survived by his widow.
Funeral services were held Jan. 26
at Montrose with interment at
Cialvary cemetery therel

CUNHA

'SONNY'

Albert Cunha, 63, better known as
Sonny,' died In Honolulu Jan.. 28l
He was a studOnt at Yale university and largely helpful In Introducing Hawaiian' music to America.
Was partly responsible for •BdolaBoola.' the Yale song.

SCUDD^R KLYCE

.

IN lUEHOBT OF

'

The f^mer Olive Sherlovk,
of Sliierlock Bisters andT Clliitoii
Who- passed mi I>«c. SU list
mt -HoUjrwood, CsUt.'
',

In Louisiana.,. Mississippi

'

and Ala-

•

•

-

.

111. liealth.. He started
out In th,e 3.how :bji8iness years ago
as bill poster and was well knowii
throughout the 'south.
Last year he became Interested financially. In the Cos'tle-Hlrsch carnival and JjDlned the show on the
road. Later, he left It at Detroit and
returned home due to "his health.

mohths of

'

'

ALAN PAR60N8
crltlo

of the 'Daily Mall/ died in London,

.

BERT

BERNARDO OLSHANSKY

Bert F. Marshall,

Bernardo Olshansky, 46, Russian
a former jmember of the
Boston Opera .CO., died at his home
in Union' City, N. J., Jan. 26. He
had made many concert appearances in New York, While with the
Boston' co^ he was credited with
having saved the lives of more than
baritone,
.

,

mmm moms
Jan. 16 of pneumonia, following. In*
fluenza. Before he turned to Journalism, Parsons, a graduate of Magdalen College, Oxford, was private
secretary in turn to the Home Secretary in 1915, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, and to the Secretary of
State for India, with whom he attended the signing of the peace
treaty at 'Versailles.
He was present at the premiere of
•Dinner at Eight' at the Palace, Just
before his illness, which only lasted
live days.
He leaves a widow, "Viola Tree
(actress daughter of Sir Herbert
Tree) and three children.

News

ROGER RADFORD
Following a fortnight's illness,
Roger J. Radford, banjo player in
Luigi Romanelll's King Edward
Hotel orchestra, died at his home
In Toronto, Jan. 23.
He was born
In that city 26 years ago. The mu
siclan leaves a wife and two small
children and his parents.

A

brother.

33, English acthe Women's hospital. New York, Jan. 22, after a
Her body was crelong illness.

Who

Good Friepd

Died February

1919 with her sister, Marjorle,
role In the
musical version of 'Monsieur BeauShe remained here and has
calre.'
played with many notable English
and American stars. Her last engagement was with Ina Claire In
'Grounds for Divorce.'

1,

1920

Jerry Vogel

mated for return to England.
Ralph Radford,
Miss Burgess came to New York paperman.

is

a Toronto news

in

who sang an Important

ANDREW BAYER
Andrew Bayer, founder and owner
of the Park Theatre, at Lehlghton,
Pa., died at his home after a long

He personally conducted the
theatre for 48 years.

illness.

MRS. GUS HILL

in

Kiesle, formerly a partner In

the Tyson & Brother-United ticket
agency, suicided at his home In New
York, Jan. 23. Story appears in the

and
Cummlngs
as
vaudeville
Knight, died at his home in New legit section.
York Jan. 24. He made his debut
in the 80's with Hyde & Behnmn
STANLEY SHARPE
and Tony Pastor and for a time
Stanley Sharpe died of an inteswas a clown with the Barnum
Bailey show. Later he went to the tinal blood clot following pneumonia
dramatic stage and played In nu- at his home in Great Neck, L. I.,

&

E. K. Langford and L. N. Cohler,
surgeons, are Jammed in Illinois.
They are accused of participation in
the quackery practice of Henry J.
Schireson, once king of face-lifters
and host to show biz.

Mitzi

Green's

papa,

Joe

Green,

charges of violating child labor
Bonds of $300 each had to
be posted by the defendants.
filed

rules.

Foreign

Demands

Bandits got $200 from the Sheridan theatre, Chicago. House was to
close three days later for repairs.

coast.

John

Dahmke,

28,

unemployed

musician, had a quarrel with the
bullet
in
the
Result:

Janitor.

Dahmke

leg.

A

Chicago Incident.

The>U. S. absorbs
Austrian song output.

Jazz.

much more

New
but,

(Continue from page 54)
system, excepting for
point of difference.

one

deals were due as of Jan. 1
pending current negotiations,

previous ASCAP and foreign
pacts are being extended for three
until the European societies
can convene and vote on plans of
•
procedure.

all

grave

The

Difference
That has to do with the geography
of America. They realize that even
In their own smaller countries, with
but three or four metropolises
throughout the breadth of the average Continental nation, how dlfll-

cult it Is to maintain an accurate
check. With a country as large as
Margaret McConnell, art student the U. S. and the Dominion, with so
that
hear
to
and model, expected
many key cities from whence broadshe might go to Hollywood. Chi- casting emanates, it would be well
cago beaut is 21 and has been tested.
nigh impossible to maintain this
Company not reported.

(Estelle Wellington)

GUS KIESLE
Frank Cummlngs, who was

cm-

Postponement was granted in the
Wife of Gus Hill died at a mid- alimony arrears suit against Al
town hotel, New York* last week Quodbach, Chicago cafe owner. He
She was professionally known as promised to make further payments
Estelle Wellington, a serio-come- to his ex-wife and case won't be
dlenne.
pressed If he carries out his promise.
The veteran showman left her ap
parently asleep and went to Red
his
Ralph Lane and Howard Stewart
Bank, N. J., on business. Upon
return he found Mrs. Hill dead. The arrested in Wlnnetka, 111., nnd
couple had been married 48 years charged with a series of petty burglaries, told police they had robbed
Irene Dunne, picture actress, on the

Gus

FRANK CUMMINGS

(Continued from page 60)
is the wife of the projectionist
ployed by the Censor Board.

Gag carried throughout the Warner production, 'Hard to Handle', of
having the daughter, Mary Brian, and her screen mother, Ruth Donnelly,
dress exactly alike, was taken from' a contract infrenue on the lot and
her mama, who always do that in real life.
Petition of Paramount Publlx, claiming Saenger circuit In. south owed
it $6,000, placed the Saenger chain Into' an equity receivership. Liabilities
of Saenger were listed as $1,850,000 with an additional $300,000 as debta
to individuals and concerns.

of the Daifies

and Manager Frank Hlnes of the
Hippodrome, Cleveland, had to appear in court because a quidnunc

IN HEIUOBV

in

longer have Jurisdiction.

and

ALFRED de MANBY

GLADYS BURGESS
died

and two brothers

Survived by two daughters and
a grandson.

'

Fox will start a heavy buildup campaign for Ellssa Landl immediately,
studio execs feeling that she was improperly exploited in the past.
Arch Reeve outlined a plan of publicity which appealed to Miss Landl,

days was a member of a vaudeville and in contrast to her former attitude, she spent t#o days being photo*
act known as Shadow and Sunshine, graphed, and one day with writers in the press department.
with hi^ wife, Edna Bassett Later
he took out Bert Marshall's Revue.
While Stickelmeyer remains as divisional manager for FltzPatrlck*
For the past several years he had McElroy group in Indiana, presumlptlon Is that receiver- I^Maux will
conducted a vaudeville booking appoint his own operator. Stickelmeyer is with Publlx Theatres and
one
agency In Akron. His mother,
operates out of Chicago under John Balaban, who. It was said, will no
survive.

j.

.

Gladys Burgess,

vaudeville

M^her of Mrs. Doc Baker died
Jan. 21 at her home In Bogota, N.

100 persons in a hotel Are.
He is survived by his widow
a son.

of 9l7

65,

actor, died Sunday, Jainuary 22 at
his home in Akron, following a
Marshall In his younger
stroke.

sister

tress,

'

.

'.

dramatic

Actor working currently In an animal picture at one of the major
studios was spread all over the Los Angeles dallies when a story was
sent out that his arms had been lacerated by one of the beasts.' What
the newspapers didn't print was the tact that mercurochrome was used
to make the scars and blood for photographic purposes, and the actor
was not even nicked by the animals.

dow

m

.

46,

Until a week ago Warners' 17 coast houses, with one exception, had
operated for more than a year and a half without a managerial change.
Execs point to tljis as an unusual situation in coast circuit operation,
where switches generally are frequent.
Reason assigned for this stability is careful selection of personnel,
permitting the manager freedom in operation and an open door policy
at the home office.'

to death

a

-

banva tihd vice-president Castlef
ErIlch-HlrQCh carnlYal,' died, at his
home at. Shreyeport, La., -Monday
period -of several
(26) fblloiying

Alan Parsons,

Hoot Olbson was left holding the bag In his negotiations to leave
Allied and go with Universal. When Tom Mix left U, studio began
talking contract with Gibson who arranged to leave Allied.
He paid M. H. Hoffman a sum reported to be several thousand dollars
for producer to agree not to take up his option In July. Gibson's U
deal
fell through when Ken Maynard, who Is financing his own pictures,
was
made the company's western star.

Scudder Klyce, author, while defrom lobar pneumonia, leaped
from a second story winof Winchester hospital, near
ETHELBgftt
HALES
Policy in effect at, Warners- First National studio Is the practice of
Informing contractees two or three months In advance that their' options
-. Ethelhert
Dunlop- Hales, 60, died Boston'. Mass.
He was 52 years old and a retired are to.be -taken, up. ...
in Rlverdale, N. Y., Jetn. 26. He was
Studio sends the notification. Just as soon as It decides to keep the perhorn
New Zealand, but came to naval lieutenant.
son, thus eliminating any ..worried, running to'^gents and negotiations
this country befOre he became of
with other studios on the part of talent that continues on the lot.
age, playlnjg his first American enD. P. PHILLIPS
gagement with Robert B. Mantell In
D. Philip Phillips, 75, minstrel and
He had been leading man for circus
1900^.
Nothing to all those conflicting stories abOut Garbo, will she? wonjt
trouper of the old school,
Jane Cowl, .but was -perhaps best died Ih Seattfe, January 21. He wa^ she? ciah she? and all the oth'eiyqu^stlons. She has
her re-entry permit
known for his performance bC Riev. with Barnum^ft Bailey back in the to the United States; the qliota thlnig doesn't worry her at all; and
shiet.
Davidson in 'Rain/ opposite the late wagon' days.'
has her new Metro contract. Only question Is when she starts to play
Jeanne Eagels.
again. That may be sooner than' anticipated, because she'll probably
land In Hollywood, according to inside knowledge, within a fortnight
F. MARSHALL
lirious

OUVE MARIE fARNER]

Studio publicity directors affiliated with the Producers Association
are
burned at John Le Roy Johnston, Universal publicist, for breaking faith
on an agreement to prohibit newspapers and magazines from gettinir
trick photographs at the lots. It was shown that two weeks after
ths
agreement was niade a page layput of trick stuff appeared in a magazine
John's excuse was that a World-Wide photographer had sneaked on
the
lot and shot the stuff. But the other boys are still burning.

months

'LEGION'S' 62

STATIONS

Chicago, Jan. 30.
"Tales of the Foreign Legion,' sustaining program
now broadcast
over 26 CBS stations, will be extended Feb. 19 to 62 stations. At
that time It will be moved from
afternoon spotting to 9 30 p.m. every
.

.

:

Sunday.

John C. Daly, Vinton Haworth,
check, they say.
The staggering Ray Appleby, and Douglas Hope
clerical cost alone forfends (hat.
are the stock actors. Build-up for
As has been recounted, the French the program, by Willis Cooper, is In
Society is now holding out for $100,- hope
of attracting sponsorship.
000 a year yield from the ASCAP Instead of the $22,000 previously sent
ARIZ.
SPilT-WEEX STOCK
Paris
to
by the American Society.
Phoenix, Ariz., Jan. 30.
The Frehch, in characteristic manStock by the Wilbur Cushman
ner are holding up about $200,000
which is the average returns sent players at the Orpheum opened Satfrom Paris Into the coffers of the urday (21) in 'Meet the Folks' with
good house.
American Society.
Play here four days weekly openGermany which owes the American Society about $20,000 a year Is ing Saturday thence to Tucson for
amenable to that arrangement, as remainder of week. Players Include
the Society return.=» back some $12,- Rudy Winter. Glen DalF, Billy Wade.
000 annually to the German Society. Violet Barlow, George Held and
The Austrians, with the spreading others.
Opposition at Fox Phoenix, wliich
vogue for Viennese music throughout the world, and especially in plays Fanchon &' Marco three days
America, now want more than the weekly, opening Sunday.
$10,000 which the ASCAP sends to
PRODUCTION ON SPEC
Vienna annually. The Austrian SoHollywood, Jan. 30.
ciety remits $3,000 to America, this

'Good Looking and Rich,' magWadding from a stage gun sent country being one instance where azine novel by Kflffar Franklin,
William Dalton supernumerary to the income exceeds the outgo for
for producthe Iroquois hospital, Chicago. He Austria only boasts of Vienna and bought by Ralph Like
was playing a toughie in 'Song of Leipzig, both now well dented by tion without release.
Jack Jevne is preparing the conthe Flame' at the Civic Opera post-war conditions, as cultural
centres using any form of American tinuity.
House.

'

.

by

Make Plea

ni^ Fairs
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however,

Wff,

59)

.

Promoters with Everything hut Cash

OalesbUrg,

The

cultural

WFBB a

liL,' Jan. 30.
Association of AgriFairs, In annual session

'Illinois

Find Breath Wasted in Chicago

.

Bd

hockey

for

•

Chicago, Jan.
both grandiose

'

Buffalo Dance Derby
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Boston

Wldener and her new hubby elected* -president Ho succeed
depart for New York after sojourn Temple of Gtalesburg.
here than -wa-s longer than most
Flfi

By Len Libbey

J;

Fred

-

Eglefitbn"
^weel^;••-

dlvo|:ce seekers enjoy.

goes 'stock two nights a
r- '•

Legislature promises juicy: news
by. liaunphlng investigation of banking situation in state, with .special
reference to why they 'closed,
,

Zelda Santley pays all expenses
a sick chorine to Saranac.
Te4.>i?I:UE€i succeeding. Stan Meyers as m.o. at the Keith Boston.
Franklyh Farnum, old-time flllum
star, almost unrecognized during
emanipart'.Vt^e appealrance hfere'.'
< Br<K)h11n4i' having btfokesii the lefe*by^ letting dn' Itis first movie house;
now.,ba9. its flrat ^dtuice-dancery, the:
<

of

.

George Wlrigfleld, whose banks
stfll on a holiday, has' been
spending time in bed for couple of
week? recovering from the flu.
are

..

'

.

Antl-gambUng

-

^i;-.

:.••.!.•:••••'

;

;

Birmfnghami Jan. 80.
At the annual meeting of Lolilsl-

a,na Fair offlcials at

.

Bradbt;in^.' Cuahlrig.
Willfa ji>Bdh; undersea film' inaker;
Uarvafd fbi* confab with ba<il^er6'

'.

,

M-G-M

°

the 'back

Sidney' Burtbn

additional sclentiflo movies.
Bill
.movie
Fergusbn's
train' tdotlngf airound, and are the
lassies' thrilled taking the screentests: at State and'Orpheum!
Hinson< Stiles, asst. managing ed. receiviEirs;
of Boston ..'Becord,' returns soon
Opening of
'

Lake Charles,
was talk that

farm; movement' would
be ani ald..,to the ,.falr,r^ this year,
Skouras ..reported relinquishing Harry D. Wilson, Loulfllana ComCataract and Strand, Niagara Falls,
missioner of Agriculture, delivered
April 1.
Mike Shea off to New York to a speech on 'Back to the Farm and
meet his hew partners,
'he Publlx County Fains.'
.

By

a million-dollar expedition for

recently, there

La.,

Buffalo

'

at
of

to-

-

,

Reports of. agriculture depart
Court Street Feb. 13
from Havana vacation. To be asst. with stock announced under spon- mepts of thja various southern
to Bmlle Oauvreau on New York sorship of Rupert Labelle.
'Mm-or* editorial! staff.
Jane Kleeler has taken Gayety states,, shows a heavy trek back to
Rumor 'ha^th It that Mayor Curley (formerly burlesque) and aifter rte- farms from cltles and towns. The
dlc.tuj9., .abpujt .night, club's spilling decoratlon
will
present Theatre figures at the department "of
agri-

'

.

.

\

ehow^eaiis is said. to School productions- at the house.
have been due to his having caught M. Shea donating house.
culture at Washington also bear put
the opening night of Faith Bacon at
Cantor and Jessel show» two per- the reports of the state departthe Cascades. Lou Walters cut the formances Wednesday at the Cenhot number ^after that first night.
tury, 'Kid from Spain' at the Buf- ments.'
falo this week. Ed Wynn In 'Laugh
Thousands of families that have
Parade' at the Erlanger. All during lived in cities and towns during the
one week.
plentiful
days up to 1929 and
Capacity audiences greeting BufBy Matt Corbett
falo Symphony pop concerts at Elm- thrived on luxuries are going back
wood
Music
hall every Sunday night. to the farms and. raising what they
Frank Wade's visual broadcast No admissions, charge being made eat and a few crops to sell. The
at Aud. is big success; sponsored,
only for refreshments. Event build- 'back to the farm, pioyement' Is reby Curlisrs.
ing up real old-fashioned beer gar- ceiving the approval of charitable
Cliff 'McN"eIll, "Free Press radio
den atmosphere.
and state organizations. It helps
editor, has expanded his column
relieve the unemployment situafrom formerly a strip to almost the
tion and removes part of the burwhole, page now.
Portland, Ore.
Lillian ^Beynon Thomas has writden of feeding the unemployed and
ten a new play 'His Majesty's Mall.'
hungry of the cities and towns.
Characterization of early CanaAmelia Earhart lecturing In the Some charitable, organizations are
dian life in the west.
burg for one night.
even giving transporation to some
Jimmy Coghill and Jerry Bourke
Jack Gault nursing the b.o. at
prove
most popular in CJRW the Fox-Liberty and getting results. families in order to get them back
farms where they can grow what
visual broadcast: Jerry as 'Uncle
Two local radio performers, James on
SI'; Jimmy as 'filmer.'
Beard and Gordon Onstead, now they eat. The R.F.C. Is. furnishing
Little Theatre deserts th6- little with Taylor Street Players, legit money to buy seed and fertilizer
playhouse they own and will from stock.
to grow crops.
This money comes
now on holdj forth In the smaller
Taylor Street Players with Tom indirectly from organizations to
theatre of the new Audkorlum. 'The Chatterton and Helen Kleeb, leads, those who
cannot furnish
Mask and the Face,' their next did 'The Alarm Clock,' holding It to float loans themselves. security
major production.
two weeks.
With thousands of families back
J. J. Parker released control of
the Fox-Hollywood, and that house on farms fair men feel that a large
now being operated by Pacific amount of interest is certain to be
Easton
in annual fairs.
revived
Residents
Northwest Theatres.
By A, M. Powell
Significant feature of local ex- of farins must have some form of
ploitation Is Increase In nabe and amusement and the annual fairs
Magicians of Pennsylvania will indie lineage.
Shopping for pic- will help provide it for fairs are
hold convention at Allentown In
tures in low admlsh houses is im- first and last agricultural events.
1934.
new trend in the burg.
The money Idea Is the one one
NO more vaudeville at State this portant
Maurice
Colbourne
and Barry big
season, leaving field clear to Seville,
drawback. The average farmer
which has live acts last throe days Jones with their English legit today has very little cash and most
troupe here two days and did 'The
of week.
Queen's Husband' and 'Too Good of what he has must be spent for
Walter Hampden appeared at to Be
necessities, leaving
Good.'
little cash
the

I

hoit-.chai

-

'Caponsacchi'
on Monday (23) and attracted a
highly representative audience. The
•best' people In tho T.pMcrh Valley

'

In

Company

very

got good

attention.

Albany
were present.
Russ Colombo appeared at MeaBy Henry Retonda
ley's auditorium on Saturday (28).
Jack Dempsey was given testimoLeland. operating double features,
nial dinner by service :lub3 of Easgoes back to single weekly feature.
ton on Tuesday (24). having apMadisQn, class neighborhood, repeared at State during the week. A
duces prices from 36 to 25 cents,
number of leading sport figure were also
cutting changes from four to
present, including Walter Okeson,
three weekly.
boss of football; Charley Berry, of
Samuel Rosenblath leased Arbor
White Sox; Wilder Tasker, Rutgers theatre,
neighborhood, from Walter
coach; Harry Stuhldreher, of the
Four Horsemen, and Herb Chrisler, Suckno. adding 260 seats and new
Princeton coach. Jack made a hit sound equipment.
Palace,
vaude and pix, and ProcWith his speech.

for
this

amusements. For this reason,
coming season will see still

more

free

fairs

in

order to boost

attendance.

Then, too, there will probably be
the largest crop of fine farm products suitable for competing for fair
prizes in years. This will help the
attendance for farmers, of course,
will have to bring their products to
be displayed.
All of these theories point to the
county fairs deriving the most
benefit.
Farmers will not have far
to travel and the old horse and
wagon can be used for transportation.
The old fiivver has been
stored away until the price of operating is brought down or uniii
little

second-run, are no^\'- the only
houses In Albany to allow smoking
In boxes, loges and balcony.
Cincinnati
Contest Is on among upstate WarBy Joe Kolling
ner housfts, with Albany headquar- farmers get that relief that they've
ters, ending March 1, to see which been seeking in Congress for the
Lew Kozal fingerprinted his twin manager gets the biggest weekly last blue moon.
babes, Billy and Bobby.
average gross.
At any rate, this one hope is
Castle Farm open only on SaturCapitol, clo.sod .several weeks, re- about the only reason fair officials
days;
other outlying cafes also opens Feb. 6 with 'Bringing Up
are looking forward to the coming
ga.splng for patrons.
Father.' Bookings made for Hampseason and carnival owners are not
Hlllbllllos romping for special of- den
in 'Caponsacchi,' also Muni,
fer by a music shop of a guitar and Tallulah Bankhead and other legit so sure yet that the 'back to farm
25 lessons for $19.95, with the near- road shows.
movement' is so hot.
tor,

.

-

-
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Showmen

Will

.

,

'

.

m^e

their appearanceili.
These v'^ry In
set-up- wit"ii the various groups behind them, but most of them are out
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p'etltton 'f6r'*tinn(9 being.
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mem-
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flash

Clare l^ree Major Children's the-Explosion at' 'Cedars' night club
fourth,
'Sleeping gives police temporary scare
atre gives Its
that
Beauty,' In Jordan hall, next Sat. bootleggers' war had started.
In>
afterqpQit, And «ve.
vestlgatlort 'Btlll going on. but ownE;teonpra,t^eAr9i.' most .famous .oS... ers coritertd It'wasr gad
fiirnac'e blast.
Hub society^ folk, interested in co-op
theatre J^ea i^ojr -Boston. .Ditto, Mrs.

,

Buffalo, Jan. 30.

Following complaints from

bers of local clergy,- local authorities made an Irvestigation of a
marathon being held at the old
Palais Royal and reported that
there was nothing the authorities
could do as the health laws :and poregulations were being ob- certified checks In their wallets.
lice
served.
Exposition's M; 1 s s o u r 1 attitude
The climax came New Year's, eve cramps their style woefully.
when Timothy Balder, member of
In other words many have knocked
Buffalo police force was accused of at the portals of the World's Fair,
having picked up two girls under 18 but only a select few have gotten In.
at the marathon and under pretext Aiid with times tough and money
of arresting them took them, .into toiighfer, the Exposition's Iron-clad
a club here where, they were as- rule of 'no advance publl'clty' absaulted. Baker was immediately In^. splutely denies pronibters the addieted and his trlal'in County, Court
vantage of soliciting capital by
last this week, resulted In a convicusing, the Exposition's endorsement
tion of rape second degree.
of the project. Fair' management Is
During the trial conditions of the vrery determined thdt promoters shall
marathon hall were gone into in de- promote their money first and get
tail, and there was testimony that
the Expo's endorsement afterwa,rd8,
the' girls In the case had stayed In not vice versa as,. the promoters'
the premises for two days and would like to have It...
nights without leaving and had also
Chiseliers.'
been given whiskey by men spectaScores of chlselers haye already
tors.
There were repeated comments from the judge and the dis> flocked to Chicago with all sorts of
get-rlch-quick notions.
Most- of
trict. attorney during the trial regarding the ownership and opera- these have icon discovered that they
were dealing -with organized" biff
tion of the marathon.
business
and.
scrammed
after a
have
La^t week Charles J. GImbrone,
iPalr manag'e,Buffalo assemblyman a'; Albany, an- lirellmlnar'y survey.
nounced the drafting and presenta-, ment has pfoceeded in several .Instances against those, shady <^arac.t'
tion of a bill under the health law to
ters who have acfljaily -violated tlie
legally prevent operation of and
laws. Among thes^ were .the peddlef 3
participation in marathon dances.
of stamps purporting to have the
official endorsement .of the ExposHion. Badefes, auto plates and .similar
emblem.s,
sold] ui^de'r
false
pretenses! have. also been stopped.
So-cailied 't;ou|^sts club's' of qtie
kind or anbther have already
'

.adVocates...

long petition In legislature seeking
repedl of gambling law, and..comr
mlttee bt assembly 'promptly buries

:

Joliqe.,.

and

the motto of the Century of Progress Exposition is 'lay It on the line.'
Never before in the history of expositions has th6 management been
so hard-boiled about the financial
standing of the people with whom
they do. or even talk, business.
This Is embarrassing some of the
promoters no end. They can describe their Ideas glowingly. They
can point to all sorts of past exBut unforperience and success.
tunately many of them haven't got

,

.

30.

petty, are learning sorrowfully that

Scandal Inspires

'

i

63

for

$80,000 in State Aid

convenient goaL
here last week, adopted resolutions
Marshall, RKO. traveling audifolng
tor, went |in for the 'I do'- .routine calling upon the state; now deep in
>
ffftmeo..:
here with Isabelle .,Quihn, an .Erin a combined economy and unemployfor
John
a.
Champion,
p.
Ted
beaut. Joe Alexander fdrtiflied.
ment relief program, to hurry along
Hamrlck houses, directs copy for.
Joe Torbett, former feature ed of
Hamrlck's four first rynq, Seattle New York
Worlds Tfelfegram'- re- with nloney tb help this various
Portland, Hain'ribk
(2) Tafe6ma and
placed
Ed
Mills
as
mife,
of
'Popt,'
Illinois county fairs pay oil their
houscis In
liAB three 'suhdequent-run
where Don Patterson Is new na1932 Indebtedness.
The resolution
Portland, one here (Rei), and Tem- tional adv.. mgr.
ple lnTaooma.
x -U, \Theatre
chain efilclency man proposes advance of I80.1S3 to 67
ISylvla Thompson, co-ed at Wash-:
came acros^ a house staff that was fairs which went Into the red last
Inetori, sues Universal liTews. Jteel
already chiseled to the bone, so he
Biid Ji^. Ba'lnler National Pajpk Co.
replaced lone cleaner with a one- year.
for $20,000, alleging her beauty armed Negro
The association funds are derived
at half salary.
marred when news movies shot of
from the state license and taix upon
her and.othera ^lldlne .ln the enaw
the parl-mutuel betting machines
at the mountain.., .She was at,botr
and
legalized horse-racing.
Noth^Hde
^en^ed
when
tl^e
h^ap
toni of
ing said about how the boys are
and fpun^ ^f^} P^.^'J'^^^ planted on
'.^
her face.
'"''V
Gambling license collections for going to get coin to buy the little
entire year of 1932 drop 60% behind tickets thkt provide- -the money.
Earl Walker, Shelbyville,- was
collections for, eight months in 1931.
.;,/<.CQnUitued

VARIETY

^d out rackets deBlgned
aittendliig'the

to. victimize

who contemplate

skna^l-town people

Expo s View

Is

f^I'r.

;

Apart from aiiy question of gucu-dIng against actual dishonesty stringent attitude of the Exposition
towards those who come to them
with propositions has a deeper significance. : Expo wants to make sure
that everything that's promised the
public will be delivered. Therefore,
to avoid premature publicity on
things that later prove Impractical
or financially prohibitive, they Insist
that everything shall be worked out
to the last detail and sealed with a
substantial cash deposit in advance
of general announcement.
In the early stages of the Exposition several fantastic possibilities
such as moving sidewalks and overhead boulevards were widely discussed.
"Various, spectacles
and
were also mentioned. Exshow biz background. A good deal novelties
position knows that these things
of reliance is apparently being
cannot be. But it la feared the pubplaced upon his knowledge and
lic may come to the Exposition exjudgment In framing the entertainpecting to find the.se wonders In opment end of the Exposition.
eration.
This has buttressed the
Don't Expect Showman
conservative policy of the manageAdministration circles here re- ment.
gard as Improbable the entrance at
this late, date of M. H. Aylesworth
or anybody else to have general
Boston
Bargains
charge of the Exposition from a
showman's viewpoint. They think
Boston, Jan. 30.
that such an appointment If conCity Is selling part of its free
templated would have been made show the
Franklin
Park Zoo,
long ago before the Exposition had Economy the reason for sale, city
reached its present state of de- deeming curtailed, revenue grounds
velopment with most of the build- sufllcient for cutting out cost of
ings completed or nearlng comple- feeding the sold animals, which are
tion.
dopcribed as 'extras,' or surplus.
Although
theatrical
men are
Thirteen head brought $475.
scarce In the Expo's set-up there
Male Sitka deer brought $30.
are many newspapermen holding
Ha-ha! Male yak brought $75!
execut.'ve posts while the promotion
Prices for males beat the average
department from Director Ross
for females. Seven of the latter, of
Eartlcy down is solidly Journalistic.
H. F. Miller, of the Federal and viarlous rare species of deer, totaled only $245.
States
Government division.

Chicago, Jan. 30.
Admitting that there are few perr
sons from the show world at present
connected with the Century <jf.
Progress Exposition the Fair management here seems to regard this
as a self-adjusting deficiency.
In
other words as and when the Midway gets organized the Influx of
showmen to take care of the showf
will be automatic and the showmanship needs of the Exposition as
exemplified by the Midway will be
taken care of.
Nat Rogers In charge of the Midway concessions is a circus and
carnival man and one of the few
executives of the Exposition with a
-

Zoo

—

Is

formerly

Chicago 'Record.'

the

of

Hugh Donaldson

in

the operating

LETTERS

dfept. is from the 'Tribune.'
Others
employed by the Expo include: A.
H. Kirkland. former 'Horal<l-Ex-
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aminer' city editor; "Victor Rubin,
'Herald -Kxainlnor'; George B.ircl.Ty,
'Intrr-Ocean'
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We all

weight.

like magicians* tricks.

But

another story.

a

The

pleasure ybii

cigarette is determined

by

tricks in cigarette advertising are

find in

quite another matter.

the quality of the tobaccos used.

Here's one you

dered ahout.

one cigarette

may have won-

The illusion that only
is

Mildness and fine flavor ccrnie frcHn
the costlier tobaccos.

"pure."
It is

popular
cigarettes are made under the most
THE EXPLANATION: All

sanitary conditions. All use a good
cigarette paper. All are

practically identical

made with

Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than

any other popular brand.

modem ma-

chinery. All are pure.

But the quality

a fact, well known by

leaf tobacco experts, that

of the tobacco is

It*s

the tobacco that counts . . . plus a

matchless blending of leaf with leaf
to bring out thei delicate flavor of

choice tobaccos. That's why Camels

have given more people more pleasure than any other cigarette.

Camels are always fresh» always
cool,

always in prime condition ...

in the air-tight,
Ooomcbl,

193*. B. i.

Bwnoldf TDbacoo Coavtnr

JVO TRICKS
. .

JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS
IN A

MATCHLESS BIEND

Pack.
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